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Irtistic and 'Creative Managers

Hay Form Still Another Legit Assn

Fof^atioti;^ , ot a' new Broadway
ptoduc^. Qjngaiilzatioo, to include

various playi^igit, actor and di-

rector.-maoagersr. wa? silts^ested last

w^ek. Idea is that such' managers
hav.e.a different viewpoint and dif-

ierent interests from those of the
League of New York Theatres and
would form a. more cohesive group.
Figured the producers who have
stayed out of the League ' would
likely join the new organization.

Suggestion is based on the theory
that the 'creative* or 'firtistic' man-
agers (as differentiated from the
purely commercial producers) would
find their interests better served in

a group such as that proposed. In
this connection it is pointed out that
the League is composed primarily
of theatre-owners rather than pro-
ducers, the latter having come over
coinparatively recently from the old
producing IVIanagers* Assn.
Aihong the possible advantages of

• playwright, actor and director-
manager organization would be a
united stand on various questions
wWch now find the. 'creative' man-
agements ^ acting separately. Also
suggested the group rqight work out
a co-operative setup, for keeping ac-
counts and reducing production and
executive overhead. Figured the
outfit might likewise act in unison
to obtain better terms, on various
kindH of deals and contracts, and
could, possibly work out a system
of storage and an accurate index

(Continued on page 12)

SUNDAY NIGHT 'GUESTS'

CUT IN ON fm ACTS

Balcony Comic

It happened during the mid-
night rebroadcast of Fred
Allen's show last w6ek for

Bristol-Myerst. Portland Hptfa
had just approached the mike
with a 'Hello, Mr. "Allen' and
received the customary 'Hello,

-

Portland,* when a drunk in the
studio's balcony yelled, 'HeUo,
Portland. I'm from Portland
too.'

As the ushers made a rush
for the interrupter Allen quick-

ly wisecracked into the rnike,

•That's the first time -that a
heckler was heard from coast-

to-coast.'

EPICURE TRADE

WOOED BY NEW

PALLADIUM

Sunday night guest appearances
of natpe talent at New York niteries
is causing agents and .bookers to
flay the practice as unfair competi-
tion. There's talk of taking up the
situation with the various talent
unions, beefers claiming that cuflo
appearances are displacing paid per-
formers, directly and indirectly hurt-
ing business, and ultimately threat-
ening to put talent employment in a
spot.

Boys regard idea in same light as
the cuffo benefit, something which
ultimately comes from .the actor's
pocket anyway. They state that per-
formers are robbing themselves by
making such appearances in guise of
doing their pals a favor. In reality,
as complained, it's high pressure from
agents and bookers who handle
namers and who arrange the guest-
Ings.

Cry is that If any one of them
wanted to get such names for a one-
show appearance they would have to
pay a fancy price. This is especially
true of the club date bookers who
handle one-nite .shows. Here, they
point out, is the very same performer
working for a free meal.

Indirectly, th<^. stont also cuts in
by unfairly a^jtra^Hing business away
from spots otljer agents handle. Re-
sult is that shows or salaries are cut
for the working acts to offset undue
draw of offenders.

Kurt Robitschek will make a bid

for the epicure, trade with a 9!30.

p.m. curtain for late, diners at his

three-a-day straight vauder^ the

New York PaUr.dium, Which op.ehs

Nov. 21. Opening bill is set, scale

fixed and writers and directors as-

signed. Only obstacle stiU in the

way is unionization of the house,

either Equity „€8fc,A)merican Federa-
tion, of Actors. Backers have been
holding off until this question is

settled.

Two-hour show will bow at 3, 7 and
9:30 p.m. The first half will be
strictly vaudeville. Latter portion

will be a revuesque afterpiece.

Cham;eover Is to get it out of Equity

(Continued on page 12)

DUE-BILLERS OUT ON

A LIMB VIA '39 FAIR

New York's due-bill brokers are

already feeling the pinch of th«

forthcoming World's Fair. Boys have
been hit pretty hard by gradual nar-

rowing down of possible deals and
see little hope for future.

Hotels, restaurants and niteries are

not renewing old deals or making
any new ones. All rates are com-
mencing the expected upward climb

and wampum peddlprs can't get into

any picture. There's nothing at all

for them at the Fair itself.

Hotels are beginning to let leases

expire, wanting only short stay

guests at higher rates, Non-e^cpired

due bills are being recalled and
bought UP by inns themselves. It's

reported that American Railway Ex-
press is now buying up rooms and
offering high-priced guarantees, an-

other adverse factor.

VS.

3tr|ite|[i9t5 Taking Cogni-

zance of That Sunday
Night Broadcast—Dram-
atizes^ yiyidly -*-t3i[e Lack
of Common Sense Should
a Real Air Att;aok Ever
Occur—Anti-Radio Press

Overplayed It, for Its
Own Reasons

ELUOTT'S ANGLES

Near-hysteria broke out all over
the United States Sunday (30) night
as result of a fanciful invasion-from-
Mars story by H. G, Wells which
was broadcast over the Columbia
Broadcastini^ System in the form of
news flashes.. One immediate effect

oif the strange behavior of the popu-
lace was to fpcus attention on va-
rious social and military implica-
tions.-

Persons close to the national de-
fense branch of the Federal govern-
ment expressed the view that be-
sides revealing a jum^..js^^te of
nerves, brought on,by tfie war clouds
over Europe- and Asia, th^ episode
drove home how .little prepared the
nation is to cope with an abrupt
ertiergency.

Thus, it is being pointed out, Co-
(Continued on page 28)

Convict Enters Play

In Contest, but Love

Scene Gets Scissors

Cries for author will go unan-
swered if bad boy No. 59727, of San
Quentin Prison, wins the play con-
test being run by Allied Authors of
New York, Convict A. Manford
Knothe has submitted a four-titled
manuscript for consideration in the
contest, which carries a $2^0 prize
for winner.
Play is variously titled 'Human In-

terest,' 'Beyond Hollywood Is Broad-
way,' 'Golden Saturday' and 'Horse-
play a la Hollywood.' It's in three
acts and six scenes.

Manuscript contains an explana-
tion for a missing part in the first

act. Inmate states that due to rigid
censorship by the officials of San
Quentin, part of the script was de-
leted. It was a love scene and may
have been considered rough,' he
states.

SOBIS DUKE'S SCBEEK TEST
Hollywood, Nov. 1.

Doris Duke Cromwell, the heiress,

took a screen test at Metro, emoting
opposite Phil Terry in a scene from
'Mad Living.'

She is being considered for Edgar
Selwyn's next production.

Move This Wk. to Heal Bmy^H'wood

Breach; Dramatists Want Fihn B.il

25c

With this issue of Variety, Its

sale price becomes 25c.

, . Kie increase is not by choice.

Pubjyishing costs niakQ it neces-

sary.

U RUSHING OUT

FDJi

Hollywood, Nov. 1.

To capitalize on the air hysteria
and attendant front page breaks all

over the country, Univiersal is

readying quick release; of the 'Buck'
Sogers' serial based on an Incident
similar to Orson Welles' C^S blroad-

caist.

A strong a^lvance campaign for
the picture Is assured as wire serv-
ices and picture mags besieged the
studio for stiUa of the mythical

(Continued on page 20)

2D-HAii7wOOOSHOES,

STARS' CURLS SELL BIG

London, Nov. 1.

Second-hand shoes claimed to

have been worn by Hollywood film

stars and probably used only once
or twice during the making of one
picture, according to retail shoe
merchants here, are being sold in

the poorer districts at prices rang-
ing from $1,25 to $3.

The British shoe trade Is alarmed
at this new form of competition

(Continued on page 61)

Determined effort to heal tha
Broadway-Hollywood breach is be-*

ing made this week. Representa-
tives of the major film companies
and the Dramatists Guild are cur-
rently holding a series of confabs
to reach a general agreement to
permit the ire-ientry of picture coin
into legit production. Studio spokes-
men are also Invited to attend the
annual Dramatists Guild meeting
next Monday *'(7) at the Lincoln
hotel, N. Y., to present their .View-
point on the question. Fact that-
such a bid has been extended is re-
garded as significant, since no such
action has ever been taken in the
past.

Specific matter under disciission U
said to be the plan first proposed
by John Wharton, theatrical attor-
ney, and studied for the last year
by film ofilcials and Guild reps. Be-
lieved the scheme has been almost
entirely worked out and that it will
now be submitted to the Guild
membership for approval. Idea of
the, preliminary rheetings this week
is to bring about an understanding
between Guild leaders and the film

(Continued on page IS)

EX-teELD GIRLS

ADMIT GROWING IIP

The Ziegfeld Girls Club decided to
modify the name of the organization,
and the 'girls' has been<<4ropped. As
one of the former 'glorified' girls

with a sense of humor explained it,

few members who appeared in the
'Follies' have retained much sem-
blance to their appearance of those
seasons.

Club, which Is functioning along
beneficial lines, will conduct a cock-
tail party at the Maisonette Russe,
St. Regis hotel, N. Y., next Sunday
from four to six o'clock.

Beryl Halley, one of the club's
leaders, was operated on for ap-
pendicitis recently but has recov-
ered.

DON'T FAIL TO SEE
the

PARAMOUNT SHORT
in color

''MOMENTS OF CHARM''
with

PHIL SPITALNY
and his

ALL GIRL ORCHESTRA
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AVERAGE ADMISSION HAS HELD TO 24c

THIS YEAR; CRY FOR SHOWMANSlflP

Giwmwajt, Prizes and Unbridled Competkioii

Ambhg Factors for Keef^ing B,0, Scale Down-
Question of Neely or Similar Legislation Doped

1

Average admission price in thei

U. S, has held to the 24c. average In^

the last 12 months -despite a tem-

porary-dip to 22%c duriztg the sum-

mer dog days which slump was ac-

celerated by general business reces-

Bion early in bot weather period.

Although this average «ational ad-

mission is slightly abow the mean
average .in the last six^r «ti^t years^

the iippreciation from 23c. and 23%c.,

which prevailed about a jrear ago, is

so slight that few In th* trade are

willing evea to describe it as an im-

provenient..

There are three Invariable factors

held re£i»6nsible loir the stalemate in

average admission price for U. S. in

recent years. One is unbridled comr
petition. Another is lack of show-

manship, plus the failure of com-
petitors to agree with any dejgree of

consistency on a price li£t. A third

is the routine manner of selling

shows, with the , inclusion of duals',

special prize contest stunts and' ex-

tra contests or giveway& and general

neglect 6f selling the picture pro-

gram to the public.

Check this week brought rather

unanimity of opinion in the trade

that any considerable admittance

price boost would depend largely on
the amount of concerted energy dis-

played by exhibitors in selling their

programs. Recent experiences Indi-

cate that e^diibitors put forth so lit-

tle effort in selling tiieir actual

screen entertainment that any ad-

mission tut would not be justified by
the resulting decline at the box-
office.

Theatre managers claim that the
V arrival of giveaways and contests, to

occupy nearly every night in the

v^eek, have wiped «ut the bulk of

Showmanship rendaining in circuit

and most individual operations.

The obvious ' drawback is that it

keeps potential patrons always
looking for bargains and often sub-

ordinates the exhibitor's actual

screen show to what be is giving

away. Prevalence -of the same bar-

gain pirograms, heing used .by near-

est competitors, also hurt the subse-

quent exhibitor, and indies. It

forces them to lower admissions in

many cases in order to gain any ad-

vantage over. <«<arlier-run competi-

tion.

Question was brought forward
this week as to whether or not the

Neely bill, or some comparable an-
ti-block measure, producing more
individual product selling, .might
help to holstet'the price,structure at

film theWtres. One industry veteran
estimated that selling of features
singly or in blacks of only three or
four doubtlessly would bring higher
percentage film rentals, possibly en-
hancing the value of pictures and
calling attention in the most forcible

pcfssiblie way that his screen fare was
a valuable .article.

Whether such moves would enable
exhibitors to boost their scales will

only be determined by actual testing

of such anti-block bisdldog statute.

Seems little doubt but that the stress

laid on upped >wntal and the em-
phasis laid on each feature by the
new gelling method might conceiv-
ably bring a return to old-fashion
theatre showmanship which, in turn^

might improve the general admission
scale.

There is enough x^mism in cer-

tain quarters of the trade to make
some see in such new method of

selling product a forced realization

that 'the show is the thing,* and even
wean exhibitors away from give-

aways, contests and other freak
means of bolstering the boxoftice.

Certainly, if exhibs have to -pay

more for their product, they will be
more apt to exert strenuous efforts to

put it over with the public.

Styled by Goldwyn

Hollywood^ Novi 1.

Samuel Goldwyn is out %1;ZS0

for clothes—not for hims^ but
for Jon Hall. Duds were bou^t
for the younc actor to in^press

London as a Goldwyn fa^toh
plate when he went to Engjand
on loan to star in Alexander
Korda's 'Thief of Bagdad.'

Picture has heed postponed
indefinitely; and Ifoll is idling

around Hollywood in a $1,230

wardrobe. Meanwhile, his ^250-

a-week salary goes on without
a picture in sight

Scbefer Back East

After MPTOA CoiiT4

Spitz w Coast Vinl

Oklahoma Ci^, N<pv. 1.

George J. Schaefer, new president

of BKO Radio Pictures Corp^ K-A-O
Corp., AKO Service Corp. and tite

B. F. Kieith Goip.,, flies' back to New
York tonight and is due in .New York
Ihursiiby (3).

Schaefer was to have gone on to

Coast for his - first official visit to

company's studios to look over pro-

duction at first hand and for possible

appointment of a new head of pro-

duction. More important matters

caused his return to New York at

this time.

HUMSWnHB'S

Hollywood, Nov. 1.

With Class A prodiKtion slowing

down for a period, the Sol Wurtzel

unit is doing the btiik of picture

making on the 20th-Fox. lot . this

month. Wurtzel's staff started shoot

ing yesterday " (Mon.) on 'Charlie

Chan in Honolulu' and on 'Camera
Daredevils' "tttday <Ttres.). Others
slated for November starts Are 'Texas

Kid,' 'Sporte Series,' 'Big Town
Girls,' 'Jones Family in Hollywood'
and 'Mr. Moto in Porto Rico.'

'Wife, Husband And Friend' is the

only A production set to start this

month, Nearing completion are

'Thanks for. IJv^irything,* 'Jesse

James,' .'Kentucky,' 'Little Princess,'

'Tailspin* and "Three Musl^eteers.*

ANGEL FOR STRIP PIC

SUESm HIS cirr

ARRIVALS
Lilian Emerson, Sylvia Briema,

King 'Vidor, E. W. Hammons, Maria
Mueller, Paul Draper, fflizat>eth

Schurhann, Mr. and Mrs. M. Burdino,
Richard de Rochement, Henri Dia-
mant-Befiger, Monty Banks, George
Blafck, Sam E. Morris, William Gell,

Mr^. B. R. Lipscomb, C. V. R.

Thojiolpson, Solomon iSagall, Arthur
Sdgale,' Arthxir Levey, Earl ' Mac-
donald

Los. Angeles, Nov. 1.

. A. P. Scott, one of the bankroUers

of the Sally Rand picture, 'Sunset

Strip Case," filed suit against George

Hirliman, asking the court to estab

lish his rights to a percentage of the

net profits of the film.

Scott claims he invested $7,500 at

the request of Hirliman on proijiise

that he would receive a cut of the

picture's earnings. Also named as

defendants are Dr. Eugen* Frenke,

Esther Muir Coslow, W. Gawartin,
H, M. Webster, F & H Productions
and International Cinema, which
holds the negative.

L; A; to N. Y.
L. F. Alpstock..

Adrienne Amps,
Phil Berle.

Ralph Bettison.
Arthur Q. Bryan.
Jaite Bryan.
Eddie Cantor.,
Gary Cooper.'

Lill Damita.
Joe Donohue.
Scott R. Dtinlap.

S. Charles. Einfeld.
Izzy • Ellinson.
Max Factolr^ Jr:

Edgar Fairchild.

Sidney Fields.

Sidney Franldinv
Bert Gordon.
T. Keith • Glennan.
Gordon Kahn.
Vic Knight.
Nola Liixford.

S. Barrett McCormlck.
Jimmy McHugh.
Karen Morley.
Neil Newman.
Jack Piu-tington.

Joe QuiUeit.
Johi> Ralph.,
Anthony Rivers,

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Ro'-' ''^".

Joe ^eidelnian.

SandEQ* Shaw.
^

T. K. Stievenson.

'Mab;^ ^od"4'
'

Jerry Waldi

Spite's Coast Visit

Chicago, Nov. 1.

Leo Spitz, back in Chicago after

vacating the prexy's chair at RKO,
was the center of a flock of parties,

luncheons and general welcome-
lome celebrations last week. Friends
in every walk and branch of life,

taking in the amusement industry,

political, legal and .general commer-
cial fields made these welcoming
salutes to Spitz on his return to 'his

Chi home grounds.
Today (Tuesday) Spitz leaves for

a short trip to the Coast, with the-

atre circuit operator Mort Singer
accompanying.

RKO's Feak Trod. lotCd.

Hollywodd, Nov. 1.

Peak load of qine productions are
in operation at RKO this week..
Hie Castles,' 'Beauty for the Age-

ing' and 'Arizona Legion' went be-
fore the cameras yesterday (Moh.).

'The Flying Irishman,' Douglas Cor-
rigan film, gets the gun tomorrow
(Wed".). Five others in work are:

The Pure in Mindj* *Pacifl<; Liner,'

'Love. Affair,' 'The Great Man Votes'

and "Fisherman's Wharf,' a Principal
production for RKO released ' .

Corrigan reported for work at

RKO as co-author and technical ad-
visor on the story of his life, to be
filmed ^s The Flying Irishinan.' He's
working with Daiton Trunibo and
Ernest' Pagano.

'Nation' Brou^t

k at Under Its

Otker News of btei^

Dietrich's $100,000 keynotes new French production trend,...Page 13

Forelfn film iituation. . . . i /• iPage 13

Cantor crew cast..... Page 30

JolBon's ad lib costs NBC $15,000 ^ « • • • • • • -Page 30

SAG'a radio show looks set , , . i , . ;v .'. .Page 30

Radio reviews: Glenda Farrellj Jean Hersholt; Cro^y show.
Texaco ....'.....«.... Page 34

Televlsioii called too 'vague' ,. Pace 36

Kurt WeUiy ASCAP ^redfape. , . . . , ; . . ,1>age 45

Equity tougher on agents .Page 55

Cdnffiiik Stock lo 3 bdders Wil

Rake Worbg Capy; Sabries

. Sylvia Sidney washes' up at the
Astoria' <L. L) studios' this ' week,
Dudley Murphy having completed all

sequences in 'One Third of a Nation,'

Harold Orlob's filmization of the

WPA play. Final camera work will'

not be completed imtil end of this

week and with cutting and editing

to follow, delivery of pictiure to .Para-

mount is not looked for before Dec. 1.

Mufphy brought the film in con-
siderably imder the budget figure set

of $200,000 which'the trade considers
remarkable in view of the compre-
hensiveness of cast and production,
plus difficulties occasioned by east-

ern production problems.
Sidney is working on a coopera-

tive basis calling for $20,000 for five

weeks' work, plus a share of the
gross."'

Clumps Stn Ae McCoy

Hollywood, Nov. 1.

Sen Yew Cheung, chemical sales-

man, gets the role of Charlie Chan's
son at aoth-Fox, succeeding Keye
Luke. His first assignment is in

'Charlie Chan in Honolulu,' starting

this week with Sidney Toler in the

name role. Cheung is 23, born in
California and a scteen novice. • He
was selected from many tests.

Phyllis Brooks plays the femme
lead in 'Chan In Honolulu'; Picture
is Toler's first as successor to the
late Warner Oland. ^

ANOMRTKH
FOR PAR COSTS

Hollywood, Nov. 1.

Paramount etudk> is due for an-
other economic slash, in addition to

the one last June. Stanton Griffis,

executive committee chairman, is

lengtiiening his stay another month.
Barney Balaban, prexy, and Russell

Holnuan, home office production
head, are also staying an extra fort-

hight.
Griffis" attributed the need of new

economies to the recent, wage in-

creases and the shrinkage of Euro-
pean grosses.

No Par Quorum
Paramount board meeting sched-

uled for Thursday (27) was post-

poned due to. inability to get a
quorum with Adolph Zukor, chair-

man; Barney Balaban, Stanton L.

Griffis and Neil F. Agnew, now on
the Coast No matters of a pressing

nature were known as scheduled for

aiction at this time. Next meeting
v.-ill probably be held Nov, 24^ when
most of the members of the direc-

torate are expected to be in • New
York.

Early CaL Rainy Season

Stalling: Goldwyn's Duo
HoUsrwood, Nov. 1.

Script trouble and the weather-
man ar* causing Sam Goldwyn to
a^ain postpone the start of '^Wuther-
ing Heights' and 'Last Frontier.'
Meteorologists predict ah early

rainy season for this Ee<;rtion and
both pictures call for considerable
outdoor shooting.

Glazer Leaving WB '

HolJIywopd, Nov. 1.

Understood that Barney Glazer
leaves. Warhe>rs .y?bp|», his ,pr.odycer
ticket is punched out .this yr^'k.

He, p.hifted to the Burb^ink
! sf^iidiq

a year ago on departii);g ParampujRt.

BAD SnU. HORTS BOB

BAKER ON LOCATION

Hollywood, Nov. 1.

Bob Baker, western star, was seri-

ously injured on Kernvilie (Calif.)

location Monday (31) when the coach
he was driving in a runaway sequence
of the 'Phantom Stag?' turned over.

He suffered facial injuries and a
possible .fractured skulL Ernie
Adams, actor, on coach, also injured
but not critically. Picture, had a
half day to go for windup with run-
away saved for the finale due to its

hazard.

Washington, Nov. 1.

Money-raising plan whidi in-»

.volves eventual dealing in common,
stock was laid before the Securities

Si Exchange Commission last week,
by Columbia Pietures. Immediate
effect -is to permit private sale of
tickets brlnglntg in over $500,000 to
bolster working capital.

Paper will be allotted ,to threa
company insiders. In accordance with
options granted mider their emplpy-.
ment contracts, with provision for
ultimate resale. Only 37,500 shares
out of the authorized 1,000,000 are
involved.

The application handed the S.E.C.

indicates Columbia has arranged to

allow Samuel J. Briskin, Abraham
Schneider, and Abrahson Montague
to take advantage of a £round^k>or
opportunity to pick up the ducats
at a bargain price, Company asked
consent to sell .them 25,025 shares at
$13.53 in accordance with teriVks of
.options running until 1940 with pro-
viso they will be represented by v«t»

ifig trust certificates ihat may -b*

peddled at $]r5 each. In addition, the
plan contemplates parceling another
11,875 in stock dividends.

The document threw new light on
Columbia's executive payrolL Harry
Cohn, president, drew $1B2,020 last

year; his brother Jack, as vice-presi-

dent, got $104,220; and Schneider, the
treasurer, received $65,220. Seven
other topnotchers got $276;662. Con-
tracts expiring next year guarantee
Harry Cohn a weekly stipend of
$3,500 and Jack $2,000. Schneider,
under , a five-year pact initialed this

past summer, gets $1,250 weekly for
the first three years and' $1,500 week-
ly for the rest of th« term.

N. Y. to L. A.
Lucius Beebe.
Jimmy Fidler
Dave Kapp.
Al Jolson.

Dorothy Haas.
Patsy Kelly.
Norman Krasna.
Groucho Marx.
Mrs. Nat MiUer.
Ken Murray.
Grover C. Parsons.
ZsSu. Pitts.

Luise' Rainer.
Frank Seltzer.
Ami Sotbem.
Rose Stradner.

AOVEItTISEMENT

SAILINGS
Nov. 11 (Londoa to New York),

Gino Manzoni (Conte di Savoia).
Nov. 5 (London to New York),

Anna Neagle, Herbert Wilcox, Mer-
rill White, Phil Reisman' (Norman-
die),

Nov. 4 (London to New York),
Molly Picon (Washington).
Nov. 5 (New York to Caracas),

Vicente Gomez (Santa Paula).
Nov, 4 (New York to London),

Beg Connelly, J. H, Whitney, Steve
PallOB, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr,, Jack
Segal, Jack Corn, J. A, McConville
^Queen Mary).
Oct. 29 (New York to Naples),

Arthur W. Kelly (Rex).
Oct. 28.. (N^w York to London),

Lili Damita, E. E. Ronton,. ,Ifai.
jHorne, Richard, Oppel, , Mrs.- Erj^lj,

von Stroheim,, Paul Graetz, Mp. arid
Mrs,

,
Albert p, Lasker (Doris Ken-

yon Sills), (lie de France).

SffilTZKY CMEHA

<FRENCH)

Eetabllehed and enlaxgeA by
Leoii Slritzky and hia two sonB,

Samy and Joe, the Siritzky Cir-

cuit controls six of the moat im-

portant houses In Paris and 32

In the Provinces.

The' ^rreatent number of Im-
portant French productions -fts

well as American films have
been premiered In Siritzky
houses. Among: the best Fi-ench
pictures which the Siritzky cir-

cuit has exploited apo "Carnft
de Bal," ''Pepe 1© Moko," "Grande
Illiision," "Qual de Brumes" and
"Prison aana Barraux." Present-
ly being shown In Siritzky Paris
houses are "Pfltebns de Femmes,"
-"Casbah" and "Katia," .

For important productions to

come In the -immediate future
this. jQircuft h^s e^cclualvlty on
are ''Hotel du. i^prd" .starring
Annabella, ydlhr^Xisj;" wfth Vlvi-
ane " Roiritfhee 'sStA'' ErIcH vort

Stroh*hn and ^J'Etals"ane Ade-*
ventUrlere" co^stairing Edwlse'
FeuIUere and Jean. Alurat, •

''
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Chi Hears of StiD Another U S.

Siiit Vs. B&K, Et Al.; Spitz s Clients

Chicago, Nov. 1.

Looming on the horizon is n.new
case against circuits and distributors

by the Federal Government. This

ca^e would ' involve -Balaban'& Kit^

and tiie :eight major distributors,

with the "chaiijges. be.ing based/on al-

leged violatioAs ot the^ consent de-

cree entered against these parties in

1932. Department of Justice investi-

gators have been in and put of town

foT the , past two weeks, Checking

up on various film and theatre situa-

tions, especially in the loop. They
have spoken to some two dozen of

the theatre and film men in idhicago,

and to men who are on the fringe

of the biz, but involved in the film

industry through • varioxis connec-

tions. Pictures have^ been taken oi

several theatres an^- situations to be
used as pictorial 'evidence, if and
when such a suit goes to coiurt.

i Following scouring of town by the

Department of Justice representa-

tives, further operations here have
been turned over to local operators

of fixe Federal Bureau of Investiga-

tion.

Separate and Apart

This suit, should it come to trial,

would be distinct and separate from
pther suits involving circuits. It is

distinct from (1) present Allied suit

against Balaban & Katz and the

various major diStriljutors; (2) the

pending Federal suit involving all

film producers and affiliated the-

atres, and (3) .
the pending hear-

ing on the, Noirth Dakota bill for

divorcement of theatres from film

producers.

l" LiBO Spitz, former head of RKO
and an attorney well versed in thea-

tre technicalities, is :>ei to represent

at least three of the major film com-
panies in the general suit by the

Government for the divorcement of

theatres from film producers. . It is

reported that one of the" chief fac-

tors In the withdrawal of Spitz from
RKO operations was the request

from film companies that he make
iiimself available to act as their spe-

cial counsel in the slated federal

tult.

B&K ASKS FOR TIME

EXTENSION IN SUIT

UA Setdes Exhib's Suit

Rochester, Nov. 1.

• Caroline Perriellp, operator . Of

theatres in Clyde, rand Naples, has
settled her $4,000 suit against United
Artisfe" Corp., "

it. was' atmpuhced. in

Sui>reme Court; ,'Canahdaigua,' last

week) She sued,for loss pf business

which she claimed resulted from fail-

iire of the company to deliver certain

pictures- under contract.

It is' understood .basis of settlement

was agreement by UA'.to ^rtieet her

demands for releases in the' future

and to pay court costs.'

MAXWELL^GN

LOOK SET IN

ENGLAND

London, Nov. t,

A distribution deal between John
Maxwell, and Earl W. Hammons has
practically been closed.- Would call

for Maxwell to release Grand Na-
tional's product over here.

E, W. Hammons gets in from Lon-
don tomorrow (Thursday) when Ed
Alperson and Jack Skirball 'will con-

fey with him. Skirball then heads
west with Sam Coslow to start pro-

duction in full swing. Coslow's deal

with GN to do a picture with Tommy
Dorsey. It's all set but for Ham-
mons* signature.

Company now has five pictures in

exchanges on which Alperson re-

ports satisfactory sales progress.

' GN has sighed Nov. 1 a series of

shorts 'Colonel ' Stoopnagle's . Caval
cade of Stuff,' being produced by
A'stor Pictures. .Two of- the' shorts

have been completed, first going into

the Rivpli shortly. ' Releases start

Nov. 15, one a month.

Self-ReiirulatSon's Ambitious
Program Further Slowed
by Current MPTOA Con-
vention—ilhAnbtlier Story

on Thift Page, U. S. Legal-

ists Disinclined to Delay
Further

MUST COMPROMISE

Chicago, Nov. 1.

In a special hearing before James
Wilkerson in Federal Court here last

week the attorneys for the defend-

ants in the suit of the Allied exhibi-

tors against Balaban & Katz and the

major distributors asked for an ex-

tension of time to answer due to the

plans of the plaintiffs to obtain de-

positions from the branch managers
Of the eight major ' distributors.

Court ruled that the date for these

depositions §haU be made by Nov. 9,

and that the motion for an extension

of the time to answer be continued

to Nov. 18. However, that if the de-

t>ositions are taken and additional

time beyond Nov. 9 is consumed for

that purpose, then the time to answer
will be extended by twice that time.

Butcher Cuts Loose
Hollywood, Nov. 1.

E. W. (Ted) Butcher resigned as
production' manager at the Selznick-
International studio after two years
pn the job.

Coming to S-I from 20th-Fox,
Butcher handled the last five produc-
tions made by Selznick.

ROSrS SOa DEM. LOAN
Washington, Nov. 1.

Sol A. Rosenblatt, who was ad-
toinistrator of the NRA film, radio
9nd stage codes, and has numerous
mtelrests in show business, has taken
up a new sort of angeling.
Report to the House of Represen-

tatives this week reveals he loaned
the Democratic National Committee
$50,000 to help' carry on the Con-
£ressiohaI campaign.

GN In Canada
Montreal, Nov. 1.

.Understood that Harry J. Allen,
general manager for Grand National
in Canada, has called a meeting at

Toronto for this week to iron out
difficulties in connection with mar-
keting product. Allen has been
huddling with head office execs in

New York with a view to limiting

the allotment of GN product for

Canada.
Believed that the schedule of 44

features is considere^d too cumber-
come for booking in Canada in its

entirety since the dominant Famous
PlayersrCanadian chain is not back-

ing GN productions.

In addition to pooling arrange-

ments with first runs in every part

of the Eiominlon, F.P.-Can, also con-

trols bookings of most important

neighborhoods and since no outlet

for GN product is expected from
that direction, it is believed that

quantity of pictures should be smal-

ler than offered in the United States.

' Because of the many angles that
figure in connection with each trade
practice- item upt. for consideration,

the comparing of notes,, the check-
ing back and the coordinating of dis-

cussions, plus legal angles and the
necessity for 100% approval in the
end, it is doubted that a program of

reforms can be arrived at until' after

the first of ^the year. Meantime,'
every effort tlirough '• delay in an-
swers and otherwise to Stall for time
on the U.' S. anti-trust suit is ex-
pected to be made. More than what
would amount

.
to. a normal delay

may be possible because of the en-
deavor from within to set up fair

code of trade practices. [A dispatch,

herewith, from Washington, em-
phasizes the Government's impa-
tience with the film industry's stall-

ing its defense reply to the U. S.

suit.] .
i

'Meetings of the distributor com-
mittee' of five are continuing miean-

time at lyhat is described as a satis-

factory pace, though slowed up cur--

rently because of the Motion Pic-

ture Theatre Owners of America
convention in Oklahoma City. Pend-
ing any action of exhibitor mem-
bers of committees to go on record
'with war news, progress being made
is declared satisfactory ,

on' all sides

up to this time. Battling would
come later and is not unlooked for

as conferences get down to the point

where agreement has to be" reached
on many points submitted for re'

form, plus terms, conditions, etc. on
each.
While, it is stressed that both sides

(distributors .and exhibitors) will

have to compromise within reason
on various trade matters if a suit-

able, workable pact is to be drafted,

neither is going to go overboard.
The exhibitors may prove more de-

manding in the final analysis than-

hoped for since, it is felt in many
quarters, that faction has the edge.

The distribs have approached lead-

ing independent bodies to eventually
consider their problems and com-
plaints.

So far, the distributor committee
has informed the trade and exhib-
itors at large only very superficially

as to progress. It has refrained
from informing the industry of the
many trade practice items which it

has taken under discussion, which
items it has refused to consider and

(Continued on page 12)

Twas Tougher for U.S. to Prepare

Suit, Hence KC. Can't Savvy Pleas

For Delay in Filing Pix Defense

BouticI Pyei^ to Nov. 10

Hearing on the. motions by
five major pictiire corporations
aiid tvtfo banks named, in the

government's anti-trust suit, to

direct the U. S. Attorney Gen-
eral to furnish them with bills

of particulars, specifying air

leged violation of the Sherman
Act, was adjourned yesterday
(Tuesday) until Nov, 10 by
Federal Judge William Bondy
at the' Government's , request.

Those named defendants and
which are seeking the bill are
Paramount and its subsids;

20th-Fox and its affiliates, Co-
lumbia' Pictures, Chase National

Bank and Irving Trust Co.

U.1 SLEOnflNG

Q.T. nxMm
PAYOM

.I^change Heads Shift

Cleveland, Nov. 1.

John Himmfelein, former branch

manager for Paramount here, re-

signed to become manager of Grand
National's Cleveland exchange. Peter

Rosian, who stepped out of latter

position, left to take over GN ex-

change in New York.

Holbrook Bissell made similar

shift, from managership of Colum-
bia's office here to Monogram's in

Cleveland.

Nick Schenck on Coast
Hollywood, Nov. 1.

Nicholas M. Schenck trained in

Monday (31) to pass 10 days at the

Metro studio on routine biz.

Mrs. Schenck accompanied him
•west.

Jock Wbitney SaOing,

Nothing on Selznick

Before End of Year

Despite David O. Selznick's state-

ment that the future of Selznick-

International would most likely be
settled, by the time he gets back
from Bermuda in late November,
and that Jock 'Whitney was handling
other film negotiations in his ab-
sence, there is little chance that

any. final decision will be made be-
fore the end of this year. Whitney
sails for London Nov. 4 on personal
business and will be gone about a
month.

Selznick probably won't jump one
way or the other until after 'Wind'
is fairly Under way and S-I sees

how it shapes up.

Henry Ginsberg, general manager
of S-I flew back to the Coast over
the weekend following a hurry-up
trip to New York, occasioned by
illness of his mother. Her condition

has since improved.

Hollywood, Nov. 1.

Investigation by U. S. Intelligence

Bureau sleuths into 'charges of labor
racketeering, in connection with the.

industry strike last year, switched
to Los Angeles, with biz reps of

unions questioned and records requi-

sitioned,

Herbert Sorrell of Studio Painters
local and L. C. Helm, biz rep of the
Studio Utility Employes, 'first to be
questioned about strike settlements
and jurisdictional' disputes. Agents
attempting to ascertain whether if

there were any big payoffs in con-
nection with the 1937 strike not re-

ported, in income tax returns of cer-
tain labor heads.

roblnir iBrowne; BiofT

Chicago, Nov. 1.

With. Government investigators

probing all over this town, the latest

group to come withiii the compass
of the Federal men 'is reported to

be George Browne, William Biofl

and the general setup of the Inter-

national Alliance of Theatrical Stage
'Employees.

General workers and .employers
in local amusement biz have been
queried, with reports that the in-

vestigation takes in all deals of the
theatrical union and theatre owners.

Washington, Nov. 1.

Disposition of the. Justice DeparN
ment to get. tough with the film iii«

dustry and growing impatience with
the majors' was .

further evidenced
this week by informal, statements
criticizing the companies named in'

the anti-trust action .for dilatory taC'-

tics.
*

Further pi-oof that Assistant At-
torney General Thurman Arnold Is

stiffening was the assertion by .'fl

Department spokesmen that the
Government", will hot accede .to re-
quests for more- time in an&werih'ig

tiie petition for a permanent injunc-
tion, and the disclosure that Federal
attorneys will oppose the industiy
motion for a bill of particulars. Fui*-

thermore, it was hinted, the D. J.

Will make strenuous efforts to bring
the case to trial before, the end of

.

this, year; rather than - spehd-niore
time in negotiations which hold no
promise of reaching an agreement
that would. simplify .the litigation or
accelerate final disposition.

The motion for a bill of particu-

lars -will be vigorously fpiight,

chiefly on the ground the Cfoyerii-

ment's. desires and reas&ni' were'
mad/ plain in. the original petition

and! the parties involved in the pro-
ceeding have been given a clear pic-

ture during discussions with D. J,

attorneys. Work" going on at pres-
ent on a brief which will be pre--

.sented later this month in' answer
to the motion.

Started In July

Muttering from home offices about
the impossibility pf preparing for
early trial has hot aroused any sym-
pathy., on the part, of the Federal
people. While agreeing the case
has many raimifications, the ttl J.

cannot understand .vrhy it is neces-
'sary to spend a long time writinS
an answer to the petition. filed last

July. Retort from the industry that
the Government spent many months
and used a whole army, of investiga-
tors and lawyers in preparing its

-case has been countered with the

(Continued pn.page 61)
'

LACK OF SPACE AT

0 STALLS FIVE PIX

Hollywood, Nov. 1.

Production of five pictures at Uni-
versal is being held up by a short-
age of space. 'Son of Frankenstein'
goes to bat this week as soon as
'Little Tough Guys in Society' is

completed. Other films waiting to
start are 'Swing, Sister, Swing,'
'Lady Luck,' 'Newsboy's Home' and
'Young' Victory.'

Four films nearing completion are
'The Dead Don't Care,' 'Plane 66,'

'The Eagle Scout' and a Bob Baker
western.

Iszard's Post

Hollywood, Nov. 1.

D. Iszard, with the Samuel Gold-
wyn organization 12 years, has been
upped to the post of general produc-
tion manager. He succeeds Sid Brod.
Robert Riskin

^
finally knows his

official title since he joined Gold-
wyn. It is 'associate producer.'
Previously Riskin had a number of
unofficial tags, ranging from 'execu-'
tive assistant' to 'executive in charge
of production.'
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Fmal Product Deals for '3S-9 Season

Being Qosed Up; Mono, Rep s Strides

Final product deals for circuits,

major and independent, as well as

lor individual theatres, are being ra-

pidly closed up «n all fronts, in New
Yerk and other division or district

centers, ad well as in all the ex-

change points in this country and

Canada. Many buyers have waited

much later than usual to fill out their

programs for the coming season,

partiy with a view to seeing hcav

product of certain companies avail-

able to them was coming through,

and partly because of haggling over

terms.
Numerous large accounts held car-

ryover deals with major distributors

vffaieh -assured them a substantial

biase bl product for the new season

litim which to build lor a fulfillment

of -the yexrr's^ requirements.' However,
iii many cases accounts are not filling

up entirely, leaving space for prod-

uct that will be picked up later.

Some of the distributors have been

•low to negotiate deals, being as re-

sponsible for delay in instances as

the exhibitors, because of the ques-

tion of terms, late delivery of new
season's product, the uncertainty as

to cozvditions that may be expected

this fall and winter, etc.

Noted in sales and trade circles is

the advances made by the lesser na-
tionally-organized distributors, Mon-
C(gram and Republic. Both these com-
panies hav« made strong strides dur-

ing the selling season, getting a re-

markably fine representation on the

hooks among large circuits, Sales of

both are away ahead of last year
at this time.

Amoii^ important new deals closed

by United Artists, which has been
contracting at a fast pace the past

two weeks, are Publix Intermoun
tain circuit in the Salt Lake area;

A. H. Blank-Paramount chains in the.

midwest, Tri-States and Central
States; and the Black Hills Amus. Co.

In the Colorado territory. .

United Artists has closed a prod-
uct deal with th6 M. A. Shea cir-

cuit to cover all of this chain's

ntuatiohs in New England, Ohio and
Pennsylvania.- Harry Gold, eastern
sales, manager, negotiated the buy
for UA, while Ed Grainger and A.
J. Kearney signed for Shea,
The .Sehine circdit, operating in

New "York and Pennsylvania, has
wgned' for the Monogram product.

Harry Berfcson, Buffalo branch man
ager, set iSie deaL
SKO deals embrace the Hunt cir-

cuit in seven Oregon and Washing'

ton situations, closed by M. E. Cory
of the Portland exchange, and. the

liCverette Circuit in Oregon and
northern California, also set by Cory.

Jitteribug Special

Hollywood, Nov. 1.

Symphonic Films, producing a

series of musical short, for Para-

mount release, is readying a full

length opera version of "The Cabinet

of Dr. Caligari.'

Company ia also dickering for re-

lease of another series of shorts, as

well as the original composition of

Frederick Fehsr, 'Slavinka,' slated

to be made in three reels.

More Mares for Mayer

Hollywood, Nov. 1.

Louis B. IMbyer increa^ hla

racing string by purchasing the

Jean Chatbum stable from Mr.

and Mrs. Fnnk Orsatti. Film
exee is reported dickering for

more horses in Eur<^e.
Orsattis are giving up racing

to devote their time to their

horse-breeding farm.

Certrnde Vaiiderbik

Drops itEmoiiy Ctauii

Against Joe Fmois

Having been denied the right to

examine Joe Pincus, 20th-Fox Film
«xec, Gettrude Vanderbilt, former
musical comedy star, is now .drop-

ping her ^dimony suit altogether.

She's^ making a motion to discon-

tiriue, but Pincus* attorney, J. T.

Abeles, ia insisting that she ray the

costs.

Divorced in 1917, Pincus was not
obligated then to pay any alimony.

Miss Vanderbilt (who sued as Mrs.
Joe Pincus) claimed, however, that

there was an understanding that,

when and if she became needy, she
could apply for 'reasonable* mainte-
nance. Hence her plea for $100 a
week. She sued for 10 weeks' back
alimony, which the film talent execu-
tive contested.

Justice Henry S. Schimmel denied
her the right to examine Pincus be-
fore trial, as to his income, etc.

H'wood Hoss Owners

Due forM Irom U. S.

Rerenoom; No Breeders

Hollywood, Nov. 1.

Film execs doubliqg as horse own-

ers are due to be left at the post in

the next Income Tax Derby if they

expect to deduct their stable ex-

penses from Uncle Sam's annual bad
news. Horse owners, whose business

is recognized as an income tax item,

must have established that they are
operating genuine* horse breeding
outfits—^not merely racing stables.

Few of the new Hollywood horse-

men have achieved the status of

breeders of American thoroughbred
stock, for which Uncle Sam makes
concessions. Others will be denied
immunity, on the ^ound that pic-

ture-making is their primary busi-

ness and their racing activity is

merely a luxxiry.

POi-RADIO C(M)P IN

B'flAM LYRIC SHOW

D£F£R KORDA-PAR'S

lAWRENCr A YEAR

Nir ^uDonr Stuff For

tmcdh, H'wood Warned

Protest against the portrayal of

Abraham Lincoln as a glamour boy
•was registered by Lin Price, prexy
e£ the Illinois Association, which has
'409,600 members in California. With
Hollywood rushing to take advan-
tage of the current Lincoln cycle the
niinoisans raised a cry against^ any
bastily-made Lincoln film designed
for entertainment only.

Price said he had no objection to

Gary CoOper in 'Abe Lincoln in Il-

linois,' which Samuel Goldwyn is

planning to film from the Broadway
legit success. Twehtieth-Fox is con-
.sidering production of 'Lawyer of the
West,VdeaIing with Lincoln's younger
jrears. Meanwhile,' ~Warners got the
jump oh the other studios by rolling

its Technicolor short, 'Lincoln in llie

Wl^ttt HousC^

liawcence in Arabia,' in which
Leslie Howard was to be starred,

will probably not be produced for
another year at least. Paramount this

week having.abandoned its deal with
Alexander Korda to produce this at
DenUam Studios in London. Neith-^r

Korda nor Par feels like assuming
the burden of producing such a cost-

ly film, particularly at a time when
the theme is fraught with political

dynamite, and doubt that a script

could get past the British .censors in

view of the unsettled situation in

Egypt and Arabia.

.

The 'Lawrence' deal was to have
been the first of a series of pictures
Paramoimt contemplated making in

Eiigliand beginning next year and
which Korda still hopes to induce
Paramount to make at the Denham
plant.

mE MOBE DIOBNE nc
Dr. Alan Roy Defoe was in New

York last week for preview of new
Dionne' quints' starring vehicle,

*flve of a Kind.* (20th-Fox). He is

being feted by King Features.

Twehtieth-Fox is scheduled to

make one more feature with the
Dionne youngsters- under present
contract;

Cufeor Keeps 'Oz' Movinr

Hollywood, Nov. 1.

George Cukor took over the di-

rectorship of Metro's 'Wizard of Oz'

when Richard Thorpe was stricken

with flu and ordered to the desert

for treatment,

Pfcture had been in production for

two weeks.

Wayne in Driver's Seat

Hollywood, Nov. 1.

John Wayne, on loan from Repub-
lic, gets the top male role in Walter
Wanger's 'Stage Coach,' with an op-
tion for two more pictures.

.Currently, Wayne is working in
'Red River Range' and has four more
western to make for Republic- 'Stage
Coach* ia being shot around him
while he is busy on the home lot.

Birmii|^am, Nov. -1.

Instead of pulling apart, radio and
the theatres are pulling together
here this year in the staging of
WSGN's Variety Hour. Last year
the film houses got hopping mad be-
cause the station chose to put on a
broadcast from a night club and
charge admission, threatened to boy-
cott the Birmingham News and Age-
Herald, owners of the station. The-
atres called WSGN unfair.
But this year the two mules of the

entertainment world are eating their
haystacks one at a time. The Vari-
ety Hour is being put on (each Sun-
day, 3:30-4 pjon.) from the stage of
the Lyric, Wilby-Kincey house. The
theatre gets the show to help bol
ster its pictures and the radio sta

tion gets a downtown place without
rent for presentation of its feature
program and, in addition, is able to
have a paid sponsor (Utopia Clean
ers & Dyers) as in the past. Tlie
hook-up is for 13 weeks as a starter
with usual admission prices prevail-
ing.

General Manager Henry P. John-
ston of WSGN Said he started the
paid admission to help defray the
assessment levied against this NBC
outlet by the American Federation
of Musicians. If he had to pay the
assessment, why not work the musi-
cians, he reasoned. Paul Smith's
orchestra furnishes music for the
program. Toe Ford has been
from the beginning.

Lefty SoHoqinzes on Vaudes

Heritage and Radio Pditidans

By Joe Laurie, Jr.

Coolacres, Cal., Nov. 1.

Dear Joe:

I ran a couple of features last week that even wc didn't want to' look at.

So I took Aggie, Junior and myself for a little ride in our ld3S coffee

grinder, and let Vic and Flo take care of the CMnpIaints. Wc drove to

a little town about SO miles away called Birdseye, and what do you
think we did? Yep, we went to a pictuse show. There's a guy by the'

name of McNamara who- owns the place. His theatre is about the same
size as mine; that Uf, it holds' just as many empty seials. I spoke to this

McNamara guy (who had a breath you could chin yourself on) and told him
who I was. He musta thought I wanted to buy .tiie place, because , he im-
mediately made alibis why the place wasn't packed. He said it was a
matinee town. I told him our place was so packed that there was no
room for me and Aggie; that's why we took ride over to see him.

r don't know why show people lie to eadi other. When we were
trouping we used to catch acts lieing about their salaries. When they
were getting six bits they'd say tiiey were gettin' a yard and a quarter,
and me and Aggie were no diSerent. I guess actors like to quote the
salaries they think they should.be getting. Well, i^s the same with mana-
gers; they always lie about business. To fellow managers they say they're
packing them in, and to the exchange they cry. Welt sir, what surprised
us was to see a lot of natives from Coolacres in this theatre. It's funny
how people will ride fiO miles away from where they live to see just as
bad pictures as they can see in their own town. It's like a kid eating stuff

at a stranger's house that he won't eat at home.
Well, we w«re lucky in catching a sneak preview of 'Down On The

Farm,' one of the Jones Family series and I think the best one of them
so far. Don't miss it What tickled us most was that a llttle gal by the
name of Roberta Smith takes the picture in Her tiny hands, rims away
with it for a touchdown without any interference. I used to hold her on
my knee not so long ago. She was Bobbie to us. She is Paul Gerard
Smith's .little heiress. You know Paul gave plenty to vaudeville and now
he gives the picture.people a bundle of talent marked Roberta Smith, Star.

Offspring of Twe-a-Baycrs

Vaudeville daddies sure haye contrlbDted a lot to the picture business.

Jack Coogan gave us little Jackie, Joe Yule gave, us Mickey Rooney,
Joe Keno gave us Mitzi Green, Bunny Granville .gave us Bonita Gran-
ville, Ed Blondell 'The Lost Boy' gave us the charming Joan, and Richard
Bennett gave us his three talented daughters. John B. Hymer gave us
Warren, and Julius Tannen gave us his boy. Then there's Carter de Haven's
son, Carlyle Blackwell, Jr^ Tom Brown, Charles Morton, Norman Phillips,

Jr., G. P. Huntley, Jr., and James Gleason gave us Rijssell who, by the

way, does a swell job in this* picture. In the picture wc also have Jed
Prouty who used to do. straight for Leon Enrol and John T. Murray, of

Murray and Oakland is also swell in it. But keep your eye on this little

Roberta Smith gal, she is a fiituxe mortgage-lifter for us exhibitors. Yes
sir, vaudeville sure gave plenty to the picture producers. Aggie sez the
kids of -show business today are starting out- the same as we used to,

in cans.

Well, after the show McNamara took us oiit for a bite to eat. I noticed

he was on a liquid diet. We chewed the fat and e:rchanged a list of pic-

tures that did bu.siness for us. I tore up his list as soon as we got in

the car, and Aggie thought she saw him tear up mine. Can you imagine
a guy like that?

Well, things at the radio station are going along so-so. I had to give
the local politicians a half hour every day. They don't pay for it. That's
what I' call political economy. You gotta give it to those muggs or else

they make trouble for you when they're elected. Aggie and me used to

do a gag about politicians when we were in vaudeville. 1 would ask her,

'What's the difference between a church bell and a politician?', and when
she said she didn't know, I would say, 'One peels froioi the steeple and
the other steals from the peeple.' It always used to get a wow. Aggie
don't know much about politics. She didn't even know Roosevelt was
elected until she missed Hoover from the newsreels.
Hope everything is okay with you, Aggie and me don't have to worry

because we have comfortable insecurity. Sez-

Your pal,

Lefty.

P.S. Gene Buck. sez, 'The man whose pants bag the most at the knees
isn't necessarily. the man who prays most.'

m.c.

Metro Sigs Collins

Tom CoIUns, six-foot-two athlete

with stock training and recent ex-
perience in radio, was signatured this

week by Metro, after Coast officials

saw the test Al Altman made in New
York recently. He is the third mid-
west actor to be signatured' in the
last 12 months by 'Metro, others be-
ing Kenneth Stevens aYid TYuman
Bradley, latter formerly an ace radio

announcer in CHiicago where Collins

was found.
Collins leaves, for the Coast next

week. Test of June Preisser, made
last week, goes to Hollywood in a

few days.

Start on 'Deeds'
Hollywood, Novrh-

Frank Capra and Sidney Buch-
ms^n, back from the east, started

work on »the story of 'Mr. Deeds
Goes to Washington' at Columbia.
Director and writer spent several

weeks in the national capital get-

ting political atmosphere.

Can't Look at Stars For

Free and Buy Cheese, Too

Hollywood, Nov. 1.

Cheese and the Federal Theatre
Authority caused the cancellation of
Herald-Express Day, slated yesterday
(Tues.) at the annual food shOw at
Pan-Pacific Auditorium. Ellen Drew,
Paramount player, was skedded for a
personal appearance but FTA ruled
tltot she could not go on without pay,
because cheese is being sold at the
food show.
Agreement between the Authority

and Screen Actors Guild prohibits
a player from making a p.a. for a
commercial enterprise without com-
pensation. Her-Ex declined to pay,
although Miss Drew was wiUin:; to
appear. With the same rule cover-
ing the Frisco Fair and other com-
mercial ventures, studio flacks , are
findiif^ it increasingly difficult to
use players for publicity purposes.

He Knew It When
Hollywood, Nov. 1.

Walter Cameron, sheriff in the
world's first screen drama, 'The
Great l^ain Robbery,' is back on the
screen after 16 years.

Cameron went into the Selznick
International picture, 'Made For Each
Other."

PARAMOUNT PROTESTS

Says Neiwerks Appropriated Its

Title for 'Air Bald'

Use of the title 'Air Raid' .on the
poetic drama by Archibald Mac-
Leish, which CBS broadcast last

Thursday night (27), drew a letter

of protest from Paramount Pictures

corp. Film producer charged that

the ijublicity given the title by the
network was bound to confuse the
public when it came to receiving a
film production which Paramount
had been working on for some time.
Letter admitted that it hadn't gone
beyond the stage of preparing th6
story but added that $100,000 had
already been spent in developing
and advertising the proposed screen-
play. Paramount's communication
was received the morning of the
broadcast, but the title stayed on the
program.
Paramount also pointed put that

it had registered the title with the
Hays office about a year ago and
that it was taking steps to protect

whatever property right it had in
the prepared work. It was the first

time that a complaint of this sort

had been received by the network
from a filrn' company.

Turner Flies for Rep
Hollywood, Nov. 1.

Roscoe Turner planed in from
New York for 'Flight at Midnight'
at Republic,

Picture, dealing w th the adven-
tures of a flight inspector, is slated

to roll Nov. 15.

METRO NKES 'HARHir

SERIES ON THE RADIO

Nick Schenck for Loew-Metro
turned down a $15,000 bid for a
packaged 'Judge Hardy's Family'
iseries on the air.

Agent Charlie Morrison came «n
from the Coast to present his propo-
sition, on behalf of' a sponsoi', for

Mickey Rooney-Lewis Stone and the
rest of the screen *Hardy' troupe and
iscripters, but the film executive felt

it would constitute too much opposi-
tion to theatres buying' the Metro
series.

Metro's present Maxwell House
show, 'GOod News,' Is a $20;000 tal-

ent budgetor.

Kcnehley East for Air
Hollywood, Nov. 1.

Robert Benchley finishes his chores
at Metro this .week with the com-
pletion of the short, 'How to Spend
Your Lunch Hoiu:.'

Actor-humorist leaves Saturday
(5) for New York to get busy on his

Old Gold radio program.

'PRONTIEB^ LIMPS
Hollywood, Nov. 1.

Start of Samuel Goldwyn's 'Last

Pirohtier* iwill be delayed four weeks
by an accident to Andrea Leeds,

who broke a bone in her foot playing

badminton.
Picture was originally set to roll

Nov. 10. As result of the setback

•WTuthering Heights* has been moved
up.
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DIVORCEMENT
Wage-Hour Officials Give Brushoff

To Studio Reps on the New Law

Delegation of industry negotiators

were told they wasted time in jour-

neying to Washington Friday (28)

to beg aid in untangling the legal

3 n a i- 1 . Administrator Andrews,
flanked by General Coimsel Ma-
gruder and Deputy Paul Sifton, told

the studio worriers to try and reach

-agreements with unions about
classifying workers, and noted that

questions of this sort* will have to

be decided in the long run by the

courts.

The wage-hour enforcers flatly

refused to give any curbstone opin-

ions, although they offered to try

aiid mediate disagreements in the

future between bosses and workers.
Idea of accepting the studio execs'

formula for segregating employees
-was distasteful and the fact that

.film pay is far above other indus-
tries did not impress the Federal

• officials. Position was 'the law must
be observed' no matter how much
inconvenience is inflicted.

Producers' made no progress in

attempts to get consent to exceed
the 44-hour week limit. Even
though union pacts permit a longer

week, the Government authorities

emphasized their inability to change
the statute.

Chain Theatres

Possibility that chain theatres-will

be subject to the law- while in-

dependent houses' can disregard the
-labor standards was suggested at

the conference and substantiated
Saturday (29) by a letter to A. J.

Brylawski, v.p. of the Motion Pic-

ture Theatre Owners of America. In
communication to exhibiting repre-
sentative, the Wage-Hour Division
<:ounsel, Magruder, doubted if the-

atre help will be affected by the act

unless they are connected with dis-

;tributi6n. This was said' informally
to leave -Unsettled the status of pro-
ducer-controlled houses'.'

*• 'In Our opinion it is very doubt-
ful whether on the basis of tlie facts

submitted orally by you to .Mr.

Poole employees of motion picture
theatres (not connected with the in-

terstate distribution of films) can be
regarded as engaged in commerce or
in the production of goods for com-
merce,' Magruder told the MPTOA
officer. 'Unless the work which they
are performing falls under one of
these, two categories they would not
be affected by the Wage .and hour
provisions of the law.

> 'Even- though we were to assume
the commerce, fact, it is our opinion

Time-Clocking

Wage-Hour law has, its draw-
backs for hom^ office employes
of film companies. Companies
are now obligated to keep .ac-

curate record of hours worked
and '. are requesting all em-
ployes subject to ' the act not
only to punch time clocks in

and out but also to register time
out for lunch, for supper when
working overtime, or recreation

layoffs in employe clubrooms.

the provisions of Section 13a-2 as

ei^iployees engaged in a . retail- or
'service establishment the greater
part of whose selhng or servicing
is in intrastate commerce.'
" No guaranty of immunity from
"either civil suits or . criminal
prosecution was given in the letter.

Pointing to a prior bulletin, Ma-
gruder emphasized that interpretar
tions of the Labor Department are
merely indicative until the courts
have ruled on specific questions
about applications of the statute.

, Industry delegation which called
on Andrews was^ headed by Pat
Casey, labor contact man for the
Hollywood' studios, and comorised
Ross R. Hastings, Victor H. Clarke,
Maurice B. Benjamin. William S.
Hojman,

. T. Keith Glenman, and
Austin Keough.

MONO EXECS IN

N Y. TO CLOSE

l)P DEALS

Although he has not determined

that Monogram wUl go through on
production of pictures in England,

W. Ray Johnston, president, who re-

turned IVIonday (31) from the Coast

will discuss the matter from/all an-

gles with Arthm: Levey, British man-
ager for Mono, and 'William Gell,

managing director of Pathe, Ltd., due
in New York by boat tomorrow
(Thurs.). Scott "R. Dunlap, v.p. in

charge of production on the Coast for

Mono, who arrives in the east today
(Wed.), will also take part in the

discussions.

Levey is also coming over from
London on an American deal for the-

distribution of television sets of Sco-

phony in this country. He is accom-
panied on that mission by S. Sheall,

managing, director of the Scophony
interests, andi will be here about two
weeks, under plans.

Johnston declares the present

thought is to huddle on the making
of four features in London, for which
talent v/ould be sent from this side.

The pictures, long in mind, would be
financed and handled on a 50-50 basis

by Mono and Pathe, Ltd., if a deal is

set. Mono has never distributed any
foreign-made product, though, it has
deals in most countries for the selling

of its own pictures,' many of which
were set up this year by Norton. 'V.

Richey of the Mono export depart-

that such employees are exempt bytlnent. Every country in South

7G Scribs at Warners

Hollywood, Nov. 1.

New high for. Writers was revealed
at Warners by the latest checkup,
showing 70 on the payroll.

• Roster also contains "75 stars and
featured players.

Time Out for Legit
Hollywood, Nov. 1.

Richard Carlson goes back to

Broadway as soon as he finishes his

current job in Edward Small's 'Duke
of West Point.'

"Under his contract with Sslznick-
International, Carlson limits his film

Work to six months a year.

America is closed up excepting Peru,
and all of the African territory has
been set. Nothing is being done
about Italy. A deal was under way
there, but touldn't be closed up due
to mon-^y restrictions.

Johnston has been on the Coast
since' Aug. 3 on production matters,

and, in addition to acquiring some
stories for the 1939-40 season, an-,

nounces contracts with options for

five years on the 'Tailspin Tommy'
series and for seven years on the

'Wongs.' He returns to the Coast in

January, and, in the future plans

spending about three fourths of the

time on the western end, now that

Eddie Golden is v.p. in N. Y. and
George W. Weeks is in charge of sales

under him.
With around 4,800 accounts on the

Mono books now," which' is around
500 ahead of the number the last

year at this time, Johnston balieves

the company will hit the high sales

quota of $6,750,000 set for 1938-39,

This quota is an increase of $2,500,-

000 ov2r the prior year. Production

budget this year was upped $1,000,000.

IT'S BY NOmm
mm LIGHTLY

Two Schools of Thought:
Wait for the Government
to Dictate, or Compromise
by Voluntary Action—<-

Other Legislation Being
Watched on Every Side

EFFECT DITTO?

They'O Swing for This

Hollywood, Nov. 1.

Universal's first jitterbug picture,

'Swing, Sister, Swing,' is being

readied for production by Bert Kelly,

with Joseph Santley directing.

Frank Jenks and Dorothea Kent
head the cast, with Ted Weems and
his band featured. Ken Murray also

set for it. He arrived from New
York this week.

Theatre divorcement, voluntary or

by court decree, remains very much
the live question in inner councils

of companies having theatre af-

filiates. It is a subject that is not

easily to be tabled for future ref-

erence. Industry leaders are alert

to its potentialities and are already

talking on possible course of action.

Legal advisors and others feel

that the most successful procedure

would be to contest it bitterly at

every step. More practical and

politically-minded, however, believe

that picture interests concerned

would fare better if some plan for

divorcenlent can be devised to sat-

isfy the Federal Government. They
are inclined to the idea that this

will result in more favorable treat-

ment in the future dealings, spe-

cifically the civil anti-trust suit.

Furthermore, events seem to be

shaping in that general direction.

One veteran in the trade, asked

this week if he felt that theatn di-

vorcement would come voluntarily,

indicated that it would be a - shot-

gun divorce affair since it 'is about
the same as giving up a gold watch
at the point of a pistol.' The same
executive could see no advantage in

divesting theatre interests just now,
nor could he visualize any advan-.

tage In shifting the corporate struc-

ture of major companies. His idea
is to let the Federal suit take its

course so that anti-trust laws arc
thoroughly tested out as they now
exist.

Similar view is held by many film

legalites but purportedly is not
shared . by executives who see so
much legal precedent in other lines

of business that they think a fight

on theatre divorcement not only
would prove unsuccessful but highly
expensive. Attitude is that the ex-
pense of a legal battle would have
to be tacked on to the eventual cost
of breaking up theatre affiliations.

This- thought is shared by the poli-

tico-minded who fail to see how di-

vorcement can be successfully re-
sisted in the present-day national
affairs when the political philosophy
is rigidly one c-. breaking up big
units of business into smaller ones.
They point to what was done 10

years or so ago to packing com-
panies with their retail outlets, and
what likewise was accomplished
with Standard Oil along the same
lines. Contention is that if this were
possible long ago, there is small
chance today of - resisting efforts to

cut theatres (retail outlets) away
from producer-dist."ibutor parent
firms.

N. D. as a Trade Cue

In the meantime, the result of

the Supreme Court ruling on the
North Dakota theatre divorcement
law and the moves in the Federal
anti-trust court case will be watched
closely to give an inkling on the
next procedure by the major com-
panies.

On the outcome of the Supreme
Court decision will rest not only
whc.t is done in other states on di-

vorcement ''legislation but also will

furnish the cue for
^ action in the

anti-trust suit. Upholding of the
North Dakota statute might con-
ceivably bring a consent decree on
the divorcement portion (held most
vital of all) in the Government suit

and dropping of other charges.

Copyr^ht Powwow Resolves Into

Batde of Wits; 3d Confab Nov. 4

But Will They Laugh?

Hollywood, Nov. 1.

Painless comedy is the object
of the Laughing Gas Pictures
Corp. wWch has applied for in-

corporation papers. Company
plans to' make 52 one-reelers
called Laughing Gas shorts.

George Franklin is president,

John Colombo v.p., and Boris
Charsky, sec-treasurer.

MH-FOX TURNS

ON THE HEAT

IN BIZ PUSH

increased pressure is being put on

20th-Fox sales forces by Herman
Wobber and his division managers

for improvement in showing of ad-,

vance rentals for remaining weeks

in the S. B. Kent sales drive. Drive
leaders are harping on the fact that

the financial status of . the company
for t»,e entire year of 1938, as well

as for the final quarter depends on
the way sales forces deliver these

next two months.

Kent, Joe Schenck and Wobber
are particularly anxious to have the
field forces step up delivery of ad-

vances to make possible a healthy
finan-'.al picture for the entire year.

Final quarter ^ business,' it was ex-
pected, would considerably, .exceed
that of the fall of 1937, reflecting

improved business " conditions gen-'

erally this ' year, and eVery effort

is being made to reach the expected'

goal.

Wobber has put everything aside

to concentrate on final phases of

the drive arid had to' pass' up' the'

MPTOA convention in order to be
at the studio this week for confer-
ences with Darryl Zanuck, Schenck,
W. J. Kupper, western .division sales

manager! and- J. P. O'Loghlin, drive
leader, on future releases.

Wobber is due to return to New
York Nov. 11 and will convene .all

district sales managers' at the studio
Dec. 15 for sales and production con-
ferences with zanuck on 1939-1940

season product. Most of the major
pictures for that season are already
Ifr.ed up on paper by Zanuck.

'Boys Town- Halved,

To Play Pic Theatres

Chicago, Nov. 1.

Stage production based on Boys

Town, the Nebraska home, is being

cut down from a 120-minute presen-

tation to a 55-minute unit and will

play regular picture, houses.

First date for 'Boys Town' unit is

the Tower, K. C, opening Nov. 18.

Father Flanagan has been in the
press this weik with statements that

Metro's extraordniary publicity of

the film has reached negatively to the

home, in that the public now feels

Boys Town, Neb., is very solvent.

Father Flanagan states its funds
(voluntary, strictly) are $5,000 be-
hind last year.

Opinion of those concerned with,

the U. S. copyright situation is loose-

ly divided into two main groups. In
general, the authorship faction op-
poses consideration of the Duffy bill

and favors discussion of the older
"Vestal bill. The industry faction, oa
the other hand, leans in' favor of the
Duffy, bill against the "Vestal biU.

That development was virtually the
sole definite result of recent meet-
ings at Columbia Unversity, N. Y.

Session was the second held to

consider the copyright problem, first

haying been held early last. July,
also at Columbia. Third confab is

scheduled for.Nov. 4, when suggest-

ed changes in the existing copyright
law. will be offered. Effort will be
made to put the proposals into con-
crete form. Although definite sug-
gestions will probably be made by
the interested groups,, little actual
progress toward a united stand is ex-
pected. Differences between the two
conflicting viewpoints are considered
too fundamental for that.

Last Week's meeting, which was
held under the sponsorship of the
Committee' for Study of Copyright,
a 'subsid of the American National
Committee" on International Intel-

lectual Co-operation, under the aus-
pices of the ""League of Nations,
turned out to be little more than a
game of chess, with only the cau-
tious preliminary moves being made.
.In general, those present were
aligned into two groups, according to

whether they represented the au-
thorship or employer .opinion on
copyright.

The session developed into a J>attle

of wits, with each dide attempting
to outmaneuver". the.other and to win-
'the'coihrtiittee's support without re-

vealing 'its ' real ' attitude or pl'a'iiis.

About the only thing everyone 'pres-

ent ' agreed upon "was the need of
some sort of revision of the present
copiyright situatipii, which all c.on-

sidered. intolerable. .Proposal- to . dcaft

a. plan of action, was dropped after

the .opposing., sides couldn!t . agreA
how it should be done. Authorship
'end favored' seeking ' outside aid in
drafting the plan;, the induistiy end
opposed it. As at the July meeting,
it .was agreed by those present not to
reveal what took place at 'the ses-

sion. ,

Among those attending last week's
meeting Included Dr. James T. Shot-
well, of Columbia University; Dr.
Edith Ware and Waldo Leland, of

the Committee for Study of Copy-
right; Edwin . P. Kilroe, -20th Cen-
tury-Fox's copyright attorney; Ga-
briel Hess, Hays office attorney;
Luise Sillcox and - Henry - Jafle,} fpc

the Authors League of America;
John W. Paine and Herman Fink'el-

stein, for the American Society of
Composers, Authors and Publishers;
Frederic G. Melcher, for the book
publishers; Marvin Pierce, for the
magazine publishers; Richard Mann-
ing, for the committee on study of
materials and research, and Mplville
Miller and Sydney M. Kaye, for the
National Assn. of Broadcasters.
At the request of the League of

New York Theatres, Milton R, Wein-
berger, its attorney, as well legal rep
for the American Theatre Council,
was invited. He failed to attend,

however. This was considered sig'-

nificant, since one of the provisions
under which the Dramatists Guild
agreed to attend the first American
Theatre Council convention was that
the, council would not try to take
any action on copyright.

Name Player Scarcity-

Stalls Sheehan's *Florian'

Hollywood, Nov. 1.

Delayed another two months by

lack of name players, Winfield Shee-
han is mulling the i .ea of a Euro-
pean trip before he r.tartL, produc-
tion on 'Florian' at Metro.

Script, in its final polishing, will

be ready this week.

Tossed Out, Giarge h
$151,899 Snit Vs. TaEy

Los Angeles, Nov. 1.

A. M. Gallos, theatrical producer,,
filed suit for $151,890 against T. L.
Tally, theatre owner, charging
wrongful eviction.

Gallos claims he was ousted from
Tally's Criterion theatre, July 2D,
after spending large sums to recon-
dition the house.
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INDUSTRY LEADERS POU
AIRING TRADE OPINIONS

MPTOA Conclave a Vivid Forum—Sundry Expres-

sions by Film Spokesmen Manifest Vital Concern

in Welfare of tbe Biz —^ Oklahoma City Con-

vention a Success in Many Ways

By AKTHUB TJNGAR
Oklahoma. City, Nov, 1.

Oklahoma City has done itself

proud in the handling of the leth

annual MPTOA convention. This is

first town that Hollywood has given

the nod for an exhib meet, with

plenty of talent on hand for the film

ball at Municipal Auditorium tonight

(1). Metro sent Blickey Kooney;
Warner delegation has Marie Wil-

fioo, John F^asme, Olivia de Haviland,

Margaret Lindsay and Jane Bryan;
20th-Fox supplied Brian Donlevy and
Marjorie Weaver; Gene Atitry, Tex
Hitter -and Jade Hoxie were the

horse oprey contingent, with BQl
Boyd, Weaver Bros. «nd iSvira, ZaSu
Pitts and Gene Austin also coming in

lor the festivities.

Every contingent .of the screen vis-

itors were met at either train or

plane by delegations of shooting

cowboys headed byL. C. Griffith and
T. B. Noble, three or four bands in-

cluding a contingent of 60 girls form-
ing a Scots Kiltie Band, police. Gov-
ernor's aides and what not.

Pic people also foimd plenty of

welcome wherever they went Radio
stations gave them time, tiieatres iiad

them making personals with many
of them to remain over to go to

Claremore, Okla., Priday.'lor dedica-

tion of the Will Bogers Memorial.
Morris Lowenstein, MPTOA in

charge, had &e town decorated from
stem to stem, his «ntertainment kept
everyone on the jump from time of

arrival to departure, with Chief of
police giving immunity to the dele-
gates. Latter could park cars any-

place, any time and. were even im-
mune in case tbey tcafiEicked in boot-
leg liquors in this otherwise dry
community..
Arrivals here were early, starting

Friday (28) with more than 300 on
hand for the Sunday receittion held
by President Ed' KuykendalL Mon-
day they started arriving from all

adjacent territories, and though
around ^0 registered at $10 a head,
dose to l,t)dO were on hand :for the
Mond^ sessions and 'festivities.

^Entire Slate Scelected
Entir-e iKM^er of MPTOA officers

were reelected for the ensuing year
by ^ board of diiKctors at the in-

'itial board mecftiaag Sunday. Those
who got.1^ nod were Kuykendall,
pre:^; M. E, Comeilord, Scranton;
M. A.' Lightman, Memphis; £. C.

S63(tfy, Viebeoit; Mitdiell Wolfson,
Miami, and A. J. Biylawsldr vice-
pivesklents; Morris Lowenstein, Okla-
homa City, secretaiy; Walter Vin-
cent, txieasaseti E. G. Levy, New
Haven, jgeneral counsel^ and Fred
Wehrenbei£, St Louis, i^airman of
board directors. .Seventeen of the
28 board members attended this ses-

sion.

Wiwe-floor WMbte Clkeen
The 18th convention, Oct 80-Nov.

2, drew more faiterested exhibitors

to' its sessions than any previous
meet. With registrations well oyer,

the 400 mark. The Civic Room of
the Hotel Biltmore was crowded, for

tbe initial session Monday (31).

Highlight, of the entire meet was
information sent A. Julian Brylaw-
ski by .Calvert MaoGruder, counsel
general for the W^e and Hour
lawmakers, that motion picture the-

atres did not come xuidev the pro-
visions of the law. When Biylawski
read his communication there was
plenty of - good cheer anoong the ex-
hibs as the^attitude of the wage and
hour division on this point means
a savings of at least $4,009^000 in

theatre operations a ^ear.
At the same session, Ed. Kuyken-

dall, elected for sixth Mme to head
the organisation, made his annual
report in which he blamed the New
Deal, Allied Theatres, and meddlers
or self-appointed reformers for the
dissension and chaos the film indus-
ti. has-on all sides. He pointed out
that the biz must pull together and;
mend its fences 'before t^e• Govern-
ment comes into the job at an un-
predictable cost which might be
disa^rous to the biz in jgeneral.

Hariy Sherman, only Hollywood
producer here for the'.ottening ses-

sion, discussed tlie situation there,

how labor, costs have gone up and
the toU that the industry has had
to pay as result Costs are up al-

most 4.9%;. he stated, and necessi-

fated incn^dsini^ of allotihent fdr his

'HopaLdng Cassidy*' series of $20,-

000 from $65,000 to $85,000. Sher-
man closed his oration with the dec-

laration that producers and direc-

tors should get in closn touch with
the movie-goers else the public may
become less "Hollywood-conscious"
and' pass up the theatres for other

forms of entertainment.
Nat« D. Golden, chief of Motion

Picture Division, U. S. Department
of Commerce, talked on the foreign
market He declared tiiat danger
signals lie ahead for the industry if

they are not counteracted that may
lead to a serious curtailment of for-

eign revenue. With 40% of total

take coming from foreign market
and 70% of American product used
in those countries that some meas-
ures would have to be taken to

conciliate matters on these fields, or
the American exhibitor would have
.to carry the. load.

Amortize Prod. Costs

He stated he Ihad two ways to fig-

ure if this was the case. First pic-

ture costs would be reduced so that

companies could amortize the costs

from domestic sales to get a rear

sonable profit or the producer could

continue 'to make the same kind of

pictures now being shown with the

exhibs being compelled to pay in-

creased rentals. He pointed out tbe
generally bad legislative situations

in the European countries and told

of how U. S. films have been banned
from Japan since September, 1S37.

Said he understood that the Japa-
nese embargo is to be lifted under
condition that American companies
leave their money in the Nipponese
domain for three years, without in-

terest, before withdrawing it from
tliat country.

Civic Interest

M. A. Lightman, of Memphis, head
of Malco Theatres, spoke on 'Im-
portance of the Exhibitor in the In-

dustry.* Lightman stated that the
exhibs should be leading citizens in

their community, a chamber of com-
merce by themselves for the. indus-
try. He pointed out pictures bou^t
must be sold and .that they ediould

not let down exploiting the interme-
diate pictures. I4ghtman stated

there were too many in the business
to chime in with Its critics and that
it was biz of the operators to repel
any attacks or criticism against- the
industry; that they had an educa-
tional task to perform witii their

patrons, and should shush any al-

leged scandal goissip. ^e stated the
private lives of people in the indus-
try were their own, tiiat it should
be Tespected and not publicized.

Lightman concluded by stating thai
double-billing of great pictures . at
cheap prices is tbe ivorst phase of
motion picture promotion and. if not
stopped, is bound to irrepairably in-

jure the business.
Wehrenberf's Addscss

Subject matter for Fred Wehren-
berg, chairman of MPTOA board of
directors who hails from S^. Louis,

was 'Public Relations for the Local
Theatre Operator,' He told of for-
mation of 'Better Films Council'
m«iny ^ears s^o to develop high
standards in picture-making and the
benefits its work has accomplished
in the industry. He spoke on labor
legislation and how the law-maken
will be ready to cut an exhibitor's

throat to gain labor votes. He said
that lAISE is entirely out of line

with its demands in Missouri^ cuch
as hot and cold water in projection
booths, separate rewinding rooins,

etc., and that it is the duty of ex-
hibs around country 'to fight sudi
unjii^ demands of unions even
though iegislative enforcement is at-

tempted. That only way exhibs
could keep from getting this type qf

legislation and demands would be
to pay employees a living wage com-
mensurate with the biz they do, -and
not to use the sutiterfuge that the
cashier,, usher and ticket-taker will

work for anything just as long as
they see the show free.

Closing the Monday session was
Charlie Casanave of National -Screen
Service who spoke of advdtice ot
display advertising in anr" outside of

theatres.

Tuesday's Session

Tuesday's session had as its high-
light sx>eakers .George J. Schaefer,

Bill Rogers and Eddie Golden, who
went into industry problems and dis-

4.cuss«d pros and cons of industry
conditions.

Harold Rodner informed delegates
the Will Rogers Memorial Fund was
now completely self-supporting and
out of d^ through operation of its

-endowment fund. He told of Saranac
Lake and the French hospital han-
dling and how patients are built up
until recovered. He insisted em-
ployers must guarantee patients

their jobs back to take away any
mental distress, and asked exhibs in-

terest selves only in cases of em-
ployees who may become patients.

Eddie Golden (Monogram) assert-

ed self-regulation and Government
interference are not the solution to

industry problems; also that the
elimination of score charges, music
chd^es and non-forcing of short
bookings, with features, will not
make matters any healthier. That it

is just like treating a cancer with
vaseline. Onty solution he could see

for whole matter is elimination of

block booking and divorcement of

theatres.

Plcer'« Pan

Lewen Pizor of Philadelphia had
as his subject the 'Contractual Rela-
tions Between Distributor and Ex-
hibitor.' He declared there is an ex-
tremely pessimistic attitude toward
present contractual relations; that
contracts should represent meeting
of two minds, but due to economic
position exhib has virtually nothing
to say in making contract; that ex-
hibs, therefore, must work undei'.

terms set up by distribs. Therefore,
distrlbs can demand and receive 'ex-

orbitant and unfair' prices by hold-
ing up product and that exhibs must
give in to be able to operate. He in-

sisted contracts should .provide that
distribs furnish certain nuhiber pic-
tures at specific terms, instead of the
means used at present. Present
method, he contends, allows distribs

to defer release dates until contracts
with exhibs run out, and that dis-

tribs have the right to make reallo-
cations of pictures in different classi-

fications as to rentals. Pizbr opined
that the trade conferences have
failed to produce a complete under-

(Continued on page 25)

Drive's 2-Reeler

The World la Ours,' two-
reel short to ballyhoo the

'Createst picture year* cam-
paign» was previewed in N. Y.
last week and released to ex-
hibs. More than 1,000 -prints

were made available. Series of

early sUent «film shots build
to biggest laugh in film.

Subject is a surprise entry in

that it is first-rate entertain-

ment and at the same time ex-
plains briefly the' inner-work-
logs of the business. One. pun-
gent point made Is the .manner
in which the average film thea-
tre dollar is split so that 63c re-

mains in the community. Pro-
duction staff was headed by
Frank Whitbeck. Part of short
is narrated by Truman Bradley.
Cast comprising typical U. S.

famity ihdudes Dorothy Peter-
son, Anne Shirley, Samuel S.

Hinds, Charlie Grapewin and
Johnny Walsh, with about 40
past and preaent-day stars ap-.

pearing for flash closeups.

£4-0, ELF. KEITH

m $318,400, %mjm
Net profit for Keith-Albee-Or-

pheum Corp. and subsidiaries for the

first 39 weeks, ending Oct. 1, dipped
approximately $318,000 below com-
parable period last year; while B. F.

-Keith and subsids, in same period,

dipped nearly $300,000. The Keith
net is $368,281 for 39-week period this

year.

Unusual feature of Keith-Albee
earnings statement Issued last week
was that although profit before pro-
vision for depreciation and income
taxes was $1,335,034, or only $346>000

below the saime period in 1937, net
ptroflt was $596;049, as against $914,-

672 in the preceding year. Company
showed $994,140 net for 52 weeks
ending Oct. 1, or $1S.46 on 64,304

^ares of convertible preferred. For
the 39 weeks, the company earned
$9J26 on the preferred, against $14.22

same ]period of 1937.

B. F. Keith report showed net
profit 6t $368,281 in 39-week period
ending Oct. 1, as compared with
$663;946 in similar period last year.

The net profit in 52 weeks ended
Oct 1 totaled $754,363.

S(M€f Ciis 'Best Ertertaiameiit'

dim Ae Musby s Top C«

Oklahoma City, Nov. 1.

George J. Schaefer, in his address

before tiie MPTOA, opened jocularly
that he's present uiider a sli^t mis-
representation, having been invited
as a v.p. of United Artists, but he's

now there as president of RKO.
He got serious pronto, with a review
ot how bad the picture business had
been, until the organization of the <

'Motion Pictures Are Your Best
Entertainment' campaign.
He said that such elements as the

depression, beat wave and loose talk
by several executives, ais well as in-

ternal dissension within the industry,
had caused 135,000,000 people to
wonder what was wrong, as well as
having an influence on production
brains—'such as they may be*.

Schaefer continued that the pix
executives had built up the finest
campaign that the industry has ever
had, and there should be some sort
of a similar stunt pulled again -next
year, and every year.
Schaefer stated that the primary

initial advertisit^g was based on the
principle that the' industry was a
better story to advertise than the
$250,000 giveaway — meaning tbe
Movie Quiz—so they sold the In-
dustry in the newspapers, and the
Movie Quiz stunt via the screens.
He observed there was some con-

fusion thr<iugh commentators criti-

cizing the Quiz, but that; after ex-
planation, this was stopped and eo-
operatidn is being Shown by the
ether chatterers. Schaefer stated
here, and there some feci that 'we
have not gotten the results that ithey

anticipated,' but that he did not think
or intend to make the contest a con-
tinuous banknite. It simply is for
the purpose of attraction attention to

theatres by the public and will show
results in the long pulL,

Seme Statistics

He felt that they had recaptured
the public interest as well as that of
the press, which is now more favor-

able to the industry than ever before.
Schaefer declared that $165,000,000 a
y<iar is the budget for production
with a $1,500,000 weekly Hollywood
payroll to sxqiply film for 18,000 U. S.

theatres and a total of 85,000 in the
world. Said the load is back-break-
ing for Hollywood to furnish a sched-.
ule of 350 pictures a season and make
tiiem all great Stated that Belasco
and the Shuberts were contented
with two hits a season, while picture
exhibs feel they must have 350 be-
cause the public expects more from
picture productions than it ever did
from tiie stage. Pointed out that only
one out of three pictures pays off to
the producer.'
He told of the shrinkage of foreign

markets and that currently no coin
at all comes from Spain, Austria,
Germany, Russia, China and Japan,
with other countries having quotas
and blocked currency. And on top
of all this grief the industry is fur-
ther hampeited by unnecessary can-
cellations of pictures, with the indus-
try trying to tear itself apart as we!J.
"Schaefer explained that he is be-

hind the conciliation plan and ex-
pects much of the trade practice:
conferences.

Bill Rogers explained at the after-
noon session what had transpired at
the trade meetings and what c6uld
be expected in general. Edward G.
Levy spoke on important Qoiirt de-
cisions cf the year.
Tonight (Tuesday) is thfe occasion

for ti>e mm ball, with all of the Hoi-
lywood contingent expected to be on
hand to give the locals a chance to
look them over at the Municipal
Coliseum, which will be packed to
its capacity of 15,000 and with many
turned away.
Tomorrow (Wednesday) is the final

day of the sessions, at which .com-
mittee reports will be made and open
forum discussions will be held. Con-
vention winds up in the evening with
a dinher dance at-the Oklahoma City
Golf and Country .Club.

HA-F-P.-Can. Truce

Creates a S«uabbk

Among 2 Nabe Chains

Montreal, Nov. 1.

Following r^umption of booking
of United Artists product by the
Famous Players-Canadian chain, the
two dominant neighborhood chains
here, in which N. L. Nathanson has
partnership interest, are squabbling
over priority bookings. Confedera-
tion theatres, smaller chain, claims
that United Amusements, with 15
houses, should not get first bookings
of UA film because it (Confed) gave
up the UA franchise only because of
intervention by Nathanson.
Nathanson obtained interest in

United Amusements chain some time
ago, later getting a slice in Confed-
eration 6hain also.

Confederation had United Artists
product then but when Nathanson
fell out with George J. Schaefer,
erstwhile UA iales exec. Confedera-
tion stopped booking UA product
also.

With resumption of dealings with
United Artists it is reported that
Nathanson pencilled in UA product
for United Amusements, the larger
chain of nabes. N. Lawand, head of
Confederation, last week took his
plea to Nathanson, in Toronto, point-
ing out that it would be unfair to
deprive him. of product which he
had given up only because of Fa*
mous Players-Canadian intervention.

It is understood that an arrange-
ment is to be made whereby Nathan-
,soa will allow Confederation houses
priority on United Artists pictures,
but where United -Amusements
houses are not close to Confederation
the United theatres will show UA
films at about the same time.
Where United houses, are consid-

ered opposition to Confederation
then UA film will be given first to
Confederation.

N. Y. Indies Impressed

With Distribs' Sincerity
After the first week's trade prac-

tice committee's discussions with ex-
hibitor groups in New- York, con-
siderable progress is reported, but
what has actualty been accomplished
is shrouded in mystery. Participants
are sworn not to discuss matters.
However, the leader and president
of the LT.O of N. Y., Harry Brandt;,
states: 'I am impressed with the sin-

cerity of the distributors we sat

down with this past week, who ar«
really anxious to clean up the mud-
dle. How far they will go remains
to' be seen.'

Whatever points have been agreed
upon, however, are up for some
wide-open discussion in Oklahoma
City at the MPTOA convention this

week, and out of these talks will
come a clarification of whatever con-
cessions are to be incorporated into

a new standard exhibition contract

mMeetEmk
Detroit, Nov. 1.

After a busy three-day sesh. So-
ciety of Motion Picture Engineers
will close its annual conclave at the
Hotel Stafler here, tomorrow (2).

Total of 32 technical papers, cover-
ing sound recordiajg, studio lighting,

theatre practice, film processing, et
al, will be x>resented during the ses-

sion. Conclave officially opened yes-
terday noon (Monday) at luncheon
with address of welcome by Mayor
Richard Readiixg, and talks by
Jamison Handy, prez of Jam Handy
commercial pix company; George W.
Trendle, head of United Detroit
Theatres (Par), and C. E. Kettering,
director of General Motors research.
Late film releases "were screened at
Monday night's sesh.
Banquet climaTsed today's session,

the highlight being presentation of

the SMPE Medal and the' Journal
Award, £iven for £ignifikumt techno-
logical contributions and outstanding
papers published, respectively.

'Ranger' Bundled
Hollywood, Nov. 1.

Republic is trimming its sagebrush
cliffhanger, 'The Lone Ranger,' from
serial to feature length. Robert
Bache, associate producer, is doing
the revising. He will also handle the
new cliffhanger, 'Lone Ranger Re-
turns,' due to start in two weeks.
Rap puts four new ones into pro-

duction this week, 'Red River Range,'
'AH Their Tomorrows,' 'Federal Man
Hunt* and 'Shine On, Harvest Moon.'
'Wagons Westward,' big budgeter,
may get the gun next week if casting
is completed.
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AGENTS
Agents' Stance

Although the Artists Managers Guild appears to have agreed to

licensing and supervision by the Screen Actors Guild, spolcesmen

for some of the largest New York and Hollywood agents indicate

they have no intention of knuckling under demands that will make
it impossible to continue to operate profitably.

To begin with, the actors want to restrict agents' representation

contracts to no more than " one year, with renewal options. To this

demand, the agents will counter witj^ a proposal to abandon the cus-

tomary 7-year pacts with clients, to a minimum limit of foiir years.

Few of the most successful and active agents will agree or care to

handle clients on a one-year basis. They argue that it takes at least

two years' time to build up an Artist to the point where his agent

can demand a substantial salary and a term contract, and that under
such a contract compensation is usually at a minimum the first year

with provisions for boosts in subsequent life of the contract.

On the matter of reduction of commissions to be paid, thie actors

are insisting on a maximum of 5% instead of 10%. If they 'are

forced to agree to' this point, agents will insist that the provisions of

standard contracts with artists be modified. They will propose a
division in the services which agents will render a. client

,
and will

demand that the 5% commission cover only the obtaining of actiial

employment.
They' will demand that a further charge of 5% commission will be

asked for business management of client's affairs. Such matters

as adjustment of contracts, income tax preparations and negotiations

with the Government over disputed returns,, and other extra

managerial problems take up at least one-third of all the time agents

novy generally devote to clients, and for this there must be adequate
return or agents will be forced out of business.

Catholic Youth Org.

In Albany-Troy To

Picket Russe Pix

Albany, N. Y., Nov. 1.

Picketing the theatres which show
pictures portraying 'a friendly at-

titude to the Russian type of govern-
^lent' or containing suggestive scenes,

is one of the activities to be aggres-
sively pursued this year by the
Catholic Youth Organization of the
Albany Area. Delegates of high
school units, at a bi-monthly meet-
ing in the College of St. Rose, dis-

cussed this as part of a twofold pro-
gram. The first is to fight Commun-
ism: the second is to 'clean up' films

and combat suggestive articles in

newspapers and magazines.
Films falling within either of the

categories mentioned above will be
placed on the 'forbidden list*. Houses
showing these will be picketed.
The CYO unit of Catholic Central
High School, Troy, one of the strpng-

. est in the country, did picket Proc-
tor's, that city, on 'Blockade' (UA)
last spring. However, the film was
screened for only .three days and
was out before some other Catholic
organizations in Troy could mobilize
protesting sentiment. Letters . were
written to the theatre management
and to area newspapers. Some ap-

pearing in the latter after the show-
ing of 'Blockade' had closed.

CYO delegation's are visiting local

dailies' for talks with editors in an
effort to keep out suggestive pictures

and stories. Letters will be sent to

magazines of national circulation

asking a halt in the. reproduction of

such photos, etc.

GB ENJOINS FRENCH

VERSION OF IR. HOBO'

Gaumont-British stopped the Bel-
mont, New York, from exhibiting

the French production, 'Rothschild,'

last week on the ground that GB
Owns all the rights, to material which
it bought when it produced 'Mr.

Hobo' v/ith George Arliss.

Includod in the deal, claims Gau-
niont, is an agreement with the au-
thor that the French version of
'Rothschild' would not be distributed
in the U. S.

IICREE TO ICCtPT Strength in Pathe, Columbia Stocks

Feature Market; Divorcement Talks

Opposed to Many of 19

Points and Suggest Own
Changes—Demand for

Better Protection Voiced
by Actors— Drawing Up
Code of Ethics

OTHER LABOR TRENDS

Russ Birdwell Quitting S-t;

Own Publicity Setup
Hollywood, Nov. 1.

Russell Birdwell is leaving Selz-

nick-International to fdrm World
Publicity Corp., and likely handle
Salznick along with other accounts.
John Leroy Johnson stays on with
the' Wanger unit.

Birdwell will hand in his resig-
nation to Selznick on latter's return
ifrom • Bermuda.

$200,000 Lawsuit Against

RKO White Plains House
The White Plains-Hamilton Corp.,

operators • of the RKO-White Plains
theatre. White Plains, N. Y.; RKO
Film Booking Corp. arid, the RKO
Service Corp. were named defendr
ants yesterday (Tuesday) 'in a suit

filed in N. Y. supreme court by the

H. & S.. Sonn, Inc.j owners of the

theatre property, to recover $200,000

which it is claimed the defendants
owe under a long-term contract on
the property. Under the agreement
entered into in 1925, according to the
plaintifF, the defendants agreed to

pay $40,000 yearly rental besides

turning over 50% of the net profits,

It is contended that the defendants
have refused to permit the plaintiff

to audit the books of the White
Plains-Hamilton Corp., to determine
the exact amount of profits earned
by the theatre.

It is also charged that in order to

lower the book value of the profits,

the RKO subsids conspired with the

theatre operating outfit to increase

the theatre's expenses by over-

charging on pictures supplied by
RKO.

'Sweet Adeline- Suit

At Warner Bros, request. Supreme
Court Justice Phillip J. McCook
Monday (31) directed the appoint-
ment of a commission to take de-
positions at Los Angeles of I. E.
Chadwick, president of the Chad-
wick Pictures, and Jerome Storm,
director, in connection with the
$250,000 plagiarism suit brought
against WB by Harry Armstrong and
Richard H. Gerard, composers of
'Sweet Adeline.'. Plaintiffs charge
Warners infringed on their song in
the making of the picture of the
same name.
Warners contend the Chadwick

outfit had used the title for a pic-
ture prior to its production but no
suit l-6sulted.

Grainger's Rep Drive

A fall sales drive dedicated to

James R. Grainger, v.p. and general

sales mgr.. starts for Republic next

Monday (7) and continues for seven

weeks to Dec. 17. Details on the

push AVere set Monday (31) in New
York at a meeting attended by all

of ^ Rep's five district managers as

well as Grainger, Herbert J. Yates,

Morris Goodman, Claire Hilgers and
others.

Under the new contracts which
Rep franchise-holders now have
with Rep. bonuses are provided for

best results shown and these will

apply . during the sales drive.

Brown Quits Cinecolor
Hollywood, Nov. 1.

Howard C. Brown, one of the

founders of Cinecolor, resigned as

v.p. and director. For the past twu
years he' has been head of the ,sal6s

force. '
.

.

'

After a six-week vacation, Brown
will announce • new •lliilation.

.
Hollywood, Nov. 1.

Motion picture agents have sur-
rendered to the actors. The Artists
Managers Guild, after taking over
the independent agents and threaten-
ing a fight to retain autonomy, sudr
denly tossed in the towel and agreed
to accept licensing plan of the Screen
Actors Guild. Comniittees repre-
senting two groups are now working
but a code of ethics undei?. which the
agents will operate.
Simultaneous with a mass meeting

of actors at which it was suggested
the original 19-point franchise pro-
gram.' be tightened, M. C. Levee,
prexy of the AMG, dispatched a
letter of acceptance to Kenneth
Thomson, executive secretary of th6
SAG. 'The letter follows:
"We are in receipt of your favor

of Oct. 24, 1938.

'The Artists Managers Guild has
objected to the principle of licensing
for reasons which are as vitally . im-
portant to actors as to agents. We
still adhere to.our objections, but if

the Screen Actors Guild i$ com-
mitted to the principle of licensing
we are willing to accept that prin-
ciple iipon the following conditions:
'One: that licenses shall be initially

issued to all' agents now engaged in
the motion picture agency business
in this, .community.
'Two: that we shall mutually agree

upon a code of ethics controlling the
conduct of agents and spedifying
definitely the particular- acts or
omissions for which, a license could
be revoked,' and maximum penalties
for other violations of the code of
ethics of lesser importance.

'Three: that before a license may
be revoked, an .agent shall have an,
opportunity, to be fairly heard before
an impartial tribvmal or board of
arbitration! ' '

'

'You have heretofore submitted 19

points as a basis of discussion for the
purpose of establishing jules regu-
lating the relations between actors
and agents. We are. opposed to sev-
eral of the 19 points' but will, be
pleased to proceed . with discussions
with your committee regarding same.

Make Plea for Security

'You will appreciate the fact, of
course, that an. agent's business is an
asset of great importance to him per-
sonally • and frequently of great
value. It is a means by which he
earns a livelihood and also, in many
cases, "a means of providing employ-
ment for. others. 'The revocation of

the license of an agent under such
circiimstances would be a very dras-
tic penalty. Manifestly there would
be no security for an agent, his -busi-

ness, or the employment of his em-
ployees, unless the procedure by
which a license might be revoked
would provide for a final determina-
tion before an impartial tribunal.

'We think it is equally obvious
that the particular offenses for which
a license might be revoked should
be definitely specified so that the
agent may know whether any pro-
posed course of conduct would
violate such provisions.

'We offer, merely as a suggestion
for your consideration the following

as- a means of simplifying thi
mechanics of. operation:

'The Screen Actors Guild shall em-
ploy an investigator to be approved
by the Artists Managers Guild. Such
investigator ' shall be paid a salary

by the Artists Managers Guild in

such amount as may be' mutually

agreed upon by bptli gu'ldr and shall

devote his entire time and attention

tq investigating • disputes between
members of two guilds or any com-

' (C6ntinucd oh page 23)

By MIKE WEAR
Higher prices generally prevailed

in yesterday (Tuesday's) stock mar-
ket session as trading in amusement
shares last week saw many issues

marking time after recent spirited

advance. Columbia Pictures again
was strong making a new high at

187/8.

Strength displayed by Pathe Films
and Columbia Pictures in last three
sessions! of market, v^ith series of

new highs made by both, formed
most discussion on the picture group
yesterday. ' Move in Pathe, which
secures bulk of revenue from labo-
ratory work and interest in DuPont
Film, was attributed to better de-
veloping business in 16-millimeter
and standard film field plus greater
earnings by DuPont. Company does
not act on dividends until late this)

month.
Columbia adyance was based on

outlook of heavy returns from 'You
Can't Take It With' You,' and gen-
erally improved earnings.

' While a majority of film and radio
issues failed to extend, their recent
gain's, bonds again boomed forward
to new highs; Losses in stocks were
not' alarming," majority holding Close

to' recently established peaks. Para-
mount old 6% bonds hit the century
mark while new 3'/^% lietis made a
new high at 87 V^. -Warner Bros, ob-
ligations climbed to 91, with certifi-

cates for the new 0%' bonds going to

90,- both new pealrs. RKO 6s re-

mained close to the new high level

of 81. Loew's liens were near 102%,
top mark for the year.

Interest was ai'*oused last week in

Wall Street over what will happen'
to stocks of film companies should
they split their theatres from the
parent picture corporation. Opinion

SAG MAKES IT HOT

FOR METRO'S ICERS

Hollywood, Nov. 1.

. National Ice Amuse. Co. was
brought to ta§k by the Screen Ac-
tors Guild for ducking straight-

time pay, pay scale for 50 in the
troupe now. making Ice Follies at

Metr". Skaters are contracted at

$50 weekly for exhibitions and' on
the basis of $75 weekly for film

work, only for the actual time be-
fore cameras.
Guild crackdown guarantees them

a straight $75 per week. Metro is

paying National Ice $^0,400 weekly.

SHIRIET'S MA nn)ISFOSED
Hollywood, Nov. 1.

. Work on 'Little Princess' at 20th-

Fox is held up awhile imtil Shirley

Temple's mother recovers from a
throat ailment.

Moppet doesn't work unless her
mother is on the set with her.

is that two new stocks would be is-

sued^ basically on a 50-50 split al-

though dependent, of course, on in-
ventory made of theatr-e holdings
and of production-distribution prop-
erties.

Thus, if the value of theatre prop-
erties and earning probabilities were
judged to oe 20% greater than that
in the film company itself, the split

might conceivably be 60 shares of
theatre circuit stock and 40 shares
of film company stock for every 100
shares held. That is a likely distri-

bution in such,, case, with preferred
issues ' and any bonds outstanding
worked out along the same lines.

Probably no attempt will be.made
to divide up RKO shares in any such
manner until the comoany . emerges
from 77b. But once that is settled

and new stock distributed ac(>ordlng

to the plan, there is likely to be an-
other split of shares when the film
company is separated from RKO
theatres; Present- urge of those in
command is to work out some such
solit so that the theatres will be
divorced from the producing-distri-
butinT company.

In , the instance of this company,
or any other • picture company de-
ciding to cut loose its theatre setup,

the usual procedure on any stock
plan (that- of shareholders beings

ftsked to pass on the plan) would
followed with representative ipajor-

ity vote prevailing.

20th-F»x PazzlAd Some, Bu^
Thpuph some traders escptessed

disappointment because 2dtii-Fox

conimon did not rise abruptly, in thp
recent advance, its strength In the
face of surrounding weakness ap-
pears to be the answer to -what sone
described as backwardness. 20th-

Fox shares had been showing steady
gains over a period of weeks while
other issues were not doing so well.

Hence, it hardly. was an unfavorable
sign when this stock nlerely contin-

ued showing steady fractional gains
wbi?<» others were- sotirting.

Madison Square Garden declared
25c cash divvy last week, brifigihg

total for year to $1.65. Company
paid 20c in AUTUst. Those in the
street familiar with the dividend h's-

tory of the corporation over the last

four years were a.t?rceably surprised

by the substantial distributions al-

ready made to date this year. Stock
Recently made a new high at -0%.
American Serting reported profit

of $142,660 for- the nine months end-
ing Sept. 30 as against $510,004 for
comparable period last year.
Crosley Radio reported a loss of

$43,484. for nine months ending. Sept.

30 against profit of $103,581 in com-
parable period last year. Company
reduced its losses by nearly $74,000

in the third quarter.

Three-month report of General
Theatres for period endin** Sent. 30
showed a net profit of $218,524 as
compared with $257,805 In same pe-
riod last year.
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Snnny Side Up in LA., 'Suez Wham

I;W OK 221^ Take It'

^ Record Wk., 'I^s Long Roll

Los Angeles, Nov. 1.

Few newcomers this week are

more than holding their own at the

boxoifice, but the surprise locally is

strength displayed by holdovers. In

the first category, 'Suez' (20th) is

piling up $29,000 combined take at

Loew's State and Chinese; 'Brother

Rat' <WB) will account for close

to $22i500 at the Warner day-date

houses, and the Orpheum, with a
new screen bill and a Major Bowes
unit on stage, will do better than

average.

Of the holdovers, 'You Can't Take
It -with You* (Col) has the town in

an uproar by its strength. Current
is fifth -^stanza for .the Frank Capra
opus at RKO and Pantages, with
fourth we^'s take less than $2,000

tinder tiiird week, and fifth stanza

headed for so much profit that a
sixfh Week will be started, pfobably
of four days' -dination.

'Drums' (UA) Is in fourth week
at Four Star. Paramount is hold-
ing over the Bob Biirns opus, 'Ar-
kansas Traveler,' for five days on
.second "week to good returns.

Estimates fer This Week
Chinese (Grauman-P-WC) (2,024;

30-40-55-75) *Suez' (20ttl). Solo
billing for this one resulting in neat
$13,000. Last week, 'Stablemates'

(MrG) and 'Vacation Love' (M-G),
okay $10,000 as expected.
DowntAwn (WB) (l',800; 30-40-S5-

65) 'Brottier Rat' (WB) and 'Broad-
way Musketeers' (WB), dual Should
have no tirouble bitting lucrative

$11,500. Second-final week of 'Sis-

ters' (WB) and 'Road Reno* (U),

about $6,800, good.
Four Star (F-WC-UA) (900; 40-55)

'Drums' (U) (4th wk). Showing
continued s^ngtfa and shoidd have
no trouble hitting profitable. $2,100,

after' third week wound up with
$3,300 in the till.

Hollyw«o4 (WB) <2,756; 30-40-55-

65) 'Brother Raf (WB) and 'Broad-
way Musketeers' (WB), auai. Run-
ning sUgfatly belund its day-dater,

Downtown, bnt should wind up
with profitable $11,060. Last week,
•Sisters' (WB) and 'Road to Reno'
(U) (ad-fcial), very good $7^.
Orphcam (Bdwy.) (2,280; .25-30-

35-40) *Pugitives ^J^ghf (RKO) and
'Barefoot Boy' (Mono), dual, and
vaude.' Major -Bowes' unit on stage
gets most of credit for-^S.OOO draw,
although two first-runs on screen
heloing. Last week, second run
picfs.

Pantiles (Pan) (2,812; 30-40-55)

'Can't Take It* (Col) (SUi wk). Ter
rific biz warrants holdover for sixth

week, something almost unheard of
in L. A. first runs. Fifth week looks
like nifty $6,500, following $8,200

on fourth stanza.
Paramount (Par) (3,595; 30-40-55)

•Arkansas Traveler* (Par) and stage
show (2d wk). Holding over for
five days for i^rofitable $7,000. First

week ended with satisfactory $15,000.
. RKO (2,872; 30-40-55) 'Can't Take
It' iCoXy (5th wk). Fifth week
started out better than fourth,
which brought very big $9,400 and
present stanza should accoimt for
$7,500.

Staie (Loew-Fox) (2;414; 30-40-55-

75) ^Suez' (2eth), Hitting on high
and will wind 10 with neat tl6i000.
Last wei^ 'Stablemate^i' (M-G) and
'Vacation Love' (M-G), very good
$14,000.

I^tsited Artists (F-WC) (2,MK); 30-

40-55) 'Stablemates' (M-G) and ^Va-
cation Love* (M-G), dual Move-
over of this brace for continued
first-run will bring an additional
$3,300. Last week, 'Antoinette'
(M-G), on moveoyer, satisfactory
$3,000.
WiisUi« <F-WC) (2.296; 30-40^

65) 'Stebtemates' (M-<J) and^nTaca-
tion Love' (M-G>). dual. Beeiy-
Itooney oombo heiMliQg this lull for
neat $4,200 on moveover. Last week,
'Antoinette* (M-G), okay $4,200.

'Sisters' on Port. Dual

Good $6,000; 'Wings' Sf/zG
Portland, Ore., Nov. 1.

Too Hot to Handle,' at Parker's
UA, was so strong in first 14 days. as
to warrant a winning third week.
'Stablemates,' at the Broadway, also
in the hig money.
'Men With Wings' at the Orpheum

Is a winner. The Hagtnrick-Evergreen
Paramount is also doing a bonanza
biz -rtrith 'The Sisters.*

Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (2,000; 30-35-

40)—'Stablemates* (M-G) (2d wk).'

Good $4,500. First week strong $6,800.
Mayfair (Parker-Evergreen) (1,-

500; 30-35-40) — 'Boy Meets Girl'

(WB) and 'Booloo* (Par). Clicking
nio6ly for good $4,400. Last week
'Boys Town' (M-G) ancj Treshman
Yealr* (tJ) ended a seven-week run
with good $2,800. First six ^yeeks
grossed better than $28,000.>

OrpbeUkn <Hsunricfc - Evergreen)
(1,800; 30-35-40)—'Men Wings' (Par)

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
TUs Week $273,400

{Based on 12 theatres)

Total Gresa Same Week
Last Year $317,700

(Based on 13 theatres)

and 'Always Trouble* (20th). Okay
$5,^00. Last week 'Arkansas Travel-
^' (Par) and 'Sailor' (Par), better

than average $4,900.

Paramount (Hamrick - Evergreen )

(3,000; 30-35-40)—'Sisters' (WB) and
Touchdown Army' (Par). Winning
$6,000, good. Last week 'CJan't Take
It' (Col), closed, heavy second week
wHh $5,200.

Bivoli (Indie) (1,100; 20-25)—
'Tropic Holidaey* (Par) and Tast
Company' (20th) (revivals). Average
at $1,800. Last week 'Hoosier
Schoolboy* (Mono) and 'Woman
Against Woman' (WB), fair $1,600.

United Artists (Parker) (1,000; 30-

35-40)—laot Handle* (M-G) (3d

wk).. Nice HOOO. Second week
strong ^$5,300. First week big .$7,200.

DUAL 'mim:

ATM
^Kansas City, Nov. 1.

In contrast to last week, strong
films are current in four houses; With
other two first-runs more than hold-
ing ^ir own. 'Sisters,' at Newman,
'Brother Rat,' at Orpheum, and
'Suez,' day-and-date in Es<iulre and
Uptown, are all showing very
graUfying returns.

- 'Citadel,' at Midland, is limited by
its class appeal, but bettering aver-
age. Tower^ with Gene<Autry and
El Brendel as stage attractions, get-
ting $10,000, only middlin*- here.
Heavy kid play over weekend
helped.

Temp, again registering in the 70's.

Estimates fer This Week
Esguire (Fox-Midwest) (820; 10-

25-40)—'Suez* (20th). In the top
bracket at $4,000. Last, week, second
of 'Certain Age' (U), $3,500, very
good and only slightly imder open-
ing week.
Midland (Loew's) (3,573; 10-25-40)

—'Citadel* (M-G) and 'Girl's School'
(U), dual. Appeal is more to car-
riage trade, but slightly over average
at $9,000, Last week, 'Listen Darling*
(M-G) and 'FUght Fame' (Col), cut
short after six days to set house oit

Thursday opepii^s for coming holi-
days; $6;500 barely average,

Newman (Paramount) (1,900; 10-
25-40)—"Sisters' (WB). Looks to
healthy $7,000. Last week, 'Arkansas
Traveler* (Par) in its hold over
we^ okay $5,000.

Orpheum (RKO) (1,500; 10-25-40)
—'Brother Rat' (WB). Should wind
up: around $7,000,. very nice. Last

week, 'Miss Manton* ,(RKO), fair

$5,300.
Tewer (Fox-Midwest) (2,050; 10-

35-55)—'Smashing Rackets* (RKO)
with Gene Autry and El Brendel
headliners on stage. Heavy juve
patronage over weekend. Looks to
total around $10,000, acceptable. Last
week, 'Youth Fling' (U) with Veloz
and Yolanda heading stage show,
$9,000, fair.

Uptown (Fox-Midwest) (1,200; 10-

25-40)—'Suez' (20th). In keeping
with recently established Esquire-
Uptown joint policy; $4,100, good.
Last week, 'Certain Age* (U), second
stanjia, $3,800, nice.

Teachers

Give h4)k.M:,

'Suez' OK $9,500

Indianapolis, Nov. 1.

Annual convention of state teach-
ers* association brought 18,(|00 school-
marms to town and they zoomed
theatre grosses. Standees were in
evidence at virtually all the first-

run houses Thxirsday, Friday and
Saturday as a result of the teachers*
meetings.

Business is well-distributed among
the various theatres, with 'Suez,' at
Indiana, 'Citadel,' at Loew^, and
'Brother Rat* plus vauxie, at Lyric,
sharing honors as the best grossers
of the week.

Circle, with 'Mad Miss Manton*
and 'Five of a Kind,* trailing with
moderate take.

Estimates for This Week
Apollo (Katz-DoUe) (1,100; 25-30-

40)—'Sisters' (WB) and 'Annabel*
(RKO). Moved over from Indiana
for second week.' Poor $2,500. Last
week, holdover session of 'Certain
Age' (U) and Treshman Year' (U),
modest $3,000.

Circle (Katz-Dolle) (2,800; 25-30-
40)—"Miss Manton* (RKO) and Tive
Kind' (20th). Stanwyck and Fonda
featiifed big in ads with Dionne pic
almost buried; $5,500, barely fair.

Last week, 'Arkansas Traveler' (Par)
and 'Touchdown Ariny' (Par), okay
$6,400.

Indiana (Katz-DoUe) (3,100; 25-30-
40)—'Suez' (20th). Doing very strong
biz with indicated $9,500., Last week,
'Sisters* (WB) and 'Annabel* (RKO),
reopened long shuttered house with
take of $7,600, good.

Leew's (Loew*s) (2,4})0; 25-30-40)
—'Citadel* (M-G) and 'Girls School*
(0>1). Former picture attracted
school-teachers; $7,500, okay. Last
week,, 'Stablemates' (M-G) and 'Va-
cation Love* (M-G), socko $9,800.

Lyric (Olson) (1,900; 25-30-40)—
'Brother Rat' (WB) and vaude. Fihn
stressed over stage bill that has no
names; $10,100, very nice. Last week,
'Broadway Musketeers* (WB) and
vaude headlining Pepper Martin's
Mudcats of baseball, weak $7,200,

B'KLYN VAUDE BIG

Morris-Davis 'Probation' Clicking
Profitable $15,000

Brooklyn, Nov. 1.

Most satisfying flicker attraction
here in a long while has been 'You
Can't Take It With You,', which this
week entered its thir? and final
stanza at Fabian's Paramount. Pic
has been holding up sensationally
and making nifty profit. Strand,
which went vaude last month, will
come out ahead this we^.
At RKO Albee, management serv-

ing 'horror' revivals, :Draeula* and
'Frankenstein,' and . using plenty

"hsC Beeif^ooney Good 22G £adi,

Widi ViUide a Help; Power Fak 15G

Football Mobs Strangle Pitt B.O^;

Bartholomew-'Gef Only Fair $18,

K«y City Grosses

Estimated Total Gr^si
This Week.. $1^574,700
(Based on 26 cities, 176 thea-

tres, chtejly itrst runs. Including

N. y.)
'

Total Gross Same Week
Last Week $1,595,300
(Based on 24 cities, 170 theatres)'

newspaper and outdoor advertising
space.

Estimates for Tliis Week *

Albee (3.274; 25-35-50)—'Dracula'
(U) and 'Frankenstein' (U). Brisk
campaign staged in dailies, car cards
and other outdoor advertising, defy-
ing citizens to come and see these
dualers. Reaction satisfactory to tune
of fair $14,500. Last week 'Room
Service* (RKO) and 'Personal Sec-
retary* (U), profitable $19,080.
Fox (4,089; 25-50) — 'Juvenile

Court' (Col) and 'Down Arkansaw'
(Rep). Looks to get . nice $16,000.
Last week 'King Alcatraz' (Par) and
"Sons Legion* (Par), nice $17,000 in

10-day stay.

Met (3,618; 25-50)—'Youth Fling'
(U) and Freshman' Year' (U). Drop-
ping to weakish $12,000. Last week
'Hot Handle* (M-G) and 'March of
Time' (ZH wk), corking $15,000.

Paramount (4,126; 25-50)—'Can't
Take It* (Col) (3d wk). This week
nifty $18,000. Last week, second,
swell $22,000.

Stratad (2,870; 25-50)—'Girls Pro-
bation' (WB) and vaude, featuiring
Wayne Morris and Johnny (Scat)
Davis. Picture-flesh policy continues
to please populace. In black to tune
of $15,000. Last week 'Broadway
Mu£^teer* (WB) and vaude, peachy
$13i500.

Washington, Nov. 1.

Two vaude spots are battling it out
this week, with 'Brother Rat,' at
Earle, ,and 'Stablemates,' at Capitol,

n^p and tuck. 'Suez' was tossed into
Palace one day early, when 'Too Hot
to Handle' began to slip, but falling
to pick things Up to more than bare
average.
Everything else is a holdover, with

'You Can't Take It With You' still

the big sensation. Pic did two weeks
at Earle, two at Met, stepped out for
revival of 'Little Women,' which
flopped in three days, and moved
back in to bring week up to par.

Estimates for Tliis Week
Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 25i35-40-66)—'Stablemates* (M-G) and vaude,

Paul Haakon and George Beatty
stage helping toward nice $22,000.
Last week 'Sinners' (Par) and vr.ude
dropped sharply to finish with dis-

appointing $17^00.
Colnmbis (Loew) (1,243; 25-40)—

'Sinners' (Par) (2d run). Rushed
into repeat spot immediately after

weak stay at Capitol'and snould get
oke $4,000. Last week 'Spawn' (Par)
.(2d run), fair $S;800.
Earle (WB) (2,216; 25r35-40-66)—

'Brother Rat' (WB) and vaude. Film
and Herbie Kays' orch should pull
big $22,000. Last week 'Garden Moon*
(WB) and Stroud Twins, weak
$13,000.
Keith's (RKO) (1,830; 35-55)—'Cer-

tain Age' (U) (3d wk). Hangit»g on
with oke $5,500. Last week same pic
pocketed good $8,000.
Met (WB) (1,600; 25-40)—'C^an't

Take It' (Col) (5th wk). Shoved
back in after 'Littie Women* (RKO)
(revival) flopped in three days, and
will see nice $2,000 in four days.
'Women' took brutal $1,300. Last
week, 'Can't Take It' (4th wk), good
$5,200.
• Palace (Loew) (2,242; 35-55)—
'Suez' (20th), Jumped in on Thurs-
day (27) and headed for barely aver-
age $15,000. Last week 'Hot Handle'
(M-G) (2d wk), yanked after six
days with passable $8,000.

Boston, Nov. 1.

Business Is okay here. 'Men with
Wings* and 'Can't Take It with You'
are leading the parade for new prod-
uct, and ^Certain Age* holds over
with 'Doodle.' 'If I Were King/ on
dual bill, is satisfactory in third
week.

A surprise holdover is the revival
dual of 'Dracula' and 'Frankenstein*
at the Keith Boston, subsequent-run
house. 'Moonlight Sonata,' with
Paderewski, ends a six-months' run
at the Fine Arts Wednesday (2).

Midnight jitterbug contest, fol-
lowed by general dancing on the
stage, was tried out" Thursday (27)
at the Keith-Boston, but dropped
after one night when audience re-
fused to get into the spirit. Gag was
hangover of whammo jitter jamboree
Monday (24) in Boston Garden,
winners of contest being booked for
the Club Mayfair and the theatre.

Estimates for This Week
Fenway (M&P) (1,332; 25-35-40-

55)—'If King' (Par) and 'Moto'
(20th), dual. Brought in after two
we'dks at the Met and. holding up'
okay, around $8,500. Last week,
'Garden Moon* (WB) and 'Girls Pro-
bation* (WB), double, tepid $6,200.

Keith MemorlBl (RKO) (2,907; 25-
35-40-55)—'Certain Age' (U) and
'Doodle' (RKO) (2d week). Aiming
at pleasing $15,000. First week big
$21,000.

Metropolitan (M&P) (4,367; 25-
35-40-55)—"Men Wings' (Par) and
'Road Demon' (20th). Looks like
smash $22,000. Last week, 'If King*
(P&-) and 'Moto' (20th) (2d week),
okay^ $13,000.

Orpheam (Loew) (2,900; 25-35-40-
55)—'Take It' (Col) and 'Vacation
Love' (M-G). About $20,000, good.
Last week, 'Hot Handle' (M-G) and
'Girls' School' (Col) (2d week), good
$13,800.

. Paramount (M&P) (1,797; 25-35-
40-55)—'If King' (Par) and 'Moto'
(20th). Third week in town; showing
stamina at $10,500 gait. Last week,
'Garden Moon' (WB) and 'Girls Pro-
bation' (WB), adequate $8,300.

Scollay (M&P) (2,536; 25-35-40-50)
—'Straight, Place' (20th) and 'Gar-
den Moon' (WB) (2d run). Headed
towards -good $6,000, or better. Last
week, 'King Alcatraz' (Par) and
'Arkansas Traveler* (Par) (2d run),
$6,000.

State (Loew) (3,600; 25-35-40-55)—
'C:an't Take It' (Col) and 'Vacation
Love' (M-G). Very healthy at
$15,000. Last week, holdover of 'Hot'
Handle' (M-G) and 'Girls' School'
(Col), okay $9,500.

Pittsburgh, Nov. 1.

Lot of excitement In town, but lit-
tle at tbe b. o, Pitt-Fordh<\m football
game drew 37,000 and l^acked the
city with out-of-towners, but they
weren't interested in films and went
after more violent forms of enter-
tainment In ^ct, traffic jams -were
so bad they ;kept a lot of the regui
lars. away from the downtown area
and biz generally took it on the chin.

Got back to normal yesterday (31)
however, but that was a little too
late to dent the sluggishness. Noth-
ing much anywhere. Freddie Bkri
tholomew in person at Stanley with
'Hard to Get* doing ordinary biz,
while 'Sing, You Sinners,' at Penn,
is just staggering along, despite ex-'
cellent notices. Second week of 'That
Certain Age' at Alvin wUl do just a
bit better than opening stanza's take.
Fulton, surprisin^y enough, only
spot going anywhere and with two
weakiesi 'Men Are Such Fools* and
'Smashing the Rackets.'

Estimates for Tlris Week
Alvin (Harris) (1,850; 25-35-50)—

'Certain Age' (U) (2d wk). 'Suez'
(20th) opening 'Thursday (3) for a
run. Durbin flicker isn't setting the
house on fire, but on h. o. will do
well enough at close to $7,000. On
top of $12,1)00 last week, that's not
bad, although somewhat under
what young singing star's pictures
have done in past.

Fnlton (Shea-Hyde) (1,750; 25-40)—'Men Fools' (WB) and 'Smashing
Rackets' (BKO). No accounting for
brisk speed at which this twinner
shoved ofl!, but should come through
with around $5,000, which is big
here for duals. Last wesK 'Sailor*

(Par) and 'Bulldog Drummond'
(Par), poor $3,600.

Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 25-35-
50)—'Sinners* (Par). Well-liked and
general opinion that it's Crosby at
his best, but crooner has always been
just a fair draw here and. this one's,
no exception. Pace indicates $11,700.
fau*. That's just about what 'Sisters'

(WB) did last week.
Stanley (WB) (3,600; 25-40-60)-^

'Hard Gcet' (WB) and Bartholomew
on stage. With Dick Powell on
sciieen and Bartholomew on stage,'

combo -is pretty saleable in these
parts and under ordinary conditions
might .go somewhere. Not at the
moment, however, with the town
fooiball-nutz. Looks like $18,000, just
fair. T<ast week Ted. Lewis proved
the consistency of his draw by get-
ting dose to $24,000 with Arkansas
Travder* (Par).

Warner (WB) (2,000; 25-40)—
icing Alcatraz' (Par) and 'Annabel^
(RKO). Maybe $4,000, which is just
average at this site. Last week
'Stablemates* (M-G), moving here-
after big week at Penn, did all right *

at $S,70O.

Teachers Also Invade

Lincoln; 'Suez' $3,500
Lincoln, Nov. 1.

With the biggest assembly of
schoolmafms in town, 4,100 of them
cbnyehtioning over the weekend,
every kind Of biz, including show
biz, is up. 'Suez* is hammering along
in good shape, and so is 'Garden of
the Moon.' Even 'Sing, You Sinners,*
with light ad pressure, is taking care
of itself.

Colonial, for first time since join-
ing the Nebraska Theatres, Inc.,

string, went flrst^run Sunday (30)
and will - oppose the J. H Cooper
Liberty's action policy. Kiva, an-
other .NTI house, continues to serve
as seobnd-run receiver from Varsity.

Eistlmatefl for This Week
Colonial (NTI-Noble) (750; 10-15-

20)—'Kihg Sierras' (Rep) and 'High*
way Patrol' (Col)* Short run, four
days, will get $500, so-so. Has been
second-running.

KIv» (NTI-Noble) (440; 10-25-40)
—'My Heart' (UA). Moved from
Varsity; $ljOOO, good. Last week,
second for 'Algiers' (UA), slim $500.

Liberty (LTC-Cooper) (1,200; 10^
15)—'Meet Girls' (20th) and 'Moto'
(20th), split with 'Happy Landing*
(20th) and 'Old Mexico^ (Par). Good
enough, $1,600. Last week, 'Guilty
Trails' (U) and 'Little Women'
(RKO), split with 'Fiddlin Buckaroo'
(U) and 'Blind Alibi' (RKO), $1,000.

Lincoln (LTC-Cooper) (1,800; 10^
25-35)—"Suez* (20th). Here for eight
days then will move to the Orpheum^
Okay at $?,500. Last week, 'Co-Ed'
(20th) and 'Murder' (20th), raised
the house from the doldrums, $2,900.

Orphenm (LTC-Cooper) (1,350; lO-i

15-20-25)—'My Bill' (WB) split with
'Beloved Brat' (WB). Slim $1,100,
Last week, 'Racket Busters'. (WB),
four days, all right, $800.

Stnart (LTC-Cooper) (1,900; 10-25-
40)—'Sinners' (Par). Fair $3,700.
Last week, 'Hot Handle' (M-G), fair

$3,800.

Varsity (NTI-Noble) (1,100; 10-25-
40)—'Garden Moon' (WB). Should
reach good $3,000. Last week, 'My
Heart» (UA), $2,200, fair.
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Six of 7 H.O. in Cli Kit Grid

Mdbs (m Im B.O.; W-Tueker

$38,mW^aude $12,

Chicago, Nov. 1.

With strong week-ends due to the
Influx o£ football fans for important
Big 10 games, the loop these days
has 9, solid box office foundatioii that

gets the houses away to a powerful
start. Plenty of hold-overs, how-
ever, figure to bog down the latter

half of the stanza. Of the seven
houses, six are running repeat items.

Chicago switched pictures, shoving
In 'Sisters' a? replacement for 'If I

Were King,' but holding thfr Orrin
Tucker orchestra- on the stage for
second week.
Deanna Durbin has proved djrna-

mite for the Palace, and- goes into

third week there with 'Certain Age.*
Opinion is that it's the weakest of

the moppet's flickers, but it has a
draw that has femmes returning for
second and third visits to the house.
Another youngster that is box

office power is Mickey Rooney, who
has 'Boys Town' pounding out a
strong, fourth week in the United
Artists. And a third juvenile for the
gate is Sabu in 'Drums,' at the Apol-
lo for second week.
While the Rooney rep is- hot, Bala-

ban & Katz will bring 'Stablemates'
Into the Roosevelt in a few days to
take the place of the current 'Too
Hot to Handle.'

Estimates for This Week
Apollo (B&K) (1,200; 35-55-65-75)

—•Drums' (UA) (2d wk). Holding
to fine $4,500 currently after snatch-
ing' solid $6,400 last week.

Chicago (B&K) (4,000; 35-55-75)—
•Sisters' (WB) and Orrin TUcker
orch on stage. Another strong ses-

sion for the loop's biggest house, go-
ing to $38,000. Last week If King'
(Par) and Tucker orch stujiabled

somewhat in midweek to finish with
$36,200, but still highly satisfying
talce.

Garrkk (B&K) (900; 35-55-65)—
•Can't Take It' (Col). Back in loop,
and. will garner $5,000, good. Last
week, 'Frankenstein' (U) and 'Drac-
tila' (U), horror combo turned in a
powerful $8;000 in 10-day gallop.
Palace (RKO) (2,500; 35-55-65-75)

—'Certain Age* (U) and" vaude (3d
wk). Will wind up trio of great
sessions to excellent $15,000, after
garnering great $19,800 last week.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 35-55-65-

75)-r-'Hot Handle' (M-G) (2d wk).
. Good $9,000 currently, following sat-

isfying $14,300 in opener.
State-Lake (Jones) (2,700; 25-35-

45-55 )_<Speed to Burn' (20th) and
vaude. Only new line-up of attrac-

tions on stages. Will bring in neat
profit at $12,000. Last week about
the same for 'Girl's School' (Col)
and vaude.
United ArUsis (9&K)-UA> (1.700;

35-55-65-75)— 'Boys Town' (M-G)
(4th wk). Pace continues bright,
and will manage to hold currently to

$9,000, solid, after fine $13,900 last

week.

Seattle Vaude Click^*

ToDilin-Dual, V^JM

(FN). Anticipate good $5,700. Last
week 'Arkansas Traveler' (Par) and
'Actress' (FN), $6,000, big.
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 16-37-

42)—'City Streets' (Col) and 'Under
Top* (Mono), plus Pinky Tomlin
headlining vaude. Looking for ex-
cellent $4(800. Last week 'Higgins
Family' (Rep) and 'Old Mexico'
(Par) and vaude, $4,400, good.
Pararaount (Hamrick - Evergreen )

(3,039; 32-37-42)—'Certain Age' (U)
and 'Campius Confessions' (Par) (2d
wk). Paced at $5,000, good. Last
week, sarae films,. $11,800, great.
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 21-32)—

'Tough Guy' (U) and 'Gladiator'
(CoD. Expect good $2,300. Last
week 'Spawn' (Par) and 'My BUI'
(WB), big $2,800.

3-R FEMS HYPft

Seattle, Nov. 1.

'Arkansas Traveler' surprised with
sufficient b. o. to win moveover to

M. B., while the two winners, 'Boy's

Town' and 'Can't Take It,' are both
roaring into fifth weeks.

Sterling Chain has been putting
vaude over okay at' Palomar, and the
recent- price lift to 42c top (from
37c) has helped the b. o.

Estimates for This. Week
Blae Mouse. (HamrickfEyergreen)

(850; 32-37-42)—'Boys Town' (M-G)
(5th wk). Getting good $2,200 in

eight days. I^st week, same film. $3,-

400; great.
Coliseum (Hamrick - Evergreen)

(1,900; 21-32)—'Alexander* (20lh)
and. 'Bulldog Drummond* (Piar).

Heading for $3,400, big. I^t week
•Andy Hardy' (M-G) and 'Getaway'
(20th), $3,600. big.
Colonial (Sterling) (800; 10-21)—

•Dracula' (U) and 'Frankenstein'
(U). Playing horror angle fOr atH
its worth. Indicate big $2,700. tiast
week 'Woman A^inst World* (Mono)
and 'Cowboys* (Rep), four days, $1,-
400, okay.
Filth Avenue (Hamrick-Evergreen)

(2.349; 32-37-42)—'Men Wings' (Paf ).

Single bill policy getting quite a
fling at this house in recent weeks.
Anficipate excellent $8^000 current-
ly. - Last week 'Sisters' (WB), $5,100,
slow.
Liberty (J-vH) (1,800; 21-32-42)—

•Can't Take It' (Col) (5th wk): Ex-
pect $6,500, good. Last week, same
film, $8,100, phenomenal.
Music B«iy (Hamrick-Evergreen)

(850; 32-37-42)—'Arkansas Traveler'
(Par), moved from Orpheu|n. Indi-
cates good $2,000. Last week 'Hot
Handle' (M-G), third week,' eight
days, good $2,700.
Orpheum (Hamrick - Evergreen)

(2.600; 32-37-42) — 'Miss Manton*
(RKO) and 'Broadway Musketeers'

Cleveland, Nov. 1.

Schoolmarms flocking in for state

convention—16,000 of 'em—proved a
weekend b.o. boom. Tip-top biz in

all the doWntown houses, particu-
larly those with product sporting
heavy fismme appeal.

It's almost a' tie between "Men
With Wings,' at State, and 'Suez,' at

Hipp, both of which are smashing
into good black figures. Former
more adaptable to exploitation and
has the edge, but the Tyrone Power-
Loretta Young names in latter are
plenty potent. Still vaude-less. Pal-
ace is only coasting along with 'I

Am the Law* for average trade untU
it can line up more stage attractions.

Estimates for This Week
Allen (RKO) (3,500; 30-35-42-55)—

'Sisters' (WB). Making nice show-
ing for itself after move-over from
Hipp, about $6,000, without any help
from crix. Last week, 'Certain Age'
(U), good $5,000 in second run.
Hipp (Warner) (3,700; 30-35-42-55)

—'Suez' (20th). Enough power on
marquee plus convention pull to
wind up with $15,500, very good.
Last week, 'Sisters' (WB), $14,000,

Palaee (RKO) (3,200; 30-35-42-55)
— Am Law' (WB). Rather slow,
despite appeal to thrill-seekers,

although $9,000 is not so bad.
'Straight, Place' (20th) last week
was a dud, $6,000, Ritz Bros, demon-
strating they are poison to local b.o.

State (Loew's) (3,450; 30-35-42-55)—'Men Wings' (Par). Aerial-grip-
per getting big $16,000. Last week,
•If King' (Par), $14,100, good.
StiUman (Loew's) (1,972; 30-35-42-

55)—'If King' (Par). Momentum of
first week at State giving this shift-

over $7,000, worth a pat on the back.
Last week, 'Sailor' (Par), $4,000,
average.

First Runs on Broadway
(Sub)ect to Change)
Week of N»v. 3,

Astor — 'Marie Antoinette'
(MG) (12th wk).
Capitol- 'The Citadel' (MG).

(Ret;iewed in Vaioesy, Oct. 26)

Criterion — 'Girls' School'
(Col).

Glolw-^'Gangster's Boy'
(Mono) (5>.

Moale Hall—'Young in Heart'
(UA).
(Reviewed in Current Issue)

Paramonnt<—'Men with Wings'
(Par) (2d wk).
Rialto—'Man with 100 Faces'

(GB).
lUvoll — 'Man of Tomorrow*

(RKO) (5).
(Reviewed, in Current Issue)

Rosy—'That Certain Age' (U).
(Reviewed in Vabiety, Oct. 5)

Strand — 'Brother Rat' (WB)
(4).

(Reviewed in Vabieiy, Oct. 19)

Week of Nov. 10

Astor — 'Marie Antoinette'
(MG) (13th wk) (aoses 13th).
Capitol— 'The Citadel' (MG)

(2d wK).
Criterion — 'Vacation from

Love» (MG).
(Reviewed in Vawbxy, Oct. 5)

Music Hall—'Young in Heart'
(UA) (2d wk).
Paramount—'Men with Wings'

(Par) (3d wk).
RivoU— 'Man of Tomorrow*

(RKO).
Roxy—'That Certain Age' (U)

(2d wk).
Strand— 'Brother Rat' (WB)

(2d wk).

*Take IV Good $1^,000,

Bdonfl; *Dru!iis' 2d OK
Montreal, Nov. 1.

'You Can't Take It with You,*
booked for three weeks at the
Palace, is doing well and may finish

with very good $10,000. 'Drums' at
Capitol, may add another $6,000 to

near-record $11,000. last week.
Estimates for This Week

Palace (CT) (2,700; 25-45-55)—
'Can't Take It' (Col). Pacing for
very good ^10,000. Last week; second
of 'Certain Age' (U), good enough
$5 000

iCapiiol (CT) (2,700; 25-45-55)—
'Drums' (UA) (2d week). Shaping
for nice $6,000 currently after smash-
ing $11,000 last week.
Loew's (CT) (2,^00; 25-34-40)—

'Moto' (20th) and vaude. Just about
in black at ^6,000, Last week, 'Al
ways Trouble' (20th) and vaude,
$6,000.
Princess (CT) (2,300;" 25-34-50)

'Has Nancy' (M-G) and 'Wives
Suspicion' (U), dual. CJood enough at

$5,000. Last week, 'Straight, Place'

(20th), fair $4,800.

Orpheum (Ind) (1,100; 25-40-50)

•Co-Ed' (20th) and 'Gangs New York*
(Rep), dual. So-so $2,200. Last week,
second of 'My Heart' (UA), yanked
after six days to poor $1,800.

Cinema de Paris (France-Film)
(600 ;

35-50)—'La Princesse Tarakan-
ova' (2d week). Poor $1,400 after

middling $1,800 last week.
SL Denis (France-Film) (2,300;

20-34^'Aloha, les Chants des lies'

and 'Les Deux Combincurds,' dual.

Looks like good enough $4,500. Last
week, 'La Chanson de Souvenir' and
'L'Enfant de Troupe,' fair $4,000

Ritzes-Gni&y Rose Lee

Hot ^13,000 in Denver

Denver, Nov. 1.

All houses are nmning above av-
erage. With Gypsy Rose Lee, in per-
son at the Denver, and 'Stablemates'
at the Orpheum, Uie big money get-
ters.

Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 25-40)—

Can't Take It' (Col), after a week
at the Denver. Strong $4,500 and
may stay here another week. Last
week 'Certain Age' (UA), good $4,oOO.

Broadway (Fox) (1,100; 25-35-40)
.'Hot Handle* (M-G) and 'Block-

tieeds' (M-G), after a week at the
Orpheum and four days here. Nice
$3,000. Last week 'Bojrs Town' (M-
G) and 'Rich Man' (M-G), split with
'Hot Handle* (M-G) and 'Blockheads*
(M-G), good $3,500. ;

Denham (Cbckrill) (1,750; 25-35-
40)—'King Alcatraz' (Par) and Ben
Blue on stage. Fair $7,000. Last
week 'Sons Legion* (Par) with Mor-
ton Downey on stage, strong $9,000.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 25-35-50)—

'Straight, Place* (20th), and Gypsy
Rose Lee on stage. Big $13,000,
thanks to stripper. Last week 'Can't
Take If (Col), fine $11,500.

Orpheum (RKO) (2,8C0; 25-35-40)— Room Service' (RKO) and 'Man
Remember' (RKO), split with
'Stablemates* (M-G) and 'Mr. Doo-
dle' (RKO). Big. $8,200, with latter
dual responsible for $6,000 of total in
three days. Last week 'Hot Handle'
(M-G) and 'Blockheads* (M-G), split
with 'Room Service* (RKO) and
'Man Remember* (RKO) fair $7,800.

ParanuHNQt (Pox) (2,200; 25-40)—
'Four's Crowd' (WB) and 'Girls Pro-
bation' (FN). Above average $4^000.
Last week 'Drums* (UA) and 'Per-
sonal Secretary' (UA), good $4,000.
Rialto (Fox) (878; 25-40)—'Drums'

(UA), after a week at the Para-
mount, and 'Juvenile Court' (Col).
Nice $2,000. Last week 'Five Kind'
(20tii), after a week at each the Par-
amount and Aladdin and 'Convicted'
(Col), fair $1,500.

Hen wtb Wi^s'-Wamow-Seott

\M oi(^way, 'Kihbre Tepid 726,

Business is spotty on Broadway,
although the- week-end brought aq
estimated 200,000 to town for foot-
ball games and the weather was
favorable. Lack of draught of sev-
eral pictures is unquestionably the
only excuse for the grosses they are
doing, including "Young Dr. Kil-
dare,' 'The Storm/ 'Five of a Kind?
and 'Touchdown Army,'
Only one of these new ones which

has a stage show with it is 'Dr. KU-
dare,' which ends a disappointing
week tonight (Wed.) at the Music
Hall at about $72,000. House skins
through at tiiis figure, however, and
tomorrow (Thurs.) brings in the be-
lated 'Young in Heart.'
The other stage show houses, all

of which no doubt benefited from
put-of-town trade as they usually
do, are doing well. Leading the
flock with a new picture is the Para-
mount 'Men With Wings,' ably ex-
ploited and heavily advertised, with
Mark. Wamow, Raymond Scott Quin-
tet, Maxine Sullivan, and others in
person, went to $48,000 here on the
first week ending last night (Tues,),
very good. Show remains two addi-
tional weeks.
State nearby has Rudy VaUee as

its stage puller, 'Too Hot to Han-
dle' as its film bait. The combination
will mean $30,000 or over on the
week, very good. Other two stage
show houses, Roxy and Strand, i^re

both on final (3d) weeks of runs.
'Suez,' at the Roxy, should be about
$36,000 on its. third semester, eJccel-

lent, while the Strand, with 'Sisters'

and Horace Heidt, is reaching for
$30,000, also very nice. Roxy brings
in 'Cw^ain Age' Friday (4), the
Strand 'Brother Rat* and Al Donahue
band, plus Hugh Herbert, the same
day.. Capitol is on its second (finail)

lap of 'Stablemates,* which slips on

im:mm.
mmmw.

Buffalo, Nov. 1.

'The Citadel* at the Buffalo is top
for the town, with 'Men With Wings'
at the Lakes following along closely.
'Certain Age,' in its second week at
the Lafayette, is still drawing over
par business.
Century and Hipp, with duals, are

both off.

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Shea) (3,500; 30-35-55)—

'Citadel' (M-G). Hitting nice pace
and if holds up. should reach good
$12,000. Last week 'If King* (Par),
fair $11,500.

Century (Shea) (3,000; 25-35)—
'Mr. Doodle* (RKO) and 'Man Re-
member" (RKO), Oft here at so-so
$6,500. Last week 'King Alcatraz'
(Par) and 'Campus Confessions'
(Par), gqod $7,600.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 30-50)—

'Men Wings' (Par). Looks like very
good $10,000. Last week 'Arkansas
Traveler' (Par), poor $6,000.
Htpp (Shea) (2,100; 25-40)—'Five

Kind' (20th) iand 'Vacation Love'
(M-G). Takings shrinking and looks
like poor $6,000. Last week 'Boys
Town' (M-G) (2d run.2d wk), fair

$7,000.
Lafayette (Ind) (3,300; 25-35)—

'Certain Age' (U) (2d wk). Still

bowling along with neat $9,000 indi-
cated. Last week excellent, over
$14,000.

'GhiM' UM, Tonic for De^ok;

'Syez-VandeB^l&liigsIiieM

Detroit, Nov. 1.

'Suez' and stage show leading light

here at the Fox, with tone generally

better throughout downtown section.

'Men with Wings,' dualled with 'Gar-
den of the Moon' at the Michigan,
was accorded a big buildup, in-

cluding a four.-station city hookup
program.

Estimates for This Week
Adams (Balabah) (1,700; 30-40)—

'Carefree' (RKO) (2d run) and 'Mr.
Doodle' (RKO). Rogers-Astaire opus
moved here from Fox and looks for
okay $4,200. Last week. 'Certain Age'
(U) (2d run) and 'Murder' (20th),

good $4,700.
Fox (Indie) (5,000; 30-40-65)—

'Suez' (20th) and stage show. Clip-
ping off nifty $30,000 for best since

'In Old Cniicago.' Mediocre $18,000

for 'Carefree' (RKO) and stage show

Mtchlgan (United Detroit) (4,000;
30-40-65)—'Men Wings' (Par) and
'Garden Moon* (FN). Former flicker
ballyed heavily on special radio
show; figures to pick up good $10,000.
Last week, 'Listen Darling' (M-G)
and 'Vacation Love' (M-G), okay
$8,500.
Palms - State (United Detroit)

(3,000; 30-40-50)—'Giants' (WB) plus
'Kid' (Rep). Figures for good $4,800.
Last week, 'Hot Handle' (M-G) (2d
run) and 'Wanted Police* (Mono),
former flicker moved here after two
big sessions at UA, good $5,000.
United Artists (United Detroit)

(2.000; 30-40-50)—'Citadel' (M-G).
About $7,500, disappointing. Last
week. 'Drums* (UA), also n.g. at
$7,300.

the holdover to around $15,000.
House ushers in 'Citadel' tomorrow
(Thurs.).
After another sad week with a

picture called 'The. Storm,' under
$10,000, the Rivoli is also putting in
fresh fodder, having booked 'Man to
Remember^ for owning Saturday
(5). Globe- is very diisappointing with
indications for only about $6,500,
though some profit, with 'Five of a
Kind,* and moves it to one side also
Saturday (5) when 'Gangster*s BOy*
succeeds.
Touchdown Army* apparently

didn't arouse much interest among
football fans, with Criterion lucky
to get $6,500 on the week with it;

disappointing. Rialto on Monday
night (31) previewed 'a new one,
'JM[an With 100 Faces,' after two very
good weeks with 'Dracula* and
'Frankenstein* dualed. Palace goes
only six days with 'Straight, Place
and Show,' coupled with 'Secrets of,,

Actress,' on a pace looking to around
$6,000 for the six days.
Although the gross last week

(11th) for 'Antoinette' was only $6,-

400, picture's run, scheduled to end
Sunday night (6), has been extended
an adcUtional week, with 'Pygmalion'
to follow.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (1,012; 55 $1.10-$1.65-$2.2e)—

'Antoinette' (M-G) (12th week). Last
week (11th), $6,400, with run now
extended to Sunday (13). 'Pygma-
lion' (M-G) on a $2 run follows.

Capitol (4,520; 25-35-55-85-$1.25)—
'Stablemates' (M-G) (2d-flnal week).
Pushed to around $30,000 fin the first

week, but sliding on holdover to
$15,000. On the 14 days satisfactory
profit. 'Crtadel' (M-G) opens tomor-
row (Thurs.).

Criterion (1,662; 25-40-55)—'Touch-
down Army' (Par). A timely t>ook-
ing,: but not a grosser; only about
$6,500 in sight, mild. Last week
'Girls on Prtbation' (WB), $7;000.

Globe (1,274; 25-40-55)—'Five of
Kind' (20th). Dionnes no shakes in
their latest at pace ' of no more than
about $6>500, profit here, but quite
disappointing to management Third
(final) week for 'Dark Rapture' (U)
honey of a money-maker, $7,100.

Palace (1,700; 25-35-5&)—•Straight,
Place' (20th) and 'Secrets of Act-
ress* (WB), both 2d run, dualed. This
show on six days only $6,000 and out«
being replaced today (Wed.) by 'Al-
ways Trouble* (20th) (1st run) and
'Room Service* (RKO) (2d run).
Last week 'Co-Ed* (20th) and 'Val-
ley of Giants*.. <WB) both 2d run,
teamed, $7,700t fair.

Paramounit (3,664; 25-35-55-85-99)
—'Men With Wings' (Par), arid, in
person, Mark Warnow band, Ray-
mond Scott Quintet, Maxine Sulli-
van and- others (2d week>. Starts on
holdover today (Wed.) after pushing
through'^ fine $48,000 first seven
days. SJnow is in for total of three
weeks. The final (4th) week of 'If I
Were King' and the Tominy Dorsey-
Connie Boswell combination, ' was
$35,000, dandy. On the four weeks'
run this show got an amazing $202,-
000, tremendous profit.'

Radio City Mosie Hall (5,980; 40-
60-84-99-$1.65)—'Dr. Kildare* (M^G)
and stage show. Pirst Metro picture
ever to play here not doing any-
where near, what was expected, but
at $72,000 house gets out. Last week
'Mad Miss Manton* (RKO) also very
disappointing. $69,000. 'Young in
Heart,' heavily touted, opens-tomor-
row (Thurs.).

Rialto (750; 25-40-55)—'Man With
100 Faces* (GB). Opened here Mon-
day night (31) after two weeks of
•Dracula* (U) and 'Frankenstein*
(U) (reissues), dualed,. first week be-
ing $12,000, the second $7,000.
RivoU (2,092; 25-40-55-85)—'Storm*

(U). Another one-weeker that means
nothing; tmder $10,000 is the answer.
Last week 'Service; De Luxe' (U),
less than $12,000. 'Man to Remem-
ber* (RKO) opens Saturdav (5).
Roxy (5336; 25-40-55-75)—'Suez*

(20th) and stage show (Sd^final
week>. Picture has not benefited
exceptionally from W<wd-of-mouth,
but is turning in a handsome profit
here just the same on a three weeks'
run. This week (3d), $36,000; last
week (2d), $50,000; first week, $61,-
400. That Certain Age' (U) debuts
Friday (4).

Strand (2.7€7; 25-55-75 )—'Sisters'
(WB) and Horace Heidt' (3d-final
w«ek). Most powerful b. o. show to
date here under new policy; this
week (3d) looks $30,000 or close,
after a second week's grab of $38,000
and a first seven days' business of
$46,800, big profit

State (3,450; 35-55-75)—'Too Hot'
(M-G) (2d run) and Rudy Vallee.
Combined draught of Gabre-Loy
starrer and Vallee means $30,000 or
above that^ very good. Last week
'Spawn' (Par) (2d run), after strong
milking. at the Paramount, and the"
Schnickelfritz band, plti; .-Benny
Baker, only $14,000, red.
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PhiDy Now Discriininating; 'Citadel'

Great $18,000, but lanton Blah 9G

Philadelphia, Nov. 1.

Strictly a case of ultra-careful se-

lection of pictures by patrons of the

Philly deluxers this week. Good

films are doing very good, while

those that are weak are getting cor-

respondingly weak returns. There-s a

wider gap between top and bottom

grosses this turn, excluding the

Earle, than has been seen here in

months.

Topping the town for strength, and
gaining as much by word-of-mouth
as by critics' praise, is "The Citadel'

at the Boyd; It's powerful at $18,000,

certain" of at leafet one more lap

around. On the other , hand, there's

'Mad Miss Manton' at the Fox, which
is getting extremely meagre $9,000,

lower than a mid-summer dud.

'Suez,' at the Star^lipy, which got poor
notices, is nevertheless shoveling out

better than-$17,500.
Estimates for This Week

Aldine (WB) (1,303; 42-57-68-75)—

'My Heart' (UA) (2d wM. No wise
merited this second lap after poor
$10,300 in the opening turn, but
forced by laqk of UA product for

the exchange's showcase. . Getting
very skimpy $7,000 currently,

Boyd (WB) (2,330; 37-57-68-75)—

•Citadel' (M-G). Good reviews plus

excellent word-of-mouth lending this

one hefty draft for strong $18,000 and
ticket on another ride. 'Listen Dar-
ling' (M-G) last w^ek, n.g. al; $11,200,

despite plugging it got by presence
of Freddie Bartholomew at the

Earle (WB) (2,758; 25-37-42-57-68)

—'Five Kind' (20th). Henry Busse
orch and tJlla Logan on stage. Start-

ed out well, but slipping pretty
" badly to $18,000. Last week 'Youth
Fling' (U), with Freddie Bartholo-
mew and Herbie Kay orch on boards,
likewise n.s.h. at $19,000.
Fox (WB) (2,423; 37-57-68-75)—

•Miss Manton* (RKO). Everyone
seems to be mad ait Miss Manton and
she's pretty close to an aU-time Fox'
low at $9,000. Last week 'Arkansas
Traveler* (Par), likewise poor at

$9,800.
Karlton (WB) (1,066; 37-42-57-68)

—•Can't iTake It' (Col) (2d run)
Continuing splendid gait here at bet-
ter than !S6,000. Last week 'Sisters*

(WB) (2d run), highly profitable
with about $7,000.

Keltb's (WB) (1,870; 37-42-57-68)—'Stablemates' (M-G). Unusual sit-

uash makes this actually third run,
already having played de luxe Stan-
ley to good biz and then the ordi-
narily first-run Stanton to .excel-

lent returns. Now doing satisfac-
torily at -better than $4,000. Last
week, 'Certain Age* (U) (2d run),
/good at $4,700 after two nice weeks
at Fox

ftta- < (WB) (2,916; 37-57-68-75)— (20th). Slapped down by
the ; this one bobbing right up
again to lush $17,500. Last week
•Can't Take It' (Col), got only five
days of a second week in order to
get the house back on a Wednesday
opening policy. Garnered swell $10,-
200.

Stanton (WB) (1,457; 26-42-57)—
'Girls Probation* (WB). Unexpect-
ed, but pleasant, at better than $5,-
000. Last week 'Stablemates' (M-G),
powerful $6,600 on continuation of
first-run from Stanley.

WAT

Baltimore, Nov. 1.
,

Decided spurt all over town this

week, with strong product the prob-
able answer. Utilizing the spacious

capacity of the Stanley to good stead,

•Brother Rat' is leadihigi the prosper-

ous parade, with 'Room Service' and
' •The Citadel' close behind. 'Suez' oft
to a halting start and pnly fair sinbe.

Estimaltes for This Week
Centary (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 15-

25-35-40-55)— 'Citadel' (M-G) plus
musical stage flash headed by
D'Artega getting a steady play to
okay $13,000. Last week, 'Listen
Darling' (M-G), way oflE at $5,100.
Hiopodirome (Rappaport) (2,205;

16-25-35r40-55-66) — 'Room Service*
(iRKO) and vaude headed by Stroud'
Twins. Hitting it off in good style to
okay $12,000. Last week, 'Girls'

School' (Col), thanks to home-town
p.a, of Chick Webb and Ella Fitz-
gerald, brought them out in rousing
fashion to big $17,400.

Keith's (Schanberger) (2,460: 15-

S5-3S-40-55)—'King Alcatraz' (Par).
Opened yesterday (Moh.) after 16
days of 'Certain Age' (U) to excel-
lent tot^l of $18,800.
New- (Mechanic) (1,558; 15-25-35-

55)—'Suez* (20th). Not up to ex-
pectations; $4,500, just fair. Last

week, 10 days of 'Five Kind* (20th),

poor $3,100.
Stanley (WB) (3,250; 15-25-35-40-

55)—'Brother . Rat* (WB). Leading
the week's parade with socko $15,000

and a second week already in the

bag. Last week, 'Arkansas Traveler'

(Par), held up nicely .to fairish

$6,900.

Heat Hits L viUe;

'Suez Good 9G,

Louisville, Nov. 1.

Holdover of phenomenal Indian
summer weather is not conducive to

film h.o.'s currently. 'Birth of Baby'
finally arrived in town, but attention
hardly up to expectations, 'Suez' is

little better than average at the
Rialto, and 'Five of a Kind* at the

Strand plenty hot at matinees, but
nights are slow.
High school and college football

garnering more patronage this year
than in former seasons, and compe-
tish not helping the downtown
houses. Opening of fall race meet
at Churchill Downs and pro tennis
match between Helen Jacobs and
Alice Marble Saturday (29) also

hurt theatres.

Estimates for This Week
Brown (Loew's - Fourth. Ave.)

(1,000; 15-30-40) — 'Ctablemates'
(M-G) and 'Vacation Love' (M-G).
Had okay week • at Loew's State
short time ago and return date may
tab fair $2,000. Last week, 'Can't

Take ' It* (Col) maintained strong
pace - for third downtown stanza,
winding up with $2,500.
Kentucky (Switow) (900; 15-25)—

'Am Law* (Col) and 'Always
Woman' (Col) split with 'Bengal.
Lancer* (Par) and 'Sailor* (Par).

Bright $1,900. Last week, 'Spawn'
(Par) and 'Keep Smiling' (20th),

average $1,700.
Loew's State (Loew's) (3,100; IS^

30-40)—'Citadel' (M-G) and 'Girls'

School* (Col). Received the nod
from critics and "bringing some class

trade. Opened one day early (Thurs-
day). Looks like fine $8,500. Last
week, 'Listen t)arling* (M-G) and
Flight Fame* (Col), yanked after

six days to poor $4,800.
Mary: Anderson (Libson) (1,000;

15-30-40)—'Birth of Baby' (Indie).

Pace slower, than anticipated. Ex
ploitation dignified and steering
away from anything sensatidnaL
May hold, with okay $4,500 indi-

cated. Last week, 'Sisters' (WB) on
h.o. stanza, well above estimate at

$3,400, fine.

Ohio (Settos) (900; 15)—'Paradise
Isle' (Mono)- and 'Hell Divers' (M-G)
split with 'Missing Girls' (Mono) and
'First Lady' (WB). Perking to okay
$1,400. Last week, 'Expensive Hus-
bands* (WB) and 'Boy Streets'

(Mono) split with 'Stand In' (UA)
and 'West Shanghai' (WB), average
$1,300.

Rialto (Fourth Ave.) (3,000; 15-30-
40)—'Suez* and March of Time. Ex-
pensive pic and strong marquee
names, but cricks lukewarm. Will
fall short of mark set by strong
product house has been' showing
during past month, but pacing for
ample $9,000. Last week, 'Arkansas
Traveler* (Par) and. 'Touchdown
Army' (Par), robust $10,000.
Strand (Fourth Ave.) (1,400; 15-30-

40,-^'Five Kind* (20th) and . 'Mr.
Doodle'- (RKO). Pictorial record of
life in the day of the quints pulling
hefty matinee- trade, but night, traf-
fic on the light side. Should round
out for good $4,000. Last week,
'Dracula (U) and 'Frankenstein* (U)
proved winner to time of profitable
$6,000 in eight days.

took an Omaha gal to the Nebraska-
Missouri football game.

Estimates for This Week
Avenue - Dundee - Military (Gold-

berg) (950-650-810; 10-25)—Alexan-
der' (20th) and 'Over Wall' (FN),
dual, first half, split with 'Wild
Night' (20th), first run, 'Am Law'
(Col) and 'Penrod's Double' (FN),
tripler, last half. Headed for $2,500,

excellent. Last week 'Andy Hardy'
(M-G) and 'Texans' (Par), dual, first

hall, split with 'Carefree' (RKO) and
'Passport Husband' (20th), dual^ $2,-

300, very good.

Brandeis (Singer-RKO) (1,260; 10-

25-35-40)—'Garden of Moon* (FN)
and Secrets i Actress* (EN), dual.

AiiAing at $6,600, swell. Last week
'Man to Remember* (RKO) and 'An-
nabel' (RKO), dual, $3;200, poor.

Omaha (Blank) (2,200; 10-25-40)—
'Stablemates* (M-G) and 'Mr.

Cl>ump, (WB), dual (2d wk).
Dropped off bddly for $6,000, fairish.

Last week, same bill, sbcko $10,^500.

Orpheum (Blank) (3,000; 10-25-40)

,

'Suez' (20th) and 'Keep Smiling*
(20th), dual. Looks, like terrific

$12,500, almost double house's averr
age. Last week 'Certain Age' (U).
and 'Bloekheads* (M-G), dual, ended
strong for smash $11;100.

Paramount (Blank) (3,000; 10-15-

25)_'Dracula* (U) and 'Franken-
stin* (U), dual reissues. Opening bill

looks good for $6,500, dandy.

Town (Goldberg) (1,230; 10-25-25)

.-T-'American Gangbusters* (SR).
'Moto Takes Chance' (20th) and
'Desperate Adventure* (Rep), first-

run tripler, split with 'Colorado
Trail' (Col), first run. 'Carefree*
(RKO) and 'Over Wall' (FN). $1,800,

very good. . Last week 'King Sierras'

(GN), first run, 'FPI' (20th-reissue)
and 'Life Begins 40' (20th-reissue),
tripler, split with 'Danger on Air*

(U), first run, 'Gladiator' (Col) and
'Young Fugitives' (U), tripler, fair-

ish $1,500.

RDSSELL^DONAT

GOOD mOOO IN

SfrSOCINCY

Hpls. Has Plenty Headaches; Durbin

Big $10,000, lings Flapping OK $7,000

OMAHA CHEERY

'Suez' Very Stronsr $12 500—^"Drac*-

•Frank' Scarer, $6,500

Omaha, Nov. 1.

'Suez' at the Orpheum is the out-
standing b. o. this jveek with all

downtown houses reporting very
satisfactory business. Orph's bill
aiming at $12,500 and may end with
even better figure.
Hallowe'en spirit was hypo for

week-end grosses.- Orpheum had a
Saturday midnight 'jitterbug jafn-
boree* contest which may become
weekly feature when pepped up con-
siderably. A 'natural' midnight
show was a double-scare bill at the
Paramount, just opened by Tri-
States after being dark twd years.
.House may be kept open for move-
overs and trick bills, says district

manager Evert Cummings.. Mickey
Rooney here two days on way to
Oklahoma City. Made two p.a.'s and

Cincinnati, Nov. 1.

Only three major houses offering

fresh releases currently and biz in

the main is so-so. Top ' grosser is

'Citadel,* which is collecting a good
t£.ke at Albee. Next best is 'Arkan-

sas Traveler* at the Palace. Lyric

is i^^uble featuring 'King of Alca-

traz' and 'Freshman -Year* to sorry

returns.'

Of the holdover product, 'Can't

Take It' is rounding out fifth and
final week at the Shubert in nifty

fashion. It will be followed by
'Drums* (UA) for a run.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,300; 35-42)—'Cita-

del' (M-G). Good $13,000. Last
week, 'Sisters* (WB), fairly good
$11,000.

Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 35-42)—
'Stablemates' (M-G) (2d run). Very
good $5,500. Last week, 'Certain
A'-3* (U) (2d run), pleasing $4,500.
Family (RKO) (1,000; 15-25)—

'Wanted Police' (Mono), ?Under
Western Stars* (Rep), 'Fugitives*
singly. Average $2,100. Ditto last
week on 'Crime Holiday' (Col),
'I jathernecks' (Rep), 'Mr. Doodle'
(RKO),- separate.

Grand (RKO) (1,200; 25-40)—'Boys
Town' (M-G) (2d week). Third-run
holdover. Strong $3,000. Last week,
same pic, big $4,500.

Keith's (Libson) (1,500; i35-42)—
'Sisters' (WB). (2d run). Okay
$4v500. Last week, 'Garden Moon'
(WB), fairly good $4,200.

Lyric (RK(D) a,40d; 35-42)—'King
Alcatraz' (Par) and 'Freshman Year'
(U). Sad $3,000. Last week, 'Dra-
cula' (U) and 'Frankenstein* (U) (re-
issues) '(2d week), slow $3,000.

Palace. (RKO) (2.600; 35-42)—
'Arkiansas Traveler* (Par). Started
slow, but helped by swell notices
and building to nice $10,000. Last
week, 'Stablemates' (M-G), socko
$16,000.

Shubert (RKO) (2,150; 35-40-55)—
'Can't Take If (Col) (5th-final.
week). Dandy $5,000. Last week
(4th), smash $6,500.

'SUEZ' BIG $7,000;

fflPTOA HYPOES 0. C.

Oklahoma City, Nov. 1.

MPTOA decorations all over town
and star-plugging for personal ap-
pearances at Movie Ball tonight
(Tuesday) setting stage for cracker-
jack week at all houses.

Estimates t6t This Week
Criterion (Stan) (1,500; 25-35-40)—

'Suez' (20th). Very strong week at

$7,000. Last week 'Hot Handle* (M-
G), swell $6,900.
Liberty (Stan) (1,200; 20-25)—

'Girls Probation' (WB) and 'Sky
Giant* (RKO), split with 'Crime
Ring' (RKO) and 'The Storm* (U),
okay at $2,500. Last week 'Mr.

Doodle*. (RKO) and 'Wives. Suspi-
cion* (U).' split with 'Freshman
Year* (U) and 'Wild Night' (20th),

average $2,300.
Midwest (Stan) (1,500; 25-35-40)—

'Citadel' (M-G). Fair .$4,000. Last
week 'Stablemates' (M-G), okay-
$4,500.

State (Noble) (1.100; 25-40)—
•Can't Take It' (Col) (2d wk). Plenty
good $6,500. Hast week colossal

$7,500.
Tower (Stan) (1,000; 25-35)—'Hot

Handle' (M-G) (2d run). Nice $3,-

000. Last week 'Daughters' (WB)
spit with 'Certain Age' (U), ' slow
$2,100.

Frisco No Like

Quake, kt 'Sis

Strong $15,000

San Francisco. Nov. 1.

Although 'Men With Wings' isn't

sending the Fox take sky high this
week, biz at this big house is never-

theless plenty good. Next best thing

among the newcomers is 'Sisters,*

action of which is set in San Fran-
cisco, at Warfield.

Estimates for This Week
Fox (F-WC) (5,000; 35-55-75)—

'Men Wings' (Par). Crix raved about
picture as a spectacle and its color,
but did not hand the story much.
Biz v.g. at $19,000. Last week (2hd),
'Sinners* (Par) and 'Girls Probation'
(WB), poor $7,500.
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 35-55)— Kid' (Rep) and Benny Meroff on

stage. Gate is having a bad time of
it this week; meagre $12,000. Last
week, 'Mr. Doodle' • (RKO) and
Gypsy Rose Lee stage show, sweet
$21,000.
Orpheum (P&M) (2.440; 35-55)—

'Certain Age' (U) and 'Personal Sec-
retary' (U) (2nd wk). Durbin sec-
ond stanza a honey at $10,000. Last
week biz plenty sweet at $16,000.
Paramount (F-WC) (2,740; 35-55-

75)—'If King* (Par) and 'Always
Trouble' (20th) (2nd wk). Colman's
second week good $10,000. Last week,
healthy $16,500.

St. Francis (F-WC) (1,470; 35-55-
75)—'Boys Town* (M-G) and 'Vaca-
tion Love* (M-G) (5th wk). Will
close this week after a grand run;
around $6,000. Last week, good
$6,500.
United Artists (Cohen) (1,200; 35-

55-65)—'My Heart* (UA). Mixed
notices, but audience reaction pretty
good. In for two weeks, with first
stanza geared for fair enough $9,000.
Last week (5th), 'Drums* (UA),
strong $5,000.
Warfield (F-WC) (2.680; 35-55-75)

—'Sisters' (WB) and 'Sharpshooters'
(20th). Bette Davis and Errol Flynn
plenty okey at b.o., although San
Franciscans get plenty peeved when
Hollywood drags out its earthquake.
First week will get $15,000. Last
week, 'Arkansas Traveller' (Par) and
'Touchdown Army' (Par), disap-
pointing $10,000.

Every State to Get A
_ Ride in Colored Shorts

Hollywood, Nov. 1.

Harry Wurtzel .and Gilbert Pratt
teamed up as Sunset Productions to
film a series of ' featiirettes in color,
to be known as 'U.S. On Parade.*

Stories, running from two to four
reels, will be .based on the historical
and industrial background of each of
the . states. Films will be made at
General Service studio, starting In
three weeks.

Now It May Be Miami

Convention of the Paramount the-

atre department headed by Y. Frank
Freeman, a. director of the parent
company, may be held in Miami in-

stead of New Orleans. Present plans
are to date it some time in March.

First convensh of Par theatres held
since Freeman came in was in Miami
in March, 1937, concurrent with the
conclave there of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America.

Minneapolis, Nov. 1.

. A quartet of strong screen attrac>

tions, including two holdovers, mak-
ing a valiant fight to overcome sev-

eral adverse influences that bid fair

to throttle grosses. Films are 'That

Certain; Age,* 'Men With Wings,*

'FbUr Daughters' atid 'Drums'—first

two named being the newcomers.
The Minnesota-Northwestern foot-

ball game in Chicago drained the

loop of more than 6,000 potential cus-

tomers over the weekend. Heavy
real , estate t^ix payments due this
week also carving hefty chunks' out
of most exchequers and leaving less
to spend on .entertainment for the
moment. In the bargain, therie has
been a general business drop during
the past fortnight, which seems to
have a- restraining influence on thea-
tre attendance.'
Reopening of the old Grand, dark

for more thaij^ four years, is putting
some zest into loop activity. House,
completely remodeled and now called
the Gopher, is a beauty of a show
house that adds one more to the
downtown first-runs.

Estimates for This Week
Aster (Par-Singer) (900; 15-25)—

'Annabel* (RKO) and 'Moto* (20th),
dual first-runs, split with 'Renegade
Ranger* (RKO) and 'Flight Fame*
(Col), also dual first-runs. Looks
like satisfactory $1,600. Last week,
'Crim« Holiday' (Col) and 'Breaking
Ice' (RKO), dual first runs, split with
'Mysterious Rider' (Par) and 'Per-
sonal Secretary' (U), $1,800, good.
Century (Par-Singer) (1.600; 25-35-

40)—'Daughters* (FN) (2d week).
Moved here for extension of first run
after big week at State. Still rolling
along and will turn in another nice
profit. Good $4,000 indicated. Last
week, 'Five Kind' (20th), $4,500. fair.

Gopher (Par-Singer) (1,200; 25)—
'Gateway' (20th). Curiosity over
what's practically a new loop theatre
bringing in the shekels. En route to

$3,000, good.
Orpheum (Par-Singer) (2,800; 25-

35-40)—'Certain Age' (U). Raves for
this one from all sides, plus star's
pulling power, spells very healthy
$10,000. Last week, 'Arkansaw Trav-
eler' (Par), $4,000, light.

State (Par-Singer) (2,300: 25-35-40)—'Men Wings* (Par). Extra heavy
advertising and exploitation for this
one. Opinions divided. Pretty good
$7,000 indicated. Last week 'Daugh-
ters* (FN), $0,000, big.
Time (Berger) (290; 15-25)—'Club

de Femmes* (French) (2d run) (2d
wk). Going along at satisfactory
clip; looks like $600. First week,
$800, okeh.
Uptown (Par) (1,200; 25-35)—'Anr

toinette* (M-G). First nabe showing
soaring to good $3,000. Last weel^
'Sinners* (Par), $2,500, okay.
World (Steffes) (350; 25-35-40-55)—

'Drums* (UA) ,.(3d wk). Holding to
profitable gait. Reaching toward good
$1,600. Last week, $2,000, good.

'Citadel' 'Suez

Pace Prov., 13G

And 8G, Respec

Providence, Nov. 1.

Nothing terrific about biz in these

parts, though most stands doing
slightly above average. Loew's is

tops with 'Citadel,' followed by
'Suez,* at Majestic, and 'Mad Miss
Manton,' at Albee.

Estimates f«|^ This Week
Albee (RKO) ,(2,200; 25-35-50)—

'Miss Manton* (RKO) and 'Swing
Cheer* (U). Getting oke $7,500. Last
week,- 'MaA Remember* (RKO) and
•Mr. Doodle' (RKO), fair $7,000.

Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 25-35-
50)—'Four's Crowd' (WB) and .'Girls
Probation' (WB) (2d run). Heading
for so-so $3,500. Last week, 'Stable-
mates* (M-G) and 'Vacation Love*
(M-G) (2d run), nice $5,000.
Fay's (2.000; 25-35-40)—'Wives Sus-

picion* (U) and vaude. Pacing for
sweir $7,500. Last week, 'Straight,
Place' (20th), $7,500.

State (Loew) (3,200; 25-35-50)—
'Citadel* (M-G) and 'Leathernecks'
(Rep). Pulling house to swell $13,000.
Last week, 'Drums' (UA) and 'Re-
formatory' (Col), good $12,000.

Majestic (Fay) (2,300; 25-35-50)—
'Suez' (20th) and 'Meet Girls' (20th).
Neat $8,000. Last weelc, 'Fours
Crowd' (WB) and 'Girls Probation'
(WB), good $7,500.
Playhouse (Indie) (1,400:. 20-35)—

'Convicted' (Col) and vaude. Open-^
ing • tomorow (Wed.). Last week,
'Marines Here' (U) and vaude, fair
$4,000.
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Mdse; Seffing in Theatres Again

A Target for Anti-Pk Legislation

Austin, Nov. 1.

Participation of theatres In enter-

prises which are foreign to enter-

tainment itself, and which brings

the theatres iiito actual competition

-with other lines of business in the

community, isf denounced as an un-

fait business tactic. A bill to out-

law such tieups is on the tapis.

Since- stores, merchants, newspa-
pers, billboards and other businesses

ara not licensed to present enter-

ta. iiment at a profit, they are- yell-

ing <hat the theatrfes arc operating

outside the limits proscribed by the

theiatr6 operation licenses by selling

candy, toys, advertising space, etc.

Biggest complaint cothes f;om
newspapers and press associationr; in

the southwest territory against thea-

tres making their screens available

for* commercial and mercantile ad-

vertising. These newspapers insist

that the theatres cease using their

screens for commercial advertising,

and name the Interstate circuit, the

Saenger chain, and other circuit and
indie theatres in the south.

Newspapers yelped but not too

loud when the theatres tied up with
local stores for a small amotint of

screen advertising. But when the
theatres sanctioned national adver-
tising on their screens, the dailies

squawked that the theatres were bit-

ing off too much.
Since they were taking note of

alleged unfair trade practices on the
part of the theatres, the newspapers
also brought up the fact that the
theatres had made advertising deals

with local merchants for the use of

paid space on clocks in their lob-

bies, witl) these clocks taking in as
many as 10 or 12 local merchants
who would have otherwise spent this

money for space in recognized ad-
vertising miedia. As long as it' was
small advertising and local tieups*

the newspapers viewed it without
any particular rancor. But when the
theatres began getting national ad-
vertising ideas that ate directly into

them, the dailies and weeklies de-.

cided to call a halt to the entire

theatre advertising practice.

'Lobbies Like General Sores

Another growing complaint against

theatres comes from the merchants
because of the theatres' increasing

participation in mercantile opera?
tioDkS. -This practice has boomed
so much in the last few years that
in this territory theatre lobbies have
begun to look like drugstores. Mer-
chajits didli't object to theatres sell-

ing?canc^ to patrons, considering it

more of an accommodation to pa-
trons. But they squawk their heads
off -about the theatres going in for

active selling in • competition with
the stores in the neighborhood.
nieatres around here have been

known to -carry as many as 42 dif-

ferent lines of merchandise for sale

in their lobby, taking in such items

as popcorn, peanuts, ice cream sand-
wiches^-^e cream sodas, soft drinks,

canes, ashtrays, pens, pencils, um-
brellas, souvenirs of all kinds, clocks,

dolls, dishes, aspirin, perfume, pow-
der puffs,sheet music, records, maga-
zines, "fake Jewelry, razor 'blades,

handkerchiefs.
There is considerable rumpus be-

ing raised due to the fact that many
of these items can be bought by
theatre circuits directly from the
manufacturers at a cost lower than
that paid by the local merchant In
this way the local merchant is up
against an unfair price differential,

while the jobber is eliminated from
the transaction entirely.

Another more important fact of
the case which has come tip takes
in ih» US6 of labor in the lobby
stores, with th6 theatres utilizing
their employees in multiple capaci-
ties. Ushers, cashiers and doormen
doubling to handle by-products is

also being finger-pointed at. This is

mentioned as directly concerned with
the - restrictions of the Wage and
Hout bill, and has been called to
the 'attention of the various labor
unions which are beginning to form-
ulate steps to combat this practice.

It is evident from the general sit-

uatidh that the public viewpoint is to
favot turning over of theatre con-
cessions to outside operators; it hav-
ing been found that independent
concessionaires spend more money
in the town, employ more people
and operate generally more to the
best'. interests of the individual com-
munity. Coqcessionaires must in-
corporate in each state and pay a
chain store tax and vending machine
tax.-

Just Unlucky

Lynchburg, Nov. 1.

Bank nt^t results in neigh-
boring town of Bedford are
said to have made a woman fan
so ill that she had to take to
bedl She attended ^ows regu-^

larly until amount climbed to

$150. Then she missed, to go to
a church sociable. You guessed
it-^her name was called. That
was tough enough, but in order
to see that the accident didii't

occur again she attended thd
next three drawings.
Fourth bank night caiine, and

once more the woman was
called away. 'Her name was
pulled for $45,

RCA'S 20c ON COMMON
SURPRISES WAU. ST.

Directors of Radio Corp. of Amer-
ica surprised common stockholders

last week by declaring 20c. cash

dividend on this class of issues, divvy
being., payable Dec. 14 to stock on
record Nov. 7. The usual quarterly
distribution on the first preferred as
well as a dividend on the 'B' pref-
erence stock still outstanding had
been expected but shareholders were
not certain if earnings justified a
cash payment on the common stock.

The usual quarterly decoration of
67%c. on the first convertible pre-
ferred and $1J» on old 'B' preferred
is payable Dec. 14 to stock on record
Nov. 7. .^oth. cover the- pedod from
Oct. 1 to the end' of the. year.

RICHEY TO REO AFTER

TIFF WITH MICH. CO-OP

Ned Depinet, v.p. in charge of dis-

tribution for RKO Radio Pictures,
on Monday (31), announced the ap-
pointment of H. N. Richey to the
post of Director of Exhibitor Rela-
tions for the company. Appoint-
ment becomes effective next week.
Richly to .headquarter at the N. Y.
horns office.

Richey has been director of pub-
lic relations for CorOperative The-
atres of Michigan for the past two
years; national secretary of AUied
Theatres of • Michigan for several
years prior thereto.

Richey Follows .Mooa

Detroit, Nov, 1.

Following a factional squabble in

Co-Operative Theatres of Michigan,
Inc., which coupla weeks ago led to

ousting of Ray Moon as general man-
ager, H. M. Richey was let out last

week as director of theatre and pub-
lic relations. Carl Buermele, as-

sistant manager, replaced Moon but
no successor selected for Richey.

Richey, a leader in the cooperative
theatre movement for past 18 years,

was first identified with Allied Thea-
tre Owners of Michigan- but gave up
this post two. years a^o to join the
new Co-Op organization. Richey's
ouster also le'aves vacant chairman-
ship of the Movie Quiz board in

Michigan.

Squabble is .said to have developed
oyer movement to oust coupla ex-
hibitor circuits in supposed effort to

bolster another chain of nabes in De-
troit

Ptsl^. Variety Club's

Smu^ Orer-Gipacfty

Pittsburgh, Nov. 1.

Variety Club's annual banquet
here Sunday night (3&) drew capa-
city crowd of more than 1,000, with
showmen from all parts of the
country filling the banquet hall, most
of them arriving the day before to
attend the Pitt-Fordham football
game. Feature of the s^ffair was the
adoption of another baby, fourth the
Pittsburgh Tent has taken imder. its

wing since organization was founded
12 years ago. Current youngster is

a 17-month-oId lad from Roselia
Foundling Home who has been named
George Variety Barker II. Other
three tots have already been taken
in by private families.

Big show was ring-mastered by
Jay C. FlippiBn and include Mary
Jane Walsh, Marjorie Gainsworth,
Pantinos. Clyde Hager, Jack Gray's
Debs, Bartell and Hearst, 3 Sailors,

Les Ghezzis, Borrah Minevitch's

Rascals, Freddie Bartholomew, Larry
Steele and . Harlem Casino' revue,

bands of jerry Mayhall, Tommy
Tucker and Lawrence Wdk, Bernie
Armstrong, Brian McDonald and
Paul Gannon.

Norman Frescott served as toast-

master and introduced as speakers

Jim Crowley, Jock--§utherland, Babe
Ruth, U. S. Senators James J. Davis

and Joseph Guffey, Harold G. Hoff-

man, Mayor Scully, Judge Arthur
H. James, Marchall (Biggie) iSold-

bCTg, Pitfs Ail-American halfback,

and Rosey Rowswell.

Yolilb, 22, Arrested

In $10a Theatre Theft
Columbus, O., Nov. 1.

A man who gave his name as Dan
Yuhas, 22, of Columbus, is being

held in jail here after police said he
admitted robbing the Markham
theatre here of $100.

The loot, a black mask and a re-

volver used in the holdup were
found in the man's possession, au-

thorities said.

EEP OPirS AWAY
Hollywood, Nov. 1.

•All Our Tomorrows,' one of Re-

public's higher budget pictures, goes

before the cameras tomorrow (Wed.)

with Sol C. Siegel as associate pro-

ducer.

Sidney Salkow, director, is also as-

signed to pilot 'Kentucky Sweep-
stakes' when he completes 'Tomor-

row.'

Canadian Premier

Charges Donbte-X

Or Amns. Tax Repeal

Toronto, Nov. 1.

Bombshell annouhcemmt of jPre-

mier Hepburn that he has been dou-
ble-crossed by 'the larger theatres'

and that, in retaliation, he will un-
equivocally restore .the amusement
tax tariff when he draws up his new
budget schedule next March, has the
officials of major motion picture ex-
hibitor organizations marshalling
their forces to offset the emphatic
claims the Premier makes.
In abolishing the amusement tax

on June 1, 1937, the Ontario leader

admitted that the cancellation would
total approximately $2,000,000 in lost

revenue, but that this annual loss to

the provincial government coffers

would be offset by the resultant po-
litical goodwill and the gain in

friendship of those who had been
annoyed by the 'nuisance tax' and
the- digging for pennies during box-
office lineups. The tax, he stated,

was difficult and expensive to col-

lect; such 'nuisance taxes' should be
progressively, discarded; and, in sur-

rendering this source of revenue,
the government would earn the com-
mendation of all classes of citizens.

The Premier's contention that

the deluxers and the A houses have
'broken faith' by not passing on the
tax reduction to the customers; but
the answer embodied in the presen-
tation which will be laid before him
by the. major exhibitors is that a
survey of the admission scales of the

70 largest theatres reveals that, in

1932, the^ average- admission was 35c

and that,' for the first six months of

1938,. the average admission charged

by these same houses was 27\&c,

and that there has been no upping
in priced during the interim.

Recorded figures will be submitted
to the Premier to show that theatre

prices throughout the past six years
have been steadily downward and
that, in spite of added tax tariffs

antedating June. 1, 1937, theati'e costs

to the public have been consistently

lowered.
What is puzzling exhibitors is the

determination of the Premier to re-

store the amusement tax after his

previous reiteration that this was a

'nuisance' and difficult and ex-
pensive to collect. General opinion

is that perhaps the government cof-

fers could now use that annual
revenue loss of around $2,000,000.

Clean Bill for 'Zaza'
Hollywood, Nov. 1.

Paramount straightened out cen-
sorship difficulties with the Hays
office over 'Zaza' and resumed rec-

ording on the musical background
for the picture.

Irving Talbot is conducting the

studio orchestra, Phil Boutelje scor-

ing.

ffig Scramble for Any AvailaUe

Theatres Has Distribs Wondering

If It s Really So Toi^h for Indies

Not a Dualer

Hollywood, Nov. 1

Old familiar boy-meets-girl
theme is multiplied by four in

a picture planned for winter
production 'by Warners.
Quadruple is titled Tour Sons

Meet Four Daughters.'

GRIFFITH AMDS. CO.'S

RETIREMENT PLAN OK'D

Oklahoma City, Nov. 1.

Partners and members of the
bo£ir(^ of directors' of the Gri ith

Amus. Co. ended a week's session

in Oklahoma City by adopting a
plan V^hich wi^. automatically retire

employees at the. age .of 65 at a

month.ly payment rate equal to. two-
thirds of their salary.

Claude O. J'ulgham, division man-
ager, announces that final draft of

the plan ' calls' for pa3'ment of 3%
t ! the employees' salary into a fund,"

with Griffith Amuse. ' donating the
balance n^essary for the Jo)i.n Hain-

cock and Phoenix-Mutual insurance
companies to guarantee the pay-
ments.
The retirement fund is pr»vided

for men only, since the women em-
ployees of the theatres usiially work
such a short time that it could not

be applied to them. An employee
may retire at the end of five years
of operation of the new system and
receive about 17% of his salary, or
one-fourth of the accrued benefits.

At the end of 20 years' service the
employee would receive the entire

accrued benefit.

'

W8cox Comi^ Om
To Set '60 Yrs.' in Ui.

London, Nov. 1.

Herbert Wilcox, having launched
the British campaign for his latest,

'60 Glorious Years,' second picture

based on the life of Queen Victoria,

and starring Anna.Neagle, sails for

the U. S. Nov. 4, bringing with him a
print of the picture.

Wilcox wiU confer in America with
George ^J. Schaefer and Ned Pepinet
on the U. S. sales campaign.

WB in 3d Party Suit

Warner Bros; Pictures, Inc. has
been named a third party defendant
in the suit iiiled in N. Y. Federal
court by Sylvian Cowane, as assig-

nee of Kwality Pictures. Judge
Edward Conger on Friday (27)

granted the request of Jack Warner
that the corporation be named his

attorneys contending that should

Miss Cowane win the case the con-
cern would have to stand the cost.

The suit, originally directed against

Jack, Harry, Albert and Sam War-
ner, is to recover $10,000 alleged to

have been loaned to Jack Cohen by
Kwality on two notes in 1923.

The Kid Makes Good
Hollywood, Ndv. 1.

Mary Komman, graduate of 'Our

Gang' comedies, plays a femme lead

for the first time in 'I Am a Crim-
inal' at Monogram.
Picture got the gun yesterday

CMon) with"John Carroll in the male
lead, William Nigh directing.

ADD CAVALCADES
Hollywood, Nov, 1.

Larry Darmour started production

yesterday (Monday) on 'California

Cavalcade,' second of his outdoor ac-

tion series.

Series features Bill Elliott (for-

merly Gordon Elliott). Joe Levering
directs from ^ate Gatzert's screen

play,

Howe Cranks for HIckdx
Hollywood, Nov. 1.

James Wong Howe moved into the
Warner, studio to pinch-hit for Sid
Hickox as cameraman on 'Oklahoma
Kid.'

Hickox was burned and will be
laid up for two weeks.

Minneapolis, Nov. 1.

With independent exhibitors fi^t->
ing tooth and nail amcHig themselves
to grab off available theatres,, with
practically none for sale in the ter-
ritory at anything resembling a rea-
sonable price, with extraordinary in-
ducements being offered to obtain
permits for new showhouses and
with 32 persons and companies mak-
ing offers for the local 4,200-seat
Minnesota theatre which the Para-
mount circuit is relinquishing, film
distributors here are starting to
wonder whether a theatre owner'A
life is the bed of thorns and whether
running a showhouse is the tough
racket painted by the independents
themselves.

How come, T>ranch managers here
are asking, if the lot of the inde-
pendent exhibitors is so terrible, or
that the villainous machinations of
the producer-distributors are so
grossly unfair as to drive the long-
suffering independent theatre owner,
to the wall?

'

In the competition to grab off
theatres in the territory, in at. least
one instance, indies are carrying

'

their fight into the courts. There's
a mad scramble for permits to biiild
new showhouses and to buy 4m the
infrequent occasions when one is

available for purchase. Sol Lebedoff
and Sidney Volk, local independent
exhibitor's, are suing in district court
to obtain possession of the Randolph,
St. Paul nabe, which was thrown <»n
the market when the owners turiled
over their

.lease tp: the. court to sell
in connection with an- investment
company collapse.

Lebedoff and Volk allege the own-
ers made a d^al \yith th^, accept^
ing their offer of $12,000 for the 10^
year least at $1,000 a. month rent.
However, the trustee disposed of the
showhouse to Franklin Amus. Co.,
local independent circuit, for $15,000
and $1,200 per month rent. FTagok*
lin now- has the theatre, a 700-3ea^
25c nabe.

TH f6r T»t
With four fighting to obtain a

permit to erect a $100,000 theatre
at St Louis Park, local suburb, Har-
old Field, owner of a circuit of in-

dependent Iowa theatres and a Min-
neapolis resident, landed the license
by making the municipality a gift of
14 acres of property for a public
park. In his successful campaign
he' circularized all the tOT^m's "resi-

dents, explaining his proposed proj-
ect in detiail in an elaborate four-
page pamphlet
H. L. Griffith haj been fighting

.

for more than two years to. obtain
a license .fdr a new Minnieapolis

$150,000 neighborhood theatre and
there are fully six other independent
houses 'that would be : built if the
city council would alter its stand not
to permit further theatre construc-
tion her6 because the Paramount
circuit and independent exhibitors-

contend the city already is over*
seated. For the third time last week
the council granted Griffith his per-
mit, only later to rescind its action
just as it had done twice; before. On
four .other times the aldermen voted
down the application and Griffith

also was defeated in a court action
designed to compel the permit's is-

suance. The council this time ex-
plained the permit 'had been sllpp^
through inadvertently.'

Although the Paramount circuit

has been unable to make; a go of the
4,200-seat Minnesota in recent years,
and will relinquish it upon the ex-
piration of its lease next Jan. 31,
and although film product for the
house probably would be next to
impossible to obtain, 32 individuals
and companies are reported to be
dickering for it The owners ex-
pect to make a deal within the next
month.

N. O. Addinf Honscs

New Orleans, Nov. 1.

A new wrinkle In parades was
staged here by the IXnited Theatres,
Inc., in the business section as a
means of expressing 'patronage ap-
preciation.'

,
Sixteen gayly decorated

floats, a number of bands and march-
ing employes marked the parade^

Officials, of the company . an^
nounced. that a new house will b«
added to the chain shortly. Work is

now progressing on the' Plaza and
(Continued on page 2ff)
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Paris Show Biz Shakes War Jitters

And Hits Strides; U. S. Bands Set Pace

Paris, Oct. 22.

Paris hag shaken the war jitters

and hit the high stride in Its new
and old after-dark spots. Night club
reopenings hit its highest average in

years during the last two weeks,
with a lew new ones sprinkled iri,

while theatres started popping with
<delayed openings and' revivals.

In the nightclubs and dancehalls,

eix bands are dishing out the swing,
either mixed or fully manned by
Yanks themselves. In the leading

spot is Ford Harrison, white band,
who holds down one stand in the
Bagatelle, the only 'must dress' cafe

here. The other five are Negro
crtlws, led by Willie Lewis, who has
the only ail-American gang. He
opened the season . at the Coliseum
dancehall. Remaining ones are those
of Harwood Chase, at the Villa

d'Este; Greorge Johnson, at the Boeuf
sur le Toit; Maceo Jefferson, at the
Big Apple, and Joe Frisco, leading
his own band in his own night dub,
the Chez Frisco.

. Bagatelle led nltery reopenings 'on

the hill,' followed by Chez pdett,
Chez Frisco, the Coliseum, and sev-
eral smaller clubs. Those already
open include the Sheherazade, Monte
Cristo, Le Grand, Jeu, Caprice Vien*
nois, Casanova and Monseigneur.
Up the Champs-Elysees district the

Ambassadors topped the reopening
there. Eddie Foy's English band
leads the bill^ with Georges Carpen-
tier on the receiving end. Not far
away the Bagdad ' reot>ened with
Serge Glykson. in the swing pit. Up
towards .the Etoile the Boeuf-sur-le-
Toit, reopened and Le Berry came
out for tea .dances.' Other spots open
there include Villa ^de 'Estand. In
Montparnasse,' there' are Cabaret des
Fleurs, Le Joker and others. . In all,

they offer every type of spot the
town has ever furnished, at most any
price the boys like to. pay.

t On the show side, Maurice Leh-
snann's operetta 'Balalaika,' opened
first '. at the Mogador. ' Followed by
Louis Vemexiil's new play^'Leonidas,'
Maurice Chevalier; a revue at the
Boufies-Parisiens, 'God ISav^ Piaa-is,'

and another at the Nouveautes, *Vive
la France,' by Dorin. The Varietes
Aias 'Roi des Galejeurs' with Alibert
topping. More are scheduled to fol-

low shortly.
' The blast came In a rush as open-
ings planned earlier were postponed
because of the scare while others
have been shoved up, producers hop-
ing to grab in on the wave of en-
thusiasm that has hit the town fol-

lowing the Munich accQrds.

'Boys Town^ Screening

I

Achieving Purpose Of

Easing Quebec's Laws

Montreal, Nov. 1.'

It Is reported hiere that Premier
Duplessis will ask PiarUament for
powers . to -modify the, Film Act
which forbids admittance of children
to theatres at the next session of the
Provincial Legislature which is

scheduled to begin at Quebec this
.winter.
' Personal representatives of Cardi
nal Villeneuve, primate of the prp'
vincial diocese, are reported as un
opposed to an amendment following
a special preview of 'Boys Town* in
Quebec. Reported that subject
matter of 'Boys Town' impressed the
clergy more than '.anything else so
far with advisability of letting chil
dren -see pictures.

Hon. Cyrille P. Delage, superin
tendent of education for the
Province, is reported in favor of a
law whereby children vmder .16 will
be permitted to see those fihns which
are to be especially approved for
children by a special bo£rd of
censors.

' Following a' speech to educational
and welfare groups In Montreal at

a special showing of 'Boys Town'
when he urged' pressure on the gov
cmment to amend the law, Hon.
Thomas J. Coonan, Minister without
Portfolio in the Duplessis' Cabinet,
was also present at the screening for
the clergy in Quebec City. At Que-
bec Coonan was accompanied by an-
other Government minister, Hon.
Albiny Paquette.

Clnesonnd's Ambfsh Plans
' Sydney, Oct. 23.

Clhesound plans turning out 30 to

40 .pictures for Australian markets

Simone Simon Sues;

Got 'Improper Billing'

Paris, Oct. 22.

Simone Simon has her name in the
court circular again. She's suing Ex-
port Films for 60,000 francs ($1,600

at current, exchange) concerning
display her name was given in film,

'Black Eyes' which she made with
Harry Baur.

Credits, according to contract,

were supposed .to be as large as
those given Baiir, with sirhilar pic-

ture display in lobby where picture
was shown. She sued once and got

4,000 francs (about $107, present ex-
change). Case is up again with de-
mand going to 60,000, the same price
she was paid to make the film. -

New Mgrs. Assoc.

(Continued from page 1)

system of theatrical costumes and
props.

A Growlnc Trend

Groundwork of the whole pro-
posal is 'the growing trend of co-

operative groups m the theatre. In
the past such groups have generally
been formed by actors, but the for-,

mation and apparent. success of the
Playwrights' Co., the click .of Mau-
rice Evans as an actor-manager and
the start of the Mercury, theatre's

second season has apparently in-

spired the thought of the suggested
setup.
Propsed name of the new group

is the Assn. of New - York Actor-
Author - Managers. Those men-
tioned as possible members are
Maurice Evans,' Katharide Cornell,
Guthrie McClintic, Alfred Lunt and
Lynn Fohtanne (latter

.
pair work

under their own ^etiip within the
Theatre Guild organization), Rob-
ert E. Sherwood, .George Abbott,
Sidney Howard, Orson Welleia and
John Houseman, S. N. Behrman,
Marc Connelly, Phil Dunning, Max-
well Anderson, Noel Coward, Sid-
ney Kingsley,.. Kenyon" Nicholson
and possibly George B. Kaufman,
Moss Hart and George M. Cohan.
Believed there would be no objec-
tion to any member also belonging
to th(B League of . New York The-
atres if he cared to do so.

iV. F. Palladium

(Continued from page 1)

jurisdiction as"a revue where It

would go .in- original form. .Deal is

on for APA and -lookis like it will
be fsigned by; today .(Wednesday),
Eddie Garr," Ro'sita Ortega, Oxford

Bojfs, Avis Andrews, Berry Bros.,
Gilbert Bros., Cass, -Owen and
Topjsy, Bernice Stone, Lorraine and
Rognan; Ming and Toy, Four. Kim
Loo Sisters, Al Gordon's Dogs, and
24 Chester Hale Girls comprise line-,

up with couple of importations also.

Steve Garay, Hungarian comic and
popular around :England for -several
years, comes over along with Frank
Eders, French novelty juggler. - Deal
is on for filmers .Herman Bing and
Patsy Kelly but contracts are not
signed yet.

Georges Banyai, formerly asso-
ciated with Robitschek in London
and Paris, will direct at Palladium
(nee B. S. Moss' Broadway). T. H.
McKnight Abe Burrrws, Frank
Galen, Jack Osterman and Al
Shaftel are writing special material.
Scale set at 90c top matinees, $1 top
for the early evening show and
$1.50 for 'late' show.
Reasons for the inclination toward

AFA rather than Equity are that,

under Equity, classification as a re-
vue, show could go on only eight
times weekly, including two mati-
nees. Under AFA 21 shows per week
are 'permitted and posting of a bond
to cover salaries is not required.

mx NAZI OLTMFIX
London, Nov. 1.

Tobis' films of the Berlin Olympic
games have been offered here but
turned down - by reluctant .distribs

who regard reels as German propa-
banda. Films were directed by Leni
Riefenstahl.

A representative will go to the
U. S. nejtt week to try to place film

there.

30,000 See *Snow White*

In 1st Capetown Week
Capptown, Oct. 15.

•Snow White' (RKO) Is pulling big
biz at the 2,000-seater Alhambra
(African Consolidated Theatres)
Capetown. Three sessions daily; four
Sati|irdays. Special booking office

was opened to cope with the big
crowd.

In. first week, over 30,000 saw the
picture, and looks like the second
week will pass that.

Japan's New Year Book bxiicates

Nation Has Eye on World Market

LONDONREVIVES

PLAY ON WILDE

London, Nov. 1. ^^.^LT —
•Oscar Wilde* was revived at the "for final discussion.

Arts theatre here last Tuesday (25).

Though well produced, play suffers

by comparison with original Gate
theatre production of two years ago
when Robert Morley, now,current, in

Broadway version, played the title

role. Francis Sullivan gives a fine

interpretation, but just fails to meas-
ure up to Wilde. Banned by censors,

play can only be privately produced
here.

'Party for Christmas* transferred
from Arts theatre last Tuesday (25)

to the Haymarket. Play, which had
opened • Oct. IT, had been well re-
ceived and newspaper criticisms gen-
erally favorablfek

•They Fly by Twilight* bowed at
the AldWych last Thursday (27).

Tragedy developed via comedy was
well received,, but some notices were
unfavorable. Seems to have' an even
chance.

.

Sue Kiepora, Eggerth

In Paris Wage Snarl;

Anschluss Aftermath

Paris, Oct. 22.

An unexpected repercussion of
Germany's grab of Austria is that
Jan Kiepura and Martha Eggerth
are being sued for 700,000 francs
(about $18,620, current exchange) in
a Paris court.

The couple, who are also man and
wiie,. began a picture, 'The Carnival
of Venice,' in Vienna for M. Gluck
before the 'Anschluss. As they were
ill, production was suspended, but
when they were ready td recom-
nvence, the political destinies of Aus-
tria had changed. As Gluck is 'non-
Ayran,' he came to Paris. At the
same time he ceded his rights to
the :jict\ire to Era Fihns, the Italian
company headed by Vittorib Mus-
solini, son of 'n Duce.
Young Mussolini's company re-

newed the contracts with JKiepura
and his wife and the film is being
c^.mpleted .in .Italy. . But. Gluck
claims .he forwarded the aforemen-
tioned , amount to' ' the couple as
salaries.vdue. . He's suing, for the
money. -The Kiepuras claim that as
long as Gluck ceded his rights to
the Italian

. company, .he must col-
lect from the company, and besides,
since his company is no longer in
existence, he .cannot make' any legal
claims.

Self'Regulation

(Continued from page 3)

what procedure will be, nor has it

indicated any position whatever to
date that it may have assumed in

connection with specific problems up
for discussion. It is believed wide-
ly, In the absence of anything but
perfunctory announcements by the
distrib committee and disposition of

latter to restrict the .MPTOA, Allied

and other exhib bodies from an-
nouncing progress, that numerous
items will not even be considered

IVomen' Nix in Sydney

Seen; Awdt Official OX
Sydney, Oct, 12.

Parliament has been asked
whether action should be taken to
ban stage production of 'The Wo-
men,' in this territory: because of nix
by British authorities. Premier
Stevens said no action would be
taken until police view play.
Ronald Edwards, Williamson-Tait

producer, countered with statement
that the play had been a big success
in U. S. and probably would click
here. Denied any intention of offer-
ing unclean shows. W-T imported
the play for showing here.

Exhibs, Distribs Team
For Refugee Benefits

London, Oct. 23.
Cinematograph Exhibitors Assn.

(exhibs) and Kinematograph Renters
Society (distribs) are combining to
give Sunday, night performances at
200 cinemas in England for the bene-
fit of refugee children.
Houses will be donated and there

will be no charge for films. Em-
ployees will be. asked to contribute
their services free.

Provisos ..

Ai]t\ong these trade observers be
lieve, will be the question of any
change in block booking of pictures;

question of restricting film contract-

ing because of strong buying power;
any divorcement of producer-dis-

tribs from theatres; restriction of

further expansion, and designation

of all pictures by name, star or di-

rector rather than by number.
Exchange of Information on dis-

cussions is expected to assume a
more important status with the re-

sumption of MPTOA., parleys fol-

lowing end of the convention this

week, and the report o% the board of

directors on trade practice reforms.

Meantime, during the past week,
the distribs have continued meeting
with Allied and the group of lesser

indie bodies under chairmanship of

Albert A. Galston of the Indepen-
dent Theatre Owners of Southern
California. Galston and Leo
Brechier, latter of ITOA of New
York, are the spokesmen for this

group which is reported having a
15-:point -program. Including 20%
cancellations, elimination of -move-
over runs, forcing of shorts and
newsreal, elimination of score
charges', radio competition, over-
buying of major chains in selling

buying, favoring of major chains in
selling and theatj-e expansion by
maijors.

The distribs resume with Allied
States tomorrow (Thurs.) following
a board meeting. of the' organization
in Chicago. Board is expected to
take up the matters so far dis-

cussed, plus any changes or addi-
tions,

,
progress, etc.

A possibility of the future in view
of the common interests of aU indie
bodies in the effort to arrive at a
code of fair trade practices, is a
merging of leading exhibitor or-
ganizations intp one large, powerful
unit. Although other organizations
have been on the fence, the MPTOA
in ' the past h^ts never, maintained a
closed door to a merger with Allied
and others for the mutual benefit
of aU.

Current London Hays
(With Datei When Opened)

Trench Without Tears,* Criterion
—Nov. 6, '38.

•Robert's Wife,' Globe—Nov. 23, '37.

.'Me and My Girl,' Victoria Palace
—Dec. 16, '37;

•Nine Sharp,' Little-rJan. 26, '38.

'Wild Oats,' Princess—April 13, '38,

'Banana Ridge,' Strand—April 27,
'38;

'Glorious Morning,* Whitehall-
May 26„ '38.

'Spring Meeti Ambassador-
May. 31, '58.

'Lot's Wife,* Savoy—June 10.
'She Too Was Young,' New—

Aug. 16.

'The Fleet's Lit Up,' Hippodrome
—Aug. 17.

'George and Margaret,' Piccadilly
-^Aug. 30.

'Thou Shalt Not,' Playhouse—
Aug. 31.

•Running Riot,' Gaiety—Aug. 31.
'Flashing Stream,' Lyric—Sept, 1,

•Room for Two,' Comedy—Sept. 6.
'Dear Octopus,' Queens—Sept. 14.
'The Corn Is Green,' Duchess-

Sept. 20.

'Goodbye, Mr. Chips,* Shaftesbury
—Sept. 23.

^'Elephant in Arcady,' Kingsway—

'The White Guard,* Phoenix—
Oct. 6.

'Bobby Get Your Gun,* Adelphia
—Oct. 7.

'

•Behind Blinds,* Winter Garden-
Oct. 10.

'When We Are Married,* St. Mar-
tin's—Oct. 11.

•A Party for Christmas,' Haymar-
ket—Oct. 11.

•Private History,' Gate—Oct. 12,
'Quiet Wedding,' Wyndham's—

Oct. 14.

•Goodness, How Sad,* Vauaeville—
Oct. 18.

. 'They Fly by Twilight,' Aldwych
—Oct 27.

Even In the present unsettled state
of affairs in the Far East the cinema
business is not unmindful of its
propaganda and under the editorship
of the International Cinema Assn. ol
Japan, the Spciety for International
Cultural Relations has produced a
Year Book for 1938 that is a decided
credit to those concerned. It pre-
sents the Japanese cinema in the
most favorable light, but without ex-
aggeration or bombast. The editing
job has been most carefully done and
the pages are free from, the mistakes
due to idiom which marked earlier
publications, and which sometimes
made the text amusing rather than
convincing. It will serve to give the
uninformed a clear picture of Jap-
anese production and production
methods but, to those familiar with
earlier issues of similar import, it
conveys the suggestion that with the
gradual change and improvement in
Japanese plays and players the day
is perhaps not far distant when Nip-
ponese product, with super-imposed
titles and a minimum of dialog, will
find a broader, place in .the world
market. The suggestion as to limit-
ing the dialQg comes from the Year
Book itself, which suggests that the
excessive chatter In some American-
made pictures has created the nat-
ural reaction.

Comparison with older issues
shows a tendency to depart from the
ancient landmarks and to use cos-
tuming, backgrounds and stories less
distinctively Japanese without losing
character. A section of the publica-
tion is devoted to analyses and pic-
tures of the more Important product
and. many of these scene cuts show a
vast Improvement In composition,
lighting and character manipulation'.
Portraits of the stars, too, show an
increasifigly Occidental cast, suggest-
ing that, consciously or otherwise,
Japan is moving slowly but surely
toward the common denominator of
mass entertainment, with an appeal
beyond its own borders.

Off SllffhUy
Because of what is referred to as

the Siiio-Japanese 'conflict,' produc-
tion was down slightly in 1937 from
the peak of '36, but 524 having been
produced as against 558 the previous
year. This, however, is an advahctt
over the 444 pictures produced iA
'35. But of the '37 output 365 were
made with talk as against only 300
the previous year. On the other
hand sound pictures, other than
talkers, were down to 50 against the
previous year's 121. Silent pictures
remained nearly stable; 121 in '36

and 159 the following year. <

In the matter of exhibition, there
were 2,097 theatres In '38, ah increase
of exactly 100 over the previous
year. Film imports dropped from 341
to 287, of which 231 of the total came
from the U, S. France sent only 21,

Germany 14 and England but 12.

Paramount contributed the grediest
number, 39, with. Columbia, second
with 31. Warner Bros, sent over 31
and Metro 29. Universal had 21,

RKO 19, 20th-Fox 18, U.A. 17 and
there were 27 from various other
sources. . .* J

The tr. S. contributed but half of
the 10 Best for 1937 with United
Artists supplying two, 'Dodsworth*
and 'You Only Live Once,' while
Metro scored with 'The Good Earth*
and 'Fury' and n Paramount scored
with 'Make Way for Tomorrow.' This
list was compiled by The Movie
Times. From the box office angle
the Yanks get seven out of the 10.

RKO topped with 'Michael Strogoff,*

'Swingtime* and 'Shall We Dance.*
Paramount had two, 'The Plainsman*
and 'Souls at Sea,' while Warners
scored with 'Charge of the Light
Brigade,' Columbia was represented
by 'Lost Horizon.' Tobis had two
and Albatros one entry.
There are seven native newsreel

companies, with Paramount also in-
cluded. The output ranges from 17
to 144 prints per film. The low num-
ber goes to the Sekai No Ugokl
('March of the -World'), which is

compiled from foreign issues with
Japanese dialog dubbed in.

P£ the Japanese product 287 ot the
reels were of cultural subjects, not
primarily intended for entertainment
purposes. Of these 49 dealt with the
Army and Nayy and 47 were de-
signed to encourage tourism.

M-G'S P.E. HOUSES
Metro plans to open its new Cine

Metro in San Juan, Puerto Rico,
about the middle of December.
Same company is now breaking

ground for its new Metro film thea-
tre in Adelaide, Australia.
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U. S. PK HOLD OWN ABROAD
NX Execs Hopeful Italy WiD Alter

Distrihition Edict; Quit Otherwise

While the situation In Italy regard-

ing the nationalization of foreign

distribution remains stalemated, pic-

ture industry oflicials In New York
are itiU hoping that the situation

may clear through inodiflcation, or
complete abandonment of the de-

cree before Dec. 31.

Right now Italian officials are

adamant to even easing terms of the

edict. European representatives of

American distributoi^s and Hays of-

fice representatives have huddled for

weeks in Rome. At present picture

officials declare they will withdraw
entirely from Italian distribution at

the end of the year, when the new
order becomes effective, in ttxe event

the decree goes through.
If American film companies with-

draw from Italy it will mean that

all exchange employees discharged

must be indemnified on the basis of

one month's pay for eveiy year
they have worked for the U. S. dis-

tributor, Because about 300 em-
ployees of four maJoF^ companies are

•involved, this expenditure, plus loss

of leases, equipment, and dubbing
laboratory investment, this would
represent a heavy ouQay for firms
quitting Italy. Most a. companies,
however, claim they woyld face su<A
loss rather 'than operate under the
nationalization statute - as it- now
stands. ^

Allport Carries Tank Hope*
Rome; Oct 32.

Negotiations between F. W. All-

port, Hays office representative here,

with representatives of the Italian

film industry, caiiry the hopes ikot

only of American distributors and
Italian exchange employees, whose
jobs hang in the halantw;, but those
of thousands of Italian picture pa-
trons, who are wondering if they
are to be deprived of seeing tiieir

favorite film stars.

What is accomplished by AUport
on the new governinent distribution

monopoly plan will go far probably
in deciding whether U. S. companies
pull up stakes in this country.
Meantime, American, representatives
are not signing any contracts extend-
ing beyond Dec. 31 this year so they
will have no breach of contract suits

facing them if they decide to quit
Italian film press is stressing the

fact that existing distribution agen-
cies need not be overthrown under
the proposed new arrangement.
While the government film depart-

ment is given the monopoly right to

arrange its distribution, actually, the

department would not do aU the
distributing itself.

Italian producers can turn out only

50 to 100 pictures annually, which
means that 200 foreign pictures

would have to be brought into this

country. But American distributors

here would have, to operate as agents
of the government film bureau.

It appears that American com-
panies 'would want two assurances,

(1) that they would receive an ade-
quate percentage of distribution, not
just the dud pictures and (2) a means
to enable the companies to get this

money to U. S. without leaving it

to rot in the 'blocked lire' fund
(American companies have been al-

lowed to with<iraw only about 22%
of total rental coin collected, re-
mainder staying in Italy in the
fund.)

Latter brings up question of what
can be done with U. S. companies'
frozen assets in Italy. Consequently
it's claimed here that the monopoly

' proposal has done nothing to solve
the deadlock on this question.

Italian film publications and dailies
have carried articles attempting to
explain the government monopoly
because of avid interest by Italian
picture fans who show preference
for American pictures and stars.

Imports at Fixed Prices
Following the establishment of

Italy's monopoly in home distribu-
tion, it's now proposed that foreign
films be bought at fixed prices. Films
would be rated according to, cate-
gories and for each category there
would be a definite price, fixed by
the government film agency. Foreign
producers who may not like the re-
strictions art warned that If ftiey
once withdraw from the Italian mar-

Execs Abroad

Arrival of J. A. McConville,
Columbia's foreign manajger,
and Arthur W. Kelly, United
Artists' foreign .distribution

head, in Europe during the
next few weeks will bring the
majority of American foreign
managers to European soil this

month. In addition to Mc-
conville. Jack Cohn, vice-

president, and Jack. Segal, aide-

to McConville, sail for England
this week. Kelly departed last

Saturday (29).

In addition, John Hicks,

Jr., Paramoimt foreign chief;

Phil Reisman, RKO foreign

executive; J. Chcever Cowdin,
chairman of Universal; Jack
Warner, WB vice-president, all

are in- Europe presently while

W. J; Hutchinson, 20th-Fox

foreign distribution head, now
In South Africa, may stop off

in England on his way back to

U. S. in the next two months.

Sam E. Morris, v.p. in charge

of foreign distribution for WB,
sailed from London Oct. 29.

Morris went ovar.for tiiie open-

ing of new Warner's einema in

London and to attend to oibet

distribution matters.

F^ht for Cheap

Aussie Admisli

Gains Ground

Sydney, Oot. 12.

Exhibitors are watching to see

what happens in Perth, Western
Australia, when the government acts

to see that family nights and 12c. ad-

missions are not eliminated. Many
local exhibs, especially those in

neighborhood spots, would like to

take a fling and develop family biz.

They claim this is Impossible now
because of agreement with distribu-

tors not to cut admissions below 25c.

However, Film Board of Trade,

comprising distributor and exhibitor

reps here, wants to have a standard

film contract okayed that will ap-
pease both sides. Sir Ben Puller,

who has operated a big circuit in

New 2;ealand, believes that cheap
admissions in that territory haVe
helped develop family trade. Practice,

in N. Z. is to allow exhibitors to

charge lower admission . fee after a
picture has been around 18 months.

It's not known here definitely

whether lower admission campaign
in Perth will have any effect in

New South Wales.

ket they will not be allowed to

return.*

While Marchese Paulucci di Cal-

boli, director of the agency, is in

London and Paris to line up imports

representatives of American produc-

ers here continue to be in the dark

as to their future. Most of them
here as distributors as well as rep-

resentatives of Aftierican producers.

With Italy's monopoly, their distri-

bution is automatically cut off.

As for the Italians, they hope thit

the centralizing of all import ar-

rangements in the government's

hands will result in cutting down im-

ports quantitatively, and improving
them qualitatively. They believe the

government-controlled agency will

Import only the number of films that

it considers strictly necessary to sat-

isfy the Italian market, thus guard-

ing against exporting curirency foir

'superfluous' imports. They also be-

lieve that by centralizing the agency

that selects foreign films for distri-

bution, Italy will be assured getting

the pick of the lot. Finally they

hope a centralized import agency
will have the. opportunity of arrang-

ing good terms for the exportation

of Italian-made pictures.

DESPITE miT'l

Quotas, Dictators, Totali-

tarlanSsms and AH the

Other Factors Augur Pes-

simisticallT-T-But, So Far,

American Enterprise in

Merchandizing Its Films

Has Managed to Circum-
eht Miknjr of thiie Hurdles

EYE TO FUTURE NOW.

Despite wars, political upheavals,
restrictions, quotas, nationalization
edicts and other

,
hindrances, Ameri-

can picture companies are doing as
well in the foreign market today as
they were six months ago. New,
York home oiffices, including foreign
department chiief executives, have
gone ahead outwitting all of these
handicaps and showing more l^han
ever before that New York is the
business manager of the industry.
The Italian situation is bad. No-

body in the business can be found
who will say .otherwise. Returns, are
off in China, and"neai:Iy as bad in
Japan. The Spanish conflict -has
pared reVenue down to almost hoth-'
ing in Spain. Germany has taken con-
trol of Austria and parts of Czecho-
slovakia, and there are indications
of further spread of Nazi control
But despite all these disruptions of
regular business, the entef'prise

shown by New York executives and
salesmen on foreign soil- have cir-

cumvented these threats to net re-
turns, from the foreign territory.
Some major companies, making up

a large percentage of all foreign
business, probably will end up Octo-
ber with a slight increase in busi?
ness from foreign countries as com-
pared with six months ago. Others
report business holding even while
some, of course, are sagging below
the spring income level.

Gains

Check with leading film companies
shows gaiiis in nations of the United
Kingdom, France - Belgium, Scandi-
navian countries, Latin-American
territory and in several other lesser
European nations. Dips in revenue
are indicated in the Orient, Czecho-
slovakia and other central European
countries.

While latest figures are not avail-
able, following is a percentage sum-
mary of foreign income obtained by
leading, American film companies
with indicated check on trend of
business at the close of October, per-
centages shown being those of for-
eign total six months ago:

United Kingdom
Great Britain, 44.9% (business up).
Australia,..12.3% (even).

.

India and South Africa, 2.4%
(small' gain).

Total, 59.6%.

Europe
France-Belgium, 11.9% (increase).
Italy, 2.4% (slightly off).

Scandinavian coimtries, 4.2% (nice
gain).

Bulgaria, Greece, Turkey, 1.2%
(even).

Czechoslovakia, 1.4% (off).

Holland, 1.7% (business better).

Poland, Yugoslavia, Rumania,
Hungary and other nations Of central
Europe including Germany, 3.1%
(slightly lower).
Total, 29.5%.

Orient
Japan, 1.4% (slightly off; delay in

getting money out of country).
China, 0.4% (off nearly 40%).
Total, 1.8%.

Latin-Amerlea,
South. America, 6.3% (higher).

. Central America, 2.9% (slightly

better).

Mexico, 1.4% -(even).

Total, 10.6%.
Miscellaneous countries including

Philippines, 2.1% (off slightly).

U. K.'s Marked. Pickup
Thus it will be seen. that in Eng-

lish-speaking countries listed under
United Kingdom, representing big-

gest percentage of foreign revenue,

Dietrich s IHOG for Film Indicates

Name Trend in France; Low Costs

(X Production CbaDei^s H woof

there has been a pickup in business.
And that even in Europe, where in-
come is reported off, from slightly

to an alarming extent, some coun-
tries are doing better and others, are
holding, even. The France-Belgium
area and Scandinavian countries,

where income is better, represent
about 60% ,bf total revehue from
European countries. Decline in
Orient does not cut such a big figure
because it represents such a small
percentage of foreign revenue. Im-
proved conditions prevail in Latin-
American countries, representing
nearly 11% of outsidcrU. S. gross re-
turns..

Indicative of enterprise by foreign
departments is the manner in which
department; .heads continue actively

in contact with the situation hj tour-
ing various territories, under their

jurisdiction. By the middle' of this

month hardly a foreign distribution

executive .will be in New York, and
those here are just getting back from
foreign, inspection jaunts.

Italy » Sore Spot Now
The sore spots just now are Italy,

aiid threat of' the Nazi 'orbit' ex-
panding into other Central European
countries. Hence> it is^the probable
direful .future outlook that' has the
foreign film officials on their toes

rather than present actualities.

There is little or no change in the
German situation. The three, major,
companies—^Paramoimt, 20th-Fox and
Metro-^ntinue doing business there
on a limited scale, with delay in get-

ting all funds out, but find litnit-

ed distribution, despite the restric-

tions, still profitable enough to con-
tinue operations. ' Companies which
were not affected by German control
continue going ahead in Austria and
parts of. Czechoslovakia, although
admittedly it has cut into their rev-
enue.

One bright spot on the horizon in

Europe is that the conflict In Spain
may shortly be terminated. Always
regarded as an excellent market,
many companies have maintained
skeleton branches 'wherever possible,

and some distributors actually have
been showing some revenue, though
only about 10% of what It was. How-
ever, they will be able to.resume ac-
tively as soon as warfare ceases and
shipments into Spain are resumed.
Principal cause for optimism is the
demobilization of foreign, enjisters hi

both the Loyalist and Insurgent
ranks.

Indicative of gains being made in

some jspots is the manner in which
efforts have been made to enlarge
the Latin-American market. At
least three 'major companies this scia-

(iContinued on page 54)

Cohunbia-Moss-Graetz

In 3-Way French Tieup

Columbia will finance picture pro-

duction in France in conjunction

with Paul Graetz of the Paris Ex-

port Co. Latter sailed for Europe

last week to line up producers and

a schedule of four to six bi-linguals

annually which Col. will distribute

world-wide. This deal, " jvhich will

now definitely establish Columbia in

French production, as well as British,

was preceded by a takeover of eight

French pictures for distribution in

America.
° Deal for handling the pictures In

the U. S. was originally sold by
Graetz to B/ S. Moss' newly formed
Empress Pictures, but due to a hitch
in. Moss' plans and a desire to con-
fine, himself hereafter solely to
financing foreign production and
operating theatres, Columbia agreed
to sell some or all the films, Incl^ud

ing 'Life Dances On' CCarnet du
Bal').

. .

Moss continues his financial asso-
ciation ,with Graetz and will sail for
Europe this week to confer with the
latter in Paris.

Paris, Oct. 18.

The recent deal for around #100,-

000, plus percentage, to Marlene
Dietrich for her bi-lingual to bf
made here next spring for Forrester-
Parant Films, keynotes a new trend
in French film production. .It's

predicated primarily on a resdization

that since current film costs .here
are so low, France can well afford
to extend itself on name talent

—

heretofore unknown here, and yet
coipe out successfully. This, despite

the limited markets.

-

This healthy margin is i>ermitted

since there ai^en't the same stagger-
ing charges. for executives, directors

and general overhead here; as in
Hollywood.- In the case of Jack"For-
rester's company going so fancifully

for a Dietrich, there is the- already
known 'added advantage of making
^he film in both French and English.

There are Tti^tiy other elements in
the general economic scheme of

things here that are not to be over-
looked.'

Thirdly, there are the lower taxes
for the arti^. Compared to the
50% to. 6(1% (for the upper, bracket
earners) which a Hollywood star

has to shell out to cover all taxes
there, the total comes to aboiit 15%
in France.
Fourthly, since studio costs are not

nearly as high as those in America,
the best equipped studios here—^and
that means v^ith modern American
equipment—can be had for prices

far below wkat it would cost inde-.

pendent producer to turn out a pic-

ture in Hollywood.
Fifthly, which goes a long way.

towards the Continental, So^th
American and other world markets,
the censor is far more lenient here.

Rigors imposed by the censors at
home are often ridiculed by Conti-
nental audiences and in many places
do the Yank product no good out-

side of the United States. Life is

life, and all the world ought to know
it, say the French, so allow it to be
shown as such.

No HighrPrlced Execs
First and by. far the French indus-

try is not overloaded with tre-

mendously high-priced executives

making a continual heavy overh'e^id

that is. carried continuously regard-
less of how many picture ; are pro-
duced. French companies are small
by comparison with relatively few
higherups commanding salaries that'

anywhere compare with Hollywood.
They are geared so that when pro-
duction stops the big. expenses halt,

too, with long-term, non-productiv'e|

contracts being out also.

Salaries paid meggers here—and
they have some good ones—^iij no
way compare with those in America,
And as the companies are small, the"

meggers are given a better chance to

.

turn out good pictures.

VIENNA SHOW BIZ LOW

WITH SEASON'S OPENING

Vienna, Oct, 20.

In the wake of 'anschluss' and the
fact it's now what would normally
be the start of the season, Vienna
represents a very drab aspect these
days. The, traditionally gay capital

is virtually a fifth-rate town.
Only three legits are open, film

production is nil, there's been no
original play by an Austrian draifia-

tist for two years and 90% of the
cinemas are exhibiting last year's
made-in Germany pictures.

Hellman in U. S.

.Marcel Hellman, of Criterion
Films, Ltd., has arrived In ' Tiew
York from London to confer with
M.ack Littman, N. Y.' rep on distri-

bution of 'Double Crime on the
Maginot Line.' .

Hellman goes west later
,
this. tve€R

to discuss new production deals in
Sngland.
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ON THE SCREEN...ON THE AIR...

. . .Thursday, November 3rd . .

.

While openingdaycrowds are stormingRadio CityMusicHall to seeDavid

O. Selznick^sfirstpicture ofthe season^ millionsfrom coa^t to coast will be

listeningover the C.B. S.Networkfrom 8 to9 P.M. toDouglasFairbanks^ Jr.

in a tabloidpreview ofthe production on the popular KATE SMITH HOUR,

/

f
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SELZNICK INTERNATIONAL Prestnfs

JANET GAYNOR-DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS

PAULEHE GODDARD

JR.

tti

ROLANrvOUNG
B 1 1 L I E BURKE

HEIRY SMNSON ««i unxbcm RIGHtRD CABLSON h«m i, RIGNIRD WMUCE
Based on the Saturday Evening Post Serial, "THE BAY BAROITTI" by I. A. R. WYIIE

ProducedbyUm 0. SELZNICK
Released thru UNITED ARTISTS
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Artists and Models

Abroad
(WITH SONGS)

Hollywood, Oct. 26.
Paramount release ot Arthur Hornblow,

Jr. production. Stars Jack Benny and Joan
Bennett; features Mary Boland, Charley
tirapewln, Yacht Club Boys, Fritz Feld.
Plrected by Mitchell Lelsen, Screenplay
by . Howard Lindsay, Russell Crouse, Ken
Knelund; from original story by Llniisay
and Crouse, based on idea by J. P. Mc-
JSvoy, Songs by Rulph Kainger and Leo
lloblh, Yflcht Club Boya onif Jock Rock.
Musical direction, Boris Mori-os; camera,
Ted' Tetctatt; aest. director. Richard Har-
lan; special elTccts, Farclot Kdouart; edi-

tor, L>i»line Harrison. Previewed at West-
wood VlUnge, Oct. 25, '88, Running time,
UU mips,
Buck' Uoswell Jack B.anny
Patricia Harper Joan Bennett
Mrs. Isabel Channlng Mary Buland
James Harper Charley Grapewln
Yacht Club Uoys." Themselves
Dubois Frits Feld
Marie Phyllis Kennedy
Gantvoort Monty Woolley
KIHott Wlnthrop George P. Huntley
Chlckte • Joyce Compton
Madame Brlssard. . . Adrlenne D'Ambvlcourt
Brlssurd Andre Chei'oii

Chaumont Jules Raucourt
Prelect of Police Georges Renavent
Simpson Chester Glut©
Count VoHslUy Alex Meleeh
Uod^ , Dolores Cuscy
Becky ...SJella Darcy
Red Yvonne Duval
Kansas Mi^rlo De Forest
Miss America Uwen Kenyon
Jersey ' Joyce Mathews
Punklna Mary Parker

This is Paramount's second annual
edition of the 'Artists and Models'
series. Original was decidedly a
filmusical, with numerous specisilties,

but the studio has sbied away from
the main ingredients which charac-
terized its predecessor and, ins;tead,

'Artists and Models Abroad' is

straight farce comedy. The models
in a fashion show and the artists are
missing entirely. Despite its de-
parture from formula, it s substantial
laugh entertainment that will hit
.better than average biz. Jack Benny
dominates most of the action, and
scores continually with crisp and
zippy dialog.
Benny heads a troupe of American

entertamers stranded in Paris. Texas
oil millionaire Charley Grapewin
and his daughter, Joan Bennett, are
recruited into the group under im-
pression they, too, are penniless
Americans. Tossed out of a hotel,

troupe beds down in Feminine Arts
building, giving Benny a chance to
promote the girls into the fashion
show. Missing jewels bring ^ the
gendarmes for further complications,
but troupe finally starts homeward
after a mad mixup is untangled.
Romance between Benny and Miss

Bennett is held in restraint, afCair is
sincerely put over but without 'get-
ting into clinches, Benny . has
dropped enough poundage to make
his leading man role convincing.
Miss Bennett parades an eye-filling
wardrobe throughout.
The Yacht Club Boys have a few

spots for some effective clowning,
and Charley Grapewin, Mary Boland,
Joyce Compton and Phyllis Kennedy
are likewise effective.

Yarn was especially tailored for
Benny, and most effectively. Mitchell
Leisen's direction is topnotch, and
he carries the picture through at a
speedy pace. Photography hits a
high mark of quality, and Paris
backgrounds are of exceptional
merit.
Fashion tableaux in the Palace of

Feminine Arts is a dazzling, display
of creations by the noted Parisian
couturiers— Alix, Paquin^ Lanvin,.
Patou, Lelong, Schiaparelll, Maggy
Rouft and Worth.

Musical portion is restricted to
four numbers, a specialty by the
Yacht Club Boys, written by them
selves, two songs, and one number
used as background during the fash-
ion show. No production presenta-
tions aside from the clothes show
Specialty by the Yachters is 'You're
Broke, You Dope'; pair of melodies
are 'Do the Buckaroo' and 'What
Have You Got That Gets Me?', by
Ralph Rainger and Leo Robin, dove-
tailed into the action. Both tunes
are limited to. one verse and chorus
each, handled by Benny, the Yacht
Clubbers and showgirls. They're
planted nicely without background
flash and put over primarily as part
of the action. 'You're Lovely
Madame' is the vocal ensemble num-
ber, and has' the best chance for pop
appeal.
.Paramoimt gave the picture top

production mounting. Sets are elabo-
rate, but do not detract from action
and story movement.

played. It has i>otent marquee
name?, will djraw enthusiastic press
and w6rd-.of-mou1& comme&t and it
will he intensely satisfying to audi-
ences. It can't miss.

Selzniek originally sought Maude
Adams for this film, and when that
deal fell through, recruited Minnie
Dupree from legit to make her
screen debut as the gentle, endear-
ing old heroine of the story. Obvi-
ously she hasn't anything like the
Maude Adams name, but it would
be hard to imagine a more sensitive
and beguiling performance than
Miss Dupree gives. Without magni-
fying the part unduly, she- makes the
character of the old woman the
center of interest. It's hardly spec-
tacular enough to make Miss Dupree
a star, but it should definitely estab-
lish her in pictures.
Understood the original ending of

the picture was the same as in the
Wylie story, with the death of the
kindly old spinster. But it drew un-
favorable audience reaction at sev-
eral sneak previews on the Cosut,
so Selzniek called back the cast to
make a happier denouement The
present ending has the old woman
surviving to make her home with
the family of likable and no longer
no-accounts she has befriended.. If

that is artistically untrue, it is at
least commercially better showman-
ship.

'The Young in Heart' takes its

title from the little old woman
whose pathetic eagerness for com-
panionship touches the affections of
a conniving and indolent family.
When she meets tfaem on a Paris
train after they have been exposed
and expelled ftom a Riviera resort,
she is captivated by their tall tales
of troutrfes and delighted with their
courage in^ their predwament.

It is the simple and" rather wistful
paradox of the story, of course, that
while the tiny old heroine sees her
sponging guests as 'young in heart,'
it is actually she who is so. And
it is this young in heart quality in
her that endears ber to the graiting
(amily and eventually brings about
their reformation. It is this quality,
too, which permeates the whole
story, which h£is enchanted the di-
rector and cast and which ^rill be
irresistibly winning to an atrdtience.

Under Richard Wallace's direction,
the fra^le story is never permitted.^
to lapse into bathos.' The humor and
sectimeot is ia^njously Mended so
that the picture is gaF without being
arch, and tender without being
sacdiarice. Its characters »e Imman
ancL true and it is shot thi^mgh with
laughter, yet it will, leave,, as they
say., not a dry eye iot the hotiae.
Acting of the entire cast is superb.

Janet Gaynor and Douglas Fiiir-
banks, Jr., sparkle as the pseudo-
thick-skinned children of the worth-
less family, while Roland Young and
Billie Burke are brilliant as the
parents who are soft-hearted in spite
of their worst intentiwis. Paidette
Goddard hasn't much acting to do
as a clear-eyed girl in love with
Fairbanks, but she is an eye-filler
aiid possesses an exciting screen per-
sonality. Richard Carlson is a con-
vincing Scotch swain of Miss Gay-
nor's, while Henry Stephenson clicks
as the old woman's lawyer, and Eily
Malyon and Tom Rickets score as
servants. Technically, the picture is

well made except for some un-
realistic process shots of a train
wreck. < Hobe.

THE YOUNG IN HEART
ITnlted Artists roleaa* of David O, Sel»-

nick production. Stars Janet GavnoF,
Douglas Folrbanks. Jr., Paulette Goddnrd;
features Roland Young, Blllle Burke. Di-
rected by Richard Wallace. Screenplay by
Paul Osborne, from story by I. A. R.
Wylle; camera, Leon Shamroy. Revlewe;!
In Projection Room, N. Y., Oct. 29, '38.
Running time, 01 mlns.
George-Ann Carleton Janet Gaynor
Richard Corleton. .. .Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.
Leslie Paulette Goddard
Col. Anthony Carleton Roland Young
Mra. Carleton Blllle Burke
Duncan McCrae Richard Carlson
Miss Fortune Minnie Dupree
Mr. Anstruther Henry Stephenson
Ad01a Jennings Margaret E.arly
Mr. Jennings Charles Halton
Sfti'fth Elly Molyon
^"Irew Tom Rickets
LU'^'lle Lya L.VS
Kennel Proprietor Billy Bevan

This is a beautiful and deeply
touching picture which has every-
thmg to insure boxoffice success.
Skilfully adapted from I. A. R.
WyUe's poignant magazine story, it

has been tastefully produced, sympa-
thetically directed and persuasively

Just Around the Corner
(WITH SONGS)

Hollywood, Oct 2&.
20th-Fox release of David -Hempstead

production. Stars Shirley Temple; fefrtures
Joan Davis, Charles Farrell, Amanda Dud.
Directed by Irving Cummlngs. Screenplay
by Ethel Hill, J. P. McEvoy and Darrell
Ware from original story by Paul Gerard-
Smith. Songs, Walter Bullock arncl Harold
Spina; camera. Arthur Mdler; editor, Wal-
ter Thompson; musical direction, Louia
Silvers. Previewed at Atexander. Glen-
dole, Oct. 28, '38. Running time, 70 mlns.

Penny Shirley Temple
Kitty Joan DavlA
Jeff Hale Charles Farrelt
liSla. , Amanda I>an'

Corporal Jones Bill Robbison
Gu9 Bert Lalir
Waters Franklin Pnngbom
Aunt Julia Ramsby Cora WlUierspoon
S. G. Henshaw Claude Gllllngvvater, Sr.

Milton Ramsby Bennle Bartlett
Reporter Hal K, Dawson
Candid Cameraman Cha-rle* Williams
French Tutor Eddy Conrad

( Tonjr Hnghes-
Henshavr'a Assistants.... ^orville Caldwell
Gwendolyn ..Marilyn Knowlden

Shirley Temple continues to shine
as a top attraction who can play a
happy time at the boxoffice. Her
latest offering is topflight for general
all-around entertainment. It com-
bines a fairly logical story with
good tunes, capable cast and direc-
tion, dances by Bill Robinson, and
Shirley Temple's merry trouping in

and out of trouble.
Youngster is unquestionably get-

ting more mature, and, in growing
older, Shirley seems to be under
stress of acting rather than being
natural. Perhaps the dialog, too

advanced for her age, creates the lat-

ter impression in this production. She
is undoubtedly starting to reach those
formative years which will be a
problem for the studio to bridge suc-

cessfully.
Shirley really gives out when she

has a chance to deliver a song or
dance. 'In this one,, youngster has
two songs which develop into dance
routines with Bill Robinson. First,

'This Is a Hapny Little Ditty,' starts

with Joan Davis, Bert Lahr and
Shirley, latter singing the nimiber.

BfiimitHre Re?iews

'Artists Mid Models Abread'
(Par). Jack Benny-Joan Ben-
nett in fast farce comedy. Sub-
stantial b. o.

'The Yonnff in Heart' (UA).
Sentimental drama, vastly
touching and entertaining.

'Just Around tlie Corner'
(ZOth). Shirley Temple in high-
ly entertaining picture geared
for excellent take.

'Submarine Patrol' (20th).

Strong comedy and good action

combine for high entertain-

ment value and b.o.

1 Stand Accused' (Rep), Un-
derworld action drama. Okay
for duals.

'The Great Waltz' (M-G)
Luise Rainer and Fernand
Gravet in romantic fable set

to Strauss' music.
'Blondie' (Col). Clicko series

for Cohunbia with pop cartoon-
istrip characters.

The Storm' (U). Class B he-

man melodrama with Charles
Bickford, Barton MacLane, Tom
Brown and others; O.K. dualer.

Man with 100 Face?' (G-B).
Commonplace crook meller that

maintains fair interest. No name
rating; for the duals.

and then Robinson ai^>e3rs for an
effective tap duo wi& the starlet.

T Love to Walk in the Rain' is ef-

fectively staged, and after young
Miss Tten^ple finishes the song, Rob-
inson comes on for further foot-
work with the star. Both tunes have
a good chance for popular appeal.
With Joan Davis, Lahr, Pangborn,

C^>ra Wltherspoon and Crillingwater
in the cast, the fibne script and capa-
ble direction get plenty of the group,
Plot is rather unimpressive and

subordinated mainly to provide all

with comedy opportumties. Se-
quences are g^od for.i^nty of laughs
and give logical basis to the sopg and
dance numbers.

Shirley is called home from board-
ing school when Charles Farrell, her
father, loses his fortune. ParreU
becopiea engineeE: of tive swank
apartment where he formerly lived
in the penthouse. Latter is leased
by Gillingwater, irascible tycoon,
who moves his relatives in. Shirley
gets under the tough exterior of the
old man: to finally prMnote FarteH
into another start as Sat architect,
and also picks up- Amanda Duff for
a step-mother while ironing out the
family, difficulties.

Joan Davis and Bert Lahr are in
for laughs, and deliver topnotch
comedy as. the maid-dltauffeur ro-
mantic team. Farrell gives a stand-!*

ard performance as Shirley's father,

while Miss Duff, relative newcomer
to films, is capable as the love in-

terest opposite Farrell, displaying
spark of screen personalis that pro-
vides considera'^on for further de-
velopment.

Bill Robinson, as doorman, is

in mainly for his specialties. In ad-
dition to the two numbers with
Shirley, he has a song and dance
routine of his own, with backgrotmd
of eight hoofers. Bil^ detiv^s ^
£nappy song, 'Buttons and E)pau-
lettes,*^ and then goes into some
of the fancy tap dancing for which
he is noted.

-Franklin Pangborn is the jittery

apartment manager, with Cora
Wltherspoon the sociaHy-minded
sister of Gillingwater. Latter is fine

as the gruff-and-grumble millionaire
who is softened by Shirley's wiles.
Bennie Bartlett handles a difficult

part of wealthy kid who goes rough-
neck in fine fashion.
Irving Cununings maintains a

smooth continuity in unfolding the
story, creating a fast pace that
swings along, merrily to climax in
a zippy finish. Picture has been
given top production facilities as be-
fits its status of top A calibre.

'Submarine Patrol' is sUrefire film
entertainment directed by a veteran
who knows all the tricky John Ford,
and played by "a cast of featured
players who fill the requirements
very aptly. Although there" are no
star names in the large roster of
artists, the picture is good boxoffice
and should show excellent returns.
Gene Markey produced from a

script that is virtually foolproof.
Even if the romantic portion isn't as
heart-tugging as they come, being
subservient to the submarine activity
and the comedy, it acts as quite
adequate flavoring for the ingredients
forming the base of the story.
The sub-chasers, four of which are

still in service in the U. S. Navy, be-
ing quartered at Annapolis, made up
what becsune known as the 'splinter
fleet.' (That was this film's original
title.) They axe little wooden boats
110 feet long and weighing only 50
ton Which get tossed around on
the water like corks. They came into
being in 1»17 when th^e U. S* found
it couldn't turn out enough destroy-
ers to chase the U-boats and their
crews, hastily recruited, were often
of the greenest bvand. A lot of. the
shoe-box boats became rum runners,
being highly powered. The four left

at AnnapoUs were used in the, film-
ing of the picture, location shots on
which were taken here.
A perusal of the cast gives a handy

hint as to the varying types of com-
edy. It includes Maxie Rosenbloom.
Slim Summ»ville, Henry Armetta,
Warrein Kjrmer, Douglas Fowley,
George. F. Stone and a couple lessers
who ably hold up the assignment.
Almost more than anything else,

'Submarine Patrol' is a comedy and
might be sold in that direction as
stron^ty as from the angle that it's

an -accurate- account bf what the
'splinter fleet' meant
Richard Greene, as a chief petty

officer on .one of the pillbox boats,
and Nancy Kelly, daugjiter of a
freighter'^ . captain,, are paired for
love interest. Both are newcomers
and both acqjitlt thems^ves credit-
ably. Miss Kdly i$ a c.omer without
any doubt. A chaining,, wholesome
type free from tinstied glamoiir,^

she's a stage recruit last in 'Susan
and God.*' .Bancroft stages a pro-
pitiotts return to impactarit screen
parts as . the captain of a freighter
carrying miinitioiis abroad. He does
a tou^ maxdner. who uses his fists

aplenty In expiesstng dissatisfaction

over his dauj^fer^s yen fox Greene,
and vice versa, The script reforms
him lor the finish in order that the
romance may be brought to conclu-
sion.
Two exceedingly well directed war

scenes, in which a sub-chaser figures,

'are included;' one ip Which- a dread-
ed U-bOfift destroyer of history is

wiped out in battle. Stiffness of
naval discipline, even after victories,

contrasts with the lighter comic side

of the picture for an effective bal-
ancei. Foster 'is'the stem commander
of one of the boats. MacDonald his
less rigid mate, both turn in fine
performances, but in the final itoal-

ysis it is jSummerville who is the
most interesting member of the cast.

Char.

I STAND ACCUSED
Republic release of John A, Auer produc-

tion. Features Lyle Talbot, Robort Cum-
mlng's; Helen- Mack, Robert Paige. Directed
by John A. Auer. Original screenplay by
Gordon Kalu»; addltloiutl . d^loff, Alex
Gottlieb-; camera. Jack Uarta: editor,
Murray Seldeen. Previewed In Pro-Jectiotr
Room, -Oct. 27. Bunnins tifne-^ 63 teins.
Fr«d 1.,,..Robert Cummlngs
AUson Helen Mack
Eastman .\liyle Talbot
Paul Thomas Beck
Blackifr .......Gordon. J^ones
Joe Glln>»n ....Robert Paige
M>ra. Dttvls, ,,.....Lei>aa Robertft
Mitchell - Rol}ert Mlddleraase
Gllroy Thomas B. Jaclcson
Brower John Hamilton
Gilbert oward Hickman
Mr. Moss Harry .Stubbs
Ryan Robert Strnngo

THE GREAT WALTZ
Ifetro production And release. Star*

liUlse Rainer, Fera&ikt Gravet, Mlll^ Kor-
Ins; featim* HAgb Herbert and Lionel
Atwllt XMiected! by Jullen Duvlvler.
Screenplay by Samuel HofCensteIn and Wal-
ter R«l»cb from an original by Gottfried
Reinhardt; nauslc of Johann Str.iUBs II
adapoed and arranged by Olmltrl TIom":in:
lyrics bjr Ospar Hammeratein 11; musical
direction by Arthur Gutman; dances, Al-
bertlna Rosch-; editor, Tom Held; cam-
era, Joseph Ruttenberg, Reviewed in Pro-
jection Room, N. Y.. Oct. 31, '88. Running
time, 107 mlns.

Poldl VogeNiuber Lulse Rainer
Johann Strauss Fernond Gravet
Carla Donner Mlliza Korjua
Hofbauer Hugh Herbert
Count Hohcnfpicd Lionel Atwill
Kienzl Curt Sola
Dudelman Leonid Kinsky
Co'Hst. Al Shean
Mrs. Hofbauer, Minna Gombell
Schiller George Houston
Vogelhuber Bert Roach
Mrs. Voge Greta. Mever
Dommayer Herman Blng
Mres. Strauss Alma Kruger
Franz Joseph Henry Hull
Wertheimer.- sig Rumann
Coachman Christian Rub

SUBMARINE PATROL
20tih-Fox release of Gene- Marlcey pro-

duction. Features Richard Greene, Xancy
Kelly. Preston. Foster. George Bancroft.
Slim SummervHte, John Carradine, Henry
Armetta, Warren Hymer, Douglas Fowfey,
J. Farrell MacDonald a-nd Maxie Roscn-
bfoom. Directed by Jobn Ford. From book
by Ray Mllholland; adaptation, Rian
James, Darrelt Ware- and .Tack Tellen;
editor. Robert Simpson; camera, Arthur
Miller. Reviewed at U. S. Naval Academy,
Annapolis, Oct. 30, '38. Running time, 05
mlns.
Perr.v Townsend Richard Greene
.Susan Leeds Xancy Kelly
Lieut. J. G. Drake Preston Foster
Captnin Leeds .....George Boncroft
Spuds '..Slim SummervlUe
MoAlllson John Carradlne
Anne Joan Valerie
Lulgl Henry Armetta
Rocky Warren Uymor
Brett Douglas Fowley
Sails J. Farrell MacDonald
Jor> Duffy .^Maxle Rosenbloom
.Tohnny Miller Dick Hogan
Mr. Prlngle E. E. Cllve
Olaf AVarrt Bond
Kelly Charles Tannen
Sparks Robert Lowery
Irving George E. Stone
Professor Elisha Cook, Jr.

Guns McPeek .Tnck Pennick
Rear Admiral Joseph Maltland

Charles Trowbridge
Captain Wilson ^Toroni Olsen
Grainger Harrj- Strang
Chaplain Victor Varconl

Packing a powerful comedy wal-
lop, backed up by good action ma-
terial -and -a romance that' is

secondary to both but acceptable,

Fictionized but not factual version
of the slot machine racket, based on
career of a 'kid mouthpiece,' a la
Dixie Davis, which comes a little

late to startle anyone or throw a new
light on racketeering lawyers. Pic-
ture is satisfactory for dual bills but
nothing ntore.

. Yarn deals with ambitious Black-
stones fresh out of law school. Two
pals decide to open a law office to
gether. Cummings is determined to
get ahead in his chosen profession,
regardless. His partner-pal has high
ideals and wants to practice that way
despite fact the firm is in hock and
witfiout a client for over four months
One gets mixed up with a killer
working for the respectable higher
up. who is deep in the slot machine
extortion game. Getting in deeper
and deeper but achieving a rep for
astute victories, he alienates his wife,
mother and partner, the more sue
cessful he becomes. Latter goes over
to law and order and becomes an
assistant d.a. out to clean up the
racket. What makes it tough is hav
ing to fight against his pal and ex
partner, especially as he meets with
little success and loses case after
case. Eventually the 'kid mouth-
piece' turns evidence for his former
pal in the d.a.'s office.

Talbot and Cummings turn in fine
work. Helen Mack is so-so but could
have had better costuming.
Script is implausible when it comes

to detail, several glaring inconsis
tencies being bound to cause fans to
take notice. • Production detail and
settings are tione too realistic, even
a luxurious apartment background
looking rather nondescript. Topical
interest in the theme of this film has
about worn off by now and cannot
be counted on to bring 'em in.

'The Great Waltz' is loaded with
tuneful, lilting waltz music. It con-
stitutes a field day for music lovers
plus elegant entertainment. It also
carries the- burden of introduc-
ing a cinema unknown, Miliza Kor-
jus, operatic singer, and Julien Duvi-
vier, French director, to American
audiences. The picture should click
nicely because it has the ingredients
and -pace to please if the public is
properly sold. In these swingeroo
days the 'waltzVpart may slow down
anticipated b.o. enthusiasm. How-
ever, Metro has already started an
advance camcaign to make America
waltz-mind^ in a 'bring-back-the-
waltz*^ exploitation ballyhoo.
Pro^icers have been nearly two

years on- thfe fffim, but the extra ef-
fort shows- in- the nicety with which
its many component parts fit to-
getho;. It is. Luise- Rainer who makes
'The- Great Waltz.' She surpasses
previous efforts in toto.
While priaiarily a fanciful tale of

Johann Stiranss Zd'^s rise in the mu-
aocal flrmament, Entire plot has been
constructed aroand his outstanding
works.- UmAt Wee numerous waltzes
Stirauss eompovd are not dragged in
and overdone is. aiFmost entirely due
to DUviviiiefs skillful direction and
the care taken by his assistants. The
French director has made the- story
the things even in a musical where-
in- a- n^rw tune is seemingly intro-
duced every 10 minutes.
The youthful Strauss Is shown

quitting. hi« job ih a Vienna banking
house to cariy 6n asva musician, first
as, a director of ftis own neighbor-
hood orchestra playing his newest
con^ositipDSt. and then as a com-
poser whose waltz tunes' are recog-
nized even in official court circles,
something unheard of in those days.
Strauss marries the baker's daugh-

ter soon aDber he wins his first suc-
cess. His part in the short-lived
revolution figures importantly and
serves to develop romance with the
opera singer. Carta Donner, It is
thte suddien decision to fight for her
mate, after months of self-sacrifice,
that takes Luise Rainer (Mrs.
Strauss) storming backstage after
the succes^ol premiere of his first
opera.
Miliza Korjus, originally from cen-

tral Europe, was discovered at the
Covent Gordeo, London. On her
rests the burden of singing the best
music of the fflm.
Her o^eratip voice is sufficient to

do full justice to such numbers as
'Tales ol Vienna Woods.' There'U
Come a Time* 'One Day When We
Were Young* and music from 'Dfe
Fledermaos/ There also is the ex-
ceptional iBstrumental playing of
'Blue Danube' and other waltz tvmes
including, 'I Love Vienna.' The
song, 'One Day/ apparently an origi-
nal,, shows promise of becoming a
current waltz hit Not cast in a thor-
oughly ^mpathetic role, La Kor-
jus suffers at times from photo-
graphic angles and does not arouse
as much excitement as obviously
was intended. One question that
may be raised in the public's mind
is why some better known (to Amer-
ica) singer was not placed in the
role.

Gottfried Relnhardt's original has
been nicely adapted by Samuel Hof-
fenstein and Walter Reisch, geared
to swifter tempo for cinematic rea-
sons. Their story has been accord-
ed elaborate and tasteful back-
grounds, with the ballets bv Alber-
tina Raisch» the Vienna music hall
and operatic scenes as standouts.
Musical direction by Arthur Gut-

mann is superb, while the lyrics by
Oscar Hammerstein 2d and adapta-
tions of Strauss music by Dmitri
Tiomkin are in the best tradition of
the two. Joseph Ruttenberg's photo-
graphic work is a highlight of the
whole production.
Besides Luise Rainer's sterling

portrayal of the adoring wife of the
composer, Fernand Gravet does sur-
prisingly well as the younger Strauss.
With both feminine leads speaking
with that foreign accent, the polished
English of Gravet seems a bit out of
place. Burden of romantic scenes
res ton his shoulders and he comes
through with elan. His singing
measures up also.

Trio is backed by a strong sup-
porting cast. Hugh Herbert, in the
role of music publisher, gives one
of his more subdued comic portray-
als. Lionel Atwill makes a stalwart
court attache in love with Carla, the
opera singer. One of his better per-

(Continued on page 22)
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WEEK
OF

RELEASE
TITLE PRODUCEB DISTBIB. TYPE TALENT DIRECTOR

WHEN
TIME REVIEWED
MINS. BY VARIETY

8/19/38

8/26/38

9/2/38

9/9/38

9/16/38

9/23/38

9/30/38

10/7/38

10/14/38

10/21/38

CONVICTED
BLOCK-HEADS

GIVE ME A SAILOB
SMASHING THE BACKETS
A ROMANTIC ROGUE

ALEXANDER'S RAGTIME BAND

Col
Hal Roach
Jefi Lazarus
B. P..Fineman
John H, Auer-
H. J. Brown

MABIE ANTOINETTE
SPAWN OF THE NOBTH
BREAKING THE ICE
TENTH AVENUE KID
SPEED TO BURN
BOY MEETS GIRL

H. Stromberg
Al Lewin
Sol Lesser
Harry Grey

Jerry Hoffman
Sam Bischoff

PHANTOM GOLD
: AM THE LAW

THREE LOVES HAS NANCY
UNDER THE BIG TOP
SING, YOU SINNERS

CAREFREE
THE HIGGINS FAMILY

BILLY THE KID RETURNS
MY LUCKY STAR
FRESHMAN YEAR
FOUR'S A CROWD

Co!
Everett Riskin
Norman Krasna
Wm. T. Lackey
Wesley Ruggles
Pandro Berman
Sol C. Siegel
Chas. Ford

Harry' J. Brown
Geo. Bilson
David Lewis

THE LADY OBJECTS
COLORADO TRAIL

BOY'S TOWN
STARLIGHT OVER TEXAS

IN OLD MEXICO
AFFAIRS OF ANNABEL
SAFETY IN NUMBEBS
PERSONAL SECRETARY

SECRETS OF AN ACTRESS

Wm. Perlberg
Col

John Considine
- Ed Finney
Harry Sherman
Lou Lusty
John Stone

Max H. Golden
David Lewis

JUVENILE COURT
TOO HOT TO HANDLE

MEXICALI KID
KING ALCATRAZ

THE RENEGADE RANGER
HOLD THAT CO-ED
THE BLACK BANDIT
VALLEY OF GIANTS

Col
L. . Weingarten
Robt. Tamsey

Par
Bert Gilroy

D. Hempstead
, Trem Carr
Lou Edelmari

Col
MGM
Par
BKO
Rep

MGM
Par
RKO
R*p
20tli

_WB_
Col
Col
MGM
Mono
Par !'

RKO
Rep
Rep
20tli

U
_WB_
Col
Col
MGM

, Mono
Par
RKO
20th
U

_.^K_
Cnl
MGM
Mono
Par
BKO
20th
u
WB

Meller
Comedy
Comedy

«

Meller.
Rom-Dr

_Music5il^
Drama'.
Outdoor

.

Musical.
Meller
Sports
Comedy
Western
Meller
Rom-Dr
Ronv-Dr
Com-Rom
Musical
Comedy
Western
Mus-Roin
Comedy
Corn-Rom_
"bom-Rom
Western
Drama
Western'
V/estem
Comedy
Comedy. ;

Drama •

Rnm-Dr

B. Hayward-C. Qnltrley
Laurel and Hardy '

M. Rayer^Bi Hope-B. -Grable
G.. MnrrisrF.- Mercer

. .R. NoTsrra>M. Marsh
T. Power.-A. Faye-.Amecho
N; Shearer-K'i VtHwir-i \-

G. Ratt-H. .Foiida-Lamoar
.B. Breen^^ Ragcles ^'

B; Cabot-B. iRob«rts "

M. Whalen-L. -Bar!
Caffney-O'Brlen-M; Wilson

Leon Barsha
John Blystone
Elliott Nugent^
Lew" Landers
John H. Auer
Henry King

.

50
55
80
68

105

' W.- S. Van C^ke
Henry HatKeway

^ Edwafd Cline
• B'n'ard Vorhaus •

Otto Browier
Lloyd Bacon

'

J. Luden-B. Marion
E. G. Robinson-W. Barrio.
Montffomery-Gaynor-Tope

°

'

:A. Nagel-l. LaBne .

B. Crosby-F...MaoMarray
F. Astaire-G. Rogjers

J. Glea'son-L. Gleason
R. Rogers-S. Bnrnlette

Henie!-R. Grrene-Romero
D. Dunbar-E. Truex-Lnndigan

R. Russell-E. Flyirn
'

Joe Levering
AI Hall

R. Thorpe
Karl. Brown-

Wesley Ruf^Rles
Mark Sandrich
Gus Meihs
Joe' Kane

Roy Del Ruth

.

Frank McDonnld
Michael Curf-?.

G. Stdart-L. Ross. -

C. Starrett-I, Meredith
S. Tracy-M. Rooney'-Hnll
Tex Ritter-C. LaRonx
,W Boyd-G. Hayes
J. Oakie-L Ball

J. Prouty-S. Bylngton
W. Gargan-J. Hodges

. K. Francls-G. Brent

Erie C. Kenton
Sam Nelson
N, Taurog
Al Herman

Edw.D.Vientr'inl
Beft Stoloff
Mai St. Clair
Otis Garrett

. Wm. KelgH1e,v

Drama P. Kelly-R. Hayworth-Darro
Com-Dr Gable-Loy-Carrillo
Western J. Randall-W. Barry

. Drama G. Patriok-L. Nolan-Naish
' Western G. O'Brien-R. Hayworth
Rom-Com 3. Barrymore-G. Murphy
Western Bob Bafcor-M. Reynolds '

Outdoor* ' W. Morris-C« Trevor

D. R. Lederman'
Jack Conway
Wallace Fox
Robert Florey
David Howard
Geo. Marshall
Geo. Wagpner
Wm. Kei''h'bv

160
U»
80
56
66

_86-
54'

99
67
63
88
83
62
66
96
65

J)5
63"

54
96
58
62
93
55
62

_70
'69"
108
56
55
60
80
69
95

STRANGER 'ROM ARIZONA
WANTED BY POLICE
CAMPUS CONFESSIONS
FUGITIVE3 FOR NIGHT

PRAIRIE MOON
TIME OUT FOR MURDER

ROAD TO RENO
FOUR DAUGHTERS

Monroe Shaff
Lindsay Parsons

Par
Lou. Lusty.
Harry "Grey
Sol Wurtzel
Ed Grainger
Ben Glazer

Omi/S SCHOOL
YOU CAN'T TAKE IT WITH YOU

MAN WITH 100 FACES
VACATION FROM LOVE
SONS DF THE LEGION

ROOM SERVICE
OVERLAND STAGE RAIDERS

DOWN IN ARKANSAW
STRAIGHT, PLACE AND SHOW

DRUMS
YOUTH TAKES FLING
GARDEN OF THE MOON

Samuel Marx
Prank- Capra
A. Hitchcock
MGM
Par

P. S. Berman
Wm. Berke

Armand Schaefer
D. Hempstead
Alex: Korda
Joe Pasternak
Lou Edelman

Col
Mono
Par
BKO.
Rep
20th
U

_WB__
CoI>
Col
GB
MGM
Par
BKO
Rep
Rep
20th
UA
U
WB

Western B. Jones-Dr Fay
Meller Darro-E. Knapp

'

Football B. Grable-U. Lulsetti
Comedy F. Albertson-E, Lynn
Western G. -Antry-S. Bnrnette
Meller G. Staart-.M. Whalen
Com-Dr R. Scott-H. Hampton
Com-Dr Priscilla-Rosemary-Lane

Elmer Clifton
" H; Breithertoh
Q. Archiin'ba'ud
Leslie Oood\<(^ins
' Ralph Staub
H.B.Humb'rslone
S. Sylvan Simon
Michael Cu''t)Z

CRIME TAKES HOLIDAY
WEST OF THE SANTA FE

STABLEMATES
MR. WONG, DETECTIVE
TOUCHDOWN, ARMY

MR. DOODLE KICKS OFF
THE NIGHT HAWK
MEET THE GIRLS

THAT CERTAIN AGE
BROADWAY MUSKETEERS

Col Col
Col Col

Harry Rapf MGM
W. T, Lackey Mono

•Par Par
Bob Sisk RKO

Herman Schlom Rep
Howard J. Green , 20th
Joe Pasternak U
Bryan Foy WB

Rom-Com
Comedy
Drama
Comedy
Rom-Dr
Com

Western
Drama
Com
Drama
Com-Dr
Musical

Meller
Western
Com-Dr
Mystery
Football
Com
Drama
Comedy
.Mus-Rom
Comedy

.

A. Shirley-N. Grey-Bellamy
T. Arthur-L. Barrymore-J.Stewart

L. Palmer-T. Walls
D. O'Keefe-F. Rice

D. O'Connor-B. Lee-B. Cook
Marx Bi:os.-L. Ball
Three Mesqnlteers

-

R. Byrd-W«2^v«r Bronf.
' RitZ:;Bros.-R. Arlen

.

Sabu-R. Massey-R. Li^eescy
J. McCrea-A. Leeds

P. O'Brien-J. Payne-M. Lindsay

John Brahrh
Frank Capra
A. Hitchtiock
G. Fitzmaurice

Jas. Hogan
Wm. Seiter

.Ceo. Shermftn
Nick Grinde-
David Butler ,

^oltan Korda -

Archie Mayo
Busby Berkeley

J. Holt-M. Ralston
C. Starrett-L Meredith
W. Beery-M. Booney
B. Karloff-E. Brent

J. Howard-R. Canunlngs
J. Penner-J. -Travis

R. LiyingstonrJ. Travis
J. Lang*L. Bari-B. Allen.

D. Durbin-J. Cooper
M. Llndsay-M. Wili^n-J. Lliel

Lewis D. Collins
Sam Nelson
Sam Wood
Wm. Nigh ,

Kurt Neumann
Leslie. Goodwins
Sidney. Salltow
-Eugene Forde
Edw. Ludwig
John FatTOW

55
59
65
63
58
93
68

91
126
92
66
60
96
65
65
66

101
98

_94_
61

89
67
93
95
65
66
100
63

FLIGHT. TO FAME
LADY VANISHES

SHADOWS OVER SHANGHAI
YOUNG DR. >CILDARE

WHERE THE BUFFALO BOAM
ABKANSAS TRAVELER
A MAN TO REMEMBER

FIVE OF A KIND
THERE GOES MY HEART
SWING THAT CHEER

THE SISTERS

Ralph Cohn Col Drama
A. Hitchcock GB Rom-Dr
Fine Arts GN Meller
Lou Ostrow MGM Com-Dr
Ed' Finney Mono Western

Geo., Arthur Par Com-Dr
Bob Sisk BKO Drama

'K.- MacGowan 20th Rom-Com
Hal Roach' UA Rom-Com
Max Golden U College
David Lewis WB Drama

C. Farrell-J. Wells
M. Lockwood-P. Lucas

J. Dnnn-B< Morgan
L. Ayres-L, Barrymore

Tex Bitter
B. Bnrns-F. Bainter
E. Ellis-A. Shirley

Dionoe Qulns-HershoU
F. March-V. Brtioe -

T. Brown-A. Devlne
E. Flynn-B. Davls-A. Louise

C.CCoIeman, Jr.
Alf Hitchcock
Chas. Lamont
H. Bucquet
Al Herman
Al Santell

Garson Kanln
. H. I. Leeds
Norman McLeod
Harold ScKiister
Anatole Litvajc

LISTEN. DABLING
MYSTERIOUS RIDER
MAD MISS MANTON

MYSTERIOUS MR. MOTO
YOUNG IN HEART
SERVICE DE LUXE

GIRLS ON PROBATION

Jack Cummings MGM Rom-Dr
Harry Sherman Par Western
P. J. Wolfson RKO Mys-Com
Sol Wurtzel 20th Meller

D. O. SeUnick UA Rom-Dr
Ed Grainger U Com
Bryan Foy WB Drama

Bartholomew-J. Garland
D. Dumbrllle-C. Fields
B. Stanwyck-H. Fonda

. P. Lorre-M. Maguire
J. Gaynor-D. Fairbanks, Ir.
C. Bennett-V. Price-Buggies

E. Flynn-B. Davls-A. Louisa

Edw. Marin
Les.Selander
Leigh Jason

Norman Foster
Richard Wallace
Rowland V. Lee
Anatole Litvak

8/24
8/31
7/27
8/10

6/1
7/13"

8/24
9/7
8 '31

••6'8

8/31

9/28
8 '31

9/1
9/14
8/17
8/31
9/7
9/21
9/14
9/21
8/17_

'10/5

11/2
9/7
9/21
9/28
8/10
9/7
9/28
10/12

' 9/14"
9/21
9/7
10/5
10/5
9/28
9/21

_8/17_
9/21
9/28
9/14
9/28
10/19
9/7
10/5
_8/17
9/28'
9/7
11/2

10/5
10/5
9/14
9/28
10/12
9/28
4/20
9/28
9/21

10/5

9/21
10/5
10/5
8/31
10/5
10/19

96 8/31
66
83 10/19
55 11/2
83 . 10/5
79 10/5
83 10/ia
81 9/28

95 10/5

12 10/19
94
18 10/12
61 9/21
91 11/2
85 10/19
65 10/26

64 10/26

107 11/2
112 10/26
102 10/26
61 11/2
69
lOOv 10/19
95 11/2
60 10/19
90 10/19

10/28/38

11/4/38

- LAW OF THE TEXAN
THE LITTLE ADVENTUBESS

THE GREAT WALTZ
. THE CITADEL
MEN WITH WINGS
I STAND ACCUSED
TARNISHED ANGEL

SUEZ
THE STORM

THE LAST EXPRESS
BROTHER RAT

Monroe Shaff Col Western
Col Col. Action-Dr

Bernard Hyman MGM Musical
Victor Saville MGM Drama

Wm. A. Wellman Par Drama
John H. Auer Par Drama
B. P. Fineman RKO Drama
Gene Markey 20th Spec
Ken Goldsmith U Drama
Irving Starr U Meller
Robert Lord WB Comedy

Buck Jones-D. Fay
E. Fellowes-J. Wells
L, BainerrF. Gravet
R. ponat-R. Russell

F. MacMurray-rR. Milland
R. Cummings-H. Mack-L. Talbot

S. Eilers-L. Bowman
T. Power-L. Young

C. Bickford-B. McLano
K. Taylor-D. Kent.

W. Morris-P. Lane-J. Wynun

Elmer Clifton

'

D. R. Lederman
J. Duvivier'
King Vidor

Wm. A. Wellmpn
John H. Auer

Leslie Goodwins
Allan Dwan
Harold Young
Otis Garrett
Wm, Keighley

IN EARLY ARIZONA
GANGSTER'S BOY
THE LAST BIDE
ILLEGAL TRAFFIC

RHYTHM OF THE SADDLE
ALWAYS IN TROUBLE

TRADE WINDS
EXPOSED

HARD TO GET

Col Col Western
W. T. Lackey Mono' Meller
Jeff Lazarus Par -Rom-Dr

Harold Hurley Par - Meller
Harry Grey Ren Western
John Stone 20th Comedy
W. Wan^rer UA Rom-Com
Bert Kelly U Drama
Sam Bischoff WB Comedy

B. Elliott-D. Gulliver
J. Cooper-L. Gllman
A. Tamlroff-F. Farmer
J. C. Naish-M. Carlisle

.. G. Autry-S. Burnette
J. Wither$-A. Treacher-J. Rogers

S. Bennett-F. March
O. Kruger-G. Farrell

D. Powell-O. de Haviland

Jos. • Levering
Wm, Nigh

Alfred E. Green
Louis King

Geo. Sherman.
Jos. Santley
Tay Gairnett
Max Goldon
Ray Enri-'ht

67

11/11/38

11/18/38

11/26/38

ADVENTURE IN SAHARA
THE FROG

SPRING MADNESS
IF I WERE KING

ANNABEL TAKES A TOUB
STORM OVER BENGAL

JUST AROUND THE CORNER
STRANGE FACES

TORCHY GETS HER MAN

Lou Appleton Col Drama
Herbert Wilcox GB Meller
Edw. Chodorov MGM Rom-Com
Frank Lloyd Par Drama
Lou Lusty RKO Rom-Com

Armand Schaefer Rep Rom-Dr
Dave Hempstead 20th Comedy

Bert Kelly U Com-Dr
Brvan Foy WB Comedy

P. Kelly-L. Gray
N. Beery-G. Harker

M. O'SuIlivan-L. Ayres
R. Coleman-F. Dee-Rathbono

J. Oakie-L. Ball
P. Knowles-R. Hudson
S. Temple-C. Farrell
D. Kent-F. Jenks

G. Farrell-B. MacLane

D. R. Lederman
Jack Raymond
C. S. Simon
Frank Lloyd
Lew Landers
Sid Salkow

Irving Cummings
Earl Tap»jart

Michael Curtiz

95

100
66

90

62

THERE'S THAT WOMAN AGAIN
THANKS FOR THE MEMORY
LAW WEST OF TOMBSTONE

SHARPSHOOTERS
LITTLE TOUGH GUYS IN SOCIETY
ANGELS WITH DIRTY FACES

BLONDIE
THE SHINING HOUR

ARREST BULLDOG DBUMMOND
PECK'S BAI> BOY WITH CIRCUS

SUBMARINE PATROL
NANCY DREW, DETECTIVE

Col Col Rom-Com
Par Par Rom-Com

Cliff Reid RKO Western
Sol Wurtzel 20th Action
Max Golden U Meller
Sam Bischoff WB Drama

M. Douglas-V. Lee
B. Hope-S. Ross-Butterworth
H. Carey-T. Holt-E. Brent

B. Donlevy-L. Bar!
M. Boland-E. E. Horton
J. Cagney-P. O'Brien

Alex Hall
G. Arcliainbaud
Glenn Trvon
Jas. Tinling
Erie Kenton

Michael Curtiz 97

Robert Soarks Col Comedy
J. Manckiewicz MGM Drama
Stuart Walker Par Mystery

Sol Lesser RKO Rom-Com
Gene Markey 20th Drama
Bryan Foy WB Meller

P. Singleton-A. Lake
J. Crawford-R. Young
J. H<>ward-H. Angel
T. Kelly-A. Gillis

R. Greene-N. Kelly-Bancroft
B. Granville-J. Litel

Frank Straycr
Frank Borzagc

Jas. Ho^^an
Edw. F. Cline
John Ford

Wm. Clemens

69

4/7/37

9/21
10/19

11/2

10/12

10/26

11/2

11/2
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Advance Production Chart

Preductton amtinues along an even keel, Oct. 26 iinitng 40 pictures

be/ore tfc« cametvu, M in the cutting rooms, and 96 already previewed or

released. Ainiinst the season's promise of S8Q, this leaves the studios with
ttill 360 to produce.
Grand ffational again returns to the charts having leveled off to produce

a total , of 68 features and westerns for M88-39. Product' loill be turned

out by various units on the lot, divided a< follows to date: Fine Arts, 26;

Coronado, six; George Hirliman, six westerns plus several features; Dr.

Eugene Frenke, two Anna Sten starrert; and others to be set.

Metro and David L. Loew got .together on release of his last independent

production starring Joe f?. Brown, 'FUrtino With Fate.'

Number Number Now in Be FlaceA 8tail«a la
•I Fix Com- Shoei- CuttiBf Btifar* rrcpMft-

Promlsed pictcd Ibc Rooms CmMcnu Unm
FMtercs 40 4 3 5 28 2B
Westerns 16 4 0 2 > 10 10
Serials « • • I S S

Total «0 8 3 8 41 41

Pictures now in the cutting rooms or awaiting previews are:

'THE SPIDER'S WEB/ formerly titled 'TH£ SPIDER,' serial (for 1938-
39), produced by Jack Fier for the Irving Briskin' unit; co-directed by
Ray Taylor and James Home; screen play by Robert Kent, George Plymp-
ton, Basil Dickey, Marty Ramson; photographed by Allen Seigler. Cast:
Warren Hull, Iris Meredith, Richard Fiske, Gloria BlOndell, Ann Doran,
Marc Lawrence, Johnny Tyrrell, Kenneth Duncan, Beatrice Curtis, Charles
Wilson.

'BiiONDIE,' produced by Robert Sparks, directed by Frank Strayer;
screen play by Robert Flournoy from comic strip by Chic Young; photo-
graphed by Henry Freulich. Cast: Penny Singleton, Arthur Lake, Larry
Sims, Dan Mummert, Dorothy Moore, Kathleen Lockhart, Gene Lockhari
Ann Doran, Gordon Oliver, Stanley Andrews, David Newell, Hooper Atch-
ley, Dick Cuftis, Dick Fiske, Fay Helm, Charles Lane. Hal K. Dawson,
Waller Soderling, Eugene Anderson, Jr., Irvin Bacon, JBud Jamison. len
Wulf, James Flavin, Charles Hamilton, Emory Parnell.

'ADVENTURE IN SAHARA,' formerly titled 'REVOLT IN THE
SAHARA,' produced,by Lou Appleton; directed, by D. Ross Lederman;
screenplay by Maxwell Shane from original by Sammy Fuller; photo-
graphed by Franz Planfer. Cast: Paul Kelly, C. Henry Gordon, Robert
Fiske, Loma Gray, Dick Curtis, Marc Lawrence, Stanley Brown, Dwight
Frye, Al Bridge, Raphael Bennett, Charles Moore.
'CALIFORNIA FRONTIER,' produced by Monroe

.
Shafl; directed by

Elmer. Clifton; no writing credits released' as yet; photographed by Eddie
Linden. Cast: Buck Jones, Carmen Bailey, Jose Perer, Porrest' Taylor,
Milburn Stone, Stanley Blystone, Ernie Adams, Bob Terry, Carlos Villarias,
Soledad Jiminez, Tom London, Billy Bletcher,. Paul ElUs, Ray T^iil, Carl
Matthews.
'LXFCLE ADVENTURESS,' formerly titled 'THOROUGHBREDS;' pro-

duced by Ralph Cphn for the Irving Briskin ' unit; directed by D. Ross
Lederman; screen play by Michael Simmons; photographed ' by Henry
Freulich. Cast: Edith Fellows, Cliif Edwards, Jacqueline Wells, Richard
Fiske, Robert Paige, Helen Brown, Virginia Howell, Chai;led Waldron.
'HOMICIDE BUREAU' (for 1938-39 release); associate' producer. Jack

Fier; directed by C. C. Coleman, Jr;; original screen play by Earle Snell;
photographed by Benjamin Kline. Cast: Bruce Cabot, Rita Hayworth,
Robert Paige, Marc Lawrence, Ed Fetherston, Richard Fiske, Jane Morgan.
'WRECKAGE,' produced by Larry Darmour; directed by Lewis D. C>>1-

lins; screen play by Gordon Rigby and Tom Kilpatrick; photographed by
James S. Brown, Jr. Cast: Jack Holt, Dolores Costello. -Pert Kelton, Addi-
son Richards, Joseph Crehan, Donald Briggs, Holmes Herbert, .Carol
Wayne, Dorothy Granger, Maxine Leslie, Al Bridge, Emerson Treacy,
Jack Rice, Harry Harvey, Ray Bourbon.

, 'TRAIL OF THE TUMBLEWEED, produced by Harry Decker for the
Irving Briskin unit; directed by Sam Nelson; original screen play by J.
Bennett Cohen; photographed by Lucien Ballard. Cast: Charles Starrett,
Iris Meredith, Dick Curtis, Bob Nolan, Ed LeSaint, Frank Bell, Eddie
Cobb, Art Mix, Slim Whittaker, Hal Taliaferro, Ed Peil, Dick Botiller,
Robert Fiske. - ;«

Columbia Pix Now in Productipn '
.,:

'THERE'S THAT WOMAN AGAIN,' produced by B.^. Kahanie; directed
by Al Hall; no writing credits released; photographed by .'Joseph Walker.
Cast; Melvyn Douglas, Virginia Bruce, Margaret Lindsay, Marc Lawrence,
Lucille Limd, Tom Dugan, Paul Harvey, Gordon Oliver, Stanley Ridges.

INTERNATIONAL SPY,' formerly titled 'SPY RING,' produced by
Jack Fier for Irving Briskin unit; directed by Christy Clabanne; no writing
credits, released; photographed by Allen Seigler. Cast: Fay Wray, Ralph
Bellamy, Warren Hull, Regis Toomey, Walter Kingsfordj Loma Gray,
Ann Doran, Paul Whitney, Mae "Wallace, John Tyrrell, Dick Curtis.

'LIFE IS CHEAP,' produced - by Wallace McDonald for Irving Briskin
unit; directed by D. Ross Ledermai?; no writing credits released; photo-
graphed by Franz Planer. Cast: Betty Fumess, James CTraig. Keye Luke,
Dick Curtis, Joseph Downing, Honorable Wu, Cy Kendall, Lotus Liu,
John Tyrrell.

Grand National

Now Balance te
Number Number Now in Be Placed Storlee in
'Of Pix Com- Shoot- Cuttinf Before Prepara^
Promised pleted ing Rooms Cameras tion

Total 68 4 1 1 62 62
Pictures now in cutting rooms or awaiting previews, are:

'SUNSET STRIP CASE,' produced by George Hirliman; directed by
Louis Gasnier; screen play by Arthur Hoerl and Paul Franklin from
Liberty mag story, 'Murder On Sunset Boulevard,' by Harold Joyce; pho-
tographed by Mack Stengler. Cast: Sally Rand, Reed Hadley, Dennie
Moore, Sugar Kane, Esther Muir, Vince Barnett. Paul Sutton, Stanley
Price, Henry King and band, Lena Andre, Frank O'Connor, Bruce Mitchell,
Mary Brodell, Lester Dorr, Eddie Fordon.

Grand National Pix New- In Production
'THE LONG SHOT,' Fine Arts production for Grand National release;

produced by Franklyn Warner; associate producer-director. Charles La-
ment;, screen play by Ewart Adamson; original story by Harry Beresford
and George Callaghan; photographed by Arthur Martinelli. Cast: Gordon
Jones, Marshal Hunt, C. Henry Gordon, George Meeker, Harry Daven-
port, James Bobbins, George E. Stone ,Dorothy Fay, Prank Darrien, Tom
Kennedy, Earle Hodgin, Emerson Treacy, Guy Seabrook, Lee Phelps, Ben
Burt;

Meko

Features . . .

.

SelSRick-Int'l

Total

Number Number New
of Pix Com- Shoot-

Promised plelcd inr
50 8 9
1 0 •

51 8 »'

Now Balanee te
in Be Placed Stories In

Cuttjne Before Prepara-
Rooms Cameras tlon

5 28 28Oil
28 29

Pictures now in the cutting rooms or awaiting previews are:

'THE GREAT WALTZ' (for 1938-39 season), produced by Bernard
Hyman; directed by Julien Ouvivier; no writing credits released as yet;
photographed by Joseph Ruttenberg. Cast: Luise Rainer. Fernand Gravet.
Miliza Korjus. Hugh Herbert, Lionel Atwill, Minna Gombell. George
Houston, Herman Bing. Bert Roach. Christian Rub.

'OUT WEiST WITH THE HARDY'S,' no producer; directed by George
Seitz; original screen play by Kay Van Riper, Agnes Christine Johnson
and William Ludwig; photographed by Les White. Cast: Lewis Stone,
Mickey Rooney. Ann Rutherfn-d. Fry Holden. Virginia Weidler, Cecelia
Parker, Ralph Morgan, Napa Bryant, Sara Haden, Giordon Jones.

'SPRING DANCE,' produced by Edward Chodorov; directed by C. Syl-

van Simon; screenplay by Edward Chodorov from play by Philip Barry.

Cast: Lew Ayres, Maureen O'SulUvan, Ruth Hussey, Ann Morriss. Joyce
Compton, Jacqueline Wells, Burgess Meredith, Frank Albertson, Truman
Bradley, Sterling HoUoway, Marjorie Gateson, Dick Baldwin.

The SHINING HOUR' (for lfl38-39), produced by Joseph Mankiewicz
directed by Frank Borzage; screen play by Ogden Nash from play by
Keith Winters; photographed by George Folsey. Cast: ^oan Crawford.
Margaret SuUavan, Robert Young Melvyn Douglas, Fay Bainter, Frank
Albertson, Claire Owen, Roger Converse, Granville Bates, Jimmy Conlin,

Hal Rand.
'SWEETHEARTS' (In Technicolor tor .1938-30 season), produced by Hiint

Stromberg; directed by W. S. Van Dyke; screen play by Alan Campbell
and Dorothy Parker; photographed by Olivei Marsh. Cast: Jeanette Mac-
Donald, Nelson Eddy. Mischa Auer, Franic Morgan, ,Ray Bolger. Hetman
Bing, Minna Gombel, Gene and Kathleen Lockhart, Raymond walburn,
Lucille Watson, Florence Rice, Reginald Gardiner. AUyn Joslyn, Fay
Holden. Olin Howland. Terry Kllburn. Betty Jaynes. Douglas McPhail.

Metra Pix Now In Production

'DRAMATIC SCHOOL,' produced by Mervyn LeRoy; directed by Robert
Sinclair; screen play by Ernest Vajda; photographed by Joe Ruttenberg.
Cast; Luise Rainer. Paulette Goddiard, Alan Marshall, Henry Stephenson,
Gale Sondergaard, Virginia Grey. Ann Rutherford. Lana. Turner, Carol
Parker, Rand Brooks, Dorothy Grainger, Melville Cooper, Marie, Blake,
Erik Rhodes, Genevieve Tobin, Anthony Allen, Hans Conried, Margaret
Lamont, Frank Puglia, Esther Dale.
'STAND UP AND FIGHT,' produced by Mervyn LeRoy; directed by

W. S. Van Dyke; no writing credits released yet; photographed by Oliver
Marsh. Cast: Robert Tayldr, Wallace Beery, Florence Rice. Helen Broder-
ick, Charley Grapewin, Clinton Rosemond, John Qualen, Barton MacLane,
Robert Gleckler, Claudia Morgan.
'KATHERINE, THE LAST,' produced by Harry Rapf; directed by Nor-

man Taurog; screien play by Gerald Savery and Jack Mintz^ photographed
by Clive De Vinna. Cast: Franciska Gaal, Rita Johnson, Barnett Parker,
Franthot Tone, Walter Connolly.

'CHRISTMAS CAROL,' produced by Joseph Mankiewicz; directed by
Edwin L. Ma^in; no writing credits released; photographed by Sid Wag-
ner. Cast: Reginald Owen, Gene land Kathleen Lockhart, Terry Kilbum,
Gene Reynolds, Lynn Carver, Leo G. Carroll, Ann Rutherford, Lionel
Brahamr
'ICE FOLLIES,' produced by Harry Rapf; directed by Reinhold Schun-

zel; no writing credits r^eased; photographed by Oliver Marsh, Cast:

Joan Crawford, James Stey^art, Lew Ayres, Ice Follies troupe.

'NEW YORK CINDERELLA,' produced by Lawrence Weingarten; di-

rected by Josef von Sternberg; original story by Charles MacArthur; pho-
tographed by Charles Lawton. Cast: Spencer Tracy, Hedy LaMarr, Fanny
Brice, Walter Pidgeon.

IDIOT'S. DELIGHT,' produced by Hunt Stromberg; directed by Clarence
Brown; from play by Robert E. Sherwood; photographed by William
Daniels. Cast: Clark Gable, Norma Shearer, Laura Hope Crews, Charles
Cobum. ^ '

•THE WIZARD OF OZ' (Technicolor), produced by Mervyn LeRoy;
directed by Richard Thorpe; based on story by Frank L. Baum; photo-
graphed by Harold Rosson; for Technicolor. Allan Dazey. Cast: Frank
Morgan, Judy Garland, Ray Bolger,- Bert Lahr, Buddy Ebsen, Charley
Grapewin, Billie Burke, Margaret Hamilton, Pat Walsh.

'Honolulu,' produced by Jack ClUimmings; directed by Edward Buz-
zell; no writing credits relieased; photographed by Ray June. Cast:

Eleanor Powell, Robert Young, CJeorge Bums aftd Gracie Allen.

Mon<M[ram

Now Balance to

Number Number New in Be Placed Stories In

ef Pix . Com-

.

Sheet- Cutting Before Prepara-
Promised pleted inr Reams Cameras iio9

Features 26 4 t 2 20 20
Westerns 16 • 4 0 1 11 11

8 0 3 31 31

B^way-Wwood
(Continued from page 1)

Pictures in the cutting room:

'GANGSTER'S BOY,' produced by W. G. Lackey; directed by William
Nigh; original story by Karl Brown; screen play by Robert . D. Andrew^
photographed by Harry Neumann. Cast: Jackie Cooper, Lucy Gilman,
Robert Warwick, Tommy Wonder, Betty Blythe, Selmer Jackson, Bobby
Stone, Bradley Metcalf, Louise Lorimer, Huntley Gordon, William Gould,
Herbert Evans, Jack Kennedy.
'GANG BULLETS,' produced by E. B. Derr; associate producer, Frank

Melford; directed by Lambert Hillyer; original screen play by John T.

Neville; photographed by Arthur Martinelli. Cast: Ann Nagel, Robert
Kent, Charles Trowbridge, Morgan Wallace, J. Farrell MacDonald, John
T. Murray, Arthur Loft, John Merton, Roger Williams, Duke York, Donald
Kerr, ..(^arleton Young, Stanley Mack, Harry Strang, Ernie Adams, Isabell

Lamalle, Martin Spellman, Tom McGuire, Bill Worthington, Bill Lally,
Eddie Hearn, Frank Nelson, Jack C. Smith, Kernan Kripps, Frank LaRue,
Frank Hall -Crane.

'LITTLE TENDERFOOT,; produced ty Edward Finney; directed by Al
Herman; original screen play by John Rathmell; photographed Ijy Frances
Corbey. Cast: TeX Ritter, Jmx Falkenberg, Mary Ruth, Charles King,
Tom London, Snub Pollard, Maurice Murphy, Frank LaRue, Bob Terry,
'Ernie Adams. Dave O'Brien, Dorothy Fay, Bud Osborne.

Paramount

studio
Harry Sherman

.

Total

New Balance to

Number Number New In Be Placed Stories In

of Pix Com- Shooi- Cutting: Before Prepara-
promised pleted Ine Rooms Cameras tion

51 12 5 13 21 21
7 3 1 2 1 1

58 15 6 15 ZZ 22

Pictures now in cutting rooms or- awaiting previews are:

'PARIS HONEYMOON' (for 1938-39 season), produced by Harlan Thomp-
son; directed by Frank Tuttle; screen play by Frank Butler and Don Hart-
man; based on a story by Angela Sherwood; photographed by Karl Struss.
Cast: Bing Crosby, Franciska - Gaal, Akim Tamiroff, Ben Blue, Edward
Everett Horton, Shirley Ross,- Rafaela Ottiano. Keith Kenneth, George
Gay, Norah Gale, Laurie .Lane, Louise Seidel, Paula de Cardo, Evelyn
Keyes, Harrietle Haddon, r Maria Doray, Louise Seidel. Judy King, Janet
Waldo. Cheryl Walker. Marion Weldon. Dorothy White.

'ESCAPE FROM LEAVENWORTH,' formerly titled 'THE LAST RIDE,'
formerly titled 'ESCAPE FROM YESTERDAY' (for 1938-39 season), pro-
duced by Jeff Lazarus; directed by Alfred E. Green; original story and
screen play by Ferdinand Reyher and John C. Moffit; photographed by
William Mellor. Cast:: Akim Tamiroff, Frances Farmer, Leif Erikson,
Lynne Overman^ "Vladimir Sokolofl, Wade Crosby, Dewey Robinson, Wil-
liam Newell, John Bliefer, Alex Woloshin, James Flavin.

'ILLEGAL TRAFFIC (for 1938-39 release), general manager office pro-
duction; directed by Louis King; original screen play by Robert Yost,
Lewis Fostei and Stuart Anthony; photographed by Henry Sharpe. Cast:
J. Carroll Naish. Mary Carlisle, Robert Preston, Judith Barrett, Richard
Stanley, Richard Denning, John Hart, Philip Warren, Dorothy Howe,
Sheila Darcy, Dolores Casey.

•ST. LOUIS BLITES' (for 1938-39 release), produced by Jeft Lazarus;
directed by Raoul Walsh; screen play by John C. Moffitt and Malcolm

(Continued on page 20)

execs. Proponents of the Wharton
plan are hopeful that it will prove
acceptable to 'the Guild heads and
general membership.

Wharton's Plan

In general, the Wharton plan
calls for revision of the present set-

up covering the purchase of screen
rights to legit plays. Instead of the
present method of bidding for
rights, with the playwright the final

authority in negotiating the sale,

the new scheme would set a regular
scale -^o determine the price. It

would .Ailrork somewhat along the
lines oif ' the present legit produc-
tion contract. That is, there would
be a,..:''inihimum fee, plus added,
mp^y according to the length of
run and the total gross drawn by
the show. There are numerous
complicated provisions of the plan,
but its sponsors think these can
be nvorked out.

Although the Guild has in the past
steadfastly refused to consider any
revision of its minimum basic agree-
ment, it is reported that there has
lately been some agitation among
the membership for some solution
of the Hollywood boycott problem.
Survey made recently by some of
;he members showed that the num-
jer of Broadway productions, which
las been steadily declining during
the last few years, has continued to

drop this season. Claimed by some
that the formation of the Play-
wrights' Co. has tended to react in
favor of the lesser-known drama-
tists, since it has removed the name
writers from the list of availables
for the regular commercial pro-
ducers. According to that

,
thought,

several of the established managers
are now looking for new authors.
That would tend to give a break to

the aspiring playwrights, but little

production can be financed with-
out increased backing—and that is

where the Hdllywood coin would
come in.

Pix Sales Declined
Another thought advanced by this

group of Guild members is that the
number of picture sales of legit

plays has declined sharply since the
establishment of the new minimum
jasic agreement. In recent seasons,

it is claimed,' only the hit plays have
jeen sold, whereas in former years
nhere were numerous sale of plays
for $15,000 and $20,000 and similar
amounts.

Situation is also compared by film

company officials to the condition ex-
isting in London and Paris. In the
British capital, it is argued, the thea-
tre is thriving, with more produc-
tions than normally, and for the first

time even a greater number than in

New York. In London, it is ob-
served, the dramatists' organization
is comparatively unimportant. Just
the reverse is true in Paris, it is

claimed. There the number of shows
has steadily shrunk, and is currently
at its lowest ebb. In Paris, it is ar-
gued, the authors' organization is

comparatively strong. In New York
the Dramatists Guild is very strong.

Studio execs see it as hardly a coin-
cidence 'that the number of current
productions in each of those three
cities varies inversely according to
the strength of the dramatists' group.

Road Biz Off

With the. road falling far under
normal seasons, observers are already
wondering what will happen next
season unless steps are quickly taken
to bring about an upturn in produc-
tion. Number of touring shows is

largely governed by the prevalence
of Broadway hits the previous season.
Thus, when Broadway has a success-
ful season it generally means most of
the hit shows will tour the following
season. With the list of hits off last

season, the road is slumping this sea-
son. And with Broadway skidding
further this season, it's feared the
road may be on a starvation diet next
season.

Although there is a distinctly hope-
ful feeling in the air mat something
definite may be accomplished at the
Guild's annual meeting next week,
there is no positive indication that
the organization's council ha.s

changed its attitude. The last official

expression of opinion on question of
revision of the minimum basic agree-
ment was voiced last year by Sidney
Howard in his report as retiring
president. At that time he expressed
satisfaction with the way the con-
tract was working and opposition to
any changes. The membership at
that time backed his views, and Rob-
ert E. Sherwood, who succeeded him
as president, has been repeatedly re-
ported as being even more firmly
than Howard against weakening the
basic agreement.
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Advance Production Chart

(Continued from page 18)

Stuart BoyIan; based on adaptation by Frederick Hazlitt Brennan of story
by Eleanore Griffin and William Rankin; additional dialog by Virginia
Van Upp; photographed by Theodor Sparkuhl. Cast: Lloyd Nolan» Dorothy
Lamour, Tito Uuizar, Jessie Ralph, i\laxine Sullivan, William Frawley,
Punkins Parker. Jerome Cowan. Matty Malneck and His Boys.

'TOM SAWYER, IWETECTIVE,' produced by Harold Hurley; associate
producer, Edward T. Lowe; directed by Louis King; screen play by Lewis
Foster, Robert Yost and Stuart Anthony; based on the novel by Mark
Twain; photographed by Ted Tetzlaff. Cast: Donald O'Connor, Billy Cook,
Porter Hall, Philip Warren. Janet Waldo, Clara Blandick, Elisabeth Risdon,
Edward Pawley, Etta McDaniels, Oscar Smith, William Haade, Stanley
Price, Harry Worth, Si Jenlcs, Clem Bevans, Raymond Hatton, Howard
Mitchell, MontC' Blue, Foy Van Dolson, Vic Demoruelle, Jr.; Murdock
MacQuarrie, Billy Engle, Eugene Jackson, Robert Romans, Jane -Keckley,
Elsie Bishop, Lew Short, Lon Pofl, Albert Hart, Tyler Brooke, Ethel Clay-
ton.

'laNG OF cmNATOWN,' executive producer, Harold Hurley; associate
producer, Stuiart Walker; directed by Nick Grinde; screen play by Lillie

Haywaru and Irving Reis; based on a story by Herbert Hibernian; photo-
graphed by Leo Tover. Cast: Anna May Wong, Akim Tamiroff, J. Carrol-
Naish, Anthony Quinn, Roscoe Karns, Bernadene Hayes, Philip Ahn, Sid-
ney Toler, Ray Mayer, Alex Pollard, Sam Ash, Charles Trowbridge, Archie
Twitchell, George Anderson, Marie Burton, Sheila Darcy, Wong Chong,
Richard Denning, Judy King, Dolores Casey, Dorothy Dayton, Paula De
Cardo, Harriette Haddon, Helaine Moler, North Gale, Gwen Kenyon,
Charles B. Wood. George Magrill, Lily King, Ethel Clayton, Guy Usher.
'aiiDEUS OP IHE KANUL,' pxouuced by Hari-y Sherman; uu-eccea by

Lesley Selander; from original story by Clarence K Mulford; photographed
by Russell Harlan. Cast: William Boyd, Russell Hayden, Gleorge Hayes,
Stanley Ridges, Ruth Rogers, Frederick Burton, Jack Rockwell, Roy Bar-
croft, Ed Cassidy, Sherry Tanzey, Jim Carey, Bruce Mitchell.
'LITTLE OltraAN ANNIE,' produced by JTohn Speaks; directed by Ben

Holmes; screen play by Budd Schulberg, Sam" Ornitz, from story by -Andre
Bohem and Samuel Ornitz; photographed by Fred Redman. Cast: Ann
Gillis, Robert Kent; June Travis, Ian MacLaren, Margaret Armstrong,. J. M.
Kerrigan, Dorothy .Baxighan, James Burke, Charles Wilson, Sara Padden,
Tommy Bupp, Ben Welden, J. Farrel McDonald, Vincent Lombardy, Eddie
Grlbbon, Dick Ridi, Harry Tyler.
'DiSiBAWBED/ produced by Harold Hurley; directed by Robert Florey;

screen play by Lillie Bayward and Bobert R. Presnell from story by Harry
Sauber; photograpibed by Harry Fisfabeck. Cast: Gail Patrick, Otto Kruger,
Robert Preston, Sidney Toler, Helea MacKellar, Clay Clement, Edward
Marr, Olin Howland.
'AMBUSH,' GJtf.O. production; associate producer, William Wright; di-

rected by Kurt Neumann; screen play by Laura and S. J. Perelman based
on a story by Robert Ray; i^tographed by William Mellor. Cast: Gladys
Swarthout, Lloyd Nolan. William F^wley, Ernest Truex, William Henry,
Hartley Tufts. Rufe Davis, Brod Crawford, Antonio Moreno, Harry Fleisch-
mann, John Hart, Raymond Hatton, Robert Greig, Richard Denning, Clem
Bevans, Max Hoffman, Jr., Jim Pierce, Eddie Acuff, Al Hill, Frank Mere-
dith, Ted Oliver, George Melford, PoL^ Moran, Mary Zehner, Ethel Clay-
ton, Wade Boteler, Archie TwitcheU, Dolores Casey, Dorothy White. i

'ZAZA' (tot 1938-39 season), produced by Albert Lewm; directed by
{

George Cukor; screen play by Zoe Akins; from play by Pierre Berton and
Charles Simon; photographed by Charles Lang. Cast* Claudette Colbert,
Herbert Marshall, Bert Lahr, Helen Westley, Constance^oUier, Genivieve-
Tobin, Bex O'MaUey, Rex Evans, Walter Catlett, Robert C Fischer, Ernest
Cossart, -John Sutton, Michael Brooke, Phillip Warren, Alexander Leftwicb,
Janet Waldo, Fredrika Brbwn, Dorothy Dayton, ELarriett Haddon, Helaine
Moler, Dorothy White, Duncan Renaldo, Hala Linda. Tom Ricketts.
'THANKS FOR THE MEMORY' (for 1938-39 release); executive pro-

ducer, Harold Hurley; associate, Mel Shauer; directed by George Archain-
baud; from play by Albert Hackett and Frances Goodrich; photographed
by Karl Struss. Cast: Bob Hope, Shirley Ross, Charlie Butterworth, Otto
Kruger, Hedda Hopper, Roscoe Karns, Laura Hope Crtws, Elizabeth Pat-
terson. Patricia Wilder. Eddie Anderson. Jack Norton. Edward Gargan.
'FRONTIERSMAN,' produced by Harry Sherman; directed by Leslie

Selander; screen play by Norman Huston from original story by Clarence
E. Mulford; additional dialog by Harrison Jacobs; photographed by Rus-
sell Harlan. Cast: William Boyd, George Hayes, Russell Hayden, fivelyn
Venable, William Duncan, Clara Kimball Young, Charles Hughes, Dickie*
Jones, Roy Barcroft, Emily Fitzroy, John Beach.
'ARREST BULLDOG DRUMMOND,' formerly titled 'SCOTLAND YARD

VS. BULLDOG DRUMMOND' (for 1938-39), produced by Stuart Walker
for Harold Hurley unit; directed by James Hogan; original story, by H. C.
'Sapper' McNiele; photographed by Ted Tetdaff. Cast: John Howard,
Heather Angel, H. B. Warner, Reginald Denny, E. K Clive, Elizabeth Pat-
terson, George Zucco, Jean Fienwick, Leonard Mudie, Clyde Cook, David
Clyde, Ferdinand Munier, John Rogers.
'SAY IT IN FRENCH,' produced,and directed by Andrew Stone; screen

play by Frederick Jackson from play by Jacques Deval; photographed by
Victor Milner. Cast: Ray Milland. Olympe Bradna, Irene Hervey, Janet
Beecher, Mary Carlisle, Erik Rhodes, Walter Kingsford, Holmes Herbert,
Gertrude Sutton, Forbes Murray, Billy Daniels, William Collier, Sr., Mona
Harriet George P. Huntley, Bil^ Lee, Joseph P. Swickard, Gwen Kenyon,
Jean Fenwick, Grace Goodal, Gus Glassmire, George Hickman, Walter
Soderling,. Major Sam Harris, Billy Benedict, George Magrill, Richard
Denning, Archie Twitchell, Ruth Rogers, Marek Windheim, Bert Roach,
Luana Walters, Joyce Mathews, Harriette Haddon, Byron Fbulger, Bernice
Pilot Clara Mackin Blore, Edward Earle, Hooper Atchley, Paul Newlan,
George Davis, Ed Cecil, Hayden Stevenson, Dolores Casey, Judy King,
Marie Burton, Sheila Darty,. Paula De Cardo, Norah Gale, Helaine Moler,
Porothy White, Ethel Clayton, George Cooper, Max Barwyn.'

Paramount Fix Now in Production
'CAFE SOCIETY,' produced by Jeft Lazarus; directed by" Ed H. Griffith;

no writing credits released; photographed by Ted Tetzlaff. Cast:- Made-
leine Carroll, Fred MacMurray, Shirley Ross, Claude Gillingwater, AUyn
Joslyn, Don Alvarado, Mira McKinney, Hilda Plowright, Dorothy Tree,
Harlan Briggs, Frances Raymond, Ruth Rogers, Dorothy White.
'PERSONS IN HIDING,' G.M.O. production; associate producer, Edward

T. Lowe; directed- by Louis King; no writing credits released; photographed
by Harry Fischbeck. Cast: Patricia Morison, Lynne Overman, William
Henry, Elisabeth Risdon, Richard Carle, Charlotte Wynters, William
Frawley, Judith Barrett, Hartley Tufjs, Phillip Warren, Richard Denning,
Dorothy Howe, Richard Stanley, John Hart
'PARENTS ON PROBATION,' G. M. O. production; associate producer,

William Wright; directed by G«org& Archainbaud; no writing credits re-
leased; photographed by Henry Sharp. Cast: Charlie Ruggles, Mary Bo-
land, Joyce Mathews, Donald O'Connor, Billy Lee.
'NEVER SAY DIE,'' produced by Paul Jones; directed by Elliott Nugent;

no writing credits released; photographed by Leo Tover. Cast: Martha
Raye, Bob Hope, 'Ernest Cossart Paul Harvey, Alan Mowbray, Siegfried
Rumann, An<iy Devihe.
'UNION PACIFIC,' produced and directed by Cecil B. DeMille; asso-

ciate producer, William H. Pine; location director, Arthur Rosson; no
,writing credits released; photographed by Victor Milner. Cast: Barbara
Stanwyck, Joel McCrea, Robert Preston, Akim .Tamiroff, J. Carrol Naish, '

Lynne Overman, William Haade.
'ARIZONA BRACELETS,' produced by Harry Sherman; directed by

Leslie Selander; based on original story by John Rathmell; additional
dialog and sequences by Harrison Jacobs; photogarphed by Russel Harlan.
Cast: William Boyd, Russell Hayden, George Hayes, Charlotte Wynters,
Russell Hopton, Sonny Bupp, Jack Rockwell, Roy Barcroft John Merton,
Bob Kortman, and the King's Men, quartet

August. Cast: Cary Grant Vict«r McLaglen, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Joan
Fontaine, Eduardo Ciannelli, Sam Jaffe, Montagu Love, Lumsden Hare,
Robert Coote, Abner Biberman.
'PECK'S BAD BOY WITH THE CIRCUS,' produced by Sol Lesser; asso-

ciate producer, Leonard Fields; directed by Edward Cline; no writing
credits released yet; photographed by Jack McKenzie. Cast: Tommy
KeJly, Ann Gillis, Edgar Kennedy, Spanky McFarland, Benita Hume, Fay
Helm, William Demarest Wade Boteler, Grant Mitchell, Nana firyant
Louise Beaver.
•LAW WEST OF TOMBSTONE,' proauced by Cliff Reid; directed by

Glenn Tryon; screen play by John Twist and Clarence Young; photo-
graphed by J. Roy Hunt Cast: Harry Carey, Anne Shirley, Tim Holt
Evelyn Brent Allan Lane, Paul Guilfoyle, Bradley Page, Esther Muir,
George Irving, Eleanor Hansen, Peggy Carroll, Robert Moya, Jane Wood-
worth.
TRAILER ROMANCE,* produced by CUlI Reid; directed by Garson

Kanin; screen play by Dudley Nichols and John Twist; photographed by
Russell Metty. Cast: LuciOe Ball. James Ellison, Lee Bowman, Granville
Bates, Mantan Moreland, Dick Elliott, Florence Lake, {"rank Shannon.
'LAWLESS VAIiLEY,' produced by Bert Gilroy; directed by Dave How-

ard; screen play by Oliver Drake; original by W. C. Tuttle; photographed
by Harry Wild. Cast: George O'Brien, Kay Sutton, Walter Miller, George
Biurton, Bob Clark, Walter Patterson.

RKO-Radi* rietnrcB N«« In Prodnetlen
'THE PURE IN MIND/ formerly titled 'SAINTS WITHOUT WINGS/

produced and directed by P. J. Wolfson; original screen play by Albert
Bein; photogr;4;>hed by Boy Hunt Cast: Anne Shirley, Roger Daniel,
James McCallon, Walter Ward, Chatles Powers, John Fitzgerald, Frank
Malo, Paul White, Alan Baxter, Walter Tetley, Arthur Hohl, Fred
Kohler, Sr.
'LOVE AFFAIR,' produced and directed .by Leo McCarey; no wviting

credits released; photographed by Rudolph -Mate. Cast: rlrene Dunne,
Charles Boycr, Lee Bowman, Maria Ouspenskaya, Maurice Moscovitch,
Pr«d Malatesta, Scotty Beckett.
'PACIFIC UNUt* produced by Robert Sisk; directed by Lew Landers;

original by Anthony CoHeway and Henry Roberts Symonds; screen

adaptation by John Twist; photographed by Nick Musuraea. Cast: Victor

McLaglen, Chester Morris, Wendy Barrie, Alan Hale, Barry Fitzgerald,

PavQ Guilfoyle, -Allan Lane, John Wray, Douglas Walton, Walter Miller.

'THE <XKEAT MAN VOTES,' produced by Cliff Reid; directed by Garson
Kanin; original by Gordon. Malherbe Hillman; screen play by John Twist;

photographed l?y Russell Metty. Cast: John Barrymore, Peter Holden,
Virginia Weidler, Donald MacBride, Bennie Bartlett Katharine Alexander,
Elisabeth Risdon, Granville Bates, Luis Alberni, Clarence Kolb, J. M.
Kerrigan. ^
'THE CASTLES/ produced by George Haight; directed by Henry Potter;

no writing credits released; photographed by Robert De Grasse. Cast:

Fred Astaire, Ginger Rogers, Walter Brennan, Lew Fields.

R€|Nibiic

Total

Nvmber Nvnbcr Now
ef Pix Coai- SbMt-

Promisc* pleted ing

59 8 2
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in BePlaoed Stories in
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Rooms Cameras ' tien

6 43 43

Pictui'es in the cutting rooms or awaiting previews:

'SANTA FE STAMPEDE/ produced by William Berke; directed by
George Sherman; screen play by Luci Ward and Bettj^ Burbridge; original

by Luci Ward; photographed by Reggie Lanning. Cast: John Wayne, Ray
Corrigan, Max Terhune. June Martel, William Farnum, LeRoy Mason,
Martin Spellman, Genee Hall.

COME ON, RANQER,' formerly titled 'TEXAS RANGER/ produced by
Charles E. Ford; directed by Joe Kane; original screen play by Gerald
Geraghty and Jack -Notteford; photographed by Jack Marta. Cast: Roy
Rogers, Mary Hart, Raymond Hatton, J. Farrell MacDonald, Purnell Pratt
Lane Chandler, Bruce Macfarlane, Harry Woods, Lee Powell, Chester

Gunnels.

'ORPHANS OF THE STREET/ formerly titled 'STRONGHEART/ pro-

duced by Herman Schlom; directed by Irving Pichel; original screen play

by Earl Felton; photographed by Ernest Miller. Cast: Tommy Ryan,
Robert Livingston, June Storey, Ace (canine), Harry Davenport James
Burke, Ralph Morgan, Sidney Blackmer, Victor Killian.

'HAWK OF THE WILDERNESS' (serial), produced by Robert Beche; co-

directed by William Witney and Jack English; no writing credits released

yet; photographed by William Nobles. Cast: Herman Brix. Jill Martin,

Monte Blue. Mala, Noble Johnson, William Royle, George Eldredge, Snow-
flake, Dick Wessel, Tom Chatterton, Earl Askam, Jerry Sheldon, Harry
Tenbrook.

'STORM OVER BENGAL/ formerly titled
,
'BENGAL LANCER

PATROL/ produced by Armand Schaefer; directed by Sidney Salkow;
original screen play by Garret Ford; photographed by Ernest Miller. Cast:

Patric KnOwles, Richard Cromwell, RocheMe Hudson, Colin Tapley, Doug-
las Dumbrille, Halliwell Hobbes, Claude Alister, Clyde Cook.

'RHYTHM OF THE SADDLE,' formerly titled 'RODEO BUSTER,' pro-

duced by Harry Grey; directed by George Sherman; original screen play

by Paul Franklin; photographed by Jack Marta. Cast: Gene Autry, Smiley
Burnette, Peggy Moran, Pert Kelton, LeRoy Mason.

Republic Pix Now in Production

WESTERN JAMBOREE/ formerly titled 'BLOOM ON THE STAGE/
produced by Harry Grey; directed by Ralph Statib; screen play by Gerald
Geraghty from original by Pat Harper; photographed by William Nobles.

Cast: Gene Autry, Smiley Burnette, Jean Rouverbl, Frank Darign, Jack
Perrin, Jick Ingram, Harry- Holman, Ben Hewlett, Ray Teal, Esther Muir,
Eddie Dean, Joe Trisco, Edward Roquello, George Walcott, Margaret Arm-
strong, Kermit Maynard, Frankie Marvin, Davidson Clark.

'RED RIVER RANGE/ produced by William Berke; directed by George
Sherman; no writing credits released; photographed by Jack Marta. Cast:

John Wayne, Ray Corrigan, Max Terhune.

Big Scramble

(Continued from page 11)

will be completed "before the Christ-
mas holidays:

ClMrteoffli And.
Lancaster, Pa., Nov. 1.

Harry Chertcoff, owner of houses
in this city, Lititz, Lemoyne, Sieelton,

jaizabethtown and Mt. Joy, has pur-
chased the big Auditorium on Cum-
berland street near Fifth, Lebanon,
Pa., near the center of the business
district, and will completely recon-
struct and enlarge it. Will invest

about $60^000 in improvements.
Erected 20 yea];s ago the hall was

originally built for dance and con-
vention purposes, but later a seri s

of ran^ were constructed to tilt

the -floor towards the stage and
screen, for film theatre uses. Changes
will include a new front and air

conditioning.
'

Deal made by Lebanon County
Trust Co., recent. owner, and Chert-
coff.

Omaha, Nov. 1.

Business men at Chester, Neb.,
built a "$30,000 community building,
housing the Auditorium theatre
which seats 400. Pictures are shown
four nights a week in the new house,
just opened.

•Phllly Makes It Easier

Philadelphia, Nov. 1.

Highly-profitable new field has
suddenly burst here upon motion
picture supply houses and profes-
sidnal I^fi^ers. It is the result of
an idea that is spreading fast among
city's real estate firms, both large
and small. Instead of former time-
consuming and costly plan of driv-
ing prospective purchasers or rent-

ers from one theatre to another,
they just sit in the realtors' office

now and the houses are unreeled be-
fore them.

Stunt has proven highly popular
with the clients, too, for instead of

the tiresome running around they
formerly endured, a comfortable
chair suffices for them to see not
only the house itself, but shots of
the surrounding neighborhood. When
a buyer sees a theatre that particu>-

larly iiterests. him,* that portion of
the film is re-shown, and if he still

likes- it, the real estate man then
takes him around.
Firm of David -and Austin New-

man were first to use the device
here.

^Buck Rogers *

(Continued from page .1)

character of 500^ years hence, bi-

zarre weapons of planetary raid-

ers, etc.

20th Century-Fox

Total

NamlMr Number N«w
of Fix Com- SIio«t-

Promised pleted Ing

55 15 4

New Balance to
in Be Placed Stories la

CuUins Before Prepara-
Rooma Cameras tion

9 27 27

RKO-Radio

Now Balance to
Number Number Now in Be Placed Stories in

of Pix Com- Shoot- Cutting Before Prepara-
Promi<;cd pleted ing Rooms Cameras tion

50 10 5 4 31 31
3 0 0 1 Z 2

Herbert Wilcox.

.

1 0 0 0 1 1

54 10 5 5
.

34 34

Pictures now in the cutting rooms or awaiting previews are:

•GUNGA DIN' (for 1938-39), produced and directed by George Stevens;
'

screen play by Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur; photographed by Joe '

Pictures in the cutting rooms or awaiting- previews are:

'GIRL FROM BROOKLYN.' formerly titled 'BY THE DAWN'S EARLY
LIGHT' (for 1938-39 season), produced by Edward Kaufman; directed by
Gregory Ratoff; original by Gene Markey; photographed by Karl Freund.
Cast: Warner Baxter, Alice Faye, Charles Winninger, Keye Luke, Arthur
Treacher, Willie, F-ung, Doris Lloyd, Leonid Snegoff.

'EVERYBODY'S BABY,' produced by John Stone; directed by Malcolm
St Clair; screen play by Karen DeWolf, Robert Chapin, Frances Hyland
and Albert Ray; from original by Hilda Stone and Betty Reinhardt; photOr
graphed by, Edward Srtyder. Cast: Jed Prouty, Shirley Deane, Spring
Byington, Russell Gleason, Ken Howell, George Ernest, June Carlson,
Florence Roberts, Billy Mahan, Hattie McDaniel, Marvin Stephens, Claire
DuBrey.
'JESSE JAMES' (for 1938-39, in Technicolor), produced by Nunnally

Johnson; directed by Henry King; original screen play by Nunnally John-
Son; photographed by George Barnes. Cast: Tyrone Power, Henry Fonda,
Nancy Kelly, Walter Brennan, John Carradine, J. Edward Bromberg, Brian
Donlevy, Douglas Fowley,. Jane Darwell, Donald Meek, Ernest Whitman.
'KENTUCKY' (in Technicolor), produced by Gene Markey; directed by

David Butler; screen play by Lamar Trotti and John Taintor Foote; from
novel, 'Look of Eagles,' by John Taintor; photographed by Ernest Palmer.
Cast: Loretta Young, Richard Greene, Walter Brennan, Ralph Morgan,
Willard Robinson, Douglas Dumbrille, James West, Charles Waldron, Karen
Morley, Ward Robinson, Moroni Olsen.

'SAMSON AND LADIES/ produced by Sol Wurtzel: directed by H.
Bruce Humberstone; screen play by Robert Ellis and Helen Logan; from
original by Hilda Stone and Betty Reinhardt; photographed by Edward
Snyder. Cast: Michael Whalen, Lynn Bari, Iva Stewart, Robert Allen,
June Gale, Guinn Williams, Edward Brophy, John Miljan, Theodore Von
Eltz, Chester Clute.

•MR. MOTO TAKES A VACATION/ produced Jjy Sol M. Wurtzel; di-

rected by Norman Foster; original screen play by Philip MacDonald and
(Continued on page 25)

Revampinip Disks

Hollywood, Nov. 1.

Due to hysteria raised by 'War of
Worlds* broadcast, Jules Sel1;zer, ex-
ploitation head for Hal Roach, was
forced to revamp the transcription
bally for 'Topper Takes Trip.'

Script is cued from the orchestra to

announcer, giving a flash from
Hollywood that Billie Burke, suing
for divorce, named Constance Ben-
nett as the other woman.
While the situation is based on a

sequence in the picture, Roach
studio now fears public's gullibility

and likelihood it might be accepted
as actual.

Seltzer is rewriting the script and
studio ' ordered destroyed 200 discs

pressed from original continuity.
Judgment of Paramount exec's is

declared justified in refusing to make
a picture from H. G. Wells' book
which was bought by the studio four
years ago. Although laying out. a
stiff price for the volume, produc-
tion . heads foresaw possibility of

audiences being thrown into hys-
teria and decided to pass il up. Un-
likely any studio will take chance
with material, as the first hurdle
would be a Hays office (okay.
United Artists two years ago re-

leased a picture produced by Alexan-
der Korda based on H. G. Wells'

'Shape of Things to Come.' Fantastic
yarn, although in the super-spectacle
class, failed to create much of a stir

among American picture fans.

YOU GO YOUR WAY I'lL—
Hollywood, Nov. 1.

Gene Autry and Smiley Bjirnette

split up temporarily for separate
10-day p.a. tours, Autry starting in

Kansas City and Burnette in Detroit.

Partnership is resumed in the next
Autry picture at Republic, starting
about Nov. 15.
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Backed by the most extensive promotional

campaign any short feature ever received!

TECHNICOLOR
Never in all motion picture, histoid have any but^

the most important feature attractions been

given such nation-wide plugging! . ; Stories,^

articles, art and pictorial layouts, editorials

and fashion announcements in magazines whose

NET PASD CIRCULATIONS TOTAL 15,542,945!

Look at the list already committed: LIFE . •

PHOTOPLAY . . CUE SCREEN GUIDE .

.

VOGUE MICKEY MOUSE MAGAZINE . . LOOK

. . McCALLS r. HARPER'S BAZAAR . . STAGE .

.

YOUNG AMERICA r. MOVIE LIFE . . LIBERTY .

.

WOMAN'S DAY.. MOVIE STORY..THEATRE ARTS

..SCHOLASTIC. ROCKEFELLER CENTER WEEKLY.

Add to this a total of sixty-four licensees

signed up for one hundred and two separate

articles of merchandise.^ Big window displays

everywhere. Big fashion parades in, depart-^

ment stores. A PROMOTIONAL CAMPAIGN THAT

CAN BE COMPARED ONLY WITH ''SNOW WHITE."

Distributed by

RKO RADIO PICTURES
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™e great waltz
(Ck>ntinued from page 15)

lormances. G€Orge Houston, as an-

other sweetheart of the smger, im-

gresses with his playing, looks and

is robust voice. Henry Hull, in the

role of Franz Joseph, also is excel-

lent Heading the remaining large

supporting cast are Christian Rub,

Herman Bing, Curt Bois, Al Shean,

Bert Roach, Alma Kniger and

Leonid Kinsky^ Wear.

BLONDIE
Hdlywood, Oct. 30.

Columbia release o( Fronk Sparks procluc-

tJon. Features P«nny Slnffleton, Arthur

Ijike, Lnrry Slma and Daisy. Directed by

Fr«nk Straycr. Screenplay by Rlchnrd

Ptournoy. based on comic strip oreotod by

Chic Vounn. Assistant director. Cllltord

BrouKhton; c.imera, Henry FreuUch; editor.

G«ne Havllek. Previewed at HlUstrcet,

IrfW Anpeles, Oct. 20, '38. Running time,

«8 mlns. , .

BlonOle Penny Singleton

DagTW«d Arthur Lnko
Baby !>uinpUng Larry Slmma
C P Hazllp Gene I^ockhart

S'lple HaaHp Ann Doran
J -C. Dtthera Jonathan Hale
Gh«Bt«r Jtaney Gordon Oliver

Mr, Uiabs Stanley Andrews
Alyln« Danny Mummert
Mrs. Mill Kathleen Lockhart
Soro^v. ...Dorothy Mooore
Mm. 3Puddle •. Fay Helm
Nelso« Ichard Flsko
Daisy... Himself

Columbia's first of series based on
the f&aaiat' comic strip characters

by Claic Toung gives in(Qcatiohs that

the studio has hit paydirt and group
should have a long span of popu-
larity. Blondie. Dagwood. Baby
Dumpling and their dog Daisy
make .an ideal group around which
to swing a domestic comedy series.

Columbia turns out a partictilarly

fine eSon for the initial release,

which eets the transplanted cartoon-
to-fihn characters oS tp a good start

Tuzmd out on moderate budget,
'Bloidic' bids for attention as a top

progsammer that • must be spotted

in individual houses to particular re-

quirements and possibilities. In key
duals^ it will fill the supporting
bracStet most acceptably; in subse-
quent runs,, especially those catering
to family trade, it will get across in

great s^le; while localities where
tiie cartoon strip has.wide and popu-
lar circulation nay get it over profit-

ably as A. solo or top attraction of

duals with exploitation.
Fenny Sio^eton, Artbur I^ake and

baby Larry ISmms are bo coin at-

tracters, but if series maintains
st^ildard of the first pictures have
chance of lifting the trio to marquee
rating.
Film characters are not as exag-

gerated as those in the strip. But
charaeterizations of the four prin-
cipals are easily recognizable to fol-

>>lowcrs of the cartoon series, and
hav^e ,.been faithfully re-created for
film purposes. Fenny Sitaigleton is a
vivacious Blondie, and Arthur Lake
carries many of the mannerisms of
the -pen-and-iiUc Dagwood io make
him -an excellent re-creation of the
character.
Larry Simms, baby of the family,

Is - a particularly hapny' choice for
the mischievous yoiu^ster who gets
everybody into' trouble with his
-escapades, and innocent questions.
Daisy is the scraggy pup-^and good.

With most of -tiie action revolving
around this quartet, support can be
changed easily for each succeeding

, picture, eliminating necessity of
k studio carrying a large group of
i players for the series^ and provi^ng
f for insertion of higher brsicket cast

if series should elide heavily.
The Dagwood family is introduced

on the eve of their fifth weddii^ an-
niversary. Flighty Dagwood gets
wotmd: up in financial (Bfficulties at
both home and office, culminating
in loss of furniture at ihe former,
and his job at .the latter. Young
husband runs through series of mis-
adveKtuYesnntal he lands a big order
and Kendie fronts for liim to col-
lect a .fat .<commtssion to set every-
thing strai^t

Thveui*h it all runs a prominent
straiii «f £ood, substantial comedy
and down-to-earth humor. Ti:kese

are plenfy of laugh?, and continual
i^uckles. It's light fare, but imi-
versal in appeal Richard Floumoy's
screenplav, which of necessity had
to foe mainly an original, is a com-
petent idb. ISaeiTe are a -few spots
that are ov^ssstatetched, but these are
nipely subordinated by his many
passages of faumanness and solid ma-
terial.

Frank Strayer, wbo directed sev-
eral of the Jones Familjr series for
20th, handled 'Blondie' very effect-
ively. He £et6 ithe most «nt of «very
sequence, and direction of the baby
in numerous episodes rates atten-
tion.

it ever there was one with the en-
tire production, including direction,

camera and casting below par. A
secondary dualer, at best
Bob Steele is the star but even he,

too, has fallen into stereoed ways,
probably because he's been given so

many boss oprys on a similar theme.
This one deals with an unknown,

masked bandit whose gang plunders
the valley settlers. In order to ap-
prehend the 'Shadow,' Steele also

becomes a masked bandit and hi-

jacks the loot of the bandits. He
finally captures the gang. For ro-

mance there's Louise Stanley.

THE STORM
T'nlveraal release ot Ken Goldanillh pro-

duction. Features Charles Blckford. Mar-
lon Mocr..ane, Preaton Ji^)Ster. Tom Uiown.
Nun Grey, Andy Devine. Frank Jonks,
Samuel S. Hinds. Directed by Harold
Young, Story, parilel Moore and Hugh
King; screenplay, Daolel Moore, Hu^h
King and Theodore Keoves; cameraoaan,
Milton Krasner; mualcal director. Charles
I'revin; editor, Frank Gros.i. At Blv«JI.
N. \'.. week Oct. 29, '38. Running time,
71) mins.
Hob Koberts . .Charles BIckfOrd
Captain Cogswell Barton MncLa'ne
,Taok Stacey Preston Poster
.Tim Roberts Tom Brown
Peggy Phillips ..Nan Grey
Hansen .^ndy Davlfie
Peter Carey .' .Fnuik Jenks
Captain Kenny , .Samuel S. Hlnda
Mrs. Roberts ..Florence Roberta
Klake Jack -MulbaU
'Hungry' Helen GlIlllaBd
Cudet Stanley Hughes
Kelly Joseph Sawyer
.Tnne Marion Martin
Nora Dorothy Arnold

COLORADO TRAIL
(WITH SONG)

Columbia production and releane. .Slarti

Charles Stan-et; features Iris Meredltli and
Sons ot the floneera. Directed by Sam
Xelson. From original by Charles Fran-
cis Royal; songs, Bob Nolan; musical di-

rector, Morris StoloK; camera, Ben Kline.
At C«n(ral, N. y,. week of Oct: 20. dual,
llunnlng time, Si minn.
Grant Bradley Charles .Starrett

Joan Ranaatl Iris Meredith
Jeff Randall JSdward l>Salnt
Mark Sheldon...... ..AI Bridge
Deaoon Webster Robert Flske
.Slash DriBCOli: ..Dick Curtis
Dob Oob Nolan
Tombstone Terry Hank Bell
Hobbs Kdward Pell. Sr.

Cameron Edmund Gofcb
Judge Bennett Jack Cltflikrd

and Sons of the Pioneers

Thoroughly hokey but reasonably
entertaining he-man thriller about
shipboard wireless operators. Loaded
with enough rock-em'and-sock-«m
action to supply a whole Dick Tracy
series, including several shipwrecks,
fires, drunken brawls, a shipboard
appendectomy by radio instructions,
a flock of sliigfests, romance, a
brother-against-brother angle and
oh yies, and- a storm at sea. Good
enough for the duals, but too weak
for solo billing.

Charles Bickford is the hard-
drinking, two-fisted wireless opera-
tor who wants his kid brother, Tom
Brown, to be a scientific farmer. But.
the youngster defies him and ber
comes an assistant operator on an-
other ship for the same line. After
Nan Grey operates on him by radio
directions from shore during a
Pacific storm, Browh marries the
girl, Bickford is reconciled and de-
cides to reform and take a shore
job. But he indulges in one last
battle-royal with Barton M^cLane,
the skipper who left his pal to die on
a sinking ship. Preston Foster plajrs

the pal, Andy Devine is a comedy
first mate, Frank Jenks is Bickford'^
assistant ' operator and Siimuil S.
Hinds a long-suffering captain.

There's nothing much more to say
about 'The Storm,' except that it's a
typically proficient Hollywood job of
making acceptable Class B entertain-
ment out of a script-writer's file of
rip-roaring melodrama. It's never
for a moment plausible. bvA on. the
other hand it's almost never dull.

Direction and -acting are reason
ably cai>able and, except for some
too obviously phoney lensing, the
picture is as carefully produced as
the story warrants. Not much mar
quee strength, but that is also proh<
ably suffic.ient for requirements.. .

Hob^.

Duranso Valley Raidor*
Republic releftse of A. W. Haickel .pro Suc-

tion. -HtAra Bob Bteftle. Olroclied "by Sasa
Newfleld. Screenplay, GkMUse H. Plyjnp-
ton, fr«iti original by Harry Olmsted;
camera,. Soksrt GUne; ^dltoc Sov Claire.
At Arena tlteatre. N. Y., Oct. 28, '38. dual.
Running '^me. S6 oAbb.
Keehe -Cerdner Bob Steele
Betty McKay < , . . .XxMilse Stanley
John McKay .....Karl HacUcti
Lobo Ted A^m«
Sheriff Deviln .Forrest l^ylor
Boene Cordner .i. ....... ....Steve CUt4c
Matt Tanner onaoe Murphy
'Slade Jock Ingram

Bepublic has da^ deep into the
book for iUiis anemic westerner and
com6 un \/'^h tmlj st sli^t variation
of an old theme. This is a cheapie

Dad and Dave Come to

Town
(AUSTRALIAN-MADE)

Sydney, Oct 5.
Bi'lllsh Empire Films release of Cine

sound production. Stars Bert Bailey; 4ea'
tures Shirley Ann Richards, Fred McDon
aid. Directed by Ken <S. Kail. Screen
play, Bert .Bailey, Franlc Harvey; camera,
George Heath; music, Hamilton W-ebher,
Maurie Gillman. At Capitol, Sydney. Run
nlng time. 00 mlns.
Dad Rudd Bert Bailey
JIU Shirley Ann Richards
Dave Dave McDonald
Jim Briidley. Billy Rayes
Entwlstle ........Alec KelUway
Pierre Sydney Wheeler
Mum .Connie Mertyn
Joe. Ossle. Wcnban
Aarah Valarie Scanlan
Hkmid ;.t.ella Steppe
Bynn. Sr Marshfl^M <;rosby
BUI RyoB .Peter Finch
Rawlings Cecil Perry

Western combining a new twist

on the old range war plot with ex-

cellent musical interpolations by the

Sons of the Pioneers is above par.

It contains enough lead and knuckle

throwing to satisfy even the most

rabid juve action fans -and, at the

same iime, is pleasant diversion for

elders.
Starrett is convincing as a' western

hero. His nimierous knock-'«»-
down .and drag-'em-out scenes^
thbu^- some «^ear to have 1»een
too perfect staged, have a cettain
vicieusness about them that dChers
fail to get. May be in the bone>to--
bon6 soond effects. Ai\yhow, tiiey're

bound to excite the kids. Starrett's

fave nag, without which no sage--
brush star is complete, has it over
most of the opposition. Distance
shots «f the chase are well photoed.
In this ^Starrett is a wandering,

professional gun fighter. First thing
he does on entering the locale of the
istory is save tiie life of the daughter
of 'tibe leading rancher. That sets

him solid and he's given a job along,
with his guns, when the rancheris
are faced with -a range firar. Own-
ers of a nei^boring ranch acquire
rights to the only outlet from the
valley and proceed to force other
beef growers to sell market stock to
hem at low prices or lose 'em en-
tirely. Starrett, of course, finally

staves off threatening doom.
Different twist to the story is in

the fact that Starrett is the son of
the leader of the enemy faction.

Creates distrust and puts him. in the
middle of the opposing sides.

Cleared when he turns defeat into

victory by tlireatening to expose an
old crime .committed by his father.
That squares the two off for a gun
fi^rt. Tension is built through
initial reels by -r^setition of the fact
that Starrett was taught his ^uick
draw by &e father. That's built to
the uttunate meeting in the street.

Iris Mei«dith is the love interest
wtiich is -also built as the film un-
winds. She's okay in the part which
doesn't require much. . Direction
keops -action -moving, and .the pho-
tography is good.

Iridb and Proud of It

(IWrSH MADE)
(WITH SONGS)

Guaranteed release of Donovan Fedelty
lAtKluctloo. Directed by I'edelty. Story,
Dorothea Donn Byrne; 8<ireenptuy, Xhtvld
Evans. At Belmont, N. Y., Oct. 28, '88.

Running time, 78 mlns.
Donogh O'Connor Richard Hayward
Molra Flaherty Dinab Sheridan
Mary Johnson Gwen Gill
Mike Flsncgan. ......... .George Pembr4Ae
Sean Deasy k.... ....liiam Gaffaey
Benito Colombo Herbert -Thorp*
Old Flaherty Jimmy Mageen

Another b.o. click credited to Ken
G. Hall. Film will find the going
easy for Australian consumption,
stix with a cinch tor top takes. Out'
side of 'It Isn't Done.' this picture is

the most polished to come off any
local studio floor.

It tells a most laughable stoiy of a
farmer, who, upon inheriting a city
fsshion salon, quits the farm .aod
takes charge of -afEaics with tiis wiife.
son and daughter, becoming known
jas the farmer dressmaker.' ProduC'
lion is set at a pace to cafsy laughs
a-plenty. One particular seqiumce,
in which father and son do a plug
over the radio, lias the audtenoe
roaring. Handled by Bert Baiic^
and Fred McDonald, it's ooe «if tbe
funniest screen bits seen here iii

some time.
Acting is of high .standaxd., with

top honors going to JBaifey. McDon
aid is an excellent' foil for the star
and Shirley Ann Ridiards brings a
delighlful fredmess to her portrayal.
Alec Kellaway is likewise good.
Billy Bayes is, however, miscast as
the juve, and Leila Steppe is <»nly
mediocre.
Production lavish; sets by Eric

Thompson and camera work of
Georfie Heath are excellent. -Princi-

pal characters have been household
names with Aussies for years, which
makes it nicer for the b.o. JRicTc.

daughter of a local farmer, during
his brief stay after being left by
Elane riding pals. He becomes em-
roiled with an Irish-American boot-

legger who has the farmers and bar-
keepers scared into buying his
•poteen' (potato whiskey). Latter re-
turned home, after his Chicago days
were over, and applied- the hoodlum
system to the Bollyvoraine towndiip
with the aid of an Italian cohort
There is much humor and intelli-

gent dialog in picturing the compli-
cated romance of little Irish girl

(16-year-(^ Dinah Sheridan), her
sodden old man who even drinks
from a sink pipe, and scenes between
Hayward and the torpedoes. Hay-
ward <always dressed in tie and
tails) is a better actor than singer
and puts plenty of Irish whimsy
into lus -lines. If 'offensive' 'parts can
be glossed over., all are to be com-
Simented for turning out a picture

at has -the warmth and appeal that
others contained without becoming
maudlin, plus more genuine wit
Fight scene between Hayward and

Georjee PMibroke (gangstor) is

pretty badly faked as is dubbed
singing sequence when captive Hay-
ward enters a singing' and drinking
coihpetltion with his Italian jailer
\(thich finally lulls latter into
drunken stupor. On the whole, how-
ever, much can -be ^id for the at-
tempt to offer sometiung new, aiid

possibly daring, in Gaelic cinematics.
. All oones out well when Hayward
lidcs the gaingster and gets a con-
tract for hits concentrated foods from
an interested American who also
would flhip him to the V. :S. to sing
cn a coimnereial radio censoring the
'Aoods. fieformed boy ' who worked
for -the mobster gets tbe girl, after a
fight in which the whole town is in
the slugging. HurL

EUlucaHon de Prince
CEdaeatlen «f a Prince')

(FUNCH-MADE) '

Paris, Oct 20.
Paramount release ot Compagnle ladus-

trlelie et Comroeroiaie. Ctuematographkiue
prodnction. .Featwea IjOUIs Jouvet, Blvire
Popesoo. Bobert JUynen, Alerme, Josette
Day. Directed by Alexandre Enwny. Adaitt-
ed b'*' Carlo Rim and Cloucot Trom Maurice
Donnay's story: camera, Burel. At Para-
mount. Paris. Running; time. DO minn.
ueen -ot fUltstrle Elvire Popeson
Rene Cercleux Louis Jouvcc
ChautanI Alerme
Prince Sacha ...Robert Lyncn
Marianne Honorat .Tosetle Day
Monsler Honorat Charpln
GIsele Beryl IrclUe Perry
Valet Temerson

Where the Buffalo Roanfi
(WIVH SONGS)

Monogram release- of £<Mtara Finney pro-
duction, fitfira Tex Rltter; featMres Louise
Mndsey'a Westerners. Directed hy Al Her-
niuh. Kcreenplay. Robert Emmett; camei-a,
I'"yuncls iJorby; - editor, Prefl Bain; sonBs,
Hlttor, Franlc Sanuccl, Frank Harford;
musical director, Sanuccl. Revle>ve<1 In
Projection Room, N. Y., Oct. 27, '88. Run-
ning time. i>5 mlns.
Tex Hauston Tex Rltter
twaddle Gray Dorothy Short
Ananias .......Horace Murphy
Pe« Wee Snub Pollard
sicllera .., lUchord Alexander
Ropel , Karl Hackett
Jeff Dave O'Brien
Hodge Ed CnsBldy
Bull Charles King, Jr.

l^ulse MaKsey's - Westerners

'Where The Buffalo Roam' gives
Tex Ritter, its star^ considerable op*
portunity to vocalize pleasantly, but
save for his baritoning, there's little

enough to this boss opry to warrant
better than dual treatment in the
lower brackets.
There are times when this yarn

about a fighting marshal in the Old
West moves bndcy, but those times
are few and far between. Ritter. is

the battler, and he's some walloper,
too, as ihe saddlers go; but when it

comes to dialog that southwest drawl
of his gets in itiie way, and it's cer-
tainly slow" fioing.

Story is inconsequential enough;
it's been done before, and much bet-
ter. Ritter sets out to avenge the
murder of his mother and also to
nab' outlaws who had been skinning
Oie .fouffalos, contrary to Uncle Sam's
pact with tiie Indians, which guaran-
teed the redskins the animals for
their food.
•Where The Buffalo Roam' is the

theme song, written by Ritter, Frank
Sanford and Frank Sanucci, who also
directed the music for the picture.
It's tuneful enough for this type of
film, with Ritter handling the vocals.
Louise Massey and her Westerners, a
cowboy raidio troupe, also have a
little to-do.
Supporting cast is mediocre. Cam-

era gets occasionally good outdoor
shots.

'Irish' is paradoxically one of the
best and one of the worst of current
-crop <A Irish film importations
around''^New York—^from an Iridi
matt^ point of view. It has much
that makes it an entertaming film
but unfortunately, possesses much
distasteful story material that nUght
militate against its success with the
Irish. It's best that it be presented
as a foreign entry without stressing
attraction to the Graels. This would
be smart becaaise, while it can amuse
non-natives, it can arouse those it

portrays. There's much in it that the
Iri43i usually resent, but then they
have overlooked similar slams be
fore.

The very sensitive Craels have been
known to force deletions or closings
for lees offensive things, such as as
sociations with pig-roising. It's true
that fhey are greatly interested in
•iporkeis but they dont like to be
reminded. In this instance they will
probably most resent the fact that
the film was made in non-Catholic
northern Ireland and that it traves'
lies the drinking and fighting pro-
clivities of the race.
Story is totally different from ex-

pected Irish entry. It's streamlined
in acting and direction, and shows
and attempts to do more tiian play
upon the synqutthies and senti'

mentalilies of the race, at home and
abroad. Has the nostalgic touch of
ihe breed' with song reminders, ete.^

but never stresses same, strictly
modem touches and competent cast
do »uch to make it slightly com
petitive with U. S. or British
product
Richard Hayward, Irish tenor

Whose recordings are familiar here,
as as in old country, takes the
lead as an irre^onsible London-
Irish business man yr/bo is kid-
napped' from London by his pals
and released in a bag on fields ad
joining his birthplace after voicing
the opinion he!d give hi^ -poke ior a
view of tbe 'auki country*' He's
befriended by Moira Flaherty,

'Education de Prince' couples^ oil

concessions in a small European
country, an exiled yoiing pretender
to the throne and an ambitious
niother, all in a French setting, to

inaAie good light entertainment which
wauld 'go better In France than any-
where else. It's atot an outstander in

French production but still is of high
enough standard for a b.o. pull.

As French holder of oil conces-

sioas in little-country, Alerme is con-r
tinually paying for new rights be-
cause of -unstable governments, so he
decides to instal his own ruler.
Youthful 'prince (Robert Lynen),

who has lived most of his life in
France, is selected. His education in
reparation to toke over power is
interestingly handled by Louis Sou-
vet, tutor tq the new rich and court
hangers-on.

Ifiutt the pretender has already
fallen in love with a French school-
mate (Jos^te Day) fits into the story
but unexpected happens when ^e
becomes his queen after the restora-
tioB. Chaipon« father of girl, uses
fisherman's philosphy.on J<Hivet to
arrange that as well as an admiral-
ship for himself.

jSmotions of a young boy, who has
been brought up in a democratic
country, witii ideas of his own about
love, ring true as Lynen attempts to
renounce his rights rather than aban-
don girl to 'beowQe king. Jouvet as
the impasss^b^ umemetional charac-
ter, who has devoted his life to mak-
ing other men act entirely different
Irom what they were bom to be,
carries much of jMctur<e's suooess.
Elvire Popesoo fits better in the role
of asAother than in those receritly
played and A3erme m^es the bhis-
teria^, bad-mannered businessman a
oear-reAlity. Miss Day is just a
little too natural for her part, but
carries it well.'
Dialog (Carries some good French

humor although some scenes, like
-those pux^rtiQg to take care of i^ne
ymiQg fMcteoder's lack «f love
pteraeoce, ^would have to be cut in
some countries. Hu^.

U31JUMY
(SVSSIAW-lIil^NE

Amkino reieare -of MosfUm produollon.
I»i«otod *y Uzigna Vertav. At rjitmm.
N. Y., Oct. II, '36. Running thne, ATi
mlns.

Alerte en Mediterranee
('Aleit in the Mediterranean')

(FRENCH-MADE)
Paris, Oct 21.

Compagnle Francaise Cinen^ntogruphlque
relen.se of Vega Production. Stars Plerrn
Fresnay; features Kim Peacock, Rolf
Wiinku. Directed by Leo Joannon. Screen-
pluy, Leo Joannon; dialog, R. Vltrao;
nxuBlc, Michelet; camera, Marcel Lurten,
Clunle. At .A.ubert Palace, Paris. Run-
ning time, 105 mlna.
Cast: Pierre Fresnay. Kim Peacock, Roll

Wanka, Nadlne Vosrel, Aimos, Ard>F:.<;on,

Iiedoux, Marlottl, Bergeron, Jean Daunuid,
J«nn Tlssier, Labry, Jean d'Yd, G. Tour-
rell, Georges Prleur, Temerson.

Here is one off the beaten French
track. And it's good, standard prod-
uct in any language. Made with an
eye to international appeal, 'Alerte
«n Mediterranee' steps into that class
by virtue of a story calculated to
pull the emotions of diverse nation-
alities and at the same time bear a
definite French trademark.
Directton is mostly deft with good

understanding of the three national-
ities—French, -English and German

—

used in this - naval story; with the
Mediterranean as the background.
Some pretty far-fetched angles are
given free play, and there are also,
from a naval viewpoint, -fionac inac-
curacies. However^ it's set lor good
returns here and will stack up well
abroad.
Calculated to -capitalize on the dis-

turbed condition in tbe Mediterra-
nean as a result of the Spanish civil
war, may suggest the conflict, but
in reality that isn't tbe case. Also,
release canoe too late for the Spanish
ccniflict to help much at the box
office, world interest having shifted
elsewhere.
But from the start in Tangiers,

where French, German and English
warships are anchorged, a murder in
a sailors' roughhouce, a modern pi-
rate chase tor a freighter carrying
an illicit ' ca^ and a gantlet run
throu^ mOes of poisonous, gas-
fiUed sea, which is threatenmg to
kill all the passensers of a trapped
liner, this ^e holds plenty of in-
terest
Pierre iVesnay, Kim Peacock and

Rolf Wanka are excellently cast. Na-
•dine Vogel is good as Fresnay's wife
and Aimos j;!ets in sonoe good licks
£s a (>etty officer aboard the French
ship. Hugo.

{In Russian; with English titles)

A woman can take her place in a
man's world—^at least in theSoviet—
according to this propaganda piece,
Wtiich extols the .progress of So-
viet's womanhood and its equality.
But the Tnessagc falls short due to
poor production. Actually, it's just
another newsreeler.
There are many shifting, rejie-

iitious scenes, showing the women at
various activities, but their negligibil.

is caused particularly because of
poor cameraing- and -editing.

MAN WITH WO FACES
(itSlXISa-MADE)

'Gauniont-.Brltteh ^pnoiflnction £nd relea.se.
F«i1«ni8 Tom AVaJls. LUU Palmer, N<iel
Madison. -Directed by Albert de Conrvllle.
Kcreenptay, A, H. RnwUnson ji-nd Jiioh:iel
P^r^wee; based on novel Xijr W. B. N. Fcv-
Ruson; adaptation. Basil Mason: , camera,
J. iTox; muRical director, I«uls I^vy; fllm
<-rllU.r, A. r, O'Donogfaue. At Rlnlto, N;
T., week Oct. 31, '38. Running time, "2
minn:
Wrake ^ ...Tom Walls
Baroness von «aJt)te r^illl Palmer
.«culple jjoei MadlBon
Bavenport Cdmond Brecn
Hambro Goldlng X<eon M. Lion
Rucge CharlRfl Hcslop
Annie Ethel GrlfllCH
BMiting H. G. Stoker
Wjxlly Astlll Michael BhcplfV
Inspector Lunt ..Henry r,onghuritt
iiUK eamuAd naihy
Morplla. Tarver Penna

This carelessly-made, but fairly
•engrossing crook meller is accept-
able for bottom-sheTf dualling,
though not hefty toougfa for upper-
billing. X,ack of nanhe -strent^ will

(Continued on page 23)
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Agents Give In to Guild

(Continued frona page 7)

plaint of unethical conduct on the

part of a member of either guild,

'and shall report periodically to the

board of directors of each guild.'

Better Protection Sought

Mass meeting of 850 actors heard

19 points read, adopted a vote of

confidence in the SAG agents' com-
mittee, and instructed that body to

negotiate any deal that would pro-

vide better protection for the actors

in their dealings with agents. First

meeting between actor committee
headed by George Murphy, and
agents represented by committee
headed by Abe Lastfogel, has been
held earlier in the day. It was at

that time the actors accepted licens-

ing plan.

Another meeting between two
groups was held Saturday (29) at

which time they started to draw up
• a definite code of ethics. Commit-
tees will meet two or three times

weekly during the next two weeks to

complete draft of pact under which
the SAG will control operations of

the agents.

Levee, Lastfogel, Bert Allenberg
and Judge Byron C, Hanna, AMG
counsel, will handle negotiations for

the agents. Ralph Morgan, SAG
prexy; Kenneth Thomson, executive

secretary; George Murphy, Laurence
"W. Beilenson, SAG counsel, will

represent the actors. William
Woplfenden will sit In with AMG
committee as representative of in-

dependent agents, who haye been
taken in as associate membbrs of the

AMG. .

"

Mass meeting of actoirs suggested

that franchises for agents be limitesd

to the motion picture Industry un-
less they could show definitely that

they were qualified to represent ac-

tors in the radio and other- fields.

Another recommendation was
whether an actor should be required

to pay a fee to his ageht when the

player secured a job for himself.

Actors also are opposed to division

of commissions between' eastern' and
western agents. It was pointed out ai

player might be sent olit from the

east for specific job, bUt the New
York agent continued to: collect half

iO^ fefe although 'he was no longer

active for the play'ep. •
!

Agents have already agreed to put
a stop-gap clause in all contracts

written at present. This will provide
that contracts' later will.be made to

conform with any type of contract

approved by the SAG. All existing

contracts also will be made to con-
form when licensing plan becomes
effective. . ,

Principal objections of agents are to

.one-year contract limitation and
cancellation clauses. Actors, how-
ever, are certain to hold out for the

one-year limitation.

Indie Agents
Following, indie agents have been

given associate memberships in the

AMG: Samuel Arnow, Associated

Artists, Ltd., Jessie G. Abbott, Baldey
Agency, Bob Brandies, David A.

Bader, British-American Film
Agency, Inc., Claude W. Bostock, Flo

Browne, Lee Chadwick-Richard La-
Marr. Inc., William B. Charney,
David Chudnow, Inc., Coburn
Asency, Canlon-Armstrong, Inc.,

Crow Casting Agency, Grace Causy
Agency, John Colombo.
Don Davis, Gus Demling, Lewis J.

Deuser, Richard Donaldson, Corp.,

Bill and Sabel Dunn, J. M. Doane,
Clara EUigon, Betty Fairfax, C. M.
Fliashnick. Freddie Fralick, Mitchell
Gertz,' Gill, House & Worthen, Harry
M. Gould, Edward T. Henry, Walter
Herzbrun, Mrs. Jessie Hirsch, Lou
Irwin, Menifee M. Johnstone, Harry
Jolson. Alex Kempner, Robert
Knowlden, Paul Kohner, Inc., Earl
Kramer.
Leon M. Lance, Howard Lang,

Ltd., Harry Lerietska, Evelyn Len-
ing, Abe Levine, Harold Leyton,
Lichtig & Englander, McQuarrie
Agency, Gene Mann; Art Meyer,
Middleton-Sackin, Richard Monter,
Edw. Gray, Ben Medford, Percival S.

Montague, Newcom & TuUy, Inc.,

Eleanore O'Reilly, Rodney Pantages,
Richard K. Polimer, JacK Pomeroy.
Fred Robinson, Tom Rooney, Joseph
Riykin, Ritchie-Campbell, Harry
Roisen, Sig Schlager, Inc., Max
Shagrin, Arthur Silber-Edward
Thompson, Frank Stempel, William
Stephens, Inc., Sehall-Martyn, Ed-
ward E. Smith, Jack Sherrill, Dave
W. Thompson, Granville Walker,
David Warner, Richard M. Weed,
Wells Agency, William C. Wiriship,
Betty M. Wookcy, Biir Wtfolfehdeh,'
Inc.

Concessions tor Indies
, , ...

Independent Motion Picture Pfo-'
duccrs Association has agreed to ac-

cept modification agreement of the
Screen Actors Guild. The SAG has
agreed to extend the 48-hour week
for contract players to 54 hours and
to substitute straight time instead of
time arid a ' half for overtime for

day players after 10 hours. These
concessions will apply only to west-
erns and serials. Sam Wolf attorney
for the Association, said members
had. agreed and that contracts would
be inked this week. Monogram and
Republic have already signed.

The SAG turned thumbs down on
request of Indies for slash in pay
scales of extras and day players and
refused to reduce Giiild zone from
300 to 50 miles from Los Angeles.
Charges of improper conduct

against Dulce Lee, former member of

Junior Screen Actors! Guild Coun-
cil, have been dismissed by the SAG
board of directors. It was charged
that Lee had attempted to organize
the extras outside the SAG and se-

cure a charter from the American
Federation of Labor.
Central Casting, has reported an in-

crease of 15% in jobs handed out to

exti'as during October. Players will

receive approximately $200,000 from
major companies. Total placements
for the month are estimated at

18,000.

Senior members of Screen Actors'

Guild are voting unanimously in

favor 'Of adoption of a new set of

by-laws for the organization. Un-
der the new setup extras will be
granted a modified form of autono-
my. Junior members "will be per-
mitted to initiate rules and regula-

tions and to appoint three member^
of their council to sit with the SAG
board of directors when such rules

6nd regulations are under considera-
tion.

Lou Anger, y. p. of the United Ar-
tists Theatre Corp., has been named
as producer representative on perm--
anent board to arbitrate differences

that may arise over interpretation!

of the new Producer-SAG modifica-
tion agreement. Murray Kinnell will

represent the actors, with a third
member to be sfelcicted by these two.
The Motion Picture Relief Fund

has dropped plan to make a survey
of. extra unemployment' situation.

Survey will be left ^to permanent ar-
bitration committee, which has ' au-
thority to recommend changes in
wage scales and working conditions
for the extras.

Only Pald-IJp Votes
The Screen Writers Guild has

notified members that only writers
in good standing will be permitted
to vote in the annual election of of-

ficers on Nov. 9. This is the first

time scriveners have laid down a
ruling of this kind, but it is in line

with' policies of Screen Actors
Guild, Screen Directors Guild and
other studio crafts. Action probably
will cut down total vote, since 50%
less writers are employed now than
at the same time last year. Charles
Brackett, SWG v. p., is xmopposed
for elevation to prexy. He will suc-
ceed Dudley Nichols, who is a can-
didate for the executive board.
The SWG is expected to appeal di-

rect to the National Labor Relations
Board in Washington this week un-
less Dr. Towne Nylander, NLRB re-

gional director, hands down decision

on request of SWG for issuance of

unfair labor practice complaints
against major film companies. Peti-

tion has been under consideration

for two weeks.
Jurisdiction fight over employes, of

Walt Disney Studio was settled when
the Federation .of Sci*een Cartoonists

agreed before the NLRB to exclude
workers claimed by the International

Alliance of Theatrical Sla.'je Employ-
es, Society of Motion Picture Film
Editors and American Federation of

Musicians. "Walt Disney was called

as a witness, but was excused with-

out testifying after agreement had
been reached.

The film cutters were excluded

when Walter W. Sharp, Society busi-

ness manager, testified that the 15

cutters employed by Di.'-ney were
members of his organization. Car-

toonists then agreed to exclude

makeup artists, musicians, grips,

property men, lamp operators, pro-

jectionists, miniature workers, gaff-

ers, and sound, film and studio tech-

nicians, and laborers. The Federa-

tion then asked for certification as

bargaining representative for re-

maining members of the Guild.

Arthur Babbitt, prexy of the Fed-

eration, • testified organization was
formed to escape the threat of the

lATSE to iextend .its jurisdiction to

the entire filrt " industi'y. Arthur
Keener, ' payroll clerk 'for Disney,

testified that 675 workers were em-
ployed at the studio on Feb. 11^ the

date the petition for certification was
filed.

Salaries Up to $600

Clerk also testified that the pay
scale at Disney's ranges from $18
per week to $500. He said the aver-
age weekly pay was between $50
and $60. He said all employes are
given two weelw vacation with' pay.

Clerical workers in most studios

have been placed on 5-day, 40-hour
week. This schedule will be main-
tained until companies get a definitfe

ruling on application of the wage-
hour law to the film industry.

Studio Utiity Employes Local 724
has. filed petitions with the NLRB
charging that producers have inter-

fered with the right of self-organi-

zation of employes by contributing

money, property and other, gifls to

George E. Browne and William
Bioff. Browne is international presi-

dent of the lATSE, and Bioff re-

cently resigned as his personal rep-

resentative and head of the lA Coast
offices.

Petition claims producers coerced
workers to withdraw from Local 724

and join lATSE. The SUE asks for

certification as bargaining repre-

sentative for the laborers and that

unfair labor practice complaints be
issued against the major companies
and most of the larger independents
with the exception of Republic. In-

formal hearings on petition will be
ordered this week by Dr. Towne Ny-i

landfer,. regional director of the

NLRB.

N. Y. NABES BAHLE
MARQUEE RULINGS

More than 25 theatres on upper
Broadway between 59th and 125th

streets s^re lining up to combat pro-

posed measure, soon to be ihtro-

duced in the N. Y. city council,

which would eliminate all film house
marquees. Newsreel Theatres, Inc.,

not only is leading the fight but
suggesting an amendment in the

present city law, limiting marque^
to two feet in height, marquees of

nine feet.

jTbis smaUjCjircuit's new theatre at

72rid'streei ^^nd Broadway is a focal

point in the present move which is

reported backed by certain real es-

tate, interests • bucking the invasion

of picture th.ie^tr^s, in this area. New
72nd St. newsreel house has a mar-
quee four feet high as a result of

the ruling by the Board of Standards
and Appeals. Redress is being asked
by realtors on the size of this mar-
quee.

Exhibitors are fighting the elim-
ination of marquees claiming . that

such an ordinance would do their

houses irreparable damage. Several
exhibs pointed out this week that

the theatre marquees were more at-

tractive than some of those on apart-
ment .houses and hotels owned or
controlled by real estate interests

reported back of the present fight

on cinemas. Measure to eliminate
marquees in this area is due to be
introduced in the city council, this

month. Exhibitors already have an
amendment drawn up which would
extend the two-foot limit to nine
feet in this district.

To those in the trade, present
squabble appears to be a spite fight

instigated by certain realtors desnite
the fact that the West Side Realty
Association is purported to be among
backers' of the measure for marquee
elimination. But sweeping natui'e

of proposed measure would hit im-
portant operations of both Loew and
RKO circuits besides' sevetal inde-
pendent hquses.

Film Reviews

MAN WITH 100 FACES
(Continued from page 22)

hurt its. draw, while press and word-
oil-mouth will likewise be tough, but
at least its title should be a come-
on for crime film adclicts.

From the number of dangling
threads and unexplained circum-
stances, 'Man With 100 Faces' niight
be the first (or 2ist) of a series.

Everything from why the hero pulls
his quixotic jev/al thef ts to who the
heroine really is arid how either* of
them gets that wa, is still a fog-
bound mystery at the finale. Appar-
ently it costs money to tie up the
loose ends, for they certainly
skimped on that detail with this low-
budget job.
Yarn deals with a fabulou; jewel

thief, a sort of Robin Hood with a
monocle and a satchel-full of dis-
guises, who robs the rich tq endow
hospitals and carry on similar pub-
lic benefactions. He's a typical film
Raffles, always suwe, always at the
service of a lady in distress, always
just a jump .ehead of the *:ops and
always thwarting the common run
of robbers who- merely steal for
their own profit. Picture also runs
strictly in' the groove by having a
beautiful and hysterious gal in love,
with the illusive light-fingers. It's

all completely implausible, but things
Iceep happening fast enough to main-
tain interst.

Albert de Courville's direction
overlooks any suggestion rf logic in
the story, and stresses the riielodra-
matics. It's a painfully stereotjrped
job only partly redeemed by what
appears to have been a fpirly in-
triguing original novel. Tom Walls
bangis the more obvious features of
iho part of the 100-map crook. Lilli
Palmer mak§s a comely heroine,
though her' looks' are' soine.what
dimmed by bad lighting. She ' uses
hel* voice with expressive quietness
and acts as eloquently as the.direc-'
tion permits. Others in the film are
standard. .. Hobe.

VERWEHTE SPUREN
('Covered Tracks')

(GERMAN-MADE)
Berlin, Oct. 17*

•

Toblfl release oi Mp,jcsilc Film. Directed
by Velt IlurUn. Features ICrlatlna Soeder-
baum and Frits van Doncan. Screen play,
Tlioa von Harbou, Felix Lutz!:cndorf and
Ilarlan; music, Hans Otto Uorgmahn; cam-
era, Bruiio Mondl; edit., Harlanne Bchr,
At Gloria Palast. ' Ilunnlng time, 01! mlns.

Madeleine Lawrence Charlotte Sch^lz
t;craplilne Krlstlna Sosderbaum
Dr. Morot Frlte van Dongen
Head o£ Police. Frio "rich ICaysslor
Count Duval Hclnrlch Schrolli
Dubois Leo Peukert
Dompiene Jakob Tlcdtke
Colette Mllcna V. Eckhordt
Gustave Hermann Wasncr
ITcnrl Poquet Paul Dalill:e

. Plpreon Hans Stlebner
Kdltor .Paul Blldt

RKO Routing^ Horrors

Following the Jjooking of 'Dracula*
and 'Frankenstein' for the AJbee,
Brooklyn, where current, RKO is

taking the brace of chillers for the
rest of the circuit. Pictures will be
played together on double bills.

These two old Universal horror
items and much older Valentino
silcnts hr.vc erijoyed by far the b2st
business among reissues this season.

TITLE CHANGES
Hollywood, Nov. 1.

Release title of 'Bloom on the
Sage' at Republic is 'Western Jam-
boree.'

Republic changed 'Texas Ranger'
to 'Come On, Rangers.'

'Rose of Washington Square' is

new tag for 'Bowery Nightingale'
at 20th-Fo:i:.

Universal changed two .tags: 'West
Side Miracle' to 'Secrets of a' Nurse,'
and 'The Dead Doii't Cave' to 'Tlie

Last Warning.'

Peak purse expended by Tobis-
Majestic on this drama is' likely to
exceed the returns. Initial drawback
is failure of screen writer trio. Orig-
inal theme, supposedly authentic,
has already intrigued numerous
writers, among them Alexander
WooUcott, v/ho gives an unembel-
lishcd account of the legend' in his
'"Vanished Lady.'
Weakness of story is padded by* the

director, who sets it into a bulbous
frame of debatable taste, which often
crams the one-thread yarn com-
pletely out of the picture.
After starting off with a wham,'

tale twines into practically a mon-
olog for the young girl, Seraphine, in
search of her mother who had van-
ished overnight. Failure to find the
sli,i»htest trace of • her whereabouts
brings girl near madness. Until
slight clue, unravels mystery. Mother
was a victim of the black plague and
t-j prevent a panic—Paris was in. the
throes of the 1867 world exposition—her death was hushed up to the
o::tent of completely erasing it from
all registers. '

Carrying; role, altogether her sec-
ond, was in the hands of the yoimg
Kristina Soeder.baum!- Girl has ex-
oebtional ability but is led by direc-
tor Havlrn to overact. Her mrle
partner, Fritz Van Dongen, passively
s^pnr's by but is ready v/hen the final
cl'nch is due. Rest of big cc^t ff'ves
added weight to the picture. Trask.

LUMIERES DE PARIS
CLlffiits of Paris')

( FRENCH-MADE)
(WITH SONGS)

Paris, Oct. 20,
Vi\v\n Film releftae of M. M. Hakim pro-

duction, .StavM Tlno Rossi ;
•' features Con-

cliUa Mont?nsf;ro, Mtchcle Alfa. Raymond
Cordy. Directed by Rtchard Pottlcr.
Si'cniirlo, Iteno Pujol; dnnccH, Jacques
C.'harlea; mus.lo. Hlmmel, Molses Simons,
.lean Sautreiill; camera, Curt Courant,
Claude Renoir, At Rex Cinema, Ports,
R'.innlng time; 0.1 mlns.

Caf'.t: Tlno RoHHl, Mloholn Alfn. Conohlta
Moiitcnoi;ro, Rjiymond Cordy, Mnrle BIZi-'t.
Oiidnrt. Piisquall, Doumcn. Georges Fla-
teau, Carclle.

some good comedy and a movement
that carries well throughout.
Rossi has good support and fi.lm

will do better than his previous pic-
tures, with' a corresponding baiter
chance abroad. Settings are above
French average with Jacques Charles
adding the worthwhila touches with
his dances, done by the Blu« Bell
gills.

Set in the revue metier, where
Rossi is already established with the
femmes, yarn sees him meeting the
girl Micnele Alfa through friend
secretary, Raymond Cordy, at inex-
pensive cafe. Secret is guarded un-
til theatre publicity man learns of
romance, Girl then disappears but
is brought baclc. for reconciliation,
when' on an opening night temnera-
mental femnie lead refuses to go on.
So Rossi takes girl out of audience
to pinch-hit. Hakim has wisely not
overloaded it with Rossi's songs for
even thQU?;h they're pppular in many
sections of France, the type doesn't
click everywhere, '

Cordy is given his first big 6hance
with light comedy qnd does the most
with it;

, Miss Alfa shows well with
a bigger part than usual. Conchita
Montenegro takes cai:e of the tem-
peramentjil actress excellently while
Marie B^ziet adds tci the comedy.
Photography for thei. most part is

good but' lighting oi, stage scenes
could be improved. Songs are sweet
and somewhat clrippy,: but up Rossi's
alley. Hugo.

KONZERT IN TIROL
('Concert in tUe! Tyrol')

(AUSTRIAN-MADE)
Berlin, Oct. 19.

Tobls. Fll kunst rc^enso ol -VlndoVona
Film, VIcnn.T. Production, dircctol by Karl-
Helrz Mr.rtln. Stars Vienna Choir Boys.
.Scrcanplay, Gerhard BucliTioV. and Erwln
Kroner; music. Willi Schmldt-Gertnor;
camera, Gcorg Burffbraucvi At Ufa Kur-
furrtendamm. Running time, 81 mlns.
Tjonl tiell Flnlicnzeller
Tjenl's .father Ferfilnand Maycrhofcr
Tonl ICcrn , Hans Molt
Wufzlpccr. ;

.'..'. .Fritz Kanincrs
Sylvia Kjrrlcdo Gerlmrt
Viennli Choir" ys Vienna Choir Eoya

(In- German)
Competent vehicle, to esnloit singr

ing and acting propensities of the
Vienna Choir Boys. Top-trained
chorus of tots, known in the $taies
as a concertizintj body; shows cx-
reptional suitability to screen work.
Germcn celluloid could only profit
by building up this youthful floclc
Though no individual names are

listed on
.
screen "or

_
program, there

are marked instances of strong sin-
gle talent,. Lads* natural histrionic
bend has always been used in cos-
tumie sketches ijncluded in their mxi-
sical bill-of-fare,
Tyrolean mountain setup, villag

school with a music-mad master, del-
ing as well as an imoromntu concert
at the leading sports hiotel give the
kids a chance to sing. Wrapped
around it is the schoohmstcr's love
story and a criminal conflict brou'»ht
in by the bhmdering heavy out for
the .^ame girl. It is Mp fo the boys
to clenr the debris .for a hntipy end
and th6y manage well with some
nice bits of comedy in. their favor.

• Director Karl Heinz Martin hss a
Tcfrer^ing way with the youths. By
now Heli Finkett%)ler has plavcd
enoU'^h mountain bairns to l>e adent
and Hnns Holt is a natural and like-
rb'e dominie. Elfriede G<irbart. as
Sylvia, i.s a new. promising looker.
But artificial makewD Prevents r'lv-

ing her a definite sendoff. Siun^l is

good, but artv camqra and lighting*
are touf^h on the eye.
Snipping of some tune footape,

esneciall.v in the concert seT.on? ,

will give the film . even beV'— 6,
chances. • • Trask,

The best film Tlno Rossi has done
to date, 'Lumicv^s do Paris' is a
more worthwhile musical attempt
than usual. ' Basis for story is worn,
dealing with a music hall idol fall-
ing iot poor working girl and keep-
ing his identity a secret until 'the
happy ending.. But it's not. without

STORY BUYS
Holljrwood, Nov. 1.

Universal bought Dr. James Ed-
ward's novel, 'Murder In the Sur-
gery.'
Charles Francis Royal s-'ld 'A

Knight in Ghost Town' to RICO.
Psramount pprch"Rcd Mr-.ivpll

Shane's original, 'Grand Jury
Secrets.'

Ric'->crd Enrllsh sold his 'Hot
Pi"no' to Metro.
RKO bought c. -"ot'er's orig-

inal. 'What's a Fix'^'- Fn''?'
Metro purchased 'The Nickel Show,'

by Ve^•a Caspary.
'Madnme Pompadour.' old t'me

musical comedy, bought by l^''Q\r.o.

W.-'mer's acouired 'Fool.'^tcos In
the Dark,' London stage play.

STUDIO CONTRACTS
Hollywood, Nov. I.

Smith Dawless signed to writer
contract by 'Warners.
Metro pic!<ed up Gale Sonder-

ga'ird's option.
Par am o u n t renewed William

H:^rry's ^ilrtypr ticket.
Corey Ford signed to writer pact

by Hal Roach.
Heather Angel inked two-picture

d?"! r\i Paramount,
Universrl lifted Harris Berger**

plfiver ontlon.
Howard BretheHion .sifTned two-pic-

ture director deal at Monogram;,
Universal renewed, Jerry Sack-

helm's pact as executive ''asslstimfc
to Cliff Work,
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They're Blazing Away Now!

GIltLS ON
PROBAIION

WARNERS NEW EXPLOITATION SENSATION!
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Advance Production Chart
(Continued from page 20)

Noi-man Foster; photographed by Charles Clarke. Cast: Peter Lorre, Vir-
«ginia Field, John King, Joseph Schildkraut, Lionel Atwill, Iva Stewart,
George P. Huntley, Victor Varconi.

•THE ARIZONA WIliDCAT/ produced by John Stone; directed by Her-
bert I. Leeds; screen play by Barry Trivers and Jerry Cady from original
idea by Frances Hyland and Albert Ray; photographed by Lucien Andriot.
Cast: Jane Withers, Leo Carrillo, Pauline Moore, Henry Wilcoxon, Etienne
Girardot, Douglas Fowley, William Henry, Henry Woods, Rosita Harlan.

•UP THE RtVEE/ formerly titled 'HARD TO GET^' produced by Sol
Wurtzel; directed by Alfred Werker; screen play by Lou Breslow and John
Patrick; based on original story by Maurine Watkins; photographed
by Robert Planck. Cast: Preston Foster, Phyllis Brooks, Tony Martin,
Arthur Treacher, Bill Robinson, Slim Summerville, Jane Darwell, Eddie
Collins, Alan Dinehart, Robert Allen, Sidney Toler.

•JUST AROUND 'the CORNER' (for 1S38-39 season), produced by
David Hempstead; directed by Irving Cummings; screen play by J. P.
McEvoy and Ethel Hill; original story by Kenneth Earle and Howard
Smith; songs by Walter Bullock and Harold Spina; photographed by Arthur
Miller. Cast: Shirley Temple, Joan Davis, Bill Robinson, Charles Farrell,
Bert Lahr, George Barbier, Franklin Pangbom. Bennie Bartlett. Amanda
Duff,

ZOth'-Fox Fix Now in Production
'THE LITTLE PRINCESS' (in Technicolor), produced by Gene Markey;

directed by Walter Lang; screen play by Ethel HiH and Walter Perris;
based on novel by Frances Hodgson Burnett; photographed by Arthur
Miller; Technicolor photography by William SkalL Cast: Shirley Temple,
Richard Greene. Anita Louise, Ian Hunter, Cesar Romero, Arthur Treacher,
Mary Nash, Sybil Jason, Miles Mander, Marcia Mae Jones, Deidre Gale,
Ira Steven?.

•TAIL SPIN,' produced by Harry Joe Brown; directed by Roy Del Ruth;
original screen play by Frank Wead; photographed by John Mescall. Cast:
Alice Faye, Constance Bennfett, Nancy Kelly, Joan Davis, Charles Farfiell,

Jane Wyman, John King, Wally Vernon, Joan Valerie, Robert Lowery,
Edward Norris, J. Anthony Hughes, Jack Pennipk-

•THE THREE MUSKETEERS,' produced by Raymond Griffith; directed
by Allah Dwan; music and lyrics by Sid KuUer, Ray Golden, Walter Bul-
lock and Samuel Pokrass; no writing credits released; photographed by
Peverell Marley. Cast: Ritz Brothers, Don Ameche, Gloria Stuart, Pauline
Moore, Binnie Barnes, Joseph Schildkraut, John Carradine, John King,
Lionel Atwill, Douglas Dumbrille, Miles Mander, Russell Hicks.

'THANKS FOB EVERYTHING,' produced by Harry Joe Brown; directed
by William A. Seiter; music and lyrics by Mack Gordon and Harry Revel;
screen play by Harry Tugend; adaptation by Curtis Kenyon and Art
Arthur; based on story by Gilbert Wright; photographed by Lucien
Andriot. Cast: Jack Oakie, Adolphe Menjou, Jack Haley, Arleen Whelan,
Binnie Barnes, Tony Martin, Herman Bing, Gregory Gaye.

United Artists

Now Balance to
Number Number Now in Be Placed Stories in

of Pix Com- Shoot- Cutting Before Prepara-
^ Promised pteted ing Booms Cameras tion

Samuel Goldwyn.. 4 0 0 1 3 3

Selznick 2 0 0 Z 0 0
Walter Wanger... 8 0 0 1 7 7

Chaplin 1 0 0 0 1 1
Roach 8 1 0 1 6 6
London Films S 2 0 0 3 3

Edward Small.... 5 0 0 1 4 4

Total 33 3 0 6 24 24

Pictures in the cutting room or awaiting previews are:

'THE roUNG IN HEART,' produced by David O. Selznick; directed by
Richard Wallace; screen play by Paul Osborne and Charles Bennett from
novel by l.A.R. Wylie, 'The Gay Banditti'; photographed by Leon Shamroy.
Cast: Janet Gaynor, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.. Paulette Goddard, Roland
Young, Billie Burke, Richard Carlson, Minnie Dupree, Margaret Early.
Charles Halton, Lya Lys. Eily Malyon. Henry Stephenson, Tom Bicketts.

•TRADE WINDS,' produced by Walter W«riger; directed by Tay Gar-
nett; screen play by Dorothy Parker, 'Alan Campbell and Frank R. Adams
from original story by Tay Garnett; photographed by Rudolph Mate. Cast:
Fredric March, Joan Bennett, Ralph Bellaihy, Ann Sothern, Alan" Baxter,
Robert Emmett O'Connor. Patricia Farr, Wilma Francis, Kay Linaker,
Dorothy Tree, Phyllis Barry, Walter Bryon, Wilson Benge. Harry Paine,
Hooper Atchley, Franklin Parker.*Lee Phelps, John Webb Dillion, Dick
Rush.' Mrs. Sojin, Gloria Youngblood, Ethelreda Leopold, Marie DeForest,
Earl Wallace, Princess Luana, Pauiita Arbivu, Iko Magara, Suzanne
Kaaren, Lotus Liu, Robert Elliott, Sidney Blackmer.
TOPPER TAKES A TRIP,' produced by Milton H. Bren for Hal Roach;

directed by Norman Z. McLeod; screen play by Jack . Jevne and Eddie
Moran from the Thorne Smith novel; photographed by- Norbert Brodine.
Cast: Constance Bennett, Roland Young, Bfllie Burke, Alan Mowbray,
Verree Teasdale, Alexander D'Arcy, Franklin Pangbom, Leon Belasco,

Irving Pichel.

•MADE FOR EACH OTHER/ produced by David Selznick; directed

by John Cromwell; screen play by Jo Swerling; photographed by Leon
Shamroy. Cast: Carole Lombard, James Stewart, Lucile Watson, Donald
Briggs, Charles Coburn, Arthur HOyt, Ruth Weston. Nella "Walker. Harland
Briggs, Mickey Reritschler, Esther Dale, Edwin Maxwell, Tally Marshall.

•THE COWBOY AND THE LADY,' formerly titled •LADY AND THE
COWBOY' (for 1938-39 season), produceii by Samuel Goldwyn; directed

by H. C. Potter; screen play by Sam Behrman from an original by Leo
McCarey and Frank R. Adams; i^otographed by Gregg Toland. Cast:

Gary Cooper, Merle Oberon, David Niven, Thomas Mitchell, Walter Bren-
nan. Patsy Kelly, Mabel Todd, Fuzzy Knight, Henry Kolker, Emma Dunn,
Harry Davenport.

'

•dUKE OF WEST POINT/ produced by Edward Small; directed by
Alfred E, Green; original screen play by George Bruce; photographed by
Robert Planck. Cast: Loyis Hayward, Joan Fontaine, Tom Brown, Richard
Carlson, Alan Curtis, Jonathan Kale, Gaylord Pendleton, Donald Barry,

George McKay, Lane Chandler, William Bakewell.

Umversai

Total

Number-Number Now
of Pix Com- Shoot-

Promised pleted ins
48 11 5

Now Balance to
in Be Placed Stories in

Cutting Before Prepara-
Rooms Cameras ti*m

10 22 22

Pictures in the- cutting rooms or awaiting previews:
•RED BARRY' (serial) (for 1938-39 season), produced by Barney Sarecky;

directed by Ford Beebe and Alan James; screen play by Ford Beebe,
Norman Hall, Ray Trampe; photographed by Jerry Ash. :;Cast: . Larry
(Buster) Crabbe. Frances Robinson. Edna Sedgwick.
'SWING THAT CHEER' (for 1938-39), produced by Max Golden; directed

by Harold Schuster; story by Thomas Ahearn and F. Maury Grossman;
screen play by Charles Grayson; photographed by Elwood Bredell. Cast:
Tom Brown, Andy Devine, Robert Wilcox. Constance Moore, Stanley
Hughes. Samuel S. Hinds, Ray Parker, Ernest Truex, 'Doodles' Weaver.
Margaret Early.

'PRAIRIE JUSTICE,' produced by Trem Carr; directed by George Wagg-
ner; original screen play by Joseph West; photographed by Gus Peterson.
Cast: Bob Baker, Hal Taliaferro, Dorothy Fay, Jack Rockwell, Carleton
Young. Forrest Taylor. Glenn Strange.
'WESTSIDE MIRACLE/ produced by Burt Kelly; directed by Arthur

Lubin; original by Quentin Reynolds; screen play by Tom Lennon; photo-
graphed by Elwood Bredell. Cast: Edmund Lowe. Dick Foran. Helen
Mack, Paul Hurst, Samuel S. Hinds, Leon Ames, David Oliver, Frances
Robinson. Dorothy Arnold, Stanley Hughes, Horace MacMahon, Clyde
Dilson, Clarence Muse, Virginia, Brissac, George Chandler, Frank Sheri-
dan, Paul Fix, Selmer Jackson.
•His EXCITING NIGHT/ formerly titled 'ADAM'S EVENING,' pro-

duced by Ken Goldsmith; irected by Gus Meins; original by Katherine

Kavanaugh; photographed by Henry Sharp. Cast: Charles Ruggles, Maxie
Rosenbloom, Marian Martin, Ona Munson, Georgia Kaine, Raymond Par-
ker, Frances Robinson, Richard Lane> Benny Baker, Stepin Fetchit, Stan-
ley Hughes, Regis Toomey.
'BUCK ROGERS' (serial), produced by Barney Sarecky; co-directed by

Ford Beebe and Saul Goodkind; screen play by Norman Hall and Ray
Trampe from cartoon strip by Dick Calkins and Phil Nolan;- photographed
by Jerry Ash. Cast: Larry Crabbe, Constance Moore, Reed Howes.
Wheeler Oakman, Jackie Moran, Carleton Young, Henry Brandon, Philson
Ahn.
'LITTLE TOUGH GUYS IN SOCIETY/ produced by Max H. Golden;

directed by Erie Kenton; original screen play by Edward Eliscu and Morti-
mer Offner; photographed by George Robinson. Cast: Mary Boland,
Edward Eveiett Horton, Mischa Auer, Helen Parrjsh, Jack Searl and
Little Tough Guys — Frankie Thomas, Hally Chester, Harris Berger.
Charles Duncan. David Gorcey and Lester Jay.

'GHOST TOWN RIOGItS/ produced by Trem Carr; associate producer.
Paid Malvern; directed, by George Waggner; original screen play by
Joseph West^ photographed by Harry Neumann. Cast: Bob Baker, Fay
Shannon, George Clevelahd, Forrest Taylor, Glenn Strange, Jack Kirk,
Hank Warden, Martin Turner.

'EXPOSED/ produced by Max H. Golden; directed by Harold Shuster;
screen play by Charles Kaufman and Franklin Coen; photographed by
Stanley Cortez. Cast: Glenda Farrell, Otto Kruger. Herbert Mundin.
David Oliver. Charles B. Brown. Lorraine Krueger, Chester Clute.

'STRANGE FACES/ produced by Burt Kelly; directed by Errol Taggart;
screen play by dHiarles Grayson from original story by Cornelius Reece
and Arndt Giusti'; potographed by Elwood Bredell, Cast: Dorothea Kent
Frank Jenks. Andy Devine, Leon Ames, Mary Treen.

Universal Pix Now in Predaei en
'THE EAGLE SCOUT' (seriial), produced by Henry MacRae; co-directed

by Ray TayJor and Alan James; original story by J. Irving Crump; screen
play by Wyndham Gittens, George Plymton, Basil Diclcey and Joseph
Poland; photographed by William Sickner. Cast: Jackie Cooper, Lucy
Gilrnah, William Ruhl, David Durand, Ralph Dunn, Frank Coghlan, Jr.,

Sidney Miller, Jason Robards, Victor Adams, Richard Botilier, Bill

Cody. Jr.

THE DEAD. DONT CARE,' Crime Club production; produced by Irving
Starr; directed by, Al Rogell; screen play by Edmund L. Hartmann from
novel gy Jonathan Latimer; photographed by George Meehan. Cast:
Preston Foster, Frank Jenks, Frances Robinson, Kay Linaker, Joyce Comp-
ton, E. E. Clive, Orville Caldwell, Alfred Dekker.

'SINGING SHERIFF,' produced by Trem Carr; associate producer, Paul
Malvern; directed by George Waggner; original screen play by Joseph
West; photographed by Harry Neumann. Cast: Bob Baker, Marjorie Bell,

Carleton Young, Jack Kirk, Glenn Strange, Forrest Taylor, Frank Ellis.

'PLANE 66/ produced by Barney Sarecky;. directed by Joe McDonough;
screen play by Lester Cole and Ben Grauman Kohn irom original story

by Lester Cole; photographed by Jerry Ash. Cast: Kent Taylor, Rochelle
Hudson, Marion Martin, Lucien Littlefield, Stanley Andrews, Horace Mac-
Mahon, Ray Walker, Frank Puglia, Guy Usher, Eddie Chandler, Henry
Branden, John Harmon.

Pull No Punches

(Continued from page 6)

Warners

Total

Number Number Now
of Pix Com- Shoot-

Promised pleted ing
52 6 5

Now J^alance to
in r^Be Placed, Stories In

Cuttingr -Befm-e ' Prepara-
Roems Cameras tion

16 25 25

Pictures in the cutting rooms or awaiting previews are:

'COMET OVER BROADWAY,' formerly titled 'CURTAIN CALL/ pro-
duced by Bryan Foy; directed by John Farrow; screen play by Mark Hel-
linger from magazine story by Faith Baldwin; photographed by James
Wong Howe. Cast: Kay Francis, Ian Hunter, Janet Chapman, Melville

Cooper, Donald Crisp, John Litel, Ian Keith.

'BLA€KWELLS ISLAND/ produced by Bryan Foy; directed by William
McGann; original screen play by Crane Wilbur and Dave Marcus; photo-
graphed by Sid Hickox. Cast: John Garfield, Rosemary Lane, Morgan
Conway. Peggy Shannon. Dick Purcell, Lottie Williams, Stanley Fields,

Charley Foy, Norman Willis, Granville Bates, Raymond Barley. Jimmy
0*Gatty. Wade Boteler, William Davidson, Walter Young.

'THEY MADE ME A CRIMINAL,' produced by Benjamin Glazer; direct-

ed by Busby Berkeley; screen play by Sig Herzig from story by Bertram
Millhauser andt'Beulab Dix: photographed by James Howe. Cast: John
Garfield, Gloria Dickson, Beulah Bondi, Claude Rains, Billy Halop, Huntz
Hall, Leo Gorcey, Gabriel Dell, Bobby Jordon, Bernard Punsley.

' 'LOVE BITES MAN,' formerly titled *UNFIt TO PRINT/ produced by
Sam Bischo£F; directed by James Flood; screen play by Earl Baldwin,
Niven Busch, Lawrence Kimble and Robert Buckner from original story
by Saul Elkins and Sally Sandlin; photographed by Charles- Rosher. Cast:

,Pat O'Brien, Joan Blondell, Bobby Jordan, Alan Baxter, Joe' Cunningham,
Douglas Dumbrille, Armand Kaliz, Ed Dearing.

'DEVIL'S ISLAND,' formerly titled 'RETURN. OF DR. X/ produced by
Bryan Foy; directed by William Clemens; no writing credits released as
yet; p4iotographed by George Barnes. Ca$t:. Boris Karloff, Leonard Mudie,
Frank Reicher, James Stephens. Pedro De Cordoba, Nat Carr. Tom Wilson,
Sidney Bracy. Stuart Holmes, Dino Corrado, John Harman.
'NANCY DREW—DETECTIVE/ formerly titled TASSPORT TO LARK-

SPUR LANE/ produced by Bryan Foy; directed by William Clemmens;
no writing credits released yet; photographed by Lew O'Connell. Cast:
Bonita Granville, Frankie Thomas, J6hn Litel, Johft Ridgely, Richard
Bond, Frank Mayo, Jack Mower, Helena Phillips Evans, Frank Orth.

•WOMEN IN THE WIND,' produced by Bryan Foy; directed by John
Fariow; screen play by Lee Katz and Albert DeMond from novel by
Francis- Walton. Cast: Kay Francis, William Gargan, Victor Jory, Maxie
Rosenbloom, Sheila Bromley, Harvey Stephens, Frankie Burke, Frank
Faylen.

'GOING PLACES,' produced by Barney Glazer; directed by Ray En-
right; screen play by Maurice Leo, Jerry Wald. Sig Herzig; photographed
by Arthur Todd. Cast: Dick Powell. Anita Louise, Allen Jenkins, Walter
Catlett, Minna Gombell, Thurston Hall. Hal Huber. ^
'DAWN PATROL/ produced by Robert Lord; directed by Edmund

(Guiding; original screen play by Seton I. Miller and Don Totheroh. Cast:
Errol Flynn, Melville Cooper, Basil Rathbone, Rodin Rathbone, David
Niven, Barry Fitzgerald, James Stephenson, Michael Brooke, Stuart Hall.

Norton Lowater.
'HARD TO GET/ 'formerly titled 'KISS AND RUN/ formerly titled

•HOT HEIRESS/ formerly titled HEAD OVER.HEELS/ produced by Sam
Bischoff; directed by Ray Enright; no writing credits released yet; photo-
graphed by Charles Rosher. Cast: Dick Powell, Olivia De Havalland,
Allen Jenkins, Charlps Winninger, Isable Jeans, Bonita Granville, Melville
Cooper, Patric Knowles, Penny Singleton.

•KING OF THE UNDERWORLD/ formerly titled 'UNLAWFUL/ pro-
duced by Bryan Foy; directed by Lew Sailer; screen play by George
Bricker; photographed by Sid Hickox. Cast: Kay Francis. James Stephen-
son. Humphrey Bogart, John Eldredge, Jessiie Busleigh, Harles Foy, Joe
Develin. Penny Singleton.

•HEART OF THE- NORTH' (in Technicolor), produced by Bryan Foy;
directed by Lewis Seiler; screen nlay by Robert Rossen. Vincent. Sherman
and Lee Katz from novel by William Byron Mowery; photographed by
L. William O'Connell. Cast: Dick Foran. Margaret Lindsley. Gloria Dick-
son, Janet Chapman, Patric >Knowles, Allen Jenkins. James Stephenson,
Alec Harford. Russell Simpson. Gordon Hart, Pedro de Cordoba. -Jack
Mower, John Harron, Anthony Averill, J. Crawthers.

•WINGS OF THE NAVY/ produced by Lou Edelman; directed by Lloyd
Bacon; original screen play by Michael Fessier; photographed by Arthur
Edeson. Cast: George Brent, Olivia de Havilland. John Payne, Frank
McHugh. John Ridgeley. Henry O'Neill, John Litel. Regis Toomey, Donald
Briggs, Max Hoffman, Jr.. John Gallaudet.

•TORCHY IN CHINATOWN,' produced by Bryan Foy; directed by Wil-
liam Beaudine; screen play by George Bricker: photographed by Warren
Lynch. Cast: Glenda Farrell. Barton MacLane. Henry O'Neill. Tom Ken-
nedy, Janet Shaw. Dick Bond, Patric Knowles, James Stephenson, Andy
Lawlor, Frank Shannon, George Guhl. Joe Cunningham, Jack Mower.
Charles Hickman. Bruce Mitchell. John Harron.
'CRIME IS A RACKET,' produced by Sam Bischoff; directed by Lew

Seiler; no writing credits yet; photographed by Sol Polito. Cast: Humphrey
(Continued 6n. page 27)

standing, at present, as to any pos-

sibilities of bettering contractual re-

lations. He says that short-sighted<-

ness of producers and distributors i»

the came for the present deluge of

law suits and the Government's ac-

tion. He feels that less legal phrase-

ology is the trouble-maker and .that

more good will is needed. He's in

f<^vor of conciliation boards, claims

the motion picture nfdrket is re-

stricted and hence the present prac-
tice of producer-distributing and ex-
hibiting is creating an abnormal
situation and grief. He closed by de-
claring the industry must clean its

own house and that indie ..exhiba

must be protected to insure runs, "fol-

lowins showing in distrib-operated'

houses. And that the various
MPTOA trade meets, with distribs,

have not produced results, hence tliat

organization must a9sume, from now
on, a fighting niilitant attitude to

protect thfe interests of its members.
H. V. Harvey, proxy of ITOA .of

North California, spoke on the prob-
lem of delayed allocation of film
prices. He stated that companies do
not make final allocations on issu-

ance of contracts which has'exhibs
in a dilemma; that he cannot find

out on important pictures until the
release or playing time, -what- per-
centages are. On some pictures these
are way out of proportion as to re-
turns the exhib might get. and; in
many instances, his returns are most
disappointing.

Exhibs Scored on 'Selling'

Harry Goldberg, Warners' director

of theatre advertising and publicity,

had as his subject matter, 'On the
Pence Picture.' He opened by say-
ing he came to the session with dif-

ferent slant on 'what's wrong -with

the exhibitor?' He stated that the
preservation of the biz,does not lie

with Hollywood, nor upon any type
of theatre ownership,' but strictly

with the , exhib. He stated Holly-
wood has not fallen down, but the
exhib has; that production has ad-
vanced in last 10 years with crea-
tions- th8§; studios never- dared make
previously.
Goldberg said this progress was.

not made by rnajority of exhibs and-
claimed that they do not know how
to 'sell' pictures, whether having
merit or sans 'natural' boxoffice
drafi
He .said that the experience of pro-

ducers in making high-grade, but
hard-to-sell entertainment proves
that exhibs have failed to come
through on their end; and that ex-
hibs do not concern themselves suf-
ficiently with those pictures, whose
failure or success determines the di-
rection in which -industry ' product
moves from season to season. He
declared that currently it is the ex-
tra 10 or 20% obtained from . pic-
tures, which look difficult to sell,

that represents a cohsiderable por-
tion of the working exhibs' net profit
at the end of the year. Croldberg
stated that he knew the star :^£tehi
is indispensable, but that other pic-
tures, must be sold, too, as Holly-r
wood will never be able to create
enough stars of top rank to satisty
exhibs around country for 52 weeks
a year.
He concluded by telling of cam-

paigns he used to sell prodtict w^

Gumshoes for Basil
Hollywood, Nov. 1.

Basil Rathbone plays the Sherlock
Holmes role in the hi§h-buc^t
Conan Doyle story, 'The Hound of
the Baskervilles,' due to roll Dec: 1«:
Nigel Bruce gets the Dr. W«it5(Hi

part, with Irving Cummings direct-
ing at 20th.

2 NEWSREEIEBS JAMMED
Two newsrcel cameramen ran into

difficulties in the war zone yesterday
(Tuesday).
Newsteel Wong, photographer for

Metro 'News of Day,' was slightly
wounded in China. Maurice Ford, of
Paramount News, was arrested while
on duty in wartorn territory in Pal-^

estine.

S-I TICKETS 60DDABB
Hollywood, Nov. 1.

Paulette Goddard has been handed
a term contract by Selznick-Intema-^
tional as result of her work -in 'The
Young In Heart/
Actress has just finished a co-sUurw <

ring job with Luise Rainer in M4tir:0r
'Dramatic School,' ''-i: J
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HoLLYwoao Pantabes Theatre CoRPORATiaN

Coliunbia Pictures Corporation
729 Seventh Avenue
New York Cltjr

Gentlemen:

We are hapjy to report that lOU CM«T TAKE IT WITH YOU
has broken eveiy attendance and box office i record,, dur-

ing its dsgr and date run in the Pantages HoUywdod and
BKO Hillstreet Theatres. This is also^theifirst time
since we have been operating these two. houses on a dagr^

and date policgr^ that anp* attraction^has been held over;

for five weeks^ and according to present.bu^iness^indi-)
cations, the picture will be held for/^six!

When you consider that we have a conibinedVseating ca-

paci'tT' seats, I believe this engagement consti-
tutes an all time record for the Ciiyof^Los^Angeles,
and is ample evidence of the great^pulling power of the
picture and the enthusiastic word of.mouth pubUrei:4;y' it^

has been receiving from the thousands;who^hav^^seen^t*

October 27, 1958

RAP VT
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EXPLOimKHt By E|»s W. Sargeot

Hooked to a Crash
Atlanta.

Of course, exhibitors can't expect

Eastern Air or other aerial trans-

portation lines to burn up $90,000

airplanes or endanger the lives of

14 people, but when such a thing

happens, as it did just a short time

ago near Montgomery, Ala., man-
agers with 'Men with Wings' booked
can . cash in. That's what Hudson
Edwards, mgr. of Lucas St Jenkins'

Eox theatre, did;

Edwards set wheels in motion and
ordered three heroism plagues to

present to Capt. Dftve Hissong, pilot;

Clyde Russell, co-pilot, and Frank
Gibbs, flight steward, heroes of

crash, on Fox stage night 'Wings'

had its Southern premiere. Presen-
tations were made- by William K.
Jenkins, followed by bestowal of

honorary colonelcies to trio by
Downing Musgrove. secretary to

Gov. E. D. Rivers. Preparations for

all this and aftermath was good for

plenty of space in all three local

papers.
Previous to this Edwards pre-

viewed 'Wings' for Eastern Air offi-

cials' and personnel, screening being
attended by Cant. Eddie Ricken-
Ibaclcer, prez of EAL, who was pre-

sented with scarf similar to those
worn by World War flyers, uoon
which were autographs of flyers who
took part in filming of pic and EAL's
flight personnel. This was also good
for drt and stories in all rags.

Edwards also had a valuable tie-in

•with Atlanta Journal on an 'old sub-
scriber' contest, in which paper se-

lected a group of its oldest rea'ders

and brought them into town- day pic

opened and had them as guests of

paper, including trip to municipal
airport and attendance at theatre at

time presentation of plaques were
made.

Waltzing '£m In
Seattle.

With co-OD of Seattle Star and
Trianon ballroom (John Savage)
ivaltz 'contest being, run to bring out
local champ couple- as bally for 'The
Great Waltz' (M-G-M) opening next
Qt Fifth Avenue.
The idea is gettin- daily blurbs in

the paper, with free -oublicity for the

Eix -and theatre. The contests will
e staged entirely at the Trianon.

Eddie Rivers of Hamrick-Evergreen
adv.) dept. and Ted Harris, adv. mgr.
lor the ballroom, where Vic Meyers'
band now dishing out the rhythm,
are working together on the gag.

Splinter Vets
Marc Lachman, 20th-Fox, has lined

up -some 20 navy veterans who
actually served in the 'splinter fleet'

during World War and has invited
them to New York to attend prem-
iere of 'Submarine Patrol' at Roxy
later this month.
H^ has also lined up an exhibit

of submarine equipment and gear at

the 'Museum of Science at Radio
City and persuaded Simon Lake,
submarine inventor, to deliver series
of daily lectures at the exhibit.

Getting the Props
Maplewood, N. J.

For the last act of 'Tovarich' which
Frank McCoy and O. E. Wee are
presenting at the Maplewood the-
atre, Maplewood, N. J., this week
with Eugenie Leontovich starred,,
arritngements were made with Philip
H. Harrison, local representative of
the General Electric Comuany. to
put on the stage a comrrfete G-E
kitchen, including electric range,
double-door refrigerator and other
electric appliances.
The management has allowed the

G-E people to have demonstrators
at the matinees, and after the show
the women will hear about and will
be allowed to explore the latest in
kitchcnry.

Thanks for Nothing
Lincoln.

City Manager Bob Huffman, of
the Lincoln Tlieatres Corp., inaug-
urated courtesy week at the Lincoln,
Stuart and Orpheum, during which
time if an employee did not answer
with 'thank yous,' 'sirs,' etc., the per-
son reporting was given a pass to
the next week's show.
Made a good gag, and 'the hou^e

was in no .danger in any case, be-
cause the ushers, cashiers and door-
men pull the courtesy stuff uncon-
sciously. Were a lot of people who
went to the theatres, however, seem-
ingly for the express purpose of
sticking the staff.

Prize Winners
Artcimena Association, Inc., sent

checks last week to the winners of
its contest for the^best campaign on
'Son of the Sheik' between ' July 1

and Oct. 1.

Clarence Appel, director of pub-
licity for Shea's Toronto, took the
top of $100, the $75 award going to
W. P. Smith, of the Capitol, Amarillo;
Tex. Judging took into consideration
local conditions and not merely the
st^e of the campaign.
Usual judges from the trade

papers.

Jewel for Jingle

Spokane.
Buck Seale, assistant manager of

the Orpheum. did plenty of promot-
ing, on a jingle contest in connection
with 'Straight, Place and Show.'
He got a local jeweler to put up a

wrist watch for first prize. He placed
the contest in the Spokane Press.
He got the jeweler to pay for a
trailer which plugged the newspaper,
the theatre and the jewrfer,

Metro's Pencils

Metro is sending out pencils to ad-
vertise Jeanette MacDonald and Nel-
son Eddy in the Technicolor 'Sweet-
hearts'. Has a four-way 'lead' with
each sector writing a different color.
Seems to be new and a sure-fire nov-
elty if it is available to the exhib-
itors, as it probably will be.

Ccid Flood lighf Takes

Heat Off Stniio Tlies^

Hollywood, Nov. 1.

Actors who complain about the
heart of studio lights are promised
relief through a new, cold flood

light, giving almost perfect daylight.

Heatless lamp, developed in the
General Electric lab at Schenec-
tady, is being tried out at 20th-Fox.

Only flaw in the new light is a
islight humming: sound, scarcely per-
ceptible to the ear but. loud .enough
to be detected by the mike. CE
technicians are now; woricing to
eliminate the noise.

Staff Grins
Salisbury, N. C.

Richmond Gage built up his Jane
Withers 'Keep Smiling.' picture with
a series of newspaper ads, picturing
members of his theatre staff, each
smiling broadly, and saying the rea-
son for the smile- was the picture
that, was coming, etc.

He also, grabbed newspaper space
by transporting the entire group- of
inmates at a nearby orphanage to
the theatre to see the picture.

.

Theatres-Exchanges

Inside Stuff-Pictiires

Minor execs, producers and writers are doing a first-degree burn over
the latest enter-and-exit restrictions on the Metro lot. They are required
to check in and out of the lot through the new administration building, j)i

sleeper jump from some of the offices. Only other entrance to the lot is

through the publicity building, and that is guarded by a studio cop, who
nixes anybody unaccompanied by a runner. Employes who have come
and gone for years without passes can't do it now. Even newspaper men
are barred from the restaurant on orders from the. front office to keep all

but employes or escorted visitors from the buildings or lot. Last week
agents were restricted to the casting office and merchandise salesmen like-

wise curbed off the Metro lot.

AnniversaT^ Issue

Ready theatre, Niles, Mich., cele-
brated its 11th anniversary with a
special section of the Weekly Adver-
tiser. Merchants kicked in with four
pages of congratulatory ads, with the
paper getting a page ride and a haU
page on the front.

PEBUS of BASTttAN
Hollywood, Nov. 1.

Lynn Bari and Preston Foster
share top honors in the next 'Camera
Daredevil' series picture, at 20th-
Fox.
Picture goes Nov. 7, with Wally

Vernon in a supporting role.

Advance Production Chart
(Continued from page 25)

Bogart, Gale Page; Billy Halop« Henry O'Neil, John Litel, Harold Huber,
Henry Travers, Harvey Stephens.

'SECRET SERVICE IN THE AIR,' produced by Bryan Foy; directed by
Noel Smith; no writing- credits releasefd; yet; photographed by Ted Mc-
Cord. Cast; Ronald Reagan, Irene Rhodes, Rosella Towne, James Stephen-
son, John liitel, Morgan Conway, Joe Cunningham, Anthony Averill,
Larry Williams, Richard Bond, John Ridgeley. Eddie Foy, Jr.

Warner Pix Now In Prodaetioa
'DARK VICTOBtT,* produced by David Lewis; directed by Edmund

Goulding; screen play by Casey Robinson from play by George Brewer,
Jr., and Bertram Bloch; photographed by Ernest Haller. Cast: Bette
Davis, George Brent, Geraldine Fitzgerald, Humphrey Bogart, Ronald
Reagan, Henry Travers, Dorothy Peterson, Charles Richman, Lottie Wil-
liams, Virginia Brissac, Frank Reidier, Pierre Watkins.
'OKLAHOMA KID,» produced by Sam Bischoff; directed by Lloyd

Bacon; screen play by Robert Buckner, Jerome Odium and Warren Duff;
from original by Edward Paramore; photographed by James Wong Howe.
Cast: James Cagney, Rosemary Lane, Humphrey Bogart, Donald Crisp,
Granville Bates, Charles Middleton, Hugh Sothern, Edward Pawley, Ward
Bond.

'ADVENTURES- OF JANE ARDEN,' produced by Mark Hellinger; di-
rected by Terry Morse; no writing credits released; photographed by L.
William O'Connor. Cast: Rosella Towne, William Gargan, Dennie Moore,
Peggy Shannon, Edgar Edwards, Maris Wrixin, Frankie Burke, Pierre
Watkin.

'ALWAYS LEAVE THEM LAUGHING,' produced by Sam Bischoff; di-

rected by Ray Enright; screen play by Jerry Wald and Richard Macaulay:
photographed by Arthur Todd. Cast: Dick Powell, Gale Page. Ann Sheri-
dan, ZaSu Pitts, Maxie Rosenbloom. Allen Jenkins, Jerry Colonna, Halli-
well Hobbes, Granville Bates, Ronald Reagan.
'NANCY DREW, REPORTER,' produced by Bryan Foy; directed by

William Clemens; no writing credits released as yet; photographed by
Arthur Edeson. Cast: Bonita Granville, Frankie Thomas.

Los Angeles.

Majestic Distributing Corp. is the
new company title of All Star Fea-
tures, recently bought by Sam Deck-
er from Albert Galston and Jay
Sutton.

M. J. E. McCarthy joined the Mon-
ogram exchange selling staff here,
after resigning as salesman for Gau-
mont British.'

State theatre, Pasadena, damaged
by fire last April, was reopened (7)

as a 750-seater by California Amuse-
ment Co.

Charles Morris, former -owner - of
the Dixson theatre, purchased Sun
theatre from J. B. Cunningham.
Dave Cantor's Arrow theatre

heavily damaged by fire.

Hy Peskay installed as local
branch manager for Majestic Films.
He was formerly with Grand Na-
tional.

New general manager of Esquire
and Grand theatres is Frank Gunn,
formerly with the City theatre,
Cleveland. Houses operate on for-

eign picture policy,

Herbert Rosner organized Prestige
Pictures td handle release of inde-
pendent pictures. First film the com-
pany will handle is 'Moonlight
Sonata.'

Harry Vinnicof increased his string
of L. A. theatres to five when he
opened the Centre last Tuesday (11).

Fox West Coast is spending $14,000
to renovate its Long Beach house.
Chain is also- revamping United
Artists theatre in Inglewood-.

Charles Buchanan and Bob Wells
joined staff of Hi PeskayT sales man--
ager of Majestic.' :

Oklahoma City.

Griffith Amus. Co. annotmces fol-

lowing managerial shifts: Coy Mc-
Cullough, formerly assistant of Dun-
can houses, to manager of same;
J. C. Cooley from assistant manager
of Lubbock ("Texas) houses to man-
ager of Elk Ciity (Okla); Turner
Morrisett, manager at Hominy, to
same position at Claremore; Fred
Jackson, manager, from Claremore
to Semintde; Dick Klein, Seminole
manager, to Holdenville; David- Dal-
las, Holdenville manager, resigned
to take a position with the Katz
Screen Advertising Service of Dal-
las.

i. H. Wilson, who has been oper-
ating the Griffith Henryetta houses
as the- administrator of the estate of
Charles Blaine, late Griffith partner,
h9s been replaced by a regular Grif-
fith man.

E. A. ,Patchen 'replaces David
Goodman as manager of Standard
Theatres' Midwest. Goodman re-
turns to Altqona, Pa., his home town.
Ben Langdon and W. B. Shuttee will
take over Patchen's publicity work.

. Paul Ketchum, former Standard
Theatres nabe manager under Pat
McGee, has left the Oklahoma The-
atre Supply to rejoin McGee in

Massachusetts.
Tivoli at Afton, 250 seats, re-

opened under management of (Miss)
Johnnie Garner; W. F. Gilmore re-
opened his Ritz at Morris; P. H.
James opens new Jewel, 200 seats,
colored, at Ardmore; Earl Barrett
opens new 300-seater at Atoka.

'Ballerina,' French film which Arthur Mayer and Joseph Burstyn are
distributing iii the U. S., was originally called 'La Mort du Synge' ('The
Dying Swan'), from the longest in a volume of short stories by Paul
Morand. Mia Slavenska, who plays the lead, is currently touring the

U. S. with the Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo. She is to be tested by Para-
mount when the troupe reaches the Coast. It is her first visit to the U, S.

Serge Lifar, who did the choreography for 'Ballerina,' sailed for France
last week after a quarrel with Leonide Massine, choreographer, director
and leading dancer' of the Ballet Russe. Men were to have fought a duel,

in Central Park, N, Y., but mutual friends were reported to have per-
suaded them' to. call it off. 'Ballerina' is scheduled to open Nov. 14' at the
Little Carnegie, N. Y,

After more than 15 years as film contact and exploitation "manager for

Grosset & Dunlap, Eddie Edelson and the reprint book house have panrted

company. Double duties of Edelson now shared by Douglas Peck and
Viola Jeremiah.

'

As film contact man for the publishing company, Edelson's duty was to
ascertain popular books "skedded for picturization. Company then went
after reprint rights;, to bring out a popular-priced edition at or about the
time of- the picture's release. Scenes from the picture for incorporation
in the book, and other tieups, were also arranged by Edelson.

Edict of Hays office applying to non-English languages in films was cir-

cumvented by Universal in a simple but roundabout way in 'Scouts to

the Rescue.' Rule requires every line of unfamiliar dialog to be literally

translated and a copy of the translation filed for o.k. Cast of 'ScoMts*

includes 50 American Indians who speak nothing but English. Technicians^
seeking a 'savage' language, reversed the sound track. The Indians' lines

were English when they went in and unintelligible gibberish when they
came out The audiences will think they are hearing tribal dialects, and
the; Hays office will have a perfect translation. Strangely enough, Indian
is considered a foreign language in Hollywood.

Latest in a series of daffy experiments was tried by Joe Conway, oper-
ator of the Egyptian, Bala-Cynwyd, Pa. Program contained no features,

no comedies, no ordinary shorts; made up entirely of 10 travelogs. House
caters to ritzy suburban set, but even at that the idea failed to click.. Hia
all-Mickey Mouse shows recently did much better.

Film attorneys point to a recent series of alleged copyright infringe*

ment suits being withdrawn just as they were about to be reached, as

alleged evidence of the fact tha:t the industry is a constant target for liti--

gation, in seeming hope of settlemefit for 'nuisance value.' However, be*

'

cause of that, the industry refuses to be coerced, although the legal de*
fense is a costly proposition almost every time.

Hotel rooms were so scarce in Cleveland recently during a dairymen's
convention that RKO Palace management . had to rent cots, installed in

the house's dressing rooms, for 30 performers and musicians. Among
those who slept in their dressing rooms for the week were Wayne Morris
and Johnnie ('Scat') Davis.

L. A. Times inaugurates two pages of film art in color, starting, next
month. Layouts from the studios will be included in the present roto

section. Hand-tinted color scheme was tried but dropped alter two at-

tempts some time back. New experiment will be with Kodacrome nega-
tives.

Philadelphia.

Columbus Stamper, operator of
Rivoli and Great Northern, has
taken over the Locust (52d st), now
closed. Will make extensive altera-
tions. Last operated by Fred Leo-
pold.

Transit. Allentown, ac((uired by
Joseph Rossheim from Leo Korr.
Name will be switched to Cameo.
H. Chertcoff has taken over Audi-

torium, Lebanon; will be reopened
after remodeling.
Uncle Ben Theatre, Laceyville. Pa.,

purchased by Frank Formado from
Elmer Dietrich.

Colonial, Egg Harbor. N. J., added
to chain operated by Samuel Frank,
Hammonton, N. J., exhib.
WB Auditorium, Philly, undergo-

ing alterations, as is Lewen Pizor's
Colonial, Phoenixville, Pa.

Birmingham, Ala.

The old Rialto, which has catered
to pic patrons here for more than
20 years, closed with the Sunday
night performance. Appropriately,
the title of the last picture was 'Al-

ways Goodbye.'

HHll MHMIMWIMWMWI

New York Theatres
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"BROTHER RAT'»
Priscilia Lana - Wayns Morrla

—ON XHB StAU£—

AL DONAHUE ^^i^oTo^.^:^:
Extral HUGH HERBERT

STRAND— 25c
Br»advri»r aad 47tli St.

BEERY RODNEY
STABLEMATES

Starti ThMr*.—<'Tli» CITADEL"
Stitrrluic

Rtbtrt 0«Mt - ll«M(ind RmmII

8XOMM*

TODAY OM^T:

Gable - Loy
, I "TOO HOT

TO HANDLE"
Itudr Vnll«« Oroli.

"You Can'

Take It

With You"

IN PERSON
Milton Berle

tMi At. * Mtk Wl

ROXY
ALL 25«
8KATS 1 ra.

'*THAT
CERTAIN
AGE9»

—On the Sfi»ir<»—

New 8tii|i« Hfww

PARAMOUNTh""''
HELD

Ib- OCechnlcolor

"MEN WITH
WINGS"

Fred MacMomy
Kay AlUland

Loulne Campbell

lK(|UAKi<.

OVKB
—IN FKRSON—
Hark WARN'OTI'

and Band
Baymond SC'OTT

Quintet

Maxine Sullivan
Ann BXJIIer

MUSIC HALL
"THE YOUNG

IN HEART"
Spectacular Stag* Productions
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Radio Does U. S. A Favor

(Continued from page 1)

lumbia Broadcasting has Inadver-

ently done a lot for national de-

fense. It's also being said that the

children would have understood the

fantasy if their parents hadn't gone

off the deep end. (Paradoxically

CBS has been a pioneer in barring

kid programs of the cliffhanger kind

from the air.)

What struck home on the social-

military side represented (in its Ac-

tional situation) the American Secre-

tary of the Interior as coming on the

radio to urge calm and orderly

action and saying further that the

United States Army was coping

with the imaginary emergehcy.

Coincidental with this part of the

broadcast story, enough people all

over America were doing an aspen-

leaf act to present a spectacle prob-

ably without parallel.

A War Officer Speaks

Major George Fielding Elliott,

army strategist and author of 'The

Hamparts We Watch' (Reynal-Hitch-

cofck), points out • to .Variett that

/ panic by the populace is always one

qt the ;mpredictables ofjnilitary and

naval, planning. . During the Civil

War "delegations constantly plagued

Washington to have naval vessels sta-

tioned outside every obscure seaport.

In the Spanish-American war (before

wireless) the lack of knowledge of

the whereabouts of the Spanish ad-

miral, Cervera, created an Atlantic

seaboard panic. Political pressure

kept Admiral Schley idle at Hampton
Roads instead of sailing to join the

American fleet in the West Indiea

Panic was finally allayed by rigging

up old (and useless) Civil War moni-
tors and anchoring them all idong the

coast*wiih. naval reservists aboard.

It's- Hhe hysterical throb' in an-

nouncers* voices, the emotional re-

action to isolated individual cases by
wtought-up eye-witnesses, that must
be feared from radio, he holds. But
Major Elliott stresses that censorship

Is not desirable in a democracy,
whel-e full, tmvaniished reports

should be given the public,' especially

in war tinie, when rumors fly thick
aind fast, anyhow. It is especially,

then that a maximum of official in-

formation helps offset' and neutralize

unofficial whispers.
Waves of panic are commonplace,

They usually are quickly brought un-
der control, the major points out.

There is danger; however, of political

pressure impeding strategy. Exag-
gerated tales of iCSermany having 10,

000 planes panicked England and
Franqe, whereas the cold facts were
.that Germany has not over 3,000

planes. Badio can spread and radio
can control ideas and information
'essential to national defense!

It is thought, that the whole epi-

sode' which, has. received, enofmous
. front'page publicity by a radio-hat-
ing press will not be rwithout its

"helpful" aspects to the broadcasting
industry.' 'This^, remains --.true even
though the incident will undoubtedly
be lovingly embraced by those who,
><;onsciously or imconsciously, want
censorship.

That, a sustaining program is cap-
able of making an impact (no matter
how) on the entire nation is further
proof of the role radio plays in

American family life.

C3S Not As Concerned
Columbia itself did not take the

situation as seriously as the news-
papers. It. was particularly noticed

that several dailies with axes to

grind or grouches to niurse, where
radio or the FCC were concerned,

were < leaders in laying It on and
rubbing it in. .

i

For years radio has broadcast
fantastic stories of the kind that

caused Sunday night's panic. Notably
•Buck Rogers in the 25th Century,'

plus others. Two factors, however,
must be added in accounting for

Sunday's unpredictable reaction

which was more incredible than the

incredible H. G. Welles fiction story

itself.' First, the stat6 of the world
and the willingness to credit any
sudden' aggression gave force to the

wild rumors that followed a careless

listening of the show. Second, CBS
employed the 'flash'! type of news
bulletin which has been so common
lately that its use as a dramatic de-

vice fell into well-rutted mental

paths and was taken, unverified, as

literal and not fictional.

Columbia early Monday iannounced

that it was adopting a policy of

dropping the play-within-a-play

technique of dramatic presentation.

Orson Welles in his own right ex-

pressed bewilderment at the reac-

tion and thought that fully adequate

safeguards had been taken and that

frequent mentions of Mars, death-

xayfl and the other familiar abracada-

bra of weird fiction certainly made
it clear.

CBS Statement

Columbia issued the following offi-

cial statement:
'The Columbia Broadcasting Sys-

tem regrets that some listeners to

the Orson Welles* Mercury Theatre
on the Air program last night mis-
took fantasy for fact.

'Announcements were made before,

after and twice during the hour that
we were presenting a dramatized
version of the H. G. Wells fictional

novel of the invasion of this world
by the planet Mars. Further an-
nouncements that the whole incident
was fiction were put on the network
when telephone calls' showed some
listeners had failed to realize that
they were heating a play*

'In. order that this may not hap-
pen again, the l*rogram Department
lere&fter will not use the technique
of a simulated news broadcast with-:

in a dramatization when the circum-
stances of the broadcast could ca\ise

immediate alarm to numbers, of
listeners.'

"BIG BROTHER"
Tears of success with children's

programs for sundry sponsors has
given Bob Em,ery the practica,!

ability to contribute to radio mer-
chandising and entertainment prob-
lems. 'The King of the Kids' con-
ducts two WOR programs—^"Rain-

bow House,' Sundays at 9 A.M., and
This Wonderful World/ Saturdays
at noon.

BOB EMERY
SAcramento 2-5449

No Names and Addresses

Washington, Nov. 1.

Few minor tragedies were blamed
on- the broadcast. Such as the
woman (unnamed) who was • just
home from the hospital (unnamed)
and pulled the. stitches closing her
appendicitis, scar or the man (uh-
named) at Quantico, Va., who drove
to Red Cross hedaquarters (where
not stated) to find out where he and
his family, would be safe.

Flood of telephone calls to WJSV,
local CBS outlet, swamped the tele-

phone company. Station operators
handled ' 500 calls, while the tele-

phone company reported 12,000 in-
dividual attempts were made to get
the transmitter during the excite-
ment. All newspapers received
scores of inquiries.

Realistic effect of the program on
local dial-twisters was best illus-

trated by concern which prompted
two grocery company executives (not
identified) to make inquiries about
sending food for the 'victims' of the
planetary attack.

Neville MiUer's Statement

.

Statement of Neville Miller, presi-
dent of National Association on
Broadcasters) on the H. G. Wells
panic 'was: '

'
, ^

. 'I know that the Columbia Broad-
casting System and those of .us in
radio have .-ooly-^ the most profound
regret that the coinposure of.mafty
of our fellow citizens was disturbed

Wlen They Say It They Don t Snnle

NBC It Irked at CBS and Mutual—Boys Will Now;

Be Themselves

DuPonts Sponsoring?

Panic caused by Orson Welles*

CBS broadcast of the 'War of

Worlds' inspired one radio wag
to observe:

'The Mercury theatre will

probably be sponsored by the

Duponts (munitions) starting

next week.'

last night by the vivid Orson Welles
broadcast.

'The Columbia Broadcasting Sys-

tem has taken immediate steps to in-

sure that such program technique
will not be used, again. This instance

emphasizes the- responsibility "we as-

sume in the use of radio and renews
our determination to fulfill to the
highest degree our obligation to the
public'

Nameless Would-Be Sulcide-

Pittsbiurgh, Nov. 1.

Unbelievable scenes took place lo-

cally, according- to newspaper re-
ports. One man (not named) told

scribes that upon ' returning to his

home, he found his wife in the bath-
room with a bottle .of poison in her
hands, screaming 'I'd rather die- this

way than like that.'

Leaders in every walk of life here
later called WJAS and newspaper
offices and denoimced the program
as a 'hoax.'

Incredible Coincidence
Seattle, Nov. 1.

Women fainted and men prepared
to take their families into the nloun
tains- for safe keeping - when electric

power failed at Concrete, nearby
town of 1,000, during the radio pro
gram of Orson Welles Sunday night;

Just at dramatic point, in- broadcast
reported lights went out in most

homes of that town. For a time the

village verged on mass hysteria be-

cause of po:wer failure many persons

thought Imaginary Martian invasion

had reached Washington State.

Elsewhere in Northwest calls

poured into newspapers, press and
radio bureaus by thousands. In Seat-

tle police station switchboards

blanket of white lights from incom-

ing calls from listeners who thought

they were, hearing bonaflde news
broadcast. Calls from as far as 200

miles came to radio bureaus here.

Women Get Hysterical

St. Louis, Nov. 1.

Hysteria bordering on panic was
manifested here and in the local area

during the broadcast of H. G. Wells'

imaginary skit Sunday (30). South-

western Bell Telephonfe Co's lines

were jammed with calls from the

East for 30 mins. After the broad-

cast the switchboard at KMOX.
CBS outlet, was swamped with 700

<:alls, 25 of which were long distance.

Four announcements that the pro-

gram was the- 'Mercury theatre on
the air' .did not. allay fear. Some
women hired taxicabs to call for

children, others behaved equally up-

set.

At the Strand theatre in St.

Charles, Mo., a woman rushed into

the house gathered up her children

and .took them home.
Pjoiice -queried by phone for advice

of the impending disaster and even
assurances given that the broadcast

was purely fictional did not com-
pletely dispel the mood engendered
by the skit.

CBS is auditioning two dramatic
shows to fill a 15-minute nightly

spot. One is 'Charm School,' de-
rived from the • legit play . of that
name, while the other is 'Blondie,'

from the comic strip.

Washington Reaction to 'Mars Panic'

.
Washington, Nov. 1.

General reacti'On in' the National
Capital to the hysteria caused by ihe
Mars program was ' one of hearty
amusement but the FCC haughtily
frowned and got set to measure Col-
lumbia's conduct. "

,

'

Although generally it was believed
the regulators will decide ultimately
that CBS is not culpable, there was
fear the incident will lend momen-
tum for. stricter control over net-
work operation. <? Some- Industry
people mirrored, apprehension on
Congressional critics will seize upon
the public hysteria as justification for

some sort of government, program
control. Possibility this'inay. result
wais shown when Senator Clyde L.
Herring of Iowa, who bobbed up as
-a censorship advocate last year, de-
clared he will renew the fight for

legislation requiring advance ap-
proval for all broadcasts.

Chairman ' Frank R. McNinch
pointed out, and both government
and industry officials agreed, 'the

widespread public reaction ... is an-
other demonstration of the power
and force of radio and points out
again the serious public responsibil-

ity of those who are licensed to op-
erate stations.' Another observation
was that it indicated-the jittery state

of the population, presumably due to

the recent international tension.

. impossible to -Anticipate

Point was made frequently in trade
circles that Columbia's experience is

another sign-post for the entire in-

dustry. Impossibility of anticipating

such an effect on the public was
noted, with industry people agreeing
this unfortunate development should
make station and network executives
even more aware that consideration

must be given the ' fact that, radio
audience often listens absent-mind-
edly and is riot attentive enough to

cateh subtle points.

The attitude of most Commish
members was to reserve judgment

pending further discussion and re-

fiection. Commissioner George Henry
Payne, who has led the drive against
horror programs "for children, and
frequently, rebuked .the industry for
bad taste, lost no time, however in
hammering -away at his- familiar

theme. Commissioner Paul A,' Walk-
er was inclined toi.be stern, although
he conceded there is a distinction be-
tween such programs as the Mae
West .'Garden of Eden' skit and the
summarized version of 'Beyond the
Horizon,' Commissioners Thad H.
Brdwn, Eugene O. Sykes and Nor-
man Case did not care to comment.
Careful approach was recom-

mended by' Commissioner- T. A, M.
Crayen, who. has been fighting any
policies that imply censorship.
Agreeing with McNinch on the gen-
eral implications raised, the former
Navy officer said „'I feel that the
Commission should proceed with the
utmost caution to- avoid the danger
of - censoring what shall or sliall not
be broadcast over the radio.. I also
feel that in this case caution should
be exercised so that any FCC action
will not tend to handicap develop-
ment Of the dramatic arts in broad-
casting. I do hot believe that
isolated instances of poor program
service necessarily .should require
revocation of the license of the sta-

tion at which such service originated.
Describing the matter as 'serious,'

Commissioner Payne once more
scored the general attitude of the in

dustry and the failure to consider
public effect. of sloppy programing
Declared 'people who have material
broadcast into .their homes without
warning have a right to protection.

Too many broadcasters have insisted

that they could broadcast anything
they liked, contending they were
protected by the prohibition of cen-

sorship.*

Promulgation of general program
standards by the FCC> after confer-

ence with the industry and public

Public events divisions of the three
networks have each adopted the
policy of operating on a lone wolf
basis. All deals with any of the
other webs are out for the future
and there's to be nothing smacking
of .co-operation whenever the trio,

CBS, NBC and Mutuali.'are engaged
in covering any big news event.

. Ever since the European .crisis

NBC has been boiling over the way
some rival network has taken ad-
vantage of it at such times when it

has been inclined to let the com-
petitor in on a' foreign tleup. . Co-
lumbia CEin't see where NBC is justi-

fied in claiming to have been horn-
swoggled and feels that it will be
better off if from now on it goes its

own individualistic way and ignores
conferring with NBC on any event
that might break. Sentiment at Mu-
tual is of the same stripe.

Until NBC recently started gibing
the others for allegedly underhanded
tactics, the relationship among them
was one of friendly enemies and if

the other fellow mapaged to pull a
fast one the growl was soon re-

placed by a laugh and a determina-
tion to pay off the score as soon as
the chance presented itself. Under
the new' relationship it will have to

be every ' network for ItseU and if

there's any cutting in on the other
outfit's prompt arrangements the
squawk will be pressed to the proper
authorities.

Laundry hstitute Sifts

Radio, Papers, Billboards;

Results Due on Dec. 1

St. Louis, Nov. 1.

American Institute of Laundry,
which appropriated $40,000 for an
advertising test campaign embracing
radio, billboards and newspapers in

Cleveland during the past year, will

announce the results of its survey
from its national offices in Joilel^

111., on Dec. 1. Campaign, and ac-

companying survey, was made to de-
termine which medium proved best

and also to -determine which medium
should be used on a national scale, i

Institute was in . convention her*
last week and it was thought the re-

sults of the Cleveland test would be
made during the conclave. However,
national officers said the survey had
not' been completed and deferred any
announcement until next month.

groups, was believed to be more like

ly than ever' as a result of this in-

cident. -Example was set by the CBS
statement Monday (31) that 'in or-

der, that this may riot happen again,

the program department hereafter
will not use the technique of a simu-
lated news broadcast within a dra-
matization when the circumstances
of the broadcast could cause immedi-
ate, alarm to numbers of listeners.'

Can't Understand
Inability to understand why droves

of listeners should become terrified

was expressed in many quarters,
even by persons who felt the pro-
gram showed bad judgment and by
individuals connected with the FCC.
This bewilderment emphasized the
difficulty of measuring the probable
public reaction to any novel radio
feature, besides prompting jests to

the effect CBS had unknowingly con-
ducted a census of highly gullible

persons.
Network " executives everywhere

realized the public's second reaction
was one of rage and anger that like-

ly will mean prolonged embarrass-
ment.
Within industry circles there were

expressions of regret that such an
incident had to occur so soon after

the fuss about 'Beyond the Horizon.'
'View was that it is extremely un-
fortunate that public resentment was
stirred up while the industry is en-
deavoring to provide programs of

higher literary, cultural and edu-
cational calibre.

'Those Clever Chinese'
Remarks that the reaction showed

a program opposite Chase & Sanborn
hour does attract attention were
taken seriously by some, who audi-
bly Wbndered if the web deliberately
sought to create a situation which
would draw national attention. This
view was discredited widely, how-
ever, with the argument that any-
one as calculating hardly would
risk the resulting ill-wilL

DOC LEVY EXPLAINS

If Columbia .Record Co. Is Acqulredl

CBS Is in Deal
{

Philadelphia, Nov. 1.

CBS 1$ still interested in acquir*

ing the American Repord Corp.
(Brunswick, Columbia and Vocalion)
and there remains a 50-50 chance
that the deal will go through. Dr.
Leon Levy, v.p. of the chain' and
prez of "W.CIAIJ/ declared yesterday.
~Ariy deal that is set; ffioughVUrT
Levy said, will have WCAU in as a
partner with Columbia. Neither will

acquire - the record company alone.

Doc denied a recent report that his

bi-olher, Ike, major CBS stockholder,
mighr buy it. Ike is now vacation-
ing in Hollywood.

Margaret Wiley, Educated,

Returns to Native Chi
Margaret Wiley returned last week

to J. Walter Thompson's Chicago
branch after taking a course in spot
time buying in the Naw York office.

Linnea Nelson, who does both the
network and the spot contracting for
Thompson, wks her tutor.

Boice an Agency VP.

H. K. Boice, until recently v.p. In
charge of sales for CBS, has returned
to the ad agency field. It's Benton
&Bowles. He will concern himself
with general agency activity with a
title of v.p.

Boice went to Columbia from
Lennen & Mitchell.

'The Family Album,' directed by
Dick Morenus, auditioned before
several pgencies last week, including
Compton. Handled by Leibling-
Wood test transcriptions.
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Timed In By MtBtake

'What right has Amftric» .got to be listening to a sustaining showi on

CBS?/ demanded a Broadway wag Monday, 'C. A, B. hai them listening

to Chase & San|>orn.',

To which th$ retort courteous was that Charley the Blockhead was
having a bad influence on American thinking powers.

Anonymous punner writes in that CBS motto of tht moment Is 'Orson

Welles that ends Wells.'
'

They Take It Big
One of the explanations offered for the public panic over last Sunday

night's (30) Mercury Theatre broadcast was that many listeners may have
b'een alternating between that program and the Chase & Sanborn show
concurrent over NBC red. Figured that a number of such dialers stayed

on the WEAP program for the early portion filled by Edgar Bergen and
Charlie McCarthy. Tuning In on the Mercury show after that, they may
have heard the hair-raising H. G. Wells dramatization without the pre-

liminary explanations that it was merely make-believe.

Doubted that any explanation would have prevented some people taking

the whole thing in deadly earnest, however. Evidence of the seriousness

with which many listeners take radio dramas is tjie concerned letters

numerous dialers write in about the characters and happenings in the daily

serial shows.

Seeing Things
Lawyer Bob Broder points out an angle in Mars panic for lawyers from

standpoint of reliabiliti^ of eyewitness Accounts at trials, etc. Some of the

goofs who ran into streets were quoted as seeing black clouds over city,

monstets and machines, ate. Proves how wrong people can be when giv-

ing testimony.

Press Agents' Angle
H. G. Wells has a new novel out this Week and Orson Welles a new show

Just opened on 'Broiadwayr Press agents emitted little 'ahs' as they dreamed
of such a break one day*

Campbell Soup Bismkrolls Local Air

Show as Employe Relations Gesture

NBC S^ Automotive Sdnte

Altiioi^li Kz Taly Is Goos^E^

Bdlieve Changes Are Immi-
nent in Regulatory Proce-

dure*— Treating Ra«Ko

Producors as Criminals

Deplored

<;UiENEP05TS

Camden, N. Nov. 1.

Campbell Soup is underwriting a
weekly half hour over WCAM which
confines its talent to employees of

the company. Cast for the succeed^
ing program Is picked by audition
•mong Campbell employees In the
canner's own theatre. Act which
gets the most mail on • show is re-

peated the following week.

No advertising copy Is intetpol-

lated Into the show. Campbell looks
OR the air entry as part of its em-
Eloyee relations program, and a
uilder-upper of local good will.

550 Columns

Of Air Publicity

Out Per Week

Since publication in Vabiet7 last

week of cuts made in radio editors'

qolumns by many newspapers, the

following information belatedly came
in:

Oregon Jearnal (Portland, Ore.;

evening circulation of 100,660; Shin-

days, iri;525):has eliminated its radio

column, but is continuing the station

logs. L. Gilbertson is radio editor.

San Antonio Light (San Antonio,
Tex.; evening circulation of 55,110;
Sundays, 82,850) has limited the radio
columns 'to news angles.' Logs not
affected. Renwicke E. Cary is radio
editor.

^

Meantime Victor Davis, radio ed
Itor of the Dallas Morning News, has
sent in an amendation to the material
printed last week. His version is

TThe column has been dropped. We
run a daily and Sunday lead of be
tween.300 and 500 words on spot pro
grams with prominent display. Art
work has NOT been discontinued. I
use cuts two or three times a week
and on Sunday.'

The final corrected figures on cuts
are:

Exactly 550 columns (averaging 20
inches to the colutpn) per week in

papers with an ABC daily circulation
of 7,046,610. The city carrier limit
population (that is, city zone popula-
tion) of the cities in wfai^ these
papers are located is 17,137,939.

HILLBILLY RODEO

St. Louis Crowns Two New Champs
•—Reaffirms Four Old Ones

St. Louis, Nov. 1.

Two national hillbilly champs
were dethroned and four others re-

tained their laurels last week in a
contest sponsored by the National

Hill Billy Assn. in tiie Municipal

Auditorium with 12,000 natives pay-

ing $6,300 for the privilege of en-

couraging their faves by cheering,

whistling, stomping, etc.

'Banjo* Murphy, champ banjo

thumiier of J937 and a member of

Pappy Cheshire KMOX galaxy of

mountain inusi'c makers', lost a close

decision to Joe Schirmer. Mary
Miccolos dethroned 'Susie, the Gal
from the Hills' of-WTMV, East St.

liouis, as the champ femme yodeler.

Natches, the Indian fiddler, did not
appear to defend his title and Wadie

Ray was chosen as his successor.'

Those who successfully retained

their crowns are Frankie Krejcir, ac-

cordionist; 'Skeets' Yaney, yodeler;

Owen Black, harmonica player, and
Cheshire's string band. The, Texas
Rangers from Kansas City; Frcjd

Harris and his Tennessee Moun-
taineers; Howard McNutt, fiddler;

Tennessee Nell" and Joe ' Liebef,

yodelers, all well known radio acts in

the midwest, were among the enter-

tainers at the show.
Judges whose .decisions were gov-

erned by the volume of applause

were. Excise Commissioner Lawrence
McDahiel; State Representative Frank
Holton of East . St. Louis; Ali Baba,

pro wrestler, and Thomas Cannon of

California.

National Hill Billy Assn. is arrange-

ing hillbilly contests in Des Moines,

Denver, Kansas City, Houston and
Dallas as radio commitments pre-

vented many exponents of mountain

music from appearing at the local

shindig. These shows are expected to

lead up to another national show in

one of the largest towns in the mid-

west next Spring.

Boake Carter's Futurity
Indianapolis, Nov, 1.

Boake Carter, former network
news commentator, spoke here at

Murat theatre and was later inter-

viewed by Gib Forbes, newscaster

for WFBM.
Carter bet Forbes $5 Italy would

occupy French Tunis within lour

years without bloodshed.

Meanwhile scrapping of the uni-

versally condemned }udg.e-jury-

prosecutor procedure of the FCC ap-

peared probable this week coinci-

dent with reports that the responsi-

bility of originating, stations for pro-

grams which may transgress restric-

tive clauses of tiie Communications
act will be' determined in court

early next year. Surrender to

mounting -public and industry criti-

cism was implied Saturday (29)

when the Commish announced Act-
ing General" Counsel William J.

Dempsey 'has been instructed to re-

view the regulatory body's author-
ity to "p'unish licensees for' violations

of criminal ' features of t|te statute

and to confer with the Justice De-
partment about procedure ih acting'

on complaints.
Abandonment of grand jury-like

proceedings against the Minneapolis
outlet on 'Behind the Horizon' was
not, however a complete victory for

the anti-censorship faction within
the Commish. Case has been merely
pushed aside and reputedly will be
reopened later with WJZ, New
York, the originator of the. capsule
version of the Eugene O'NeUl Pu-
litzer prize-winner, as the target for

bluenosery.

.

Adverse public reaction, .to the
horrified stand taken originally

against WTCN was shown to have
chastened the Commish when tick-

ets were granted several other NBC
affiliates which antennaed the dec
ade-old play. Unanimous agreement
to renew the licenses of transmit
ters against which no co;pip:|9ints

kad been filed by listehers preceded
the final flip-flop on WTCN.
Commish decision to ponder other

ways of enforcing the punitive sec-
tions of the statute entirely over-
shadowed' the WTCN renewal and
brought expressions of satisfaction
from industry spokesmen -who have
been infuriated by the inconveni-
ence and embarrassment inflicted

by the FGC's past procedure with
listener yowls. Although no agree-
ment has been reached,' univer^l
belief is the Commish will arrange
in the -future to turn all accusations
of improper 6pe;ration—except for
engineering offenses—over to dis-
trict attorneys for presentation' in
court.

A Great Help
If this course is followed, the in-

dustry will benefit greatly. Con-
stant threat which has been hanging
over the business for the past year
will be largely dissipated, with pos-
sibility of arbitrary vengeance
minimized If the FCC conscientious-
ly allows the Justice Departnient to
exercise its own discretion about
hauling licensees ipto court." Possi-
bility of economic death for minor
and incidental missteps would ' be
almost entirely removed, although
the Commish could," of course, lake
judicial notice of any guilty ver-
dicts in deciding whether to renew
licenses in the future. Chief pros-
pective advantage is in discarding
the temporary licenses which have
kept dozens of stations on the artxi-
ous seat and enabled competitors to
carry on vicious whispering cam-
paigns and to lure away clients.

Guides to Conduct

Prospective new arrangement
would give the industry some de-
peadable guides of good conduct. In-

stead of the haphazard enunciation
of principles by the Commish and
the implied censorship; there would
be positive and reliable indications

of what constitutes a lottery or gift

enterprite, what is obscene, profane,

or indecent. Likewise the industry

(Continued on page 31)

Nick the GrMt

Coming out from a luncheon
last we^, Charles Stevens of
Campbell-E#ald, W. R. Hearst,

Jr., and Dinty Doyle, the N. Y.
.* Journal radio editor, were
halted by a cop who wanted to

give young Hearst » ticket lor
pariking.' Looking at his license,

and looking at Hearst's WH-1
license plate, the cop wanted to

know if he was related to 'that

feller what publishes news-
papers.*

Hearst said, 'Yes, I'm his son.'

'Who else do you know down
there?', the cop wanted to know.

Hearst, Jr.,' and Doyle reeled^

off a string of names.
'Well, do you know Nick

Kenny?', the not-yet-satisfled

gendarme wanted to make sure.

kpasse liy

Be Settled

Larry Clinton has agreed to tear up
his contract for the Old Gold show
which starts on CBS Nov. 20.. If this

waiver goes through, Clinton will

give his commercial services exclu-
sively to Quaker Oats' Saturday night
program and get a 26-week guarantee
from the latter account. His present
Q. O. agreement assures him of but
13 weeks.
Adjustment for Old Gold is con-

tingent upon the deal that the cig's

agency, Lennen & Mitchell, works
out on a substitute band with Clin-

ton's agent, Rockwell-O'Keefe, Inc.

It is understood that Artie Shaw bas
been submitted for the spotl Shaw
is also,^oked out of the R-O'K office.

Clinton's alliance with Old Gold
developed two embarrassing situa-

tions for L 5( M. One had to do with
the discovery that he might not .be

able to accompany Bob Benchley to
the Coast after the first of the year,
while the other concerned difference
over musiical policy for the program
between A. L. Lynn, executive on the
.O. G. account, and Mann Holiner, the
agency's radio director. Holiner had
urged the employment of a produc-
tion bai(id headed by a CBS staff

leader,' such as Leigh Stevens, while
Lynn favored a swing unit.

Even though NBC isn't (for the
first time in its history) deriving a
single d<dlar of income from the
automotive industry this season, the
network propdses to put on a special
half-hour program plugging the ad-
vent of the new auto inodels. NBC
thinks that the stunt is good bud-
ness psychology. Not only is any-
thing pertaining to the new moddft
news but if people can bie stimtt-

lated into buying new cars business
in g:eneral will benefit. ° '

Date of the broadcast is Nov. 17.

It will be the 8 to 8:30 p. m. span
on the blufe <WJZ) link, with bits
of the program being picked lip

from several parts of the country.
Last year a similar broadcast ex-
tended over an hour. Auto show
in New York is slated to open
Nov. 11.

Networks are still confident that
they will get some automobile
money before the year is ended.
Belief prevailing in these quarters is
that once the public shows a strong
reaction toward the new models; the

.

manufacturers will find the appro-
priation to cover some' special hook-
ups.

WCAV Salutes nEm All

Philadelphia, Nov. 1.

WCAU, strictly -as a ; good-witt
stunt, will air a 15-minute show
daily from- .the Automobile Show*
which opens here oii Nov^ 11. Dur«
Ing the broadcasts, Alan Scott •MfOl

interview , the leading auto company
execs present and will give com*
plete descriptions-—using names

—

bt
aU the- new cars. \

Ma and Pa Story

By Govt Office

Fined %\jm for Under

Scalii^ V^GAR Sponsor,

Mates Appeals to N. Y.

.Cleveland, Nov. 1.

Fined $1,000 by Musicians' Union
No. 4 for playing below-scale rates,

Frank Mates, local bandleader, has
refused to pay it and is carrying his
protest to New York union head-
quarters in an attempt to get a new
ruling on his case. Penalty is too
exorbitant, says maestro who wants
fine reduced and , reinstatement.
Mates tangled with union over a

program tagged 'In Old Bohemia'
over 'WGAR two months ago; when
sponsor asked him to take a cut to

keep the series running. Baton-
juggler admitted he agreed to accept
$4 rate per man, which was $2 be-
low union minimum scale, but still

declares he received a promissory
note from sponsor for remainder.

In attempt to escape fines, Mates
even sued the local and its prez,

Milton W. Krasny. Such an arrange-
ment is legitimate under union rules,

he contended, in asking the court, to
declare fine illegal. Krasny. held
that it was an infraction of. union
laws and liable to punishment, so
musician is appealing to New 'York
moguls.

Washington* Nov. 1.

Familiar, problems of American
parents will be the subject- of a liew
series pf programis presented by the
U. S. Office of Education, It was an-
noimc'ed Friday (28) by Secretary
of the Interior Harold L. Ickes.
Latest info on runaway ;^oungstefs,

'homework,' home hygeine and ^i(lf,

lied subjects will be aired over
NBC's Blue Network, from 9:30 to
10 p. m. each Wednesday, starting
Nov. 16. Program, 'Wings" for the
Martins,* has been prepared 's/ith

the cooperation of the National Con-
gress

. of Parents and Teachers and
NBC.
Chats will revolve around the Uvea

of the Martin family, -the teachers
of their children, their school of-
ficials and their neighbors, in an at-
.tempt to present well-known Jiouse-J.

hold problems in an interesting and
amusing, form. Series of .26 half-
hour radio scripts will be. written
by Miss, Pauline Gibson, New York
radio writer. Data was assembled
by Assistant Education. Commission-
er Bess Goodykoontz, with Miss.Effie
Bathurst, Office of Education sper
cialist in curricular problems, and
Miss Tolosa Cook, Des Moines, ia.,

teacher, author and curriculum spe-
cialist conducting the preliminary
research. Mrs. J. K. Pettengill,
prexy of the P.-T.-A., and other edu-
cationists lauded the program which
will contact more than 26,000 Par-
ent-Teacher associations in the U. S.

(membership 2,000,000).

> t'

18% Educational

Cleveland, Nov. 1.

. Four new educational series for
networks have been originated by,
WHK and Larry Roller, recentiy ^Ji-.

pointed educational director. They
are increasing winter schedule to
point where station calculates it's de*.
voting 18% of time to education divdl-

feligious programs-

.1 „v
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'Al Jolson Ad Lib Case Lost by NBC;

Jury Awards Hotel $15,000 Damages

Pittsburgh, Nov. 1.

Summit Hotel in nearby Union-

town, Pa., was awarded $15,000

damages against NBC by a jury in

Common Pleas court here last

week. Management had sued for

. $100,000, charging it lost business to

that -extent during the summer of

1935 because of a remark made by

Al Jolson during an interview with

SSam Parks, Jr., then National Open

Golf champion.
Following his triumph at Oak-

mont. Parks was signed for a one-

shot on the Jolson show in May,

1935, and when Parks told him he

had been the pro at the Summit

1 hotel, Jolson ad-libbed 'That's a rot-

ten hotel.'

Jolson was originally named as co-

defendant with NBC, but plaintiff

dropped him upon learning that it

would have to specify one or the

other. NBC dsked for a dismissal of

the suit on. tiie grounds that the re-
• mark wasn't in the approved script

and that it had been ad-libbed by

Jolson, but Judge Heber Dietrich

ordered NBC to put in a defense.

Trial lasted only a day and jury

was out just a couple of hours.

Understood that NBC will file an ap-

peal on tiie verdict.

Parker with B&A

Hollywood, Nov. 1.

Frank Parker joins the Burns and
Allen program for Chesterfield as

vocalist around the first of the

year,' when Tony Martin winds up
the first quarter.

Signal Carnival, Coast petrol show,

is also making a change, substituting

either Rush Hughes or John Conte as

emcee to take over from Ben Alex-
ander.

General

ProFoodnD

Inlerist in "39

BRINKERHOFF

BIDS FOR NAB

LIBRARY

Ghicajso, Nov. 1.

General Mills is increasing its

Epoiis broadcasting next season, tak

Ing In -professional football, jn addi-

. tlon to baseball. ; Pro ifootball jjroad-
' ca^ts on the two Ralph Atlass stations

'here—WJJD and WIND— have
proved -such a.> click that General
Mills is already taking up options for

broadcast-tights oh "the twp. major
pro football leagues.
. It is. xmderstood .that part of the

deai^with the pro leagues will call

lor the production of a goodwill mo-
tion picture of pro football, with
General Mills footing the bill. Foot-

ball film will plug pro footbiall much
in the manner thttt the baseball good-
will is being built by means of the

. American League films.

BDIY HOUSE SHOW

WRIGLE¥'S UNTIL JAN. 1

, Chicago, Nov. 1.

Slated last week .to go off on Sun'

day (30), . the 'Laugh Liner' show
with Billy House will continue on
the Wrigley company on its Coluni-
b'ia coast-tq-cbast -web. Will now
probably stick until Jan. 1 when the
Jesse Lasky talent hunt program is

figured for replacement.

Show has built steadily in its 17

weeks and now enjoys its highest

j^^xp^gl^ Writers Hugh Wedlock and

vf;-Howard Snyder nixed negotiations

which would have kept them in Chi|-

csiio on the script job, and scrammed
^•New York for. short vacash before
returning ;to'. Coast; where they are*

lined up for Universal scribbling

termer. However, Wedlock and Snyr
d6r have agifeed to cOittiniie writing

speciial weekly sketcher for the pro-
gram on the air mail plan.

With the Fibber McQee and Molly
shpw and the Edgar Guest program,

ihie" Billy House period rates as one
of the few big-time shows out of

• Chicago.

Washington, Nov. 1.

' Another proposal to take over the

National Association of Broad-

casters' copyright venture will be
examined by the executive commit-
tee at its next session during week
of Nov. 14. Revision of his original

$50,000 proposition was sent the trade

body last week by E. V. Brinkerhoff,

wlio holds the contract for cutting

the discs originally planned to sup-
ply stations with royalty-free pro-
gram material.

Complete reimbursement for the
capital investment' behind the con-
templated 100-hour library is prom-
ised by Brinkerhoff, whose chief

rival is Langlois & Wentworth firm,

the favorite bidder. Proposition in-

volved $25,000 on the line and pay
ment of . the balance out of sales over
an indefinite period.

. Without fixing a definite maximum
flgiure,- Brinkerhoff' informed the
directorate he will make a down
payment and agree to give the NAB
half of his revenues until the whole
outlay is wiped out. This is between
$50,000, the original capital ad
vancied, and $60,000. Guaranteeing
not to raise the present $lO-per-plat-
ter charge, he said he wiU split with
the trade body the return from sale

of 80 additional hours still to be re

corded and turn over 50% of the
income from new sales of the 20
hours already waxed.
Completion of the NAB schedule

also is promised. Brinkerhoff said
he will finish the 100 hours by Dec,

31, 1940, and in addition will tXirn

out as much addition public-domain
music as the 'industry will use. In
sists upon underwriting in the form
Of advance orders before recording
any nujmbers beyond those initially

planned by the Bureau of Copy
rights.

Fred Allen Endorses
Mr. E. M. Dwyer,
N. Y. Telephone Co.,

New York City.

Dear Mr. Dwyer:
Re: Mr. Arnold Auerbach's

phone application.

Mr. Auerbach has worked for

me for several years.

I have found him to be hon-

est, candid, frank, unreserved,

guileless, true-blue, Ingenuous,

honor bright, as good as his

bond, a lover of hyperbole, ever

willing to bend over to start a
game of leap-frog and -strongly

inclined to settle outstanding

obligations.

He is adept at dialing, his

voice not only has a smile, but
boasts a> positive guffaw, and he
is particularly tidy about a
phone.

If you are able to talk Mr.
Auerbach into a phone, Mr.
Dwyer, I am sure it Will be a

feather in your cap. You will

be the envy of milliners for

miles about.

If you do not lend Mr. Auer-
bach a phone he will have to

fall back on the- old-fashioned

carrier pigeon, and a carrier

pigeon going about town, Mr.
Dwyer, augers ill for that

feather in your cap.

Sincerely,
Fred Allen,

mr. george wellbaum,
n. y. telephone co.,

new york city,

dear mr. wellbaum:
you have my permission to

rep'r'oduce my letter re mr.
auerbach's application for

phone service in 'the telephone

review.'

you are also welcome to give

the letter to variety.

for VARIETY I would suggest

that aU punctuation be stricken

from the letter, variety has
ignored punctuation for many
years and its readers, seeing

commas, periods and semi-
colons in VARIETY for the first

time might think they had
astigmatism setting in.

will you kindly send me a
copy of the forthcoming 'the

telephone review.'

sincerely,

fred alien.

Screen Actors Guild Look Set, But

Clearance Assurances Stil Needed

Cantor Crew East

. Hollywood, Nov. 1.

Eddie Cantor's crew of kilocycle

perforiners shoved off today (Tues.)

for the other seaboard td indulge

their air antics from Gotham for the

next four weeks.
Party included Vic Knight, pro-

ducer; Edgar Fairchild, music direc-

tor; Waiter Woolf King, announcer;

Bert Gordon, and Writers Sidniey

Fields, Joe Quillen, Izzy Elllnson and
John Raph.
Joe Donahue, contact for William

Esty agency, also entrained.

Among other things Cantor will

participate In the 'Night of Stars'

show at Madison Square Garden,

Nov. 16. Proceeds go towards the

settlement of refugee Jews in Pales-

tine.

Paul Jones Cigarets

Withdraws After Air

Formula Disappoints

Paul Jones, the 10c brand of the
Philip Morris Co., has folded all its

test campaigns. Trial, for 13 weeks,
had. been on KMOX^ St. Louis;

KMBC, Kansas City; KNX, Los An-
geles, and the northern Don Lee
group. Account had used news
broadcasts and sports reviews.

It wac the cig's first dip into radio.

Milton Biow is the agency.
Understood that in several of the,

spots the Jones news broadcasts
were up against similar programs
on local stations. In one town three
stations aired news in three succes-
sive 15-minute periods with the cig

NETS, NITERIES

FIGHT WAGE

UPBEAT)

Los Angeles, iNov.

Wage hike to be put Into effecf

today (Tues.) by Musicians Union
is expected to result in the trim-

ming of several band rosters ap-
pearing on radio. In niteries and do-

ing transcription work. Picture

studios are not making an issue of

the - Increase, which amounts to

around 40% in a move to apportion

more work and fewer hours as an
employment stimulant.

Three major networks have
served . notice on the local that

hopping up the scale will result in

a severe pruning . of musicians to

stay within budgetary requirements.
Networks claim, union will, be guilty

of contract breach If it puts into

effect the wage raise. Contention is

that two-year contract recently
signed with -musicians union and
calling, for ..an additional $1,500,000
in wages over a year's period • has
15 months to run and established the
present wage structure. '

'

Nitery operators are up in arms
over the increase, and. claim it will

mean the shutting down of many!
spots. They claim conditions are not
such as to allow for a heavier music
nut.

While the debut date (Dec. 18) for

the Screen Actors' Guild show on
CBS has been set by Gulf Refining,

there are a number ot angles ih th«

deal that have yet to be settled. Be-
fore Gulf closes for the series

through Young & Rubicam, it wants
to make sure that a majority of the
Guild members who are under ex-
clusive air contract to other ac-
counts will get the necessary re-
leases. Indications are that if the
majority of accounts involved act
favorably on the release request,

contained in letters sent out by the
Guild, the others will withdraw their

objections and make it unanimous.
Only likely exception will be the
competitive petrol account, Texaco.

MCA 'In* Feared

Under the terms of the Gulf-SAG
contract^ the contacting of the screen
names will be entirely out of the
hands of the Music Corp. of America;
which agented the show. Himtley
Gordon, of the SAG, will be the go-
between." This; arrangement was
made so as to overcome the opposl-
ion advanced by Hollywood agents
to MCA being placed in a position

where it could have business rela-

tionships with the former's actor
clients. MCA's chore will be con-
fined to furnishing the band and
vocidlst.

,

Tom Lewis, currently on Y & R's

New Vork producing staff, is slated

to direct the Guild show. Agency
Vill not fill the spot made Vacant b/
Lewis' ex^odus to Hollywood.

EFAB ADDS 7 TOOTEBS
Lincoln, Nov. 1.

KFAB-KFOR increased the music
staff by seven men this week, adding

to the studio standby, making 15

union card holders in the studios on
this end.

Several were added in Omaha, too.

John C. Spears at WLW
Cincinnati, Nov. 1.

George C. Biggar, WLW-WSAI
rural program supervisor, has^ added

John C. Spears to his promotional

£taff.. Newcomer from Indianapolis

is plugging -the Boone CoUnty Jani-

.
Jboree,- stage and radio show and will

also 'exploit other road units being

^iiilt by both Grosley stations.

Shoase, Danville Back
Cincinnati, Nov. 1.

James D. Shouse, general manager
of Crosley's broadcasting division,
was back at his desk Monday (31) I

account pocketed between the other
after hopping to Tanapa ,Fla., and I

two.

Washington over the weekeind.
Robert E. DunviUe, WLW-WSAI 1 Hal Plmberr took over Harry

/SP
™='^38er. returned Saturday Conn's duties as head of Jack Haley's

(29) from a brief busmess trip to comedy, writing staff. Artie Pliillips
I latest addition.

Esty Seeks Copy Criticism

Invites Broadcasters to Evaluate Six Different Types
of Camel Blurbs

Camel has extended its minute
transcription series to 100 recordings
and also sent out a questionnaire to

the station list asking the broad-
casters which of the six types of
plugs contained in these discs they
prefer. 'Light Up and Listen' spot
campaign was started several weeks
ago, with the latest order calling for

25 transcriptions.

William Esty agency, which has
the Camel account, feels that the

broadcasters should make the best

judges as to how the listeners in

their Own localities are reacting to

the dramatized plugs. Esty likewise

is anxious to avoid overdoing the

particular routines to the point

where they become the source of

gags and burlesques.

BEIGHEB IN SAN FBMGISGO
San Francisco, Nov. 1.

Jerry Belcher, whose 'Interesting
Neighbors' half-hour was sponsored
by the F. W. Fitch Company over a
nationwide NBC-Red web Sundayis
until recently, will inaugurate a new
series of similar broadcasts here
Thursday (3) from 5 to 5:30 p.m.
PST over a transcontinental Blue
web. Programs will be on a sustain-
ing basiSi

Belcher plans to broadcast from
the bay area for several weeks at
least.

WHY SPECIAL EVENTS

LADS BREAK DOWN
St. Louis, Nov. 1.

A student at Illinois U in Urbana
pulled a fast one on Cy Casper, gab-
ber of KMOX who was interviewing
fans before a football game last

week. Prankster hauled a fashion
ably, gowned matron to the mike and
introduced her as Mrs. Henry Hor
ner, wife of Illinois' governor. She
spoke a few minutes and then diS'

appeared,
A short while later ;the- Gov. ap

peared and when Casper said he had
been honored by interviewing Mrs,
Horner the Gov. said Tm highly
flattered, ladies and gentlemen, but
I happen to be a bachelor.' Casper
apologized until speechless.

Discers Come and Go

Frances Zoloth moved up as pub-
licity head for Don Lee chain in

L. A., taking over from Bud Ruther-
ford, now full time as news editor.

Hollywood, Nov 1.

Score was evened last week in the
transcription field—one folded and
another set up a new biz.

Fred Dahlquist closed out hi.s

American Radio Features, and-Frank
Purkett. started operations as Pacific

Producers.

FIDLEB ON CBS
Hollywood, Nov. 1.

Jimmie Fidler goes double-net-
work Nov. 8 when he moves into the
Old Gold Screenscoops Tuesday spot
on Columbia. He retains his Friday
niche on NBC red. After Nov. *8
Drene gossiper airs east at 7:15 on
Fridays and 30 minutes later on the
coast repeat/-

broadcast on CBS web marks his
first appearance before a Columbia
mike.

Kellogg Drops,

Wheaties Picks

WBBM Baseball

Chicago, Nov. 1.

General Mills will have, play-by-
play baseball on WBBM liere next
year, after all. Kellogg has stepped
out. of its contract with the station

for the baseball broadcasts for 1939-

40. and has turned over the privi-

liege to its competitor, Wheaties.

It happened like this: N. W. Ayer
agency bought 1939 baseball on
WBBM some months ago for Kel-
logg, and cut the. pins from .under
Wheaties which had been on the
station for several years. General
MiUs looked to be out in the cold
for baseball next season unless it

wanted to take a minor station. The
Mills, In fact, tried to work out a
deal to combine WLS and WENR
for -the continued playrby.-play.

However before • such a 'dell .could

be arranged the Kellogg . aeeount
moved ovier to the J. Walter Thomp-
son agency which is. not sold, on the
powers of sports broadcasting.
Thompson mob went to WBBM, lo-

cal Columbia outlet, and tried to get
out of Its basebaU,deal, but WBBM
insisted on holding Kellogg to its

contract. However, station did okay
Kellogg's re-selling its baseball
time to someone else suitable to
WBBM.
General Mills was still in the mar-

ket but refused to pay the $150,000
tariff for which Kellogg had signa-

tured baseball on the station. Deal
was finally made at $125,000 to the
Mills and for a while it appeared
that Kellogg would itself pay the
added $25,000 to plug Wheaties on
WBBM.- However, the station itself

altered the contract to the $125,000
so that Kellogg would not be stuck
for the extrd 25G.

OUTSIDER ED BYRON

ON Y&R AUDITION

Because of the agency's current
policy to keep its producer staff

down to the minimum. Young &
Rubicam has arranged to have an
outside program director, Ed Byron,
prepare a musical show for. audi-
tioning to one of its clients. Pro-
posed stanza will have Don -Voor-
heees as conductor.

Byron, who has been freelancing
for the past three years, produces the

'What's My Name' session on Mutual
for Philip Morris.
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Chirdies, Colleges, Normal Schools

Okay Q'Nel Play FCC Condemned

19M
Marth- 1 3—Commnnlty Players. Boch-

eeter, N. T.
July 2.t—Chautauqua Iiutltutlon, Chau«

tauqua, N. T.
Nov. 13—University ot Oklahoma.

1931

Feb. IS—Pioneer Playen, PlattsvlUo,
Wla.
Feb, 15—Miami Unlveralty, Oxford, O.
March 18—Unlveialty of Pennsylvania,
March lt>—Little Tbeatre, Temple, Tex,
March 12(^Comrauntty Arta, Santa Bar«

bora, Cat;
Oct, 2^Unlvera!ty of California.

1932
May 1—Colleelata PJayera, Corvallls,

Ore. ,

May 12—Little Theatre, Cheyenne, Wyo.
May 20—Betty Marshall, Arlington,

Nfb.
Dec. 17—Little Theatre, Austin, Texas.

1933
Jan, 16—Civic Theatre, Sprlngrfleld, O.
Feb. i.">—State Teachers College, Moor-

liend) Minn.
March 3—Stetson University, Deland,

Fin.
April 7-Glenvllle High School, Cleve-

land.
April 22—Little Theatre, Roanoke, Va.
Nov. 10—Play Shop, Point Pleoannt,

N. J.

1934
Jan. 17—New York University.
Ji-eb. 28—Cosmopolitan Players, Phlla-

delphln.
March 10—Swarthmore College.
Nov. 20—University of Maine.

1935
Feb, 15—Denby High School, Detroit.
Feb. 15—Players Club, Columbus.
May 1&—State College, San Jose, Cat.

193C
Jan, 27—State Teacherj College, Terre

Haute, Ind.
Feb. I—University of Wisconsin.
Feb. 24—is'late Teachers College. Mil-

March 20—Washington Universiti', St.
ttoula.
May 1—Community Players, Sheboygan,

May 20-WhUm«n College, Walla
Walla,. Wash.
June 29—State Teacbera College, Mil-

waukee.
Nov, 27—Wilson Junior College, Chi-

cago.
Dec. 6—Aldrldge Players, Hampton, Va,

1937
Feb. 1—Little Theatre, liyncbburg, Va.
Feb. 17—Civic Theatre. I>oblMi- Ferry,"

N. Y.
March 6—Little Theatre, Beloit, Wis.
April 6—Illinois Wesleyan University.
April 0 — Northwestern University,

Evanston, 111.

April 17—State Teachers College,
Memphis.
May 12—Presbyterian Church, Morris-

town, .N. J.

June 22—Dennlson University, Gran-
ville, O.
Aug. 6—Dennlaon University, Gran-

ville, O,
Aug. 17—University of Vermont.
Aug. 1—Drama League. Taooma. Wash.
Nov. 23—Greenwich House Players,

N. Y. C.

1938
Jan. 3—Clark University.
.Tan. 22—Oklahoma A. & M. College.
Feb. 14—Brown University.
April 6—Jamestown College, North

Dakota.
April 21>—Cornell College, Mount Ver-

non, la.
,

May 16—Central Schools, Fort Lauder-
dale, Fla.

OGLE STAFF

ENLARGQ)AT

FTC

COMIC flUBES OUT

Prairie Farmer Skit Will Draw s
Reamtie Plctore

^Horizon^ Case

(Continued from page 29)

Washington* Nov. 1.

Preparations for closer and ..nore

constant ogling of radio advertising,

continuities were made last week by
Federal Trade Commission. Old spe-
cial board of review was replaced
by a new division headed by P. B.
Morehouse, for nearly 10 years one
of the trial lawyers.
While no dissatisfaction was re-

flected, the new set-up was motivated
by necessity of having a permanent
agency with adequate personnel to

scan copy under the • Lea-Wheeler
act broadening power to blue-pencil

pr(^aganda. Chief objective was to

improve administrativ* operations
and centralize work. With the
amendments to the old laws making
"the PTC responsible for checking
copy which previously had not come
under the magnifying glass, volume
of work is expected to grow in the

future.

While Commish will glance at

wider assortment of copy and read
more attentively, no immediate
change is planned in the method of

operation. For several years, FTC
has been receiving every week
copies 6f advertising aired through
chains and every three months gets

local propaganda from each com-
mercial station. Industry always has
cooperated readily with the agency
and several times has been publicly

commended for willingness to help

keep sponsors and agencies in line.

" Chicago, Nov.- 1. .

Prairie Farmer which owns WLS
here, has bought a . new dramatic
show called 'Bradleys of Prairie
Farm' and written by Hank Rich-
ards. Show will ride weekly oh
WLlS at 30 minutes per shot to plug
the publication.

It is ft farm serial that will pre-
sent the rural inhabitants as real
every-day people instead of comic
rubes. To be spotted Sundays at

7:30 p.m.

Clipp ReYbes WFIL

Policy «n Records

Philadelphia, Nov. 1.

Reversal of policy regarding re
cordings is one of the first switches
to follow recent change in general
managers at WFIL. While Don
Withycomb, who formerly headed
the outlet, was firmly against .discs,

Roger. W. Clipp, his successor, feels
that improvement in the reproduc-
tive qualities of the waxings and
growing public demand for name
bands merits the change.
Half-hour daily show tabbed 'Wake

Up and Dance' was preemed last

week at 9 a.m. with a different re-
corded name band skedded for each
day. License to air recordings has
been obtained from National Associa-
tion of Performing Artists, which
made a drive here last year on sta-

tions using discs.

would be put on notice that a, certain

account or speech is deemed offen-

sive by independent Federal um-
pires.

General penalty provision of the
sti.tute seldom invoked except
against unlicensed operators—makes
stiff punishment possible, but also

allows a sentence in proportion to

the seriousness of the offense. As
things stand now, the Commish can
only administer a very harsh dose

—

denial of the right to operate—or

use the go-and-sin-no-more tech-

nique in spanking offenders. Maxi-
mum chastisen)ent which the courts

could hand out is $10,000 fine and
two years in prison.

The 'Beyond the Horizon' matter
may be the occasion for obtaining

positive interpretations of the law,
besides the initial instance when the

general question of relative respon-
sibility of all network outlets is an-

swered. While all members agreed
unanimously to forgive WTCN and
other affiliates, at least a minority
reflected the view that the use of

common expletives over theairwaves
should not be condoned. Chairman
Frank R. McNinch and Commission-
er Paul A. Walker reported as deep-

ly offended by the profane exclama-
tions in the O'Neill script, with
Commissioner Thad H. Brown only

'Slightly less horrified.

McNinch to Flg:ht

While outsiders were inclined to

think the incident is finished, Variettt

was Informed McNihch is determined
to thrash the matter out and will

make WJZ's next renewal ptea the

occasion for forcing a showdown.
Generally exited he will

.
precipi-

tate a new discussion for the pur-

pose of having the record referred to

the Justice Department, even Ihiaugh

Commish attorneys have undi^gnised

dcubt the. dialog would be held a
violation of the. act.

By renewing the license of WTCN,
the Commish completely reversed

the principle established last year
in rebuking NBC and affiliated out-

lets for airing the suggestive Mae
West Garden of Eden skit. In an-
nouficing no punishment would be
applied Chairman McNinch .em-
phatically declared every licensee is

liable for what goes out over his

radiator, regardless of its origin, and
that violation of public interest can-

not be justified by passing the buck
to the network or the originating

station.

Renewal of the WTCN ticket

brought applause from the National
Association of Broadcasters, point-

ing out the FCC retreat was in ac-

cord with overwhelming public sen-

timent and suggesting 'the time is

ripe for consideration of related is-

sues.' Hope voiced- by trade group
that 'The Commission will continue

to listen to public sentiment and act

accordingly.'

Jimmy Walker, Prked at $3j00^ But

Starts His Radio Career on the Crf

Radio End of Chainberlain

Hand Lotion Account May

Go to Kastor Agency

Chicago, Nov. 1.

Several agencies bidding for the
radio portion of the Chamberlain
Hat^d Lotion acco'on^ and it appears
that the Chi agency will snatch it.

Black-and-white share of the account
goes to Chamberlin agency in Min-
neapolis. '

Under consideration here by ad-
vertiser are .the Kastor, Benson &
Dall, McJunkin and Linke agencies,
with indications that Kastor may
wind up as the winner.

'

Steinberg Incorporates
Albany, N. Y., Nov. 1.

Federal Transcribed Programs,
Inc., has been chartered to conduct
a general commercial*and recording
business in Manhattan. Directors
are: Mortimer Cohn, A. Ralph Stein-
berg and Carlyne Graubart, New
York city.

.Capital stock is 100 shares, no
par value. Louis Levine, flHng at-

torney.

WHK Staff Changes

Cleveland, Nov. 1.

Seven shifts are keeping the staff

of WHK on the jump. Lehman Otis,

former radioed of Citizen daily in

Columbus, O., added to payroll as

news editor. Succeeds Milt C. Hill,

who was made head of commercial
continuity department. Jimmy Sands,

who formerly held latter position,

transferred to the program produc-
tion bureau of which Allen Jenkins,

ex-announcer, is assuming charge.

His previous berth is being filled by
Don Dewhirst.
Leslie Biebl, mike-man, promoted

to editorship of sustaining continu-

ity. Announcing staflf got another

addition in form of Seymour Harvey
Miller, from WIBX, Utica, and
WMBO, Auburn, N. Y. Beryl Red-
mond, secretary to Ad Manager K. K.
Hackathom, has resigned to become
chief stenog for C. A. MacLaughlin,
manager vof WIJC in Indianapolis.

MacLaughlin was formerly sales

manager of WHK-WLCE.

Masquers At It Again

Hollywood, Nov. 1.

Masquers are again whipping up a
show for radio Sponsorship. Chief
bait is a long list of picture names.

Outfit took a sudden interest in

radio last year but it didn't last long.

BACK TO AVERAGE

Radio Even Keel Noted After Czech
Vnsettlement

General drop in the percentage of
listening intensity^ which broadcast-
ing experienced following the Eu-
ropean crisis is practically ended.
Compared with the overall listener

rate which prevailed for a previous
two weeks, the latest audience check
shows a difference downward of but
1/lOth of one percent.

Only period in American radio

history which produced a compar-
able state of intensive tuning-in was
the first few months of the Roose-
velt administration (1933).

MNIES STATE

REE OVER

RCA SET AT FRISCO EXPO

Trenton, Nov. 1.

Contending that the New Jersey

State laws regulating radio broad-
casting are. invalid- :and that the

Federal Communications Commis-
sion is the., lone regulatory agency
over, radio, NBC has obtained from
Judge Phillip . Forman in United
States. District Court here , a show
cause order against, the State Board

Public tJtilities and its mem-
bers. The order, returnable next
Friday afternoon in Federal court

here,- requires the State group tp

show cause why it should not be
enjoined and restrained from taking
any further action against NBC.
Named as defendants are the Board
of Public Utility Commissioners, its

members, Harry Bacbarach, Thomas
L. Hanson and Frank J. Reardon,
and Attorney General David T.

Wilentz.

State some months ago directed

NBC to make application to the
Board of Public Utility Commis-
sioners for a certificate of public
convenience and necessity and to

fill in- the necessary date on that cer-

tificate« with regard to Station
W2XDG, which it recently moved
from a downtown New York loca-
tion to the Boimd Brook transmis-
sion station.

Broadcasting company, which also

operates three other stations through
the Bound Brook transmitter—WJ2J,
W3XAL and W3XL—refused to

comply with the order.
The reply was signed by A, L.

Ashby, vice-president, and NBC Is

represented by Autenrieth & Wur-
tendyke, of Newark.

New York's former mayor, Jimmy
Walker, has the present Mayor
La Guardia's blessing for tiie WMCA
broadcast series that Walker starts

m.c.'ing next Sunday (6) on WMCA
with an imposing array of guesters,

including George Jessel, George
Givot, Yacht Club Boys, Olsen and
Johnson, Lew Lehr, Dave Apollon,
James Barton, Lee Grant orchestra
and others. Modern Industrial is

buying the time, a Sunday 2-3 p.m.
full hour, but will refrain from <any
commercial in its own behalf. Com-
mitment is for 12 weeks.

Idea is for Walker to ultimately
sell this type of 'good-will' show for
a franker sponsorship. As it wiU be
unreeled the first' 12 weeks, the
'visits' to the different hospitals by
Walker and his poUyanna troupe
will be in the nature of .-good-wiU
promotion, Bellevue hospital is the
first stop, the show to be performed
for the inmates and broadcast from
there. An old ladies' home will be
the second stop. |Mayor ;La Guardla
has • approved an earl;^ Visit 'to his
Camp La Guardia, charity resort, in
upstate New York.

Walker's Price

This pattern, it is hoped, will be
sold eventually so that Walker m^
collect his self-evaluated ^,500, a
figure he once befor<& placed on him-
self. For the initial 12 weeks, how-
ever, neither he nor the guestecs iget

paid. Modern Industrial meeely
buys the

.
time so that WMCA bene-

fits that way, at card rates, and^ of
course,- the sundry hospital inmates
enjoy; the benefit of the in-peison
broadcasts,

Bert Lehbar, general sides man-
ager for the Donald Flamm station.

Conceived the idea and David E.
Green, with WaUcer, is producing.

Gets Contract—Hewitt Off to Cam-
den, New Jersey

San Francisco, Nov. 1.

Contracts for the installation of

radio and public address equipment

costing in the nabe of $100,000 were
inked last week by RCA and the
4930 Golden Gate International Ex-
position. Complete system, to be
ready for operation Feb. 10, eight
days before formal opening of the
expo, will be leased by RCA.
Engineers of the Columbia, Mutual

and NBC okayed the layout for net-
work operations before the contract
was signed. Lesley Hewitt, engineer
in charge for the State of California,
who wrote the general specifications

and coordinated the suggestions of
RCA and the C. C. Langevin Co,
leading bidder on the job, left for
Camden, N. J., as soon as the deal
was set to iron out installation de-
tails with RCA execs.

Add: Minor Worries
J^Klwaukee, Nov. 1.

Executive staff of WTMJ huddled
last week to discuss effects of the
new Wages and Hours Jaw on radio.
Lew Herzog raised the question,

'What's going tp become of Betty
Lou and.Charlie McCarthy?'

BILL HAY

LUM-ABNEI

ONCAREBl

Los Angeles, Npv. 1.

William G. (Bill). Hay, long an-
nouncer for Amos 'n' Andy, fll^d

suit here against Chester Louck and
Norris Gofl (Lum and Abner) for

an accounting of commissions assect-

edly due him for promoting titia'

career of the rural air comics. Hay
alleges L & A signed a contract with
him in 1.931 which would net him
10% of their earnings for flye years
as compensation for his aid in help-
ing them obtain radio engagements.

Hay estimates that the rustics
earned around $500,000 dilrin^. the
disputed period but declares that he
received only $191 to apply against
the commissions.

'

Arthor Gillette, WCKY Cinoinnall
engineer, was in New I'oii*. l%Tt

week, looking over radio equipment.

New Hero—Doggy Dan'

Chicago, Nov. 1.

Red Heart dog food starting a new
local show on WMAQ next Monday
(7). Will run 10 minutes daily for

six days a week, at 12:35 p. m.

Through the Henri, Hurst & Mc-
Donald agency, with the name of the
show, 'Doggy Dan and the Red
Heart Man.* Bob Becker's weekly
dog chats continues for the same ad
vertiser for an additional 33 weeks
starting Dec. 11.
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aNTRODUCTION TO AMERICA*
With Didler Viin Aekere
30 Mins. .

Transcription
Badiophenetlque Unlverselie

(In French)
This is the first of a series of 30

transcriptions made in the United
States in July, August, September
and October during a transcon-
tinental tour by Jacques Friedland^
head of Radiophonetique Universelle
of Paris, who has been operating this

project under a small financial grant
from the French government plus
the gratuitous aid of Columbia
Broadcasting. He was accompanied
to America by Didier Van Aekere.
Paris rep of CBS, who as a linguist

and a network employe could get
around the U.S.A. and at the same
time act as m.c. for the programs.
Program series sets out to show

—

with liberal sound effects, many of
them authentic—what America is

like. Frenchmen, in common with
most Europeans, have a very hazy
conception of this country. With gun-
play, fan dancers, hillbilly child
brides and such matters over-sold as
'typical.'

Reviewed in New York off a pan-
cake made by Transcriptions, Inc.,

the inaugural program was a birds-
eye view of the whole country. Its

objective—strongly emphasized in
French—^was that 'New York is not
America.'—^From the switchboard of
CBS in N. Y., by a series of quick
cut-ins, voices were heard speaking
in French (never mind what kind of
French!) from KSFO, San Francisco;
WEEI, Boston; WQAM, Miami;
KNX, HoUywood; KMOX, St. Louis,
and so on. It was a kaleidoscopic
gallop around the map, with the ul-
timate object of getting over to the
literal-minded French radio listeners

a conception of distance and tempo
over here.
There were cowboy chanties in

Arizona, the hum of .the assembly
belt in i;>etroit, the gushing of Old
Faithful In Yellowstone, a rendition
of the 'St Loiiis Blues,' guitars from
Honolulu and the whine of the wind
atbp the Empire State Bldg. A dumb
stooge, character runs through the
series.

For Frenchmen, the assortment of
Yankee-ized French ' dialects must
inevitably be as funny as the tangled
tenses of continental English to bur
ears. But meanwhile, comedy is not
the objective.
As a significant new development

in international radio, this one is a
red ring on the calendar. It has
been nicely done on production and
mechanical values and tells its story
with enough ° change of' pace and
humor (Gallic) to accomplish some
benefits to the cause- of Franco-
American relations. Land.

W, R. WXLIjS
Commentator
Sustaining 15 Mlns.
Sun. 10:15 ]r.m.

WABC-CBS, New York
W, R. Wills, Far East representa

tive for CBS, headquartering in
Tokyo, was shortwaved from "Han
kow Sunday night, commenting on
the Japanese occupation of the con-
quered Chinese territory. In a
nicely phrased address, evidencing
good mike technique, Wills was non^
commital on his plane's-eye-view .of

the war ' scene, a caution that may
be explained in part by the fact
that he's .headquartered in Tokyo
permanently.

Trans-Pacific broadcast mentioned
the 'normal' routine to be observed
in the Hankow area.

GLENDA FARRELL
With Allen Drake, Lome Elliot,

Eric Dressier.
SWANSDOWN-CALUMET
Thursday, 8 p.m.
WABC-CBS, New York

(Young & Aubicam)
If any of the .Hollywood execs

were listening last Thursday night
(27), Glenda Farrell certainly gave
them something to think about in
her guest shot on the Kate Smith
program. In an emotional part that
was virtually the antithesis of the
flip comedy stuff with which films
have typed her she turned in an in-
tense, eloquent and deeply-moving
performance. Obviously Miss Far-
rell is a much more versatile trouper
than she's previously been given a
chance to show.
Piece was a bizarre dramatic ex-

cursion into the realm of emotional
psychology. . Using several different
techniques (at one time straight nar-
rative and flashback were employed
simultaneously), it dealt witti the
lives of a woman doctor and her
fiance-surgeon whose unsuccessful
operation to cure her after a motor
crash left her crippled and him
mentally unbalanced. It was a com-
plex and extremely difficult produc-
tion and acting assignment.
Direction Was shrewdly conceived

and adroitly worked out. Playing
simply and directly, Miss Farrell
achieved admirable range of mood
and expression. She could have used
a lower voice register advantage-
ously during the quieter middle
scenes, but her emotional climaxes
were controlled and her subdued
final lines very persuasive. Her
timing was excellent throughout.
Allen Drake was convincing as the
mentally-unhinged surgeon, while
Lome Elliot scored as the girl's

grandmother. Background produc-
tion sounds and the musical bridg-
ing were proficient. Hobc.

'LONG ISLAND HOUR'
With Jean Ballock
IS Mlns.
PARTICIPAUNG
Wednesday. lOtiiS ajn.
WICC, Briderepbrt
Unique angle here is that 15-min'

ute slice of WICC, nominally a
Bridgeport-New Hfven umbrella, is

dished especially to a Long Island
zone across some dozen miles of
Long Island Sound water. But WICC
has the signal, and Jean Hallock's
got the sponsors, so it's commercially
legitimate. '

Commentator sounds young for
her job and would likely be more
effective in a spot directed to juves,
She has plenty of copy, mixing
blurbs for participating advertisers
(Riverhead, L. L, roller skating rink;
E. J. Wier Co., tree surgeons, and
Jacob Meyer markets) with l<ong
Island chamber of commerce stuff.

Elem.

*A SONG AT TWILIGHT'
With Bobby Hainsworth's Salon
Group, Doris Slerer, Tommy
Thomas

30 Mins., Regional
Sustainlnc
Sundays, 4:30 p. m.
KIRO, SeaUle

This, half-houi: stanza is for the
Columbia Pacific net. Bobby Hains-
worth, studio director, and five-men
ensemble clicked, while Doris Sterer,
recent winner in KIRO community
club amateur contest, vocalized like
ah old-timer. Male quartet and
KIRO's program director. Tommy
Thomas, latter, dishing out poetry be-
tween musical selection, tied together
for balance. . Purposely sIqw .P3.ae^,.
with music and poetry selected with
eye to the title.

This is the first show ever fed out
of Seattle on a. regularly scheduled
basis in the 13 years of network
radio, although KQIO has had ni£iny
spot oririnations go trflnsoohtinental.
Gomes J list ahead of Orson Welles
Mercury theatre. Smith.

SILVER SERENADE':
With Peggy Tudor Guests
Transcriptions
15 Mlns.
ONEIDA, LTD.
Saturday, 1:30 p.m.
WGT, Schenectady

(BBD&O)
' "Most . powerful group of stations

.

ever used, on 'silverware advertising'
is the statement in a promotion piece
on new series. Being turntabled
over one 506,000rwatter,. 18 50.000-
watters, one 10,DOO-watter, nine
5,000-watters and five, transmitters,
of low power. On entertainment and
general showmanship,

. however^
present group of platters is inferior
to the one aired last fall. Two rea-
sons for this: an apparent budget
cut on talent, witii a flll-in° instru-
mental trio substituted for a first-
elass dance band, and a more, pro-
nounced use of guests to stodge on
advertising.

, A'gencies would prob-
ably call the latter 'hard-hitting
selling.' Others will call it an in-
vitation to take a walk.
Women and men interviewed by

Peggy Tudor on Ten Keys to Mar-
ried Happiness' c^rry show's, load.
Dorothy Draper, interior decoration
authority, and Ida Bailey Allen,
home economist, popular with
femme listeners, were two heard.
Other voices waxed: Mrs. E. E.
Brooks, employment expert; CHara
Savage Littledale, editor of Parent's
Magazine; David Seabury, psycholo-
gist; Beatrice Fairfax and Helen
Rowland, newspaper columnists;
Mrs. Anne Benson Fisher, author;
Margaretta Beyers, fashion expert;
Mrs.. Cornelius Beeckman, socialite
and etiquette authority. 'Miss. Tu-
dor,* who is on the Rosaline Greene
order, and good, not only quizzes
guests, but has them as straight oh
two spiels. 'Wear proofing' fea-
ture of Tudor Plate emphasized;
prices mentioned. Peggy also an-
nounces for trio's so-so playing.

Jaco.

'DR. PAUL CHRISTIAN'
With Jean HerahoH
Drama
3* Mlns.
VASELINE PRODUCTS
Tves., 10 pjn.
WABC-CBS, New York

(McCann-Erickson)
Jean Hersholt is back tor his sec-

ond season in the role of the coun«
try doctor who is i^U things to all

men, women and children in the
mythical village of River's End.
Quality of the script, production and
acting is as hokey-pokey as before,
but that won't stop the program
from gathering the class of dialer
that will lend an attentive ear as
long as the fiction deals with plain-
folks and their troubles, a sort of
hangover from the daytime cascade
of scridlSa

Initial installment of the. resumed
series revolved around a 17-yearr-

old girl and her 19-year-old boy
friend who had to hide their love in
an abandoned shack on a back
mountain road because their respec-
tive parents were opposed to their
marriage. Plot drags up all the old
dramatic dodges, including black-
mail, inter-family recrimination and
an attempted suicide. It all sums
up as sentimentality and melodrama
of the lower air brackets. Hersholt
gives his line the right lip service.
Time is taken out halfway through

the sketch for the plug. Posing as a
mother, a voice gives emphatic 'tes-

timony to the value of vaseline
products as a healer of wounds, cuts,

colds or what have you. Odec.

'IT'S AN ILL WIND'
With Hope Rogers, Doris Counts,
Mary Louise Cirey, Marlon MilU-
kan, Dick Williams, Jack Robert-

' son, and Robert Lehigh
30 Mins.
Sustaining
Sunday, 3:15 p. m.
WGRC, New Albany-Louisville

Station newly under the manage-
nent of Steve Cisler. Gives half-

hour example of what can be done
with amateur talent. George Russell,

production director, -wrote the origi-

nal script, based on 'the timely theme
of the recent tornado which brought
disaster to the New England coast,

and did a clean-cut job of it

Play is one of a series of 13 scripts
which will be aired by WGRC Play.-
ers. Russell directed the cast and
authored seven of the scripts, the
remainder being the work of Peggy
Lynch, Chicago radio writer and ac-
tress.

Story telling is well-knit, being an
account of the storm which suddenly
struck through New England, some
characters taking refuge in hotels
and the like, with a radio operator
keeping in touch by means of the
various distress messages coming in.
.Most of the parts are straight acting
roles, although Jack Robertson does
well by a typical "By Jove*, stage
Englishman. Suspense is well .sus-
tained to the finish, and aside from
kotaei few points, such as a noticeable
imm'aturily in some of the character
roles, and a slight hesitancy on cues,
the effort was well on the okay side
for non-professionals. Hold.

MISS TRENT'S CHILDREN
Dramatic
30 Mlns.; Local
Sustaining
Friday, 8:30 p. m.
CBM, Montreal
Third stanza of this serial of family

life shapes up as. likely, air fodder,
even if a little on the slow side. It

sounds like a newspaper serial and
has been deliberately fashioned along
sedate lines, with a view to reaching
a class of listeners not intrigued by
blood-curdling melodrama and hair-
raising escapades..
Script has been,cleverly tailored by

Joe McDougall of the J. Walter
Thomipsoh Agency, and should de-
velop a following if general popu-
larity of similar serials, in both
both French and English, is any indi-
cation.
Show caught dealt with arrival of

motherless children at the home of
their aunt. Miss Trent, in Montreal.
Dialog mostly himg on plans and am-
bitions of the youngsters, with inci-
dental organ music to denote change
of scenes.
Ifs not the type of show which

would register as an immediate click,
but it should build.. Mori.

••
/

'CMON AND DANCE'
With Howard Jones
Two Honrs-^Local
Adams clothes
-Daily, 10 pja.
WIP, PhlUy
New two-hour daily dance mara-

thon of latest recordings would be
certain for a large audience from
10 p.m. to midnight were it not
marred by an overgabby announcer.
In a perfect spot to attract listeners
desired by the clothing company-
sponsor, Jones chases them away
with his everlasting chatter. At-
tempting to be intimate and funny
with his ad-libbed comment, he be-
comes a pest to listeners who want
to read or dance (the name of the
show, in fact, is 'C'mon and Dance'—
and you can't dance to a. line of gab).
Listeners are. willing to accept the
commercial announcements as a
necessary part of the game, but they
don't have to take a lot of small-talk.
Jones would do much better for both
sponsor and himself by forgetting to
be so chummy.
There's break-in of news at 10:45

p.m. by John Facenda for Morris
Plan Bank. Following the cut-out,
sponsorship reverts to Adams
Clothes. Herb.

NANCY TURNER
Talks, Interviews
30 Mlns.—Local
Sustaining
Dally, 11:15 a.m.
WMCA, New York
Before coming to New York from

Baltimore, Nancy Turner was on
WFBR and WBAL. Seems to have
forgotten her individuality with trek
north. It's another of the 'isn't it
just too, too' type.
Couldn't get over stooge Allen

^l(illiams' (announcer) tie and his
return from vacation. Was similarly
wowed by meeting d.a. Thomas
Dewey at a party although she had
attended many such big shot soirees
in Washington, Annapolis, Baltimore,
etc., etc.' Topped that one off with
a political plug to boot. Tells all
about steam electric irons, exquisite
toiletries, and olher femme gadgets
she discovers around town. Find out
where to discover them by dropping
her a card, says Nancy.
Only thing substantial was inter-

view with Mrs. William C. Murrell,
of Women's National Institute, who
discoursed on laundries and methodis.
Miss Turner adopted a 'come, now,
Mrs. Murrell' style of interrogating.
Miss Turner, the only sustainer on

station with a contract, needs new
and more adjectives. Her choice of
'adorable' for describing everything
she saw, ate or heard- became rasp-
ing. Serves tea to studio audiences
after her broadcasts. Hurl.

Follow-Up Comment
Comedy (that serious business)

remains the main problem of the
Texaco program, but progress has
been made since the not-too-happy
getaway some weeks ago. It's the
first 15 minutes where the trouble
bubbles concentrate. While the pirns
last week were, in general, better
puns than the script gave out on the
initial program, the flaw of not
knowing where to stop was still no-
ticeable. What the program still
needs to have is the ruthlessnes? to
cut where A judicious use of the
scalpel would save the patient.
Take that astrology routine. Una

Merkel was asked what sign she was
bom under and replied 'maternity
ward,' Minutes later, the thread of
fortune-tellhig, etc., never having
been completely forgotten, Charley
Ruggles drags in a gratuitous men-
tion of Madeliene CJarroll in order
to carry along the 'motif and de-
scribed Miss Carroll as a 'heavenly
body,' This is known as straining at
the keel.
Miss Merkel, Adolphe Menjou and

Charles Ruggles are all character
actors without a characterization.
Ned Sparks who brings his dead-pan
delivery to radio fits much better
and promises to grow as an asset
to the show. His background ob-
bligato of wisecracks during the mid
section Texaco commercial was fre
quently sparkling and in general
very funny (despite a weak final
punchrline) and would inevitably
prompt the question: Why not start
the show off solid with the Sparks
routine and let the uncertain items
be sandwiched in later?
Adolphe Menjoii remains as emcee

at which he is at this late date
strictly an also-run but when he
acted a Max Reinhardt playlet with
Mrs. Menjou (Verree Teasdale) the
program had something deluxe.
Radio's inability to properly exploit
what it buys remains a source of re-
curring melancholy to the trade's
back-seat drivers.

'Ave Maria Hoar* sponsored by
Franciscan Friars of Garrison, N. Y.,
on station WMCA, N. Y., Sundays,
went a little political on broadcast of
Oct. 30, offering a fifty century re-
ligious persecution dramatization as
a parallel to present-day despotism.
Story of St. Julia, Christian Car-

thaginian maid, tortured and cruci-
fied by the Romans, was tellingly
told via medium of Don Randolph
Frances Dworken and smart 15-min-
ute script prepared by Faith Billen
Smith. Covered a lot of ground in
time allotted, and made message lis-

tenable.

Leo BoUey was paying his anijual
tribute to the late Knute Rockne,
Notre Dame football coach, on Ty
dol's program over WGY, Schenec
tady, last week at the very moment

JIMMY SCRIBNER
'The Johnson Family'
Serial
15 Mlns.
BAMSDELL
Dally, 5:15 pan.
WOR, New York

(Hamilton)
Sustaining for 13 months, this

Jimmy Scribner written-and-acted
script is now under Ramsdell's spon-
sorship, but only on WOR. Rest of
the Mutual network still carries the
serial 6n a sustaining basis.

Scribner acts out all the charac-
ters, Virginia Negroes, handling
around 22 male and femme roles.
Not all, though, are i;i each chapter;
nor does Scribner Cariry a sustained
shading on all of 'em. During the
show caught (27), the thickness of
the southern drawl varied consider-
ably, sometimes sounding quite ofay—which the author-actor is.A story about colored people, it
was unusually free of comedy in this
stanza, concerning the failure of a
wrestler to collect for services. No
laughs, no strong dramatics, just the
novelty of one man doing all the bits.
It reminds greatly of Amos 'n'-Andy
^but less the comedy.
Ramsdell's is plugging its dandruff-

removing sulphur cream fore and
aft, talking about itchy scalps, scales,
etc. Unappetizing just before the
dwner hour. Scho.

*HUNGER FIGHTERS'
titttma.

30 Mlns.
Federal Theatre Radio Division
Saturday 9 p.m.
WABC-CBS, New York

Shift in the airing of this program
from Thursday to Saturday is coinci-
dent with the dramatizations (of the
fight against various diseases) enter-mg the second of Paul de Kruif's
five books. First series was 'Men
Against Death' and treated the bat-
Ues of science to con<^uer and partly
eliminate human diseases. Second
deals with efforts to down diseases
of food, i.e., cattle, wheat, oats, etc.
•.Portrayals of the various parts by
PTRD players gave it true to life
meaning, with one exception. That
was the player in the part of Carl-
ton's wife. Her Voice was harsh and
a bit overacted, in contrast to the
narrated description of her.
Series should be okay for general

listening, but mote so in the middle
west, where it is also educational
for the farm belt.

the Rev. Hugh O'Donnell, vice-presi-
dent of Notre Dame , and a team-

9' 'Rock,' was speaking about
*^*i??ill9"5.,1°*'<'l^ ^ »»» interviewonWABY, Albany; > Just as Father
O'Donnell finished ft. chat with Ed
Healey, radio edi,tor, of an' Albany
daily, Bolley put on the clincher of
his broadcast: a record of Rockne'a
driving, staccato address to the Irish
team before it went on the field for
the 102B game with, the Army. Ef-
fect was uncanny, as though ;he end
of one program had been timed to
climax that, on another in a nearbv
city.

'

Actually, the whole thing was pure
coincidence.

Frank Mmin, with Abe Lyman and
the Amsterdam Chorus (Friday via
WEAF)" is still a soothing and
pleasurable half hour for fire-side
easy chairs. In contrast to the com-
mercial's "plug for Phillips Milk of
Magnesia.
Munn's warm voice is over the

plate. Lyman's boys' waltz and pblka
tunes are unobtrusive, working in
judiciously between' the vocal selec-
tions. Catchy clarinet and accordion
interpolations liven up any inclina-
tion towarc' monotony.

Cal Tlnney'a 'If I Had the Chance'
sustainer on WJZ (28) gave 'em an
assortment of celebs, but llttie in the
way of enlightenment. Th^e Was
compensation in laughs, however, via
Nellie Revell's reminiscences of her
circus &dvance-agent days and Tom-W Riggs' double-voiced routine
(Betty Lou). Miss Revell's mike
showmanship is light }n touch and
authoritative in background. Other
w.k.'s to parry Tinney's queries were
Quentin Reynolds, writer, and edi-
tor, Archie Mayo, 'film director, and
Dr. Mai Stevens, surgeon and coach
of the New York U. football team.
Tinney, a humorist himself, paces

the program for as many laughs as
possible, which explains the fact that
litUe in the way of actual informa-
tion is given the listeners. There
was no inside from Mayo, for in-
stance, on film direction; nor did
Stevens dish out any factual grid
matter. Reynolds was more interest-
ing in talking about his days as a
foreign correspondent and his insa-
tiable desire to stooge for Olsen and
Johnson, current on Broadway in
'Hellzapoppin.'

Fibber McGee's Tuesday night con-
tribution on NBC for Johnson's
Floorwax has simmered down to a
fancy conglomeration of dialects, but
consistently funny. In audience level
the show IS reminiscent of the stuff
that fared well during the era of
family time vaudeville. Jim Jordon
(McGee) still doesn't attempt any-
thing in the way of humor with
which this class isn't thoroughly fa-
miliar. Other things in his favor
are good timing and a knack of mak-
ing the old stuff sound fresh.
Last week's instalment (25) fur-

nished a pleasant musical combina-
tion in Donald Novis, the Four Notes
and Billy Mills, batonist.

Ogdtn ttmsh, whose
. unmetered

rhymes have been a vogue for sev-
eral years, made one of his rare^
radio appearances last Thursday (27)
with Bing Crosby on the Kraft pro-
gram. It was a click session, not
only for Nash's Ingeniously satiric
verses and his ingratiating mike per-
sonality, but also because of exceed-
ingly able scripting and production.
Co-guests on the show, Fonda and
Ralph Bellamy, together with Cros-
by and Ken Carpenter, joined in the
tyrical fooling. If consistently pre-
sented so engagingly, Nash would be
a natural in a re^lar spot on one
of the major progy:ams.
After Fonda and Bellamy had each

offered his individual bit of clown-
mg, Fonda played the trumpet, Bell-
amy and John Scott Trotteir pianos,
Crosby pounded the drum and Car-
penter sang in a comicalty terrible
edition of 'Melody in F.'

Better material than the playlet,
'They Found a New World,' which
went on the air Friday night <28),
will have to be culled from the batch
of stuff available if the Sweetheart
Radio Playhouse' of the air with Wil-
liam A. Brady as 'presenter' is to
please. Sponsor is Sweetheart soap.
Program is on WEAF Friday nights
at 7:45 p.m.
Brady, on the air with the show

and coming over very acceptably, is
topping programs with little anec-
dotes or incidents of his career in
the legit theatre. He .told one Friday
(28) about a dog in one of his ^hows
that barked authentically but really
was a human beting uistead. He
didn't expl^ whether with or with-
out fur nor how being tiie human
being playing a pooch happened to
be; whether the barking was within
view of the audience or not.
'They Found a New World' h

based on the sailing of the ship.
Godspeed, from England for Boston
in 1891 and the death, before land-
ing, of the hero amidst the tears of
his beloved. The dramatic value of
the akeach, as done, added up to only
a couple points above nil though the
performances listened okay. A storm
at sea was a part of the amateurish
script.
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Typical Radio Waivers

(It toiU be noted that the author \s sometimes required to write a letter

to the btty6r-to-be granting extraordirvary •privileges in advance. Agencies,
inetworks and stations hove belittled the author's claims oi injustice and
abuse and professed to see in the waiver system nothing not dictated by
the realities of a litigation-minded floating population of 'writers' and 'idea'

men with strong egoes a,nd weak ethics.)
V

I

, Young.4c Rubicam, Inc.

! 285 Ma<Jison Avenue,
New York, N. Y,
'Qentlemen:

.

; I am asking you to let me present an idea which I think may be of

Interest to you or to any one of yoiu: clients. This presentation is being
made on my own Initiative and not at your request.

I thoroughly understand your policy with respect to ideas emanating
from and presented by outside sources: namely, that you incur no obliga-

tion whatever to me with respect to such ideas ... I recognize the fact

that if the Idea which 1° am about to present has come to; you through
Sp'me ,other sources (either within or without your agency) you have the

absolute right to use such idea without any payment or obligation to me
Vhatever.

Furthermore, I am entirely content to present the Idea, relying upon
your good faith in so far as the source of the idea is concerned ... In the

event -that you subsequently do use the idea and in' connection with such
use claim that you re<:eived the idea from some source other than 'me,

your word in that matter will be Anal.

It "is only .in consideration of niy signing this letter, thereby releasing

you from any obligation to me eixcept such obligation as' you may volun-
tarUy assume that you are permitting me to present my idea.

(Signed)

Date.

11

Blackett-Sampl6-Hummert, Inc.

221 North La l^aile Street,

Chicago,, niinoiis.

I have submitted to you certain Ideas, suggestions or^other material for

use by you In connection with advertising. I ask you to read and consider

this materlKI ow the express understanding that I hereby waive and release

any and all" claims agiiipst you for compensation for any use, or alleged

use,' that ybu may make of such material, and I expressly agree that yoxu:

decision a& to' 'whether you have used all or £ny part of It shall be con-
clusive and' bincUng upon me.

(Seal)

Bamberger

III

won
roadcasting Service, Inc., Newark, New Jersey

New York Business Office

1440 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Dear Sir:

We understand that you desire to submit to us for our consideration a
certain idea, plot, script, Icopy, poem, story, play, musical composition,

musical arrangement, lyric, continuity or scenario (herein referred to as

"Idea").
We shall be.glad to examine your Idea but only upon the understanding

that the use to be made of such idea by us and the compensation, if any,

to be paid therefor, are matters resting solely in our discretion.

If the terms herein stated meet with your approval, will you please sign

this letter at the foot, thereof.

Accepted
R^urn this, form with your manuscript.

LUNATIC FRINGE WAIVERS GUARD ADMEN,

ABUSEAUTHORS,SAYWRITERSGUHDSMEN
Kaltenbom's Irony

Chicago, Nov. 1.

At a special luncheon tend-
ered jointly by the University
of Northwestem's school of

>ournaIism, the Columbia web
and the Sigma Delta Chi frat,

H. V. Kaltenborn last week told

assembled newspapermen that
the plaudits that have and are
coming to him arc startling. He
stated that he thought his work
during the crisis was a mere
routine reporting and editorial

job. He said that when he was
in Spain and managed to get an
actual broadcast of battle from
the firing line, ^he thought he
would come back home to ho-
sannas from all sides, but that
nobody thought it was anything.
He feels that it's a quiser quirk

of fate that makes him a na-
tional figure on account of a
job he thought was quite rou-
tine, while the nation Ignored
the Spanish battle stunt at

which he risked his life.

HEARST DUO

STUL UNSOLD

Hearst Radio, Inc., is now with-

out prospective buyers for either

WISN, Milwaukee, or KYA, San

Francisco. Negotiations have fallen

through.

Dickerer in the case of WISN was
Ralph Atlass, operator of "WJJD,

Chicago; and WIND, Gary, Ind., with

the parting due. to sharp differences

over financial terms. P. K. Wrigley

was to be associated with him in this

venture.

Hearing on the approval of the

sale of KEHE, Los Angeles, to Ea'rle

C. Anthony, is due to come up
shortly before - the Federal Com-
munications Commisision.

Sports Don't Get Any

Cincinnati, Nov. 1.

Scratches and bruises were the

only things brought back by mem-
bers of the WSAI sales and promo-
tion staffs from a coon hunt Satur
day (29) night on the farm of Bill

Quenther, promotion manager, in

California, Ky.
Major Harrison, salesman, and

Jack Thornquest. sales manager,
x.headed the casualty list. Harrison
.jstumbled down a 150-f6ot hill. Auto
of Thornquest wfent off the road and
did a triple somersault after the
party ended. Machine was badly
damaged. Thornquest was able to be
on the job Monday (31).

None of the 26 memberg of the ex
peditlon reported even seeing a coon.

Columbus Gets Publicity

Ray of Encouragement
Columbus, Nov. 1.

Local radio stations are rejoicing
because The Sunday Star (published
on Friday), is now carrying a full

page of radio pictures. Dispatch
(afternoon) until this development
was the only paper .using radio news
other than the regular listings.

Citizen dropped radio news a few
weeks ago. Ohio State Journal
(morning) carries only listings with
an occasional story.

INDIANAPOUS SYMPH

ON COLUMBIA WEB

Indianapolis Nov. 1.

Indianapolis Symphony .orchestra

under the direction of Fabien
Sevitzky will broadcast a series of

16 'one hour concerts over the CBS
network between 2 and 3 o'clock

Wednesday afternoons. ^FBM will

feed the network.
Last year the orchestra broadcast

over the Mutual network. CBS
broadcast will be for the radio audi-

ence only sans studio audience. Lo-
cal musicians union cooperated in

completing the arrangements. Pro-
grams Will begin Wednesday, Nov.
23.

Radio Biz Qiidc

Led by Sponsor

And Agcy. Exec

San Francisco, Nov. 1.

Speaking at the first fall ineeting

of the Radio Departmental of the

Sail Francisco Advertising Club last

week, Hassel Smith, of the Long
Advertising Service, stated that the

success of the Gallenkamp Stores

Co. in maintaining a business edge,

was largely due to its consistent use
of radio. Gallenkamp chain oper-
ates 101 stores in the larger Coast
towns!
Smith, who -miesented the adver-

tiser's point of view at the meet,
said that while the shoe business in

the Pacific area had slumped 15'%

during the receission, Gallenkamp^s
sales were 8% over last year's level.

Smith recalled how shoe companies
brought on sharp drops in- business

by withdrawing their support from
shows that were clicking .nicely for

them. He cited the experience of

the Peters shoe with 'Professor Puz-
zlewit' and the 'It's a Fact' pro-
grams.
Burton Granicher, McCann-Erick-

son account exec, presented the
agency's viewpoint with a series of

examples covering the radio activi-

ties of his firm's accounts ranging
from Standard Oil and Pacific Coast
Borax 'Death "Valley Days' to spot
announcements. He said that the
Standard Oil Co. of California's 10-

year-old 'Standard Symphony Hour'
rates as one of the outstanding fii-

stitutional radio campaigns of the
industry.

Lindsey Spight, Coast manager for

John Blair & Co., urged radio sales-

men to concentrate on selling radio
as the best advertising and devote
less effort to competitive selling

among networks and stations.

Expected That November Meeting Will Thrash Out
Grievances Based on 'Signing Away Everything'

—Price Fixing Clause Particularly Disliked

Special Events—^But Dignified

station WQXR, N. Y., is going in

for 'special events'—but with dignity,

states station. It's tieing itself up
with Debate Council of Columbia
University, Cooper Union and going

for special talkers as its version of

the frying-eggs-on-si"dewalk side of

the ether.

Conducted for past 40 years, Coop-
er Union's Foi^ums were aired lor

the first time this past Saturday (30).

Glenn Van Anken's WIBC

Managed by McLangUin

Indianapolis, Nov, 1.

WIBC was baptized Sunday by the
Indiana Broadcasting Corp., of which
Glenn Van Auken is the president
and owner. C. A. McLaughlin (ex
WHK) is the station manager.
New station is without network af-

filiation. On the air from 6 a,m
until 6 p.m. It broadcasts on 1050
kilocycles. Indianapolis Star, which
has cut out all radio gossip and cut
program listings to bone carried
news story of the new station. In-
dianapolis Times and News an
nounced they would carry the pro-
grams as soon as they received the
listings.

AI Donahue guests on the Kate
Smith program tomorrow night (3)

ag part of the singer's line of band'
leader guest stars.

Another of the grievances the
Radio Writers Guild will likely con-
sider at its annual meeting Nov. 7

is the present setup under which
authors are forced to waive all pos-
sible future claims before advertis-

ing agencies or networks will con-
sider their scripts. According to

Guild members, the existing condi-
tions are grossly unfair and must Ije

corrected.

Although each agency has its own
release form which it requires writ-
ers submitting material to sign, all

such forms are along the same gen-
eral line; In .each the writer agrees
to. yvaive all or any possible future
claims against the agency for any
use or alleged iise of the material,

to rely entirely ' on the good faith

of the agency and that the agency's
decision in all matters shall be ^nal.

In'many such releases (the oneis re-

quired by WOR, for instance) even
;he matter of whether or not pay-
ment for the use of the material is

made, or of how much such jpayment
will be, is left entirely up 'to thie

purchaser. Any such waiveris. or
terms or' requirements are unheard,
of in any other field of authorship.

Of course the motive of the agien-

cies and networks in requiring the
signing of such releases is to protect
themselves against possible plagiaf-

iisin and 'Unfair competition' ^uits or
claims. Explained that although the
actual wording, of the waivers is ex-
ureme, it is made so to deal with the
lunatic fringe' who might (and from
ime to time do) -submit impossible
material, and subsequently 'recog-

nize' portions of their work in every
>roadcast.- In actual practice, agency
men explain, they deal with radio
writers., on a fair basis, attempting
:o help them work out ideas, dis-

cussing any likely material or ideas
and paying for all material or ideas
used.

Not Necessary?

However, while authors agree that
the agencies must protect themselves
against Uimatic fringe' lawsuits, they
dispute the theory that all writers
should have to sign away their rights
rnerely to have their work consid-
ered.

.
They believe some method

could be worked out to correct what
they regard as a one-sided situation.

There is also a question of whether
the waivers would stand up in a
court test. ' Variety has obtained two
conflicting opinions from legal ex-
perts. According to one copyright
attorney, the waivers would not
stand because they could not prop-
erly be rated as contracts, since no
recomp'ence is involved. The only
consideration for signing is that the
author's work shall be read. That
is- not sufficient consideration to

make the waiver • a legal contract,

it is claimed.
'

According to the opposing view,
the waivers are legally binding if

they are correctly worded. Only in-

spection by an attorney could de-
termine whether a waiver is cor-
rectly worded; Stated by thiis ex-
pert that not only is such a waiver
binding but. that there is a cO.urt

case on record as precedent. Attor-
ney points out, however, that there
are two ways to get around the waiv-
er, both of which involve refusing
to sign it. One is to submit the ma-
terial by mail. In that case, if it is

opened there is possible grounds for

a suit. Other way is to submit an
idea verbally, before the recipient

can prevent it.

There is a case on record of an
agency that Was approached by a
writer who explained his idea for a
program and asked if the agency
was interested. He was told to go
ahead and develop it and submit it.

He did so and the agency finally

turned it down. He later sued on the
ground that the instruction to go
ahead and write it was authoriza-
tion to do work for the agency, for

which he was entitled to payment
Court awarded him $5,000,

Price Clause Odious

According to Guild members, the
whole principle of the waiyet is un-
just. They claim that an author
lives by his ideas and his .ability

to develop them into marketable
form.- Therefore he- should not be
required to waive his rights to his

livelihood. Furthermore, if the
agency's ' motive is to protect itself

against possible plagiarism suits,

there is no justification for the
clause permlttinti the purchaser ar-
bitrarily to set the price for the ma-
terial.

It is pointed out by the authors
that the current agency practices are
killing off the one source of talent
they need most—that is, the writers.
They explain, that mere than any
other medium ever known, radio ex-
hausts an enormous supply of ma>
terial. Music and musicians, acting
talent' and so tin . can, be li^ed over
and oyer a'gain, but written mate-
rial can with r£lre exceptions be used
only once. Therefore, it is claimed,
radio should . make every effort to

encourage writers, to develop new
writers, which it will require in in-

creasing numberis.

Practices such as forcing -writers
to sign waivers and the present set-

up, under which authors ' arie de-
prived of all subsidiary rights to

their material without adequate pay,
tend to discourage able writers, to

drive them into other fields of au-
thorship; Except the well-estab-
lished, (and pampered) few, radio
writers are constantly trying to work
into other fields of authorship, either
through plays, magazine articles' or
books.

(mm IN

WGYDHPA^
Schenectady, N, Y,, Nov. 1.

. A meeting between Kolin D.
Hager, WGY manager, and Mark
Woods, NBC executive, with - Mrs.
Emily Holt, of AFRA, broke -up last

week- without- an agteement on
iVages for announcers. However;' it

is reported that"NBC instructed Hai-

ger to put into, effect a five-day week.
Reduction in straight time- worked
by.- station mikemen under the Fed-
eral Wage and Hour I*aw is (expected.

Claimed that while schedules show
the 'working hoUrs' have been within
the limit, extra assignments mado
this meaningless.

Five regular announcers—two men
from the news department are now
taking turns also — have imiportant
added responsibilitie;s. ' One, for in-

stance, is accountable for all tran-
scriptions and records—alleged to be
a full-time job in itself at the 50,000
watter. Another takes care of copy-
right clearances; one doubles as an.

office extra and director of talent au-
ditions; a fellow miker writes- con-
tinuity, a fifth does production for

most of the local shows and writes
his own scripts. Said., that hone of
these jobs have been on the spielers'

working schedule.

Junior League. Studies

Drama mth McKinlay
Salt Lake City, Nov. 1.

This burg's future toney socialites

are deserting their pouring duties
once weekly to Study radio acting
technique in a program produced by
KSL, local CBS affiliate.

Junior Leaguers getting the ether
lowdown from Lynn McKinlay, re-
cent addition to staff. He hails from
the Coast having served an appren-
ticeship at the Pasadena Community
Playhouse. Course lasts six weeks
and ere they get their, credit gals
will appear in a playlet.

WPEN Plea Spurned—- *
Philadelphia, Nov. 1.

Request' bj WPEN that the Phllly
Musicians' Local be ordered to take
less than the quota set for it in the
national agreement was turned down
last week by Joe Weber, AFM prez,

. Jleps of the outlet and of the Toot-
ers' Local met with Weber in New
York- in an attempt to settle the dis-
pute which has been on for months.
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Qaim File Record Made in flevehnd

Was Broadcast on Boston Stati

Cleveland, Nov. 1.

Cleveland local of the American
Federation of Musicians has asked
the international office to protest to

NBC alMut the broadcastini; on an-

other station of an acetate record

•which had been made by WTAM.
WTAM, which is owned and op-
crated by NBC, was also charged
with neglecting to pay required

acale to bandmen. Other station

named was the shortwaver, WISK,
which is associated with WBZ, Bos-
ton, and fed by NBC's international

division.

Controversy revolves around a
recording made at WTAM by Lee
(Stubby) Gordon and the staff or-

chestra Oct. 8. Understanding had
been that it was strictly for play-

back and filing purposes. Same
record, charges Milton W. Krasny,
president of the local union, was
cleared over the Bostcm shortwaver
following the description of a fish-

erman's race Oct. 24. Krasny states

that a check disclosed that the an-
nouncer mention Lee Gordon's
name and that a further inquiry
not only revealed that it was the
same time but that there was no
band leader of the same name
around Boston.

Krasny wants WTAM or NBC to

pay the men in Gordim's unit the
difference between j^ie. $10' paid
under the locale for broadcasting- and
the $56 fee required for Tecording
serVices.

Saturday Role

Washington, Nov. 1.

New night hostess at NBC's
Washington studios was no end
flustered Saturday (22), when
confronted by a visitor who in-

troduced himself as Phil Baker
and demanded to see the station

manager. With all the bosses

away for the weekend, newly-
hired young thing suggested
that the prominent radio come-
dian return on Monday.

'Oh, but I can't do that,' the

visitor explained patiently. 'You
see I won't be Phil Baker on
Monday. I'm only Phil Baker
^hen I'm plastered.'

H<iw It Happened .. ..

From NBC's international division

It . was learned yesterday (Tuesday)
that the number complained about
had been broadcast by the Boston
shortwaver but not under the cir-

cumstances described by the Cleve-
land union. What had happened was
that the network's international
division had itself made an acetate
of Gordon's broadcast for future
shortwaving purposes, even though
it had no right to do so.

Agreement between NBC and the
New York musicians union permits
the network to record NBC pro-
grams and clear them over its short-
wave facilities providing, this is

done within a . week. There is no
similar arrangement with any other
AFM local. NBC's international
division.admits that it yrs9 wrong in

the case of the Gordon -show on
two accounts; first, that It had no
business making an acetate with-
out the permission of the Cleve-
land union, and, secondly, that the
shortwaving 'occurred over two
weeks after the original broadcast.

MORE KMOX SHIFTS

Arthur. Casey From Prodaotion to
Publicity Assignment

'Goest Experts' Look Into

Station Operation In

Don Searle Gala dune

Omaha, Nov. 1.

Central States Broadcasting Sys-
tem gave itself the once over in a

four-hour clinic attended by 75

members of staffs of KOIL, Omaha,
and KFAB. and KFOR, Lincoln,

CSBS stations. Idea was brain child

of Don Searle, general manager, and
Frank Fellegrin, general salesman-
ager.

Gene Kdtz and Lowell Jacksoil of

the Katz' Agency, Manager Don.
Davis of WHd, Kansas City; Comi-
mercials Manager Ch'aig Lawrence
of KSO-KRNT, Des Moines; and
Manager Herb Hollister of KANS,
Wichita^ Kan.^ were 'guest experts.'

Department heads held meeting's

during the day * with- subordinates
and then all got together for report
pow-wow. Final deal was banquet
at an Omaha hotel with Frank
Throop, CSBS president, as speaker.

Clinic is to be a semi-annual af-

fair to study whys and hows of sys-

tem's improvement.

AGENCIES^NSORS

WHO, DES MOINES
Oneida. BBD 8e O. 28 announce-

ments of 30 words each and startiog

Oct 15; 10 periodg of IS minutes
each, 'Silver Serenade with Peggy
Tudor.'

Flrestoaa Tire. Sweeney & James,
Cleveland. Beginning Nov. 15 for

26 period of 15 minutes each, 'Voice

of the Farm.'

Trnax Tncr Coal C*., Cincinnati.

Via Harry B. Miles & Associates,

Cincinnati. 13 periods of 15 minutes'
each, 'Truax Traer Weather Prophet
and News Reporter.'

Ce—IWatei Drag Trade Predaets,

Chicago. Through Benson 8c Dall,

Chicago. 25 periods of 30 minutes
each, iMoticipation in Iowa Barn
Dance Frolic.

ioteriMtienal Harvester Ce.

Aubrey, Moore 8t Wallace, Chicago.

52 periods of 30 minutes each, par7
ticipation in lowe Bam Dance Frolic.

Mo€oniM»ii * WlB»n»» Minn.
McCord Co., Iifinneapolis. Beginning
Oct 25 for 26 periods of 15 minutes
each.

DeRslb AgrJcnltural Assoeiatioii,

DeKalb. 111. Frank Presbrey Co.,

New York. 30 minutes each, dbrn
Belt Farm Hour.

Style Sheet for Orators

Washington, Nov, 1.

Considerable comment around town on National Association of
Broadcasters' newest effort to stimulate interest in radio by the publi-
cation of booklets Instructing- the public 'How to Use Radio,'

Warning against 'the shouting, the platform stalking, the scowling,
the arm-waver—the silver-tongued orator whose softest word could
reach clean back to the balcony—' was given by Neville Miller, NAB
prexy, in announcing publication of a new booklet designed to coach
prospective radio spielers. Copies of the booklet are being distributed
by radio stations throughoKt the land to 'all candidates tor political
office from sheriff to senator.' NAJB also is issuing a digest- of radio
news, taken from various newspapers and magazines. Led off the >

first edition with a reprint of Ne'ftf York Daily News editorial blast-
ing the P. C. C. for bluenosery on ibe- Eugene O'Neill 'Beyond the
Horizon' broadcast
Guide to inexperienced broadcasters resembles style-sheets put out

by most big dailies. Warns against the use of stilted and ihulti-
syllabled words, but also cautions that in using the microphone 'you
speak, you don't shout' Contains a reprint of the Federal law re-
quiring transmitters to. give equal facilities to legally qualified can-
didates of all duly recognized x>olitlcal parties.
"Radio primer was well received in Washington, particularly in view

of the unskilled orating which is heard in local studios when Con-
gress is in session. Individuals In dally contact with lawmakers at
the Capital already are hoping that returning solons will bring back
copies of the NAB booklet, regardless of whejther they are antici-
pating appearances on the air. Advice could he equally xiseful on
the floor of the Hoiise of R^resentatives—or even in the Senate
chamber—where old-fashioned methods of speechifying have not
been brought up to date in more than a century.

Spitahiy Girls Play

Local G. E. Program
Milwaukee, Nov. 1.

'Three Little Words,' girl vocal
trio from Phil Spitalny's 'Hour of
Charm' orch, appearing at the River.,

side theatre, did a guest shot on
GE's *Kilowatt Hoilr? over WTMJ.
Sponsored nationally by General

Blectric's lamp division.

St Louis, Nov. 1.

KMOX last w.eek set Arthur Casey
•s Director of Public Relations. His
job as Production Director goes to

Rollie Williams. J. Norman Green,
a gabber, moves into latter dept..

These changes followed the resig-

nation of James .V« Huffman, asst.

caies mgri ^ho
,
joined the

.
Ghap-

pelow Advertising Agency as v.p.

and Lloyd Smith of the sales staff

who went to WEW.io become asst

to gen. mgr. Al S., Foster.

Casey will continue to. hanjUe the
production pf 'The Land We Live In,'

historical drama -^onsored Ijy the

Union Electric Co. of Mp., which will

be resumed Sunday (6?.' .Following

the completion of the series Casey
will devote his entire time- tq public
relations.

•Family Doctpr* Gfabs

Sponsor After One Wk.
Seattle, Nov. 1.

With only orie week Of- sustaining

diet between sponsors, KIRD's Tam
ily Doctor? is now bankrolled by
Consolidated Daiir Products. This

three times weekly program was
originally sponsored by Hansen
Baking;
Program one of the standbys in

Seattle radio.

WFBfM's PX .Football
,

. ..

ihdlaiOiapolis, NoVt L
WFBM is broadcasting, several, out

state football games. Short-wave
truck ..follQwin^ .three bjlg stat<j

teams in Indiana., They arclndii^na,

Purdue and Notre .fjame. .

Games are brpadjQast by. Len Riley,

iports announcer.

WOAI, SAN ANTONIO
R«yal .Baklnr Powder (Visiting

nurse), five weekly 15 minutes' tran-

scriptions. McCann-Erickson, New
York.

Sears, Roebuck (Grandma Trav-
els), five weekly 15 minutes' tran-

scriptions< through Blackett-Sample-
Hummert, Chicago.

iFIrestone Tire, 15 minutes' tran-

scripti'bnSj twice weekly; thrbugh
Sweeny & James, Cleveland.

Coni,et Bice, twice weekly, 15-

minute transcriptions. Freitag agency,

Atlanta.

Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin ('The

Party Line'), five 15-minut^ tran-

scriptions through Cramer-Krasselt,
Inc., Milwaukee.
Mytfine (Desert), 6 weekly 15-

minutie transcriptions through B. B.

D. &; O.
Dodge eampaign has been spread

over 60 stations, with 26 one-minute
transcriptions to be run off at the
rate of one a day including Saturday
and Sunday, Placed by Ruthraufl
it Ryan.

WLAW, Lawrence, Mass.

Whitfield lAondry, Newburyport,
Mass., 13 weeks, announcements,
through Maxwell Davis^ Boston.
Meadowbrook Laundry, Lawrence

Mass., ..39 weeks, IS minute daily,

Mpn.-Sat. Morning Devotional Pe-
riod, with Leland ^Buzzell, devotional
singer, and Stanley Schultz, organ-

Zenith Calk Television Vague

Long Way to Go, Declares McDonald Statement to

Hit Stockholders

ist Continuation of a 52-week con-
tract.

Arlington Trust Co., and Bay State

Merchants Bank, both of Lawrence,
Mass., co-sponsors of the e. t. series,

'Famous Homes of Famous Ameri-
cans,' "13 weeks. Direct

Procter & Gamble placed 'Ma
Perkins' serial, transcribed, on
KSPO, San Francisco.

Sommer 4e Kaufman (shoes),

through Allied Advertising Agen-
cies, is on KSFO, San Francisco,

with a weekly announcement over a
one-year period.

Grove Laboratories (4-Way Cold
Tablets) bankrolling 'Four Stars
Tonight,' weekly quarter-hour tran-

scribed variety show, on KPO,
San Francisco, for 22 weeks. Also
plugging Bromo Quinine in weather
reports six nights a week. R. W.
Kastor & Sons, Chicago, placed.

Chicago, Nov. 1.

^E. F. McDonald, Jr., president of

Zenith Radio Corp. takes a bearish

attitude on television. In a letter

sent out generally to stockholders
and the press he says, in part:

'The offering for sale of television

receivers at this time in view of the
present state of the art is, in my
opinion,' unfair to the public, and
premature, both for - economic and
technical reasons. Such premature
introduction of television commer-
cially will result in loading, the
public with undue experiment^.! re-

placement cost, which, in turn, will

result in retarding, instead of fur-

thering developnjent and in unprofit-

able operations, for the companies
engaging in such a program.

'I do not believe the radio industry

should ask the public to pay for its

experimentation in television, at

least without putting the public on
notice that receivers put out at this

time are «n an experimental basis

and may be subject to many coistly

changes and replacements.
'I still feel as I stated at th^ last

stockholders' meeting" that 'general

use of television in the homes is just

around the corner . for thp stock
salesmen only.'-. On the other hand,
..when we have overcome fill of our
difficulties, .and when I say we, 1

mean the," radio industry, icier

visioji will no .doubt become. ,
a

gloripus new experience and. a won-
derful new industry. 1 fee! that I -am

a^ close to the television picture, «is

thp next man, and 2;e.nith is pre.-

pared at this time to produce and

sell television receivers, but 1 am not
ready to take the public's money
until television Is good and ready to

provide ihoney'i worth to that
public.

'Television holds the most fascinat-
ing possibilities ever envisiotied by
an eager public, but I cannot agree
that television receivers are ready
for mass production and country-
wide distribution on any such basis
as even the first radio broadcast sets

that were distributed in the early
Twenties.

'Television is essentially different
from

.
anything with which we Have

had to deal in the past The first

automobiles constructed and sold to
the public; imless they h^ve been
•worn out from lise, will still operate
on our highways today, and with the
gasoline now used. Likewise, the
first radio broadcast receivers con-
structed and sold. to the public will
still operate and reproduce programs
broadcast from the most modern
broadcasting stations of today. On
the other hand, the television re
ceiving set of one year, ago is al-

ready obsolete and cannot, be
operated in the , home with the
Jatest television tr;ansmltter of to

day.

'What.the public should know, and
has not been, told, about television is

that the receivers must be matched
to, synchronized .with and

.
built on

the same standards as the transmit
tersJ Any Jnajor cha.nge made in the
televi^on transmitter will , necessi-

tate a change In .the receiver; This,,

of course, is not true of r^jdip receiv

ing sets.'

Bathasweet Corp. and the North
American Accident Insurance Com-
pany are alternating as sponsors of

the morning newscasts on KPO, San
Francisco, with Bathasweet bank-
rolling the Monday, Wednesday and
Friday broadcasts and the insurance
firm plugging its policies oh Tues-
day and Thursday. Bob Andersen,
of the KPO news staff, will niike

all programs. Both contracts are
for 13 weeks, with H. M. Kiesewet-
ter agency, New York, placing the
Bathasweet account and Franklin
Bruck, Inc., New York, the oth^r.

twice weekly 15-minute musical
series, for 13 weeks,
R. Romano & Son (Cucamonga

Wine), twice weekly 15-minute mu-
sical series, -for 13 weeks.

Minute Pudding (General Foods)
is listed for a test eampaign by way
of spot announcements. Young &
Rubicam is the agency.

Schwlmmer & Sooit Agency has
signatured order renewing the Sal-
erno biscuit show, on WMAQ, Chi-
cago, effective Nov. 27. It's a quiz
show heard etfch Sunday at 30 min-
utes a shot, with Bob Brown pitch-
ing the questions.

Railway Express agency starts its

annual spot campaign for Christmas
business Nov. 15, using onerminute
announcements this time, Caples
Co. is the agency.

Young & Rubioam is working on a
spot campaign for the Florists Tele-
graph Delivery account which it re-
cently acquired.

California Orange Growers finished
315 transcriptions for Sunkist and
bowed off the air.

Pet Milk renewed its quarter hour
morning show, featuring Mary Le«
Taylor, for another year on the Co-
lumbia* Pacific network.

Eddie Casey, former Harvard var-
sity mentor, made his seasonal re-
turn to WNAC-Yankee Network for
Waitt & Bond, Inc., Newark, N. J.,

makers of Blackstone cigars.

International News Service bul-
letins being fed to a member ^of In-
ter-City chain from WMCA, New
York," ^7or first time this week.
Starting Monday (17) ACBM, Balti-

more, picked up news broadcast for
same sponsor, Roma Wine Co.
Roma had a regular program on

WMCA daily from 10:30. to 10:45
p.m. Now WMCA rebroadcasts to
WBAL from 10:45 to 11.00 p.m.

Loose-Wiles, Biscuits, is out buy-
ing news periods through the New-
ell-Emmett agency. Latest contract
is the 92-weeker given KMOX, St.

Louis.

WTMJ, MILWAUKEE
Smith Brothers, Poughkeepsie,

N. Y., 9S Spots on Heinie and His
Grenadiers, Brown & Tarcher.
•Cherry Specialty Co., Chicago

('Dainties'), 52 one-minute an-
nouncements, Oscar L, Coe 8t Asso-
ciates;

Milwaukee Automotive Trades,
Inc., 'Auto Show,' 27 spots, Neisser-
Meyerhoff.

Gridley Dairy Co., Milwaukee,
dairy products, station breaks, Klau,
Van Pietersom, Duplap &; Associates.
United Drug Co. (Rexall one-cent

sale), Ben Bernie in 'Maglo Hour,'
et. Street 8i Finney.

WOV, NiEW YORK
Paton Corp. (Yuban Coffee), script

show, "The Rinaldi Family,' five
quarter-hour a week. Arthur H.
Ashley is the agency.
Mattia Locatelll. N. Y., branch.

WET, CHARLOTTE, N. C.
American Memorial- Co., three 100-

word announcements a week for II
weeks, Groves-Keen, Inc.

General Mtlls, Inc. (Corn Kix), five
15-minute programs a week, Happy
Gilmans' E. T.'s, Blackett-Sample-
Hiunmert.
Cracker-Jack Co., five one-minute

announcement a week for 26 weeks,
ET's, John H. Dunham Agency.
Procter & Gamble. (Fluflo), five

15-minute programs a week, ET's,
•The Goldbergs,' Compton.

.

Olsen Rug, three 15-minute tran-
scribed programs a week for 13
weeks, Presba, Fellers. &.Presba.

Oneida, Ltd., two 100-word an-
nouncements a week for 13 weeks,
studio show, B. B. D. & O.

Chrysler, 15 100-word announce-
ments and., eight .25-wpj-d announce-
ments, for Plymouth car's, J. Stirlmg
Getchell.

Rl. FERGUSON SUCCEEDS

HOMER HOGAN AT WCLO

Chicago, Nov. 1.

R, L. Ferguson has been named
station; manager of WCLO, Janes-
ville. Wis. Ferguson has lately been
on the sales staff here of the Weed
station rep. firm,

He will replace Homer Hogan who
had been with WCLO since leaving
the Hearst radio set-up here.

Page Boy with Aces

Easy Aces will introduce a new
character this w^ek on their Anacin
program. A singing orphan (in the

plot).

He's Devere Englebach, 18-y#ar

old NBC page boy with a Caruso
yen.

Ray Buffum, 'Big Town' writer, re-

cuping on the desert.from his hospital

siege.
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Inside Stuff-Radio

Hughes Panassie, French swing critic, guesting for Benny Goodman's

Camel program last week, ran into radio's btand of censorship when at-

tempting to answer script questions honestly. Nixed on several turns he
flnally-settled matter by suggesting that prepared question in question be

dropped altogether.

Submitted sheets asked that he name his six favorite bands. Pannassie,

who leans very heavily to Negro band leaders with his favors, selected

four- of that .race among the six named. He also included name of a band
leader who is currently appearing on a rival ciggie program on rival ,net.

Agency and CBS put its diplomats to work to straighten out 'issue,'
,

It was 'suggested' that he at least equalize the number of whites and
Negroes. It was also suggested that he obviously could not mention the

opposish leader. It was then suggested by Panassie that whole question

be dropped.

French Line is In middle of station rivalry between WMCA and WHN,
N.y., regarding 'gangplank broadcasts' by both stations. WHN picked up
gangplanking this summer when WMCA dropped it. When latter re-,

sumed about a month ago it took precaution of getting an exclusive except

for very special occasions. Since that time WHN has crashed through

about three times, causing WMCA to burn. .

' WMCA has priority, having started stunt first. However, French line is

beginning to realize error made in excluisiving WMCA since ii derives

much revenue from persons associated with Metrg-Goldwyn-Mayer and
LoQW, owners of WHN, through transatlantic traveL

With leasing of old Aldlne, Pittsburgh, by Harris Amuse. Co., it's just

come to light that station KDKA there had been trying to work
out . a deal . with .building's owners whereby NBG-Westinghouse
outfit might take over house to be used for regular broadcasts in view 'of

big- audiences. Regular KDKA studio can accommodate only around 200

spectators and bigger auditorium is sought. Wasn't able to compete with
Harrises on rent Efforts will be made instead to enlarge seating capacity

at station.

Empire State Network, which has chosen as its letterhead a recumbent
lion, a figure . following the outline of New York State, has produced ap-
proximately 30 hours a week of - sustaining programs for member stations

since its organization in early September. Executive offices are in Albany,
where Harold E* Smith, president and operating head of the chain, .also

does business as WOKO. Current political broadcasts have constituted the
principal commercial business.

Leo Tyson, KMPC (Beverly Hills) boss, let go a nifty in the mail that

had the radio trade howling. Tying in' with a drug chain's Ic. sale, Tyson
offered to throw in Los Angeles coverage for^ one copper, plus the Bevhills

rate.. Gag is that station Is heard in L.A. as well as the snooty burg but'

topper was that the big town rates only Ic' Tyson's leaflet had a penny
pasted in the corher. 'Radio's biggest bargain' he called it, 'two -markets
for the price of one.'

Recently-returned comic was ganged up by his scripters at rehearsal
time in Hollywood and made to believe he had a wow of'a show^ with
Ipunch lines crowding each other off the pages. -In timing the! show he or-
dered two minutes .set aside for audience laughs and the subsiding calm.
Studio nnob failed to take the coimt on the punch lines as Writers prom<-
ised and the show signed off one and a half minutes too soon, filling with
the theme. Gagsters strangely missing at chime time.

Odd request got George Putnam, KSTP St. Paul announcer, out of bed
the other morning. Medic at University hospital called to say that a
young patient was dying, might not live another 24 hours because of
blood poisoning, and that one of the lad's last requ^ts was to meet- Put-
nam, whose ardent air fan he was.
Putnam not only hurried off to the hospital, but spent the entire morn-

ing with the lad, until they took him to Rochester (Minn.).

Columbia Concerts Corp., New York, has increased its capital stock
from 16,200 shares, 16,000 preferred. $10 par value, and 200 common
no par value, to 19,000 shares, 18,800 preferred, $10 par value, and 200
common, no par value. Papers filed with the secretary of state at Albany
by Rosenberg, Goldmark & Colin.

Columbia .
Square, Hollywood, has already outgrown Itself after one

year. Plans are being drawn for additional studio space on the site. Plant
is so crowded 'with production that it was necessary- to- fann'out^theZiJack

Hal@y show to a rental studio on Warners Sunset lot, recently abandoned
by NBC.

Ernest Kotz, formerly in charge of all NBC programs coming from and
/going to .(jermany, is reported -to be in the service ajf theJJazl-govemment
and propagandizing in South Africa. Kotz was center of many storms at

NBC during his stay.

Don Lee chain on the Coast is making first commercial use of Miller

broadcasting sound tape transmission for transcribing programs.

Federal Judge John C. Knox has kept a complete file of transcripts on
.station WMCA's broadcasts of current spy trials in New York.

HOW HEARINGS

AREIMDUP
HVashyigton, Nov. 1.

Procedure to be followed at the

Nov. 14 chain broadcasting monop-
oly hearings announced last w^eek by
FCC Chairman Frank R. McNinch,

with subject matter to -be • covered
placed under four general headings.

(1) National networks will be
called out first, in the order in which
they commenced operation. Re-
gional networks will follow in the
same order and other witnesses will
be heard with respec'- to various
phases of network operations.

(2) Persons and organizations, not
associated with broadcasting opera-
tions, or transcription services, who
filed written appearance with the
investigating committee prior to
Sept. 20. This will include religious
and educational groups and individ-
uals who want to be heard on the
subject of radio.

(3) Industry witnesses supplying

evidence on management contracts,

leases, agreements and Other prac-
tices involving- control and -opera-
tion of transmitters by individuals

other than the actual licensees.

(4) Licensees and other witnesses
possessing information on the con-
centration of own^trship or control

of
.
mor§ than one broadcast , station

in the same or .affiliated interests

and who can 'supply evidence, with
reference to the business activities,

other than broadcasting, of broad-
cast station licensees and persons
exercising control through stock

o-wnership or otherwise over li'

ceftsees.'

Transcription and recording com-
panies will be called before the com-
mittee to testify as to their rela-

tionships with the Industry and with
reference to the quality of discs from
both the' technical and program
standpoints.

Specific order covering individ-

uals and organizations scheduled to

appear, and an estimate of the time
expected to be consumed, will be
issued as far as possible in advance
of the start of the hearing. Network
witnesses will be revealed first, with
similar information to be made
available on other participants be-
fore each subject is taken up.

Voter Serenade

Los Angeles, Nov. 1.

Newest method of drumming
up' votes out this >yay is to poiu"
hillbilly tunes into the ears of
the electorate. Stuart Hamblen
tried it with good effect in the
primaries and is following
through as candidate for con-
gress from Pasadena district.

His opponent, a Glehdale at«

torney, is fighting fire with fire

and is sponsoring Pauline Hol-
den, mountain music queen on
KEHE, as the spark plug of his

campaign. Hamblen's., singing
cowhands are on the same sta-

tion.K CONDUCT

CALLED RIGHT

Washington, Nov. 1.

Complaint that WREC, Meniphis,
violated the political neutrality
clause of the Communications Act
has been shelved, removing thread of

punishment for incident which oc-
curred in Tennessee's acrimonious
political campaign last summer.
With the FCC showing no deep

concern, WREC apprehension was
erased when the Senate Campaign
Expenditures Committee * decided
Thursday (27) that no offense was
committed when W. M. Fuqua, chief

sleuth for the Tennessee Crime Com-,
mission was barred from the mike.
Solons concluded the station manage-
ment was justified In denying Fuqua
the right to talk about election con-
ditions because he did not make his

manuscript available for liro-broad-

cast scruliiny. Kick came from John
R. Neal, unsuccessful candidate for

the Democratic nomination to the
U. S. Senate, who smelled an Ad-
ministration .plot to gag his ora-

torical helpers.
Routine inquiry was made by the

FCC upon learning of the yowl to the
Senate probers, but nothing has hap-
pened and indications are the Com-
mish found nothing worthy , of its

attention.

03 Sponsor Returns

Cincinnati, Nov. 1.

Standard Oil of Ohio is sponsoring

a three-hour stretch, plus eight fol-

lOw-up quarter-hour announcements
on WSAI Nov. 8 to announce re-

turns of hot Ohio state and local

county elections. Starts at 8 p.m.

Using direct lines into / county
board of elections and Democratic
and Republican headquarters. Ac-
count placed by McCann-Erickson,
Cleveland, and J. Ralph Corbett,

Inc., Cincy.

Magic Key. in Frisco
San Francisco, Nov. 1.

ntire 'Magic Key of RCA' program
originated here Sunday (30), with
Ebe Stignanf,' mezzo-soprano; Rich-
ard Bonelli, baritone; Dino Borgioll,

.tenor^ and the San .
Francisco Opera

company chorus and orchestra under
Gaetano Merola being picked up
from the War Memorial Opera House
and mikeman Hal Gibney . airing a
description of Treasure leland, site'

of the 1939 Golden Gate Interna-
tional Exposition; from a Pan Amer-
ican Airways flying boat.

'

Musical portion was produced by
John Ribbe, the plane broadcast by
Don Thompson.

Federal IVoject Plus Cufo Name

Stars to Canada Via Mutual

KYA's New Music Set-Up

San Francisco, Nov. 1.

New orchestra, with strings pre-,
dominating, debuts on KYA here this

week imder the baton of Walter
Rudolph, and replaces swing ahd
cowboy bands previously on the
Hearst outlet's staff. The change in
musicians was orderedi by Reiland
Quinn, new program manager, who
is spotting the concert orchestra
three mornings a -week from 10 to
10:30 a.m. PST. Quinn believes
there is need for more classical mu-
sic during daytime hours, and also
wants to avoid network competition
at night.

He is also adding to the KYA staff

a vibraharp, guitar, piano and ac-
cordion combo to play a lighter type
of music during the noon period
daily.

Congressman-Reporter

h Hot Verbal VoUey

Over Mutual Network

Washington, Nov. 1.

Political feud oyer Congressional
inquiry into activities of un-Ameri-
can groups put Mutual Broadcasting
System and its local outlet, WOL,
between counter barrages this week
and brought general accusation
against radio as tin institution. Head-
line fuss was provoked when WOL-
MBS made facilities available to

Rep. Martin Die's of Texas to de-
fend his House ' Committee - against

charges of imfairness and bias fired

by President Roosevelt, Administra-
ti,on echoes, and individuals attacked
at recent hearings during the in-

quiry. Immediately, Democrats de-
manded a chance to respond to the
Texan, who retorted that White
House pressure was being exierted

to gag him.
Dies' speech -wdnt on as scheduled

Monday night (31) and was fol-

lowed immediately by caustic com-
ments of Paul Y. Anderson, reporter
for the St. Louis Star-Times and
stern critic of the Dies committee.
Charles Michelson, propagandist

for the Democratic National Com-
mittee, admitted he had been re-

sponsible for having Anderson
booked io give an 'eye-witness ac-

count' of the way the Congressional
sleuths operate. The politico-pubr
licist explained 'whenever a Demo-,
cratic candidate is attacked, it is

part of my job to defend him,' jus^
tifying his part by the fact that ies

had dragged out evidence humiliat-
ing Governor. Frank Murphy of
Michigan:
Hullabaloo was a sequel to an un-

precedented step by President Roose-
velt, yrho late Tuesday X25) rebuked
the Dies group, iii. sizzling phrases.
Besides issuing equally-hot pres$
statements. Dies immediately pre-
pared a speech answering critics of
his inquiry.

Bowling Scores at 11:15 P.M.
Indianapolis.

Len Riley, WFBM sports an-
nouncer broadcasting daily bowling
scores from all alleys in Indian-
apolis at 11:15 o'clock every night.

Proprietors of the alleys cooper-
ate in phoning in scores.

Internatiainl Series from Eirope

W3I Bally N.Y.EqioDini«lS39

Networks have agreed to start

plugging the New York World's Fair
around the first of 1939 with a series

of rebroadcasts from Europe. Pro-
gram will be carried at the same
time on NBC,' Columbia and Mutual.
Period selected is 1:30 to 2 p. m.
Sundays. NBC will carry it On the
red (WEAF). In the meantime it

will have to find another spot for

the Bob Becker dog stories (Morrell)
which ;iow holds the 1.45 to '2 o'clock

slot.

Schedule calls for 23 such Euro-
pean pickups. First one will have
the British commissioner to the Fair
retell his plans for the exposition,

while the British Broadcasting Co.
will supply the music.

Colvin Cot Off Air

Spokane, Nov. 1.

A few secoi 's after Ewing D. Col
vin, republic nominee for U. S.
sepator agains^ '^bent Homer T,
Bone, began an Vess at a mass
meeting here he w.. ut off the air

by KGA. Republican^ bomarded the
station with protests. KGA con
tended that Colvin strayed from the
copy of his speech sent in advance to

the radio station in accordance with
FCC regulations.

Colvin was just launching into an
account of his World War ex-
periences when KGA cut him off

with a recording of the Marseillaise.

Federal ITaeatre Radio Division's

'Cornmand Performance' series which

has been in the works for six months
will start on a Mutual-Canadian

hookup some time in December. Se-

ries will be full hour dramatiza-

tions of .plays selected , for airing

via a poU ot several hundred radio

editors. MBS has scheduled them
for Sunday nights.

Regular FTRD players will b6
augmented by the addition of guest
stars from legit who Will donate
their services alternately, one each
airing. Among , those are Maurice
Evans, Burgess Meredith, Orsoii
Welles, Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Sarah
Allgood, Sylvia Sydney, Whitford
Kane, William Janney and Lillian
Gish. Latter name is still tenta-
tive.

Some of the plays selected have-
been done on the air by FTRD playr
ers before. The 13 named are:

'Henry 2d,' 'Ghosts,' 'Liiiom,' 'The
Weavers,' 'Ah Wilderness,' 'Adding
Machine' by Elmer Rice, 'Cyrano de
Bergerac,' 'Winterset,' 'Elizabeth thb
Queen,' 'Berkeley Square,' 'Barretts
of Wimpole St, and 'Juno and the
Payqock.' \

irnm HOPE

CBSAPIW
KSFO

Washington, Nov, 1',

. Challenge of the Federal Commu-
nications Commission's stand oh sta-
tion leases containing recapture
clauses is anxiously desired by legal
fraternity which is inrging CBS to
seek coxurt review of the recent dej
cision .disapproving agreement under
which the. web would take over
KSFO, San Francisco, for not more
than 15 years. Importance of the
FCC interpretation of the law lies in
the fact that approximately a score of
transmitters have been rented by net-
works and host of deals may have to
be renegotiated to conform with th«
FCC's slant. •

I

In the opinion of many attomeyi^
the Commish went far afield in con-
struing the law so stringently. Curb-
stone opinions preponderantly em-
phasize the Commish has control over
the operation of the station, and its
powers are not restricteid by any im-
derstanding to which it is not a party.
Few take the same view as the FCC,
however, and feel the Commish does
bind Itself by approving pacts with
guaranties that the original owner
shall get back his property at some
distant date.

DON LEE ASKS FOR

miO im&l IN S. F.

Los Angeles, Nov. 1.

Don Lee chain, televising daily
here for the past seven years, has
applied to Federal Commimications
Commision for permission to set up
similar facilities in San Francisco
pending issuance of a license. New
plant will be for experimental pro-
grams to be signalled across Pacific.

Harry Lubcke, visio head of the
network is imdecided on the equip-
ment to be used if the new venturd
is okayed by the comish.

Farnsworth On View
San Francisco, Nov. 1.

First public demonstration here of
Farnsworth television was viewed by
100 newspaper and radio men and
members of the Merchants' Ex-
change last Thursday (27), with
several acts supplied by Fanchon &
Marco providing the subjects.

Irene Beasley will originate her
'R.F.D. No. 1' program (CBS) oul
of KMOX, St. Louis, for a week
starting Nov. 7. Her scripts from
that point will deal with the cur-
ricular doings at Stevens Col'ege,
Columbia, Mo., which mention re*
cently drew lots of fan maiL
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Claim Fde Record Made in Qevel

Was Broadcast on Boston Statii

Cleveland, Nov. 1.

Cleveland local of the American
Federation of Musicians has asked

the international office to protest to

NBC about the broadcasting on an-

other station of an acetate record

which had been made by WTAM.
WTAM, which is owned and op-

erated by NBC, was also charged
with neglecting to pay required

scale to bandmen. Other station

named was the shortwaver, WISK,
which is associated with WBZ. Bos-
ton, and fed by NBC's international

division.

Controversy revolves around a
recording made at WTAM by Lee
(Stubby) Gordon and the staff or-

chestra Oct. 8. Understandiiig had
been that it was strictly for play-

back knd filing purposes. Same
record, charges MUton W. Krasny,
president of the local union, was
cleared over the BOstMi shortwaver
following the description- of a fish-

erman's race Oct. 24. Krasny states

that a check disclosed that the an-
nouncer mention l^e Gordon's
name and that a further inquiry
not only revealed that it was the
same time but that there was no
band leader of the
around Boston.

Saturday Rolo

Washington, Nov. 1.

New night hostess at NBC's
Washington studios was no end
flustered Saturday (22), when
confronted by a visitor who in-

troduced himself as Phil Baker
and demanded to see the station

manager. With all the bosses

away for the weekend, newly-
hired young thing suggested

that the proininent radio come;-

dian return on Monday.
•Oh, but I can't do that,' the

visitor explained patiently. 'You
see I won't be Phil Baker on
Monday. I'm only Phil Baker
•When I'm plastered.'

'Guest Experts' Look Into

Station Operation In

Don Searle &ila Ciuuc

Omaha, Nov. 1.

Central States Broadcasting Sys-
same name l g^yg itself the once over in a

four-hour clinic attended by 75
Krasny wants WTAM or NBC to members of staffs of KOtL, Omaha,

pay the men in Gordon's unit the and KFAB. and KFOR, Lincoln,
difference between j^he $10 .

pa^d- CSBS stations. Idea was brain child

under the ^cale-for broadcasting and of Don Searle, -general manager, and
the $56 fee required for recording Frank Pellegrin, general salesman-
services, ager.

r-^"
,
Gene Katz and Lowell Jackson of

Hp;^ It Happened ,-.
the Katz' Agency, Manager Dpn

From NBC's international division Davis of WHB, Kansas City; Com-
it was learned yesterday (Tuesday) mercials Manager Chraig Lawrence

that the number complained about of KSO-KRNT, Des Moines; and

had been broadcast by the Boston Manager Herb Hollister of KANS,
shortwaver but not under the cir- Wichita,. Kan., were 'guest ^xperts.'

cumstances described by the Cleve- Department heads held meetings

land union. What had happened was during the day • with subordiriates

that the network's international and then all got together for report

division had itself made an acetate Pow-wdw. Final deal was banquet

of Gordon's broadcast for future a* an Omaha hotel with Frank
shortwaving purposes, even though Throop, CSBS president, as speaker,

it had no right to do so. Clinic is to be a semi-annual af-

Agreement between NBC and the Uair to study whys and hows of sys-

New York musicians union permits tem's improvement.

the network to record NBC pro- ^
' ;

~
grams and clear them over its short- Spit&lny GirlS Play
wave facilities providing, this is • _

i t»
done within a week. There is no iLoCal G. E. FrOgram
i^Jil?''

any other Milwaukee, Nov. 1.AFM local. IJC's mtemational .^hree Little Words,' girl vocal
division.admits that It was wrong m U^i^ from Phil Spitalny's 'Hour of
the case of the Gordon sho^ on ^harm' orch, appearing at the River-
two accounts; first, that It had^no 1 ^^^^^ , ^^^^
busmess making an acetate with-

qj.'s 'Kilowatt Hour? over WTMJ.
<)ut the permission of the Cteye- sponsored nationaUy by General
land union, and, secondly, that the

Electric's lamp division,
shortwaving occurred over two

'

weeks after the original broadcast.

AGENCIES^NSORS

WHO» PES MOINES
Oneida. BBD Ac O. 20 announce-

ments of 30 words each and startlDg

Oct. 15; 10 periods of 15 minutes
each, 'Silver Serenade with Peggy
Tudor.*

Firestone Tire. Sweeney & James,
Cleveland. Beginning Nov. 15 for

26 period of 15 minutes each, 'Voice

of the Farm.'

Traax Traer Coal C:, Cincinnati.

Via Harry B. Miles & Associates,

Cincinnati. 13 periods of 15 minutes'

each, 'Truax Traer Weather Prophet
and News Reporter.'

CeaselMaieA Dmf Trade Products,

Chicago. Throu^ Benson 8i Dall,

Chicago. 26 periods of 30 minutes
eaeh, parUcipaticm in Iowa Barn
Dance Frolic.

intenuitlonal Harvester Ce.

Aubrey, Moore & Wallace, Chicago.

52 periods ot, 30 minutes each, par^

ticipation in Xowe Barn Dance Frolic.

MoComien * Winona, Minn.
McCord Co., Minneapolis! Beginning
Oct: 25 for 26 periods of 15 minutes
each.
DeKslb AgrJcnItural Association,

DeKalb, DL Frank Presbrey Co.,

New York. 30 mbiutes each, Corn
Belt i'arm Hour.

WOAI, SAN ANTONIO
Royal Baklnt; Powder (Visiting

nurse), five weekly 15 minutes' tran-

scriptiops. McCann-Erickson, New
York.

'

Sears, Roebuck (Grandma Trav-
els), five weekly 15 minutes' tran-

scriptions through Bla'ckett-Sample-

Hi^mmert, Chicago.
Firestone Tire, 15 minutes' tran-

scriptions, twice' weekly, through
Sweeny & James, Cleveland.
Comet Rice, twice weekly, 15-

minute transcriptions. Freitag agency,

Atlanta.

Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin ('The

Party Line'), five 15-minut^ tran-

scriptions through. Cramer-Krasselt,
Inc., Milwaukee.
Mytfine (Desert), 5 weekly 15-

minute transcriptions through B. B.

D. & O.
Dodee campalen bas been spread

over 60 stations, with 26 one-minute
transcriptions to be run off at the
rate of one a day including Saturday
and Sunday, placed by Ruthraufl
& Ryan.

WLAW, Lawrence, Mass.

Whitfield ' Laundry, Newburyport,
Mass., 13 weeks, announcements,
through Maxwell Davis, Boston.
Meadowbrook Laundry, Lawrence

Mass., 39 weeks, 15 minute daily,

Mpn.-Sat. Morning Devotional Pe-
riod, with Leland Buzzell, devotional
singer, and Stanley Schultz, organ-

MORE KMaX SHIFTS

Arthur
.
Casey From Produotlon to

|

Publicity Assismneht

Zenith Calk Television Vague

Long Way to Go, Declares McDonald Statement to

Hit Stockholder*
St. Louis, Nov. 1.

KMOX last week set Arthur Casey
as Director of Public Relations. His
job as Production Director goes to

RoUie Williams. J. Norman Green, .
Chicago, Nov. 1.

a gabber, moves into latter dept. . ,E. F. McDonald, Jr., president of

These changes followed the resig- zenith Radio Corp. takes a bearish
nation of James, y. Huffman, asst. _4.i..+„j., t« .

saies mgr. yho. joined the. Chap- h'"^***^* television, * l«tter

pelow Advertising Agency as v.p. sent out generally to stockholders

and Lloyd Smith of the sales staff and the press he says, in part

who went to WEW.-to become asst. *The offering for sale of television

to gen. mgr. Al S*. Poster. receivers at this time- in view of the

Casey will contUiue to handle the present state of the art is, in my
production of 'The Land We Live In,' opinion,- unfair to the public, and

historical dratna sponsored "Iby the premature, both for economic and

Union Electric Co, of Mo., which wUl technical reasons. Such premature

be resumed Sunday (6),' J'oUowing introduction of television commer-

the completion of the series Casey cially will result in loading the

will devote his entire time, to public public with undue experimental re-.

placement cost, which, in turn, will

result in retarding, instead of fur-

thering developniient and in unprofit-

able operations, for the companies
engaging in such a program.

'I do not believe the radio industry

« ^ ,
I

should ask the public to pay for its

«r.^u 1 ,.^!^ «*-^ti^w4«7„« experimentation in television, at
With only orie week Of sustainmg

| ^^^^^^ ^.^^^^^^ p^^^j^g p^^^U^ ^„
notice that receivers put out at this

relations.

'Family Doctor' Glrabs

Sponsor After One Wk.

diet between sponsors, KIRD's 'Fam-

Style Sheet for Orators

"SVashington, Nov, l.

Considerable comment around town on National Association of

Broadcasters' newest effort to stimulate interest in radio by the public

cation of booklets bistructing the l>ublic 'How to Use Radio.'

Warning against 'the shouting, the platform stalking, the scowling,

the arm-waver—the silver-tongued orator whose softest word could
reach clean back to the balcony—* was given by Neville Miller, NAB
prexy, in announcing publication of a new booklet designed to coteh
prospective radio spielers. Copies of the booklet are being distributed

by radio stations throughoift the land to 'all candidates for political

office from sheriff to senator.' NAB -also is Issuing a digest- of radio
news, taken from various newspapers and magazines. Led off the '

first edition with a reprint of Ne^ York Daily News editorial blast-
ing the F. C. C. for bluenosery on the Eugene O'Neill 'Beyond the
Horizon' broadcast.

Guide to inexperienced broadcasters resembles style-sheets put out
by most big dailies. Warns against the use of stilted zmd multi-
syllabled words, but also cautions that in using the microphone 'you
speak, you don't shout' Contains a reprint of the Federal law re-
quiring transmitters to. give equal facilities to legally qualified can-
didates of all duly recognized political parties.
* Radio primer was well received in Washington, particularly in view

of the unskilled oratiag which Is heard in local studios when Con-
gress is in session. Individuals in daily contact with lawmakers at
the Capital already are hoping that returning solons will bring back
copies of the NAB booklet, regardless of whether they are antici-

pating appearances on the air. Advice- could be equally useful on '

the floor of the House of Representatives—or even in the Senate
chamber—where old-fashioned methods of speechifying have not
been brought up to date in more than a century.

ist. Continuation of a 52-week con-

tract.

Arlington Trust Co., and Bay State

Merchants Bank, both of Lawrence,
Mass., co.-sponsors of the e. t. series,

'Famous Homes of Famous Ameri-
cans,' 13 weeks. Direct.

Procter St Gamble placed

Perkins* serial, transcribed,

KSPO, San Francisco.

'Ma
on

Sommer St Kaufman (shoes),

through Allied Advertising Agen-
cies, is on, KSFO, San Francisco,

with a weekly announcement over a
one-year period.

Grove Laboratories (4-Way Cold
Tablets) bankrolling 'Four Stars

Tonight,' weekly quarter-hour tran-

scribed variety show, on KPO,
San Francisco, for 22 weeks. Also
plugging Bromo Quinine in weather
reports six nights a week. R. W.
Kastor & Sons, Chicago, placed.

ily Doctor! is now bankrolled by Lj^g experimental basis
Consolidated Dairy Products. This

three times weekly program was
originally sponsored by Hansen
Baking,

and may be subject to many costly

changes and replacements.
'I still feel as I stated at the last

stockholders' meeting that 'general
Program one of the standbys in kjgg television in the homes is' just

Seattle radio.
t around the corner . for thp stock
salesmen only'. On the other hand,

WFBM's l>3I,Footba,!ll. , .... .. . Iwhen we have overcome ail of our
Indianapolis, NoV*. 1. difficulties, and when I say we, 1

WFBMisbropdcasting.severailout-" mean the." radio industry, iele.:

staie football games. Short-wave visioji will no .doubt become, .
a

truck ;foll9wing . three b^g ,stat€j gloripus new experience and. a won-
teams in Indiana..,. They ar«,.Indfi§\na, derful new industry. 1 feel that. I am
Purdue.' and Noire .pame,
Games are broadcast by. Len

sports annouhcen
'

as close to the television picture," as

thip next man. and Zenith is .prer

pared at ihis time to produce and

sell television receivers, but I am not
ready to take the public's money
until televiiSion Is good and ready to

provide money's worth to that
public.

'Television holds the most fascinat-
'ing possibilities ever envisioiled by
an eager public, but I cannot agree
that television receivers are ready
for niass production and country-
wide distribution on any such basis

as even the first radio broadcast sets

that were distributed in the early
Twenties.
''Television Is essentially different

from anything with which we. Have
had to deal in the past. The first

automobiles constructed and sold to
the public/ unless they .have/, been
•worn out from use, will still operate
on our highways today, and with the
gasoline now used. Likewise, the
first radio broadcast receivers con
structed and sold. to the public will
still operate and reproduce programs
broadcast, from the most modern
broadcasting stations of today. On
the other hand, the television re^

ceiving set of one year, ago is al

ready obsolete and cannot, be
operated in the , home with the
.latest television transmitter of to
day.

'What.the public should kriow, and
has not been told, about television is

that the receivers must be matched
to, synchronized .with and . built on
the same standards as the transmit
ters.' Any major change made in the
television transmitter will, necessi?

tate a change, in .the receiver, This,

of c6urse, is not true of r^dio receiy

ing sets.'

Bathasweet Corp. and the North
American Accident Insurance Cord-
pany are alternating as sponsors of

the morning newscasts .on KPO, San
Francisco, with Bathasweet bank-
rolling the Monday, Wednesday and
Friday .broadcasts and the insurance
firm plugging its policies oh Tues-
day and Thursday. Bob Andersen,
of the KPO news staff, will mike
all programs. Both contracts are
for 13 weeks, with H. M. Kiesewet-
ter agency. New York, placing the
Bathasweet account, and Franklin
Bruck, Inc., New York, the otKer.

twice weekly 15-minute musical
series, for 13 weeks,
R. Romano Si Son (Cucamonga

Wine), twice weekly 15-minute mu-
sical series, -for 1-3 weeks.

Minute Pudding: (General Foods)
is listed for a test campaign by way
of spot announcernents. Young &
'Rubicam is the agency.

Schwimmer. Si Spott Agency has
signatured order renewing the. Sal-
erno biscuit show, on WMAQ, Chi-
cago, effective Nov. 27. It's a quiz
show heard each Sunday , at 30 min-
utes a shot, with Bob Brown pitch-
ing the questions.

Railway Express agency starts Its

annual spot campaign for Christmas
business Nov. 15, using one-minute
announcements -this time. Caples
Co. is the agency.

Tonng St Rubloam is working on a
spot campaign for the Florists Tele-
graph Delivery account, which it re-
cently acquired.

California Orancre Growers finished
3l5 transcriptions for Sunkist and
bowed off the air.

Pet Milk renewed its quarter hour
morning show, featuring Mary Lee
Taylor, for another year on the Co-
lumbia 'Pacific network.

Eddie Casey, former Harvard var-
sity mentor, made his seasonal re-
turn to WNAC-Yankee Network for
Waitt & Bond, Inc., Newark, N. J.,

makers of Blackstone cigars.

International News Service bul-

letins being fed to a member of In-

ter-City chain from WMCA, New
York," ^?or ' first time this week.
Starting Monday (17) ACBM, Balti-

more, picked up news broadcast for

same sponsor, Roma Wine Co.
Roma had a regular program on

WMCA daily from 10:30. to 10:45
p.m. Now WMCA rebroadcasts to
WBAL from 10:45 to 11.00 p.m.

Loose-Wiles Biscuits is out buy-
ing news periods through the New-
ell-Emmett agency. Latest contract
is the 52-weeker giyen KMOX, St.

Louis.

WTMJ, MILWAUKEE
Smith Brothers, Poughkeepsie,

N, Y., 95 spots on Heinie and His
Grenadiers, Brown & Tarcher.
-Cherry Specialty Co., Chicago

('Dainties'), 52 one-minute an-
nouncements, Oscar L, Coe & Asso-
ciates;

Milwaukee Automotive Trades,
Inc., 'Auto Show,' 27 spots, Neisser-
Meyerhoff.

Gridley Dairy Co., Milwaukee,
dairy products, station breaks, Kiau,
Van Pietersom, Duiilap tt Associates.
United Druf Co, (Rexall one-cent

sale), Ben Bernie in 'Magic Hour,'
et. Street <c Finney.

WOV, nIeW YORK
Paton Corp. (Yuban Coffee), script

show, 'The Rinaldi Family,' five
quarter-hour a week. Arthur H.
Ashley is the agency.
Mattia Looatelll, N. Y., branch.

WET, CHARLOTTE, K. C.
American Memorial Co., three 100-

word announcements a week for IS
weeks, Groves-Keen, Inc.

General Mills, Inc. (Corn Kix), five

15-minute programs a week, Happy
Gilmans' E. T.'s, Blackett-Sample-
Hummert.
Cracker-Jack Co.^ Ave one-minute

announcement a week for 26 weeks,
ET's, John H. Dunham Agency.
Procter St Gamble (Fluffo), five

15-minute programs a week, ET's,

'The Goldbergs,' Compton.,
Olsen Ruff, three 15-minute tran-

scribed programs a week for 13

weeks, Presba, Fellers. &. Presba.
Oneida, Ltd., two 100-word an-

nouncements a- week for 13 weeks,
studio show, B. B. D. & O.

Chrysler, 15 100-word announce-
ments and., eight .25-word announce-
ments, for Plymouth car§, J. Stirling

Getchell.

RX. FERGUSON SUCCEEDS

HOMER HOGAN AT WCLO

Chicago, Nov. 1.

R. L, Ferguson has been named
station manager of WCLO, Janes-
ville. Wis. Ferguson has lately been
on the sales staff here of the Weed
station rep. firm.

He will replace Homer Hogan who
had been with WCLO since leaving

the Hearst radio set-up here.

Page Boy with Aces

Easy Aces will introduce a new
cjiaracter this week on their Anacin

program. A singing orphan (in the.

plot). >

He's Devere Englebach, 18-year'

old . NBC page boy with a Caruso

yen.

Ray Buffum, 'Big Town' writer, re-

cuping on the desert.from his hospital

siege.
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Inside Stuff-Radio

Hughes Panassie, French swing critic, guesting for Benny Goodman's

Camel program last week, ran into radio's btand of censorship when at-

tempting to answer script questions honestly. Nixed on several turns he
flnally-settled maiter by suggesting that prepared question in question be

dropped altogether.

Submitted sheets asked that he name his six favorite bands. Pannassie,

who leans. ve;ry heavily to Negro band leaders with his favors, selected

four of that .race among the six named. He also included name of a band
leader who Is currently appearing on a rival ciggie program- on rival net.

Agency and CBS put its diplomats to work to straighten out 'issue.'
,

It was 'suggested' that he at least equalize the number of whites and
Negroes. It was also suggested that he obviously could not mention the

opposish leader. It was then suggested by Panassie that whole question

be dropped.

French Line is in middle of station rivalry between WMCA and WHN,
N.y., regarding 'gangplank broadcasts' by both stations. WHN picked up
gangplanking this summer when "WMCA dropped it. When latter re-,

sumed about a month ago it took precaution of getting an exclusive except

for very special occasions. Since that time WHN has crashed through
about three times, causing WMCA to burn.
' WMCA has priority, having stairted stunt first. However, French line is

beginning to realize error made In exclusiving • WMCA since i£ derives

much revenue from persons associated with jiJetrq.Goldwyn-Mayer and
Loew, owners of WHN, through transatlantic travel.

With leasing of old Aldine, Pittsburgh, by Harris Amuse. Co., It's just

come to light that station KDKA th^re had been trying to work
out , a deal with .building's owners whereby NBC-Westinghouse
outfit might take over house to be used for regular broadcasts in view of

big- audiences. Regular KOKA studio can accommodate only around 200
spectators and bigger auditorium is sought. Wasn't able to compete with
Harrises on rent. Efforts will be made instead to enlarge seating capacity

at station.

Empire State Network, which has chosen as its letterhead a recumbent
lion, a figure. following the outline of New York State, has produced ap-
proximately 30 hours a week of' sustaining programs for member stations

since its organization in early September. Executive offices are in Albany,
Where Harold E. Smith, president -and operating head of the chain, .also

does business as WOKO. Current political broadcasts have constituted the
principal commercial business.

Leo Tyson, KMPC (Beverly Hills) boss, let go a nifty In the mail that

had the radio trade hoAvling. Tying in with a drug chain's Ic. sale, IVson
offered to throw In Los Angeles coverage for one copper, plus the Bevhills
rate. Gag- is that station Is heard in L.A. as well as the snooty burg but'

topper was that the big town rates only Ic. ' Tyson's leaflet had a penny
pasted In the corner. 'Radio's biggest bargain' he called it, 'two markets
for the price of one.'

Recently-returned comic was ganged up by his scripters at rehearsal
time in Hollywood and made to believe he had a wow of a show, with
launch lines crowding each other off the pages, -in timing the show^ or-
dered two minutes set aside for audience laughs and the subsiding calm.
Studio mob failed to take the count on the punch lines as Writers prom-
ised and the show signed off one and a haU minutes too soon, filling with
the theme. Gagsters strangely missing at chime time.

Odd request got George Putnam, KSTP St. Paul announcer, out of bed
the other morning. Medic at University hospital called to say that a
young patient was dying, might not live another 24 hours because of
blood poisoning, and that one of the lad's last requests was to meet- Put-
nam, whose ardent air fan he was.
Putnam not only hurried oil to the hospital, but spent the entire morn-

ing with the lad, imtil they took him to Rochester (Minn.).

Columbia Concerts Corp., New York, has increased its capital stock
from 16,200 shares, 16,000 preferred, $10 par value, and 200 common
no par value, to 19,000 shares, 18,800 preferred, $10 par value, and 200
common, no par value. Papers filed with the secretary of state at Albany
by Rosenberg, Goldmark & Colin.

Columbia
.
Square, Hollywood, has already outgrown Itself after one

year. Plans are being drawn for additional studio space on the site. Plant
Is so crowded with production that it was necessary to- farm 'out.thet;^ack
Haley show to a rental studio on Warners Sunset lot, recently abandoned
by NBC.

Ernest Kotz, formerly in charge , of all NBC programs coming from and
going to .Germany, is reported to be in the service .-of the.Nazl'govfimnxtnt
and propagandizing in South Africa. Kotz was center of many storms at

NBC during his stay.

Don Lee chain on the Coast Is making first commercial use of Miller

broadcasting soimd tape transmission for transcribing programs.

Federal Judge John C. Knox has kept a complete file of transcripts on
station WMCA's broadcasts of current spy trials in New York.

HOW HEARINGS

ARE LINED UP

I -Washyigton, Nov. 1.

Procedure to be followed at the

Nov. 14 chain broadcasting monop-
oly hearings announced last week by
FCC Chairman Frank R. McNinch,

with subject matter to be covered
placed under four general headings.

(1) National networks will be
called out first, in the order in which
they commenced operation. Re-
gional networks will fpllow in the
same order and other witnesses will
be heard with respec'- to various
phases of network operations.

(2) Persons and organizations, not
associated with broadcasting opera-
tions, or transcription services, who
filed written appearance with the
investigating committee prior to
Sept. 20. This will include religious
and educational groups and individ-
uals who want to be heard on the
subject of radio.

(3) Industry witnesses supplying

evidence on management contracts,

leases, agreements and Other prac-
tices involving control and opera-
tion of transmitters by individuals

other than the actual licensees.

(4) Licensees and other witnessas
possessing information on the con-
centration of pwn«!rship or control

of .mprQ than one broadcast station

in the same or .affiliated interests

and who can. 'supply evidence, with
reference to the business activities,

other than broadcasting, of broad-
cast station licensees and persons
exercising control through stock
ownership or otherwise over li-

censees.'

Transcription and recording com-
panies will be called before the com-
mittee to testify as to their rela-

tionships with the Industry and with
reference to the quality of discs from
both the" technical and program
standpoints.

Specific order covering Individ-

uals and organizations scheduled to

appear, and an estimate of the time
expected to be consumed, will be
issued as far as possible In advance
of the start of the hearing. Network
witnesses will be revealed first, with
similar information to be made
available on other participiants be-

fore each subject Is taken up.

Voter Serenade

Los Angeles, Nov. 1.

Newest method of drumming
up' votes out this way is to pone
hillbilly tunes into the ears of
the electorate. Stuart Hamblen
tried it with good effect in the
primaries and is following
through as candidate for con-
gress from Pasadena district.

His opponent, a Glendale at«
torney, is fighting fire with fire

and is sponsoring Pauline Hol-
den, mountain music queen on
KEHE, as the spark plug of his
campaign. Hamblen's singing
cowhands are on the same sta-

tion.

WREC CONDIHT

CALLED RIGHT

Washington, Nov. 1.

Complaint that WREC, Meniphis,
violated the political neutrality,

clause of the Communications Act
has been shelved, removing threat of
punishment for incident which oc-
curred in Tennessee's acrimonious
political campaign last summer.
With the FCC showing no deep

concern, WREC apprehension was
erased when the .Senate Campaign
Expenditures Committee ' 'decided

Thursday (27) that no offense was
committed when W. M. Fuqua, chief

sleuth for the Tennessee Crime Com-,
mission was barred from the mike.
Solons concluded the station manage-
ment was justified in denying FUqua'
the right to talk about election con-
ditions because he did not make his

manuscript available fp;c pro-broad-
cast scrutiny. Kick came from John
R. Neal, unsuccessful candidate for

the Democratic nomination to the
U. S. Senate, who smelled an Ad-
ministration .plot to gag his ora-

torical helpers.
Routine inquiry was made by the

FCC upon learning of the yowl to the
Senate probers, but nothing has hap-
pened and indications are the Com-
mish found nothing worthy of its

attention.

Oil Sponsor Returns

Cincinnati, Nov. 1.

Standard Oil of Ohio is sponsoring
a three-hour stretch, plus eight fol-

low-up quarter-hour announcements
on WSAI Nov. 8 to announce re-

turns of hot Ohio state and local

county elections. Starts at 8 p.m.
. Using direct lines into ,• county
board of elections and Democratic
and Republican headquarters. Ac-
count placed by McCann-Erickson,
Cleveland, and J. Ralph Corbett,

Inc., Cincy.

Magic Key. in Frisco
. San Francisco, Nov. 1.

ntire 'Magic Key of RCA' program
originated, here Sunday (30), with
Ebe Stignanf,* mezzo-soprano; Ricli-

ard Bonelli, baritone; Dino Borgioli,

.tenor^ and the San .Francisco Opera
company chorus and orchestra under
Gaetano Merola being picked up
from the War Memorial Opera House
and mikeman Hal Gibney airing a
description of Treasure leland, site'

of the 1939 Golden Gate Interna-

tional Exposition, from a Pan Amer-
ican Airways flying boat.

'

Musical portion was produced by
John Ribbe, the plane broadcast by
Don Thompson.

Federal Project Plus Cuffo Name

Stars to Canada Via Mutual

KYA's New Music Set-tip

San Francisco, Nov. 1.

New orchestra, with strings pre-
dominating, debuts on KYA here this

week under the baton of Walter
Rudolph and replaces swing ahd
cowboy bands previously on the
Hearst outlet's staff. The change in
musicians was ordered by Reiland
Quinn, new program manager, who
is spotting the concert orchestra
three mornings a -week from 10 to

10:30 a.m. PST. Quinn believes
there is need for more classical mu-
sic during daytime hours, and also

wants to avoid network competition
at night. '

'

He is also adding to the KYA staff

a -vibraharp, guitar, piano and ac-
cordion combo to play a lighter type
of .music during the noon period
daily.

Congressman-Reporter

In Hot Verbal Volley

Over Mutual Network

Washington, Nov. 1.

Political feud over Congressional
Inquiry into activities of un-Ameri-
can groups put Mutual Broadcasting
System and its local outlet, WOL,
between counter barrages this week
and brought general

.
accusation

against radio as an institution. Head-
line fuss was provoked wheii WOL-
MBS made facilities available to

Rep. Martin Dies of Texas to de-
fend his House ' Committee against

charges of unfairness and bias fired

by President Roosevelt, Administra-
tion echoes, and individuals attacked
'at recent hearings during th6 in-

quiry. Immediately, Democrats de-
manded a chance to respond to .the

Texan, who retorted that White
House pressure was being exerted
to gag him.

Dies' speech w^nt on as scheduled
Monday night (31) and was fol-

lowed immediately by caustic com-
ments of Paul Y. Anderson, reporter
for the St. Louis Star-Times and
stern critic of the Dies commlttecr

Charles Michelson, propagandist
for the Democratic National Com-
mittee, admitted he had been re-

sponsible for having Anderson
booked to give an 'eye-witness ac-

count' of the way the Congressional
sleuths operate. The politico-pub-

licist explained 'whenever a Demo-,
cratic candidate Is attacked, it Is

part of my job to defend him,' jus-

tifying his part by .the fact, that Dies
had dragged btit evidence humiliat-
ing Governor. Frank Murphy of

Michigan: ;

Hullabaloo was a sequel to an un-
precedented step by President Roose-
velt, ^ho late Tuesday X25) rebuked
the Djes ^oup. iii sizzling phrases.
Besides Issuing equally-hot ' press
statements. Dies immediately pre-
pared a speech answering critics of

his inquiry.

Bowling Scores at 11:15 P.M.
Indianapolis.

Len Riley, WFBM sports an-
nouncer broadcasting daily bowling
scores from .all alleys in Indian-
apolis at 11:15 o'clock every night.

Proprietors of the alleys cooper-
ate in phoning in scores.

Internatkmal Series ftoni Europe

Wffl BaHy N. Y. Eipo Dnring 1939

Networks have agreed to start

plugging the New York World's Fair
around the first of 1939 with a series

of rebroadcasts from Europe. Pro-
gram will be carried at the same
time on NBC, Columbia and Mutual.
Period selected is 1:30 to 2 p. m.
Sundays. NBC will carry it on the
red (WEAF). In the meantime Jt

will have to find another spot for

the Bob Becker dog stories (Morrell)
which now holds the 1.45 to 2 o'clock

slot.

Schedule calls for 23 such Euro-
pean pickups. First one will have
the British commissioner to the Fair
retell his plans for the exposition,

while the British Broaidcasting Co.
will supply the music.

Colvin Cnt Off Air

Spokane, Nov. 1.

A few seconds after Ewing D. Col-
vin, republican nominee for U. S.

senator against inciynbent Homer T.
Bone, began an address at a mass
meeting here he was cut off the air

by KGA, Republicans bomarded the
station with protests, KGA con-
tended that Ciolvln strayed from the
copy of his speech sent in advance to

the radio station in accordance with
FCC regulations.

Colvin was just launching Into an
account of his World War ex-
periences when KGA cut him off

with a recording of the Marseillaise.

Federal Theatre Radio Division's

'Cornmand Performance' series which

has been in the works for six months
will start on a Mutual-Canadian

hookup some time In December. Se-

ries will be fidl hour dramatiza-

tions of .plays selected for airing

via a poll of several hundred radio

editors. MBS . has scheduled them
for Sunday nights.

Regular FTRD players will be
augmented by the addition, of guest
stars from legit who will donate
their services . alternately, one each
airing. Among those are Maurice
Evans, Burgess Meredith, OrsOh
Welles, Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Sarah
AUgood, Sylvia Sydney, Whitford
Kane, William Janney and Lillian
Gish. Latter name Is stiU tenta-
tive.

Some of the play9 selected have
been done on the air by FTRD play?
ers before. The 13 named are;

'Henry 2d,' 'Ghosts,' 'Lliiom,' 'The
Weavers,' 'Ah Wilderness,' 'Adding
Machine' by Elmer Rice, 'Cyrano de
Bergerac,' 'Winterset,' 'Elizabeth the
Queen,' 'Berkeley Square,' 'Barretts
of Wimpole St., and 'Juno and the
Paycock.'

)

LAWYQiS HOPE

(BSAPreALS

KSFO

Washington, Nov. 1'.

Challenge of the Federal Commu*
nications Commission's stand oh sta[-

tion leases containing' recapture
clauses is anxiously defiired by legal
fraternity v/bich is urging CBS to
seek coxurt review of the recent dej
cision .disapproving -agreement tmder
which the. web would take ovef
KSFO, Sail Francisco, for not more
than 15 years. Importance of the
FCC Interpretation of the law lies in
the fact that approximately .a score of
transmitters have been rented by net-
works and host of deals may have to
be renegotiated to conforin with the
FCC's slant. •

'

In the opinion of many attorneyi^
the Conunish went far afield in con*
struing the law so stringently. Curb*
stone opinions preponderantly om-
phasize the Commish has control over
the operation of the station^ and its
powers are not restricteid by any un-
derstanding to which it is not a party.
Few take the same view as the Fc6,
however, and feel the Conunish does
bind Itself by approving pacts with
guaranties that the original owner
shall get back his property at soine
distant date.

DON LEE ASKS FOR

VISIO UCENSE IN S. F.

Los Angeles, Nov. 1,

Don Lee chain, televising daily
here for the past seven years, has
applied to Federal Conjmunlcations
Commision for permission to set up
similar facilities in San Francisco
pending issuance of a license. New
plant will be for experimental pro-
grams to be signalled across Pacific.

Harry Lubcke, visio head of the
network is imdeclded on the equip-
ment to be used If the new vent\u:d
is okayed by the comish,

Farnsworth On View
San Francisco, Nov. 1,

First public demonstration here of
Farnsworth television was viewed by
100 newspaper and radio men and
members of the Merchants' Ex-
change last Thursday (27), with
several acts suppUed by Fanchon &
Marco providing the subjects.

Irene Beasley will originate hei?

'R.F.D. No, 1' program (CBS) oui
of KMOX, St. Louis, for a week
starting • Nov. 7. Her scripts from
that point will deal with the cur-
rlcular doings at Stevens CoFege^
Columbia, Mo., which nuehtloii re-
cently drew lots of fan malL
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WashiigtoH Lowdown Columns Give

Increasing Notice to FCC Feuds

Washington, Nov. 1.

Newspaper gossip columns have

become wind tunnels for testing out

trial balloons and artillery in the

warfare ruging within FCC, Several

instances in the past two weeks of in-

spired yarns about the inner circle

reaction to the fuss over ousting of

Hampson Gary from post of general

counsel and the breach between

Chairman Frank R. McNinch and

other members.

Symptom of. the concern within the

New Deal high command was a long

piece by Joseph Alsop and Robert

Kintner, scribblers for North Ameri-

can Newspaper Alliance, picturing

President Roosevelt as thoroughly

upset by the bad public reaction and

unsatisfactory conditions inside the

Cortimish. Predictions about future

developments—^ranging from firing of

all seven regulators to creation of a

new agency—were considered to re-

flect the ideas of such White' House
advisors as Thomas Corcoran.

The thief use of 'inside stuff' col-

umns, however, was in spreading the

story that two members of the FCC
»re expficted to quit, either voluntari-

ly or by White House orders. Most
tipsters did not mention names, al-

though 'Washington Merry-Go-
Round' put the finger on Commander
T, A. M. Craven- and- Qeorge Henry
Payjie. Similar .impression given by
Paul Mallon, whose stuff is syndi-

cated in Hearst papers, and by Kint-
neriAlsop team, which pointed out

that any move to replace the FCjC
with some Other body would be po-
litically risky 'as New Deal bodies

are said to be buried in- the FCC
garden.'

Tappe Directs Waxers
Louis Tappe,

.
continuity chief at

WINS, N. Y., last week completed
producing a set of transcription pro
grams -for I; J. Fox,- furrier, which
are set for use on WINS, WMCA,
WHOM, WAAt and WHN, all New
York station^, during November.
S^ Walton and Betty Worth used.

Radio's Proudest Relic

Washington, Nov. 1.

One of broadcasting's proud-
est relics—the tomato-can mike'

through which first election re-

turns were aired—features col-

lection of:.historic gadgets por-

traying radio's childhood just

put on display at the Smith-
sonian Institute.

Exhibit reflects the technical

progress of the art and effort of

engineers to perfect ideal pick-

up apparatus.

WMt Spnieing Up

Baltimore, Nov. 1.

Recent grant, of increased power
to WFBR will be put into effect with
the completion of newly located-

towers and transmitter house," con-

struction of which was started this

wjek. Towers which will be erected-

on pilings in the water of Balti-.

more's barbor, will be part of the

town's skyline and will be visible

from all sections of the city.

Studio and offices will also be
movec" to new 'Radio Center,' pow
being erected. Planning and erec-

tion- of set-up. under supervision- of

NBC engineering department.

Washington Lobby

Glib Statf

Lincoln, Nov. 1.

KFAB-KFOR is up to its eyes in

newspapermen. One time having a
ban on newshawks for ether use, the
Journal now has three on established
programs, and One to go. John Bent-
ley, Journal sports editor, is on with
six 10-minute programs weekly on
sports; Bam^ .<>ldfleld, film ed, with
six five-minute show biz gab fests;

Leo "Sonderegger, church ed, calls all

the faithful Sunday mornings.
Mary Gordon (Marie Dugan),

Journcil loyelomer, is being consid-
ered.

Washington, Nov. 1.

Clerical error in the FCC gave

lawyers for several stations an un-

easy J2 hours last week—and dem-

onstrated the need for improvement

of administrative machinery—when
official release annoimced plants

from New Hampshire to Utah had

been relegated to the doghouse.

Frantic inquiries revealed five or six

outlets, listed as having been put on

temporary licenses actually received

the routine six-month renewals.

Another significant policy change

last week caused radio observers to

throw up their hands in despair and
admit they cannot understand what
policies the FCC is following. Con-
fusion resulted from renewal of the

YTTCN, Minneapolis, application for

renewal and airthoritative tip that

WJZ, New York, will be in hot

water later because of that 'Beyond

the Horizon' program. When the

celebrated Mae West case was
shelved last winter, McNinch omi-

nously " growled that henceforth

every network affiliate would be

held responsible for what went over

its transmitter regardless of origina-

tion. Now only the originating sta-

tion seems in danger.

Talk still follows recent FCC ap-

proval of the WNAX, Yankton, S.

D., sale to the Gardner Cowles
(Iowa) papers. Notably on the votes

of Chairman McNinch and Com-
missioner Payne. Followers of

Commish decision had decided Mc-
Ninch is dead set against news-
paper-broadcasters who have sev-

eral outlets and figured Payne was
death on deals where the cash con-
sideration exceeded the physical

value as demonstrated at hearings.

Although McNinch balked at letting

a publisher acquire another . local

outlet in a state where—several

dozen miles away — he already
owned radio mouthpieces, the chair-

man did not object tb permitting the
Des Moines Register-Tribune crowd
corral another regional echo. '

-

K^roan, Ex-WLWL Petition Arranger,

Leads Attacks on McNinch and FCC

year ago Chairman McNinch de-

clared the back-door approach
would be of no further use. Friends

of Commish staff workers hear that

political heat is hotter than ever be-

fore, with .employees above the civil

service classification begging out-

siders for advice.

Now-it-can-be-told story making
the rounds of newspaper fraternity

has President Roosevelt outraged by
the Commish decision, since re-

versed, point the accusing finger at

stations which carried 'Beyond the
Horizon.' When asked his opinion,

dhief Executive reflected no sym-
pathy for the blue-noses and in-

dicated he saw no reason for last

w^inter's agitation oyer the Mae
West 'Eden' tantalization. As No.
1 radio performer in the nation, Mr.
R. appeared to feel it wasn't as

much what was said as how the em-
phasis was placed.

Continoous comment about the
part politics seems to be playing in

Commish activities. Recalls that a

Widely-advertised horseback rides

of Federal Communications Com-
mission chairman, Frank R. Mc-
Ninch, have been postponed

_
indefi-

nitely because of long hours' at the

Commish.
Following his statement at a press

conference two weeks ago that he
was sufficiently Recovered from a

recent illness to take up horseback
riding. McNinch admitted that long
houn^ at his , desk have kept him
from the Washington bridle paths.

Is pondering buying a steed, he de-
clared, since he dislikes walking and
golf—^recommended by his doctors
—but still believes that he will save
money by patronizing a local stable

where mounts can be rented for a
dollar an hour.

Moves to WtIC, Hartford
'Let's Go to' Work,' Dr. Herbert

Hadel's re-employment and steerer

ot jobless sustainer, moves Nov. 12 to

WTIC, Htotford.
Station feeding half-hour to WICC,

Bridgeport-New Haven, where pro-
gram has been originating since June.

Washington, Nov. 1.

Renewed battling Within the FCC
is being used^ as had been expected,
to fan sentiment for a Congjresslonal
investigation of both, the regulators
and the broadcasting business. Cath-
olic groups in particular ai'e becom-
ing more active and pointing toi^the

Hampson Gary firing, proposed exe-
cution of civil service workers, wire-
pulling over WLW's superpower
franchise, and lesser controversies,

as evidence that coiiditions are worse
than ever before.

Charge that Chairman Frank R. Mc-
Ninch is trying to become a 'Stalin'

has been sent all candidates for Con-
gress, with a request they state their

position on 'whether or not you be-
lieve the conditions herein described
should be allowed to continue.'

Poll is being mcde by American Ra-
dio Audience, lobby group formed
last year to help get an investigation

and headed by James Kiernan, for- .

mer manager of the Paulist Fathfers*

station, WLWL.
'StaUnism'

Under the caption 'Stalinism in

America,' the American Radio Au-
dience review some of the moi-e
recent happenings at the FCC. sug-
gested political , favoritism may in-

fluence the' decision in the WLW
case, asked if the FCC is threaten-
ing transmitters which carry
speeches' 'inimical to Rooseveltian
policies,' and declared members ot
Congress must take a hand.
Another blast at thfe Commish by

the Boston Review," Catholic publi-

cation, before tb-s recent unpleasant-
ness also is being circulated, particu-

larly among legislators. Clerical

paper denounced the forthcoming
FCC monopoly-network inquiry as

'merely false pretence* and supple-
mented a page-one editorial with a
special article predicting the result

of the hearings will be a white-
washi Story reviewed the back-
ground of the members comprising
the committee saying the National

Capital treats the investigation as a
joke.

I wish to fhank Vane+y's Stage Review Deparfmenf, as If was

through this department I first became acquainted with the

performances of

AMES and ARNO
BOB NELLER and (DIZZY DUGAN)

who htafve more than justified the reviewers' comment here at

Loew's State Theatre this week.

To those of us who find It Impossible to be in 1 00 places at the

same time this department performs an' Inestimable service by

bringing ail the stages of the world under our ken«

New York, November I, 1938
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SHEPARD'S PREDICAMENT

FCC'» New Attorney, Wil-

liam J. Dempsey, Faces

Delicate Situation

STALLING

Washington, Nov. 1.

Strenuous efforts being made to

avoid a ruling on the delicate ques-
tion of whether a station can be used
to promote the social and political

views of its owner and to win re-

newal licenses for WNAC and
WAAB, Boston, without a hearing,
threatening to plunge the FCC into

Forum Idea

A public fund-sponsored ra-
dio program is set to start on
the Yankee Network about
Nov. 13. It will be a radio
forum discussing controversial
topics of national interest se-

lected by a committee set up
for the purpose. Formation of

a Dime-a-Month club is expect-
ed to pay for all or. part of the
air time depending on the re-
sponse. Until the club gets
rolling stations carrying it will
ride them as sustainers.

Idea is to circulate question-
naires among club members
with the subject of the week
printed thereon. Will call for
definite yes or no answers and
reasons for the decision. Best
pro and con returns will be
scripted and debated on the air.

A consulting board of experts
on each topic will be in attend-
ance, but in view of the poor
speaking ability of most of the
latter, professional actors will
be used to present each side.

Various prizes will be awarded
for best discussions turned in
as well for outlines of new
ones.

Programs will be of half hour
duration and be in transcribed
form. Associated Recorded
Program Service which Is be-
hind the idea cuts the platters.

another face-reddening scandal anc'.

intensify clamor for a Congressional
investigation.

Another rift within the Commis-
sion is developing as a result of the
wire-pulling on behalf of John
Shepard, III, and the deep dispute
about justification for the original

order putting both of the plants on
temporary basis. Hearings on the
renewal pleas docketed for Friday
(4) with postponement being sought
on account of Commish stalling on
legal maneuvers by Paul D. P.
Spearman, counsel for the Bay State
operator.

Dempsey on Spot ^

Despite the glass-hpuse idealism of
Chairman Frank R. McNinch, po-
litical infiuence has been employed
to extricate Shepard from his pre-
dicament. Several members of Con-
gress reported to have interceded
with Commish members and ' with
law department, while other regula-
tors and law-makers are threatening
to explode if the hearing order is
rescinded. Buck-passing has char-
acterized the inside gymnastics, with
William J, Dempsey, newly-named
acting general counsel, put on an ex-

tremely warm spot at the outset of

his career.

Political ramifications aire be-
wildering, but insiders say there has
been an unprecedented amount of

tugging, .pleading, needling, and
veiled intimidating and that both
sides have been tightening the
screws.

Shepard case is ,of great sig-

nificance because ' of the central

question involved. Minor proposi-.

tions—whether the Kay jewelry ad-

vertisements were lotteries, and
whether time was donated or pay-
ments rebated—are of considerable
importance but do not come even
close to the issue of editorialization

by a broadcaster. Freedom of speech
is naturally embodied in the dispute,

with no agreement whether a Con-
stitutional right is restricted by the

fitBd&Hote,^

WFffR
ON THE NBC RED NETWORK
NRTIONRL REPRE5ENTQTIVES
EDWARD PETRY & CO.

provisions of the Communications
act. From the WAAB-WNAC point
of view, the "chief question to be an-
swered is whether the Commish, be-
cause it hands a station operator a
piece of paper, can-prevent the pro-
prietor from expressing opinions. On
the other side, it Is whether a per-
son licensed to use a natural re-
source, in, the public interest and en-
joined to be 'neutral politically car
take sides in vital public con-
troversies.

Commission has stalled , so long
that there is talk. Petitions, for re-

consideration of the hearing orders
were filed in

^

August and September.-
Requests for .bills of particulars then
followed in' normal course. But
within a few days of the scheduled
hearing, no action has been taken
on any of these routine, pleq^.

Sponsors Every Sustainer on KTSA

Sears Roebuck Opening Gets Double-Barrelled

Ballyhoo iii San Antonio

SCHUDT FIGHTING FLU .

Cincinnati, Nov. 1.

Recovered from his second flu at-

tack within the past fortnight, Wil-
liam A. Schudt, Jr., general, manager
of WKRC, returned to his desk Fri-

day !(28).

Eac](i one had him between the
sheets for several days.

. Arthur Q. Bryan, multiple comic
in KFW 'Grouch Club,' to New York
for a Warners film short.

San Antonio, Nov. 1.

Sears Rdebuck for its n6w store

here bought every availablie spot on
KTSA during the entire day Wednes-
day (26). Sponsored every sustain-

ing program on the station through-
out the whole day.
Talent W9S also presented direct

from the different .floors and. depart-
mients of the store. One of the most
unique radio advertising campaigns
ever attempted in this part of the
United States.

A secret of WLW's popularity is t[ie"huinan"storiel5

its listeners constantly hear

. . . and there behind them sat MIis America

as Chas. L. Hill of Rosendale, Wisconsin,
who, as president of the National Dairy
Show, held in Columbus, Ohio, early in

October, tells listening dairymen through-

out the middle west about the crowds that

have come to admire the exhibitors' herds

and the show's queen, tool

. . . She waited 80 years to be 9ii*cn of thit

flight. Mrs. C. W. Nash flies for the first

time in her life as she graces the inaugu-
ration of new American Airway's Lines
on their Cincinnati flight. Her impres-
sions find emotional response in thousands
of listeners. Such events (many each
month) hold WLW audiences constantly.

Because people are

people who
so interesting, WLW features

do interesting things
. . . Meet a Cincinnati "first family".

Interest in Laurel Homes, Cincinnati's

seven million dollar slum clearance
project, intensified by many contro-
versies, reaches completion and this

happy family were first to move in.

Their joy registered as well to the

ears as it does to the eyes. Human,
simple, wholesome, such broadcasts
hold a vast midwest audience.

— thousands el needle minded womet:
listened to an expert as Mrs. E. F.
Challen of Wood County, Ohio, sur-
rounded by officials of the distaff

side of the Ohio State Fair, tells

how anyone can match her fine

needlework if they'll put their minds
to it and their hearts in it. Peojplie

who do things well are always in-
teresting to radio audiences.

NATION'S

STATION
.... wffA a finefy

balanced program
for ALL PEOPLE,

from the ann/A//a-

ffon of potafo bugs

fo fho exhtlaraflon

of itfterbugs.
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STATION SHOWMANSI^
(Attention-GeUers^ TieJUps, ideas)

General Idea, Specific Offer
Cincinnati.

Bill Schudt sent out the following

ballyhoo lor the news service on his

station:
Dear Mr. Advertiser
What do you think of this for a

program:
It's FIRST in CAB reports. FOR-

TUNE, in a recent surv^, ranked it

ahead of Charlie McCarthy. A
ton, Ohio, survey ranked it FIRST
among all types of programs. So did

a survey among wealthy Bostonians.

Tlie same results accrued in Madi-

son, Wisconsin. In rural Iowa, it was
again first; first, too, in a survey

among i>oth rural and urban Kan-
sans—men and women.

The- program? NEWS BROAD-
CASTS!
News on WKRC is a Cincinnati-

wide favorite; authentic United

Press news» flashed on leased -wires

to WKRC; broadcast from WKRC ta

all Cincinnati.
You can buy, as a single package,

four WKRC five-minute news
periods for top-audience newscasts.

The four periods are available to

one sponsor only.

'Gwti N«ieli]^r' Idea
Detroit

Detroit, given an opportunity to

be 'small town' in its friendliness,

has outdone itself in aiding less for-

tunate city dwellets.
More than 2,500 Detroiters have

so far responded to CKDW's -weddy
dramatizations of 'Good Nei^ibors'
cases. Each 'Good Neighbors? night
offices of CKLW are turned oyer to
taking callSj. receiving donations, etc.,

to help indigent dwetfers.
Broadcasts are taken from actual

case histories of the Good Nei^-
bors Society^ -wiQi I&rrisott
head of society, and CKLW^s Val.

Clare handling.

Cartcon-Badi* Tte-Vp
CittcinnatL

WCKY and the Cincy Ehqulrer
are exchanging courtesy plags on
the Lone Rauoger radio-programs and
cartoons. The paper carries a Ime
with the strip to- inform readers

when the Ranger's adventures are
aired by the L. B. Wilson station,

which taes the programs with men-
tions about the cartoon appearing
in the daily. Program is sponsored
on WCKY by the ScbuLze Baking Co.

Civic Quiz Stunt
. Cleveland.

Editors of three local newspapers
collaborated in a super-quiz-bee
which was the climax of the town's
current Make-Cleveland-Bigger cam-
paign, Papers have been trying to

shake businessmen out of the reces-
sion-willies and got support of

WTAM, WGAR and WHK in airing

stunt
Localites were invited to send in

any pertinent questions about indus-
trial, civic or cultural life in Cleve-
land. Carl D. Friebolin, referee in
bankruptcy, acted as m.c., throwing
questions at Nat Howard of News,
Paul Bellamy of Plain Dealer and
A. T. Burch of Press. Although none
had radio experience before, they all

came through okay as far as mike
technique was concerned. Entrants
who had questions used got $2 and
additional $5 if editors faijed to an-
swer. As a civic quiz-bee, it was in
gensxal such a hit that it is being re-
peated this winter.

For Farmers
Birmingham.

•Auburn Farm and Family Forum*
copied somewhat after the National
Farm and Home Hour is being put
on WAPI, Birmingham, daily at
lltSO a.m. to nooni It is under aus-
pices of the Alabama Polytechnic
Institute and the U. S. Department of
A^culture.
Farmers are told such things as

10W to make hens lay, how to con-
trol termites, and how to improve
the character of field and garden
seeds.

be conducted in cooperation with
Penn?y Motor Police, '^hich, with
WPA instructors, is giving regular

driving lessons to anyone who ap-

plies.
Student motorists will be enrolled

by mail and furnished charts to fol-

low the broadcast instructions, which
will be handled by State cops. Ex-
ams and diplomas will mark the end
of the course that will cover aU
phases of driving, safety, highway
and traffic problems.

Ever-Helpful Radio
On\aha.

WAAW musical clock program
conducted by Harvey Twyman, plays
a. three^minute record' each morning
which listeners are told they may
use in timing three-minute eggs.
There's a gong for two-minute

eggers.

Waterbury Gesture
Waterbury, Conn.

Consecration ceremonies of Bishop
Matthew. F. Brady at Burlington, Vt,
were direct-lined from WCAX, Burr
lington, to WBRY, Waterbury, Bis-

iiop a native of Waterbury and hav-
ing many friends through WBHY
area.

Family Interpolated
Columbus.

Ezra Martin and the Folks from
Pleasant Valley, WBNS participation
pro-am, makes use of the station's
mobile short-wave imit in a novel
way by calling, on farmers in central
Ohio once each week. Jim Yerian
takes the ^lort-wave truck into the
country every "Euesday and lines up
a farm family willing to go on the
air.

ComiSany in the station dedicates
first half of program to the guest
farmers, who are then ciit in from
their home via short-wave.

Talent-Store Tie-Up
Milwaukee.

A clever tie-up for a Sunday show
is used during the weiek by Heller's

department store on WTMJ. Heller'si

who sponsor Harry Ford, Missouri
humorist, and his Park Avenus Hill

BiUies, place daily ads on WTMJ's
Top o' the Morning,' which opens
with 'Harry Ford says.' This is fol-

lowed by one of Ford's drolleries,

then 'Heller's say,' continuing with
the. stores sales message.
Scheme has not only the effect of

hooking up with ttie Sunday show,
but creates an attentttm-gettzng. de-
vice for daily announcements which
custom^s look for.

WSArS Atteatioik-Getters
Giztcinnati.

Bulletin board blurbs in ddwntown
CincT is a new serviise for WSAI ad-
vertisers. Station started oS. with a
large space on the side of the Green-
wood totfldrng and is now installing
a neon billboard in the Dixie Ter-
minal, street car and bus line station
serving ncsifaem Kentucky lines.

Titles, times snd stars of current
VfSAl commercial programs are
flashed on. the bulletins, with daUy
changes of copy.

Background Buzz
z z s z z z r z

Bi{>le Dramas f«r Kids
St Paul.

Something new in children's pro
grams currently being aired by
KSEP in stanza tagged, 'Jean and
the Bible.' Show is a modem child's
version of the Bible, interpreted by
her for the benefit of her kid brother,
who admits he doesn't like to go to

Sunday school.
Armed at getting juves* interested

in the Bible, show has won P-T-A
endorsement and o, k.'s from Sunday
scbool organizations and various
civic groups.

Bies, Com^naiiy Clwres:
" Cindnnati.

Joseph Ries, WLW-WSAI educa-
tional dTcector^ will be tiie principal
speaker at the dedication of a new
school in Lynchburg, O;, Thursday
(2.7>. He will discuss the possibilities
of science as a career for young per-
sonsi
Ries is publicity chairman for the

Ohio convention of l&iwanis clubs,
being held here this wee&. Last week
he concluded a chore as head
of the public relations division
of the committee in charge of Cinc^s
sesqui celebration by auctioning oft a
ballyhoo log cabin that had been on
Fountain Square for a fortnight
Stunt was aired by WSAI.

Helen J. Lang, formerly of the
Boston Evening lYanscrjpt and
Frederick W. Cole, formerly of WBZ
Sc WBZA, Boston and Springfield,
MTfiss., have moved to WLAW, Law-
rence, Mass., to produe 'Helen Lang
—Your Home Counselor' program.
Helen Hughes doing a fashion and

hair-do stmt on WCQPr Boston,
daily ayem.
Curran & Joyce Ca, I^awrence,

Mass., have renewed the 'Auditions
of the Air' shows on WLAW, Retains
Stanley Schultz as the gsxy who
criticizes the talent extemporaneous.
Carl Dozer, veteran announcer at

WCAE;. Pittsburgh, has quit the
spielers' staff to join the station's
sales department.

Grenfcll Rand, WOKO staffer, ac-
companied Governor Lehman*is cam-
paign party as. far as Buffalo last
week to announce for the Empire
State Network.
Heavy political commitments by

KYW, Philadelphia, have cut the
number of shows pumped by the
NBC-operated outlet to the red net
to a record low. Only three pro-
grams are now being web-wired.
"They are 'Campus Capers,' Saturday
afternoon pre-football show; house
band program, and Society of An-
cient Instruments weekly concert on
Sunday mornings. KYW has pumped
as high as 20 shows a week to the
network.

Gil Babbitt of the WPBN, PhiUy
staff, was named news editor at the
station this week by Ar1±iur Simon,
g. m, Ourflet has just installed a full

!ENS wire, gp/ing. it its first news
service. In addition to three regular
news periods in Sn^sh each' day,
i>ulletins will be nresented bsy Stan
Mnderski in. Pt>li^ Louis Gross in
Yiddish, and Balpb Borelli in Italian.

Freda Lazier, on WWSW and
WCAE. Pittsburgh for sev^al years,
has joined .Nelson Males' ofch as
vocalist

Mill Spooner, PhiUy organist back
at WFIL. c:V;,

Doc Schneider's Texaxis South for
the winter. Airing daily on WFBC,
Greenville, & C, for Coca-Cola and
Saturday night under auspices of lo-
cal Kiwanis club.

bration at KOIN, Portland, Ore.,
over his sixth anniversary of an aft-
ernoon program called 'This 'n'

That'
Federal Housing Administration's

Famous Homes of Famous Ameri-
cans' starling over KIRO, Seattle.

SOUTH

Dairy Show Gag Contest
Columbus.

Johnny Neblett, WBNS ^orts an-
nouncer, and Joe Ferte, creator of
the station's rural character, Ezra
Martin, will engage in a milking
contest as a part of the Nation^
Dairy Show at the Ohio State Fair-
grounds,
Prize is a gold-plated milking paU,

valued at $1.

*DrivlDC School of Air*
Syracuse.

Plans being made by WFIL for
'Driving School of Air.' Show will

DONAHUE
A N S> H I S

ORCHESTRA

Homecoming Wboop-de-do
Milwaukee.

WTMJ is set to broadcast the
homecoming raRy from the Univer-
sity of Wisconsin campus Friday
night (28) with sportcaster Russ
Winnie as m.c
Staged against a background of

music by the Badgers' band, pro-
gram wiU bring a number of celebri
ties to- the mike, including Clarence
Dykstra, pres. of the U of W; Harry
StuhldT^er„ Badgers' coach; and Boe
McMillan, coach of the 'Badiana grid
team, which meets VS^iscossin in the
Badger home-coming game on the
following, day.
This game will be l»roadcast over

WTMJ by Russ. Wumie direet-from
field. He handles all Wisconsin
gamed, with Whadhams Oil spon-
soring.

Openmg Nov. 4th
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William Ryan, sales manager for
KPO and KGO, San Francisco,
played host to his staff at a farewell
party for Henry Maas, NBC sales
traffic manager, and his wife, who
leave this week for Holljrwood.
Marie Houlihan now chief CBS

praiser in San Francisco.
Bob Andersen, former newscaster

for the San Francisco CaU-Bulletin,
and Bob Ackerley, formerly of
KOMO-KJR, Seattle, added to the
news staff at KGO and KPO.

Bill Brokaw, at KYA, San Fran-
cisco, to handle nightly stint of re-
corded music and chatter. Formerly
with KROW, Oakland.

.

Bob Bums and Chester Lauck and
Norris Goff (Lum and Abner) in
San Francisco over the week-end for
the University of Arkansas-Santa
Clara gridiron grapple.
Rudy Vallee will air his weekly

variety show over the NBC-red web
from the Community Playhouse in
San Francisco, Nov. 17. Vallee and.
his Connecticut Yai^ees will be ap-
pearing at the Auto Show that wec^
Will Aubrey, ex-vaude player,

bade on the NBC staff in Sam Ftan-
cisco with his 'Bard of the Byways'
song and. gab act
Art Kiskham rated quite a cele-

WSJS, Winston-Salem, N. C, re-
cently held open house, invited i

the public for an Inspection tour.

WSOC, Charlotte, N. C, received
several contracts this year for. broad-
casts direct from the groimds of thie

Carolinas Agricultural Fair.

WBT, Charlotte, N.- C, last week
picked up and broadcast an organ
program frbm a Charlotte church
when Pietro Yon, famou.? Italian or-
ganist and composer played while
on a visit there.

Charles B. DriscoU, successor to
O. O. Mclntyre with the column,
'New York Day - by Day,' was in
North Carolina the other day and
was aired over WBT, Charlotte, N.
N. C, in a I5-minute interview.

Royal E. Penny, sales manager for
WBT, Charlotte, N. C, and south-
em representative for Radio Sales,
has entered a hospital for treatment
and a possible operation.

Douglas Edwards, WSB, Atlanta,
spieler has q,uit to join announcing
staff of WXYZ, Detroit. Joe King,
formerly of WAPI and WBRC,
Birmingham, replaces Edwards..

Parks Johnson, of Parks Johnson-
Wally Butterworth Vox Pop team,
planed to Houston this week for a
brief visit. He was accompanied by
his wife. They will return Saturday
in time for Johnson to go on regular
Vox Pop show that night

Bob Tonge is new sportscaster for
KTSA, San Antonio. Was formerly
on West Coast.
Hilda Steinweiss, secy, for KMAC.

3an Antonio, back from California.
Perry Dickey, gabber for KAEC,

San Antonio, recently took over a
sports gallop, and station biggies de-
manded he change his name to
something more he-mannish. He's
Dick Perry now.
Radio Station WSGN in Birming-

ham now has an iron lung named for
it. The station raised the money for
its purchase and got enough over to
establish a fund for its maintenance,
also for maintenance for a second
iron lung, funds for which were
raised by the Order of Elks.
Two iron lungs are in the custody

of the Crippled Children's Clinic

COUNT
MOST

WEED E

FM«bali C^aS^ae Batted
^WSB and WAGA last week

hocked 19 witti WBC and WSGN,
Rirmiirqgltom, and .other Alabama
stations, ta^ ctdi^jirate and promote
motoreades-coravergiBg upem Atlanta
from Birmiti^iam .asd other' Alaba-
ma cities Satiod^ (22> for gjrid clash
between Alabama 'Paiy (Attbant)
and Georgia Tbch. Ha£fi ot psogeam
orii^Bated at WSB and other half
stemmed from BiiamiiDGhaim miQsy
with sairae set of stations ticine in.

Gov. K Tk Rivers, Mayor William
& Harts&eM, Coach W. A. Alexan-
der, ot Teeh^ members of Atlanta
Journal's ^pocts staff, headed list of
notables heard on this end.

Goad-Nisbt Prayers "

Cleveland.
Approximately 260 clergymen of

various faiths are taking to WGAR's
mikes at the rate of one every night
to nut the station to bed.
Arguing that country ne^ds more

prayers in these days of warscares.
Manajter John Patt got okay -of
Catholic. Protestant and Jewish., rfe-

ligious leaders to use a five-minute
benediction as a nightly signoff.
Studio closes at 1 a.m.. so to m^e it

more ctmvenient, clergymen are
niii&ing prayer transcriptions a week
ahead of time. Wayne- Mack, who
signs off WGAR. credits cath cler.»»y-

man and his church before airing
each transcription.

RIM FOR HOUSEWIVES...
If you want to know whaf your wife does

behveen 10:30 and U each morning, shes

probably listening to fD EAST'S "HOUSE
PARTY on WHN.-.o sales-producing showmonship program
by Ed Eost of "Sfsfers of the Skillet" fome, replete y/Uh popular

recordings, swingy piano-playing, chatter, give-awoys, aod so
on. ..Wire of coll us NOW about o participating sponsorship.
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Washington, Oct. 29.

Editor, Vawexy:
In this town they (a few of them!) we saying that Rudyard Kipling's

*Road Son£ of the Bandar-Log' is a pretty apt description of what Chair-

man McNinch's Goldfish Bowl (remember!) has turned into.

Second and third verses, and the last two lines of the last verse are

the best. Best is pretty high-brow. I'll leave it up to you—whether you

.want to go printing poetry in Variety. Tm not quite sure what the

Bandar-Lo^ was, but I think it was large groups of monkeys in India,

whose tails curled differently from -other monkeys.

Except from 'Road Song of the Bandar-Log' hy Rudyard Kipling:

Here we sit in a branchy rouj,

ThinMng of beautijul things we know;
Dreaming of deeds that we mean to do.

All complete, in a minute or two—
Something fioble. and grand and good.

Wen by merely wishing we could.

Then join our leaping lines that scumfish through the pities.

That rocket by tohere, light and high, the .tuild-grape swirig^.

By the rubbish in our wake, and the noble noise we mak,d,

Be, sure, be sure, we're going to do some splendid things!

Whether you print this or not I shall remain

—

A Washington Subscriber.

M-iMet CampsupQm Raje

Draws Attention Labor, PoKtidans

FCC'S DECISIONS SOMEHMES BASED ON

SECRET MEMO NOT PART OF RECORD
So Declares Bar Ass'^ Which Recommends That

Practice Be Stopped—^Also Would Curhi Author-

ity of Examiners

Portland, Ore., Nov. 1.

Use . of radio to help solve (L e.

end) the problems of labor picket-

ing is being tested by Mac Wilkins
& Cole agency. Many ' speakers and
several minor musical programs are
being employed to sell November
voters on a state bill to regulate
union picketing and boycotting.

Due to the anti and pro-labor con-
troversial nature of issue, the
agency tried to sidestep account.
Program is backed by influential

citizens, strongly aroused over
picket privileges.

Social labor and political observ-
ers in the northwest and outside
vrill analyze the campaign (in the
light of the final results) with great
attention, it is Indicated.

Lea Gottlieb, Mutual's ,
publicity

chief, made his annual Cincy visit

Wednesday (26).

RUTHEBFOfiO AFTERMATH

Girls Passing Petitions on Street

Have Two Men Arrested

Akron, Nov. 1.

Recent suspension of Judge J. F.

Rutherfoxtd's .program on WADC had
repercussions in court here when
Charles Nigh, 24, and Thomas Lees,

23, were arrested on disorderly con-

duct charges by four girls. Girls

were circulating petitions addressed
to the Federal Communications Com-
mission protesting WADC's action in

cutting the Rutherford program oft

the air.

They charge the two men with
assault and suspicion, claiming one
of them struck the girls and the
other used abusive language. Men
asked for a jury trial. No date has
been set for the hearing.

Washington, Nov. 1.

Abolition of sub rosa reports on

applications and unveiling of con-

fidential > advisory opinions or -com-

ments on evidence have been de-
manded by radio lawyers who have
been growing increasingly fearful

about the trend of tite Federal Com-
munications Commission in consid-

ering matter not part of the formal
recprtJ.

Baddng most of the proposed
changes, the Federal Communications
Bar Association last week urged the
Commish in new rules of procedure
to require all documents pertaining
to an- application to be included in

the official transcription.and faisiory,

except matters likely to involve na-
tional security or for which there is

some other legitimate reason for

secrecy. Also suggested that hence-
forth, eicaminers and committees be
precluded from recommending final

disposition of cases unless specifically

directed to -advance opinions.

For the most part, the Executive
Committee backed up its committee
on practice and prooedure, which
had urged numerous clarifying re-

visions in the proposals of the Com-
mission's own rules committee. Few
new ideas were suggested by the gov-
ernors of the F.CJBA. aside from a
comj^letely different provision re-
garding hearings and building of the
record upon which final decisions are
based.

Lawyers' Self-E«.g

The barristers renewed prior rec-
ommendatioitt that the two-year rule
be scrapped and enforcement of ethi-

cal standards be turned over to their

own professional group. Little

chance the latter request will be
granted, but modification of the reg-
ulation which „ discourages govern-

ment attorneys from going into pri-
vate practice looks certain.

In the first outspoken complaint
about the FCC hearing procedure,
the Bar Association urged a rule
stipulating that when testimony is

taken before an individual or less

than a quorum of the Commission a
detailed transcript must be taken,
supidemented by a report siunmariz-
ing the evidence, statement of rul-
ings and action on motions, and 'con-
clusions of fact and law without
recommendation as to the ultimate
disposition of the case unless other-
wise directed by the Commission in

its order of reference.'

A lengthy explanation of reasons
for this recommendation was a bit-

ter qomment on the present routine.

Reflected controversy within the
profession, although majority agreed
to recommend the Commish cease
having examiners recommend final

action and felt the secret papers
should be made public. After .1%-

viewing the practice ,of receiving
confidential reports, opinions and
memoranda from engineers, lawyers
and accountants, the lawyers said:

'That any such procedure is pat-
ently improper is demonstrated by
the case of Morgan vs. Wallace (de-

cided last year by the U. S. Supreme
Court), It is essential to liie orderly
conduct of the Compussion*& business
that each examiner's report should
reflect the views and opinions of the
various departments within the
Commission when such rep art is re

leased to the public and to the
parties. Otherwise there can be
neither fair treatment of tlie parties,

satisfactory exceptioos to the exami-
ner's report, dr saticfactory oral', ar-
jifuments before the Commission.'"
Another innovation along the same

line, suggested by the lawyers, would

require Commish attorneys to take
part in oral arguments whenever
their views conflict with the findings

of the examiners. Without making
any definite recommendation, the
Bar Association said it would be.

helpful in certain situations, such as:

in transfer cases where there is no
canflict between parties, to follow
this course.

Re-Hearings

Clarification of the rules dealing
with -petitions for rehearii^g was -one

of the points stressed in the Associ-
ation's report. Because of uncer-
tainty about what relief may he re*
quested and lade .of precision in <le-

fining petitions, the practitioners'

proposed an entirely new rule which
woukl..allow any injured party to ask
(1) reopening of proceedings to pre-
sent more evidence, (2) reai^gument^'

or KSi feoensideratiion of tine deci-
sion. Attorneys woUld itBve to state

definitcfly 13ie joatura of 3>elief -dsslped

and ,give .deiaSed zeasons.

Tise other changes desired by the
lawyiexs chiefly relate to standaidiza-

tion of Commish procedure, primar-
ily with a view to conforming to cus-

tom in Federal <^iu'ts. Some altera-

tions are adveoated ^ the rules- de-.

scribing documents—rsuch . as that

outlining form of financial reports

—

and in those fixing time limitis. Ob-
jection .made to the idea of allowing
an exatniner to hold the record open
and require pitesontation of .addi-

itlanal evidence without the approval
of l^ie full Commish.

WOfOM, K. Z., BuiUs Tower

WHOM, N. Y., started construction

on a new directional radiator last

week. New tower is to be 387 feet

high and is estpocted to be completed
by the middle of this montii.

It's located at the foot of Wash-
ington, St., Jersey City> N, JT,

Joe PierBon, former WHAS an-
nouncer, joined staff of WPBM, In-

dianapolis, .r^laoing Douglas Way,
now in Chicago.

Cincinnati's most popular daytime hour show is, of course.

WKRC ORIGINATED!

WKRC's Dawn Patrol is now sponsored by two '*blue

chip" local advertisers: the Cincinnati Chtyslet and Ply-

mouth dealers, and The Rubel Baking Company. Each

has it for s/x half-hours a week (Monday through Saturday),

In its second year, the Dawn Patrol continues to make

radio history in Cincinnati. It has puUed response

from over 125,000 Pipming listenets in the pstst eighite^

months. When pilot Al Bland threatened to smash.

a

worn recording of "Sugar Blues'\15,000 exdc&d listeaers

protested. That's how important the daily 7:30 to 8:30

A.M. Dawn Patrol is to the Cincinnati audience.

Dawn Patrol is another of the many WKRC origina-

tions that are doing such an outstanding job in Cincitinati.

WKRC* COLUMBIA'S STATION FOR CIAI€mNATI

55i? Kiloqrcles. Owned and operated by COLUMBIA BROADCASTING

SYSTEM. Represented by RADIO SALES: New York, Chicago,

Detroit, Milwaukee, Charlotte, N. C, San Francisco, Los Angeles
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Command Performance Denied BBC;

Watt Books Most of Acts Anyhow

London, Oct. 21.

Last laugh is with John Watt over
the Command Variety Show broad-
cast ban after all. Watt waited, till

the full list of artists and turns
selected for the.program was known,
then pronto booked as many as he
could get for a star vaude bill to go
over the BBC's air the Saturday nite

ahead of the show.
Radio bill that nite (Nov. 5) will

therefore include Evelyn Laye, Les-
lie Holmes and Leslie Sarony, Mur-
ray and Moony, Renee Houston and
Donald Stewart, and Elsie and Doris
Waters, probably others.

Watt's comment was that, as BBC
could not broadcast the perform-
ance, they thought they might give
listeners a chance of hearing artists

who would be in it.

Dominican Republic

Ratifies Radio Pact

Havana, Oct. 28. 1

Dominican Republic ratified the
North American Regional Agree-

j
ment approved by the Radio Con- I

' ference of December, 1937, Cuban '

Government notified by the Domini-
can Ambassador this week.
Four nations have already ratified

the agreement—Cuba, Haiti, United
States and Dominican Republic.

' Other two, Canada and Mexico, are

expected to take action before the

end of the year.

Foort on Normandy

London, Oct. 24.

Reginald Foort leaves BBC where
he has topped fan mail figures for

last two years, to tour British hails

with a portable $50,000 American-
built pipe organ. An International
Broadcasting Co, recording unit will

tr-avel with Foort and half hour
transcriptions taken in each theatre
he' plays will be exclusively aired
from Radio Normandy at peak listen-

ing time, 3:30 p.m. Sunday.
Programs are sponsored by Mac-

leans, Ltd., makers of Macleans
Peroxide Toothpaste and Maclean
Brand Stomach Powder, and con-
tracts were placed with IBC by the
Radio Department of K. H. Benson &
Co., Ltd.

Ogilvie s Say-Nothing Masterpiece

Slightly Relaxed Sunday Rule on Dance Music
Churchmen See Moral Decay

London Cai'iing

COUNT
BERNIVICI

UNIT with
I California Ingenues

"Shie.pperman"

Company^ of 38

XtyrXc, Indianapolis
Week Nov. 4

Blanarement

JOE GLASER, Inc.

AKO Bldff., Kadio City, New York

CBCSADREP

IN LONDON

Ross and Bennett in first broad-
cast for BBC on Empire program.

Billy Blssett, with augmented
band of former members of Roy
Fox, Ray Noble, doing new series

of commercials for Nestles Milk
Chocolates.

Toronto, Nov. 1.

Canadian Broadcasting Corp. has
designated International Broadcast-
ing, Ltd., of London as its European
salQs , agent. It .marks .the recog-
nition by the semi-commetcial gov-
ernment-controlled Canadian net-

worlc of an advertising organization
operating in London, chief exponent
of the atiti-advertising type of

broadcasting. Head of Canadian
web is Gladstone Murray, former of-

ficial of BBC.
IBC which is the English language

program agency.for Radio Normandy
in France will probably open an
bffice in. Canada. Either Toronto or
Montreal.

'Whistling in the Dark,' Edward
Charles Carpenter's play, to be
televised by BBC Oct. 31.

Walter 'Dare' Wahl getting four
televisions in a row.

Ray Ventura to do series of broad-
casts for BBC fed in from Post Pa-
risien. Starting third weelc in De-
cember. 1

Leslie Ranks' first appearance in

television in the name part of

'Cyrano de Bergerac,' from Alex-
andra Palace studios Oct. 30. Con-
stance Cummings will play Ro'xane.

Claude Hulbert, Bobby Comber
and Paul England reviving their ra-

dio act, *The Three Chaps,' which
they dropped in 1933.

See Transcription Tariff Hurting

Smal, Not Large, Advertisers

London, Oct. 24.

Americans would probably have
gaped at restraint used by BBC's
new director-general, F. W. Ogilvie)
when he did an introductory talk
at the mike last week. He began
'by disclaiming any right to use
the air in a personal way any time
he had a yen that way, and went on
for five minutes talking platitudes
without giving a least hint of what
policy he might follow ais successor
to Sir John Reith.

Dished out all-round praise to
Corp. personnel and including such
set pieces as: 'Would you not agree
the BBC would fail in its purpose
if it did not continue to aim at do-
ing all it properly could to meet
the varied needs of people at home,
and to contribute internationally

to mutual understanding, and so to
the peace of the world?' Freedom
of the air, he also suggested, was
something infinitely precious—and
that'll be something for him" to pon-
der himself when the Government
tries to lay down the law. Also em-
phasized that British radio was not
a machine, but 'people working for
people.'

To Ogilvie's advantage it must

YANK WAXERS

CLICK FOR

IIRIAL

be said he was not talking from
choice biit "because he had been
pressed to, possibly out of curiosity
to hear what sort of man this was.
Only one hint given of policy.

Bonds off Sunday programs suf-
ficiently to permit short sessions to
straight dance melody. For ultra-
conservative Britons that's some-
thing of a departure, and already
has provoked violent protest from
religious bodies. Lord's Day Ob-
servance Society alleging BBC has
started down the slippery slope.

LISTEN TO

DORIS RHODES
WA«C

B:8<^ P.M., MON.—3 PJII.. TUBS.
5:30 I'.M., THUK8.—6:45 P.M., rBl.

° Ugl Columbia Arrlsts Bureaa

Montreal, Nov. 1.

Considerable uncertainty and conV
fusion prevails in Canadian broad-
casting and agency circles regarding
application of recently increased
customs duties on American tran-

scriptions. Recent appeal to stations

by the Canadian Association of

Broadcfisters to give the new tariff

a trial' has failed to allay fears, sta-

tions facing loss of revenue through
withdrawal of transcription sponsors.

New high duty imposed by Cana-
dian customs on American tran-

scriptions will not help Canadian
recording work while decreasing

use of small advertising campaigns
with result that Canadian radio sta-

NBC-WLW Victor Biue Bird Records WOR-Mutual

DEAN HUDSON
AND THE

Florida Glubrnen
CURRENTLY

LOWRY HOTEL

ST. PAUL. MINN.

Broadcasting Via WCCO

Just Completed 4 Successful Weeks
Beverly Hills Country Club

Per. Mgt. GUS C. EDWARDS
FlFNt Nat'l Bank Bldg.. ChlcaKO, III.

HANK I.INDEB, Tour Mgr.

PERSONAL MANAGEMENT

tiALEr INC.
48 WEST 48th STREET, NEW YORK

tlons stand to lose considerable
revenue.
An advertiser wishing to hayi a

program recorded in Canada has to
spend at least $100 for a 15-minute
episode and at that cannot get first

rate talent. And while there is some
talent in Canada it has never been
properly developed for the most part.

In addition to lack of talent a fur-
ther drawback is that production of
air shows is still in the elementary,
stages here.

Owing to scarcity of performers
and lack of skilled production
methods ° Canadian program record-
ings must necessarily be of second-
ary quality. But, in addition to lack
of quality the major drawback to
platter work in Canada is that most
Canadian advertisers ' do not use
l^rge radio campaigns and there are
only a Jimited number of firms using
either custom built or syndicate
transcriptions oh more than 10 sta-
tions.

.Since a great majority of the users
of American syndicate transcriptions
were firms who only, use small cam-
paigns running any<vhere from one
to five ptations,, the fact that the duty
on American syndicate transcriptions
is . now. considerably '

; higher will
probably result in greater -use of
library service programs and spot
announcemnts. !

Hook-Ups Absorb
•According to M. Maxwell, of

Associated Broadcasting here, the
basis of customs valuation on Ameri-
can platters will not prove very
harmful to advertisers using cam-
paigns of 20 or 30 stations and re-
quiring a large number pf duplicates.
But the number of advertisers in this
clcss is strictly limited.; The great
majority of advertiser^; use small
campaigns of one to' fiyje stations,

usually importing a . series of tran-"

scriptions with" about j tWo sets of du-
plicates. And these advertisers will
be seriously affected under the new
ruling.

Instead of paying duty- on $8 (two
double-faced discs at $4) jwhich was
the former valuation, prriall adver-
tisers will now have to pay duty on
the rights plus the

- cost of dupli-
>'cates which in most casfcs will total

from ' $40 to $00. Ij)ut3r ; would, ' be
more than 500%

, hii5^9Jf ' thdn . pre-
vipusly and will probably m'ake )tHe

cost of syndicate ' trandcf^i^)tion3' too
expensive for small advertisers.

Montreal, Nov. 1.

Imperial Tobacco Co. is tenewing
'Light Up and Listen Club' U. S.

transcription series with list of sta-

tions across Canada upon expira-

tion of current contracts. Produced
by Vic Ge"orge (All-Canada) series

was recorded in New York at the

NBC studios with selected radio

entertainers.

Originally 50 shows were pro-
duced. In September the tobacco
sponsor made another 50 platters,

with reports currently that the
series will go on indefinitely.

Strength of this American tran-

scription series may result in com-
plete abandonment of pretentious

live shows such as 'Canada 1938'

which Imperial Tobacco sponsored
last yeair, with Ken Sisson batoning.

Locally 'Light Up and Listen*

series has bsen booked over CFCP.
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L̂ondon, Oct. 24.

How BBC is a mix up of contrasts was indicated in program titled

*Men Talking' recently. Item was outside normal scope ot series,

set tallcers being replaced by three unknowns, brought to the mike
as cross Section of public opinion to express views on the recent in-

ternational crisis, -and notable point was freedom with which each
criticized certain sides of the Government's policy.

One said he would not have fought unless he was conscripted,

because he bad no illtisions about what a grateful democracy would
do for its over-40s if and when they came home from war. Another,

« doctor's wife, said her husband was resolved in the event of a dis-

honorable peace, to take up an offer he had received from U. S.

—

Which he had Atin^, Third spoke glibly of present regime developing

along totalitarian lines.

' Criticisms were pretty broad at that for an institution which is now
under close CSovernment domination, aiid indicate some section of

.corp's program department got irksome at rigid pro>Government lines

BBC is obliged to follow.

REFINANCE CMCF-COCH

mm
French Governtkient Gave

Small Subsidy and Colum-
liia Broadcastiag System
T o-« 8<ed in .Production

Facilities on Ike Cuff

New Corporation in Havana. Has
Several Tie-ins

OltlER IDEAS

CENSORSHIP

DiFRANCE?

Paris, Oct 24.

Strict ciensorship on all news
broadcasts ^has been imposed on all

French - stations. By official decree

both privately owned and govern-
ment outlets must submit their news
material whenever required

. to a
cabinet officer for bluepenciling. Be-
fore this move France rated as the
only Continental power where the
administration exercised no author-
ity over tl>e political and economic
news aired by its stations.

Under the new law the five out-

lets in the Paris area will do their

reporting to the Minister of Posts,

Telegraph and Telephone, while the.

prefects in provinces aside of Paris
are authorized and empowered with
authority to check the news broad-
casts of local stations.

Government originally started its

tampering with news broadcasis six

months ago when it limited (for

newspaper amity) such programs to

three seven-minute airings a day.

But the censorship angle wasn't evi-

dent until the recent European crisis.

When the tension came to a climax
the French government appointed a

'controller' for all private stations

with authority to check, velrify and
bluepencil all news broadcasts. Bea-
son advanced at the time that some-
thing drastic had to be done to pre-
vent alarmist news from being cir-

culated.

Pro£:rain checkiner bureau has been
established in Chicago by Herbert
Zagor under the name of the Uni-
versal Listening Service.

Starting sometime during the first

week of November the French gov-
ernment stations will broadcast, once
a week for 30 weeks, a series of
'visits to America' transcriptions
made in the United States by Jac-
ques Friedland of Radiophonetique
Univeraelle and. Didier Van Aekere.
Latter is Paris representative of the
Columbia Broadcasting System but
has been cn leave in America since

July making the series.

Cooperation of the production de-
partment of CBS made possible the
series which had an otherwise inad-
equate budget from the French gov-
ernment for this initial venture in

overseas programming from America
into France (reverse direction broad-
casts are not uncommon).

French Viewpoint

Programs in -the following order of
release cover American life from all

sorts of angles but primarily from
the visiting Fienchmen's point of in-

terest. Many of them have been
produced with professional actors

and all of them have authentic sound

(Continued on page 44)

Havana, Oct. 28.

A new corporation, with a re-
'. ported capital of ^100,000 has been
organized here to take over the
management of stations C^CF-
COCH, beginning Nov. 1. Main
stdckhold^r is Francisco Fernandez,
v.p. o/ General Electric of Cuba and
main stockholder in the former or-

ganization of stations CMCF-COCH.
Other two capitalists are Jose I.

Rivero, editor of Diario de la Ma-
rina, and Oscar Zayas, editor of

Avance and money man behind the

local film producicLg company, Cia.

Cubana de Pelicitlas S. A.

According to tentative plans, four

dallies, belonging, to the syndicate,

Diario de la IV^arina, Avance, Alerta

and Informacion, will, plug ihe sta-

tion that Mil start working im-
mediately on a new transmitter and
new studios. Francisco -Rubio. for-

merly of Vals Advertising Studios,

has been appointed general manager.

In Canada

Roy Hunter, Vancouver, placmg
radio team on western Canada sta-

tions for spot broadcasts of Genetic
Bread being pushed by Wheat Pro-
motion Bureau, Inc.

M. V. Cliesoat, manager, and Bill

Speers, production manager, back
to CKCK, Regisa, after meeting of

Taylor, Pearson, Carson execs, at
Lethbridge, Alta., last week. At
meet were Gerry Gaetz and Bob
Busse, CJOC,' Lethbridge; F. H.
Elphicke, Norm Botterlll, CJCA,
Edmonton; Crordon Henry, Pat Free-
man, CFAC, Calgary. Routine biz.

ENCLISfl TO

mm
London, Oct. 24.

Nov. 5 will be a whoopee night
for England jitterbugs, when BBC
goes into a hookup with CBS on a
jam session being organized in New
York for the benefit of listeners thii

side. Felix Greene, BBC represen-
tative in New York, called in Joe
Marsala of Hickory House and Cor
lumbia to help him date up a list

for swing kings. All for ca^
Line up includes Fats Waller,

Mezz Mez2Tow, 'Hot Lips' Page, :Bob
Hackett bringing Eddie Condon, Pee
Wee Russell and Dave Condon; Bud
Freeman, Dave Tough and Teddy
Wilson, from Benny Goodman's out*
fit; Art Shapiro, Joe Bushkin from'
Bunny Berigan*s baiod; Carmeii
Meastren, courtesy of Tommy Dor-
sey; George Wcttling froni Red
Norvo's combination, and Sidney
Bechet from Noble Sissle's. Benny
Goodman and Tommy Dorsey are
likewise expected to make the grade
and it is hoped they will join the
fun..

Allistair Cooke will emcee the ses-

sion.

Imperial Oit'* Hodkey
Montreal, Nov. 1. -

Hockey broadcast by. Imperial Oil
has be^ signed for station CFCF
starting this month, once, weekly.
New Canada Dry program, 'In-

formation Please,* ^Iso- booked over
CFCF starting Nov.. IS.

**London Sunday Dispatch99
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THEY EVB>4 LAUGH
Once in a while the venerable Embassy

Club, which lias seen its rivals conie and

.go since Albert De Courville liad it as

the 400 Qub 'way back in the teens, has

done one' of its periodic breaks with tra-

dition. The tfadition is never to have a

cabaret, and I do not think there have

been more than four exceptions in its 20

years of existence . .

This time it is Benny Ross aiwi Maxine

Stone. Personally, I should hate to do

an act at the Embassy. It is probably the

most sophisticated, blase, and critical

audience in the world. However, ivTaxine

as the bored blonde who eventually gets

so bored that she goes to sleep on the

dance floor makes tlie members rock till

you, can nearly hear diamonds and emer-

alds rattling all over the room.

"THE DUK£ AND DUCSESS OF KENT PiUD A SPFiVAL

VKIT TO SEE THEM."
—LONDON DAILY^KCTCH

"IN MUSICAL ENTERTAINMENT, THE MXESt ?m.

SON.AL SUCCESS OF T^ PAST WEEK HAS BEEN THAT

OF BENNY ROSS AND MARINE STONE IN THE EXCEL-

LENT NEW REVUE, 'ITS IN THE BAG,' AT THE SAVHUE."

ENGLAND

GTORGE and
HARRY FOSTER

AMERICA
-mmOL&S AGNETA

CHARLES AUef
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Washingtoh-Baltiinore

Inter-Station Contest

Sponsored by Brewery

Washington, Nov. 1.

Fall expansion plans of WRC-
-WMAL, include eight new programs
^four of which already have found

sponsors—and an undetermined num-
ber of new broadcasts which are

currently being readied for trial.

^ Quiz contest between WMAL and
WFBR, Baltimore, was started last

week, with Gunthdr Brewing Co. act-

ing as sponsor. Half-hour weekly
program is called 'Quiz of Two
Cities.' Newest commercial, 'Calling

«11 Stars,' made its debut Monday
(31) over WMAL, with six 15-minute

periods a week. Prepared by WMAL
announcer. Bill Crago, in the form of

success stories of the show world

and angeled by P. J. Nee Company,
Washington furniture store.

: Musical program, 'Mayor of Mel-

ody,' is heard on WRC twice weekly,

•with Mark Green officiating and
Home Laundry paying the bill Local
hero-of-the-weefc program, spon-

sored by Charles Schwartz & Sons,

-jewellers, is presented Fridays over

same station with a medal given to.

local individuals figuring in some act

of heroism.

V In addition to the four new spon-

sored programs, a twice-a-week style

talk, 'Along Style Street.' will be
taken over by a group of local de-

partment stores.

V NBC studios also have inaugurated

a new Tuesf^-ay night series for the

chain's soutneast network, featuring

the staff orchestra directed by
Rudolph Schramm. Bryson .Rash as

emcee, and Merry Eilers, Sid Cowen
and Jack.Schafer warbling.

j
'Tarheel Tattlpr,' Southern char-

Acter program concocted by Lee Ev-
erett, .WMAL announcer, goes on
Thursdays, and 'Incidentally,' a

niusical.program will be heard twice

a week over WMAL and WRC.

F. C. C's WASHINGTON DOCKET

MAJOR DECISIONS

m BBC BRANCHES

BEING EXPANDED

. London, Oct. 25.

Big extensions are being effected

by BBC, not only at Broadcasting
House, but also over its network
ilrroflgbout; the, U. K. New studio

facilities are /bqing provided in sev

eral key cities, among them Glas-

gow, Belfast aiid Aberdeen.
1 Glasgow centre; due ready next
month, will have 10 studios, includ-

ing 6ne stage bigger than any w
iBroadcasting House itself. - This will

Ibave 80 ft. by 57 ft. floor space and
Sleight .of 40 ft., dimensibn beaten
only by Corp.'s outside London stu-

^o in Maida Vale, which has 110 ft.

by 72 ft. floor space.

^ At Aberdeen a group of five stu-

jdios will also be open next month,
.•working in ponjxuction with the en-
larged tttansmitter just put into ser-

vice. In Belfast, preliminary site

works are in progress lor a new
block.

•i Mttin London extensions,, mean-
time, will' add five studios to existing

,
facilities, one of them approaching
in size the biggest of the new Glas-
gow stages; it will rank as a general
utility floor. Broadcasting House
extensions wiU also .

embody re-

hearsal room, a new t}rpe technical

control suite and office accbmoda-
tion. Building will not be ready be.
fore end of 1940.

Washington, Nov, 1,

riQrIda: Flip-flop on tho application o( the Metropolis Co,,

Jacksonville, with two members of the Commlsh dlssontlnp

on a reversal of tho June denial, and applicant was granted
the right to construct a new station to be operated on 1290

kc uvlth 250 watta. Plenty of disagreement among Com-
missioners shown In the shuttling of the Metropolis plea. In
June, when Commlsh decided to turn down the request, Com-
missioners George Henry Payne and Ralph A. Walker ob-
jected. On the reversal decision. Commissioners T, A. M.
Craven and Eugene O. Skyea joined hands to oppose granting
of the. application. "Whole basis of the scrap was need for

additional service, when two transmitters, WMBR an4 WJAX,
already operate In the city.

Prior decision was that 'applicant failed to show BUftlclent

need for the service proposed to Justify application,' Change-
of-mlnd -was premised on the contention that both existing

stations were network affiliates and that need for a puiely

local service had been established.
Hawaii: Establishment of a broadcast station at LIhue,

located on the Island of Kauai, received Coriimlsh okay, when
It was demonstrated that the pineapple and sugar center re-

ceived no primary service from Honolulu stations. Garden
Island Publishing Company, Ltd., applicant, was granted as-

signment of IBOO kc with power of 100 watts nights, 60 watts
days. Win construct a $12,000 transmitter with advertising

rates ranging from $15 an hour days, to $26 an hour nights.

Ample Indication that gi'antln,^; of the request will bo In the
public Interest, Commlsh decided, particularly since Arnerl-

canlzatlon programs and other meritorious services were pvo-
posed by applicant.
Horace L. Lohnes, E. D, Johnston and Fred W, Alberson

represented the publishing company,
Tennessee: Transfer of control of WMPS, Memphis Com-

mercial Appeal Co., to Memphis Press-Sclmltar Co., Memphis,
given the green light on a showing that an Improved com-
l)etltlve basis between WMPS aqd WMC, Memphis, would be

established by the change,
. Basis for action .was formed on the fact that the Appeal
Company and'the Press Company, while ultimately under Joint -

control, 'actively compete with each other' In publication of

a morning and evening newspaper, respectively.

D, M. Patrick and Paul Frum appeared for the applicants.

Wisconsin: (1). Two Wisconsin applications for power
and time Increases okayed on grounds of public need. De-
cisions will give WHBL, Sheboygan, a day power boost from
250 watts to 1 kw and grant WEMP, Milwaukee, the right

to operate nights, as well as days, with 100 watts.

Day Increase of WHBL, owned by the Press Publishing
Co., would produce a signal 100% stronger than that. .AVhlcU

Is now received by Us listening public, testimony revSaled.

Would produce only a fractional Increase In Interference now
existing between WHBL and WEMP. Outfit Is amply financed

to afCord the $7,500 necessary for changes, Commlsh declared.

Interference of less than .1 millivolts per meter contour
over what now exists would be caused to WCLS, JoUet, 111,,

and WTRC, Elkhart, Ind., Commlsh decided, by granting
WEMP a needed nighttime service. Two full-time regional

stations. WTMJ and WISN, already operate In the city of

Milwaukee and both are chain outlets. WEMP has no clialn

affiliation.
Horace D. Lohnes, E. D. Johnston and F. W. Albertson ap-

peared for WHBL, with Ben S. Fisher, Charles V. Wayland
and John Kendall representing WEMP, Milwaukee Broad-
casting Co.

(2) Daytime Juice-Jump from 1 to 6 kw was authorized
for WTAQ, owned by WHBT, Inc., of Green Bay—transmitter
owned by the ancient religious order of Premdnstatenslan
Fathers which now has an American abbey at Green Bay.
With two transmitters, WTAQ and WHBY, operated

strictly on a general public service basis and not as adjuncts
to the religious and educational order, Commlsh decided that
an upping of WTAQ's power would improve daytime service

to Oshkosh and Appleton, as well as the Immediate area of

the station. Pointed out that no objectionable Interference
to any existing station would be .(paused.
Station retained D. M. Patrick, John W. Gulder, Karl A.

Snilth and Lester Cohen.

MINOR DECISIONS

Sydney, Oct. 8.

Startinsr-prlce betting prohibition

Into force under a bill passed by
the government. Means that much
race chatter will have to be
omitted from commercial radio.

Alabaina: WBHP, Wilton HarvCy Pollard, Hunlsvllle,
granted rbnewal of license until Dec. 1.

Alaska: KGBU, Ketchikan, present license further extended
on temporary basis only, pending action on renewal applica-
tion. In no event longer than Dec. 1; KINT, Edwin A^ Kraft,
Juneau, present license extended on temporary basfs only,
pending action on renewal application, in no event later
than Dec, 1.

Connecticut: WBRT, American-Republican, Inc., Water-
bury, granted authority to transfer control of corporation
from William J. Pape to the stockholders of licensee corpora-
tion, no one'of whom will have' legal control. Also: granted
authority to transfer .control of American-Republican, Inc.,

from stockholders of licensee corporation, no one of whom
has control, to William J. Pape, William B. Pape, Eric Pape
and J. Warren Upson, as voting trustees under voting trust
agreement which was created March 1, 1938.
Louisiana: WJBO, Baton Rouge< present license further

extended on temporary
.
basis only, pending action on ap-

plication for renewal, but In no event later than Dec. 1.

Michigan: WWJ, Detroit,'* granted- extension of special
temporary authority to operate' to Kov. 24 with a night' power
Increase to 6 kw. In order to overcome Interference.
..MIsalsBlppI: WQBC, Vlcksburg, granted extension of pres-

ent license on temporary basis only, to Dec. 1.

New. York: W2XS, RCA Communications, Inc., Rocky
Point, granted three month's extension of special temporary
authority to communicate . on frequency 36380 kc, for pur-
pose oi determining Its usefulness for long distance com-
munication; WBBR, Peoples Pulpit Association, Brooklyn,
present license extended on temporary basis only, to Dec. 1

;

W3XAL, National Broadcasting Co,, New York, granted
modification of license authorizing deletion of frequency 6100
kc from Jits present assignment and change in description of
equipment as now specified in license; W3XL, National Broad-
casting Company, New Tork, granted modification of license
authorizing addition of frequency 6100 kc to present assign-
ment.
South Dakota: KUSD. University of South Dakota, Vermll-'

lion, present license further ex,tended on teniporary basis only,
to Dec, 1.

Utah: KEUB, Price, granted voluntary assignment of
license from Eastern Utah Broadcasting Co. (Sam G. Weiss)
to Eastern Utah Broadcasting Co.; KSUB, Johnson & Perry,
a partnership composed of Harold Johnson & Leland M.
Perry, Cedar City, extended special temporary authorization

to Lcl(ind M. Perry, surviving 'partner, to operate KSUB for
period of one month, to Dec. 1, on the express condition

that It Is sutjoct to .whatever action may be taken on any
Xormal application for regular authorization.
Vermont: WNBX, Springfield, present license further ex-

tended on temporary basis only, to Dea 1.

NEW APPUCATIONS
• . «

Georgia: John F. Arrlngton, Jr., Valdosta, new station
to be operated on 1330 kc with 2B0 watts, days only.
Massachusetts: C. T. Sherer Co., Inc., Worcester,' new sta-

tion to be operated, on 1200, ko' with" 100' watts nights, 260
watts days; WHDH,' Matheson Radio Co., Inc., Bostonn, install
new transmitter, directional antenna for night use, boost
power from 1 to 6 kw and change hours of operation from
days to unlimited. >

Michigan: WEXL, .Royal Oak, Install new transmitter,
vertical antenna, change frequency from 1310 to 1300 kc and
power from 60 to 250 watts,
North Carolina: Albemarle Broadcasting Co., Elizabeth

City, new station to be operated on 1370 kc with 100 watts
nights, 250 watts days.'
Vermont: WQDM, St. Albans, modification of license to

change hours of operation from daytime to daytime to local
sunset at WHK, Cleveland,

SET FOR HEARING
California; Larry Rhine, San Francisco, new station to be

operated on 1420 kc with 100 watts (requests facilities of
KSAN, formerly KGGC, San Francisco)—application to be
heard with renewal request of KSAN.
KECA, Earle C, Anthony, -Inc., Los Angeles, move station

from Los Angeles to Son Diego (also application for voluntary
assignment of license from Earle C. Anthony, Inc., to Worces-
ter Broadcasting Corp.),

I.ouislnhu: WJBW. Charles C, Carlson, New Orleans, change
time of oporollon from 'sharing with WBNO, New Orleans,
to unlimited (to be heard at same time that renewal of
WJBW Is heard).
North Carolina: WGTM, Wilson, changes In confposlte

equipment, and antenna system, change frequency from ISIO
kc to 1240 ko and boost daytime power from 100 to 600
vatta,

Wlscon()ln: WJMS, Ashland, now station to be operated
on 1310 kc with 100 watts nights, 250 watts days,

EXAMINERS' REPORTS
California: Turn-down for KLS, Oakland, recommended

by Examiner John P, Bramhall, on Its application for an In-

crease In power from 250 to 500 watts. No need for the
additional service proposed, .Bramhall declared, citing two
1 kw tran.xmltters, KLX and KROW, now operating In the
city, and fact that five San Francisco stations give full or
partial service to Oakland and Alameda County, ' Applicants
failed t9 submit figures showing numbor of listeners who are
not now* within the service area of KLS but .who might bene-
fit from the power boost, Bramhall further stated, and grant-
ing of the application would cause a limitation to KFBB,
Great Falls, Mont,, within its normally protected contour
of 1 millivolt per meter contour.

Told Commlsh that .the station, which was founded by
S. W. Warner and E, N, Warner, licensees, In 1919, had not
established definite need for additional service In the vicinity

and pointed out that the state of California already has 64

transmitters and that the application could not be granted
within the purview of Sec, 307 of the Communications Act,
Ben S. Fisher and Charles V. Wayland appeared for the

applicant,
Michigan; Examiner's okay was placed on Application of

PontlaQ Broadcasting Co, In three-way scrimmage for a now
station at Pontlac. With two other contending applications,
Klrrg-Trendle Broadcasting Co. and George B. Storer, recom-
mended for denial and' dismissal, 'with prejudice respectively,
Examiner John P. Bramhall gave the preliminary nod to
Pontlac Broadcasting for construction of a $22,600 transmitter
which proposes to operate daytimes only on 1100 kc with
1 kw. Other requests were for unlimited operation.
Need' for service in the area was noted by Bramhall, since

Pontlac at present la without radio - facilities, and it was
found that the Interests of existing transmitters would not
be affected by a grant to the Pontlac Broadcasting group.
Granting of Klng-Trendle plea would limit stations now
operating on the requested 1440 kc channel, while Storer
request was not backed up by testimony, Storer has a
petition pending before the Commlsh for leave to withdraw
his application without prejudice, but Bramhall pointed out
that other Interested parties had been forced to go to con-
siderable expense to prepare their cases as a result of the
prosecution of Storer's plea,
Arthur AV. Scharfeld, Philip G. Loucks and Joseph F, Zlas

represented Pontlac Broadcasting, with Alfons B. I.,anda
appearing for Klng-Trendle and John M, Littlepage and
Thomas P, Littlepage, Jr., on behalf of Storer,
Minnesota: Dismissal with prejudice should be handed out

to W. A. StefCes, Minneapolis, according to Examiner Bram-r
hall, because counsel for the appllco^nt waited until the hear-
ing before making oral request that, the new station applica-
tion be dismissed. Examiner recomtpended that a motion by
respondents, WMIN, St, Paul, and KROC, Rochester, for
denial as In cases of default should be denied, since judgment
by default 'Is to bo entered only where either the plaintiff
or the defendant falls to appear,' ' '

.

Stefres, who had asked, for 1310 kc with 260 watts, days
only, was represented by Ben S. Fisher and John W, Kendall,
Counsel for the applicant stated at the hearing that there
would be no objection to the dismissal of the plea with
prejudice, since respondents had gone to considerable ex-
penee In preparing for the hearing,
Wisconsin: Okay on a boost In daytime power for WEMP,

Milwaukee, was advocated by Chief B.xamlner Davis G.
Arnold. Following on . the heels of) a Commllsh decision to
award the Milwaukee transmitter authority to operate nights
as well as days, with 100 watts, Arnold based his recom-
mendation for an Increase from 100 to 260 watts on need for
an expansion of daytime service.
Under the requested rearrangement, station's facilities

would be limited to the 1.26 millivolt per motor contour by
WHBL, Sheboygan, and the Sheboygan transmitter's facili-
ties—raised from 250 watts to. 1. kw last week—would be
confined to its 1.15 millivolt per meter contour If the Instnnt
application of WEMP were grantetl. Arnold pointed out,
however, that the interference between the two slallons
would occur In an area not now serviced by either.
Ben S. Fisher and Charles 'V. Wayland appeared for apV

pUcant.

Report La Presse Nixes

Spotlight Adverdsii^

From Govt. Station

Montreal, Nov. 1.

Reported here that La Presse,
leading French-Canadian daily, with
circulation over 200,000, has refused
to accept advertising copy from the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. Sta-
tion CBF, the Canadian Govern>i
ment 50,000-watter here, had drawn
up an advertising campaign includ-
ing display space in all local dailies

for specific programs. As far as can
be. ascertained, no special reason was
given by La Presse lor turning down
the CBF copy.

La Presse owns station CKAC, the
5,000-watt French-language station

here, and it -Is believed that daily

does not care to run advertising copy
from an opposition station because
it might divert listeners away from
CKAC to the government station.

'

To date no other newspaper in
'Montreal has refused advertising
from either the government or pri-
vately owned stations.

Williamson-Tait acts now give in-

Interviews through the Macquarie
Broadcasting network on arrival in

Australia. Network has a biz link

with the legit unit brought about

through the Dennison holdings.

Australian Broadcastids Commis-
sion refuses to farm out talent for

presentation purposes under false

.managements.

Njincy Stewart, former legit ac-

tress and now in radio, off on Brit-

ish trip. Daughter of the late Nellie

Stewart and the wife of Mayne
Lynton, tadlo player.

WiUl* Howard did his comedy act

recently over air here. Howard is

currently here with 'Hollywood Re
IVue* for the Fullers.

JOHN PERRY AWAITS

FCC SITE APPROVAL

Jacksonville, Fla,, Nov. 1.

John Perry, station operator and

newspaper publisher,, will start con-

struction of the transmitter for his

new Florida outlet as soon as the

plant's location has been approved
by FCC. Perry recently got a grant

for a Jacksonville station on 1290

k.c. with 250 watts unlimited time.

Perry also owns WCAO, Pensacola,

a CBS affiliate. In addition to pub-
lishing a string of Florida news-
papers he is head of the Western
Newspaper Union.

Bob Hansen from WHK-WCLE,
Cleveland, and WROK, Rockford,

joins announcing staff at WTMJ,
Milwaukee, Nov. 7.

50 KW. POLICY

Not to Carry Local Commercials,
Says Brorkington

Reglna, Sask., Nov. 1.

L. W. Brockington, chairman ot

the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.,

informs VAniETY that the new gov-

ernment 50,000-watter now being

erected at Watrous, Sask., for west-

ern coverage will carry network
commercials but not local shows
under sponsorship. He declined to

forecast what effect this might have
on small private stations now on
CBS regional hook-ups.

Work has already started on new
transmitter located '/ near Manltou
salt lake. Two-story building 80

by 30 feet to be erected, providing
living quarters for staff in same
building. Antennae will be 440-ft.

self-supporting steel type. Chair-

man expressed hope it would be
ready by next summer.

Station will, bjs named CBK, the
'k' for Kelseyi first explorer in the
west in 1690.

Chairman conferred here with
George Taggart, CBC production
manager, and. Ira DiUworth, Van
couver, newly appointed regional
director for British Columbia, then
went on to Winnipeg for conference
With Gladstone Murray, CBC gen
eral manager.

KDEA SEEKS NEW ANTENNA
Pittsburgh, Nov. 1.

In order to increase signal strength
of station in Pittsburgh metropoli
tan area, KDKA is seeking a - new
location for its transmitter within
10 miles of downtown sector. It's

now twice that distance from Golden
Triangle.

Westinghouse engineers began
making balloon antenna tests a few
weeks ago.

French Closeup

(Continued from page 43)

effects made on the spot by Fried-

land and Van Ackere on their Amer-
ican trip.

Subjects covered follow:
1. A fast Journey over tli« networki

Idea, the size and variety of America,
2. Hew ITork City by dnyi Theme:

The difference in rhythm between Ameri-
can and' French Life.

8.< Mew. Yttrk by night: Theme*. Mu-
sic changing from down town or mldtown
hotels to Harlem, getting more and more
•swingy.'

4. Philadelphia: The Modern City and
Pennsylvania. . .The meaning, etc. . .T*ieme:
Indopedence. Dramatizations of eurly
American History. .

.

5. Washington: The Federal Capital.
Theme: The city that a Frenchman
planned,

e. Federal iPolloe: the O-men. Theme;
The effort In view ot creating o central-
ized police, comparable to the centralized
forces o' most European countries. Visit
through the" *',B.r.

7. Mount Vernon: Thome: the Uvlnc
memory of tho father of the Nation, i

8. Mew Orleans and tli« Sooth: Theme:
Southnrn muslo and tho French associa-
tions.

0. The Bnstern Seaboard as gateway
to J^urope: .Franco-American relations. ..

Commercial 'relations: Interview of Sccre- .

tary General of thn French Ctiamber of
Commerce In N.T.C. •:;>

10. doing M'ost: Buffalo and the falU
—Theme; Happy America that has no fron-
tiers. Passing from U. S. Into Canada and.
vice-versa. . .Sound picture oi the falls...
Flying over the falls with American Air-
lines.,.

11. Detroit: The Automotive Industry.
General Motors plant The assembly
line...

19. Chicago: Man In the street with
mobile unit of WBDM. Ste.te and Madison

.Beaches. , , Michigan, , .Union Station,
18. Chicago: The stockyards and grain

marlcet. Chicago as food center. Visit to
the stockyards and packing plants, visit to
the Board of Trade building.

14. The American Ballcoadt Riding
the Santa Fe Super Chief.

15. .Santa Pe and Mew Mexico: Theme:
The. meeting place of three cultures: An-
glo-Saxon, Spanish and Indian, •

'

la. The Canyon: Theme: a lesson o(
geology.

17. Hollywood: On the lot at Warner
Brothers... Dick Powell talks to hia friends
In France. .. 'Dawn Patrol' previewed for
French audience. . .Streets of. Paris at Bur-
bank (Calif.) next to Old Western Vllloge
Street, . .Tho secrets of making up as re-
vealed to French beauties by Wcstmore,
make up expert of W. B.

18. America and golontlflo researrhl
Theme: America spends millions for ilia

simple sai;:e of research, of the advance-
ment of science.

10. Snn Francisco: California, land of
plenty. .Theme: The gateway to the I'u-

Olfll>.

20. The Ixtne Star State: Texas...

A

wor'.d In Itself. Texan Jilstory. . .The e.-iiKv

American settlers. . .Dramatization' of Ihclr

arrival.
21. Oil: One of America's greatest In-

du.strlcs.

22. Some reflections on America an s
whole: This vast country Is run along
democratic lines. Is democracy a Burce!:'.«

The merits of democracy discussed by H.
.V, Kaltenborn, of CBS, ond D. G. van
Ackere: Conclusion; yes, democracy can
work, democracy worses, it Is a Bucec".

23. The birth ot democracy: Boston:
Theme: Xow England and the blrtli of t'nn-

gorous thoughts In America. Tho' scat of

the oldest university, Tho Amcrlenn cdu-
cutlonnl system. . .Universities. . .Hnrvovil.

21. Sound picture of America: .As a
a" wind-up, a complete sound plctxn-p of

America... Trafno... Railroads,,, Alrpl;«tic.f

,, ,Anlmals. , .The Foils. . ,A sort of sound
resume of tho Ufjlted States.

It is Friedland's hope that on a

basis of his experience in France and

more recently in this pioneering ef-

fort over here that he may step Into

a' brand-new field: International

transcriptions in which nations or

radio systems take the initiative in

making . or authorizing radiq series

designed to aid commercial amity.

Don Henshaw, A. McKIm Agency,
Toronto, enroute east after western

Canada inspection.

David W. Brown of Blackett,^ Sam-
ple, Hummert Agency, New 'York,

touring western Canada with J.

Kemper of Procter & Gamble.

AUx Combelle doing a jam session

from Paris for BBC Nov. 4.
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15 B^t Sheet Music Sdlers

(Week ending Oct. 29, 1938)

I've Got a Pocketful ol Dreams.
. , Santly

Change Partners < Berlin

Alexander's Ragtime Band ABC
Lambeth Walk Mills

Heart and Soul . . .
.' .Famous

All AshfDte Shapiro

So jHelp Bide. , Remkk
My. Reverie Robbins
Small Fry Famous
When Mother Nature Sings Her Lullaby Santly
A-Tisket, A-.Tasket r ,i Robbius

' •My Ovirn .• Robbins
What Goes on Here in My Heart Paramount
Garden of the Moon Harms
While a Cigaret Was Burning ABC
Indicates flimusical song. t Indicates sutge production tong.

The others are pops.

Coimeily Sails Nov. 4

Reg Connelly having renewed
with Santly-Joy Music lor another
three years, plus other American
business returns Nov. 4 to London.
British music publisher has been in

New York for three weeks on biz.

Mills Music is still U. S. rep for

Connelly's Cinepbonic Music Corp.
Santly-Joy deal embraces only the
Campbell-ConneUy firm, a twin en-
terprise.

Privy Council, the British Empire's highest court, has granted permis-

sion for the :.ppeal of Shapiro, Bernstein & Co.'s jsuit on 'The Man That
Broke the Bank at Monte Carlo.' Acting, for Shapiio-Bernstein is its

Lonr^on publishing agent, Francis, Day '& -Hunter. Question involved is

Whclier 20th Century-Fox violated S-B*s rights as the copyright owner of

the tune in° Canada when the producer used the title without permission

for a production that it exhibited in the Dominion. 'Monte Carlo' has

no copyright protection in the United States.

In the original trial of the ca^e Shapiro-Bernstein was awarded a verdict

and -damages. When 20th Century took the action to the Dominion's
Court of Appeals the lower court's finding was reversed on the ground
that 'Monte Carlo' did not come within the protection of Canada's revised

copyright statute.

H. J. Kronk, fretted instrument manufacturer, last week picked his first

tune under the agreement which gives' him the exclusive right to publish

and sell special arrangements for such stringed instruments. Song that

Kronk, closed for through Harry Fox, as agent and trustee, is 'Heart and
Soul,' belonging to the Famous Music Corp.

Kronk made a down payment of $1,000 for the number. Under his con-

tract he will pay an added royalty of 5c. a copy for all sales over 50,000

and submit duplicate copies of all printing orders for his instrumental
arrangements. It makes the first time that the music industry has been
able to capitalize on pop tunes specially arranged for those engaged
in the teaching fretted instrument playing.

Formally announced as being 'postponed indefinitely' by the promoters,
the band concert scheduled for Madison Square Garden, N. Y., Monday
night (31) was really cancelled by N. Y. Local 802 of the AFM. Elaborately
planned jive session was to be the final of a planned four of which two
had been run at Randall's Island, N. Y., Aug. 31 and Sept. 7. Poor draw
of the first two gave the promoters the idea of combining the third and
furth at M. S. G. Frank Berend and George Clark promoted them on
Blind Musicians' behalf.

Cancellation grew out of non-payoff complaints of musicians who took
part in the initial two shindigs.

'DOLL' AliD 'CAMS'

RENEWALS TO BMtCK

Remick Music Corp., one of the

Warnier Bros, publishing group, has
acquired the renewal rights tty 'Oh,

You Big Beautiful Doll.' Nat D.

Ayer, one of the writers, is now liv-

ing in London. Other half of the

rights was obtained from A. Sey-
mour Brown.
Another recent renewal assign-

ment acquired by Remick Is 'Can-

adian. Capers,' of which the co-writ-

ers were Gus Chandler, Bert White
and Henry R. Cohen. Original copy-
right on this one doesn't expire un-
til 1943, while the renewal on 'Doll'

becomes efiCective in 1939.

Indict Song Peddler
Trenton, Nov. 1.

Morris Abraros, of this city, was
indicted by a Federal Grand Jury
here on Friday (28) charged with
selling song sheets without obtain-

ing permission of copyright owners.
Abrams is alleged to have ped-

dled the sheets in Moimt Holly, on
Feb. 23, 1937.

WHITEMAN LEADS PABADE
Stamford, Conn., Nov. 1.

Paul Whiteman, playing Palace
theatre last half of week (3-5), will

parade in front of Greenwich Amer-
ican Legion drum corps, which uses
big drum Whiteman used in 'Jumbo'
in New York.

Whiteilian organization will follow
Stamford stand with one-niter at

Ritz baUroom, Bridgeport, Nov. 6.

Klirt WeOI Shut Out of ASCAP Diwy

Under Performing Rights Redtape

Kurt Weill has failed in his latest

effort to obtain admission to the
American Society of Composers, Au-
thors and Publishers. ASCAP's board
of directors ruled last week that.it
could not because of contractual ob-
ligations and its by-laws accept
Weill's application for membership.
As a result of this action, Weill will
be unable to gain practically any-
thing from the performing rights in
this cofuntry of such scores as 'Knick-
erbodcer Holiday', 'The Eternal
Road', 'Johnny Johnson' and Para-
mount's 'You and Me.'

As things now stand ASCAP's
hands are tied. Even though the
Italian performing rights society
(SIEA) has advised Weill that it has
transferred the American rights of

his works to him, ASCAP is not free
to admit him as long as he is bound
to an affiliated society. ASCAP can-
not be assigned the world rights of

his compositions. SIEA has also gone
so far as to assure Weill that it will

grant him a complete release of his

membership in October, 1939.

A Refugee
Weill fled from Germany to France

in 1933. Because the books of the
French' performing rights society

was closed to new members Weill
applied to the Italian Society and he
was' • admitted. ' He camie , to the
United States in 1935, taking out his

first citizenship papers the same
year.

Since his residence in this country
the composer hs^s been collecting

small sums fi;p'm the Italian society,

with the reports showing that France
is about the only European country
where the Weill works are being
performed. While Weill does have
the right to the performing rights

of his own works in America, there
is the question of whether he can do
anything with them independently.
•As an affiliate of SIEA t]he Ameri-
can Society may exercise this same
licensing right. If it does collect

something on the performances of
his scor« ASCAP must under its

agreement with the Italian Society
credit Weill's share to the latter per-
forming TtgMs coinbine.

Fenaer Practice
In the «arly years of ASCAP it was

not uncommon for writer-members of
ASCAP to affiliate themselves also
with the French performing rights
society. Couple cases in point are
Gene Buck and Irving Berlin. Later
it became mandtttory for writers to
assign not only their American and
Canadian rights, hut ell their rights.

Weill's sponsor for membership in
ASCAP is Max Dreyfus, one of the
owners of Chappell & Co., and the
Crawford Music Co. Dreyfus has
been publishing Weill's recent scores.

BORNSIEOi RSK)RTS;

KERN AT MEETING

Board of directors of the Ameri-
can Society of Coniposers, Authors
and Publishers devoted most of the
time at its monthly meeting last
Thursday (27) to listening to Saul
A. Bomstein's report of his Attend-
ance at the Confederation of Per-
forming Rights Societies in Stock-

'

holm. Bomstein who is v.p. of
Irving Berlin,. Inc., was ASCAP's
representative at the international
meet.
Jerome Kern was at the ASCAP

directors' table ior the first time in
over two years. Contract obligations
on the Coast had kept him away.

Joan Cnwferd sings three songs
in 'Ice Follies' at Metro; 'Some-
thing's Gotta Happen Soon,' by
Nacio Herb Brown and Arthur
Freed; 'Here I am Falling in Love
Again,' by Roger Edens,. and 'It's

AH So New to Me,' by Bernic*.
Petkere and Marty Symes.

Col.. Edmund Gruber, writer of 'Caissons Go. Rolling Along' (Artillery

Song), last week waived his ban against the parodying of this tune in the
case of the Girl Scouts. Latter organization had arranged to record its

lyric version of the Gruber number, which it terms the 'Hike Song,' for a

propaganda transcription .and the colonel, rather than inconvenience the

Scouts, -agreed to make this instance the lone exception.

Gruber had issued his ban to the networks after an association of ar-

tillery officers had complained to him that the song had been parodied
during a Rudy Vallee-Standard Brands broadcast (NBC).

m
—another survey of the dansapation tastes on

the nation s campuses starts next week,

—Princeton will tee off and tell if swing is

still king, and who's coming along as a dance

band fave,

'

—

the kids at the colleges dont pull any

punches.

THE SEASON'S MOST BEAUTIFUL BALLAD!

WHO BLEW OUT THE FLAME?
Lyric by MITCHELL PARISH Music by SAMMY FAIN

LEO FEIST, INC. • 1629 BROADWAY • NEW YORK
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DECCAPICKErS

DO THE SHAG
United Electrical, Radio and Ma-

chine Workers, an affiliate of the

ClO, put a picket line in front of the

offices and studios of the Decca
Record Co. last week, after the Arm
refused to recognize the union as

the collective bargaining agency for

the Decca staff. Strike was called

while the union's application for au-

thority over the workers in the plant

was still to be acted upon by the

National Labor Relations Board.

Jack Kapp, Decca prez, stated yes-

terday (Tuesday) that less than' 50%
of the cutting room staff was out on
strike.

Sttike made the dailies when four

young couples sought to call atten-

tion to the picketing line by shag-
ging >nd doing the big ap^le on the
sidewalk. A cop seipFtr^ted them and
threatened arrests if the dancing was
repeated.

Willistm Mitchell, international

rep for the CIO union, contended
ye-sterday ;that operations at Decca
were practically at a standstill, since

the teamsters' have, refused to de-
liver or receive material. He said

that Kapp precipitated , the strike

^ by^ firing a.man -in-the'sbipping room.
New ' York musicians imion, . in ; a
statement^ expressed v its'^ •sympathy
with the strikers but stated that it.

coyJd not extend its fullest coopera-
tion. Kapp denied the tieup claim.

Sidney M3is on Own
Sidney Mills has had a friendly

parting with his father, Irving Mills

(Mills Artists), and branched out as

a talent manager on his own this

week. Started in own shop ,with
Tito and His Swingtette, current at

the Lincoln hotel, as first property.

Mills is also grooming Waller
(Mouse) Powell, formerly witlji Milt
Brittpn's band, for a crew of his

own. Start rehearsing tomorrow
(Thursday).

802 MEDICAL FUND

DEEP IN CELEBS

Bill Feinberg, v.p. of Local 802,

states that every named band that

will be in and around New York at

the time has promised to appear at

the dance which is being given for
the union's medical fund at the
Manhattan Opera house NoV. 17.

Some of the names with time off

from their one-nighter tours have
also, given assurance that they will

either fly or bus in for the charity

event.

Musikers Coast Bemeflt

Los AngeleSi'Nov. 1.

Nearly every name band in town
will participate in a benefit show at

Palomar-ballroom Nov. 21- for unem-
ployed; musicians.

i jitterbug, contest, beauty parade,
fashion show &nd personal appear-
ance of film and radio stars are also

carded.

On the Upbeat

Gene Krupa orch., which opens at

the Palonjar, L.A., tonight (Wednes-
day), has" been signed for a Para-
mount musical set to roll sometime
in January. Krupa's Palomar con-
tract calls for six weeks with option

for another six. Papers were signed

by Arthur Michaud, Krupa's man-
ager, who left for the Coast last

week.

Al Fremont of Pittsburgh, opened
Monday (31) at HaU Moon inn in

Stubenville, O.

Maurice Spitalny and his KDKA
Pittsburgh, staff band booked for

Pittsburgh Automobile Show for 11

days beginning Nov. 11.

Aaron Gonzalez opened at Zarape
Club in Los Angisles.

Les Parker's orchestra moved into

the new ballroom atop ' the Forum
theatre in Los Angeles.

Harold Feldman replaced Walter
Hegner in reed section of Paul
Whiteman band on Nov. 10.

Ernie Warren signed to Rockwell-
CKeefe management. Ditto Jay Coe
and Trio.

Paul Whiteman plays U. S. Marine
Ball at Boston Gardens, Nov. 10 and
will be .named to corp as extra re-

ward.

Larry Murphy Four Into William
P6nn hotel's, Pittsburgh, Continental
Bar for indefinite stay, succeeding
Billy Catizone trio.

Irene McKennan, winner of re-
cent auditions held in Pittsburgh by
Barney Rapp and joins latter's band
as vocalist.

MORE CHIZ BIZ

Bookings Agents Want Publishers to

Pay Line Costs

Indie band booking agents have
become the latest class to attempt
horning themselves in on the ex-

ploitation bankrolls of music pub-
lishers. After landing a dine-and-
dance spot these agents make the

round of publishers asking whether
they would be interested in under-
writing the weekly cost of a net-

work wire. Previous practice had
been for the band leader himself to

do the propositioning.

New chiseling twist was brought
sharply to the attention of the pub-
lishing trade last week when one of
the indie agents openly stated that
unless lie could get some publishers
to put up $160 a week for a wire
a niterie that he had just tied up in
upper New. York state would have
to do without a network outlet. The
place had been booked by one of
the larger band organizations but as
soon as it lost the connection out
came the wire, which action is con-
trary to the rules of the American
Federation of Musicians.

Joe Morris Deal Stalled

No contract signatures had been
exchanged or check passed up to

press time yesterday (Tuesday) in

the proposed sale of the catalog of

the Joe Morris Music Publishing Co.

to Famous Music Corp. Morris cata-

log would be merged with that of

the Paramount Music Corp., a FMC
subsid.

It was reported that Lou Diamond,
head of Paramount's music inter-

ests, had offered to pay half In casli

and the balance in Famous Music
stock and that Archie Fletcher,

Morris' partner, had rejected this

proposition.

Bobby Hackett due for Vocalion
series.

OLD SONG SUGGESTIONS
FOR YOUR PROGRAMS
JIMMY McHUCH'S

"DIGA DIGA DO"
nmrs MUSIC, inc.

We Wish to .Thank All Oar Friends For llieir Splendid Co-operation
Enabling Us to Put Over the Score From

"The Mask and Wig Clab" (University of PennsylTanta)
"AU Arounrt the Town," vrith the Following Hltat

"WHEN I GO A DREAMIN'

"

"THERE'S NO PLACE LIKE YOUR ARMS"
"YA GOT ME"

Xyrlcg by Biokley Belchner^Mnslo by Clay Boland

LINCOLN MUSIC CORP. 1619 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
GEO. BBULON, Presldeift

Network Plugs, 8 A.M. to 1 A.M.
Following is a totali3Qtion of the combined plugs of current tuiies on NBC (WEAF and WJZ), and CBS

iWABC) computed for the week from Moriday through Sunday iOct. 24-30) . • Total represents accumulated
performances on the two major networks from Ha, m, tola, m. In 'Source' column, * denotes film song, t legit
tunes, and 'pop' speaks for itself.

TITLE. PUBLISHER. SOURCE.
Summer Souvenirs Bregman-Vocco Pop
My Own Robblns 'That Certain Age
I've Got a Pocketful of Dreams Santly-Joy •^Sing You Sirtners
My Reverie I

Robblns
When I a-Dr?ami ' ....Lincoln
So Help Me .f Remick
While a Cigarette Was ...ABC ..

GRAND
TOTAL.

39V 39

„ - , 32
Pop

; 31
tU. of Penn.- Mask and Wig; 31
Pop
Pop

Heart Sind Soul Famous v*^ Song Is Born
Carefree
tYou Never Know.
Pop . .

.

Pop

Change Partners Berlin
At Long Last Love Chappell
Who Blew Out the Flame? Feist ...

All Ashore Shapiro . ^
Simple and Sweet Miller Pop
Alexander's Ragtime Band ABC ' ^Alexander's Ragtime Band
What Goes on Here? 1 . . Paramount ".*,..; *Give Me a Sailor
Lambeth Walk Mills .Pop ".

Stop Beating Around the Mulberry Bush. .Bregman-Vocco Pop
I Won't Tell a Soul Crawford Pop
Girl Friend of the Whirling Dervifeh Harms *Garden of the Moon......
There's a Faraway Look in Your Eyes Tenney Pop
Sixty Seconds Got Together Santly-Joy Pop •

If I Loved You More Words-Music .Pop
Deeo in . a Dream Hkrhls Pop '.

Is That the Way to Treat a Sweetheart .... Olman Pop
Don't Cross Your Fingers. . . . ; Ager-Yellen Pop
Night Is Filled with Music . Berlin Carefree
I've Got a Date with a Dream Feist *My Luck Star
Don't Let That Moon Get Away Santly-Joy Sing You Sinners 16
Day After Day Green Bros.-Khi Pop 15
Monday Morning Witmairk ; . ; . .

.Pop 14
Ya Got Me Lincoln tU. of Penn. Mask and Wig... 14
Have You Forgotten So Soon Berlin .Pop ; • .13
With You on My Mind. Bobbins ,

"Straight, Place and Show 13

You Go to My Head Remick ." Pop 13

SmaU Fry ... , Famous :
*S»ng You Sinners 13

You Must. Have Been a Beautiful B^y
Old Folks
What Have You Got That Gets Me?. .

.

You Never Know
A-Tisket A-Tasket.

31
31
30
29
29
27
27
25
25
25
24
24
23
22
21
21
19
18
17
17
17
16

Remick Hard to Get. ; 11

Remick .....Pop 11

Famous. ..Pop 11

Chaopell tYou Never Know 11

_ Robbins 'J
' " :\v -^J li

Garden of th6 Moon Harms Garden of the Moon 10

HturryHome. ; ; Spier Pop
Love I'd Give My Li Stasny rHollywood Revels 10

The Yam......... ;• Berlin Carefree 10

I Haven't Changed a Thing Mills Pop • •

SWEEPING THE COUNTRY LIKE WILDFIRE!

MY REVERIE
By LARRY CLINTON

ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION . 7 9 9 SEVENTH AVENUE NEW YORK
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JACK ROCCO CHESTER

BREGMAN -VOCCO -CONN
THANK ALL THEIR WONDERFUL FRIENDS FOR
INVALUABLE AID IN MAKING THEIR FIRST
FOUR MONTHS IN BUSINESS AN OUTSTANDING
ACHIEVEMENT WITH . .

THE COUWraY'S NO. 1 BAULAD HIT!

SUMMER SOUVENIRS
By J. FRED COOTS and CHARLES NEWMAN

THE COUNTRY'S NO. 1 RHYTHM HIT!

STOP BEATIN' ROUND THE MULBERRY BUSH
By CLAY BOLAND and BICKLEY REICHNER

THE OVERNIGHT NOVELTY SENSATION

I MUST SEE ANNIE TONIGHT
BY CLIFF FRIEND and DAVE FRANKLIN

AND MOVING UP TO THE TOP

TELL ME WITH YOUR KISSES
BY CLIFF FRIEND and DAVE FRANKLIN

YOU LOOK GOOD TO ME
By WALTER DONALDSON and BILLY ROSE

And last, but not leasts our thanks to the

songwriters who have made it all possible

BRECMAjy,VOCCO and COm Inc

1619 BROADWAY •NEW YORK, N. Y.

HOLLYWOOD CHICAGO BOSTON CINCINNATI PHILADELPHIA

JOEY STOOL JESSE STOOL FRED AUgER IVL XOlVlPARTE \ P^^ BLUM
1509 N.'Vin« St. 54 We«t Randolph St. 80 Boylston St. Fountain Square Hotel ^•'>l5iV)f^^-Tiitoa^^^ Bfdg.
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HIT
OF TWO CONIMNTS

ESllE LEI
BOOKED FOR 6 WEEKS
REMAINED 76 WEEKS

MAY 3rd, 1937 . .

.

ESTELLE and LE ROY opened dl the

SAVOY, LONDON, for six weeks {booked
expressly for Coronation iveek). This

marked the fifth return engagement,
•

*

Their tremendous success brought them
seventy-six weeks of consecutive bookings in

the leading Casinos, Theatres and Hotels

on the Continent,

OCTOBER 27th, 1938 . . .

ESTELLE and LE ROY, no%o back in

New York, opened at the

RAINBOW ROOM
Radio City

For an Indefinite Engagement

Personal Management

JACK

1

'
-rJSw York Oty

• 15 YEARS AGO •
(From Variety and Clippef^

Nazimova at the Palace with a
sketch based on the unknown blonde
theme. About as frank as it was dirty

—and it was plenty dirty. Sime
spanked it plenty, contrasting it with
the Russian Art Co., which had an
unusually good act. Second Russe
show to play the Palt^ce in succession.

Biu:ns and Alien at the Riverside,

N. Y„ and not getting very far with
their patter. Bert Lytell and Powers'
elephants helped.

Charles T. Aldrich at the N. Y.
State and over in a big way. Carl
MacCuUough backer-rUpper.

Fifth Ave, had d European novelty,

Weldano's Sensation. Crossbar on a
steel tower held ian airplane on one
end and a trapeze on the other. Man
worked on the trap while the girl

ran the plane, which supplied the
motive power. Striking, but the
plane motor made too much noise.

Four Diamonds playing around
N. Y. and at the Royal. Two of the
four were counted good.

Mclntyre and Heath at Keith's
Boston and after the opening day the
ticket speculators swarmed all over
the sidewalk. Bert York and Ed Lord
followed them, in place of York and
King, and made a surprising hit from
a very flat start.

Show at the Chi Palace ran three
hours Sunday afternoon , and not a
dozen in the audience quit.' Frisco,

Marion Harris and Mollie Fuller the
tops.

State-Lake, Chi, Upped its Sat-Sun
admission to 75c. Most of the other
loop houses preparing to follow suit.

No kicks.

Famous Players shut down on pro-
duction at the Los Angeles studio and
others preparing to follow suit. Mer-
chants and bankers, as well as play-
ers, jittery over the outlook. One
report had it that Zukor was alarmed
over the cost of DeMille's 'Ten Com-
mandments.'

Ufa planning to show its pictures
on the steamers of the Hamburg-
American line, First theatre on the
Albert Ballin.

Fred Holden, F. F. Proctor's former
vaude partner, died in a St. John,
N. B., PQorhouse and buried in a pau-
per's

.
grave. Movement on foot to

reinter in a purchased grave.

Talking acts complaining band
bookings were changing the charac
ter of vaude . audiences. . Newcomers
were less responsive to' talk.

Van and Schenck running their
own club

, in N. Y. E. F. Albee re
fused 10 permit them to double from
the club into the Palace. Changed his
mind because he needed a headliner.

LaGonga, Horocco^C. P. Casino, Plus

Stork, El Rio; Too Many Class Joints?

Biz, which had been good on
B'way, slipping badly • and several
shows were about ready to quit'*

Kemp Set for 3 Vaude
Wks., 2 Chi Dancehalls

Chicago, Nov. 1.

Following week at the Balaban &
Katz Chicago here, starting Friday
(4), Hal Kemp's orchestra set- by
Music Corp. of America, will play
two additional theatre weeks before
returning to ballroom dates in Chi-
cago.

Kemp goes into the Tower, Kan-
sas City, Nov. 11, and following week
into the Orpheum, Minneapolis. Re-
turns to Chi Nov..25 for a week be-
tween the two Andrew Karzas ball-
rooms, Aragon and Trianon.

NEW AUDITION SETUP

Phllly Booker Group Sets Aside One
Day a Month to Hear Acts

By ABEL GREEN» • 1, :

A round of some of the old and
new class niterles in New Ydrk.and
a slant at some of the anemic busi-
ness substantiates a warning of a
fortnight ago when the cafe men,
from sad past experience, cautipned
abput tod many class' spots. In-
cluding the well-established Stork,
£1 Morocco, Persian 'Room, Iridium
and Maisonette Russe rooms in the
Hotel St. Regis, 21, the El Rio and
the Central Park Casino, plus the
reopened La Conga, and the others,
it's too wide a field, with its limited
class-following, to make moist of
them pay.
Becoming a survival of the fittest it

leaves the old standbys out front,
perhaps even more so than ever, for
gregarious night-lifers would rather
be jampacked into a sardine-can size
boite than have Grand Central
Palace for a dance floor.

Nothing unusual to date among the
new entries, and the ' oldies are
rather doddering. The optimistic
managements talk about 'season still

early,' but that comes under the head
of stock cafe, alibis.

' La
.
Conga, reopened by Bobby

Martyn «nd,, .Oscar Roche,- with
Martyn's f6th6r-in-law, Connie Im-
merman, also a greeter at the door,
isn't yet enjoying- the bojtoffice zing
that established this spot last season
as a -big lave. Fred .Chiaventone,.
from the International Casino, N. Y.,

is at the door, whereas Maraschino,
former Conga greeter, is now at El
Rio.

Pegey Fears at El Rio

El Rio ils a new spot at an old
address. East 58th street, formerly a
prohibition era oasis, variously
known as Zelli'g, Park Ave. Club,
Belle Livingstone's Salon and other
tags. It's now in the Brazilian motif,
hence the tag. When -Zelli had it,

the decor was a Montmartre street
scene; now it's a Rio de Janeiro ex-
terior. Instead of the French chan-
sons the idiom at El Rio is the
*samba' or 'Zamba,' which Baron
and Blair are plugging as a successor
to the rhimiba-conga. They demon-
strate it nicely, being fetching ball-

roomologists, Hugo Mariani's crack
orchestra and Gus Martel's rhumba-
ists (ex-Stork) are the dansapators,
and Peggy Fears is the particular
attraction to a ^2.50 and $3.50 mini-
mum check idea.
Miss Fears looks better than ever,

possesses more cafe floor zoom than
heretofore, and manages very nicely
with pops such as 'Go to My Head,'
'Can You Pass in Love?' and 'Now It

Can,B,e Tod.' Baron and Blair, be-
sides sambaing, do terps to 'Dipsy
Doodle' and campus capers to tunes
such as 'The Goofus' an old lave
with them.

Sid 'Solomon Out
Another resurrected spot is the

Central Park Casino, on East 57th,

the former Embassy and last season
known as the Sapphire Room and
Salon Royal. The front man, up to
this past weekend, was Sidney Solo-
mon of the good old Jimmy Walker-
C. P. Casino days, 'heiice galled the
C. P. C though f^r removed from
the park proper. Solomon is out
now, however, ajid John Johnnidus,
of the old Beaux Arts (when with
Nick Prouiiis, now'df the Versailles
syndicate), may put in a Georgie
Hale floor show. Present lineup is

chi-chi with a class ballroom team
in Ramon and-Renita and Pancho's
orchestra tox the name band draw.
Room is one of the nicest class joints
in town. Biz has been poor.
.Le Coq Rouge is another of the

ihtime class niterles ' where Frank,
the maitre, is trying to put it over
for . late business. He won't do it

with his present George Sterney or-
chestra and the Tisdale Trio (polite
Harlem combo in white tiesr very
Parisian) although enjoying strong
dinner patronage. Room is a stan-
dard but here again, if Frank wants
to extend his scopcj he must hypo the
after-theatre draw.
El Morocco is again in the field

with Ernie Hoist's band as prime
draw, plus the. rhumba crew, and
again John Perona is hypoing his
Sunday nights with guesters paced
by Johnny DeSylva, formerly of the
Trocadero, Hollywood. The Stork
remains the Stork, a pet spot, which
Sherman Billingsley and his greeter
at the door, Joe Lopez, jealously
guard and preserve as to the calibre

Philadelphia. Nov. 1.

Copping an idea from the New
York agents, Entertainment Mana-
gers Assn. here has set aside the last
Sunday night of each month to au-
dition talent. Ten %ers will gather at
the Hotel Sylvania and provide two
piano players to accompany the acts.

Scheme, which gets under way
this month, is figured to save time
and trouble for both acts and book-
ers. Agents declare they have been
constantly hounded by prospective
auditioners, and although they would
like to have seen the talent, they
have had neither the time nor the
place.

of patronage desired, Sonny Kendis
fiiano-maesttos the crack dansapa-
loh, alternating yrlth Jose Lopez's
Latin combo (no relation to the
maitre d'hotel of the same name).

.
Apollon's Investment

Still another new starter is Dave
ApoUon's Cub Casanova, nee House
of Morgan, in which the Russian
m.c. and maestro is reported having
invested $25,000. Much of it went
into elaborate redecoration, assuming
of old bills from Nick Bates, former
owner (who now gets a percentage
only), costly debut show, etc. Apol-
lon is a vet vaudeviUian, who has
his. own dance band now, besides
conferenciering the entire works.
On the subject of trying to put

over new dance tempos—the St.
Regis for a spell this summer got
some attention Via its Lambeth Walk,
which Prince Serge Obolensky, of
the management, first exploited—La
Conga .is now ballyhooing the
'danzonette,' ..This is a cross between
the rhumba and conga; last year this
spot came to the fore when
Panchito's band did much to further
the conga on its road to popularity.
Ramon Ramos' and Oscar de la
Rosa's bands dispense the dansapa-
tion, Minimum, incidentally, has
been cut from $2.50 to $2 after 10:30.

At the Rainbow Room, Estelle and
LeRoy are also essaying - a 'new'
dance, called the 'sambixe,' a cross
between ' the samba and Brazilian
maxine. Remember when Vernon
and Irene Castle first introduced the
latter?

YUMURI, N. Y.

hos Marinos, Nena Monies, Cortex
& MaidA, Duo ,Io^ Aztbcds, Don
Mario Orch,

This downstairs spot, closed during
the summer, has reopened under new
management, following redecoration
on the Latin motif, which fills the bill

suitably. It's on a par with those of
similar pattern in New .York places
of Cuban or Mexican type, which
feature Spanish dance music.
Show is headed by Don Mario, who

doubles as m.c. from his orchestra, and
kids his way tiirough the assignment.
He's pleasant, wisecracking as part
of a plan to establish a friendly con-
tact with the audience. And he's
rather successful at.it.

He has a rather good voice and, in
addition to doihg an Argentine tango,
sings a novelty number built around
Charlie McCarthy, and a special on
two cats, romancing. In trying to
adapt the cats' walling td dialog, the
imitative element, while novel, makes
the diction suffer from the vicious
meowing called for.
Two dance combinations figure.

Los Marinos do- fast tangoes and
rhumbas, with the man singing a
partial accompaniment to one of the
routines. The other team, Cortez and

(Continued on page 50)

FRANK PARIS
AND HIS MAi^lONETTES

PARADISE CAFE' '

NEW YORK
Excluulve HfiDasemeht

SHERWOOD & MATHEWS
DIreotloni''lNGAI<I.S * DAVIES

Best Coffee in England

QUAUTY INN
Leicester Square

LONDON, WEST-END

BOBBY MAY
Dreesed by

SIDNEY FISHER
76/77, Shaftesbury Avenue

PICCADILLY, LONDON, ENG.

ELSIE NICHOLAS

AMES g ARNO
"2 SOCIAL ERRORS'

NOW APPEARING WITH RUDY VALLEE

LOEWS STATE THIS WEEK
Dir.! MUSIC CORPORATION OF AMEiftICA
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Montreal Vaude Comeback Falters>

Cut Rates, Poor Films No Aid to B.O.

Montreal, Nov. 1.

Vaudeville ' fcomeback at Loew's

has failed to rw^terialize locally, with

house slipping "close to red alter a

couple .o| winning weeks following

opening.
Despite the favorable breaks on

price, Loew's still remains the prob-

lem child of this local first-run set-

up whereby ' Cpnsoll<iated is pperat-

Ing for Fampus'-iPlayers-Cahadian.

Where otlier". f!-P. first-run houses

go to 35c at i'. p. m., Loew's contin-

ues at 26c until 5 p. m. with the eve-

ning admission at 40c against 55c at

the straight picture houses.

Matinee business has been strong

at Loew's, with six vaudeville acts

and a picture. But evening business

. even against the 40c rate, still goes

to films at 55c.

It's understood plans are being
mulled for - some change in policy.

Last year name acts and stage bands,

•'even if expensive, showed profits

for' Loew's. Problematical, how-
ever, whether sufficient number of
names are available for local book-
ing.

^Another- angle being considered for

.Loew's is a hookup with some out-
' standing local radio show. It is un-
derstood that Rupert Caplan, local

radio producer, has approached
' Loew's. with .a" view to broadcasting
a program from the theatre.

Should vaudeville policy Loew's
be discontinued, house is seen never
being able to operate at a profit with
sixth choice of prodiict, even at a
25c admission for evenings. With
Palace getting first choice of Grade
A product, Capitol taking second and
sometimes first pick, and Princess
getting third and fourth! - there isn't

l^much left for the combination house.
And hooking Grade A -product into

Loew's would only divert usual busi-
ness frOm the other first runs under
Consolidated operation.

Lincoln's Vaade ^an. 1

Lincoln, Nov. 1.

Vaude is set for Jan. 1, at the
Orpheum, which will be the town*s

.first flesh in nearly a year., Orph
shutters (9) and will be given a com-
plete tidying. Reopening will be
New Year's Eve.
House will also get a new moniker,

' named in a public contest. It's been
Orpheum since it bowed in 1916. It's

R 1,350 seater.
'

Birmingham, Nov. 1.
.

The Pantage theatre will open Fri-

day, (4) for winter vaudeville.
Eddie Williaixis, former manager of

the Strand, has been transferred to
the same position with the Pantage.

Lucas Orch for Atlanta
Atlanta, Nov. .1.

Lucas & Jenkins' Fox theatre will

light up its stage for first time in

sometime when Clyde Lucas's or-
' qhestra opens a seven-day engage-
ment Friday (4).

Band his" beeh put in to bolster
•Arkansas Traveler' (Par).

FRED DUPREZ, 54, DB;
VETERAN VAUDE ACTOR

Fred Duprez, 54, American vaude
ville actor y^ho.for the past 20 years
has spent most of his time in the
English music halls and revue thea-
tres, died Oct. 27 of a heart attack.
He had just arrived in New York

on a -pleasure-business trip when
recalled" to London for a radio com-
mitment. He died on the return
voyage.

Rah-Rah Trailer

Pittsburgh, Nov. 1.

May not have been a public-
ity stunt but

—

Anyway, George Olsen, in-
sisting he was unable to buy a
ticket, for the Pitt-Fordham
game here Saturday (29) wired
University of Pittsburgh band
that, he would be happy to -

become its leader for the day if

-he could march into the' Sta-
dium with them. College crew
promptly Accepted his offer. \

Newspapers gave the stunt
plenty of space, which, of
course, won't hurt Olsen any
when he brings his owii orch
to the Stanley Friday (4) for a
week's engagement.

phuly hot for

swing; webb

HITS 2%
Philadelphia, Nov. 1.

Aside from New York, with which

it runs almost even, the Earle, Phila-

delphia, looks to be oiie of the lead-

ing swing spots in the country. Al-

though both thte Stanley, Pittsburgh,

and the Earle, Washington, which

are on the same Wariier circuit with

the Earle here, report best results

with bands that are sweet, or tend

fo the sweeter side of swing, the

rougher they are the better Phila-

delphia likes 'em.

Aside from' Kay Kyser, who, it's

figured, draws more from a novelty
than musical angle, . be&t gross in

recent months w^s hung up here by
Chick Webb who hit $25,000. On the

other hand, while Webb was very
big here, he did poorly in Pittsburgh.

To reverse it, Ted Lewis was very
•much so-so in Philly, but was hot in

Pittsburgh the very next week.
Stanley, Pittsburgh, with 800 more
seats thaii the Earle aiid higher sd^ale

drew only $15,000 with Webb," while
Earle burned the wicket at better

than $25,000. Ted Lewis flgiure here
was $19,000, whil^ licoirice-sticker

made everybody fiappy in Pitt to the
tune of $22,000.

Same thing has held true consist-

ently in comparison of Philly,

Washington and. Pittsburgh. It hapr
pened with Benny Goodman, Tommy
Dorsey, Tony Martin,' Johnnie (Scat)
Davis and the rest. On the other
hand, comparisons of the Earle with
the Piaramount, N. Y.; Strand, N. Y.;

and Strand, Brooklyn, show that
every bapd which went hot there
followed -form almost in Philly.

Here are some recent figures re-

vealing the.trend here; Ozzie Nelson,

$19,200; Louis Prima, $20,000; Tony
Martin, $20,300; Phil Harris; $18,700;

Larry Clinton, $19,500; Kyser, $30,000;

Buddy Rogers, $18,000; Davis, $22,-

500; Webb, $25,000; Lewis, $19,000;

and Herbie Kay, $19,000.

Veloz and Yolanda Plan
Tour, in U.S. and Abroad

Kansas City, Nov. 1.

Coming tour mapped for Veloz
and Yolanda, dance team, has How-
ard Hughes proportions. Coming
here from several months in Chicago,
team hops to New York, thence to
London (four weeks) then Florida
and California, Following that Veloz
is considering Hawaii for the pair
and Jerry Shelto^i, their musical di-
rector.

London appearance will be first

there for the pair since 1930.

Rita Rio's P.A.8
Chicago, Nov. 1.

Rita Rio's orchestra has been
booked for a tour of Warner Bros,
theatres through Ohio.
Playing eight towns being opened

to flesh for the Rio band dates.

Gypsy Rose Lee Unit

Gets 5 More Weeks
Five additional vaude weeks have

been lined up for the Gypsy Rose
Lee unit, - currently at the Denver,
Denver, in its second date of a cross-

country tour. Miss Lee, whose sup-
port includes Jack Diirant, opens
Friday (4) at the Tower, Kansas City,

for one week and then proceeds to

the Palace, Chicago, Nov. 11.

Stripper is also set for the Palace,

Cleveland; Palace, Columbus, and In-

dianapolis, with the theatre in the
latter town still uncertain. Sequence
of the latter three bookings, too,

hasn't bsen definitely set. William
Morris office is handling the tour.

JACK HARRIS, SINGER,

IN DOPE CHARGE JAM

Newark, N. J., Nov. 1.

Jack Harris, night club entertainer

formerly at the White House here,

was indicted last week by the Fed--

eral Grand Jury, Trenton, on a

charge of possessing narcotics.

Harris, a 300-pound singer and
comic, was indicted with several

others for
,

selling drugs to other en-

tertainers last June.

PITT CAFES MAY

FOLD: BAD BiZ

Pittsburgh, Nov. 1. :

Seldom in town's- history has
nitery biz been so brutal here.

Nothing for floor shows to play
several nights a week in burg's lead-

ing spots to just a few customers.

Started off poorly at beginning of

season but boys -thought they'd at

least get a break during World Se-

ries. But the Pirates failed them
in the final week of . the pennant
race. ' Now they're trying to hang
on, hoping - that couple of big foot-

ball weekends will pull them up
again. If that doesn't turn the trick,

insiders expect a flock qI foldings

shortly.

Number of new spots were an-

nounced to open this fall but that's

fallen through. Webster Hall, re-

turning recently to its policy of

weekend dancing only, gave it up
after one week.
Liquor sales haven't fallen off

much, however, in stores, indicating

that the old guard is now doing its

guzzling ' at home and dancing to

the radio.

4 HELD IN SLAYING OF

CRUSADING GA. CLERIC

Brunswick, Ga., Nov. 1. ,

Henry J. Cofer and; W; H. Cpfer,

brothers, and -two^ -Negroes, -George
(31eyborn- and Willie Looney, were
arrested last week in connection with
miu-der of the Rev. Charles H. Lee,
71-year-old crusading rector of his-

toric Christ Church, Frederica, Ga.,

slain on the morning of Feb. 6, last,

while he sat at his desk penning
a sermon. '

Cleyborn told police Henry Cofer,

owner lof Golden Isle Hotel and
Golden Isle Casino, and also former
owner and operator of Nineteenth
Hole" Club, hired him to slay the
clergyman. W.-H. ' Cofer owns «nd
operates the Brass Rail on St. Simons
Island, . a popular resort center,

where interests' of the Cofers are lo-

cated.
,

The Cofers,. . through their attorr

neys, made vehement denials of any
knowledge of the case, which was
brolfen when a- Macon^ Ga., woman,
seeking a pat^ole following her con-
nection in the attempt to rob one of

the Cofer places, told police that she
saw 'one of the Cofer brothers pay
a Negro $160 on the night Dr. Lee
was slain.'

Bobby Morris for Willie

Howard in Aussie 'Hotel'

Chi's Fox Cuts Budget

Detroit, Nov. 1.

Dave Idzal setting small budget
but complete vaude shows- into the
Fox for November. Depending pri-

marily on big pictures for boxoffice.

In December he'll return to name
vaude bookings.

Pittsburgh, Nov. 1.

Bobby Morris, bprlesque comedian
on tour with 'Cherry Blossoms' over
Hirst wheel, sails shortly for Aus-
tralia to replace Willie Howard, chief
comic . in 'Hollywood Hotel' unitj

Howard's contract called for appear-
ances in only chief cities and with
Harry- Haward, unit's producer, de-
ciding to continue through Australia,
Morris was paged as a replacement.
He has a couple of weeks more to

go in 'Cherry Blossoms' before he
sails from San Francisco. Willie and
Eugene Howard are only ones quit-

ting 'Hollywood Hotel.'

Purse Snatciiers Story

Probed; Cops Free Hoofer
Detroit, Nov. 1.

After being held overnight in jail,

Irene Faery, nitery hoofer here, was
released late last week by police who
had detained her pending investiga-

tion of her possible connection with
a suspected theatre purse snatcher.

She was taken into custody at a
local hotel when Harold Quinn told

police she had brought -him to Dfe;

troit a month ago after he had served
90-days for stealing : purses from
women in Chicago theatres.

PhiDy Booker Group to Follow Music'

Union Setup in Classifying Cafe Pay

Swinging Votes

Philadelphia, Nov. 1.

Old-fashioned fish fry is no
longer the way to win the col-

ored vote here, Democratic cam-
paign headquarters decided. In-

stead it threw a free 'Jitterbug

Party' last Friday night (28)

for Philadelphia's Negro elec-

tors. Music was provided by
Chick Webb's orchestra and Ella.

Fitzgerald, plus Doc Hyder's
local band.
More than 22,000 attended the

party at Convention Hall.

CASA'S STRONG

SHOW TO BUCK

COMPETISH

Girl show competition from the

recently reopened International Ca-
sino and 'the Paradise Restaurant
on 'Bi-oadway is fording Billy Rose
to -go inore heavily into the bank-
roll for' hiis next lineup" of vaude-
vUle' at the Casa Manana. Head-
lined f}y I40U Holtz and Ve^o2 and
Yolandaf rdterjr .'will, Include Helep'
Morgan^ .:;Benriy Fields, Borrah
MinevitjCb'S -Rascals, Abbott .and
Cqstettd,^- Gaston - ^Palmer, Helen
Reynolds'-; Skaters and fietty' Hut-
ton. 'Latter is a singer held over
from last show. Vincent. Lopez
also remains. '

New show opening Nov. 6 is about
the strongest so far. in jhe vaude
series started early this past sum-
mer.. Over the . summer 'Rose .hit

the mark with his .vaude stunt but'

the advent pf - Clifford C. Fischer's
Parisian revues at the International,

and the Paradise . with Russ Mor-
gan's band, plus a floor show, has
created new ' opposition. Sunday
night guesters at the latter are also

cutting- in. '
•

<

Rose will also start a Sunday
night come-on called 'Stardust Sun-
days' on Nov. 11.' Letter has !been
sent out to all producers'^ and scouts
around town to . attend 'amateur
night' gratis. More worthy urt

knowns will be selected by Jphln
Murray Anderson and Rose from
those applying and specially pre-
pared for the showcase session. Will
be presented around midnight after
rehearsals and routining with Holt
m.c.ing the first baichi Acts "will be
paid, says Ro^e.

May or may not;. -be that Rose is

gathering talent to spot in his Dia-
mond Horseshoe which will be
opened in the Paramount hotel, N.
Y., aroimd Thanksgiving as a light
tariff spot.

'

VOX-WAITEES*^ VAUDE
Vox and Walters, the ventriloqu'al

turn, wind up a; tour, of fairs for
Barnes & Carruthers in Shreveport,
La., resuming in vaude Nov. 4 at
the Palace, Chicago,

Philadelphia, Nov. 1.

Committee has been appointed by
Horencfe Bernard, prez of Enter-
tainment Managers -Assn., booker, to

classify cabarets according to the
wage scale which they were 'assigned

by the . musicians' union. Object . is

to get set minimums for talent froil?

each spot, guarantee the act its

money, the agent his commission and
generally eliminate cut-throat com-
petition.

Classiflcation runs from A to D,
In the first will be included places
like the Arcadia-International; Wal-
ton Roof' and the Adelphia. B will

include Little Rathskeller, Dutkin's
Rathskeller, Twentieth Century and
similar spots. ' ,C will take in some
of the outlying spots, like iCarroll's

.and -.the Yacht Club, while D wiU in-

clude taptooms; Although entire
price scaM; has not yet been set,

rock-bottom hVs already been placed
at $30 a week;.

Club prices set in the by-laws of
the bid -Cofttraciiinrs' Assn. have been
adopted by the committee. -They
pi^ovide that'iih act cannot receive
less .than $7' nor cto an agent £ell the
act for less than $10. , Agents claim
more than -the- 10% they get on
cabaret bookings because of the
small amounts -involved in c.Iub

dates,' and this has been agreed to
by the Anr^ricah Federation of
Actors.- -On date^ over- 40 miles
aways, acts must be sold fpr no less

than $15 and all expenses and talent
must actually receive - na l^ss than
$10 aii^ all expenses.
In order to curbs benefits by

cabaret talent, agents liave -made a
ruling that an act must get a mitii-

miiniL of ^id: '^jsice- committee con-
sists of j[oseph Hughes, chairman;
James Smith,' Ed Swlcker, 'Fohy
Phillips,' Roy Gross, Jack Fields;

Jolly Joyce and Tom Kelly,» Ipcal rep
of AFA.

BOOKER ON PROBATION

IN HIRE OF JtlVE T£RPER

Detroit, Nov. 1.

Charles Burns, of Michigan Vaude-
ville 1C0., Iwho pleaded -guilty two
weeks ago £to -booking a juve terper
in local niteries, was- sentenced to
two years' probation last week by
Recorder's Judge John V. Brennan.
Charged with the same violation

of the state law, Harold Browe^
Amusement. Booking Co., and L^o
Curtiss, Curtiss Booking Cfc, are
awaiting trial afte.r pleading not
guilty last week. Both are out oa
$500 bail. Stella McLeod, state in-

vestigator, charged agents with book-
ing lemme hoofer into local niteries

;

for past several months, contrary to.

state labor act .governing hire o£
minors.

Rublhoif Prepping For

Air^ Vaude Bookings
Chicago, Nov. J.

Returning to actiye list ahead ot
origipal schedule, Dave Rubinoff,
who had been on the sick list for
some time, is' setting up broadcast
and.p.a. dates.
Being submitted around midwest

for vaudeville bookings.
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Philadelphia, Nov. 1.

Campaign of local unit of the

American Federation of Actors to

eliminate chiseling by nitery opera-

t<ws on benefit shows t>as halved

such gimmicks this season, Tommy
Krfly, AFA rep here, who started

the drive, has declared.

Kelly estimated that acts in night

clubs were giving away a minimum
of $6>50O worth of talent a year be-

fore the present drive. Now, he

said, a great many of the benefits

that were formierly played are doing

without entertainment- since ttiey

cant get it lor nothing,^ while many
others are turning to hiring, acts.

Chiz was principally eliminated by

Kelty passing on all benefits before

they're played by^ acts.

Anotiw ctirb on the racket is en<

iorcement now by Kelly of the 15%

levy tor actors on any money col-

lected at benefits. This rap has long

been tm the statute book^ iKit never

befwe enforced.

Vaude Cavalcade

'Two-a-Day,' a cavalcade of

vaudeville, WPA variety revue

by Gene Stone and Jack Robin-
son, which tells the story of

vaudeville since 1890,. is cur-

rent at th^ Hollywood Play-

house, Hollywood.
Reviewed in this issue on

page 58.

AGENCIESm u.cm
TRICK HdRSE FOR DATES

SeekM Sanarilan'

Syracuse, Nav. 1.

S^praeuse Rolice. today ° tee stiE

seekiuft the 'gpod SsmsEitaa,' who=

oSesed to assist Mrs. Buth KWgU*-

breeht,. 33;^ ot ftodbester, If. Y., iii^
hunt for her itasibaa^ reported, tv

be woddacasran entearfatner in a~

Syracuse nigltt dtdx
M^s. ISaglebredbt was mritmg a

tour ol varioA^ clubs in search of

her iDAte when ^e met a man wh»
oAfeced" tot assist her. lAstead oS tak-

ing^her to other night clubs,- how-
ever,, i!bje stranfier it said to have
taken Mrs. Ehglcibrechlr in hijr auto
t» am isoUrt^ sp«t- where - he at-

ia^ced her a&d then fomd-iiex'; out-

o£ the car. / •

Si£e managed to secure part of her
attacker's license number, which she
turned otver to police. At the same
time police are engaged : in an \sp^

state search of niteries for the miss-
ing husbaoid.

Kansas City, Nov. 1.

Fred Dobbs, police sergeant

charge of traffic here,- is angling for

night club and vaude showings of his

midget trick horse, JhrilUant. Rock-

well-O'Keefe, William Morris Agen-

cies are said - to be interested.

Officer acquired horse- at foaling

four years ago and has si-nce made a

hobby of training the- nag, which

stands under four feet. Interest loc-

ally through fair and school dates

has increased to point where agents

are angling, especially for ni^t club

dates.

Police department is granting in-

definite leave of absence to Dobbs,

who will be- billed as 'Sgt. Dobba^

and will perform in regnlaticHa uni-

form. First agency-arranged date

will, inaugurate act to pro show
business.

DEIROrr COURT FINES

BAND IN CONFEMPT

Detroit, Nov. 1.

For contempt of court, Lueien

(Sausage) Tyson and his Five Pork
Chops, nitery entertainers, were fined

$25 each last week by Circuit Judge
Hfenry G. Nichol.

Fines resulted from contract diftt-

culties which Pork Chop band had
with Villa D, nitery here. Cafe hSd
hired band for four weeks at $90

weekly, 'but Tyson jumped contract

after a^ week to work at another spot.

Villa D management had band en-
joined from playing at any other

nitery until case was settled.

Clifford, Ex-Vauder, To
Help Manage Philly Cafe

Philadelphia, Nov. 1.

George Clifford, formerly of the

dance duo of ClifTord and Wayne, has
taken over management of the

downstairs cocktail bar at Benny the
Bum'Sr He has rechristened it the
Jitterbug Room. He will also as-

sist jBenny Fogelman, the nltery's

operjttor, in general hosting, dif-
ford -was a partner in Mayfair Farms;
New " Jersey spot, which quit last

summer.
Another switch at Benny's has

Tommy LaBrum back handling
publicity.

Yumuri, N. Y.
(Continued from page 4a)

Mfcida, features a tropical dance and
a very Jfast type o* adagtoi In one
number the man works in a linen

suit, while in the other it's tails.

He's a little lacking, in finesse, nota-
My in the tropical routine.. Both
dance combos adequately suit re-
quirements of a place like this,

though they require more than now
showing to step -ahead.
Additional S^jianisb dancing flavor

is lent by Nena Montes, who singles
in two Castanet routines. She works
as a peasant in one^ d^ne satisfac-
torily.

A Mexican guitar-singing duo, the
Azt^caSy is excellent - Young lads
pilay -Oteir guitars well and have good
voices for their type vocals.
Slow is snappy and fast all the

way, being held down to about 45
minutes. Char.

DUCK DOUBLING

Larry Clinton and B»y. Seoti See Par
Ihite As.Eaottgh

BanceF^s |3;i060 Damage

Suit Hold Syracuse
Ssracusci IF. Tt^ ifev. 1.

DecisMNi- is exjseeted shcNrtly in the

unusual case hrou^tt'by ^Sema Laska
Stelmacb o£' ^KMtfees-Baxrew dancer,

who has foroui^ s^ against^ ihe
Hotel Syracuse Corp; ior an infury

to a knee teodoa suffered while en-

tertaining' at the hostelry last Sep-

tember.- Clainung .that while she'

was doing a split,, her leg was twMr
ed-by a orw^ in the-temporary stage

»ected by Oie hotd.- Miss Stelmacb
is Sevang daasaages- <^ '^JXfk
The case is being heard by a jury

and- Judge Patrick J. Ryan in mu-
nicipal court and- was featured by
an adjeununent to the hotel where
the-stage was set up and minutdy
examined by the talesmen. Because

When Larry Clinton opens at the
Paramount, New York; in two weeks
ite will drop out ot the .Itvternational
Casino, Broadway nitery, deciding
it's, too touch, to double.
Raymond Scott Quintet, currently

at the Par,, fikewise cut short its eo-
gagement at-ljelGrage, N. Y. nitery,

dcciic&ig. it Was too tough- to double;

^mc Lake
By BAPVT BENWAT

WILLIE and EUGENE

"Hoflywodd Hoter Revue
.XOVBIMO

Fuller Circuit, Australia

WM. MORRIS AGENCY
MEW YORK

6£. her injury Miss Stomach could
not demonstrate the manner in

which the hurts were sufEered, but
she sported a huge bandiige and pro-

duced photographs to- show the eon-

dition of the i^atform at the time
of the alleged accident.

N; r. (afe^rM Skcd

Hotel Savoy-Plaza, . New York, Is

booked about a year in advance,
Dwight Fiske is current, and then
Mflli Montr, Hitdegarde and Russel
Swan are set for return engagements,
in Sequence.
Emile- Petti band continues per

usual.

The THEATRE of the STARS

1^

BOOKING AGENCr
GENERAL EXECUTIVE OFFICE$

LOEW BLOfi. ANNEX
160 WEST 46TH sr. NEW YORK

J . H . L U B I N
OENfRAl MANAGER

SIHNEY H. PIERMONt
ao0K IM• MAN Aa I a

Arcadia-international
(PHll/ADELraiA)

Philctdelpba, Oct.

Hapipy Feiton Orch, Gati-Gali^
Mitriel Thomas, Bitttf GoZbraith, Ed-
die Piatt, Lorraine Bottc & Louise
Dunn.

Jack Edwards,. Eddie Vogt and
Ben Schaffer supplied Hie comedy at

the TIfill Rogers*^ IfoUoween party.
Dr. Karl Fischel top speaker.

Inell Guillory, formerly' of Oak-
dale, Lst., is a newcomer at the
Rogers, j^ust a little tired.

John DeGiovanni and Walter
Hoban one year older. Both mend-
ing nitely.

Dr. Wariner Woodruif, who does
all of our operating, ofT for one
month's vacash.
Couple former N. V. A.-ites who

deserve special credit for their
comeback are Joseph Parker and Bill

Robertson. Both working in New
York.
L«seIotte Jacobs, who has been at

the- Rogers, back to N. Y., okayed
by Dr. Ernst Adler.
Russ (Philadelphia) Kelly in for

nose operation.

Isab^e Mannhi^ New Bedford,
Mass., in and

.
out on a checkup. She's

back on the job after ozoning four
years.

WNBZ, local station, moving atop
of the St Regis hotel, wHl have
three added studios. Ray English is

new manager of station.

Indian summer here. Colony go-
ing nuts itching from red flannels
worn during the recent cold spell.

Mark Vance, at the Will Rogers,
making nifty progress. Local WNBZ
paid tribute on his birthday,' His
missus visited Camp Intermission as
guest of Mrs. William Morris.

Mannie Lowy, who once fiddled
for Rudy Vallee, mastered another
operation, his fourth. He has
ozoned here seven, years. Left in
1955 to resume work but had to
come back.

Al Burrell, Hotel Saranac enter-
tainer, knotted to Adelaide Muller.
Hank Hcarn got his absolute okay

and leaves for N. Y. to resume his
film selling.

Riga Konova (Fort Dearborn
Hotel, Chicago) gets a vote of thanks
for sending books, etc., to the Rogers.
M. C. Ross, ex-trouper, who's now

ozoning at the Fox River Sana-
torium, Batavia, 111., is making the
grade.
Will Rogers birthdays: Jack Es-

klns, Sid Crrill, Johnny (Three Aces)
Jones, Sam Putnam and Rose Clark.
All doing nifties.

Dave Rose left the Will Rogers In

good shape. Can now go to work.
George t^get, who's now Detroit-

log,^ and' who's recently over In-

testinal flu, has sent books and
magazines to this cf^ony.

Write t» those who are lit hi Saranac.

Happy Feiton, who broke up a
nifty crew last spring to^ go on his
own as a theatre m^c, and found
the going not to his liking, brings
to the Arcadia a new aggregation,
which was less than a week old
when it opened. Feiton, aiming
more at lOieatre dates than nite
spots,, has conscderably more than
just a band. Except tar. the absence
of a terper aoad some sort at noVelty
or flash act,, he actually has a'whote
unit ol 20 peoi^le. What he has left
:OQf the Arcadia has supplied, so
show as it stands pcovtdes an ester-
taiDing. hour.

Tunes by the 14 tooters are rapidly
smoothing oat.

Combo carries four chirpers, two
guys and two gals, alt youngsters
and pret^ much novices; but sdl

with something to otrer, BiiBy Gat-
hraith, nice-looking lad with the
map oi Killamey on ' bis i^iz, is

triUed-'Aas. an Irish tenor, but does
eqjiaUfy well with p<q> tunesw Has .a
Sasby cloaihg. style to cateh the
bends. Eddie Piatt Is a bass-bari-
tone, sodco in *OId Man River' and
bits of opera. Ug^iter classics like*
wise forte of Louise Dunn. Burden.
ot most of the pop tunes falls on.
Lorraine . Batre, I9^year-oId deb> in
her first pro appearance. Femme's
pipes only so-so, weakest of th^
quartet, out she's a looker, has an
ingratiating smile, cdass, personality
and pep.

Show has large quantities of orig-
inal material, most of it strong, and
,all provided Ify Maury Olsen, who's
travenng with the outfit. Every-
thing's held pretty short and moves
along at snappy pace. Lots of it is

pretty comy,^ but that's the Feiton
style,* and it goes. Feiton, himself,,
of cjKurse, is' ultra-okay as m.c. and
maestro, with a grin as broad as his
waist.

Gali-Gali, Egyptian magi, is top
IH;estidigitator. His fave is worked
with seven live chicks produced by
the aud and from their pockets.
Forced to beg off. Muriel Thomas
does two individually-styled terp'
numbers. Herb.

need atoontf the better cafes for a
good 'smair name; i.e., a not costly
interlude and' yet one that may
shape up promisingly for b.o. values.
Miss Fkrench is a looker with a so-
ciatlife background^being the debu-
tante dauber of Ward French, and
while not as ambitious in her sing-
ing scope a* Eve Ssrmfngton, another
socialite warbler, she looks and
listens above- par.
The Albins do hokum ballroom-

ology, not eicactly of The Hartmans
calibre^ hut get by nicely in this
polite atmo^ihere. (Since then Hope
Minor and Eddie Root opened in
their places.} Renee de Janette
is given ftwre solo prominence
with her vocalising than Miss
Fk>ench but she's a misnomer so far
as her Gallic tag is concerned.
Sounding like thfe 'diseuse' type of
songbird by name aione, Miss de
Janette la- as un<-Frenchy as a Lindy
songplugger. ' pops are three
contemporaneous' ditUes, with, noth-
ing distinctive in her song repet-
toire. She looks nice and handles
the pops pieasantly enough, but the
idea of publicizing her as 'French
chanteuse^ ia fortified by nothing
that's Continental, either in her
manner or in' her repertoire. Abet.

AVALCH4, CLEVE.

Clevelmd, Oct. 29..

Hy Barron Orch, BrXeen Joyce,
Niehoias^Jt Sylviet, MelaWi LaZar &
Frances,. Bob Afarchand, Vif A Dolly
Garrison.

Hotel Ambassador, N. Y.

Dick Geaparre Orchestra wth
Eleanor French, The Albins (2), Re-
nee de .Janette, Vincent Brigale's
South American Orchestra.

Trianon Room of "the Hotel Am-
bassador has reopened with Didc
Gasparre's dansapation back again
to nice audience values plus scoae
extra trimmings. Eleanor French is
his new vocalist, ah s.a. type song-
stress who will quali^ in a long-felt

^ief experiment with high-priced
name acts and smaller- shows was
such a flopp» that Harry Wine-
zimmer's spot is going back to glori-
fying, quantity. Used to be one of
the smartest,, intimate hangouts f6r
the heavily-heeiei^ but eenstant pol-
icy changes have caused a drop hi
trade;
Nearest thing t» a flash-banger is

team oi LaZar and Frances, whose
Russ aesohatic steps are tops iit (faa-

zIhtg..SBoef^ it not in freshness. Spec-
tacular stuff .'redeems first number,' a-

castaniet-ratUiiig bit that's dated.
Midanie; who does neat piano ac-
companiment for thent, xurpriKS by
stripping^ down to a parasol dance
nudie afterwards. Gars not a stun-
ner for fadatt beau^ but rest of her
an^itecttire i» worth cxixsi peeps.
She pe^ firacefoUy.
Nicholas and Sylvia also have oam

weak dance turn. After some pleas-

ins ballroom ferping in full dress,

they dust oil ah ancient Apadie
number. Femme^s thin legs and dr^
costume don't heilp the melodramatic
knock-her-dowu routine^ but their

stra^tht work is dever. enough to

oiTsct this letdown. Eileen Joyce is

personable, with a contralto thafs
swell in lower octaves, but . thin on
high notes. G<Mng into 10th week as
Tti. c, personable Bob Marchand
paces the show smoothly. In tails;

he does everything magic, singing,,

dancing and juggling, with skiH Only
drawback is his corny patter.

Hy Barrtrn's band in gypsy out-
fits plays wrfl for show and dancing.
Despite all efllorts,. ifs a ccmventional
show that needs at least one good
name—and Winezimmer can. afford

it. Pulfen.

JACK and JUNE

BLAIR
On Toar Faller Clcoalt. AuRtraIl»

\rttk

"HoKywood Hotel" Revue.

ROBIRSON TWIRS
THE VERSAILLES

Chicago's lowest Night
Club

For Two Weeks

WENCE S
ENTERTAINER EXTRAORDINARY

STAR of ROYAL COMMAND PERFORMANCE
LONDON PALLADIUM, Nov. 15, 1937

NOW— PARAMOUKT. NEW YORK—NOW
FOR THREE WEEKS

Personnl MaiinKOr
CLAREXCB J. AUSTIN

Exdusivv Bobklny
WH. MOB&ia AGBKCX

BflNOR and ROOiT
IN NEW DANCES

AMBASSADOR HOTEL, M. Y.
THIRD RETURN ENGAGEMENT
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Variety Oills
NEXT WEEK (Nov. 7)

THIS WEEK (Oct. 31)
Numerals in connection with bills below indic«te opening day of

show, whether ful) or split week

KBW TOBK CITY
State (8)

Milton Berle
I^ucl«nne & ABnour
JaoTt Glltord
tiiUlftn Camen
Balph Sanfora

BAI.TIMOBB
. Century (3)
Oxford Co

Joe Sodja
Selma Marlowe
BVAN8VILLB
MvJeptIo (3-6)

Jitterbug Jam'
rnovipENCE

state (4)
Fred Bartholomew
WASHINGTON

Capitol (4)
Major Bowes Co

Paramount

IpBW YOBK. CITX
I rairamonnt <2y

Mark Warnow Ore

Baymond ° S6o,tt 6

Maxlne., Sullivan
"

Ann. Miller
'

Senor Wence?

CHICAGO
Chicago (4)

Orrln Tucker Ore
Shea & Raymond
Sunny O'Day

HDBON
Huron (S-4)

Major Bowes Co

iSTRAND, NEW YORK

WEEKS
Not. 4th and lltli

ARREN and ekoDERICK
VIo

MARK J. LEDDY

NEW TOBK CITY
MubIo Hall (3)

• BooketteB -

Corpeiw de Ballet
KoBlta Ortega
Buby Mercer
Troy ft Lynn
Hilda BcHler /

Jerome Andrews
CHICAGO

> Palace (4)
Fritchard & Lord
Polly Arden
Vox ft Walters
Lies Jovellya
Slatei Bros
Gene Autry

(28>
<jheBter Hale Gls

Boss Wyse Zt
Sybil Bowan-.
Gaston Palmer

DAYTON-
Colonial (4)

Jan Garter Oro
(23)

Stone ft Barton
Bolce. ft Xiadd
Cfirleton Bmmy Co
Pepper Martin Co
3 Reddlngtohs
SCHENECTADY
Proctor (8-6)

Don Bestor- Ore
Sara Ann McCabe
Ivouls Da Pron
Bobby Plncua

NEW YOBK CITY
. .Stnuid (4)

At Donahue Oro
Hugh Herbert
Arren ft.Broderlck
Eunice Healy

(28)
Horace Heldt Oro

BBOOKI<YN
• >. Stnuid <4)
Mldgle Fellows
Mlnnevltch Co
Mary Small

(28)
Johnny Davis
Wayne Morris
Mldgle Fellows
Hay ft Trent
Dr HolTman
4 VanderblltB
PHILADELPHIA

Earle (4)
Horace Heldt Oro

(28)
Henry Busse Ore
J ft J MoKenna
Jean Florlan

Ella Logan
Kernan & Ingram
PITTSBCBGH
Stanley (4)

,

George Olsen Ore
(28)

Fred Bartholomew
Cass, Owen ft T
Texas Jim Lewis
Boy Foy
Toy & Wing
WASHINGTON

Eatrle (4)
Gae Foster Gls
Condoa Bros
7 GauchoB
George Lyons
Ross Wyse Jr
D & L Nafih

(28)
Herby Kaye Oro
Gae Foster Gla
Eleanor Whitney
BelUtt & Eng Bros

YOBK
Strnml (4-5)

Bryant, Raines & Y

NEW YOBK CITY
Boxy (3)

Red Bkelton
Sylvia Borden Co
Paul Gordon-
Gae Foster Gla
Paul Ash Oro
INDIANAPOLIS

Lyrlo (4)
Bornlvld Co
Schlepperman
Gene Gory & R
Lane ft tiane

Edith Tnrler
Laraue & Carol

(28)
3 Swifts
Frank Payne
Sid Page Co
M &. B Whalen
12 Bytonettes
MILWACKER
Blverslde (28)

Jied Skelton
Joo Arena Co
Edna Stlllwell
Bftvr & Estes

Week of October 31
Dominion

Savoy Jr Bd
Silver Songsters
Trocadero Best.

Eve Becke
D'Anselml
Murray ft Mooney
Olgo
Adam Troo Ore
CAMDEN TOWN

Gaumont
Wilson, Keppel & B
Bennett ft Williams
Hintonl Bros

CLAPHA}(1
Granada

Savoy Jr Bd
Silver Songsters

EAST HAM
Granada

Rico Gypsies
Premier

•Gingalee Co-
Dudley's Midgets
Morris ft Cowley
HAMMEBSMITIi

Palace
Billy Cotton Bd

ISLINGTON
Blue Hall

Dake ft May

Week of October 31
ABEBDEEN

TIvoll
Jack Anthony
Bond Rowell
Hilda Meaoham
Jay Morelle
We 3 Fellows
Desmonds & Clair
Hilton & Colllnga
John Tiller Gls
3 Clayton Sia

.

Bobby Henshfiw
DUNDEE
Palace

Brit. Film Doubles

Billy Burke
Murray '

tteorge. Prentice
Jack Stocka
Ed Fields & Ftnr
Edna Ashby

GLASGOW
Pavilion

Naylor & Desmond
LeRoy & Brown
Marshall &. White
Mtfdy & Cord
Kvmble Kean
British Ballet

Cabaret Bids

NEW YORK CITY

Bob Barlow
Brainwaves
LEYTOX8T0NE

BInlto
Bobby Howell Bd
Jack Francois
Low & Webster
a MilBom Sis
Nat Travers
4 White Flashes
Wyn McCarthy
SHEPH'RtlS BCSn

Pavilion

Billy Cotton Bd
STRATFOBD
Broadway

OIngalee Co
Dudley's Midgets
Morria & Cowley
WALTHAMSTOW

Granada
Bobby Howell Bd
Jack Francois
Low & Webster
3 Mil.som Sis
Nat Travers
4 White Flashes
Wyn McCarthy

WOOLWICH
, <>mnndn

Bel'e Mnchncos

Armando's
Jimmy Vincent Ore
Reed Lawton
Frederica Barker

Areola Inn
(Areola, N. .J.)

Jerry Carr Ore
Chlqulta Venezia
Ruth Warren
Koy Blalre
George Scottl
Walter Cole

Barney Gallant's

Angela Velez
Anna Belle
Carter & Bowl*
Anna Belle
Nellie Faley

BUI Bertolottl's

Angelo's Rh'mba Bd
nils Dion.
Eleanor Btherldgo
Velyne Hague
Helen Dell
Roberta Kent

Dili's Gay 90's

Charles To'uchetts
John Panter
John Eliot
Don Cortez
Jim PhllUpa
Mary Ro'berts
Harold WUlard
ArthurBehan.
Harry. Donnelly
Spike Harrlaon
Bernle Orauer

Boulevard Tavern
(Elmliurst, L. I.)

C'ntinental Tbrlli'jra
Mae Arthurs
Cameron Crosby
Audrey Noonan
Donna & Darrell
Earle Hart
Mickey Feeley
Vivien Francis
Lola Kaye
Bobby Bernard
Jan Fredrica Oro

^ Brick Club
Hot Llpa Page Oro
Ann Lewia

Cafe Loyale
Penn Wayne Ore

Casa Manana
Vincent Lopez Ore
Jay Freeman Oro
Lanny Ross
Sheila Barrett
George Givot
Frances Faye
Paul Gerrltta
Frank Llbuas
Btltmorettes^
Betty Hutton
Mildred Law
Lester Allen
Ann Pennington
Yvette Rugel
Joe Howard
Harry Carroll
Irving Conn

Casino Cubano
Don Alfredo Oro
Consuelo Moreno.
Ramon ft Lucinda

Central Park Casino

Pancho Ore
Dezl Arnez Oro
Ramon & Renlta

Club Casanova
Dave Apollon Oro
Mill Monti
Dario St Diane
"Wences
Marlon Pierce
Horatio Zlto Oro

Club 18

Jack AVhIte
Jerry Blanchard
Doc, Lee
,Shad Mitchell
Hat Harrington
Frankle Hyers
Willie Grogan
Leila Gaynes
Beale St Boys
-G Andrews Ore

Club Gauvho
Dlmitrl ft Vtrgll
Natalia Kordova
Trlnl Plaza
Celia Villa
Jtianclto
Don Miguel Ore

Club Yumnrl
Don Mario Ore
Fantasia Nova Ore
Nena Montea
Los Marines
3 Aztccas
Cortez & Malda
La Alllonquita

Corso

Sum Robbins Ore
Ernest Kramer Oic
Rhodn Chase
Ann Hudson
Nathano Bros
De Rondo ft Barry

Cotton Club

Cab Calloway Ore
Nioholas Bros
Borry Bros
W C Handy

Dandrldge Sis
Sister Tharpe
Mae Johnson
Tlmmle ft Freddy
June Richmond
Jigsaw Jackson
Vodery Choir

fcl Chlco
Don Alberto Oro
Joyit ft Mara villa
Dorlta ft Valero
Francisco Ramos

El Morocco
Ernie Hoist Oro

EI Bio
Hugo Marlanl Oro
Gus Martel Ore
Peggy Fears
Baron & Blair

Famoaa Dnor
Count Basle Oro
Eddie South Ore
Mary Burton
James Rushing
Greenwich VJIIage

Casino
Ray O'Hara Oro
Larry MacMahon
Diana Reed
Denlse
Llberto ft Owen
Eleanor Wood ft D
Murray ft Be'st

Havana-Madrid
Nano.-Rodrlgo Ore
Juanito Sanabria Oi
Carlos & Carlto
Pancho ft Dolores
Felipe de Florea
Sarlta Herrera
Roslta Ortega

Hickory House
Joe Marsala Oro
Hotel AmbaBsador
Dick Gasparre Ore
Vincent Bragale Ore
Minor ft Root
Eleanor French
Renee- de Janette

.

H'tel Belmont-PIaza
Val Olman Oro
Nan Wynn
Ray Hunt
DIosa 'Costello

Hotel Blltihore

Frank Novak Oro
Hal Hutchison
Crawford ft Caskey
Faahlonettes
Emily Stephenson
Claire Sherman
Joan Whitney
Orio Thomas
Lowell Pontee
Virginia Stanford
Hotel Commodore
Sammy Kaye Oro

Hotel Edison
Lea Brown Oro
Miriam Shaw
Johnny Johnson
Hotel Efisex House
Rirh'd HImber Oro
Dell ft Hamory
Hotel Gov. Clinton

Eddy Mayehoff Oic
Betty Gale

Hotel Llnrnln
Artie Shaw Ore
Tito's Swlngtette

Hotel . McAlpIn
J Messner. Ore
Gonzales- ft Menen
Jeanne D'A^cy
Hotel New Yorker
Tommy Dorsey Ore
Edythe Wright
Jaclc Leonard.
3 Esquires

'

Helen Myers
Ross MaoLean
Skeets HerfuTt
Dorothy Wilkons
Mourlce ft Cordoba
Rosinl

Hotel Turk Crntrn*

Irving Fields Ore
Garland ft Maria
Bob Flinch
Hotel I'ennsylvanln
Kay Ki scr Oro
Crane 2

Hotel I'Icciidilly

Adrian Kollint 3

Hotel I'lerre

Harold Nagel Ore

Hotel i'iuza

Eddy Durhin Ore
I>on de VodI Ore
P ft G Harlnian
Penny Wise

Hotel Boosevelt
Roger Pryor Ore
Lane Triiesdale

Hotel Suvoy-ri)i7

Bmile Petti Ore
Dwight Fiske

Hotel Slierry-
Netlierland

Teharkovsky Ore
Geo Scherben
Hotel St. Morilr

Basil Fomeen ()r<

Yvonne Bouvler
Theod're ft Denesha
Hotel 6t. Beefs -

(Irldluna BoomX-.
Charlea Baum Oro
(Maisonette Busoe)
Mathey Ore
SHIy Hicks Oro
Eva Ortega
Boris Belostotskl

Hotel Taft
Enoch Light Oro
Peggy Mann
George Hines
Light Brigade
Hotel Waldorf.

Astoria
(Empire Boom)

,

Benny Goodman Or
Coblna Wright Jr

(Sert Boom)
Ernie Coleman Ore

Hotel Warwick
Gerry Morton Oro
Dell O'Dell

Hungaria
Gene Kardos Oro
Bela Vlllanyl Oro
Victoria Rane
Peggy Ware
Walton ft Joanne
Dr 'L Barsony
Lllll.an Dawson
Ziga Bela
Leon Kramer
International Casino
Larry Clinton Ore
Vincent Travers Ore
Val Ernie Ore
Eileen O'Connor
Tito ft Valdez
Eddie Rib ft Bros
Bood. ft Bood
Shyrettoa 3
Grace ft Nikko
Marlon Manning
Maria Serban -

(Streets of Paris)
Sylvia St. Claire
RInaldl
Marshall 3

Mysto
Ivan Frank

Ruth Elroth
.Sonny Tucker
Ivan Frank
Jimmy Kelly's

Joe Capisllo Oro
Gladya Faye

.

Mary Lane
Montmartre Boya
John Rockwood
Vaughn Comfort
Danny Hlggina
Ira Yarnell
Sid Hawklna
Tanya
Adra Cooper
Carter ft tSchaub
Lee Leslie
Gloria Marsh
Peggy de la Planle
Lynn ft Deerlng-
Inga Borg
Margaret Grey

Kit Kat Club
J Luneeford Oro
Alice Dixon
Ralph Brown
Choppell: ft Read

La Conga
Ramon Ramos Ore
Oscar de la Rosa Or'
Toinmy Goodwin

La Marquise
Harold Leonard
E{irl, Doug ft Cal

Larue
Eddie Davis Oro
Joseph Smith Oro
Grazlella Parraga

Le Coq Rouge
Geo Sterney Ore
Tlsdale 3

JL« Mirage
Harry Horton' Ore
Hazel Scott
Llewellyn Moss
Continentals

Le Buban Bleu
Nora Sheridan
Elsie Houston
Morgane
Hayward ft Allen
Bowers ft Walter

Leon 4b Eddie's

Eddie Davis .

Lou Martin Uro
Elinor Troy
Ford Crane
Terry Walker
Carlyle Sia
Lura Bennett
Mldgle
Renee
Carmen
Irla Adrian
Wally Wanger •

Meyer's Cellar
(Hoboken)

Gl'dys Gooddings Or
Maxl ft Mary
Peggy Bovard
Harold Blaine

Midnight Sun
Jack Melvin Ore
Diane Raye
Barbara Bannister
Carol Bruce

Letty Kemble
Lya Lane
Marguerite Adams

Hon Paris

Charlie Murray Ore
Virginia Uppereu
R'yal Lukewela B'ya

Monte Curio

Senorlta Nina
Lola Leeds
Jack Rosello
Maya's Congans
Pierre Beauraire
Mildred ft Maurice
Julian Altman
Gaston

Place Elegante
Bill Farrell
Bonn Kauf
Tohimy Mills
Joe White
Wally Shulan
Leo Lnzaro Oro

Plantation club
Skeets Tbl liver Uro
Hazel Calloway
Harrington Guy
Valda
Make ft Fake
Collins ft Beasley

Paradise
Rusa Morgan Oro
Delia Carroll
Harry Jackson
Noll ft Noland
Frank Paris
Gloria Day
Gloria Whitney
Mexican 3

Pepiier Pot
Joe D'Andrea Oro
Harold Aloma Ore
Iris Ray -

Boyd Heathen
Aloba Sbatw

<taeen Mary
Joe Ellis Ore.
Katherlne Tate
Corlles ft Palmer
Florence Herbert
Ann White

Kalnbow Grill

Paul Kain Ore
Marlynn ft Mlebael

Rainbow Knom
Ai Donahue Oro
Eddie.LeBaron Oro
Paula Kelly
Ruth NIgey
Alee Templeton
Estelle ft LeRoy

Bound Boom
Paul Humphrey
Margo . '

Gene Conte-
Marie Renard
Jack Hotop
Madeleine de Sator
Lou Williams

BnBsian Kretchijna

Vo\odia Katov. Ore.
Nastla FoUakova
Simeon Saksonaky
Simeon rKaravaeS
Maruala'SAva
Daria Blrse
Michel Mlchon
.Mlscha Osdonoff
Klavdla Kapelova
Sergei Ignatenko

Stork Club
Sonny Kendta Ore
Jose Lopez Ore

Tdkny Magyar
Frank' Douglaa Ore
Ilona de Thury
Johnny Carter
Marget
Marina ft Norlna

Veniallles

M Bergere Oro
Panchito Ore
George Jessel
D'Avaios Dancers

Village Barn
Deacon Moore Ore
Lillian ft Dario
Marge Hudson
Del La Penhas
Suzanne Austin
Pappy Below
Laura Dean
Zeb Carver Co

Wliining Top
Geo Morria Oro
Russell Draeken
Irene Stanley
Ramon RIngo
Stephen Harris
Jerry White
Ann Gale

\Vlvei

Charley Bowman Or
Bob Lee
Amelia Gllmore
Deane Dlekenn
Marlon Carrol
Connie Joyce
Al Small
Ted Lester

Yacht Club
Ba,l Hope Ore
Fats Waller
Lee Wiley
Charles Kemper
Ken Nichols
Myra Johnson
Colstons

LOS ANGELES
Rail

Charlie l.awrence
Bruz Fletcher

Beverly Wllnliira

Lou Sallee Ore
Blitmor*~

Bob Hall
Rita ft Rubins
3 Nonchalantes
Annahelle
Tommy Trent
.Shei) KlelOs Ore

Cafe Cnliente

Elenlta
Diana
Leo
Luz Dasquez
Juan Navarro
Eddie Aguilar Ore

Cafe De I'arre

Geo Bookesta Ore
V.ikt*- i.a 5laz«

Vi- Bradley
Park Avenue Boyy

Clover Club
Kings Jesters

Covoiiiiut (irov*

I^ola Whiteman
Harry Barrla
Edna Sedgwick
Wayne King Ore

It Cafe
Joe Moshay
Hob Searies
Bin Roberta Ore

Jerry's Mandalu.t

Frankle Gallagher
Oliver AlbertI
Jlinniy Kerr Oro

La Conga
.Harry Rosenth.-ii

B Durando R'ba Bd
Dorothy Dare
Ted Dawson

Little Club
Jane Jones
Tiny Merldlth
Chas Thorpe

Omar'a Dome
Ray Bradford Ore
Terry GreeA
Bornice Lynn
Eddy ft Tours
Dorothy Roberts
Walter Wade
Elmer

Palomar
Emit ft Evelyn
4 H'wood Co-Eds
Elmo Tanner
Red Ingle
Parker ft Gibbn
Country Washburn
Joe Mole
Laura Lee
Perry Come
Ted Weems Ore

Paris Inn
Paul Winchell & T
Carolina Dyne
.Marguerite & W
Dominic Columbn
Thora Matthlson
Ken Henryson
The Qregorya
Henry Monet
Chuck Henry Ore
P Helznick'B Cliih

Nanlta Terras
Jan Rublnl
Rose- Alurphy
Evelyn Farney
M<i^ Fldler Or<>
Billy Lankin

Seven Seas
Danny Kawanna
Bob Matthews -

Kajj; Kanaal-
Somerset House

Hal Chancellor
Noel Nell
Dorothy Ellers
Marjorle Dee
Harry R-lngJand

Topsy's

3 Debutantes

Nlek Cochrane
Muzzy Margellino

Ted Flo Rlto Orq'
>- » . . .1

Troosdero
lee Carnival

Joee'a Cuban Bd
Bob Grant Oro

V Hugo Restaurant

GrllT Williams Oro
Charlie Vaughn

CHICAGO
Bismarck Hotel
(Walnut Room)

B Cummlngs Oro
Connie Barlow
Dopey Joh'naon
Betty Gray
Ruth Pryor
Manno ft Stratford

Rlackliowk
Bob Crosby Oro
Marlon Mann
Maclovia Ruiz
Jimmy Byrnes
Loma Cooper
ilack Gaulke Oro

Blondles
Dolores Green
Billy K^mp
Frltzle -Bey
Edna .Leonard
Pam Adair
Eleanor Johnson
Ruth Riley
Rozlka
Helen Moon
Wanda Devon

Blue Goose
Sunny Gllllani
Melody King
Evelyn White
Buck Hunt
4 Hits ft a Mlaa
Harry Singer Oro

Brevoort Hotel
(Crystal Room)

Florence Schubert
Charles - Baldwin
Grace Katrol
Norma Ballard

Broadmoiit
Herb Rudolph Oro
Virginia Dovell
Mlllicent
Bonnie ft Virginia
Eatelle Russell
Marcella Mann
Adorables
Henry Simons
Blllle Fargo

. Caravan
Eddie Gorman
Rocke Romano
Toddy O'Grady
Don Morgan
Dot ft Jerry
Edna r.«onurd
Carl Scholtz. Oro

Ch'ei^ PSrce
Jimmy. Durante
Varalty 8
Ruth Petty
Lou Br^ese Ore
Don Orlando -Uro
vans Adqrables

.Club Al
'Jane Jordan
Ray King ,

Shirley Ray
Veronica McKayW Worthlngton
O Harris Ore

Club Alaban
Harriet Norria
Jane LaVone
D'r'thy D'Houghton
Sadie* Moore
4 Ambaasadora
Phyllis Brooka
Marjorle King
Effle Burton
Birnle Adler
Dave Unella Oro
Chalk Roblnaon Ore
Eddie Roth Orb

Club Siianlab

Hal Barber
Mlllieent DeWltt
Cooper ft Madras
Dorothy Dawn '

Loretta DeBoer
Ralaton Ena
Joe NIttI Oro

Colony Club
Lillian Carmen
Hlldegard
Jose Manzanarea Or
Hugo dePaula Oro

Colosimus
B ft F Gilbert
Zang ft Todd
-Helen Holmes
Blllle Marbell
Jackaon, Reevea ft 8
Olga Dane
Frltzle Lura
Banflelda
Bobby Danders
Bob Hyatt
Pron^ph Gls
Hollywood 6-

Henri Gindron Ore
ClUb lleliaa

Evelyn White
Walker ft Walker
Jean Gay
John Oscar
Rhythm Willie
Bunny
Ross ft Butler .

Sam Theard.
Charlea laora
Part.ello Gls -

Red Saunders Oro

Drake Hotel
(Gold Coast Ro«im>

Ozzle Nelaon Oro
Harriet HIlHard
Elaine ft Barry
Maxlne Gray -

Sunnle O'Dea
Bob Allen
Saxle Dowell

Dutcli'B

Ralph Cook Rev
RIttman Dancers
Roberta
Peggy Moore
Helen Dove
.Mort Lund Ore
Edgewater Rract>

Hotel
(.Marine Room) -

nick Stabile .Ore
Evelyn Oaka
C vf Hearta
^Vlurlel Gray
Harriet Smith GIh

£1 Dnmpo
Bernie Green
Betty Brooks
D Dolllne
Pat ft Jerry
Jane Cllne
.Sylvia Tucker
Eddy Maklns
Phyliss Brooka

.

Pat Paige Line
V Canova Oro

Pamoua Unor
Jimmy Kennedy
Shirley Gtey
Esther Whittlngton

Jimmy Dunn
Al Robinson Oro

4th Club
Homer Roberta
Olga Anton
Annette Elwood .

Joan Costellf)
Kitty Frances
Shorty Bull Oro

Franiie's Caaino
Jue Feng
Kay Norre
Betty Wren
Dorothy Young
Phyllla Roberts
Evelyn Leely
4 Casino Brusetts
Wayne ft Maye
Babe Carney
Buddy KIrble
Rocke Ellsworth
Bob TInsley Oro

Gay 00b

Madeline Glddlngs
Ruth Thomas
Lew King
Colleen
lone 0'i:>oni]ell
Jack Connors-
B Danders Jr Oro

Gay Puree
Wellington
Eve Yvonne
Mickey Dunne
VIrg O'Brien
Mlsa Bills
Bernlce Bodel
Bob Riley Oro

Grand Terracs

Sonny ft Sonny
Dusty Fletcher
Howell ft Coles
Sallle Gooding
Dot Soultera
Connie Harr|8
Leonard Reed Gls
Earl HInea Oro
Graemere Hotel
(Glass Houae Rin)

Don Pedro Ore
Ted ft Mary Taft

Harry's N V Cab'ret

Bill Anson
Mildred Rock
Nataaha
Sally O'Day
Marcia Wayne
Jean Mode
Francea Wilier
Art Buckley
Al Wagner.
Billle Myers
Lee- Berling
Dorothy. Johnson
Muriel Love .

Rankin Gla
Charles Engel Oro

Hickory inn
Casa Royale Orb
Fred Caaey
Terry O'Toole

HI Hat
John Hale
Wesley Whltehouse
Waynes
-Dale Sherman
HI-Hatters
June' Glory
Sid I.«rtg Oro

Hippodrome
Jerry Marks ' Oro
Jerry Gerlard
Enid Phillips
Louise VerhofC
Virginia Maye
Laser Gale Sis
Billy Banks
Hashl ft Osal
Joe Kalmus Ore

Ivfbnhoe

Helen Sumners
Helen Irwfn
4 Kawallana
Earl HofTman Oro

L'Alglon
Mary W Kll'patriek
giBorge Bay Bd
nnio Bolognlnl Or
Hotel lA Snile

(Blue Front Room)
Richard Schrelber
Biltmore Boya
Dixie Frances

Liberty Ina
Stanley Mack
Mickey Sheridan
Thelma White
Dorothy Higglna

'

Millie Erdman
Earl Wiley uro

LlmehouBO
Barney Rlcharda Or

McLaughlins
Marlon Peters
Raga. Gallagher -

Louise Shannon
Mickey Dunn
Lillian' Cortez
Sammy Barl
Jules Novit Ore

Melody Mill

Tiny Hill Ore
Miami Club

Reza White
Billy Meagher
Lois Lprralne
Cookie Sydell
Johnny Parkera Or

Mlllatoiie

Ann Mlllatone
Ann Howard
Pree McGraIn
Betty Storey
Ann Helm
Roy Swift Oro

5Ilnuet, Club
Minuet Gla
Joe Rio
Joy Kullse
Patricia Bloor
Rita DeVore
Harry Fisher Ore

.MorrlHon Hotel
(Boston Oyster

Houae)
.Manfred Gottheir

Nameleiia Cafe
Ellen Evans
Una Mae
Ed Le{»n
Evelyn Waters
KaMundl'B Ore
Helen Samms •

Mae dl Fill

Old Heidelberg
Old Heldelbers Co
Herr Louie Oro.
Geo Gunther Ore

Paddocb Clob
Frances Kay
Harlry Harris
K'lVjQBtern Coeds
Abbott a . .

Carol Roberts •

Louise Marshall
Clint ,Wright Oro

Palmer Honse
(Empire Boom)

Orrln Tucker Ore
Bonnie Baker
Bailey Sis
Sextette
Gower ft Jeanne
Jack Stair
Jean FlOrlan
Abbott Dancers
Phil Dooley Oro

Parody CInb
Freddie Abbott
Marlta Ryan
Honey Lee
Sara Thebold
Marie Thomas
Freddie Jania Ord

Bose Bowl
Willie Shore
Armlda
Robinson 3
Bert Sis
Kurtia Marionettes
Alleii Kane Ore

Boynle Frolics

Bee Kalmus
Radio Ramblers
Eddie White
LeBarron 3
Spencer ft Foreman
Jack HllUard
Frolics Ens
Mark Fisher Oro
Sherman Hotel

„. (Colles^e Inn)

Buddy Hogers Ore
Dlek'- Kissinger
Bob Hanon
Elizabeth KIltoA
Joe - Murphy:
Dezzo Better
Polly Day
8 Marines
Don ft A LeMaIre
Boots McKenna Gls

Dome
Tony Marks
Spinsters
Marie. Sari

Silver Cloud
Jack . Taylor
Eleanor Leonard
Freeleye • •

•

Eddie Held
Alice Tanner
Billy Ferber
Mae Dee
•Marian Boyd
Hazel Zalus
Nord. Richardson
3 Tops
Johnny MeFatl Or<r

Silver rrollce

Continental 4
Balalne Babey
Roma -Noble
Fay Wallace
Art Freeman

608 Club
Billy Carr
Renee Villon
Marg Faber Gls
Jessie Rosella
.Vilma Jdszy
Ruby Bennett
Ethel Bro^n'
B ft L Cook
Collette
Peaehea Strange
Dolly Sterling
Sol Lake Oro
Tripoli 3

8by Bocbet
Marjorle Wliltssy
Dtctators'.'-' < •

•.

Mathews ft Staair
4 Kings
B Tanks Socialite*

Stevens Hotel
(Continental .Room)
Don Julian ft M
Lois Harper
Louanne Hogan
Jackie Heller Ore

Stockade Inn
Charles Chaney

S'nbway
TImmy Meyers
Frances Sllla
Opol Adair
Kitty Swanson
Adeline
Debs
Eileen Randolph
Bozo
Ozzle Jackson Ore

Sunl-4|

Dick Buckley
Molly Manner
Betty Harris
Ann Hein
Ginger Wood
Edith Principle
Verne VV^ilson Oro

Swingland
Joe Johnson
Mae DIffgs
Alma Smith
2 Rhythm Pals
Fata Patterson
Ted Smith
Billy ft Charles
Jlrnmle Noorie Ore .

Thompsbn'a 10 Olvk
Ray Reynolds
D Keith Dancers
Batea ft Chapin
Alma Skngga
Dixieland Oro
Patsy Thomas
Joan Dawn
Claire Bogueh
Estelle Blkow
Helen Dee

Tliree Ueuccs
Art Tatum
Baby Dodds
Freddie Reed
Lonnle Johnson

Tower Inn.

Flo Whitman Rer
Nyra Lou
Helen DuWayne
IMZ Gonen
George Arnold
Frank Davis Oro

Trocadero
Gloria Romano
Adelle St Ctalr
Terry Circle
Roy Rankin Oro

Vill» Modems
Tony Cabot. O^o
Winona Gardens

Stan Carter
GIgl Reno
Doiores Lee
Diane Lane
Suzanne Kessier
Lucille Johnson
Frankle BuUos Ore

. Yacht' CInb
Gareth . McGrath Or
Buth Denning
Pinkie TraOey
Torcby Cook

ZlgZair
Sunny Bouebe
Helen DOve •

Veronica McKay
Larry Lux 'Uro

Anchbrafe
BUI . Honey Orb

Arcadia Int'i

Gall-Gall
Happy Felton Oro
'Eddy Piatt
Billy Galbralth
Lorraine Barre
Muriel Thomas
Joe -Ptetto 3
K-Mar
Bellevue-Atrafford

.

(Main Dlnlnjc B'n)
Meyer .Da via Oro
' (Burgandy Boom)
Frank Juele Oro
.CUR..Hall
Murray Dancers
Edmund DeLucca,
Adolph Lanza

' Benny the Bon's
Johnny Howard
George Clifford
Llna Baaquetto
Dottle ' Malllnson
Marlon Kingston'
Jerry Foater
Irving Ore
.Deloyd McKay .

Johnpy Graff Ore
CadUlae Tavcra

Sunny Bay
Lloyd ft Willis
Henrique
Jeahno Van
Darlene Jones
.Dlfik Thomas
H Beyholds Oro
Jack Newlon .;

.CInb Arrleau
F Riley & Sunda
Rlia
Lucius Sephus
2 Npvels
LcRoy McCoy
Fay Banks '

Lillian Evans
Kitty Murray'
Hurricane 6 ,

Doo Hyde Oro
CInb IS

Blllle France
Mae Maaters
Terry Parker
Kelt Sia
Annie Ogden
Beverly Flaher
Johnny Young's Or

CInb Parakeet
Pete Hayes
Rae Dell
Eleanor Landy
Billy ft Kitty Deval
Fr-an Caswell
Jenn Nllea
Betty Fernon
BUI Thornton Ore

Kmbassy
Dorothy James
Beryle Cooper
Lynda Marsh
Bernlce Horton
Ann Kirwin
Pedro Blanco Oro

Evergreen Casino
Beth Chains
Jfie Mlllkopf Oro
"Berger Sis
Dan Herwyn
Helaine ft D'nalds'n
Ann Collins

Frankle Palombo'e
BddU Coins
Rogers- 'ft Morris
Sheldons
Yvonettes
Don ft DoresBe
Maude O'Malley
Bobby Morrow Ore

HildebrflBd's

Francis Renault
.3 Casamara'.Sla
Fretnble -Newsman
Elmei^ ft I^ebhard
Jack Ulman
Marha' Leoniard
Madame Dorea
Richard Bach .

Bobby Lee Ore
' Hotel Adelplila.
(Cafe Margnery)

Allen Fielding Oro
'.Sammy Walsh
Bobbins 3
Knight Sis
Gower ft Jeanne
VanderblltB
Kitty Kallen
Margo Gla (8)
Don Angelina Oro
^atel PitUiifdelphl*

0 Wolf Gla (iS)

Bdl-ryft DeAlba
Mel<0-Dy
Tony Senna
Mary> Clifford
Hatry Taylor
Joe Frasetto

. .Latimer CInb
Virginia Renault
Evelyn liampshlre
Sohle' Fetrova
.Manny LaPorte Ore
Anita .'Chandler
Llnwood Barnes
tittle Rathakellw

,laek Grinin Oro
Gaye. Dixon
Buddy Walker
.3 Peppers
Tobv Le^
Ernest ft Stewart
' Jack Lyttch's

Jeno Donaih Ore
Vincent RIzzo Ore
Barney Zeemnn
Terry Lawyer
Step Bron

'

Raye ft Naldl
Mildred Reed
Cha^ Smith
Joe Lewis
Jlmmv H)Ake
Jack Lynch Gla 12

Open Door
Chick. Mullery
Betty ft Betty
Virginia l*e
Tommy Lavlne
Rose Vernutl
Scotty MIddleton
Viola Klaiss Ore
Jim Rossi
Bob Spedden

Parrlsh Cafe
Blanche Snundera
Struck ft Struggle
Billy ft Flo Gross
Tod MUler
Rhythm -Duke's Or
Vernqi^ Guy

ReitdeKvqus
Alan. Oale .

Buddy & Claire

(Continued on pdge 6d)
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MUSIC HALL, N. Y.

Sylvia Manon & Co,, Yoichi Hira-
oka, James Morrison, Jay & Lou
Setter, Rockettes, Music HdU Ballft,

Glee Ciuh, Symphonv with Erno
JRapee conductino; 'Young Dr. Ktl-

dfltre' (M-G), retnewed in VARiznr,

Oct 29.

Far from being the most preten-
tious show put on here, Leon Leon-
idoff's four-part revue still has sev-

eral bright spots and enjoys good
staging, pace and lighting. Show is

billed as 'Autumn.' Giood settmgs
are by Bruno Maine; «tcellent light-:

ing is by Eugene Braun^ with special

luminous color effects for one num-
ber by Stroblite; costuming, gener-

ally in good taste, is by Willa Vaa
and Marco Montedoro.

Rockettes are favored by the spe-

cial luminous Strobolite lighting in

a weird, novelly routine exceedmgly
well done for unusual effects. With
portions of the girls bodies not sub^
ject to the radium-type lighting,

one of the illusions is dancing legs

that are far .apart.

Xylophone solo by Yoichi Hiraoka
Is the curtain-raiser, serving also for
comedy.
Whole scene supposed to suggest

Hallowe'en. Opening . se<iue;nce,

'Woodland Nocturne;' is in a pretty
setting, with falls and other sceheiy
as background for Sylvia Manon and
Co. This is a four-people adagia act
that's one of the best of its kind.

Now a bit old-fashioned 1>ut as per-
formed by this troupe still vpry
thrilling. . .

,

A woods background and huntmg
flavor with, of course, the Hunting
Song included, iSgures for the Glee
Club, led by James Morrison. Glee
club membiers are in bright^ hunting
clothes and background for the close,

which features the ballet corps and
the oldtime vaude act ol laiy and
Lou Steiler, noveMy dancers,on semi-
circular skis. Drill portion

,
of the

Seller routine is a bit slow.
Business light Thursday night (27).

Char.

STATE-LAKE, CHI

Chicago, Oct. 29.

Jans dc Lynton with Frank Brooks,
Buddy Doyle, Carroll & Howe, Marc
Ballcro, '^Sophisticated Ladies Trio,
Verne Buck house orch. House Line;
'Speed to Bum' (20th).

Routine show that will get routine
biz. Fair trade in for, last show
Friday (28).
Good dancing turn, Jans and Lyn-

ton, gets the show away nicely,'
exhibiting good showmanship and
rhytlun several dance numbers,
especially a rag-doll item. Frank
Brooks in-betweens with tripping and
semi-acrobatics. . Long turn has
much merit. Suitable for theatres
or niteries,

'

Buddy Doyle has some poor po-
litical gags and al weak song about
stooges that gets hl^'.iway slowly.
But he comes back strong towards
the windup with ' his pops. With
couple of bright^ jokes Doyle fig-,

ures for surefire results anytime.
He's got' plenly of showmanship and
a bit 'of brushing up on' his material
would make him a natural,
Jean Carroll is loaded with com-,

edy personality and she remains a
great bet for .^ topnotch rating.

Teamed with Budqy Howe, th^
make ^ good - vaudeville comedy
crossfire turn. How« has- dropped
most of his fonher hoofing, slicing
it down

. tP pomedy challenge work
with his partner. He's not a par-,
ticularly good straight; but gets
by easily enough on appearance andi
plugging:

Mart; Balero .approximates the
voices of a dozen .various names,
with the impersonations being close
enough' to be identified by most of
the aUiaience. All right for the
family trade if he doesn't wear 'em
out.

Three Sophisticated Ladies make'
repeated attempts to get laughs with
their prattfalls. It's disorganized
knockabout leading to jumbled re-
sults. < '

House line woli'ks well, as ever,
and this week comes through with
two excellent numbers to rote as the
bright spot 'Of the show.' Gold.

STATE, HARTFORD
tidrtford, Oct 28.

Ina Ray HutUm OrcK Sonny • &
Shirley Dall, Bob King. Bobby Ptn-
kus & 'Ruth Foster, Winsted Boys
(2) & £laine Merrit, Hollywood Jit
terbug's (H), Sam.Kdplan hous^ orch;
'Under the. Big Top'. (Mono)^

Boxofl^ce returns indicate that
name bands bring, heated action at
the turnstiles here. This week it's

Ina Ray Hutton carrying the
marquee weight,)

Miss Huttqn!s band gets things
under way with a swing medley, in-

cluding -several instrumental solos.

Band on most of the time. Dn next
are Sonny and . Shirley

,
Dall, .fiash

dance team. Offer three different
routines, including a shag, for big
applause. Miss Hutton vocals 'So

Help Me' to; garner an ehtiiusiafitic

salvo. .
I , : ' M '

•

Bob . . .JCing, ventriloquist, &}i>x«f3

solidly.v Ujses tw'o'.dummliss, d; ffemin6

Charlie Me<3arthy < and ' a; liiidgit

sailor. Pulls in the palm patter

when he sings through the medium
of his dummies. Miss Hutton back
again for a rendition of 'You Go to
Mv Head,' nicely received. Bapd
next, giving several Instrumental-

ists a chance to go before the mike,
Winsted Boys (2) and Elaine Mer-

rit vocal to the accompaniment of

the boys' guitars. Click nicely with
We Found Love,' 'Small Fry' and
Pocketful of Dreams.'
Bobby Pinkus, comedian, assisted

by Ruth Foster, fills the next-to-

closing spot Gal, fair looker, does
a fast tap. Pinkus is a high-voltage
laugh-getter. Versions of a crooner
making love to a mike and of a
pttnchdrunk boxer are big clicks.

Gags are borderline..
The Hollywood Jitterbugs, four

couples, close strong. One of the
lads mixes acrobatics with his

dancing.
Biz good. Eck.

Embassy Newsreel, N. Y.
Sportsdom dominates new show

here, with eight football games
crisply handled and two reels grab-
bing pictures of Sweepstakes winners
in New York. Embassy newsreel
crew and Ted Webbe handle a 'man
in the street' interview on Dewey-
Leiiman governorship race, which
represents ace showmanship. ^Even
Japan's conquests in Chinal are
shoved into the background as thelse

topics click with Embassy crowd.

Gridiron procession is topped by
Paramoimfs comparison of profes-
sional football with the college game,
N. Y. Giants-Brooklyn contest last
Sunday (23) and Stanford-Southern
California battle being employed for
contrast Shrewd editorial handling,
and clever editing make clip stand
out. First, the sensational passing
and systematic liiie play of prpfes-
sidbals is dramatically pictured.
Sports fans get the idea there's not
as much needless body contact or
muddled plays as in college battles,
especially, when the California fray
immediately follows. Point is. illus-

trated on a Stanford punt as ' So.
California safety man lets it 'boimce
away from him, then it continues to
bounce crazily on past the goal line
and results in a two-point safety for
Stanford. Huge crowds, cheer lead-
ers and something of the ol' college
try is also depicted.

Ed Thorgersen comments for
Movietone on Dartmouth-Harvard,
Pitt-Southern Methodist, Santa
Clara-Arkansas and ViUanova-De-
troit games without becoming tire-
some. Camera grabs a graphic pic-
ture of the terrific drive of Pitts-
burgh's backs in the game witli
Southern Methodist and its well exe-
cuted passes. Feature shot at Santa
Clara-Arkansas contest is headlong
dive of a Razorback for a toucrdown.
I'igskin geune followers see easily
who's Navy's star in Princeton-'Navy
tie as Wood smashes opponent's line
to.shreds (News of Day). Pathexises
closeups but not too effectively on
Columbia-Penn affair.

Unconscious humor and dry quips
produce biggest laughs of program.
Most spontaneous laughter results
from Par's treatment pf Sweeps' vic-
tors, particularly when wife (out of
camera range) prompts husband's
speech and a^ain when a wife re-
ceives sotto voce aid from her imate.
Lew Lehr interviews two winners in
straight fashion for 'moderate re-
turns.

Again unrestrained laughs are pro-
duced in by-pl2iy of ISTew York news-
paper writers appeariiig on 'Infor-
mation, Please' radio program, cap-
tured smartly by Pathe. Sign-off
verse-song by one participant- is a
pip. Boston jitterbugs' contest also
evokes smiles as done hy Movietone.
'Man in street' interview (tabbed

Public Forum No. 1) doubtlessly is
an expensive proposition but heartily
received. About eight, four for
Dewey and four for Lehmaii, inter-
viewed on why they were for their
favorites.

Capture of Chinesfe' key cities (N.
of D.) is timely even though clip
6oiltains familiar material tj^at has
come over from the Orient ~ in past
year. No specific city is idtotified.
However, it's neatly put together and
well-narrated and made more vivid
bjr charts explaining terrific drive to
key cities by Japanese.

Italian troops are shown with-
drawing in big lots from Spain (Fox).
Not a hiss from the audience;. Same
reel ghows giant bombers from Lang-
ley field, Virginia. Universal pro-
duces a novel anti-aircraft tank. Par
points to the business upturn with
men reeled as, they return to work at
Detroit auto plants, with optimistic
interview with; Knudsen, motor car
exec. Ford's back-to-farm project
•for. youths is nicely covered by Pathe.

Remarkable parade of latest furs
on beauteous- models is trimly
handled by Universal.- Same news-
reel has Paris auto show. Par makes
a comprehensive coverage of Joseph
V. Connelly awarding medals to crew
that brought flaming plane down

' safely without loss of life, with a sly
plug for 'men with wings,' inci-
dentally name of Par's new feature.

Billiards played on a crack train
(with train named) provides novel
shot for Pathe, Rodeo performfers
putting <>n an outdoor ShOw for
Bellevue hospital (N. Y.) crippled
.youiigsters is effective human mter-
'est yam by Universal,' Universal
also does nice job covering iron lung
patient leaving Chicagio for Florida.
Roosevelt is. shown ' inspecting- his
model house- by Fox. Weon

STATE, N. Y.

Rudy Vallee Orch, Caryl Gould,
Boh NeUer, Vic Hyde, Ames A Amo,
Doris Dupont, Gentlemen Songsters;

Too Hot to Handle' (M-G).

When caught (Thursday evening's
initial performance) the stage show
was quickly dusted off. It ran but
37 minutes. Schedule called for 4?,

also somewhat under par for the
house. Even with the clip, Rudy
Vallee and his bandmen were al-

lowed but 20 minutes to make the
NBC studios in Radio City and get
set for their Standard Brands l)road-

cast.

Shearing undoubtedly worked to

the shows good. Tilings moved
along nimbly and the general results

were punch entertainment Vallee
triples from song to m.c.'ing and to

occasional juggling of the baton and
he introduces something' different in

smack curtains, the dramatic recita-

tion, 'Where To?' which he and Jack
Osterman authored. The piece,

which stresses the woes of a big
city taxidriver, lends itself perfectly

to Vallee's talents, and the sendoff
it got was noisily unaninious.

Efforts - of the Gentlemen Song^
sters, a foursome, are confined to
the open vocal bit. Pert» little Doris
DtQMint drifts in next for an eye
and ear tickling mixture of hardshoe
rhythm. Comedy gets its first

whack from Bob Neller, ventrilo-

quist whose technique leaves little

wanting. With a dummy dubbed
Dizzy Dugan as the alter ego, Neller
tosses off a uniformly diverting as-

sortment of wisecracks, plies tongue-
tripping nursery rhymes and rounds
out the routine by whistling a tune
in two octaves. Neller's was a sock
getaway.

Following inning goes to Caryl
Gould, Vallee^s latest protege. In
addition to brunet looks, girl has a
voice and a style that proves adept
at. either torch or rhythm interpre-
tation. Two numbers suffice to dis-

close plenty promise and to pile up
lots of applause.

Elsie Ames and Nick Arno make
every second of their knockabout
routine- count for laughs. Nothing
seems left to chance. Also, a mid-
sector walloper is the encore which
the distaff side of the act centers
around Valee. She does not pratt-

fall after another just so that Vallee
will assist her to her feet but much
to her chagrin it's her partner who
repeatedly assumes .the task. Even
without this welKdeveloped bit it

would have been all hands up for
the pair.

Vic Hyde taikes hi? next-to-finish-
ing assignment in stride and with
Vallee rooting lor him in the back-
ground, proves that they will go for
a brass .bsurage in a big -way if the
pace is fast and the. accompanying
patter is half-way funny. Hyde still

toots three trumpets at a time and
tells 'em about his father's flour
business in Niles, Mich.
Business was good. Odeo.

STANLEY, PITT

Pittsburgh, Oct. 28.

Freddie Bartholomew, Boy Foy,
Toy & Wing, ' Cass, Owen & Topsy,
Texas Jim Lewis & Lone Star Cow-
boys J5), Ddve Broudy house orch
(16); 'Hord to Gef (WB).

Strictly vaude and In the groove.
Although Dave Broudy's house or-
chestra quits the pit for the plat-
form, there's no effort to run off the
show in presentation style, the band
merely,supplying the acts with music
and letting it go at that. Manage-
ment might have stuck in a femme
warbler -with the crew, dressed the
boys more informally, let them do a
couple of numbers on their own and
improved the whole layout consider-
ably.

.Stanley's a funny house. Best
turns around cari pUe on in quick
succession and just get by. On the
other hand, stick them in front of a
snappy musical outfit and they're all

big clickers.- Not that Broudy doesn't
do air right, but he doesn't have a
chance and might just as well be do-
ing his stint in the' pit. Layout also
needs a shoWmanly m.c.

While FreUdie Bartholomew's okay
on that end, he merely clips out the
announcements and doesn't pull the
show together properly. Should stick
exclusively to his own specialty! a
shrewdly-conceived turn.
Opening show saw him slightly be-

hind .eight ball, however, because
nobody realized that a screen shot
in his act was also in the trailer of
his new picture, 'Listen Darling'
(M-G), coming to Stanley next week,
trailer of which went on right ahead
of show. Judy Garland was in both.
Coming attraction was quickly
yanked, though, and film moppet
found the going easier after that.
Conversation sounds a little too
cocky for one so young and he might
wisely bend a little in the other di-
rection. Otherwise a click personal.
Opener .is Boy Foy, a standard

•sock for a couple of years now.
Juggles while speeding about the
stage ;0n, first, a low unicycle and
then a -tall one.. When caught, how-
ever, . Foy was' off ..form, missing
flock of tricks and not gathering in
his usual returns. Followed by Toy
and Wing, Chinesfe dancing couple in
a crackerjack session. More than
just novelty here, for team pack a

real walloj) and flashes a lot of
showmanship and ability.

Bartholomew introducei Cass,
Qwen and Topsy, two fiemmes and a
ihan, who mop up with their Jcnock-
about acrobatics. Gals clock plenty
of laughs on their physical disorder,
letting thft s.a. go hang. Wind up
with a slow-motion jumble of legs,
heads and arms that's a howl.
Their exit brings on Bartholomew

for his from-stage^to-sereen . -talk

with Miss Garland and Mickey Roo-
ney, a smart piece of business. Clos-
ing are Texas Jim and his Lone Star
Cowboys. Crood instrumentalists and
vocalists, but strictly a hillbilly quin-
tet in western style. Inject a bit of
comedy patter, which doesn't hurt,
and their r^[>ertpire is good, corny
hoke.

Biz -just fair, CoJien.

EARLE, PHILLY

P/ttladelphia. Oct. 28.
. Henry Busse Orch, Btla Logan,
Shirley Lloyd, Jean Florian, Joe <St

Jane McKennai Don Houston, Ker-
nan & Ingram, Lou Schroder house
orch; 'Five of a Kind' (20th).

Earle show this sesh has almost
as much talent as last week's, but is

better knit for 60 fairly entertain-
ing minutes. It's almost entirety jit-

terbug fare, but on a broad enough
base to take care of praqticalty any-
one's taste. Marquee power, never-
theless, is really only, a* draw for the
jive-nuts, but that seems enough in
swing-crazy Philadelphia these days.
Biz good.
Skipping away with top honors is

Ella Logan, Scotch lass. Femme has
nice pipes, but her strengjOi lies in
her personality and ability to sell.

Also has a trick manner of slipping
into a thick brogue that*s extremety
ingratiating. Opens with 'You Be-
long to Me,' goes into a patter ditty,

'Kid Named Joe,' .swelt atlhough
Qverlong; 'What Can the Matter Bie,'

'Loch Lomond' and Scotch folk song.
Tunes of Henry Busse's IS-man

crew in line for posies. Plenty
swingy, without being extreme.
Maestro has a peculiar personality
that's generally appealing. Doubles
as m. c. His build-up of acts is

usually only so-so, though Mmetimes
little touches of his humor enhance
his m.c.'ing. Band is considerably
aided, too, by tlie swell set,

Chirper with the crew is Shirley
Lloyd, fair looker, with a light,

torchy voice. Best on the fasties,

particularly a swing 'Hallelujah.*
Don Houston, guitarist with the band,
likewise pretty gpod in mimics of
Vallee, Crosby, l^ichman and Ted
Lewis warbling.
Other acts not with the band in-

clude Jean Florian, juggler, and Joe
and Jane McKenna, knockabout
comics. Florian nothing exceptional
in his ball spinning and tossing,
showed a few flashes and missed a
flock of others at show caught. Fails
to use the misses as a .showmanl^
build-up for a trick "when and if it

finally does work. If he doesn't
catch the ball he just gives up,
switching to something else. McKen-
nas work hard, patter,- hoof and toss
themselves around. Mildly amusing.
His drunk imitation best.
Also added this sesh are winners

of the jitterbug contest recently con-
cluded by Warner Bros. Local kids
billed as.Kernan and Ingram. Click
solidly with the jive trade. Lad con-
siderably outshines his partner at
terping, while she exhibs the only
showmanship between . the two.
Band's 'Day Is Done' theme, as a
finle, is good. Herb.

PARAMOUNT, N. Y.

HIPP, BALTO.

BaltiTnore, Oct. 30.
Bert Walton, Lathrop Bros. &

VirgiiTta Lee (3), Three X Sisters,
Stroud Twins, 5 Jewels; 'Room Serv-
ice' (RKO).

There's plenty of fancy verbiage
being -spilled here currently -with
ttert Walton and the Stroud Twins
tossing, off polysyllabic nifties all

over the place to- round out a well-
paced, ' satisfactory layout. Walton,
who m.c.'s, keeps matters moving
swiftly.
Opening by Lathrop Bro^ and

Virginia Lee, two mart lads in tails,

ably assisted by femme, is unison tap
aiid rhythm hoofery, giving setup a
lift from the start. Do two smooth
routines to big returns and set good
niche for the Three X Sisters in the
deuce. Sisters harmonize special ma-
terial built around 'A-Tlsket,' fol-
lowed by their standard 'You Too
Can Be the Life of the Party' in
which, they imitate a variety of
musical instruments. Encore with
swingy 'Alexander's Ragtime Band.'
Stroud Twins garner plenty of

laughs with their skillful fancy talk,,

closing with fair hoofing. Boys have
developed a smooth, punchy delivery
and .-ecent radio buildup evidences
itself on their entrance reception.
Their bows are somewhat deadpan
and an applause dampener, though.
Walton, utilizing his frail stooge

for a constant stream of funny talk,

.is solid. Vocals 'Where Are You' and
'Starlight' well and generally gets
by on. his excellent showmanship.
Five Jewels had a hard time getting
started in the- closing spot at this
catching, but caught on with flashy
club swinging for a fast, ideal'chaser.

Biz good. Burm.

Mark W^rnow Orchestra, Ray"
mond Scott Quintet, Maxine Sulli-
van, Ann Miller, Senor Wences;
'Men with Wino*' (Par) reviewed in
VAmery Oct. 26.

A strong show at the Broadway
Par this week, plus a good action

film. Combo augurs extraordinary

business. Extraordinary also is the
fact that all five acts listed abova
qualify under Variety's New Acts,
although none is wholly new to
show biz. The turns are culledfrom
radio,, nitery and films, but not re-
corded in the files, hence, ^e de-
tailed reviews elsewhere in this is-

sue.

Show is brightty paced and holds
plenty of b.o. appes^l through sits

combination of radio, disk and screen
rep. Warnow is the CBS maestro;
Raymond Scott came to attention
via the platters, plus also his 20Ui-
Fox fllmusical chores; the dusky
Bilaxine Sullivan's swinging, of the
Scotch airs is likewise renowned on
wax and in the 52d street bistros.

Also from the cafes is Senor
Wences, remarkable comedy ven-
triloquist who doesn't require the
current 'Charlie McCarthy* (Edgar
Bergen) vogue to help 'his cause
along, although that shouldn't hurt.
Ann Miller, who played the ballet
dancer in Columbia's 'You Can't Take.
It With You.' is the flollywpod re-
cruit who now ratds 'dancing star*

billing. She's a comely, snapely
tapster.

The five turns blend well and, in
combination with the aviation pic-
ture (color), the Par is off to another
good two or three weeks' takings.

Abel.

APOLLO, N. Y.

Teddy Hill orch with Melba Smith,
Slim & Slam, Lillian Mack, Nathane
Bros., Abdeen & Ravita, Sandy
Burns, Johnnie LaRue, George Wilt^
shire, Vivian Harris, House Line
(16); 'Bulldog Drummond in Africa*
(Par).

Apollo slips this week. What
looks like a natural for its audi-
ences on paper, fails dismally and
has to be rescued by house line.
Bringing on the line during the final
band act a practice here, is usually
an anti-climax. Tables are reversed
currently, however, the line hypo-
ing the efforts of Slim and Slam and
Teddy Hill's orchestra;

"Trouble not only lies with Hill
and Slim and Slam. Listlessness
permeates almost the entire bill.

That, of course, is excepting the line,

which lias brushed up on Its'tetpk
and really seems to enjoy itself on-
stage. Opener is in Hallowe'ien mo«
tif, using the girls and Lillian Mack.
Latter is a fancy flipper, who wastes
no time convincing of her. aero abil-

ity. Appearance helps, too.

Appropriately costumed hula num-
ber by the line is too long. That's
one of the major objections to th«
production here. Tliis layout sets
the stage for Abdeen and Ravita's
interpretive contribution. It's •
tropical Apache, which graduates id
the heartbreak side when the mal*
flattens the gal for keeps. Passion
mixture involving the removal of
several fig leaves, leaving the girl,

in G-string, goes over. However, bit
is overdone to the point of unwit-
ting comedy and bows off with little

appreciation.

In the deuce are the Nathane Bros.
Their novelty turn ' is in aero and
strong man style. Boys open doing
rolls and flips, etc. while scraping
and plunking a guitar and violin.
Discard, the instruments- for the
heavier stuff, which encompasses
overhead balancing, head stands and
such, while easing in as much com-
edy as possible via the beating taken
by the under half.

Hill's orchestra, which beats it out
for Harlem jitterbugs at the Savoy
ballroom, shifts from, pit to stage
during a comedy bit. Aggregation
has a good name among Harlemites,
but shows no reason for it here. Se-
lections could be better, too, few
numbers being in the popular vein;

outfit is composed of three trum-
pets, two trombones, four sax, and
four rhythm, including the leader,
who lips a sax occasionally. Of the
bunch, there are only one or two
solo standouts. Spotlight finds the
drummer, Kenny (Jlark, close to the
finale for a vibraphone solo, which
imparts sonie life to the crew. His
stuff on the skins also -stands out.

Slim and Slam do their stuff dur-
ing the band's turn. Pair seem to
catch the attitude of the orchestra
and leave the payees cold until they
go into 'Tutti Fruiti.' This signals
the entrance of the girls and a gen-
eral brightening, up. Customers,
who evidently are hungry for swing
which is not forthcoming from Hill,
howled and blistered palms, bring-
ing the girls back three times at this
catching. "When only two of the 16
did a duet there's, also a cheer.
Melba Smith is band's vocalist and
n.s.g.

Comedy is not . strong this week.
Lines up Sandy Burns, Johnnie La-
Rue and straights George Wiltshire
and Vivian Harris. Best is a police
precinct skit immediately preceding
the band.
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FOLLY, BROOKLYN

Raw Hughes & Pam, Harriett

nutchins, Stanley ^ Bros., Diaz &
Powers, ^^''l^r''m^''%1L'nnfirno''ii
'Prison Break* (U), 'Springtime m
Rockies' (Rep) .

Since the Polly dropped its dressj

ness and went back to the flye-piece

Sit crew, replacinj? Ted Eddy's staged

«ine pieces, show "has suffered to

SSre extent. It's a littie diSicult

?or acts and audiencie to becpine ac-

climated to the current band due- to

its humdrum, monotonous beat

Acts however, usually, fairish here,

«r» improved over recent we?ks.

Vet. standaxd vauder, Ray Hughes

mes promising at, first not slow

JTn the biU with feag-embelhshed

fftroes b^t holds to that only until

Ss own turn. Otherwise, show is

speedy. _ , „
Ice-breakers Diaz and Powers

have undergone several changes

during lifetime. Formerly three girls

and male, turn is now mixed duo

doing satisfactory wire-^walking.

Most of it is old .stuff
,
with male

Ja?rvlng much of the load at first

With hfs wire-dancing and rope-

Sping! Girl's main contribution

Ifter couple of splits is her barefoot

?outine, a very unusual stunt which

goes over.

, Harriett Hutchins, in the, deuce,

Btill impresses as just missmg the

smart stuff with her mimicry. She

also has changed.her act somewhat
though stiU opemng clad. in night-

gown and nightcap to sing about

being the muCh-maligned farmer s

daughter. Turn is stiU basically

same as formerly. She also does

takeoff on drunken femme. but fun-

niest bit is, oddly enough, the an-

cient gag of getting herself yanked
offstage oy concealed person.. She
does not quite hit the mark with
her torch-singer characterization.

Her male piano acompanyist further

detracts with his deadpan, lifeless

delivery.

Stanley Bros, accelerate the bill

with their acro-tumbling. Literally

wiped uo the stage with themselves
in one oi the fastest acts of its kmd.
They work aU the old and plenty
new rolls and twists. Finale with
pinwheels, hurdling, somersaults and
what have you after one does .

a
drunk roll topped by boimclng into

a strawhat and picking it uo with
his. head withtJut stopping and with-
out aid of hands.

Hughes goes through same old
hoke and prattfalllng. Still works
with a stout femme who takes a
mild shoving, still swings Mtoora
and does hat tricks, in addition to
using standard props for most- of his

Jauehs. Gets tiresome .only when
>roKen up with poor material that
seems to be adlibbed. In fact, whole
turn needs pacing.

Final act, the vet Mann, Dupree
and Lee. two boys and girl, could
close almost aiiy show well but they
seem lost in this nabe house. , Act
is too ultra for such a location.
Combine everything of the dance,
working together, as mixed team
and in solos. Single boy is a supple
contortionist terper who has con-
siderable polish. Would close with
a bang elsewhere. Here act . is ap-
preciated only for apparent labor
and not for thought put into the
act, tinoff bein? applause for nseudo
shag bowoff. Biz oke. Hurl,

Roxy, Salt Lake City

' Salt Lake City, Oct. 28.

The Four Planets, Tony de Marco,
Hank Bussey; Four St. Claire Sis-
ters, ' Linn Mayberry, Bill 'Floor
house orch (4); 'Lost Horizon'
(Col).

Quintet of fleshers currently at
the Roxy, except one act; fails to
.click. Outstanding efforts- 'con-
tributed by the Four Planets, trio of
men and a femme, specializing in
ogle-appealing acrobatics and strong-
arm stuff.

Forty-five minuter Is m.c.d by
Linn Mayberry, femme with zany
notions. She also blows a harmonica
and whistles energetictilly.

Bill Floor's four-man pit band
oi-oi through the Lambeth Walk ei-
fectively during which Butch Holt'"
tympanies scintillate.

Tony de Marco, attired in a flashy
bellhop uniform, opens and his tap-
ping, plus an infectious smile, sell
him easily. Tops act off by Bo
jangles' famed staircase toe-stabs.

Miss Mayberry on next, reading
'Sugar Blues,' followed by a whist-
ling mimicry of a domestic situation
Latter stint unique,' but her imper-
sonations of soimd effects n.s.h.

Two sets of twins, individually
talented and ' lookers in their mop-
pet costumes, comprise the St.
Claire Sisters, whose forte includes
terpmg, vocalizing and instrumental
workouts. Their precision dancing
In yaried tempos catch fancy. Re
maming efforts are clanging «
couple of marimbaphones while
solo numbers net the gals a couple
of. calls. They respond with a torrid
Tiger Rag.'

Hank Bussey'o potpourri fails to
uncork anything genxiinely enter-
taining, although his Indian-club
routines help salvage the act. Could
do well to shave the old gags and
stidc to the clubs.

' The Four Planets, excellent ex
amples of A-1 physical culture,
present six flashy minutes of di
versified muscular stunts. Attrac
live brunette, flanked by three bi

cepy youths, engage in body lifts
and

.
flips. Blonde, curly youth,

huskiest of the males, handles bul-
wark of the push-'em tasks. Act
could click on any class B stage.
Biz off due to inclement weather

when caught. ^ Guss,

LYRIC, INDPLS.

IndiaTwpolis, Oct 28.
Three Swifts, Sid Page & Co.,

Maurice & Betty Whalen, Frank
Payne,. Jane Turner, Dorothy Byton
Girls (12); 'Brother Rat' (WB).

House has taken five acts and line
of girls . and worked them into 59
entertaining minutes of stage fare
presented as the 'Vaudeville Vani-
ties.' Appearance of Dorothy Byton
Girls has been split into three spots,
at opening, center and close. They
open with tan dance and bicycle
routine, in which girls ride (standard
wheels in formations, novelty scor-
ing well.

Sid Page garners plenty oT
chuckles with his gags and the com-
edy J^ntics of two femme stooges,
who look as if they were left over
from last year's Halloween party.
Gals come back in natural mien;
there's a tap by one and high kick
comedy dance by the other. Page
joins them for dancing finish.

Byton Girls return to do a colorful
fan number, . serving to introduce
Maurice and Betty Whalen, youthful
adagio team. Muscle work of. the
youngsters is sn)ooth, and appear-
ance helps, too, putting them in
solid.

Frank Payne is another young-
ster, doing- okay impressions, • upon
which he depends solely on his voice
for effect, ignoring the. props used
by most mimics. He does best by
Charlie McCarthy and Ejdgar Bergen,
also coming close on Uncle Ezra,
Boake Carter, Fred Allen, Joe E.
Brown and President Roosevelt.
Three Swifts juggle' Indian clubs,

getting laughs by creating the im-
pression they are breaking in a sub-
stitute, with apparent careless toss-

ing of the clubs tickling the audi-
ence. For serious .finish they do
some flashy tossing of the wood.
June Turner, 'The Girl in the

Mdon,' closes with help of Byton
Girls. Line dances first in illumi-
nated costumes, theii large boom,
with illuminated moon, is moved out
over heads of customers, while .girl

sits in center warbling a song. Ef-
fective curtain.
Biz good at last show Friday (28).

Kiley.

EARLE, WASH.
Washington, Oct. - 28.

Marion Bellett & English Bros.,
Eleanore Whitney, Herbie Kay Orch,
Roxyettes (16), Jo Lombardi House
Orch: 'Brother Raf (WB).

By splitting star billing between
Eleanore Whitney, from films, and
Herbie Kay's orchestra, roping in
one extra act and mixing everything
up with the Roxyettes (16), whom
the house has taken on as a weekly
feature, productionlst Ilairy Anger
has whipped up a snappy swing re-
vue that fits well with feature pic-
ture. Jo. Lombardi's pit band plays
for the three-line-numbers, Kay^s or-
chestra for the specialties and both
back up each other' without ever
clfishing.
Show .opens with pit crew beat-

ing out a college medley, leading
directly into line's rah-rah" mega-
pl^one dance. At. finish, travellers
part oh Kay's orchestra, which goes
into 'Who -Stole the Jam?', while
gals form rhythmic frame for entire
number. They fade off as band goes
into 'Mulberry Bush,' Wynn Fair
truckin' on and off without introduc-
tion to vocal the chor,us. King Har-
vey and guitar come down to center
mike to give 'em 'Cowboy Joe' and
Kay introduces Marion Bellett and
the English Bros. Latter get by with
knockabout' comedy and acrobatics,
warming up to fast challenge taps by
boys and finishing strong with flash
spins by femme.
Line takes over again to wow audi-

ence with deafening—bell number,
different-toned tinkles being attached
to gals' angles, waists and wrists.

Total sounds like 'AU God's Chillun
Got Trouble.' Kay follows by lead-
ing his glee club, which consists of
entire band but pianist, in 'Dark
Eyes' to mild applause,. Miss Fair
is. then on, this time with introduc-
tion, and she goes over nicely with
'What Goes On Here?'
Four of the line, dolled up in strik-

ing gold costumes, slide out to chuck
Kay under the chin, for no apparent
reason, as he accords nice buildup
for Miss Whitney, who bounces out
in black, spangled pajamas and goes
into smooth tap to 'Pocket Full of
Dreams.' She again scores with a
clever tap-without-music, makes a
weak thank you speech vand finally

swings to 'Flat Foot Floogee' to get
sock hand.
Fuzzy Combs steps out from band

to warble ISmall Fry,' which is too
much of a letdown after 'Floogee,'
but remains at footlight mike to do
'You Go to My Head' as line, decked
in powder blue chiffon gowns and
sock red capes, swishes through
swing ballet that ties everything to-
gether into spectacular finale. Kay
and Miss Whitney step through cur-
tains for joint bow and everybody
goes home- happy,

'

Biz okay. Craig.

TOWER, K. C.

Kansas City, Oct 28.
. Gene Autry, Frankie Marvin, El
Brendel & Flo Burt, Keene Twins
with Vic and LaMarr, Caprino Sis-
ters (S), House Line, Judy Conrad
house orch; 'Smashing Rackets'
(RKO). ^

Carrying a brace of headliners, the
Tower this week has a flavor entire-
ly different from those of the =pa.st

several ,weeks. Main, divergence is

supplied by Gene Autry, film cow-
boy, and Co., including Frankie Mar-
vin, Carl Cotner and Champion, trick
horse.

Following in the wake of swing
bands, sophisticated music name
bands and ballroom dancers, the'

Autry act, which shows several
rough spots, gets by mainly, on
Autry's rep with the kids, his sing-
Jng and some good performing by
Marvin, with his comedy and novel-,
ty songs, and by Cotner, with his
old-time fiddling,

Act opens " with Autry astride
Champion, but, except for a gaze at
some slick horseflesh, the equine
adds little to the act. Banter be-
tween Autry and Marvin, who opens
as a plant, although showing some
fair material, needs extensive
smoothing. Better pace is shown
later when Marvin and Cotner work
with Autry on the musical numbers.

El. Brendel, with wife, Flo Burt,
shares headline honors and works
his comedy dialog next to closing.

He sticks to his synthetic Swede role,

familiar to filmgoers, foils with his
partner and closes with a comic
dance, that registers. As a solo head-
liner in this house Brendel couldn't
hold, but as. a strong supporting act
he's in his niche;
Dancing and acrobatics are com-

bined by Keene Twins, gals, and Vic
and LaMarr, male partners.. Their
work . is standard. Caprino Sisters'

(3) vocal, showing a . repertoire • of
semi-classical songs. Trio lists two
adults and a seven-year-old, who has
possibilities.

Judy Conrad's house orchestra is

on stage and production element is

left to the house line, the Adorables,
who show a smooth ballet number
an(. a western routine in introducing
Autry. Quin.

UNIT REVIEWS

NEW ACTS

GYPSY ROSE LEE
(DENVER, DENVER)

Denver, Oct,, 28.

Gypsy Rose Lee, Jack Durant,
Trixie, Andrea Marsh, Jack Wil-
liams, Paul Taylor with Golden Bear
Sextet, House Line (8), Lionel New-
man hoVrSe orchestra, Edna Dodd;
'Straight, Place and Show' (2lith)

Denver is turning out big for
Gypsy Rose Lee. She has an ex-
cellent troupe that keeps the crowd
entertained. Her 20th-Fox film
career as Louise Hovick (her real

name) is naturally not overlqoked
iu the bally.

She's given a telegram build-up
—it says she is sorry but she has
been detained in Hollywood — so
Jacic Durant, adroit in sending her
in, besides doing a top act himself,
tcdls the crowd the management will
refund to any who wish it but hav-'
Ihg a few scenes from Miss Lee,'s

next film, asks all to stay and see
them before demanding the refund.
Halfway through the trailer Durant
gslins her attention (she's in the film
arid he on' the stage) and after chat-
ter back and forth . she breaks
through the paper screen onto the
stage. Trick entrance wins the
crowd.
Comedy chatter between Dur&nt

and Miss Lee preludes Durant's act-,

that of impersonating film stars.

Does his difficult acrobatic novelty
dance, too, to click and run Miss Lee
a close second for top honors.
Opener of her strip act has Paul

Taylor, with Golden Bear Sextet,
dressed as N.Y. cops of the '90s,

handlebar moustaches, etc. Harmon-
ize old tunes before a huge cover
of the old Police Gazette.
With curtains closed. Miss Lee

then comes on, fully clothed, and
tells of a strip-teaser s private life

—

how she started training at the age
of three, then studied abroad and at
ritzy U. S. schools—then proceeds
with her strip, chatting all the
while. That introductory spiel sug-
gests imagination. She makes the
strip seem far less coarse than the
common acceptance of the burlesque
turn including, too, bits of humor.
Finally gets down to three smaller-
than-usual " adhesive patches. The
act 'goes over big.

A juggling click, Trixie, 16-year,
old, does most of her work with
large rubber balls, but also uses
pates freely, balancing and juggling
with ease. Closes with five rubber
balls so large she seems barely able
to hold them before getting started.
Andrea Marsh, with the line help

ing, gets her songs over easily. She
has plenty of volume. 'Warbles
about a trip to Havana to introduce
line in rhumba number. -

Jack Williams is a shuffling
swingster, mixing it up with truck-
in', Starts working with the line
but ends alone. Smooth and clever.
Line of eight femmes and the

Golden Bear sextet open with a
'Walking Stick' routine, work later

MARK WARNOW'S ORCHESTRA
• (16)

ParamQunt, New York
Mark; Warnow's radio band, with

his 'bide velvet' music transplanted
to the rostrum, is a socko in sight
as in the microphonic abstract. CBS
maestro gives out with an ultra
brand, of dansapation which back-
grounds the hour's variety show
current here.

.' He has a full symphonized orches-
tra of 317, backbone of which are a
sextet of brasses and another team
of six reeds. He opens with 'Alex-
ander's 'Ragtime' and then interrupts
the .sequence; to introduce his
brother's Raymond Scott's Quintet,
plus the other specialties which us-
ually punctuate the Par's presenta-
tions. But in between Warnow also
manages handily with such fancy or-
chestral didoes as the bolero version
of 'Tiajuana' and the other pops.

Past performances on the air at-
test to his basic orchestral worth.
It's repeated in the- flesh. Abel.

MAXINE SULLIVAN
Songs

'

9 Mills.
Paramoimt, New York

' Maxine SuUivan • js the colored
songstress who became something of
a nationwide figure because of her
pioneering in the swing-singing of
the Scotch classics. It stemmed from'
the Onyx Club On New York's swing
lane yclept 52d street, when Claude
ThornhiU was her arranger and
mentor. " For a spell the heather
motif in the Stuff Smith idiom was
something which the national - pe-
riodicals made much of. All of
which focused extra attention on the
polite-looking, young Miss . Sullivan
who possesses a fetching soprano
which she knows how to utilize

equally as well, whether with 'Annie
Laurie' and 'Loch Lomond' or 'CrO

to My Head' and 'St. Louis Blues.'

. Miss Sullivan is. new to Variety's
New Act files, this being an excur-
sion into theatre work. She has
made a couple of pictures during
her recent Holljnvood nitery engage-
ment at Phil Selznick's bistro, and
her version of. W. C. Handy's classic

is thus rightfully heralded as being
from Paramount's forthcoming 'St.

Louis Blues.'
The Paramount throws a plaid

eye effect on the screen to back-
ground Miss Sullivan's Scotch swin-
geroos, but she's just ' as effective
with the other style of pop war-
bling. She's doubling from ' the
Onyx Club during her Par engage-
ment. OK on the rostrum, as in
the cafes. Abet.

ANN MILLER
Taps
Paramoant, New York
Ann Miller does her stuff in a

band set in two stanzas, finaleing in
an effective gold-clothed military
jacket to Raymond Scott's Toy
Trumpet' routine. Her opening
three routines, one a show-stopper,
are in the accepted male togs, the
trousers camouflaging the gams,
which is all right; too, because it

heightens the nether display that
much more for the finale.

' Youngster did the dance bit in Co-
lumbians 'Can't Take It .With You'
film, and is billed on the strength
of that.' However, on her own as a
tajp specialist she's very all right.
Performs with ' professional' eclat,

looks neat and registers in great
style. Her closer is a jitterbug
specialty only to . drum accomp.

Abel.

RAYMOND SOOTT QUINTET (6)
15 Mins.; One (B&tad. Set)
Paramount, New York
By now the average radio, film or

disk fan knows that Raymond
Scott's Quintet actually, comprises
six men, with > the composer-
pianist presiding at what looks like
one of those HamAiond electric or--
gans. -His quintet are ti;nimpet^
clarinet, sax, string, bass and drums.
Latter is a shade more prominent
because he gets- spotlighting oppor>
tunities.

By now, also, it's no secret that
Raymond Scott (nee Harry - War-
now) is 'Mark Warnow's brother.
So, between the freres Warnow
Scott it's a smart booking in itself.

Scott's unique descriptive com-
positions are as uniquely titled, al-
thoiigh . that, in itself is not wholly
original with Scott, or whoever gives
him his tags. The British West In-
dian composer, Reginald Foresythe,
with his 'Serenade to a Wealthy
Widow' and kindred titles, com-
manded quite some attention that
way.
However, without any captlous-

ness as regards Seott's special gen-
ius, he has made a fast Impress all

on his own in the past season or two,
with such tunes as 'Toy Trumpet,*
'Twilight in Turkey,*^ 'Siberian
Sleighride' an^ Towerhouse,' among
his outstanders.

'Powerhouse' opens hi$ quintet's
specialties in 'one,' backed by the
larger Mark Warnow orchestra. And
the Paramount theatrie^has fittingly
given the tune a wheel-and-sprocket
kaleidoscopic backgrounding, just as
some of the other titular' tunes are
similarly illustrated.
. The boys listen 'well here as oh the
air, look natty in neat" sack suits—
as against Mark Warnow's band with
their tuxes—and the visual rendi-
tions by the 'combo make for no
small appeal. They're not particu-*

larly spectacular in their showman-
ship, just letting the Scott tunes and
styles speak ;tor themselves. Band
just closed a New Y6rk nitery date
at Le Mirage, refusing to double, r'l

Quintet has just about completed
the cycle now in one of the fastest
careers in show biz—disks, radio,
filmusicals, nitery and now presen-
tation theatres. Abel.

ED SINCLAIR
Dancing
6 Mins.
Folly, Brooklyn
Ed Sinclair is a youngster whose

taps are run-of-the-mine. A host of
similar, enterprising lads around the
vaude time will make it tough for
him to get by.

He's .togged in tails and looks good,
but his smile. is set.

SENOR WENCES
Ventriloquist; Comedy
11 .Mins.; One
Paramount, New York
- Senor -Wences was mis-billed by
the Paramount in its large display
ads as 'The Wences.' Made him
sound like a dance team. Instead
he's a strong comedy ventriloquial r
single who also throws in a small
dash of juggling, but who registers
most on a cannily paced presenta-
tion of comedy to olend with his
voice-throwing.
Wences has been se^n around New

York in cafes (he just closed at the
Club Casanova), but he should -find

eveii greater scope on theatre ros-
trums. He .walks, off . the Pap stage
with a xesounding, personal score,
working hard, fast and effectively., > -
To begin with, his little girl

'dummy" is created by staining his
left hand so that the 'mouth' Is ac-
tually the space between his thumb
and forefinger. A prop w^ig rounds
out the Illusion. Then comes * a
'singing lesson' routine with the
dummy, said .prop also exclaiming
in Spanish asides when waxing
cross with her master. She does a
difficult high soprano while Wences
indulges in the familiar drinking
and cigaret smoking as he also es-
says the voice-throwing.
Act really gets going when a prop

head, making a No. 2 dummy, in a
box. is also employed as an inter-
rupter. The first dummy, however,
dbes most of the heckling, esnecially
when Senor Wences juggles the odd
objects and 'she' professes to be
scared.
Act is a happy blend of comedy

and generally good pacing. CHcko.
Abel.

in the Cuban rhumba number, and
are on for the finale.

Costumes and scenery are bright
and new, having been used only for
the first week in San Francisco.
Show will get money anywhere.
House supplies orchestra, line and
Hdna Dodd, organist.
Business good Friday (28). Rose.

HARLEM ON PARADE
(ROXY, SALT LAKE CITY)

Salt Lake City, Oct. 22.

Troy Brown, Jimmy Givens Orch
(13), Hope Kids, Bookie Grene,
Brown & Brown, Jackie Brown, Rob-
ert Felder.

Here's a sepian flesher capable of
steering any nabe house into the
black. For an economical unit, this
Paul Savoy show is crammed with
zestful Harlemania. Pair of moppet
acts bear watching, notably the Hope
Kids and a limber-legged lad, Rob-
ert Felder. Troy Brown, roly-poly
comedian, rates top billing, with
Jimmy Givens' orchestra as second-
spot holder.

'Parade' cast of 22 works hard and
earns sincere palm-patting. Against
a red backdrop showing a couple of
roosters, Givens' outfit first appears.

and swings 'Dipsy Doodle' in genuine
style. Leader, who also m.c.'s, is a
versatile front man, qaaable of hi-de-
ho-ing end terping.

Ice-breaker features the Hope Kids,
brother-sister, singing-dancing com-,
bo. Their intricate truclcin' maneu-
vers smack highly of professional
gloss, and their harmonizing is ef-
fective, too. Have to beg off. Band's
second number, 'Chinatown,' wins fa-
vor with the swingsters.
Bookie Grene's warblings are aided

by expert arrangements. Stylishly
gowned fejnme handles 'Says My
Heart' adroitly, with some torso-
slinging thrown in to embellish her
second chorus.
Jackie Brown, gravel-voiced, scat

singer-composer, is featured in two
songs of his own, 'Jump, Selassie,
Jump," and 'Swingin' in the Line of
Swingin.' 'Selassie' contains some
catchy lyrics, describing the downfall
of the Ethiopian ruler.
Miss Grene, spotted again, dishes

out 'Please Be Kind.' .She's in a
fetching black strapless gown of taf-
feta. Possesses a keen sense of
rhythm and understands mike tech-
nique.
Robert Felder, who looks about 11,

appears a trifle bewildered as he
clogs, but after a rapid warm-up, kid
loses his stage fright and unleashes

(Continued on page 61)
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firisman to Survey Keys Between

(i. Y. and Chi for Road Circiut Idea;

Would Buy R^ts toFway ^ws
Sam H, Grisman ^vill tour the

principal week stands between New

York and Chicago lot the purpose

of surveying the possibilities of

forming a 'third circuit,* an idea he

has been considering since last sea-

son. Showman proposes a new plan

for the road which would have the

operators, or owners ol out-of-town

theatres, participants in productions.

Central idea is to buy the road

rights of Broadway shows whose

producers do not contemplate tour-

ing after the New York engagements.

He is opposed to sending out dupli-

cate companies duting-the Broadway

engagiements, and in that way re-

move the supposed stigma of 'road

show* or 'number two company.'

Grisman believes there are plenty of

capable players willing to tour, pro-

vided the original cast will not take

to the road.

Ori^al production would be bid

for, but the manager prefers to have
the out-of-town showmen provide

the settings. He fl^es that if 25

such house operators* i)ot necessar-

ily located in as many communities,

would embrace the plan, they would
be assured of enough attractions and
also participate in the earnings.

%Vtjm Per Show
Grisman estimates that the cost

per production would entail a maxi-
mum outlay of $10,030, and if the

plan eventuates it would mean that

the total expenditure would be
$25O;00O. Coin need not necessarily

be' provided by the local showmen
alone, but might be raisfed by drama
clubs, ' or civic organizations; Plan
calls for the poo^g of takihgs of all

theatres within the proposed circuit.

Idea, is opposed to that of the
Ammcan TJbeatre Council, which is

sla^ to proceed along different

lines. Producers are to be asked to

submit plans for sending shows to

the road next seBsoti and field men
ar« to he sent to various stands,

where subscription campaigns are to

be conducted. Ifs expected that

enough- money could be- raised in

that way to insure producer^ against

loss on the road, and they woulc
only be taking a chance on the

amount to be netted.

Grisman is now opiating tour

Broadway houses. He was coupled

with Harry Oshrin and Jack K^ric

land in the Forrest where Tobj^cco

Road' is spotted but is said tp nave
sold hb rights in the run drama and
the house lease to the others. Gris

man stated that it was principally

switch in managing "Road.' He
added that his agreement, called tot

devoting all his attention to the play,

but ttiat too much time wds requirec:

for other interests, such as the
theatres and third circuit plan. His
New ^York string consists of the
Fulton, -Whidh has a hit, 'Oscar
Wilde/ Windsor, Hudson and Belasco,

The later spots opened and closec:

with early in-betweeners but two-

will reh'ght this week.

Los Angeles, Nov. 1.

Plan to move 'Run Little Chillun'

to San Francisco as a commercial
venture is definitely off, according

to George Gerwing, director of the

Federal Theatre Project in Southern
California. If it goes to Frisco it

will be as a FTP production, he
said.

Play is in its 15th week here, and
it is estimated that 65,000 persons
lave viewed it since it opened at the

Mayan theatre.

FTP Ontches 'ChiOiiii'

1% WAGE CUT GIVES

WSW A RESPFTE

Provisional notice of closing 'You

Never Know,' Winter Garden, New
York, was taken down following the

acceptance of a salary cut, agreed

on after a session with Equity's cuts

board. Understood the slice is 25%.

Cast is topped by Clifton Webb,

Lupe Velez and Libby Holman.

Cut becomes effective this week,

management agreeing to continue

the revue at least two weeks.

6 Shows Out

Jr. Playwrights Have

Plrotoioii Idiea, But

No FoBow Throngb

Following the successful Broadway
debut of the five Playwrights Co. with .

Abe Lincoln in Illinois;' followed by
|

Elnickerbocker Holiday/ a quintet of

young dramatists got together and
[

proposed forming the Playwrights,
Jr. Young authors propo^d to pro-
ceed along different lines than those
of the senior group composed of
Robert E. Sherwood, Maxwell An-
derson, Elmer Rice, S. N. Behrman
and Sydney Howard.
Principally agreed on was to pre-

sent plays dated in the present,
rather than with historical back-
grounds used by the Haywrights;
also to have notiiing whatsoever to
do with the managers. Youngef
group addressed a letter to Robert
Sherwood, whose 'Lincoln' jumped
to the lead among dramas. He is

said to have relied to the effect that
their point was well taken, also to
send along their scripts for possible
production. Since then the juniors
have dc^ne nothing about it, appaif-

ently having lost enthusiasm for the
idea.

No secret that the Playwrights

Heaviest closing list of the new

season, totaling six attractions, aUL but

one in the red, included four sudden

departures last Saturday (2&) and

two announced off this week end.

Costliest flop in the group is 'Knights

of Song,' which played two weeks at

the 51st Street.

Fittshflfgh Cohmmist Claims Critks

Of New York Are Too Leftist

Milwaukee Strawhat

Into Winter Quarters
Milwaukee, Nov. 1.

Garden Players, having safely sur-

vived a strawhat season, are io have

a permanent theatre for. their stock

productions. Group consists mainly
of amateurs, although some have
done pro work. Stanley H. Druek
handles the directing, with assistance

from Chet Holway.
Group plans to do a play each

month, teeing off with Elmer Rice's

'Adding Machine' Nov. 17.

KNIGHTS OF SONG
Openea Oct. 17, '38. Opin-

ions «f first nighters wei-e di-

vided on this. Lookridee (Sim>>^

said, It makes a charming;,

merry evening,' Brown (Post):

'Knights is ne more than a very
supcriM' ship's concert.' 'Va-

riety' (Flin): 'Has every chance
•r attraetiBir patronage.'

'Dame Nature' will try the rjoad

after ^ix. weeks at the Booth, tak-ngs

during that period mostly coming

from subscriptions.
,

Mercury Payii% Fuli

Salairies oq 2 Shows

For Extra Rehearsals

DAME NATURE
Opened Sept. 26, '38. Cooptc

of reviewers ISked ity. but most
dtdi^ Anderson (Jonrnal-

Americanl satd: It is what Dr.

Woollcott doubtless would call

rueful.' Whipple (WorldrTde)

:

'On the whole it is entertain-

ing. . But not for the little lada

andk lassies to see/ 'Variety'

(Ibee) : *£imii«d encasement is

indicated.'

Case History' folded at the Lyceum

formed some "managDrii
"
contocisi I

a'te'f playing a week and two nights

with Dwight Deere Wiman and Max to lowest takings on Broadway this

Gordon said to h»ve bought a {fall
minority interest Reported, how
ever,' that a third showman came

|

forth with $35^000 needed to com-
plete productions, in return for
which .there was a booking deal
made in. addition to a managerial
percentage. Another , story is to tiie|

effect that another manager with
available houses was propositioned,
but was unable to supply the re-
quired capital.

Playwrights refrained from join-

ing the League of New York Thea-
tres, but adhering to the ticket code.

CASE mSTORT
Opened Oct. 21. '38. No iis-

senters here, all critics opined

that it was a false start. Cole-

man (Mtrror): *Has some merit

but not aufliclent for a success-

ful play.' Watts (Hferald-Tfih)

:

'IfB just an error.' Variety'

(Ibee): 'Will be short lived.'

Further postponement of 'Danton's

Death,' slated to open the Mercury

Theatre group's second season, and

now due to debut, at the former

Comedy, N. Y., tonight (2), puzzled

those in show circles. Cast went on

full salary last, week, having over-

played its rehearsal 'Period.

Mercury's Too Much Johnson'
people also have been getting full

pay for some weeks, show being due
to alternate with 'Danton,' and it is

the first time for a managerial or
production group to have a roster

of full salaries in. two attractions

prior to premiere.
At least part of Mercury's financ-

ing is coming from Orson Welles* ra-

dio earnings, that being emphasized
Sunday ni^t (30) over WABC
when his vivid dramatization of

H. B. Wells' 'The War Of The
Worlds' was so effective that thou-
sands of people in New Jersey and
other states believed that a major
casualty had occurred.
'Danton' was reported unfavorable

after a number of preview per-
formances, which may be one rea-

son for setting the opening back.
Understood that Welles has a com-,
paratively small part. Drama was
done here at the Century (imed) in

German in December, 1928, tmder
the .title 'Danton's Tod.* Production
was stage<jl by Max Reinhardt and
was notable for its mob' scenes.

Mercury has not decided on other
activities scheduled for this season.
Included is a play for Burgess Mer-
edith, who was paid $1,000 in ad-
vance salary upon signaturing his
contract. Meredith- is currently on
the Coast doing picture work.

BASCOH BROKE
George J. Bascom, former, head

of a- ticket brokerage, filed a vol-

untary petition in bankruptcy Mon-
day (31) in N. Y. federal court

placing his liabilities at $60,804 and
no assets.

Biggest debts, totaling $32,000, Is

for mortgages, on his New Rochelle

and Bridgehampton, L. I., homes.

'Missouri legend' stopped suddenly

at the Empire last Saturday, too,

after six weeks. Fairly good start

quickly petered out, with average

takings ai cund $6,500, which was dis-

appointing level.

MISSOUBI LEGEND
Opened Sept. 19, '38. Opin-

ions were split here with agree-

able expressloas overbalancing.

Watts (Herald-Trib>: ^Missouri

Legend' is good fun.* Atkinson
(Times): 'Let us say the new
season has openod.' Whipple
(World-Tele): It is not ap to

Mr. MoClintlc'a standard as a
dramatic work.' 'Variety'

(Ibee): 'Season'^ first click is

indicated.*

'Madame Capet' could not get past

its first weekend, and dropped off the

boards iit the Cort after seven per-

formances. Mild press and no biz.

CoBtrorerstal WPA Phy

To Preem in Newark

MADAME CAPET
Opened Oct. 25. '38. This Ed-

die Dowllng production dldnt
strike the fancy of the review-
ers. Watts (Herald-Trlb)
labeled it 'a dull, stodgy and
undramatie series of eplsod'es.'

Coleman (Mirror) said, 'Ifs a
case of almost but not quite.'

'On Borrowed Time' is the excep-

tion, it being in its 40th and final

week at the Longacre. Was among

I

the best of last season's straight plays

and netted goodly profits, averaging

1

over $14,000 until warm weather ar-

rived.

Newark, Nov. 1.

"Created Equal' by John Hunter
Booth, author of 'The Masqueradef,'
fbr Guy Bates Post will be the first

production of the WPA Federal
Theatre of New Jersey this season.
It is scheduled for the Newaurk Opera
House (formerly the Orpheum) Nov.
12 for a limited engagement.

'Created Equal' caused comment
recently when a greater part of the
company rebelled against both the
play and the director, claiming play
was un-American. Another group
retorted with the statement it was
pro-Roosevelt. Director was re-
moved after the protest and some
changes were made in text of play.
There are 90 in cast and special

music was composed for it by Elie
Segmelster.

Pittsburgh, Nov. 1.

Blast against New York reviewers

by Heywood Broun recwtly had a

local echo last week in the 'I Dare
Say' column of Florence Fisher

Parry in Pittsburgh Press. Followed

ijewspaperwoman's return from
Broadway after a show-shopping

tour and referred specifically to the

Manhattan critics* damning of Max->

well Anderson's 'Knickerboqker Hol-

iday.'

Mrs. Parry charged that boys

stubbornly refused to give any show
a break unless it had Leftist tend-

encies, writing in part: 'I suspect the

New York critics on an . xmconscious

resentment that their erstwhile

brother. Maxwell Anderson, turned

'capitalist' on them and dared to

puncture the folly and excessive-

ness of the NeW Deal with his dead-

ly and uncompromising pen. In a

pet, they let themselves lose" sight

of this superb workmanship, its in-

cisive literature and, more shame-

ful still, did not accord its brilliant

score the praise that even a lay ear

would recognize as its due.'

Columnist was: particularly peeved
by the rayes on the other band, for
Robert E. Sherwood's 'Abe Lincoln
in Illinois,' which she ' termed in>
ferior to 'Knickerbocker Holiday.*
She noted, she wrote, that *in- the re-
views of 'Abe Lincoln,' the critics

and other Manhattan newspaper
commentators seemed to toke espe-
cial delight in those passages of the
play that could be interpreted as
an apology and a defense for the
leftist excesses of our political to-

day.'

She concluded that 'hereafter I

shall sprinkle heavily with salt the
drama pages out of the metropolis.
For I suspect them of a lamentable
leaning to that which, in theatre-
fare, coincides most closely with
their own political and social senti-

ments, and by the same token I
suspect them of - antagonism to that
which,' on the stage, puts their owii
social sympathies to rout.'

Up until a year ago, Mrs. Parry,
a former actress, was a critic her-
self on the Press, sharing the re^
viewinf duties of both films and
plays with drama ed, Kaspar M(ma-
han. At that time, however, follow-
ing a flare-up with the managjem^t,
she was removed from the theatri-

cal page and. confined to her regular
daily. *I Dare Say* column on the
first page of the second section. She
still coQitlbutea a Sunday .theatre
column, but only on matters of gen-
eral interest. Reviewing for Press
is all done exclusively by Monahan
now.

Her praise for 'Knickerbocker
Holiday' was unstinted. Mrs. Parry
called It 'the moat intelligent and
brilliant play of the season.'

Fix Hold Own

(Continued from page 13)

son are making Spaiiish-language
features in the east and in Holly-
wood to attract added business . in
that territory. This is the real tip-

off as to the uptrend in these na-
tions, because It means that produc-
ers here are willing4o sink coin into
additional productions and still think
they can show a profit in that terri

tory.

Idea that no market outside of
America is so small that it can be
overlooked is the policy maintained
by most successful firms distributing
in the foreign field.

Banmster Admits He

Owes Ursula Jeans

$1,850 Back Salary

Harry C. Bannister, former hus-

band of Ann Harding, picture star,

filed a confession of judgment yester-

day (Tues.) In N. Y. supreme court

for $1,850 in favor of Frank Gill-

more, head of Actors Equity, as

assignee of Ursula Jeans. London
actress.

The debt is an outcome of Ban-
nister's attempt as a producer In

1932. Bannister and the Harbon Pro-

ductions, Inc., booked the actress to

play' the lead in a play Bannister

planned to produce, titled 'Late One
Night.' The contract guaranteed

Miss Jeans first class passage from
Los Angeles to London and $800

weekly for not less than four weeks.

Her fare was paid from the Coast to

New York and she was paid' two

weeks' salary when informed the

show was off. She instituted suit for

the balance of $1,850, including the

price of boat fare to London. Later
she assigned the job of collecting the
money to Gillmore.
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B'WAY TUNE SHOWS SOUR
Refugee Germans Beteved Behind

Movement for Ind. Actors Union

Movement to form an Jnterna-

tlonal association ot actors and per-

formers of all branches of the pro-

fession is being pushed from the,

headquarters of the International

Artists League, Amsterdam, Holland.

Those in back of the plan are be-

lieved former members of the Artis-

ten Loge, German artists organiza-

tion forced to leave that country

when Hitler abolished unions.

While the lAL aims to extend its

association internationally, under-
stood that it would function prin-

cipally in Europe. However, tie-ups

with American actor-artists- unions
are hoped for. Aims of the lAL,
which was proposed about one year
ago, are set forth in English, Ger-
man and French:

Article 1.—Name and Headquar-
ters:

(1) . The International Artists'

Organization of all countries shall

be called the International Artist

League (IAD; its headquarters shall

be at Amsterdam (Holland), or such
other place as may be determined
by the executive committee.

Article 2.—Objects and Means:
(2) . The objects of the Interna-

tional Artist's League are the link-

ing up of national artists' unions into

a strong international, federation in

order to:

Safeguard internationally their in-

terests. Fight against abuses pre-
vailing in the profession in the inter-

est of the artists; the common well-
being of the artists all over the
world; promote international soli-

darity.

(3) . The League shall endeavor to

attain the above-mentioned objects

by: .Establishing agreements between
the various

,
national organizations;

establishing and strengthening or-

ganizations in those countries where
artists' organizations do not exist, or
where they are in a weak state, fos-

tering attempts at amalgamation in

those countries where more than one
organization of artists exists, in order
that in each country one organization
of artists may be formed; compiling
data with regard to salaries and con-
ditions of engagement of artists in

the various countries; compiling data
with regard to legislation existing in

the various countries which applies

to artists.

Publishing an information bulletin

In the various languages; organizing

mutual moral and financial assistance

In case of dispute; taking interna-

tional steps with a" view to combat-
ting unemployment among artists;

taking measures to strengthen the
International character of the work
of its members; providing interna-

tional legal representation and legal

aid; maintaining regular contact with
the international organizations of

allied professions; submitting re-

quests and appeals to international

(Continued on page 57)

'Lincoln' Has B.O.

Continuous bo\pfflce .line

averaging 30 persons -is the un-
usual sight at the Plymouth,'

New York, where 'Abe Lincoln
in Illinois' is playing to turn-
away biisine'ss. Observers say
that no similar display of thea-
tre-goers has been Jioticed dur-
ing the past dozen years. Low-
est priced tickets have been
sold until the first of the year,

but tickets are on sale for nine
Cheeks in advance. No estimate

of possible number of agency
diggers in the line, but the num-
ber of tickets sold direct at the

b.o. Is claimed not likely to

materially curtail the allotment

to brokers. Steady line is in

evidence also at the St. James,
which has 'Hamlet.'

Plymouth b.o. staff is on duty
throughout the day, with a girl

assigned to ans\yer the phones.

REFUGEE GROUP PLANS

VIENNA PRODS. IN N. Y.

New legit group, to be known as*

the Refugee Artists Theatre and
composed of former Viennese actors,
directors, musicians and playwrights
now living in New York, has been
formed to present plays that were
successful In Austria before the
Anschluss. Sponsors of the group
Include Albert Emstein, Maurice
Evans, Rev. John Haynes Holmes,
Fannie Hurst, Elmer Rice. Robert
E. Sherwood, Sholem Asch, Stanley
M. Isaacs, Blanche Yurka, Walter
H. Liebmari, Jacob R. Schiff and
Ludwig Lore. John V. Greenblatt
is manager of the organization.

All members of the group were
formerly associated with the noted
Kleinkunsbuhre, successful stage
venture in Vienna which finally
closed its doors alter the Nazi take-
over of Austria. Shows will be
given in a small theatre, and audi-
ences will be seated at tables, where
refreshments will be served during
performances. Thare will be no star
system In- the group, all members
participating on an equal basis.

YOO ALL CAINT

DO THAT TO

US, GAL

Helen Claire, who won the lime-

light DTirough her performance in

Clare Boothe's 'Kiss The Boys Good-

bye' at Henry Miller's, New York,

has been given considerable atten-

tion by the press in southern cities.

An Atlanta . paper ran an editorial

proudly hailing her as a 'true daugh-
ter of the South,' actress hailing

from Union Springs, a small town in

Alabama. However, a quotation

from an interview which appeared
in a metropolitan daily roused the

ire of other editors beyond the Ma-
son and Dixon line.

The Richmond, Va., Times Dis-

patch reprinted part of the 'offend-

ing' yarn with editorial comment,
the story being headed, 'Star From
Alabama Disparages South.' Inter-

view which appeared in N. Y. World-
Telegram was written by Edd Jolin-

son. In effect, it quoted Miss Claire

as saying southern men were so po-
lite and chivalrous that they bored
her and that she 'would not go back
there (the south) to live if they gave
her the place.'

Actress was surprised at the John-
son story and denied making the re-

marks, telegraphing the Richmond
paper that she had been misquoted.

Brock Pemberton, who produced the

play, also wired the paper a denial

and his press department has been
sending similar word to other south-

ern publications. Manager claims

that the play, which tells of the rise

of a 'cracker' girl to histrionic fame,

has a distinct draw from visitors

from that territory.

According to the manager's staff,

Miss Claire was bewildered by the

rush of interviewers assigned to get

her story after the show clicked and
that she really didn't talk at all.

Staff claims that Johnson's story was
mostly based on his own imagination.

Schwab Settles McGuire's

'Knights' Salary Claim

Claim of two weeks' salary by John
J. McGuire, who was slated for

•'Knights of Song,' was paid off by
Laurence Schwab, show's producer.

Matter had been carded for arbitra-

tion, but the manr.^er sent his check
to Equity, electing not to defend the

claim.

Undefstood there was a mixrUp In

the actor's contract, which was sup-

posed to carr^ a rider eliminating

the probationary period, which is not

permitted by Equity rules.

oir 2 OF Em
'Hellzapoppin' Clicks, but
Some Others- Among
Early Incomers Doubtfiiil

o f Recapturinjg^ Produc-
tion Costs — 'Knicker-
bocker Holiday' Looks an
Excepttibn

'KNIGHTS' TOTAL LOSS

The season's musical crop to date
is distinctly disappointing. Several
which represent heavy production
costs are believed to be irretrievable

so far as earning back the amounts
invested. Otherwise, Broadway is

away out in front of last season, the
month of October seeing the arrival

of half a dozen successes, whereas
last fall the first standout did not
open until November.

Staffs of producers appear to have
whistled to root in shows which thus
far have failed to draw, as judged
from claims on grosses that nearly
doubled the actual intake at the box-
office. The. actual figures were so
low that the producers acknow-
ledged they had flops on their hands.
There have been six new musical
shows presented, but only one is a
solid success, while another should
score.

'Hellzapoppi ,* which cost the
least, is the sock hit. Estimated
production nut runs around . $35,000,
considerably less than half the coin
used to get 'Knights of Song' on the
boards at Warner's hard luck house,-
the 51st Street, also called the Holly-
wood. 'Knights,' which was favor-
ably reported froni St. Louis, where
it was tried out in the open air, was
said to represent $84,000 by the time
it opened.

'Knights' Out
First week the gross was $7,500,

on of the lowest draws yet registered
by a major musical. .Loss on initial

week's operation was $8,000 and
Lawrence Schwab, its presenter,
ordered the show off, it having
folded Saturday (29). Understood
that the backing was nearly all pro-
vided by the producer and Oscar
Hammerstein, II.

'Sing Out Tlie News,' at the Music
Box, has improved somewhat, but
takings have not been up to expecta-
tions. It too, was touted a sure
thing when trying out in Philadel-
phia. 'News' production, plus road
losses, is said to have cost $152,000.

Max Gordon produced the show
with Marcus Heiman a silent part-
ner, but George S. Kaufman and
Moss Hart are co-producers.

Kaufman-Hart Investments

Stated that the Kaufman-Hart duo
is not so keen in splurging further
in a managerial way, although -they

are also in on 'The. Fabulous In-

valid,' virtually a musical show
which cost over $80,000 to present,
Sam H. Harris being the manager.
'Yoii Never Know,' a Shubert attrac-

tion at the Winter Garden, is one
of the musicals regarded as being
unlikely of recapturing its produc-
tion outlay. It is reputed to have
cost $150,000, but it is not long on
settings. Show was toured last

season, with operating losses in some
of the stands.

'Knickerbocker Holiday,' second
attraction by the Playwrights, is not

a costly musical, approximate ex-
penditure being around $50,000. It

is the newest musical arrival and is

rated having a good chance at the
Barrymore, where it is credited hav-
ing topped $18,000 last week. While
that gross is not exceptional for a

$4.40 top musical, the house is com-
paratively limited for that type
show.

Opinion along Broadway is that

musicals can draw profitably though
not in the same measure of former
seasons. It seems to be a' matter of

providing the proper stage fare as

with straight shows, and most of the

Besides Nixing Higher Commish, Equity

Now Plans Agents Monthly Reports

Spotlighting Selves

;
Worklight Theatre, composed

,of ypvnger players of profes-l

sionai Broadway experience,
starts rehearsals iti about a week
of.

,
Rby .Hargrave's 'House

Party/ under the direction of
Alan Brock.
Play will be given before a

professional audience early in
December. Actors are financing
the production with their own
coin, each putting up $35. Idea
is to be seen by managers,
aigents, etc.

EVMS'mm
NOW ENTIRELY

MARATHON

The abridged versions of 'Ham-
let' have beeii dropped by Maurice

Evans and the full length play is

now- being given nightly at the St.

James, New York. There were sev-

eral switches in the playing sched-

ule, which is now set until the. end

of the engagement, dated to termi-

nate Dec. 17.- Up to now, the

shorter, version on Saturday night

was found to be the weakest draw,

which was the reason for the change.

Saturdays the full-length per-

formance will also be given in the

afternoon, starting at 1 o'clock. In-

stead of playing Wednesday af-

ternoon, the performance will go

on at night (6:30 start). That night

had been dropped up to now. When
the boxofiice advised patrons that
the full-length performance would
be played Saturdays, business nn
that day started perking up and the
best gross since the opening is ex-
pected this week.
Stagehands for 'Hamlet' are now

drawing the highest wage in New
York, union having decided that the
full-length version constituted two
performances. Provisional closing

notice was posted before the show
opened, when the crew originally

made that demand. There was a
compromise, with 'the deckhands ac-

cepting a temporary arrangement
calling for two hours overtime pay,
or more than $10 per day.

Under the two-performance rul-

ing, clearers and grips are getting

$112 weekly, said to top the salaries

of most of the players. Show and
house management protested and
are reported / appealing to George
Browne, head of lATSE. Under-
stood, however, that the lA does not
interfere with wage rulings inade
by its locals.

FTP MOVES GERWING

FROM L A. TO WASH.

Hollywood, Nov. 1.

George Gerwing was moved to

Washington by Federal Theatre Proj-
ect. Post of southern California di-

rector, which Gerwing held for past
10 months, is reported being offered

by Mrs. Hallie Flanagan to James
Ullman, aide to George KondpUf of

New York project.

Removal of Gerwing is believed a

forerunner of a shakeup in local FTP
executive forces.

season's musicals have not been
possessed of what it takes to draw
None have been able to match the
pace of 'I Married an Angel,' which
opened last spring and leads the'

Broadway list. Nearest to 'Angel' is

'Hellzapoppin'.

Broadway legit casting agents,

who came forward with proposals
that Equity boost commissions and
adopt; rules favoring . their organi-
zation, will probably find the regu-
lations more stringent than hereto-,
fore. The turndown* came as a sur-
prise to the castersV who had won
favorable consideration from a
minority of the council. Agents said
they would welcome- tightening of
the rules provided concessions were
accorded, but hardly along the lines

that Equity proposes to effect.

A committee assigned to the
agency rules was instructed to in-

corporate one regulation which will

require casters to file a monthly re-

port to Equity, setting forth the en-
gagements they secured for players
they represent. This regulation is

the reaction to the casters' conteh-
tion that they are unable to profit-

ably conduct offices at the current
commission level because there are
too few stage jobs.

Agents will be required to state

in detail the players placed, with the
shows designated, salaries obtained
and the amount of commissions.
Equity automatically becomes aware
of salaries because of its general rule
that all contracts be in triplicate, one
copy being supplied by managers to

Equity, but its agency system has
not called for a check-up on the
casters heretofore.

Agents Get Too Much?
No secret that some Equity leaders

view agency practices reprehensively
if not with suspicion, and question
the agencies' right to collect as much
as they do for the services given.
That particularly applies to engage-
ments they secure outside the legit

field. Agents' reports will not fur-
nish complete total of earnings, since
engagements secured in radio, pic-
tures, night clubs and other jobs will

not be included. Equity not covering
such entertainments.
Monthly reports are expected,

however, to bring out data upon
which Equity may base hew rules, or
revise those in force. Equity may
decide there are too many casters
and, if so, permits of some will be
dl*C;''ped. Several leading /agents in-
dicaiod that this move will prob-
ably c(fine. Last week, however, two
new permits were issued, but at the
same time it was announced that
eight were dropped.

Identities of those whose permits
were withdrawn were not disclosed,
Equity explaining that vmtil they
were formally notified through its

legal department, names of those
ruled off would be impounded.
Stated that the reason for the let-

outs is inactivity of those involved.

TMAT ELECTION AWAITS

CHARTER RATIFICATION

After some delay, the -final re-
vision of the Theatrical Managers,
Agents & Treasurers, union's char«-
ter were mailed to all members last
week for ratification. ' Deadline for
the receipt of ballots has been set
for Nov. 14, at which time the votes
will be counted. Since the charter
revision were

. whipped' into shape
without objection, after a quarrel-
some first session, it is expected the
document will be adopted with few
dissenters.

Annual election will be dated
about three weeks after the ratifi-

cation is verified. Stated that no
candidates have been chosen, but
this week selections for the board
were being mulled over.
TMAT will hold its first social af-

fair in New York, Nov. 20, at the
Astor hotel, an entertainment and
ball being scheduled at $2 admission.

Torch Bearers' Revived
Los Angeles, Nov. 1.

Constance Collier gets the top role
in George Kelly's old legit play,
'Torch Bearers/ opening Nov. 11 i

Santa Barbara.
In the cast are Maude Eburne»

Clay Clement, Florence Shirley,
Walter Bond and King Kennedy,
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Plays Out of Town

Herod and Mariamne
Pittsburgh, Oct. 26.

TCiilharlne Cornell presents IierseU In a

«li«ma adapted by Clemonc» Dane from the

German ot Frleclrleh HebUel; features Fritz

Kortner, oKay Morris. Florence Rcrd and
Kent Smith; staged by Guthrie McCllntlc;

eettlnfpj by Horry Hornerr tncWenlal music

by Karol Rathnus, K\ th» Nlxoffi. P»tl9-

burcii, Oct. 20. '38, for four days.

Hvrod Fritz Kortner

Joseph Peter Capell

.luclah liawiwce Fletcher

STubabel Arthw Chatterton

I'hlio RlehnnJ Blttnpton

Herod's S ' Robert C. Currier

A- ."Slave James Welch
Titus I.Kent .Smith

t.ame'cii Joseph Holtnnd

A Courtier PhlUp Carr

f Vincent J. Donahue
Three Prisoners { yorman Sturt

(.D.ivld Snva.Te
-p™. . c^^Ai^^^ (Vincent CopelandT«o Soldiers j,^^^

j,,;,!,^ Robert H. Harris

A lexandrn Florence Reed
Mavor oC Palace EiVjfar Kent
Mliiamne Kfltharlne Cornell

Attendant Ruth Mnrc*
Mute .Slave PhtUp Gordon
Alexandr.T's Attendant Lois Jameson
Reader Slave DavJd .Savajfe

Perfume Seller Roberi C. Currier

Sohemus McKay Morris

Sellma Porothy Ptttten

Roman Soldier Novman Stuart

Caspar Byron McOrath
Melohior A. "WInfleld Hoeny
Balthazar R. Jo»ee
Chief Judge ;.. Edgar Kent
Soldier Frank Swann

power aitd ordering the historic

'Slaughter of the Innocents.'

There may be the makings of a
great tragedy in 'Herod and Mari-
amne,' but the Dane-Hebbel work is

certainly not it. A shaUo^/ treat-

ment, the whole thing is colorless

and sluggish, moving at a snail's

pace and never working up any
dramatic Are or action. At times,

in fact, play resembles Tallulah
Bankhead's ill-fated production of

'Antony and Cleopatra' last summer.
Best job among the supporting

olayers is turned in by Florence
Reed, as Mariamne's mother, plotting

with the Romans to take Herod's
crown away from him. Kent Smith
and McKay Morris are satisfactory,^

too, but not UD to their usual stand-

ards. Remainder of the cast is a
mixture of just pretty good and bad.
Production itself is rich and luscious,

wrth costuming and lighting all done
attractively, but only emphasizing
the Dlay's multiole weaknesses.

'Herod and Mariamne' is scheduled
for four additional weeks on the
road and may improve a bit, but
hardly enou<»h to insure any sort of

run. It's wealc, and for a star of

Cornell's calibre, a major calamity.
Cohen.

Katharine Cornell and her hus-
band-director, Guthrie McClintic,

are both wise in the ways of the
theatre, which makes their selection

of 'Herod and Mariamme' aU the

more mystiftring. They've been
fooled before by high-sounding
words and rich trappings^ but never
so decisively, . for Clemehce Dane's
adaptation from the German of

Friedrich Hebbel is dull, heavy,
meaningless drama that will get no
where.

Star has announced it for Only 10

weeks on Broadway, but extremely
doubtful of surviving even that long,

Cornell prestige and alL Bad plays
have stood up through actress' magic
in past; not "Herod and Mariamne,'
however. It's such a rigid pageant
that nothing she can do ever brings
the show to life. Play lacks clarity,

writing is stodgy and insecure and
acting is definitely out of the lower
drawer.

Nobody ever cares much what
happens to Herod, Mariamne and the
others. There isn't any red blood in

their veins or authority in their

actions, and even McClintic, shrewd
stager that he is, hasn't been able to

counterfeit in his handsome produc-
• tio.i a substitute for an incompetent
play. Not a semblance of dramatic
order to the piece and it staggers
through two long,, windy acts just

an ill-assorted pamphlet of BibUcal
briefs.

Miss Dane's the chief .offender,

though, hardly the only one. Playing
for the most part, too, is stagnant,
although unlikoly that anybody
could do much with 'Herod and
Mariamne.* Major disappointment is

Fritz Kortner, exiled German actor,

making 'his American sta' 2 debut as
Herod. He's strictly of the old
scenery-chewing Continental school,
flailing his arms,' twitching his

fingers, bobbing his head arotmd and
frequently speaking, in a throaty
whisper that can't be heard beyond
the first few rows. His acting is so
furiously out of key with the other
performances that it becomes ludi-
crous. Fault seems to be the di-

rector'is as much as Kortner's.

Play offers Miss Cornell fewer op-
portunities than she's had ip years,
and her only opportunity comes in
the final scene -of the last stanza,, but
by that time it's too late. Confusion
of *Herod and Mariami^ in general
obviausJy extends to its star as well,
for she's far Ixom at her best and
sta^nds to lose plenty of prestige if

she - takes it to Broadway, unless
«ome miracle is worked; which hard-
ly appears possible.

In her adaptation. Miss Dane
hasn't relieved the heavy Teirtonic
stuffiness of the original, and whole
thing is a. feeble effort to capture
deep vein of classic traitedy. She
adheres pretty closely to historic
facts, showing Herod as a jealous
ruler who refuses . to believe Mari-
amne can bs faithful to him. Twice
he orders trusted lieutenants to slay
her should he fail td return first

from a conference with Anthony in

Egypt and later from battle with
the Arabian tribes.

Each time Herod returns safely
and slays her designated execution-
ers, because he. b&eves Mariamne
has seduced them. Third time
Herod's perfidy is too much for her/
She deliberately plots her own doom
by causing the King to confirm,
erroneonsly, hij oWn worst suspi-
cions, knowing that he will dp the
same thing over and over iagain

every time he goes away.
' Herod then orders her to trial be-

fore a Dacl&ed court on charges of
unfaithfulness and dishonor, with
instructions to his jurymen to find

her guilty. .Once she has been dis-

posed Of, Herod learns from Titus

that Mariamne was a virtuous wife,

and when word comes that a.greater

king has been found that day in a
man- jr at Bethlehem, . the curtain

leaves Herod proclaiming his own

SORORITY HOUSE
Denver, Oct. 30.

Comedy In three acta, six scenes, by
Ma-ry Coyle Chase. Produced and directed

by Walter Sinclair; settlnRS by Eric
Bdrijer. At University Civic Theatre, Oct.
20. '3S; fL.'iO top.
Lew AVycolT Robert F. Arehlbold, Jr.

His Wife Louise La Bat
Daugiitcr ...Betty Jane Preston
Rud Loomis Robert Heller
Helen FerRuson Alberta Bersh tJtt

Laura Hantock Nadlne Bancroft
LoulFe Marshall .....Ruth Lonif
.Sally Lawton Lucille Holtorf
May Doble Madelyn Studebaker
Betty Van Orbot Geraldine Haetns
Dottle Klatke Evelyn Selky
Merle Harris Dorothy Mendelssohn
Ida (?olby Evelyn Reed
Phyllis Granthai Emma Kay Brown
Janet Gelger Shirlea Blair Conway
tmogebe MonteHore Brewster

: Roberta Le Mon
Althea Brewster Marjorle Dunning
Lillian Brewster Ruth Strauss

Slwws in Rehearsal

'Rineslde Seat'—Rufus Phil-

lips.

'Glorlana* — Theatre House,

Inc.

•Good Hunting:' ('Blow, Bugle,

Blow') — Jerome Mayer and
Leonard Field.

'Wliere Do \7e Go From
Hene'—Oscar Hammerstein, II,

and Dwight Taylor.
'American Landscape'—Play-

wrights.
^Rocket to the Moon'—Group.
•Blaofcblrds'—Lew Leslie.

^

Henry IV'— Maurice Evans
and Joseph V. Reed.

•Lorelei' — Aldrich, King,

Hardwicke and M^ers.
The Flymgr Glnsburgs'

—

Vinton Freedley.

'Too Much Johnson'—^Mer-

cury.

Plays on Broadway

In a satire on sorority rushing as
practiced at co-ed institutions, Mary
Coyle Chase has displayed an ac-
curacy of observation as its author,
fuid has woven in plenty of comedy
and sufficient drama to make it/ well
worth producing.
Deals with rush week, with the

principal rushee, Betty Jane Preston
as Alice Wycoff, doing a top job.

She falls for the student president,

Robert Heller, aftd happenings come
fast until the end. Action takes a
week, with rushing in all its details

brought out with clearness—humor-
ous to those who have been through
it as well as those who never even
finished highschoo].

Robert Archibold, as Alice's father
(a snfall-town poolroom owner), is

excellent in the comedy role, .
and

carries his part like an old trouper.
However, each of the cast is good,
evidence of the thorough direction
of Walter Sinclair, who is professor
of dramatic art and speech at the
U. of Denver.
Even tliough a biting satire, 'So-

roritjr House' was given its world
premiere at the University Civic
theatre, operated by the U. of Den-
ver on its campus and a part of the
college. Many of the cast are soror-
ity and fraternity members.. Attend-
ance is based principally on mem-
bership at $6. This entiUes them to

a seat to five productions through
the winter, and members can buy
two sihfile tickets at $1.50 each. This
play is running seven days, being
the opening production this season.
Action reveals the heartbreaks and

heart-throbs of the first week at col-

lege and is fast enough for the
screen. Sex is introduced incident-
ally, but strongly as a necessary part
of the action. It plays on a bit of
life which apparently others have
been afraid to touch, but done so
anyone can get plenty of laughs and
not a few tears.

Settings are first quality.

MADAME CAPET
Drama In three acts (10 Bcenog), adapted

by Ucoi'so MIddteton from the French of
Marcelle Maurette. Stars Eva Le Gal-
Ucnne. Staare by Jose Kutken; «etttnK9 by
Watson Iiai'ratt; musical arrangements by
J<ehnian Uncel. Presented by Eddie Dowl-
Ingr. at Cort, N. Y.; Oct. &, 'S«; $a;8U top.
Emperor of Austria. .Frederic Tozere
Count de Mercy. < . . .Harold Govld
Madame de Misery Alice John
Murlo Antoinette^ '"va Le GalUenne
AuKeard Nelson Welch'
UosQ Bertln Blanche RIbk
Sylvia Carol B^ran3
Fanette Barbara C. Blrown
Madame Brunler Merle- Maddem
Count de la Marck Uram-Nosscii
Count AUx de Fersan. .. .William Poat, Jr.
Marle-Thereae (aged 10) ..... . .Helen- Rene^
The Little Dauphin,... lan» Dounenwirth
Count de VaudreuU Staats Cot&worth
Baron de Ue^ienval Ucorse Baxter
J>uchfpBe de Pollgnac.. Mary Michael
Lackey Haxvey Welch
Another Lackey VnA Rendulic
Guard William W. Sanders
Another Guard, W. J. Kackett
Market Woman ..Elizabeth Mun-ay
Another Market Womaiv. ., .Diane d» Brett
Court Lady Elizabeth Dewing
.'Vnother Court Lady Morie Haddem-
Third Court Lady Phyllis Holden
Leonard >.<........•.. Le Rol Oncrti
Mlrabeau .' Geocge- Coulaurls
Madame Elizabeth ...Marian Evonsen
Simon Louis Veda Quince
Mftrlc^Thereye (aged IS) Charlta Bauer
The Dauphin Warren Mills
Herman (Later president of the.....
Tribune) Jose Ruben

Another Deputy W. J. Hackett
LaMorliere Earle Mitchell'
Rosalie Anne Baxter
Bault Crntg Williams
Prosecutor .George Baxter
Queen's Advocate Staata Cotsworth
F&brlcua .William Sanders
Retne Mil lot Maty Michael
Count de la Tour du Pin. . . .Fwdcrlo Tbzcre
Guard Nelson Welch
Another Guard Harvey Welch
Executioner WilUan Sanders
Priest , Bmm Noason
Bnlllff ; Fred Sears
Another B)tlII Harvey Welch
Guard W. J. Hackett

The Girl From Wyoming
Musical melodrama In three parts pre-

Bcntcd nt the Amerlciit* Music Hall. N, Y
Oct. 20. '38, by John and Jerrold Krlmsky'
\vrltten by 'J. Van Ostend Van Antwerp.*'
music by Richard Lewine; lyrics by Ted
^Tetter; staged by Robert Rosa, John Pierce
and Grace Holland,

Ben Longwood Philip Huston
Mrs. Longwood Nellie Thome
Sherltt I'otcra Illy M." Greene
Sleepy , Tony Kraber
Marcy Desmond , George Pctria
Alkali.... ....Donald Macdonald
Girl from Wyoming June- Wallter
Chlquorl Anne H-unter
Petlro James Ruwso
Bartender Jack Goldle

MY BABY'S WEDDING
Operetta In two acts '(8 scenes) by W11-.

liam Slesel; presented by Itzik Feld.
Staged by Abe Gross. Music, Alexander
01shanelBl;y; lyrics, Jacob Jacobs; dances,
Rose Gordon: settin^rs, Michael Saltzman.
At Second Ave; theatre. N. Y.r ?2.20 top.

Reb Israel Alter Shrlfrln Moses Feder
Lealt Rae Schneler
Benjamin Muni Sercbrov
Miriam Miriam Krosayn
Kalmen Yankel Itzlk Feld
FeiRe Gneluse Anna Thomasbefsky
Dickie Vickie Marcus
Rebecca Donnenber Sally Schorr
Evelyn Goldle Elsman
Felvel Shinder Jacob Zanger
Walter Seymour Rechtzelt
Mike Kwekzilber Hymie Jacobson
Tzlppe ;...Yetta Zwerling
Tzirele .Gloria Goldstein
Doctor..- Jacob Hlmmelstcln
Shnmes .' Adolph Erber
Student. Mlsha Zwieback

Itzik Fcld's latest presentation,

'My Baby's Wedding,' by William

Siegel, hits the low ebb in the Yid-

dish theatre market thi season. Its

stilted book is redeemed only by the

occasionally good music of Alex-

ander Olshanetsky and the excellent

cast..

Outstanding in the cast, and she's

superb, is Miriam Kressyn, whose
grace, charm and excellent singing

at times compensate for the play's

presentation. Her sense of drama is

overpowering in its simplicity. As
Benjamin's cousin she must nurture
her love for him while he courts an-
other. Muni Serebrov is a hand-
some Benjamin, inclined to overact,
at times, but a click during the in-

sanity scenes.

Itzik Feld Is the star of the show
and is his usual self—mugging,
dancing, singing and acting with all

the Old World characteristics. But
or Second avenue he's forgiven.

Two starlets are uncovered in the
respective nine- and eight-year-olds,
Vickie Marcus and Gloria Goldstein.
The youngsters conduct themselves
with aplomb and, next to Miss
Kressyn. garner the major laurels.

Their 'Small Girl' duet necessitates

a couple of encores. Also excellent
In the cast are Goldie Elsman, as the
other girl; Anna Thomashefsky,

• Jacob Zanger, Seymour Rechtzeit
and Yetta Zwerling.

Production, notably settings. Is

cheap, while the chorus is somewhat
starched.

Round the Family Table
Drama in three acts (Av-e scenes), by

Nathan SlutcbkofC; presented by tbe Yid-
dish Dramatic Players. Staged by Leib
Kadlson. Settings, Louis Bpomberg. Musi-
cal direction, Harr}' Lubln. At Irving
Place. N. Y.. Oct. U, '38; *2.20 top.
Kalman Yudel Dublnaky
Helen , Muriel Oruber
Beyle Celie Adler
Sam Israel Msindet
Irving Yacob Uei- .-ten

Sydney , Ml.sha Stut:-itkofI
Itshe-Yose Ichael Rosenberg
Reb Aaron .Tacob Mestel
Hymie Susman Jiidah Blelch
Milton Soi ElslkofC
Esther Zelda Gould
Sarah-Necha .Snra Kroner
Mary Elizabeth Charney
Miss Fic^ld Sylvia FIshman

For their initial production the
Yiddish Dramatic Players have come
up with a splendidly written, excel-
lently cast play in 'Round the Fam-
ily Table,' by Nathan Stutchkoflf.
Play was taken from the radio series
of the same title by Stutchkoiff.

'Family' has a dramatic appeal
that socks right home, due to its

forthright truisms, so closely asso-
ciated with typical Jewish middle-
class family life in New York.
Theme, while certainly one that

has been done before, has been writ-
ten few times with greater pun-
gency. StutchkofF knows his New
York families and has painted his
Hymie Susman particularly well.
Hymie is played by Judah Bleich

with excellent conviction in the role
of the f&ther, a despot, yet one who
loves his children. For Hymie Sus-
man watfte Milton to become a doc-
tor; he -wants Sydney a lawyer and
Helen to marry a wealthy boy, in-"

stead of his garage mechanic, whom
she loves.
Through this all are the inter-

woven heartbreaks that accompany
the parents in seeing Sydney learn
to be a mechanic and run off with
Mary; Helen marries the mechanic,
while Milton, the doctor, learns that
a profession can sometimes be an
encumbrance, as his lack of success
indicates.
Bleich carries the full force Im-

plied by the role while Celie Adler,
of the Adler family, is sterling as
the mother. Mischa Stutchkoflf, son
of the author, plays S.vdnev; Sol
Eisikoff- is Milton; Muriel (3ruber
niays Helen, the daughter. All are
excellent. Also outstanding are Mi-
chael Rosenberg. Yudel Dubinsky
and Israel Mandel.

Stat<<ing by Leib KadUson and set-

tings by Louis Bromberg are big
factors in thr excellent production.

Eva Le Gallienne, who has sev-
eral times in the past shown a predi-
lection for foreign costume plays,
saw this Marie Antoinette drama in
Paris, where it was a solid success.
She bought the U. S. rights, had
George Middleton adapt it and per-
suaded Eddie Dowling to produce it.

What they apparently saw in the
play doesn't come across the foot-
lights, however. It's a handsome pro-
duction and the performance is gen-
erally commendable, but 'Madame
Capet' never comes to theatrical life.

Limited stay is indicated.
There have been several Marie

Antoinette plays going the rounds
the last few seasons, one of which
Jane Cowl was reported to be inter-
ested in doing. But the production
and apparent failure of 'Capet'
seems likely to stsrmie the chances of
any of the others getting a showing,
at least for some time. Added deter-
rent will probably be Metro's current
'Marie Antoinette' picture, which
should extract' interest from the sub-
ject. That will also short-circuit any
film sale, so 'Capet' appears headed
for a substantial loss.

Cue to this version of the Marie
Antoinette story is the quotation
printed in' the program and credited
to

,
her mother, Empress Marie-

Therese—'Will you find yourself only
through misfortune?' Thus 'that Aus-
trian woman' is treated sympathetic-
ally instead of from the more
familiar 'Let them eat cake' point of
view. MoU'ie Antoinette in this play
is drawn as a tragic yet coturageous
figure; Not the vain and shallow
woman she is

.
frequently pictured,

but one who thouglit primarily of
her people and her country—^France,
not Austria—and of her children.
According to the play, the revolu-
tion was caused by the blind cruelty
cuid venality of the nobles rather
than by the royal family. As her
doom approached, the queen's great-
ness increased until, as the rumble
of the tumbrels grew louder, she be-
came truly majestic.

Intellectually, that's an intriguing
idea, but in this case it never be-
comes emotionally compelling. Prob-
ably the fault lies in the approach
and the original play as well its in
the adaptation, but certainly George
Maddleton's writing product is pon-
derous and dull.
Although Miss Le Gallienne gives

a competent, adroitly-v?(ried and al-
ways credible performance as 'Capet,'
she is unable to capture the specta-
tor's imagination. One can admire
the character she plays and the in-
sight and reality of her playing, but
there is never the compulsion to
identify one's-self with that charac-
ter. That is the ultimate test of any
play and in that 'Madame Capet'
faib decisively.
Among the commendable support-

ing performances are Frederic
Tozere's capably-coiitrasting double
portrayals of the Emperor Joseph II,

of Austria, and of the valiant Count
de la Tour du Pin; Blanche Ring's
reasonably successful attempt to re-
deem the unnecessary part of the
dressmaker; George Coulouris' some
what postured but effective Mira
beau, Marian Evensen's sympathetic
and direct Madame Elizabeth, Jose
Ruben's Deputy and Anne Baxter's
pretty and sincere Queen's maid.
Watson Barratt's settitigs are the-

atrically decorative,, particularly the
autumn scene at St. Cloud, while
the costumes of Helene Pons lend
conviction. Jose Ruben's awkward
direction occasionally italicizes what
life there is in the dialog, but in gen-
eral, 'Madame Capet' seems almost
as lifeless as its subject. Hobe.
(Withdrawnr SatKrday (29) ; printed

lor the record.)

Hocus pokus in this east side night
spot is along the lines of preceding
mellers with music, diversions that
have kept the one-time church going
for several years. The Krimskys
have much to do with the show,
which should fare well for it is

amusing. The color scheme within
and outside the place is plenty red,
it being called Chez Firehouse. As
for the critics, the first-stringers
again attended the opening and ap-
peared to have a good time.
Name players are appearing here

for the first time, Jime Walker top-
ping the cast in the name part. It is
her performance that makes the
show worth while more than any
other factor. She makes the girl a
positive character against the more
or less indefinite western parties who
Srincipally inhabit Desmond's
llysian Fields Saloon, with the bar

painted on a drop. Desmond is the
town gambler and villian.

Miss Walker is togged out in white
cowgirl outfit, quite the fanciest in
the wardrobe.. Topped with a very
blond thatch, she packs a rod big-
enough for Custer, the Indian fighter
whose 'Last Stand' is pictured on the
front drop. Girl goes for Ben Long-
wood, fresh from Harvard, who fol-
lows Greeley's advice and goes west-
She can't figure why the tenderfoot
rouses her passion, but she sees that
he gets a break from the rough guys,
who think she's aces.
Big scene effect is staged around

what would be the balcony, a card-
board stage coach being chased and
held up by a couple of bandits. That
hooks onto the finale, which has the
Indians mowing down the stick-up
guys and saving the girl, about to be
blown, up by a keg of dynamite. It

turns out that she is the daughter of
Alkali, an old prospector, and an
Indian squaw. Both the latter parts
are played by Donald Macdonald, his
Alkali having been bumped off a bit

before.
Best song is 'Our Home,' it being

the nearest to a production number,
led by Miss Walker and PhQip-
Huston, the college boy who learns to

shoot and gamble, between times
reading Plato and such. 'The Dying
Cowboy' is another tune liked,

George Petrie the villian having the
number with Tony Kraber, plus the
fancy girls of the place. Anne
Hunter does well with 'Manuelo,' she
playing a hot dish from Mexico.

Quite prominent in the proceedings
is Jack Goldie. vaude single and sing-
ing waiter. He has a part in the
show,, but his real contributions fol-

low the performance, singing old
time favorites. When audiences get
wise that such entertainers are sup*
posed to be slipped coin, he will do
okay. Goldie was in England for

some time sjxd is under contract for

reappearances over there. After the
show, most of the first-nighters as-

sembled downstairs, where there is

a bar and dance floor. That is how
the Krimslcys' novel enterprise has
turned a profit, for the theatre por- •

tlon is too small to net a real gross.

Girls who wait on tables are an
attractive bimch and, as formerly,
warble several choruses. Olio not
built UP as much as previously, the
Great Cahill appearing on a trapeze
over the audience while Goldie and
the 'singing cowgirls' take care ot

the music end. Ibce.

AGMA Craceit Groqus

StiUU at Odds

Although negotiations between the

American Guild of Musical Artists

and the two major concert bureaus
are continuing, little progress has

been made toward a settlement. Sev-

eral minor matters have been agreed

upon, but it's understood neither

side has been willing to make any
concession on vital points. Another
meeting is scheduled for today

(Wednesday).
Vital factor In the situation is that

Columbia Concerts Corp. and NBC
Artists Service must reach an agree-

ment with AGMA in order to obtain

licenses from the Screen Actors
Guild so as to continue in the agency
business in California. That's neces-

sary because one of the points in the

rules recently laid down by SAG Is

that to be eligible for licenses, all

agencies must observe the rules of

any or all Associated Actors and Ar-
tistes of America groups. .

Both
AGMA and SAG are Four A's af-

filiates.
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Inside Stuf-Legit

Ticket sales on 'Amphitryon 38,' current at the Chestnut, Philadelphia,

took a sudden spurt last week after State Senator George Woodward got

it a lot of front page, publicity by blasting the Philadelphia Forum, of

which he is a member, for sponsoring such a 'demoralizing play.' Forum
has a deal with the Theatre Guild by which its members receive seats to

Guild productions.

Beefing to William K. Huflf, Forum manager, Woodward wrote of the

liunt vehicle: It's the iiTony of fate that the Forum, distinctly an uplift

organization, should subject its members to this unmor-al influence.' Sen-
ator's squawk was greeted derisively, however, -by other Forum members.
Mrs. Meyer Davis, frau of the maestro, declared publicly that it didn't

shock her morals and was backed up by Dr. Russell Doubman, of the U. of

Pennsylvania.

Barry Thompson, who plays Amphitryon, has only a walk-on in 'The

Sea GulL' Rather than take billing for the sniallte part, Thompson de-

cided to adopt am appropriate Russian nom-de-theatre for the Chekhov
drama. Company got together and christened him George Spupin. Tag
in reverse reads 'Nip ups.'

Although reported being rewritten after trying out, it is questionable

that 'Window Shopping,' also known ias 'In Garfinkle's Window,' will be
displayed on Broadway. Play, which brought George Sidney back from
Hollywood, regarded as monologistic. for him, was written by Louis E.

Shechter and Norman Clark, former putting in about $2,S00, while a
maker of skin lotions went for the balance of the $14,000 that was spent
on the show, presented by Thomas Kilpatrick.

Femme lead was played by Gerta Rozan of Vienna, who came. here to

play in the Yiddish 'Brothers Ashkenazi.' Understood she withdrew from
that show after a short period.

Monty" Woolley, who now holds an Equity and SAG caid, tised to be a

Yale prof,, and.among his pupils, also now in the theatre, were Cole Porter,

Worthington Miner, George Abbott and Dwight Wiman. This circumstance
Is paralleled in the class cafe field John Roy, managing director of the

Rainbow Room, who in the past tutored John Hoysradt and Ben Cutler,

in their pre-Yale classes, and later employed them at the Rockefeller

nitery. It was because of Roy's tutoriog of Nelson Rockefeller that the

ex-educator came into the Radio City project, on the realty end, and
thence into the cafe project.

A barbed wire barrier has been strung-above the picket fence that sepa-

rates the stage entrance of the Barrymore, N. Y., and an alley which leads

from 47th to 48th streets. Alley is an exit for that house and the Longacre,

theatres being back to back.

DurituE the summer there were a number of dressing room thefts re-

I>orted, particularly .at the Longacre^ Suspected that youngsters and others

scaled the fence and climbed the Longacre flreescape, in that way reaching
the dressing rooms.

. A bronze memorial tablet in memory of Margaret Smith has been placed
In the main office of Equity's New York quarters. Reads: 'Dedicated in

appreciation of her many years of loyal, unselfish devotion to Equity and
the interests of its members. Died May 11, 1938.'

Miss Smith was active in making WPA contacts for Equityites last sea-

son. Previously she was in charge of social events of the association.

Including the annual. ball.

Clifford Odets, with Group Theatre chiefs, wa,s in Boston all last week
on preliminary production plans for 'Rocket for the Moon,' which goes

into rehearsal in New York this week. 'Rocket'- is a romantic play, sans

leftish propaganda. Irwin Shaw is also readying one along romantic
lines to star Sylvia Sidney and Franchot Tone. This is one of three pieces

by Shaw now being mulled by Group Theatre, and Odets is slated to have
another ready during the season.

Percy Burton, English showman whose book anent stage luminaries,

entitled 'Adventures Among the Immortals' as 'told to Lowell Thomas,'
is attracting more attention Over -there than here, returned to New York
last week commissioned to write another book about show people.

Forthcoming volume, however, will be concerned with the film end and
Burton is slated for Hollywood to secure additional material New book
will not be a collaboration.

'

Some of the Sam H. Harris staff scheduled to move to the Center, N. Y.,

where the Moss Hart-George S. Kaufman historical cavalcade will be

presented, will not take quarters there until the first of the year. Cur-

rently all space is being occupied by the technical staff assigned to the

show, which will be staged by Hagsard Short, although Kaufman is slated

for the directional job.

Julien St Charles Chaqueneau, who presented 'Waltz in Goose Step'

at the Hudson, New York, Tuesday (1), is another with socialite back-

ground to join the managerial ranks. He's no stranger to show biz, how-
ever, being associated with Myron Selznick's New York office, He is wed
to Kay Leslie, prominent in the Park avenue set, who had some stage

experience, having appeared in an Arthur Hc^kins attraction. Latter is

staging 'Goose Step.' New manager is generally called Jack.

Jane Wyatt finally got top role in forthcoming 'Lorelei* because author,

Jacques Deval, demanded that part be given to an American girl after

three loreign actresses had not panned out. Lulu Desti and Rose Stradner

had been rehearsing, along with author's wife, Elsie Argal.

Miss Stradner has left for Hollywood and a Columbia contract, while

Miss Desti is returning to Europe. Late Tuesday it had been reported

that Doris Nolan, was replacing Miss Wyatt for fifth change.

TAC aUBROOM PLAN

SDBMIITED TO EQUITY

Theatre Arts Committee plan for
a clubroom and recreation center in
the Times Square area for actors
was submitted for approval yester-
day (Tuesday) to the Equity council.
Committee was appointed to study
the proposal and report back to the
coun-iil.

Consists of Walter Greaza, chair-
man; J. Malcom Dunn, George Hel-
ler, John Lorenz, Mary Morris,
Katharine Warren and Paul DuUzell.
TAC has optioned a five-story build-
ing to be converted into a center and
-neeting place for actors and pro-
""ssional workers in the theatre.
'an is to open it Dec 31.

Futore Plays

Fair Enoiifh,' a musical satire on
the World's Fair, with book and
lyrics by Milton Lazarus and Frank
Gabelson, is skedded to open at the

Winter Garden Jan. 1, sponsored by
Alex Aarons in association with Lee
Shubert.

•No Time for Comedy,' a new play

by S. N. Behrman, is slated to follow

Elmer Rice's, 'American Landscape,'

as the Playwrights' fourth production

of the season.

'Glorious Morning,' a drama by
Norman Macowan, is slated for pro-

duction by Oscar Hammerstein, II,

following 'Where De We Go From
Here.' Play was originally shown
in London.

Current Road Shows

(Week of Oct 31)
'AmpfaUryon'-«Sea Gull' (Luntand

Fontanne); Chestnut St., Philadel-
phia.

'Boys From Syracuse' (Jimmy
Savo), Shubert New Haven, Conn.
(Nov. 3-5).

'Blossom Time', Grand Opera
House, Chicago,

j
'Brother Rat', rlanger, Philadel-

phia.

'Front -Page,' Queensboro, Elm-
hurst, L. I., N. Y.

'Golden Boy', (Luther Adler-
Frances 'Farmer), Plymouth, Boston.

'Great Lady' (Tullio Carmsnati-
Irene Bprdoni-Norma Terris). For-
rest, Philadelphia.
'Recod and -lOiriamiie' (Katharine

Cornell), Gass, Detroit.

'I Am Different' (Tallulah Bank-
head), Cox, Cincinnati.

'I'd BatJier Be Biglif George M.
Cohan), Nixon, Pittsburgh.

'f IlKve Been Here Seforc' (Wilfred
Lawson), Royal Alexandria, 'Toronto.

'Leave It to Me^ (Victor Moore.
William Gaxton), Shubert, Boston..

'Lightnin' (Fred Stone), Colonial,
Boston.
'M«ea ' Over Uulberry Sitrect*,

Shubert Brooklyn.
'Of Mioe and Men', Selwyn,

Chicago.
iPins~and Needles', Memorial Aud;

Louisville, Ky. (31); Englisfa, Jndian-
apolis (1-2); Hartman, Columbus, O.
(3-5).

'K«d Bumble Bee', Curran, San
Francisco.
'Shadow and Substance' (Sir Cedric

Hardwicke), Wilbur, Boston.
'Susan and God' (Gertrude Law-

rence), Harris, Chicago.
'Srobaeoo Itoad*, Lyric, Richmond,

(31-Nov. 2); Academy of Music,
Roanoke, Va. (3-4); Colonial, Blue-
field, W. Va. (5).

'What A Xlfe', Hanna, Cleveland.
IVfaiteeaks' (Ethel Barrymore),

Locust St., Philadelphia.
'Women', Palace, Flint (31);

Temple, Saginaw (1); Gladmer, Lan-
sing (2); Keith's, Grand IH^ids <3);

State, Kalamazoo, Mich. (4); Strand,
South Bend, Ind. (5).

'Xaokce Fable,' National, Washing-
ton.

•You Can't Hake It With Tou',
Davidson, Milwaukee.

OPEN TBI IBD-MC

Upon the recent closing of WPA's
'One Third of a Nation,' Adelphia,
New York, there was an order to

dismantle the setting. Order is re-

ported to have been countermanded,
but when it was pointed out that the
theatre was required for rehearsals
of 'Sing for Your Supper,' which has
been preparing for about a year,
work of removing the towering set

was started. Because of the limited
number of hours permitted stage
hands on the relief project, the task
was said to have not been completed
until late last week.
House will remain dark until

•'Supper' opens, tentatively the middle
of next month. Directors said that
much time will be required, because
WPA cannot send its' shows out of
town for try-out and final weeks of
rehearsals will be held with th6
revue's settings.

Stafied that the plan broached by
Equity to 'bank' hours of work, or
rehearsals, to the • credit of profes-
sionals who are detained on the job
more than eight* hours per day, be-
came effective five weeks ago.

Refugee Actors

(Continued from page 55)

authorities; holdit^ international
congresses and conferences.

(4) . All professional artists' or-
ganizations who adliere to the stand-
point of international collaboration
on the lines of these rules shall be
eligible for membership to the lAL.
An organization desiring admission
shall make written application for
same, and submit a declaration that
it undertakes to recognize the rules
and decisions of the International
League and regularly fulfill its finan-

cial obligations.

(5) . The executive committee shall
decide concerning the admittance of
an organization; if in a certain coun-
try already one artists' organization
is affiliated with the International
League, then the admission of a sec-

sond artists' organization can only
be effected with the consent of the
organization already affiliated. In
case of doubt, the executive commit-
tee will make the final decision,

(6) . If an organization is refused
admittance, it is entitled to appeal to

the next International Conference of

the lAL,

League Denies It Wffl Drop Ticket

Code; ATTA Formda^ New Attack

PRINCETON U. REVUE

TAKING WIDE ROUTE

Trenton, Nov. 1,

Pirinceton has mapped the most ex-
tensive tour in the 50 years' history
of the Triangle Club for this year's
half-century anniversary revue,
'Once Over Lightly,' now in re-
hearsal. Latest undergraduate opus
is the work of three seniors, Robert
M. McClung, '39, of Butler; Pa.; Rich-
ard B. Uhl, '39, of Kingston, Pa.; and
Alestander H. Lehmann, Jr., '39, of
New York.

Revue makes it bow at the Mc-
(^rter, Princeton, Dec. 9-10. Then
appears in N. Y. on Dec. 16-17, and
from there it goes to Philadelphia
for one show Dec. 19. After stopping
at Baltimore following night, troupe
heads west for Chicago, where it

plays Dec. 27. Following nights see
the' Princetonians in St -Louis, De-
troit, Pittsburgh and Cleveland, with
fiinal .performances in Newark and
Trenton, Jan. 4' and 5, respectively.

Not AH %' Players

Back frrai Undon, So

Equity Holds Off Adk

Although several members of the
London 'Golden Boy' cast have re-
turned, others are still overseas
sightseeing and expected claims- for
salaries, imderstoed not to have been
fully paid from money sent by
Equity, will be considered by the
latter when the entire company is on
hand. At that time, too. Equity will
bear the players' side of their failure
to follow the association's order to

close the show, which continued one
week further.

Robert Goldstein had the London
rights, through a deal with the
Group "Theatre which produced the
play. London presentation was made
under the direction of O'Bryen,
Dunphy & Linnetf'firm claiming
several thousand dollars being due
from Goldstein, which may explain
the trio's -insistence on playing the
extra week.

Reported that Lillian Emerson,
who played the femme lead in the
London 'Boy,', provided the backing
through which Goldstein operated.
Miss Emerson, who is due back this

week, is said to have spent $400 in

transatlantic telephone calls to Gold-
stein, principally requests that he re-
turn to London and straighten out
the show's affairs. Actress was sev-.

eral times reported to be the heiress
of the Bromo-Seltzer fortune, but it

was denied.

Original Broadway cast opened in

London and during the- period they
played 'Boy' flourished. When re-

placement l>layers were substituted,

business is reported to haye steadily

di'opped.

INA CLAIRE MAY BOW
OUT OF TiytKEE FABLE'

Decision on whether to close

'Yankee F&ble' after this week's en-

gagement in Washington was still in

the air late yesterday (Tuesday)

afternoon. It was reported in New
York that Ina Claire might bow out

of the lead part but that was also

uncertain.

Opening date of 'Yankee Fable' in

New York is indefinite. Play is pre-

sented by Cheryl Crawford. Piece,

by Lewis Meltzer, may be called

back for rewriting, dependent on its

showing in Washington. It was first

called 'Generals Need Beds.'

Washington, Nov. 1.

National, C^p's only legit spot,

struck first dark stanza of season last

week and almost niade it two when
'Yankee Fable,' skedded this week,
was cancelled. Wire, to local office,

which was relayed to critics on Tues-
day (25), was followed same day by
announcement that show was back
on. Idea was to withdraw it after

Boston opening for revision, but sock
advance sale in Ina Claire's home
town swung producers to keep date
here. Opening night reception was

With the League of New York
Theatres issuing emphatic denial of

rumors to the effect that the ticket

code may be abandoned and claiming

that the code is operating 75% suc-

cessfully, also that enforcement
would be strengthened, Broadway's
ticket situation wfis enlivened
through the past week. Saturday
(29) the Associated Theatre Ticket
Agencies, composed of most brokers
except the big three (McBride's,
Postal-Leblang and Tyson's), huddled
to formulate objections to the code.

ATTA group charges that the most
important feature of the code, so far
as the public is concerned, is not
working—the retention of 25% of
tickets for direct sale at the .box-
offices. Agency- group contends it

will name certain tiieatres wiiere
new successes are housed and \^^er«
few tiekets are held for direct sale.

Instead of taking its side of -the

matter to the League, ATTA will
apply to Equity, a meeting between
the latter and. a brokers' committee
being slated this week. Contending
that - Equity is a party to the code
and that it originated from that
source, ATTA is hopeful that some
coneessions will be arranged through
suggestion of the actors association.

Equity appears to be dubious about
being credited wi^ starting the
ticket control system, wary of being
legally involved. However, the adop-
tion of the code by managers is the
basis- for Equity cbnoeding a year's
basic agreement with the League.
Equity appears to prefer placing re-
sponsibility lor the code in mana-
gerial hands wholly.

A leading Eq^ityite regards the
ticket code, as 'a noble experiment*
and expressed belief that it is -as

difficult of -enforcement as was pro-
hibition. So far, fh^ association has
made no gesture one way or another
as to the workings of the code and
will probably await action by the
League's enforcement committee to

submit 6vidjQce of violations, before
taking possible action.

91,500 From Brokers
t

Brokers .paid the league around
$1,500 during the first month, coin
being the levy of thr«e one-half
cents .per ticket and indicating that
the- agencies sold 50,000 tickets dur-
ing that period. One major office

held back paj^ent for several weeks,
probably figuring .that if the codei

was --dropped no money would have,

to be paid. Broker finally paid off

after it was intimated that be might
be charged with violating the rules.

It's contended that the weekly ret

port sheets, which brokers are sup-
posed to fill out In detail ahd send
the league with levy checks, consti-

tute an unfair practice. An agency
pointed out that if competitors
learned the number of tickets sold

for each attraction, .the way for

them to take imfair advantage would
be opened up. League's committee
regarded the complaint valid and
the agency was advised It could bulk
the number of tickets sold without
specifying the quantity for each
house and attraction. Understood
other agencies wiU seek the same
concession, should they not be ad-
vised that the change applied to all.

McBride's claim that it is owed
$500 by3rock Pemberton has not yet
been cleared up, but the manager is

not seriously concerned over the
matter, repeating that the money, was
part of advance royalty on a show
in which the agency would have
been interested, had it been pre-
sented. Pemberton thought the claim
ill-timed in lijght of the success of
his 'Kiss the Boys Goodbye' (Miller).

Reported that McBride's . is selling

around 800 tickets for the show
weekly, 'Kiss the Boys' therefore be-

ing credited with providing the
agency with revenue of $500 per
week. Intimated that there is no
compulsion on the manager's part to

allot that many tickets to any agency
despite distribution efficiency. Pem-
berton's show is rtot involved in the
ATTA claim that the rightful per-
centage of tickets is not retained by
certain boxofflces.

cool, and critics, except as regards
Miss Claire, were plenty tough.

Next week brings Lunt and Fon-
tanne. in 'The Sea Gull,' followed by
Katharine Cornell's 'Herod and Ma-
riamne' week of Nov. 14, and final

pre-Broadway week of Tallulah
Bankhead in 'I Am Different* starting
Nov. 21.
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WPA Rewrites 'One Third Nation

To Fit PhiDy; Ditto Other Locales

Philadelphia, Oct. 28.

•One Third ol a Nation,' drama In two
aot.H, ihwiUlen for Philadelphia from the

oHsVnal by Arthur Arcnt by Ben Russalc,

Kdward Mallo and Aubrey H. Baldwin; dl-

recled by James Light; eettlnes by Cecil

<"onway and Charles Naylor; costumes by

Martha Decker; orlRlnal mualc by Leo
AVatner; presented by Federal Theatre
IMoJfct of WPA with n cast oC 125 at the

AValnut Street theatre, Philadelphia; $1.10

top.

Original version of the Federal
Theatre's powerful propaganda piece

for better housing has been thor-

oughly rewritten for presentation to

Philly audiences. Still retains, how-
ever, the gripping qualities that

maintained it on Broadway so long,

the principal changes being doc-
umentary ones to make the play
apply locally instead of to New York.
Aside from these switches in names,
places and dates, the original drama
by Arthur Arent is left pretty well
intact.

Local research on the carefully

documented play was done by the
Federal Writers' Project, which as-

sembled the data and prepared a
rough draft of the script. Then, in

collabAraticn with Edward Malle and
Ben Russak, of FTP headquarters,
Aubrfey H. Baldwin, head of the
Philly unit of the Writers' Project,
worked out the final copy.

Result 'is an intensely interesting,
historical and propagandistic drama
all the- way throu?»h. First of the
two acts, in which most of the real
action of the play is concentrated, is

considerably better theatre than the
second. Latter is a little too much
taken up w.ith 'message' and attempts
to set a solution of the housing
problem to hold interest completely.
But it is an" excellent way of ore-
s^ntinst to

.
large numbers of Phila-

dclphians the peculiar problem that
faces this old city in getting rid of,
thousands of dwellin.^s that are so
ancient they are beginning to take
on .venerability as historical pieces.

• Coitingendable job of documenta-
tion and research has been done.
Documentation, 'in fact, is so com-
plete that it sometimes gets in the
way. Play, following the outline of
its New York counterpart, leads with
the collapse of "balidbox,' Philly's
equivalent of di tenement. Second
scene is an investigation into the
cause.' From there on begins a flash-

back tracing tjie basis of the pres-

ent conditions, which the FTP
choses to consider as land specula-

tion.
,

Results of livmg under unsanitary
and unsightly conditions are traced,

beginning with one of the three

cholera epidemics which afflicted

Philly. How the slums develop
criminals is also shown, and then
the play goes into the aspect of

cleaning out these undesirable
shacks. Meantime rents go up, even
for the worst hovels, and several of

the 'rent strikes' which hit Philly a

few veai's a'^o are depicted.
Writing all the way is held down

to the lowest common denominator,
so tliat it is impossible for the mes-
sage not to be plausible and under-
standable to anyone. Speeches in

most cases are refreshingly free

from being stagey and are often

actual words of prominent persons
quoted from the newspapers. Method
of staging is largely responsible for

the sustained interest it is able to

maintain. Scenes are short and
snappy, making for quick action.

ExDlanatory material is given by the

•Voice of the Living Newspaper,' in-

visible gabber sneaking on the house
p. a. system. He does his exnlaining

to the questions of 'Angus K. But-
tonkooper,' an average Philadelphian

who is seeking a better place in

which to live. Buttonkopper is on
stage most of the time, seated in a

box at the side when not actually

querying.
Set is an adaptation of the Nevf

York one, picturing, a tenement;
Twice a screen is let down and ac-

tual nhotos of Philly are shot on it

by slides. . As during many other

portions of the show, there is an
annoying lack of professional pre-

cision evidenced here.
Cast is uniformly good. John de

Angelis is the 'voice' and very con-

vincing. Particularly good job is

turned in by Bert Griscom as the

'common man,' Buttohkooper. John
Lott, as an early land owner, exhibits

a pwell comic touch and fine shadinfi!.

Play hopes to stay at least eight

weeks, prices ranging from 25c. to

S1.10, and specials are being offered

tn bring in ,large clubs, unio"<? 'nd
other groups. Hero.

[For the presentation of 'One. Third
of a Nation* in Philadelphia and

other cities, the Federal Theatre
Project is changing the history of

New York housing to make it con-

form to other locales. Original com-
pany of 'Nation' closed at the Adel-

phia, N. Y., two weeks ago after a

45-week run.]

TWO-A-DAY
('Cavalcade of Vaudeville')

(HOLLYWOOD PLAYHOUSE)
Hollywood, Oct. 30.

Variety rovuo by Gene Stone and Jack
Robinson; production and dances by Jack
Laughlln; settings, FrodcrlcU Stover; cos-

tumes, Victor NMohols; jit Hollywood Play-
house, Oct. 20. '38; Jfl.lO top.

Cast; Anna Chundler, Truly Shattuck,
Ethel Davis, WlUa Holt \ValceTlsld, Will
Armstrong, George Morun, Ke.\ Van, Pavie
Jamleson, Louise Walker, liddlo Tamblyn,
Bimbo, lilmberlegs Edwards, I'atsy King,
nilllo Baker, Kuth Howard, Pearl Austin,
John Rosa, Sadtt Simmons, John Merkyl,
Jay Bogart, Madeline Reynolds, William
Burnell, Charles Duncan, Andy Dexter,
Jimmy Phillips, Marie Cherry .Sill. Ed Ty-
ler, Earl Ronaud, James Olork, Fred Cady,
Charles Rice, Harry Left. Richard Warton-
borg, John Marlln, Paul Robo.ts. ICarl

Norton, Harold Kane. Eugene Contcrno.
Noah SplUro. Roy Tho.nos. Oscar Tcel,

Frances Hall, William Eberhnrdt. Lou
Polley, Henrv Sherr. Maude Thorndyke.
Alice Hamilton, Teddy Avmond. Helen
Hundley, Richard Yar>'an. Ralph Holland,
B.idle Hoftman, Jack ^YackUn, Joe Kcmner.
John Murphy, David Kent, Virginia Wise-
man, Mildred WlUmott. William PaSso,

June Klrby, Three WIntons. Cuok Doran,
Sanford SmalUlcld, Leo Loonard. Kay
Wright, Robert Clatke. Ronato Maurice.
Edwlnn Allen, Juanlto Bach, Motllda Bos.s.

Alice Malson, Beverly Messltor. Sully Wed-
dereln, Jock Carter. Terry Gcnnuro. Rondy
LaFerr. Bill Norrls, BUlv Reed. George
Vlerra, Dora Lec, Joseph Cosby. Marie De-
Cnxlo, Robert' Erwin. Mnrparet Kennedy,
Michael Modero, Helen Moore, Ktliol Phil-

lips, Ethel Mnynord, Lucille Harr. Ruth
RInrut. Anita Tanfiuar>'. Paul TIckcU. Rav
Thomas. Peter Seymour, John Murphy,
Ethlyn Dectreaux, Donya Dcnne. Mar.lorle

Moore, Edna Towne, Gall Butler. Mar-
guerite Graves. Nlland Jordan. Marie Sab-
hot, Nonette, Zelda Chondl'^r. Edwlna Al-

len, Peggy. Doner, Pntrlc'a Vrsf- ^-"^

Faulkner. Edward HofCmnn, Joe Brooks,
Bender, Davis and Daum.

Refusal of Menuhin to Join AGMA

Causes Union to Nix L A. Orch Date

EVERm"
MARSHALL

Star of "BLOSSOM TIME"

"ELICITED CHEERS AT THE END OF THE SECOND
ACT^THEY WERE RICHLY DESERVED"
KRUG of The Pittsburflh, Suh TpleBraph, Oct. 11th.

• id KARL

NOW IN THIRD WEEK
GRAKD THEATRE
CHICAGO, ILL.

THE CRITICS SAID
• CHICAGO AMERICAN, Oct. 17, 1038

•'Blosrsom Time." — By Ashton Stevens
"Evei'ctt Srarshall, as 'Franz Schubert, sings the 'Song of Love' the way

Babe Ruth used to smash out a homer."

• ClIICACb HERALD EXAMINKR, Oct. 17. 1038

"Marshall .Scores In 'Blossom' Time'."—By Dorothy Dcy
"Everett Marah.nll glvof^ a anlendlrt aptlnj? inferrretailon of the shy

genlun. Tlu-oughout ho hits the Marshall stride which we know and admire
so Well."

• CinCAGO DAIIiT TRIBUNIS, Oct. 17, 19S8

"Blossom Time." — By Cecil Smith
"Everett Marshall was enthusiastically received by first nlffhters."

• PIXT»B11KGH rR]i;.«;S. Oct. 11, 10S8

"Blossom Time." — By Dick Fortune
"Everett Marshall has the role of Frnn^ Schubert and hln grand voice

gots plenty of uue In this collection of romanllc ntuslr.tl beauty."

• CHICAGO DAII.Y KEU'S. 0:t. 17, 1038

"Blossom Time." — By C. J. Bulliet

Marshall's Baritone Voice is Glory of new "Blossom Time"
"Tt's a7:Iomatlo that- the performance of Everett Marshall as Franz

Si'hubert should be the glory of 'Blossom Time' In the present revival of
the 'clas-ilc' that opened last night at the Grand,

"Nobody of Marshall's vocal prowess has over sung th« role before.
MnrP^iall, because of Ihe depth and masculine resonance of his hearty bari-
tone, seta a new key for the entire operetta. Ills fvlcnds feel the contagion
of i}\'f Mnvehall personality, and the opercUa attains a higher plane emo-
tionally than horetoforo."

Exclj.t'v^. Managemont

WitUAM MILLER
RKO- Biii dincr Radio C'.iy, Nevv York

Philly Ballet Becomes

Official Chi Opera Group
Philadelphia,' Nov. 1.

Philadelphia Ballet, under direc-

tion of Catherine Littlefleld, has gone
to Chicago, where it will be official

dance group for Chicago Civic Opera
Co. Company will remain there for

seven and a half weeks, until Dec.

18, shortly before starting road tour
of Canada and the west.

Group of 48 will work in five

operas a week in Chi and give one
night a vjeek of all-ballet. They will

give many of the faves they pre-
sented during last summer's Eur-
opean tour and new number to Fcrde
Grofe's 'Cafe Society."

ALMAGLUCK

DIES IN N. Y.

Though 10% narrative and 90%
specialties, 'Two-a-Day' tells the
story of vaudeville in absorbing and
entertaining fashion. As a produc-
tion,' it is the most ambitious effort

thus far by the WPA's West Coast
F.T.P. unit, and perhaps also of the
entire WPA' theatre organization.

And as a show it is worthy of big-

time consideration,
, Vaudeville's rise and fall is traced
from 1890 to the present, paralleled
through 27 master scenes and sundry
bits with the general state of the
nation. The scenes each embody
several t3rpes of entertainment popu-
lar 'to the times, personalities of the
day find noteworthy events in the
thi&atre. Between scenes, the picture
screen is

~used to keynote the prog-
ress of time, flashing such American
milestones as the passing of the
horsecar, the Wright Bros, flight,

some flashes from 'The Great Train
Robbery,' the World War. the '29

market, crash (using, once more,
VARiEtv's head, 'Wall St. Lays An
Egg'), and a front-page montage toll-

ing vaudeville's decline.

The cast of s^pout 100 includes such
names as Alma Chandler, Truly
Shattuck, Ethel Davis, Willa Holt
Wakeflfeld and George Moran (and
Mack). Specialties rage from old

time to modern, and about every
known type of variety act of the past
and present, excepting only the
dramatic sketch, is included. Present
by impersonation, in- addition to

those cast in the flesh, are Weber
and Fields, Eddie Foy, Elsie Janis.

Lottie Gilson, Maggie Cline, David
Warfleld, Fay,Templeton, Herrmann
the Great, Nora Bayes,. Sis Hopkins
arid the legendary Joe Kane. Even
Eddie Darling gets, a mention, in

some realistic bookinf* office chatter
in a scene on 'the Palace beach.*

Ethel Davis and Anna Chandler
in their' specialities, and both in
solendid form opening night, recall
the day of the single woman through
whom vaudeville gained most of its

nlaniour. The audience blistered its

hands applauding both of them, and
it was purely on mejit. The show is

dotted with' brilliant specialty offer-
ings, notably Davey Jamic-son's dem-
onstration of how the buck and wig
originated; Pearl Austin':, romedy
ballet solo, Frey Cady and. Charles
•Rice as Weber arid Fields. Iiimber-
less Edwards' pantomime, and an un.-
billed banjo recital by a fellow who
stooped the works.
For time-setting purnoses, in ad-

dition to the hi.?torical flashes on the
screan and offstaj^e mike narration
by Barr.'e O'Daniels, there are four
brief 'typical American family'
cecnes in dL-'log. Tl-"^ mr.n pryr\ yri"r,

rvm shov/n flr.ct in 1900, and last in
: 1938, ajfing with the passins of time.

I

In the first scene, as a ynunt coitnle,

!
they speak of going to ?'(inf>r'.s Bow-
ery for the evenini?. In the list scene
their grandson asks, 'What is vaude-
ville?'

There is.' some good-natured kid
din* along with the sincerity, but it's

all from the hea^t and yet ncvpv self-
nityini. The subiert is vaudeville and
it's treated factually, not weaoinfTly.
.That Vf'udeville was orcp our best

I
entertairtviopt is sa'd f^t t^p be.ffin-

,'riing,' and the show sets out through

j

its talent to prove it.

I

Jack Laufhlin's .staping and dance
direction are excellent.
This show shouldn't fold vo after

its L. A.-HoUywood run. It deserves
to be trouoed wberevqi; there'& a
the?>tre .t^-'at can nl^y it, to fca seen
b" those who \YQVild l'<}'fi to h.?ve the

' old davs recalled, and by- tliose such
' as the TranrLTon in V->e 'c^^X wbn
also might ask, 'What is' vaudeville?'

Alriia Gluck, 54, wife of Efrem
Zimbalist, and in her own right an
opera and concert star, in addition

to being a phonograph best-seller,

died in a New York hospital, Oct. 27,

after a long illness. She had been un-
der intensive treatment all summer,
but went to the hospital only a few
weeks ago.

Born in Rumania in 1884 as Reba
Fiersohn, she was brought to N. Y.
at an early age. She was educated
in the puolic schools, attended the

N.. Y. normal school, later to be-
come Hunter College, and graduated
from Union college, Schenectady.
She became a stenographer in a law
office and married Bernard Gluck, an
insurance salesman, whom she later

divorced. She gave no special thought
to her voice and received no early

musical education.
-Later - she studied with Arturo

Buzzi-Peccia, who brought her to the
attention of "Toscanini. It was on the
.latter's recomniendation that she w.as

engaged by the Metropolitan. She
made her debut With that corripany

in 1909, singing Gilda in 'Rigoletto' at

the Philadelphia performance which
marked the American debut of Tito
Ruffo. A few days later she made
her N. Y.' bpw at the New theatre
(later the Century), which was op-
erated by the Met. Her first assign-

ment was Charlotte in 'Werther,' and
in that first year she sang 11 roles,

sometliing of a record for a novice.

She remained with the Met until

1913, but meantime established her-
self as a concert artist, appearing as

soloist with various orchestras. She
coached with Jean ' de Reszke and
with Marcclla Scmbrich. Pcfore the
war she was topped by only two
other soloists, Gadski and Schumann-
Heink as a boxoffice draw. Her
voice recorded singularly well, and
one disc, 'Carry Me Back to Ol' Vir-
ginny' sold in excess of 1,000,000

records. Between 1914 and 1918 her
royalties amounted to .$600,000.

In 1914 she riiarricd Zimbalist, and
until ' 1925 they pursued their sepa-
rate careers, sometimes appearing
jointly, but more often in individual

dates. In the latter year she an-
nounced her retirement to give all of

her time to her family life. There-
after she kept hor contacts with the
art -world .through musical parties at

her home, though she made infre-

quient appearances for worthy causes.
She did much to promote the musical
careers of many novices, was one of

the founders of the American Guild
of Musical Artisis arid was a vice-
president of the imion at the time
of her death. w •

Besides her widower, three chil-

dren survive, Mrs. Marcia Daven-
port, daughter of hor first husband
and a prominent writer; Efrem Zim-
balist, Jr., and Maria, now Mrs. Og-
den (joelct, Jr.

BALLET RUSSE DOES

SOCK $83,000 in N.Y.

Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo,
which terminated its engagement at

the Metropolitan opera house, Now
York,' Sunday nipht (30), is estimated
having grossed $83,000 for 23

.
per-

formances. Averr' e -takings nightly
were around $3,500."

Ticket demand for the ballet had
steadily increased, with- the final

showings virtually sold out In ad-
vance.

Permission for Yehudi Menuhin
to appear as guest soloist with the
Los Angeles Symphony has been
refused by the American Guild of
Musical Artists. Organization took
that action Monday (31) in notify-
ing the Southern California Sym-
phony Assn. that its contract with
AGMA. would be enforced.
Menuhin was scheduled to play

with the Los Angeles orchestra Nov.
3-4, but the matter came to a head
when he was notified by the man-
agement that its contract with
AGMA required that all guest art-

ists be members of liie organization.
In a letter which he releasied to the
press, Menuhin stated flatly that he
would not join AGMA, explaining,
'I am a free lance, and my art be-
longs purely to the concert stage.

He added that when he signed a
year ago for the guest date nothing
was said about membership in
AGMA.
Besides notifying the Southern

California Symphony Assn. that it

would enforce Its contract and ask-
ing Menuhin to reconsider his

stand, the AGMA board requested
its affiliates, the Screen Actors
Guild, Actors Equity, the American
Federation oi Radio Artists to inform
their members of the resolution and
it also sent copy to Local 47, Amer-
icrn Federation of Musicians.
In a statement accompanying its

resolution, the AGMA board called

Menuhin's action in refusing to join

AGMA 'all the more regrettable that

he seems to place himself in op-
position to the best welfare of his

fellow artists.

Statement was Signed by the board
of governors, of which Jascha Hei-
fetz is first vice-president. Other
board members present included
Mischa Elman, J^ahny Ross, James
Melton, Alexander Smallens, Queena
Mario, Margaret Speaks, Eva Gau-
their and Ernst Lerts. Lawrence
Tibbett, AGMA prez, did not at-

tend, but was in touch with board
members from Columbus, Ohio,

where he was making a concert ap-
pearance.
Thought likely that AGMA might

have allowed Menuhin to appear
with the Los Angeles orchestra if

he had not made & public issue of

it. AGMA has at other times not

insisted on a strict application of its

rules.

Reported that Menuhin was to

have received $3,000' for his Los
Angeles dates. Also explained that

he may still fulfill the engagement
if he applies for membership in

AGMA.

TAC's Dance Group

Theatre Ai'ts Committee has ex-

tended its activities through the for-

mation of a dance division. Jane
Dudley is chairman of the commit-
tee, which includes Sophie Maslow,
George Backman, Henrietta Green-
hood and Bessie Schoenberg.
Committee . of sponsors include

Martha Graham, Sai Ishoki, Si-Lan
Clien, Jose Limon. Charles Wcidman,
Muriel Stuart, Dorothy Fox and
Doris Humphrey.

'Take It* 4G in Jersey
Maplewood. N. J., No. 1.

'You Can't Take It With You' at
the Maplewood got only $4,000, fair.

Two previous appearances of the at-

traction in nearby Newark plus the
film version sliowed their efcect at
the b. o.

Current attraction: Eugenie Leon-
tovich in 'Tovarich.'

E?tJiratc for Last Week
•Tcu Can't Take It With Toa,»

Maolewood (1.420: 25-$1.00). Comedy
..•iufit about got by at. nearly $4,000,
fair.

Tins' 8G in Cincy
Cincinnati, Nov. 1.

After satisfactory opening week on
'Pins and Needles,' the Cox has Tal-
lulah Eankhead in 'I Am Different,'
currently at $2.75- top, with 'What
a Life' to follow.

Estimate tor Last Week
'Pins and Needles' (Cox; 1,336;

$2.26). Favorable reviews and spon-
sored parties for first two niTht per-
f-rnaarices helped to good $7,800.

Au.ttrnlinn and - New Zealand Thea-
tro.-i. IjIU., Wnn(i(t;lnfr Directorfl' Frnnlt
S. 'Pnlt. S. S. Click, G. B. Deun,

VIOLET CARLSON
nn tlir .S.^nr of

"ROSE.MARIE'»
«OY%l. TIIKATRR .

8YMNKV, AVSTRAMA
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Afl CU Theatres Have Shows, 6.O.;

'Susan* Smash$18M Good 12G

Chicago, Nov. 1.

Loop ktgit season is now reaching

Its peak activity, with all theatres

occupied and « st«ady demand from
eastern managers for local parking

space. Next week will see not only

all four ol the regular loop spot?

loaded, but also the big Auditorium,

-which will have 'The Women' re-

"turning to town lor a second visit,

this time with the New York cast.

Auditorium becomes an important

factor in Chicago's legit picture this

year, with Ada Katz setting top east-

ern shows for the house despite its

immense siae. - „
Also coming in will be 'On Bor-

rowed Time,* at the Grand, and
Dame Nature,' into the Erlanger.

The latter is the third show on the

American Theatre Society subscrip-

tion list.

'Of Mice and Men,' second ATS
show, opened neatly in the Selwyn,
No smash, but a good take that is

considerably on the profit side. Has
been getting some coin on overflow
from '^•usan and God,' which is a

sensation in this burg. The Gertrude
Lawrence show is sold for weeks in

advance and will s*Jck here until the

first of the year.
'Blossom Time* perked consider-

aLly in the Grand and, on its final

week, should zoom into large numer-
als. Other musical is the WPA
•Mikado,' which is running at ca-

pacity In the Great Northern. It's

a swingopated version of the comic
opera.

Bstlittates f«r LAst Week
'BI«ssom Time,' Grand (3d and

final wieek) (1,300; $2.75), Upped
several grand above last week; hit

fine $11,600 for its second session in

show's ninth Chi visit in 15 years.

<Of Mi«e and Men,' Selwyn (2d

we«k) (1,«00; $2.75). Building. Fin-
ished first week to good $12,000,

climbing steadily.
'Susan and God,* Harris (4th week)

(1,000: $2.75). Doing great biz. Again
better than $10,000, spectacular.

WTA
'TJie Mikado,' Great Northern.

Great biz for the all-colored version.

COHAN A CIVIG EVENT

Bi CIM., SMASH 28C

Cleveland, Nov. 1.

Previous fortnight's so-so grosses
with two respeaters, 'Women' and
'You Can't Take It,' vrere completely
off-set and Equalized by 'I'd Rather
Be Right,* v^ich almost rang up a
record for the Hanna last week.
House, as well as the town, was

right in George M. Cohan's hand
from the opening show, :newspapers
treating bim like a civic event
Fourth and final ni^ts were sell-

outs. Balcony seats went ao fast

that Bill Blair installed 60 extra
chairs on second floor every per-
formance. Proved it's the attraction

tiiat counts and that Cleveland isn't

a bad ^ow-town when one like this

comes along: $27,500 dropped into

theatre's coffers at $3.50- -top. Next
to Helen Hayes' figure, which topped
it last season, it's one of the Hanna*s
best grosses in recent lears.

'What a Life,' current, is in an
awkward spot, coming between Co-
han^s wow and Katharine Cornell's
Nov. 7 date in 'Herod and Mari-
amne.' Play House is holding 'Star

Wagon* and Tonight at 8:30' an-
other stanza.

Estimate for Last Week
I'd Rather Be Sic^t,* Hanna (1,-

435; $3.50 top).. Season's first socko,
Cohan doing move for house in way
of good-will ballyhoo than ai^/thing
«o far. GiTOss of $27,500 is phenome-
nal around here for a legit show.

RevampiDg 'Si^';& in L A.

Los Angeles, Nov. 1.

Biltmore went dark (29) after one
week of 'Soliloquy,' closed abruptly
to permit rewriting before going into
New York. Next attraction coming
into the Biltmore will be 'The Torch-
bearers,' moving in either Nov. 28 or
Dec. 5.

Estimate for Last Week
'Selll«««y,' Biltmore (D-L656;

$2.75). Heavy opus well liked by
those who saw it, but had to be con-
tent with slim $8,000, not profitable.

WPA
'twa-a-Day,' Hollywood Playhouse.

FTP'S cavalcade .of vaude preemed
(29). Cast includes many old-time
vaudevillians.

'Run. Little Chillun,' Mayan. Proj-
ect's long-time all-colored musical
slick, tniil Nov. 20 for total of 20
weeks.
'Allen r«rn/ Belasco. Current.

Being repjuoed (W) by 'Bird of Par-
adise.'

Baito Pa?es Head' with

Big $10,600 ill 4th Visit

Baltimore, Nov. 1.

Town is currently dark for legit

after chalking up a surprising $10,-

600 for "Tobacco Road' in its foiirth

visit to Ford's last week. Sensa-

tional biz built "Steadily -and more
than doubled last year's take at same
house.

Nothing more is listed here until
Thanksgiving week, when 'Golden
Boy' comes to Ford's. Two-day date
for Cornelia Otis Skinner is set for
indie-booked Auditorium Nov. 4.

Three performances of pop-priced
grand opera by National Grand
Opera Co. at the Mai-yland (29-30)

reached okiay $4,000,;with Jan Peerce
in 'Traviata' selling out solid.

Estimates for Laat Week
Tobacco Road,' (Ford's) (1,900;

$1.65). Chalked up surprising ;$10,-

600. Exceptional biz for fourth local
appearance. Matinees extra big.

Naixonai Grand Opera Co., Mary-
land (1,750; $1.65) (two days). F^p-
priced opera featuring Viola Philo
and Jan Peerce held up in good
style to nice $4,000.

GRIDlfSW
TO 17G, imiY

Philadelphia, Nov. 1.

Conclusive proof that producers

and local managers alike are satisfied

with legli business here so far this

fall is fotmd in the facti that the three

Shubert-booked houses—^Forrest, Lo-

cust and Chestnut—list shows for all

three that will keep them lighted

with only a couple of short biieaks up
to the holidays and, perhaps, untU
the middle of January. Not in four
or five years have Philly's legit

houses been so , generously booked.
Another encouraging feature is num-
ber of tryouts, very scarce, indeed,

around here in past reasons.

The independently operated Erlan-

ger also is having better luck than it

enjoyed -the last two seasons. 'Brother

Rat' is there now lor two weeks (re-

turn); 'All Around the Town,' Mask
and Wig show, tomes Thanksgiving
we^, and Tobacco Road' is reported
for a pr<^oliday run,

'Amphitryon 38' continued to lead
the town by a wide margin in its sec-

ond and last week at the Chestnut,
which ended Saturday (29) night
Seat sale for The Sea Gull,* which
the Lunts are offering this week only
and not on subscription, isn't as star-

tling, but nice biz should be realized.

Etbel Barrymore's 'Whiteoaks'
turned in a sturdy first week's gross,

and will round out Its fortnight's stay

with plenty of profit. 'Great Lady,'
panned by the reviewers (who, how-
ever, all handed out bouquets on the
production), did better trade than ex-
pected, being aided by the fact it was
•the only musical show in town during
a week which eulminated in the tra-

ditionally profitable Penn-Navy foot-

ball game. There were plenty, of vis-

istors in town (also fot Friday night's

Temple game), and 'Great Lady'
wound up an only moderately good
week in a blaze of glory.

This week's openings are 'Brother

Rat,' at the Erlanger, and 'Sea Gull,'

at the Chestnut. Next week finds

Golden Boy' bowing in at the Locust,

with the Chestnut so far without a
-tenant. Nov. 14 Fred Stone's 'Light-

nin' ' revival comes to that house, and
'Shadow and Sub.stonce' is skedded to

start a two weeks' return at Uie For-
rest. Nov. .21 'Our Town.' at the Lo-
cust, and the Mask and Wig show, at

the Erlanger, are the bookings. On
Dec. 5 Thornton Wilder's 'Merchant
of Yonkers' is listed for the Forrest,

and the same house gets the new
musical. 'Swing to the Left,' Dec, 19.

Estimstcs for Last Week
'Amphitryon 28' (Chestnut) 2d

week (1.800; $2.85), Luhts ended two
weeks' ATS subscription run to $18,-

500, which would have been more
without subscription reductions. This

week's 'Sea Gull' (not AST) had
good but not so notable advance

'Wliit^oakfi' (Locust) 1st week
(1,400; $2.85). Crix raved over Ber-
'rymore if not show, and star is hav-

ing her best success here in a long

time. $12,500, and should up that this

week.
'Great Lady' (Forrest) 2d week

(2.000; $3.42). In first' full week
(show pliyed three performances
previous week, big musical hit $17,000

despite adverse reviews. Scale and
weekend out-of-towners for football

games turned the trick.

Baakliead Okay $12,500

Be^e SL -L Crilks

St. Louis, Nov. 1.

Although Tallulah Bankhead her-
self drew raves from local crix, they
were 100% in nixing 'I Am Differ-
ent' as a vehicle for her talents.
However, heavy paitronage of dele-
gates to the week long convention of
the American Dental Assn., plus biz
from members of the Playgoers, Inc.,
who reserved seats for this piece
several months ago, enabled the
American Theatre management to
finish with a neat profit.
American is dark currently, but

reopens Sunday (6) with 'You Can't
Take It With You,' which did swell
biz here last season.

Estimate for Last Week
1 Am Different' (American) (1,707;

50c-$2.24). Copped good $12,500 in
eight performances, despite unfavor-
able comment of crix.

Boston, Nov. 1.

. For the first two months of this
season, the Hub has seen more shows
come in than for any similar period
in many years past. Currently there
are four shows on the pro boards,
plus 'Haiti' on the Federal Theatre
stage. Two weeks ago four shows
opened here in the same week; and
next week there are -three more:
'Flying Ginsburgs,' a Vinton Freed-
ley comedy, Nov. 8; 'Boys From
Syracuse,' a Greorge Abbott-Rodgers-
Hart musical, Nov. 7; and Lew Les-
lie's 'Blackbirds,' Nov. 7.

Fred Stone came in Monday (31)
with 'Lightnin,' adding to 'Leave It

to Me,' 'Shadow vand Substance,' and
'Golden Boy.' Not only is Boston
well stocked with legit entertain-
ment, but it is digging into the b.r.

to support it. 'Leave It to Me,' the
new Freedley musical, opened high,
built up to a smash second stanza
and holds for a third. Show will be
revised some more before going to
New York, and evidently will make
some more dough here while under-
going the changes.
'Shadow' and 'Golden Boy' are

more than holding their own, after

two weeks each> running about neck-
and-neck on b.o. takes. 'Boy' leaves
Saturday (5) and 'Shadow' stays an-
other week beyond that.

Four simultaneous openings would
be an .unusual situationior Broadway,
knd here it was evident that some-
one would feel the stiff competish.
'Yankee Fable,' starring Ina Claire,
was the weak sister, and took it on
the chin during its 10-day tryout
'Quit Saturday (29).
Another healthy sign Is that the

Majestic, long dark for regular legit,

will be reopened next week for
'Blackbirds.' With the Monte Carki
Ballet taking the Opera House Nov.
7, all available houses in town will
be occupied next week.

Estimates "tor Last Week
'Leave It to Me' (Shubert; 1,590;

$3.3&) (2nd wk). If b.o. reception
here is any gauge, Victor Moore,
William Gaxton and Sophie Tucker
will- cavort through the winter in
this one on Broadway. Second week
was solid, $24^400, but there's more
polishing to he ' done, so it stays one
more week. '

'Shadow aad Substance* (Wilbur)
(1,200; $2.75) (2nd wk). Right up
Boston's alley. Pick up in second
frame to over $12,000, advance for
final two w«ek.s is encouraging.
'Golden .»«y' (Plymouth) (1,480;

$2.75) (2nd wk). Very satisfactory
$13,000 last week, with promise of
better tally for final stanza this
week.
'Yankee Fable* (Colonial) (1,643;

$2.75) (2nd wk). They liked Ina
Claire and John Williams in this one,
but the play got adverse press and
word-ol-mouth; $6,500 not so hot

fomen' Nice $14,500

In Lii^ 0^ S«ason

Detroit, Nov. 1.

Local season, although only three
weeks old, is a lusty pup with three
topnotch grosses in a row.
Latest is nifty ^14.500 for 'The

Women,' which played at Cass less

than year ago. Current is Katharine
Cornell's 'Herod and Mariamne' at
season's top price of $3.30. Baloony
and orchestra practically s.r.o, for
entire six performances long before
opening night (31 ).

-Estimate for This W»ek
Tlie Women,' Cass (1,500; $2.75).

Return en-jaf^ement l2ss than year
clipped off nice $14,500 in nine per-
formances. Current is 'Herod and
Mariamne.' at $3.30 top.

Other Attraetitns
Son Cnrlo (Masonic Aude; $1.65).

' Six performances last waek packed
'em to virtual capacity nightly.

Cards Slow Up; Imcoh/

> Hamlet; $17M CUbii^,

Number of new productions arriv-
ing on Broadway in the past two
weeks was somewhat under expecta-
tions. Last week there was but one,
plus a night club meller, the current
week having three premieres and
next week carded for two. Past week
was featured by withdrawals, mostly
fast flops.

Strengthening of the newer suc-
cesses, however, was marked with
'Able Lincoln in Illinois' taking the
straight £^ow leadership, scoring a
gross of $20;000 and topping in
agency demand. Full length 'Ham-
let' went forward to $17,000 and . is

still climbing, while 'Kiss the Boys
Cioodbye,' at nearly $18/100, and
'Oscar Wilde,' $16,700, drew standee
trade along with 'Lincoln.'

In the musical group 'I Married an
Angel' still tops, around $28,W0, with
'Hellzapoppin creeping up, its gross,

around :$26,000, being tilted by a
boost in the week-end scale from
$3.30 to $4,40—for the benefit of foot-
ball crowds. 'Knickerbocker Holi-
day'- is rated having a good chance,
despite lukewarm notices, getting
$18,000 the first full week at the Bar-
rymore; 'The Fabulous Invalid,' at

$16,000, is not up to expectations as
yet; 'Sing Out the News' is slightly

up with a similar take; 'You Never
Know* claims some improvement,
but the cast took a cut.

'Madame Capet' was a quick flop

at the Cort, being yanked after seven
performances. 'Kni^ts of Song,' 51st
Street; 'Case History,' Lyceum; 'Mis-
souri Legend,' Empire, were sudden
withdrawals last Saturday (29), also,

while this week 'Dame Nature,'
Booth, and 'On Borrowed Time,'
Longacre, will terminate, latter be-
ing the only winner of the sextet.

'Prologue to Glory," a WPAer, also

closes.

Due next week are 'Leave It to

Me,' postponed from last week. Im-
perial, and 'Where Do We Go From
Here,' which relights the revamped
Vandeifbilt.

Estimates for Last Week
'Abe Lincoln in lllin^ls,^ Plymouth

(3d week) (D-1,036; $3.30). J\nnped
to capacity, with standees in most
performances last week when the
gross , went around $20,000 mark.

'Batbelor Bom,* Mansfield (41st

week) (C-1,097; $3.30). Has been
going along to modest grosses, hut
to some profit; fifth house for show;
around $M00.

'Ciase History,* Lyceum. Taken off

Saturday; played one week and two
nigbts; less than $1,000 last week.

'Dame Nature,' Booth (6th week)
(C-708; $3.30). Final week; goes to

Chicago; one week k>nger than sub-
scription'- period and not strong
enough; estimated around $7;500.

'll«jiton'« ^Beath,'
.
Mercury (1st

week) (D-660; ^$2.75). Postponed
again and now slated to open to-

night (Wed.).

'ETellxapofaiiB,* 46th Street (7th

week) (R-1,375: =$3.30) with top
raised to ^4.40 last Friday and Sat-
urday because of football crowds,
hit revue went to -$26^000.

'I Married am Angel,' Shubert
(Umi week) (M-1,367; $4.40). The
newer musicals have not -affected

the great pace holdover is m«un-
taining, and the weekly takings con-
tinue around $28,000.

'Ktfis the Beys Goodbye,* Miller
(eth wedt) (C-»44; $3.30). Geiting
all the house wiU hold at th6 seale;

gross itot far from $16,000 mark,
-with ticket demand abnormally

<Knickerbockcr Holiday,* Barry-
more (3d week) (M- 1,096; -$4.40).

Building nicely and expected to

make a run of it; first iuU week
rated over $18,000.
'Knights of Soae:,' Slst Street.

Taken off Saturday after playing
two weeks; takings estimated around
$7,000; house dark again.
^aiadame Cayet,' Cort. Closed

abruptly Saturday, too; so-so press;

played seven performances.
""jMissonri li^ead,' Empire. Closed

Saturday after playing mild six

weelis; rated around $8,500; next at-

traction, 'Herod and Mariamne'
'On Borrowed ISme,' Longacre

(40th wedc) (D-1,019; $3J0)- Final
week; good run which might have
extended through autumn, but more
coin expected on road; rated over
$6,000; 'Lorelei' next attraction.

'Oscar WJIde,' Fulton (4th week)
(D-913; $3JO). Climbed to $16,700,
which is over capacity in this spot at

scale; standees some nights.
'Our Town,' Morosco (40th week)

(D-961; $3.D0). Going to road after
another two weeks; topped the
straight shows from spring ^until

new clicks arrived; $8,500.
'Bm, Sheop, Itun,' Windsor (1st

week) (CD-969; $3.30). Presented
by I>onald Blackwell and Raymond
Curtis; written by Raymond Knight;
opens tomorrow (Thursday).

'Sing OMit tbe News,' Music Box
(6th week) (R-1.013; $4.40). Some-
what improved and may stay into

winter period; business around
$16,000; fairly good for revue at
scale.
TIm Fabnions Invalid,' Broad-

hurst (4th week) (CD-1,1W; $3.85).
Not getting attendance expeded, but
figured to improve; last ^week's tak-
ings approximated $16,<KK), which is

fairly 4ood at scale.
'Tobacco Road.' Forrest (256th

week) (C-l,107;'$1.65). Will attempt
to keep low cost run show through
winter; slightly under previous pace
last week at $5,000.
'You Never Know,' Winter Garden

(7th week) (R-1,671; $3.30). Cast
took salary cut and closing notice
talccn down; revue maybe breaking
even with indicated takings over
$16,000.

'Vietoria Reglna' (repeat) (5th
week) (CD-1,214; •$».30). Martin
Beck (5th week). Holding excellent
pace for return "engagement; last

Week small variance, with ttaknigs
topped $18,000; 'due to stick until
early :January.

'Waltz in Gooac Steit,' Hudson (1st
week) (D-l,094;.$3.30). Presented by
Julien (Jack) St. Charles Claque-
neau; written by OHver H. P. Gar-
rett; opened Tuesd^.
'What a Life,' Biltnvore (29th

week) <G>-9fll; $3.80). Still- on week-
to-week basis, with east getting mini-
mum salaries, but .participating in
profits if earned; around $5,000.

'Yon Cant Take It Tl^tb ToD,r
Ambassador (99th week) (C-1,1S6;
$1.65). Moved from Imperial Mon-
day (31); third house to get run
laugh .show, which continues despite
picturization; got $7,500 last week
and made some coin.

>JteViv»l
'Hamlet,' St. James (4th week) (D-

1,520; $3.30). Slated to play until
Dec. 19; iaW length version's draw
to top heavy, but tairly strong
downstairs; over $17,000 clsumed.

Added
'Pins and Needles,* Labor Stag^

(49ih week) (RrSOO; $2.75). Average
is ^^6,000 weekly; last week sUghtly
under that level, but satisfactory
and more this week.

'The Girl From Wyoming/ Amer-
ican Music Hall (2d vt&St). One of
those ^-called musical melodramas
in night resort, where booee is avail-
able; opened Saturday (29).

•WTA
'On the Hocks,* Daly's,
^r^qsae to Glory/ Ritz (29th

we^); final w6ek.
Tlie Big Blow/ ElUot

IMY;m 13G, HIT

Pittsburgh, Nov. 1.

With Katharine Ck>rnell ^insisting'
upon an extra day of rehearsals,
Nixon got only four days and six
performanees of ^Herod and Mari-
amne' last week and flni^ied with,
fair $13,S00, lowest gross -star has
done here in ^me time. Show was
originelly schedtded to open Tues-
day (25), but didn't get underway
until a iiigfat later.

Advance orders were all that
saved it. Balcony and gaiiery were
practically clean at getaway, but
customers waited tot the reviews'be-
fore going for the dovtmstairs -ducats
.at.'$3LJ0. Notices without exce|>tlon
'were poor and result was that win-
dow sale fell off to practically noth-
.ing following premiere.
George M, Cohan Is current In 'I'd

Rather Ri Right' and will play to
pretty close to $30,000 at $3.8Sr and
could have easily remanied a sec-
ond week. 'Whiteoaks* oomes in
Monday, then Lunts in 'Amphitryon'
as second ATS attraction, with
Thanks;giving Week still open and
Tins and Needles' and 'Golden Boy*
following.

Estimate for .La«t Week
'Herod and M[si4ainiie' (I>fixon;

j
2,100; $3.30). Only four Jays and six
nerformances for this one and $13,-

I
SOO anything hirt gn*tiiy»n«. consid-

' ering star's usu.'^ pull. Mosi of tbat
I was in advance sele. After cxitjcs
turned in their unfavorable reports,

I tickets went begging.

'Daugfatef' 2Vi<l in B'Wytt
Brooklyn, Nov. 1.

'Yes, My Darling Daughter/ at
Shubert, brou^t in attraotive $2,500.
Two burlesque houses novr 'going
strong in downtown area. Star and
Werba's.

Current attraction v tit Shubert is

I

'Moon Over Mulberry Street' Brat-
j
tleboro theatre oi>ened this week
with *Coniur,' new ol?y.

Estimate for Last Week
'Yes, My D&riinfr Dau.Thtei' (Shu-

bert) (1,750; 25-85). Made profit at
' $2,50a. •

'

WPA
'Pinafore,' Academy of Music. Gil»

bert and Sullivan company smacked
out home run.
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Canby Sells Sat. Beylew HoTdlngs

Financial interest of Henry Seidel

Canby in the Saturday Review of

Literature has been disposed of by

him, with Noble A. Cathcart and

George Stevens now the sole two
stockholders. Under the altered man-
agement set-up of the literary week-

ly, Stevens replaces Canby as v.p.

and Cathcart continues as prez and

treasurer.

Canby continues as a contributing

editor, along with William Rose

Benet and Christopher Morley. Ste-

vens is editor, with Amy Lovenian

associate ed.

Not generally remembered that the

first prez of the Saturday Review
was Henry S. Luce, the Time-Life-

Fortune emir. That was when Canby,

editor of the old New York Evening

Post's book section, the Literary Re-

view, decided to break away in 1924

and start a literary weekly.

The new Saturday Review of Lit-

erture was quartered with Time in

an old converted brewery, subse-

quently moving to its present loca-

tion- Another fledgling weekly in

the same building was the New
Yorker.

Sitbclc interest of Luce and his as-

sociates in the Saturday Review was
acquired two years late by Canby's

group. Specific incident whicl. led to

the split was that Time, although its

editorial offices were in New York,

was published in Cleveland. Plane
carrying editorial matter for a com-
plete issue of the Saturday Review
crashed, in flames, and the literary

weekly nearly missed that issue.

Upon Canby's insistence that the Sat-

urday Review be published in New
York, Luce' sold him Time's interest,

to publish it where he pleased.

Disposal of Canby's interest in the

mag involves no changes in policy.

Authors Guild's Meeting;

Members of the coTmcil to be
elected at the annual meeting of the
Authors Guild this afternoon
(Wednesday) at the Midston hotel,

N. Y., include Sherwood Anderson,
Silas Bent, Latrobe Carroll, Octavus
Roy Cohen, Mary Field. Parton, Na-
thaniel Peffer, Carl Sandburg, Ly-
man Beecher Stowe, John W. Van-
dercook and Thyra Samter Winslow.
Anderson, Bent, Stowe and Vander-
cook are incumbent members. Coun-
cil numbers 30 members; 10 of whom

_.are elected each year.

: Henrik Wlllem van-^ Loon, Guild
president, will' give. his annual re-
port^ atid! Khowles Ehltifcih, Radio
Writers Guild ylce-pirez, and; Sidney
Fleischer, film -sales Arbitier, will als.o

" speak. Among ;the ' subjects which
the Guild has been, studying for
some time and winch may be con-
sidered at the- meeting are various
•grievances' , against magaisine pub-
lishers, such as title changes without
pertnission of the author, changes in
scripts, delay in reporting and ac-
ceptance of scripts, delay In payment,
question of purchase -of serial rights
only or inclusion of- all rights,' ques-
tion of when-

.
911; order can . be con-

sidered an actual order, how definite
a commitrtient c'an be' obtained for an
order talked over with ah editor, re-
jecting of articles after extensive
changes haVe been niade, ideas
turned down- 'by editors and later
written for the; same magazine by
oiher writers, payment of expenses
for. research ahd" travel over and
above payment for articles.

mer a story in another daily con-

nected Frayne and Bill Farnsworth
with Mike Jacobs' fight promotions,

they having previously represented

Mrs. W. R. Hearst's Free Milk Fund
for Babies, which received a per-

centage of the gate up to a year, or

so, ago. Farnsworth, former sports

columnist of the Journal, is now
vice-president of the 20th Century
Sporting Club, which is Jacobs' in-

corporated fight outfit. Frayne has

also joined up with the club, which
headquarters at the Hippodrome.

At the time of the alleged expose,

Frayne turned in his resignation,

which was refused. Since then,

Joseph P. Connolly, Hearst's King
Features Syndicate head, was ap-

pointed head of all the publisher's

dailies. Known that Connolly in

against any of the staff being con-

nected with professional promoters,

which probably prompted Frayne to

again resign. Understood, however,
that the Journal bought his term con-

tract, paying off in full.

.Kase, who started in Brooklyn, has
been one of the hest inside men on
the Journal and was taken off base-

ball last season and assigned to the

sports office. James Cannon, an-

other Journal sports department
by-liner, has been let out, with
severance pay reported at $945. Ed
B. Cochrane, of the Chicago Herald-
Examiner, who is in general charge
of all Hearst sports departments, was
called to New York just prior to the

Journal changes.

Classic Reprints

Martin Sugar, prominent figure in

the book biz for some years, Is the

head of a new book publishing or-

ganization. Regency House. With
John V. Deegan and Charles J. Miller

as his associates. Sugar's plans are
republication at nominal prices of

classics previously sold for fancy
sums.
First on the Regency House list will

be Arthur Machen's 'Memoirs of Ca-
sanova«' with illustrations by Mahlon
Blaine. Temporary offices opened by
Regency House in New Yox'k, with
new company to get permanently
established soon.

Halliburton Sailing

Richard Halliburton's taste for

adventure acquires a new spice

shortly when the adventurer-writer
leaves Hongkong in a Chinese junk,

for San Francisco. Halliburton, who
left Frisco for the Chinese city,

Sept. 23, intends starting his trip

Christmas Day, accompanied by sev-

eral Dartmouth and Harvard stu-

dents for hiis crew.
Bell S3rndicate has contracted

with Halliburton for him to write a
series of 15 articles dealing with his

experiences on the trip and has al-

ready sold them to several dailies.

Halliburton's voyage is reported also

tied up with the Frisco Fair. Re-
port from the Coast that Hallibur-
ton had cancelled his trip is denied
by his publisliers. Bobbs-Merrill,
and the syndicate.

Annenberi:-Stern Fend Spreads
That the bitter feud between J.

David Stern, publisher of the Demo-
cratic Philly Record, and Moe An-
nenberg, publisher of the Republi-
can Jnquirer, had spread from poli-
tics to the business office of the two
papers was indicated this week. An-
nenberg refused to sit down with
reps of the- Newsboys' Union and
other papers, reputedly because Dr.
Luther Harr, treasurer of the Rec-
ord, was there riepresenting . Stern.
Although Annenberg actually made

no mention • of the Record at the
confab with the Newsboys' organi-
zation, merely stating that he would
•rather speak foj* himself while not
in the presence of other publishers,
his action was generally attributed to

his feud with the rival morning
daily.

On the political front, the In-
quirer has been given - large front-
page space to charges against Albert
M. Greenfield, bigwig Democrat ahd
Record stockholder, while the He'c-

ord has been getting hunk by play-

ing up results of investigations of

Annenberg's connections with gam-
bling houses . through his Nation-

wide News Service, horse-race info

wire.

175G Libel Suit vs. MacFadden
Notice of a $175,000 libel suit

against MacFadden Publications, Inc.,

Chilton Co.," and Jieunes A. Rowan
(magazine writer),- brought by
Lucien Koch, former president and
director of Commonwealth College,
Mena, Ark., and now .an executive
in the Department of Labor at Wash'
ington, has been filed with the SeC'

retary of State in Albany by the
U. S. District Court. Koch insti-

tufed the action as the result of an
article about Commonwealth College,

which . appeared in a MacFadden
publication Dec. 9, 1936.

The article, authored by Rowan,
allegedly charged XhsA the college

was a, center for Communistic teachr
ing and that immorality among its

students was condoned by college
authorities.

Ease Vice Frayne On Journal

Max Kase, former baseball re-

porter, is now sports editor of the

N. Y. Journal-American, having suc-

ceeded Ed Frayne. During the sum-

More Locality Mags
New York City locality publica-

tions continue to increase in num-
ber, with considerable impetus to be
given the expansion by Susan F.
Hunter. Success of her smart
locality mag, Gramercy Life, detail-

ing the activities in the Gramercy
Park section, is prompting her to

put' out five additional ones along
the same lines—Murray Hill Life,

'Washington Square Life, Sutton
Place Life, Lenox Hill Life and
Fifth Avenue Life.'

Six locality publications, all to be
issued weekly, will appear, under the
aegis of New York Magazines, which
Miss Hunter heads. ' New quarters
in the Gramery Park section will

serve as publishing headquarters for

the six periodicals.

Ace Buys Camera Fan Ma;
Rights to Everyday Photography

mag, hobby periodical, have been ac-

quired by Ace Magazines from Haig-
Kostka Publications, with the mag to

be revived under the Ace banner
around the beginning of the new
year. Thomas Blanchard, who edited
the periodical up till the time of its

suspension in June, has joined Ace
to again edit the publication.
Everyday Photography will be the

first periodical of its type published
by Mrs. A. A. Wyn, Who heads the
various groups of mags under Ace
Magazines. Majority of the Wyn
publications are fiction pulps.

3 World's Fair Publications

New York World's Fair will have
three publications,, according to
terms of an agreement signed be-
tween fair management and Thomas
R. Gardiner. There will bfe the
Official Daily Program, Official

Guide, published weekly, and Official
Souvenir Book.
Gardiner, who helps get out the

N. Y. State Journal of Medicine and
the Medical Directory of New Jersey
and Connecticut, has formed a sepa-
rate organization to publish the
World's Fair publications. Called
Exposition Publications, with Gar-
diner at its head.

Guild's St. Louis Pact
The Post-Dispatch (Pulitzer) and

the St. Louis Newspaper Guild have
signed an 18-month contract. Mini-
mums run $30 a week for the first

year, $40 the second year, $45 the
third year and $50 the fourth year.
The five-day, 40-hour ' week, which
has been in effect, is continued in
the contract.

Severance pay, established for the
first 'timfe, ranges from two weeks'
pay for less than a year's service,
to 26 week's pay after 15 years of
service. Only in the case of dismis-
als for 'gross breach of trust' is the
severance pay avoided.

Queens Press Ass'n Affain

The Queens (N. Y.) Borough
Newspapermen's Association, in-

active for the past four or five years,

may function again as the result of
the .World's Fair scheduled for that
borough next year. Local scribes

are anxious to be organized for the
exposition.

Suggestion has been made that
they acquire a headquarters close by
the fair grounds.

Macfadden Buys Whodunit Mae
Macfadden Publications has bought

American Detective Cases mag from
the Attvision Publishing Co., and will

combine in with True Detective Mys-
teries. Combo probably goes into

effect with .the December issue. Title-

of American Detective will be
worlced in with the Macfadden
monthly for a time, and, it's under-
stood, later dropped.
In the purchase, Macfadden takes

only the title and subscription list

and none of the personnel. Robert
Borden, editor of American Detec-
tive, was out previous to the sale.

Editor of True Detective Mysteries is

John Shuttleworth, who also edits

Master Detective Magazine for Mac-
fadden.

LITERATI OBITS THIS WEEK
Mitchell McClain Stockton,. 71,

former general manager of the Ashe-
viUe (N. C.) Citizen' and for many
years identified with printing and
advertising enterprises, died in At-
lanta, Oct. 20, after an illness of two
years. He was a native of Orlando,
Fla., and one of the oldest members
of the International Typographical
Union in the nation. He had served
on the Atlanta Journal and the Bir-
mingham News and Age Herald.

Ella M. Bangs, 84, magazine short
story writer, died at her Brockton,
Mass., home Oct. 25. She was a mem-
ber' of the Maine Writers Associa-
tion.

Mrs. Isabelle Hawley Scott, 78, au-
thor of magazine features and chil-
dren's books, died in Syracuse Oct.
28.

CHATTER
Frank Fenton sold his short story,

•Jitterbug,' to Colliers.
Elspeth Huxley related to Aldous

and Julian Huxley by marriage.
Robert Burton Spafford to marry

next month and will live in Chesham,
N. H.
Pascal Covici on the Coast to look

in on some of the "Viking Press
authors.

Mark Greenbriar altered his plans
about going abroad and will winter
in Georgia.
Oxford U. Press has brought out

Merlyn Severn's 'Ballet in Action' at

$12.50 a copy.
Adela Rogers St. John the subject

of a piece by Paul Gallico in the
December Cosmopolitan. She's his
ex-mother-in-law .

Story, in its November-December

issue, has an innovation In a 14-page

poem by James Neugass.
Like Philip Goodman, Leslie Spill-

er, is another former play producer
to try his hand at writing.

Edward "V. CuUin has finally put
his sailboat in winter storage.' Can
now resume his scribbling.

' Lippincott has published 'Your
Daily Paper,' by John J. Flaherty.

Tells how a newispaper is published.

Esquire's new film crick is Louis
Paul, by-lined as Patterson Murphy.
Meyer Levin film-reviewed hereto-
fore.

John Greer, Jr., has purchased
controlling interest in The Cordele,
Ga., Dispatch from Marion Brown,
publisher,
C. Halliwell Duell, Morrow exec,

has gone, abroad tO' find out what the
firm's foreign scribblers have for the
new season.

Stokes has issued Frank Case's

book, Tales of a ]Wayside Inn' ($3),

the personal memoirs of the N. Y.
Algonquin hotel's host..

•Back Where I Came From,* by
A. J. Liebling, is Sheridan House's
collection of much of the stuff he
wrote for the New Yorker.
Hendrik Willem van Loon elected

to the board of directors of Green-
wich Time, published in Greenwich,
Conn.- "Van Loon lives there.

John Gallishaw left Metro's writ-

ing, department to join the new pub-
lishing firm of George Palmer
Putnam, Inc., as story counsel.
John Gassner, New York drama

critic and play reader for the Thea-
tre Guild, will have his comprehen-
sive study of the drama, 'Masters of

the Drama,' published by Random
House.

Dial Press has tatcen from the de-
funct Covici, Friede the contract to

publish Ludwig Lewisohn's new
novel, 'For Ever Wilt Thou Love.'
Will put it on the press early next
year.

Although he's traveled extensively
in 31 countries, Theodor S. Geisel has
yet to see many parts of America.
SoJie's getting ready to visit Chicago,
Cleveland and Detroit for the first

time.

Barrett Keisling is writing another
book, 'The Art of Publicity,' to be
issued by Johnson Publishing Co. It

is a sequel to his 'Talking Pictures,'

now in use as textbook in highr
schools and colleges.

Donald S. Steinfirst new music
critic of Pittsburgh Post-Gazette.

He succeeds Dr. Frederick Dorian,
one-time critic for a "Vienna news-
paper, who is now on the music
faculty at Cernegie Tech.

Edmund Ware Smith, who quit as
managing editor, of National Sports^
man and Hunting and Fishing maga-
zines to devote all his time to scrib-
bling, will have his 'Tall Tales and
Short' published this week.

Omnibook, new^ book-magazine,
went on the stands^ yesterday. Per-
iodical, which will publish books in

abridged form, published by a group
headed .by Robert .K. Strau.^, of the
family which owns Macy's.

Fred Neuman, author of 'Irvin S,

Cobb, His Life and Letters,' is a lino-

type opei'ator in the composing room
of the Paducah, Ky., Sun-Democrat.
A scribbler on the side, he does book
reviews and a Column for the paper.

Bruce Dudley, sports editor

of Louisville, Ky., Courier-Journal
since 1923, has resigned to become
executive manager of Louisville

American Assn. baseball club. He
was succeeded by Earl Ruby, his as-

sistant.^

William C. Lengel office named
exclusive agent to handle the 82

plays, 43 picture synopses and numer-
ous short stories, articles and poems
of the late Porter Emerson Browne,
left to his daughter, Suzanne, four
years ago..

Marie McSwigan, for many years
a reporter on the Pittsburgh Press
and later the Sun-Telegraph in that
city, has just turned out her first

book, 'Sky Hooks,' the autobiography
of John Kane, published by J'. B.
Lippincott,

Newsweek gave its m. e.. Rex
Smith, inside front cover billing this

week, featuring ye ed for his foreign
correspondence background. News-
week's office ad mentions that the
paper has 160 editors, writers, re-
porters and researchers.

Joseph Pulitzer, publisher of the
St. Louis Post-Dispatch, tossed in a
$1,000 check at a dinner party given
last week at the Missouri Athletic
Club for Frank A. Behymer, who
rounded out a half century of con-
tinuous employment with the sheet.

As the result of editorial changes
on the Ideal mags, Elizabeth Lock-
wood, formerly woman's editor of
the Hotel World-Review, now editing
Movie Life, and Ruth Baer, from
Fiction House, editing Personal Ro-
mances. Mrs. M. C. Kelley exec edi-
tor of the Ideal periodicals.

Bills Next Week

(Continued from page 51)
Ruby Barth
MllLCO
Pen Trftcoy
Chet Fennlfi Qro

Stamp's Caf*
MLml Stewart
Johnny Welsh
Cleo & Valentino
Joy Juanlta
Mnrrone & Gallo
Gene liuyloa
Jack Huictilnaon
Irving Braelow Ore
Silver l.nke Inn

(Olemrnton)
Mickey Famllant Or
MacDonald & Rosa
Mata Monterea
Tommy Osborn
Bin Steele

>utUln'N KathNkellei

4 Bombshella
AlUdred Ollson
Marlon Llnsley
Sis McCall .

Audrey Joyce
Jewell EUo.
ISdltb' Roberta
.Dick Phillips 'Ore
Frank Fontt

20th Century
Tommy Cullen Oro
Harold Beswick

91 Club
MItzl O'Neill
Ruth Martin
Ann Rush
Marlon Kingston
Jerry Foster
Doll Morris

'

Marty Landla Oro

1314 Club
H'wood a la (8)
KIne'a Swinger Ort

VIklnir Cafe
Jackie Whalen
Jerry Delmar Oro

Village Ilura
Dolores O'Neill
Margie Smith
Claire & Curtle
Airway Duo
Jerry Wilson
Marty Bohn
Nancy I.ee
Teddy Oliver Oro
Weber'M Hof Uraa

<Cumdcn)
Nino Carmlno
Karl & Gretcben
Bavarians
Itae Hart
Rudy Bruder
Ray Miller
Julea Flnnco Ore
Aristocrats
Conchlta
Jimmy Lackore
BUI Bllffer
Bddio Sbeppard
J & T Shellenh'mer

Yacht Club
Kitty. Helmlljie Or*
Jimmy Balloy.
Babe La Tour
Bonny Stewart
Lee Vaughan
DoroUiy Dave
Klpple VoIct;
Patricia Robinson
Cleo Warner
Roberta RaniRey
Patricia Robinson

MILWAUKEE
Bert riiinip'a

Pep Babler Oro
Ethel Seidel

Ullly Knqck'a
Donna LuPa'e
Louis Streeter
Marty Holt ;

Jean Renard
Ellen Kay
niutz Fulm Garden
Louis Mason,

Blue Moon
D DavldBoii Oro
Irene Burke
Shuttae & Kent
"Virginia Rosen
.Tay Jayson .

Oale Parker
Canllnal Clnb

Bud Vlonl. Ore
Chotcan Clnb

JohnPoat
Andrlnl Broa
Bert Gilbert
Curly Fate
Peggy Mooro
Saxon Sis

ClO'rer Clnb
Weber Ore
Helen Rita .

Ruth Phillips
Ellon Rookas
Lynn Barclay
Mltzl Raye
Evelyn White

Club Madrid
Stan Jacobsen Oro
Zlta & Annla
Juno Lang
Bernle & Tovanna
Roberta Roberta
Botty Adler
Marie Marsh
Rose Steffen
Fronces Allla t

Club Terrls
Jack. Teeter Oro
Ethel Warren
Phil . Kestln
Shuttae & Kent

Congo Clnb
Bob Freeman
Mdry Reed
Jeff Thomas
Leonard Gay OrO

Comles Ship
Red Billings Oro
Kay Block Oro
Gene Emerald
Ralph Lewis'

Devinea Eagles
Bob Garrlty Oro
Johnny Hamp Oro
Red Roberts Oro
Arllne
Concertina Eddie
Wally Miller Oro
Gloria Gale
Jimmy De Palma
Howard Gelger
Hotel Schroeder
(Empire Room)

.TacU Crawford Ore
Joe Wallace
Wilfrid Du Bola
Dorothy Dale
Southern Sla
Tung Ping Soo

Karl Rntarli'n
Sopple Boch Oro
Helene Sturn

Ray Meadows Oro
lilndy'a

Rick & Snyder
Ixtg Cabin

Carl Bergmun Oro
Miami Club

Jackie Hamlin
Mary Lou.Mann
Jackie Rogau
Nick l^ucaa
Ray Wenc.ll
Jane Ruhey
Peggy Geary
Johnny Davis Oro

Mllwaukean
Helen Kaye
Dorothy Hamilton
Variety 4

Oasia
Marty Gray Ore
Snooks Hartmnn

Old Heidelberg
Herman Rehfedt Or

Open Boor
TInney I<lvenE'd Or
Packard Ballroom
Al Cavalier Ore
ParndiHe tiardena

Anthony Dorla Ore
Paria

Ben Boe Ore
Jimmy James Ore

RendezVoua
Katherlne Kayo
Ryth Gary
Eleanor Sutherland
Helen Jamea
Vera Robsel

Reno
Rudy Sager Ore
Harry Rayburn

Schwartz .
Bob Eherle .Ore
Lee Leigh ton C>r«
Claude Parmlhtor

State Gardens
Mildred Secley
June Howard
Even Allen
Ruth Koye
Cleo Wally
Alma Williams

Tic Top I'ap
Jackson & CllftorA
Sally Joyco
Florence Barlow
Herseya
Town and Country

Clnb
Laureen Nevello
CllfC Burmeic
Wlrth'a Fnturlstlo
Joe Caravclla Ore
Stove Swedish Ore
Bin Schweitzer Oro
Jack Fexer
Vallle Jay Oro
Ford & Barnca
Maureen Rosny
Rogan & Munn
Wisconsin Icout

Nlc Harper Ore
Ari Kassel Ore
Lorame De Wood

DETKOIT
Ambassador Club

Buddy Lester
Betty Co-cda
IBal'e Sliermdn
Charlie Lazln Oro
Itouk-Cadlllai* Hotel

' (Rook Caalnu)

Joe VenutI Ore
Rosalean & Seville
Paul LaVols Ore

,
(Motor Bar)

Art Ravel Oro
Muriel Boyd
Chene-Trombley

Jimmy Gargano Or
Lenore & Ruden
Ariene Whitney
Doryce & F Drew
Ray Styles

Club Frontenno
Geo Alfand Ore
Harry Jarkey
Sally Orimon
Don Ernesto
Doryce & Freddie
Commodore Clnb

C Cromwell Ore
Grace Drysdale
Spec & Spot

Hotel Htntler
(Terrure K<M>m)

Xavler Cugat Ore
Georges & Jalna
Phil Brostoff Ore
Carmen Castillo
Judy Lnne
Catallono Rolon
Jimmy Deland
Murray Dancers

Neblolo Cafe
Leonard Seel Oro
Tudoll & Jean
Vera Walton

Nortliwtiod Inn
Ray Carlln Ore

Monty Wysong
Bobby Cook
Santoro & Lorrnino
SIgrid Dugnle
Lafayette & LaV
The Guardsman

OunIb

8 Guardsmen
Ginger Cole
Leola Taylor
Hal Borne Ore

Plantation Clnb

H Henderson Oro
Mae DlgRs
Bill & Chas
Leltha Hill
House Line (8)

^ i'onratan

Paul Neighbor 0-c
Dennett Daiuora
Don & R Mar.shall
Owens & Purco

Sakn
Les Arquelle Oro
Ralph li'Isner

Peter Hlgglns
Vlcki Lauren
Blondell Sis (2)
Perry 2
Josephine PampbcH

To-Jo l<'arnia

Burns Cam! ell Ore
Willie Green
Tondelayo & Lopez
Billy & Bilile
Ted Louis

Webster iliill

(Corktall <;rlll)

Art Mooney Ore
Tudell & .lean
Royul Rollers
Margie Clreene

Wonder l»ur

Dorothy Berlin
Al Vlerra Ore
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Broadway

Tamara G€va, back frbin London,

looking tor a new play.

Walter Batchelor, visiting from the

Coast, lecovering from ^rirnw.

Rose Stxadner off to the Coast and
M ColumWa contract for 4 year.

George Nicholai to Palm Beach to

recuperate from nervous aUment.

Leon Netter,. Par theatre depart-

ment eicecutive» back from Boston.

Hunter Perry, Virginia Par part-

iier, in town following recent death

ct Mrs. Perry.
. . ^

Myrna Kennedy, east, set for a
professional comeback in Astoria

film production.
Paramount Pep club held its an-

itual dinner dance at the Astor hotel

Friday night (26).

Larry Spier now a Westchester
commutetr where the music publish-

er bought an estate.

Bert Frohman, nitcry m.c, has a
major role in William K. Howard's
moduction at Astoria.
Dorothy Dickinson, Arkansas

1]«aiity contest winner, has been
signed for a Shufaert musical.
Vkentc 'Gomez, I9BC guitarist^

ails for Venezuela Friday (4> for

concert tour and broadcasting.
CjKUe Janis, publicity-advertising

oHSef for Trdns^Lux newsreel circuit,

has resigned, ^ective Friday (4).

John O'Hara probably scripting

William K. Howard's next, 'Cafe

New Yoi^k,' a *cale society' theme.
Jack (Scat) Powell, new Univer-

sal songster, makes Broadway debut
Dec. 7 in the N. Y.- Paramount show.
Armand Denis, producer of 'Dark

Bs4»ture»* is personally -advance-
agenting his .film,, touring with his
private plane.
Columbia Broac^sting bunch

made a killing on th« football pool
slips past Saturday. Took the. bookies
for $1,600.
Duke Wellington, art director for

National Screen in New York, has
resigned. Plans entering production
field on Coast.
Gene Aiello, re'signed from UA

advertising department, now with
Paramount art department at home
office, under Vince Trotta.
Mary Mason will pl^y the psirt she

created in the Broadway 'Brother
Rat" when the comedy is presented
Nov. 14 in MapleWood, N. J.

Paul Draper back from London
Just in time to open at the Waldorf
tomorrow. Will return, in April for
another session at Cafe de Paris.

Mrs. Mack Miller motoring back
to the Coast, having bought a car
while east on vacash. Mrs. Jimmy
Fidler also returning this week.
Lennox Robinson's The White-

headed Boy' will.be presented Sun-
day night (6) by the Irish Repertory
Players at the Heckscher theatre.
G. L. Carrlngton, general manager

Altec Service Corp., goe$ from con-
vention of Society Motion Picture
Engineers in Detroit to the Coast on
biz.
Hal Home will visit England,

France. Switzerland, Belgium, Hol-
land, Sweden, Poland and Italy on
his seven weeks' trip for Walt .Dis-
ney.
Niteries did all right from the

football crowds over the weekend.
Army-Notre Dame influx rates next
to New Year's eve for a spending
crowd.
Ken Murray, in Hollywood on a

film specialty at U, set for 'Fair
Enough,' new Milton Lazarus play
for Lee Shubert-Alex Aarons this

winter.
Jeanette's Circus is still another

52d street bistro due to open soon,
with backing from some of the ex-
Frolics bunch. Mike Riley's Troc
likewise set.
" DeWitt Celsor, assistant treasurer
of N. Y. Paramount, back from
Bowling Green, Ky., after attending
funeral of Celsor's father, killed

when struck by a car.

Bob O'Donnell came on. to New
York from the Pittsburgh Variety
Club dinner. Discussing picture
deals with Y. Frank Freeman at
Paramount and returns to Dallas to-
day (Wednesday >

.

Paramount Pep Club, of which
Carl Clausen is the new prez, held
its annual dinner-dance at the
Astor Friday night, with atten«*?JT»'>e

highest in its history. Bob Weit-
man m.c.d show.
Rose and Jack Bobbins due back

from Hollywood soon, where they
went to dispose of their BevhilLs
home, which Louis K. Sidney, Metro
exec» bought after first being the
Bobbins^ tenant.
Mob of actors looking for parts in

the forthcoming Kaufman s^nd Hart
show, 'The .American Way,' which
Sam K., Harris will present at the
Center,. 'was so great last week that
police had to be called to preserve
order.

(WB) from Regent to Embassy for
added run try.

Cecil Kellaway here on loan from
RKO to appear in 'Mr. Chedworth
Hits Out* for Cinesound.

•White Banners^ (WB) took a k.o.
at the b.o. here.. Final notice went
up four days after premiere.

Peg-Leg Bates engaged k>y Charles
Munro to tour Hoyts chain by ar-
rangement with Tivoli circuit.

Nancy Gurr» exploiteer for Cine-
sound, has had a book for kiddies ac-
cepted by a London publisher.

Luna.park» top amusement park,
got under way for the Phillips Co.
They also operate similar park in
Melbourne.

Shirley Ann Richards, Cinesound
star, was rccmtly thrown from a
horse and injured while on vacation.
Recovering.

Ernest Rolls here to produce for
Williamson-Tait Stated he^s been
appointed a director of W-T as well
as chief.producer.
Irene Furcell. Dibby Dare, Mary

Dees, Jessica Ilogers, Ardeh Young
and Dorothy Zimmer have arrived to
play in The Women' for Williamson-
Tait
Understood Hoyts dickering for ad-

ditional theatres in the various stages,

mostly in nabe centers. Greater
Union rushing to complete Victory,
Sydney.
Looks as thoi)^ government will

nix Yuletide pantos in commercial
stores with kid talent. Actors' .Fed-
eration against this form of cheap
entertainment.
Bob Sheppard, former exec J. C.

Williamson Pictures, New Zealand,
passed away. Prior to joining Wil-
liamson, Sheppard was with Sir Ben
Fuller over a considerable span.
Understood, that Greater Union did

not take up its option with F^nk
Neil for him to vaude acts. Contract
expires with playing of two Yankee
acts—Jerry Lawton.and Chris Gill.

Film Beard of Ttade attempting to
bring distribs and exhibs together on
a more friendly basis than hitherto.
Idea is to try, and prevent govern-
ment interference in the picture biz.

London

Baltiniore
By Hevvard A. Burman

Lou Rome heading new Variety
Club charity drive.

Max (Oasis) Cohen up and about
after recent hospitalization.

Leo Fields permanently to the
Coast iand new radio recording li-

brary biz,

Ray Bell doubling up on local
Loew publicity from similar stint in
Washington.
Harold Burke, on Ad Club pro-

gram committee, tieing in WBAL for
weekly airings.

Ted Routson planning new local
talent revue for Hippodrome in tie-

up with News-Post.
. John Little going about his duties

at Ford's theatre on crutches after
summertime leg 'fracture.

Morris Mechanic up to ears In
.construction of new Radio Center
theatre and studio setup for WFBR.
Mickey Walker, the m.c. at new

Subway nitery and Tiger Flowers
working at Royal, colored combo
house.

Lou Schecter and Norman Clark
commuting to New York for rewrite
of 'Window Shopping,' new opus
slated for Broadway opening by Tom
Kilpatrick.

U. jS» Attitude

(Continued from page 3)

Sydney
By Eric Gerrick

Hoyts presenting 'Snow White' as
flesh panto in the nabes for the kid-
dies.

Wife cf Edwin Geach, a director of
Greater Union Theatres, died in
Sydney.
Lady Fuller, wife of Sir Ben

Fuller, seriously ill with pneumonia,
recovering.
Greater Union Theatres reviving

Ttfonte Carlo' (Par) for a run try in
the ace spots.
Hoyts transferred 'Robin Hood'

observation that the Department's
job was much harder, since the
workers did not have all of the data

at their finger-tips and a huge staff-

to call on for aid. Three months
should be ample to think up argu-

ments why the petition should not

be granted and to join issue, it is

felt.

Coolness toward the industry on
these minor angles was regarded as

answer to skeptics who laughed at

reports Arnold handed the major
company representatives an ultima-

tum at the second informal confer-

ence about the suit. Disclosure of

the attitude appeared to bear out

hints that the anti-trust staff is liable

to use harsher methods if th^ re-

spondents do not show a sincere de-

sire to cooperate. i

The possibility of a criminal case,

in retaliation for the industry's you-

can't-do-this-to-us manner, was be-

lieved remote in some quarters, al-

though intimates of some of the D. J.

barristers insist ihere is more than

an outside chance such measures
will be employed if the majors try

to blpck the civil proceeding by ob-

structionist legal Tianeuvers. Doubt-

ers point to the statement by Arn-
old, when the suit was filed, in

which he explained why the equity-

route was chosen, as positive assur-

ance there will be no criminal

charges.

The Duncan Sisters off to Paris.
Henry Lartigue and Clifford C.

Fischer in town.
Jack Powell in from Zurich for

vaudeville dates.
Irving Asher ff to California in a

couple of weeks.
Stoll's Film Studios, Cricklewood.

is'up for auction.
Al Sherman here to hviy Briti$h

pictures for the American market
June Clyde may return to New

York to star in new musical show.
Lyn Harding's 71st birthday cele-

brated on his native Welsh heath
Oct. 12.

E. H. Bostock, bead of the famous
circus family, has jiist celebrated his
80th birthday.

Carroll Levis to vacation .in De-
cember. Will go to ^ypt. first holi-

day in two years.
Alfred Esdaile producing Al Bur-

nett's vaudeville road show -which
he's Also backing.
Charles B. Cochran wants Charles

Hislop for new musical he intends
to produce shortly.
"Novelist-dramatist Ian Hay (Major

John Beith). becomes public relations

officer at the war office.

Paul Draper could not accept eight
weelis' booking offered him 'by Eddie
Deusberg fcHr -Scaila. Serlin.
Flora Robson has left for America

to play with Merle Oberoh in the
filming of 'Wuthering Heights.'

Clive Brook, starring in Michael
Balcon's "The Ware Case/ at Ealing
studios, is in on a percentage deal.

-Nice, Florio aiid Lubow at Les
Ambassadeurs. Paris, with Jimmy
Nice making it a honeymoon, too.
'Bobby Get Your Gun,» Adelirfii's

new Jack Waller musical, has clidced
for six weeks library deal involving
$40,000.
John B. Myers, Alexatoder^ Korda

aide, who used to own an atrplanCi,

for .business trips, has given up that
means of transport.
After a continuous rqn of 37

weeks, now generally released, 'Snow
White' (RKO) returns to the New
Gallery for Christmas. .

With Lilian Braithwaite out of the
cast with appendicitis, Ivor Novello's
'Comedienne' closed at the Aldwych
Oct. 15 after four months.
Paul Robeson said to have been

signed by Hyams Bros, for Stjite,

Kilburn, at $3,000 per, which would
be. a record for single at this house.
Flock of ice skaters, booked by

Rockwell-O'Keefe for English spots,

returns home Saturday" (5). Already
said to set here for next season.
Drury Lane theatre: staff, with ex-

ception of fireman, stage director
and doorkeeper, off the payroll till

next production. First time in years.
Prince of Wales theatre chorines in

strike, objecting to daily rehearsals,
making 14 hours per working day.
Girls taken back with exception of
leader.

Billy Scott-Coraber fell out of
'Radio Rodeo' vaudeville unit, due to
laryngitis, with Charles Forsythe
(Seamon and FarreR) taking his
place at moment's notice.
Twentieth Centu^T ^ Fox taking

additional premises in Soho Square
to house some of its production ex-
ecutives, instead of having them
tucked away at Pinewood.

Charlie Forsythe (Forsythe, Sea-
mon and Farrell) threatening to
close his three vaudeville units now
touring England and return to Amer-
ica to play dates with his act.

Ronald Adam's second presenta-
tion at . the . Arts Theatre Club, 'A
Party for Christmas,' moved into the
Haymarket Oct. 26, replacing the
short-lived 'On Borrowed Time.*
Lord Castlerosse Will advise on

Irish aspect of- 20th-century film,

Don Byrne's 'Hangman's House,'
which Bill Conselman is scripting in
readiness for shooting in early JAn-
uary.
New play on the Empress Eliza-

beth of Austria comes to Garrick
Nov. 3. It is by novelist Eliz?b3th
Spri.2gs knd her sister-in-law, Katri-
ona Spriggs. and depicts the Queen's
life over 45 years. Cast includes
Wanda Rotha, Richard Ainley, Gyles
Isham and May Agate.
This year's Royal Command Va-

riety performance at Coliseum, Nov.
9, will include Evelyn Laye, Richard
Hearne, Les Allen, Renee Houston
and Donald Stewart, Ken Davidson
and Hugh Forgie, jack Payne and
band, Stuart Morgan- Dancers. Cras-
tonians. Two Le^es, John. "Eiller

Dancers, Elsie aiid Dp.ris Waters, Lu-
pino Lane. Hattbn and Manners.

cnt to Italian screen. Has been
signed by Scalera.
Leading her troupe of Javanese

dancers, Devi Dja appeared here at
the Quirino theatre for her first Eu-
ropean engagement.
Annibale Ninchi has formed legit

company, which will produce among
other plays, Gherardi's 'East-West.'
Conti's "That Mask' and Nincfai's 'A
Gray Gentleman.'
UFA cooperating with Astra Film

on production of 'Castles. in the Air,'

starring Lilian Harvey, Vittorio de
Sica, Otto Tressler and Fritz Ode-
mar. Outdoor shots being made at
Capri, Florence and Venice^
Experimental Cinema Center open-

ing its courses for this year; 50 new
pupUs will be admitted. The courses,
which cover technical training as
well as acting and directing, are f

«pen to Italian men over 18, and to
women over )6.

Paris
B-y flutfo .Speek

Gaby Morlay off on Swxss tour,

'Pliitus' closed at Theatre Atelier.

Samy .Siritzky recovering firom -flu.

'Sacred Law' will be G. W. Pabst's [

next.

Jacqueline Laurent in from Holly>
wood.
Charles Trenet topping new ,ABC

offering.
Abel Gance starting 'Louise' with

Grace Moore.
Harry Baur plans theatrical tour

of Jugoslavia.
King Vidor gathering material on

Madame Curie.
Vincent Hypsa, music hall star and

film actor, dead.
IMLonte-Carlo Ballet opening season

in Monte-Carlo.
Harry Gcvdon, Scotch comedian,

in with wife for a look.
Fox .gave special showing of 'Alex-

ander's Ragtime Band' for locsil

maestros.
Georges Rigaud will make 'Accord

Final' for his first French film, after
a flln>less Hollywood stay.

Mistinguett, Marlene Dietrich and
Grace Moore caught new Casino de
Paris revue the same night.

Presidei^t and Madame Lebhm
catching l,00()th performance of
'Werther* at Opera-C>)mique,
Marcel PagnoL acquired film rights

to Roger Ferdinand s. new play, 'Le
"President Hautecoeur,' now at Odeon
theatre,

'Katra;' Danielle Darrieux's first

film after return' from Hollywood,
opening at 'Miarivaux. She's readying
for Hollywood return.

Jeff Musso .abandoning 'Goya' tem-
porarily as Spanish war won't permit
scenes to be taken there. Going, to
make 'M, Gilhooley' from a Liam
O'Flaherty yarn.

2d'Hand Shoes

(Continued from page 1)

claiming that almost 20,000 pairs of

second-hand shoes were imported
from America during August.

Clara Bow planed to Chicago.
Franciska Gaal a sinus victim.
Frank Coen in.'frem Manhattan.
Lou Irwin to f'risco on Fair biz.

ZaSu Pittsm from personal tour.
B, W. Richards in from New York,
Joseph Seidelman here for confabs.
Mickey Rooney to Oklahoma City.
Jimmy Ellison recovering from flu.

Henry Grace back from European
tour.
Herman Robbins back from New

York, •

Bob Taplingef back from New
York.
Reginald Gardiner fractured his

elbow.
Frsnklin D. Parker improving in

hospitaL
Rollo Dix changed his film nam*

to Uric VaRon.
George Roberts joined the Rodney

'Fantages office.
Frank .Mitchell back after scouting

Broadwcor plays.
Mien Drew in hospital recovering

from appttsdicitis,
George Giroux to Detroit' for en-

gineers' convention.
Maridia Hunt laid up with lip in-

jury stained, on ;Set.

Andy Deviney' celebrating fifth
wedding anniversary.
Lyie Talbot and Franklin Parker

recovering from bums.
Tyrone Power starts South Amer-

ican air tour n^xt .week.
Johnny Builte built a new hous«

for his parents in Van Nuys,
Donald Clark «md Audrey Parri»

back from honeymoon in Rend.
Cliff Edwards and Edith Fellows

preparing for midwest personal tour.
William Wyler and .Margaret Talli-

chet returned from iWff-day..honey-
moon.
Shunji Shimizu arrived' from

Tokyo to gander films for Japanese
trade.
Shirley Temple named grand mar-

shal of Pasadena's Tournament of
Roses parade.

Chicago
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|1 a Star's Curt

Hollywood, Nov. 1.

Curly locks from the crowned
heads of Hblljrwood (platinum, pe-

roxide, strawberry or natural) are

yours for the asking—and one buck.

Thousands of used permanent waves,'

clipped from the domes of picture

stars,- are going on sale at the

World's. Fair in Frisco. One-third of

the buck goes to the Screen Actors
Guild and the rest to Perc West-
more, Warners makeup^ head, who
thought up the hair-raising stunt.

Thus far the hirsute donations

are all feminine. None of the male
thesps has offered a ringlet.

Tom Quigley, in the music biz
years, is writing a book .about it.

Gertrude Lawrence tossed a. mid-
night gabfest for local newspaper-
men.
Mort Singer off to New Orleans to

o.o. theatre holding there. Then
heads to the Coast.

Tom Kane, who came in ahead of
'Of Mice and Men,' switched to ad-
vance of 'Our Town' for Jed Harris.

Judy Starr, who has been in hos-
pital, rejoins Hal Kemp's orchestra
on its Chicago theatre date this
week.
Show biz section of the Community

Fund drive this year handed $25,000
quota; Jack Kirsch, Allied proxy,
chairman.

Jimmy Durante receiving an hon-
orary degree of Master of Speech
from the local Columbia College of
Drama and Radio.
Bvat Qfstie, for years regional ad

and pnb.for B&K, has taken evier
Midwest Film Studio^ trailer flrmi-
firom Bob Hartman.
James Christy, general midwest

managcir for RKO theatires. recouo-
ingfrom serious illness at Napervllle
San. Expected back in couple weeks.
Jack Hunt, manager of the State-

Lake for the past five years, moves
ovpr to overseer the Oriental under
the newt Jones, Linick & Schaefer
regime.

Rome

1 New film company, Milanese Cine-
, matographic Society, just formed.

I

Berlin male choir, known as 'Ber-
linder Liedertafel,* in Italy on a
goodwill tour.

I.sa Pola to stay with Antonio Gan-
dusio's company this legit season, de-
jsp'ite rumors that she would leave.

I

Ermete Zacconi, 82, has returned
from six-month tour of South Amer-
ican cities with his acting company.

State to subsidize opera and con-
cert circuits in Italy as well as dra-
matic companies, operettas and re-

' vues.

[
Vittorio Mussolini, son of 11 Duce.

••eolaced Luciano De Feo as editor

i
of Cinema, a paper devoted to film

: news.
Dina Sassoli, 18, won Italian maga-

/ zine prize offered to attract new tal-

HARLEM ON PARADE
(Continued from page 53)

legs that rate highly. Youngster
draws more applause than any other
act, save the headliner. With expert
coaching in stage behavior, the lad
would be featured in any fan-tan
revue. His green-and-white silk cos-

tume appears tt>o tight,^ which sug-
gests a reason for his early uneasi-
ness. Tries singing, but his chief
as.sets are his legs.

Brown and Brown, in their open-
ing number. 'Harlem Apache,' dis-
play versatility. Their cockeyed an-
tics in the jitterburg dance leave the
pewholders limp. Combining every
form of screwball dancing, their leg-
mania paves the way for Troy
Brown, who pitches til) the curtain
falls.

Brown, a decided heav.vweight,
wears outlandish clothes. His ini-

tialer is a monolog employing song
titles, tepid laugh-getter. His mimi-
cry of a poker game

,
socks, though,

followed by seemingly intricate
dance steps. Despite his obesity,
comedian does a neat split and taps
away expertly to rate several calls.

Givens mikes at the finale, with
each act briskly participating. 'Pa-
rade* lasts 47 minutes and should
click in any class B or C house.
House half-full at show caught.

Cuss.

Pitisbiirgli

By Hal Csfaen

The Lee Lovelands divorced.
Harry Nosokoffs celebrated their

silver wedding anniversary,
Mrs. Gerry CNeill back on her

feet again after a hospital stay.
Bill Eichler out of the hospital

after getting hfs appendix clipped.
Dick Ware back where he started

from. Show Boat, checking as m.c.
Ben Atwen around liieatihg the

drums for the ne^ Mordkin Brllet.
Margaret Daum coming home to

sing at Dapper Dan banquet Nov.
20.
Harry Seed's lad going on road in

few weteks as Ted Lewis* advance
man.
Pitt-Fordham game Saturday ^29)

gave niteries their biggest weekend
in years.
Catholic .Theatre Guild hosted

Emmett Lavery at dinner Sunday,
nite my.
Hy Shul?oId home for a few dr.ys

befoi'e setting out on round-the-
world tour.

Lucille Harrison named harpist
for Pittsburgh Symphony Under
Fritz Reiner.
Johnny McQuade, Playhouse alum-

nus. In this week with George M.
Cohan show.

Patti Morgan and Al Shelleday
doing vocals for Al Kavelin's reor-
ganized band.

Local group talking about a drive-
in film place on the outskirts for
next summer.
Harrises new downtown theatre.

Senator, won't get the starting gun
until next month.
Ruth Willock. 'Miss Pittsburgh*

''olrced out of Wolfendale hotel show
bp''au.'?e of aopendix.

G. G. Gfrrette, an agent for 35
years, in P»tt.<;burgh for first time,
ahead of 'Whiteoaks.*
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OBITUARIES
ALMA GLUCK

Alma Gluck, 54, opera singer and
phonograph and concert artist, died

in New York, Oct. 27, after a long

illness. She was the wife of Efrem
Zinnbalist.

Story in the n^.ttsic section.

FRED DUPBIBZ
Fred Duprez, 54, American actor

and manager who in recent years has

been better known to the ' London
stage, died Oct. 27 of a heart attack.

He had just arrived in the United
States when riecalled to fill some
radio engagements, and took the

same steaiher- this President Hard-
ing, back to London. He died en
voyage. Mrs. Duprez, who accom-
panied him on the -westbdund trip,

remained here, &ntieii>ating his early

return. '

i

He was born in Detroit:, of. pro-
fessional parents, and after five

years in stock he went Inito .vaude-
ville, attaining headline promii^ence.

Iii 1916 he -toured England in the

titie role of 'Mr. Manhattan.' His
success' was so great that the title

w.a$ subsequently adopted as his bill-

ing in ' the music halls. He pros-
i:

part owner of the Cincinnati base-
ball club.

She was best known as the first

American woman to visit northern
Alaska, joining the Deazie Wilson
expedition while playing a theatrical

engagement in Victoria, B. C. She
served as secretary to the expedition
for 14 months in the Yukon. On her
return, known as The Klondike
Girl,* she toured the country lectur-

ing on her experiences. She also

wrote 'A Guide to Alaskaf in collabo-

ration with Wilson and in 'Glimpses
of Alaska' gave her^ personal reac
tions. In recent years, .her small
fortune dissipated, she had worked
as a practical nurse in Elizabeth.

merly a well-known duo.-. They were
inseparable on and off the stage.

MRS. MARIE JUNO-
Mrs. Marie Jung, 73, one-time

opera soprano, died Oct. 29 in Al
hambra, Calif.

She came, to this country In 1913
after appearing - with opera troupes
abroad. Leaves thr^e sons.

FRANK HATCH
Frank Hatch, 74, actor and stage

director, died in Queens, L. I., Oct.

25, of pbeuihonia.

He . made his stage debut in- the

^80s in California and made his -first

New York appearance in 1890 in

The Bells of Hazelmere,' ah EngUsh
melodrama. He returned to . Cali-

fornia in '93 and organized a stocl;

company which played up and down
the Coast, traveling mostly by i?tage

pered in English vaudeville, but
scored his greater success in a se-

ries of revues. Most of these he
adapted from American sources and
one of his objectives on the current

trip was.to aicquire the rights tq 'Me,

Him and I,' an old Hurtig & Semon
production, which he planned to

iriake the nucleiis of a British pre-

sehtation, . His. -preyipus eflfort; 'My
Wife's Family'- ran for two years in
London and in the .Provinces. -

I Surviving are his widow, a daugh-
ter, a; son and a brother, the latter

Charles Duprez, of Bellrose, Queens.

ROBERT WOpLSET
Robert' Wdplsey, 49, comedian and

part of the recently dissolved team
of Wheeler and Woolsey died at

Mailbu Beach, Cal>, Oct. 31. He Lad
heen .sufferingVith a kidney ailment
lor the pabt-lB months. During his

illness he . made one picture ..with

Wheeler, *On Again, Off Again,'
which was released last year. Wife
and mother survive;

r Originally , an Exercise boy and
Jockey' oh leading horse race tracks
of the countay df the start of the
century, Woolsey was forced to give
up riding when, ft hoi*se fell and
rolled on him breaking his leg. He
started his stage career in San Fran-
cisco as a, memiier of a stock com-
pany playing leading rples in Gil-
bert and Sullivan operettas.
He followed this with nimierous

dramatic successes but It was not
until 1927 that he gained recognition
as a comedian. Florenz Ziegfeld
teamed him with Bert Wheeler in
the musical production • 'Bio Rita.'
This was followed hy si screen ver-
sion of the production made by RKO
and, established the pair as b.o.

draws. Since then the pair had
made some 15 or 20 pictures imder
the RKO b.ainner.

JOHN FRANCIS LEE
John Francis Lee, 75, veteran

showman, died in Milwaukee Oct.
26.

"He started as program boy with
'Popcorn' George Hall then went to
the Dode Fiske Society circus. He
was manager of the Reynolds circus
and then started his own Lee Bros.
Comedy Circus.

He toured, the midwest fairs with
Louis T..' the first lone pacer, backed
by a stable of running horses.
In 1924 he formed the Lee Bill-

posting Co. in Milwaukee, of which
he was still the head at the time of
his death..

His five sons, Frank, John, Harry,
Bernard and Robert followed him
into show business. All save John,
Jr„ survive him.

coach and playing in hotel dining
rooms. Later he played in various
nrestern stock companies and was in

the original cast of 'Why Smith Left

Home.' .He went to work for Wil-
liam A. Brady and for him produced,
among other plays, 'Life,' 'Lover's

Lane,' the all star revival of 'Uncle

Tom's Cabin,' 'The Sorrows >>f Satan,'

'Foxy Grandpa,' 'Frenzied- Finance,'

and the Grace George version of

'Diyorcons,' both here and in Lon-
don.
He was co-author of 'Putting It

Over' and 'The Blue Envelope.*

FRED KOHLER, Sr.

Fred Kohler, Sr., 49, screen actor,

died of a heart, attack Oct. 28 in
Hollywood. He was one of the oldest'

flilm heavies in point of service, and
one of the few who survived the ad-
vent of sound. - At the time of 'his

death he was working in -The Pure
in Mind' at RKO.
Among his pictures were The

Leatherneck,' ,'The Dummy,' .'The
River of Romancie,', 'IThder the Tonto
Rim,' 'The Deluge,' ^Little Man, What
Now?'- 'West' of

.
Pecos,' The Plains-

man' and 'The Buccaneer.'
. Surviving are his widow and a son,
Fred, -Jr., who recently appeared
with him in a father-and-son role in
Xawiess Valley' at RKO.

FRANK H. STOWELL
Frank H, Stowell, 64, who was In

the circus business for many years
and.was an occasional contributor to
Variety, died in his sleep Oct. 29 at
his home, 5 Maple Avenue, Fort Ed-
ward, N. Y. Death was due to a
heart attack.

Bom in Seneca Falls, Mr, Stowell
passed his early life in the circus
business and was well known in that
field. After the death of Sig Sau-
telle, Mr. Stowell, who had been
willed the Sautelle title, continued to
send the Sautelle Circus on a circuit.
He is survived by two daughtersj

a son, two sisters, and four grand-
children.

ESTHER LYONS
Esther Lyons, 74, who had played

Shakespearean and other roles ~in

her younger days, died in Elizabeth,

N. J., Oct. 20. She had played with
Frederick Ward, Maurice Barrymore,
Joseph, Jefiterson, Joseph Haworth,
and Ma^le PrescQtt. $he was a close

friend of Edwin Booth, She was
married to E. h, Robinson, theatrical

liind circiis promoter and one-time

C. D. HAVG
,C. D. Haug, 51, manager of the
Empire theatre, died Oct. 25, in a
Birmingham hospital after an illness
of several weeks.
He was a veteran in the theatre

business, having been in exploitation
work on the road for ,Metro-Gol'd-
wyn-Mayer Studios. He had previ-
ously been manager of the Strand,
Birmingham, later going to Missouri
in theatre work.
Survived by his widow and a

daughter.

NELLIE BEAUMONT
Nellie Beaumont, 68, sister of Rosi,

who died in Florida last May, ex-
pired at the State hospital, Concord,
N. H., last Wednesday (26). After
the death of her sister Nellie became
melancholy and several weeks ago
leaped from a window at their home,
Georges Mills, N. H., fracturing both
ankles.

The Beaumont Sisters were for-

ELIZABETH F. SEYMOUR
Mrs. Elizabeth F. Seymour, 83,

died Oct. 23 in Mllford, Conn. A
long-time resident -of New Britain,

she was associated with her husband,
Frank, in the Seymour Stratton'

stock company, which toured the
country 50 years ago.

Among survivors is a sister, Ella
Copeland, who performed with Sey
mour Stratton troupe.

TEX AUSTIN
Tex Austin, 52, who promoted

m.any rodeos» ' but 4who lately. has
been running a restautant in ' Santa
Fe, N. M., w^s found dead -in -his

garage Oct. 26. -' A hose led. the cair-

bon monoxide f;;oih ttie exhaust^ipe
into the car in which he- wa.s . sitting.

^Notes clearly indicated premedi-
tated suicide.

ROGER GRAHAM
Roger Graham, 53, songwriter,

died: in County hospital, Chicago on
Oct. 25 after a long illness.'

Graham wrote approximately 175
songs, the most popular of which
being 'I Ain't Got Nobody.' At one
time he headed his own music firm.
Burial in Chicago.

MICHAEL O'CONNOR
Michael O'Connor, head electrician

for the Theatre Guild, died in
Philadelphia, Oct. 30.

He was in charge of the lighting
of the road company of Alfred Lunt
and Lynn Fontanne's 'Sea Gull'
playing at the Chestnut Street Opera
House there.

AL LAWSON
Al Lawson, 64, former vaude trick

bike rider and later northwest rep
for Western .Vaudeville and general
fair agent, died, in Minneapolis on
Oct. 27 following a long illness.

Widow survives. Burial in Min-
heajpolis.

MAXINE CASTLETON
Maxine Castleton Corbaley, who

under her maiden name sang iu'tiie
Jones Beach operettas last summer,
committed suicide by gas poisoning
in her New York home Octi 30.
Her farewell note ascribed no rea-

son for her action.

News From the Dailiies
This department contains rewritten theatrical new8 item as pub'

lished during the week in the daily papers of Hew York,' Chicago
San Francisco, Hollywood and London. * Variety takes no credit for
these news items;, each has been rewritten from a daily paper.

East

JOSEPH CASILLO
Joseph Casillo, 53, operator of

Seven Gables Inn, Milford Conn.,
died Oct. 21 of heart attack following
25th wedding anniversary celebra-
tion.

Widow, son and daughter, survive.

THOMAS MORENO
Thomas Dave Moreno, 43, film

stunt man, died Oct. '25 at Veterans
Hospital, Sawtelle, Cal., after a^hort
illness.

At l/niversal for years, he was
known as 'Skyball.' Surviving are
his widow and daughter.

CHARLES S. PARNELL
Charles S. ParneU, 49, secretary of

the Mebane, N. C, Six Counties Fair
for 10 years, died as a result of in-
juries received in an auto accident
Sept. 27.

A. EMMETT ADAMS
A. Emmett Adams, 48, composer

of 'Tfie Bells of St. Mary's' died in
London Oct. 30. His latest, and stUl
unpublished song, 'Life's Great Sun-
set' was played at his funeral.

GRACE ADELE
- Grace Adele, 37, stage actress, died
Oct. .23 in Los Angeles.
Surviving Is her husband, Leroy

Jackson.

RALPH J. NASE
Ralph J. Nase, 53, camera tech-

nician at 20th-Pox, died Oct. 23, in
Hollywood. Surviving are his widow,
a son -and daughter.

JULIA BOETIGER
Julia Boetiger, 86, former charac-

ter actress, died Oct. 28, in Los An-
geles.

SYMPH CLUB ON NBC
Philadelphia, Nov. 1.

Philly Symphony Club orch, con-,
sisting of 110 amateur musicians,
will start a monthly series on KYW
and the NBC red network on Nov. 6.

Group gave similar series last sea-
son.

It Is under direction of William
F. Happich and sponsored by Edwin
H. Fleish^r, wealthy Philly miisic
patron.

Helen Flint, actress, suing her hus:
band, Harmon Spencer Auguste, for
separation on groimds of desertion.
Says he has hot heen home in six
months. Last spring he sought an-
nulment of the marriage in the
'White Plains court, but dropped the
suit.

-N. Y. State Labor Relations Board
orders Stork club to reinstate nine
waiters, with back pay. Club will
appeal.

N Y. Commissioner of Markets to
prosecute 11 brewers ..for allegedly
selling short barrels of beer. -.

Tex Austin, who promoted,the first

rodeo 'in Mad. Sq. Garden, and. 'who
li^ad staged Innumerable contests here
and in London, committed sUicide in
Lbs . Vegas, N. .M., Oct. 26. He had
planned a rodeo In the garden during
the World's Fair period.

Maurice Evans replaced Orson
Welles at the Theatre Education
League last week. Welles too busy
with 'Danton.'

Ethel Shutta admits ' she'll sue
George Olsen for divorce 'within the
next few weeks.' Will charge de
sertion.
Hendrik Willem Van Loon on

board of directors of Greenwich
(Conn.) Timies and will take an ac
tive editorial interest.

Shirley Temple addressed the
Herald-Tribune Forum by telephone
last V/eek.

Electricians of the Theatrical Pro
tective Union- picketed the ' Penn
Newsreel theatre, declaring .the
house did not employ A.FX. men.
Management picketed the pickets
with a sign stating It (employed
A.F.L. projectionist. Electricians
wanted the house to hire two men at
$68 a week each. Only duties to
change, the electric signs twice a
week and oil the motors once every
six months.
Newest toilet addition is a non-

skid preparation f6r bath tubs.
Pat Crowe, of Cudahay kidnapping

fame, seriously ill in a Harlem hos-
pital. >

Report that 'Victoria Regina' would
run past the

.
holidays at the Martin

Beck peeves the Gilbert Miller of-
fice. Blamed for a slight easing off
in the capacity business.
Phyllis Haver, ex-Sennett, and now

Mrs. William Seeman, bitten by a
monkey sent as a present at her
1;>irthday party at the 21 club last
week. No one knows who sent the
simian.
Moscow Art theatre celebrated its

.40th anniversary last Thursday. Sev-
eral . of the players have been with
the ' enterprise since ! its - foundatibn.
Stalin arid other high officials at-
tended.
Theatre House, new producing or-;

ganization, ac<iuires Alexander Kirk-
land, Torn Powers,' Raymond- Sovey,
Blanche Yurka and Garrett H. Lev-
erton as advisory coiihdil. Last
named is the ' niew play editor for
Samuel French. Miss Yurka will play
in the first production, 'Gloriana,'
and Powers will both act and direct
American Music Year, planned by

Natibnal Federation of Music Clubs,
shoved off at a luncheon' at the Great
Northern last Saturday.
Clare Rockmore gave a recital on

the theramin at Town Hall last
Thursday. Used an instrument em-
bodying impi;ovements suggested to
the inventor by Joseph Hoffman,
pianist, and surprised her listeners
by the greater flexibility of the in-
strument.
Eddy Duchin and his Infant son,

Peter, share the estate of the late
Mrs. Marjorie Oelrichs Duchin, who
died intestate. Net value is $13,211.
Puerto Rico radio stations bar from

the air all advertising of foods and
drugs not approved by the Ameri-
can Medical Assn.
Jimmy Nesbitt, rodeo clown, avert-

ed a tragedy at the Garden Thurs-
day night. George Mills was bull-
dbgging a steer when he lost his
grip on Its horns. Steer trampled
him and started to gore when Nes-
bitt distracted its ri.ttention. Had to
run for his own life, but made it.

National Drum Month planned. In-
cludes contest for a drum song.
Judges are George Olsen, Larry
Clinton, Tommy Dorsey, Horace
Heidt, Kay Kyser and Eddy Duchin.
Worthington Miner new member,

of the Theatre Guild's Board of
Managers.

Fire in a bus menaced 36 mem-
bers of the Brantford (Ont.), Choir
when the vehicle burst into flames
near Delaware Water Gap. Driver
helped all to safety.
Yale Puppeteers to give Sunday

nijeht shows at the Lyceum. '

New York traffic cop threatened
with arrest four young, couples who
were doing a sidewalk sha^ and Big
Apple in front of Decca Records N.
Y. office. Dancers were strikers from
Decca and were hopping to gain at-
tention to placards being toted by
them.
City of White Plains was granted

an Injunction to hiilt the removal Of
top soil from a local real estate de-

velopment for transportation to ihm
N. Y. World's Fair ground? -:

^ ?

J /^^g circus goes In-

White Plains.
Wife of Jay Hyde Barnum, of the

circus family, starts suit for iumoh?
and counsel fees in Bridgeport courtThey have been- separated sine*
1936, He sold their home in Silver!
mine to Lily Pons.. ^
Josephine Brown, of 'Bachelor

Born knocked down by . an auto-l&st
Wednesday. Kareeh Allyn . will re-
place her while she's in the hosp.
Maxine .Castleton Corbaley, pro-

fessionally known as Maxine Castle-
toij, eommitted suicide by «as poison-
ing in h6r home- last Sunday.. No
Reason ^giVen. She sang at Jones
Beach last summer. .-

<:^Kiss the Boys^Goodbye* will give
5t''^".S?* for the Stage Relief Fund
Nov; 20, - .

.. Forrest theatre to put in girt
ushers.

*'

Coast

Barbara Stanwyck lost her suit In
the California Supreme Court to
prevent her former husband, Frank
Fay, from visiting their six-year-old
son.

Fay Wray was subpoenaed as a
witness against three men charged
with defrauding the public through
fake auction sales.

Ernest Truex, stage and screen
comic, was divorced in L. A. by
Mary Jane Barrett, film actress.

Chester Morris, film actor, and hia
wife. Sue Kilbourne. formerly of the
Stage; agrfeed to a trial separation;

*

Fanny Brice was granted a di-
vorce in L. A. from Billy .Rose; the-
atrical producer. Official charge
was desertion.

James K. McGulnness, screen
writer, was sued for separate main-
tenance in.L. A. by Elizabeth Quinn
McGuinness, who asked $1,500 «
month.
Ray Heindorf, film musical direc-

tor, was divorced in L. A. by Maxtoe
Heindorf, who was awarded three-
sixteenths of his gross income.

MARRIAGES
Mrs. Doris Kenyon Sills, widow-of

Milton Sills to Albert D. Lasker,
retired head of Lord & Thomas, Oct,
28, in New York.

Corrinne Riley to Dr. Thomas I<.

Dwyer in Omaha Oct. 29. She's
cashier at Brandeis theatre.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Krueger, son, In

New York, Oct 27. Father Is in
Paramount home office exploitation
department.

Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Robertson,
daughter. In Detroit, Oct 20. Father
is chief sound technician at WXYZ,
Detroit

Mr. and Mrs. Bob Carter, daughter.
In Pittsburgh, Oct. 24. Father ia
singer with Fran Eichler's band.

Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Barniker,
daughter, in Pittsburgh; Oct 25.
Father is one of owners of Willows,
Pitt nitery.

Mr. and Mrs. BiUy Aschey, daugh-
ter, in Pittsburgh, Oct. 26. Father
is vyrith Nelson Maples orchestra.

Mr. and Mrs. John Garfield, daugh-
ter, in Los Angeles, Oct 27. Father
is stage and film player.
Mr. t^nd Mrs. Anthony Quinn, son,

n Los Angeles, Oct 27. Mother is

the former Katherine De Mille,
screen player; father is film actor.

M;r. and Mrs; Ernst' Lubitsch,
daughter, in Hollywood, Oct 27.

\Iother was Vivian Gaye* screen
player; father is producer-director.
Mr. and Mrs. Lou Payne, daughter,

:n New York, Oct. 7. Mother wa*
former Laura Lee, picture actress.

Mr. and Mrs. Paul Lucas,, son, in
Hartford, Oct. 27. Father is co-pro-
duction manager at WTIC, Hartford.
Mr. and Mrs. Karl Scott son, in

Hartford, Oct. 23. Father is engineer
at WTIC, Hartford.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Schwartzberg,

daughter, in Boston, Oct 26. Father
s home office exec of M. & P. Thea-
tres Corp., Boston.

OP. CO. SEEKS CHARTER
Philadelphia, Nov; 1.

Application for a Philadelphia
Opera Co. charter was made Friday
(28) to common pleas court NOi 1

lere.

New group Is a proposed non-
profit organization 'of, by and for
Phlladelphians.'
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WHAT THEY THINK
BraoUyn, K. Y,

Editor, VAMmrir:
'

For past 30 y«iuW Vjmttv has been

;

the' houfldiold word in our family

ciwle. We ,nev«r attend a muncal

comedy, drama, «r screen i^y xm-

less we first cind Ib^ aiticicm about

it ijt VABiBrr. Several wedcs afio we
read food old vaudeville Is being

i-esukfMtfM; btr/ttyinC to. Skioe it

had iotfe Mo i(*Uvk)n.,liadio broa^l^

caetk.ifave Mfli • VPwUifr Tbey
bring ip our... home .-n^Qy . of>- our,

favorite' musical oomedy; vaudeville;

and ecreeni -Btara.

Bfowevier, it was a treat lo welcome
vaudeiille bade to. the beautifu}.

Strand- theatre 5v|tliin the past four-

weeks. We bavie-> enjoyed it im-

mensely, but if the last week*9 bill

is -a saiqiPe of the oomittg vaudeville

shows, then it is Just to^ bad it ever,

was revived,
^

IV-nusht interest Mc; Nils Gran-
lund to know thaC^we BtoMdyniies
have a measure of sdf-te^ect and
hope to set a good example for our
offspring. I must confSess Our chil-

dren of today are swing4>abies,. or

•shall I say jitterbugs, and it is a
pleasure to see them dance to the

rhythm of Tommy Oorsey, Benny
Goodman and Riiss Itorgui's music.

Very often I And., them doing their

homework while listening to Wayne
King's relaxing program, or the
other smooth orchestras. This proves
they enjoy the things we oldtimers
have enjoyed many j^ars ago. These
youngsters I am referring to * are
students of Catholic high schools and
colleges in Brooklyn. They are
privileged to visit our downtown the-

atre tvwce a week and, as they de-

bate over the shows they attend,

they were not permitted to " attend
the performance at the Brooklyn
Strahd.

I ' had reviewed the show at. -the

Strand and enjoyed the photoplay,
'Broadway. Musketeers.' However,
the stage-show was not fit for man,
woman' or child to see, regardless

of color or creed. The comedy team
—if you can call It comiedy!—which
Peterson and his partner sent over
the fdotlights—every other word was
either h—1 or d—^m, and 1 was sur-

prised to hear N.T.G. join in on that
sort of language. The suggestive
conversation that was carried on-
stage' I believe was as embarrassing
to those poor kids doing a four-a-

day as it was to our ^oup of ladies
out front The Strand Is under such
fine management and far too beauti-
ful a theatre to let this Incident pass
by without sending in comments on
it. I remember when the actors*

dressing- rooms held a notice, 'no
profane language.'

Please don't misunderstand me. I

am not an old maid or a religious

fanatic. I laid my bid .gray bonnet
away a long time ago and we join

our small fry in all their festivities.

But I was requested to write you.
So please help us to enjoy the real

vaudeville days that used to be.

After 'all, Albee Square, Flatbush
Extension and Fulton •street is the
'Gay White Way' to us Brooklynites;
and Pulton street is our ndothers,

grandmothers' and great-grand-
mothers' Memory Lane.

Veteran Reader irom Flatbush.

immediately ivent to Alberto Galo to

iget Samba routines, Galo refused
as he had agreed to woric out an ex-
hibition dance for us. We showed
him the ballroom steps and also

some native movements and he, be-
ing from the Latin .countries, ar-

ranged the routine easily.

I tried to sell it to Sam Sax of
Warners as a short and also to .have

it pid>lished through tiieir subsidiary,

Ifusic Publishien Holding Corp., but
Jif'uioT Blau said it had no value as

it song.
, The amusing. pAtf. 'is. that John Roy,
Prince Obolendcy (Hotel St H^s),
the Ambassador ,and Versaflles lost

the opportunity of presenting,it firsts

What annoys me is that we have not
played New York this season and
received no credit ..whatever. Of
course it- takes more than one per-
son to make a dance craze. Samba
has been popular for a long time
down in flrazil. . I believe we were
the first to see its possibilities, how-
ever. At any rate we did a lot of

work on it Well that's show busi-

ness. Interesting isn't it?

If you have followed the develop-
ment of this dance, as closely in the
papers as I, you will recall that ii

was presented at the opening night

of £1 Morocco, iand I believe played

at the Stork and Versailles. Marion
Cooley gave a Samba Soiree at the

Pierre hotel Sunday last. El Rio has

both bands playing Sambas as well

as the Arthur Murray teachers to in-

struct the patrons. I did not teach

Arthur Murray this dance. I believe

Charley Barron, of Barron & Blair,

who followed us in Rio, showed it to

him. They are appearing at El Rio.

The Gertrude Button Studio is

teaching it and had photos in the

New York papers as well as a de-

scription of the dance. Most of this

has been syndicated by Associated

Press.

We did not dance to Ravel's

•Bolero' first, as many people think,

Ramon, of Ramon & Rosita, danced

it at his club El Pati6 first but it

was new and did not mean much-
Then Gomez & Winona danced it in

Billy Rose's 'Crazy Quilt' and it was
a sensational hit. Shortly after -diat

we danced it for orik year at the

St. Moritz hotel. I believe this, did

as much as anything to make the

dance popular for teams, as from
then on almost every team in show
business did a danbe ' to Ravel's

fBolero.' As Gomez & Winona were
on the road for that year we danced
it in all the New York theatres as

well. After playing mostly in New
York hotels for three years we went
on the road and were met every
where with, 'Don't tell us you dance
the Bolero also.' Perhaps this evens
things up, or something.

Eddie Root,

(Minor and Root).

llshed, but we. do .promise to secven
for it a bona fide hearing if it has
enough merit to-warrant submission.
The mere fact that every manuscript
coming to this office is stamped with
om* name and the date of receipt
serves as a definite registering, and
eliminates any possible questions of
priority or common -law copyright
Even though we often have to tejl

amateur songwriters some unpleasant
truths, the publishers are frankly
delighted because ;they. no longer
have to worry about litigation and
are at the same time relieved of the
embarrassing criticism that has been
so common, implying that Tin Pan
Alley is a closed -corporation and
will never give a newcomer a
chance. r

The decrease (ivhich you em-
phasise) in tlie' number of un-
solicited manuscripts received by the
publishers may- be partly due to ^e
fact that a great many of these man-
uscripts are coming to. us directly,

since so many amateurs have dis-

covered that they are wasting their
time and postage by addressing the
publishers. The leading executives
Of ASCAP are heartily in favor of

our organization.

We h&ve actually succeeded in

placing a surprising number of songs,

and in such case,^ .we do not cut in

on the royalties at all, simply ar-

ranging for the composer to get the
regular songwriter'? contract.!from
the publisher.

We are not deceiving ourselves as,

to the possible value of amateur
manuscripts, for we know as well as

anyone else that the majority of

them are worthless. At the worst,

however, we can save the gullible

novice considerable money by tell-

ing him the truth.

Sigmund Spaeth.

In re: .Obe Sajbba
Jackson Heights, N. .Y.

Editor, Variety:

Have been both amused and an-
noyed at the increasing ^popularity
of the Samba. As the time is ap-
proaching when several people will
claim to have presented it first here
are a few facts for the record that
may interest you.
To my knowledge, the first men-

tion of the dance in the press was
in the letter that I wrote you from
Rio de Janeiro, which you so kindly
printed in "the April 13 issue of
Variety.
Being terribly enthused with this'

dance I had written Arthur Murray
from 'Brazil to ask him to sponsor it

as a ballroom dance and also several
clubes and hotels. For instance John
Roy (Rainbow Room), the Ambassa-
dor hotel and Versailles, any one of
whom might have been the first to
introduce the dance- through us.

Apparently they were not interested:
Upon my return to New York I

invited several dance teams to my
apartment at Hampshire House to
hear the records and see the ball-
room versioni among whom were
Caperton & Cktlumbus, the D'lvons,
and Dario of Dario Sf Diane, as well
as several orchestra leaders.
Dario intended to open a club

called^the Samba butdost his backers
.so sold the.lease to. thepreseAt.own-,
2rs of El Rio. A couple dance teams

Bob DuPont Objects
Loidpn,

Editor, Variety:
I would like t<Kkijpw ^rt^fie^e^your

London office got its information re-

garding jugglers. I started in 1002

(and can show you my first notice in

the 'New York Clipper of April; 1804,

at the American Music Hall, New
York, where I did a comedy juggling

act The first successful comedy
juggler was W. C. Tields; then came
O. K. Sato, Ed LaVine, Rella. Red-
ford and Winchester, et al.

Until 1921 nobody ever heard of

Rich Hayes or Stan Kavanau^, who
were good performers,, but did noth'

ing original. When you credit Rick
Hayes with my apple trjck, you are
doing a great injvistice to me. This
trick has been my trademark for 30,

years. Rich Hayes did only ball

bouncing and I challenge you to

prove that I am wrong.- -I will do-
nate $100 to < charity if Rick Hayes
did the apple trick.

This -is my first bad notice in

Variety and I don't mind telling you
that you hurt me very much.

Bob Du Pont.

Mm Pads Set for GoUen Gate;

WO Pennit Qosii^ of Deals

CHOOSEY PICKER-UPPER

Carolina Youth Goes to Jug for

Swiping a Gila Monster

Charlotte, N. C, Nov. 1.

Jasper Williams, Angier youth, was

convicted in the county recorder's

Court *at Lillfngtpn Thursday on a

charge of stealing—of all things—

a

poisonous lizard;

Arrai^ed befpre Judge Floyd H.

Taylor, he entered a plea of guilty

of taking the lizard, described in the

warrant as a Gila monster.

The lizard was stolen Saturday

afternoon from a medicine show
which was playing" Angier. Shortly

after the healer-of-all-things discov-

ered his loss, 'a search was begun,

and the lizard Was found unharmed
in a barrel on the outskirts of town.

Clues pointed to Williams, and J. C.

Miles, the operator, swore out a

warrant against him.

Harry Conn and Jack Haley
Beverly Hills.

Editor, Variety:
Your last issue says 'top writers set

adrift' by Jack Haley show. The
truth is that I returned a contract

play-or-pay ' for $10,000 to Haley
through the Arthur Lyons agency.

This is because Haley had me in col-

laboration with four writers ranging

in salary from $50 to $250 weekly.

Haley wants fd do surefire old gags.

I wanted him to do smarter arid

fresher material, and he faivored the

surefire way, which did not get him
any place on the Log Cabin syrup

program. They dropped the show,
and I wanted a show that would last.

Please Oprrect this statement as it

is doing me plenty of harm. The
Arthur Lyons office, which manages
both me and Haley, will verify this.

I was not dropped—I,quit My con-

tract was for 13 weeks, play or pay.

Harry W. Conn.

Amateur Songsmiths
New York.

Editor, Variety:
I was interested in the story in

your issue of Oct 19 on amateur
songs and the publishers' reaction to

them. Want to add that a majority

of the reputable publishers are now
referring all unsolicited manuscripts
to The Songmart, of which I have
the honor to.be president The pub-
lisher's letter either implies or states

definitely that the manuscript is not

being examined. At the same time

the publisher cannot be accused of

ignoring or. unduly discouraging the

amateur, since ho is- showing him'

the open practical way of securing

attention for his manuscript
.We belieye in telling the amateur

the truth, 'and we carefully avoid

any suggestion of the cheap soft soap

that is characteristic of the profes-

,sA5>naJ «)og..fihark- W* never- xilaim

that we can .get a manuscript pub-

IMr. Dupont entirely overlooks
James Harrigan and Charles T.
Aldrich. He also errs in placing
Fields before O. K. Sate Ed.]

CIRCUS ROUTES
Week of November 7

Barnes, Sells-Floto
Atlanta, Ga., 7-8; Annlston, Ala,, •;

Birmingham, 10; Montgomery,' 11; Co-
lumbus, Ga., 12. '

Between-Halves Capers

These Days Very F&M
Pittsburgh, Nov. 1.

Shouldn't be long now before

they're booking floor shows into sta-

diums for between-the-halves enter-

tainment at big football games.-

They're doing everything else now.

The CQllege bands have replaced the

cut-and-dried Alma Mammy with

swing music, they're going in for

production on a lavish scale, and the

formations of the cheering sections

are very Busby Berkeley.

University of Pittsburgh, with its

greatest football team in history,

seems to be taking the lead in in-

jecting show biz into the lulls at the

big gridiron spectacles.. They started

in the Pitt-Southern Methodist game
the week before last and elaborated

before the 75,000 crowd at the Pitt-

Fordham meeting on Saturday (29).

Used to be that at the end of the

first half, the brass bands of the com-
peting schools would march down
the field in military formation play-

ing a Sousa march and wind up in

front of the student section, with the

spectators standing with bared heads

at the sound of the Alma Mater. Now
it's 'Tisket A-Tasket' and 'Alexan-

der's Bagtime Band' in swing time.

For the Fordham game, Pitt band
had a co^ trucking down the grid-

iron in front the cheering section

chorusing the respective answers to

'was it red?' or 'was it blue?' as

the orch out on the field waved
patches ^ of those, colors between

blows. Other jazz-time formations,

too, with ensembles very Fanchon &
Marco.

In another year, they may be

booking name bands for guest shots

with the college bands on every fall

Saturday afternoon.

Probable FcotbaS Winners
And Proper Odds

(November 5)

By NAT KAHN

GAMES WINNERS ODDS
Tulane-Alabama . . >. Alabama Even

.

Rice-Arkansas Arkansas Evea
Aulturn-Villanova "Aaburn : 8/5

Baylor-Texas Baylor - 2/1

Indiana-Boston College Boston College 7/5

Brown-Yale . . .
•. Yale . .• Even

Bucknell-Georgetown Georgetown 2/1

CaIifornia-V5C USC 5/«

Carnegie Tech-Pittsburgh Pitt . S/1

Colgate-Syracuse ....Colgate 7/5

Georgia-Florida Geergte 9/5
'

St Mary's-Fordbam Fordham 2/1

Kentucky-Georgia Tech Georgia Tech 2/1

Iowa-Minnesota Minnesota 2/1

Nebraska-Kansas Nebraska 8/5

Lafayette-Penn State Fenn State 2/1

North Carolina State-Manhattan, . ..Manhattan Even
Penn-Michlgan Michigan 3/1

Michigan State-Missouri Jtfichlgan State 2/1

Notre Dame-Navy ..Notre Dame 2/1
Wisconsin-Northwestern ......Northwestern'

Furdue-Ohio State Ohio State 2/1

Idaho-Oregon 7... I .....Oregon 6/5^,

Texas A&M-SMU ;' .'.Texas, A&M i ..... . 2/1,

Washington-Stanford Washington EveQ'.,

UCLA-Washlngton State .', ....... .UCLA '.. 2/1 ^

(Predictions, Based on Fan Weather)

San Francisco, Nov. 1.

After eight months of dickering,

the American -Federation of Musi-

cians, Local No; 6, and the Golden

Gate .International ^Exposition for

1939 got together on a contract which

was inked last week by Manager

Harry Connick of the expo and Ed-

die Love, secretary of tiie AFM,
Local' No. fli Pact calls tia experidi-,

ture of $45QAK)0, almost double tbe,

amount «"f-:the contract for the Chir
cago Century of Progress.

Fair -will -be able to hire foreign

bands and as a consequence Connick
will make: immediate arrangements
for such musical units. School
bands, which have been a big head-
ache to AFM on the qoast, also will

be allowed on the grounds.

Earlier in the week Connick and
Ralph Whitehead, executive secre-

tary of the -American Federation of

Actors, agreed ,on salary and work-
ing conditions for actors at the fair.

AFA contract with expo provides for

a wage scale between $35 and $65 a
week.

Now that these contracts are out
of the way. Connidc has promised
to' go. ahead and complete arrange-
ments for a number of shows which
have been, on the fire for several
months pending the signing of these
contracts. Expo has stalled 90 long
in revealing anything on what it is

going to do on the show end that

there are plenty who have been
doubting the success of the fair from
the entertainment standpoint.

.

Kenneth Thomson, executive sec-

retary of Screen Actors' Guild, and
the fair officials had some difficulties

in trying to get together last week
on the appearance of film and radio
stars at the fair. SAG wants to have
its members paid a straight appear-
ance fee. Iliomson claims that the
.general attitude of the fair officials

here was tbat they could use records
and that tbey ' didn't care whether

'

any players appeared.

Name Maestro.

With the signing of the AFM
contract out of the way Connick re-

vealed that he has already closed a
contract with Edwin Franko Gold-,
man who will bring his band to the'

Coast during the fair. Financial
terms have already been set with
Arturo Toscanihi for a series of iap-~

pearances with the NBC Symphony
Orchestra. Certain details in con-
nection with the Toscanini deal are
still to be ironed out by Connick.
However, Connick is confident that
the inking of a contract with the
Italian director will take place in a
short time.

'

Deal with the musician's union on
broadcasts will enable the exposi-
tion to participate in an extremely
heavy schedule of programs, over all

three major networks as well as. over
local stations. These may reach as
high as 30 a day.

The AFA contract provides that
there be no stoppage of yrotk during
the expo. Contract also calls tqr, a
six-day week except for those in
ballet routines. .Ballet dancers will
work seven days and will get an ex-
tra day's pay.

Native entertainers also will be
able to petform at the-expo without
becoming members of AFA, provid-
ing they appear in native dances
and are natives of the country w:hlch
they represent They must also be
here just for the fair. Contract also
sanctions tbe presence on the grounds
of a supervisor who will see -to it

that the expo is living up to its con-
tract

85% of the space on the midway
is said to have been sold. 35 foreign
nations have signed for space at the
fair which is practically sold out.

'

Connick- expects a .gate between
eight or nine million dollars.

With reference to shows on Treas-
ure Island, Connick said that he
would shortly reveal his plans for
productions. He denied allegations
that the fair will be wide open,
pointing out that California laws on
gambling make impossible for the
fair to be a niodern Monte Carlo.
Religious groups are said to have a
pretty strong hold of the fair. One
of the first shows which this group
clamped down - on was' th^ revival
of the 'Barbary • Coast' At the fair.

IV Mea 6f setting up a duplicotie

b^th* old' 'Coast' at Tfeasiir'e Island *

ha's l>een ' squelched • by' tbe church
etemehf <^H1<^ will hbVe a big T ' -

pie Of R^Hgloh 6n the isl^V'*"
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'AH rhythm and a smile wide* *
*

' * Alive.

fresh. Here's music wrapped in box-office

cellophane. Now sweet and soothing rich

in rhythmic lilt . . . Now toasted, hot with

the flush of youth . . . about to conclude a

most successful engagement at the Raymor
Ballroom, Boston, with a new high gross

for the season ^ ^ 9^

Opening November 7, at

THE BANDBOX, NEW YORK
Broadcasting over the NBC network

Eddie De Lange and his Orchestra

Exclusive and prolific

Victor {Bluebird) Recording Artists

Eddie De Lange writer of

the top pop hit

"So Help Me''

and also currently

"Deep in a Dream'*

and

"This Is Madness'*

Exclusive Management

Est, 1898

iWiHiam Morris Agency
New York Hollyurood ChU»^%. MoAviA
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FAIR ANDB™ in B. 0. 11
CBS, MBS in Radio City Some Day?

Il,eported that there is talk aittdng the Rockefeller interests of in-

-viiing the Columbia Broadcastiifg System, to move into Radio City.

If a deal could he made ColuiiSbia would have the alternative of

. having- a structure put up all frtp itself or have its name attached to

\ some present building. By a mqve of this sort CBS woxdd diminish

the thunder and prestige now contained in NBC's Radio City an-

nouncement. Mutual has already declared that were CBS to take

up quarters in Radio City, MBS itself would become a tenant in

the same sector. Hius it would be truly 'Radioi City.'

Possibilities ate that CBS may never build oh the site that it owns

at 57th street and Park avenue. Engineering circles understand that

the network has reconciled itself to the improbability of eliminating

the vibration caused, by the passing trains along the New York Central

imderground tracks extending up Park avenue.

PICKINGOHN

cramLle for name band attract

floni and acts is reaching a feverish

point in New York, not only because

of requirements for the immediate

future ,but due to an effort on the

part, of managers and bookers to tie

up talent far ahead. Other complica-

tions include the stance taken by
bands which are bickering over of-

fers that don't carry contractual com-
mitments for more than a single

week.

Bands that are in demand are also

getting captious about which picture

they will play with, if accepting en-

gagemfents; -also bands at which the

house booked they will follow. The
band leaders, and their agents em-
phasize that playing with, a weak pic-

ture on Broadway isn't going to help

them. If the gross is above average
it must redound to their benefit in

many ways. Not the least of the

benefits accruing are theatre, hotel,

night club or other dates.

In the Broadway band field the

heavy bidders are the Paramount,
Strand and State. Much maneuver-
ing is occurring in an effort to get

desired combos lined up as far in

advance as possible. Some of the
orchestras won't take single week
bookings; two weeks or nothing.

HOOFING ON % BURNS

OTHER PHHIY TERPERS

Philadelphia, Nov. 8.

Terp duos current at niteries here
are doing a private burn at the Ar
thur Murray dancers now working in
the new Burgundy Room of the
Bellevue-Stratford. They claim the
Murray rug-cutters are wrecking biz
for the legit terp teams. According
to theii theory, Murray people give
lessons in dancihg to guests at so
much per, splitting the gross, 25%
to the house, 25% to Murray and
50% for themselves.
Squawkers claim that not only

(Continued on page 48)

Carnegie Hall Wpos

The Jitterbugs Anew;

To Encore Goodman

Carnegie Hall, New York's staid

home of symphonies, is negotiating

for Benny Goodman's orchestra to

repeat its concert of early this year.

Tirst one was more or less the idea

of his handlers, but the currently

contemplated return springs from
many public demands direct to the

Hall,

If the stunt goes through. It won't
be dated before the latter part of

January. Paul Whiteman waves his

baton at the Hall on Christmas Day
and an earlier Goodman date might
conflict.

Not to be outdone by Benny
Goodman who piped Mozart with
the Budapest String Quartet at N.
Y.'s Town Hall Saturday (5), Attie

Shaw, arch rival of Goodman, will

tote his clarinet to Carnegie Hall

for the .Whiteman concert. The jazz

dean is planning to include him,

Louis Armstrong, and the Raymond
Scott Quintet in his Hall concert

Xmas Day.

Armstrong Is set to trumpet '135th

Street,' George Gershwin's first

opera based on a Harlem theme.
Raymond Scott will work with Mor-
ton Gould, Duke Ellington, and three

others in composing an original

opera for Whiteman for this date.

OPERA BUSH LEAGUE,

MET MANAGER'S WA
Philadelphia, Nov. 8.

Establishment of an operatic bush

league, with units in principal cities

throughout the country, to polish up

future stars for the Metropolitan,, is

the aim of Edward Johnson, Met

manager, it was revealed here this

week.

Idea springs from Johnson's deter-

mination to bring opera back by de-

veloping American singers. He feels

that opera is weakened by the neces-

sity of going abroad every time an

experienced warbler is needed. Aid-

ing him is Mrs. Randal Morgan, Phil-

adelphia socialite and chairman of

the Philly Opera Guild committee,

an adjunct of the Metropolitan Opera
Guild of New York.

BETIIIL PRDBABIE

Times Squafe Fignred to

Cash In ;as Much as Flush-

ing Meadows Expo

—

Broadway Advisory Com-
^littee Meets with Whalen
on What the Big Crowds
Must Mean to AH Show
Biz—Girly Shows, Hotel

Plans, Etc.

NEW YEAR'S TOUCH-OFF

Most comprehensive promotional
plan for New York's Woifld Fair of

1939, designed to benefit' Broadway
months befbre the exposition starts,

was unfolded Monday (7) by Grover
Whalen to the advisory, committee
on entertainment. ' The fanfare will

start on New Year's Eve,- and much
of it will extend along Broadway
and Seventh avenue, from 42d street

to Central Park.
Asking for the full cooperation of

the committee and explaining that
the fair is not Competing with
Broadway, but is aiding it by bring-
ing into the metropolis between
70,000,000 and 80,000,000 people, the
comn^ittee was told how it could
help promote the £xpo. One sug-
gestion is to have the canopies or
electric signs superseded by the
fair's slogan, 'Dawn of a New Da^','

title of the theme song for the fair.

Melody was composed by the late

George Gershwin, discovered in his
effects after his death by Gene Buck.
Later, Ira Gershwin wrote the
lyric. The slogan supersedes or is

supplementary to the original phrase,
'the world of tomorrow.'
New Year's eve will find World's

Fair flags, bunting and numerous
novelties anent the fair, in general
display and use in the theatre zone.
The Gershwin song will be widely
broadcast on the radio. Souvenirs
of all types, newsreels and other
stunts have been arranged.
On New Year's day a 'Dawn of

the New Day' non-sectarian service
will be held in Radio City Music
Hall, the theme being 'Peace and
Progress in the World of Tomorrow,'
and there is to be a 'Salute to the
Nations.'- Stated that starting with
the first of the year and until the
April premiere, leaders of European
countries have promised to go on

(Continued on page 25)

HIS OWN BALLTHOO
Spartanburg, S. C, Nov. 8.

John Henry Titus, 92, who claims
to be the author of 'The Face on the
Barroom Floor,' is in Dixie on lec-

ture tour. Affecting somber dress
with long white hair and a dignified

appearance, poet, however, is no
walking advertisement for .the dry
element.

'I've been drinking most of my 92
years,' he said, 'and liquor has never
hurt me.'

Great Britain Reported Flirting

With Anti-Fljght-of-Capital Laws

Radio's Growth

Washington, Nov. 8.

Individuals looking for slight-

ly-used broadcast stations to-

day, can. look back to 1922 as a
real bargain-basement for
transmitters.
Turning up in a last week's

decision okaying a request for
an $8,110 transmitter for Ama-
rillo, Tex., is evidence that you
could buy 'em cheap in the
good old days. ' J. Linger
Nunn, owner of 25% of the
stock in Amarillo Broadcasting
Corp., successful applicant,
identified as follows with the
radio industry of 16 years ago:

'At one time Mi;. Nunn owned
Station WDAG at" Amarillo,
Texas, which he sold in 1922
for $50.'

Nunn's net worth in 1938

is listed as $577,407.

FILM HISTORY

OF '4 COHAKS,'

Pittsburgh, Nov. 8.

Picture deal which George M.

Cohan and Metro are now work-

ing on would have the actor in only

a few scenes, he said here last week.

It would be a history of the Four

Cohans, following them from their

vaude beginnings to the present, with
Cohan himself writing the script,

supervising the production and act-

ing in it only briefly.

No contracts have been signed yet,

Cohan stated, with everythln'g but
price hanging fire. Money, said to

be aroimd $300,000, has already been
agreed upon, but Cohan Wants to

have other details clearly defined be-
fore going to Hollywood, recalling

his unhappy experiences there when
he made 'The Phantom President'

for Paramount six years ago.

Film would be made after present
tour of 'I'd Rather Be Right,' which
still has six months on the road, is

.completed. Star has softened some-
what in his attitude towards film col-

ony but laughingly observed that

he might be taking his life in his

own hands by going out there again
after the old blasts he'took at the
film Industry.

Cohan has been conferring with
M-G execs in New York every week-
end, leaving whatever town he's

playing every Saturday night and
rejoining troupe at the next stop the
following Monday evening. . Actor
said he's ^ted clearly what he
wants in the film .setup aitd made it

clear that everything's up to Metro
now.

London, IfoV. p.

From government representatives
charged with handling film industry
and quota miafters, there if growing
indication that Great Brlj^in neocfc

year will sponsor legislation to hin-
der the flight of capital"from the
coxujitryi Or, at le^st, to? 'tegulate
it on a percentage ratio.

-

Specific attention is beihg directed
to American picture compahie^ doing
business in England with theatres
and distribution. Legislation wIU
take the form 6f 'ia , tax on with-
drawal of funds, which may. amount
to 15, 25%, or even wiore^ of the-

75% net proceeds Aifterican firms
derive from distribution of Amer-
ican and British product. A 15%
tax on theafte

.
profits takeii out of

the., country is also npt unlikely;
Belgium was the first Etiropeati

country to impose £i .15% tax on
financial proceeds; withdrawn by f6r-»

eigners. Germaijiy,. Italy .and bttier

countries have gone bej^ond. this ind
have practically entirely prohibited
ihohey from being taken out.

The 1938 trend in Great.Britain is

toward combination of theatre Chains.
The British government is not view-
ing this development with any great
alarm, but it hfts and will continue
to fight any amalgamation of thea-
tre propertied owned, managed or
controlled by Americans. Amalga-
mations of actual properties or com-
bined booking arrangements between
such chains as Gaimibnt British,
Odeon Theatres, ".Maxwell's ABC
chain and the Sydney Bernstein Cir-
cuit are inevitable. Ort whole,
American distributors are not going
to be perturbed aboult this. TO
the contrary, a more wholesoihe. ben-
efit is anticipated through ihore con-
centrated and widespread booking of
American picture?, with resultant
lessening of distribution and selling
costs.

IIXING' COMPLAINAMt

LOSESjIER FTP JOB

Sally Saimders, crux of the Dies
Committee investigation of Federal
Theatre Project, through her com-
plaints against mixing of white and
colored Casts, and alleged commimisfc
activities, has been dropped from
the payroll of Uncle Sam's theatre.
She has been in weekly contact with
the Committee, reporting on de-
velopments in her case, and this
week informed the sherlocks of her
dismissal.

Official reason for discharge is

quoted as 'refusal to accept work
assignments.' To this. Miss Saunders
answers that she has been offered
nothing but roles iti three Negro
plays. Trouble started over WPA's
first musical, 'Sing For Your Sup-
per' which has been postponed sev-
eral times, and has led to 'Life and
Death of An American,' 'Whelp and
the Lion' and 'Haiti,' latter nearly
all-Negro.
Ingenue claims that others who

(Continued on page 63>
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BROADWAY-HOLLYWOOD ACCORD ON

LEGIT PRODUCTION SOON-SHERWOOD
Dramatiftts Guild Prez Sees Early Understanding on

Film Financing of Plays
—

*WhartonPlan' Favored

—Confab Not Attended by Film Representatives

Settlement of the Broadway-
Hollywobd split over the question of

film financing of legit production

may he reached in about a month.

That prediction was made Monday
(7) by Robert E. Sherwood, presl-

dfent of the Dramatists Guild, at the

organization's annual meeting at the

Lincoln hotel, N.Y.
According, to -Sherwood, the so-

called 'Wharton plan*, would be the

basis for cemeii^Hg the legit-picture

breach. ^;ifeated that 'this scheme,

is stijl ift. siidi a formative state that

it is imposdbie for us to give it seri-

ous consideration at this time,' but

added, 'I am beginning to be hope-

ful that it may bring us to a solur

tion of a problem- in which we are

fill coACem^' Elan in question was
originally proposed by John Whar-
ton,, theatrical attorney, and has

been studied and developed for the

Jast year by Jake Wilk/ Warner
Bros, story editor, and liUise Sill-

cox and Sidney R. Fleischer, for

the Dramalists. Guild. .

Although the scheme has been in

the works for nearly a year, there

is believed to be a new angle to it

v/hich is responsible for the confi-

dence of. Sherwood arid' the- others

that a settlement may be reached.

Just what-the new development is

has not been learned, but it has ap-

parently altered what was a feeling

among Dramatists Guild officers and
ra^bers that the Wharton plan of-

fered little prospect of .solving the
problem. At any rate, the final de-

tails are now .being worked out by
attorneys, after 'which the plan will

be submitted to the Guild council
and membership. If approved by
them» it would be up to the indi-

vidual .companies' to accept it.

No Film Attendees
Contrary to' -predictio.n, no film

company representatives attended
Monday's meeting of the Guild.
However, in his jrej^ort .Sherwood
referred, to .-the nmiored dissatisfac-

tion among GuUd members over Ihe
way the minimum basic agreement
has.vrorked dot. In that connection
he said, This criticism "may be
siunmed up as follows: That the
clauses in the' present agreement r^
lating to dhe sale of film tights are
calculated to benefit the established,

successful dramatists at the expense
of those who are unrecognized, and
who therefore fa:e great difficulties

in achieving production of their

x>lays. In other words, the Guild
should make concessions to encour-
age the^ return of motion picture
capital .abict

'' thus' iri^r^se the num-
ber of productions in .the theatre.

'Naturally, those of us who are
officers of the Guild -and therefore
the chief targets of tiiis criticism

have been VitaUy concerned in de-
termining its source. Does it come
from witiiin the Guild, or from in-

terests outside the Guild? Careful
invesigation reveals lhat there have
been four cases of young dramatists
who believed that their plays might
have been produced^bad there been
a chance of gaining motion picture
backing. Aside from that, we have
no evidence of any dissatisfaction

within the Guild.
'However, it is my conviction that,

as lonjg as the motion picture c6m-
pi^ieg are indicating, a desire to sup-
port the theatre with new capital,

your bifEicers.and council should make
every -eoncelvable 'effort to find ways

. and means of reaching an agree-
ment with them.' It was later, in

ahswer to a member's question from
the floor, that Sherwood offered the
opinion that a settlement might be
expedtetl in about a month.

Cites -Good Legit Season
In another portion of his report,

the playwright expressed satisfaction
^

with the way the basic agreement

:

is working. 'Dark predictions were
'

niade' two years ago,' he said, that
the agreement would end the Drama- '

tlsts Guild and the theatre itself, i

But inspection of last week's VAiujrry
'

shows '27 productions on Broadway,

'

at least 18 of them doing profitable

business. There are 25 productions

on the ' road, including six tryouts.
]

Prospects for the remainder of the

season are better than they have
beien fojj many years. Every im-

;

phrtani tnaoagemen}; has now signed
j

the nalnimum basic agreement-'.
.

j

Evidence that the membership al^p «

is sati'siftsd with the workiQgs of the '

basic agreement was also, seen in
the reaction to a statement by one
of the younger members in defense
of. the officers and council. In ef-

fect he .expressed satisfaction with
the agreement and determination
that no concessions should be made
in regard to it. Broadway has got-
ten along all right without Hollywood
coin for two seasons, he concluded
and could cdntinue to do so. He was
roundly applauded by. the meeting.

In regard to any possible revision
of the basic agreemen't, it is pointed
out that the 'Wharton plan would not
involve any such concesdon. Instead
of requiring any revision in the
agreement, it would merely supple-
ment the existing pact. As had been
reported before, the Wharton plan
in general, calls for the disposition
.of the.fflm rights of a play before
legit production and to the studio
which backs the stage production

—

.the backer to pay an advance against
royalties for the film rights and as
added royalties^ a fixed percentage
of 'the gfoss . weekly boxqffice re-
ceipts of the play as long as It runs,
in addition to the regular play roy-
alties.

Other -'jnatters touched in Sher>
wood's report included the proposed
summer dramatic festival at Dart-
mouth College, to bs handled by the
Dramatists Guild; the Dramatists
Play Service, the Golden and Rocke-
feller " playwriting fellowships.
Meeting also elected 10 council
members to serve three years. They
include Marc Connelly, Lorenz Hart,
Moss Hart, Sidney Howard, Howard
Lindsay, ICenyon Nicholson, Elmer
Rice, Arthur Schwartz, George Sklar
and Rita Weimap. Entire council
includes 30.members, 10 of whom are
elected annually.

Raft's 'Woiid's Apiilaiise'

Hollywood, Nov. B..

George Raft gets the top sp6t in
Paramount's 'World's Applause,'
originally titled 'Caviar for His Ex-
cellency.'

Harlan Thompson production
starts rolling Jan. 9.

&0.mm AS

EECndN ENDS

With elections over, grosses are

expected to immediately pep up
throughout the country. Pre-elec-

tion activity usually affects all show
business..

Elections yesterday (Tues.) were
held in 47 states and was a half

holiday for most persons. A total

qf 35 senators and 32 governors, plus
lessers running for various offices

Were ejected.

P»well Recoyerd, Back

At Metro for TIud Man'

•Hollywood, Nov. 8.

Williarn Powell, restored to health
after a long illness, signed a new
contract with Metro. First picture
under the new pact will be 'Return
of the Thin Man,' co-starring With
Myrrta Loy.
Film starts in January, W. S. Van

Dyke directing.

L B. Mayer Sued For

$500,^0 on Slander

Charge by Neblett

Los Angeles, Nov, 8.

Louis B. Mayer was sued for

$500,000 by William H Neblett, at-

torney, who charges the studio exec
with making defamatory stateinents

about him Nov. 9 to Nicholas M.
Schenck, Lep Spitz and Attorneys
Mendel Silberberg and Isaac Pacht.
On that occasion, the complaint

reads, Mayer accused Neblett of

boasting that he could influence the
Assembly Capital and" Labor Com-^
mittee to put the International Al-
liance 'Of Theatrical Stage Employes
out of business, if Mayer would hand
him enough money.

Miss H'wood
Hollywood, Nov. 8.

Shirley Temple is the lone star
appearing on the 1938 Christmas
cards designed by the Motion Pic-
ture Relief Fund.
Nedda Harrigan,, in charge of dis-

tribution, reports 10,000 cards have
been sold so far.

aVEEN OK'S 'SUEZ"
London, Nov. 8.

Queen Mary, has consented to at-
tend the opening of 'Suez' <20th-
Fox) at the New Gallery Cinema
Nov. 25.

It*^ the first time that the queen
has permitted her name to be used
in advertising copy on the premiere.

GALS GET BOUGS
Hollywood, Nov. 8.

Femme battle in Paramount's
'Cafe Society' became so' realistic

that Shirley Ross .is laid up for sev-
eral days with a sprained ankle.
Miss Ross tripped over a lariip dord

while clinching with Madeleine Car-
roll.

SAILINGS
Nov. 11 (New York to West Indies)

Mr. and-Mrs. William A. Seiter (Santa
Elena).

Nov. 5 (New York to Buenos Aires)
(John B. Nathan (Argentina).

Nov. 5 (New York to London) Vis-
count Esher, John G. Barag^yanath
(Europa).

Nov. 12 (New York to London) Mr.
and Mrs. John Abbott (Scythia).

Nov. 4 (New York to London)
Gla<Iys Stanley, Richard CoUett,
Stephen Pallosj Gary Cooper (Queen
Mary);

Nov. 4 (London to New York) Jussi
Bjoerling, Louis Bromfield, Edward
Stirling, Rudolph Block, Alexander
Kipnis, Kenneth Berkeley (Washing-
ton);

Working Press

N. Y. io L. A.
Eddie Acuff.
Scott R. Dunlap.
Glenda F-arrell.

Mortimer Fishel.

Marcel Hellman.
Edmund Grainger.
Andre Kostelanetz.
Marc. Lachman.
Janet Martin;
Mr. and Mrs, Pat 0«Bri
Laurence Olivier.

Flora Robson.
Irene Seidner.
King Vidor.
Harry M. Warner.
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By BILL HALLIOAN

We sat high up In the Princeton

stadiuni press box shivering' In th'6

Jersey twilight, the empty quart of

Bourbon beside us a silent reproach

to my lack of foresight Jimmy Can-
non, crack ispotts reviewer, struggling

valiantly against the rapidly ap-

proaching dusk, pounded out the last

few stentences of his stint on a Royal
portable whose threadbare ribbon

looked like it might have been in

Barbara Frietcbie's hair.

Toney Betts.' the Eveniiig Post's

racing prognosticator, on a busman's

holiday, looked at me with cold con-

tempt. 'The next time you bring

nourishment to a press box,' he cau-

tioned, 'keep it away from these

vocUca dutikers. Here I am in the

Saturday night of my life, and not a

drink in sight'

There would be plenty of them
visiblev if we had an ex-ray,' I

cracked.

'If I had any money,' Toney went
on,, ignoring the bon mot, 'I know
where we could get a libation,'

Lead me to it,' I said. 'I saved

plenty today by ducking those horse

rooms.'
'The mistake I made,' mused Toney,

'was betting on Keats' selections.'

Keats was Toney's riVal on the Daily

Mirror. 'Keats hasn't any money,
either; he's been playing mine.'

'Think of me,' I sadly reminded
him; I've been following you both.'

Five mhmtes later we were in the

dub car of the football special taper-

ing off on Pabst. Toney eyed me
suspiciously. 'How come you pal

around with sports writers all the

time?' l>e Deweyed. 'What have they

got Hedy Lamarr hasn't got?'

'I like them,' I said. 'They have
plenty of color; besides, they're all

pretty good fellows. Can you tell me
where you can find a sweeter guy
than Corum?'
'You would .pick out the Man 'o'

War of the tribe,' said Toney. 'Corum
always speaks well of you, too,'

'You keep your nose clean, Toney,'

I cautioned,- 'and . you must wind, up
with the chips. Look at Tom Thorpe
getting a C note a day plus all the
dignity that goes with a presiding

steward in the stands—New England
in the summer and Florida in the

winter.'

'Nice work if you can get it,' said

Betts, 'but I don't happen to be
named Yes-Man out of You-Said-It
by Kowtow.'
'And Frankie MacDonald out in

Detroit,' I continued, 'boxing commis-
sioner, and Jack Conway in Boston
representing the Massachusetts Rac-
ing Commission, all ex-sports writers
tunied racing officials. Those writ-

ers had what it takes; they called

them as they saw them. Any mugg
who can keep his skirts clean writing
sports is a sure shot to wind up in

the upper brackets. Remember, you
are writing for the public and not the
phoney fight promoters and gyp mu-
tuel plants, whose motto is 'Take till

it hurts.' Look at John Hertz, the
ex-Chicago sports writer who owns
Arlington Park and the Yellow Taxis
that take you out there. And Damon
Rimyon, Mark Kelly, Paul Gallico,

"Gene Fowler, Westbrook Pegler, Ring
Lardner, Quent Reynolds and Bill

Farnsworth, all getting rich. . .May
they live long and perspire.'

'Well, there's a lot in what you say,'

said Toney. 'Look at Frank Graham
on the'Sim. He hasn't got an enemy
in the world. And Hype Igoe on the
Journal, v.rhose light is under a bush-
el. . .Best sports cartoonist in Ameri-
ca, is Burr Jenkins . . . and Sid Mer-
cer, writer.'

'How Dan Parker sticks on the Mir-
ror is a mystery to me,' I interrupted.
'Parker is the ahswer to a. Hollywood
producer's prayer. A dialog writer
who makes those 2G-a-week .guys
look like one of last year's sweep-
stake tickets.'

'Maybe those West C<jast glamour
guys don't read,' oracled Toney.
They think the Satevepost and Col-
liers Weekly must be for kids, or
Crallico and Quent Reynolds would
be living in Beverly rfills.'

'Thafs hot such a bad spot,' I said.
'If Gene Fowler can stand it, they
can.'

'Rememter Harry Hochstadter, of
the Chicago Evening Post?' I said,
switching the locale, 'or was that
before your time? Harry had more
color and more real moxie than a lot
of hacks with 24'sheet bylines. Hoch
was out in Chicago blasting away in
the days of Al Capone and Dion
O'Bannion. A murderous malady hit
him and he withered away to 90
pounds before he finally made his
last deadline. A gamer sports writer
never lived.'

'Lfet's drink to Hoch,"
and we did.

Ifa -in; 2 .-t.

FEAR FAMILY

nX MAY BE

Although good b.o. so far, exhibg
fear that the cycle of series or group
pictures is starting to be overdone.
Nearly every major company, and
some independents, have one or
more family, adyenture, thrill,

doctor or. similar series under way.
Big urge to follow the routine of

making groups of such features on
one particular phase of life or indi-
viduals is obviou^y good business,
because to date a majority of them
hive proved real money-makers.
None is great boxofflce, but the take
is relatively high considering modest
production costs.

However, with so many series or
groups in, the field, competition
promises to be so keen that patrons
may tire of the vogue. Latest entries
are 'Dr. Klldare' and 'Blondie,' but
older ones include the Jones, Higgins
and Judge Hardy families, 'Hopalong
Cassidy,' 'Mr. Moto,' 'Bulldog Drum-
mond,' 'Charlie Chan,' ^Annabel Af-
fairs,' etc

'Cargo* Loaded
Hollywood, Nov. 8,

Twentieth-Fox rolled *Dangerou9
Cargo' yesterday (Mon.) with Ri-
cardo Cortex' directing. Picture is

the second of the 'Camera Dare-
devils' series.

Heading the cast are Preston
Foster^ Lynn Bari, Henry Wilcoxon
and "Wally Vernon.

FINEMAN FOLLOWS

LUSn OFF RKO LOT

Hollywood, Nov. 8.

.

B. P. Fineman, associate producer
at RKO, turned in his resignation,
effective at the completion of his
current picture, 'Beauty for the Ask-
ing.' Fineman had been with RKO
since last December, making two
films, 'Smashing the Rackets' and
'Tarnished Angel,' in addition to his
^resent diore.
Lou Lusty's resignation as asso-

ciate producer at RKO is effective

Dec. 1. Np annoxmcement of his
future plans.

In the 18 months since he left Co-
lumbia to join RKO Lusty produced
'The Affairs of Annabel,' 'Annabel
Takes a Tour' and 'Fugitives for a
Night'

UEBERMAN'S DUNKING
Hollywood, Nov. 8.

Donald K. Lieberman, Coronado
Pictures prexy, had two auto acci-
dents near Mesa, Ariz., where his
troupe is on location.

A broken steering gear caused his

car to do a nosedive into an irriga-

tion ditch. Borrowing George Hirli-

man's coupe, he repeated the dive
when the front tire blew.

L. A. to N. Y.
Barney Balaban.

.

Elaine 's. Carrington.
Sam Chiton.
Gary Cooper.
Stanley Cortez.
Irvipg Crump.
Y. Frank Freeman.
Robert M. Gillham.
Stanton L. Griffla.

Nancy Hedrick.
Maim Holiner.
Russell Hdlman.
Dorothy Lamour.
Lola Lane.
Alma Lloyd.
Fredric March.
Lily Messenger.
Everett Riskln.
Casey Robinson.
Nicholas M. Schenck.
Lou Smith'.

Jack Waite.
Leonard Wollams.
Patricia Ziegfeld.

ARRIVALS
Walter Futter, Laurence Olivier,

Pedrag M. Matkovic, Mme. Zinka, M.
Markovic, Beatrice LUlie, Glayds
Calthrop, J. (inieever Cowdin, Vivian
Leigh, Burton Churchill, Leslie How-
ard, Phil Reismah, Anna Neagle, Her-
bert Wilcox, Kirsten Flagstad, Ronny
Johnson, Beatrice Straight, Alessio-
De Paolis, Maria Caniglia, Steve
Garay.
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KEEPING 'MESSAGES' OUT
From -time to time the critics have editorialized on the timidity of

Hollywood producers who shy away from contemporaneous controversial

subjects in pictures, ^he film commeritators profess not to understand
why pix don't step into topical subjects.

To reflect dontemporaty thought in motion pictures is treading on dan-
gerous ground insofar as film audiences are concerned. Of the 85,000,000

people who attend pictures every week in these United States are found
millions of varied beliefs and trends, of ideas.

In a recent survey it was definitely established that audiences demand
that the pictures they go to see -must be entertaining • according
to theit* ideas of what constitutes entertainment to them, and they deeply
resent any intrusion of 'enli^tenment,' no matter how subtly interwoven in

the story.

Opinions are formed through the reading of newspapers and other media
of the printed word, or by public forums, in halls or on the air. Discus-
sions .of world-interesting topics «an be had in ttie privacy of one's home,
or in small social groups. Isms can be thrashed out and if bitterness in

argurnent is the result, they still remain in the small circles where the
discussions originated or under clearly identified partisan auspices. But
it is vastly different when any of these discussions; are flashed on a screen
in the guise of picture -entertainment.'

Takin; newsreel theatres as an example, where world-renowned person-
alities and events are shown, hisses, catcalls, stamping of feet, booing and
applause are intermingled by conglomerate audiences who have fixed

opinions on the subject matter thrown on' the screen. This in itself is a

pretty sure indication qf what would happen in motion picture theatres

should Hollywood producers attempt to reflect 'contemporary thought' in

their pictures, made for the entertainment of the masses.

Commenting on this phase of the picture industry the Syracuse (N. Y.)

Herald (Oct. 23) in a lengthy editorial praising the Motion Pictures' Great-

est Year campaign concluded with an opii^ion of the danger - of contro-

versial subjects on the screen:

'Recently there has been pressure from groups dissatisfied with the
producer's axiom that the commercial motion picture must concern
itself with only entertainment. It is their plea that the screen has a
social mission, and they would utilize the motion picture as a propar
ganda mission. At stake here is something even more important than
the industry's sustained prosperity and continued dominance of the
world market, both predicated upon the fact that Hollywood doggedly
has concentrated on providing amusement.

'Specifically, the greater stake is the" freedom of the screen itself.

Permit it to become an instrument for the propagandist, however
well-intentioned, and the first step has been taken towards a situation

paralleling that existent in Russia, in Germany, in Italy and in Japan.'

Another thing thfse critics lose sight of in their anxiety to get the motion
picture industry embroiled in ' propaganda is that the producers in the
United States, in many instances, are hamstrung by representatives of

foreign governments who, on slightest pretext, run to the State Depart-
ment in Washington whenever a picture attempts to depict some con-
temporaneous scene and is inimical to the country they represent.

'Contemporary thought' critics forget that pictures made in the U. S,

have a great .foreign market and are the salesmen for good-will in
behalf of many other American industries. To jeopardize all this would
be suicidal on the part of the Hollywood producers. Although these
critics consider motion pictures an art, they must still realize that they
are made tot profit—to make their investments pay dividends.

Such controversial pictures that do deal with world events, their causes
and effects, may be good boxoffice for the arty theatres which cater to

special audiences who are always on the lookout for pictures that fit in

with their thoughts on social and political questions of a contemporary
nature. In these .theatres they can applaud to their heart's content, es-

pecially if the film fits in with their ideas on the particular subject filmed.

It is like the small social group who thrash out their opinions, but keep
their arguments among themselves.

These are principal reasons why Hollywood keeps discreetly away from
controversial pictures. The Coast's major problem is turning out enter-
tainment for the majority.

Harold Waiker Gets

Goldman's Par Spot

Over British Sales

London, Nov. 8.

Harold "Walker is now occuping

the position of temporary sales

manager for Paramount, succeeding
Monty Goldman, who held the post
26- years. Walker will likely get the

berth permanently.

2d Key Reslernation

Resignation of Montague Goldman,
general sales manager for Paramount
in Great Britain, occurred last week,
making the second key resignation
in British Isles for company in less
than a month. John Cecil Graham,
managing director for Par in Great
Britain, handed in his notice early
in October, with John W. Hicks, Jr.,
foreign manager for Paramount, be-
ing named to fill his spot until an-
other official is permanently named.
Hicks was in London at the time and
remains there for about 45 days
longer.

These two changes are reported in
New York to be the forerunner of a
general shakeup of Paramount or-
ganization In Great Britain, although

RKO's Board to Total 9

Makeup of the new RKO board of

directors will not comprise 15 mem-
bers but will be trimmed down to no
more than nine.

Peter Rathvon, Floyd Odium's as-

sociate in Atlas Inve?T5t{?hf^ Wlio'

engineered the company's reorgani-
zation plan, has the inside track for

appointment as chairman of the
board.

Smith Meeting Lloyd
Lou Smith, associate producer with

Frank Lloyd, is coming east to meet
Lloyd on his return from Europe,
He was here before with Lloyd prior
to latter's sailing for abroad.
Lloyd is due in New York Satur-

day (12).

additional shifts doubtlessly will be
in the sales organization alone.

Hicks remains as Paramount's for-

eign chief while carrying on as head
of the corporation in England. He
now plans to return to his home in

New York in time to spend the

Christmas holidays with his family

here.

No notice had been received at

Par headquarters concerning Charles

Penley, also reported to have re-

signed. Penley is g.m. of Par the-

atres in Great Britain.

WILL HIIVL LDTS

T T

First, Must Appraise ' Para-

mount's Theatre alnd DiiB-
r

':tribution Activities—^Talk

Anew on GB and Odeon
Tie-In—^Ben BlumenthaPs
Preliminary Negotiations

Doping Par Theatre Successor;

Freeman to Watch Studio Costs,

Le Baron Prod. Boss; Execs East

QUOTA FILMS ALSO

One of the purposes - of Adolph

Zukor's forthcoming trip to London
tot Paramount will be' to appraise

the company's theatre and .distribU'-

tion activities with regard to present 1

conditions and future outlook. Zu-

kor's mission abroad 19 also con-

cerned with scope of company's
plans to produce its own . quota .pic-,

tures in England, but actual produc-
tion may not get. under way until

next fall.' Until that time, deals

with British producers for suitable

product have been and are con-
tinuing to be made.
What Paramount does with its

theatres and distribution in England
will probably depend in large

measure on Zukor's recommen-
dations.

There have been various rum-
blings in London for some time
concerning a proposed expansion of

Paramount's theatre business in

England as well as possibility of a
three-cornefed deal between Para-
mount, Gaumont-British and Oscar
Deutsch (Odeon Theatres), which
may involve British interests going
into a deal to lease and operate
Paramount's 14 theatres in England;
plus, also, an extensive booking deal

for Par product to play the G-B
and Odeon Theatres.

On the proposed expansion angle,

Stanton Grifiis admitted on his re-

turn from London abbut a month
ago that th^idea .was^hping .giveiL.

consideration, but refused to elabo-
rate beyond this meagre statement.

In London there had even been
some talk that Paramount at one
time was considering divesting itself

of its British theatre holdings for

outright cash sale to bankers in that
country. Even more far reaching
than this were rumors that they
were also mulling the idea of giving
up entirely physical distribution of

its product in Great Britain.

Three Considerations

Theory behind these startling con-
templated arrangements was report-

ed based on three important con-
siderations, according to informed
sources. First it was said the com-
pany realized that it has and is daily

becoming more difficult to do busi-

ness in Europe. yVar scares and the

intense nationalistic spirit found in

the various countries have been pro-
(Continued on page 25)

Reunion in HVood

Hollywood, Nov. 8.

Four film . D'Artagnans, past
and present, in 'The- Three
Musketeers' are in town at the
same time.

Don Ameche is playing the
role at 20th-Fox. Walter Abel
did the first talker version for

RKO. Douglas Fairbanks filmed
it first in America , and Albert
Prejean, French actor visiting

here, had the role in Paris 13

years ago.

GENE ZUKOR BECOMES

ASSOCIATE PRODUCER

Hollywood, Nov. 8.

Naming of Eugene Zukor as as-

sociate producer is the first move
in an imminent reorganization of the
studio's executive personnel. He has
been acting as aide to his father and
draws as his first assignment J. Edgar
Hoover's 'Federal Man Hunt' for the
Harold Hurley unit. It's the only
change announced following the first

meeting on Monday (7) between Y.
Frank Freeman and William Le-
Baron. Conference resumed today
(Tuesday) with Frjeeman returning
that night to New York with Barney
Balaban, Stanton Griffis and Rus-
sell Holman.
Freeman is due back at the studio

after two weeks east, washing up
'unfinished biz in the company's the-

atre department. Zukor is not ex-
pected to take up his London post
until after the first of the year as

windup affairs here are expected to

consume six weeks. Bob Gillham is

staying on until the end of the week.

PALLOS' LONDON

PROD. PLANS,

SANSKORDA

Before leaving for Europe last

week Steve Pallos, general sales

manager of London Films, intimated

he would lay a new production ven-

ture before Alexander Korda for

consideration. Scheme which Pallos

has been discussing in this country

for the past fottt..,W-eekq would pro-

vide for the production of a new
series of films to be .r.iade at Den-

ham Studios in England for world-

wide distribution through channels

other than United Artists.

Pictures would be financed by
American and British capital and
•made- in a category of moderate type
productions. Korda's organization
would ° presumably not have any-
thing to do with the actual produc-
tion, being prohibited by his UA
contract from producing for any
other organization.

Korda's sole concern is with at-

tracting enough producers to Den-
ham to keep that plant constantly
busy and the studio overhead down.
If he okays the deal Pallos has lined
up, latter will return to New York
within the next month or two.

O'Keefe Topper in New

Sports Series at Metro

Hollywood, Nov. 8.

Metro upped Dennis O'Keefe to

stardom for the lead role in a new
series of sport features.

First will be 'Skids,' a tale of auto
.racing, ,w;.ith. Edgar .Sedgwick direct-

ing.'

SmalFs First Salute

Hollywood, Nov. 8.

Edward Small completed his first

production as a member of the
United Artists setup when he wound
up shooting 'The .Duke of West
Point,' Alfred Green directing.

Next Small picture I3 'King of the

Turf,' rolling Nov. 15, with Adolphe
Menjou in the top spot and Green
piloting.

In a move long planned to reliev*
Adolph Zukor of production super-
vision, the chairman of Para.mount's
board, sails shortly for England to'

take control of .operations over
there, while Y. Frank Freeman as^
sumes administrative charge of th«
studio Y^ith William Le Bairon Qver
actual production.
Successor to Freenjan In chargs

of theatres is expected to be a mem-
ber of Par's yast. exhibiting enter-
prise. Reported that it may be some^
one from,Balaban tt i^atz, large Chi-
cago territory subsidiary of Par
which, in turn» controls the Great
States circuit in Illinois and- In-
diana. MaUrice Leonard, B^K Ex-
ecutive in charge of real estate, is

mentioned in this connection. Al-
though he wa^ co-operator with Sam
Dembow, Jr., of Par theatres prior
to 77b, John Balaban is not likely t6
come $ast as a Freeman successor,

it is felt.

"Frieeman, on short notice from ih»
Coast, left for Hollywood Thursday
night (3) to join Barney Balaban^
Stanton L. Griffls and Russell Hol-
man who have been on the Coast
three weeks now. They all departed
the Coast last night (Tuesday), but
I'reeman goes . back west in' a fort-

night. By that tirtie Freeman will

have turned over the theatre de-
partment and leave to assume his

permanent berth at the Hollywood
plant. Prior to his, departure west,
it is expected the new theatre de-
partment head to succeed him at tha
h.o, .will be named.
To insiders the shift of 2ukor to

England to 'co-ordinate and develop
Paramount's production, distribution
and theatre activities .in iGreat
Britain and the continent' did not at-*

rive as a surprise though to soma
it may have been entirely unex-
pected that Freeman would succeed
at the studio.

Due in pdrt to rising costs at th«
studio, politics and alleged friction,

Zukor has irequently been reported
transferring back to the h.o. during
the past. year. Freeman several

(Continued on page 53)

Shirley Gets Vacation
Hollywood, Nov. 8.

Shirley Temple takes a vacation
until January at the completion of
'The Little Princess' at 20th-Fox next
week.
With her mother, who is. recuper-

ating from a severe cold, the moppet
is due for an indefinite stay at Pabn
Springs.
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Scopkony Televish Exec Tcddiig

Anglo-U S. Deals with Cantor, etE
Solomon Sagall oi the Scophony

Television Corp.^ Ltd., arrived from

London last week to confer with film

companies on a television tieup in

America. Sagall is associated with

Arthur Levy ot London, who also

Kpresents Monogram Pictures in

Great . Britain. Scophony is said

to iidve the financial backing of the

liOddoin & Yorkshire Trust Co. and

E|tO Ltd. Radio Corp. Also assso-

ciated with Scophony is Oscar

£>£utsch of Odeon Theatres who is a

director on the Scophony hoard.

While -in New York, Sagall is con-

ferring with Eddie Cantor on a pro-

posed tontistion of an American

coitn{»ny to create television pror

£raiBS'i sell equipment for homes and
motion picture theatres. Cantor

went into the ScsphOny proposition

when he -Was in England this sum-

mer.
In London, Deutsch's Odeon The-

rfrtres'are .laying plans to install Sco-

phony television receivers in 70

lioiulon houses.

SCT^henyJs- television is' based on

the imeehanical scanning system,

familiar to this country also.

Transmission of high-frequency

lure^ams will next year probably

make .use of telephone company
Dvires exclusively .as* the most satis-

factory method o' sending programs.

•Spopheny^s System
,

Scophony receiving sets and the

alterations necessary before any
such -system could transmit over any
presently existing transmitters in the

U. "S. are well known to New York
teleArision engineer's and experts.

They*ve looked over the Scophony
]«yo.ut thoroughly in the last two
years, and are familiar with all. its

phases.
It is classed as a mechanical tele-

vision system as contrasted with
electronic system which has proved
most, successful to date in America.
JQectronic method has been used
-1)y Hadio Corp. and -will be "used by:

Columbia Broadcasting System wbea,
it fiets its transmitter in." operation,

.flrtop^he Chrysler building (N. Y.)

•.and i& 'employed by others such as

PfaUcioi

There are supporters for lioth

methods, of television, only fbing be
ing that in Ainerica manufacturers
Are planning to turn out the -elec

tronic type; of receiver. And all test

television here thus far has incor

porated this method. Officials con<

nected with present televising facili-

ties in U. S. this week could think

Of 'ho feasible, reason for realigning

their methods to include mechanical
teleyision of Scophony. They claim-
ed that it cOst -the British Broad-
casting Co{ a considerable amount of
.money and changing', of equipment
to include Scophony in its television

, £etup. . Just who would pay the cost

for such realignment here was not
revealed.

$M00 Sets

Principal favorable point about
Scophony is' that it produces a good
picture. Most practical one pro-
duced thus far is 18 by 24 Inches in

size, with cost of such type receiv-

ers going above $1,000.

General -opinion in "Wall Street ex-
pressed this week was that investors

-and financial houses were wUling to

string along with RCA, many ejt-

pressions of confidence being heard
in this large company'is ability to
keep abreast of latest developments
on sight-sound broadcasting in

American market. They recalled that

BCA got rid of the bulk of its stock

holdings In EMI several years ago
when the American company decid-

ed its engineers were doing as well
-as the British company's experts.

Conservative financial interests,

too, were-cqncerned with whether or
not the mechanical operations neces-
sary in Scophony would stand up
for any period of time; They were
inclined to be skeptical of the count-
less revolutions per minute involved
in its operation as being able to

wl'hstand terrific pressure on parts.

Attempts to interest the financial

district and American Investors

doubtlessly would depend on this

factor, how programs could be trans-

mitted and -whether there would be
any substantial market for sets even
if televising facilities were arranged

That was concensus of belief in the

Street
Present plans of -Airterican manu

facturers are to make -sets capable of

producing a 7..*.byr tiO. inch ^picture

lace this size fitted in with economic

Televise Laughton

London, Nov. 8;

ric Pommer set up a tele-

vision routine for the premiere

of Charjes Laughton's 'St. Mar-
tin's Lane' at the Carlton last

week, instead of the customary
lobby camera and microphone
arrangement used heretofore at

picture openings.

Television jind radio fans

within the 50-mile area not

only witnessed the opening in

their homes, but also saw the

first reel of picture.

Betroit, Nov. B.

United Detroit theatres in giving

entire credit to a special radio hook-

up for new 1938 Sunday attendance

record hung up last week by .*Men

With Wings' (Par) at the Michigan'

theatre. Special half-hour drama-
tization of ffidcer, Sunday previous

to opening, was aired over local

hookup comprising "WXYZ, WWJ,
WJR and WJBK. Show, produced

by WXYZ, included Benny Kyte's

augmented studio band, and dra-

matizations by WXYZ players.

Since no jtdditional bally was used

on flicker, other than usual-sized

newspaper copy, theatre officials be-

lieve the e?tra patronage was en-

tirely due to radio bally. tJD cir-

cuit has used radio hookups on films

last season, Vrith general success, and
expects to continue policy this

winter.

Griffis^ Statement

On Par's Television;

Stresses Newsreels

New lUttcational^iN

Headquarter in R. C.

Educational-Grand National will

establish its home office in the As-
sociated Press building. Radio City

group, this month or as soon as quar-

ters are available. Educational pre-

sently is in the 20th-Foy office build-

ing on 10th avenue, while Grand
National has had its offices in the

RKO buUding.
Jack Sldrball, v.p. of the recently

organized Educational-GN combina-
tion, and new production chief, plans

to have details of product aligpment
for 1938-39 ready for announcement
shortly." It is expected to include

plans for making some features In

the east. Short featiires to be
handled by Educational-GN also

probably will be turned out in New
York City.

Paramount will be the first film

company to enter the television field,

with plans for the Immediate deveU

opment of the Dumont process. Par

acquired an interest in the company

which is developing this form of

television about a year ago. Known

as Dtunont Laboratories, Inc.

Having been ^iven a complete re-

port on Dumont television, prepared

for him by Paul Raibourne, statisti-

cal executive at the home office,

Stanton L. Giiflis issued a statement

Monday (7) from the Coast concern-

ing -Par's plans to develop Dumont
for public, consumption.

Griffis stated that. Dumont Labs
has been licensed by the federal
Conimunications Commissioii to con-
duct experimental broadcast tele-

vision transmission and a transmitter

at Montclair, N. J., is expected to be
in operation by January. The Du-
mont company is headed by Allen B.
Dumont, a pioneer in the television

field.

'Television inevitably will be a
tremendous factor in the entertain-
ment field,' Griffis predicted. 'Para-
mount recognizes that its develop-
ment is placing upon the motion pic-

lure industry a responsibility, that is

virtually an obligation to the pub-
lic'

That television is much closer to

becoming an accomplished fact than
the public imagines was also stressed

by the chairman of -P-ar's executive
committee.

Pohiting out that television en-
tertainment may be utilized through
the present style of dramatic j»re-

sentations and specialty programs,
Griffis said, 'It will have a tremen-
dous field in the reporting of im-
portant current events, supplement-
ing and coordinating the activities of

the present method of newsreel re-

porting. This is where the motion
picture producer becomes involved.'
' Because he said television enter-

tainment must be edited so as to give

the finest performance possible, much
if not a great majority of television

presentations, Griffis claimed, must
be photographed entertainment. And
Griffis said that the film industry

has already solved the .problem of

transmission of. television' programs.
'It simply records these images on
films and sends them around in cans.'

He made this point in citing that

experiments '^revealed that television

transmission via coaxial cable so far

have indicated that the transmission

cost was so great it would prove
prohibitive in cost lor nation-wide
coverage,

Griffis, statement pointed out that

one of the things which up to now
las limited the commercialization of
television is the fact that it Consumed
such a width that the wave bands
set aside for it by the FCC afforded
only six c'hanYieFs. The Dumont sys-
tem, he stated, requires only three
megacycles which is half of the
width required by aU other televi-

sion systems, thereby raising the
numbei: of available channels to 12.

William Morris agency some
months ago negotiated the Dumont-
Par televish deal.

Rooney as Huck Finn'

Hollywood, Nov. 8.

-Richard Thorpe directs 'Huckle-
berry Finn' at Metro with Mickey
Rooney in the title role, starting Nov.
14.

Currently Thorpe Is recuperating
from an, attack of flu which .pre

vented him from directing 'The
Wizard of Oz.'

limitations today. And the electronic

system would be employed.

Britain's Sets

London, Nov. 8.

Two companies are marketing
television sets in this country . and
cashing in on the limited BBC tele

vision programs. Scophony*s 18 by
24 inch set sells for around $1,100

while Phillips Co. has one with the

same size image selling for about
$850.

E. K. Cole outfit,- which sells Sco
phony sets, also has electronic re

ceivers for sale.

Hollywood, Nov. 8.

Aben Kandel moved into the RKO
studio to write the screen play for

Eddie Cantor's picture. Yarn, still

untitled, >diffeEs...ini.typeu£i:omupast

Cantor sterrers.
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Scattered Warnerites; H« M. Back

West, J.L Due Home, Walls in N. Y.

Bite on Biter

Los Angeles, Nov. 8.

Exemption of $3,500 for molar
sound effects is claimed by
Ned Sparks in his plea to the
U. S. Board of Tax Appeals
against a Government deficiency

lien of $8,187.

Comedian asserts his first set

of false teeth hissed, causing
him to buy noiseless grindera

SET 2 LONDON

LEGIT SHOWS

FOR«
London, Nov. 8.

London will be offered televisions

of two London plays within the

month. One has been open for a
month while Other will be done Nov,

24.

'When We Are Married;' current

at St Martin's theatre, will be tele-

vised, from theatre's stage Nov. 16.

Premiere of Jack Hulbert-Cicely

Courtneidge musical will be flashed

from the Palace Nov. 24.

Heward-Futter Set

For RKO Quota Pix;

Rttsman Ako Due

London, Nov. 8.

Leslie Howard and Walter Futter

have si.gnatured to make pictures for

RKO, presumably on. the British

quota setup, and sailed for New
York Saturday (5) for consultations

regarding scripts on first produc-
tions. Phil Reisman, RKO's foreign

department head who has been in

Europe on business for the last two
months, also sailed on the same boat.

Herbert Wilcox, veteran Ehglish
producer-director, who has made
several British pictures for RKO re-

lease in America, also sailed this

week. Anna Neagle, star of several

top Wilcox features is likewise mak-
ing the trip.

Reported deal for pictures to be
turned out by Walter Futter . and
Leslie Howard is in line with RKO's
policy of fulfilling British quota obli-

gations by purchasing top features
made in England for U. S. distribu-

tion and possibly for world distribu-

tion. Company thus far has not set

up any producing alignment of its

own in England.
'Sixty Glorious Years,' latest Wil-

cox production starring Anna Neagle,
has been booked into Radio City
Music Hall, N. Y., to follow the cur-

rent attraction-. Picture is being dis

tributed in U. S, by RKO.

Henie Troupe Breaks Ice in H wood

Week to Open Tour

Hollywood, Nov. 8.

Eight nights of capacity biz greet-

ed Sonja Henie's Hollywood Ice Re-

vue at the° Polar Palace, which in-

augurated a 12-week nationwide tour
for the rink star and her troupe of

94. Scaled up to $3.30, with a $5
premiere tossed in, the frapped ex-
travaganza checked in with close to

$65,000 on the home stand. Re-
mainder of the' tour is pro-rated
against a nut of $110,000 rolled up
before the refrigerated turn started

moving.
Troupe, managed by Billy Burke

for the Arthur Wirtz enterprises of

Chicago, pulled stakes tonight
Tuesday and headed for Houston.
Itinerary thereafter, in following or-

der, takes in St. Louis, St. Paul,
Minneapolis, Cleveland, Toronto,
Montreal, Boston, Chicago, Detroit

and New York. Stand In Chicago
opens Christmas night After New
York .engagement . troupe. 1;»reaks up
and Miss Henie reports back to 20th-

HoUywood, Nov. 8.

Harry M. Warner arrives on the
Coast tomorrow (W^d.) and will
headquarter at the WB studio in the
absence of Jack Warner and Hal
Wallis. The president of WB was in
New York for the last three weeks
on company business matters.

Jack L. Warner, vice-president of
Warner Bros., who has been in Eu-
rope for about a month on an in-
spection trip and to attend the open-
ing of the new Warner's cinema in
London, is due to arrive back in New
York Nov. 24. Warner remained
abroad to check on the progress en
production in England and size up
distribution realignments that have
been necessary in recent weeks.

Walifs' Frod. Haddles

Hal Wallis, associate executive in
charge ot production for Warner
Bros., arrived in New York yesterday
(Tuesday) for a week of conferences
with Major Albert Warner, Gradwell
Sear^.'Sam E. Morris, S. Charles Ein-
fel4 and Casey Robinson, Warner
writer. Also to see the new, plays,

etc.

Primary discussions' will be on
completion of this season's production
schedule and ^tting of Anal release
dates -as well as preliminary talks
about next season's (1939-40) lineup.

Hie producer l:evealed that the '39-40

season pro-am would probably con-
sist of 52 pictures, the same number
being produced this year.

WaUis revealed that WB just pur-
chased the recent best seller, Rachel
Field's 'All This and Heaven, Too,'

for Bette Davis. Warners has stopped
production on 'Memphis Belle' a.

scheduled Davis picture which was
to have been made for this season's

lineup. Reason for putting this one
off another year was desire of com-
pany to break up sequence of too
many costume pictures in a row for

this star.

Casey Robinson, who came east
with Wallis, is working on an orig-

inal which will also be discussed at
the week's conclaves. Wallis and
Robinson will catch all the plays in
town they can squeeze in this week,
before former returns to Coast Sat-

urday.

Pox studio for start of her next
picture.

Capacity biz here was surprising to

the trade as it was figured the town
had been surfeited with ice frolics.

Currently, three other troupes are
performing on the blades. The Henie
outfit far. surpasses anything on ice
seen hereabouts since the craze took
hold last year. It id spectacular,
showmanly and magnificent through
its 18 numbers. Lambeth Walk and
Susie-Q, a hula on ice and Miss
Henie's double turn, her first, with
Stewart Reburn, Canadian champ,
were all show stoppers. Gay and
colorful costumes give the spectacle
a freshness the others lack. Jack
Pfeiffer, 20th-Fox music director,

who goes on the road with the com-
pany, used 40 men here and gave the
show a terrific lift. The music stood
out above several numbers. Outfit
is light on comedy but this is being
remedied.
. Harry Losee of SOth-Fox directed
and staged the revue.

Copyright Hudffles

To Be Continued;

No Agreement Yet

Representatives of the various
groups inteirested in the copyright
situation will continue to meet at
Columbia University, N. Y,, from
time to time in an effort to reach a
common stand on the question. That
was decided last week when the
third meeting failed to make any
definite progress toward reaching an
accord.
Need for some sort of agreement

on the question is admitted by all

concerned. However, the various
interested groups have lined up into

two fairly well defined factions, the
authorship end and the employer
end. About all they've accomplished
so far is a discussion of conflicting

views and proposals. It is with the
idea of ultimately ironing out these
conflicting stands that the further
meetings will be held.
Last week's session, like the previ-.

ous two; was sponsored by the Com-
mittee for Study of Copyright a
subsid of the American National
Committee on International Intel-
lectual Cooperation, under the
auspices of thie League of Nations.
Plan is to bring about revision of the
domestic < ipyright situation result-
ing from the existing antiquated
law. Some sort of concerted action
in regard to the Berne international
copyright convention would then be
undertaken.
Among the interests represented

at the meetings are the motion pic-
ture, groups, broadcasters, music
publishers, book and magazine pub-
lishers, authors, songwriters, etc.

'Follies' Takes To Road

Hollywood, Nov. 8.

Finished at Metro, the 'Ice Fol-
lies of 1939' pull out tomorrow
(Wed,) for Cleveland to open a six-

day stand (14) in the new ice arena.
Coast-to-coast tour brings them

back to Hollywood in April for a
month's stay.
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UA to Appeal Hart s $276,965 Award;

Court Pans Blockbooked Tactics

United Artists Corp. will take an

appeal from the N. Y. supreme court

jury's verdict on Friday (4) which
awarded William S. (Bill) Hart, lor-

jner silent picture star, and his sis-

ter, Mary, a verdict of $190,484, plus

interest which increased the total to

$276,965. This was the second trial

of the suit in which the Harts

claimed that UA had breached its

contract to properly exploit and ex-

hibit the pictiure, 'Tumbleweeds' pro-

duced and starred in by Hart under

the UA banner In 1925. Plaintiffs

claimed the picture was blockbooked

with a dog flicker thereby reducinjg

Its boxoffice take and resulting in a

loss of over $200,000 to the cowboy
actor and his sister. On the first

trial the Harts were awarded $85,000.

UA attorneys appealed and won a
reversal and new trial.

After the verdict was rendered,

Justice Bernard L. Shientag severely

criticized the defendant corporation

declaring it was evident that Hart
had been given the 'runaround.' The
court also took a slam at the then

chairman of the board of directors

of UA, declaring he was looking out

lor his personal Interests at the ex-

pense of the Harts.

•I think the verdict is amply sup-

]portcd by the evidence,* Justice

Shientag opined. 'What was specu-

lation and surmise in the preceding

trial has turned out to be in this

case almost a mathematical certainty.

I think that it was clearly estab-

lished that this contract was violated;

that this plaintiff was shabbily and
improperly treated from the very
outset. Shabbily Is a mild epithet to

Txse in connection with the treatment

he was accorded. So far as 'Wild

Justice' (the dog picture) is con-

cerned, on hearing the testimony
anyone would understand what hap-
pened here. The chairman of the

board of directors of this concern,

to advance his personal Interests,

sacrificed everything including the

plaintiff's picture. He did not care

about anything else so long as 'Wild

Justice' was put across, and an ex-

hibit produced at this trial by the

defendant is clear proof of what took

place in connection with the sale

of the picture.'

Hart's chief beef was that UA had
failed to boost his picture as a fea-

ture in the same fashion as UA had
exploited the pictures of Pickford,

Fairbanks and Chaplin, The plain-

tiff claimed that he had spent more
than $300,000 in the production and
the best he got was blockbooking

with a $60,000 hound picture. The
latter grossed as much as Hart lost.

Tlurd Director on 'Oz,'

Cukor PuUed by Tmd'

Hollywood, Nov. 8.

Victor Fleming gets the directing

Job on 'The Wizard of Oz' at Metro,

replacing George Cukor, who has
been recalled by David O. Selznick

to prepare for 'Gone With the Wind.'

Cukor was borrowed to take over
*Oz' when. Richard Thorpe, the orig-

inal director, became ill.

Legal Mixup

Handling of the William S.

and Mary S. Hart 'Tumble-
weeds' suit against United
Artists by Max D. Steuer is

causing some amusement among
legalists who comment on the
fact that Steuer is associated

as special counsel with the law
firm of Schwartz & Frohlich
who are sometimes- United
Artists' co-counsel.

S. & F. law firm represents

Charles Chaplin, one of the.

owner-members of UA on the

board, although O'Brien, Dris-

coU & llaftery are UA's major
attorneys.

Report Re-Merge Of,

Selzmck, Hayward

Agencies on Coast

Hollywood, Nov. 8.

Possible merger of Myron Selz-

nick with Leland Hayward, domi-

nant in the ranks of Coast artist

representatives and business man-

agers, is under conisideration at this

time. Proposition is understood to

have been initiated by Selznick

whose business interests last year

were combined with those of Hay-
ward, in the east until latter

branched out for himself in Holly-

wood. Whereupon Selznick estab-

lished his own N. Y. office.

Affairs of a number of promi-

nent stars and writers are being

jointly handled by both -organiza-

tion; there has always existed a

collaboration of interests between
both men on a few big clients.

Since invading Hollywood on his

own, Hayward partnered with John
McCormick. Latter may bow out,

however.

Should Know His Stuff

Hollywood, Nov. 8.

Last of a notorious bandit gang of
the 90's, Al Jennings, goes to work
as technical advisor and bit player
in 'Oklahoma Kid' at Warners.
Jennings was once sentenced to a

life term but pardoned by President
Theodore Roosevelt

RKO Drops Fontaine
Hollywood, Nov. 8.

RKO allowed Joan Fontaine's op-
tion to lapse, in line with the studio's
recent policy to cut contract list to
a minimum.

Currently playing in 'The Duke
of West Point,' Miss Fontaine is

negotiating to make a picture in

England.

AGENT SUBMITSM
CLAIM TO THE SAG

Hollywood, Nov. 8.

Hallam Cooley submitted his

agency contract tiff . with Robert
Gleckler for arbitration under the

Screen Actors Guild franchise plan.

It's the first such action taken. Suit,

asking payment of $4,000 commis-
sions, will be withdrawn from Su-
perior Court..

Complaint charges Gleckler earned

$12,000 during the 14 months he was
handled by Cooley-Ullman.
Sam Jaffe, Inc., filed suit against

Richard Arlen for $19,600, claiming

the actor broke a five-year agency
contract last May, with nearly four

years ^to go.

Agent estimates Arlen will earn

$196,000 during the balance of the

cancelled contract, and demands
10%.

IF eUlLD BILKED

Percenters Protecting Selves

in Interim but Stand to

Lose Clients If Hitch De-
velops—Ask 'Clear De-
fining of Code on Revoca-
tions

LICENSING IN '39

Hollywood, Nov. 8.

Motion picture agents will face the
loss of some of their most lucrative

contracts if any hitch develops in

plan of- the Screen Actors Guild to

franchise aU agents. These .would
include scores of stopgap , pacts now
being inked with freelance and con-
tract players, as well as renewals
with topflight stars.

Situation was disclosed by a lead-

ing independent agent who said the
agreement of members-of the Artists

Managers Guild to write a. stopgap
clause in all contracts Would make
it mandatory lor the agents to reach
an agreement. with the SAG in or-

der to protect their interests. In
event of a hitch he declared all stop-

gap contracts would become void.

Wliile the agents have agreed to

licensing program under certain

conditions, it is doubtful if actual

issuance of licenses will be started

before the first of the year. The
agents are still trying to draft a
code of ethics that will be acceptable

to the SAG. They want the code
to state definitely which violations

will constitute cause for revocation
of an agent's license. They also

want the code to guarantee an agent
a hearing before ah impartial tri-

~bunal before his franchise can be
recalled.

There is no possibility of an agree-
ment within the next two weeks be-
cause Laurence W. Beilenson, SAG
counsel has checked out for a vaca'
tion. The actors would hesitate to

approve any code that had not been
okayed by their attorney, who for
nearly a year has guided every
move of the organization.

Autonomy for Extras

The Screen Actors Guild has
adopted a new set of by-laws which
grants modified form of autonomy
to extras. The name of Junior
Screen Actors Guild and offices of
second and third vice president and
treasurer of former Junior SAG are
abolished. Members of the Guild
are divided into two classifications,

Class A and Class B members.
Extras draw rating of Class B and
are given a voice in drafting of op-
eration policies for the organiza-
tion.

Major Philip J. Kieffer, prexy of

old Junior SAG, becomes chairman
(Continued on page 19)

Twin City Indies Oppose Pars

Stiffer Terms; May Ditto UA,

But Other Sales in Good Shape

Finally an Echo

Los Angeles, Nov. 8.

Fifty grand for one yodel is

the price claimed by Reynard
Frauhfelder, instructor of Swiss
musical gargling, in his suit

against Walt Disney, RKO and
RCA.
Frauhfelder alleges his im-

ported Alpine oo-le-ay-le-oo

was used in 'Snow White' with-
out a financial echo.

Itat/ Stage and Film

Concurrent in Plully;

Legit Play's B.O. Off

Philadelphia, Nov. 8.

Unusual situash for Philly pre-
vails this week with .'Brother Rat'
being here in both picture and legit!

Film is at the Fox and show at the
Erlanger.

Flicker men claim such a situation

helps the show more than the pic-

ture, while legits maintain the op-
posite holds true. Actually, the pic-
ture is doing very strong, while the
stage show gross is low.

THREE BIG ONES ROLL

IIP FOR START AT U

38 Tunes in Powell Kc

Hollywood, Nov. 8.

Warners' new Dick Powell starrer,

'Always Leave Them Laughing,' is

using 38 song numbers in whole or

in part. Play is based on Tin Pan
Alley. Ann Sheridan and Gale
Page share the warbling job with
Powell.
Tops heretofore was Irving Ber

lin's 'Alexander' with 28 tunes.

Orlob Encoring
Harold Orlob has wound up 'One

Third of a Nation' at Astoria, and
has two more pictures in prepara-

tion. One may be his own musical

play, 'Trial Honeymoon,' which he
produced himself in Chicago some
years ago. Warren Murray is doing

the adaptation.

Paramount will release two more
by Orlob if 'Nation' is okayed.

Hollywood, Nov. 8.

Three top films at Universal, held
up for final script okay's by Cliff

Work, are due • to roll, this week^
Pictures are W. C. Fields' 'You Can't
Cheat ' em Honest Man,' Bing Cros-
by's 'Three's Company' and Deatiina

Durblh's 'Three Smart Girls Grow
Up.'
Five scribes were' added to the

Universal staff to work on four pic-

tures. Arthur Kober started toil on
'Three's Company,' S. K. Lauren on
'Bull By the Horns/ Karen De Wolf
and Robert Chapin on 'Forgotten.
Boys,' and Arthur Horman on an
untitled original.

Minneapolis, Nov. 8.

Twin City independent exhibitors,

members of Northwest Allied, are
conducting another unorganized
'strike' against Paramount and the
Company has been able to' make few
deals in Twin Cities. Present causes
of complaint are the terms demand'*
ed for the 1938-39 product. Because
of Increased production expenditures
company has boosted its ante; and
the independents are resentful.

Paramotmt, however, is in a strong
position in the territory as a whole
and, even as far as the Twin Cities

are concerned, is not bad off. Most
of the situations outside Minneapolis
and St. Paul are reported to have
been closed and In the Twin Cities

it has its Minnesota Amus. Co.
(Paramount Northwest circuit) con-
nections.

A year ago Northwest Allied con-
ducted a strike against Paramoiiht
because company allegedly withheld
promised pictures for re-sale at a
higher price the next season. Peace,
however, was finally declared.
Of all the major companies, Metro

apparently is having the easiest sell-

ing sailing, despite the fact that it

defied the independents and insisted
on four- percentage pictures. North-
west Allied 'had gonei on record to
buy flat or not. at all, but when i^

came to a showdown the members,
for the most part, fell into line. ,

United Artists, which still declares
it will insist on percentage for ^very.
release has not m^de any effort yet
to sell Twin City independents. It

is expected to encounter plenl^ of
resistance when it does so after it
makes a Paramount Northwest cir-
cuit deal.

Warners, 20th-Fox, Columbia, Uni-
versal and RKO all^laim fine sell-
ing progress. Their deals with Twin
City independents have ,been flat

Seiters Vacationing
William A. Seiter, 20th-Fox direc-

tor, and Marian Nixon, film actress

(Mrs. Seiter) arrived from the Coast
yesterday for a month's vacation
here and a West Indies cruise. iSeiter

will take in the shows and intimates

20th-Fox is interested in acquiring
rights to one qr two of the current
Broadway hits which Seiter would
like to do.

The Seiters sail for West Indies on
the S.S. Elena this Friday (11) and
are due to return to Coast Dec. 5.

See Revision of Hpls. Zoning As

Direct Move for NW Exhib Teace

Minneapolis, Nov. 8,

'Deal' between producer-distribu-

tors and independents to bring

•peace' into industry* will include a

revision of zoning and protection

and the privilege of 20% cancella-

tions along with elimination of

forced buying of shorts and news-
reels, according to assurances said

to have been given to Nortliwest Al-
lied members.
Under a new protection setup, in-

dependents would get simultaneous
runs with the larger circuits based
on the admission prices of the the-

atres, those in the local know are

declaring.

It is declared that before North-
west Allied will call oft its legisla-

tive fights aimed at producer-distrib-

utop trade .practices, and .jpi^ in^ a
r M' I ;i 1 -I '. 1 i r I i « ^ 1 1 f "

request to the government to call

off its suit it will insist on the filing

of a consent decree.

In the meanwhile, hbwever, W. A.
Steffes, president of Northwest Al
lied, back from the (Chicago meet-
ing of national Allied dire(itors, con-

tinues completely silent on develop
ments. But he does state that his

organization's efforts to have the
next Minjnesota state legislature en-

act a theatre divorcement law simi
lar to the one held constitutional

in North Dakota haven't been aban
dohed yet.

It's claimed that enough of the
legislators have been pledged to

assure passage of the law at the
session early next year. The meas-
ure would compel the Paramount
Northwest circuit to relinquish 'inore

tl^an, 80 .theatre^ .in . Minnesota, j /> ; j

VA-Locw Deal Set
United Artists tbk week signed a.

two-year contract with the . Loew
circuit for all houses, as well as in
metropolitan N. Y,. area. Contract
was closed by Charles C. Moskowitz,.
Joe Vogel and Grene Picker for
Loew's and Harry Gold for UA,

Omaha, Nov. 8..

Deal has been signed by Tri-States
and United Artists for 24 situatiOhs
in Nebraska and Iowa. D. V. Mc-
Lucas, UA chief here, and G. Ralph
Branton,. Tri-States general mana-
ger, inked the contract.

Even Orpkns Are Hard

To Find in Hollywood

Hollywood, Nov. 8,

Max Mack Is looking for two
screen orphans to play the parts
made famous by the Gish sisters in
'Orphans of the Storm.' Mack is re-
filming the old play imder the origi-
nal title, 'The Two Orphans' for the
British company. Ocean Films, the
flrfit tt two pictures he Will make in
Holly^yood,

Second production will be "The
Mad Monk of San MicheV for which
Mack hopes to sign Robert Morley,
currently in the Broadway legit

play, 'Oscar Wilde.'

SaviHe's HVoed Visit

London, Nov. 8.

At conclusion of filming of 'Good-
bye Mr. Chips,' Victor SaviUe will
leave for U. S.

Ben Goetz is sending him to
Hollywood for consultations on
three succeeding English-Metro pro-
ductions.

•j

»

- > 1

Swinging: It for B^rupa
Hollywood, Nov 8.

Sam and Laura Perelman started
work on an original screen play lot
a swing picture featuring Gene
Krupa and his band at Paramount.
William Thomas is producing for

tl^e:,H»rQldiHwrley unlti ^ i vuj;. m*
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MFTOA CONVENTION ENDS WITH A

PLEA FOR UNITED INDUSTRY FRONT

Asks for Cooperation with Allied in Moves for

Trade Practice Progress—Movie Quiz Scored for

Its Ineffectuality for the Indies

felt that diplomatic gestures ' cofuld

lead >to a better understanding be-
tween the two organizations and a

settlement of the differences that

now keep them apart.

Kuykendall jumped to the floor

and replied that he had no hard feel-

ing against any members of Allied

and that on numerous occasions he
had made peace overtures to the op-

posing body. Kuykendall stated that

members of the Allifed board had
been invited to the present MPTOA
meeting but none was in attendattce.

Said that two answers had been re-

ceived to his invite and both were in

the negative. He continued that he
had never talked against Allied ex-

cept to refute certain alleged false

statements cast against MPTOA and

^ concluded with the expression that

Attack'on the Movie Quiz created some day the two associations, in his

By AH^THUB UNGAB
Oklahoma City, Nov. 8.

Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

America wound tip its 18th annual

conclave with an onslaught on vari-

ous practices in the industry which
created quite a stir in the final aft-

ernoon session. Besides the attack

from the floor against the Movie
Quiz, as well as a demand by one

of the delegates that president Ed
Kuykendall devise means whereby
the MPTOA and Allied Theatres get

together for a united front in the

present trade practices conferences,

a flock of resolutions to correct vari-

oiK conditions existing in the indus-

try wete also recommended by the

resolutions committee of which Ar-
thur Lookwood of Middleton, Conn.,

is chairman.

From the Coast, Too

Lop Angeles, Nov. 8*

Independent exhibs in South-
ern California echo the senti-

ments of the Oklahoma City
convention that the Motion
Pictxires Are Your Best Enter-
tainment campaign is laying an
eaa

With the exception of circuit

operators, the exhibs feel tliat

their cash and moral contribu-

tions to the MPAYBE drive
have not been justified by the
returns. Chief complaint is the
late release of the mSjority of

the 90 films from which the

Movie Quiz must be worked
out.

Consensus is- that -local oper-
ators will look before they leap
into any drive that may be con-
templated next year.

belief, will be able to sit down and
work out their problems together for

the common good.
ASCAP and Radio

The' membership backed a resolu-

tion taking a slap at ASCAP that

asks the executive board to revive

injunctions prohibiting the Society

from assessing fees in each, state. Also
unanimously endorsed at the session,

was a report on^non-theatrical com-
petition read by Frank Cassil of St.

Joseph Mo., which charged dis-

tributors who encoyrage radio star

appearances, particularly in skits

from current or future material, are

guilty of an error in judgment, and
that constant radio appearances of
stars wear away public interest^ "in

them, as well as the theatre. Report
charged star appearance on radio

has increased alarmingly in the past

year; that st&rs have frequently been
presented to. raidio audiences in

hastily prepared material and poorly
presented skits, and also stars have
appeared on the air in synoposes of

current picture productions; that cer-

tain producers are encouraging, ^hese
star appearances to the extent"that
certain stars have definitely de-
stroyed themselves as boxoffice at-

tractions, by radio work.
Copy of this resolution was ordered

sent to all producers and stars now
or formerly identified with any com-
mercial program.

Irving Jacobs, reading report by
committee on clearance and zoning,
charged that a few exhibs of the
country used . their booking power
with the exchanges. to gain unfaic
ends. He expressed the belief that
the distributors fire aware of this

situation and pointed out a plan, for

conciliation-boards, in each exch&hge
zone which would take' care of the
situation.

All general sales managers will be
supplied- with copy of a resolution
demanding steps be talceh to prohibit
distributors from disseminating in-

formation as to the prices paid for
film by exhibs.

Other resolutions okayed were one
demanding immediate steps be taken
to stop, collectioin of score charges,

another opposing pic stars doing
radio broadcasts and one on the
music tax saying nothing that the
committee could do or say would
change the situation.

No decision was made as to locality

of next convention though Omaha
put in a bid for if.

a turbulent condition in the meeting

as ^oon as Thomas James of St. Louis
opened the barrage by stating subse-

quent run theatres are being put in

an embarrassing position with their

patrons who ask for the Quiz pic-

tures whiioh the exhibs are unable
to show. Thoma$ said that the little

exhib is beini discriminated against

r.s well X.Z. overlooked ever since

the Quiz «i3EircSd, due to the fact that

the pictures necessary to aid. the

patrons in solving the Quiz, are be-
ing held from showing in the little

houses by the .operators of the first

runs. This was making the Quiz of

no consequence to the small indies

who,, in all likelihood, will not be
able to get the product imtil after

the campaign hajS been ended.
Thomas steamed plenty when mak-
ing his onslau^t t>n the Movie Quiz
and mads It known that unless the
indie was given definite considera-
tion in advance on futiure campaigns
his support and aid would not be
forthcoming.

Harvey's QuJis Blast
Reinforcements upholding the

Thomas challenge came next from H.
V. Harvey, president of the ITOA of
Northern California who operates
houses in the San ° Francisco area.
Harvey, onfe of the most militant
exhibs in- the- Coast- terrain, did not
mince words when he backed up
his brother indie. He opened tip

saying. This thing is all wet and has
been rammed down the exhibs'
throat -whether he wants it or not.

The- advertising on the campaign has
been and. is very bad and is not
helping this campaign one bit, with
the indie exhibs being put in- the
stMJt of. being unable to -play more
than- 1% of the quiz pics before the
campaign is over.

'.Starting of the campaign in-Aii*
gust, during the buying season, in-
stead of in the early part of the
year,, has' made the whole plan - a
sandbagging proposition.- The pub-
lic does not like to be pushed around
and I'm not going to do it. I'm going
ta be on the level with those who
patronize my theatres and no one
can hamper me one bit. Customers
come first with me.'

' When Ifarvey concluded his bar-
rage at the Quiz, several exhibs
jumped to the floor and starting talk-
In,? all at one time when C. E,
Williams of the Park theatre, Omaha,
managed to'stert the onsl&jight. He
proposed that a resolution be formu-
lated to petition those operating the
Quiz for/an extensioA of thie cam-
paign to. Iftelilcle the month of Janu-
ary, wjiich was passed on a standing
vote .by .'a majority of nine, with 150
voting,

Following adoption of the Williams
resolution, Kuykendall endeavored
to assure the delegates that a more
competent form of cooperation would
be Worked out on the campaign next
year.

^]^ .2 Nat'l Exhib Bodies?
OtljeV''. • commotion was Created

when J: R. Denniston, representing
the Butterfleld circuit of Michigan,
tossed- another salvo by declaring
that tyito national theatre' organiza
tionS'-.were as useless as two tele

phone -systems in a small town. He
made 'it obvious that the best move
the e)chibs dould make in the" near
futuife- w:ould be foy a. more kindly
feeling on the part '6f.. President
Kuykendall towarii. " mebiber> • .bf

AUiefl, since, both MPl7pA in.d Allied
• WGre;;ehdefiv<)rlrtg to ^ccQmf>lislhL fhd

Aamfe^i iiS^ipja, eve^i 'tiii^^^^^l
:

" : ;may; .. .P^ct. calls. jCbr- large budgfet. and

be aloiii^ 'ti^tf^yeo'tfiiliii^^^ lie 'Npyarrplai- approval
.
pt;th«,;^^.

Trade Practice

Meeting in Chi;

SmaD Headway

Art Jjurett Sings from

Pinto in 6 for Cinemart

Holly\yood, Nov. 8.

Cinemart Productions, Inc.,. new
company formed by Philip N.
Krasne, completed a deal to produce
six musical westerns, stariring' Ar
thur Jarrett, for Grand National re
lease.

First of the series, knowit as 'The
Trigger Pals,' rolls this week :with

Sam Neufleld directing. Kiasne as

quired 300 acres near Lake $her
wood as a location site. '

"

The trade practice meet held oyer

the weekend between Allied chief-

tains Abram Myers, W. A. Stefles,

H. A* Cole and Jack Kirsch, and

distributor heads Bill Rogers, Grad

Sears and Abe Montague brought to

no decision though distribs offered

several concessions regarding elim-

ination of score charges and non-

forcing oi. shorts with features.

However, a reported snag looks to

be the arbitration angle with distri-

butors seemingly not interested in

bringing arbitration back since the
old setup of the board was killed off.

Distribs also -prpmised that in cases
of new theatres built in competitive
zones that old theatres will not- be
deprive of product if operation con-

tinues on satisfactory level.

All discussions are for 1939-1940

product. I

.

Loew's WiUiholding

Criterion, New York,

Biiliiig Pending Suit

Altftoygh,: acquiring a 50% inter-

est in the Criterion, N.' Y., first not-
able instance of theatre expansion
since the Department of Justice suit,

Xoew's. has. not .|>laced its' name over
the hbiise. nor has it changed the
policy to include any playdates on
Metro product excepting for one pic-

ture that has now. been scheduled
three times.

Understood, also, that while Loew's
built a sign to go over the marquee,
it may not be put up just at this at
this time in view of the explanation
asked by Thurman Arnold, of the
D. J., as to why Lpew's took a 50%
interest in.the Crit. j. Robert Rubin
claimed that this deal resulted from
negotiations that had been started
prior to the Government's anti-trust
suits.

A week ago Loew's ran an ad in
the papers which stressed that it

had 'taken over Broadway/ the ad
also including 'Dr. Kildare,' then
current at the Music Hall. Reported
that this ad was picked up by the
Dept." of Justice.

It is possible that Loew's may use
the Crit as a second run for certain
product it plays behind the Capitol,
Music Hall and Paramount, with
Loew's State occasionally getting a
first run Metro film that isn't needed
at the Capitol.

B. S. Moss controls the other 50%
interest in the Crit which he built
three years ago with Harry Charnas,

Handet' Is a Legit DouKle-Feature,

Sez Aggie; Dishes (with Sandwiches)

By Joe Laurie, Jr.

Coolacres, Cal., Nov. 8.

Dear Joe:

Just was reading in the papers where they are doing a flve-hour version

of 'Hamlet' in New York, Aggie sez, 'That is practically double-featuring

the legit. They'll soon be giving away dishes "with sandwiches on them.
I never thought I'd see the day when 'Hamlet' would be doing a supper
show.' * • •

.

I had a great break last week. The exchange got big hearted and sent

me 'You Can't Take It With You.' It sure is a swell picture and did plenty
of business for me. But when I play a good picture it makes it tough on
me because then I gotta alibi all the lousy ones they send' me. When I

run all bad ones the people get used to them and think theit all the pictures
are that way.

I did a swell exploitation stunt on the picture. I had a guy send me a
big anchor from Los Angeles and I put it in front of the theatre with a
big sign on it reading, 'You Can't Take It With You.* Well, I forgot about
it being Hallowe'en and the next day the anchor was gone and whoever
took it left a sign, 'Who said we can't?' I told the chief of police about
it and he is now looking for deep footprints.

That Orson Welles sure got the country excited with that sketch of his.

It would never happen on my stiation because nobody believes anything
I say. Got a letter from ASCAP telling me I'd have to pay for all the
songs we use on the radio. Gee, I remember the time when the music
publishers paid us to sing their songs. I don't know how they ever found
out about our radio station, it don't go outta town. The natives get It

on their brldgework. They tell me that all the dough the ASCAP collects

takes care of the songwriters in their old age, which ain't a bad idea. I

wish the picture producers would take some of the dough tiiey get from
us and take care of us exhibs in our old age. Aggie sez, 'It would be
financially impossible because exhibitors get old too quick.'

I decided to cut out all the popular songs and just use hillbilly songs.

I can write them by the dozen. They, don't have to have any sense or
rhyme and you can use any home-madey tune, put a clothespin on your
nose and away you go without no royalty.

Tony's Cllppin.i; the Natives
Tony, my sustaining sponsor who does his,own pfogram and commfer-

cials about his barber shop, is getting plenty of -response from a new idea

he's woi^lc6<^ out. If the listeners send him 9. lock of their hair or a fac-

simile he sends them his picture. I told him he was nuts, but he said he
knew what he -was doing. 'You see,' he says, 'when people cut off a lock..of

their hair it spoils the looks of the rest of their hair and they gotta come
in my barber shop and get a haircut.' He takes the hair he receives and
sells it to a wigmaker in Los Angeles. Which only goes to show you that

if you give anything enough thought you can make a racket .out of it.

Vic had an idea where we announce over the air that for 50c. we will

send the listeners a. 'fire escape,' and when th^ send in the dough Wf
would send them a Bible. I told him .that an idea like that practically

buys him a key for AlcatrdZ. It's funny how people will work for days.

,

to figure out ways of not having to work.
The weather has been so-so.' We'll soon have the liquid sunshine pout-

ing "over uSi Aggie sez, 'California has only two seasons, the rainy seasoni

and waiting for the rainy season.' She ain't got the sound of the 6th Ave.
El out of her system yet.

Best to the gang and yourself, sez

Your Pal,

Le/ttf.,,
.

P. S. Al Jolson sez: 'Down in Kentucky they're getting married with «
lollypop in one hand and a skipping rope in the other.'

Novarro's Rep Repeater
Hollywood, Nov;,- 8.

Ramon Novarro inkedV.'a jl^dl to

star in another picture «t Rfefliiblic,

Starting.atipixm^, the .flr.5t.0f the, year.

Hellinger's Pic Away

Hollywood. Nov. 8.

•Hell's Kitchen to Hollywood,'
Mark Hellinger production for the
Bryan Fpy unit at Warners, gets the
gun in three weeks.
Yarn is an original by Vincent

Sherman. Humphrey- Bogart, Gale
Page and the 'Dead End* kids will

be featured.

'jrrrERBUG CONTEST'

GA€ SPREADING OUT

Philadelphia, Nov. 8.

Al Zimbalist anc Jack Flyim, of

the Warner h.o. here, who devised

the 'Jitterbug Contests' now in their

second round of five of the chain's

houses In Philly, have received so

many requests for info from e?:hibs

all over the couintry, that they have
had ideas and instructions for the

contest mimeographed.
Contests for the best jive terpsrs

are not only taking all over the
country, but have ^spread to a flock

of indies here. While WB ofiers

winners a week at the Earle and a
test for a screen shot, ind:?s ere

passing out cash. WB also have a

tieup with the Philly Daily News on
the thing. News prints an entry
blank every day, a story on the
progress and a page of pix once a

week.
Success was so overwhelminp with

|

the first contest, that a second was
immediately started' when the in-

itial one finished.

Bave Loew Joining

His Brother, Mm,
On Vacash Cndse

David Loew, who has been pro-
ducing, .with Joe E. Brpwn as star,

sailed from. New York Saturday (5)

fpr . Panama where he will join his

brother, Arthur Loew, head of
Metro's foreign department, who is

on a tour of Central and South.
American key cities,

.

Loew finished 'Flirting With Fate,*

final Brov/n 'comedy on the Coast
before leaving for this cruise which
is strictly vacation. Film is set for

Metro distribution. He has no
definite additional producing plans.

Pizor Stm Laid Up,*

Stricken in Okla. City
Philadelphia, Nov. 8.

Lewen Pizor, prez of United Mo-
tion Picture Theatre Owners in thi

territory, who was stricken ill while
attending the MPTOA convention, is

still confined to St. Anthony's Hos-
pital, Oklahoma City. His daughter,
Dorothy, has gone out there to be
with him and bring him home when
he is able to lea^ve.

Although his condition is under-
stood to be good, he probably will
not be able to make the long trip"

east for some days. He is suffering
from a recurrent stomach ailment.

Rush Burns' lizzou'

Ginger Rogers' Solo
Hollywood, Nov, 8.

Ginger Rogers breaks away from
Fred Astaire ''in her next picture,

'Little Mother,' to bie produced by
B. G. de Sylva at RKO<
Currently Mi.ss Rogiers is playing

In 'The. Castles.'
' £C)5 r ) 1 roi s * io 1

There Goes Your 'Saint'

Hollywood, Nov. 8. •

'I'm From Missouri' is being
rushed toward an early starting date
at Paramount to cash in on th^
heavy biz pulled by Bob Burns in

his first singing starrer, 'The Arkan-
sas Traveler.'

Picture' rolls Nov.' 21, with Paul
Jones'producing and Theodore Reed
directing.

Hollywood, Nov. 8.

Upping of Louis Hayward to star-

dom in Edward Small's forthcoming
'Man in the Iron Mask,' and a pact
for four pictures annually for five

years, leaves RKO without a 'Saint.'

Hayward's option was dropped by
RKO after he had played in 'The
Saint In New York.' Later the
studio decided to make a 'Saint*

series and will have to hire a new
leading man unless Hayward can be
borrowed from Small .between pic-

tures.
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WAGE - HOUR
Indie Film hoducers Bankrolled

Perelmans Pa. Victory; kt Unlikely

Dualism Will Spread in Philly Zone

Philadelphia, Nov. 8,

That it wasn't Harry and Louis

Perelman at all, but a group of indie

producex's ort "the Coast who fought

for the recent U. |S. Supreme Court

victory over six majors for the right

of an exhib to double-feature is be-

latedly revealed here. Former Con-

gressman Ben Colder, the attorney

who successfully fought the duals

iuit, further declared that these in-

dies ate now seriously taking lip the

matter of suing the majors (in the

name of the Perelmans) for the dam-
ages' sustained by the" PerelmahS in*

not being allowed to twin, their bills.

Object, of course, is to get back some
of the coin which the long-dravm-

out and hard-fought battle cost.

. Fact that the Pferelmans, small in-

die exhibs here, weren't actually put-

ting up the coin to fight the suit was
always understood. However,, who
really was advancing the money was
a ijnatter of conjecture, and the indie

producers were often suspected. Not
a few exhibs were under the impres-

sion that Colder himself was footing

the bills.

Purpose of the small producers in

fighting the Perielman case was the

hope that by getting exhibs the right

to double-feature they would use

more film, taking more of the indie's

product. That hope, however, has
proved to be in Vain, for there has
been no increase whatsoever in duals

in the territory since the top tri-

bunal's decish almost a month ago.

It was originally proposed, when
the ruling by the court was handed
down, to call an exhib confab to Jceep

the twins from spreading. Split in

the exhib organization, the United
Motion Picture • Theatre Owners, has
prevented this, however. New Allied

unit, now being formed here, may
find the twin problem on its. agenda.

Feculiar Situation

Because of the peciiliar situation

In the Philly territory as, a result

of "Warner circuit'! control of so

many houses, dual* h?ive never been
popular here and have never made
much headway. Majority of indies

favor it that way" and are de-

termined that that's the way it shall

remain. They fear that with the

court's go-ahead signal now, couple

chiselers will put in the twins in

opppsish to Wairner Bros,, forcing

them to do likewise, and thus the

whole smooth-running applecart

here will ' be upset.

Odd situash that has kept duals

out of the Philly territory arises

from the fact that WB has a house
in opposish to every indie house.

Exhibs feel that if "WB is forced into

double-features it will necessarily

require twice . as much product as

at present. And, as there isn't even
enough now to go around, they fear
the runs to which they woidd be
pushed back if "WB grabbed up even
more film.

. Whether the confab to prevent
such a situash arising will actually
be called 'by the exhib organization
here, "United Motion Picture The
atre Owners, hasn't definitely been
decided; altliough it will no doubt
take a hand in the control after the
movement is started. It is merely
a group of indies who are now dis
cussing plans for such a meeting.

Full of Disappointments

Pittsburgh, Nov. 8.

Just six weeks ago, Pitts-

burgh Chamber of Commerce,
announced a celebration break-
fast for .'pennant - winning'
Pittsburgh Pirates at^the end of

their last road trip. Then came
Cabby Hartnett's- ninth-inning
home-rUn in last Cub-Pirate
game and, blooey, brefikfast.

went up in smoke.
. Last Friday (4) the Stanley
theatre announced special Pitt

night for tonight (8) and Wil-
liam Penn hotel's Chatterbox
big supper following for Uni-
versity of Pittsburgh's 'great-

est team in football .history.'

Twenty-four hours later, Pitt

was on the losing end of a
20-10 score with Carnegie Tech
in biggest grid upset in years.

Stanley ' and Chatterbox are
going through with it anyway,
but are their faces red!

D,C. ADMITi; IT'S

[

Applies to Films, All Right,

Since That's jn Interstate

Commerce—But Will Re-
quire Clarification with

Time

SHORTAdE OF FUNDS

SOth Fikn Jubilee Already Being

Set for '39 Despite Indie Squawks

On Present Drive; Only 7,000 InNow

Bu$ Terminus, Conv.

Hall, SmaD Hotel,

Talk Again for R. C.

Digging for a three-level basement

of new structure west *of the Time-

Life building (Rockefeller Center

group) revived talk this week that

either a small hotel and convention

auditoriumi, or both, would be in-

cluded in the development. However,

several deals are on, and. the only

thing definite officially is that all

three levels will be used as parking
space and Jjossibly a World's Fair bxis

terminal. A bus line, with the Man-
hattan terminus in this new building,

is contemplated for operation during
the New York World's Fair next year
and In 1940.

Idea of having a small hostelry and
convention hall in Hockefeller Center
area was broached several times in

the last few years because of conven-
ience to industrial firms. having of-

fices in the Radio City buildings, es-

pecially if auditorium facilities were
available. ' If none is installed in the

new structure, there ,is also talk of
converting the Center theatre into a
sizable convention hall having seat-

ing capacity of several thousand and
entirely adequate for most conven-
tion sessions.

NW Curbs Duals
Minneapolis, Nov. 8.

Northwest Allied juinped into the
breach to prevent a threatened
double feature war in the Twin
Citiefe. W. L. Hamilton, owner of
the Princess, local nabe, and the
Agate, St. Paul independent uptown
house, have been persuaded to dis
continue the twin bills which had
stirred up opposition.
At the same time it was announced

that 'an attempt will be made' also
to induce the Paramount Northwest
circuit to quit double featuring at
two downtown Twin City houses

—

the Aster here and Tower, St. Paul.
If that can be accomplished, the twin
bills would be entirely eliminated in

"Washington, Nov.; 8.

Conundrums about the new wage-

hour statute troublhig the film in-

dustry likely will be unanswerfed for

several weeks, with uncertainty

jeopardizing, partlciilarly, studio

managers, according to indications in

official quarters. Firjt move ' to

clarify the confusing situation is up
to the trade,- but shortage of funds
and personnel are almost certain to

result in exasperating delay, no mat-
ter what industry people do to get
positive rulings on , problems pecu-
liar i£a show' business.

No definite interpretations of the
way the act" and administrative regu-
lations apply to studios or theatres,

will be forthcoming until industry'

groups have made formal requests
for hearings, and all interested

parties have had a chance to lay
their views before the staff of Ad-
ministra:tor Elmer F. Andrews, re-

gardless of how much the industry
may be inconvenienced. With the
tiny staff .swamped .with adminis-.

trative choices, th^re is scant pojssi-

bility any big conference will occur
Until next year, when Congress has'

boosted, the appropriation for the
present fiscal year and more law-
yers have, been hired.

Administrative machinery has
bogged down in a way that seems to

doom the film business, especially

the production end, to considerable
trouble. -Particular grief for studio

execs lies in the failure of the Labor
Department and the National Labor
Relations Board to get together on
the matter bf imlbn contract., allow-

(Continued on - page 19)

Reason Enough

Circuit head visited one of
his houses in western town and
inquired of manager how many
seats his house had. Latter re-
plied he did not know. Asked
whether the house made money,
manager said 'yes.' 'Then why
do you not know how many

• seats you have,' asked the boss.

Reply was, 'I've not been able
to be around the house enough
because I have to attend those
daily manager meetings,'
And the boss blew out of

town.

Cummins Again In

N. Y. Anpeals Court

Over a Sex Film

And Lookit All the Fun

Hollywood, Nov. 8,

Widespread interest in Hollywood
is shown by the personal visits* of

168 out-of-town newspaper editors

since Jan. 1 to get inside dope on the
picture industry.

Each has sent home from' one to 40

stories about Hollywood doings, ac-

cording to a survey by Metro flacks.

Albany, N,y., Nov. 8..

Samuel Ciunmins, Jewel Produc-

tions and Social Hvgiene Pictures

have filed notice of appeal with the

State Education Department from.the
recent decision of Supreme.. Court
Justice Gilbert V. Schenk of Albany,
denying application for an order re-

quiring issuance of a license for 'Ani-

mated Diagrams of the Human Body.'
They .seek a. review by the Appellate
Division. 'Animated Diagrams' was.

brought out. last January- with a
venereal-disease picture produced by
the Federal^.Governrnent for exhlbi-,

tion ^n^thfTAfmy. and Navy during,

the World War and licensed at a
silent film, as the basis.

Claimed by. Education Department
that it was exhibited under various
lurid titles. A lecturer, not a physi-
cian, gave an accompanying spiel;

booklets and other exploitation al
le^ed by department to.be 'indecent'

were used. Irwin Esmond, director
of motion picture department, served
notice license was being cancelled.
Appeal to Justice Schenk followed.

More Squawks on Theatres Going

Into Competition as Chain Stores

Two Aides for Bren
Hollywood, Nov. 8,

Frank Ross, story editor on the
Hal Roach lot, moved' in as associate

producer to Milton Bren on 'Captain

Midnight.' He will handle both jobs
until a scenario head is named.
John Kruger signed as assistant to

Bren, giving up his business man-
agement office.

Minneapolis and St. Paul, except for

bargain Saturday midnight shows.
Twin City members of Northwest

Allied were hastily summoned when
several independent exhibitors

charged Hamilton with breaking a

promise to halt the dual bills Sept. 1

and announced they'd start the bar-

gain policy themselves immediately.

St, Paul, Nov. 8.

Government investigators have
arrived in the Twin Cities and other
burgs in this vicinity for an o.o. of
the general chain store operation of
theatre circuits, and are reported to

be particularly interested in the par-
ticipation of theatre circuits in en-
terprises . other than- the exhibition
of pictures and other entertainment.
This is understood to refer espe-

cially to the invasion of the mercan-
tile field by the circuits in direct
competition with the regularly es-
tablished retailers and wholesalers.
Entire thing Is reported to have been
the result of a loud squawk from
the Minnesota Retailers Association
against the theatres* invasion of their
field by going into the direct pur-
chases of candy from manufacturers
and then selling direct to the patrons
of the theatres.

Retailers 'yelp that they are pur-
chasing their candy .supplies from
the wholesalers, while the theatres
are securing their candy direct from
the factories at prices below that
paid by the retailers to the jobbers,

This, they holler, figures as unfair
trade practice, since it gives the the-
atres a price leverage not available

to the small retailers.

Association has appealed to Sena
tor Wright Patman and has asked
him to make their complaint an im
portant itenl in the general bill con
cerning chain store operation. Re
tailers are stating that if there is

going to be any legislation divorcing
theatre operation from film bpcra

tion, that there should also be simi-
lar legislation divorcing theatre op-
erators from participating in a busi-
ness completely alien to the exhibi-
tion of amusement.

With the 'greatest picture year'

drive expected to go forward on its

own. morhentum, after the end of

this month, Harold B. Franklin,
business manager of the campaign,
already is laying plans for the 50th
Jubilee Year celebration in 1939^

Actual outline of this program prob-
ably will not be settled until late

this year or early in January biit

preliminary steps are now being
made.

Picture year drive staff will be
reduced to a minimum by the end
of this month or early December.
Failure of many subsequent run
theatres and independents to join
the dfive has leveled off the cam-
paign contributions;

Now estimatea that only about
7,000 theatres out of 15,000-16,000 in

this country participated in the
campaign. Fear of being unable to

get many of the Movie Quiz contest

features held many of the smaller

independents out of the drive and
contributing. Subsequently, develop-
ments have shoy^n that their feara

were well founded. In fact, exhibi-

tors who will not receive a mini-
mum of 30 features are squawking,
about the coin they contributed

since such an alignment automatic-^

ally -bars tljem from benefitting, as

they think "they should, from the
Movie Quiz.

Special Movie Quiz trailer No. 10
is beini; prepared by H. B. Frank-
lin for release the latter part -of No-
vember. It will tie in with the holi-

day season,' stressing the fact that

there still is tiiiie in which to enter
\h& contest. Lew Lehr trailer also

is' continuing.
'

Calif. No. 9 to N, T.
In the contest itself, California is

reported running close, to New York
on the number of rieplies received.
Recent anail received at Quiz head-
quarters indicates that theatres have
not been able to keep pace with the
continuing demand for contest book-
lets;

While plan for a SOth Jubilee Year
celebration in 1939 is gaining ^ound
daily, consensus of opinion; in' ihA
trade appears to be that it will be
outlined far in advance with more
of actual mechanics left in the'hands
of exhibitors familiar with th6ir
public. In this way the difficulty

of doing a three to five-month job
in five weeks, has made necessary
this year, will be eliminated.
Amazing part of the campaign

work this year is that as much was
accomplished in such a short time.
It probably will be a big help to
most executives, who worked so
strenuously on this year's drive, to
know that much of this extraneous
activity will be handled by one cen-
tral body in the coming year.

THIRD

CENTURA
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iWings Rides High Over Desolate LA.

To $21500; Vard Gef 131/26, Tempk

Pic 12a Both Weakies; Doodle 9G

Los Angeles, Nov. 8.

•Men With Wings' has the town

pretty well sewed up and will top all

competition by a comfortable mar-

gin. Opus got under way early last

week and today begins its second

ctanza. Shirley Temple's newest,

•Just Around the Corner,' is a big
disappointment at the day-date State
and Chinese and will be lucky to
gross a combined $14,000.

Another disappointment- of the
week is 'Hard to Get,' which opened
badty at both the Downtown and
Hollywood and looks destined for
slim $13,000 on the stanza.
Two . extended run engagements

llnaled, "You Can't Take It With You'
terminating" five and a half weeks at
both the Pantages and RKO; and
'Drums' finishing five stanzas at the
Four Star. 'Drums' moves (9) to
the UA and Wilshire to bolster 'Just
Around the Corner.* Orpheum, be-
cause of long stage show, went solo
feature on current week, and is more
than holding its own.

Estimates for Tbis Week
Chinese (Grauman-F-WC) (2,024;

80-40-55-75)— Just Around Corner'
(20th) and 'Road Demon' (20th),
duaL Temple draw nil in her cur-
rent opus, best in sight is brutal $5,-
200. Last week 'Suez' (20th > (solo),
good $13,000.

Downtown (WB) (1,8Q0; 30-4.0-55-
65)—'Hard to Get' (WB) and 'Gang-
ster's Boy' (Mono), duaL No excite-
ment and will be lucky if hitting $6,-
500. Last week 'Brother Rat' (WB)
and 'Broadway Musketeers' (WB),
very satisfactory $10,800.

Four Star (F-WC-UA) (900; 40-55)
—•Drums' (UA) (5th-final week).
Woxmd up five-week run (8) to
profitable $1,900, after fourth week
brought lucrative $2,100,

HoUywood (WB) (2,756; 30-40-55-
65)—•Hard to Get' (WB) and 'Gang-
ster's Boy' (Mono), dual. Customers
were what the title said, aiid house
will have to be satisfied with fair
$7,000. Last week, 'Brother Rat'
(WB) and 'Broadway Musketeers'
(WB), neat $10,200.

Orpheam (Bdwy) (2,280; 25-30-35-
40)—'Mr. Doodle' (RKO) and vaude-
ville. With the town gone pretty
much ice-conscious, Sherrill Cohen
whipped together a revue featuring
Nerval Baptie, veteran skating
chamiiion, and is cashing in corre-
spondingly to the tune of about $9,-
000. Stage show is of such length
that house went solo screen for first

time in years. Last week 'Fugitives
Night' (RKO) and 'Barefoot Boy'
(Mono), good $8,000.

Pantaees. (Pan) (2,812; 30-40-55)—
^an't Take It' (Col) (6th-final wk).
Capra's smash grabbed four days of
a sixth wesk and bowed out (8) for
HKO's 'Room Service* Final take
was good $5,000, while full filth
stanza wound tip with $6,500.

Paramount (iPar) (3,595; 30-40-55)—^"Wings' (Par) and stage show.
Soars to excellent $22,500 on initial
stanza and holds for second week,
starting (8). Last week, final five
days of 'Arkansas Traveler' (Par),
about $7,000. as predicted.

EKO (2,872; 30-40-55)-'Can't Take'
(Col) (6th-final week). Sixth week
limited to four days for final grab
of $5,600. Fifth stanza held strong
and brought profitable $7,500.

State (Loew-Fox) (2,414; 30-40-55-
75)—'Just Around Corner' (20th)
and 'Road Demon' (20th), dual. One
of the duds of the current season as
witness poor $7,200, Last . week
•Suez' (20th) solo, finished with ex-
cellent $15,500.
United Artists (F-WC) (2,100; 30-

40-55.)—'Suez' (20th). Doing nicely
on moveover and at $4,500 not to be
sniffed at Last week 'Stablemates'
(MG) and 'Vacation Love' (MG>.
fair $3,200.
Wilshire (F-WC) (2,296; 30-40-55-

65)—'Suez' (20th). Heading for nifty
$7,000 on. moveover. Last week
•Stablemates' (MG) and 'Vacation
Love' (MG), moveover not so hot
$4,200.

Port. Spotty; 'Heart' Weak
5G, 'Sisters' Fair $5,300

Portland, Ore., Nov, 8.

Biz is spotty this week. 'The Sis-
ters' is- disappointing at the b.o.,

with 'There Goes My Heart' also
weak.

Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (2,000; 30-35-

40)—'My Heart: (UA) and 'Personal
Secretary' (U) barely average at $5,-

COO. Last week 'Stablemates' (M-G),
closed strong second week as a sin-

le feature with $4,500. First week
lig $6,800.
Mayfalr (Parker-Evergreen) (1,-

COO; 30-35-40)—'Can't Take It' (Col).

Follov/ing two strong weeks at the
^aratnoimt and. still gooOi al, .$9i^0().

Broadway Grosses

Estimiated Total Gross
This Week $352,300

(Based on 12 theatres)

Total Gross Same Week
Last Year $316,700

(.Based on 13' theatres)

Last week 'Boy Girl' (WB) and
'Booloo' (Par), okay $3,000.

Orpheam (Hamrick - Evergreen)
(1,800; 30-35-40)—'Men Wings' (Par)
and 'Always Trouble' (20th). Aver-
age $5,500. Last week 'Arkansas
Traveler' (Par) and 'Sailor' (Par),
so-so $4,800.

Paramonnt (Hamrick-EIvergreen)
(3,000; 30-35-40)—'Sisters' (WB) and
'Touchdown Army' (Par). Well ex-
ploited, but disapponting at b.o. with
just fair $5,300. Last week 'C^n't
Take It' (Col) ended second week
with $5,000. good.

ilivoH (Indie) (1,100; 20-25)—'Seven
Seas' (M-G) and 'Justice' (Mono).
Okay $1,600. Last week 'Tropic Holi-
dj>y' (Par) and "Fast Company'
(20th), good $1,800.

United Artists (Parker) (1,000; 30-
35-40)—'Brother Rat' (FN) and 'Va-
cation Love' (M-G). Winning $5,-
800 and may hold. Last week 'Hot
Handle' (M-G) closed bang-up third
week as a single feature with $3,900.
First two weeks got strong total of
$12,500.

FRISCO'S mS;
msocKO

San Francisco, Nov. 8.

H.O.S predominate at all but two
of the first-runs on Market street this

week. The new entrants are 'Suez,'

at the Paramount, and 'Mad Miss
Manton,' at the Goldeln Gate. Epic
from 20th Century is doing terrific

business at the Paramount, despite

poor notices. Production at other

first runs which drew enough biz to

warrant being held over include

•Men Wijh Wings,' at Fox; 'The Sis-

ters,' at Warfield; 'If I Were King,' at

St. Francis; 'There GSoes My Heart,'
at United Artists, and 'That Certain
Age,' at Orpheum.

Estimates for This Week
For (F-WCi) (5,000; 35-55-75)—

'Men Wings' (Par) (2nd wk). Sec-
ond stanza will land around $10,000,
which is safe going. Last week
hefty $18,000.

Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 35-55)— Miss Manton' (RKO) and vaude.
Patrons like this screwball whodunit.
Biz definitely good at $16,000. Last
week, 'Kid' (RKO) and Benn' Mer-
off's band, n,s.g. $13,000.

Orpheum (F&M) (2,440; 35-55)—
'Certain Age' (U) (3d. wk). Third
and final stint looks like $7,000,
plenty good. Pressure of other book-
ings given as reason for not going

another week. Last week second,
sweet $8,500.

Paramonnt (F-WC) (2,740; 35-55-
75)—'Suez' (20th). Tyrone Power,
Loretta Young and Annabella bring-
ing plenty of cash to Paramoimt this
week. Take of .$20,000 is in socko
class. Last week (2nd), 'If King'
(Par) and 'Alwavs Trouble' (20th),
fair enough $8,500.

St, Francis (F-WC) (1,470: 35-55-
75)—'If King' (Par) and 'Always
Trouble' (20th). After two weeks at
Paramount, this combo . will get
around $5,000 here. Last week (5th).
'Boys Town' (M-G) and 'Vacation
Love' (M-G), strong $4,800.

United Artists (Cohen) (1.200; 35-
55-65)—'My Heart' (UA) (2nd wk)
Biz better than expected on this
Frederic March-Virginia Bruce en-
try. Will hold third week. Second
stanza good $7,000 after initial
week's take of $9,000.

Warfield (F-WC) (2,680; 35-55-75)—'Sisters' (WB) and 'Sharpshooters'
(20th) (2nd wk). Second week hold-
ing up very well at $10,000. Last
week, $15,500, very good.

HORROR GREAT

mm IN BALTO

Baltimore, Nov. 8.

Continued steady play all around
here, with Keith's ringing up the
surprise of the week and a socko
response to the dual reissue of
'Dracula' and 'Frankenstein.' Mellers
are setting up a torrid pace, closely
followed by 'The Great Waltz,' at
Loew's Century, and 'Service de
Luxe' coupled to vaude headed by
Bill Robinson at combo Hipp. Con-
sistant daytime trade helping every-
body.

Estimates for This Week
Century (LoeWs-UA) (3,000; 15-

25-35-40-55)-'Great Waltz' (M-G)
plus musical stage flash headed by
D'Artega. Maintaining pleasing pace
to $11,000. Last week, 'Citadel*
(M-G), rang bell with punchy
$13,300.

Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,205;
15-25-35-40-55-66)—'Service de Luxe'
(U) plus vaude headed by Bill Rob-
inson. Heading toward okay $11,500.
LaiSt week, 'Room Service' and
vaude, just fair $10,900.

Keith's (Schanberger) (2.460; 15-
25-35-40-55)—'Dracula* (U) and
Frankenstein' (U). Surprise of town
with resounding $12,500. Gag form
of advertising helping. Last week,
five days of 'King /Jcatraz* (Par),
so-so $3,200.
New (Mechanic) (1,558; 15-25-35-

55)—'Suez* (20th) (2nd wk). Moder-
ately fair at possible $3,800 after
rather dissapointing opener to $4,600.

Stanley (WB) (3,250; 15-25-35-40-
55)—'Brother Rat* (WB) (2d wk).
Holding in good style to nice $8,000
after big initial session of $14,600.

VAUDE HYPOES B'KLYN:

m' HEFTY $24,000

Brooklyn, Nov. 8.

Bonanza of excellent pictures on
major downtown screens, coupled
with abundance of live talent in one
form or another on various stages.
Biz is gratifying at Albee, showing
'Suez* and 'Mr. Doodle Kicks Off*;

Paramount, with 'If I Were King*
and 'Wanted By Police,* and Metro-
politan,, flashing 'Stablemates' and
'Last Express.'
Particularly significant Is attempt

on part of house managers in Bor-
ough Hall sector to inject some type
of flesh act in front of footlights.
In addition to. offering flock of vaude
acts and single i>ic, Strand manage-
ment is staging jitterbug contest on
stage, tying up with Brooklyn Eagle

No Grid No B.O. in PhiBy;M Good

17& but Heidt-lusketeers' N.G. 21G

Key City Grosses

Estimated Total Groia
This week $1,642,700

(Based on 25 cities, 1*72 thea-
tres, cMejly first runs. Including

N. y.)

Total Gross Same Week
Last Tear. $1,669,700

(Based on 25 cities, 175 theatres)

Temple-Ams, 19G, lifings -Vaude, 17G,

Pace Wash.; Horror Mops Up $15,000

Washington, Nov. 8.

Two vaude houses are leading

town again this week by comfortable
margin. *Men With Wings,' at Earle.
and 'Just Around the (^rner' at
Capitol, are battling evenly at night,
but combo of SHirley Temple and
Bowes Unit is upping latter's mat
biz to healthy edge.
Big interest of the week is suc-

cess of RKO-Keith's with all-horror
bill comprising revivals of 'Franken-
stein' and 'Dracula.'

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 25-35-40-66)—'Around Corner' (20th) and vaude.

Combo of Shirley Temple and Bowes'
unit getting family trade day and
night and sending house in lead with
satisfying $19,000. Last week 'Stable-
mates' (M-G) and Paul Haakon,
good $20,000.
Columbia (Loew) (1,243; 25-40)—

'Hot Handle' (M-G). (2d run)* Third

week downtown should see solid $4,-
800. Last week 'Sinners' (Par) (2d
run), oke $4,000.
Earle (WB) (2,216; 25-35-40-66)—

'Men Wings' (Par) and vaude. No-
name vaude leaves it all up to the
pic, which should hold up to okay
$17,000. Last week 'Rat* (WB) and
Herbie Kay's Orch, nice $21,500.
Keith's (RKO) (1,830; 35-55)—

'Frankenstein' (U) and 'Dracula' (U).
Two revivals mopping up with beau-
tiful $15,000. Last week 'Certam
Age' .(U)-(3d week), firm $6,500.
Met (WB) (1,600; 25-40)—'Touch-

down Army* (Par). Kind of stuff
house likes and should wind up with
oke $4,800. Last week 'Can't Take
It' (Col) (5th wk), four days, nice
$2,400.
Palace (Loew) (2,242; 85-55)—

'Suez' (20th) (2d wk). Holding to
good $9,500. Last week, same pic
bowed in with barely average
$15,000.

and awarding cash prizes to winners.
Fabian Fox has a magnet in Monday
night amateur shows. Albee is plug-
ging fashion re/ues in conjunction
with local department store. Many
of the nabes are bringing in acts

for one-night stands in order to buck
downtown competish.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (3,274; 25-35-50) — 'Suez'

(20th) and 'Mr. Doodle'. (RKO). Ex-
cellent notices and good attendance
will bring flrst-rate $19,000. Fashion
revue on stage also helping. Last
week. 'Dracula* (U) and 'Franken-
stein* (U) neat $14,500.

Fox (<089; 25-50) — 'Sisters* (WB)
and 'Big Top' (Mono). Neat $17,500.
Last week, 'Juvenile Court' (Col) and
'Down Arkansaw' (Rep), in okay
$16,000.

Met (3,618; 25-50) — 'Stablemates'
(M-G) and 'Last Express' (U),
Beery-Rooney team drawing fine

$19,000. Last week, 'Youth Fling'
(U) and 'Freshman Year' (U), poor
$12,000.

Paramount (4,126; 25-50) — 'If

King* (Par) and 'Wanted Police'
(Mono). Lively at b.o., and will gar-
ner swell $24,000 and holdover. Last
week, 'Can't Take It* (Col) (3d-flnal
Wk.), grand $18,000.

Strand (2,870; 25-50)—'Touchdown
Army* (Par) and vaude, plus weekly
jitterbug contest on stage. Bright
$12,000. Last week, 'Girls Probation'
(WB) and vaude, swell $13,000.

MS RULE HUB;

Boston, Nov. '8.

'Can't Take It* is taking impor
tant coin in its second W^ek; 'Men
With Wings* is medium in second

week, and 'Brother Rat,' dualled

with 'Five of Kind,' is best bet

among the newcomers.
Keith, Boston, tied in with radio

scare by booking 'Mars Attacks the

World.'

Estimates for This Week
Fenway (M&P) (1,332; 25-35-40-

55)—'Brother Rat' (WB) and 'Five
of Kind* (20th). Nifty $10,000 prom-
ised. Last week, 'If King' (Par)
and 'Moto' (20th), double, $8,000.
Keith Memorial (RKO) (2,907; 25-

35-40-55)—'Service deLuxe' (U) and
'Storm' (U). On weak side at $12,-
500. Last week, 'Certain Age' (U)
and 'Doodle' (RKO) (2d wk), $13,-
000, good.
Metropolitan (M&P) (4,367; 25-35-

40-55)—'Men Wings' (Par) and 'Road
Demon' (20th) (2d wk). Aiming at
fair $15,000. First week, very good
$22,000.
Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 25-35-40-

55)—'Can't Take It' (Col) and 'Va-
cation Love' (M-G) (2d wk). hold-
ing sturdy pace, around $15,000. Last
week, dandy $20,000.
Paramount (M&P) (1797; 25-35-

40-55)—'Brother Rat* (WB) and
'Five Kind' (20th). Headed towards
big $12,000. Last week, 'If King'
(Par) and 'Moto' (20th), good $10,-
000.

ScoIIay (M&P) (2,538; 25-35-40-
50)—'If King' (Par) and 'Moto'
(20th), Fourth continuous week in
town, okay $6,000. Last week,
'Straight, Place* (20th) and 'Garden
Moonl (WB), 2nd run, $6,000.

State (Loew) (3,600; 25-35-40-55)
—'Can't Take It' (Col) and 'Vaca-
tion Love' (M-G) (2d wk). Hold-
ing peppy pace, around $11,500.
First week hefty $15,000.

SCHAEFER AT AMPA
Gteorge J. Schaefer, new head

of RKO and chairman of the Great-
est Picture Year campaign, will be
guest of honor tomorrow (Thursday)
at the weekly AMPA luncheon to be
held at the Astor hotel. He is ex-
pected to outline the progress and
benefits of the drive in his talk,
Anna Neagle and Herbert Wilcox

also probably will attend the meet-
ing if they arrive from England in
time.

Philadelphia, Nov. 8. •

Despite a slightly better week-end
than has been experienced here re-
cently, Philly's in a bad way this
session, with only one house doinir
any appreciable biz. Week-end
grosser might have been appreciablv
higher except lor the fact that both
major football teams were playini?
out of town and the usual crowd
*^2i^J^..^'"*'"^° t^^"^ was missing.
What's accounting for the current

doldrums isn't readily apparent, for
the product Ihieup isn't weak, but
there is just a seeming apathy to-
ward theatres. Best is 'Brother Rat
®l**f™nS?f' '^J;!*^.'*

is going great gunk
at $17,000. Welcome relief for the
house, which has been suffering
lately. Couple disappointers are theAldme and vaudfllm Earle. At the
former, although it had no build-up.
Man to Remember' was greeted by
tpe.cm almost unanimously as the
best pic of the year. Doing only so-
so at about $11,000, however. Earle.
on the other hand, had visions oif
records belnff cracked with Horace
Heidt's crew on the - stage and
'Broadway Musketeers* flickering.
Very much in the mediocre class,
though, at $21,000.

^

Esttmates for This Week
Aldine (WB) (1.303; 42-57-68-75)—

'Man Remember' (RKO). Come in
almost unheralded, but is getting
plenty of belated pushing now as re-
sult of rave notices. Only wishy-
washy, however, at $11,000. Last
week, 'My Heart' (UA), second, poor
$6,700.
Boyd (WB) (2,350; 37-57-68-75)—

'Citadel' (M-G) (2d week). Got a
splendid hand from the crix and did
niftily in the initial sesh at $17,500.
Slipping badly, though, in the pres-
ent turn and is down to $10,500.
Earle (WB) (2.758; 25-37-42-57-68)

—'Broadway Musketeers' (WB) and
Horace Heidt orch on the boards.
Strictly so-so at $21,000. Last week.
'Five Kind' (20th) with Henry Busse
orch and Ella Logan, poor, at little
more than $18,500.
Fox (WB) (2,423; 37-57-68-75)—

'Brother Rat* (WB). Got a nice
build-up prior to release and is prov-
ing the strongest thing in town at
neat $17,000. Last week, 'Miss Man-
ton' (RKO), poor $10,200.
Karlton (WB) (1.066; 37-42-57-68)

--'Can't Take It' (Col) (2d week of
2d run). Holding up niftily with $5,-
000 after collecting $6,800 last week,
following a week and five days at
the Stanley.
Keith's (WB) (1,870; 37-42-57-68)—

'My Heart' (UA) (2d run). Below
par at $4,000. Last week 'Stable-
mates' (M-G), good $4,000 after play-
ing both Stanley and Stanton before
moving here.

Stanley (WB) (2,916; 37-57-68-75)
--'Men Wings' (Par). Another one
that's dashing high hopes and calling
for a crying towei at around $14,-
500. Last week 'Suez' (20th), nine
days, so-so $17,100.

Stant<m (WB) (1,457; 26-42-57)—
'Dark Rapture' (U). Preceded by a
heavy bally campaign, slightly on
the sexy side, and reacting fairly
well at ahnost $6,000. Last week
'Girls Probation* (WB), n.s.h. $4,500.

Manes' $7,500 Pace

Mont'l; Take It' H.O. OK
Montreal, Nov. 8.

*You Can't Take It with You,' last
week s topper, repeats for close sec-
ond to 'Room Service.' Latter will
lAely lead parade with good $7,500.
Duals at Princess and Orpheum are
off.

Estimates for This Week
His Majesty's (CT) (1,600; 57-85-

1.69-2.25, incl. tax)—San Carlo Opera
Co. SIX nights and two mats.
Palace (CT) (2,700; 25-45-55) —

'Can't Take It' (Col) (2d wk).
Smashing $10,000 first week; good
$7,000 currently.

Capitol (CT) (2,700; 25-45-55) —
'Room Service' (RKO) and 'Missing
Guest' (U), dupl. Shaping for very
nice $7,500 to top town. Last week,
repeat of 'Drums' (UA), good $6,000.
Loew's (CT) (2,800; 25-34-40) —

'Vacation Love* (M-G) and vauda
Will not exceed $5,000, poor. Last
week, 'Moto* (20th) and vaude with
Estelle Taylor, so-so $5,500.
Princess (CT) (2,300; 25-34-50) —

•Four's Crowd' (WB) and 'Torchy
Blane' (WB). Pacing for less than
$3,500, poor. Last week, 'Has Nancy*
(M-G) and 'Wives Suspicion' (U),
fair $4,500.
Orpheum (Ind) (1,100; 25-40-50)—

TTouth Fling' (U) and 'Lady in
Morgue' (U). Also more than $1 800,
pobr. Last week, 'Co-Ed' (20th) and
'Gangs New- York'. (20th), poor
$1,800. •

Cinema de Paris (600; 35-50) —
'Adrienne Lecouvreur.' Good $2,000.
Last week's repeat of 'La Princesse
Tarakhanove' better than expected
at $1,500.

St. Denis (2,300; 20-34)—'L'Alibi*
and 'Ca C'est du Sport.' Average
$4,600. Last we6k, 'Aloha, les
Chants des lies' and 'Les Deaux
Combinards,'. fair $4,200.
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'Suez'-Kemp Sock $46M lanton

With Autry $17,000,M 12G, Fair;

'Citadel' Building to Strong 17G

Chicago, Nov. 8.

With a heap of new flickers dress-

ing up the loop's screens currently,

the general tone of the registers

brightens consiHerably. Garrick goes

into a double feature policy with
Garden of the Moon* and 'Girls on
Probation,' and there is a likelihood

that two other B. & K. spots in the

downtown sector may join in this

swing over to twin bills. These are

the Apollo and the State-Lake, the

latter now operated on vaudfilm by
J. L. & S. but figured to switch to

B. & K. operation when J. L. & S.

takes over the now dark Oriental

on Nov. 18 with vaude and pictures

Topping pace on general strength

Is 'Suez,' which is boosting the big

Chicago into one of the finest nu-
merals house has witnessed in some
time.

' Getting rounded play and fig-

ures as a cinch for a fortnight's stay,

at least, despite the large capacity in

this spot. „ ^
•Brother Rat' opened to excellent

reports from all reviewers with the
general comment supporting the

critics' okay and the flicker is head-
ing for a good figure In the small
poosevelt.

Strictly for the class trade is 'Cita-

del' in the United Artists doubt-
ful of much of a gallop. B. & K.
is holding 'Stablemates' m readiness
to rush in if necessary.

Estimates for This Week
Apollo (B&K) (1,200; 35-55-65-75)

—'If King' (Par). In for repeat in

loop after fair enough stay in Chi-
cago previously. Looks for $4,500,

neat enough. Last week, 'Drums'
(UA) finished two-weeker to okay
$4,300.
Chicago (B&K) (4,000; 35-55-75)

—'Suez' (20th) and Hal Kemp or-

chestra 'on stage. Strong combina-
tion that is polishing oil to surging
$46,000, fat take. Last week, 'Sisters^

(WB) hit big $36,500 despite fiabby
press.
•Garrick (B&K) (900; 35-45-55)—

•Garden Moon' (WB) and 'Girls

Probation' (Col). Double feature
policy for this house starts off with
a good b.o. pair that will garner
$5,500, bright. Last week, 'Can't

Take It' (Col) managed good $4,300

for its third session in downtown
sector
Palace (RKO) (2,500; 35-55-66-75)

>.-'Miss Manton' (RKO) and vaude.
Gene Autry headlining and account-
ing for shekels, with picture gen-
erally rapped, around $17,000, fair-

ish. Last week, 'Certain Age' (U)
wound up great three-week breeze
here to excellent coin of $15,800.

Roosevelt (B&K) (1.500; 35-55-65-
75)—'Brother Raf '(WB). Got away
to good start on generally strong re-

ports, but slowing down to fairish

$12,000. Last week, 'Hot Handle'
(M-G) . concluded a two-weeker
with $8,900, passable.

State-Lake (Jones) (2,700; 25-35-

45-55)_'Smashing Rackets' (Col)
and vaude. Great title for picture
here and upping the take to $13,000,

heavy profit. Last week, 'Speed to

Burn' (20th) held to okay $11,100.

United Artists (B&K-UA) (1,700;

35-55-65-75) — 'Citadel' (M-G).
Opened slow, but zoomed over
weekend; heading for surprisingly
strong $17,000. Last week, 'Boys
Town* (M-G) finished rousing four-
week gambol with a hearty $8,800.

ELECTION NICKS INDPLS.;

mS' STRONG $10,000

Indianapolis, Nov. 8
Political meetings, parades And

(clambakes hurt night business at
most of the first-run houses as the
campaign reached its final stages.

'Men With Wings,' at the Indiana,
Is staving off the handicaps better
than the other theatres to Set the
gace with a strong gross. Count
erni Vici's unit on the stage and

•Hard to Get' are keeping the vaud-
film Lyric in the running with an
okay take, while 'Great Waltz' is
faring only moderately well at
Loew's. Circle lags behind with a
dual of 'Service DeLuxe' and 'King
of Alcatraz.'

Estimates for This Week
Apollo (Katz-Dolle) (1,100; 25-30

40)—'Suez' (20th). Nothing extra in
its move-over session from the In-
diana; $3,000 barely in black. Last
week, 'Sisters' (WB) and 'Annabel"
(RKO), $2,100, poor.
Circle (Katz-Dolle) (2,800; 25-30

40)—'Service DeLuxe' (U) and 'King
Alcatraz' (Par). Cast of former pic
stressed heavily in ads, but take is
only fair at $4,800. Last week, 'Miss
Manton' (RKO) and 'Five Kind'
(20th), mild $5,000.
Indiana (Katz-Dolle) (3,100; 25-30

40)—'Men Wings' (Par). Off to
strong start towards big $10,000
Last week, 'Suez' (20th), $8,000, nice.
Loew's (Loew's) (2,400; 25-30-40)

r-'Great Waltz' (M-G) and 'Flight
Fame' (Col). Former pic given 24

sheet campaign and national assist
ads, and take is satisfactory but not
exceptional at $6,000. Last week,
'Citadel' (M-G) and 'Girls School'
(Col), good $7,500.
Lyric (Olson) (1,900; 25-30-40)r-

Hard Get' (WB) and Count Berni
Vici's revue on stage. Latter given
edge in billing over the film. Good
$9,500. Last week, 'Brother Rat'
(WB) and vaude, $9,500.

WEBB-DAIW
SWING BUFF.

FOR $17,000

Buffalo, Nov. 8.

Chick Webb's band will top all cur-

rent cards at downtown box offices

:;his week and turn in best gross of

several weeks.
'Youth Takes Fling,' dual, at the

Lafayette is fair.

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Shea) (3,500; 30-35-55)-^

'Listen Darling' (M-G) and Chick
Webb's orch. Indications point, to

swell $17,000. Last week, 'Citadel'

(M-G), jumped into upper brackets
and beat expectations, bettering fine

$14,000.
Century (Shea) (3,000; 25-35)—'Il-

legal Traffic' (Par) and 'Sons Legion'

(Par). Fair $6,000. Last week, 'Mt.

Doodle' (RKO) and 'Man Remember'
(RKO), Okay $6,200.

Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 30-50)—
'Men Wings' (Par) (2d wk). Hold-
over looks headed for about fair $7,-

000. Last week,' fine $10;700.

Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 25-40)—'Miss
Manton' (RKO) and 'Meet Girls'

(20th). Business bracing slightly here
for probably around $6,500. Last
week 'Five Kind' (20th) and 'Vaca-
tion Love' (M-G), so-so $6,000.

Lafayette (Ind.) (3,300; 25-35)—
Youth Fling* (U) and 'Missing Guest'

(U). This card looks for better than
$8,000, fair. Last week, 'Certain Age'
(U) (2d week), very nice holdover
takings, over $9,000.

EXTRA! SNOW IN OMAHA;

'DARLING' SWEET $9,200

Omaha, Nov. 8.
_

Grosses here eased off a bit this

week, with 'barely satisfactory' ex-

plaining the general theatrical situa-

tion in two words. Pre-election

political meetings kept many patrons
away from the wickets.
Manager Bill Miskell pepped up

Orpheum biz with a Creighton U.
football rally on the stage, plus spe-

cialty numbers by students and the

school band.
Cold, snowy weather drove patrons

off the streets and into the theatres

the first part of the week.

Estimates for This Week
Avenue - Dundee - Military (CxOld-

berg) (950-650-810; 10-25)—'Week-
end' (GB), first-run, and 'Spawn'
(Par), split with 'Going Rich' (20th),

first-run; "Though Guy' (U) and 'Al-

ways Goodbye' (20th), triple. Looks
like $2,200, good. Last week, 'Alex-

ander' (20th) and 'Over Wall' (FN)
split with 'Wild Night' (20th), first-

run; 'Am Law' (Col) and 'Penrod'

(FN), tripler, $2,400, excellent.

Brandels (Singer-RKO) (1,250; 10-

25-35-40)—'Miss Manton' (RKO) ind
'Disney Revue* (RKO). Hoping for

$5,500, nice. Last week, 'Garden
Moon' (FN) and 'Actress' (FN),

$6,400, swell.
Omaha (Blank) (2,000; -10-25-40)—

'Arkansas Traveler' (Par) and
'Freshman Year' (U). Satisfactory

$7,100. Last week, second of 'Stable-

mates' (M-G) and 'Mr. Chump'
(WB), poor $5,700, after first week of

$10,500, excellent.
Orpheum (Blank) (3,000; 10-25-40>

—'Listen Darling' (M-G) and 'Sons

Legion' (Par). Aiming at $9,200, very
good. Last week, 'Suez' (20th) and
'Keep Smiling' (20th), socko $12,000.

Paramount (Blank) (3,000; 10-15-

25)—'Mars Attacks' (U) and 'Mag-
nificent Obsession' (U-reissue).

Should hit $5,500, good. Last week,
'Dracula' (U-reissue) and (Franken-
stein' (U-reissue), $6,000, good.

Town (Goldberg) (1,250; 10-20-25)

—'Prairie Moon' (Rep), 'Maids Out'

(RKO), first-runs, and 'Always
Goodbye' (20th), tripler, split with
'Alexander' (20th) and 'Spawn'
(Par). Should get $1,800, excellent.

Last week, 'American Gangbusters'
(SR), 'Moto' (20th) and 'Desperate
Adventure' (Rep), first-run tripler,

split with 'Colorado Trail' (Col),

first-run 'Carefree' (RKO) and 'Over
Wall' (FN), $1,700, good.

First Runs on Broadway
(Subject to Change)

Week of Nov. 10)

Astor — 'Marie Antoinette'
(MG) (closes 19th) (13th wk).
Capitol— 'The Citadel' (MG)

(2d wk).
Criterion — 'Vacation from

Love* (MG) (9).
(Reviewed in Variety, Oct. 5)

Globe—'Mr. Wong, Detective'

(Mono) (12).

Mnsio Hall— Young in Heart'

(UA) (2d wk).
Paramount—'Men with Wings'

(Par) (3d wk).
Rialto — 'Mars Attacks the

World' (U) (7).
(Reviewed in Current Issue)

RivoH—'A Man to Remem-
ber' (RKO) (2d wk).
Roxy — 'That Certain Age'

(U) (2d wk).
Strand—'Brother Rat' (WB)

2d wk).
Week of Nov. IV

Capitol—'The Shining Hour*
(MG).
Music Hall — '60 Glorious

Years' (RKO).
Paramount—'Arkansas Trav-

eler' (Par) (16).
{Reviewed in Variety, Oct. 5)

Rivoli—'Little Tough Guys in

Society' (U) (18).

Roxy — 'Submarine Patrol*

(20th).
(Reviewed in Variety, Nov. 2)

Strand—'Brother Rat' (WB)
(3d wk).

B way Up, Election Hypoes, 'Heart'

$87,000, Holds; Deanna 57G, 'Citadel'

Nice 45(], 'Rat'-Donahue-Herbert 42G

Grid, Nags Hit

L'ville Biz; 'Rat'

Nibbling Big 6G

Louisville, Nov, 8.

Plenty of weekend football, both

daytime and nocturnal, college and

high school, and perfect weather for

race fans Saturday (5), all combining

to spell spotty takes at downtown
houses. What spending is done by
football and race visitors is going to

night spots and hotels, with film

houses getting a brushoff

.

Product is well up to par and snar-
ing some biz in spite of outdoor op-
posish. 'Brother Rat' is gnawing a

good slice at the Mary Anderson and
will probably hold. 'Great Waltz, at

Loew's State, had a good buildup
with a waltz contest promoted in co-
operation with the Courier-Journal
at the Madrid Ballroom. 'Men With
Wings' atJRialto packing plenty of ac-

tion on the screen and likewise at the
wicket.

Estimates for This Week
Brown's (Loew's-Fourth Ave.) (1,-

000; 15-30-40)—'Suez' (20th) and
March of Time. Making fair showing
after moveover from Rialto, about
$1,900. Last week, 'Stablemates' (M-
G) and 'Vacation Love' (M-G), fair"

ish $2,000 in second run.

Kentucky (Switow) (900; 15-25)—
'Alexander' (20th). Looks like $1,900,

snappy. Last week, 'Am Law' (Col)
and 'Always Woman' (Col), split with
'Bengal Lancer' (Par) and" 'Sailor'

(Par), okay $1,700.

Loew's State (Loew's) (3,100; 15-
30-40)—'Great Waltz' (M-G) and
•Juvenile Court' (Col). Received sev-
eral weeks' buildup via waltz contest
with CD-op of Courier-Journal and
Madrid Ballroom. Femmes and mu-
sic patrons like the pic, but hardly
enougti of 'em to agitate the b.o.

Probably $7,000. Last week, 'Citadel'

(M-G) and 'Girls' School' (Col), fine

$8,500.

Mary Anderson (LibsOn) (1,000; 15-
30-40)—'Brother Rat" (WB). Copping
good play from juves and plenty of
uniforms around lobby and up and
down the main stem, worn by cadets
from Kentucky Military Institute in
town to catch the pic, lending atmos-
phere. Should get sizable $6,000 and
slick aroUnd to nibble for h.o. Last
week, 'Birth of Baby' (Indie), okay,
$4,500.

Ohio (Settos) (900; 15)—'Town
Girl' (20th) and 'Special Aijent'

(WB). split with 'Tovarich' (WB)
and 'Missing Witnesses' (WB). Pac-
ing for bright $1,500. Last week,
'Paradise Isle' (Mono) and 'Hell Div-
ers' (M-G), split with 'Missing Girls'

(Mono) and 'First Lady' (WB), fair

$1,300.

Rialto (Fourth Ave.) (3,000; 15-30-
40)—'Men Wings' (Par) and 'Kintr

Alcatraz' (Par). Should push through
for big $10,000. Last week, 'Suez'
(20th) and March of Time, $9,000,
fine.

Strand (Fourth Ave.) (1.400; 15-30-
40)—'Service de Luxe' (U) and 'Al-

ways Trouble' (20th). Not much
looked for from this pair. Figures to

pick up fair $2,900. Last week, 'Five
Kind' (20th) and 'Mr. Doodle' (RKO),
strong matinees, light nights, round-
ed out okay $4,000.

In spite of elections, business has
held up well on Broadway. With
good starts for most houses and Eleq-

tion Day hypo yesterday (Tues.), the

week will add up stronger than aver-

age, Friday, (11) Armistice Day,
will also help hew pictures coming
in, as well as those that are holding,

latter including 'Young in Heart,'

'Citadel,' 'That Certain Age,' 'Broth-
er Rat' and 'Men With Wings,' all of
which are potent at the b.o.
'Young in Heart' did not open as

an outstanding smash, but got good
notices and is building to a possible
$87,000 on its first week at the Music
Hall. It begins a second tomorrow
(Thurs.). Opening with it and off
strongly is 'Citadel,' which might
come close to $45,000 at the Capitol,
while at the Strand 'Brother Rat'
and, in person,. Al Donahue, Hugh
Herbert and others, will go to around
$42,000, excellent. This show starts
on a holdover Friday (11), while
'Certain Age,' Roxy incumbent, also
inaugurates a second session that
day. The Deanna Durbin starrer
should hit $57,000 or better, good.
'Men With Wings,' and, on stage,

Mark Warnow, Raymond Scott Quin-
tet and others, finished a second good
week at th6 Par last night (Tues. ) to
$35,000, after nabbing $47;000 the ini-
tial stanza and starts a third week
today (Wed.). 'Arkansas Traveler'
and the Larry Clinton band is due
Wednesday (16).
Big business is also being shown

by the State with 'Can't Take It With
You' on screen (2d run) and Milton
Berle in person. Getting the second
best opening day in the history of
the house, house ought to hit around
$37,000. Record for the house is held
by Rudy Vallee, $44,500. Berle will
be held over, rest of the show be-
ing changed tomorrow (Thurs.).
Criterion is enjoying better busi-

ness than it has of late with 'Girl's
School' likely to get $9,500 or better
on the week. This means nice profit.

'Gangster's BOy' is doing very
well for the Globe, where looking
around $9,000. Booked in hurried-
ly on top of the recent scare on the
air, 'Mars Attacks the World' opened
at the Rialto Monday (7) and start-
ed off well. It may get $8,500 or
over on the week.

Poorest business in town Is being
shown by 'Man to Remember' at the
luckless Rivoli. It won't get $10,000,
weak.
Opening d%te has not as yet been

set for 'Pygmklion' at the Astor, but
it will probably be around Nov. 22.
'Antoinette' closes a 14-week run
Saturday night (19).

Estimates for This Week
Astor (1,012; 55-$,T.10-$1.65-$2.20)—

'Antoinette' (M-G) (13th week). L^st
week (12th) $5,300, quite low, but
will remain here for another week,
closing Nov. 19. 'Pygmalion' (M-G)
follows on a twice-daily run, prob-
ably opening around Nov. 22.

Capitol (4,520; 25-35-55-85-$1.25)—
'Citadel' (M-G). Strong business-,
getter and may hit close to $45,000
on the initial week, holding ovet.
Last week, second for 'Stablemates'
(M-G), around $15,000.

Criterion (1,662; 25-40-55)—'Girl's
School' (Col), This one is doing
much better than the average here,
and will be $9,500 or better, good.
Last week 'Touchdown Army' (Par),
$6,500, mildish.

Globe (1,274; 25-40-55)—'Gang-
ster's Boy' (Mono); Attracting very
good trade, probably $9,000. Last
week 'Five of Kind' (20th) disap-
pointed, though showing profit,

$5,700.

Palace (1,700; 25-35-55)—'Room
Service' (RKO) (2d run) and 'Al-
ways in Trouble' (20th) (1st run),
dualed. This pair will get about
$9,000. 'Straight, Place and Show'
(20th) and 'Secrets of Actress' (WB),
both 2d run, remained only six days,
$5,400, poor.

Paramount (3,684; 25-35-55-85-99)—'M3n With Wings' (Par) and on
stage Mark Warnow orchestra, Ray-
mond Scott Quintet, Maxine Sullivan
and Ann Miller (3d week). Starts on
final lap today (Wed.) after hitting
$35,000 on second we6k ending last
night (Tues.), okay, and $47,000 the
first weelc, very good.

Radio City Music Hall (5,980; 40-
00-84-99-$1.65) — 'Young in Heart'
(UA) and stage show (1st \ k). Didn't
ooen big, but is building to take of
$87,000 or better, good, and holds
over. In ahead, 'Dr. Kildare' (M-G),
first picture ever bought from Metro
for the house, $71,000, disappointing,
but profit.

Rialto (750; 25-40-55)—'Mars At-
tacks World' (U). Rushed in Mon-
day (7) and getting a good play; pos-
sibly $8,500 or better on the week.
It's rehash of 'Flash Gordon' serial.

Predecessor picture, 'Man With 100
Faces' (GB), $6,500, fair.

RlvoH (2,092; 25-40-55-85)—'Man of

Tomorrow' (RKQ). Another for this
house that fails to get anywhere,
looking this side of $10,000. Last
week 'Storm' (U) also dipped to un-
der $10,000.

Roxy <5,836; 25-40-55-75)—'Certain
Age' (20th) and stag6 show. Deanna
Durbin's latest is strong- at the b.o.

and will strike $57,000 or more on its

first week, holding. Last week, third
for 'Suez' (20th), $38,500.

Strand
.
(2,767; 25-55-75)—'Brother

Rat' (WB), and, in person, Al Dona-
hue band, Hugh Herbert and others.
Second best gross since stage show
policy was installed here will be
shown at around $42,000, very good.
Last week third, final stanza for 'Sis-

ters' and Horace Heidt, near $30,000,
excellent.

State (3,450; 35-55-75)—'Can't Tak«
it' (Col) (2d run) and Milton Berle.
Powerful business is the answer to^

this combination, possibly $37,Q00.
Berle will be held over a second
week, but rest of show and picture
will be changed. Last week 'Too Hot'
(M-G) and Rudy Vallee built to «
strong $32,000, finishing potently.
Vallee holds record here of $44,500,
grossed on a holiday week.

mOARE PLUS

FREDDIE OK

17G, PROV.

Providence, Nov. 8.

Freddie Bartholomew's p,a. at

Loew's State, and 'You Can't Take
It' at Strand, are riding the crest

'Mars Attacks World,' recalled from
mothballs, following radio scare^

flopped at RKO Albee and was
yanked Monday (7).

Deanna Durbin's appeal helping

Majestic with 'That Certain Age.'

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 25-35-50)—

'Service DeLuxe' (U) and 'Dark
Rapture' (U). Opened Tuesday (8).
'Youth Takes Fling' (U) and 'Mara
Attacks World' (U) dropped after
four-day run to poor $3,000.. Last
week, 'Miss Manton' (RKO) and
'Swing Cheer' (U), neat $8,000.

Carlton (Fay-Lo'ew) (1,400; 25-35-
50)—'Citadel' (M-G) and 'Leather-
necks' (Rep) (2d run). Holding for.
nice $4,500. Last week,- 'Foiu-'s
Crowd' (WB) and 'Girls Probation'
(WB) (2d run), oke $5,000.

Fay's (2,000; 25-35-40) — Time
Murder' (20th) and vaude. Stiff op-
posish hurting, but good enough for
fair $6,800. Last week, 'Wives Suspi-
cion' (U) and vaude, strong $7,500.

State (Loew) (3,200; 25-35-50)—
'Dr. Kildare' (M-G) and 'Plight
Fame' (Col), plus Freddie Barthol-
omew on stage. Pacing for big
$17,000. Last week, 'Citadel' (M-G)
and 'Leathernecks' (Rep), swell
$15,000.

Majestic (Fay) (2,300; 25-35-50)—
'Certain Age' (U) and 'Mr. Wong*
(Mono). Heading for very good
$8,000. Last week, 'Suez' (20th) and
'Meet Girls' (20th), fine $7,500.

Playhouse (Indie) (1,400; 20-35)—
'Captive in Germany' (Mai) dnd
vaude. Opening Thursday (10). Last
week, 'Convicted' (Col) and vaude,
so-so $3,800.

Strand (Indie) '(2,200; 25-35-40)—
'Can't Take It' (Col). Giving house
strongest take in months with swell
$10,000. House, dark since hurricane,
opened Friday (4).

TROF. BEWARE' IN

PLAGiARisitt surr

Harold Lloyd and the Harold Lloyd
Picture Corp. were sued Monday (7)
in N.Y. supreme court for alleged
plagiarism by William Jordan Rapp
and Lowell Brentano, authors, who
claim the defendants thefted part of
their book, 'Greek to You,' in Lloyd's
'Professor Beware' (Par). Suit is

for $75,500 damages.

Plaintiffs aver that in November,
1934, they gave the defendants a 60-

day option on the book for which
they received $1,500. They were to
get an additional $8,500 plus 1—4%
royalties on the picture's gross on
$1,000,000 to $4,000,000. Lloyd failed

to take up the option, it is claimed,
but lifted parts of the book.
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Heat Wrecks Cleve.; 'Citadel' OK HG.

RKO Vaude Back After 3 Red Wks.

Cleveland; Nov. 8.

Old Sol, whose warm rays are set-

ting some, record high temperatures

for November, is Film Row's worst

enemy here. It always has been a

country club-picnic town, so ex-

tremely moderate weather is mak-

ing localities more outdoor-minded

than theatre-conscious.

Only thing saving the day is abun^

dance of punchy product and socko

exploitation campaigns. Best ex-

ample of both is 'Citadel,' which

corraled most of the weekend trade

as result of excellent promotion of

book by department stores. It's

steaming along for smart $14,000 at
State, assuring a h.o. iii Loew's
downtown sister house.
BKO's deluxer Palace has been

taking such a beating on straight
Alms that Nat .Holt is going into
new vaude-presentation policy Fri-
day (11), with Gene Autry as initial

name. Warners holding 'Suez' an
extra four days, a lucrative 11-day
run, to shift Hipp into Wednesday
openings until Thanksgiving is over.
Change rather confusing for natives,
as it practically gives 'Brother Rat'
a mid-week start. 'Five of a Kind'
got off so miserably that Allen may
yank the Dionnes after four days.

Estimates for This Week
Allen (RKO) (d,500; 30-35-42-55)

—•Five Kind' (20th). Shellacked by
cricks; weak $3,500 if it lasts. Last
week, 'Sisters' (WB), also skidooed
for $4,000, despite good week at
Hipp;
Hipp (Warners) (3,700; 30-35-42-

55)—'Suez) (20th). Biz difficult to
estimate, due to revamped pre-holl-
day sked, but four-day h.o. is good
for $4,200. Aided by favorable re-
views and strong publicity, 11 days
are sending take to powerful $17,700.
'Brother Rat' (WB) opens tomor-
row (Wed.).
Palace (RKO) (3,200; 30-35-42-55)

—'Hard Get' (WB). Lightweight
earning bantamweight $9,000. With
vaude coming back next week and
a hike in prices, house expects to
wipe out the red figures of last three
frames. Last week, 'Am Law' (Col),
got $7,500, so low it convinced Nat
Holt that fle$h is needed.

State (Loew's) (3,450; 30-35-42-55.)

—'Citadel* (M-G). One of season's
sure-fire bets. Excellent $14,000.
Last week, 'Men Wings* (Par),
$13,000, good.

Stillman (Loew's) (1,972; 30-35-42-
85)—'Men Wings' (Par). Second lap
going for $5,000, average. Last week,
•If King' (Par), $4,500. off.

Rooney-Beery Lead

Lincoln with $4,000
Lincoln, Nov. 8.

It's 'Stablemates' by three lengths
over the rest of the. town. Burg's
thinking about running Mickey
Rooney for governor on a write-in,
he having sold himself high and
handsome a week ago at the
Nebraska-Indiana football game by
making a personal appearance on the

' field as a halftime cheerleader, a
bigger bally than has ever been con-
ceived around these parts.
Rest of the row is so-so. Varsity

trying to sensationalize the mod-
erate 'I Am the Law'; the Lincoln
dualling 'Arkansas Traveler' and
finding It fairly good, and the
Orpheum splitting 'Vacash from Love'
and 'Sons Legion,' also average.
'Garden of the Moon' went for a
second week to the Kiva, bolstered
by a re-run of 'Hoosier Schoolboy'
with some Rooney takers.

Estimates for This Week
Colonial (NTI-Noble-Monroe ) (750;

10-15)—'Married Spy' (GN) and
'Durango Raiders* (Rep) split with
•Juvenile Court* (Col) and 'Colorado
Trail' (Col). So-so $900. Last week,
'King Sierras' (GN) and 'Highway
Patrol' (Col), four-day run, $500,
average.
Kiva (NTI-Noble) (440; 10-25-35)

—'Garden Moon' (WB) and 'School-
boy' (Mono). Second week for
'Garden' from Varsity; Rooney pic
helping to fairish $900; Last week,
•My Heart* (UA), $1,000, good.

Liberty (LTC-Cooper) (1,200; 10-
15)— 'Raw Timber' (Cres) and
•Blonde Cheat' (RKO). split with
•Numbered Woman' (Mono) and
•Mysterious Rider' (Par). Fairish
$800, Last week. 'Meet Girls' (20th)
and 'Moto' (20th), split with 'Happy
Landing' (20th) and 'Old Mexico'
(Par), good $1,000.
Orpheum (LTC-Cooper) (1.350; 10-

15-20-25) — 'Smashing Rackets'
(RKO), split with 'Vacation Love'
(M-G). All right. $1,000. Last week,
•My Bill' (WB), 'Beloved Brat' (WB),
•Men Are Such Fools' (WB), singly,
poor $700.
Lincoln (LTC-Coooer) (1,600: 10-

25-35)— 'Arkansas Traveler' (Par)
and 'Touchdown, Army' (Par). Good
$3,200. Last week, 'Suez' (20th),
drew conventioning schoolma'ams
for big $4,400.

^ Stuart (LTC-Cooper) (1.900: 10-
25-40)—'Stablemates' (M-G). Head-

ing for $4,000, sweet. Last week,
'Sinners' (Par), $3,500, nice.
Varsity (NTI-Noble) (1,100; 10-25-

35)—'Am Law' (Col). Will do well
to get $1,500, slim. Last week, 'Gar-
den Moon' (WB), came off with
$2,000, but was dualled and moved
over to the Kiva for an extra week.
House slipped from the top price of
4ec. to 35c. Puts it in competish with
the Cooper Lincoln, instead of the
de luxe Stuart.

Temp., ElecHon

Grid Batter Pitt;

'Suez Great 15G

Pittsburgh, Nov. 8.

Warm weather and football hys-

teria still battering the daylights

out of grosses and climax of hottest

vote scramble in years, also coming
this week, isn't helping any either.

In fact, town's having its worst fall

in several seasons and doesn't look

like there'll be any sort of break
until the mercury quits those mid-
summer recordings.

Only attraction getting by is 'Suez'

at Alvin, over-riding critics* veto
and slapping down heavy take to
insure second week and possibly
third. Otherwise, it's the doldrums.
'Men with Wings' getting nowhere
near biz for a flicker of epic pro-
portions at Penn, and the Warner
will likely hit a new low with 'Mr.
Doodle Kicks Off' and 'Broadway
Musketeers.' Fulton likewise hitting
rock bottom with 'Campus Confes-
sions,' while George Olsen on stage
and 'Listen Darling' are just getting
by at Stanley.

Estimates, for This Week
Alvin (Harris) (3,300; "25-35-50)—

'Suez' (20th). Tyrone Power's the-
answer. Femmes still ga-ga over
him and giving Alvin its biggest
mats in several weeks. Picture drew
a lively panning from the cricks, but
Power's riding for pretty close to
$15,000. That's great here and as-
sures 'Suez' a second week. Last
week, 'Certain Age' (U), in second
stanza, got around fair $7,000 on
heels of $12,000 grand opener.
Fulton (Shea-Hyde) (1,750; 25-40)
—Campus Confessions' (Par) and
'Sons Legion* (Par). Weak twinner
will get nowhere and rock-bottom;
$2,500, if that, in sight. Last week,
'Smashing Rackets* (RKO) and 'Men
Fools' (WB), not . too bad at $3,800.
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 25-35-

50)—'Men Wings' (Par). Big ad-
vertising splash in newspapers and
magazines no help and air epic just
managing to do average biz. Not
much more than $11,500 in prospect.
Last week, 'Sinners' (Par), $1(L500,

" sfinley (WB) (3,600; 25-40-60) —
'Listen Darling' (M-G) and George
Olsen's band. Picture figured to be
natural coming just week after
Bartholomew's personal. Olsen on
stage helping some^ but not doing as
much as in past, possibly because
Ethel Shutta for the first time isn't

with him. Around $17,000 looked for.

Last week, Bartholomew in person
and 'Hard to Get' (WB), sluggish
$16,500.
Warner (WB) (2,000; 25-40) —

'Broadway Musketeers' (WB) and
'Mr. Doodle' (RKO). Looks like a
new low for this spot at not much
more, than $2,000 in six days. Will
be yanked tomorrow (9) day ahead
of schedule in favor of 'Girls Pro-
bation' (WB) and 'Vacation Love'
(M-G). Last week, 'Annabel* (RKO)
and 'King Alcatraz' (Par), all right

at $4,400,

'SUEZ' $8,500, 'RAT'

$7,000. BIG IN SEATTLE

Seattle, Nov. 8.

Into sixth week, with no indi-

cations of a letdown, 'Can't Take It

with You' is getting the first heavy
blasts of advertising. Newspaper
barrage is coaxing 'em out in droves
by shouting it's the final week. Such
a big display campaign in the sixth

week of a pix is unusual.
Estimates for This 'Week

Blue Mouse (Hamrick-Evergreen)
(050; 32-37-42)—'Certain Age' (U)
and 'Campus Confessions' (Par).

Moveover after two weeks at Para-
mount indicates good $2,600 here.

Last week, 'Boy's Town* (M-G), (5th

week), nine days, $3,000, good.
Coliseum (Hamrick - Evergreen)

(1.900: 21-32)—'Lucky Star' (20th)

and 'Speed Burn' (20th). Fair $2,800.

'Alexander's (20th) and 'Bulldog

Drummond'' (Par), 10 days, big
$4,300.

Colonial (Sterling) (800; 10-21)—
'Colorado Trail' (Col) and 'Con-
victed' (U), split with 'Wives
Suspicion' (U) and 'FPI' (Rep). Ex-
pect only $1,900, mild. Last week,
'Dracula' (U) and 'Frankenstein'
(U), $2,800, big.-

Filth Avenue (Hamrick - Ever-
green) (2,349; 32-37-42) — 'Great
Waltz^ (M-G) and 'Vacation Love'
(M-G). Nice campaign; anticipates
$6,800, okay. Last week, 'Men Wings'
(Par), $6,800, good.

Liberty (J-vH) (1,800; 21-32-42)—
'Can't Take It' (Cbl) (6th week).
Holding up -great; big $6,000. Last
week, fifth, same film, $7,000,
wonderful.

Music Box (Hamrick-Evergreen)
(850; 32-37-42)—'Men Wings' (Par).
Moved over fromi Fifth; indicates fair
$2,500. Last week, 'Arkansas Traveler'
(Par)j second, $2,100, okay.
Orpheum (Hamrick - Evergreen)

(2,600; 32-37-42)—'Brother Raf (FN)
and 'Personal Secretary' (U). See
big $7,000. Last week, 'Miss Manton'
(RKO) and 'Broadway Musketeers'
(FN), good $5,200.

Palomar (Sterling)" (1,350; 16-37-
42)—'Always Trouble* (20t"h) and
'Desperate Adventure^ (Rep), plus
vaude. Looking for good $4,000. Last
week, 'City Streets' (Col) and 'Big
Top* (Mono), plus Pinky Tomlin in
person, big $4,600.

Paramount (Hamrick-Evergreen)
(3,039; 32-37-42) — 'Suez' (20th).
Headed for great $8,500. Last week,
'Certain Age' (U) and 'Campus Con-
fessions' (Par), second week, $5,200,
good.

Roosevelt (SterUng) (800; 21-32)—
•Am Law' (Col) and 'Boy Meets Girl'

(WB). ' Anticipate good $2,300. Last
week, 'Tough Guy' (U) and 'Gladia-
tor' (Col), $1,900, slew.

Det. Biz Spotty;

Take It'-Vaude

Smash $35»<

Detroit, Nov. 8.

Biz continues spotty, with most
activity centered at the Fox, playing
•You Can't Take It With You' with
vaude. 'Suez,' moved to Adams
after nice sesh at Fox, giving that
house its best take in some tiine;

ditto for 'Men With Wings,^ now at
Palms-State following neat stanza at

Michigan previous week.
Estimates for This Week

. Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 30-40)—
•Suez' (20th) (2d run) and 'Meet the
Girls* (20th). Moved here after big
sesh at Fox, 'Suez' figures for neat
$8,300, best house had had in some
time. Last week, 'Carefree* (RKO)
(2d run) plus 'Mr. Doodle* (RKO),
former moved here from Fox, okay
$4,300.
Fox (Indie) (5,000; 30-40-65)—

'Can't Take It' (Col) plus stage show.
Matinees light but evenings hefty
for smash $35,000. strictly on film's

strength. Last week nice $28,000 for
'Suez' (20th) and vaude.
Michigan .(United Detroit) .(4.000;

30-40-65)—'Stablemates' (M-G) and
•Carey's Chickens' (RKO). Due for
around $10,000, fair. Last week,
'Men Wings' (Par) plus 'Garden
Moon* (FN), neat $14,000.
Palms - State (United Detroit)

(3,000; 30-40-50)—'Men Wings' (Par)
(2d run) plus 'You Born' (WB).
Aviation flicker moved here after

nice sesh at Michigan; figures for
good $5,500. Last week, 'Giants'
(WB) plus. 'Kid' (Rep), $4,800. fair.

United Artists (United Detroit)
(3.000; 30-40-50) — 'Great Waltz'
(M-G), Under expectations at $7,500.

Last week, 'Citadel' (M-G), $7,300,
so-so.

Snow Crimps Denver.

But 'Suez' OK $10,500

Denver, Nov, 8,

Severe cold snap and snow, first of
this year, put crimp in grosses, but
they snapped back Sunday (6) with
milder weather

Estimates tdr This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 25-40)—'Ser-

vice de Luxe' (U). Strong $4,000,

Last Week, 'Can't Take It' (Col), big
$4,500 and moved to the Broadway,
Broadway (Fox) (1,100; 25-40)—

'Can't Take It' (Col), after a week at
each the Denver and Aladdin. Nice
$3,000, Last week, 'Hot Handle' (M-
G) and 'Blockheads' (M-G), nice
$3,000,
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 25-35-

40)—'Thanks Memory' (Par). So-so
$5,300 in six days. Last week. 'King
Alcatraz' (Par) and Ben Blue stage
show, so-so $7,000,
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 25-35-50)—

'Suez' (20th). Big $10,500, Last week,
'Straight, Place' (20th), helped along
by the Gypsy Rose Lee unit, big
$13,000.
Orpheum (RKO) (2.600; 25-35-40)—

'Stablemates' (M-G) and 'Mr. Doodle'
(RKO) (10 days). Okay $8,900. Last
week, 'Room Service' (RKO) and

Mpk Reachii^ for Crying Towels;

Ritzes-Casa Loma Qrch Good 16G

'Man Remember* (RKO), four days
(finishing a full week), and 'Stable-
mates' (M-G) and 'Mr. Doodle'
(RKO), three days, good $8,200, with
latter dual doing most of the busi-
ness
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 25-40)—

'Am Law' (Col) and 'Freshman Year'
(U). Good $4,000. Last week, 'Four's
Crowd' (WB) and 'Girls Probation'
(FN), good $4,000.
Rialto (Fox) (878; 25-40)—'Straight,

Place' (20th), after a week at the
Denver; and 'Flight Fame* (Col).
Nice $2,000. Last week, 'Drums' (UA),
after a week at the Paramount, and
'Juvenile Court' (Col), go»>d $2,000.

Voting, Heat CKp

Cincy; 'Suez 14(^

laltz III/2G, OK

Cincinnati, Nov. 8.

Election week and post-summer
temperature no balm for exhibs. yet
biz currently, is slightly up on last

week's, which felt effect of Hal-
l9we'en.
Heading the takes of fresh releases

is 'Suez' at the Albee. 'Great Waltz'
also is racking up a good figure for
the Palace, as is 'Prums' for the
Shubert. Latter house dropped back
to burg's 35-42c. pop scale after
maintaining a 55c. top on runs of
'Alexander' and 'Can't Take It with
You.* Keith's has a fair grosser in

'Five of a Kind.*
Estimates for This Week

Albee (RICO) (3.300; 35-42)—'Suez'
(20th). Good $14,000. Last week,
'Citadel* (M^G), okay $12,000.

Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 35-42) —
'Citadel' (M-G) (2d run). Poor $3,500.

Last week, 'Stablemates' (M-G) (2d
run), big $6,500.-
Family (RKO) (1.000; 15-25) —

'Crime Over London' (G-B), 'In Old
Mexico' (Par), 'Vampire Bat' (Maj),
separate. Normal $2,100. Ditto last

week on 'Wanted Police' (Mono).
'Under Western Stars' (Rep), 'Fugi-
tives* (RKO), singly.
Grand (RKO) (1.200; 25-40) —

'Stablemates* (M-G) (3d run). Swell
$3,700. Last week, 'Boys Town* (M-G)
(3d run), good $3,000.
Keith's (Libson) (1,500; 35-42)—

'Five Kind' (20th). Fair $4,000. Last
week, 'Sisters* (WB) <l2d run), okay
$4,200.
Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 35-42) —

•Arkansas Traveler* (Par) (2d run)
Slow $3,500. Last week, 'King Al-
catraz* (Par) and 'Freshman Year'
(U), poor $3,000.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 35-42) —

•Great Waltz* (M-G). Good $11,500.

Last week, 'Arkansas, Traveler'
(Par), fair $10,000.
Shuberi (RKO) (2,150; 35-42)—

'Drurris' (UA). Okay $8,000. Last
week, 'Can't Take If (Col) (5th
wk.); 35-40-55C. scale, swell $5,500,

bringing total for engagement to

$47,500.

French Co/s Suit Vs.

UA Over 'Modern Times'

Depositions of Carter de Haven
and Max Munn Autrey have been
ordered taken on the Coast by N. Y.
Federal Judge William Bondy Dec.
15 at' the request of United Artists

Corp., in preparation of its defense
in the suit brought by Films Senores
Tobis, S. A., of France.
Foreign picture outfit claims UA

thefted some of the material of its

picture, 'A Nous La Liberie,' for use
in the Charlie Chaplin picture, 'Mod-
ern Times.' Plaintiff wants an ac--

counting and profits.

Lola Lane's Personals

Lola Lane will come east for a

personal appearance tour. Opens at

the State, Hartford, Nov. 15, for five

days. Follows at Paramount, New-
ark, Nov. 24, for full week,

Charlie Allen is lining up other
dates for film actress via his Coast
reps, Crawford, Winslow & Curtis.

Ellen as the Lady
Hollywood, Nov. 8.

Ellen Drew, recovering from an
appendectomy, is assigned to the
femme lead opposite George Raft in
Paramount's 'The Lady's From Ken-
tucky.'

Jeff Lazarus is the producer and
Alexander Hall directs.

Minneapolis, Nov. 8.

State election has been copping
interest away from theatres this
week and business, which generally
has been in a slump for a fortnight
or longer, Is even more on the fritz.
Plenty of use for the crying towel
around here.
Current spotlight centers mainly

on the Orpheum, where Glen Gray's
Casa Loma orch, stage show and
'Straight, Place and Show' hold
forth. It's easily the best loop box-
office bet, particularly in view of the
fact that, for the second time with-
in recent weeks, two of the leading
film houses, the State and Century,
are housing holdovers, 'Men with
Wings' and 'That Certain Age,' re-
spectively.
Newcomers, aside from the Ritz

Bros, picture, are 'Campus Con-
fessions,' 'Dafk Eyes' and 'Mr, Wong,
Detective,' at the Gopher, World and
Time, and the Aster'is dual. None
cutting much boxoffice Ice,

Estimates ior This Week
Aster (Par-Singer) (900; 15-25)—

'Mr. Doodle' (RKO) and 'Girls'
School* (Col), first-runs. En route
to nice $1,500. Last, week, 'Annabel'
(RKO) and 'Moto' (20th), first-runs,
split with 'Renegade Ranger' (RKO)
and 'Flight Fame' (Col), also first-
runs, $1,^00, good.
Century (Par-Sihger) (1,600; 25-.

35-40)-'Certain Age' (U) (2d week).
Moved here from Orpheum after big
week there and still hitting the ball.
Heading for good $6,000. Last week,
'Daughters* (FN) (2d week), $4,500,
good enough after fine $9,000 first
week at State.
Gopher (Par-Singer) (980; 25)—

'Camous Confessions' (Par). Second
week out for this practically new
loop first-run house. Traveling at
fairly fast $2,600 gait. Last week,
'Gateway* (20th), $i3,000, good.
Orpheum (Par-Singer) (2^00; 35-

40-55)—'Straight, Place' (20th) and
Glen Gray's Casa Loma orch heading
stage show. Wo^'d-of-mouth boosting
and critics' praise expected to bring,
'em in. but $16,000 only fairly goooT.

Last week. 'Certain Age' (U), $10,000,
big.

State (Par-Singer) (2,300; 25-35-
40)—'Men Wings' (Par) (2d week).
Slowing down after profitable initial
canto, but still pretty good $5,000.
First week, $8,€0(l, big.
Time (Berger) (290; 15-25)—'Mr,

Wong' (Mono). One of the in-
frequent first-runs for this house.
Karloff a draw. Galloping toward
nice $800. Last week, 'Club de
Femmes' (French) (2d week), $600,
okay.
Uptown (Par) (1,200; 25-35)—

•Lucky Star* (20th). First nabe
showing. Satisfactory $2,700 indi-
cated. Last week, 'Antoinette' (M-G),
$3,200, big.
World (Steffes) (350; 25-35-40-55>—'Dark Eyes' (French). Just a

filler-in, but Simone Simon atti^ct-
ing some customers. Light %906 indi-
cated. Last week, 'Drums' (UA) (3d
week), satisfactory $1,200 on heels of
$3,000 and $2,000 first and second
weeks, respectively.

'GREAT WALTZ' SLOWS

DOWN IN K.C. TO $8^00

Kansas City, Nov. 8.

Biz In 'average* groove, with the
spotlight on the Newman and Tower.
'If I Were King,' at Newman, is

turning a brisk tiu*nstile. Tower is

out in front with Gypsy Rose Lee in
person as the magnet. Film is of
little account at the b.o. here.
'The Great Waltz' at the Midland

is disappointing with poor figure to
its credit. Figiured strictly a class film
with the costume angle against it
and no particularly heavy name for
the marquee.

Full day of rain end Of last week
has ended the unseasonal warm
weather.

Estimates for This Week
Esquire (Fox-Midwest) (820; 10-

25-40)-'Suez' (20th) (2d week).
Fairish pace; $3,000 not bad. Last
week, same film, $3,500, good.
Midland (Loew's) (3,573; 10-25-40)

—'Great Waltz* (M-G) and 'Crime
Holiday' (Col). Trade lightweight at
$8,300. Last week. 'Citadel' (M-G)
and 'Girls' School' (Col), mediocre
$8,500.
Newman (Paramount) (1.900; 10-

25-40)—'If King* (Par). Doing right
by the house; $10,000, very good. Last
week. 'Sisters' (WB), healthy $7,000.
Orpheum (RKO) (1,500; 10-25-40)

—'Bride of Frankenstein* (U) and
'Dracula's Daughter* (U) (reissues).
Pair are worth the effort at $5,500.
Last week, 'Brother Rat* (FN), good
$7,300.
Tower (Pox-Midwest) (2.050; 10-

25-35-55)— 'Road Reno' (U) with
Gypsy Rose Lee unit on stage. See-
ing best week in a month, $12,800.
Last week, 'Youth Fling' (U) with
Gene Autry on stage, so-so $3,800.
Uptown (Fox-Midwest) (1,200; 10-

25-40)— 'Suez* •(20th) (2d week).
Currently good $3,000, added to first
week's nifty $4,000.
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Better Third Quarter Income Plus

Par's Televish Feature Stock Mart

By MIKE WEAR
The stock market blew cold and

then hot during the piist week, with

the two holidays this week forcing

many traders to the- sidelines. The

market was closed yesterday (Tues-

day) because of election and will

shutter again Friday (11), Armistice

Day. !niough these forthcoming

holidays served to quiet activity

down and cause minor dips, a spir-

ited move Monday (7) based on a

fl)urt in the nation's business and
•optimism over election results, shoved
many sections of the market into

higher ground.
Although many picture issues only

showed minor gains after the Mon-
day advance, best gainers registered

new ld38 highs while others managed
to edge near old peak prices, (gen-

eral Theatre Equipment, at 16%, and
American Seating, at 23y8C, each
representing, gains of nearly one
point, Eastman Kodak, at 185, and
Universal preferred, at 63%, an ad-

vance of 3%, all registered new
highs. Coliunbia Broadcasting B
litock rose 1% as the Class A ad-

vanced one point. Westinghouse
failed to better its previous top as it

soared 4% poihts.

Loew-s, Columbia Pictures, Con-
solidated Film pfd., Paramount com-
mon, Pathe Film, 20th-Fox .common
and Warner Bros, all climbed within
Auctions or striking distance of for-

mer 1938 tops. Paramount first pre^

ferred went a full point higher to

S9^. Old high was 101. Warner
Bros, preferred also was up a point

while REQ hit $3 per share.

Past week was noteworthy for the
number of three-quarter reports is<

sued by pictiure and radio companies,
including CBS, B.CA, iOth-Fojn,

Paramoxmtr Consolidated Film, and
quantify of dividend declarations.

Perhaps the itaost satisfying financial

teport was that by 20th-Fox, cover-
ing 39 weeks, which showed net
profits off comparatively httle as
against a year ago. Though the
divvy distribution by 20th wad an-
ticipated, the healthy declaration qn
Boxy Theatre, Inc., Was a surprise
melon-slicing. The 10c. extra an-
nounced by CBS, in addition to a
quarterly declaration of 25c., also

provided cheer.

Two developments disturbed the
iraiiquil attitude towards amuse-
nient shares, most Important market-
Wise being Stanton Griffis' rievela-

tions about Paramount's television

planjs. However, the declarations in

Hollywood came too late to have any
•fleet in Monday^s tr^iding.

20tb-Fox Selling

The other was the SEC report
showing that Chase J ,National had
disposed of soihe shares in 20th-Fox.

' This means that Darryl Zanuck, Joe
Schenck and Chase, always a heavy
stockholder in 'the company, have
been, selling. 20th-Fox shares in the
last 30 days. Originally, the sale of
these shares was attributed to belief
that 20th" might shortly divorce its

holdings in Fox-West Coast. Subse-
quently, financial circles heard that
disposition was made simply because
the three parties c3ncemed were in-
terested in. diversifying their hold-
ings. These same observers claimed
to see no reason for getting out of
20th-Fox even if theatre divorce-
ment was carried thorough because
they deemed the stock equally good
for the long pull under changed cir-
cumstances.
Prediction that television is much

closer to an accomplished fact than
the public imagines, made by Grif-
fls in Hollywood," as he revealed
some details of plans for Paramount
to keep pac? with developments ob-
viously jwas regarded as bullish for
Par. shaves. . His angle that present
newsreei activities in reporting ma-
jor events would be coordinated fpr
television use was in line with what
television experts said in New "Sfork

two weelcs ago. Fact that GvifCis

excluded coaxial cable usage for the
present as too co;stly and named the
motion pictiure as a medium for""

television use was taken to mean in
Wall Street that Paramount was
alive to full television possibilities.

.Sustained strength in Consolidated.
Film Industries preferred shzures was
fundamentally based on the im-
proved earnings possibilities of the
corporation. Hol'.ers of these i;hares

wiU receive $1 in dividends this

>ear whicii e en at $13 or $14 per
share means B% return on the coin

put into the stock. When the stock

was selling at $7 an<J, $8, It ,repre-

lented 12^% return 6x better, in

addition, continued improvement In

income would promise a chance f'^r

early )payofl on past due dlvvys on
these preference shares. There is

around $6 due on them in back divi-

dends.
After the present advance ap-

parently has been completed, vari-

ous reports were circulated regard-
ing the possibilities of Pathe Film
common stock. Fact is that no reg-

ular action on a dividend is due
until after Thanksgiving day and
there has been little indication that
any distribution will be made on
the common because 585,000 shares
currently are outstanding. Main-
taining the present $7 annually on
the preferred, with only 7,000, is

regarded as mo d important. Bet-

ter earnings by Du Pont Film, in

which Pathe holds around 35%
stock interest, which have been rer

ported from time to thne, doubt-
lessly would help the position of the
company and speed ai common divi-

dend.

2,000-Foot Reels Not

Yet Accepted in Eng.,

Biggest Foreign Mart

While 2.000-foot reels are being

used by a vast majority of exhibitors

in this coimtry, film industry is still

waiting to hear what action will be

done on the larger spools in Gxeai

Britain, largest single market out-

side of U., S. Last reports showed

that a survey was being made in that

country to ascertain how many the-

atres were doubling up reels already
and' the ' actual number of exhib-
itors who would have to go to con-
siderable expense tp equip, them-
selves to handle the 2,000-foot reels.

Not known thus far. The bigger reels

have been accepted in few foreign

countries to date.

The 2,t)00-foot reels in this country
to date- have eliminated fewer so-

called 'dead| spots in a picture. These
are changeover sections of a picture

where there must be little dialog and
virtually no score. More important,

the bigger reels have decreased the
fire hazard, it is ' reported, because
there are fewer units (reels) to han-
dle. Experts on fire precaution see

this as an outstanding feature of the

bigger reels.

Actually, there Is a saving of only
about 77 feet of leader film (black

film containing no emulsion) for each
average feature. Figuring 200 prints

necessary for each feature in the
domestic market, company distribut-

ing 50 features annually would save

$3,800 to $7,700 under the 2,000-foot

setup. Practically, however, .there

will be little saving with 2,000-foot

reels for the time being because of

the outlay for new reels, vault
changes, etc.

Shearer Sound Equipment

Given First Coast Tryout

Hollywood, Nov. 8.

New soimd eqiiipment evolved at

Metro by Douglas Shearer and his

associates was used for the first time
at the preview of 'The Great Waltz'
at Westwood Village theatre.

Equipment gives a theatre the
same sound quality as a studio

laboratory, and can be quickly in-

stalled or removed. It contains, im-
provements for which Shearer won
scientiilc honors and an Academy
award.

CaE Steps to Fetch It

Sacramento, Nov. 8.

Stepin Fetchit (Lincoln Perry in
private life) is defendant in a suit

filed by the State to collect $2,728
in income taxes.

Delinquency covers taxes for 1937.

Hecht Scripts 'Freedom'
Hollywood, Nov, 8.

Ben Hecht gets the writing job on
'Let Freedom Ring,' the musical
western to be produced at Metro by
Harry Rapf, starring Nelson Eddy.
Another important scribbling as-

signment is that T>f Salka Viertel on
'Madame CUrie' for Greta Garbo.

bnperiars $1 Stock

Washington, Nov. 8.

Wajr was cleared last week for

offer of 424,000 shares of $1 common
stock of Imperial Pictures when
Securities & Exchange Commission
received supplemental registration

statement outlining the marketing
arrangements.
Paper will be peddled at $1.50,

bringing in $636,000, through Smith
Frlzzelle & Co.

'

SEE A GREATER

SHOWMANSHIP

DELATE

Minneapolis, Nov. 8.

Minneapolis film exchanges re-

port record sales of advertising ac-

cessories during the past three

months, indicating increasing ex-
hibitor exploitation consciousness, in

the trade's opinion. Such authori-

ties here as Morris Abrams, Metro
exploiteer, declare that independent
exhibitors in the territory are more
on their toes than ever as far as

showmanship is concerned. The
present industry drive has helped to

'awaken' theatre-owners, he feels.

The biggest factor, however, is the
fact that it is becoming increasingly

difficult to attract customers, due to

economic conditions, increasing radio
and other opposition, and greater
public resistance to films generally;

local brsmch managers believe.

'So exhibitors in the territory are
working harder than I've seen them
toil in all my long experience in the
industry,' says Abrams. 'They are
spending more money on newspaper
and other advertising matter. They
are making more tieups and over-
looking fewer selling bets and an-
gles. They realize they have to be
alive and they're not loafing on the
job.

Abrams says that a hopeful sign
has been that so many of the ex-
hibitors > contacted by him have not
depended entirely on press books
for their exploitation ideas, but have
come across with nxmierous original
stunts conceived by themselves or
their employes.
During the past several months,

theatre business throughout the ter-
ritory has shown a substantial pick-
up and credit for this is being given
to improving showmanship as well
as to the strong product, the industry
drive, and somewhat improved eco-
nomic conditions.

Scheduling RKQ's Sales

Drives for Jutes Levy

District sales managers of RKO
are setting aside different weeks for
special drives on sales, playdates and
billings as a. tribute to Jules Levy.
.Walter Branson has set aside the

week of Oct. 29 for his midwestern
territory; H. C. Cohen Nov. 5 for the
west; H. M. Lyons Nov. 12 for the
southeast; Sol M. Sachs Dec. 3 for
the southv;est; Herb Maclntyre Dec.
10 covering the northeast, and Nat
Levy, Dec. 10 for the east central
district.

S.E.C Stock Reports

Washington, Nov. 8.
Only Inconsequential operations

by film corporation insiders in Sep-
tember were revealed last week by
the semi-monthly SJ3.C. statement
on ground-floor transactions.
Resuming the campaign to salvage

the old Fox paper, the Chase Na-
tional Bank imloaded 3,500 shares of
20th Century-Fox common, cutting
its stake to 337.358 shares. Institu-
tion vaults still contain 681,916
shares of preferred.
Other deal was sale of 200 shares

of Loew's common by Col. Edward
A. Schiller, who hangs on to 400
pieces.

Run Little Chillun
Hollywood, Nov. 8.

Claude Rains co-stars with Boris
Karloff in the horror film, 'The Re-
turn t)f Dr. X,' at Warners. Picture
gets a heavy budget due to the cur-
rent popularity of chillers.

Ann Sheridan,. Margaret Lindsay
and Gloria Dickson are testing for
the femme lead.

Par s $1,876,469 Earnings for Rrst

9 Mos.; RCA,M and CBS' Mt$
Paramount showed officially est!

mated earnings of $1,876,469 in the

first nine months this year as com'

pared with consolidated earnings of

$6,696,000 in similar period last year.

Thi? was figured to be equal to a

little more than 40c per share on the

common, after providing for divi

dend distributions of about $890,000

on two classes of preferred stock.

Most surprising feature of estl

mated earnings statement Issued

last week was that Paramount's
share of imdistributed earnings
of partially owned subsidiaries

amounted to $1,660,000 while in com
parable nine months in 1937, this

share totaled $1,420,000. This was
taken to mean in Wall Street that
income from theatres picked up in

the first nine months this year while
profit from picture company opera-
tion dipped abruptly. In 1937, the
theatre income actually was below
that of this year,, according to the
same line of figuring.

Paramount showed estimated earn-
ings of $650,658 for the third quarter
ending Oct. 1 as against $2,398,000
total in similar period of 1937. Of
this amount for 19B8, $495,000 was
figured t6 represent Par's net inter-
est in imdistributed earnmgs of
partly . owned hon-consoiidated sub-
sidiaries. Company showed $830,866
in the first quarter this year.
Included in the estimated total for

nine months this year, was $245,000
profit on the purchase of debentures
of Paramount Pictures, Inc.

RCA's $4,141,205 Net
Net profit of Radio Corp. of Amer-

ica for the first nine months, this
year dipped approximately $2,400,000
as compared with the same period
last year. Company's report last

week showed net profit to be $4,141,-
205 as compared with $6,599,111 in
the first nine-month period of 1937.
Actual gross income dipped nearly
$13,000,000 for the first three quar-
ters as compared with same period
last year.
Fact that distributions for pre-

ferred stocks in the first nine months
was the same as last year, $2,417,276
left only $1,723,928 available for dis-
tribution among 13,881,016 common
shares. In 1937, there was left $4,-
181,835 for common shares. Per
common share earnings were a little

over 12c per share as against slightly
above 30c in 1937.

Company's net profit for the third
quarter ending Sept. 30 amounted to
$1,616,449 as against $1,951,726 in tlie

third quarter last year. Gross in-
come dropped nearly $5,000,000 in
this quarter as conipared with the
third quarter of 1937. Recently de-
clared .20c dividend on the common
will be taken out in the final quarter
earnings,' indicating that RCA has
hopes of showing more than 8c on
the common in the last quarter this
year.

CBS' Net Off $447,000

Net profits of Columbia Broadcast-
ing System imd subsidiary companies
dipped approximately $447,000 in the
first 39 weeks this year as compared
with this period in 1937, according
to the consolidated income statement
issued last week. At the same time,
the directors declared quarterly divi-
dend of 25c and a special cash divvy
of 10c on both Class A and B shares,
both payable Dec. 9 to stock on rec-
ord Dec. 1.

Columbia Broadcasting net profit
was $2,606,157 for the first three
quarters, as against $3,053,416 in
similar period last year. Earnings
for the first 39 weeks represented
$1.53 on each share of stock, as com-
pared with $1.79 last year in the
same period.
With the 35c cash distribution de-

clared last week, CBS has paid or
will pay $1.25 per share this year,
which is fully' covered by the per
share earnings shown even in the
first three quarters.
Although gross income from sale

of facilities, talent and wires dipped
nearly $1,000,000 in the three quar-
ters covered by the statement as
compared with 1937, saving on time
discount and agency commissions
this year brought gross Income to
$17,082,915, or only about $300,000 off
from a year ago. However, this
economy was offset by an increase of
close to $300,000 in selling, general
and administrative expenses. CBS
also showed higher interest charges
and about $50,000 niore chiirged off
for depreciation than in 1937. All

of these increases brought the de^
cline in final net profit totaL

20th.Fox'8 $4,622,001

Net operating profit of 20th Cen-
tury-Fox In the first 39-week period
this year was off only ahout $200,000
as cjampared with the same period
last year. Report of earnings issued
last week showed that the company's
operating profit was $4,622,091 as
against $4,898,893 In the first 39
weeks of 1937. Unusual feature was
that the third quarter this year ehd-f
ing Sept. 24 showed profit of $1,202,-
433 or slightly above the $1,143,410
profit in the third quarterly period
in 1937.

Directors at the meeting on Nov,
3 declared 50c dividend on the .com-
mon and the usual 37%c quarterly
on the preferred. This makes a total
of $2 that has been paid or declared
payable already this year on the
20th-Fox common. Both divvys are
payable Dec. 15 to stock on record
Dec. 1.

Company's report showed that
profit was equal to $2.01 per com-r
mon share after providing for the
preference stock dividends, which
means that declarations on common
shares already have been covered
by earnings for the first 39 weeks
this year. Statement showed that
there were 1,741,982 shares of com«
mon outstanding as of Sept. 24.

Current earning rate of 20th-Fox
indicates that , the company will
show around $2.50 per common share •

after taking care of preferred diwy
requirements.

Gross income for 20th-Fo'x for thtt

first 39 weeks totalled $42,738,822.

Aside from operating expenses,
amortization o* production costs and
participation in film rentals, all

listed as expense items, largest de-
duction for this period of operation
was $874,348 needed for Federal in-

come taxes.

Con. Film's $536,205

Consolidated Film Industries, Inc.,

and subsidiaries showed net earnings
of $536,205 for the nine-month period
ending Sept. 30, or more than enough,
to

I

pay $1 preferred dividend this

year. Company showed a neat pick-

up in earnings in the September
quarter when net of $21$,763. This
was equal to 50c. on each preferred
share of 400,000 outstanding, and
3%c. on each of 524,973 common
shares. Consolidated showed $1.34

per preferred share for the first

three quarters this year with indica-
tions that total net for the year
would be equivalent to $1.75 or more
on preferred stock.

Consolidated's improved earnings
are attributed to the fact that labora-
tory work has been expanding and
the company Is reaping its share of
the pickup in public buying of pho-
nograph records. Company has a
stake in several recording outfits.

While no dividend coin is antici-

pated from this year, Republic Pic-
tures, in which Consolidated owns a
substantial interest, is building up
reserves which speaks well for the
future of both Consolidated and Rep.
Republic's income is reported on a
steady upbeat because of (1) adher-
ence to the policy of making bulk
of pictures Class B or westerns, (2)
the performance and steady returns
gained through putting out strong
secondary productions, and (3) the
improved sales policy under the
guidance of J. R. Grainger.
Roxy Theatre, Inc., declared a

quarterly dividend of 37%c per pre-
ferred share Monday (7). It is pay-
able Dec. 1 to stockholders on re-
cord Nov. 17. This is the second
divy paid under present setup.

Glenda FarreH to Coast

Glenda Farrell, scheduled to re-
turn to Coast today (Wednesday) for
her next picture, 'Torchy For Mayor',
may not leave New York until the
end of this week due to illness.

The Warners player has been vaca-
tioning .^way from the studio for the
past month.

Ayers in 'Remember'
Hollywood, Nov. 8.

Lew Ayres, currently in 'Ice Fol-
lies' at Metro, gets the male lead
with . Jeannette MacDonald in 'Re-
member Tomorrow.'
Picture is Robert Z. Leonard's first

effort as producer-director at Metro.
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240 U. S. FILMS INTO JAPAN
Greece Looms as Good Possibility

For Venturers Into Sm ^
Athens, Oct. Zi.

Indications are that Greece would
be the Eldorado ol show biz pro-

ducers if they took a chahce.

Greeks are enthusiastic for the

theatre. Theatre Roysd of AHtenSi

under the manaeemeBt ol Mc
Bastias, plays to caftaeilar, however,

seven evenings and three matinees

weekly. Shakespeare is tdps last-

century au^ofs -io-e pbpuTair; while

moderns §ie seldom heatdi Last

season's most .successful play wa&
Oscar Wilde'« 'Lady Windermere's-

ran,! which played 70 perfwrnances
during an October to May season.

Greek classics are also presented^

somietimes in open-aiir arena ruins

several thousand years old.

Last summer*s hit was 'Electra'

(not Eugene O'Neill's but Sophocles')

alternately presented in the ancient

theatres of Athens and Epidauros.

Interpreter of classical Greek hero-:

ines is Katina Paxinou. Chief hon-
ors also go to stage director Ron-
diris and Klonis, designer of cos-

tumes artd scenery. Guest perform-
ances of foreign companies are fre-

quent.

Femme Star-iManager

Theatre Kotopouli, built last year,

Is Athens' most up-to-date stage.

Mme. Kotopouli is manager and
star. Repertoire consists mainly
plays of modern Greeks—^Xeno-

poulos, Horn, Bogris, Synadinos.

Mme. Kotopoulos, who has toured
the United States, includes several

of the Bard's works in her reper-

toire every year to good boxoffice

returns. Current hit, however, is

Somerset Maugham's 'Lady Betty.'

Mme. Andreadou is another
femme manager who plays in her
own theatre, only a summer one,

seating 800. She's opening another
for the winter. Her standby is also

Shakespeare, but she also favors

American authors.

Tickets are 40 drachmas top (36c).

Revue theatres run to 50, while the

smartest night clubs among them
Maxim's, Ambassadeur and Argen-
tina, are more expensive. Most of

the latter have summer editions in

Phaleron the seaside summer resi-.

dential section.

Athens' typical night places, fre-

quented exclusively by natives, are

the numerous taverns with small or-

chestras, excellent, inexpensive wine
and national dishes. In many of

these spots can be found 'the smart-

est socialites.

Film-MaklniT Ideal

Why doesn't anybody come and
make itilms here? Climate and light

conditions are' Csklifomian, scenery
ditto, distances small, and labor
Cheap. Some stars. Of the futiure

must be lurking among the hand-
some girls one sees in the streets.

No one has eyer tried serious pro-
duction locally. The few existing

Greek pictures were made in an
Egyptian studio.

Yet the cinema is immensely
popular. Athens alone has 31 pic-

ture theatres, eight of these first-

run deluxers. Americans lead on
the import list. Next come French,
then German pictures. Last year
•Emile Zola' (WB) had the longest
run; 'Prince and Pauper' (WB),
Hurricane' (UA), 'Maytime' (M-G),
'Camille' (M-G), 'Abus de Con-
fiance,' 'Port Arthur' and Ufa's
Zauber der Boheme' were, big suc-
cesses.

Metro and Warners have lobal
branches in Athens; RKO. Para-
mount, 20th Century-Fox distribute
through the Skouras company,
which also owns several theatres
here. Import charge on a foreign
feature amounts to about $100.

Metro's London Fete
London, Nov. 8.

Tenth anniversary of opening of
its Empire theatre was celebrated
here yesterday (Monday) with a
luncheon at Dorchester House by
Metro.
Many prominent local personages

spoke at feedbag, also several mem-
bers of the local press.

'Gay Nineties' Revue
Slated for London Cafe

London, Nov. 1.

The vogue of Victorian and- Ed-
wardistn fashions , in women's hair-
dresdng, millinery and gowns is to
extend itself to the West End.
Arrangements have begun for the

production .at Christmas,in the Gros-
venor House of 'The Gay Nineties,'

a supper-revue, featuring songs,
musiQ. and fashions popular towards
the end of the last century.

Leiiii«t€asii»

Taxed hito Jam;

May Reorganize

London, Nov. 8.

A matter of around $75,000, which
the British government claims Lon-
don. Casino owes it, may cause this

cabaret-theatre to undergo some se-

rious financial reorganization. Jam
dates Ijack a year when the British

amusement tax authorities wanted to

classify the London Casino as a the-

atre and collect a staggering theatre

tax, while the cabaret-revue house
argued that it classified as a nitery

and, at the most, only a portion of

each check might be construed as

being subject to any sort of a theatre

license tax.

After considerable- wrangling, It

was decided that the cabaret-theatre

need not be assessed upon its entire

gross, but that a portion of each

check, however, was taxable. Mean-
time the Casino management had
failed to collect any supplementary
taxes from its patrons for fear of

antagonizing them, and so after the

final ruling the venture finds itself

in a financial spot.

Marius Poulsen, Major Bell, Ed-
ward Stone and others run the

Casino with Clifford C. Fischer pro-

ducing the shows. Fischer also has

a piece of the Casino besides his

other arrangements as impresario.

Current London Plays

(With Uates When Opened)

'French Without Tears,' Criterion—
Nov. 6, '36.

Robert's Wife,' Globe—Nov. 23, '37-

'Me and My Girl,' Victoria Palace
—Dec 16 '37

'Nine Sharp.' Little—Jan. 26. '38.

WUd Oats,' Princess—April 13, '38.

'Banana Ridge,' Strand—April 27,

'38

'Glorious Morning,' Whitehall-
May 26, '38.

'Spring Meeting,' Ambassador-
May 31, ^38.

'Lot's Wife,' Savoy—June 10.

'She Too Was Young,' New—Aug.
16.

'The Fleet's Lit Up,' Hippodrome—
Aug. 17.

'George and Margaret,' Piccadilly

—Aug. 30.

'Thou Shalt Not,' Playhouse—
Aug. 31,

'Running Riot,' Gaiety—Aug. 31.

Flashing Stream,' Lyric—Sept. 1.

'Room for Two,' Comedy—Sept. 6.

'Dear Octopus,' Queens—Sept. 14.

The Corn Is Green,* Duchess-
Sept. 20.

'Goodbye, Mr. Chips,' Shaftesbury
—Sept. 23.

'Elephant in Arcady,' Kmgsway—
Oct. 5
The White Guard,' Phoenix—Oct. 6.

'Bobby Get Your Gun,' Adelphia—
Oct. 7.

'Behind Blinds,' Winter Garden-
Oct. 10.

'When We Are Married,' St. Mar-
tin's—Oct. 11.

'A Party for Christmas,' Haymar-
ket—Oct. 11.

'Private History,' Gate—Oct, 12.

'Quiet Wedding,' Wynham's

—

Oct. 14.

'They Fly by Twilight,' Aldwych—
Oct. 27.
' 'Elizabeth of Austri ,' Garrick—
Nov. 3.

N«irly 200 More Features
for Jaf» Tlwotret bgr Eind

of '3»—^ItffMUKH) ffekmg-
in% to 8 Major*" Plwcdt i»

Ybkobama Bandt at San
FranebnH^ with $800,000
Totat by Dec 31

INDUSTmrS ACE DEAL

Foreign, dejpurtment representa-

tives of American film c<»npames are

watching to see if Japan /goes

through with the rem^der ot its

plan to admit approbcimatdy 240 fea-

tures of eight majors during: the last

three months of this year. About 40
features were admitted to J£^n
from these eight companies during

October,, representing $&,G00 'Worth-of-

prints. Now $25,000 worth of films

are due for admission into that coun-
try during November arid December,
or around 200 features.

Approval for admitting 240 Ameri-
can features before the end of the
year is part of the plan fixed be-
tween U. S. companies and the
Japanese government whereby the
ban against American film imports
would be lifted and a three-year
plan to melt frozen American film-

coin in Japan set up.
Admission of U. S. pictures into

Japan is based on the worth of
prints, the $30,000 sum agreed on be-
ing based on l%c per foot of film;

whose average feature of about eight
reels would cost $120. American
representatives estimate that the
$30,000 total would at least mean 240
pictures admitted to Japan by the
end of this year.

The eight American major com-
panies already have worked out an
arrangement whereby the 240 pic-

tures will be apportioned according
to the number they shipped into

Japan the previous year before the
ban was placed on foreign imports.
Other portion of the agreement cov-
ers money belonging to . American
distributors heretofore held' up in

Japan. Japan agreed to permit
about 3,000,000 yen (approximately
$800,000) to leave that country* by
the end of this year and be deposited
in the Yokohama Specie, bank's
branch Institution in San Francisco.

It would be held in the branch bank
for three years, at the end of which,
distribution will be made according
to proportion of money each com-
pany has frozen.

.
Approximate^ $400,000 already

has been received at the Frisco bank
thus far with the remainder to be
deposited after the close of this ^-ear.

Foreign department
.
officials fa-

miliar with the situation 'in Japan
regard this deposit plan as unusually
favorable for the American picture

industry, particularly - in view of

credit propositions offered to Japan
by American industrial firms. One
official said that it reflects a fairly

sympathetic Japanese attitude to-

wards the film Industry.

U. S. Companies to Quit Italy

ty hsk 1 Unless Rome Changes

Its Totalitafian Film \ku

WANDA ROm CLKKS

WLONBOirsmABEtH'

London, Nov. 8.

'Elisabeth of Austria,' episodic
historical drama, opened at the Gar-
rick Thursday (3). Play in three acts

and 10 scenes was written by
Katriona Sprigge in collaboration
with her sister-in-law, Mrs. Eliza-

beth Sprigge, and was produced by
Campbell GuUan.
Well-received and a triumph for

Wanda Rotha, Viennese actress,

'Never Goodbye,' Repertory Play-
ers production, given for a single

performance, opened at the Savoy,
Sunday (6), Clever comedy was well
received and looks certain for regu-
lar West End production. Also looks
like excellent , film material.

WB Out of Italy

Warner Bros, has withdrawn
completely from doing business
in Italy. Suitable notice has
been given all company em-
ployees. No Warner pictures
are being booked in Italian,the-
atres and everything is being
liquidated,

Sam E, Morris, Warner for-
eign head who arrived from Eu-
rope last week, is convinced the
outlook for resumption of busi-
ness is hojpeless under present
difficulties, and offices of , the
company will be completely
shut by end of the year,

Morris states the Warners'
production in England this com-
ing year" looks very promising,
with some $3,500,000 to be spent
on the scheduled 16 pictures.

New South Wales

Seeks Quota As

Prod. BuiUer

Sydney, Oct, 17.

All signs here point to .jPremier

Stevens going through with a new
Quota law for New South Wales,

which is designed to curb U. Si dis-

tributors. Premier is reported peeved

because distributors would not live

up to the Quota act now in effect,

which was a drastic modification of

the first statute.

There's a chance the government

may frame a law whereby a per-

centage of gross earnings by Ameri-

can pictures would go towards help-

ing local producers. There~ also Is

renewed demand by British pro-

ducers that they secure a better mar-
ket for their films in this territory.

: However, American representa-
tives can see no logic In making
pictures in Australia as long as pres-
ent . restrictions on virile stories re-

main in effect. They recall what
happened to the most- ambitious fea-

ture production effort here, with a
capable producer at the helm, an
American director and some players
from the U. S. It was produced just

before the advent of talkers and cost

$500,000. Because it mentioned bru-
tality to convicts in Australia the
government refused to let it be.

shown outside of Aussie territory on
the grounds that it' reflected on
prison treatment.
Same difficulty has cropped up so

often that it's entirely familiar to

American interests. There are any
number of vivid stories, with Austra-
lian backgrounds which coidd be
made just the same as Holljrwood
producers turn out films of the V, S.

pioneer days. But the big difficulty

is that the pictures could not be
exported after made because of the
squeamish attitude of the govern-
ment.
Recent example Of this attitude Is

the campaign of politicians to halt
the exportation of a local newsreel.
'Australia Today.' Subject was made
along the lines of 'March of Time,'
with F. E. Baume, editor of the Sun-
day Sun, doing the narration.

Nathan Back to S. A.

John B. Nathan, Paramount's man-
ager in Argentina, sailed last Satur
day (5) for his home post.

He has been in New York for
about seven weeks on a combined
biz and vacation trip.

Dissatisfaction continues to grow
in the industry over the govern-

ment's proposed film monopoly in

Italy. While continuing hopeful

bringing about a realignment of tM».

'

nationalization of distribution decre.9^

through negotiations by representioik

tives in Europe, repreisentatlves of"

foreign departments in New York
maintain stoutly that the decree will
be altered or they will quit Italy foir'

good at the end of this year.

Nearly all major companies have-
notified their employes of their in-
tention of shuttering Italian ex-
changes if the present government,
act in Italy is not changed. Deadlii\c'
is Dec. 3.1, because the nationaliza~
tion decree becomes effective' the*
first of 1939.

One American, company spokesman
estimated that if the Italian govern-
ment film body is permitted to' pay a.
flat sum for a group of pictures, the-
total amount would not exceed'-

$1,000,000 in a year's time. Larger
major companies each collect . that,

much or more . in film rentals
annually from Italy.

Reports from Italy indicate thj^f
the government believes it can turn-
out 100 productions on Italian soil

each year. Mor.e; conservative 'esti-.

mates, place the figure at 50, since-

no more than that number ever have-
been produced in a year's time. If.

Italian producers could grind out 100.
features in 12 months, there would
be need- for .an additional 200 featui^e

films for foreign sources, principally
the U, S.

Idea .of permitting a government
film body to paw over American
product and select only the choicqt'

ones, or those calculated to do the
rnost good for the Italian people and-
film produc6rs, also is resented by
American picture firms. Anothpp ^

angle is that American companies
fear that if a nationalistic move is:

okayed in Italy, the idea may spread
to other fascist countries.'
Biggest hope- today in this situa-r

tion, as viewed by companies here^
is that exhibitors in Italy will pror
test so vigorously about losinfS.-

American product, there would bfr
nO recourse left but that of modi->
fying terms of the distribution act.

W. J. HUTCHINSON DUE

BACK IN U. S. DEC. 22

W. J. Hutchinson, 20th-Fox foreign
sales jmanager, is due back in New
York Dec. 22 from his present tour
of South Africa where he went to
Inspect the corporation's hew dis-
tribution setup. He leaves Durban,
South Afrlcai, ' on Dec. 4 and will
make the trip to France by plane
in four days, arriving at Marseilles
Dec. 8.

Hutchinson will be met by Ben
Miggins, European manager, for con-
ferences on the European and Ital-
ian situation. There is a possibility
that he will go to London.
There also is a chance that Arthur

Kelly, United Artists foreign dis-
tribution head, now abroad, will
huddle with Hutchinson iii. France
regarding a deal whereby physical
distribution of UA pix in South
Africa would be handled by 20th-
Fox, Hutchinson is set to sail ior
the U. S. on Dec. 17.

C^apefOwn, Oct. 21.

Walter J. Hutchinson, 20th-Fox
foreign manager, arrived here Oct.
16 to look over distribution setup
which is being handled by Otto W."
BoUe, company's general manager in
South Africa.

Settled that the company will
build a cinema In Johannesburg and
possibly in Capetown. Bolle and
Hutchinson left for Johannasburg,
Oct, 20. Any theatre operations
would be bucking African Con«-
solidated Theatres and Metro In this
area.
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House packed, lobbies jammedjines

waifmg at Radio City Music Hall as

crowds. ..crowds .crowds . . . confirm

critics^ predictions and picture holds

over for second smash week I

A beautiful and
deeply touching

picture which
has everything

to insure box-
office success.

It can't miss.

JANET GAYNOR

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, J8.

PAULETTE GODDARD

SELZNICK INTERNATIONAL presents

THE YOUNG
\
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One of the best sen-

timental comedies

in years. The story

has heart, and irony,

and gentle humor, a

tightly knit script,

brilliant direction

and excellent casting.

1 1 1 !! 1 1 I I b-.v-.'-X-I'^-S

ROLANDYOUNG BILLIEBURKE

DAVID 0. SELZNICK

Released thru UNITED ARTISTS
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Cowboy and the Lady
(WITH SONG)

Hollywood, Nov. 8.

United . ArtlBta release ot Samuel Gold-
Yryn production. Stara Gary Cooper, Merle
Oberon. Featured Patsy Kelly. Walter
Brennan, Kuzzy Knlfrht. Directed by H.
C. Potter, Screenplay by S. N. Behrman
and Son^B Levlen. baaed on orlelnnl by
Leo McCai-oy and Frank R. Adams; editor.

&h«3rnmn Todd: musical director. Alfred
Kewnian; sons, I^lonel Newman and
Arthur Quenzer; camem, QreRB Toland;
special effects, Ray Blnger: asst. director,

Eddie Bernoudy. Reviewed at WB Holly-

•wood, Nov. 7. Running- time, 1)1 mlns.

Stretch Gary Cooper
Mary Smith A^erle Oberon
Katie Callahan Patsy Kelly
Sujrar AValt&r Brennan
Buzz Fuzzy Knight
Elly Mabel Todd
Mr. smith Henry Kolkor
Uncle H.-innlbul Harry Davenport
Ma Hawkins Emma Dunn
Ames Waller Walker
Henderson Berton Churchill

X)IUon Charles RIchman
Captain Frederick Vogcding

Gary Cooper and Merle Oberon,
combined with at --motive selling title,

will carry 'Cowboy and the -Lady'

through to generally satisfactory

business; Cooper's name is coin-

drawing and intensive exploitation

can materially up grosses although

by and .large the picture is only

mildly diverting,

Interiest and promise of the early

reels is not sustained in the latter

half, where picture lacks smoothness
and pace in several spots.

I^ead is tailor-made for Cooper,
who gets everything possible out of

the: role provided. Miss Oberon is

-acceptable as the rich daughter of an,

aspiting ^p^esidental candidate, al-,

though too restrained In many of her
eequences. Fatsy Keily^ Mabel Todd,
Walter Brennan and Fuzzy Knight
handle the major comedy assign-

ments; the sirls as -servants in the
Oberon' household and the -men as
compunchei? pals of Cooper. Harry
Davenport,- philosophical uncle of

the gixl, gives the bast portrayal in

capable supporting cast.

Production has been" given usual
elaborate presentatiba characteristic

of GoldWyri offerings. Backgrounds
and settings provide effective mount-
ing, and photography by Gregg Tol-
and is excellent throughout. Story
has many interesting moments, but
script and direction fail to take full

advantage of available opportuni-
ties. .

H. C. Potter's direction is stagiey

and forced in many . dramatic and
comedy passages, creating imeveh-
ness of tempjf on the whole. Yarn
is typical rich girlrpoor boy rp-
jriance. Cooper, touring rodeo cow-
boy, falls in love V^ith Miss Oberon
on, a blind, ds^te at Palm Beach when
Ehe masquerades as her pwn maid
lor "a lark. After a fasjt- romance,
couple are married " on shipboard.
From that point complications are
i/ij^cted to keep couple apart imtil
the final happy ending^^ on Cooper's
Montana ranch.

Although title Indicates promise of
much western atmosphere and scen-
ery, "there are only brief sequences
of the Montana ranch, with the ma-
jor portion of the action centered in
the Palm' Beach, mansion.

from finishing that great American
novel, handle their chores with equal
elan, although such characterizations
call for no other light-or-shadlng
than just a lot of devil-may-care-
lessness. However, to their credit,

they don't permit it to get out of
hand. Ditto Eddie Anderson, the
•Rochester' of Jack Benny's radio
program, whose colored janitor role
is responsible for some lighter
touches. 'Honey Chile' Patricia Wil-
der is of Bob Hoi>e's radio show
and was with him in vaude. Both
she, in her bit, and the elder Willie
Collier, in a benign role, are stand-
outs, although not having much to
do.
Archainbaud's direction is nicely

paced, production is adequate if not
lavish, but the sum total is pleasant.
The 'Two Sleepy People' song by
Hoagy Carmichael and Frank LOes-
ser is nicely insinuated, without be-
coming overly obtrusive, and like-

wise, in the pre-finale, the one
chorus of ''Thanks for the Memory'
is nioely worked in for appropriate
results. '.Abel.

HARD TO GET
(WITH SONGS)

Hollywood, Nov. 3.
tVnmer Bros, release of Sarn BlsctaofC

production. Stara Dick Powell and OllVIa
de Havllland; features Charles Wlnnlnger,
Allen Jenkins. Bonlta Granville. Melville
Cooper. Directed by Ray Enrlght. Screen-
play by Jerry Wald, Maurice Leo, Richard
Mncnulay; from original by Wally Klein
and Joseph Schrank; suggested by story by
Stephen Morehouse Av^ry. Dialog direc-
tion, Hugh Cummlngs afid Gene Iiewls;
camera. Charles Rosherr asst directoi', -Jesse
Hlbbs; editor, . Thomas Richards; - songis,
Hari'y Warren and Johnny \Mercer; musl^-
can direction, t«o F. Forbstein. Previewed
at Warners' Hollywood, Nov. "2, '38.. Run-
ning time, 78 mine.
Bin Dick Powen
Margaret ' Olivia de Havllland
Ben Rldiards^.' '..'...Charles Winnlnger
Ros'roe..'. .....Alien Jenlfiss
Connie BonltiEi Granville
Case.v^ Melville Cooper
Mrs. Richards Isabel Jeans
Stanley Potter Grady Sutton
Atwater '.i Thuriston Hall
Burke John Ridgely
Hattle ...Penny Singleton
JudPe HarknesB Granville Bates
Shiaft Jack Mower

Thanks (or the Memory
.tWITH SONGS)

Paramount release of Niel Shauer pro-
. Auction. Features Bob Hope, .Stilrley Ross,
Charles Butterworth, Hcddtt- Hopper, Otto
3Cruger. Directed by George Ardhalnbaud.
Coreenplay l)y Liyhn Starling; ba^ed on play
1>y. 'Albert Hacket and Frances Goodrich:
•dltor, Alma Macrorle; camera. ' Karl
Struss; song", Hoagy Carmichael and Frank
l/Oesser. Revle\vcd In Projection Room
N. Y., Nov. 3. '38. Running tinlfe. 73 mlns
Eteve Merrick Bob Hope
Atine Mtirrlclc Shlrl6y Ross
BIney .Charles Butterworth
GU Morrell Otto Kruger
Polly Grlsrcom Hedda Hopper
Mrs. Kent Luura Hope Crews
MvA. Piatt Emma Dunn
.George Kent ^..-Roscoe Karns
Janitor , Eddie Anderson
Flanahan tlA Gavgan
Bert Monroe Jack Norton
Xuella Patricia 'Hdney Chile' Wilder
Mr. Piatt William Collier, Sr.
Mo^aenger Jack Chnpin
Kelly i '. Barney Dean
Xtcfu^ Man < -. Pat ' West
Bcfuro Man Vernon Dent
Ifewsboy v.Johnny Morris

Miniature Reviews

'Cowboy and the Lady' (UA).
Cooper-Oberon in diverting

film.

'Thanks for the Memory'
(Par). Pleasant light comedy
with Bob Hope and Shirley

Ross topping.'

•Hard to Get' (WB), Rich
girl-poor boy romantic farce

with routine story. Top dual
programmer,
'A Man to Remember' (RKO),

Appealing tear-jerker of vil--

la«e doctor; leared for nice b.o.

•Mars Attacks the World' (U).

Compilation of 'Flash' Gordon
serial shots put together -for

-

timely but dubious b.o.

•Up. the River' (20th). Speed-
ily paced comedy rates atten-

tion,, but needs selling campaign;
•Little Adventuress' (Col).

Minor meller for the secondary
duals.

^Arizona Wildcat' (20th). Jane
Withers, out .wegt in a standard
programmer.

'Always in Trouble' (20th).

Jane Withers starrer for the
lesser half of duals.

Thanks for the Memory' is a plea-
tant boy-loses-girl comedy-drama
with one good theme song, plus a re-
prise of' y6stermonth*s sock ballac
hit which lends this film its title. It
vraa smart for Par to rush out this
comedy, which, although lightweight,
will please if not exactly boffl them,
It possesses distinction in .that the
•title song is from a more- or less con-
temporaneous film, 'Big Broadcast of
1938,' with the sequel 6n the market
while the ballad is more or less
Iresh in mem.bry. .

Bob Hope and Shirley Ross, who
came to attention in 'Broadcast* be^-

cause ai that song, are the most
prominent pair in this film. Otto
Kruger is a sort of nebulous third
angle in the triangle, arid to square
It off, Patricia Clloney. Chile') Wil-
der, with one of those extra-creamy
]}iKie dialects, intrudes into the
echeme of things as being interested
In Hope.
' Present film Is another in the
newlywed cycle, with Miss' Ross a
very comely vis-a-vis opposite Hope.
Both troupe their rather fragile as-

signments expertly, and with a con-
vincing naturalness that does much
to further impress their script as-

signments. Hope impresses particu-

larly as a light domic.
Charles Butterworth, Hedda Hop-

per and Rosco6^ Karns, as the happy-
\fo4ucky friends who keep Hope

Looks like Warners Is endeavor-
ing to swing Dick Powell out Of
filmusicals to new pastures as a
straight romantic lead. In 'Hard to
Get,' he's ft determined and breezy
go-getter in both business and love,
singing two minor songs without
benefit of pretentious production
backgrounds. Picture is a program-
mer that will carry in top brackets
oi uuals mainly due to selling names
of Powell, Olivia de Havllland,;
Charles Winninger and Allen Jen-
kins.
Story is light and frothy, contain-

ing some, interesting passages and
moments, but miainly on the corny
side. Situations are injected for con-
venience of plot development, but
some sparkling dialog helps to cover
up story deficiencies.
Yarn is decidedly routine in basic

formula and development.' Powell,
managing a gas station, antagonizes
Miss de Havllland, daughter of capi-
talist • Charles Winninger. Girl, in
move to get even, maneuvers Powell
onto her father to put .across his
coast-to-coa!:t auto camp idea, and
in the tangle, falls in love with her
victim.
Powell is acceptable as the lead,

displaying an ability to get over
without necessity of singing a num-
ber of songs. Of the two tunes in^

serted, 'There's a Sunny Side to

Every Situation' is very brief and
recited without benefit of musical
accompaniment. 'You Must Have
Been a Beautiful Baby' is sung to

Miss de Havllland in a rowboat se-
quence. Neither tune is impressive.
Miss de Havilland gives a sincere

portrayal as the rich gal, byt Win-
ninger hits forcibly with his char-
acterization of the athletic-minded
capitalist. Running gag of Winnin-
ger boxing, wrestling, fencing and
betting with his valet, Melville
Cooper, is particularly effective for
many " lau!?hs. Balance of cast has
been n?ce]y set up.
A raft of writers are listed In the

story and scrint credits, but there is

little originality in the unfolding.
Direction of Ray Enright keeps pic-
ture moving at a brisk pace which,
with much of the dialog, helps to
raise the offerin*? considerably for
entertainment values.

competent cast, and productional ef-
fects that lift it out of the cheapie
class, director Nigh has ?iven it

smooth pacing and sufficient number
of directorial touches to make it

glisten. Dialog arid camera work
also in keeping.

Youngsters will take special de-
light in catbhing Cooper at.the drums.
Always pretty much' in evidence he.

never really gets to play them ex-
cept on occasion of kid dance. Loolcs
at home on the , skins for a brief

session, but is no solid sender. Close-
ups of Cooper since he's not the
same cute kid now that he's in

longies, sometimes don't flatter. On
distance he registers as a nice look-
ing teen age boy. His own concern
should govern the misuse of his
lower lip. Pout, so popular when
he was Skippy, et al., is unnecessary
now.
There are humorous as well as

iserious moments in this eute story.
Sometimes a little hackneyed and
stretched, nothing is really overdone,
which helps save it from mediocrity.
Finale is somewhat tear-jerker which
should .' also help ' among -those to
whom it is directed.

Robert Warwick is inclined to^Ovef-

act'the retired, gangster. He's been,
playing conservative characters so
long it's hard to reconcile him to the
newer role, and his approach to that
is too stressed. Selmer Jackson,, as
the father of Tommy Wonder, and
the latter ar^ equally good in respec-
tive roles. No one else impresses,
just carrying their assignments.

Hurl.

A Man to Remember
RKO release of Robert SIsk production.

Features Edward Ellis, Anne .Slilrley, Lee
Bowman, William Henry and John AVray..
Directed by Garson Kunin, Screen piny'
by Dalton Trumbo from etory Ijy Katha-
rine Havlland-Tnylor; editor, JjOok HIvely;
score, Roy' Webb; camera, J. Roy Hnnt;
At RIvoll, N.- Y.. week Nov, C, ^38.-' Run-
ning time, TO mlns.
John Abbott Kdward Kllla
.Tean Anne Shlrloy
Dick ; Lee Bowman
Howard.' William Henry
.Sykes .Granville Bates
Rnmaey Htfrlan Brlggs
Harkness rank M. Thomas
Perkins Charles Hnlton
Johnson John Wray
Robinson... (........ .Gilbert Emery
Dick Abbott ; Dickie .Tonetf
Jean Johnson Carole Leete

in his profession above monetary
gain. Film depicts how his thought-
ful, humane treatment of the poor,
as well as the rich, finally brings a
mass tribute from the townspeople
and restores his son, $rown up In

the same profession, to his own
practice instead of seeking a money-
making job In the big city.

High spot in the picture is his

courageous treatment of a threat-
ened infantile paralysis epidemic
though even the county medical
board seeks to disbar him as an
alarmist. . His single-handed fight,

aided only by his faithful adopted
daughter, in confining the dread
disease to only four scattered cases,

has been skillfully developed into a
timely climax which sees the only
son finally swinging back to the side
of his parent.

'

Episodes which have been made,
particularly effectual include "birth

of 9 baby girl to a poverty-stricken
farmer, tJie village doctor (Dr. Ab-
bott) eutting down an operation bill

from $100 to $2 for the rich village
storekeener, the struggling medico's'
victor;/ in 'persuading' the banker
to build a town hospital, and his
struggle to halt the infantile epi-
demic. Closing novel twist is flash-
back to picture's opening scene as
the will of the doctor is being read
while funeral services are being
held and realization by the assem<-
bled skinflint creditors that the
courageous doctor- really will be
missed in their community.
Edward Ellis is given the biggest

Fcreen psp'«jnment in his careei- as
Dr. Abbott And it is liis skilful,

down-tp-earth
.
nortrayal that goes

far towards making the film click as
a whole. It- is a role that fits him
like a glove. Anne Shirley does a
fopnotch bit of acting as the adopted,
faithful daughter of 'the physician.
.Lee.Powman, who has been brought
along slowly by this lot, is effective
as the son. John Wray contributes
one of his best performances as the
Door farmer who abandons his new-
born baby girl to the doctor.
William ^Henry, as the banker's

son; Granville Bates, banker; Dickie
Jones, as the doctor's son while a
boy; Harland Briggs and Gilbert
Emery stand out in the large sup-
porting cast.
Adaptation of the .Katharine

Haviland-Taylor story by Dalton
Trumbo is first-rate, being especially
strong in dialog writing. J. Roy
Hunt's photography is capital.

Wear.

Mars Attacks the World
Universal rflease of Barney A. finrecky

production. Features .Larry (Buster)
Crabbe, Jean Rogeri and Charles Mlddleton.
Dire.ctcd by Ford Beebe . and Robert Hill.
Story and screenplay by Ray Trampe, Nor-
man S, Hall and Myndham Glttcns. Based,
on Alex Raymond's newspaper strip, 'Flash
Gordon,' syndicated by- King Features;
camera, Jerome Aah. At Rlnlto, ' N, "X,,
week Nov. 7, '38, dual. Running time, 70
mlns.
Flash Gordont Larry (Buster) frabbe
Dale Arden Jeon Rogers
Emperor Ming Charles Mlddleton
Dr. Zarkov ....4 Frank Shannon
Queen Abura .....Beatrice Roberts
Happy .- Donald Kerr
The Clay King Montague Shaw
Prince Barln Richard Ale;;ander
Tamak AVheeler Onkman
Pilot Captain Kane Richmond
Airdrome Captain Kennetd Duncan

GANGSTER'S BOY
Monogrrm production and relcaeo. Fea-

tures Jackie Cooper. Directed by Wll--
llnm Nl^h. OrlClnal and Eorecnplay, Rob-
ert D. Andrews «nd Karl Brown; camera,
Harry Neumann. At Globe, 'N. Y., duals,
Nov. S, ':)8. Running time, 80 mine.
Larry Kelly ..Jackie Cooper
.Tulla Lucy Gllman
Tim Kelly .Robert Warwick'
Mi-s, Kelly , Louise tK)rlmer
Bill..... Tommy Wonder
.Tudge Davlsi..., .Selmer Jackebn
Mrs. Davis Betty Blytho
Salvatore. Bobby Stone
Arthur Bradley MetcalC

Not another of the 'Dead End' car-
bons, though title and presence of
young Cooper would lend that im-
pression. Instead, 'Boy' is the story
of a torpedo's offsprin" who suc-
ceeds and is accepted into society
despite his background. Concludes
with the martyr theme of the kid
taking the blame for something to
protect name of his more respected
pal. Contains little of note, but
fenough of all the old tricks to make
it moderately acceptable.
Strongly in its favor is the fact

that it has no evidence of the budget
plan. Surrounded with a pretty

Here's a no-nanme picture, ob-

viously produced as a secondary
film, that has turned out to be an
appealing heart-throbber. This
story of heroic achievement by a
great man; an American country
doctor, in a small village, is RKO-
Radio's contribution to current cycle
of medico dramas. Picture lacks
marquee names, yet this production
measures up because of its- human
interest qualities and vigorous, al-
most unioue handling of script.

'A Man to Remember' won't be
recalled by exhibitors unless it is

studiously and extensively exploited.
With hardly a name in the cast that
will mean an extra nickel in the till

and a tepid title, the picture should
mean nice business if accorded
showmanly treatment. This is the
sort of entertainment the average
American audience likes but it will
take painstaking bally to let custom-
ers know about it. This is one that
the exhibitor can personally endorse
in his advertisements because the
picture will back up such approval
with -word-of-mouth boosting.

This production tags Garson
Kanin, newcomer from New York
legit, where he was an actor and
production assistant to George' Ab-
bott, as an outstanding Hollywood
directorial find of the year. His
crisp approach to the country doc-
tor cE^ga and the novel handling of
nearly every situation lifts an ordi-
nary programer into a money fea-
ture.
'A Man to Remember' is an In-

tense study of a kindly srtialltown
physician who places achievements

In an effort to cash in on front-
page publicity received after Orson
Welles' radio., broadcast of H. G.
Wells' 'War of the Worlds,' Universal
rushed through a feature compilation
of highlights from its serial story re-
leased this year and another put on
the market in 1936. Bulk of mate-
rial seemingly came from the one re-
leased in February this year, 'Flash
Gordon's Trip to Mars.'

As such, and considering the speed
with which the job of editing some
40 or more serial reels had to be
done to make 'Mars Attacks the
World,' this feature is fairly satisfy-
ing for the purpose intended. How-
ever, there are several breaks in con-
tinuity, nimierous long shots and
generally that serial technique which
no amount of cutting could over-
come.
• It depicts 'Flash' Gordon's trip to
Mars and his encounters with the
Martians, Emperor Ming, and Queen
Azura, ruler on Mars. Ther: is no
love interest, whereas in the first
Gordon serial Universal (put out two
years ago) there at least was a slight
romance. All the unbelievable gadg-
ets) ultra-rays, strange guns and oth-
er things that delighted youngsters
in the , 'Flash' Gordon serial are in
evidence. ,

Photography, .dialog, sets and most
acting is in the best serial tradition,
but hardly strong enough to excite
today's audieaice in search of melo-
drama. Plenty of titters from audi-
ence at this theatre over some of the
stilted acting and other heroics.
Larry Crabbe as 'Flash' Gordon

IS just as good as he was in the pre-
vious two serials. Same can be said
for Jean Rogers. Charles Mlddleton,
usually known for his work in west-
erns, is disguised as Emperor Ming
and comes closest to turning in an
acting performance.
Picture evidences alert showman-

ship on the part of Universal to rush-
out this feature from material at:
hand. It comes close enough after
the recent radio broadcast and news-
paper headlines to enable many to
cash in on public curiosity. DubioUs,
however, whether the picture will
satisfy other than juveniles or if it
will stand up for any length of time
at other than drop-in spots.

Wecr.

UP THE RIVER
(WITH SONGS)

Hollywood, Nov. 5.
20th-Fox releaao or 801 Wurtsel produc-

tion. Features Preston Foster, Tony Mnr-
tln. Phyllis Brooke, Slim SummervUle, Ar-
thur Tieacher, Alan DInehart, Eddl« Col-
lins, Jane Darwell, Sidney -Toler, Bill Rob-
inson. Directed by Alfred Werker. Screen-
play by Lou Brealow and John Patrick,
based on original story , by Maurlne Wnt-
klns. Songs i Sidney Clara and Harry Akst;
ci\mera, Peverell Marley; editor, Nick De
Mngglo; musical direction, Samuel Kaylln.
Previewed at Alexander, Glendale, Nov. 4
'88. Running time,- 73 mlns.
Chipper Morgan... Preston Fo.itc^
Tommy Grant ..Tony Martin
Helen Phyllis Brooks
Slim Nelson Slim Summervllle
Darby RandtUI Arthur Treocher
Warden Willis .\lan DInehart
Flsheye Conroy Eddie Colllps
aire. Graham Jane Dnrwcll
Jeffrey Mltohell,..; Sidney Toler
Memphis Jones .......BUI Robinson
Tiny ; . .Edward Gargan
Ray Douglas Robert Allen
Martha Graham......,..,, DoroUiy Dearlng
Warden' Harrla ; Charles D. Brown

'Fast and breezy comedy with
prison background, 'Up the River*
provides- swell eniertainment. It's
a re-do of Spencer Tracy'is first pic-
ture eight years ago, but added laugh
sequences and dialog have been hung
on the original yarn to greatly en-
ha^ice audience values.

Picture will, require selling to
attract initial attention, as Preston
Foster, Tony Martin and Arthur
Treacher hardly carry enough mar-
quee weight. Word-of-mouth is
certain to lift biz in the key spots
and, when returns are in, picture
should give a. good account of itself.

In comparison -with.recent crop of
prison melodramas, . this one plays
everything within th^ prison walls
with strokes of broad comedv and
Jiumor. Wisely passing up the strict
routine and discipline passages nec-
essary • in presentation of 'stir*

dramas, script tosses play entirely to
lightest sides of prison routine. Con-
veniences are so numerous that Slim
Summervllle sums it all up in line,

'If I got out of here, I'd only go on
relief, and this is more comfortable.'
Major changes have been made in

the original story, but basic idea is

the same, and a few ideas have been
retained in substance. One is pres-
entation of the prison 'Follies,' which
trots out several numbers. Second
is grudge football game, which re-
places baseball contest in the origi-
al.

Gaining momentum Immediately
with Preston Foster and Arthur
Treacher picked up on a trans-At-
lantic liner as. slick card sharps,
story has them re-booked into Rock-
well

. penitentiary for 10 -year
stretches. Welcoiped back as needed
fobfball stars, pair are provided with
soft jobs. Finding ceU-mate Tony
Martin " ready to break jail to pre-
vient his mother from being swin-
dled by Sidney Toler, Foster and
Treacher masquerade as women
visitors to walk out of the pen and
save ' the boy's faniily homestead.
They calmly go back to enter the
football game and win in the final
moments. Rockwell pen is thinly
disguised cognomen for Sing Sing.
Warden Alan DInehart, after wel-

coming his returning grid stars, bets
heavily on. the game, and is more
concerned in getting the boys back
for the contest than their punish-
ment for walking out. Rockwell has
a trained rooting section and parad-
ing band with collegiate trimmings.
Thread of romance is lightly carried
throughout between Martin and
Phyllis Brooks, both presented as
rap-takers for "Toler's con games.
Picture has many sparkling se-

quences for laugh purposes. One
of best is pickup of masquerading
Foster and Treacher after .their
prison walkout by two drunks in a
car. Situation is a honey and hits
a high spot. Prison 'Follies' show is
cleverly staged — concentrating on
the comedy side. Eddie Collins does
a fine job as m.c. for the affair.
Dance number by eight cons dressed
as chorines scores heavily as an
opener, followed by Bill Robinson
for a tap dance which clicks. Tony
Martin puts over, solo, 'It's the
Strangest Thing,' a tuneful melody
that has a chance for pop appeal.
Alfred- Werker turns in a fine

directorial effort, getting every
laugh out Of the opportunities pre-
sented in the tightly-woven and
fast-tempo script.

TITLE CHANGES
Hollywood, Nov. 8.

Fourth title for, XJniversal's 'Plane
66' is 'Pirates of the Skies.'

Monogram switched from 'Shore
Leave' to 'Navy Girl.*

'North of Shanghai' is release title
for Columbia's 'Life Is Cheap.'
Release title of RKO's 'What's

Your Number?' is *12 Crowded
Hours.'

'Ride a Crooked Mile' is the final
tag of 'Last Mile,' nec 'Escape from
Yesterday,' nee 'Escape from Leav-
enworth.'

'I Take This Woman' is latest title
for Metro's 'New York Cinderella.'

STORY BUYS
Hollywood, Nov. 8.

Universal bought 'Bull by the
Horns,' by Charles Bonner.
Wilson Collison sold his 'Moon

Over Burma' to Paramount.
Warners purchased G. Carleton

Browns' mag §tory, 'The Holy Ter-
ror.'
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Little Adventuress
(WITH SONG)

Hollywood, Nov. 6.

rniiimblei production «nd releaae, Fea^

nnl weUs. Directed by D. Bosa Lederman.

qrveennlay by Michael L. Simmons Irpm

ftory by Simmons and Paul Jarrlco. Ab-
Sutant director, Wilbur McGaugrh; camera,

wSnry FreuHcA; editor, AI Clark. Pre-

viewed at Pantagea Nov. 6. '88. Kunnlng&Mon'' Edith rellows

g SrHorton. • • -Richard FlBke

Helen Gould ..; Jacauellne Wella

Mnndy Cliff Edwards
ffiflVtUe ..Virginia Howell
Henry Lowell ..Harry C. Bradley
HerKlmer Gould Charles -Waldron

Tom Eagan Kenneth Harlan

A most ordinary melodrama
abounding with inconceivable situa-

tions, 'Little Adventuress' will suffice

In lower-dual brackets where iaudi-

ences are not too particular. Story Is

an incredulous layout that might
have gotten by 20 years ago, but
tangle of trite meller sequences is

hard to take these days.

Sitvation of yourig girl riding her
horse in thie big race serves for the

climax. Mabel Normand did it better

in 'Mickey' during the war days.

There's the horse rescue from a
burning barn a few days before the

handicap, but this is topped off by
having the equine running a high,

fever until post time. Then the
crooked gambler who tries to fiix the
iockey appears—which puts Edith
Pellows aboard for a winning ride.

following death of her parents in

a vaude slide-for-life, Edith Fellows
takes her performing horse and
trailer eijtourage to relatives in Cali-

fornia. Cousin, Richard Fiske, racing
enthusiast, loses his fortune and
moves into the trailer with Edith and
wrangler Cliff Edwards. Girl trains

horse for racing, and against odds,
rides him to win the big race.

Script strains and tugs continually,
with little success apparent in the
unfolding. Direction by D. Ross
Lederman is ordinary, while photog-
raphy could be improved to bring it

up to standard.

Edith Fellows tries hard, but can-
not surmount obstacles of the yarn.
Richard Fiske Is passable in his role,

while Jacqueline Wells is in for ro-
mantic interest with Fiske. Cliff

Edwards does best job of the cast,

and tunes up his uke for one minor
song in the stable.

ARIZONA WILDCAT
Hollywood, Nov. 4.

20th-Fox release of John Stone produc-
tion, Stars Jane Withers; features Leo
Carlilo. Directed by Herbert Leeds. Screen-
play by Barry Trivers and Jerry Cady from
orltrlnal Idea by Frances Hyland and Al-
bert 'Bay; camera,. Luclen Andrlot; editor,
Fred Allon. Previewed lit Uprown, L. A.,
Kov. 8, '88; Bunnlng time, 00 mlns.
Mary Jane Patterson. .Tane Withers
Manuel Hemande:; Leo Carrillo
Caroline Beld Pauline Moore
Donald Clark.... William Henry
Bichard Baldwin.... Henry Wllcoxon
Bute Calloway Douglas li'owley
Judgd White Ettenne Glrardot
SosiR Ha.rper «... .Hdrry Woods

argarlta Boslta Harlan

ward cinema writing and to Jack
Randall's handling of the principal
role.

Randall's followers know he's the
antithesis of the effete type of pretty
boy singing-cowboy hero, and while
Randall may not have the personal
magnetism of some of the other oat
opry stars, he more than makes up
for it with a virile personality, as
well as with some hot riding, shoot-
ing and battling.

Tale of the gang who robbed
stage-coaches of their gold bullion
shipments and salted a mine with
the precious metal, is replete with
action. It possesses a good cast in
which the colored Raymond Turner
stands oiit, has Rusty the Wonder
Horse with his trained tricks, a stun-
ning blonde in Louise Stanley, su-
perlative bdenic backgrounds and a
very satisfactory conclusion in the
law-and-order manner. Events tran-
spire in a logical continuity sus-
taining interest throughout.

ALWAYS IN TROUBLE
20th-Fox release of John Stone produc-

tion. Stars Jane Withers; features Jean
Rogeria, Arthur Trencher, Bobert ICcllard,.
Kddle Collins. Andrew Tombes, Nana Bry-
ant. Directed by Joseph Santley. Story
and adaptation, Karen De Wolf and Bob-
ert Chapin; editor, Nick De Magglo; cam-
era, Luclen Andrloti At Palace, N. Y.,
dual, week No. '.H8. Bunnlng time, 00
mlns.
Jerry Darlington Jane Withers
Virginia Darlington Jean Rogers
Bogers. Arthur Treacher
Pete Graham Bo>)ert Kellord
Uncle Ed Darlington Eddie Collins
J. C. Darlington Andrew Tombes
Mrs. Darlington Nana Bryant
Pearl Mussendorfer Joan Woodbury
Buster Mussendorfer Joseph Sawyer
Donald Gower. . , Charles Lane
Gideon Stubbs ^ Pat Flaherty

Jane Withers' 'The Arizona Wild-
cat' is a rather entertaining piece
for her following, and should stack
up favorably with past releases. 20th-
Fox upped a budget on this one,
with studio planning to get her into
the straight percentage brackets
rather than flat rentals. Whether or'

not 20th can accomplish this hike
before she enters the adolescent
stage is something else again.

Story is nothing more than a basic
framework on which to hang series
of episodes in which Jane Withers
performs a$.the mischievous hoyden
who eventually manipulates things
to a happy ending. In this one she
is presented as an olrphan in an 1870
frontier town of Arizona, unofficially
adopted by Leo Carrillo, former gay
bandit now driving the stagecoach.

Locality gets hot with • series of
holdups, giving Jane a chance to
have Carrillo round up his gang to
clean things up and clean out the
bandit gang headed by sheriff Henry
Wilcoxon. For Withers' fans, it's a
new setting in which to give the
girl a chance to swing in and out of
trouble, in her usual style.

Carrillo has a perfect role for his
capabilities, and smacics it for every-
thing there is in it. Pauline Moore
and William Henry provide the ro-
mantic interest acceptably, and
Henry Wilcoxon is okay as the dou-
ble-dealing sheriff.

Picture has been given brisk tem-
po by Herbert Leeds, who turns in
standard job of direction. Script has
numerous dialog laughs, mostly
thrown to Carrillo, who delivers ef-

factively.

GUN PACKER
Monogram release of Scott B. Dunlap

production. Featuring Jack Randall, Iioulse
Stanley and RUsty. Directed by Wallace
Fox. Original And screenplay, Robert Em-
mctt. Supervised by Robert Tansey: cam-
era. Bert Longenecker. At Central. N. Y.,
Nov. 5, '88, dual. Bunnlng time, r»l mlns.
Jack Dlnton Jack Bnndall
Ruth Adams , Louise Stanley
Chance Moore Charles King
Prof. Angel Barlowe BoHand
Shcrlft , Glen Strang
^mlty Raymond Turner
Chief Holmes Lloyd Ingraham
l>ad Adams Lowell Drew
btago Driver Ernie Adiims
Express Manager Forrest Taylor

Chubby-faced Jane Withers in a
'B' production of no more than pass-

ing importance which may prove all

right in the lower bracket on dual

bills, picture^ looks like it was
brought in at a low. figure by John
Stone, its producer.

The story is built around the sup-
posedly sincere efforts of Miss With-
ers to do a good turn at every op-
portunity, only to get herself and
others into trouble. It is a weak
yarn, Karen De Wblf and Robert
Chapin's dialog also lacking bril-
liance and pace.

Some comedy affords welcome re-
lief, cast including Arthur Treacher,
Eddie Collins and a group of others
cast as kidnappers who are bilked
successfully in staging a ransom job.
The love interest couples Jean Rog-
ers and Robert Kellard, neither of
whom has developed to the point
where a future of note can be pre-
dicted. Both screen nicely, how-
ever, and may come along with
proper piloting and stories. An-
drew Tombes plays a big business'-
man well, Nana Bryant his socially-
ambitious wife.

Action includes a yachting trip,

the beaching of the craft and the
rescue of most of the cast from an
isolated island where kidnappers are
at work. Joseph Santley directed in
a routine manner. Char.

This western conforms 100% to
the oldtime idea of what a rousing
mustanger should be. Chalk this one
up to Robert Emmett's straightfor-

KING OF THE SIERRAS
Grand National release of George A.

Hlrllman production. Stara Bex and
Sheik (horses). Directed by Samuel Dlege.
Story, Frank Gay; screenplay, Scott Darl
ing; camera, Jack Greenhalgh, Jr. and
Tom- Galllgnn; editor, Carl Plerson. At
Colonial, Lincoln, dual. Bunnlng time, 65
mlns,
TTncle Hank Hobart Bdsworth
Tom Harry Harvey, Jr.

Jim Frank Campeau
Pete Harry Harvey, Sr,

Whltey (horse) Sheik
Tralnef Jack Lindcll
Bl Diablo Bex

Told awkwardly, and cardinally

sinning by being a different western,

'King of the Sierras' will only meas
are up moderately at the 10-20 b.o.

Camera work and the action as far
as the horses are concerned is ex-
cellent, but the story drags for lack
of humanity. It's probably one of
the few genuine hoss operas, how
ever, the complete concern of the
story being the battle of a white
stallion to protect his haremed mares
from the boudoir technique of a
black stallion who has the urge to

do a bit of poaching.

Story allows for no women, no
runaway -stagecoaches, no hip-
shooting gunmen, but merely has an
old man, Hobart Bosworth, tell the
story of the stallions to Harry Har-
vey, Jr., a 4-year-old .punlc. When
the old man stops talking the 'camera
frames the actual action on the part
of the horses.

Equine performers are good, with
Rex, as the mane-shaking Casanova
of the mesa, having the colorfu
edge. Sheilc, the family man and
protector, is eclipsed, but at the same
time more substantial. In short, it's

a better job of tyoe casting than is

done many times with the two-
legged actors. Even the mare, who
casts sheep's eyes and anpears to

enjoy the herd-tabooed sashays into

the sage, is film-recorded beauti
fully.

It's fable styled, good for young
sters, if they can be made to believe
it and attend. Bosworth cuts loose

with some parallelisms t,o human life

at the finish which are good juve in-

fluence. In the duals, teamed with
another action picture, it'll be all

right. Should be a cinch for school
dad okays. Barn.

Rhythm of the Saddle
(WITH SONGS)

Republic release of Harry Grey production.
Features Gene Autry, Smiley Bumette, Pert
Kelton. .Directed by George Sherman.
Story and adaptation, Paul Franklin; edi-
tor, Lester Orlebeck; camera, Jack Mnrta.
Bovlewed In Projection Boom, N. T., Nov.
3, '38. Bunnlng time. 68 mlns.
Gene '.Gene Autry
Frog iley Buvnette
Aunt Hattle Pert Kelton
Maureen >..... Peggy Moran
Pomeroy ,,,, LeRoy Moson
Chaae Arthur Loft
Tex Robinson Ethan Laldlaw
Leach Walter de Palma
Busty ' Archie Hall
Alec : Ec'dle Hort
Dixie Erwin ., ;...Edaie Acuff

The usual ingredients of a western
are here—action, fast riding, singing
cowboys, and a .dastardly Jack .Dal-
;on. what the producers have done
with the formula, however, is some-
hing else again. Fumbling badly,
it's one horse opera that dbesn't jell.

Story has the beautiful but help-
ess miss not only owning a ranch
3Ut managing a Frontier Week
Rodeo. Despite fact -that rodeo, on
its 25th annual appearance, draws
more cash customers than ever be-
fore, Peggy Moran will not get her
contract renewed unless she does
better. . Fighting bitterjy for six
reels, her foreman, Gene Autry,
aattles through assorted villainy,
burning barns, fixed rodeo events, a
stage-coach race and a ihurder rap
;o come out on top.
Chief fault with the script is poor

motivation and follow-through. For
no apparent reason other than he
probably needed a thrilling climax,
a stage-coach race is held, the win-
ner to get the rodeo contract for next
season.- On more than one occasion
le has two or three desperadoes
chasing Autry on horseback; several
flashes later, out of the nowhere,
three others, then six more, join the
chase. Credibility is stretched to the
straining point- in episode after
episode.
Autry is his usual self^ placid, un-

ruffled, with a heart fidl of senti-
mental songs. He sings four num-
bers arid well.. A trifle more rough-
and-tumble wouldn't hurt Autry or
the boxoffice. Comedy roles are car-
ried by Smiley Bumette and Pert
Kelton. Former has a lot to do and
does it capably; Miss Kelton's tsklents

are wasted. Moran gal is a looker
but. a tyro histrionically. LeRoy
Mason is a fine heavy and runs
Autry a close second for top honors.
Backgrounds and camera work are

first-rate in every way. Western
fans won't mind its deficiences, if

popularity of westerns still runs to
form, but Autry's following may
dwindle if they turn out many more
like this.

CAFE DE PARIS
(FRENCH-MADE)

Fllmsonor release of Begina production.
Features Jules Berry, Vera ICorene, Pierre
Brasseur. Directed by Yves Mlrande.
Screen play, MIrande; music. Van Parys;
camera, Christian- Matras, JiilUard, Bon-
temps. At Normandle. Paris. Bunnlng
time, 85 mlns.
Cast: Jules Berry, Vera Korene, Pierre

Brasseur, Jacques Baumer, Jullen Carette,
Marcel Carpentler, J. Coquelln, Arthur
Devere, Maurice Kscande, Roger Galllard,
Jacques Gretlllat, Janlne Guise, Florence
Marly, Bobert Pizahl, Marcel Valle, Slraone
Berrlau.

ing in most instances, using him as
a clothes-horse to depict the well-
dressed uniform wearer. He has sol-
diered under' several flags, but this
time is a ranger in the forest service
assigned the job of seeing that lum-
ber company gluttons don't overcut.
Keene's only help comes from

Robert Fiske, who heads the over-
cutters, and Budd Buster, a coon-
cap wearing mountaineer in for
vague comedy purposes. The femme
section is very weak, Peggy Keys
being the holder of a half interest
in the lumber production plant
Keene impresses unfavorably most

of the way, wading neck deep in a
bad story and an equally inept
siireen play. 'Raw Timber' well
needs plenty of help on the multi-
ples. Barn.

Adrienne Lecouvreur
(FRENCH-MADi;)

Paris, Oct. 27.
Alliance Clnematogrsphlque Buropeanne

release of Georges Lampln-UFA produc-
tion. Stars Yvonne Printemps, Pierre
Fresnay; features Junie Astor, Andre I^c-

faur, Pierre Larquey, Directed by Marcel
I'Herbler. Scenario, Madame Slmonc;
camera, F. A. Wagner. At the Murlgnan
Cinema, Paris. Running time, 110 mlns.
Cast: Yvonne Printemps, Pierre Fresnay,

Junle Astor, Andre Lefaur, Larqupy, J.
Catelain, Thomy Bourdelle. Castel, Made-
leine Sol&nge, Joffre. Philippe BIchard,
Juvenet, Gercourt, Qeno Ferny, Blln, .lac-

quollne Pacaiid, Gnbrlelle Boblne, Vera
Phares, Bercher, Marcel Andre,- Jean
Worms, MlcheUe Alfa, Warner, VUoId,
Sallna, Luclen Walter, Andre Berty,
Madame Sabatlnl.

SINGING BLACKSMITH
(AMESICAN-MADE)

(m YIDDISH)
(WITH SONGS

New Star Films release of Collective Film
production. Stars Molshe Oysher. DIrecteil
by Edgar Q. Uimer. Screenplay, David
PInskI; adapted from bis play, 'Yankel Der
fichmldt'; musical direction, Jacob Wein-
berg; camera, BUI Miller. At Continental.
X, Y., week Npv. 1, '88. Running time.
110 mlns.
Yankel Molshe O.vsher
Tamara. Miriam BIsells
Rlvke.: , Florence Weiss
Chaya-Peshe , Anna Appel
Bcndet Ben-Zvl BaratofC
RalTuel. MU'hapl Goldstein
Martoshe.. Lea Noeml
KImche Max Vodnoy
Frumeh Lube Wesely
Rcb' Aaron ,,..Yudcl Dublnsky
i>prlntze-Gnesye, Luba Rymer
Frolke. . , IJenJamIn Flshbeln
riHn..i R. Wendroft
Blvl.e'a Mother Ray Scttneler
Young -Yankel , ershel Bernnrdl
Mald....^ .'-iophle Bressler
VWn Girl..,., LIbby Charney
C'halke. ,^ ..Clara Deutschmann
."-'econd Girl , Janet Deutachmann
Leah ..........R. Shanock
Seamstress , Ulesa Hftlpera

'Cafe de Paris' possesses few, If

any, of the attributes held by the
London nitery of the same name.
It's just an ordinary murder mystery
placed in a world-known setting with
a few new twists.
While Yves Mirande, in writing

and directing the film, shows he
knows 'TOs French cafe characters,
his ingredients are badly mixed.
Film will only do well in France.
Despite good performances of sev-
eral of the principals, story possesses
too many imimportant diversions,
and above all gives away the mur-
derer too obviously.
With a battery of names that ordi-

narily are b.o. here, film deals with
the slaying of a newspaper magnate,
known as a blackmailer, in the cafe.

Of the five suspects—the magnate's
wife, her lover, an arms trafficker
threatened with exposure, a creditor
and a spurned playboy, who is after

the magnate's daughter—it's rather
obvious none did it.

Vera Korene is only fair as the
magnate's wife, who confesses false-

ly to save her lover, Jules Berry,
who in turn confesses to save her.

He overplays, as usual, Pierre Bras-
seur, as the playboy, cliclcs, as does
Florence Marly, as the blonde mis-
tress of the magnate, ."ean Worms,
as prefect of police, is convincing,
while Julien Carette, as the journal-
ist, deserves a better role. Photog-
raphy is good, while dialog falters.

Scissoring would help, but not
enough to bring this one out of the
ordinary class. Hugo.

'Adrienne Lecouvreur' goes back
to the beginning of the 18th century
to recount g tragedy famous in its

time. In so doing.it marks up an-
other topnotcher for French produc-
tions. It's surefire boxoffice in this
country and is a cinch for abroad.
Marcel I'Herbier has dramatically

moulded the love story of the city's

once-favorite actress, the glamour of
the stage and the aristocracy with its

jealousies, prompted by the desire
for power and favor. The. love of
an aristocrat for the favorite, his de-
sire to regain 3 crown in his ancient
Courlande with the backing of his
mistress* husband, the jealousy of
the mistress for the favorite, causing
his defeat and the Matter's death, is

all carried out with spontaneity and
feeling.
Miss Printemps is the favorite, who

discovers Pierre Fresnay, as Maurice
de Saxe, son of the king of Poland,
sitting in the seat she has always re-
served- for herself . and kept vacant
in the theatre for sentimental rea-
sons. He has deserted the box of the
Duke of Bouillon (Andre Lefaur),
where he was sitting with his mis-
tress, the Duchess (Junie Astor).
Entranced by the actress, he goes to
see her after the performance. There
begins the love that is to end with
her death.
Fresnay soon afterwards departs

on a military adventure to regain
power. At the critical moment re-
inforcements promised by Lefaur
do not arrive—^Miss Astor had
learned of the love affair. Before his
return Miss Printemps receives a
bouquet of roses, presumably from
Fresnay. In inhaling their fragrance
she's killed—^the blooms had been
poisoned, .^ent by Miss Astor. Fres-
nay arrives in time for her to die in
his arms.

It's .a beautiful love story, excel-
lently told, and despite its length

—

some trimming would help—^move-
ment is geared high enough to hold
interest throughout. Both Fresnay
and Miss Printemps perfectly suit
their roles. Lefaur, as the aged duke,
clicks but Miss Astor falters. Pierre
Larquay, as Miss Printemps' efficient

aide and servant, is splendid.
Dialog and photography are good.

Hugo.

13 Kislany Mosolyog Az
Egre

('13 Girls Smile at the Sky')
(HUNGARIAN-MADE)

(WITH SONGS)
Budapest, Oct. 26.

Salatlnu'a release ot Hajdu production.
Directed by Akos Rathongl. Screenplay,
Joseph Babay, Istvan Bekeffy, from a novel
by Olio Indig; music. Denes Buday.
PIry Ida Turay
Bla Itzl Erdelyl
Karady Imre Badny
Mrs. Varjas Marlska VIzvarl
Feri Balogti Joseph Juhasr.
PIry's fether .Julius Go^on
Lily Blanka Szombathelyl

RAW TIMBER
Crescent Pictures release of K. B. Derr

production. Stars Tom Keene. Directed by
Bay Taylor. Story, Bennett .Cohen; screen-
play, Cohen and John T. Neville; oamera,
Arthur Martlnelll: editor, Donald Barratt.
At Liberty, Lincoln, dual. Bunnlng time,
no mlns.
Corbin Tom Keene
Dale Peggy Keys
Kentucky Budd Buster
Williams... Bobert FIfHc
Bull Lee Phelps
Lane John Ruttierford
Hanlon BaCael Bennett

Paced at a slow trot, this action
timberland yarn misses by consider-
able margin, amounting to anything
but projection machine filler. Tom
Keene's series has been disappoint-

Publicity stunt for this picture is

calling it an 'optimistic filtn.' Opti-
mism consists of featuring 13 sweet
girl graduates, who form a club with
the slogan 'A Good Deed Every
Week,' the boy scouts' one a day be-
ing too much for them.
Ida Turay is the 13th, who picks

up a down-and-out tramp on the
roadside and establishes him in the
ice cream pushcart business, not sus-
pecting that he's actually a million-
aire. He was thrown out of his car,
knocked senseless, robbed and given
an old suit by bandits before she
found him. But he doesn't like to
tell her so because he thinks it's fun.
By day he sells ice cream and makes
love to Miss Turay. At night he's a
millionaire and almost marries Mitzi
Erdelyi. But the truth will out, and
after a lot of explaining he marries
his benefactress.

It's a pleasant picture, although
camera is inferior. Miss Erdelyi,
specializing in vamps and golddig-
gers, is improving, and Miss Turay
would be charming were it not that
her lisp, not unattractive in juve
stage parts. Is emphasized by the
sound track. Jacohi.

(In Yiddish, with English Titles)

David Pinski's Old World classic,

'Yankel Der Schmidt,' has received
a stirring screen adaptation by its

F.uthor to further popularize one of
the greatest works in Yiddish dra-
maturgy. For here is Pinsld at his
best.

Pinski first launched 'The Singing
Blacksmith' at the Bow^sry's old
Thalia theatre in 1909, and it served
to give David Kessler, the late great
Yiddish tragedian, one of his out-
standing roles. There have been
many 'Yankels' since thtoughout the
world, and whethfer Moishe Oysher
approachels' the Kesslers, the Ben-
Amis and others who. have had tha
name rple is a question. But surely
there has been no voiqe that has
equaled the' booming, powerful bari-
tone of Oysher as the singing black-
smith.
Here is a pictuf^ that can't hope

to approach the world grosses of
'The Dybbuk,' but, nevertheless,
should serve as a powerful universal
boxoffice miagnet for Yiddish audi-
ences. There rpay be flaws in direc-
tion, photography and acting, but
there can be no denying that
Oysher's voice by far dwarfs those
faults.

Pinski's story of thei ebullient,
swaggering, singing blacksmith,
whose theme of life was to eat, love
and be merry, is given faithful in-
terpretation by Oysher, although
there are times when he becomes the
concertist in his «trut and posturing;
Then, t6o> there , is Miriam Biselle,
prettily complacent and. dutiful as
the wife who effects- the change, in
his deportment. Florence Weiss is

the other woman and she measures
up to the roie with proper' restraint.
Three members of Maurice

Schwartz's Yiddish Art Players—
Ben-Zvi Baratoff, Michael Goldstein
and Anna Appel, who are currently
in Sholem Asch's 'Three Cities' in
New York, also play prominent parts
well.

Baratoff Is a vigorous blackismith,
who plays an important role in in-
fluencing the pubescent Yankel;
Goldstein is the weak-willed Raf-
fuela, unable to hold his wife (Miss
Weiss), a Jealous inamorata of
Yankel, and Miss Appel, a match-
maker.

Film, which runs 116 mins,, could
be cut 15 minute^ adyantageously.

PRISONS DE FEMMES
('Women's Prisons')

(FRENCH-MADE)
Paris, Oct. 28.

Paris Cinema Location release ot Boser
BIchebn production. Featares Beoee Saint-
c:yr, Vivlane Boraance, Georges I<'lamanil
iTean Worms, Francis Carco. Directed hy
Boeer Richebe. Adapted from Francis
('arco's story of same name by Carco,
Joltot and Blchebe; music, Jean Lenoir;
camera, Isnard and UaiUois. At Olympia
Cinema, Paris, Bunninr time, 02 mlns.
Castj RencR Saint-Cyr, Vlviane Romance,

OcorKcs Flamand, Jean Worms, Frdncls
('arco. Bergeron, Marguerite Deval, Amiot,
Dclaltre, Jacques Dumesnil, KscofCieri

• Adapted from Francis Carco's
popular work of the same title,

•Prisons de Pemmes,' as a film,
weaves no unknown story of prison
life and its subsequent consequences
on the lives of women who have
undergone its rigors. But it does
forcefully demonstrate the faults of
the ill-conceived ideas humahi^ re-
tains for the more unfortunate of its

wrongdoers. It makes good tragedv.
for the most part, for French con-
sumption, but several scenes would
have to be abolished, or remade, be-
fore they could ever get by the
American censor. Nothing is left to
the imagination in the underwbi*ld
shots, and while realistic enough,
unwholesome in some aspects.

Unexpected twist sees author of
story re-enacting his life role. Prison
scenes come close to the real thing,
although two principals, Renee
Saint-Cyr and Viviane Romance,
don't look much like prisoners in
their film makeup.
Basic yarn is well-worn. Two

young girls are imprisoned, one be-
cause she deserves it, , the other be-
cause mistaken justice has not un-
derstood her life and condemns her
because she attempted to steal as an
outlet for an unbearable life. The
girls become friends. When the
younger is freed she has no place to
go other than an address in Paris'
given by the other. Address is a
'madame,' who forwards mOney for
such cases and places girls as so-

(Continued on page 19)
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PRISONS DE FEMMES
(Continued from page 17)

called entertainers In low night

clubs. But her morals wiU not let

her do such work. So she finds a

iob clerking^ .meets a rich man and

is married, to be blackmailed by the

jnadame. ^, , ,

Meantime, the other girl Is re-

leased and returns to her undei:-

world haunts, where she sings to

support her lover. Whereabouts of

other prisoner is learned through
madame. The lover blackmails the
married girl and at a rendezvous in

a low hotel he's caught trying to

seduce her by former prison mate,
who misunderstands and shoots her.

Carco, who had written a story about
the girl, explains to her husband
and she's forgiven. The lover goes

free and the other girl gets life

imprisonment.
While Miss Saint-Cyr, as the

younger of the two prisoners, falls

short in many instances, she does
make a commendable attempt. Jean
Worms, as the husband, is hardly
the type. Carco, making his film

debut, is not very impressive as an
actor. But despite these faults,

which aren't too obvious, 'Prisons de
Femmes' is an interesting story well
presented.
Natural here is Georges Flamant,

as the lover of Miss Romance. Mar-
guerite Deval, who plays the
madame, is excellent. Miss Romance
again proves that her understanding
of 'femmes' of this type is prac-
tically perfect.
Dialog is interesting, but occasion-

ally slow. Photography is good and
underworld settings have a natural
air. Hugo.

JUGEND VON HEUTE
('Touth of Today')
(GERAIAN-MADE)

Ufa production <ind release. Directed by
Peter Paul Brauer. ScrftenDlay, Wolf Neu-
melster and' Heinz Vler from novel by Sofle
Sohleker-Kbe: camera, George Gutschmldt.
At 80th St. Garden. N. Y., week Nov. 4,
'38. Running time, 86 mlna.
Professor Fromunn Hans Lelbelt
Prlmaner °. (Hermann Braun

'IKarlhelnz Sedlak
Werner Frohllo ...Hans Otto QaugUtz
Prof. Strobel Herbert Huebner
Frau Sclli Maria ICoppenhoefer
Frau Flndeibeii Margarete Kupfer
Sr. Hcntschkc Ingolt Kuntze
Director Paul Otto
Landererlctitsdlriictor. , . .Ernest Leudesdorff
ProUcU Franz Pfaudler
Schuldlener Kchadel AVoIf Neumelster
Jutta Freybe, (Christine Grabe, Charlotte

Bchellho. Ijutto Hamann, Ingeborgr v. Kuss-
•row, Inere Lundgut, Hanna Mo

(In German; no English Titles)
Title was changed from 'Was Tun,

Sibylle* ('What Now, Sibylle') to
•Youth of Today' for U. S.-German
consumption, but this celluloid prose
by any name is still n.s.g. Without
titles it is a hopeless jumble of
words for any but those hep to the
Nazi jive. With complete under-
standing for Deutsch it ranlcs little

better as a comedy-drama of high
school kids.
For a story of youth it moves very

slowly, running at least 10 minutes
too long. Action shots are a mild
fight, a brief look at skiers and a
duU suicide attempt. Rest is con-
fined to gabbing which gets to sound
like cackling except when broken
into by mild audience laughs. Di-
rection, editing and acting are gen-
erally poor. Obviously, a better
school-girl book than film.

All the girls love an art profes-
sor. He loves all the girls, helps
them solve their little problems and
joins in their activities. One girl
steals a bank note from another with
blame resting on still another. Lat-
ter attempts suicide for finale be-
fore which all pitch into the sleuth-
ing to uncover, but forgive, real
culprit. An old story in an old
frame.

partner is trying to get over a frac-
tured love affair, but they warn her
he's a bit cracked and vice versa.
This works out in a series of far-

cical situations. Karoly Aszlanyi has
a burlesque twist in his sense of the
comic that's distinctly original, al-
though he overdoes it on and off.

Julius Gozon and Bero Maly, sen-
ior partner and bookkeeper of the
firm, get most of the laughs. Itlari
Tolnay and Raday, who suspect each
other of being batty, also do well on
the comedy side. Jacobi.

AZURE EXPRESS
(HUNGARIAN-MADE)

(WITH SONGS)
• Budapest, Oct. 25.

^andard production and release, Di-
rected by Bela Boloffh. Screenplay, Las-
zlo Pacsery; adapted from Szanto and
Bzec'sen's play, 'Budapest-Wlen' ; music.
Carlo de Fries.
Thomas Rak Antal Pager
Tery Klarl Tolnay
Denes Banath I^ioa Basthy
Erna ZIta Szeleczky
Uncle li'erenc Vendrey

What was a very agreeable stage
musical three years ago has been
turned into an equally entertaining
picture. It's well acted, cleverly
directed, is not too idiotic—the com-
mon failing of most local product

—

and is, so far, . decidedly best of the
season's crop.
Story centers around awkward,

unlucl^ and well - intentioned
Thomas, a schoolmaster, who picks
up a poor waif on the night before
his wedding. She's about to jump
into the river when he saves her,

takes her home to his bachelor quar-
ters, comforts her and' consequently
almost misses his wedding.
Meets girl again on train after

he has started with his bride on
their honeymoon, gets off to buy her
a ticket and misses train. Bride,
furious, doesn't know what to do
because relatives are expecting
them in Venice and she's ashamed
to arrive without a husband. So
she asks- a chance travelling com-
panion to step in and figure as
hubby. By. next train arrival Thomas
and the waif, also mistaken for the
honeymoon couple. Misunderstand-
ings ultimately cleared up, with
step-ins pairing off together.
West cast, with Antal Pager at

his best in the part of the well-in-
tentioned guy. Klari Tolnay, the
waif, is waking up; she was charm-
ing from the first, but is giving her
temperament more scope now, which
is all for the best.

Professor Mamlock
(RUSSIAN-MADE)

Amklno release of T^nfilm production.
Directed by Adolph Mlnktn and Herbert
Rappaport. .Scenario, Frledrloh Wolf,
Adolph Mlnkln and Herbert Rappaport;
music, T. Koehurov and M. Tlmofeyev. At
Cameo, N. Y., week Nov. 7, '88. Running
time, 100 mlna.
Professor Mamlock S. Mezhlnskl
Mr.1. Mamlock E. Nlkltlna
Rolf Mamlock O. ZhakoV
Dr. Hellpnch.... V. Chessnokov
Dr. Karlaen B. Svetlov
Dr. Jnge N. Shaternlkova
Dr. Warner I. Zonne
Nur.se Yadwlga •. .,.M. Tajjlanossova
Editor Seldel .V. KIsselev
FrI tz i T. Tolubeyev
.Willi ..G. Budarov
Ernst P. KIrllov
Hilda ; A. Zarzhltskaya
Peter S. Ryablnsltln
Mother Wendt N. Faussek
Annl.. T. Guretskaya
Krause V. Merkurlev
Colonel Y. Mallutin
Storm Trooper P. Sukhanov

A Holgy Kisse Bogaras
("The Lady Is a Bit- Cracked')

(HUNGARIAN-MADE)
Budapest, Ont. 26.-

Objecllve^Hamza production and release.
Directed by Akoa Rathonyl. Screenploy,
Karoly Assilanyl,
Bimbo Klarl Tolnay
Peter Imre Raday
Krompuc Gero Maly
Tormassy Julius Goxon
Gerber Sandor Pethes
Csupor .Zoltan Maklary

A glint of an original idea is tre-
mendously refreshing in the wilder-
ness of hackneyed types and situa-
tions that continually recur in Hun-
garian films. Even this one leads up
to the usual poor church mouse-
typist vs. rich boss complex, but it
gets there in a different way, ahd
that's already something for which
to be grateful.
New angle is that girl, who's look-

ing for a job, gets hold of another
girl's sealed letter of introduction
to a firm. Letter highly recommends
bearer and states, although a bit
cracked, she's harmless if not con-
traried.

She gets the job because the firm
wishes to -oblige the writer of the
letter, and „irl can't understand why
they treat her with such deference
and caution, hinting that she need
only come to the office to get her
pay envelope, etc. When she insists
on something to do, they send her to
the chicken farm, where the junior

more ludicrous of the Hitler militar-
istic hokus-polcus, but blasts with
withering scorn such typical prac-
tices as Storm Trooper terrorism,
race prejudice, book burnings, sup-
pression of freedom of speech and
thought and various other manifesta-
tions of pre-historic Nazi idealogy.
Under the circumstances, it's rather

remarkable that the picture appar-
ently contains so little exaggeration.
Only in a few instnaces does 'Mam-
lock' overstate its case. And on com-
paratively few occasions does it err
by assuming that anyone who abhors
Nazidom must necessarily adhere to
communism. On the other hand,, the
film is admirably blunt and eloquent-
ly restrained in its exposition of the
Nazi horror. It simply offers a story
of how the Nazi hoiror overtook Ber-
lin and Germany, of the Brownshirt
methods and brutality, and of the re-
sults on the lives of thef inoffensive
German people who merely com-
mitted the crime of aspiring toward
freedom and the ideals of civilization.
It makes ' the doubtful assumption
that the majority of the German peo-
ple disapprove of the' Nazi doctrines
and hate their Brownshirt persecu-
tors, but to a normal . U, S. spectator
'Mamlock' is likely to be regarded as
a surprisingly reticent statement of
the situation.

Biriefly, the story of the picture
deals with a leading surgeon in a
Berlin hospital, tells how the Nazi
terrorists drive him out of his oper-
ating room and to attempted suicide
because he is a Jew. He is Ultimate-
ly killed by Storm Troopers when he
harrangues a crowded street from" his
sickroom balcony in open defiance
and scorn of their dread -uniforms
and guns, but not until his son has
banded with a group of other con-
spirators to publish an undercover
anti-Nazi pamphlet newspaper and
otherwise carry on the fight for lib-
erty against oppression. Acting is
skillfully in the* Russian tradition of
intense underplaying, while the di-
rection also brings out the film's hu-
man and dramatic values. Techni-
cally, the picture is superior to most
foreign language productions, al-
though the - editing could be im-
proved.
All in all, 'Mamlock' is an arresting

picture which is sure to arouse stren-
uous comment. With most U. S. au-
diences its reaction is likely to be
favorable. Hobe.

(In Russian; with English Titles)

Judged either as entertainment or
propaganda, 'Professor Mamlock' is

a powerful picture. Its grimly'melo-
dramatic story is continuously ab-
sorbing, while its anti-Nazi argument
carries a devastating wallop. In all

communities where public sentiment
is actively for the democratic ideals
as opposed to fascism, it should do
comparatively profitable business.

And except in frankly Nazi neighbor-
hoods (where it would likely cause
violence if shown) it should at least

get by.
Of course, it's obviously impossible

to draw a line between the, film's dra-
matic appeal and its propaganda.
Picture is so outright and insistent as

political argument that no one could
for a minute overlook that phase of it

or fail to consider it in weighing
'Mamlock' as entertainment. As a
matter of fact, the film itself frankly
depends on its doctrinal nature for
much of its dramatic effectiveness.
And it's precisely this timely angle
that gives 'Mamlock' its most telling

force as entertainment.
Another slant on the propaganda

phase is that this is one of the first

instances whereby the theme of a
Soviet picture becomes acceptable to

an average American audience. That
may be because, in this case, the pic-
ture is attacking a political creed that
is repugnant to the democratic ideal,

instead of trying to sell the spectator
a communistic bill of goods.
Doubtful if any other picture ever

lashed out with such paralyzing fury
against the form of government of a
neighboring country. But in the case
of 'Mamlock,' the attack is centered
oh the cruel and barbarous Nazi
tenets rather than on its leaders or
personalities. Thus, it not only looses

the venom of ridicule at some of the

Wage—Hour

(Continued from page 7)

ing a basic work week exceeding 44
hours, the new statutory maximum.
Under the law, the 44-hour pro-

vision and the requirement for over-
time pay for additional work may
be waived in situations where em-
ployers have signed pacts with
unions via collective bargaining that
allow a longer week. Before this
leeway can be exircised, NLRB
must certify that the agreement is

with a legitimate union and was
reached at a frCe conference. Even
then the employer does not have the
full right to work employees more
than 4'* hours without paying addi-
tional wages, since the statute pro-
vides an overall limit of 2,000 hours
in any period of 52 consecutive
weeks. If aggregate amount of work
exceeded this figure, overtime pay
would be due for the surplus hours,
regardless of what the contract
allows.

Hitch of importance to films is that
the NLRB doubts whether it has
authority to act in this situation and
the Labor Department lacks money
tc do the job. Some Board experts
maintain certification could be grant-
ed only on request of a union and
that applications cannot be enter-
tained from employers. Whether
unions would try to gain the privi-

lege on behalf of bosses is conjec-
tural.

So far no move has been made,
as far as can be learned, to have the
Board certify tiie studio labor pacts
which provide a longer basic week.

Can't Interpret

Knotty problem of classifying

workers under the act likewise prob-
ably will be unsolved for an indefin-
ite period. The wage-hour division
is reluctant to interpret the law in

specific situations for individual em-
ployers, and so far is sticking to the
general definitions of administrative
and professional workers, Numerous
questions have arisen already in
many lines whether such-and-such
an individual comes within the cate-
gories 'as - established by the Labor
Department, and to date the Govern-
ment lawyers have ducked a com-
mitment. Decisions must be made by
employers, who run the risk of find-

ing out later on they erred and are
liable for damages and prosecution.
This headache is especially painful

in Hollywood, where standardization
is an impossibility in a multitude of
instances. But the test of a 'profes-

sion' and. of ah 'administrative' work-
er is so severe that only a handful
of craft members are likely to be

Agents Caught In Middle
(Continued from page 5)

of the SAG Council. Theodore
Lorch, who held post of first v.p.,

becomes vice-chairman of Council,

and Adabelle Driver, secretary of

Junior SAG, will hold same post
with the Council. They will serve
until new officers are. elected at the
1939 organization meeting;

The Council will be permitted to

initiate rules, resolutions and regu-
lations, subject to the approval of

the board of directors. The Coun-
cil also will be allowed to appoint

three of its members to sit with the

board when such legislation is being
considered and to take part in the
discussions. This will be the first

time that other than senior members
have been permitted to sit with the
SAG board of directors.

The by-laws also provide that 30%
of Class B members can demand a
vote on a proposal to withdraw from
the Guild. A vote of 51% of Class
B. membership is required to carry
the proposal.

By-laws provide that - a strike of

senior members can be authorized
by a 75% vote, but that a similar

vote of Class B members is neces-

sary to order the lower bracket
players to -join any walkout.
Board of directors is authorized

to suspend without hearing any
member who becomes 30 days de-
linquent in dues, and to expel any
member who is delinquent for 60
days.

Indies Sign With Guild

Members of Independent Motion
Picture Producers Association have
signed new modification agreements
with the SAG. Pacts were inked
with the understanding that the Int-

dies could make a survey of costs

of westerns and negative-investment
pictures and petition for further con-
cession within next six months.
Under agreements the SAG ex-

tended 48-hour week for week-to-
week players to 54 hours and sub-
stituted straight time instead of time
and half for overtime for day play-
ers after .10 hours. These conces-
sions will apply only to westerns and
serials costing less than $30,000.

Negotiations for the Indies Were
handled by Sam Wolf and Phil Gold-
slone.

Actors have deserted the 'strip* for
headquarters in Hollywood. Execu-
tive offices of the SAG have, been
moved to the Hollywood Professional
building.. The SAG accounting of-

fices will be consolidated with the
new quarters on Nov. 15. Kenneth
Thomson, executive secretary of the
SAG, said the change would result

in increased efficiency and would be
more convenient to members. '

ft * •

Wage-Hoar Law Still Puzzling

New wage and hour law is proving
a headache for studio managers and
other film executives. With Pat
Casey, producer labor contact, still

in the east in an effort to get a
definite ruling on the application of

the act to the film industjry,' Coast
executives arc in a quandary as to

what action to take.

Time clocks have been installed for
actors to punch, but in some in-

stances loss of time due to congre-
gation at clocks is more than, pay-
ment of overtime would call for.

Metro is trying out a simple card
system, which if thorough trial

proves foolproof, will be recom-
mended to all other major studios.
Under the Metro system, the actor
is handed a card on which his re-
porting time is listed. He takes this
to the assistant director when he
goes on the set. The assistant lists

the the time the actor leaves for
lunch and returns, and then stamps
his checking out time.

Costly to Majors

Major film companies will have to
pay thousands of dollars in back pay
to camei'amen, directors, assistant di-

rectors, actors and technicians em-
ployed on 54 and 60-hour production
schedules unless these groups are
exempted frpm provisions of the
wage and houx .law. This was dis-

closed when stiidi,os notified the per-
sonnel that any .

application of the
law to the film industry will be made
retroactive to the effective date of
Oct. 24.

The following notice was enclosed
in. all pay envelopes:

'The recently enacted wage and
hour act presents many difficulties

of interpretation and application

which at this time hiave not beea
determined. As a result the studio

is giving this notice to* its entire per-
sonnel that as ;sQoh as the extent of

the application of the act has been
determined such application will be
made operative retroactively as of
the effective- date/
Fewer extras failed to pay their

quarterly dues- in advance Oct 31

than during any similar period In

past 12 months.. Players stormed
Guild headquarters, to get under the
wire, with, a total, Of 1.478 calling at

SAG offices on last day.
All petitions pending before the

National Labor Relations Board in-

volving opeiatlohs of the Interna-
tional Alliance Of ,Theatrical Stage
Employees have, been consolidated
and will be aired Dec. I at an in-

formal hearing before Dr. Towne
Nylander, regional director of the
NLRB. These, ipclude charges of
producer domination filed by Jeff

Kibre, of the Motion Picture Tech-
nicians Committee, and similar

charges by the Studio Utility Em-
ployees Local 724, as well as those
of lATSE for certification as bar-
gaining representative for its 12,000

members.

Nylander to Washlnirtott,

Dr. Nylan.der , leaves tomorrow
(Wednesday) ..for Washington for
general conference with members of
the board. His '^ (discussion will in-

clude petition of Screen Writers
Guild asking that, major companies
be cited for unfair labor practice in
refusing to negotiate with the SWG
as exclusive bargaining agent for all

scriveners.

Arbitration board of Screen Play-
wrights, Inc., has ruled that Milton
Herbert Gropper is entitled to share
screen credit for Universal's 'Ex-
posed.' Tentative credit had been
given to Franklin Cohen and Charles
Kaufman.
Recommendation for certification

of -Society of Motion Picture Film
Editors as bargaining representative
for cutters at the Walt Disney Studio
has been forwarded to the National
Labor Relations Board of Examiner
William R. Ringer.

International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers is planning drive
to organize electrical workers at new
NBC plant here. Aid of American
Federation .of Musicians will be
sought by Al Speed, business repre-
sentative of IBEW.

exempt from the standards as pro-
fessional or administrative em-
ployees.

Only offhand information available
from regulators this week was curt
comment that film production is im-
questionably a branch of interstate
commerce and 'that studios conse-
quently will be expected to comply
with the act no matter how much
inconvenience or hardship results.

Labor attorneys will not voice curb-
stone opinions for advice of bewil-
dered executives.

So far there is no indication the
industry has lifted a finger to obtain
light on the, worries. Late last week
labor, spokesmen said there was no
visible trace of any request for con-
ference or hearing to straighten out
the muddle. Local Hays office knew
of no steps to arrange huddle with
law enforcers, but is maintaining
close watch on all rulings, informal
opinions, and other signposts which
may help steer the industry.

Chi Indnstrial Film

Producers Sign SAG

Chicago, Nov. 8.

Practically complete alignment of
commercial and industrial film pro-
ducers and .stiidios to Screen Actors
Guild agreements has been set here
with the signaturing of SAG papers
by- Chicago Film Laboratory, Atlas
Educational and Burton Holicnes.

Agreements were negotiated by
Leo Curley who has been function-
ing here as representative for the
SAG, Already set with SAG agree-
ments are the two other important
commercial, producers here. Jam
Handy and Wilding.

It marks the wlndup of a six-
month campaign on the part of SAG
to obtain basic agreement deals with
midwest commercial producers.

N. Y. PAR'S 12TH ANNI
The Paramount, N. Y., celebrates

its 12th amiiycrsary as Par's show-
window next Wednesday (16), with
opening of 'Arkansas Traveler* and
the Larry Clinton orchestra^ plus
Buddy Clark, Eleanore Whitney and
others.

'Traveler* will be the 520th pic-
ture to play the house since its

ODeniniE Nov. Id. t02A.
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invade key cities. Smash box office records. Crowds pack

theatres to register pure delight at thrilling all-technicolor

ctivalcdde of aviation, at heart stirring emotional drama . .

.

And here's the proof, .

.

Paramount Theatre, Rochester

"M£N WITH WINGS". . . 30% obove average

business.

Strand Theatre, Scranton

"MEN WITH WINGS" turns in 112% gross.

Paramount Theatre, St. Paul

"MEN WITH WINGS" reaches 135% and is still

climbing.

U. S. Theatre, Paterson

"MEN WITH WINGS" climbs 41% above average

business.

Lyceum Theatre, Duluth

"MEN WITH WINGS" climbs 48% above normal

take.

Capitol Theatre, Little Rock

"MEN WITH WINGS" tops normal take by 50%.

Criterion Theatre, Oklahoma City

"MEN WITH WINGS" climbs 22% above average

gross.

Majestic Theatre, San Antonio

"MEN WITH WINGS" turns in 124% gross.

Fox Theatre, Atlanta

"MEN WITH WINGS" zooms to 143%.

State Theatre, Sioux Falls

"MEN WITH WINGS" reaches 125% gross.

Metropolitan Theatre, Boston

"MEN WITH WINGS" climbs to 38% above over-

age week*s take.

Michigan Theatre, Detroit

"MEN WITH WINGS" smashes to 47% above
average business.

Circle Theatre, Indianapolis

"MEN WITH WINGS" smashing "Wells Fargo" and
"Buccaneer" records.

Rialto Theatre, Louisville

"MEN WITH WINGS" climbing above "Buccaneer"

and "Artists & Models" record grosses.

Majestic Theatre, Dallas

"MEN WITH WINGS" turns in 118% gross.

Maico Theatre, Memphis
"MEN WITH WINGS" soars to 145%.

Centre Theatre, Salt Lake City

"MEN WITH WINGS" soars to 135%.

Paramount Theatre, Los Angeles

"MEN WITH WINGS" hits 130%.

v5

^"1
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Theatre Building Boom Apace;

Sundry Spots with New Houses

St. Louis, Nov, 8;

A theatre building boom is defi-

nitely in progress in tlie St. Louis

territory which Includes Eastern

Missouri and Southern Illinois, and

the purse strings of exhibitors

tightly drawn for a year are bpihg

loosened for. decorations, carpets,

etc. Leo Lau, Jr., owner of the

Lemay, Luxemburg, Mo., is build-

ing another in the same territory,

j. W, Worth, Petersburg, III., pre-

paring to let. bids for. a 450-seat6r.

Greenman Theatres, inc., St. Louis,

planning a new house in Brooklyn,

111.

Gordon Dunsford, Harrisburg, 111.,

prepping a 300-seater in Wayne City,

111., for an early opening. Malcolm
Reed, Plnckneyville, 111., is convert-

ing a store building into a 350-seater

in same town. Mayor John Hayton,

Carterville, 111., planning the erec-

tion of new 600-seater to augment,
the Hayton,. 390-seater, he operates

in the same town. John Marlow,
Herrin, 111., preparing to let contracts

•for the New Hippodrome, 1,500

seater to replace one destroyed, by
first last January.
A new 500 seater to be tagged New

Clark, Barry, 111., being erected for

RussqU Armentrout. Harvey H.
Goldman and Herman Illmerd. St.

Louis, planning a 500-seater in

Shawneetbwn, 111. A 1,000 seater,

the Strand, being constructed in Tus-

cola, 111., for George Barber. J. C.

Shannon is the owner of the Maxon.
new 500-seater, under construction

at Portageville, Mo*
New carpets, decorations, etc.,

purchased for th6 following houses
during the past several months:
Clay, Clay City, 111,; Marquette, St!

Louis; a house owned by Bob Clus-

ter, Salem, 111.; Manchester,- .Man-
chester, Mo.; Broadway, Cap.e

Girardeau, Mo.; Pauline, St. Louis;

Park, Valley Park,. Mo.; Roseland,

Flat River, Mo.; Uptown, St. Louis;

Play House, Centralia, 111.; Grand,
Hillsboro, 111.; and Main, Altamont,
111.

The Fox Midwest Agency Corp. Is

making extensive remodeling of its

Illinois at Jacksonville, 111,, the Uni-
versity City, owned by the Green-
man Theatres, Inc., in University
City, Mo., • will likewise be re-

modeled, and the Strand, 900-seater,

St. Charles, Mo., will be entirely re-

modeled, redecorated and refur-

nished by the Frisina Amus. Co.,

Springfield, 111.

Denver, Nov. 8.
'

Frank Maloof building new theatre

•t West Las Vegas, N. M. The near-
est opposition is about a niile distant.

Las Vegas has been an exclusive Fox
town for years.

500-seater, 100 more than village's

pop.
New Columbian theatre opened at

Grand Coulee (Wash.) site of big
dam project 00 miles from here.
Grieme Fasken Co., ownSr of sev-

eral theatres throughout state, ^yill

erect new house in Omak.

Omaha, Nov. 8.

Paramount, dark two years, opened
by Tri-States on experimental basis.

House seats 3,000 s^nd was. formerly
top-price spot here. Present policy
calls for horror pictures and re-
issues at 15-25C.

. Jack Kolbo moved
from Orpheum treasurer's desk to
Paramount' manager spot.

Ohio's New 'Uii9

Canton, O,, Nov. 8.

George C. Davis, WellsyiUe circuit

operator, announces plahS for a new
500-seat house ^t Freedom, Pa.,

tentative opening date Dec. 1.

- James Shannon, o\yner of the
Swissland, Woodsfield, 6., will build
a new cinema there, seating 500.

Paul Pontius, newcomer to exhibi-

tion field, will shortly open pew 500-

seat theatre in Sylvania, O.-

,

L, in. Smith plotting new house at
Chardon; O., where he ii6w operates
the Chardon theatre.

Charlotte, N. C, Nov. 8.

Bids will be called for soon on
the new theatre which North Caro-
lina Theatres, Inc., is to build in the

Dilworth section of Charlotte, J. H.
Kincey, prez of the company, states.

Estimated to cost, when equipped,

between $50;000 and $75,000.

North Carolina Theatres, Inc., H. C.
Kincey, g.m., will erect a new house
in Concord.

^Los Angeles, Nov. 8.

Tele-View ' theatre, Hollywood's
only newsreel house, opens tomor-
row (Wed).
Bob Elder opened his new Arling-

ton, 300-seater, to be operated on a
subsequent run policy.

. Proved It

Cedar Rapids, la., Nov. 8.

Film fans in Riverside, a small
town near here, called A. -T. Chado's
bliiff wh^n he said he would open a
show shop if they bought $300 worth
of ducats in advance. Volunteer so-
licitors got busy and disposed of

enough in a couple of weeks to guar-
antee their end of the bargain.
Chado, who lives in Cedar Rapids,

will remodel a former store in River-
side, which has had nothing but
open-air shows each Wednesdar night
during^ the summer.

Many Others
Kannapolis, N. C, Nov. 8.

A new theatre is going up here. It
is being built by the Cannon Mills
interests, and is located in the mid-
dle of a large open lot that will pro-
vide, new accommodations in the
way of space for auto parking.

Detroit, Nov. 8..

Ground for new theatre in Lans-
ing, Mich., will be broken shortly
after first of year by Butterfleld.
House will seat 1,000 and will be
located on state capital's northside.
Name and opening date will be an-
nounced later.

Lynchburg, Nov. 8.

New theatre for Pearlsburg, Va.,
site of $20,000,000 celanese develop-
ment, being readied by Star Amus.
Co., operating houses throughout
Southwest Virginia.

Northwest's Bldg.
Spokane, Nov. 8.

Theatre construction taking spurt
here. J. J, Collins, former Portland
(Ore.) showman, opened Dishman

.theatre .at Dishman, 10 miles from
here. Building erected by A.T. Dish-
man cost $50,000; Collins- put in

$20,000 in new equipment. House is

WB Opens Another
Philadelphia, Nov. .8.

Warner Bros, new Lane skedded
for opening tomorrow (9) with ex-
ploitation ceremonies which include
10 American Legion bands, and a

4 7/10-mile marathon race, sponsored
by the A.A.U. from WB Uptown
north on BrOad street to the Lane,
•Miss Lane,' selected by contest in

nabe weeklies, will officiate. Ben
Blumberg, former manager of the
Commodore, in charge of the new
house!
Changes in managers of WB

houses in Philly Send Tommy SchoU
from 333 to the Keystone, Ronald
Moray from Sedgewick to 333, Joe
Nevison, assistant at the Fox to the
Grange, Matty Rosenbluth from
drange to Colney, Roland Haines
from Colney to Colonial, Lee Kline
from Colonial to Orpheum, Stanley
Benford, from Orpheum to Boyd.
Boyd managership has been vacant
f'>r several months since Maiurice

Gable was shifted from there to the

Earle on death of Herman Whitman.
Cadet and Elite theatres, Philly,

closed at the beginning of the sum
mer, have not been reopened by
Warners. Lack of product and com-
plete control of surrounding situa

tions makes them more profitable

shuttered.

Application has been made to

Philly Zoning Board for permit to

erett a new house in the Mt. Airy
section of the city. Straw name was
used and no indication of actual

owner has yet been given.

E. J. Clifford, of White H^ven, Pa.,

has taken over the Keystone, Mid
dleburg, from Jones and Babbitt.

Percy Block, former manager of

the Paramount exchange here, un-

derstood seeking a house in Philly

Upper Lip Shrubbery
Hollywood, Nov. 8.

Errol Flynn, vacationing in Hono
lulu, was ordered by cable to grow
a handlebar mustachio and report

for work at the Warner studio.

Flynn and handlebars are required

to start 'Dodge City' rolling Nov. 10

Felix Wants Relief
Los Angeles, Nov. 81

Seymour Felix, dance director,

filed a bankruptcy plea listing

liabilities at $22,097 and assets at

$81,159, of which $80,000 is in insur

ance. ;

Petition includes $1,195 owed to

his agent. '

2 Land Pic Pacts

St Louis, Nov. 8.

The recent filming of 'Jesse

James' in the heart of the
Ozarks by 20th-Fox not only
gave extra jobs to scores of
residents in Pineville and Noel,
Mo., -who grew shaggy beards,
etc., but Ramsey Boone, .260-

pound real estate dealer of

Pineville, and. Wayne Whitt, a
fiapjack artist in Lulu's cafe in

Noel, look set on a 100% film
career.

They were hired for bit parts,

and did so, w.6ll they were
handed contracts.

CANADA'S FILM

EXEMPTION

ANGLE

Midwest locations' for Hollywooi

Local Bonanzas; Abo Good B.O. BaDf

Montreal, Nov. 8.

Recent ruling of the. Customs De-
partment placing a: duty oh royalties

for the performing rights, to Ameri-
can transcriptions has raised the sub-
ject of duties on forms of talent
brought into Canada by other means,
such as niotioh pictures. Matter
was brought to the attention of .the

Canadian Customs in- a brief filed by
the Canadian Association of Broad-
casters re^cently opposing tariff on
talent imported via, ' transcriptions.

The reference to other forms of tal-

ent being brought into Canada, such
as films, which are not dutiable, is

considered here as incautious.

The new duty on transcription

royalties is a tariff on. talent. And
it was pointed out' in the C.A.B.

brief that when pictures are brought
into .Canada, duty is assessed, only
on the value of the stock used in

making the print, namely 5c. per
foot on positives and 8c. per foot on
negatives. This assessment obvi-

ously does not take into considera-

tion production cost of films.

The Canadian Association of

Broadcasters stated that talent should
not be dutiable whether on a -disc,

piped in by wire, or on films. 'Since

production cost of pictures, " and
therefore film talent, is not subject

to duty, it was claimed that the
transcription form of talent should
not be dutiable cither.

But, while the C.A.B. brief con-

tended that there was no distinction

between a program brought in by
wire, on celluloid or on a disc, the
Customs Department has ruled other-

wise.

According to the C.A.B. brief. If

talent is not dutiable then the talent

content of an electrical recording

should not be' considered for duty

purposes. Other comment on the

brief, which had but little effect,

since the duties were raised any-

how,, was to the effect that 'What is

imported is a duplicate made from
a wax disc, costing a specific sum
to produce, • Whether it contains a
Toscannini symphony or a song by
a $2 soprano should not affect its

value for duty purposes. No attempt

has been made in other fields to levy

Customs diity on talent coming into

Canada.'
Another reference to the film busi-

ness was the similarity pointed out

by the C.A.B. that transcriptions

have only a relative value, depend-

ing on potential audience.

Dozen Managers Shifted

In West Coast Sbakeup

Los Angeles, . Npv. 8.

Shakeup in the Fox West Coast
Theatres extended L.. A. District

(No. 1) to" cover Inland pictrict

(No. 5) under genieral supervisi.on of

Cullen Espy, assisted by Earl Rice,

and shifted a dozen managers:
.

Shifts include: Ernest Mar-tin to

West Coast, California and Fox in

San Bernardino; Robert .Cannon to

Fox and Sunkist in Pomona; Roy
Hunt to Golden State, Riverside and
Rubidoux in Riverside; Jack Ander-
son to Granada and California in

Ontario; Bert Henson to West Coast
in Redlwids; Al Schwartz tq Iris,

Hollywood; Robert : Rothafel to

La Reina, L. A«; Spencer Love to

Westlake, L. A.; Robert Moore to

United Artists, Long Beach; Willard
Tatreaux to Plaza, San Diego; ar.d

F ed McSpadden to Orpheum', San
Diego.

CHI GROUP AFTER THE

SHUBERtRIALTO, ST. L.

St. Louis. Nov. 8.

Should a deal now on the lire de-

velop, an invasion of the St, Louis
exhibition field by Chicago interests

will be made. 'Unidentified inter-

ests are dickering for the; Shubert-
Rialto, 2,000-seater, for a term lease.

Baiaban & Katz were reported, oh
several occasions,, as readying for ah
invasion of St. Louis but these re-

ports petered. Current info is that
another group is preparing to lease

the house for which Warner BrOs.

and F&M paid approximately $30,-

000 annually '

'

hcorporations

Script Doc Called In
Hollywood, Nov. 8.

Donald Ogden Stewart, on loan

from Metro, moved into the RKO
studio to brush up the script of *Love
Affair,' which is having writers'

cramp after a week before the cam-
eras.

Picture co-stars Charles Boyer and
Irene Dunne.

BEP ADVANCES FAIE
Hollywood, Noy. 8.

Bill Morgan was upped from Re-
public's editorial staff to the produc-
tion office.

Dudley Autry moved up from
wardrobe to editorial.

STUDIO CONTRACTS
Hollywood, Nov. 8.

Metro Diclced up player options on
Dennis O'Keefe and John Castle.
Universal signed Juanita Quigley,

moppet.
Miliza Korjus handed new con-

tract by Metro.
M. M. Musselman inked one-year

writing pact at 20th-Fox.

NEW XORK
Albany,

Flylns: Glnzbnri;*, Inc., Alanhattan
theatrical' buBlnees; capital atoclc, 200
shares, no par value. Directors: Milton
B. Bulau, Aurora Berton«. ISVa M
Strelsin, 60 Broadway, New.Torlc, (Lleb-
man, Robbing, ProBsman & Lelcler, same
addresa, flUns attorneys.)

Iiorolel Prodaotlons,. Inc., Sfanhattan;
theatrical business; capltiil stook; 100
shares, no par value. Dh-octprs: William
J. Bratter, Goraldlne Weiss, Rose Lader,
11 E. 44th street. New Torlc. (Howard
13. Relnhelmer, same address, flllpg at-
torney.)

Old Vienna Inc., Buffalo; theatrical
business; capital Stock, 100 Aliares, no
par value. Directors: Frank X, Schwab,
310 Depew avenue, Buffalo; Robert
HUenschmldt, 244 Hlsrh Park, Amherst;
Norman F. llarx, 94 Washington avenue,
Konmore.

Joliti J. Rosa Corp., New .Tork; deal In
acoustical devices, motion picture ma-
chines, films, equipment, etc.; ..capital
stock, 200 shares, no par value. Direc-
tors: Abraham £>. Jacobs. .Harold \i.

Grossman, Isidore ISntes, C21 Fifth ave-
nue. New York. (I/ouis P. Frank, siime
addresa, flllns attorney.)
Donkey Rides, Inc., New Tork; amuse-

ment and theatrical enterprises; capital
stock, 200 shares—100 preferred, 4100 par
value; 100 common,' no par value, Di-
rectors: Frank Webster, Frank L. Bangr,
651 Fifth avenue; Edward J. Fills, 322
W. 48th street. New York.
White Plains Promotions, Inc., White

Plains; theatrical business; capital stock,
$10,000: 1100. par value. Directors: Lou
Magnolia, 7 Harwood avenue; liotMe A.
Barr, 7 Harwood aVenue, Wltlte Plains;
Rodney McMahon, 138th street, ' Roclc-.
away Beach.
New Plays, Inc., Manhattan; theatrical

business; capital stock, 100 shares, no
par value. Directors: I^eonard A. Blue,
CharloH D. Peet, TjOuIs B. Warren. 70
Broadway. Now Tork, (Larklns, Rath-
bone & Perry, same address, nilug: at-
torneys.)
Gcnorala Ne'sd Beds, Inc., Manliattan;

theatrical business; capital stock, 100
shares, no par value. Directors: Cheryl
Crawford, Jack Small. 246 W. 44th
street. (Joltn J. Wildberfr, flllnir. at-
torney, 49 W, 4Cth Tstreot; New York.)

1810 Theatre Corp., Manhattan;. tli«-

atrlcal business; capital stock, 200
sh&res, no par value. Directors: Sidney
O. Raphael (flUni;^ attorney), Abraham
Blottnor, Ruth Qoldberir, 1 E>. '42nd
street. New York.
Monard Theatre Corp., New Tork; the-

atrical business; capital Steele, 20O
BharcB,-no par value. Directors: Marcus
Katz, Samuel Frankfater, Sylvia Bo«en-
blatt, 1476 Broadway, New York, . (Max
Hofmann, same address, filing attorney.)

Atlantic £xlilbltors. Inc., Klneru; tlie-
atrical business, boxlner and wrentltn;;
matches, etc; capital stoclc, $10,000; $100
par value. Directors: Harold S. MoUotoff
(mine attorney), Samuel 'J. Penn, TjOuIs
Hoffman. 106 Court street, Bj'ooklyn.

Consolidated ISxliibitors, Inc., Yonknr:):
theatrical business, securltle.i; capital
atocic, $20,000; $100 par value. Dtrcc-
tors: Eric .Clarke, Mabel Clark. 6i>

Revlne avenue, Yonkers; Mildred
Schwartz, 11 W. 42nd street, New York.

Cohofl, Inc. Now York; dance halln,
'etc.; capital st^cki 100 shares, no par
value. Directors: JOleanor Margolin,
Nora Rosenberg, Betty Kli-son, 14.'>0

Broadway, New York. (Henry Hirsi-h,
same address, filing attorney.)

Memberships
United Hot Clubs of America, Inc.

(Moses Kaplan, ICOl Broadway, at-
torney.)

Lincoln, Nov, 8.

Recognition of the midwest this

yeair as,a-rlocation site, both rejil and
reel, ^^inied into a revival of biz,

making nildwesterners more fllm<

conscious, promoting tremendous

goodwill, and the films themselves

inade, in many cases, conspicuous

money.
^

Hottest was 'Boys Town/ loca-

tioned ' two, weeks, at the rate o£

$18,000 a day, the actual grounds

of Father Fl^inagan's boys home near

Omaha, Film has not only gotten

big money in this state and Sur-
rounding spots,, but in others far re-
moved. Whatever Metro added on
to the film bu.dtet for making the
jaunt has been' returned from Ne-
braska alone;^

Film was brought back to Omaha
for the worW'premiere, to which the
entire MBS net, l07 stations, hooked
on for 45 mlniites.
' Next in line will be Cecil B. De-
Mille's 'Uriioh USacific,* material for
which was supplied by Omaha's UP
offices and museum properties, even
tii6ugh the.;pictiir0. is b.eing made in
Utah, 250 niiiesvi^rom Salt Lake City.

Newspapers'have given 'Union Eaci-
flc' hefty far^ar«^ even as far back
as the arrival- bf the writers to gan-
der the possibilities. It is expected
that the fliek will be premiered in
Oihaha also.

.While here On location for 'Boys
Town,' Metro also liked the country
for a t>ossible location jaunt to make
'Sea of Grass* -when an(l if, and that
company will probably settle around
Valentine, Neb., fbr the! shooting,

jesse Jatites' Qnildup

Down in Noel and Pmeville, Mo.j
20th-Fox excited the natives by tot-

ing Tyrone Power, Henry Fonda,
Nancy Kelly and others into two of
the sleepiest .towns in, the U, S, to
make a picture. Located not fair from
St. Louis, Kansas Ci^,: or the state's

capital, JeiSetsbn City^' the daily in-

flux of curious tourists and natives
was in the neighborhood: of 15,O0O»

hardly any of whom saw the actual
company', the stars, but who were,
heavily conscious that d film was be-
ing maide. The film, *Jfesse James,*
when completed and issued. Will be
a natural premiere for iSt. Louis or
Kansas City, and stack the patronage
to the rafters* at the s^ine time giv-
ing them the feeling they're no
longer, isolated — that! there is life

somewhere between Hollywood and
New Yorl^ because the films admit it.

Although very little 6f the footage
made in Texas was acti^ally included
in 'The Texana/ the pi(c did well in
the Lone Star state .and did get
money other pliaces. Par made a big
thing of it by-hauling Governor All^
red to Hollywood to peek at the film,

which aroused a good deal of interest
for the Texas market, even if nothing
ielse.

'Arkansas Travelet* premiered In
Arkansas' capital, Little Rock, so in»
terested the state that it was the sig-
nal tot the Automobile club in that
Ozark region to pick Mildred Hines,
naming her Miss Arkansas Traveler,
and sending her over several thou-
sand miles of toads meeting cham-
bers of commerce, civic clubs, mak-
ing radio bally and newspaper head>
lines from the Mississippi west be-
fore the film was released. Gail
Patrick was sent by Paramount to
represent Bob Biirns at the premiere
and Arkansas was appreciative of th«
gesture.. ;';

This is a year of memiory tor thai

midwest, and the location jaunts
have done more to make; the Missis-
sippi valieyitefllm conscious than all

the $250,000 .in prizes ini the Movie
jQuiz. Feeling is that if Hollywood
ducks out once, in awhile theyH
know the guy who straws his teeth
with one foot on a rail fence is not
representative—that things do hap-
pen.

And appreciation has been written
where most of ,the film barons lik«
to see it—at the b.o.

OPEN FOE BUSHrESS
Hollywood, Nov. 8.

Long delayed 'Hotel Imperial*
finally got under way at Paramount
with Isa Miranda and Ray MiUand
co-starred and Robert Flore;* direct-
ing.

Reginald Owen, Gene Lockhart
and Rudolph Porster are in the sup-
porting cast.
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Inside Stuff-Pictures

At a big banquet recently in an eastern city, which drew hundreds of
showmen from all over the covmtry, sales exec for one of the big producing
companies burned plenty when he noticed that, among statuettes of dif-

ferent studios, only his was unrepresented. Understood it was an inten-

tional slight due to friction between biggies in charge of banquet and the
company. Exec got even to some extent, however, when after thing was
called to his attention, he cracked, 'I always told you Blank pix were in

a class by themselves.'

A major New York film critic is unlikely to go through with a story he
planned doing for a magazine, after being supplied with data by one of
the large producihg-distributlng companies. Purpose of the article was
to show that the. pictures he had liked were the biggest money-hiakers.
After a check with the film company in question, it was shown that the
three biggest rental getters of that company during he past year had all

been panned by the said critic, whereas numerous pictures he had praised
were losers.

Irving Berlin convinced Darryl Zanuck that the 'Bowery Nightingale'

idea for another filmusical smacked too much of the 'Alexander's Ragtime
Band' motif, hence Berlin has hit upon a new idea for 20thrFox. 'Bowery'
was to have had completely new songs, unlike the 'Alexander' cavalcade,

but the title and plot idea harked back to yesteryear and Berlin wanted
to sidestep it for the moment. After he finishes his current Broadway
production plans, Berlin head$ west per schedule next spring for another
film.

Beturn of Charles Laughton to Hollywood, in spite of income taxes, is

presaged by negotiations for the British players to appear in 'The Mad
Monk of San Michel.' Picture is slated for Amerii in production by Max
Mack for the English company, Ocean Films, Ltd. Laughton was ready
to play in the picture when ft was originally scheduled for production in

London. Mack has announced the production of 'Two Orphans' in Holly-
wood and is figuring oh several more American-made features for Ocean
Films in a bid for the U. 5. market.

American airliner, loaded with picture personalities and city officials;

hops off from Hollywood Nov. 12 on a nation-wide cruise promoted by the
Scripps-HowarcT. newspapers to ballyhoo the Frisco fair and the picture

campaign. Film plug is included as a payoff to the studios for the loan
of eight players making the trip. Plane will visit 35 cities in eight days,

with receptions at every airport. Chris Likke, promotion manager of the
San Francisco News, arranged the deals With the studios.

Cecil B. DeMille deliberately ' sidesteps an historical fact in " his film,

'Union Pacific,' by picturing Chinese laborers without queues. Oriental
laborers on the western end of the Union Pacific in its construction \lays

wore pigtails, a symbol of Chinese slavery to the Manchus. Since then
both the queues and the Manchus have been bobbed, and the modern
Chinese do not care to be reminded of it. DeMille wants to retain his

popularity in China, where his pictures usually rate heavy business.

A newspaper, the Atlanta Constitution, is in the business of transporting
motion picture films in. the three states of Georgia, Alabama and Ten-
nessee. The paper began a few years back hauling a few films on its

circulation routes as more or less of an accomodation measure. The busi-
ness grew, however, and is now operated under the subsidiary name of
Theatre Service Co. Branch . service depots are -operated in Birmingham,
Chattanooga and other points.

'King of Alcatraz' will have the knife applied freely on the operation-at-
sea sequence before it is released for showing in -England. Paramount
must cut out one reel to two reels, covering these episodes because- Great
Britain taboos operation scenes in pictures. Similar operation s(^ne in

"The Storm' is due to be lifted by Unive;rsai before the production is ready
for distribution iii England.

But No Dishes

Omaha, Nov. 8.

Latest offer at the Town is

'six features for two bits.'

House belongs to Ralph D.
Goldberg, local circuit owner,
and has been a front-runner
when it comes to the number of
pictures offered.^ Regular bill is

a tripler, with Saturday mid-
night show of two extra fea-
tures, making a total of five,

for 25c.

B&K Serves 90-Day

Notice on J.L.&S. To

Vacate State-Lake

Chicago, Nov. 8.

Balaban & Katz has served Jones,
Linick & Schaefer with a 60-day no-
tice to vacate the State-Lake. How-
ever, Aaron Jones and John Balaban,
and pofisibly, J. L. & S., Associated,

may remain jointly in the house,
despite J. L. & S.'s takeover of the
Oriental on an independent basis.

First picture set for the Oriental,
opening Nov. 18, is 'Vacation from
Love' (M-G).

Douglas Corrigan is distinctly an^ ex-hero as far as the L. A. morning
papers are coneerned. When the .wrong-way flyer arrived in town to

start work for RICO,' the studio supplied yams and art, but the L. A. 'Times,-

Examiner and News heaved it 'in the waste basket. Attitude of th.e press
dates back to the civic reception for the returning aviator, when he or-

dered -a reporter out of Gov. Merriam's hotel suite.

South African hiunanitarians,'
:
having • heard dbout Eddie Cantor's -in-

tended visit to Capetown- to collect further funds for the refugees' fronx
mid-Europa, cabled VABifrcY for details of his adyent and arrival. Cantor
can't make it now imtil his next vacation. Idea stemmed from his past

summer's $500,000 collection drive in. Great Britain. He then mentioned
going to Australia and South Africa on a similar mission.

Circuit Court of- Appealsv N. -Y., is scheduled this week to hear appeal
of Mort Eisman, Clara Dellar .and Robert Lewis Shayon, for reversal of
the Federal court decision which tossed, out their $1,000,000 plagiarism suit

against Sam Goldwyn, Eddie Cantbr and United Artists Corp; Action
was based on claim of plaintiffs that their play, 'Oh, Shah,* had been
thefted by the defendants in the making of 'Roman Scandals.'

As in the case of 'I Married an Angel' which Dwight Deere Wiman pro-

duced with full knowledge of the fact that Metro owned the film rights,

similarly the new Vinton Freedley musical, 'Leave It to Me,' is already

owned by Metro. That's due to the fact that the original comedy, 'Clear

All Wires,' by the Spewacks, was originally taken by M-G.

Little red school house on wheels is the latest stunt to carry out the

California.- laws covering tlie education of film moppets. RKO has turned

an auto trailer into a school room for kids on location in the San Ber-
nardino mountains with the 'Pure in Mind' unit. It has all the equipment
of a classroom, includinc; a teacher.

Ruth Rogers, who has been handed the femme lead in Paramounl's next

Hopalong Cassidy, was a Spokane theatre cashier until a Par talent scout

spotted her. Months before she had entered state-wide contest for girl

to represent state in 'Frisco fair competition. She did not win. Joy Ellis

who did, and went to Paris, was given screen test but not signed.

Educational Films Corp. of America, New York-headquartered, has
merged Arcadia Pictures Corp. and Educational Pictures, Inc., a Delaware
corporation, has merged Atlantic Pictures Corp. and Educational Produc-
tions, Inc. Papers in both mergers have been filed with the secretary of

state at Albany by Attorney George Blake, 1501 Broadway, N. Y.

ST. LOUIS IBEW SPENT

$3,730 DURING STRIKE

St. Louis, Nov. 8.

An audit of the books- of Local No,
1, IBEW, revealed that the jurisdic-
tional strike in the electric sign in-

dustry during 1937, cost the union
$3,730. Four checks, designated 'sign

.industry' were issued to Arthur
Schading, chief biz agent of the local,

who was shot to death Sept 19. The
largest, for $2,000, bore no notation
to show the- specific purpose for
which the dough was used.

A check for $1,000 was for 'court

costs, attorney, etc' it was noted,
while a $250 check for 'bonds,' appar-
ently bail bonds for Schading and
other members of the union arrested
for quizzing about bombings during
the strike. David A. Jones, prez of
the local, said Jt was. customary for

th'e union to furnish bond «nd legal

advice for members involved in labor
troubles. A fourth check, for $500,
was not spe'cifically

,
designated, ex-

cept under the genef^l classification,

'sign industry.' The" strike began in
M'ay, 1937,' as a jurisdictional dispute
between Schading's electrical work-
ers and the AFL ^&ign hangers who
are affiliated withi'^the Painters' Dis
trict CounciL
The strike was.- marked by bomb-

injf of sign firms, rrtd other violence
afid was settled; last fall by a com
promise between the unions. Printed
copies of the audit wUl be mailed to
each of the 1,300 members of Local
No. 1.

With no progress being made by
gendarmes , towards the solution of
Scfiadifi'j's murder; the union l&st

week tilted its reward for the. arrest

and .conviction of the. slayers to

$10,000 and 'also doubled the $1,000
offer for information leading to the
arrest,of the murderers.

New PhiDy Exhib Org Favors Paid

Prez and No National Affiliations

WB Adds More RCA

TEGEND* A FACT
Hollywood, Nov. 8.

'Arizona Legend' got the gun yes-

terday (Monday) at RKO after a
five-day delay due to George
O'Brien's illness.

Yarn is an original by Bernard
McConville, screenplayed by Oliver

Drake.

MISTER AND MISSUS
Hollywood, Nov. 8.

Elaine Barrie gets a featured role

with John Barrymore in 'Midnight'

at Paramount. . Picture co-stars

Claudette Colbert and Don Amfcche.
Shooting starts Friday <11) with

Mitchell Leisen directing.

New spray to prevent fading of green foliage on studio sets is the work
of A. C. Zoulis, boss of the Paramount nursery. Made with a resin base,

it solves the problem of keeping shrubbery lookin,;? fresh under hot lights.

Invention may revolutionize the studio nursery business.

Harry M. Warner gets a citation for patriotism at a mass meeting of the

American Legion in Hollywood, Nov. 20. Showing of Warners* Technicolor

patriotic shorts follow the meeting.

Mascot Pictures Corp., New York, has been dissolved. Papers filed

with the secretary of state in Albany by Attornel Gordon W. Levoy of

Hollywood.

Arnold in topper
• Hollywood, Nov. 8.

Edward Arnold gets one of the top

roles in P.iramount's 'The Man in

Evt^mg .Cloihes,' starring Jack
Benny;
Dorothy Lambur has the lead

femme spot.

Goldstone Reopens Inn
Los Angeles, Nov. 8.

•Alexandria hotel, home of film

stars and execs in siltot days, has re-

opened after complete remodeling by
its new owner, Phil Goldstone, for-

mer producer.
;M. E. Morrison,'" formerly at • the

Town House, is the manager.

Philadelphia, Nov. 8.

Warner Bros., following battle

with Western Electric affiliates last

year. Is changing over all its sound
equipment in houses here from WE
to RCA. Latest switchovers com-
pleted are at the Logan, Strand,

Northeastern, Felton, Columbia and
Fairmount Work on the others wlU
continue until all have been changed.
Midtown deluxers had their soimd

apparatus shifted during' the early

summer.

Gayety, Buffalo, Now

Staight Bingo House,

In Jam with the Law

Buffalo, Nov. 4.

Gayety, reopened by former Mayor
Frank Schwab as a straight bingo
enterprise, has run afoul of the law.

Schwab reopened the theatre for

large-scale bingo operation Sunday
iand week nights, renaming the house
Old Vienna and tieing up with local

charitable orgajiizations.

'

Police Commissioner McClellan re-

quested an opinion on the legality

of the venture from the corporation
counsel (I^emocratic) who, after a
study of the situation, declined an
opinion stating that the matter was
squarely up to .the District Attorney
(Republican )< Corporation Counsel
stated that if the law is being vio-

lated the duties of prosecution for

such violation is vested in the d.a.

and not in the City Law Department.
No further action has been taken

and the enterprise is stm operating.

Ga. Blue Law Conviction

]
Atlanta, Nov. 8.

. Operators of Avondale theatre, in

Avondale Estates, Atlanta suburb,
in adjoining DeKalb county, Satur-
day (5) ..were convicted of violating

Georgia's Sunday blue -law» which
prohibits operation of places of
amusement on Sabbath.
Superior Court

.
Judge James C

Davis meted -fines of $100 and 12-

month sentences against three Op-
erators of house, C. H. Rogers, M. R.
Brewster and J; R. Haeger, but sus-

pended both fines and sentences' 'oij

future goad behavior.' In passing
sentence jurist pointed out that op-
eration of Avondale on Sundays
would be violation of good behavior.
Operators contended theatre was

operated on Sundays by .Scottish Ilite

Hospital for Crippled Children, only
enough revenue- being returned to

the management to pay expenses. A
DeKalb Superior court, jury, how-
ever, found them guilty of -violating

the old Georgia blue law prohibiting
amusements on Sunday.

Solicitor Roy C. Leathers, who rep-
resented state, said a number of
similar cases were pending on court's
calendar.

Scottish Rite Hosp operates all At-
lanta theatres on Sundays under
same plan used bv Avondale, but
it is not believed that coAviction in

DeKalb court will affect Sabbath op-
erations in city's metropolitan area.

'

CHAS. R. ROGERS' PRODIGT
Los Angeles, Nov. 8.

Petition for court aoproval of ' a
minor's contract with Kay Tatjscott,

5,was filed here by Charles.R. Rogers
Talking Pictures Corn.
Moppet's name will be changed to

Marilyn Kay.

FIGHT POR SUNSHINE
Hollywood, Nov. 8.

Metro's 'Stand Up and Fi,7ht' crew
of 32 moved yesterday (7) from
Chico to Santa Cruz, seeking sun-
shine.

Outfit lost several days at Chico
because of rain.

Op on the Springboard
Hal Roach's 'It's Spring Again*

rolled yesterday (Monday) with
Stepin Fetchit as a last-minute ad-
dition to the cast.

Picture cc-stars Oliver Hardy and
Harry Langdon, With A. Edward
Suthcrlard making his debut as a
pvodu:er.

Philadelphia, Nov. 8.

New exhib organization estab-"

Ushed here a couple weeks ago, sup-

posedly \t(K become a unit of Allied

as soon ^< a charter is gt^nted, may
not hitch up with the na:t!ohal group
at all. There is dissension among
the members Of the executive com-
mittee, some men demanding that
the body remain independent of all

affiliations. Confab will be. held
Thursday to vote on whether or
not to join Allied.

Charter from the national organi«
zation has already- been applied for
and will in all probability be granted
shortly. Dave Milgram, who or-
ganized the unit here after attend-
ing the New York and New- Jersey
Allied convention .in A^^imtic City
several weeks ago, is " fighting for
affiliation. He attended the Allied
meeting with distrlbs in Chicago
last week at which a secret deal was
admittedly made to give members
of the organization a better break ,

on product.

Whether or not a tie-up is made,,
there is considerable talk of obtain^-

ing a .paid president to head the new
group, A man, is sought who is con-^

versant with industry' detail and
who does not own any theatres and
has no personal axes to grind.
Notorious for their laxity in paying
dues and inability to stick, together,
whether 'the Philly indies will be
able to pay and hold such a man is

another question. Under considera-'
tion now is Sid Samuelson, ex-prez
of New Jersey Allied. Samuelson
is demanding $7,500 a year, with a
large part of it in cash in the bank.

Formation of the new unit results

from general dissatisfaction with the
present organization. United Motion
Picture Theatce Owners, MPTOA-
Ihfiuenced. It, too, is actually un-;

affiliated,, getting its contact only
through the activity of Lewen Pizor»

prez of the ' local body, in both
groups.

100 Attend

About loo exhibs at the organiza-
tion confaby fan- more than, antici-*

pated, unanimously applauded Sam-
uelson when he declared, 'Philly has
always been known as a sap ter-

ritory, principally because of in-
competent leadership and poor or-
ganization. This is where weekly
pajonents on shorts began; this is

where the 'racket of writing .one

thing in the contract and promising
something else be.?an; this is where
high percentage deals began. Every
year Philly exhibitors hold a parade
lind raise a fuss,and, when it is over»
film rentals ate higher than ever.
There are more percentage deals in
l*hiUy. .how than anywhere in the
U.S.

'The reason is evident. It is be-
cause -.'exhibitors in Philadelphia
never' 4really organized into a solid
organization that was independent
of the affiliateds and the producing^
companies^ The present organiza-
tion h6t6 has been financed by the
film 'comiJaxiies' .themselves, so ho^
do you expect to get a break with;
an outfit like that?'

•E:thibp all- "knew, whereof Sam-
.uelson spoke, for most of them ad-^

mittedly have,- -.b^n paying no
tTMPTO ^ues for more than a year.
Organization has been supported-
throusrh the affiilated theatres, prin-
clpailly Warners, -and Comerford.

Col. Harry A. Cole,, prez of Texas
Allied, also took a healthy swat at
exhib leadership. 'Whenever we
were ftlhting fdtf the independents,'
he said, 'reiwesentativeS of your
organization could be found battling
on the other, side. We were trying
to do a job for -you and for that
we were called reds ^md bplsheviksT

BHAin)Tg' 89TH
Times Square is to have another

illm theatre, .a. 802-»seat one-story
building on site formerly occupied
by Drake's restaurant on 43rd street
between Sixth and Broadway, with
ipbby and entrance on 42d street.

Theatre will b^ another link in the
&randt Circuit of 88 theatres and i%

scheduled to open early in 1939. Ely
Jae(!iues Kahn is the architect, and
builders.are Fi-eya, Inc.

ROmmUP AT RIO
Hollywood, Nov* 8.

Columbia's 'Rio GrandeRoundUp,*
starring Chatles'Starrett, rolled yes-
terday (Mc'uday) with Sam Nelson,
directing.

Iris Meredith has the fbmnie lead*
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METRO-GOLDWYN MAYER PICTURES
ARE YOUR BEST ENTERTAINMENT!
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M-G-M
SWEEPING
AMERICA!

READ THIS!
(from Hollywood Reporter)

(Above: Advertisement from N.Y. newspapersy

''IT'S fun to be on a winner!'*

THAT'S what thousands of M-G-M showmen are gleefully shouting I

A FEW late-comers are losing no ^^.-^J^r^L^C'^^

more time^ They're climbing on the"

band-wagon because this M-G-M
Parade of Hits is something never before witnessed in film history!

M->G-M set its ambitious and expensive production plans

months ago.

AND now, week after week, your play-date is an "A"- date.

WHEN you examine that piece from Hollywood Reporter, HflP

remember that all those BIG pictures are coming to you WHILE
AMERICA IS EXPERIENCING GROWING BOOM TIMES
WITH A MONEY-SPENDING PUBLIC HUNGRY FOR
ENTERTAINMENT!

(As we leap to press: Just previewed another honey of a hit "SPRING
MADNESS". It's the "Flaming Youth" of 1938. Sure-fire box-officel)

KEEP stepping with Leo, gents!

ME has earned your enthusiastic co-operation in getting the

maximum results with his great entertainments, proper

booking, high-powered showmanship, extra playing time.

AND "The Friendly Company" thanks you for your
|

co-operation.

il

IN THE recent production history

of Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer, they never
have been in such an advantageous
spot as they are 'at present. MCM
actually has 12 pictures finished and
awaiting release—a schedule that
takes them through every week, with
a release, until the last day of this

year. A condition new to MCM and
one that certainly will place them in

a position of doing even greater pic-
tures than they have in the past,

because of a breathing space, in tBeir

rush to meet release dates.

• Metro has waiting "Young Dr. •

Kildare." "Listen Darling," "Cita-
del," "The Hardys Out West." "The
Shining Hour," "Flirtation with Fate."
"Dramatic School," "Katharine the
.Last," "Christmas Carol" and "Sweet-
hearts." And it' has, in various forms
of shooting, "New York Cinderella"
with Tracy and Lamarr; "Honolulu"
with Eleanor Powell, Bob Young and
Burns and Allen; "Stand Up and
Fight" with Bob Taylor and Wallie
Beery: "Idiot's Delight," with Shearer
and Gable: and "Ice Follies" with
Crawford and Jimmie Stewart.

• Consequently, with the releases

far ahead, with opportunities to see

pictures much in advance of release

to scheme better advertising, publicity

and exploitation, AND MOST IM-
PORTANT, to give the producers a

"breather," Metro should jump far ,

ahead of itself in making the enter-

tainment that won for it the reputa-

tion of "the Tiffany of production."

• Metro's big effort^comes at a time

when the industry * needs it most,

because (lothing means anything other

than good pictures, and good pictures

will kill off all the obstacles MCM.
and evfery other production organiza-

tion arid the entire picture industry,

has been burdened with for months.

M M LANDSLI
I. »; » i> 11 u 41 II ti ti (, 11 1) PI n o i( B n li n H D o B B <
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EXPLOITATION By Epes W. Sargent

Beating Wings
St. Louis.

CufEo enlistment of 2,000 members
of the air club of the Stix, Baer &
Fuller D. G. Co., one of this burg's
largest dept. stores, plus that of 350
Boy Scout Masters in plugging
•Men With Wings,' current at Fan-
chon & Marco's downtown deluxer,
Ambassador, was the highlight of a
swell exploitation campaign engi-
neered by Manager Harry Crawford
and Les Kaufman, p. a. and advertis-

ing director of F.&M. interests here.
The personnel of the dept. store

air club was contacted with attrac-

tive direct mail 'Men With Wings'-
literature and the scout masters also
were the recipient of similar mate-
rial in which the edi^cational and en-
tertainment angles the pic were
stressed. Crawford . ed 100 air-
plane models, several or i.'iich were
gas powered, and sti-ung these in
various positions in the theatre lobby
several days before the Paramount
feature began its run. This stunt was
an attention getter.

A week before the opening Craw-
ford distributed 5,000 cards, printed
in gold, from which a replica of the
wing emblems worn by airmen could
be removed and worn by air minded
customers. The cards, printed at the
expense of the Marquette Airlines,
Inc., urged the holders to 'Wear these
wings in honor of those Plory riders
of the sky who thrillingly present
the whole thundering^ cavalcade of
Aviation in 'Men With Wings.'
Ticket offices of five airlines in the

burg donated window space for ex-
ploitation displays and the Lambert-
St. Louis Municipal Airport was an-
other spot where the feature was
plugged, a 40x60 'Men With Wings'
board augmenting other displays. The
success of the campaign was reflect-
ed by the swell biz done by the pic.

Pushing a Short
Seattle.

Taking advantage of exploitation
angles sometimes presented in a
short. Vic Gauntlett and Eddie
Rivers of the Hamrick-Evergreen
publicity staff, went to the races for
Vyvyan Doner in Fashion Fore-
costs' (20th) in Technicolor, cur-
rently shown at Fifth Ave. theatre,
along with The Great Waltz* (MGM)
and 'Vacation from Love' (MGM).

Preview was given before the edi-
tors of the woman's page of Post
Intelligencer and the Times, which
resulted in dandy news stories and
features.

Tie-up made with Frederick &
N«lson, big dept. store, for special
display window, featuring 40 by 60
'blowup' of a fashion still from the
pix, and daily ads in the Times,
stressing fashions at F-N and the
Doner opus, which really rates. The
store also had interior displays to
tie-in with the idea.

Made 'Em Marxes
Lynchburg.

Because a woman who operates a
beauty shop in the Paramount here
detected a resemblance between Billy
Baker, the theatre's artist, and
Groucho Marx, the house was able to
wow the town with an exploitation
stunt for Room Service.
The beautician made up Baker as

Groucho, and enlisted H. E. Faul-
coner, manager of Dunlop Tire Com-
pany's branch in the same building,
as Chico. Faulconer's assistant, Guy
Fitzgerald, was Harpo. Truck bor-
rowed from an automobile agency
across the street was turned into a
float, and the comical trio paraded
through the Main Drag then to a
roadhouse four miles out of town.

M&tro Tries It

Full page announcement of forth-
coming national Great Waltz com-
petition being sponsored by MGM
on behalf of its own production,
'The Great Waltz,' appeared in the
N. Y. World-Telegram last week
(Sat).
Contest is for dance teams, entries

being tied - in with Loew houses in
the Metropolitan and New Jersey
areas and with other theatres else-

where. Prizes will consist of three-
month contract for the first winners
with MGM studios; 86 other awards
including 48 cups, 24 free trips to
N. Y., medals and other special
awards. Finals take place at the
Waldorf-Astoria Dec. .12.

Fake Ballots

About the best of the numerous
fake ballots use for theatre advertis-
ing the past couple of weeks comes
from Lester Pollock, of Loew's.
Rochester.
Roughly suggesting a sample bal-

lot, the spaces were for the compo-
nents of the theatre bill. Distributed
at rallies for both parties, in office

buildings and at registration booths.
Not intended, to fool, but merely to

ride in on the flood of campaign
literature.

been reported any successful con-
clusion to an Odeon-Paramount
deal. Any combination or pooling
of booking arrangements with
Odeon and Gaumont-British neces-
sitates the consent of 20th-Fox,
largest minority stockholder in G-B.

Philip Hill, English financier and
underwriter of Odeon securities, is

reported anxious to strengthen
Odeon Circuit's financial position
through some such combination of

theatre properties or film pooling
arrangement in the belief that, with
this very promising future business
outlook as a basis, a new public
stock issue could be floated by
Odeon.

Carolina Exhibs Meet

Dec. 4-5; Other Confabs
Charlotte, N. C, Nov. 8.

Approximately 400 will attend the
annual convention of the North Caro-
lina and South Carolina Theatre
Owners in Charlotte Dec. 4-5, ac-
cording to Mrs. Walter B. Griffith,

executive secretary and treasurer.
More than 200 theatres will be rep-
resented at the gathering.

S. S. Stevenson, president, of the
association, last week attended a
meeting of the national group at
Oklahoma City.

Fair andB ^way in B. O. Tie

Columbus, O., Nov. 8.

The annual convention of the In-
dependent Theatre Owners of Ohio
will be held in the Deshler-Wallick
hotel here Nov. 14-15, along with the
regional conference of Allied States
Association of Motion Picture Exhi-
bitofs Nov. 14. P. J. Wood, secre-
tary of the Ohio group is in charge
of arrangements.

Zukor BigOrder

(Continued *ror.i page 3)

Theatres-Exchanges

Selling Horror
Kansas City.

Recent smash success of 'Franken-
stein' and 'Dracula' on a dual bill
has brought about the reissuing of
'Bride of Frankenstein' and 'Dracu-
la's Daughter' as a scary pair.

Later horriflerp were booked into
the Orpheum, and Bob Haley added
a little persuasioh to the program in
the form of some effective advance
plugging. He paraded skeleton-cos-
tumed figures up and down the aisles
and on stage while showing trailers
of the coming pictures and made use
of eerie lighting effects to enhance
figures.
Where first pair of reissues dared

attendance, Haley's ads defied cus-
tomers to come in, and ads were
set up in heavy black reverse.

Small Families
Philadelphia.

Smart idea of Henry Kahan, man-
ager of WB Savoia, for exploita-
tion of 'Four Daughters' proved a
complete floperoo. He started a con-
test to find the four sisters in South
Philly who look most like the Lane
sisters, and Gale Page, featured in
the Fanny Hurst pic.
There wasn't a single entrant.

Comerford's Own Bag
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

With no regular newspapers being
published here for some time, due
to the Guild strike, Comerford Cir-
cuit has taken advantage of the situa-
tion and is printing a regular weekly
eight-page pink tabloid of 'Movie
News.'

Johrt' Nolan, in charge of exploita-
tion for the circuit, is distributing
40,000 copies of the bulletin to local
residents.

'Hot* Money
Pine Bluff, Ark.

To call attention to 'Too Hot to
Handle,' the employes of the Saen-
ger were given their pay with each
$1 bill in a cellophane bag, on which
was printed the title of the picture
and directions where more informa-
tion could be had concerning the
'hot money.' Some to whom the
money was offered were afraid that
it might not be good.

ductive of extremely unsettled busi-

ness conditions.

Second, consideration was given

to the possibility that if Paramount
could safely withdraw from actual

conduct of its theatre business and
abandon its British selling organi-

zation and exchanges on a profitable

basis and be assure'd of a healthy

annual revenue from continued dis-

tribution of its. pictures by British

interests, the company could then

be free of its European worries and
be in a better position to concen-

trate on production problems in Hol-

lywood.
Third, by such a series of deals,

Paramount's liquid cash position

would' be made more formidable,

perhaps more so than any other

American company, plus the fact

that it would be getting a guaran-

teed revenue for its film product,

thus taking the gamble away from
its production setup. It would have
stood to„ gain from such a maneuver
about $15,000,000 in cash, for the

turnover of theatres, and thereafter

between $6,500,000 and $7,000,000 an-

nual cash revenues from distribution

proceeds of the product.

Blumenthal Started

One such deal was initiated by
Ben Blumenthal, one time partner

of Paramount in European talent

and story property ventures, who
has discussed sale of theatres and
takeover of distribution with Aus-
tin C. Keough and Griffis. Latter

went over to England early this fall

to go into the propositions. With
terms of deals reputedly satisfac-

tory and agreed upon, according to

Blumenthal, Griffis suddenly veered

away from further negotiations and
sailed for New York, stating that

he had changed his mind about any
thought of withdrawing company's

theatre and film activities from
England and would, instead, go

ahead with an expansion program
of Paramount's theatre holdings.

About this time " Paramount is

supposed to have started other

negotiations with Oscar Deutsch's

Odeon Theatres, or vice versa, for

Odeon to lease the Paramount
houses, operate them and ultimately,

with proceeds of a new public stock

issue to be floated, acquire the

properties outright. This had been
denied by Barney Balaban, as far

as Paramount is concerned.

Part of Odeon's purported deal

contemplated a combination booking
deal of Paramount product in its

own theatres and in those of the

G-B chain. To date there has not

Denver.
Fox is reopening the Denver Web-

ber after keeping it closed for the
summer. It is the last of the five
Denver houses that closed in the
spring - to reopen. Harry Lane will
manage the Webber.

Gibralter Enterprises has added
the Grand at Rocky Ford, Colo., to
its string, buying the property from
J. J. Goodstein. Gibralter also
bought the theatre property of the
Rialto in Loveland Colo., from Good-
stein where Gibralter has been op-
erating. The Rocky Ford transfer
will be made Oct. 16 making 32
houses in the Gibralter group, in
Colo. Wyo., Neb., and N. M.
The State, Idaho Springs, Colo.,

has reopened following repairs for
a booth fire and explosion.
Dave Cockrill has sold the Park

theatre, Denver, to George Hilding,
retired naval officer.

C. L. Wheaton is back at his old
job as office manager and booker at
the Grand Natl, exchange.
Bert Turgeon, Publix (Cooper)

booker, transferred at Oklahoma
City, with Frank Roberts taking the
job in addition to his other duties.

(Continued from page 1)

the air to speak on the participation

of the various exhibits from those
lands.

John S. Young, former NBC an-
nouncer, spiritedly explained the
promotional plan. He stated that

show business must be benefited,

since the fair will mean the ex-
penditure of $1,000,000,000, also say-
ing that the fair is news and had
already secured more than $8,000,000

in free publicity. The committee
was asked to aid in stemming 'the

negative tide' that the threat of war,
diplomatic mistakes, world events
and politics tends to set up. Young
expressed Whalen's opinion that

'things will be fine in 1939,' with the
aid of the various advisory commit-
tees.

John Golden, the entertainment
committee's chairman, added his ap-
peal for whole-hearted cooperation
from show business. Quite a con-
tingent of managers was on hand,
although the meeting had been
rather hastily called. Prior commit-
ments among the film element on
the committee apparently prevented
their attendance.

Influx of girl shows and presenta-
tions featuring femmes continue for

the New York World's Fair amuse-
ment sector, although officially this is

supposed to be backgrounded for ar-

tistic beauty, and aesthetic stage pro-
ductions. Trend is towards flesh en-
tertainment with popular appeal de-
signed to attract eye of visitor from
outside New York,, although the fair

is going ahead with its huge theatre
project to be supervised by John
Krimsky.. This auditorium^ seating

2,500, is reported to have had several
parcels of coin from the fair itself.

Tendency to spot in shows with
obvious appeal is seen in the addition

of the 'Flash CJordon' rocket ship con-
cession which is supposed to show
weird creatures (Martians mentioned
in recent Columbia broadcast) which
will be handled by Messmore &
Damon.

Norman Bel-Geddes is planning a
novel feminine beauty show, desig-

nated as the Crystal Palace. Myriad
of mirrors will pr.oduce the illusion

of a countless number of posing
beauts while actually only a few will

be used.

'Old New York,' reproduction of

famed Manhattan spots of early days
in its two-acre plot, has been set with
the fair by George Jessel and Mess-
more & Danvon. Besides a Barnum
museum, there will be Fraunces Tav-
ern, the Haymarket, Henry Hudson's
Half-Moon, Chuck Connors' saloon

Pittsburgh.
Abe Weiner from Boston office,

where he was salesman, to become
exchange manager here for UA, Suc-
ceeds Clarence Eiseman, who left

over week-end for New York to take
over managership of UA's N. Y. city

distribution department.
Lester Hutcheson in from Shea

house in New Philadelphia, O., to
take over temporary management of
Fulton. With Bob Rhodes going
back to Colonial j,n Akron, O. Per-
manent replacement for John Gor-
ing, who resigned recently, will be
made in next few days, (coring has
left for Hollywood, where he has a
deal on the fire for a production
spot at one of the indie studios.
Gaumont-British office here still

operating without a manager to suc-
ceed Joe Kaliski, who resigned to
distribute 'Birth of a Baby' in state
of Virginia. Appointment, however,
expected momentarily. Max Shulgold
has left GB to join Grand National
here, where Charles Dortic is new
exchange manager, replacing Jules
Lapidus, recently upped to head a
GN district.

and other famed spots of the gay '903.

Steve Brodie leap from a 100-foot
mod-*! of Brooklyn Bridge will be a
feature six times daily.

Merrie England Village, operated
by the same J. T. Schless interests
which ran 'Old England' at the Chi-
cago fair, also has been signatured.
Globe theatre is to be a highlight of
the village, where condensed versions
of Shakespeareant plays will be of-
fered.

Another new concession entry is

'House of Popeye,' a -walk-through,
based on the late Segar.'s Popeye the
Sailor creation for King Features.

New York's exposition also will
have a 'Naval Show,' handled by
Emmett W. McConnell, who has had-
similar shows at other fairs.

Peak in sight-sound entertainment
will be a free feature of the amuse-
ment sector, with about $1,000,000 put
into the giant fireworks and water
display on midway's big lagoon. An
elaborate loudspeaker system will
provide accompanying musiq and
sound efi:ects, tests of this being
heard on most distant parts of expo-
sition grounds.

Other girly shows set include
South Seas Village, Monte Carlo
Follies, Billy Rose's marine show. La
Belle France, Greenwich Village.Pol-»
lies, Cuban Village, Savoy Ballroom,
and Living Magazine Covers.

No gambling will be allowecr on the
fair grounds because it is on ciiy
park land. Elaborate system of zon-
ing, extending about half a mile on
all sides from the limitjs' of the expo-
sition grounds proper, designates
which districts are business sectors
and whicli are residential.

Added Accommodations

Anticipating a heavy overflow of
visitors to the New York World Fair
from N. Y. hotels, suburban home?
are being canvassed for available
boarding space by an organization
which will act as a rental agency.
Canvassers are currently lining up
home owners interested in making'

a

few extra bucks by renting out un*
used guest rooms.
Chartered as Accommodations for

the Fair, Inc., the outfit already has-
about 25,000 rooms listed which are
considered far from enough, in view
of the official estimate which places

the expected daily attendance at the
Fair at 270,000. By the time the Fair
opens the organization' expects to

list three or four times the current
figure. The ones already on .file

cover the five boroughs and far out
on Long Island, and include small

hotels, boarding houses, etc.
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San Francisco,
Herbert Rosener, operator of the

Clay and Larkin International thea-
tres here, is now in Kansas City to
open the Vogue, latest addition to his
chain of foreign language theatres.
The Vogue is .the fourth theatre
added to the chain this year, bringing
the total now operated by Rosener
to eight houses—two in San Fran-
cisco—two in Los Angeles, and one
each in Seattle, Portland, Cleveland
and Kansas City.

NOW rLAYINB

"BROTHER
RAT"

PRISCILLA LANE
WAYNE mORRli

Fairmont, W. Va.
R. E. Knight and James H. Brown-

field, managers of the Fairmont and
Virginia theatres for Warner Bros.,
who resigned to promote a new
house, havfiSbeen replaced by Frank
Austin, of Morgantown, and James
McHugh, of Pittsburgh, Pa.

Los Angeles.
Stanley Brown was upped to city

manager of the six Fox West Coast
houses in I>ong Beach. He former-
ly maaged the West Coast theatre
here.
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SUrU Thurs.—"Thi CITADEL"

Starring
Rebtrt D«nit • Rosalind RuimII
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TODAY OM-X

Gable Loy
"TOO HOT
TO HANDLE"

Rndy Vallen Orrli.

rstvti Thurtday

l"You Can't

Talcc It

With You"

IN PERSON
Milton Berle

PARAMOUNTsS^/iSc
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HELI>
Technicolor

"MEN WITH
WINGS"

Fred Ma<^Marray
Bny MUIand

XjOdIm Cnmvbell
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Mark WXKSWW
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Bayinond SCOTT

Quintet

Haxlne Sullivsa
Xum AUIler

MUSIC HALL
HELD OTEB

"THE YOUNG
IN HEART"

Spectacular Staga Produetioni
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Series

CAN DRAW AS NO SERIES HAS BEFORE!
She's sweet sixteen and the sweetest idea yet pre-

sented in a family-patronage feature series! \burs

fromWARNERS—straight from the famousCarolyn

Keehe bookswith a mass appeal de luxe,i»/ii5a mat-

inee magnetism no other series has^approached!

See

Sow in Prodiiction

NANCY DREW, Reporter
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panies for the current quarterly period. Date of reviews as given in Variety and the running.time of prints are included.)companies
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WEElt
OF

RELEASE
TITLE PRODUCER DISTRIB. TYPE TALENT DIRECTOB

WHEN
TIME REVIEWED^
MINS. BY VAKlETi"

9/2/38 FHANTOIVl COLD
. AM TJHE LAW

THREE LOVES HAS NANCY
UNOER THlp} BIG TOl*
SING, YOU SINNERS

CAREFREE
THE HIGGINS FAMILY

BILLY THE KID RETURNS
MY LUCS^e STAR
FRESHMAN YEAR
FOUR'S A CROWD

Col
Everett Riskin

Norrtian" Krasna
Wm. T. Lackey
Wesley Ruggles
Pandro Berman
. Sol a Siegel

Qhas. Ford
Harry J. Brown

Geo. Bilson
David Lewis

9/9/38 THE LADi^ OT-^flSCTCS

COLORADO TRAIL
BOY'S TOWN

STARLIGHT OVER TEXAS
IN OLD MEXICO

AFFAIRS OF ANNABEL
laAFETY IN NUMBERS
PERSONAL SECRETARY

SECRETS OF AN ACTRESS

Wm. Perlberg
Col

John Considine
Ed Finney

Harry Sherman
Lou Lusty
John Stone

Max H. Golden
Oavid Lewis

Col
Col
MGM
Mono
Par
BKO
Rep
)Rep

.

V
JWB_
Col
Col
MGM
Mono
Par
RKO
zath
u
WB

Western J. Luden-B. Marion
Metier E. G. Bobinson-W. Barrie
Rom-Dr Montgoinery-Gaynor-Ton«
Boin-Dr A. Naeel-J. LaRue
Com-Rom B. Crosby-F. MacMurray
Musical F. Astaire-G, Rogers
Comedy J» Glcason-L, Glcason
Western B. Rog:ers-S. Bnrnette
Mus>Rom Henie-R. Greene-Romero
Comedy. D. Danbar-E. Tmek-Iinndlean
Com-Rom R. BusscH-E. Flynn

Joe Levering
Al Hall'-, -x,.

R. Thorpe
Karl Brown

Mark Sandrlcli
Gus Moins
Joe Kajie

Roy Del Ruth
Frank- McDonald
Michael Curtiz

Gom-Rom
Western'
Drania
Western
Western
Comedy
Comedy
Drama
Rom-Dr

G. Stdart-L. Boss
C. Starrett-I. Meredit]}.

S. Tracy-M. Rooney-Hiiii
Tex Ritter-C, LaRonx
W Boyd-G. Hayes
J. Oakie-Z Ball

J. Pi-outy-S. Byington
W» Garsan-J. Hodges
K. Francis-Gk Brent

9/16/38 JUVENILE COURT
too HO.T TO HANDLE

MEXICALl KID
KING ALCA^T^AZ

THE RENEGADE BANGER
HOLD THAT CO7ED
THE BLACK BANDIT
VALLEY OF GIANTS

Erie C: Kenton
. .. Sam Nelson

N. Taurog
Al Herman ?

Edw,D.Venturitol
Ben Stololt
Mai St. Clair
Otis Garrett
Wm. KeiRhley

Col Col Drama
L. Weingarten MGM Com-Dr
Robt. .Tamsey Mono Western

Par Far Drama
Bert Gilroy RKO Western

b. Hempstead 20th Rom-Com
Trem Carr V Westeirn

Lou Edehnan WB Outdoor

P. Kelly-B.. Haywortb-DArro
Gable-Loy-Cacrlll'o

J. Bandall-W. Barry
G. Patrick-L. Nolan-Naish
G. O'Brien-R. Hayworth
J. Barrymore-G. Mnrpby
Bi>b Baker-M. Reynolds
W. Morris-C. Trevor

p. ,R< Lederman
Jack Conway
Wallace Fox
Robert Florey
David Howard
Geo. Marshall
Geo. Waggner
Wn\. Keighley

9/23/38 STRANGER -ROM ARIZONA
WANTED BY POLICE
CAMPUS CONFESSIONS
FUGITIVES FOB NIGHT

PRAIRIE MOON
TIME OUT FOR MURDER

ROAD TO RENO
FOUR DAUGHTERS

Monroe Shaff
Lindsay Parsons

Par
Lou Lusty
Harry Grey
Sol Wurtzel
Ed Grainger
Ben- Glazer

9/30/38
r.iRT/S SCHOOL

YOU CAN'T TAKE IT WITH YOU
MAN WITH 10» FACES
VACATION FjIOM LOVE
SONS gf the legion

ROOM SERVICE
OVERLAND- STAGE RAIDERS

DOWN IN ABKANSAW
STRAIGHT, PLACE AND SHOW

DRUMS
YOUTH TAKES FLING
GARDEN OF THE MOON

Samuel Marx
Frank Capra
A. Hitchcock

MGM
Par

P. S. Herman
Wm. Berke

Armand Schaefer
D. Hempstead
Alex. Korda
Joe Pasternak
Lou Edelman

10/7/38 CRIME TAKES HOLIDAY
WEST OF THE SANTA FE

STABLEMATES
MR. WONG, DETECTIVE
TOUCHDOWN, ARMY

MR. DOODLE KICKS OFF
THE NIGHT HAWK
MEET THE GIRLS

THAT CERTAIN AGE
BROADWAY MUSKETEERS

Col
Col

Harry Rapf
W. T. Lackey

Par
Bob Sisk

Herman Schlom
Howard J. Green
Joe Pasternak
Bryan Foy

Col ,

Mono
Par
BKO
Rep
20tli

U

Col
:coi
GB
MGM
Par
RKO
Rep
Rep
ZOtii

UA
U

_WB_
Col
Col
MGM
Mono
Par
RKO
Rep
20th
U
WB

Western
Meller
Football
Comedy
Western
Meller
Com-Dr
Com-Dr

B.' Jones-^. Fay
Darro-E. Knapp

B: Grable-U. Lnisettl
F. Albertson-E.

. Lynn
G. Autry-S. Burnette
G. Stuart-M. Whalen
R. Scott-H. Hampton

Priscilla-Rosemary-Lane

Elmer Clifton
H. Bretherton
G. Archainbaud
Leslie Goodwins
Ralph Staub

H.B.Humb'rstone
S. Sylvan Simon
Michael Curtiz

Rom-Com
.Comedy
Drama
Comedy
Rom-Dr
Com

Western
Drama
Com
Drama
Com-Dr
Musical_
Meller
Western
Com-Dr
Mystery
Football
Com
Drama
Comedy
Mus-Rom
Comedy

A. Shirley-N. Grey-Bellamy
J. Arthur-L. Barrymote-J.Ste'wart

L, Palmer-t. Walls
D: O'Keefe-F. Rice <

D. O'Connor-B. Lee-B. Cook
Marx Bros.-L. Ball
Three Mesquiteers

R. Byrd-Weaver Bros.
Ritz Bros.-R. Arlen

Sabu-R. Massey-R. Livesey
J. McCrca-A. Leeds

P. O'Brien'-J. I<ftype-M. Lindsay

John Brahm
Frank Capra
A..Hitchcpck

G.' Pitzmaurice
' Jas; Hogan
Wm, Seiter

Geo. Sherman
Nick Grinde
David Butler
Zoltan Korda'

.
" Archie Mayo

''Rusby Berkeley
J. Holt-M. R^tou

C. Starrett-I. Meredith
W. Beery-M. Rooney
B. KarloS-E. Brent

J. Howard-B.. Cnmmings
J. Penner-j. TraTis

R. Livingston-J. Travis
J. Lang-L. Bari-R. Allen

D.. Durhin-J. Cooper
M. Lindsay-M. Wilson-J. Litel

Lewis D. Collins
Sajn Nelson
Sam Wood
Wm. Nigh

Kurt Neumann
Leslie Goodwins
Sidney Salkow
Eugene Forde
Edw. IiUdwig
John Farrow

54
99
61
6S
8S

es

90
(5

_95_
63
54
96
59
62
73
55
«2

_70
ei"
108
56
55
60
80
60
75

55
59
65
63
68
73
68

71"

126
72
65
60
76
55
65
66

101
78

—?*
61"

80
67
73
75
65
66
100
'63

9/28
8/31
9/7
9/14
B/n
8/31
9/7
9/21
9/14
9/21

10/5
11/2
9/7
9/21
9/28
9/10
9/7
9/2B
10/12
9/14'
9/21
9/7
10/5
10/5
9/28
9/21
8/17

9/21
9/28
9/14
9/28
10/19
9/7
10/5
_8/17
9/28-
9/7
11/2

.10/5
10/5
9/14
9/28
10/12
9/28
4/20
9/28
9/21

10/5

9/21
10/5
10/5
8/31
10/5
10/19

10/14/38 FLIGHT TO FAME Ralph Cohn Col Drama C. Farrell-J: Wells C.C.Coleman, Jr.

LADY VANISHES A. Hitchcock GB Rom-Dr M. Lockwood-P. Lucas Alt Hitchcock 96 8/31
SHADOWS OVER SHANGHAI Pine Arts GN Meller J. Dunn-R. Morgan Chas. Lament 86

YOUNG DR. "lilLDARE Lou Ostrow MGM Com-Dr L. Ayres-L. Barrymore H. Bucauet 83 10/19
WHERE THE BUFFALO ROAM Ed Finney Mono Western Tex Bitter Al Herman 55 11/2

ARKANSAS TRAVELER Geo. Arthur Par Com-Dr B. Bnrna-F. Bainter Al Santell 83 10/5
A MAN TO REMEMBER Bob Sisk RKO Drama E. EUis-A. Shirley Gar^on Kanin 79 10/5

FIVE OF A KIND K. MacGowah 20th Rom-Com Dionne Quins-HershoU H. I. Leeds 83 10/12
THERE GOES MY HEART Hal Roach UA Rom-Com F. March-V. Bruce Norman McLeod. 81 9/28
SWING THAT CHEER Max Golden U College T. Brown-A. Devine Harold Schuster

THE SISTERS David Lewis WB Drama E. Fiynn-B. Davis-A. Xonlse Anatole Litvak 95 10/5

10/81/38 LISTEN, DARLINf-
MYSTERIOUS RIDER
MAD MISS MANTON

MYSTERIOUS MR. MOTO
YOUNG IN HEART
SERVICE DE LUXE

GIRLS ON PROBATION

Jack Cummings MGM Rdm-Dr
Harry Sherman Par Western
P. J. Wolfson BKO Mys-Com
Sol Wurtzel 20th Meller

D. O. Selznick UA Rom-Dr
Ed Grainger U Com
Bryan Foy WB Drama

Bartholomew-J. Garland
D. Dnmbrille-C. Fields
B. Stanwyck-H. Fonda
P. Lorre-M. Maguire

J. Gaynor-D. Fairbanks, Jr.
C. Bennett-V. Price-Rnggles

E. Flynn-B. Davis-A. Louise

Edw. Marin
Les Selander
Leigh Jason

Norman Foster
Richard Wallace
Rowland "V, Lee
Anatole Litvak

10/28/38 LAW OF THE TEXAN
THE LITTLE ADVENTURESS

THE GREAT WALTZ
THE CITADEL

MEN WITH WINGS
1 STAND ACCUSED
TARNISHED ANGEL

SUEZ
THE STORM

THE LAST ET^PRESS
BROTHER RAT

Monroe Shaff Col Western
Col Col Action-Dr

Bernard Hyman MGM Musical
Victor Savrlle MGM Drama

Wm. A. Wellman Par Drama
John H. Auer Par Drama
B. P, lineman BKO Drama
Gene Markey 20th Spec
Ken Goldsmith U Drama
Irving Starr U Mellei'
Robert Lord WB Comedy

.

Buck Jones-D. Fay
E. Fellowes-J. Wells
L. Rainer-F. Gravet
R. Donat-R. Russell

F. MacMurray-R. MtUand
R. Cummings-H. Hack-L. Talbot

S. Ellers-L. Bowman
T. Power-L. Young

C. Bickford-B. McLane
K. Taylor--D. Kent

W. Morr'ls-P. Lane-J. Wyman

Elmer Clifton
D. R! Lederman

J. Duvivier
King Vidor

Wm. A. Wellman
John H. Auer

Leslie Goodwins
Allan Dwan
Harold Young
Otis Garrett
Wm. Keighley

,

11/4/38 IN EARLY ARIZONA
GANGSTER'S BOY
GUN PACKER

THE LAST RIDE
ILLEGAL TRAFFIC
LAWLESS VALLEY

RHYTHM OF THE SADDLE
ALWAYS IN TROUBLE

TRADE WINDS
EXPOSED

HAXD TO GET

Col Col Western
W. T. Lackey Mono Meller
Robt. Tansey Mono Western
JeS Lazarus Par Rom-Dr

Harold Hurley Par Meller
Bert Gilroy RKO Western
Harry Grey Rep Western
John Stone 20th Comedy
W. Wander UA Rom-Com
Bert Kelly U Drama

.

Sam Bischoff WB Comedy

B. Elliott-D. GtiUiver
J. Cooper-L. Gilman
J. Rande'll-L. Stanley
A^ Tamiroff-F. Farmer
J. C. Nalsh-M. Carlisle
G. O'Brien-K. Stitton
G. Autry-S. Burnette

J. Witfaers-A. Treachcr-J. Rogers
3. Bennett-F. Marcl)
O. Kruger-G. Earrelt

D. Pckwell-O. de Haviland

Jos, Levering
Wm. Nigh

Wallace Fox.
Alfred E. Green

Louis King
David Howard
Geo. Sherinan
Jos. Santley
Tay (Gamett
Max Golden
Ray Enright

11/11/38 ADVENTURE IN SAHARA
THE FROG

SPRING MADNESS
iF I WERE KING

ANNABEL TAKES A TOUR
STORM OVER BENGAL

JUST AROUND THE CORNER
TORCUY GETS HER MAN

Lou Appleton Col Drama
Herbert Wilcox GB Meller
Edw. Ghodorov MGM Rom-Com
Frank Lloyd Par Drama
Lou Lusty RKO Rom-Com

Armand Schaefer Rep Rom-Dr
Dave Hempstead 20th Comedy

Bryan Foy WB Comedy

P. Kelly-L. Gray
N. Beery-G. Harker

M. O'Sulllvan-L. Ayres
R. Coleman-F. Dee-Rathbone

J. Oakie-L. Bali
P. Khowles-B. Hudson
S. Temple-C. Farrell

G. Farrell-B. MacLane

D. R. Lederman
Jack Raymond
C. S, Simon
Frank Lloyd
Lew Landers
Sid Salkow

Irving Cummings
Michael Curtiz

11/18/38 THERE'S THAT WOMAN AGAIN
THE SHINING HOUR
GANG BULLETS

THANKS FOR THE MEMORY
LAW WEST OF TOMBSTONE

SANTA FE STAMPiEDE
SHARPSHOOTERS
STRANGE FACES

ANGELS WITH DIRTY FACES

Col Col Rom-Com
J. Manckiewicz MGM" Drama

E. B. Derr Mono Meller
Par Par Rom-Com

Cliff Reid RKO Western
Wm. Berlce Rep Western
Sol Wurtzel 20th Action
Bert Kelly U Com-Dr
Sam Bischoif WB Drama.

M. Doaglas-V. Lee
J. Crawford-R. Young

A, Nagel-R. Kent
B. Hope-S. Rosi-Butterworth
H. C»rey-T. HoU-E. Brent

J. Wayne-R, Corrigan
B. Donlevy-L. Bari
D. Kent-F. Jenks

J, Cagney-P. O'Brien

Alex Hall
Frank Borzage
Lambert Hillypr
G. Archainbaud
Glenn Tryon
Geo. Sherman
Jas. Tinling
Earl Taggart
Michael Curtiz

11/25/38 BLONDIE
^ OUT WEST WITH HABDYS

LITTLE TENDERFOOT
ARREST BULLDOG DRUMMOND
PECK'S BAD BOY WITH CIRCUS

SUBMARINE PATROL
LITTLE TOUGH GUYS IN SOCIETY

NANCY DREW, DETECTIVE

12/2/38 FLIRTING WITH FATE
Ltm.E ORt>HAN ANNIE
TRAINER ROMANCE

ROAD DEMON
SECRETS OF A NURSE

Robert Soarks Col Comedy
Lou Ostrow MGM Com-Bom
Ed Finney Mono Western

Stuart Walker Par Mystery
Sol Lesser RKO Rom-Com

Gene Markey 20th Drama
Max Golden U Meller
Bryan Foy WB Meljer

David Loew MGM Comedy
John Speaks Par Comedy
Cliff Reid RKO Comedy

Sol Wurtzel 20th Sports
Bert Kelly U Drama

M.
P. Singleton-A. Lake

RooAey-L. Stone-C. Parker
T. RitterrJ. Falkenberg
J. Howard^H. "Angel
T. Kelly-A. Gillls

. Greenc-N. Kelly-Bancroft
M. Boland-E. E. Horton
B. Granvllie-J. LiicI

yrank Strayer
G, B. Seitz-

Al Herman
Jas. Hogan

Edw. F. Clitae
John Ford
Erie Kenton
Wm. Clemens

J. E. Brown-L. Carrllio-S. Duna
A. Gilli$-R. Kent-J. Travis

L. Ball-J. Ellison-L. Bowman
H. Arthur-J. Valerie
E. Lowe-H. Mack

F. MacDonald
Ben Holmes
Garson Kanin
Otto Brower
Arthur Lubin

72
74
78
61
91
85
65

54
60

107
112
102
.61
67
lU
15
60
99

98

7S

101
66
65
70
62

97

69

10/19

10/12
9/21
11/2
10/19
10/26

10/26
11/9
11/2

10/26
10/26
11/2

10/19
'

11/2
10/19 >
10/19

.

H/9
11/9

11/9
11/9

4A/37

9/21
ia/19

n/2
10/12

11/9

11/2

11/1
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WC Holies to Revise Station

Setup o{ Accounts Now Basic

Blue in East, Red in West

!NBC has , advised Westcoa$t af-

filiates that it feels confident that it

wiU be able to induce a siibstahtla:

number of blue (WJZ) basic ac-

coiints which Use the red Pacific

facilities to shift over to the blus

Pacific link. The network is of the

cplnion that the special added dis"

counts allowed for certain blue sup-

plehientary groups, including the

Westcoast, will , prove an infiuental

factor in. the drive.

Blue basic accovints who go red
. network west of the Rockies include

Siosm's Liniment (Warden Lawes),
Canada Dry (Information Please),

Lava Soap (Houseboat Hannah),
Pond's Face Cream (Those We
IjOvc), ^'els Naptha (Hobby Lobby)
and Household Products (Easy Aces
«nd Mr. Keen).

Another First

Charlotte, N. C, Nov. 8^

Station WBT will broadcast
a deer and bear hunt locally

tomorrow (Wed.).
Hope to give the world the

first bear ever shot over the
radio.

WIS MAY ASK IF

FARMS WANI

BAmU

CBS APPEALS

KSFODEMAl

Chicago, Nov. 8.

Having started thinking about the
- pbssibiliiy of

,
combining their time

ior a continuous play-by-play broad-
(;ast of baseball this coming season,

VilS and WENR are continuing
along that same trend of thought
despite fact that the original would-
be .^onsor. General Mills, has .

now
£one and signatured for baseball on
^BBM.
NBC would not be adverse to

.putting baseball on the station since

its its blue outlet the trimsmitter is

inore free than not during the 3um-
..mer afternoons. And in addition,

"Would be ih a position to move any
«thi^r afternoon spots, to its red out-

let here, WMAQ.
WLS is trying to convince itself

on baseball, trying to line it up with
its primary rating as a farm and
rural station. Is thinking. of asking
its listeners direct to state how they
.feel about the station's devoting. part
of its afternoon time to baseball
play-by-play, and these replies will

figure as the most important factor

in the station's decision as to bitse-

ball^

Harry Butcher, Columbia's v.p. in

Washington, has been instructed to

appeal the Federal Comoiunication

Commission's action on the KSFO,
San Francisco, rental application to
the District of Coliunbia courts.

Move involves filing a petition for
review of the commission's decision
nullifying CBS* rental of KSFO from
Associated Broadcasters, Inc., for a
minimum of 15 yeafs. Network
clos.ed the deal about two years ago.
Order relayed to Butcher contro-

verts the rumor that has been going
the rounds of the trade, to the ef-

fect that CBS had indicated by cer-
tain approaches in the northern Cali-
fornia area that it had no intention
of going throu^ with an appeaL Re-
port had it (jhat the network had
again become interested in Working
out something with Ralph Brunton
whereby KQW, San Jose, would be
moved into San Francisco as a 50,000-

watter, and also that CBS had held
recent conversations about purchase
of KROW, Oakland.
CBS denied that .it had talked re-

cently with anybody now connected
or slated to be connected with either

KQW or KROW. The conversations
with Brunton, it said, had taken
place over a year ago and all

thoughts of affiliation were dropped
because of 'financial complications.
Last contacting of KROW was prior
to the deal with KSFO.

RCA Television Slant

Has Ante Show Models In

NBC Front Yard Bally

All the major automobile manu-
facturers have accepted an invita-

tion from NBC to parade their new
models through Rockefeller Plaza,

Radio City, Nov. 10, as part of a
television demonstration. It is the

network's plan to televise the entire

parade, mingling closeups with long
shots. Idea behind the preview,
which will be the first of its kind,

is to show the manufacturers how
effective television will be in de-
monstrating their wares. £. P. H.
James, NBC promotion manager,
thought up the stunt and extended
the invitations.

Telebroadcast will take place the
day before the auto show opens Jn

New York. Things will be so ar-

ranged that the automotive com-
panies' cales and advertising execs
will be able to take in both the

parade and the machine reception of

the televised images.
Among those that have advised

NBC that they will have samples on
hand for the parade are General
Motors, Ford, Chrysler, Studebaker,
Hudson, Packard, Nash, Graham-
Paige, Hupmobile and W.Ulys.

CLAY MORGAN

SEEKS MORE

UBERTY

Ed EastIs Gongmaster

£d East Is replacing.Jack Waldron
as .mvCt and gongmaster on WHN's
tlir.Y.) amateur hour this Friday (11).

T^ildroh quit to. tie li^ with Maxie
Hpsenblopm's cafe in Hollywood, 'i

liay
.
B<^ani authored *Bail Bond

Stacket' for 'Big Towii' dramatization
NoV^.15, '

• ' .

Clay Morgan, NBC's director of

public relations, is trying to rear-

range the work of his office so that

he can get around to see more people

in the trade. He says he's going to

imload most of the detail even if the

keeper of the budget won't let him
expand the personnel.

What's been getting Morgan down
is that he can't function in his 'ac-

customed manner. He'd like to de-

vote most of his time in contacting

radio editors and others, do a lot of

handshaking and spread the enter-

tainment. Instead of being a rela-

tions man in the accepted me^ming of

the term, he finds himself tied down
to a desk and submerged in a mass
of papers.

New York BasebaD to Be Snonsored?

General Mills Will Put Games on WABC—Dodgers
Probably Go to WOR

Chicago, Nov. 8.

Reported that General Mills has
bought the broadcast rights of the
home games of the N.Y. Yankees,
the N.Y. Giants and the Brooklyn
Dodgers for the 1039-40 season. Total
figure quoted for the'rights are $475,-

000. Another $200,000 will be spent
for time on WABC, CBS' N.Y. key,

with this station clearing both the

Giants and the Yankees games.
WOR will air the Dodgers games.

THIRD

IT TAKES TIME

Harry Batten Points Oat Long-View
Aspect on Accounts

Philadelphia, Nov. 8.

Reports that N. W. Ayer and Son

agency is after and about to get tre-

mendous radio accoxmt, understood
to be one of the cigarette companies—^was denied last week by Harry A.
Batten, Ayer prez/ Batten said he
Was after plenty of accounts but
Icnew of none that had inked the line

yet. He pointed out the marathon
characteristics of account-grabbing
by citing that the agency has been
trying to sell one account for 12
years and it has been on the verge
of signing the contract for the past
four years, . but just . hasn't gotten
around to it.

Couple other advertisers have been
solicited for as long as eight years,
while a flock have been sought after
for more than five yiears.

Chan kooe from rue Sales

NBC
1938 1937 1936 1935

January .... $3,793,516 $3,541,099 $2,681,815 $2,895,037

February . , . . 3,498,053 3,295,782 2,714.300 2,758.310

3,614,283 3.037,873 3.026,308

3,277,837 2.741.928 2,682,14?

3,214,819 2.561,720 2,685.211

June • . . . . 3,200,569 3,003,287 2.323.456 — 2,380,845

2,707,450 2.429,983 2,208,935

August . i .... 2,941,099 2,784,977 2,422,431 2,021,365

2,850,581 2,886,637 2,163,317

October .... 3,773,964 3,339,739 3,696,489 2,779,557

Toidl »••••••» ....$33,704,768 $31,630,754 $27,496,632 $25,600,037

CBS
1938 1937 1936 1935

January • • • • • $2f87d»945 $2,378,620 $1,901,023 $1,768,949
February 2,680,335 2,264,317 1,909,146 1,654,461

2,559,716 2,172,382 1,820,553
•••• ••• » • 2,424,180. 2,563,478 1,950,939 1,615,389

• « • • 2f44t2>283 2,560,558 1,749.517 1.287.455
2,476,567 1,502,768 1.066.729
1,988,412 1.292,775 910.470

August ....... 1.423,865 1,955,280 1,232,588 979.019
September 1,602,105 2,028,585 1,838.932 1,086,900

2,505,485 2.429.917 1,722,300

$23,281,018 $17,979,987 $13,892,315

MUTUAL
1938 1937

January $269,894 $213,748
February 253,250 233,286
March , 240,637 247,431
AprU 189,545 200,134
May 194,201 164,633
June 202,412 117.388
July 167.108 101.457
August 164,626 96,629
September 200,342 132,866
October 347,770 238,683

Total $2,229,785 $1,736,255

NBC, $3,773,964; CBS, $2,389,895;

Mutuals October Cross $347,771

DUPONT COMES BACK

;B.B.D. ft O. Has Joe Cook Show
Warmed' Up—Denies It's Bond Bread

Suit Accnses NBC Of

Filching Wiley's Wildcat

San Francisco, Nov. 8.

For using the character of 'Wild
cat' in a' sustainer on KGO, .Na-
tional Broadcasting Co. has been
sued by Hugh Wiley, mag fictioneer,

who charges it was lifted from his
copyrighted stories.

Defense by chain's attorney, Fred
erick Leuschner, is that a character
can't be copyrighted and that there
is little similarity between the two
creations.

Dupont returns its 'Cavalcade' pro-

fram to CBS Nov. 28, taking over the

Monday 8 to 8:30 segment. B.B.D.

& O. has the account.

Same agency is still waiting an

okay from another client on the

show composed of Andre Kostelan-

etz, Joe Cook, Kay Thompson and a

mixed chorus. B.B.D. & O. denies

that the Intended sponsor is Bond
Bread.

SILVER THEATRE EAST

FOR HAYES AND WELLES

Hollywood, Nov. 8.

Orson Welles presides as narrator
on Silver Theatre during its two
broadcasts from. New York. Nov. 13

and 20. Helen Hayes is starred in

the double header dramatics of
Charles Tazewell's 'Stars in Their
Course.' Glenhall Taylor, producer,
goes east to handle the show.

Next Coast airing is Nov. 27 with
Ginger 'Rogers in the starring role

and Conrad Nagel back as narrator.

Cochrane Agency Adds 3

Chicago, Nov. 6.

W. K. Cockrane agency here has
added a trio of execs. Coming oyer
from WJJD as radio director is

Henry iStanley.

P. Wayne Jackson, production
chieftain for several agencies around
town during the past, joins the Cock-
rane outfit as account exec, and Tom
Kelly, former newspaperman, comes
in as public relations head.

Warren Munson, who resigned as
announcer-program conductor at
WGY, in September, 1936, has re-
turned as special mikcman on Socony
Red Horse Revue over the Schenec-
tady station.Jn hetween two stretches
of service at WGY, Munson was at
WnC and WTAM.

Columbia's billings continue to

stay imder the 1937 level. Drop for

the past month was 4.6%, while th«

network's hope of showing a plus

percentage for November may b*
frustrated by the cancellations and
rebates caused by political broad-
casts. NBC's gross for this October
was 13% better than the like month
of the previous year, while Mutual'*
boost amoimted to 45.7%.
NBC billings last month totalled

$3,773,964. With CBS It was $2,389,-
895. Mutual .got $347,771. On the
first 10 months NBC is 6.-5% ahead
of last year. For Columbia is a
minus 2.8% and Mutual, 33.8%.
In October Of last year NBC

garnered $3,339,739, while October,
'36, broiight a gross of $3,696,489 and
October, '35, $2,779,557. CBS dre\7
$2,505,485 in October, '37, and the
like months for the previous two
years were $2,429,917 and $1,722,390,
respectively.

Bob Goldstein,

Hummert Assoc.,

Out of FAS Setup

Bob Goldstein has resigned u
general manager of Featured Art-
ists Service, Inc. This organization

does the booking of artists, writers

and directors for 'the shows which
Air Features, Inc., produces for

Blackett-Sample-Hummert. It also

manages artists not in radio. Two.
of the latter, Harold J. Rome, legit

score and book writer, and Richard
Greene, 20th Century-Fox contract
player, will most likely continue
under Goldstein's personal super-
vision.

Goldstein, who as a business In-
timate of Frank Hummert, organ-
ized the FAS, intends to devote all
his time to the producing of legit
plays. He last produced 'Golden
Boy' in London. His successor in
the booking outfit has not been
named.
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Fear Campbell Soup and
Texaco Cases Axe First

Mutterings of Dissatisfac-

tion with Film Town as

Radio Origination Point

HOW SERIOUS?

SNAP OUT OF IT, RADIO!
When is the broadcasting business going to

cast off its lethargy, quit procrastinating, and

start trying to save itself from itself? And
from the menacing outside- influences which

have gained force with the passage of time and

the industry's smugness and self-satisfaction?

for a workable statute under which it can func-

tion with some degree of certainty.

By JACK HELLMAN
Hollywood, Nov, 8:

Ever quick to make- a lot out of a

little, the Hollywood radio colony is

jittery Just now about the scheduled

Campbell Soup switch east to sponsor

Orson Welles Mercury Theatre and
the deep-^seated neuritis racking the

Texaco program here. Are these the
first signs o£ a retreat from Holly-

wood? The question is asked by
Hollywood,
From the first feverish start ot

the Coast radio boom in the summer
of 1937 the enemy has always been
recognized as the east. Fickle heart

of sponsordom has never been fully

won, it's feared. Meanwhile hun-
dreds of people derive their liveli-

hoods from the rash of prosperity

the Hollywood enthusiam created.

Ward Wheelock has bean out-

spoken in suggesting advertising was
overfed on Hollywood. Other hints

that there is a reaction setting • in

have been heard. What Hollywood
cannot judge—being bad at that be-

cause of lack of perspective—is ".just

how serious the symptoms are.

Washup of the Texaco program is

certain unless C.A.B. rating takes

considerable rise in next few weeks.
Costly revue started off around 10,

very mediocre, only immediate
change admitted is replacement of

Adolphe M«njou with possibility

that John B^rrymore will be emcee.
Biggest headache of program is

being spotted opposite Fred Allen.

Columbia may try to move' a few
shows around to accommodate
Texaco with easier niche. Bill

Bacher may fly east after Wednesr
day broadcast for showdown talk

with Texaco execs. Understood
Texaco financed a special C.A.B.

survey of Texaco program and have
been buzzing everyone for comment.
Only ones safe on show said to be

David Broekman, Kenny Baker, Ned
Sparks.

Contributing to show's dilemma is

reported scrap between talent and
advertising agency for upper hand.

Changes After 13th

From the Texaco home office in

New York -it was learned Monday
(7) that no changes on the 'Five

Star Theatre' will likely be made un-
til after the current 13-week cycle

has expired. Also 'that it has not
given thought to shifting the origin

of the program east. Show, it Was
added, would naturally have to stay

in Hollywood as Idng as it depeiid&d
on film names, but that this angle
was beginning to have some annoy-
ing facts. One of these have been
the last minute cancellation 6f guest
acts . because of studio or location

schedule complications. This hap-
pened only last week (2) when the
Dead End Kids cancelled! and John
Barrymore had to be rushed into the
breach with but a few hours notice.

How much longer will the leaders of the in-

dustry—more particularly the pillars of the

National Association of Broadcasters—remain
blind to the necessity of facing facts, adopting
some policies, and mapping out a course of

action in order to insure the freedom and op-
portunity for steady development? Is radio

going to keep on eternally relying <.n its own
platitudinous sermons about the unquestion-

able superiority of the American system? Do
the responsible heads of the networks and the

individual stations believe Washington wire-

pulling and chest-beating perpetually will

carry the business through every difficulty it

encounters?

There is room for improvement from within.

Executives realize it, lawyers know it. Instead

of pasting on the wall a pious-soutiding decla-

ration, of ethics, broadcasters should strive

eternally to give some actual meaning to the

'public interest* clause in the act. They might
well try to frame a set of program standards,

specifically defining the vague and confusing
terminology in the law and antictpating: the

FCC's ex-post facto rulings. They can carry
further the efforts to throttle offensive adver-

tising. They can do more to see that the edu-

cators and the religious groups and reputable

advocates of opposing political, social and
economic schools of thought are allowed rea-

sonable access to the radio audience.

With the FCC about to begin its prowl and
Congress due back on the job shortly, the time
has arrived for radio to get realistic. To start

appraising itself. To mea.sure the extent of

public satisfaction with its performances and
accompli.shments. To find a way out of the

morass of regulatory confusion and legislative

uncertainty. Instead of wasting its energies

fighting the copyright pool and scrapping with
labor, broadasting should become alert to the

growing ttireat of Federal dictation, which has
only one logical—although still distant—con-

clusion : Government operation.

Waiting on the FCC to clarify the regu-

latory muddle has hardly proved profitable.

Because of the vague, the conflicting, the de-

ficient, and the impractical provisions of the

1934 statute, waiting on the FCC is unlikely, to

be any more beneficial in the future. As long

as the Federal authorities fail or reftise to lay

down a comprehi^nsive and sound national

communications policy, not even the Supreme
Court could administer the present- act or ad-

vise individual licensees about their conduct.

Radio naturally fears to expose its chin, but
such restraint may prove extremely ill-advised

in the end* If the industry does its incontro-

vertible utmost to carry out its obligations and
to live up to a high code of deportment, it need
not be terrified by the minority of mud-sling-
ers and reformers, in Congress or out.

Radio Writers* Guild held its an-
nual meeting Monday night (7) at
the Midston hotel, N.Y., and besides'

other action, elected five members to
i ts council. Those chosen were iE):i|c

Bamouw, Henry Fisk CarltOfi;

,

:siaine Sterne Caif^ington, Theodoi^..
!?erro and John Martin. Council
consists of 15 members,' flyer of '

-

whom are elected annually to servift v.

lor three years.

Among, the specific matters at-

tended to at the session was the de-
cision to appoint a committee to
study the question of financing ah
organizing drive in New York and-
other cities. After lengthy discus-

sioii, it was also decided to put- into'

writing a code of, ethics for the guid-
ance of members. Idea-would be te
put- into wdrdS' the main principles^

grievances iahd problems . that, have'
arisen and may arise to confront
Guild members.
Other topics discussed at the 'con-

fab included credits for radio writ-
ers (particularly the out-of-town
thors), the question of writing on
speculation, various craft problems
and nunterous grievances. Princi-
pal speaker at the • meeting wia^ •

Bayard "Veiller. Affair was ht^d at-.*

the Midston hotel instead of thft"

cafeteria of the Central Park zbOy
N.Y., as had been intended.'

Everything is not all right with radio.

Consider the 'Beyond the Horizon' threat, the

Mars hysteria, the Mae West impression, the

Judge Rutherford hot potato. Coiisider the

monopoly charges. Consider the FCC trou-

bles. Consider the press hostility.

Professional glad - banders, head - burying:

scoflfers, and rugged individualists may deem
these trivial. They are not—they are highly
indicative symptoms. Every scandal in the
commission, every case of poor judgment in

programming, every transgression of the law
inflicts an injury on the whole industry. Suc-
cession of incidents, each trivial in itself, pro-

vides ammunition for the industry's enemies.
Whether a self-seeking politician or a sincere

defender of the public welfare hurls the accusa-
tion, each new> 'plausible' charge is more oil

dumped on the fire.

Broadcasters know of the impossible situ-

ations resulting from legislative sloppiness

Take the question of libel—<loes the anti-cen-

sorship clause or the political neutrality pro-

vision mean a station cannot defend itself?

Take the question of trafficking in licenses

—

does the act recognize either the bare-bones or

the what-the-traffie-will-bear theory? Take
the matter of equitable allocation of facilities

—does the statute allow miiltiple ownership in

one area and ban it in another, as the FCC has
done? What about the leases and the man-
agement contracts—on which one group of

regulators may take one position and a subse-
quent commission may take an opposite stand?

Chas. Allen's Radio Dept.

Charles S, Allen office (nee Curtis

& Allen) will add a radio depart-
ment this month. Allen is at pres-

ent dickering with Fred Norman,
who formerly had Tim and Irene,

etc., to take the spot.

Further expanding, Allen is also

readying creation of a legit casting

department and will spread out to

embrace authors, scripts, etc. Of-
fice was formerly a vaudeville com-
bine.

N. W. Ayer last week had Frank-
lin D, Baker, transferred from
'Frisco to Philly office, while Thomas
H. CoUard went from Philly to
'Frisco.

Radio's course would seem plain. First, the
industry should endeavor to place itself above
criticism and attack; second, it should cease
waiting on the commission and launch a drive

As things stand, licensees must dabble in

politics. They have to maintain a Washington
lobby, make and keep friendship, throw parties.

They must divert tinie and energy and intel-

lectual effort from the job of running radio.
They also run a continuous risk that their
political activities will backfire.

If the broadcasters don't save themselves,
they cannot expect others to do the job for
them.

CfiS Deferred Campbell

Announcement on WeSes;

Feared Publicity Taunt

Columbia deferred announcing the

sale of Orson Welles' dramatic show
to Campbell soup last week for fear

that the Martig^n scare of the previ-

ous Sunday night (30) would be
tagged a publicity stunt. Commer-
cial tieup means that Welles will

have to drop Broadv.ay legit ap-

pearances Friday nights. Campbell
is retaining the Friday 9 to 10 p.m.

spot which has been filled by 'Holly-

wood Hotel' for four consecutive

seasons. Welles and his troupe take

over Dec. 9.

If Welles darkens his Broadway
productions Friday nights. It won't

set" a precedent. It happened in the

case of the Texaco alliance with

'Jumbo' (N. Y. Hippodrome) three

years ago.

'100 MEN AND HILDEGARDE'

CBS Auditions Large Cast Show
Und«r Raymond Paige

Pete De Lima setting up radio de-

partment at Everett Crosby agency.

Columbia last Friday (4) audi-

tioned for ad agency men a half

hour program, consisting of 100 mu-
sicians under the baton of Raymond •

Paige and'Hildegarde. Show would
be billed as '100 Men and Hilde-
garde' and cost around $7,000, Event
took place at CBS Playhouse No. 1.

Similar idea had been projected
last season in Hollywood by Bill

Bacher with Leopold Stokowski as

the designated conductor, and Deanne
Durbin as soloist.

U;S. Tire Still a Kayk

Campbell-Ewald is still trying to
get the U. S. Tire Co. back on CBS/>
with a half-hour show.. Latest indv*

'

cations are that if the accou t does'
return it won't be before Feb. 1.

Agency has offered the client vari-
ous spots but- bfeore it could get 'a •

nod some other account contracted-'
for • the period. Tire manufacturer
also has yet to" approve a show, Last"^.;

season it signatured, checks fdr iBeo.

Bernie, Lew Lehr and Buddy Clark.

Gets Gas Off Stomach
Cincinnati,,Nov. 8,

;

Paul Sullivan, WLW's ace news,
commentator, Js doing his twice-
nightly broadcasting from a bed in.:

Christ hospital, where he underwent
an appendectomy Wednesday (2).

Three days later he was propped
up to renew mike acqiiaintautei

Gene Fromherz Set

Chicago, Nov. 8.

Gene Fromherz, former radio time
buyer for J. Walter Thompson, joins

Blackett-Sample-Hummert agency
here.

Associate of Jack Laemarr in time
buying department.

Washington Hearings

On St Louis Talent

JurisMon Finishec

Dispute between the American
Federation of Radio Artists and the
St. Louis stations was last week
aired before the National Labor Re-
lations Board in Washington. Henry
JafTe argued the union case, while a
battery of attorneys represented the
stations. No decision is expected
for several weeks.
Point as issue is whether an-*

nouncers and other performers (ac-
tors and singers) should be grouped
together in bargaining or separated
into different categories. AFRA
contends they should be represented
as on0 group, while the stations take
the opposite view. Matter is con*'
Sidered vital in the V^hote realm of
performer unionism, since by. sepa'
rating the different dasses ot artist's

into different groups^ St is'idgured ttie

employees might Scatter their. |0Tce3
and lessen their hQrgainlhj; jitr^ngtHV

Services in l\\e\

Rculin IViicii' 1

i

' /// !! ///,,,, «/,.,, s

Protected Material Dept.

(For Writers)

Local Program Registry
(Fx>r Sponsors, Stations)

Mail Department ' v V
Nsw York—154 W, 4St>i lir«|<|ft

Horiywo^d—itot isi^. yi^fv'
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Seattle Stays Home Expecting

(For No Reason) Mars Program

Would Be Rebroadcast Sun. (6)
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i i PressReactsto Radio 'Emotionally'
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Many
pointed

Seattle, Nov. 8.

radio listeners were disap-

in this section Sunday eve

(6) when they expected to tune -to

KIRO for a re-broadcast of last Sun-

day's 'The War of the Worlds,' which

caused so much comment. Although

station announced the broadcast

would not be repeated, switchboard

girls answered many inquiries asking

if the show would be re-broadcast

This added a final touch of puzzle-

ment to the popular reaction.

KIRO as well as KVI, Tacoma Co-
lumbia station, have gotten mail

asking a rcrbroadcast. Public curi^

osity among those who didn't hear

the original is great. Prominent
people have personally called up
KIRO management for comment
Several theatre managers professed

to note drop in their grossas Sunday
eve, blaming slpwup of ticket sales

oh the expected re-broadcast

The Net Conclusion

Last word on the 'Mars

Panic* broadcast appears to be

this:

It was the most dramatic re-

minder to. radio (and films) in

a decade of the truism that

large segments of the popula-

tion are literally and startlingly

under the. 12-year-old mentality

ceiling.

Carter Blames

Pres. Roosevelt

For Vacation

PRIZE ANNOUNCER

DOESN'T ANNOUNCE!

Pittsburgh, Nov. 8.

Bill Beal, of KDKA, won 1938 H. P.

Davis Memorial Award for radio

annovincers last week, copping $130

cash prize and gold medaL Awards

Buffalo, Nov. 8.

"What happened to Dies is the

same thing that happened to Hugh
Johnson, to me and to others,' said

Boakd Carter when interviewers

here asked him about the adminis-

tration's criticism of Rep. Martin
Dies, chairman of the House com-

mittee investigating un-American
activities.

Carter was here to deliver his

lecture under sponsorship of the

Newspaper editorials following the

'Mars Panic' broadcast a week ago

Sunday (30) over CBS were in-

dividually and collectively a good

cross-section of how the press reacts

to anything concerning radio. Edi-

torials rain the gamut from the rabid

radio-baiting and radio hating glee-

ful gloaters to the fair-and-reason-

able sheets that with the rest of the

thinking people, honestly wondered
What the near hysteria of the masses

implied for good or ill as an Indica-

tion of American I.Q. and morale.
,

Seattle Times professed to discern

a subtle New Deal plot in radio's

Mercury Theatre revival of H. G.

WeUs old potboiler, 'The War of the

Worlds.' On the other extreme Hugh
Johnson writing in the Scripps-

Howard syndicate deplored the in-

cident as possible encouragement to

censorship ambitions of FCC Chair-

man Frank R. McNinch.
Those papers not reacting to the

fantastic development according to

predetermined prejudices seemed in-

clined to feel that censorship was in

no way justified by the incident out

of which CBS, along with the nation

as a whole and the national defense,

had learned valuable lessons which
could not be learned in any other

way. It was pointed out that the in-^

cident was automatically self-cor-

recting.

Catholic Paper's Str.onc: Defense
Albany, N. Y., Nov. 8.

The Evangelist organ of the Al-

bany Catholic Diocese and some-

for diction were started six years

ago by Mrs. Davis in memory of her Western New York Alumnae Asso

husband and are to be continued I
elation of Vassar CoUege,

during her lifetime. Beal, however,

is no longer on station's announcing
;Btaff, having been transferred to

continuity department a month ago.

First honorable mention went to

Walter Sickles, program director and
announcer at WWSW, and second
mention to Dave Carroway of

KDJLA.

He told

his audience: 'I'm .taking a vacation

from the air, thanks to President

Roosevelt. It seems he didn't like

some of the things I said.'

ROGERS' NEW POST AS

BENTON & BOWLES 01.1

RockefeDer Conmuttee

Meets on U. Grants!

Committee that controls the Rocke-
f^Uer-GetieEal Education Board an-

. juial grants to Princeton - and Ohio
State Universities met last Thursday
(3) iXL the offices of the Adult Edu<

cation Assn. in New York. Prince-

ton has been getting $67,000 aimually

iuid. Ohio State $70^000 for special

tadip research.
. Present at the meeting- were John

JRoyal, NBC; Fred. Willis, CBS; W.
"W, Charters, Ohio. State; Levering
.i^son, Muhlenberg College; Neville

Miller, N.A.B., and Dr. Frank Stan-

ton. Latter is also with CBS, but
.attended as alternate for Hadley
.Cantril of Princeton, who could not
attend.

James .G. Rogers, who quit sev-

eral months ago as Lord & Thomas'
exec on the . American Tobacco ac-

count to join Benton & Bowles, has
been elected general manager of

that agency.
B & B board also i.amed Theodore

Lu Bates and Walter A. O'Meara di-

rectors. .

HAROLD KENT'S HUDDLE

Second Annual ;Scliool Gatherine In
CUfcaco, Dec. 1-3

Chicago, Nov. 8.

Second annual School Broadcast
Cohference, which is to be a perma
nent conference on utilization of

iradio for education, wiU be held in

the Morrison hotel here Dec. 1-3

under guidance of Harold Kent, di-

rector of the Radio Council, of the

Chicago Public Schools.

Kent is now organizing an Advis-

ory Council of the School Broadcast

group. Council will include some 40

WSAI Ducks Duplication

Cincinnati, Nov. 8.

With Cincy's other four outlets

broadcasting football games on Sat
lurday afternoon^, WSAI is offering

lion-gridifon fans a three-hour pro-,

gram of pop and semi-classical tran-

scribed music.
Dewey H. Long, WSAI manager,

reported that the ti'rd broadcast,

Saturday (5) brought 1,000 . letters

and 800 telephone calls from listen-

er^ who were asked by Gordon
Shaw, announcer, if they preferred
music to football.

WSAPs big brother, WLW> has its

top sportscaster. Red Barber, giving
accotmts of Notre Dame's weekly
pigskin battles.

An NBC Toscanini story appeared in

the theatre page.

Gannett paper has publicized

political broadcasts. Such spiels

were blacktyped in program logs.

The Times Union has not eased up
Its radio-publicity ban, although it

made a news and editorial hullabaloo
about 'War of the Worlds' broadcast.
Incidentally, the paper revealed
Mayor Jdhn Boyd Thacher wired a
protest to FCC.
Record papers, Troy, which are

toughest of all hereabouts on radio
space-grabbing, apparently ignored
the 'Mars' incident. That city's only
dailies will, however, cooperate with
the contemplated new station,

WTRY. They list WGY and WOKO
but not WABY programs.

Radio Editor Duped

Syracuse, Nov. 8.

Freakiest development of the

•War Between Worlds,' broad-
cast in this area, came to light

during the week with revela-

tion that the most gullible of

the listeners in these parts was
none other than the radio editor

of a local newspaper, Ronald
Graham, of the Sunday Amer-
ican.

About the time the Martians
were wading the Hudson and
starting upstate, Graham had
his family bundled into the car

and headed north for Water-
town. En route he stopped to

'rescue' his mother-in-law and
it was then that he learned the

attack was purely a dramatic
one.

Staff members of the Amer-
ican are not letting Graham
forget the episode, particularly

that part of It relating to res-

cue of his mother-in-law.

'Avoid Ceiuorshlp'
Milwaukee, Nov. 8.

H. V. Kaltenborn appeared as

guest on Henle and His Grenadiers

over WTMJ, during his visit to Mil-

waukee as speaker ou the 'Town
Hall' series. Kaltenborn is a native

Milwaukeean, Kaltenborn praised

Henie'B 'gemutlichkeit' ('cheerful-

liess') as a wholesome influence in a

troubled world.
In discussing the recent Orson

Welles*, broadcast, Kaltenborn paid

tribute to the dramatic genius of an-

other Wisconsin-born man and took

issue with those who would censor

radio. He said, 'Keep it completely
free to all of those who have ideas to

express. It is one basis, of a demo-
cratic government,'

New WDRC Curbstoner
Hartford, Nov. 8.

New local man on the street pro-
gram, 'Main Street-Hartford' has
been, inaugurated by WDRC for five

days a week, Monday through Fri-

day. Will be sold to individual

times outspoken critic of radio, flat-

ly stated in an editorial that the pub-
lic had been 'taken for a front

page sleigh-ride' by the press in lat-

ter's news treatment of 'War of the

Worlds' broadcast. Said the weekly;

'Great big, bold America became a
laughing stock before the world
when a radio skit representing an
attack from^ Mars was supposed to

have inducecl a case of mass jitters.

The ridiculously serious reaction of

the press made nation-Wide turmoil
out of a tempest in the teapot. A
few nit-wits tuned in late, mistook
the skit for a news broadcast, and
the papers reported, next day, couu'

try-wide panic. "The innocent radio
people were haled to a Federal in
quisition. Congressman shouted
their time-hpnored slogan 'there

should be a law.' Incensed editors

warned against legal censorship. All
because of a first-class bed-time
story.

'Let the broadcasting companies
take the pompous indignation of

names, taking in program' and educa- sponsors on each day. Monday
tlonal directors of fi^iany stations and broadcasts already being sponsored
ihe networks, ,

radio and speech in- hby Howard Cleaners. Each person
;ftructors of several midwest uni- participating in the interviews is

versities and schools, radio directors given a ticket entitling them to a
jOf school systems in the key cities of f^ee dry cleaning
the midwest and a couple of news- interviews will be of the opinion
psipermen. type with all trick questions barred
This Advisory Council will meet Announcers Ray Barrett and Bob

on the morning of Dec 3 to discuss

vai'ious developments of the use of

Yadio in education.

L. B. Ahead of Time
Cincinnati, Nov. 8.

First 1938 Santa Claus program

locally started Monday (7) on

WCKY as a sastainer.

Jingle, bell stanza is stripped on

$i$eh. B. Wilsdh" station at 4:45 p. rxu

r t. B. also brought out first cal-

kAd&i iot 1930 last week.

Proven are handling the broadcast,

from In front of the Hartford Con
necticut Trust Company where the

station is housed, with the
.
excep

tion of Thursday on which day Har
vey OlsOn substitutes for Proven.

Blohard O'Day III

Richard O'Day, one of the owners
of WNEW, N. Y., is currently bedded
in St, Joseph's hospital, Paterson,

N. J.» with .a heart ailment.

Condition reported as fair.

Seattle Comment
Seattle, Nov. 8.

Seattle Times, anent the Orson
Welles program, intimated President
Roosevelt might have had a hand in
it with propaganda for armament.
Caused no end of laughs here. Edi-
torial stated:

'Getting the utilities ready for war
adds an episode to the thrilling cam-
paign serial. Radio was induced to

add another with the Sunday por-
trayal of horrors which made thou-
sands think war already here. No
thoughtful American will scoff at the
chances of international conflict in

which the United States may be com-
pelled to participate; no thoughtful
American will decry proper meas-
ures of national defense. But this

recent upsurge on the part of the
New Deal administration cannot be
accounted for by any immediate
prospect of national peril. It is bet-
ter accounted for by Mr. Farley's
speech demanding another Congress
pledged to do Mr. Roosevelt's bid
ding. Mr. Roosevelt's slam at Eu'
rope's dictators, the ultimatum to

Japan, the plan to stimulate utility

expansion, the radio scare of Sunday,
might all have been deferred, with
out risk to the United States, until

after next week's election. That they
were timed for effect '.upon the
American voter is almost rawly ob
vious.'

Post Intelligencer Tuesday (1)
opened up on radio as whole with
this editorial blurb (in part):

The juvenile lack of judgment,
that

,
did not find the original Wells

novel dramatic enough, and insisted

upon bringing it 'up to date' and
playing upon war fears by transfer-
ring the scene to America, is proof
enough of the first contention.

'It is true that the producers un-
dertook to make it plain at the out-
set and in interspersed announce-
ments that the matter was fictional.

But a public accustomed to turning
a deaf ear to the advertising blurbs
sandwiched in between music and
comedy probably thought the an-
nouncer was trying to tell them
about the merits of malted fruitcake
or the evils of halitosis, and paid
scant attention. And a • good many
undoubtedly merely chanced upon
the terroristic reports while idly
twirling their dials.

'There is probably no newspapei; in
America which does not have the ex-
perience, almost daily, of having to
quiet fears or to correct misunder-
standings which result from inaccu-
rate, incomplete, misleading or mis-
understood broadcast material.'

Star's Opposite Stance

Seattle Star took contrary stance
as follows:
'Radio should be censored!
'We've heard that remarks from

several sources today, as a result of
last night's unfortunate coast-to-coast
broadcast of 'The War of the Worlds'
which was so realistic that it caused

Detroit Stations Blast
Detroit, Nov. 8.

Orson Welles' dramatization last

week over CBS gave ' local dailies

plenty of fuel for another assault

on radio as a news disseminator. All

three iocal sheets scare-headed the
broadcast, and called for stricter

regulation for radio. Stories were
splashed with the usual number of

(strictly unnamed) attempted sui-

cides, etc.

Detroit News, which operates

WWJ (NBC Red), branded the pro-

gram 'Radio's Cruel Hoax' in a front-

page editorial and called for more
rigid control over 'dramatization ca-

pable of being misunderstood as

fact,* but was quick to exonerate op-

Conservative Portland

Portland, Ore,, Nov. 8.

Large sign in the production
office of KOIN is an aftermath
of the Mercury Theatre's war
scare over CBS. Sign reads:

'Never fool our listeners or say
anything to shake their confi-

dence in their station, KOIN,'
Printed in big letters to catch
the eye of producers and con-
tinuity writers every day and
all day.
-There was little or no reac-

tion in this calm and conserva-
tive burg to the radio drama
that sent so much of the east

and L. A. into the jitters.

posish WJR (local CBS outlet) of

blame for network error.

Anti-radio Free Press sounded a
clarion that radio be 'cleansed of its

evil sensationalism,' and also lashed
out at 'outrageous* kid programs.
Times, Hearst sheet, was equally bit-

ter in denoimcing the broadcast.

Program itself caused little flutter

among listeners in this area.

Congressman with a big pinch of ... , ,

salt and the ridiculous attitude of h^a'^-Pa^^^^s "^^ny cities and towns

the press with a little sniff of laugh- 'We disagree. Radio should not

ing gas,' concluded the Evangelist I
^ censored. Freedom of the spoken

editoriaL 'They will be glad to for-
get the incident when the public be
gins to realize it was taken for a
front-page sleigh-ride by some good
newspaperman who sensed the news
value of the story.'

Cool to Chilly

Albany, Nov. 8.

Gannetl's Knickerbocker Newi
(evening), which tossed out radio
columns and network radio publicity
last spring at about the time Hearst's
Times Union (morning) gave the
heave-ho^ has relented. NBC, CBS
and WOR blurbs* have been noted
recently, scattered about the news
pages in filler spots. Even a photo
of William Janney, In 'Howie Wing*
—was carried last week on the page
.opposite that for program listings.

word is as important a part of our
national policy as is freedom of the
printed word.
'What radio SHOULD do is to es-

tablish a closer censorship within it-

self, choosing and editing programs
more carefully, with consideration
for the feelings of the audience as
well as for the actor and Kis spon-
sor.

'Many of the so-called 'children's
programs' have a similar effect on
the juvenile mind that last night's
'invasion' had on the adult mind.
To children, many of those radio
characters actually live,

'Radio can keep away from out-
side censorship, and can maintain
popularity, if it will use good taste
and common horse sense In the selec-
tion of the material it offers the na-
Uon.»

Wilder Defends Rival
Syracuse, Nov." 8.

Rivalries were forgotten in the
furore caused by the Mercury the-

atre broadcast of the war with men
from Mars. In a gesture for the
good of the industry. Col. Harry C.
Wilder, president of WSYR, came to

the aid of his arch-rival, WFBL, Co-
lumbia outlet, with a public state-

ment which went far towards quiet-
ing the commotion in this area.

Wilder, state director, for the NAB,
said in part:

'WFBL and other Columbia sta-

tions which carried the Wells drama
could not be censured by any fair-

minded person who regularly listens

to radio drams. ; . . Much of the fear
came from word-of-mouth reports to

those who did not hear the original.'

RESEARCH COMMinEE
WAITS ON FCC PROBE

Joint Committee on Radio Re-
search has postponed the meeting It

had slated for Nov. 18. It wants to
wait until the Federal Communica-
tions CJommission's monopoly probe
has gone along a ways before de-
ciding on any further coverage sur-
veys.

Committee figures that 11 the com-
mish shows a disposition toward
making reallocations of wavelengths
it would be wasteful to undertake
major coverage and listener-habit
Inquiries.

Murrow in Seattle

Seattle, Nov. 8.

Edward R, Murrow, CBS foreign
director, is currently vacationing
hure, his old stamping ground.
Heard oh KVI while here. Mur-
row's brother Is highway commis-
sioner of state.
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THREATiCANAD
MeNinch Says life Can't Censor'

In Reply to Bach Sodety Pb
Saxophones Mntibte Chssb

Washington, Nov. 8.

Indignant demands for suspension

or revocation ol the licenses of' radio,

stations which swing classical music
turned down last wieek by the Fed-
eral Communications Commission.
Beplying to a letter from Alfred L.

I)ennis, head of the Bach Society of

New Jersey, Chairman Frahlc R. Me-
Ninch pointed out that power of cen-

sorship is 'expressly denied* to Ihe
Commish and program reisponsibility

rests with station licensees. . Out-
raged Bach fans shoulc write to the,

transmitters which carried the offen-

sive programs, McNinch suggested,

since FCC is hardly In a position to

ride herd over the manner in wliich

musical adaptations should be han-
dled.

Complaining that '. . . the country

Is being swept by a rage of playing

classical and traditional songs over
the radio in syncopated < or 'swing'

tempo,' Bach Society pyexy suggest-

ed that 'any station that violates the
canon of decency by permitting the

syncopating of classics, particularly

Bach music,' should have its license

temporarily suspended for the first

oi¥ense. Transmitter should be i>er-

manently gagged if the offense is re-

peated, he said. •

Savaffe Saxophones

'Recently on two occasions we
heard a jazz orchestra giving a ren-

dition of Johann Sebastian Bach's
Toccaita in D Minor,' Dennis wailed
to the Commish. 'All the beautiful

fugue effects were destroyed by the

savage slurring of the saxophones
and the jungle discords of the clari-

nets. By no stretch of the imagina-

tion could such performances be toli

erated except by people of no dis-

crimination.'

Commish Is 'appreciative* of the

views expressed by Dennis, Mc-
Ninch said in his reply, but
'The responsibility of accepting, or

rejecting program material rests

with the respective station licensees,

who are charged -with the duty of

using a high degree of discrimina-

tion in the selection of material

broadcast in the public interest.'

. FCC chairman threw in a consol-

ing phrase pointing out that evidence

of the transmission of material con-

trary to the public interest is always

considered by the Commish wlien

the transmitter's renewal applica-

tion comes up. Failed to indicate,

however, whether adaptations of

classical pieces into dance tunes for

jitterbugs might be construed as not

in the public interest, convenience
or necessity.

BBC's Somu} ESeels

London, Oct 30.

Athene Scyler, Nicholas Hannen
and D. A, Clarke-Smith will take
leading parts in a television version

of "The Breadwinner/ Somerset
Maugham's suburban comedy, which
will l>e performed in Alexandra Pal-

ace.

Lord Mayor's Show will be tele-

vised Nov. 9 from the west end of

Northumberland avenue, where the

procession returns from the Law
Courts to the GuildhaU.

Jack Hylton recalled during a

broadcast that he and radio com-
icker, Tommy Handley, were a dou-
ble act on the halls back in 1921.

London: Nov. 1.

New trick has been thought up by
BBC for mixing effects records and
guaranteeing exact timing. Formerly
dept. relied on marking with soft

colored pencils the groove in which
the pickup needle should be dropped,
thea lowering the pickup by hand

—

which was a trick process.

Replacing this system is an elec-

trical device operated from a central
mixing panel, which automatically
drops the piclnips on pre-set grooves,

as one disc is faded into another on
^e program. Main effects studio has
two 'gram banks,' by means of which
up to 11 discs can be played consecu-
tively or mixed in any required
order.

More and more atmosphere and ef-

fects recordings are constantly added
to BBC library at a rate of 100 a
year. When the' recording van is not
on more urgent duty. It passes an
hour or two collecting diverse traf-

fic sounds and typical noises. Dur-
ing the last four or five years the
library has accumulated between
3,000 and 4,000 discs.

IN CANADA. IS

a(NMD

Lambeth' Walk,, street from which
the song and dance was named,
visited by BBC. Cockney Charles
Garner conducted S. Joly de Lot-
biniere through the lane.

D. G. BridsAtt, BBC North Region
producer, shaping his third bis. scale
<locU0ientary broadcast for Nov. IT.

Has already tackled X^ottoii:* and
'Wool,* now visits a Durham mining
town for • ^oal' pcogram.

Montreal, Nov. 8.

Fears of attempted Government
retaliation through cancellation of

sponsored beer programs over pri*

vately-owned stations were voiced

here last week following refusal of

Canadian Broadcasting Corp. adver-

tising copy by La Presse, daily, op-
erating a local station.

It is understood from official Gov-:

ernment sources, however, that the

Canadian Broadcasting Corp. is not
contemplating any punitive action

against stations merely because La
PreSse refused to permit use of ad-
vertising columns to exploit pro-

grams on the competing tjovernment
station.

It is reported, however, that com-
plaints anent beer programs are be-

ing received by the CBC continu-

ally, and that possible action re-

garding beer commercials would de-

pend, entirely on whether outside

pressure of sufficient importance is

brought to bear on the Corporation.

CBC does not carry beer-spon-

sored programs over the Govern-
ment stations. Brewery commer-
cials, however, are considered the

largest single source of revenue for

privately-owned stations in the Prov-
ince of Quebec.
La Nouvelliste, newspaper In

Three Rivers, which owns and op-
erates a radio station there, has also

refused advertising copy from the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. dur-
ing the past week.

Km1 'COiilVm^Md Tiade Mf
mi 5

Publishes Irked by Czech
Siiceess—T-Would Stop Ra-
dio's Growing; Inqtortance

in Canadian. Affairs

ANGLES

Buss Titus on Ale ^ow
Montreal, Nov. 8.

Russ Titus will permanently re-

place Richard Manning as vocalist

on the Black Horse Ale program,
•Tonight at Eight,' over station CFCF.
Program has been renewed by

sponsors for another 13 werfcs. '

Jim Aaunaad, manager of station

CFRC (Queen's University-Whig
Standard) at Kingston, Ovi., giving
Montreal o.o.

Ibges ?im^ Hooktqis, More

Power, OAer Raifo Cknges

LINTON'S S. A. TOUR

Sales Rep to Talie in Four Coatrles
. on Tour

HsroU CarMM of Taylor. Pearson,

Carson Ltd., operators of prairie

radio network, in Regina, Sask., on
business after a trip east.

By MOBI KBUSHEN
Montreal, Nov. 8.

Ironclad state control and cen-
sorship of news for broadcasting,
similcir to that enforced in fascist

countries, looms up in Canada as a
result of a deal discussed by the
Canadian Press, the Canadian News-
paper Publishers Association and the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. Far
greater in its implications than the
Padlock law, which is enforced only
in the Province of Quebec and most-
ly in connection with alleged Com-
munist activities, the proposal for
Fascist control of news over radio
would be nationwide in scope.

Might Boomerang^

Although proposed by newspaper
publishers, the threatened restric-

tion of free expression through the
medium of radio would, in the opin-
ion of far-sighted publishers oppos-
ing the move, create a dangerous
precedent, and could eventually be
used as a lever to bring about Gov-
ernment control and censorship of

newspapers also.

Should the proposed agreement be-
tween the Canadian Press and the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp, be con-
summated, the Government would
undertake to control not only
straight news but news comment as
well, and the principle of free
speech may suffer the first major
setback on the North American con-
tinent.

It is within the powers of the Ca-
nadian, Broadcasting Corporation to
regulate news on all Canadian radio
stations; under the statute governing
the CBC. It has been approached
With a proposal to outlaw sponsored
newscasts on the privately-owned sta-

tions as well as on its own network.
In return the Canadian Press would
furnish the Government with a news
service for $50,000 a year. Govern-
ment would control and possibly ban
news commentaries over the air also,

and privately-owned stations would-
be permitted to use only the Ca-
jiadian Press service and thus only,

those news stories which the Gov-
ernmen would approve.

Lukewarm News
Canadian Press' offers radio sta-

tions a deferred news service which
has not been found suitable for
listeners demanding last jninute
flashes on the rapidly shifting scenes
of European politics. And should
the Government ban Trans-Radio
and British United Press services,

Canadian listeners would still be
able to get the lowdown on current
events by tuning in on. American
stations. So that Canadian publish-
ers would still be no hetter off.

One advertising agency, it is re-

ported, pointed out to Canadian
Press officials that they could get
more than $100,000 a year out of Ca-
nadian radio stations if they would
furnish last' minute news, instead of
the deferred copy. This agency
alone states it would give the Ca-
nadian Press about $25,000 a year for
use of news on various programs
sponsored by clients.

Pressure from newspaper publish-
ers on the Government to kill off

radio news broadcasting has been
brought about by the tremendous
pc^ular interest in radio resulting
from the coverage of the crises pre-
ceding the Munich pact.
Publishers felt that, hi addition to

muscling in on fat national advertis-

ing accounts, riidio was making in-

roads on their hitherto imtouched
news preserves. And because of the
complete, dramatic and often qfxitk.-

er radio coverage on important de-
velopments such as the Czech af-

Udt, publishers fear new curtailment

of thieir influence with the public.

Ray Linton, American radio sta-

tion sales rep (formerly handled
WMCA, N. Y., in Chicago), will sail

Nov. 19 for a tour of South Ameri-
can countries.' Will be gone four
months, taking' in Brazil, Argentine,
Uruguay and Cliile.

A possible' fellow passenger on the
same boat may be Fally Markus,
who represei^ts various South
American stations &nd is due in

Venezuela for a new studio opening.

ATBAHER
Quebec, Npv. 8.

Most annoying headache confront-

ing the Canadian iBroadcastiiig Corp.
currently is flood of complaints
about the Beverly Baxter news com-
mentary from London Friday nights.

Its a commercial for General Motors
of Canada.

Baxter, former Canadian news-
paperman now sitting in the House
of Commons in London, has been re-

flecting a strong pro-Chamberlain
attitude which has caused wide-
spread resentment in Canada,
While the pro-Chamberlain view-

point undoubtedly has many adher-
ents those in opposition have been
condemning the CBC for permitting
contentious and. inflammable politi-

cal opinions to be carried over the
Government network.
Another well-known newscast

with Dr. Stewart was withdrawn
from Canadian stations some time
ago when similar agitation occurred.
Baxter program is not heard in

England, being piped in especially

for the CBC net from London.

It is not believed that newspapers
suffered any drop in circulation

through radio coverage. But radio

now steps up as another powei- in

Canadian public affairs which news-
paper publishers feel should be left

entirely in their control.

However, not all members of the

Canadian Press are in favor of Gov-
ernment control of news broadcast-

ing as an alternative to the situation

now prevailing. Not only publishers

owning radio stations but others

also are opposed to Government in-

terference With currently unham-
pered dissemination of news from
sources such as British United Press.

Tut-Tut Czech Coverage

In contrast to the generally fa-

vorable comment from newspapers
in the United States on the han-
dling of the Czech crisis by radio,

Canadian newspapermen complain
that radio emphasized and drama-
tized developments in such a man-
ner as to create unwarranted panic
among listeners.

In addition to the more important
question of news. censorship, a Gov-
ernment ban on -sponsored news-
casts would be .another nail in the
coffin of privately-owned radio sta-

tions, since it would remove one of

the large sources of revenue from
many stations.

Some broadcasters believe that if

the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. ap
proves the plan for news control it

would be taken as « d^nite Indica'

tion that the Crovenunent, despite
frequent protests to the contrary, is

intent upon removing, piecemeal,
every source of revenue available to

privaely-owned stations so that these
stations will fold tip.

Regina, Sask., Nov. 8.

Alteration of present Canadiaii

broadcasting regulations to pennit

private stations to operate'high pow-
er transmitters and form regional

and national networks, situations not

now permitted, is aked by Regina
Board of Trade in its brief for sub-

mission to Canadian Chamber of

Commerce.
Latter body plans to review whole*

radio biz and then present brief to
federal government.

Reginans also favored more '.and.

better news broadcasts, cfMnplain-
ing present Canadian Press arrange-
ment are 'too sketchy.' Also "vwuit*

judicial body independent of Can-
adian Broadcasting Corp. to handle
all network, etc., details owing to
fact CBC now in competition with
private stations. Decentralization ol
program origin, issuance of licenses
to small stations in unserved areas,
and strict adherence to commercial
announcements being only 10% of
program also advocated.
Regina body also felt tax oh new

tubes should replace present' -'syS'

tem of straight licenses on • sets/ '

Europe-Canadii Vagae.

Montrealv Nov. 8.

Broadcasting between Europje .-anijl

Canada of exchange programs ''on a
regular schedule may be indefiniteiy
postponed due to technical difficul-
ties which have yet to be overcome.
There is also the matter of arr^ng*
ing for suitable prQgranis. Ty^cal,
C^n^dian programs, from accounts,'
might not make sense ta European
listeners and special productions,
would possibly be necessary.

In the same way only a strictly
limited number of French or Italian
radio shows would be^ of any Interest
to Canadian listeners.

Following a survey of broadcast-
ing conditions in Europe, Jean M!arie
Beaudct, recently upped general "<U-
rector of music for the Canadian
Broadcasting Corporation, found
little in European broadcasting
which would be applicable here.
Canadian broadcasting follows
American lines more clos^y tliaia

any other, and while production
may be modified slightly, it is eon."
sidered doubtful whether the Euro-
pean methods of timing woidd be
satisfactory here.

LUX SHOW

INmm
Montreal, Nov. A.

French-language show for LUK <.

Soap and Lux Flakes, pro<i^ced hj
Paul L'Anglais and Ivan Tyl6r, has
been okayed and is scheduled tQ.,go

over a French regional network
starting' around Dec. 1.

New Lux commercial, half-hour
show once weekly, 'C'est La Vi**
(That's the Life), will have Jeaimo
Maubourg in the lead,'

No, decision yet as to whether the
program will go over the Govern.'-
ment's regional French netwdirk or
on the private net.

J. H. Thompson Dies
Montreal, NoV. 8.

J. H. Thompson, 51, otrtbtan^bOtfj
Canadian radio engineer, died hftMi^
at his home on Oct. 29.

'

]

Thompson was chief engineer for
Canadian Marconi since IIKSS;

. \

F, WMOiagk «ctlng publietty direc-
tor for the Canadian EbtottilctUFtinjit i

Corp. at Ottawa hak riisigded! TaSc*
ing six months leave vi abaeoce due
to illness. " •
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THE COMPANY WILt. APPHECIATE SUGGESTIONS FKOM tlS PATRONS CONCERNING

s

This Is a full-rate

Telegram or Coble-
eram unless Its de*

tetred chimicter is In'

dlcated by a sxiitable

symbol above or pro-

cedlBg the address.

WEST
R. HI. WHITS
MKBtOBNT

HKWCOM* LAHcTON
CHAlHMArl t>r TMK •OARO

NX 200 28 ML=f NDIAMAIJOLIS I ND OCT 19

'PHfL JBLOOM, MUSIC CORP 0F'AMER1CA =

7*5 FIFTH AVE NEWYORK NY=

iN AMSWER TO YOUR INQUIRY ABOUT BUSINESS

ITS STANDING ROOM ONLY AND

ABOVE GUARANTEE STOP SPlTALNY

IS DOING A SWELL JOB REGARDS^
CHARLIES U OLSON LYRIC THEATRE,

HAPPY TO SAY

WE^LL GO WAY

RIVERSIDE
THEATRE
DIRECTION OF
ED. J. WerSFELDT
MIL'^AWEE. WIS.

Thursday^ Octoljer 27, 1938

Pliil Spitalny,
Ri"srerside Theatre,
MilTaraukea , isi scons in

Dear nr. Spitalnyr

Attached is a check forWHHHM covering your
share for the current engagement • i am sincerely
happy that you exceeded the split figiire hy subh
a suhstantial amount*

•The ^HOlTR OP CHARH* is one of the outstanding
stage attractiona I have ever played* it would
have done you proud to hear the enthusiastic
comments., of hundreds of our patrons* surely
such favorable impressions must he lasting®

please accept my thanks for your genuine effort
and cooperation*

7/eisfeldt,
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Never before in the history of

the FOX THEATRE has such

enthusiastic acclaim and
applause greeted

a musical organi-

zation. That'swhy

PHIL
SPITALNY'S
WoHd-Fdmous

ALL-GIRL
ORCHESTRA

is tops . . . and we
are proud to pre-

sent them sea a a

DAVID M. IDZAL,

i?«g Oirccfor Fox Theefre

Featuring

MAXINE
xnd Her

Velrety Haunting Voidiy

EVELYN
»nd Her Mzgic Vioh

GINGER
America's No. 1 Ji^Lterb ug

Three Little

Words
Sensational Song Tti

ROCHELLE
and LOLA
iiie Two Grand Pianos

PhilSpifolny's
famous

GLEE CLUB

Sfff and HEAR mi $pJ*o»(!y'«

Gmnarel £/ecfr/c Homp
Cfiorni Httwork Radio ffooo'

ept* cn Our Sfo?* of 9 P. ft*.

MoncToy. Ho >ldvonc« Id Frlc«s
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JAMEIS J. WALKER
Witti George Jessel, Sheila Barrett,

Mary Jane Walah, Dave ApoUon,
Sid Gary, lee Grant Orchestra

6Q Mins.—KeeiMul
MODERN INDUSTKIAIi BANK
Sunday, 2 p.
WMCA, New Tork

^Metropolitan)

This is the debut in radio of the

former mayor of New York, Jimmy
Walker. It is the first materializa.

tion out of a variety of tentative

proposals. Other ideas did not jell

and this one went on only semi-com-
mercial. The time is paid for by a

loan bank, which refrains from any
ssUing save the plain announcement
that it finances the wire and time
costs. Walker, as well as his guest
performers, are preswitly on the
cuflf.

Program bears the caption 'Jimmy
Walker's Visiting Hour' and is

premised upcHi a weekly teip to vari-

ous civic end private institutions,

mostly hospitals. For the getaway,
Bellevue was chosen. Sportsmanly
approval of the present mayor, La-
Guardia, makes possible this attempt
by Walker to experimentally seek a
niche for himself in commercial
broadcasting.

Here and there Walker himself, or
George Jessel, gagged about Walk-
er's formerly-celebrated knack for
being late. Otherwise the approach
was quite serious-minded. Indeed,
perhaps a trifle too lugubrious to
quite fit the personality of Walker.
However, it was no doubt a con-
scious decision to eschew any flip-

pancy. Rather, its hiunanity and
suffering that keynote. Walker be-
comes the voice of sweetness and
light And that's not in line with a
facetious approach.
Always a glib talker. Walker han-

dled himself well on the opening
program. Subject only to the quali-
fying thought that he was doing a
Major Bowes and he wasn't precisely,
like that when last heard from. He
projected warmth and sincerity and-
his. annoimcements were, in the
main, gracious and well-worked.
Oitening gab was that—gabby. Bqt
perhaps necessary for the first time
out.
For WMCA and for the line-pay-

ing loan org, it wa$ a, de luxe show
at no cost Jessel kibbitzed in liis

characteristic vein and had nice inti-
terial. Sheila Barrett sampled some
of her. standard Items ior divertbiff
results; Dave Apollon got hot on
the mandolin. Mary Jane Walsh
flung out a ditty aria Sid Gary threw
in a voeal chip. Whole show was
musically held up by Lifee Grant's
WMCA boys. Bfoadcast was from
Beltevu^ itself.

•

WaJker, perh'aps,-wa3 most appeal-
ing when handlifig interviews with
various patients, most of them
youngstei;s, at Bellevue. Of course
the program praised the medical staif
and nurses without stint. That's the
publicity payoff for the co-operation.
Program was laid out sensibly and,

except for a lew first broadcast lag-
ging pauses, held to 9 steady pace.
It should find followers Sunday aft-
ernpon on the sheer ciuiosity angle,
plus the guest stars. And as a pro-
.gram for Walker it's a practical and
politically neutral. One ad lib was
awkwardly boom starting,, however,
and that sort of- thing will undoubt-
edly be rigorously edited hereafter.
*Jimmy Walker'is Visiting Hours' is a
distinctly superior local station offer-
ing. (For its second half hour,
other Inter-City stations hook on to
"WMCA). Land,

*MATTEES OF MODERN MAR-
RIAGE'

With Taylor Grant
1$ Mins>.—Local
PAR1E19AT BAKING CO.
Tu.-Frl.,. 11:15 a.m.
WCAU, Phllly

(Clements)
New show attempts to take on

psychological, sociological and edu-
cational turn by interviewing couples
•who are about to be married, couples
who were recently married and,
coupl^ who have been married a
number of yeats, About-to-be-
marrieds are quizzed by Taylor
Grant on plans for the future, prob-
lems which are likely to - come up
and how it is proposed to solve them.
Newlyweds are questioned concern-
ing the adjustments necessary, while
the oldsiiers aye asked their recipe
for successful marriage'.
Grant is still in the experimental

stage with the series. He. handles K
in a dignified and serious manner,
lending some small touches of humor
to lighten it, and has a pleasant
maniner of delivery himself. He errs
in some resoests, however. First in
trying to get three sets of inter-
views in one quarter-hour show.
With the necessary commercials that
leaves far too little time to go deeply
enough into the real problems of
modern marriai;e. Questioning be<-

comes superficial. Scarcely more
than name, address, occupation and
whefe and how the couple met.
Needs deeper digging. One care-
fully selected couple a broadcast or,

at the most, two, would be plenty.
Errs, too. In not writing out his

questions before seeing the couples.

By talking to^ them first. Grant coula
mold his questions to. fit their i>ar-

ticularly interesting points and pre-

vent a tendency to repetition of the

«ame type questions.
• Baking company gives parUcI-

liants a cake as a reward. Herot

SOFHIE TUCKER
Sones, Band
15 Mins.
ROI-TAN CIGAR
M-W-F, 5:45 p.m,
WBBM, Chicago

(Lord & Thomas)
Sophie Tucker back to radio with

outstanding show. Her last series

was on WHN, New York. This one
skips New York, but is otherwise
coast-to-coast.
Miss Tucker sings popular songs as

only she can, with solid delivery aud
personality that scores each tune.

For topper on initial program she re-
peats with 'Your Broadway Jjnd Mine*
number from picture. Fidl 15 min-
utes of big-time entertainment, with
Miss Tlicker overcoming many ob-
stacles with which she is unfairly
burdenecl.

In first place, hitting midwest at
5:45 gets her right in middle of chil-

dren's hour, when practically only
kids are listening, and if she can
build an audience in this spot she
wiU indeed demonstratfe great draw-
ing power.
House band needs plenty of work

with Miss Tucker to learn each
other's style. Cordd be softened
down somewhat. Star is unfairly

called upon to plug 5c. Roi-Tan cigar

too much. All right to ask her to

mention it once or twice, but not
constantly. Tied in with show is

daily Chevrolet giveaway mer-
chandising hookupl Gold.

TANDY ELLIS
Dialectician
15 Mins.—Local
Sustaining
Wediiesdays, 6 p. m.
WHAS, Louisville

Slant to be noted here is that 15-

minute stint brings to the air waves
the story telling abiUty of Tandy
Ellis, who in past years served ds
A<Jjutant-General of the Common-
wealth of Kentucky, and regaled au-
diences all over this and other states

with his negro dialect stories. Ellis

gatheried his material at first-hand,

from negroes in their natural sur-
roundings, and his material has the
tang of originality, which makes bis
story telling intieresting. He's sort

of an Alexander WooUcott under
"cOtk. .

'- Stanza opened with organ music,
with Ellis intrpsd as a story-telling
character. He then launches into a
dialectic .

dissertation with voipe
changes handled smocil-y. Negro
lingo differs from most comics on
the. air, . in that it is authentic,, and
not' based on the usual minstrel show
type of dialect. Hold.

BRUSH CREEK FOLLIES
With Tox Owens, Bnd and Spud,
Laura Lee an^ the Prairie Plo-

:. nectrs, Manny Roy, Texas Rangers,
'Hiram Higsby and Don O'Brien

30 Mins.—^Local
Sustaining
Saturcl^y, 8:30 p.m.
KMBC, Kansas City

Studio produced show which de
voted last season to developing both
a following and talent resumed last

Saturday for the winter season.
Show is visual as well as auditory
and is staged in the Ivanhoe Temple
(seating capacity, 1,800) at rate of
two-bits per head. '

Program collects into one uni;
various hillbilly and cowboy acts of
KMBC. Shows them in two half
hour stanzas, first a direct broadcast
and then a recording which is broad
cast an hour and a half later. Be'
ing offered for sale in two half hour
sprees.
Job of m.c. goes to Hiram Higsby

who also cuts in for a harmonica
number or two. Tex Owens, singing
cowboy; is locally big stuft. His style
is less of the straight singing and
more of ,the novelty and banter
dittiies.'- 'Owens has carried himsel!
satisfactorily as guester on various
occasional network shows originating
here, and warbles his own 15-mln,
daily, 'sponsored show.
Talent also lists Bud and Spud,

strictly hillbiUy with their banjo
and guitar, who lead all station per
formers in fan mail; Laura Lee
^Owens' daughter) and the Prairie
Pioneers, singing ensemble; * The
Texas Bangers, singing and instru
mental ensemble; Manny Boy, juve
warbler, and the Eight Bam Dancers.

It's given a slight parlor setting,

but is so corny it could be presentee
in a crib. Quin.

PHIL COOK'S ALMANAC
Comedy, Singing
45 IVIins.—^Local
Sastaining
Daily, 7:00- a.m.
WABC, New York

•Col.' Phil Cook has worked for
nearly every sponsor and every, sta

tion—he's been in radio that long
since exiting vaude. Now he is do^

ing an early morning, totbroidered
time chimes stint on local basis for
CBS' WABC. Has returned to his
original role of impersonating flock
of voices, singing, gagging and
clowningi

Liable to demand too much close
attention for full enjojrment by those
.who listen while itiey driess or eat
breakfast before catching the B:02,

etc. Sings comment on latest news
with 'I See By the Papurs' to ulce
accompaniment, times eggs, uses
transcribed muslO periods, salutes
small town dally and offers weather
report and New York town events
for the day. AU this with inter-

polated .calling ol the time via chime
and mention.
Fred Feibel at the organ. Hurt

FoSow-Up Comment

Dave BablnofT returned to radio
on the Benny Goodman swingola for
Camels. He gave out sweet and
straight after a dialog exchange with
:>an Seymour, expressing uncertain-
ly how anything melodic would go
own with the wham-king. Event
)e$ides having some sentimental
value because of RubinofTs struggle
against sickness, was .a neat trick,

[lubinoff, in his spoken lines, still

showed some echoes of the hard
siege he's been through.

Incidentally, Dan Seymour has a
voice that's easy to like; it's warm
and friendly and notably free of the
smartalecky ov»tones that damn so
many announcers.

Unsatistyins portion of Kate
Smith's hour last week was mangled
presentation of scenes from The
Young in Heart' Selznick-Intema-
ional feature production current at

ffew York's Music Hall. Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., was sole cast mem-
)er from film. Was no excuse for
material was not well edited and
projection of it into the microphone
was on dull side. Did not help the
program and seemed no inducement
for anybody to see the film.

Fairbanks, billed as having been
rushed in ahead of Helen Menken
t>ecause he was sailing for Europe
the next day, spoke with what
sounded suspiciously like an affected
English accent, gave an indifferent
reading. Girl with whom Fairbanks
:s shown in love spoke with good
Americanese.
Remainder of show clicked

smoothly. Of some five son.^s. Miss
Smith put over solidly, 'While a
Cigarette Was Burning' and 'Sweet
Varsity' were highlights. 'Aldrich
Family,' skit featuring Ezra Stone,
cleaned up niceiy while Abbott &
Costello, ex-vaudevllle-burley com-
edy team, again scored a laugh
smash.- Al Donahue guested with a
violin solo, 'Adoration.' Jack Miller's
}and and chorus formed usual tune-
ful background.

Orson Welles 'Mars Panic' episode
proved a fertile field for gags dur-
ing the course of last week. Some-
low the comic scribblers managed to
get their WeUesian pun's and two-line
quips past the censors—or maybe the
censors figured it was better to take
the whole thing in 'a -light vein than
to throw a pall of seriousness over
an already serio-comic affair.

Most pointed of the ga?s was on
the Texaco program (31) with dur-
ing a burlesque on 'Uncle Tom's
Cabin' somebody said something
about 'old Maxse.' Gag rejqiner by
Ned Sparks was to the effect that
'better leave Mars out of this; we
had enough trouble with Mars last
Sunday night.*

BEBE DANIELS
With Franeis de Welff, Mary O'Far-

r«ll. Brace Carfax, Howard
Marlon-Crawford, WUleen Wilson,
Murray Moneriett and YernMi
Harris

Frlilay, 8 pan,
BBC, L*ttd«n

If BBC isn't careful, this 'What
Happened at 8:207' idea is likely to
die on its hands. Is based on a neat
gag—having an entertainment show
suddenly interrupted at 8:20 by soine
mystery happening and then taking
ime to solve it—but first two at-

tempts aired suggest quality of first

part is too low to hold the ear until
the drama steps in. In this respect,
second was worse than the. first.

Scene was a private dinner party
prior to a film premier, with Bebe
[hmiels as tilie star. Lot of idle
chatter at the table. Miss Daniels
sings a couple of. numbers straight,
followed by Bruce Carfax. Then
more backchat then the Jewish
American i>roducer is kidded into
singing a hillbiUy. This brings up
hought it's about time something
happened, and thafs the most com-
mendable part of the program, for
at 8:20 to the second there's a gasp,
the lights have gone out and Bebe
Daniels has had her famous diamond
pendant knocked off.

Follows a lot of routine question-
h& but it Is difficult to forget the

' ledium of those 20 minutes that went
in advance. Anthony Armstrong's
solution here was neat, but this class
of thing has been done better by
BBC in its Inspector- Hornlei^
series, where it has a Scotland Yard
expert face a problem straight with-
out attempting to build atmosphere
and getting an answer in not more
iJian 10 minutes. That's a good brain
tickler, because there's everything
':o help listeners to guess a solution
for themselves, but 'What Happened
at^8:20' a<)ds nothing to the idea ex-
cept its gag of timing the incident

—

and that's not fresh after the first

time.

Eddie Cantor's Camel program (7)
on CBS outdid the swinging of the
classics trend by completely burlesk
ing and to serious music-lovers per
haps 'prostituting' the guest voice of
Giovanni Martlnelli. Spectacle of Met
singer stooging 'for comic and then
singing 'Dinah' must have gagged
some listeners. ' It's something to do
the unexpected with a guest, but per
haps something else, as in this in-
stance. Worst of all. it was unfunny
as well as hard on the ears.
Was that double-talk when Martl-

nelli stated 'fun must not be poked
at singing—it's sacred?' In addition
to^ three regular blurbs, spieler got in
a rapid-flrse plug while MartineUi
held a high note for 60 seconds. It
was supposed to be cute.

'GERMAN SOUR'
With Charles Sllverson
Orchestra, Chorus
30 Mlns.-^Local
ROCHESTER ABENPOST
Thurs., 7:30 p. m.
WHAM, Rochester
This is music intended especially

to give German listeners nostalgic
recollection of their homeland. Pro-
gram includes selection from Ger-
man' composers, waltzes, folk melo-
dies and the works of the great mas-
ters.

Guest chorus was the ' Teutonia
Liedertafel, a 50-voice male group,
singing 'Mir Traume' and 'Liebes-
gedahken.' It sang with gusto and
feeling as these songs should be
sun.g. Herman Genhart directed.

Charles Siverson, WHAM music
director, conducted the symphony
orchestra. Hour is one of the locally-
produced musical highlights in which
WHAM excels. Cord.

IN THE CLASSROOM'
£duc3tiohaI
15- Mins.—Local
Sustaining
Twi«e Weekly
WFBL, Syracuse
Youngsters, down to kindergarten

age, participate in this series, Scripts
are written and directed by teacher
of selected class and rehearsed be
fore dead mike in their home room
Show concerns details of schoo]

work. Different class appears on
each show, but scripts- are uniformily
well written and directed. Young-
sters play ut> sweU.
Large casts force use of forma'

tions in studio to get the kids to the
mike in order, yet cues are seldom
misi^ed.
Good-willer with appeal for spe-

cial groups.

LAMPLIGHTING TIME'
Organ and violin
15 Mlns.^-Local
Monday, Friday, 7 p. m.
WHEC, Rochester
A pleasing contrast to swing and

hot times, this program, as the name
implies, is quiet, restful and provoc-
ative of a thoughtful mood. Music
is played softly and includes melo-
dies and old-time favorites such as
'Old Kentucky Home.' Interspersed
are verses read in a manner in keep-
ing with the spirit of the program
by Announcer Harry LeBrun. Lis-
teners are invited to send in their
favorite verses.
Organ and violin combine to set

the mood for the program with the
strings giving the needed plaintive
quality. Titis 15-minute interlude
helps to provide musical variety
over this station. Cord.

MUSICAL MEMORY CONTEST
With Irving Deakin
30 Mins.—^Looal
ROYAL TYPEWRITER
Wednesday, Bi3» pja.
WQXR, New York

(Buchanan)
Local station's version of the

Sammy Kaye quiz gag gone classical
has gotten itself an angel. Has also
changed conductors, Norman McKay
formerly handling. Newcomer
Deakin does able job of semi-
humorously and dexterously hand-
ling a music i.q.

Studio audience answers queries
on composers,, compositions, types of
musical construction, instruments,
biographical matter, identification of
works from few bars played on
piano, etc., with prizes for winners.
Currently leaning a little to lighter
things—a smart move.
Aimed for the intellectual and

musical audience station reaches.
Taken by Royal to plug its portable
outfit thought to be in use by travel-
lin|; musickers, writers and other
artisans and braintrusters to whom
show should be appealing.
WQXR let sponsor (through an-

nouncer William Strauss) dish out
heavUy on plugs; Got in opening
break, a smart crack later on in
show and a windy session on half-
way mark. Even inoffensive word-
ing couldn't overcome length of
spiel. Operators used to frown on
such things in radio. They've been
bitten by the Gold Bug. Hurl.

EXPERIMENTAL WORKSHOP
"City ot Broken Men' and
'Bishop of Munson'

45 Mins.—Local
Sustaining
Saturday, 4:30 pjn.
WNYC, New York
Most of time of this Radio Play-

house group was talcen up by 'City
of Broken Men,' which was pretty
gabby, and, like an added mono-
logue caUed 'Bishop of Munson,'
comprised a group of dramatic read-
ings. Well enough executed for ma-
terial of this sort But WNYC's 'ex-
perimental workshop' shows extreme
optimism if believing many will
tune in while majority of N. Y. sta-
tions are reporting Saturday's grid-
iron battles.

'City' is an anti-war phantasy that
few radio listeners probably com-
prehended. Script reading was bet-
ter than script Production neatly
baqkgroimded with colorful music.
H. Ctott is credited with 'Bishop
of Munson,' but unbilled actor gave
wavering monologue as organ played
in backgroimd. Weor.

JACK HYLTON
With Brian Mlebie, Tommy Hanaiev
Peggy Dell, Bruce Trent, Juna
Marlow and Primrose

Saturday
BBC, Lendwi
A good show that scores on ac-

count of not hanging around be-
tween turns. Hylton's combination
is one of the best show bands in the
business, and is loaded with talent*
it'll play straight or hot, thougii
actually at its best when sentiUng
the sweeter stuff. There's slick
showmanship behind the program
when it switches quickly from swing
to comedy crosstalk, then going into
a symphonic number or a tonsil act
from one of his big gang of person,
altty singers.

Brian Michie shares the gagging
with Tommy Handley, old-timer of
broadcast comlcking. There was 40
minutes of it Bri^t and light.

BEATRICE LlLUE
In 'Monday Night At Seven,' with
Beryl Orde, Sid MUlward Band.

BBC, Lond«ii
Playing for safety^ on its autumn

programs, BBC is 're-issuing' shows
which caught popular fancy last
year. 'Monday Night At Seven' is

one of 'em. It^ a potpourri of songs,
gags and rhythm of a type dear to
the heart of John Watt, Corp's va.
riety director, and gets over mainly
on account of slick presentation.

Bee LiUie doesn't broadcast here
as often as many of the customers
would like; maybe it's because she
isn't botliered about conventidfSTand
hasn't any snob complex about in-
stitutions for which the average Brit-
isher has respect So when they do
let her loose at the mike it's like a
breath of fresh air, and listeners
who expect to hear something out-
rageous and piquant don't have to
wait long. You gotta have real per-
sonality to get away with that sort
of material on the BBC!
Also on the program was a gal

called Beryl Orde, on6 of ttie mimics
and very well liked, too. She does a
competent job, and this time pulled a
fast one by ^ving a rich impression
of rival Flo Desmond doing her im-
pression of a meeting between Katie
Hepbimi and Elisabeth Bergner. It

was neat and cleverly done.
Sid Millward's Band as well added

lustre to the show, with a snappy
and crazy rhythm program, which
brought some disrespect to bear on
the great God Swing—^with surefire
entertaining results.

LANG THOMPSON ORCH.
With Margie Knapp
Sustaining
30 Mins.
Dally, 11:30 p.m.
WGN« Chicago
Playing at the Bon Air Country

Club this orchestra indicates mak-
ings. Thompson hsis hit upon an
identifying theme tune that runs
through all song arrangements, and
this theme thread figures to be the

ladder on which this orchestra will

climb.
Thompson's orchestra hasn't t

standout style, but the method of in-

troducing each tune is a novelty
twist that figures to click. With aU
orchestras popping around in a wild
hunt for novelty stunts to identify
the orchestra, Thompson musical fig-

ure rates as a stroke of good for*

tune, for it immediately stamps the
orchestra in the listeners' minds. It

gives the orchestra that little extra
something.
Orchestra leans towards the sweet

and smooth, veering sharply away
from drugs and swing. Margie Knapp
is a clean-cut vocalist, her pipes
coming through in pleasant manner.

Gold.

RADCLIFFE HALL
News
15 Mins—^Looal
SWEETHEART SOAP
Sunday, 4:46 p. m.
WGY, Schenectady

(Frankling Bruck)
First local attempt to merchan-

dise soap via a news broadcast. -Al-

though women listeners are targets

for skin-beauty sales talks, program
has no other feminine touches, even
in slanting of copy. Some observers
might think this would be an ideal

spot for a femme miker, especially

with 'Sweetheart Reporter' tag used.

Apparently, agency envisions a

mixed audience which will stay for

a 15-minute tabbing of Sunday spot

developments and filler-feature.

Nothing startling in material on

two shorts heard. Some of the copy
actually was a rehash of stuff which
had appeared in Sunday morning or

weekly papers. One different angle

of coverage; a resume of Sabbath
day comment on foreign affairs in

London and continental-city papers.

None of spot news develoOmenU
were in WGY's territory. In fact,

only localization, and this a rewrite,

was about a picture of George Wash-
ington destroyed in the Troy C^ty

Hall fire. Bringing the oicture closet

to home would help. Political mat-

ters were avoided, on two salvos

«ared. Editing seemed faulty ^
at least one instance: reference to a

broadcast a federal official 'would

make several hours after it haa
come over the air in this section.

HaU's miking is competent He
smoothly weaves in two plugs. Ad-
vertising is fairly restrained, as loca*

commercials run. Joco.
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FCC FRIGHT WIGS UP
MlliCH WHETS

Latest Scurry Centers

Around Chief Examiner
Arnold, Who Just Re-

cently' Escaped Chair-

man's Displeasure

MORALE DOWN

need have no fear about continuing
at the head of the trial staff. Origi-
nally Arnold was number two on the
list of individuals whom the Chair-
man desired to remove, but after

what associates said was a heated
conversation McNinch reputedly
bc^cked down. Latest attempt to an-
nihilate the chief examiner is at-

tributed to McNinch's resentment at

disclosure that Arnold told colleagues

how he escaped the axe.,

Speculation

Abolition of the job of chief ex-
aminer is thought to be McNinch's
next move, although it is doubtful he
will be any more successful in' this

maneuver. Also gossiped that the
Chairman will try to abolish the en-
ire examining division, either by
laving members of the law depart-

Washington, Nov. 8.

Resumption of the FCC person-

nel purge was attempted and quickly
dropped last week when Chairman
Frank R. McNinch discovered he
could not corral 'sufficient votes to

throw out Davis G. Arnold, chief ex-
aminer, or to make other Commish
evidence-takers walk the plank.
Cessation of hostilities is believed

McNinch Denial Denied

Washington, Nov, 8.

Complete ' refutation of FCC
Chairman Frank R. McNinch's
denial he attempted to oust
Chief Examiner Davis G. Ar-

. nold is an official memorandum
to the Commission as follows:

^dn Nov. 2, the Chairman
advised me that it was his de-
sire as well as the desire of the
Commission that my services

be terminated as soon as pos-
sible. I respectfully request
before' the Commission acts up-
on this matter I be given an
opportunity to appear before
the Commission.

'Respectfully submitted, Davis
G. Arnold, Chief Examiner.'

only temporary, however, with an-
other effort to continue the head-
lopping expected this week.
Attempted booting of Arnold, a 17-

year government career man, was a
definite, although perhaps tempo-
rary, failure, as the Commish head
Was defied to file formal charges
which would justify his demands for
resignation. Fortified by civil ser-
vice statutes, Arnold rejected an of-

fer of another job, at materially
smaller salary, and decided to take
the chance that a majority of the
Commish would run out on Mc-
Ninch.
Chairman, who declined to com-

ment when rea'ched by reporters, ap
parently could line up only one sup-
porter, Judge Eugene O. Sykes, to
back hiis scheme. Pressure was be
ing applied, however, to Commis-
sioners Thad H. Brown and Paul A.
Walker.
Attempted ouster was a complete

surprise to Commish members, since
McNinch recently assured Arnold he

CITV

Yields Good

S«les
Crops

The
POPULAR
STATION

SALT LAKE CITY
Representative:
John Blair & Co.

ment preside over hearings or by fil-

ing formal charges. Names of sev-
eral evidence-takers have been men-
tioned in discussion of suspected vic-

tims, with Melvin H. Dalberg, John
A. Bramhall, and P. W. Seward con-
sidered most likely to go if the purge
effort succeeds.

Reason why McNinch wants Ar-
nold's scalp is obscure, although
general explanation is the Chairman
feels incompetency on the part of

examiners cannot be remedied until

the chief goes.

McNinch Denies
While McNinch denied he has

called upon Arnold to resign, other
Commish sources said the chairman
had arranged with Veterans' Admin-
istration officials to take the chief

examiner back into the organization

he left when the FCC was created.
Substantiation was provided in gos-
sip around the Vets' building that
Arnold soon would return, although
he would be forced to take a $40-a-
week slash in pay. Whispered that
Arnold at first asked McNinch to
hold the fire until he could scout for
another and more remunerative post,

but the chairman would not allow
any leeway. Then Arnold stiffened
and, with the backing of at least one
member of the Commish, challenged
the chairman to put the matter to a
vote.

Credit for blocking the Chairman's

move was given Commissioner Nor-

man S. Case. After being absent
for several weeks on account of
severe illness, he returned to the
office unexpectedly on the day Mc-

Ninch supposedly was going to put
the proposition to a vote. Although
he denied his presence was due to
his close personal friendship with
Arnold, Case conferred with several
colleagues and readied for a fight.

Revival of the purge idea threw
FCC employees into new panic and
started another flood of rumors. One
which was denied on all sides had
McNinch sending the Civil Service
Commission another letter demanding
freedom to heave out numerous sub-
ordinates he dislikes. Another was
that abolition of the press section
will be attempted soon, a move to get
rid of G. Franklin Wisner. who has
been with the Commish since its

creation and was publicity man for
the old Radio Commission from the
start.

-jtft'^tm'tXii.'-k'-

COVERED!
A WLW Special Event pickup is ttont page news in

most middle western cities. From sports to speeches,

and Fairs to Federations . • . WLWs alert Special Fear

tures Department brings listeners thrilling • . . interesting

• • . exciting programs . . . programs listened to atten*

tively • . . shows which not only build audiences but

definitely contribute to a greater understanding and
appreciation of life in WLW land.

Important things happen in WLW
land i . . and every second WLW's
Special Features Department
watches the ever-changing picture

. . . prepared to portray it truthfully.

These things, too, we think, are part

of the story of

WLW, The NATION'S

S T A T I O

CiMc^^ i>t>f», ytt!{'p>3
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AFRA Expects 50 at St Louis

Convention; One Big Union

Question Due for Threshing

First national convention of the

American Federation of Radio Art-

ists, to be held next Mondtiy and
Tuesday (I4rl5) at the Park Plaza

hotel, St. Louis, will mofitly take the

form of an executive committee ses-

sion. Maximum of about 50 persons

ia expected to attend. Thott^it

likely all the business will be wound
up in the scheduled two days, but if

necessary a few committees mfiy re-

main an extra day to complete work.
Among the outstanding, t^ics on

the- agenda are a propose for the

c isolidation of the administrative

setups of AERA with the Screen Ac-
tors Guild, Equity and the American
Guild of Musical Artists, the ques-

tion of group insurance for radio

performers, possible support of the

Daniel Tobin resolution for peace
between the American Federation

of Labor and the CIO, the piropose

Wage scale for commercial programs,

as well as general matters of finance,

organizing, expansion and future

plans, for co-operation with other

show business unions,

'Oine Big Vidon*

Matter of proposed consolidation

of the administrations of AFRA,
SAG, Equity and AGMA will revive

the agitation of last siHring for 'one

big union* of the Associated . Actors
and Artistes of America. Form; of

the move would be a proposal to
each the other 'involved unions to

consider the idea. In that connec-
tion it is pointed out that SAG-,
Equity at)d AGMA were the sponsors
of AFRA at the time of its forma
tio'i'and each loaned the radio tmion
$10,QQ0 as a war chest for its organ
izing dampaign. Amounts have since

been' increased.

Problem of group Insurance for
radio jperformers will be discussed
and studied, with the idea of a de-
cisiQti some time later. I^ossibiiify.

of supporting Tobin fight within the

AFL to bring about peace with the

CIO is viewed as important +0

AFRA because there are several

unions of different affiliation in the-

radio field. International Brother-
hood of Electrical Workers is AFL,
American . Communications Assn. is

CIO, while the American Broadcast
Technicians and the American Guild
of Radio Announcers and Producers
are both unaffiliated.

Convention will hear Mrs. Emily
Holt's annual report as national
executive-secretary, George Heller's

report as national treasurer and re-

ports from the various locals. Alan.
Corelli, New York Theatre Authori-
ty head, will address the conven-
tion with a proposal that his or-

ganization work through the vari-

ous local AFRA offices in cities

where it. is not now represented.
New York chapter i? sending four

delegates to the convention. It is

entitled-, to 28 representatives, but
the four will carry proxies of the
others. Those going include Robert
Waldrop, Ted De Corsia, . Alex
McKee and John Pickard. Chicago-
is sending an undetermined number
ot delegates, Los Angeles, San -Fran-

cisco and St. Louis are each sending
three, while Detroit, Cincinnati,

Denver, Racine and various other
locals are sending* one apiece. Others
who will attend include Henry
Ja£Ee»- attorney for AFRA, as well
as for SAG and AGMA; Paul Turner,
attorney for Equity and the Four
A's, and Florence Marston, eastern
r^resentative of SAG.

Rambeau Reps WIND
Chicago, Nov. 8,

Ralph Atlass has turned over east-

ern representation on national spot
biz for WIND here to the Bill Ram-
beau outfit.

Rambeau has also been appointed
sales rep. for KITE,.lCansas City and
WOL, Washington.

MAKE SLUMS SERIES

Federal Itadio Division Cuts Propa-
ganda Serlei

Federal Theatre Radio Division

players were assigned to the task of

cutting discs dramatizing the hous-
ing situation last week. Plattevs are

to be sent to small radio stations and
civic organizations in an effort to

hypo lagging legislative bodies into

accepting the governnient's offer to

underwrite 00% of the cost of slum
clearance. The remaining 10% to

be assumed by local and state govt.

Tagged 'Slums Cost You Money,'
disced stories' depicting the danger
of slums are originals by Leo Fon-
taine, writer of the FTRD's 'Epic

of America' series.

Whiteman-WNEW,

Coming Up Soon

Trial of tb^ first test case In New
York involving the broadcasting of

phonograph- record? is" slated to start

in the Federal court in three weeks.

WNEW, the defendant, has substi-

tuted Sol A; Hosenblatt as trial coun-
sel, while Maurice Speiser, general

counsel for the National Association

of Performing Artists, will represent

Paul WhitemaUf in whose name the
action was brought.
RCA Victor, which made the rec-

ord cited; is an intervenor. in the
injunction proceedings, contending
that if there are any property rights

accruing from a performance on the

air the recording company and not
the artist is the owner of guch. David
MacKay will do the sparring in court

for "Victor.

Speiser has advised contending
counsel that he intends to consume
three weeks with the presentation of
his side of the case.

Sid Zelinka and Arthur Stander to
Chicago to take o^er scripting chore
on Wrigley's *Laugh Liner' from
Hugti Wedlock and Howard Snyder

AFRA Decides Agencies Stalled 'Em

American Federation of Radio Artists will probably attempt to
reach agreements with the advertising agencies for wage scales for
sponsored programs shortly after next week's national convention in
St. Lduis. Figured the union will first get the convention's approval
of the proposed salary card. Actually, iSuch approval would take the
form of discussion and suggestion, since the matter of the wage scale
is strictly the province of the national board.
Having gained the membership support for ' its stand, however,

there is no clear indication of what the AFRA tactics will be. Union
has been negotiating with, a committee representing the American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies for nearly a year, but has made little

progress. Moreover, representative agency men have lately been
quoted as confident they have the union stymied. However, AFRA
execs are equally confident that they can force the agencies into line
and are determined to have a showdown soon after the convention,
now that they are certain the AAAA committee is merely stalling.

Admen's stand on the- matter is reported to be that the agencies are
merely go-betweens in all contracts for commercial programs and, as
such, they are unauthorized to sijgn any deals for the sponsors. Be-
lieved the union will try to force- them to sign wage scale agreements
regardless. Exactly how this could be done^ isn't clear.
One thlhg appears certain, however. That is . that AFRA has about

given up the idea-of reaching agreement through negotiations with

,

the AAAA committee and is contemplating definite action along some
other line.*

WOR'S ELECTION COIN

Democrats Spent ^15;46« to $7,180

For Repabilcaiu

Only major New York station

which could tell yesterday (Tues-

day) what it had derived in billings

from the election Campaign was

WOR.
Figures given by WOR were

$15,46D from the Democrats and
$7,180 from the Republicans.

Corn Stripped on Air
Wichita, Nov. 8.

Station KFH tied in with the an-
nual Kansas Corn Husking Contest
held on a farm 25 miles out of town.
Station, with its shoirt-wave outlet,

W9XUO, was on the air three times
during tjie day.

On hand at the husking bee was
'The Old Trader,' who is a regular
program item on the KFH schedule,

'Trader' is regularly exploited at

public gatherings throughout this

territory.

SHEPARD GETS

FCC DELAY

Washington, Nov. 8.

Definite decision whether to hold,

a hearing on the right of station

owners to use their facilities for ad-

vancement of their own views was

ducked last week when the FCC in-

definitely postponed trial of WNAC
and WAAB, Boston, on conglomera-

tion of program complaints. Hot is*

sue was sidestepped by adopting a
law department memorandum plead-
ing need for more time to go into

ramifications of the case against the

Shepard transmitters.

Motion to renew the tickets withf

out hearing. Involving reconsidera-
tion of the hearing order, carried to

a show-down, although one member.
Commissioner T. A. M. Craven, ob«

jected to further stalling.

In Oklahoma^W Setis This

WKY ^ OKLAHOMA CITY
Owned And

re r res e n t at i y e — t h e katz agency, inc,

Operated By The Oklahoma Publishing Company
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Radio sold so much of

our silverware because

. . . it tells a better story in

a shorter space of time

. . . it paints a more allur-

ing picture*

...and gains a more ap-

preciative audience'. .

.

. . * wrote the INTERNATIONAL
SILVER COMPANY to CBS at the

conclusion of its first thirteen weeks

on the Columbia Network,

"^cWouldyou like to inow more about radio's dramatic ability to sella "visual"

product like silverware? The answer lies in the power of five dimensional

pictures. These are the pictures radio uses. These are the pictures that sell

goods. Write us for a copy of "PAINTS A more alluring picture.**

The. Columbia Broadcasting System • 485 Madison Avenue, New York
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Ben Bernie, BOl Day Make Talks;

Dignity, Advertisers' Pet Views

Have No Place in Smart Radio

Sill Day, J. Walter Thompson's

No. 1 merchandising and copy ex-

pert, told tin American Marketing

Association group last week that

while radio entertainment may not

be the most dignified of advertising

media the smart merchandiser has

long ago abandoned the idea that

dignity makes an impression on the

general buying public. Day declared

that it has been irrefutably estab-

lished that the most people are

reached by radio and comic strips.

Day, who made 'Merchandising

Entertainment' the theme of his talk,

contrasted the ideas that motivated

advertisers years ago with the

methods that are in vogue today. At
one time the advertiser was con-

vinced that all he had to do was sell

his 'own viewpoint, what he thought

his responsibilities were to the con-

suming public and how he was car-

rying out these responsibilities.

Modern consumer isn't interested in

this folderol. . He wants to be talked

to in personal terms; What effect the

product will have on his own wel-

fare, tastes and relations with those

around him. Packaging is still an

important factor, but even there the

appeal is to the buyer's personal

tastes.

Ben Bemie, who also spoke, gave

Competitive Taunt

St. Louis, Nov. 8.

Merits of radio and newspa-
per advertising were being dis-

cussed last week by Ed Flynn
of WEW's sales staff and a coal

dealer, a- prospective client,

when Flynn, irked by the coal

dealer's position that newspaper
ads. were more effective, re-

joined, 'Well, there is one thing

certain; you can't wrap your
lunch tip in radio advertising.'

AGENCIES-SPONSORS

YTTMS, MILWAUKEE
Nash Kelvinator Corp., Detroit. 26

one-minute announcements, Geyer,

Cornell & Newell, Inc.

Milwaukee Chevrolet Dealers'

Assn., eight spots. Lawton's, cloth-

iers, Milwaukee, 156 spots, three each

Sunday, on 'Masters of Rhythm.'
Edwards Motor Co., auto service,

52 spots, Neisser-Meyei'hoff.

Jersey Creamline Dairies, 13 spots,

Allen Rieselbach agency.

it as his opinion that advertisers are

showing a more sympathic attitude

toward the problems of the radio

entertainers they employ. They are

giving the entertainers more leeway
in molding their talents to the me-
dium and letting thetn choose what
they (the entertainers) feel will ap-

peal most to the listenfers, instead of

imposing the sponsor's tastes and idio-

syncrasies. Change in viewpoint,

said Bernie, has been healthy for

both the . listening public .and ..the

advertiser's own interests.

Jean Paul King will vacation from
his Florida vacation Jan'. 10 to speak

before Chicago Rotary Club.

YOU may consider him a triflo ydVAS'to merit. atten-

tion, but WSM thinks differentlyi,v:.TlYi» youngster,'

t

us, is tomorrow's radio audience.. : 'One day he (and

millions like him) will be the one who listens .or refuses .

to listen, who buys or buys not, as he chooses.

We plan to be in the broadcasting business when this day
comes. So we build to this end by doing our darndest to

give the parents of tomorrow's audience the kind of broad-

casting service they like today.

Thi is why we maintain one of the largest and most
varied talent staffs in America—Why we- check each script

to see that it is in good taste and the public interest

—

Why we examine every product to satisfy ourselves that

It will give our audience full value—^Why we reject many,
contracts and much revenue rather than expose our au-

dience to the slightest hint of impropriety..

The only way we know to be sure of an audience

tomorrow is by keeping faith with the audience

we have today»

This is not idle altruism. We can prove, to your satisfac-

tion that this WSM policy pays adverti, ing dividends.'

iiy.filiH

PeabodY Shirt (Sanforized Shrunk)
is expanding its spots announcement
test campaign. Copy tryout started

on WCAU, Philadelphia, six weeks
ago, and it's Young & Rubicam's idea

to place some like announcements in

six or .seven other towns.

Sensation clgarets (Lorillard) will

add several more stations to its pres-
ent 'Don't You Believe It' link on
Mutual after Jan, 1. Progranri now
has 27 outlets in the east and mid-
west and 30 Don Lee stations and
affiliates.

WCAE, PITTSBURGH
Isaly Dairy Co., half-hour variety

JJTOgi'am oYice weekly for 13 weelts.

Placed by Ketchum, McLeod &
Grove.

Healthaids, Inc., quarter-hour news
broadcast six times "weekly for 52

week$. Placed by Franklin Bruck.
Thomas A. Leemihjir Co., News-

Flash package foiir times a day, six

times weekly for 26 weeks. Placed
by William Esty.

General Motors Corp., daily spot
announcement for two weeks. Placed
by Campbell-Ewald.

Nash-Kelvinator, daily spot an-
nouncements for 52 weeks. Placed
by Geyer-Cornell-Newell.
Norrls Badfo Fand, Inc., announce-

ments twic6 Ifveekly .for.
, 5.2 weeks,

Placed direct.

Dr. P. Phillips Co., daily announce-
ments three times weekly for. two
weeks. Placed direct.

Pleasant Hills Realty Co., daily

participation in 'Polly Entertains* for
two weeks. Placedf,by Elsie LicKten-
stul.

Summit Hotel, daily particpation in

Morning^Express. indefinitely. Placed
by Earl Bothwell. -

Ejf-Lax, Inc., one-minute disc an-
no,unqemehts six times weekly foe 13
weeks. Pla.ced by Joseph Katz.

-Gr^yhoniid Bus Cbrji., through'
Beaumont & Hohman of Cleveland,
bought exclusive sponsorship of
three-hour broadcast of election re-
turns^ (Tuesday) over WAAB, Bos-
ton.

Kilpatrick Bakeries, San Francisco,
bakery, chain,-, has added KGDM,
Stockton,, and KDON, Monterey, Cal.,

.to the Mutual-Don- Lee weh releas-
ing the 'Lone Ranger* under Kilpat-^

rick sponsorship on the Coast. Ac-
count handled by Emil Reinhardt
agency, Oakland.

' Standard Beveraces, Ltd., spot an-
nGfUncement "series over .KSFCT, Saja
Francisco, through Emil Reinhardt,
Oakland. Also on • K(30.' KPO,
KPRG and KJBS, San Francisco, and
KRQW,- Oakland.

Campbell Cereal "Co., Minneapolis,
Minn. (Malt-O-Meal), placing 'Teena

i
and Tim,' transcribed serial on KPO,
San Francisco, thrice weekly through
March 8. Agency is H. W. Kastor &
Sons, Chicago.

Inside Stuff-Radio

Boston Post recalled last week after the 'Mars Panic' episode a historic
occasion in the early days of Boston radio when Bob Emery hoaxed the
town. Recalled the Postc 'It was the crystal set" era when anybody in
Boston who got a radio station as far west as Chicago called up the news-
papers in a frenzy to teport the miracle of it. The sets were eai-phone
style and picking up Los Angeles would be equivalent today to tuning in
on the remote planet Pluto. Well, the mischievous Emery simulated a
voice other than his own which was very well known, and pretended to
be a broadcaster in Hawaii.' Soon he was another voice, talking from
Singapore. Then Port Said.

'There were a dozen accents and for a half hour or so Emery was the
man of a thousand voices. Then came the phone calls.'

N. Y. Prosecutor Thomas Dewey's refusal to gp on Mutual Friday night
(4) immediately following President Roosevelt proved disappointing to
three newspaper publishers, Frank Gannett, Paul Block and Col. Robei-t
R. McCormick. Gannett and Block, who with McCormick rate as the
leaders of the publishers' antl-Roosevelt brigade, had prevailed upon
Dewey to stand by for an answer to the Roosevelt speech over the same
Mutual hookup, but after the President had concluded waved aside the
waiting facilities and said that he would reply to the President's references
to him the following day. Block and Gannett meanwhile had tipped off
the various news services to keep their ears glued to the loudspeakers for
the comeback by way of Mutual.

Development of a new special antenna by an unnamed French industrial
corporation reported last week to the Department • of Commerce by the
office of the American Commercial Attache at Paris.

Apparatus, with a device, can be used as a radio direction finder, util-

izing short and very short waves, according to. the • report. Company
claims that it is unusually easy to operate and precludes all possibility of
eiTOr in bearings. Also states that the antenna can be installed anywhere
and is 'not affected by night error.'

Special cut-in announcement which Procter & Gamble wants to make
to .California' listeners about Ivory will be cleared through KNX, Los
Angeles, because .that station makes no extra charge for such service.

Cut-in series Will be carried at the tail end of the 'Road of Li£e' serial.

KFI and KFWB, which also air P & G shows, maintain a policy of billin

accounts for announcements interpolated locally.

Ira A. Hirschmann, whose name wa3 mentioned as a candidate for the

post of CBS v.p. in charge of sales, has gone with Bloomingdale's, N. Y.,

departVnent -stoife, as director of advertising and sales promotion. Entry
•date is Nov. 14." CBS interviewed Hirschmaiin but it is said matter was
never very seriously discussed.

Because of prior commitments, two Shepard exhalers, WICC, Bridgeport-

New Haven, and WEAN, Providence, cannot join special net airing Father
Coughlin talks at 4' p.in'. Sundays and are therefore broadcasting tran-

scription of hoiir bt 8, opposite Chase & Sanborn spot.

Station WQXR, N. Y., will Indirectly enter the receiving set manufac-
turing field by supplying specifications for high fidelity reception to -an

undisclosed maker and then indorsing the outfit as official 'WQXR radio

set.*

Gift of 350 shares of Columbia Broadcasting's class B stock in Septem-
ber was reported to the S. E. C. by Isaac D. Levy, one of the chief web
ownejjs. Identity of recipient not disclosed. He retains 63,200 A sharea

and 23,113 of.tlbe-B series.

stitutional plugs will be interpolated

in' each of the musical' shows. Nat
Shilkret is the conductor.
ABA distributed a similar series

among its membership for placement
on local stati6ns last spring. The
enterprise at the time involved 50
stations.

"Mann Hollner east on Robert
Benchley show as Old Gold replace-
ment -for-George McCall.

KDKA's ISth Anni

Pittsburgh, Nov. ft.

KDKA, which still ignores WWJ.
Detroit's claim to being first on the
air in America, is ticking off its 18th

anniversary. Observed it Sunday
with special 'Cavalcade of Communi-
cation.'

To KDKA the birthday of the sta-

tion is the birthday of radio itself..

Railway Express Agency, New
York, through the Caples Co., is

sponsoring weather reports six

nights a week on KGO, San Fran-
cisco, through Dec. 24.

RCA Manufacturing Co. (records
and phonographs), Camden, N. J.,

has renewed through Feb. 3 its

'Music You Want' p- ograms on
KGO, Sari Francisco, six nights a
week".

Henry Cowell Lime & Cement Co.,

San Francisco, spotting 50-wqrd an-
nouncements on .KYA once, a - week.
Placed direct.

Howard E. William; has been
named vice-prexy of Erwiri, Wasey
on the' Coast- following the' merger
of his -San Francisco advertising
agency with the. Erwin, Wasey. or-
ganization last week.

-American Bankers Association last

v/eek put into production with
NEC's transcription division a series

of 13 quarter-hour recordings for
distribution among the organization's
member banks. Brief dramatized in-
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MUSIC nmJe^

MARK
WARNOW

BLUE VELVET MUSIC

Mkrk Warnow's
individualistic ap-

proach to contempo-
rary music remains a

highlight of th^ CBS
program schedule*.

TOBACCO
COMPANY

Has put the
stamp of success on
^ark Wamow's versa-

tility by frequent re-:

peat engagements for

Lucky Strike on '*youi:

Hit Parade.!?

PARAMOUNT
THEATRE
New York

Booked Mark
Wamow for a starring

engagement on Broad-
way. . .one of the
many peaks in this

musician's career • • •

HELD OVER 3d WEEK

Exclusively

Managed By

COLUMBU ARTISTS, INC
485 Madiaon Ave.

New York City
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UARE BONES' THEORY REANIMATED BY

FCC DECISION ON WTIC PETITION

Craven Files Strong Dissent, Alleging Inconsistency

with Recent Commish Decisions—Hartford Re*

vision a Matter of Auditing

Washington, Nov. 8.

Sweeping decision which virtually

tags radio stations as common car-

riers and holds alarming threat of

stringent financial regulation last

•week brought to a head the dispute

within the FCC over policy in sta-

tion sales and in effect adopted the

barcrbones theory. Most important

opinion in commish history on trans-

fers was justification for the denial

of permission for Travelers Insur-

ance Co. to simplify its corporate

set-up by centralizing ownership of

WTIC, Hartford, and four shbrt-

wave outlets, in a new subsidiary

corporation. Connecticut pioneer de-

sired to eliminate Travelers Broad-

casting Service Corp., present li-

cense holder, and turn the entire

properties over to Travelers Broad-

casting Co.

Highly important conflict of views
was brought into public gaze by the

decision, in which two. members,
Commissioners T. A. M. Craven and
Thad H. Brown, refused to concur.

With Commissioner Norman S. Case
not participating, a majority of one
went on record as convinced the
commish should adhere to stem prin-

ciples in passing on transfer ap-

plications.

Chief aspects of the policy reflected

by the majority opinion are:

1. Station owners are not entitled

to recover past losses or to capitalize

development, research and pioneer-

ing expenses.

2. Ability of the purchaser to pay
the price is a vital factor in de-
termining whether transfers are in

the public interest.

Taken together, these highlights

amounted to acceptance of the bare-
bones theory—^that only the actual

value of th6 property exchanged
may be represented by the eohsid'

eration passing between parlies—so
long urged by Chairman Fracnk B..

McNinch. As a reisult the majority
appeared to liave performed a com
jplete somersault, since during recent
months the FCC has ratified deals
where the price included ai sum for

intangible elements, either 'going
concern value' or 'good wilL'

Vigorous argument against the ma

jority view was made by Com-
mander Craven in what attorneys

deemed the outstanding dissenting

opinion since the FCC was estab-

lished. Position of Brown was not

clear, since he neither concurred in

Craven's declaration or gave expres-

sion to the reasons which caused him
to balk.

Travelers case has been consid-

ered the most significant transfer

matter to come up. Besides involv-

ing a large price tag, it presents the
question of how much freedom sta-

tion owners have in arranging the
conduct of their own corporate af-

fairs and provided a vehicle for the

commish to express views on the
most controversial matters troubling"

the industry for several months.

Can't Recoup Losses

Crucial factor was a $L500,000
note- executed April 20, 1937, by
which the parent company hoped to

recover all losses, incurred in opera-
nion of the station since 1925 when
Travelers Broadcasting Service
Corp. was created. Little dispute
about the $500,000 price placed on
equipment and property, although
Commish expert appraised the tangi-

bles at $352,000 without making per-
sonal examination.
Expressing an unprecedently-

strict point of view, the majority of
the Commish declared the $1,500,

000 obligation would start the new
corporation oft with a trerriendous
burden of debt and hinted fear that
this would impair its skbility to ren
der .meritorious service. Present
corporation, with its -$100,000 cash
on hand, said to be in a better po
sition ' to pay ott the note and do
business.

Attitude which startled attorneys
was based upon reasoning employed
by -regulatory, bodies in supervising
Affairs of public utilities. At the
same time the four-man majority
took the slant that the $1,500,000
item must be considered as 'part of
the consideration' paid lor the fran-
chises now held by Travelers Broad
casting Service 'Corp.

Cravens Attiind«
Making the issue clear-cut, Com

mander Craven wrote a veritable
treatise on the subject of the FCC's

legal power over station sales, the

economic factors that should be con-

sidered in adopting regulatory poli-

cies, and the difference between ra-

dio transmitters and other utilities.

He took the slant that the transac-

tion between the parent insurance
company and its various subsidiaries

was relatively simple, designed to

clarify an unsatisfactory operating
situation, and based on sound busi-

ness practices.

Feeling that the note for the par-

ent's past outlays was justified,

Craven declared there should be ex-

tremely strong reasons for denying
consent for a transaction which
would improve the corporate posi-

lion of the licensee and said 'I do not
find any such reason in the record.'

The majority idea that the $1,500,-

H)0 note amounts to a huge deficit

at the start of. operations was re-

jected by pointing out the obliga-

ion was contingent upon future
earnings. Unless the company earns
a profit over operating and mainte-
nance costs, he pointed out, there
is no compulsion to pay the parent
interest or installments on the prin-
cipal.

Bookkeeping method by whieh
the note was off-set witii an asset

entry of $1,500,000 covering 'de-

velopmental expenses' was defended
by the dissenting Commissioner in a

strong attack upon the majority's
application of public utility regula-
tion ideas. Likewise he declared
Examiner P. W. Seward was con-
tradictory in describing the effect of
the obligation.

'

Public-utility (;oncept applied by
McNinch and the other majority
members does not apply to radio,

even if courts have held power
companies and other services are not
entitled to recover their pioneering
losses, according to Craven. Radio
stations are not natural monopolies,
are operated in competition, do not
cater to the public directly, are not
compelled to sell services to all

comers, have unique responsibilities

imposed by law,, and are constantly
subject to supervisiCMi because of

short-term licenses.

'It is my opinion that the time
has not yet. arrived where the de-
velopnimt of broadcasting justifies

the application of common carrier
doctrines of rate regulation either
by inference or by direct action,'

Craven asserted.
An equally sharp disagreement

with^the majority over the stand to
take on station prices caused Craven

Sadistic

Pittsburgh, Nov. 8.

Bernie Armstrong's rib of
Joe Williams, sports writer, and
Jim Crowley, Fordham coach,
at KDKA, Pittsburgh, last week
still getting plenty of -chuckles

all over town. Pair were here
regular Sunday afternoon 'Sec-

ond Guessers* show overKDKA.
Upon reporting at studio for re-,

hearsal found Armstrong, staff

organist, had been appointed to

do their musical background,
usually group of college song?^

Armstrong placed a hymn book
in front of him and started
playing 'Lead Kindly Light.'

Williams and Crowley protest-
ed, but Armstrong said that was
the only kind of music he was
allowed to play there on Sun-
day. Pair said they'd go on
then without any music, but
Armstrong said he'd have to be
paid. Then Williams ahd Crow-
ley offered to give him union
scale if he'd scram but Arm-
strong turned that down, too.

Kept on playing hymns for
them right up to minute be-
fore show started and Williams
and Crowley were ready to
CMnmit murder when Arm-
strong finally broke down and
confessed it was a gag.

*
A NEW W A Y

TO COVER

TEXAS

TSN
AgiltMHiwilh

I MUTUAL tHOAOCASTINS SWIM

to use emphatic language in giving
more reasons why he could not con-
cur in the Opinion. He pushed aside
the barebone principle as unfair,
said it is impracticable to adopt any
rigid formula for determining
whether the consideration is reason-
able, and indicted the rest of the
commission for glaring inconsist-
ency.
Radio is not different from any

other business in that enterprises
often change hands, Craven said,

warning that the FCC stand may
discourage investments and curb
development. Inequity of trying -to

prevent a controlling owner from
receiving more than the physical
worth while allowing a minority
stockholder to get whatever the
market price happens to be was
brought out. Also the conflict be
tween the FCC majority and the
Internal Revenue Bureau, which
holds that in valuing station stock
in an estate the tax is determined
by earnings.

Ironical
Other members were target for

ironical criticism when Craven
pointed to prior decisions In trans
fer matters. If the bare-bones
yardstick is used, *we cannot l)Os
sibly reconcile ouk* decision with a
number which have been rendered
during recent months^' he. said,

noting 'im no small number of cases
we have approved transfers where
the price was considerably In ex
cess of the value of the assets.'

In .the event the insurance firm
decides to carry on the fight, Cra-
ven's strong dissent will be of mate
rial importance in any further pro-
ceedings. Although the right of ap
pealing the decision is conjectiu^l
under past court opinions, it is be
lieved certain Travelers will make
further attempts to obtain a con
elusive ruling on the vital questions
which this case presents and thus
try to clarify the imcertainty about
the legal standing of broadcasters
in station sales.

Texas
State
Network...
23 Stations...

23 Primary areas!

This shade<] liiap shows how the 23 primary cov>

erage areas of TSN's 23 stations give advertisers

efffctive .coveiage of one of the greatest markets

in the country , . . Texas, with i population in

excess of sit million. Texas is equal in land area

to the combined states of Massachusetts, Rhode

Island, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey,

Pennsylvania, Ohio and Illinois. To cover this

Atlantic-to-thc-Mississippi area, CBS uses 2B sta-

tions. NBC Blue uses 27, To cover the immense
Texas market you need the eflFcctivc coverage of

23 primary areas which TSN alone can provide.

TEXAS STATE NETWaBK, IKC
EUlOrr ROOSEVELT. Pr*itJtii» NEAL lARRETT, bHutUt Vic*-P(*tirf«iit

FORT WORTH. TEXAS
lO.SALfS. INC.. NEW YOKK, CHICAGO. DETROIT AND LOS ANGELES

WLS OwH Tower Not. 12

Chicago, Nov. 8.

Prairie Farmer station WLS wil'

put its own new transmitter- into ac
tive operation on STaturday (12) after
having shared time on the WENR
transmitter for many years. New
transmitter is located to the south
west of Chicago and will be a single
tower unit. It is expected to en-
hance the WLS coverage of metro
politan Chicago.
New outfit will not affect the regu-

lar relationship between WLS and
the NBC blue, nor its split-time ar-
rangement on the air with WENR
with which it shares the same wave
length.

At one time WLS had considered
splitting away from NBC as soon _
it built its own tower, but aU differ
ences have been patched up and the
WLS-NBC affiliation will continue
for at least two more years.

BACKGROUND BUZZ

Hilda Daniels, newcomer to radio
tias joined contmuity department «t
WCAE, Pittsburgh.
George Olsen did a guester on

WCAE's Big Swing program over
'VCAE, Pittsburgh, for Isaly Daity
(IJompany and Havey Boyle, Post-
Gazette sports editor, who's on the
show.
Sid Dickler has reorganized his

dance, band after a spell of press-
agentry and Is coming through again
over WWSW, Pittsburgh.

Mildred Byram Fishburn, Philly
delegate to the American Theatre
Council, doing a weekly series on
egft on KYW.

Leslie W. Joy, g.m. of KYW, has
seen named chairman of the radio
committee of the Red Cross in the
Philly area.
Two members of the WCAU,

: Philadelphia, staff are becoming
vaudevillians. .Bill Dyer, baseball
spieler. Is appearing at the Earle
heatre this week with Horace
Heidt, while Larry Vincent, chirper,
opens a week's stay at Fay's thea-
tre on Nov, 24.
Dick Fisher, gabber at KWK, St.

Louis,* for past 18 months, has re-
signed to join WHAS, Louisville,
Ky,, where he will do speci..l news-
caster stint.

Lester A. Benson, prez. WIL, St.
Louis, member of the Federal Grand
jury for the September term. Ed
Shutz, gen. mgr. of the station, re-
cently finished a term on the same
body.
Margaret Little added to staff of

KXOK. St. Louis.
KMOX, St. Louis, beginning a new

series of programs tagged '2,500

Years of Olympic Games,' as a pres-
entation of Public Affairs Dept.
Manager Ralph Brunton of KJBS,

San Francisco, on the job again after
two weeks' hospitalization.
Vance Graham, formerly of KOA,

Denver, has been added to the an-
nouncim; staff at KSFO, San Firan-
Cisco. Graham recently was chief
commentator at the Alexander Film
Co., Colorado Springs.
Bride of pro^^ram manager Glen

Dolberg of KGO-KPO, San Fran-
cisco, bruised when struck by auto
last week. Married last month.
Mark Goodson's is the new voice

on the KFRC, San Francisco, an-
nouncing staff.

Caryl Coleman, radio head of the
San Francisco office of Botsford,
Constantine & Gardner agency, did
a guest spiel last week at the Uni-
versity of California Extension Di-
vision class in radio advertisinir con-
ducted by Lindsey Snight, Coast
manager of John Blair & Co.
Howard Milholland, reader, and

his wife, pianist Eva Garcia, are
back on the air in Frisco after

absence In Australia.
KIRO, Seattle, has new control

booth with Western Electric equip-
ment, and Presto recorder.

WGY's Guest Tours

Schenectady, N. Y., Nov. 8.

WGY's new studio building, vari-

ously called 'The Little Radio City»

and 'Radio City of the Northwest,*
is proving a magnet for visitors. Dur-
ing October a total of 11,3*7 people

were conducted on studio tours, a la

the parent NBC's Radio City plan,

but without an admission charge.

This nimiber included many school

children.

Fire Route Spielers

Spartanburg, S. C, Nov. 8.

Grid players turned spectators

Friday (4) when fire broke out in

press coop atop Wofford College sta-

dium and forced radio spielers and
spots scribes to scramble for safety.

Officials halted game and foot-

ballers watched as spectators were
herded out of billowing smoke and
flame area. Fire was extinguished

with slight damage.'

C. Robt. ThompMn at WEBB
Buffalo, Nov. 8.'

C. Robert Thompson has joined
ths WEBR staff here to specialize in
program production. He comes from
WCOL, Columbus, where he was
station manager.
Previously with WCAO, Balti-

more, and WTBC, Cumberland, Md.

ALL YOU
NEED IN

CENTRAL OHIO
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On the Eve of Its 12* Anniversary

POINTS WITH PRIDE
to Its Record!

A is the years go by, NBC offers an ever

greater service to America* Our

growth is measured in terms of increas-

ing achievement in bringing educational,

political, and cultural features before all

listeners. Yesterday NBC performed a

notable public service in impartial and

alert coverage of election returns. And

... in the weeks preceding Election Day,

NBC offered an even greater service by

giving listeners many opportunities to

hear both sides of the current issues • . •

and to judge candidates on a basis of the

views they expressed over the air. By

helping keep voters informed • • . NBC

helps the cause of good government.

Great plays . . . great music • . . spectacular

special events programs . • • are now al-

most daily fare for the millions who

listen regularly to NBC. Such consum-

mate artists as Arturo Toscanini lend the

touch of genius to NBC Programs of

Service. Truly . . . NBC can point with

pride to its record. But . . • instead of

looking back, instead of resting on its

laureld . . . NBC looks to the future for

even wider opportunities to serve.

These are some NBC Services

Arturo Toscanini and tlie NBC Sympliony Orcliestra—The world's

finest music performed by a great symphony orchestra.

National Farm and Home Hour—^A radio service that for ten

years has brought valuable information and enjoyable en-

tertainment to farm families.

Town {Meeting of tlie Air—Famous foi-um for debating im-

portant public issues.

University of CllicagO Round Table—Specialists discuss current
national problems.

Special Events—^News as it happens. Outstanding example:
Reporting of recent European crisis.^

Dr. Damrosch's Music Appreciation Hour—Musical information
to millions of school children.

Educational Programs—^Presentations designed as aids for
teachers and students in schools and colleges and for adult

education.

Religion—Services for listeners of all denominations.

Metropolitan Opera—Saturday afternoon matinees direct from
the Metropolitan Opera House in New York.

Sports—Outstanding sporting events in all fields brought to

listeners by experts.

Drama—^Famous actors appear in performances of great

plays and plays written especially for radio.

Dance Music-—Every night NBC networks bring the most
popular dance bands to millions of listeners.

'

Politics— Talks by nation^s political leaders direct to the

people and complete coverage of elections and conventions.

NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY
The World's Greatest Broadcasting System

A SERVICE OF THE RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
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Texas Preacher on Political Tour

Raps WF6L; Latter Contradicts Him

Syracuse, Nov. 8.

Billing himsell as 'the stormy

fwtrel of the pulpit,' Rev. J. Frank

Iforris, pastor of First Baptist church,

'JFort Worth and Temple Baptist

church, Detroit, Mich., brought the

•wrath of Syracuse radio officials

down on his head by charges made
last week that officials of WFBL had
'suppressed free speech.*

Dr. Norris, in a speech before a

large Syracuse audience, asserted

that WFBL had cancelled a broad-

cast which he claimed had been

scheduled. He indicated the can-

cellation was due to political rea-

sons and said he had sent a wire of

protest to Democratic National

Chairman James A, Farley, protest-

ing against the cancellation. He
said he would make a test case of

the incident.

Dr. Norris mad* the statements

in the course of » speech which ad-

vocated the election of Thomas E.

Dewey in the New York gubernar

torial campaign, and assailed the

'communistic atheistic Washington
government.'

His statements, given wide pub-

licity in one of the Syracuse papers,

brought a. quick reply from Samuel
Woodworth, general manager of

WFBL, who said that Dr. Norris had
never been assigned any time. He
said an advance man for the preach-

er had appeared at the station and
asked to puichaae radio time. Ad-
vance man was asked to provide a
copy of the proposed . broadcast, it

being the policy of the station not to

sell time for religious programs. Un-
less there is som» unusual public

demand. Normally, all religious pe-

riods are given free by the station

and various church groups are in-

vited to consult on selection of the

speakers and time.

Woodworth s-id- Dr. Norris sent

WFBL a religious pamphlet and a
note saying that hm would broadcast
excerpts from th6 printed text^ After
determining that tbe pamphlet was
straight religious material he de-

clined to sell the time on the grovmd
that this was not policy.'

Blistering political speech, which
Dr., Norris s^id he had planned to

•give over WFBL vas never men-
tidned to them, .station ^officials said.

They maiditain they wrote D'r, Norris
' teUing him that tbe time would not
be sold to him .and said he had never
been listed^ in their programs.

On Both Shoulders

Wilkes-Barre, Nov. 8.

Bill Phillips, gabber on
WBRE, was fired last week be-
cause he was doubling as a Re-
publican news commentator.
He went on the. air every day
as an announcer and once a
week, as a comnientat9r.
Trouble was, angry Demo-

crats complained, that they
weren't always sure when he
was on his own and when he
was reading a G.O.P. script.

POLITICS WIND-UP

CAMPHORS REGIONALS

Philadelphia, Nov. 8.

Today is folding day for Pennsy's
two regional webs, the Quaker State
Network, keyed by WFIL, and the
Pennsylvania Broadcasting System,
fed by WCAU. With the end of the
political campaign, there is nothing
in sight for either chain, both of
which consist of 16 stations, most of

them the same ones.

Pennsy System will definitely

drop from the scene, while Quaker
will probably attempt to continue
living, sis it has for the past two
years, in. the perpetual hope^ that a
commercial (other than political)

may come along.

Hartford Sold Plenty
Hartford, Nov. 8.

Current political campaign which
reached, its climax ^t the polls to-

day has heavy sugared the coffers
of the . three local radio stations,

WnC, WDRC and WTHT, to the'

tune of an approximate $21,000 with
the; lion's share of the receipts go-
ing, to WTIC. That station sold
about $12,000 of air time. Balance
df money split - almost- evenly ber
tween the .other two stations.

. Although official ..figures are not
yet available, more than 60 hours of
.pqlitical gab was sold on the three
stations -with each . station selling

about one-third of that, tiirie.

Cally Richards now emceeing Sig-
nal Carnival, replacing Ben 'Alex-

ander.

FULL

MEASURE
EVERY TIME

in this

BillionDollarMarket

\ • There is a full meas-
ure of responsiveness

—in terms o£ sales for

your product— waiting
for you In the section

of New England cov-
ered by WTIC. For
tMelr year - after - year
xecord for a billion

dollars of spendable
liicome" means that

these people have the
means to buy.

. Their preference for

WnC- as a guide to

their buying is clear—
and Impressive — as

shown by this list of

"firsts" for WTIC—

I^TIlCinP Listener Popularity by more than 2 to. 1

I* UXO J. In Number of Network Advertisers'
In Number of National Spot Advertisers

Put WTIC to work for your product now. It's a sure means to a full

measure of pro0t from your selling. effort througliout 1929. Write today
for our Interesting 32-page brochure giving full details on the Ross
Federal Survey of WTIC's popularity and facts' about the WTIC Billion

Dollai* Market.

60,000
WATTS WTIC HARTFORD

CONN.

Washington Lobby
j

Washington, Nov, 8.

Possibility that broadcasters arc

being intimidated for political ad-

vantage of the New Dealers drew an

official laugh from Charles Michel-

son, publicity boss of the Democratic

National Committee. Question

raised last week when he arranged
for Paul Y. Anderson, news scrib-

bler^ to go on MBS and tell v^hat he
thinks about antics of the House
Committee Investigating 'Un-Ameri-
can' Activities after Chairman Mar-
tain Dies used the web to justify his

conduct. Affiliated.Outlets which did
not carry Dies because of prior com-
mitments likewise turned down An-
derson, the political spouter noted.

Added 'if there is any process, ad-
ministrative or otherwise, by which
radio stations can be compelled to

take or omit broadcasts^ I never
heard of it.'

Protests Delay

TroyTee-M

Of Wilder Co.

Active whipering camoaign in

political circles is the latest result of
internal feuding. Both individuals

on the inside and those outside are
attributing base motives to mem-
bers on opposite sides of the fence in

recent disagreements. Some of the
poison is being pumped into the
White House in the hope it will reach
the .President's ear. Foes -^of one
member are engaging in personal
muckraking while persons suspect-
ing the objectives of another audibly'
wonder if he has been promised a
better job.

Althongh the Commish is still

frowning about the Mars broadcast,
individuals close to the President see
nothing to cause great agitation and
CBS generally retains high standing
with the FCC. One of the Chief
Executive's official aides, accompany-
ing another member of the White
House secretariat, fell asleep during
the most exciting moments when the
transcription was played for their

special ..entertainment. Day after

the web y^as ordered to submit a
recording, the FCC handed it four
new international frequencies.

STRICTLY NON-POLITICAL

WFBMT, Indianapolis, Ducks Any and
AU PolUlclans

Thm Travrierd nr«tn<1ciMtlBC Service Corttorntlon
ll«Bib«r K.D.C. ]C«d Network and; \'nnke« ^«twark

BepreMntatlv«B: WmA M Vtmpmmy • 3f«w York. BetroU, Ciiloago, Saa Vraa^ea

Indianapolis, Nov. 8.

. WFBM of Indianapolis, owned by
local Utility, is one of the few sta-

tions throughout the country refus-

ing all political broadcasts during
the present campaign. Other Indian-
apolis station, WIRE, foUnd schedule
taxed as a result of the refusal.

WFBM passed up several thou-
sands dollars on the decision.

Troy, N. Y.,,Nov. 8.

Petitions by WOKO and WABY,
Albany, and WCSH, Portland, Me., to

have a rehearing of the original peti-

tion in which FCC granted Col.

Harry Wilder's Troy Broadcasting
Co., Inc., a license to set up (new)
WTRY with operation on 950 k.c,

1,000 watts daytime, has delayed the
starting of work on the city's first

commercial station. It was sched-
uled to go on the air about Jan. 1,

but March 1 is now believed to be the
earliest date that can be made. Site
of the transmitter has been fixed.

WOKO-WABY, which opened
Ti'oy studios when the Wilder move-
ment got hot, set forth in the new
petition that Troy is being adequate-
ly served and that the area should be
reserved for their advertising patron-
age. No claim of interference by the
Albany stations. WOKO operates on
1,430 k.c. and WABY on 1,370. WCSH
operates on 950 k.c, 1,000 watts at

night and 2,500 watts daytime.

Loucizs and Sharfeld, attorneys for
Troy Broadcasting Co. (in which sev-
eral .local men hold stock), have in-

dicated that petitions to rehear origi-

nal application are of routine natiu-e.

Probable effect, in their opinion, will

merely be to delay FCC action on ap-
plication for WTRY.'s construction
permit. '

ADVERTISEMENT

POLITICAL BONANZA

Pittsburgh Stations Reaped Big
Doueh Daring Hot Fight

Pittsburgh, Nov. 8.

Five Pittsburgh stations have just
split the biggest political melon in

their history, and all of them are
plenty sorry that election today (8)
will bring the gold rush to a close.

Never before have both Democrats
and Republicans made such a wild
dash for time, with. every available
spare minute on WCAE, KDKA,
WJAS, KQV and WWSW being gob-
bled up by the political orators.

Sustaining shows for the last

month have been eliminated entire-
ly in order to.accommodate the Vote
for me* boys, winding up the hottest
and wildest mud-slinging campaign
in the state's history. No holds
barred, with WCAE, owned and con-
trolled by Hearst, selling time to
Hearst's enemies, and WWSW, oper-
ated by Post-GaZette, doing the same
thing.

Set-Up for Election Returns

(Manner in wbloh a local radio station In 1938 gots about anticipating the
production and timing problem of handling special events of a poUtloal
nature Is illustrated by the following official memorandum of WOB, New
York, for last night's (Tuesday) coverage. It will be noted John B. Ken-
nedy was specially hired and Fulton Lewis, Mutual's Washington com-
mentator, brought to New York for the occasion.)
TO: PRODUCTION STAFF FROM: PROGRAM' DEFT.

COVERAGE OF ELECTION RETURNS ON
WOR AND MBS

1.

2.

3.

pn.
on.
on.
on.
on.

from 8:00 to 10:15 P.M.
fi'om 10:16 on.

^O^ W^joLot«f.?%M^fli'' f JS.®
Election Bureau and personnel assigned as follows:

i^'.
W. Johnstone—lidltor in Chiirse of Operutlonc.Dave DrlsooU and Alvin Jo.sephy A.ssl.iting.

Fulton Lewla (CommenMoD-Carl Warren (Announcferl.
?. I? ^i,

Kennedy (Gomnienntoi)—Frank SinglBer (Ahnouncer).
tntlre Press Staff Collaborating.

So^?ollowJn^*nieii''"''''
PlcUupa from various headquarter* which will be covered by

T»w^-'"*'^^'*M?''^*" Charles Godwin from 8:00'p.M,
Su^-Jf „ ...FranH ICnlght from 8:00 P.M.

Ya^t v^^^l°^' ..Arthur AVhlteslde from a:00 P.M,

Se^ator^li^o.. .Memy Morgan from 10:00 P.M,benator Wagner ( .Terry lyawrenca
( Tom Slater

.

^'^.Pn'ft^^o^^J'^J'Jl* '"'en BCheduled as follows:
t»:00. 8:03 P.M. to M15S onlv.
0::JO- 0:»0 P.M. to MBS onlv.

Sinn! '-Jiis i?. ^'°^r 5"? (During C. J: Ingram Program).

8:00n 8:05 P.M. to WOn and MBS.
8:80- 8:85 P.M. to WOn and MB9.
0:15- 0:20 P.M. to AVOR and MBS.

P-M. to WOR Ana MB.S.
^^'•B'^^'-^ to wort and Colonial.
10:^0.10:.^5 P.M. to WOR and MKS.
11:00-11:15 P.M. Fulton L^wls to MBS only.

From 11:15 on We will attempt to put regular periods on at the half hour: howeverprogramp y/IU bo InterriiptM at IntcrvaU for the latest returns. •

'

P.m" W:3o"p1i "and IVOO Plll"^^
Psrlods with commentary at 6:30 P.-U.; :S0

There will oluo bo out-of-town 'pickups from. In chronological order. WashlnctonBuffalo Roston PlUlndelphla. Cincinnati, Detroit, Oregon and California. At ap^mldplrht .vwltoh will be made to National Republican Headquarters inWnKhlngton for at.ilpmcnt by Mr. John D. Hamilton, and to Hotel Blltmore In
vn, '"'•f,''^"'*"'"'"' \y Mutual stations making plckupsi In the
Th» 2 m.^™.''''?.^'*.'''' '"•*'l»""ctf'i ^OT to give Mutu.il cue at the conclusion of

NEW YOIurs^
Btandard cue 'WE NOW RETURN YOU TO OUR

""^rfn^n^l?^'^ A.M. at Icast. and possibly longer Jf ' Mr.Opnngcr so oidcr,-. WOR will remain on the air as long as It la deemed necesBory
nnno^u«X*;ni"^''V"'; ^''^'''^ from (1:00 P.M. on (except wheS c?mmef^^^^^^^^

'tVOR at
* eaylng. 'The nest election rcturna will be heard over

''*.^!'J?-."'i\5'°" commercial, and the following period Includes election re*turna. the previous stallon break Hliopld oarry both tlmesT Exomnle- The ft-I'.

e!«plM."MVS1^7\w TrM. - election retu"r^s wTrb,he^^^^ WOR^'at

the only

kind of

testimonials

that really

count!

^ Super sdlasmon*

ship can sell any
medium once but

when it comes time

to buy again, it's

RESULTS that countl

^ Take a tip from

the fact that most

of WFBR's adver-

tisers RENEWI

Here are some out-

standing repeaters:

AMERICAN OIL COMPANY
4 YEARLY RENEWALS

AYARES SMALL LOAN CO4
6 YEARLY RENEWALS

B. C. REMEDY CO.
5 YEARLY RENEWALS

BEAUMONT LABORATORIES
2 YEARLY RENEWALS

BtLOVA WATCH CO.
4 YEARLY RENEWALS

CARTER MEDICINE CO.
4 YEARLY RENEWALS

CHEVROLET MOTOR CO.
14 RENEWALS

COCA COLA BOTTLING CO.
2 YEARLY RENEWALS

CROWELL PUBLISHING CO.
2 YEARLY RENEWALS

INTERNATIONAL BEDDING
C0.-4 YEARLY RENEWALS

JARMAN MOTORS
' 4 YEARLY RENEWALS
S. & N. KATZ

5 YEARLY RENEWALS
KOESTER BAKING CO.

6 YEARLY RENEWALS
MD. PHARMACEUTICAL CO,

(REM)
2 YEARLY RENEWALS

ONEIDA, LIMITED
• 4 RENEWALS
PENICk & FORD
TWO 17 WEEK SERIES

PHILLIPS PACKING CO.
4 YEARLY RENEWALS

PUBLIC BANK
3 RENEWALS

READ DRUG AND CHEMICAL
C0.--5 YEARLY RENEWALS
SCHMIDT BAKING CO.

6 YEARLY RENEWALS

WFBH
ONTNV.NBC RED NCTVygllK

MPTIONPL REPRESEMTflTIVES
EDWRRD RETRY & CO.
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uINSTRUMENTAL LITERATURE

RAYMOND SCOTT QUINTET
"one of the fastest careers in show
hiz" Variety, November 2nd, 1938.

January. 1937 , . . Phys "fwiiight in

Jurkey" jor first time on radio * . . Cre-

ates overnight sensation . , •

April. 1937 . . . Jlecords "Joy Jrumpet".

"Power IJotise'^ and "Jwitigbt in Jurkey"

, , . Enthusiasm skyrockets sates , . .

July, 1937 . . , Quest appearance at 5^ol-

lywood's famous Jrocddero starts piC'

iure producers cheering and bidding . . .

August. 1937 . . . Ddrryl Zanuck signs

Scott and bis Quintet to year's contract

for 20tb Century-Jox.
'

August. 1938 . , .. Performances com-

pkted in "AM "Baba Qoes Jo Jown",

"Satty, Irene and TAary", '"Happy Land-

ing", "P.eb€cca of Sunnybrook Jarm"

.

.

.

September, 1938 ; , , Jleturn East . . .

Scott signs new contract with OS, Wll
create unigue "Jazz Labdratoij" fir net-

wot^ * . .

October. 1938 , . . Quintet opens ai T^ew

york's smart supper ciub, Le Mirage to

shouts of "Bravo".

November. 1938 .... Jleadtines on stage

of T^ew york Paramount Jheatre •. . .

Wheii last heard from

RAYMOND SCOTT QUINTET
yield Over Jhird Week

OF THE

MUSICAL COMPOSITtONS
OF

TWILIGHT IN TURKEY A tone poem of a Turkish square at

eventide, by one who has never been there. Caravans lum»

ber by, a snake charmer charms snakes, sloe-eyed dancing

girls whirl in the blue twilight^ the muezzin calls the

faithful to prayer—hallelujah!

THE TOY TRUMPET A small boy, precocious, plays small fry

jazz on his Christmas present bugle..

WAR DANCE FOR WOOlHiN INDIANS Based on an ancient

American legend. In a deserted warehouse in Oklahoma

are collected several hundred wooden Indians of the

Seegarstore tribe. Twice a year, at midnight, they come to

life and dance to"ia nostalgic music oT their own. This is it.

POWERHOUSE Machine age jazz, complete with the whir

of conveyor belts, the throb of dynamos, the sound of

hammers on steel. The resul.t of Scott^s sticking his head

in a powerhouse.

BUMPY WEATHER OVER NEWARK If youVe ever flown into

Newark Airport, you'll get' this straight off-^the nsiii^

and dipping of the plane . the sound <»f the radio beam
. . . the repeated warnings^jjof the hostess **Fasten your

'safety belts please^' which bjcomi^ the theme of the mid>

die section.
^'

DINNER MUSIC FOR A PACK OF HUNGRY CANNIBAIS You
hear the sound of - tomtoms as you approach a desert island

in mid-Pacific. Through a spyglass you see the boys gath'

ered aroUnd a big black pot, playing their music to •eat

by. Why not?

THE PENGUIN If you'd never seen a penguin except en the

cigarette ads, you'd still recognize one that approached you
accompanied by this music. Jerky and black and white.

SIBERIAN SLUGH RIDE You can tell ifs a sleigh because of

the bells you hear. You can tell it's Siberiflm by the

opening theme which sounds like some lEluseian folk song

or other, but isn't. After that, it's just don't.spare the horses^

COLUMBIA ARTISTS, Inc.

485 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK
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mm ADOPTS NAB.

BOOKIITON AIR USE

Milwaukee, Nov. 8.

To enable the best possible use of

radio, WTMJ is presenting to teach-

ers and radio chairmen of women's
clubs the NAB's recently published

booklet, 'How to Use Radio.'

, This treatise, containing sugges-

tions on all phases of broadcasting,

was written by Prof, Kenneth L.

teartlett of Syracuse University, and
carries a significant foreword by Dr.

John W. SStudebaker, United States

Commissioner of Education. The
booklet carries WTMJ's own imprint.

M. Pe Witt Eae, Jr., formerly with
NBC has joined the staff of WNEW,
N. Y., as head of sales promotion.

ADYBBTISESIENT

YANK WAXERS

CLICK FOR

IMPERIAL

Montreal, Nov. 1.

imperial Tobacco Co. is renewing

fti^t Up and Listen Club* U. S.

transcription series Vrith list of sta-

ross Canada upon expira-

Slcts. Produced
^Canada) series

New yor\at thfe

with sel^«& radio

OriginSGy 50 slwO^^'^
Mfcmr tbe^ tobacco
Another wT^M^tc^,
currency wm the

go on, in
of til^^^Urwrican tran

inay xJ^X in com-
retentious

Cifftda 1938'

>fisored

f^ete
[^lAda

last year« with IfaElsV»n batoning.

Locally 'Light lup and Listen'

series has been booked over CFCF.

{Reprinted from Variety,

Nov. 2. 1938)

• PETER DONALD
119 West 80th Street

New York Gty
Phone: 8U. 7*7475

F. C. C's WASHINGTON DOCKET

MAJOR DECISIONS
•WaahlnBrtoti. Nov. 8.

Connectlcnt: Desires of WTIC, Hartford, to reahufflo con-

trol and transfer Us aaslgrnment from the Travelers Broad-

caatluB Service Corp. to the Travorlers Broadcasting Com-
pany scotched by the Commlsh with Commissioner T, A.

Craven vigorously dissenting. No showing that puWIc would

be benefited by the change, decision stated, and present sub-

sidiary is in a better Anandal position to meet Its obligations

than the new subsidiary. Craven, on the contrary, louna

that creating a new subsld would be 'merely setting up
what appears to be b. more efficient and business-like, set

of books.' (See separate Story.)

Iduho: New station for Wallace wao ordered by Commlah
after it had been definitely established that an unusual need

for service existed In the area to be served. Construction

of a transmitter, to be operated on 1420 kc with 100 watts

nights, 250 wattfl days, will be undertaken by Chester

Howarth and Clarence Berger, the latter now managing
KGCI at Coeur d'Alene. Partners are amply financed to

build and operate the $8,000 transmitter, Commlsh aecldcd.

Although operation of the proposed station will limit KLBM,
La Grande, Ore., to its approximate 2.6 millivolt per meter

contour, and the Wallace station will be limited to it 2,9

millivolt per meter, great need for a satisfactory service in

the neighborhood 'Justifies the Commission in departing froiu

its usual allocatlve values,' FCC held.

Clarence C. Dill and James W. Gum represented applicants.

IlllnolB: Transfer of WCLS, Joltet, for $30,000 green-lighted

by the Commlsh, despite attitude taken in WTIC decision.

Basing its grounds for decision mainly on the fact that new
technical equipment will be installed by the transferees,

Commlsh approved sale of the station to 1. W. Wood. Its

present manager, sind Walter Ashe, owner of a broadcast

supply firm. Transmitter, now owned by K. W. Hoffman,

has a depreciated' value of $8,969 and an estimated replace-

ment value of $12,606.

Under the proposed agreement. Wood will receive BI%
of the stock, with Ashe receiving 49%. Partners will put

up approximately $16,000 apiece for purchase of the station,

and an additional $1,600 each oa working capital for the

operation of WCLS. In addition, the present owner has
agreed to pay $B,600 to A. J. Felman—former . owner—for a

reduction of the broadcast time allowed Felman over the

station's facilities. Felman has been using 8 hours each

week day and 1% hours on Sundays, but this will be reduced

to three-auarters-ot-aln-honr dally under the new arrange-

ment.
Station, which operates on 1310 ko with specified hours of

operation and 100 watts power, will be moved to a different

site, and a new transmitter and vertical radiator will be

provided. Present basic rate of $30 an hour will not be

changed.

Louis G.. Caldwell and. Reed T. Rollo represented Hoftmon,
with George O. Sutton, Arthur H. Schroeder and James L,

Proffitt appearing for the transferees.

l^lslana: Vague testimony as to finances and other evi-

dence 'of little probative 'weight' cost the State Broadcasting

Corp., of Gretna, a construction permit for a transmitter to

be operated on 1370 kc with 260 wattn days, 100 watts nights,

specined hours. Headed by Frederic A. LeMieux, III., as

president, six stockholders failed to submit satisfactory proof

tt their ability to pay for $16,000 worth of stock in the

company. Also did not make a showing of public need,

sufficient commercial support and other data necessary for

Commlsh okay. Gretna already receives primary service

from live transmitter located at New Orleans, It was pointed

out, and operation of the proposed station would limit WFOB,
Hattlesburg, Miss., and KELD, El Dorado, Ark., within their

normally protected 2 millivolt per meter contour nights.

Thomas H. Patterson represented applicant.

Oregon; Plea for a new station at Grants Pass turned
down for failure of applicants to show sufDclent financial

Qualifications, failure ' to propose « meritorious program
service ahd reduost for a regional freciuency. in a sparsely

settled area where the town. Itself, has a population of only

6,000. Pacific Radio Corporation, owned by Walter t. Read,
V. A. Balrd, John W. Kendall, Sr., and

.
Harry B. Read,

has Issued 300 out of 400 shares ot'stock having a par value
of $50—with Walter Read owning 89%. Assets of the Read
brothers, who have variously been Interested in KSLM,
Salem, and KOOS, Marshfleld, not sufficiently clear and no
binding agreements exist as to whether Walter Read, prin-

cipal stockholder and proposed prexy, would make his as-

sets available in the event additional funds were needed for

qonatructlon of the |9,360 station.

Little professional talent la available In the Grants Paas
area, according to the decision, and proposed program sched-
ule—consisting mainly of crop reports, weather reports, time
signals, etc.—appeared 'not particularly Informative' as to

(Character of programs to bo offered. Station would, be ex-

ipected to fall back on transcriptions for a large percentage
of its time.

' Requested assignment of 1320 kc with BOO watts flays only
would preclude, the licensing of any other station on tlie

sairte regional frequency within a 'very large area' of Grants
Pass, Commlsh held, and it would be poor allocation to

assign to a town of that size an important regional ribbon.

Applicant was represented by Ben B. Fisher, William E.
Walsh and John W. Kendall.

• PeunBylvBula: Juice-Jump for WHP, Harrisburg, received
the official okay In the interests of improved service. WHP,
Inc., applicant, could cover 88 additional towns and villages
with a 2 millivolts per met^r signal, Commlsh decided, it

leap from 600 watts nights, 1 lew days, to 1 kw nights, 6 kw

days, were authorized. Station would Install a new tram-
mitter and a directional antenna for night use.
While interference with WMPS, Memphis, and K60, Des

Moinoa-r-alroady troubled by WHP at night—would bo slightly
increased, station 'will not contribute the predominant inter-
forcnco' to "either transmitter, it plea Is granted, Commlsh
decided.
Horace L, Lohnes, E. D. Johnston and Fred W. Alberlaon

appeared for applicant,
Tezasi Nod for an AmarlUo transmitter went t6 Amarlllo

Broadcaatlnt; Corporation over a almflar application pre-
sented by W. C. Irvin, former owner of KIUG, Santa Fe,
New Mex. With both requests for 1600 kc, financial quali-
fications of Amarlllo Broadcasting Corp. wer«l judged better
than those of Irvln. Favored group comprises C. S. Qooch,
president; J. Linger Nunn, former, owner of WDAO, Amarlllo,
and KPDN, Pampa, Tex., and Otlmore N. Nunn, president
of the American Broadcasting Corp., Lexington, Ky. All
appeared to be woll-heelod.
New station will operate full time with 100 watts. No

Interference expected and plenty of room for a local st?itlpn,
despite squawks of KGNC, existing regional which Intervened
In the, case, Commlsh decreed.
Attorneys wore Arthur W. Scharfeld, Philip 0. Loucka and

Joseph F. Zlaa for W. C. Irvln. Geotge O. Sutton, Arthur H.
Schroeder and James L. Proffitt on behalf of Amarlllo Broad-
casting.

M'aslitngton; Daytime station for Vancouver approved by
the Commlsh In a grant to Vancouver Radio Corp. on its

application for 880' ko with 260 watts, days only. Company
is well financed and 'civic needs of Vancouver and its subur-
ban area receive little or no expression or consideration' from
eslatlng Portland transmitters, Commlsh found.
.
Agricultural community is In need of helpful information

regarding its $1,000,000 a year prune crop, it was declared.
Available talent in Vancouver Inoludea more than 400 meni-
bers of orchestras, bands, choirs, otc, testimony revealed.
Ben S, Fisher and John W. Kendall appeared for ap-

plicant.

MINOR DECISIONS
CaHromia; KVOB, Santa Ana, granted transfer of control

of corporation from J. S. Edwards, Inc., to Ernest L. Spencer.
Mnssachosetts: WNAC-WAAB, Yankee Network, Inc., Bos-

ton, granted petition requesting that hearings schedule for

Nov. 4, on renewal applications, be postponed, and directed
that hearings be postponed indefinitely until some time after
Jan. 1. (Commissioner Craven voting 'No.')

Michigan: WKAR, 2<lchlgan State College, Bast Lansing,
granted authority to operate on EST, Instead of CST: WBBO,
Lake Superior Broadcasting Co.. Marquette, Install new
equipment and boost day power from 100 to . 260 watts.
Missouri t W9XA, Commercial Radio Equipment Co., Kansas

City, granted special temporary authority to rebroadcast over
high frequency station W9XA non-commercial program ma-
terial originating from KSL, Salt Lake City, for the normal
licensed period (expiring April 1) to become effective when
program teats authorized under terms of Its present modified
license application Is granted.
Montana: KOVO, Missoula, denied special temporary au-

thority to operate with power of 6 kw at night for r period
of SO days, in order to overcome or minlmtzo sky-wava inter-

ference and to better serve Its trade area nights.
Olilo: W8XAL, Crosley Radio Corp., Cincinnati, granted

power boost for international brokdcast station from 10 to 60
kw; same station authorized to use frequency 21C60 kc ad-
ditional to 6060, 9690, 11870 and 16270 kc, pending ratifica-

tion of Cairo Radio Regulations, etc., and authorized- to use
177C0 kc additional, contingent on the granting of applica-
tion of W2XE, New York, deleting 177C0 Icc. (Commissioner
Walker dissenting on omldslon of legal ,clause authorizing
tlie grant on certain conditions only.)

Tennesaee: National Life & Accident Insurance Co., Inc.,

Nashville, granted new high frequency broadcast station to
be. operated on 31600, 36600, 38600 and 41000 kc on an ex-
perimental basis only conditionally, with 1 kw.
West Virginia: WMMN, Fairmont, granted special tempo-

rary authority to test the efCectlvenosa of the directional
antenna during daylight hours with operating power of 1 kw
for a period not to exceed 30 days.

SET FOR HEARING
Alabama: WSON, Birmingham, chango frequency from

1310 to 1290 kc, boost from 100 watts nights, 250 watts days
to 1 kw all times, using directional antenna nights. Install

new equipment and directional^ antenna system and move
transmitter locally.

California: Yuba-Sutter Broadcasters, Marysvllle, new sta-
tion to be operated oh 1320 kc With 260 watts, using direc-
tional antenna system nights.
Colorado: KGEK, Elmer Q. Beehler, Stirling, move sta-

tion 102 miles to Denver and Increase " time of operation to
daytime.

Mississippi: Julius H. Dixon, Tupelo, new station to be
operated on 1600 kc With 100 watts nlghta> 260 watts days
(requesting facilities of WHEF, Kosciusko).
Pennsylvania: WJAC, Johnstown, change frequency from

1310 to 1370 kc and increase time of operation from sharing
with WFBG, Altoona, to unlimited.
Paerto BIco: Enrique Abafca Sanfellz, San Juan, new sta-

tion to be operated on 680 kc with 1 kw nights, 6 kw days.
Texas: KRIS, Corpus Chrlsti, boost power from 600 watts

to 6 kw, install new equipment ,directional antenna system;
KRRV, Red River . Valley Broadcasting Corp., Sherman,
change frequency from 1310 to 880 kc, boost power and time
of operation from 260 watts days only to 1 kw, unlimited,
using directional antenna all times.

THE O'NEILLS'
3y JANE WEST

now radio s most popular

family brings /ou more

[aughter Jears -^nd [-|eart-throbs

Pr.^bon'ed by 'vo'v Soap 99 '' pure

LISTEN

IN.'.

NBC Red Network, 12: 15 to 12:30 P.M. EST
CBS • WABC— 2:15to 2:30 P.M. EST|

COAST TO COAST
Dir. eOMPTOM ADTEBTISINO AGENCY

MGT.. ED WOLF~RKO BLDG.. NEW .YORK CITY

*5>

mKi TAG FOR

WHOM, JERSEY CITY

Washington, Nov. 8.

Unfinished inquiry into allegedly

subversive broadcast was given last

week as the reason why the FCC
recently granted WHOM, ' Jersey
City, only a flO-day ticket instead of

the regular six-^ionth renewal. First

incident wherie charges 6f alien

propaganda have caused trouble for
an American broadcaster, but action
hints, other transmitters accused of
same offense will be spanked v^hen
their turn comes.

By a split vote, with Commission-
ers E. O. Sykes and T. A. M. Craven
protesting against the procedure,
the Commish handed a temporary
ticket- to the Jersey station pending
decision whether the conduct de-
serves a hearing on public interest
complaint. Two dissenters thought a
full-term paper should be issued
even though t^ie inquiry has not
been completed.

Charges against WHOM grew out
of an Italian program aired Sept. 18
under auspices , of organization
tagged '11 Gride Delia Stirpe,' Script
contained anti-Semitic statements
and blasted Italians who do not show
proper devotion to Fascism.

NOW (Nov. 4) Shea'sButfialo

NextWeek (Nov. 1 1) Rivoli, Toledo, Ohio

Horseless Cavalry on KX
St. Louis, Nov. 8.

Mobile transmitting units, of local

stations received a workout last

week when the mechanized unit of
the 7th U. S. Cavalry passed through
the city, from its training ground at
Ft, HUey, Kans., to its base in West
Virginia. KXOK, represented by
Bruce Barrington, news editor, and
Blaine Cornwell, production direc-
tor, set their portable outfit at head
of the approaching five-mile column.

It was the first time the motor
cavalry passed through a metropoli-
tan ^city

,
during a time of hepvy

traffic and it is estimated that more
than 150,000 persons, including a
good majority of school children who
were dismissed from classes to watch
the spectacle, lined .the route through
the city.

WAYNE U'S LECTURERS

FROM RADIO INDUSTRY

Detroit, Nov. 8.
Guest 'professors,' dealing out

practical dope on radio, are being
used to supplement Wayne U's ra-
dio classes. Latest guest was C. L
Menser, production director, NBcj
Chicago, who presented a special
demonstration and lecture on pro-
duction techniques before students
in WWJ aude studio.

Other guest professors are William
J. Scripps, manager, and Harty Ban-
nister, James Jewell, Axel Gruen-
berg and Myron Golden, of WWJ;
Russell Neff, studio manager of
WXYZ, and Lynn Smeby, Felix Holt,
Charles Livingstone and Al Hodge,
all of WXYZ; Herschell Hart, radio
6d of Detroit News; Robert Morten-
son, of N. W. Ayer & Son; Leo Fitz-
patrick, Eric Howlett and Geraldine
Elliott, of WJR,

Katz Reps WIRE
Indianapolis, Nov. 8.

Katz of New York will represent
WIRE, NBC's outlet in Indianapolis,
beginning Jan. 1. William Rambeau
present rep.

WIRE also handling Mutual.

JERRY
BLAINE

and HU OrcheBtra

•
Arcadia Ballroom

Mew York
Broadcantlnir Vln

Mntnal
Coast-to-Cousfc
Sunday MUrlit

18-18:30
TocBdav nlffktr

12i30-l

Manasement

JOE GLASER, Inc.

RKO. Bldir.. Radio City, New Toxic

Mat.: LOU CLAYTON

TUMS VOCAL VARIETIES
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Tues-Tburs., 7:16 P.M. EST

AYALON CIGAREHES
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Saturday, 7 to 7:30 P.M. EST
EVERY OTHER WEEK
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DORIS RHODES
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OPEN DOOR
Max Mayer, Maurice Richmond Form

New Jobbing Firm to Start Dec. 1

M9X Mayer and Maurice Richmond

Jiave again become- partners in the

music jobbing business. While ail

the details have been worked out,

the actual merger of their jobbing

interests won't take place until Djit.

1. Under .the terms of the deal the

capitalization of Maurice Richmond's

Music Dealers Service will be in-

creased, with .Mayer buying into this

corporation and eliminating his own
Jobbing setup,, the Mayer Music
Corp. Mayer will continue as sole

owner of his :publishing outfit, the

Paull-Pioneer Music Co.

Maurice Richmond will continue

as president of. the jobbing concern.

Mayer will beicome treasurer, while

the former's son, Lawrence Rich-
ttiond, will have the titles of secre-

tary' and general manager. Rich-
mond's present quarters will be used
ior the consolidated jobbing ertter-

prises.

Split Six Tears Ago
Richmond and Mayer split their

partnership six y6ars ago, with the

former becoming general manager of

a co-operative shipping and sales

channel setup . by 12 leading pub-
lishers. The following year Mayer
brought anti-trust proceedings against

the Music Dealers Service, Inc., and
the supporting publishers. In the
middle of trial the majority of the
defendants made cash settlements

with Mayer and agreed to refrain

Irbm joining a similar enterprise for

« period of Ave years. Presiding

judge : ibsec[Uently ruled that the
MDS was not a monopoly, but be-
cause of the withdrawal of the eight

settling pubs the MDS, Inc., as such
was dissolved in March, 1934. Rich-
mond took over the physical assets

of the MDS and resumed the jobbing
lnusiness on his own.

Ben Edwards has rejoined Paull-

Pioneer as general manager and the
concern will continue to opei'ate at

Its present quarters on Broadway.

AFM'S MARATHON DANCE

BENEFIT TO RUN 9 HRS.

Plugger at Heart

Andrews Sisters are in re-

ceipt of letter from Charles
Wakefield Cadman thanking
them' for their Decca swing ver-
sion of 'Land of Sky Blue
Waters.'

Cadman turns song plugger in

last paragraph and «ska if it

wouldn't be a good idea- to give
his 'At Dawning' tlie same treat-

ment.

In order to facilitate the coming;^

itnA goings of bands scheduled to

show at its annual dance benefit at

the .Manhattan Opera House, N. Y.,

next Tuesday (15), Local 802 of the
AFM is financing the building of a
revolving stage. More than 30 crews
will be . on hand for ' the session,

among them some of the biggest
naYnes.

Probal?ly will be the longest band
outing on record, starting at 9 p.m
and lasting till 6 a.m. being stretched
out by bands arriving from late

closing joints, WNEW, N. Y., will
drop its Milkman Matinee for that
night and carry the live crews in

place of the owl jive cuttings.

Larry Clinton May Play

Hotel Commodore, N.Y.
Although the Hotel Cpmmodore,

N. Y., is a Music Corp. of America
booking spot, Larry Clinton may go
Jn there around Jan. 10. Clinton is

under Rockwell-O'Kecfe banner.

He closes at the International Casi
no Nov. 15, a day before opening at
the Broadway Paramount. Diclcers
for Ben Bernie and Abe Lyman to

follow him -into the International fell

through.

Decca Strike Off

United Electrical, Radio & Ma
chine Workers, ClO afliliate, called

off the strike at the Decca Record
Co. plant Monday (7). The men
went back to work on the assurance
that Decca would negotiate a con-
tract with the union. No terms of
ahy kind had until yesterday (Tues-
day) been discussed.

Strike lasted a week.

ArcUe Fletcher

Ikns Morris Co.;

Par Deal CoU

Arohle Fletcher last W£ek became
sole owner of the Joe Morris Music
Co.^ after negotiations for the pur-

chase of the firm's catalog had been
broken off with the Paramount Mu-
sic Co. Fletcher will operate the

firm with his son, Archie, Jr., while
Joe Morris has retired to his place

in Miami Beach, Fla.

Fletcher came to work for Joe
Morris and his brothers in Philadel-

phia 29 years ago. He has been in

New York for the past seven years

as general manager and ..partner.

Fletcher had previously tried to buy
out the Morris interests, but Joe
Morris had insisted that they dis-

pose of the concern to outsiders and
retire together in Florida.

Music Notes

Gua Kalm and Harry Warren
cleffed 'What Makes the World Go
Round,* for 'Honolulu' at Metro.

Eddie Cherkose, Raoul Kraushaar
and Jack Natteford are writing
three songs for the western, 'Shine

On Harvest Moon,' at Republic.

New Understanding Gives
Firm Mo s t - F a or ed -

Agency Clause -but Allows
Others to Book Davectlsr

as Well

Phonograph-PubEsher Chasm

Remains on Coin%rated

Machines; Prefer Status Quo

MATTER OF SUPPaLY

Exclusive rights which Rockwell-
O'Keefe, Inc., holds for the booking
of the Hitz hotel chain will termi-
nate Jan. 1, 1939. Revised arrange-
ment, which the R-O'K office itseU
suggested, will make it the preferred
source of such booki^igB. Hitz will
now be free to book direct with the
Music Corp. of America, WilliUm
Morris agency, Consolidated Radio
Artists, Inc., or any of the other band
and talent sales organizations in the
field.

Understanding which prevails be-
tween Hitz and Rookwell-O'Keefe is

that the chain will now give the lat-

ter first choice in submitting avail-
able material. As the result of the
revamped relations Hitz will be able

to get MCA bands in spots that Rock-
well-O'Keefe ha:ve not. I>een able to

service with its own. MCA had re-

fused for some time after the Hitz-
R-O'Keefe tieup to have anything to

do with Hitz spots but of late it has
£hown an inclination to change this

policy providing it could contract the
business direct.

Rockwell-CKeefe's explanation for

the modification in Hitz relations is

that it had found that the old mode
of operations economically unsound.
Because it didn't have enough bands
to go around it had to turn to com-
petitive .booking offices for a sub-
stantial percentage of the Hitz-placed
material. Split in commissions al-

lowed Hockwell-O'Keefe but a small
margin of profit. It now feels

that it can do much better by itself

financially by handling eight or nine
months of a spot's bookings from its

own list and retai ing aU the com
missions.

Tom Martin, R-O'K v.p., left Sun-
day (6) on a week's trip with Ralph
Hitz.

Double Quick

Sammy Fain is in the Liberty hos-

pital, Liberty, N. Y., undergoing
treatment for an attack of double
pneumonia. It's his home town.

Arthur Lange doing the music
scores for 'Katherine the Last,' 'Ice

Follies' and 'Let Freedom Ring' at

Metro.

Frederick Hollander and Ralph
Freed cleffing 'What Care I?' for Isa

Miranda in Paramount's 'Hotel Im-
perial,'

Johnny Lang^e and Lew Porter sold

their tune, 'Tia Juana,' to Producio-
nes Nationales de America, to be used

in Mexican picture, 'Juan Soldado.'

Kitty Kelly cleffed 'A Motion Pic-

ture for Me' as a plug for the Mo-
tion Pictures Are Your Best Enter-

tainment drive.

St. Luke's boys' choir of Long
Beach recorded typical old English

Christmas songs for the score of

Metro's 'A Christmas Carol.'

Bcrnlce Petkere and Marty Symes
cleffed 'It's All New to Me' for Met-

ro's 'Ice Follies.'

Alice Faye collaborated with Ben
Oakland and Sam Lerner on a new
ditty, 'I Promise You.'

Mickey Rooney authored 'Have a

Heart,' his first attempt as a song

writer.

Mills Music, Inc., is publishing the

score of 'The Girl from Wyoming,'
current revival at the American
Music HaU, N. Y,

Ben Carter's ditty, 'Harlem Break
'Em Down,*^ purchased for Anna Sten
in 'Exiled' at Grand National.

Davey Tough Departs

Davey Tough, dnunmer who re^

placed Gene Krupa with Benny
Goodman's "band early this year, is

out. Tough eased himself out of

the Goodman picture when the band
opened at the Waldorf-Astoria hotel,

N. Y., by forgetting to show up.

Goodman is currently casting

around for a skin-beater with enough
ability to take over from Lionel
Hampton, vibraphone tapper, who
took Toush's place for the opening
and has been filling in since. Hamp-
ton is part of Goodman's .quartet,

and the latter had to have a new
drummer before his Camel broad-
cast last night (Tuesday). Hampton
also filled in when Krupa and Good
man split.

Hollywood, Nov. JB.

Double record in song-
writing is claimed by Sam
Pokrass and Walter BuUock fpr
the ditty, 'Drink from the Cup '

of Tomorrow,' written for *Wife.
Husband and Friend' at 20th-
Fox,
Under rush orders, Pokrass

did the music in 15 minutes
flat, and Bullock tied the- rec-

ord writing, the lyrics.

To Conduct Own

Within the next six months the

list of bands being handled by Mu-
sic Corp. of America will be augUr
mented by the names of three of

Benny Goodman's star instrumental-

ists who will acquire batons of their

own. Trio slated to lead new crews
with the sanction of Goodman and
MCA are Teddy Wilson and Lionel
Hampton, pianist and drummer in
the quartet, and Harry James, first

trumpeter.
Hampton, who's currently handling

the drums in Goodman's outfit fol-

lowing the exit of Davey Tough, al-

ready has a crew under his dwti

name. However, it's strictly a re-

cording outfit. James has been
anxious for his own outfit for some
time. He'll be the last of the three-

to .break away from Goodman. Prob'

ably early next spring.

Phonograph recording companies
have, put off accepting the new form
of music license until they can get
together with publishers -oii the
inethod to .be,, used in collecting .-9

fee ^on discs used in coin-operated
machines. Policy expressed by these-

recorders. Is that they will either go
lihe whole way In accepting the pub-
lishers' legal theory that, the license
to record does not carry with it the
right to arcange^ or they will reject
ii in its entirety.

After obtaining the necessary au-
thorizations from publishers, Harry
'Box, of the 'Music Publishers Pro-
tective Association, sought to get
recorders to admit this legal 'theory
ir principle by. having their music
lequtrements cleared through a new
licensing form. This agreement cov-
ered both the accepted mechanical
right and the newly- advanced right
which holds that the copyright law
•gives the copyright owner sole au-
thority Over the making of arrange-
ments of his work. This new form
was to ap^ly only to records "for'
home pei'formance. No extra: charge
for the ^rran^hg right was entailed.
Recording -companiies jjow " say

that they would prefer to go on using
the old form for such records, so long
as there is no meeting ground be-
tween the disc and publishing fac-
tions on bow the'^peci^l fee on coin-
machine records is to be collected.

Manufacturers state that the present
status is not on^ of opposition bu]k

merely a truce.

IN TWO suns

Disputed 'Alma' Switched

To Shapiro From Remicic
Publishing rights to 'Alma, Where

Do You Live?' have switched from

Remick to Shapiro, Bernstein & Co,

through the renewal of copyright

routine. Number for the paist several

years has been involved in litigation

because of the alleged failure of NBC
to obtain permission to perform.
Adolph Pliilipp, Gferman-Anierican
actor, who wrote the melody and
German lyrics of the' show tune,

claimed that he had never conveyed
the performing rights to Remick. He
died while the case was in the courts.

Shapiro-Bernstein, which obtained
the renewal assignment from Phil-

ipp's estate, also has the performing
rights to the number. Publishing
house likewise jgot the renewal rights

to the English lyric from the estate of
George, V. Hobatt.

'Working Hours of Song Pluggers

Would Be Tough One for John Law

Counsel for music publishers have,

advised their clients that the U. S.

Wage and Hovu: law does not apply

to their professional staffs since these

employees rate. as outside salesmen,
which class is exempt from the
statute's provisions. Pubs do not ex-
pect any opposition to this interpre-
tation unless jpressure is brought
upon the Professional Music Men,
Inc., by its membership to start a
test case on the hours, angle, PMM
has so far functioned strictly as tt

beneficial organization.

Publishers admit that their indus>-

try is interstate commerce. Efforts

to get an interpretation of the hours

provisions, of the law as applied to
professional men have proved of no
avail. Administrator of .the act may
not issue any regulations. If there is

a dispute as to classification the only
sources of settlement are .the federal
courts.

It is the telief of .the publishers
that it would be difficult for a court
to decide just when a professional

man is or is not On the job/ His
wolrk and personal relations have "be-

come SO closely interwoven that it

might be hard for the contracteer
himself to decide whether he is sor
cializing or attending a spot for a
plug or doing either for his own
amusement.

Executors of the .eatate of . Le#
I'eist with *}.' F, Bitner, former Ke^d
oi'the ixivsic ftillilishing jhoUse. of th*
same pame, fig![04 .auit fof $88,50Q ;iA

the- 1^; Y.- supfeW (jourt Mohdby
in qgiiJiiBt ,'Metrtff 'Allegation it
hreiaoh bi* (fohtract In ooniiection with
the s^le;of..the toiuslc flrm^s. jCatalog

toi. thifr 'pro4ueer tv/'o yiears ago.
Ainbliht DaiDried in the' action is the
flpaal payment ;pt;ovided for in the
pufchase agreemeiit. Executors of
the estate are A. S. Giltjert, of the
law firm of Gilbert 8c Gilbert, Bessie
Feist and the Fifth Ayenue Bank*
Metfo regardis the suit as. a frieild-

ly one; electing to have the court
determine • whether the producer's
counterclaims are just, Metro
cTiarges that shortly after the sale
was consummati^d it discovered that
Feist did not ctJntrol the film rights
to the scoi*es of 'Kid Boots' and 'Rio
Rita' as claimed in the.,tra)lSf^^"r pa-
per*, nor 'did it have the renewal
rights to certaJht stipulateii copy-
rights. Also that Feifit left debts
outstanding which th^, purchaser had
to make good. All these, itemt^ Met-
ro contends, constitute ^' breach of
warranty and it- Wants th^' Vendors
to make ^. adjustment. Fihiai ppy-
ment on the sale contract was du«
Oct. 15,

Metro claims that the rights to
'Kid Boots' have been transferred by
the former Feist management to Par-
amount, while RKO got the rights ti>

'Rio Ritau' The producer thinks that
the whilom management forgot
about the details of the score trans-
actions when the sale stipulations
were drawn up. What it had consid-
ered to be! individual rights tui;ned

out have been blanket rights.

Appellate Division last week or-
dered the Fifth Avenue Bank. N. Y.»

to replace $60^000 in a ffust fimd
which the late Leo Feist had
created for his son, Milton. Court
ruled that the 1)ank, as trustee of
the fund, had erred in investing the
$^,000 in a guaranteed mortgage
when it knew that the property was
then losing money. Also that the
bank must pay interest on the
$60,000 from June, 1931.
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Benny Goodman Goes Mozart at N.Y. s

Town HaO; Jivesters Send Out to BBC

The woofhounds have become
kinda evil these days 'cause their

main guy has gone ahead and put
on his long underwear. And it's all

due to a fella named Mozart
At Town Hall, New York, Satur-

day afternoon (5), Benny Goodman
invaded the allegros and the menu-
ettos of Mozart with his clarinet and
the result was a dead-heat for Good-
man and the composer.
There weren't any cats around. In

fact there were only a couple of
hundred people. And Goodman has
swung before thousands, with stomp-
ing and dijgin' it out a-plenty. Most
of those present hpd never seen the
swingster before.
The billing was kinda toUgh.. No

Banny Goodman in lights. Just 'The
League of Music Lovers presents the
Budapest String Quartet and Benny
Goodman, clarinet.'

Swinj? It's tough going for a
fiwingstsr to get . into cornfed Town
Hall, although Carnegie has suc-
cumbed, with Goodman's swing con-
cert last winter.
He was actually nervous when lie

first stepped onto the rostrum.- And
there were plenty there whose ab-
horrence of swing was evident; That
didn't ma're it easier. He never
looked at the audience.
No solos. He was just a clarinet-

ist, in gray, striped trousers and aft-

ernoon, frock coat, With the Buda-
pest String Quartet, The quartet
were on first in Brahms and De-
bussy classics. He came on for the
final number, Mozart,

It was Mozart's Clarinet Quintet
in 'A Major, There were four move-
ments. Swinging it "at the New York
paramount, Goodman could have
done it all in one. Yet, he never
showed himself to be straining at
the leash. The guy looked Town
Hall.

Actually, Goodman's invasion of
the concert halls must be interpreted
as ' a lark. But the lark has flown a
different wing. 'Flat Foot Floogee'
met Mozart and it was friendly all

the way; At least the audience in-

dicated as much.

Jam Sessicn, a, la BBC
Jive fans in' swing-hungry Eng-

land were treated to a 45-minute ses-

6i;n of hot sending Saturday (5)

when some 18 American swing lords

and just as hot conunoners got to-

gether in an informal jam session in

the Viennese Roof of the Hotel St.

Regis, N. Y. Arranged by Felix
Greene of the British Broadcasting
Corp., and programmed with the as-

sistance of Joe Marsala, who also

m.c.d, it was shortwaved via CBS
facilities.

There have been other DX broad-
casts of the American brand of swing
to BBC by name crews] but this 'was
the fiirst invitation shindig in which
the cats were allowed to let their

ability be their guide. Marsala prob-
ably had listed tunes to be played,
but outside of that it was a conven-
tional orchestration-less jam session,

such as are indulged in after workin;;
hours. Ethered at 4 p.m., New York
time,, it hit England at 9 p.m., with'

reception reported to be good.

Gathered among the several hun-
dred invited listeners who kept bar-
tenders busy concocting cuffo cock-
tails, were many notables. W. C.
Handy, who was saluted with an ar-

rangement of his 'St. Louis Blues,*

was on iiand, as was ilugus Fapas-
sie, French swing critic. Latter was
the target for the curious who want-
ed, to ogle his reaction. They weren't
disappointed, as M'sieur Panassie
often went into spasms of delight.

Having just as much fun and a
photographic field day were a flock

of cameramen. Lens boys snapped
the jitterbug idols from every con-
ceivable position, stopping just short
of swinging from one,of the cut glass

chandeliers for an angle shofi

.

After 40 minutes of concentrated
jamming it was a wonder the roof
was still on the Roof. Among those
who alternated in trying to outdo
each oiher were. Sidney Bechet, Edr
die Condon, Bud Freeman, Yank
Lawson, Mezz Mesirow, Joe Bushkin,
Hotlips Paige, Bobby Hackett, Max
Comiskey, Martie Marsala, Peewee
Russell, Art Shapiro, Jess Stacey,
Zutie Singletoi), . Dave Tough, Joe
Marsala and Tommy Dorsey. For the
finale the whole outfit got together,

excepting Dorsey, Who scrammed to

a date, to help the local drugstores
get rid of their stock of headache
powders. In the latter Dave Tough
and -Singleton on drums got a Mexi-
can standoff trying to knock in their
drumheads first.

The Country's Next No. 1 Ballad

SO SOON?
By Sani Coslow, Edward Heyman and Abner Silver

HARRY LINK, Gen. Prof. Mgr.

/ IRVING BERLIN, Inc.. 799 Seventh Ave . N Y.

Network Plugs, 8 A.M. to 1 A.M.
Following is a totalixation of the combined plugs of current tunes on NBC iWEAF and WJZ}, and CBS

(WABC) computed for the week from Monday through Sunday (Oct. 31-6). Total represents accumulated
performances on the two major networks from 8 a, m. to 1 a. m. In 'Source' column, * denotes film song, t legit
tunes, and 'pop' speaks for itself.

TITLE.
Night Is Filled with Music
My Reverie...,
So Help Me
Who Blew Out the Flame?
All Ashore
My Own..
Heart and Soul
Stop Beating Around the Mulberry Bush.
I Won't Tell a Soul
Change Partners
At Long Last Love
Simple and Sweet
Sixty Seconds Got Together
Lambeth Walk
While a Cigarette Was Burning
Angels with Dirty Faces
Summer Souvenirs
Alexander's Ragtime Band
What Goes on Here?
Day After Day
Deep in. a Dream
Two Sleepy People..
I've Got a Pocketful of Dreams
Ya Got Me
Old Folks
When I Go a-Dreamin'
They Say
You Look Good to Me .

Is That the Way to Treat a Sweetheart. .

.

Papaya
F. D. R. Jones
You're the Only Star in My Blue Heaven.
Girl Friend of the Whirling Dervish
'Don't Cross Your Fingers.
Monday Morning ;

What Have You Got That Gets Me?
Itove I'd Give My Life for You
Lullaby in Rhythm ,

What Do You Know About Love?
Love Doesn't Grow on Trees
If I Loved You More
I've GotavDate with a Dream
Have You Forgottien So Soon
Why Doesn't Somebody Tell Me Things. .

.

You Go to My Head ,

Small Fry
I Haven't Changed a Thing
There's Something About an Old Love , . .

.

PUBLISHER. SOURCE.
.Berliri *Caiefree
.Robbins .Pop
.Remick Pop
.Feist Pop
.Shapiro Pop
. Robbins *That Certain Age ,

.Famous *A Song Is Born

.Bregman-Vocco-Conn Pop

. Crawford .Pop •

•Berlin "v;
. Chappell tYou Never Know
.Miller Pop
• Santly-Joy Pop...
.Mills .Pop
.ABC Pop
.Fisher Pop
.Bregman-Vocco-Conn , , . .

.Pop

ABC *Aiexander's Ragtime Band.
• Paramount Give Me a Sailor

. Green Bros.-Knight. ...... f^P.

. Harms .Pop
^

.Famoys ;
*Tnanks for the Memory. . .

.

, Santly-Joy "Sing You Sinners
.Lincoln -....tU, of Penn. Mask and Wig.
.Remick Ppp
. Lincoln ....•"> of Penn, Mask and Wig .

.

Witmark ...Pop .'

• Brecman-Vocco-Conn Pop
. Olman » Pop :

GRAND
TOTAL.

40

Superior Pop
Chappell .4 tSIrng Out News 13

40
.37

34
31
30
28
28
27
26
26
25
24
23
22
21
20
20
20
20
19—

^

1&
18
17
17
16
IB
15
13
13

13
12
12
12
12

Shapiro Pop
.Harms •Garden of the Moon.
Aier-Yellen Pop

, Witmark ..Pop
.Famous ^S!P>:"^"-\
, Stasny •Holly Revels 12

.Robbins Pop 12

.Marks Pop 12

, Paramount *A Son Is Born , 12

.Words-Music ., Pop 11

, Feist *My Lucky Star 11

. Berlin •. . . *Stralght, Place and Show 11

.Shapiro Pop 11

.Remick Pop 10

.Famous Sing You -Sinners lO

.Mills Pop 10

.Exclusive Pop 10

On the Upbeat

Johnny Fortis in Philly forming
his own band. Formerly with the
Three Naturals on NBC and ar-
ranger for Freddie Rich, Johnny
Augustine and Nay Wynn.

Ted Oliver into Village Barn,
Philly, Also tooting at Snellen-
burg's department store for Satur-
day afternoon luncheon. Jack Pleis,

former arranger for Isham Jones,
filling similar post with Oliver and
also thumping ivories.

Dick Ballon, Lee Shelley and Wil-
liam Scotti now being managed by
CRA.

Del Courtney taken by William
Morris office and renewed at New
Kenmore hotel, Albany, N. Y.

Jack Crawford due for third stretch
at the Hotel Schroeder, Milwaukee.
Band will be heard over WTMJ
nightly and will have an NBC broad-
cast Fricjays at midnight on WENR,
Chicago.

June Richmond, Negro girl singer,
formerly with Tommy Dorsey, will
record for Vocalioh this week with
Cab Calloway's band.

Miff Mole, trombonist, is organiz-
ing his own band. Started on hunt
last week and wants to be ready in
a month. Current with NBC music
staff.

Bob Causer's Cornellians at the
Club Edgewood, East Greenbush.
N. Y. •

Lew Gardner at White Horse
Tavern in North -Troy, N. Y.

Alexander's Swing Band Is at The
Barn, Cohoes, N. Y, Spot now len-
der the management of Jim Arm-
strong.

Earl Melen into Bill Green's Ca-
sino, Pittsburgh, for short stay Nov.
25. First local orch to play that spot,
the result of recent agreement be-

New Rash of Payola Cekb Nites

Pluggers See New Circuit Building Up Around Man-

hattan Spots

tween musicians union and nitery
operators which requires latter to

use Pittsburgh outfits part of each
year.

Four Comtques back in Pittsburgh
after summer-long run at White Cap
cafe, Catalina Island, and into Club
Petite.

Leola Frazier, singer on KDKA,
Pittsburgh, for two years, has joined
Al Fremont's band at the Half Moon
Club in Stubenville, O.

Jackie Heller follows Lawrence
Welk into William Penn hotel's Chat-
terbox, Pittsburgh, when latter ends
13-week stay around the holidays.

Hal Kemp's orch scheduled for one
week at the Palace theatre, Milwau-
kee, starting Dec. 2,

Eddie Camden at Spanish Room
of Atlanta's Henry Grady Hotel.
Amor Beus is vocalist. Cartiden was
first trumpeter and vocalist with
Don Bestbr for seven years and had
been playing college and university
dates in Midwest before trekking
south to Atlanta, Band will fill sus-
taining spots on WATL.

Jerry Curran, sax tooter, who left
Jan Savitt's 'KYW house crew in

(Continued on page 48)

Rainbow Room Fill-In
Eddie LeBaron will have an aug-

mented orchestra at the Rpinbow
Room, N. Y., after the holidays to
take up the slack during Ruby
Newman's Florida sojourn. Newman
comes in after Al Donahue current
band incumbent, but must drop out
for six weeks or so, for a Florida
engagement.
LeBaron, regular' tango maestro,

will thus head both combinations.

Publishers* contactmen are com-
plaining that the spread of the

•Celebrity Night* thing among the
dine-and-dance spots this season has
made the going tougher than ever for

them. Whereas last season they had
three such events to wear doWn" their

constitutions and endurance powers
for problematical entertainment, this

time they have to contend with six
different 'Celebrity Nights* a week.
With the contacteers it's a matter, in

most cases, of either showing up with
a party at such occasions, or doing
without a plug from .the leaders in-
volved.
As things now stand the only three

nights of the week that the publish-
ers' rep can escape the round of 'Ce-
lebrity Nights' are Wednesday, Fri-
day and Saturday. With business
pretty goods these three nights, 'tis

unnecessary for the night spots to re-
sort to pulmotor ideas, and the coh-
tacteers are hoping that at least, for
their health's sake, that things con-
tinue that way.
Schedule of major spots which ar«

exploiting the 'Celebrity Night' an-
gle follows:

Sunday
Paradise Restaurant.
Leon & Eddie's,
N.T,G.'s Midnight Sun,

Monday
Ambassador Hotel.
Pennsylvania Hotel,

Tuesday
Essex House.

Thursday
Casa Manana.
More recent adopters of these spe-

cial nights are the Pennsylvania, the
Essex House and the Paradise.

OLD SONG SUGGESTIONS
FOR YOUR PROGRAMS
JIMMY McHUGH'S

'When My Sugar Walks
Down the Street"
MILLS MUSIC. INC.

HAWAIIAN SONG SENSATION FROM COAST TO COAST'

A SONG OF OLD HAWAII
By GORDO i\i 3EECHER and jOHNNY NOBlE

LEO FEIST INC. • 1629 BROADWAY • NEW YORK
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COLLEGE RHYTHM
The f-f^t of 0, series of articles on collegiate likes and dislikes as regards

modern dance music and dance bonds.

The writers, staff members of publications at their respective schools,

have been ashed by Varie!ty to give tlie opinion of the student body as a

tohole rather tJuin pass personal judgment Neither has Variety given

farther instructions as to what was to,be Mid or how. These articles ap-

pear as the undergraduates have written them, with the expressed opinions

being their own.

Varietv puiiZisTies the series to give music men and- band leaders a cross-

section of current undergradvxite opinion on darice music and bands, with

the hope that it will be both informative and instrtictivc. F.or what the

college group has to say about dance music is deemed important in the

'trade.

PRINCETON
By Allen 0. Whipple, Jr., '39

(Daily 'Frincetonian'j

Princeton still Is more or less a Benny Goodman stronghold, but the

King of Swing' seems to be slipping perceptibly in favot of two other

bands, one a veteran combination, the other a newcomer in the big-time

circles. Tommy Dorsey and Larry Clinton have a lai'ge following among
the undergraduate body which is constantly whittling, away Benny's lead.

Taken as a whole, it seems safe tp say that the new Clinton outfit should

pass Goodman early this fall and reign at Old Nassau.

Reasons for Goodman's apparent demise are pretty clear-cut. There
seem^ td be no doubt that the Tigertown audience misses the services of

Gene Krupa. He gave a certain amount of inspirs^tion to the entire band
which we feel is lacking since Gene departed for greener fields. Inci-

dentally, Krupa's band has acquired a minority following which makes its

presence felt at the record counter of the Music Shop, barometer of Prince-

ton's "music appetite. ?

Tommy Dorsey probably is regarded as having the most versatile aggre-

gation, with his slower numbers exceedingly popular. 'Once in a While'

gave impetus to a soaring iii his popularity here, and for ai time it seemed
that he would outstrip all others, but that was before the meteoric

rise of Larry Clinton, who first hit Princeton last February at the Junior

Prom, when he introduced his 'Martha' to the world. His rise has been
sudden and spectacular. His adherents scarcely hoped that he could play

slow^ melodic numbers, for they felt that his was an ideal band for straight

swing.- But when he came out with 'Heart and Soul,' which got rave

notices from campus addicts, his ascension at Princeton seems assured.

Pet .
Aversion

Princeton, it may be said without a shadow of doubt, has collectively
one pet hate. Every time 'Swinging Sammy Kaye* gets up to play, the col-

lege turns, off Its radios and swings and sways to bed. Kay TCyser is about
as popular as Guy Lombardo, which is practically complete condemnation
as far as this New Jersey college is concerned. Why any orchestra leader
thinks he can pawn off sweet, sentimental stuff—some of it might be tech-
nically termed 'swing'—^merely by singing song-titles, is beyond the com-
prehension of the average student here. So we axe this group completely.
Ask the Music Shop if you are doubtful.

Princeton students are undoubtedly inclined to favor one particular
band—maybe two or three—^to the practical exclusion of everyone else.

But let any good outfit release a particularly pleasing recording and the
news will spread aroimd. Examples of this not too unusual state of

affairs may be found in the momentary popularity of several hit tunes
played by many bands. Right now, Ella Fitzgerald's 'A-Tisket A-Tasket'
is vying with Fred Astaire's 'Change Partners' for the No. 1 favorite.

Bunny Berigan, Louis Armstrong, Duke Ellington, Count Basie—even
Richard Himber—have had their moments, but these are mere fliurries.

A Goodman, Dorsey or Clinton recording will be bought without being
tried out, whereas the Music Shop's phonograph booths are constantly

filled with students listening to a recording of some less popular band.
'Lc' Jazz Hot' hit this campus about three years ago with hurricane in-

tensity, but there is a' noticeable reversion to normalcy. The immortal
Bix Biederbecke is immortal no longer at Princeton. His mad jive is too

confusing, too cacaphonioug, to be welcomed by any but the hardiest of

fiends, of whom a few remain. The storm seems to be over for the present.

Fableii

Princeton proms, dances and house parties usually feature one big-name
band—Clinton, Goodman, Dorsey, Norvo, Basie and Himber, who have
appeared in the last two years. No human being, we feel, can truck, shag,
etc., from 11-5 without cracking, so that versatile leaders are at a premium
for all occasions. We like some fast stuff—^the more improvisations the
better—and some of the dreamier variety. But it must be pretty well
mixed. Waltzes and exotic tangos and rhumbas seem to be wasted, the

more's the pity, for the boys stick to the foxtrot faithfully. Smooth bands,

capable of playing swing well, seem to best fill the bill.

Students coming from the Coast tell us that Glen Gray has been laying

them in the aisles at the Palomar in Los Angeles, which is good news
around here, for he still is immensely popular—or would be if he returned
to civilization. Kenny Sargent and Pee-Wee Hunt still rank with Jack
Leonard, Edythe Wrlghti Martha Tilton and Bea Wain as pet songbirds in

Jungletown.

But we serve warning on the music world, for what our word is worth,

that, provided that the International Casino doesn't ruin him (the Rain-

bow Room gravely wounded Ray Noble and Glen Gray) Larry Clinton

will be on the top of the heap and still climbing before the year is out,

Selah. o

(Next week: U. S. C.)

John Abbotts Sail

John Abbott, general manager of

Francis, Day & Hunter, and his wife
are returning to England Friday (11).

They t:ame"over four weeks ago.

Florida Optoine*

Meyer Davis books Miami-Biltmore
hotel. Coral Gables, and the Roney-
Plaza, Miami Beach, Fla.
Opening at the former is Dec. 31

and the latter is to be Dec. 24.

Kyser's Switch

Kay Kyser picked Princeton,

Northwestern, Pittsburgh and Col-

gate to win last Saturday (5). and
selected respective schools songs to

be played on his CBS remote from
the Pennsylvania hotel, N. Y.

Teams lost, so Kyser just pulled a

quick switch in dialog and stated he
would be different and play for los-

ing teams for a change. At time of

broadcast it was too late to get win-
ners' songs.

Band. Bookings

Jan Garber, Blackhawk hotel, Chi
cago, Nov. 11.

Leo Reisman, Rice hotel, Houston,
Tex., Nov. 9.

Carvel Craig, Chez Paree, Omaha,
Neb., current.

June Crosby's Boyfriends, strollers,

Community Cpffee Shoppe, Bing-
hampton, N. Y., current.

Jimmy Dorsey to one-nite Caro-
lines and east Nov. 1-17.

Roger Pryor, Earle theatre, Phila-
delphia, Nov. 18; Stanley, Pittsburgh,
Nov. 25.

George Olsen, Drake hotel, Chi-
cago, Dec. 4,

Paul Kain returns to" Wardman
Park hotel, Washington, D. C, Dec, 8.

Red Norvo, Famous Door, N. Y.,

Nov. 28.

Grey Gordon stays at Syracuse
hotel, Syracuse, N. Y., until Dec. 1.

Roiling Stones, strollers, Seelbach
hotel, Louisville, Ky,, current.

Erskine Hawkins, Big Burley to-
bacco festival, Johnson City, Tenn.,
Nov. 12.

McKinney's Cotton Pickers now
touring midwest for CRA.
Ran Wilde, St. Anthony hotel, San

Antonio, Tex., Nov. 11, two weeks.
Frankie Trombauer follows oh Nov.
25.

Al Kavelin remains at the New
Penn Club, Pittsburgh, until Mid-
December.
Johnny Hamp one-niting the

south for CRA.
Art Mooney renewed at Webster

Hall, Detroit.

Three Sophisticates, strollers.

Tavern, Steubenville, O., Nov. 8.

Eddie Varzos, Eagles ballroom^
Milwaukee, Nov. 6. Barney Bapp
succeeds, Nov. 13.

Men of Note, stroUeirs, Abraham
Lincoln hotel, Springfield, 111,,

Nov, 7.

Zig and Zag, troubadors, Commo-
dore Perry hotel, Toledo, Nov. 9,

two weeks,
Eddie Camden, Henry Grady hotel,

Atlanta, Nov. 5. Jack Gillette fol-
lows on Dec. 2,

King's Jesters and Mary Milan, La
Salle hotel, Chicago, Nov, 18. Close
at Clover Club, Hollywood. Cal.
Jimmy Richards, Lantz's Merry-

(3o-Round, Dayton, Nov. 8.

Ted Travers remains at Old
Vienna, Cincinnati, throughout No-
vember.

Freddie Fisher's Schnickelfritz
band open four weeker at the Vil-
lage Barn, N. Y., Nov. 17,

Emery Deutsch, Netherland-Plaza
hotel, Cincinnati, Nov, 17,

Lani Mclntire, Book Cadillac hotel,
Detroit, Nov, 17, two weeks. Ramona
follows on Dec. 1,

Claude Hopkins, Nixon Grand,
Pittsburgh, Dec. 24, one week.
Jay Mills, Edgewater Beach hotel,

Chicago, Dec. 3,

Tommy Tucker, Bill Green's, Pitts-
burgh, staying indefinitely. Heard
over station WCAE and Mutual.

Tito's Swingtette, signed for War-
ner short and switch from Lincoln
to Edison hotel around Nov, 17,

Lang Thompson succeeds Carl
Ravazza at Blackstone hotel. Ft,

Worth, Tex., Nov, 9.

Henry Busse opens new Mayfair
Club, Tyler, Tex., Nov. 12. He also
reopens Palm Isle, Longview, Tex.,
Thanksgiving Night. One-nites Tom
Archer's ballroom circuit in Decem-
ber.-

Marvin Frederic opened at Park
Plaza hotel, St. Louis, Nov. 5.

Lou Blake stays at Atlanta Bilt*
more hotel, Atlanta, Ga., until Dec- 4.

Chauncey Cromwell into Commo-
dore Perry hotel, Toledo, Nov. 23.

Buddy Fisher, Crystal Terrace,
Louisville, Ky., Nov. 24.

Count Basie into Savoy ballroom,
Nov. 13 after exiting Famous Door,
N. Y. Plays Paramount theatre,
N. Y, Nov. 30.

George Hall to Rice hotel, Hous-
ton, Nov. 30. Returns to Peabody
hotel, Memphis, Tenn., Dec. 31.

Orrin Tucker, Palmer House, Chi-
cago, Nov. 15.

'

Clyde Lucas, Mark Hopkins hotel,

San Francisco, Dec. 12,

Horace Heidt, Hippodrome thea-
tre, Baltimore, Nov. 11. Happy Fel-
ton succeeds on Nov, 18.

Imposiiig Master of Name Bands

In Manhattan This FaH; They

Divide Strictly Sweet and Swii^

m Bar' Sep for Elders

. New milk bar at the Waldorf-As-
toria, N, Y., was not created as a
press stunt, but is, rather, a diplo-
njatic move on the part of the man-
agement.
Figured that opening of Benny

Goodman would r,".ean heavy young-
ster .attendance. So .that parents
wouldn't resent kids going to place
where, likker is the thiiig, manage-
ment decided the milk bar, however
unprofitable, would be good policy.
Scale is $1:50, strictly for the kids
and biz big.

Hollywood Restaurant

To Rockwell-O'Keefe
Rocfcwell-O'Keefe has obtained the

exclusive band-booking rights to the
Hollywood Restaurant, N. Y,
Thomas J. Rockwell, head of the

firm, denied the report that he or
persons associated had bought an in-

terest in the Broadway spot.

Plnl^^ Election Issue

Philadelphia, Nov. 8,

Heated election battle between
employed and unemployed members
to gain executive control of the
Musicians' Local got under way here
last Thursday following nominations
for the annual vote in December,
Members in WPA music projects also

put candidates in the field for v,p.

and secretary,

Joseph Levy, who moved up to thie

presidency when A. A, Tomei re-
signed recently to take a Philly Orch
job, is not a candidate.

Clem Williams' Air Coin
Philadelphia, Nov. 8.

Clem Williams crew, organized by
socialite Philly stick-swisher

. during
the summer, did its first commercial
airing last night (Tuesday), Played
an election night party and broad-
cast on WCAU for Greystone Wines.
Set through Korn agency,
Selda Castle, formerly with Mai

Hallett, ha^ succeeded to chirp spot
vacated by Patti Morgan, now with
Al Kavelan at the New Penn, Pitts-
burgh.

Dick Wane and Peggy Laclare sold
their song, 'Did You Ever Kiss a
Dream Gfoodnight?' to Davis-
SchweglerCo.

Greatest band battle in history of
sweet vs. swing is being waged cur-
rently with New York the riti^.,

Town is top heavy with stellar name
crews of each style; presenting what
is probably the greatest c6llection of
located heavy draw outfits ever .as-

sembled. There are nine ace sWeet
bands and 10 swing crews muting
and tooting with figure increasing tp

six more saccharine and two more
jammers among semi-naines in

Gotham hotels and niteries. And—
strangely enough—nearly all are
paying their own way.

Of that number - some have yet to

be unveiled while others will shift,

in the near future. In the sweet
category there's Kay Kyser, at Penn-
sylvania; Sammy Kaye, at Commo-
dore; Eddie Duchin, at Plaza; Rich-
ard Himber, at Essex House; Vin-
cent Lopez, at Casa Manana; Russ
IVIorgan, at Paradise, and AI Dona-
hufe, at the Rainbow Room. Lom-
bardo returns to the Hotel Roose-
velt tomorrow night (10), replacing
Roger Pryor, and Horace Heidt re-
turns to the Biltmore Dec. 16, re-
placing Frank Novak.

Others

Other names are Emil Coleman at
the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel; Johtany
Messner at the McAlpin Hotel; Dick
'Gasparre at Ambassador; Harold
Nagel at Pierre; and Penn Wayne
at the Cafe Loyale. George Hall
returns to the Taft Hotel Grill soon.
On the swing side the list leads

off with Benny Goodman at the Wal-
dorf-Astoria Hotel's Empire Room;
Tommy Dorsey is at the New York-
er Hotel; Artie Shaw at the Lincoln
'Hotel; Jimmie Lunceford at the Kit
Kat Club; Fats Waller at the Yacht
Club; Cab Calloway at the Cotton
Club. Count Basle fades from the
Famous Door Saturday (12) and"
goes to the Savoy Ballroom, Red
Norvo and Mildred Baile^ replacing.
Chick Webb debuts in the Park Cen-
tral Hotel's Cocoanut Grove Jan. 25.
Larry Clinton leaves the Interna-
tional Casina Nov. 15 for his date
at the Paramount but will probably
replace Sammy Kaye at the Com-
modore after the first of the year*

. Lesser known in the. swing con-
tingent are Billy Hicks at the. St.
Regis Hotel, and Les Brow? at the
riqtel Edison. On 52d St, known as
swing alley. Eddie. DeLange opened
Mpnday (T), at the Bandbox with
Adrian Rollini's trio; Joe Marsala's
hot unit is at the Hickory House;
Mike Riley at the Troc, and Maxine
Sullivan and John Kirby at the
.Onyx Club.

OF A

ANOTHER McHUGH-ADAMSON — DEANNA DURBIN SONG SMASHi

MY OWN
w n V e'-iol Picture, "Thar Certom A';;

ROBBIN5 MUSIC CORPORATION 7 99 SEVENTH AVENUE hi E W V O
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Moss Refuses Pleas of Lecture Mgrs.;

Will Continue Drive to License Them

Lecture managers will carry on r

twofold battle against the New
York License Commissioner Paul

Moss' ideas to license them under
the State employment agency law.

On Ithe one hand they will flght

against classification as agents. On
the other, they will sponsor a new
state law to clarify the situation in

regard to employment agencies,

talent agencies, bookers and man-
agers.

Group of the leading lecture man-
agers and their legal reps met the

commissioner last week to explain

their position. They claim the na-

ture of the lecture business is such

that they could not operate
.
profit-

ably on a 10% commission basis.

Fees at present range from 25-50%.

Moss, however, refused their pleas

and indicated he will continue his

drive.

Stated by the lecture managers
they have been assured that if they

will -consent to be licensed the com-
missioner's office would not enforce

the provision of the law limiting

fees to 10% However, managers
figure once they have been licensed

anything might go. In addition,

they explain, ' any agreement not to

enforce the provisions of the law
would constitute compoimding a

felony and they might be liable to

criminal prosecution.

It has been argued by some
agency reps that thie. N. Y. employ-
ment agency law limiting commis-
sions to 10% is uncotistltutional.

Explained, however, that this , view
is based on a IT. S. Supreme Court
decision in regard to th6 New Jer-

sey law. According to David Mar-
shall Holtzmann, £ittorney for the

lecture managers; the New York law
was upheld in the case of the Abbye
Employment Agency^ Inc. vs. " Rob-
inson, Feb. 14, 1938. Therefore, it's

argued, the lecture managers must
oppose licensing or be forced, to ad-
here to a straight 10% commission
setup. That wovild involve drastic

revision of the whole lecture busi-

ness.

Paine to New Orleans

John G, Paine, general manager ol

the American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers, left for New
Orleans Monday (7) to . meet with
Dick Powers, head of the organiza-
tion's special road crew.

Aiter Powers has reported on the
licensing condition of the Louisiana
territory and certain local situations

have been .straightened out, Paine
will decide on the crew's next move.

tor. While the tour Is routed for

one-nighters, it's hoped to show the
novelty on Broadway.
Venture is said to have entailed

an outlay of $40,000. There are SO
in the troupe, including a chorus of

20. Several singers fairly well

known are in the cast, including

Nanette Gpilford. Believed that the
tour will be continued even though
the recordings a^'e ousted. Claimed
that settings and costumes are
elaborate. So far only 'Faust' is

planned for the tour.

Hoofing on %

CANNED TAUSr

UNI0N4PP0SED

PBJUH IHlEr ACCEnS

niREEiiUTiuiivons

Pittsburgh, Nov. 8.

Jerry Mayhall, pianist-composer,
who has been with. Brian McDonald
and Jack Logan on a sponsored ama-
teur hour over.WJAS for last three
years, has just had thrtie composi-
tions, accepted by Philadelphia Civic
Ballet. Group wjll dance his pieces
in Chicago shortly on joint program
with Chicago Opera Co, In addition,
Mayhall has been cbmmisisoned by
PhUly Bsllefs Catherinie LiWefleld
to dp an additional set of numbers for
organization's next Philadelphia con-
cert.

Originally pijinist and arrangesr for
Phil Spitalny, MayhaU remained here
several y6ars ago when Spitalny fin-

ished a run at Warner Bros. Stanley
theatre, and for a long period he
headed music end of WB's production
department. When circuit eliminated
«that end, Mayhall went into radio
work and has been active in it since.

Richmond, Va., Nov. 8.

'Opera on Tour,' a new venture in

grand opera, opened a projected tour
of the south here at the Mosque
Wednesday (12), presenting a Canned
version of 'Faust,' but with singers,

chorus and ballet. Their perfomi-
ance, including the libretto, is syn-
chronized to the disc score recorded
by the London Symphony Orchestra,

in which 75. musicians participated.

The tour of 'Opera on Tour,' which
emanated in New" York and is said

to have the backing of Mrs. Harold
Lehmartj sister-in-law of the gov-
ernor, has beien beset by difficulties

since inception. Venture is opposed
by the American Federation of Mu-
sicians, which is opposed to the use
of canned music. Fact that the tour-
sponsors expressed willingness to

pay for orchetras in each, stand,

which would not be used, has. not
changed the attitude of the AFM.
Claimed that for the Richmond date
no standby orchestra was secured.

Immediately after the Richmond
debut, Joseph N. Weber, head of the
AFM» advised the tour's manage-
ment that it would face a fight in
every other stand. Stated that an
agreement between AFM and the In-
ternational Alliance of Theatrical
Stage Employees had been reached
whereby the latter would refuse to
hMdle the stylized, settings. There
has been a working arrangement be^

tween the stagehands and musicians
union for some years but just how
the opera tour was provided with a
road crew in New. York, in the face
of the AFM opposition, was not ex-
T)lained.

Anticipating trouble from the mu-
sicians union, the management is

said to have formed an orchestra in
N. Y., with Fritz Mahler as conduc-

(Continued from page 1)

does the presence of the Murray unit

preclude the necessity of the spot

hiring a regular dance team, but in-

stead of paying out money, it actu-

ally makes it by their presence.

Trallerlilnff Terp School
Pittsburgh, Nov. 8.

William Penn hotel's supper danc-
ing spot, the Chatterbox, has gone
real swank, engaging a couple of

Arthur Murray dancers, Charles
O'Connor and Margaret Trusty, to

xlo a few numbers on the floor every
night and also offer a bit of free

instruction to the customers. Bor-
rowing from Rainbow Room, N. Y.,

regular feature is champagne lesson,

with best male and femme ringsider

to dance with O'Connor and Miss
Trusty getting a bottle of bubble
water on the house.

' Whole thing's a trailer for dance
studio Murray has just opened at

William Penn, with O'Connor in
charge.

Al Runel to Produce

Schooler Unit; Girl Band
Al Runel is producing a Dave

Schooler unit, .'Show of Shows,' with
the maestro heading a band of 16
femmes.
Unit wiU include other specialists,

umong them Harrison Sisters, 3 Wil-
lettes. Evelyn Wilson, Garner, Wolf
and Hagen, Lillian Lack and Helen
Devlin.

Subscription Plan Seen

BackuigPhiny. Concerts

Philadelphia, Nov. 8.

Cooperative symmer. concerts by
members of the Philadelphia Orches-
tra, at Robin Hood Dell, which have
been in doubt for next season, will
definitely to be given, according to

Alfred Reginald Allen, orchestra
manager. Allen s^id a subscription
plan is noyr being worked out So
that the musicians will each be
guaranteed minimums for the eight-

week season.
Many were reluctant to play i>ext

summer because of the poor returns,

principally due to climatic con
ditions, during 1938. While in the
past nine year$ they have averaged
about $50 a week for the tooting,

current divvy figures up to hardly
more than -half that, Dell was hard
hit by the cancellation of 14 out of 40
skedded concerts because of rain;

while threatening weather also cut

attendance at many other perform-
ances.
Present plan calls for raising of

$30fiOO hy- iioliditing |10Q from,each
300 prominent I>hllad0lphiau3.

Cieve. Symph's Fund
Cleveland, Nov. 8.

Will of Dudley S. Blossom, phil-

anthropist, who died Oct. 9, set up
a perpetual trust fund of .$375,000
for his favorite cultural and welfare
projects, including the Cleveland
Symphony.
Orchestra directed by Artur Rod-

zinski will receive two-fifteenths of
the fortune, approximately $50,000.

Blossom was oiie of the x:o-founders
of its Severance Hall, considered a
model symphony hall, and also was
a staunch promoter of . last year's
Great Lakes Expo.

Penn Wayne orch exited the Cafe
Loyale, N. Y., Monday (7) for series
of one nighters. Band was recently
optioned for 30 days by CRA.

Wplomatic Action by N.Y. AGMA

Charged in Menuhin Issue on Coast

Hollywood, Nov. 8.

Failure of the.J\merican Guild of

Musical Artists to force Yehudi
Menuhin to join. AGMA before ap-

pearing with the Los Angeles Phil-

harmonic symphony here is blamed
by Coast union leaders on 'undiplo-

matic' action' of eastern Guild rep-

resentatives.
.

With California on the eve of a
state election they claim it was not
an opportune time to force a labor
issue. Had the move been made two
months earlier or two months later,

they declare, the American Federa-
tion of Musicians would not have
permitted its members to play with
a non-GuUder. As it was, Frank
Tenney, head of the musicians, ig-
nored the tiff, and the orchestra was
in the pit when Menuhin played.
Coast tops insist that had the play

been made at the proper time and
engineered from the Coast, AGMA
could have enlisted the support of
the musicians, teamsters and other
crafts. They say the public has now
been giv^n the impression that Men-
uhin stored a decisive victory over
AGMA,
AGMA has intimated that drastic

action will be taken against other
non-Guilders who are scheduled to
appear on program of the Southern
California Symphony. Assn..

Gov. Townsend Proclaims

Nov. 13-19 Symph Week
Indianapolis, Nov. 8.

Indiana Symphony gets the season
under way Nov. 1?, with perform-
ances- Friday (11) afternoon aHd
Saturday night (12). Governor
Townsend has designated week of
Nov. 13-19 as 'Indiana Symphony
Orchestra Week.'
Musical and social activities will

observe week in Indianapolis and in
11 Indiana cities in which women's
committee units of the Indiana State
Symphony Society have been organ-
ized.

Orchestra, which languished for
years, is getting strong play since
Fabien Sevitsky took over baton
last year.

Johnny Langre and Lew Porter sold
two songs to Equity Pictures for the
film, 'The Great Dianiond Scandal.'
Ditties are 'Git Along Mule' and
•Jitterbug Craze.'

. Harry Warren and Gus Kahn
turned in four songs for Metro's
'Honolulu.' Ditties are 'What Makes
the World Go Round,' 'This Night,'
'The. Leader Don't Like Music* and
'Honolulu.'

15 Best Sheet Music Sellers

(Week ending Nov. 5, 1938)

*I've Got a Pocketful of Dreams Santly
While a Cigaret Was Burning ABC
My Reverie '. .Robbins
•Two Sleepy People Famous
•Heart and Soul Famous
Lambeth Walk MiUs
All Ashore Shapiro
•My Own Robbins
•Alexander's Ragtime Band ABC
•Small Fry ; .Famous
tAt Long Last Love Chappell
Summer Souvenirs Bregman
•What Goes on Here In My Heart Paramount
•Change Partners ^ Berlin
Stop Beatin' Round the Mulberry Bush Bregman

• Indicates filmusical sonff. t Indicates stage production song.
The others are pops.

Inside Stul-Music

Professional heads of several publishing firms are seething at the tactics'

that, a name band leader is using in an effort to get his number to iW
weekly compilation of network plugs. They claim that because of th6 js'us*

taining spot he occupies nightly on a network schedule he has been abl^
to prevent two leading tune contenders from getting on the same link
within four-hour periods the same evenings.

Knowing that the web's rule ban repetition of the same number, for a
period of two hours, this leader lists the rival top numbers on his program
far in advance with the result that they are knocked off the programs
submitted by the bands preceding or following. Just before he Isr to go
on the air this songwriting leader eliminates the two rival tunes and sub-
stitutes others. But the damage Is already done. He not only includes

his own number on 6very one of his own programs, but he has developed,
a systematic method of swapping plugs with other songwriting or pub-
lishing leaders which further aggravates the burn among songpluggers.

Depositions were- taken in New York last week In the civil suit for

damages that Shapito, Bernstein Sc Co. has brought against the Riegel
Cigar Stores in Indianapolis in connection with alleged retailing of con-
traband songsheets. It's a Federal court action. Shapiro-Bernstein tunes,

included in the songbook were 'So Many Memories,' 'I Double Dare You'
and 'The One Rose.'

Harry Woods was among those whose depositions were taken.- Woods,
who wrote 'So Many Memories,' was due to sail for England within, the

week.

Shapiro, Bernstein. & Co. yesterday (Tuesday) reminded the publishing
trade by registered letter that it holds the copyright to 'I Found a Peanut,*

which Bob (Hillbilly) Miller had published in September, 1933. Reason
for the notice was to stop other pubs from' getting inspirations from the

gag use of this title in' several recent installments of the 'Harold Teen*
cartoon. Latter has also made use of part of Miller's lyric, but without
crediting the writer.

A book of sophisticated song material (risque lyrics) xised by the. Dvright
Fiske, Eddie Davis, Jack White, et al., is being planned by Al Wilde.-

Figured that tome containing choicest and most regularly used ditties of
name naughties would serve as a material protection device since book
could be copyrighted. Such special song material is innuendo and al-

though likely to cause' controversial comment, would be permissible in
book form.
Would include comment, pictures and brief biogs of those listed. At-

tempts are b^ing made to interest such names as Nan Blackstone, Frances
Maddux, Louella Geer, Beatrice Lillie, et al.

Election outcome yesterday (Tuesday) that had the music industry muqh^
interested was that involving Senator Ryan DujREy of Wisconsin, running
for another term. Senator Duffy is rated as° one of the most vigorous
and unrelenting critics of the American Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers as far as Washington circles are concerned. He was thcf^v^uthor

of the copyright bill which passed the Senate two years ago but which
died in House committee - when copyright ranks . ,rushed to the attack.

Latter had been taken unawares by the Senate's action.

Edwin H. (Buddy) Morris, head of the Warner- Bros, music publishing
combine, has become a dairy farmer on the side. He has bought a 300-

acre dairy farm in Lakeville, Conn., plus a herd of 40-odd cows. Instead
of peddling the milk on a per quart basis, Morris proposes to sell it in
bulk to one of the big milk distributing companies. He took possession of
the lactine layout Monday (31).

Clarification of Bert Feldman's contractual Claims on the ojd Irving
Berlin songs (when Waterson, Berlin & Snyder first published) is back
of the negotiations still on for settlment of the London music publisher's
claims on 'Alexander's Ragtime Band.' Rather than pay a settlement fee,

Berlin, Inc.. and 20th-Fox wanted the rights adjudicated, and then settled
or compromised.

On the Upbeat

(Continued from page 46)

Philly to join Bob Crosby, has re-
turned to the home town again.
He's in the new combo "which is tak-
ing Savitt's place at KYW, while
the shuffle-music maestro works at
the Arcadia-International.

Artie Shaw makes a Warner Bros,
short week of Nov. 28. Bows on Old
Gold radio show (NBC) Nov. 20 re-
placing Larry Clinton.

Benny Carter preems new group at
Howard theatre, Washington, Nov. 25.

Mtlton Plokman, personal manager
of Ted Lewis, has joined the Rock-
well-O'Keefe office.

Red Nichols has switched from
MCA to Roekwell-O'Keefe office.

Rolio Laylan and Tom Richley,
drummers with Paul Whlteman, to

be ballyhooed Nov. 15 with Old
Drum whiskey firm's 'drummer of

week award.'

Al Roth has oi>ened his own office

though still associated with Rudy
Vallee.

Sidney Bechet, soprano saxer,
signed by Irving Mills. He's boy
.praised as best in swing by Hugues
Panassie.

Cozy Cole, drummer, has joined
Cab Calloway's band replacing Leroy
Maxey,

Jimmy Dorsey follows Tommy
Dorsey into the Hotel New Yorker,
N. Y., June 11 or 18. Roekwell-
O'Keefe booked.

International Casino Is replacing
Larry Clinton Nov. 20 with a nine-
piece French band.

Noble Sissle opens Nov. 25 at Billy
Rose's Diamond Horseshoe in the
Paramount hotel, N. Y.

.
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PliOadelpliia Sings the Nilery Blues; ^
Business Worst Since Prohibition

PhUadelphla, Nov. 8.

After a good start this season,

iteries here have sunk to lowest biz

jnce prohibition. Smaller spots, out-

side the center of the city, are hold-

ing up better. Too, there haven't

been the usual new: openings, while

many niterie's are shutting down now
rather than renewing their $725 li-

censes.

Midtown cafes, however, are look-

ing forward , to the xMiming weekend

to be one of the biggest of the season,

as there are. two traditionally big

grid contests here. Penn plays Penn
State, and Temple is up against Villa-

nova, which should bring a flock of

people into town. Mtet that, though,

there's very little to look forward to,

for that's Temple's last, home game <

and Penn doesn't meet another op-

ponent until Cornell, on Thanksgiv-

ing Day..

Names being provided by Jdck

Lynch at his Wialton Roof are also

figured to Have "Tiurt spots here.

Lynch' has been spending heavy coin

on his show and, until a few weeks
ago, was packing them in. But re-

cently trade there has slipped, too.

Other hitery operators cleiim Lynch
has spoiled nitery-goers by making
them expect a sock show in addition,

to food and drink.

With practically no transient trade

and but a small- group of regular

goer-outers^to depend on, proprietors

maintain tliat names and big shows
are ah xmprofitable luxury here. De-
spite the big grosses in his no-mini-
mum, no-cover spot, Lynch's profit

isn't figured to be commensurate with
his investment and the chances he
takes on guaranteeing salaries.

FRANCES WILLIAMS

SET; MOVE 52D SPOT

Frances Williams comes into the
Troc, new 52d street spot, with Mike
Biley's band ('Music Goes Round')
when George Hamilton and Roy Cas-
well open it soon. Hamilton opened
many other 52d street, bistros, oper-
ated them and then sold out.

Jack White's Bandbox, at No. 20,

.tight next door to White's Club 18,

has Frances Faye, Adrian Rollini

Trio and Eddie deLange's orchestra

The 52d street spots are emulating
the stunt Music Corp. df America
and Benny Goodman did on behalf
of Count Basie, colored band at the
Famous Door. Goodman and MCA
own part of the Basie band, so they
invested in showcasing it at the
Door; they put in a radio wire and
now Basie is slated to open at the

Broadway Strand, and other houses,

at fancier figures...

Will Rockwell, has The Three Pep-
pers coming jn at his Mammy's
Chicken Farm, augmenting Bob
Howard and Billy Daniels.

Nazi Finance

When Paul Draper returns to the

Cafe de Paris,' London, next spring

it'll be for six weeks instead of the

three which he recently finished at

the nitery. Draper, who's said to

have received $1,250 per during the
nitery booking, his firgt date abroad,
was urged to stay another three
weeks, but had a prior commitment
to appear in the Sert Room of the
Waldorf-Astoria hotel, New York, in

which he opened Thursday (3).

Draper is down for four weeks at

the Waldorf, reportedly at $1,500
weekly, with options. After his Lon-
don date, which' opens ApriJ 12, he

writes. *If you earn a salary here, T^i^s coastward for Samuel Goldwyn",

you must spend it' all here, except
j

'^^"t^^c^^^

about 10% that must be changed

from German marks into American

dollars, and then if you have $20

1

worth "of marks) you get only $16.

The German government gets the
riest for making the swap.'
Gal's specialty number is a dance

j

tagged, of all things, 'Dove of Peace.'

Corpus Christi, Texas, Nov. 8.

Ginger Johnson, hometown kid

now touring Europe . doing a spe-

cialty with a Georgie Hale troupe,

has written' her mother here that

she's feeling the Nazi squeeze.

'I am so sorry I won't be able to

much in Germany,' hoofersave

PHULY AGENTS

nGHTMMTS
N. Y. COPS TONE

DOWN CAFE

SHOWS

Usually quite liberal on such mat-
ters, the New York gendarmerie,

acting on squawks registered at head-
quarters, have been making the

nitery rounds to tone down the

nudity and alleged dirt. Greenwich
"Village and Times Square spots are

the prime offenders.

New departure in penalizing is an
enforced shutdown for one . or two
days. "Idea is that any interruption

in normal schedule will do more to

make the cabarets behave than a q.t

fine.

The niteries, In turn, are concerned
not with the shutting do,wn for an
off-day, such as Sunday or Monday

—

the cops are being quite lenient that

way, at least for the present—but
fear that the publicity wiU react

negatively once word gets around
that the spice has been denatured.

The managements, figure to get by
the hiatus by an announcement that

redecorations* made niecessary clos-

Philadelphia, Nov. 8.

. Philadelphia agents will refuse to

renew their State licenses when they
expire shortly. Entertainment Man-
agers' Assn. \vill dare local enforce-
ment officers to pinch .members so

that they can bring the -whole mat-
ter qf licensing and enforcement into

court.

EMA claims that the law govern-
ing agents, which went into effect in

September, 1937, after an editorial

campaign by the Philadelphia In-
quirer, is ignored by State agencies

assigned to put it into force. Li-

censes will be unrenewed by the
agents on the basis that they are
getting gypped out of the $100 cer-

tificate fee, plus a bonding fee. EMA
maintains its members are carr; ing
out their part of the law by getting

.the licenses and it's up to the State

to see every..'booker, has. the neces-

sary permit. In this way it's hoped
to force out chiselers and curbstone
bookers.

RKO Mulls Boston Vaude Return;

Gleve. PAs Set After Losing Pic Try

SNAG ON CHI VAUDE

State-Lake's Operators Undeci,dcd on
Shows Dne to Oriental Tieup

Chicago, Nov. 8.

. When, the Oriental reopens on Nov.
18 on vaudfilm policy for Jones,

Linick. & Schaefer it will mark first

time since house was built that it will

be under management other t; than

Balaban & Katz. Freddie Bartholo-

mew will headline initialer.

What disposition will be made of

J.L,&S-B,&K. tieup in the State-

Lake has not yet been decided. Ac-
cording to deal on house, which is

owned by B.&K. and operated in

partnership by J.L,& S,, either side

can canqel deal on 60-day .notice.

• B.&K. has offered J.L.&S. the

chance to continue present agreement
on State-Lake if J.L.& S. would keep
a vaudfilm policy in the house. How-
ever, it's understood that J.L.& S.

contract with the Oriental's owners
contains clause calling for the J.L'.&

S. relinquishment of v«nde policy in

the State-Lake.

RKO is mulling vaude for Boston,

with Charles Koerner, division man-
ager, currently trying to line up
bookings.. .Opening date not set, nor
will it 't>e until Koerner has con-
ixacted for four definite-b.o.

^
shows

in succession.

Boston has been without stage

shows for some time now. Para-
mount pulled shows out of the

Metropolitan th6re last year, while
RKO has been lilaying straight pic-

tures in its two deluxe houses,

Keith's and Memorial, since early

last spring. \

RKO is also resuming vaude in the
Palace, Cleveland, Friday (11) after

four weeks of an all-film policy

hat's been consistently in the red.

House dropped the stage end when
unable to get successive names.
Gypsy Rose Lee unit is dated for

Nov. 18, six days only, allowing
douse to shift into a Thanksgiving
Day opening. Ozzie Nelson and
Harriet Hilliard added to sked for

Dec. 2, followed by 'Boys Town*
unit, Maestrps set are Ted Lewis,

Kay Kyser, Eddy Duchin, Hal Kemp,
Ben Bernie, Bob Crpsby, Tony Mar-
tin and Sammy Kaye.

3 PHILLY CAFES

CITED IN RUM

VIOUTIONS

PLANS 250-AGRE FARM

FOR CAFE-RANCH, SPORT

Pittsburgh, Nov. 8.

Freda Pope Hess, veteran nitery

owner here and now operating Plaza
cafe downtown, plans to convert 250

ing down a day or two, but over the I
acre farm near New Kensington,

weekend it got out that the Inter- about 15 miles from downtown sec-

national Casino and N.T.G.'s Mid- tor, into large roadhouse, dude ranch

night Sun were thus penalized, and sports center next summer. Con-

among others. Former for nudity; struction expected to get under way
N. T, Granlund's spot for customers in a few weeks for an opening aroimd

mixing with the girls in the show. |
Decoration Day.

Idea would be to have a dance pa-
vilion big enough to handle name

I

band crowds occasionallyj with cabins
for weekly guests, bridle path,' swim-
ming pool and tennis cdurts. Mrs.
Hess' husband, Eddie Hess, who is

associated with her at the Plaza,, will

be in on new project, too!

George Olsen Expects

To Heal Rift with Shutta

Neal Asks New Trial

In Det. Assault Case
Detroit, Nov. 8.

Given a recent one to four-year
sentence for felonious assault, Edgar
Neal, former police censor and
nitery songster here, has filed for a
new trial.

Neal's petition charges that 'newly
discovered evidence indicates a con-
spiracy between the complainant
(Neal's wife) and her lover.' ' Af-
fidavits linlced Mrs. Neal, former
burlesque performer, with. Lowell
Bernhardt, operator of Blue Lantern
nitery, where Neal is alleged to have
fired two fhots at his estranged wife.
Only persons friendly to Bernhardt
Vere permitted by the state to testify

at his trial, Neal charges.

Ben Blue's Dates
Ben Blue comes east shortly for

vaude personals. Comedian opens
at the Palace, Cleveland, Nov. 24
and follows with the Palace, Chi-
cago, Dec. 9.

Probably will be booked into
houses further east but none has
b6en set as yet.

JOYCE HEADS CHI CAFE
Chicago, Nov. 8.

Fred Joyce has been appointed
nianager of the swank Gold Coast
room of the Drake hotel here.

Pittsburgh, Nov. 8.

George Olsen, at the Stanley thea-

tre this week, has confided to in-

timates that he expects a reconcilia- I Lucienne-Ashour Held
tion with Ethel Shutta within next

.

^ o,,
few weeks. Couple announced their At EUlS Island; MlSS ShOW
separation recently after being mar-
ried more than 14 years. ' Lucienne and Ashour, mixed

Understood Stanley management French acrobatic team, missed the

had approached Miss Shutta about first show Thursday (3) at Loew's

appearing here with Olsen. She was State, New York, when they were

first agreeable but turned it down at held up at Ellis Island awaiting bond

last moment, fearing that news- Their boat arrived Thursday mom
papers might claim their separation mg, but before the William Morris

was framed for b.o. purposes.

Set K. C. Youngsters

Kansas City, Nov. 8.

Yvonne and Frederick Githens,

terp team of local youngsters, are set

for spell at the Black Hawk, Chicago,

beginning Friday (11), with Jan
Garber's show there. Bill Stein, rep

for Music Corp. of America, booked

when he was through here recently.

Brother and sister have worked in

productions at the local Tower the-

atre and have done some nite spots

here. Gal was a member of the

house line, the Adorables, until leav-

ing.

agency could get them out of immi
gration headquarters, the State's first

performance had ended.
They went on at the second show,

sans orchestra rehearsal.
This is not their first visit to

America, having been, over two years
ago at the French Casino, N. Y.

Sa% Dopes It Right

Hollywood, Nov. 8.

Sally Rand was fined $100 in L. A
court for attack on candid camera
pests.

She figures the front page pub-
licity during the trial was worth 100

times that to her engagement at the
Biltmore Bowl.

RICHMAN'S DANGERS
Raye and Naldiy the ballroom

dancers, are set for the opening show

of Harry Richman's new nitery in

the Delmonico hotel. New York,

when it preems around Dec. 1.

They're in for six weeks, with
options, also Adelaide Moflett and
Joe Rlnes orchestra.

Philadelphia, Nov. 8.

Licenses of three more Philadel-

phia spots, making a total of more

than 35, were suspended by the

Pennsylvania Liquor Control Bojird

last "week. Like most of the others,

they were lifted for 15 days and the

spots had the option of paying fines

in compromise. By paying $10 for

each day of license suspension, they

may stay open.

Latest to fall were the Ubangi

Klub, now the Village Barn; 20th

Century Tavern and the Club Del

Rio, in suburban Manoa. Practically

all suspensions have been for sell

ing liquor after midnight curfew, on
Saturdays.

Twentieth Century, in addition to

selling booze after hours, was also

charged with presenting entertain-

ment after Saturday midnight. No
separate action was taken by the
board on this, but . since it was- ah
entirely new complaint and one thait

could have wide reper:ussions,

nitery operators are exercising more
caution.

It has long b(!en the praci((;|C[ of

spots here to present .a. flnat '.floor

show any time between Saturday
midnight and 2 a. m. S'undayi.-., Pre-
senting it 'before then would be use-
less, as many people coming from
film houses and theatres don't get

in until 11:30, or later. Music al-

ways continues until at least 2 and
there has never been any- complaint
by the board on that score, although
it should officially end at 12,

Cincinnati, Nov. 8.

RKO Shubert, Cincinnati's lone

vaudfilm theatre, opens stage season
Nov. 18, following two-week run on
Drums' (UA). For fiesh addition,

scales will be upped froni 35-42c

pop picture scale to a 60c top.

Initial stage show will have Don
Bestor's and Clyde McCoy's orches-

tras in a 'battle of music' Among
supporting acts will be Fenwick and
Cook, and Johnny Woods.

Philadelphia, Nov. 8.

Morris Wax imderstood about to

reopen the Lincoln here with col-

ored vaude.
Also reported that Eddie Sherman

and Sam Stiefel, bookers who op-
erate Fays, will open Nixon's Grand
with vaude.'

CHEZ PAREE, CHICAGO,

SIGNS FOR CLOSED SHOP

Chicago, Nov. t.

Chez Paree here has signatured
closed shop , agre'ement with the
American Federation of Actors. Went
i^ito effect Thursday (3)) with the
opening' 'of * new show hieadlining

Jimmy Burgnte.
Joey Jacobson and Mike Fritzel,

co-operators of the Chez, had been in
intermittent confabs with AFA re^
Guy Magley for several weeks on the
contract.

Nitery Dancer Loses Suit

For 3G
.
Vs. Syracuse Hotel

Syracuse, Nov. 8.

Action brought by Emma Laska
Stelmach, dancer, for $3,000 from the
Hotel Syracuse for injuries she
claimed were suffered while she per-
formed on a temporary stage in the
hotel,' was dismissed by Judge
Patrick J. Ryan in municipal court.

Court held the knee injury 'was
more apt to have been caused by the
twisting in her acrobatic clahcing
than by a defective platform.'

,
'",4' . f X

SWEENEY'S NEW PARTNERS
Chicago, Nov. 8.

Bud Sweeney, former cafe m.c, is

now a member of the Ross, Pierre

and Sweeney txirn, replacing Joe
Schuster, who has left the act to

go to the Coast.

Turn has been signatured for open-

ing bill at Oriental Nov. 18.
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NEW ACTS
LVCIENNfi and ASHOUR
Acrobaile
4 qiins.; Full
Loew s State, N. Y.

This is an import from France
and shauld be a welcome addition
to American talent ranks. Mixed
team is presenting a definite novelty
of parcicular audience potency.
They- re young and nice-looking.

Slart out like an apache dance
team, but it's strictly knockabout
acrobatics. Male first gives the
femme a tossing around, but act
winds up with the gal boffing her
partner^ even utilizing a tin tray,
whioh is more noisy than painful.
There's no wasted motion, the pair
commiting plenty of mayhem and
periarming some striking tricks in
the brief time they're on.

They impress as a standout possi-
blL y liar cai'e work; the classier the
spot the better. They were brought
over two seasons ago by Clifford C.
Fischer for his French Casino, N. Y.

Scho.

JITTERBUG CHAMPIONS (6)
Dmiee Flash
ft minst
I^nyuiir CIub» Boston
Because of a tremendous press

buildup through their winning first

three places in. the New England jit-

terl>ug„contest sponsored by. the Bos-
ton Evening American, these kids
are suFe-fire in the;home town.

Introduced separately by Joe
Rines, l>andleader, acting as m.c, the
teams repeat the stuff which won
them their respective prizes .(and.
this booking) at the big jamboree.
TUird prize team (WiUiam Mancuso
and Maureen Cunningham) work
first; then the second prize duo

WILLIE aad EUGENE

"Hollywood Hotel" Revue
TOURING

Fuller Circuit, Australia

Per. Ad«Tves8

WM. MORRIS AGENCY
N£W YORK

(Frank and Mae Vassett), and finally
the New England champs, Jimmy
and Margie Grinley.
Although the fast-and-fui'iows jit-

ter stuff is okay for the customers,
it loses some of its ludicrous effect
at close range. Of the three teams,
the Vassetts show far more pro pos
sibilities than the others. Fox.

who.rknowa show biz has taught Miss
Colt plenty, for youngsters don't
come by this sock style naturally.
Did five numbers here and crowd

couldn't geit enough, of her.
'

Cohen.

GWEN WILLIAMS
Songs
6 Mins.
Glass Hat, N. Y.
Gwen Williams is billed as 'song-

bird of the south/ kinda off-the-cob
on the face of it, but there's nothing
corny about her warbling. She's a
personable songstress, permeating a
sort of wholesome s.a., which -quali-

fies her particularly for intime work
on cafe floors.

She does two pops, both in strong
style, notably 'So Help Me,' and gets
over well.
. There's an extraordinary demand
for moderately-priced personalities
of her type right now among the
niteric!^ and she should ride the
crest nicely. Abel.

THE BACHELORS (4)

Comedy, Songs
10 IVUnrfe.

GlasS' Hat* N. Y.
Male quartet has been playing,

around in the hotels, cafes, etc., and
evidences good floorshow presence,
which, of course, likewise coilnmends
-them for the variety rostrums. Bob
Rice and Bobby Borger are alumni
of George Olsen's original band, and
their two partners are equally, ef-
fective with their comedy lyrics.

Boys work sans upright mike,
using, individual lapel amplifiers in-
stead, which is in itself a good idea.
They're dapper in well cut dinner
jackets and have a good assortment
of crisp lyrics, only one of which,
the gob air» borders on being too
salty.

They work around a portable up-
right piano, but the accompanists
alternate to make for a zingy pace
throughout. Abel.

MCK and JUNE

B Ij A I

R

On ICoor Poller Circuit, 4o(ttmUa
with

^'Hollywood HoteF-Revue

PHYLLIS COLT

Stanley, Pitt.

In if-year-old Phyllis Colt, George
Olsen has a real vocal comer. Cute
youngster has everything real top-;

. swell set of pir*s, real
...icsmanship and a svire sense' ol
rhytiim. Gal's of the species that
went out with two-a-day, the type of
singing performer who could step
'Out as a singing single next-to-clos-
ing and stop the show.

Reveals loa^.s of training for a
tyro and with a little more polish
and easier physical bearing should
go plenty far. Kid handles ballads
like a Veteran, hitting the buUseye
every tintte out, and Imows the - spe-
cial material rop6s,^too. Son^ebody

If

(New YoriO NOW

Mcmager

TOM EENNEPY
Representative

WILLIAM MOBBIS AGENCY

PML GORDON
"THE PRINCE OF WHEELS'*

NOW PLAYING RETURN ENGAGl
ROXY, NEW YORK

(Within a Year)

Also appeared at Radio City Music Hall twice within a year
Many thankis to all departments of those two great theatres

Direction EDWARD RfLEY, 1660 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

HELEN RElTNOLPS' SKATING
GIRLS (8)

5 lUHns.
Casa Manana, N. IT.

A very fast roller-skating routine
is offered by Helen Reynolds' troupe
ot eight girls. Excellent act for floor

shows or theatres.
The girls feature work in which

endurance figures importantly, a few
of the girls having routines in which
they handle partners in fast pivoting
and other work. Girls make a nice
appearance and aTe tastefully cos-
tumed. They perform as if they've
been around for some time» although
not in the New Act files. Char.

DELLA LIND
Sinfflnf
9 Mins.
Casa Manana, N. Y.
Delia Lind, from the other side,

was signed for pictures by Metro a
year ago, but did not appear on the
screen. This is her first Broadway
engagement.
A tall, glamorous type, she Is a

soprano of good range who special-
izes in Victor Herbert music, but
also sings in French.' She is doing
three numbers on her debut here
and proves a hit of good-sized pro-
poi'tions. Char.

JOASSEY and MILLER
Dancing
&Miiis.
Stanley, Pitt.

Youthful looking dance team has
a nice style, doing class ballroom
routines in tap time, but kids need
a little more novelty in thv-'iJ num-
bers. Have an easy, graceful man-
ner and dressed in tails and satin
evening; gown Massey and Miller
make an attractive appearance and
an eye-easy decoration for any stage.

Gal has a tendency to swing her
arins around a bit to.> much, how-
ever, and it detracts jyst a bit. Not
just hoofers and not entirely ball*
room terpers either, but a satisfac-
tory combination of the two. Foot-
work should be a trifle more exten-
sive and they should cook up some
fireworks for the close. Loads of
possibilities, but Ihey need develop-
ment. Cohen.

• 15 YEARS AGO*
(From Variety and Clipper)

Walter Miller, old-time Biograph
favorite, tried out a playlet at the
American. One of his support stole

the show.

Tom Smith, at the N. Y. Palace, an-
nounced that after the performance
a red hot stove would be brought on
the stage. With his mouth full of

water, he would sit on the stove until

the water boiled. No one stayed to

see. Weldonas, on the same bill, had
an imusual trick. . One of the boys
was catapulted into a headstand with-

out either man using his hands.

How=trd Kyle at the Riverside in a
,new playlet pronounced the worst
ever. Record had been held by Lynne
Overman, but Kyle took the reverse
laurels.

Election week and the shows were'
mostly off; Managers figured they
would get 'em, anyway.

Leo Reisman's orch at Keith's, Bos-
ton, got a big buildup from his pho-
nograph connection, the Columbia.

Bert Fitzgibbon and his brother
Lew the hit of the bill at the Chi.
State-Lake.

Newspaper publicity given the
Hollywood , studio shutdowns was
hurting business all over the country.
Gave the idea here must be some-
thing the matter with the pictures,
and they stayed away.

Ohio censors barred Chaplin's
'Woman of Paris,* requiring drastic
cuts before re-reviewing.

Reported that Zukor and Lasky
were about to split. Didn't happen

j
then. Trouble was over 'Ten Com-
itlandments.'

MINOR and ROaX
IH NEW DANCES

AMBASSADOR HOTEL, M. Y.
THIIID RETURN ENGAGEMENT
Samfca Ni^ht Thurada/p Nov. 19

Wagnedan Opera Co. got $90,000 in
21 shows at Great Northern, Chicagp.
Shuberts rented the house for $6,000
a week.

Tom Heath (Mclntyre and Heath)
suing the Shuberts for the continued
use of his name after he was forced
to leave 'Red Pepper.'

Alter smashing th« Albee edict
against doubling Into nite clubs when
a headline was badly needed for the
Palace, Van and Sehenck got several
bther Keith dates.

Nitery Reviews

GLASS HAT
(HOTEL B]E!LM0NT-PLAZA, N. Y.)

Vol Olman Orc{i, The Bachelors
(4), Gwen WilHomn, Diosa Costello
Orch, Glee Club.

The Belmont-Plaza is the latest in

the Ralph Hitz hotel chain, and it

has everything Hitzian about it in

the way of menus, characteristics,

etc., but the service and the food
Show is part of the Hitz hotel chain,
so that the acts can work several
months, rotating from here to New
Orleans and Dallas and up thtough
the midwest.
Val Olman's orchestra and -Diosa

Costello's good rhumba combo are
the mainstays, with The Bachelors
(New Acts) and Gwen WiUiams
(New Acts) roimding it out. Olman
ha^ heated up his. dansapation yet
he knows how to mix in a waltz and
tango. Costello's band comes in at
9 o'clock for the relief session.

The Bachelors are 50% alumni of
George Ol3en's band. Bob Rice and
Bob Borger having long been with
that band; They click picely on a
cafe floor. Gwen Williams is also
notable for songalogy.

The colored waiters double into
a ^ee club with standard nostalgic
ballads from Dixiev Theit Service
is all right, but the manner in which
the ofay captains wear out the (Cus-

tomers, by taking them through a
little road work—^all as part of the
idea not to give- you the more de-
sirable tables,

.
although empty—^is

something which Max, headwaiter,
at the companion Hotd New York-
er wouldn't countenance. Jack
3hutta, brother of Ethel Shutta, is
in charge ot the. room, from the
greeter-host standpoint, but other-
wise has no controL Abel.

VOGUE ROOM
(HOLLENDEN. HOTEL, CLEVE.)

ClevelanoE, Nov. 2.

Eddy Brondt Orch, Jean Travers,
Bernhardt & Graham, Romany Trio,
Jules Mendelsohn.

Eddy Brandt's orchestra Is to the
Vogue Room's new show what ver-
mouth and gin are to a properly
mixed martini. Hollenden Hotel's
bands are usually blandly conven-
tionali but not so here. As successor
to Sammy Watkins, Brandt's crew
has enough zing and showmanship
to needle hostelry's - business up to
nearly holiday levels. Nut is over
average.
Half of the current fandango's

running time is allotted to Brandfs
vocal quartet. Like their music,
harmomzing has a bouyant lift, but
neither gets scattish nor in the cus-
tomers' hair. That the comi>oser-
maestro of the co-operative outfit
knows how to make a clef do a nip-

up is evident in clever arrangements
of familiar ditties.

b«ment3

Jules Mendelsohn, although d
mugger with boundless enerev
throws It skilfully into four impfr-'
sonations. Mimldry catches the
whunsical, idiomatic flavor of Boh
Burns. Durante takeoffs are ancien?
history, but he sells one with elvl
hnes. Also brings back George Givot
for more well-placed nbs. Even if
he hits below the belt once or twice
there's freshness to a W. C. Fielda
portrait, uncanny character painting
and expert continuity through afi
his caricatures.

Held for ,a third stanza, Bernha*dt
and Graham offer two new ballroom
routmes, but it's . their grace that
counts mo^. Jean Traver's lower
range isn't as effective as her higher
Tnezzo-soprano notes, but she regis-
ters with looks and 'Will You Re-
member.' Romany Ttid, strollers,
fill m interludes competently.

. PuUen.

CHEZ PAREE
(CHICAGO)

Jimmy Durante, Ruth Petty, Lois
Harper, California Varsity Eight
Maurice & Maryea, Line, Lou Bteese
Orch.

Two headllners on this biU, Jimmy
Durante and Fred Evans, though the
name of Evans doesn't appear in

lights. He's, the producer, but he
scores in spite of the lack of bUling.
Durante goaled 'em opening night

(3) though the first night mob here
is traditionally cold. He was. on for
30 minutes, and forced to return
again and again, finally having to
beg off on the excuse that the or-
chestra had run out of music. It

(Continued on page 61)

FRANK PARIS
AND HIS MARIONETTES

PARADISE CAFE
NEW YORK

Bxcluslve Alnnarement

SHERWOOD A MATHEWS
DlrMUon: INGAIXS A DAVIBB

ROBINSON TWINS

ROSE BOWL
CHICAGO

NAN BLACKSTONE
JUST CLOSED AFTER FORTY-TWO WEEKS

CLUB SEVENTEEN
HOLLYWOOD. CALIFORNIA

Opening November 9th, COLONY CLUB,

Chicago, for limited engagement
*^'Blakstone'8 transitions from the brilliantly gay to

the poignantly dramatic are without comparison."

MADGE KELLY, personal manager
6715 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD

HOLLYWOOD. CALIF. GRANITE 3056

HELEN REYNOLDS
GIRLS

Thanks BILLY ROSE CASA MANANA for Their Greatest
Success in the Greatest Show in Broadway History

NOTE—Helen Reynolds ham no other act or interested )n *ny way
in any other' skating act<

EARLE REYNOLDS, Mgr.

ROLLY»<iVERNAPiCKERT
CURRENTLY

DRAKE HOTEL CHICAGO
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CAFE OPSm
PHOLY, SEEKS

ASCAPEASE

Philadelphia, Nov. 8.

Readjustment of the levy on

niteries by American Society of

Composers, Authors and Publishers

Is the first subject on the agenda of

the new Night Club Owners Assn.

of Philadelphia, now being organ-

Ized. Relationship of. the spots with

the America^ Federation of Actors

-which recently acquired a local here,

will also be considered soon as the

ASCAP situation is thrashed out.

Joints are beefing about what they

claim are unequal terms demanded

by the performing rights society.

They will ask that a definite scale

be set up and royalties assessed at

80 much a seat, similar to the way
• theatres are treated. It's charged

that ASCAP arbitrarily sets a figure

for each spot, paying no heed what-

goever to size or grosses.

Stanley Carroll, owner of the

Yacht Club, who's spokesman and

organizer for the new assn,, de-

clared there's no objection by nitery

owners to paying the royalties if they

ere equitably assessed. He had a

confab on the matter yesterday

(Monday) with H. A. Brown,
ASCAP's Philly rep, who indicated

•that an adjustment could be made.
Regarding AFA, nitery ops are de-

manding that the union adopt some
means of classifying and controlling

acts. They want poor turns tossed

out, because, it's claimed, over-en-

thusiastic agents continually are sell-

ing them acts that fail to live up to

specifications.

Third meeting of the nitery ops,

to felect olticers and get officially

under way, will be held lomorow
(Wednesday) at the Hotel Walton.

"ANYONE KNOWING THE
WHEREABOUTS OF THE heirs

of James R. Walker, born Brook-
lyn, New York, about eighty
years ago. Formerly an opera-
tor of Punch and Judy shows on
the Orpheum Circuit. At one
time appeared in Museums and
small town vaudeville in the
mlddlewest and neighborhood
"theatres. Interested in knowing
the whereabouts of a brother
who was last heard from about
fifty years ago. Communicate
with Martin J. O'Brien, Public
Administrator, 134 North "La

Salle Street, Chicago, Illinois."

MOUNT ROYAL

LONDON
That's AU

BeH Coffee in England

QUAUTY INN
Leicester Square

LONDON, WEST-END

GEORGES CAMPO
Dressed by

SIDNEY FISHER
76/77, Shaftesbury Avenue

PICCADILLY. LONDON. ENG.

Barlesqae Reviews

CASINO, PITT

Pittsburgh, Nov. 2.

'Silk Stocking Revue' unit with
Billy Hagan, Billy Fields, Sunny
Lovett, Lillian Harrison, Johnny
Cook, Irving Kara, Tony Romano,
Joan Mavis, Jouce Breazelle, Line

Extremely doubtful if any bur-
lesque show here in years has ever
gone so far for laughs. Nothing lily-

white expected of comics in this

branch of show biz, but there should
be limits. Sketches aren't just sug-
gestive—they're downright vulgar.

Strippers got the official ax couple
of years ago, and comedians will
soon find themselves reduced to Pat-
and-Mike jokes if they don't exer-
cise a little caution. Chief offend-
er^ are Billy (Cheese-and-Crackers)
Hagan and Billy Fields, both veteran
wheel funsters, who should know
better. They've been around plenty
of times before and it's 2-1 that they'

clocked: more returns when their

material was more within the boun-
aries of moderate decency.
As it is, the ' giggles are self-con-

scious ones that come from extreme
embarrassment and the boys should
wise up before they hit a spot where
they city fathers may clamp down.
At least two of their skits in 'Silk

Stocking Revue' were done here
just four weeks ago in Amy Fong's
'Oriental Girls' unit.

Show carries two peelers. Sunny
Lovett, who's featured and is just a
platinum blonde taking her clothes

off, and Lillian Harrison, who at

least gets a little vitality into her
specialty. Production numbers try

for stfme novelty, but they're nulli-

fied by the indifferent work of the
line.

Best item Is Joyce Breazelle, a

good-looking, exotic dancer, first in

a 'Bat' number and then in a routine

of Oriental inclinations. Gal's got

something on the ball and should go
places—certainly a cinch for big

flashes on nitery floors. Vaude fea-

ture is Tony Romano, guitarist, who
garners top laurels in the show.
Johnny Cook is an acceptable

straight and Irving Karo has a fair

enough voice. Cohen.

GARRICK, ST. LOUIS

St. Louis, Nov. 5..

.

Sam Raynor, Hap Hyatt, Charles
Harris, Marie Cord, 3 Lunatrix,
Evelyn Taylor, Jane Dobbins, Paul
Sisters, Sam Hale, O'Neill Bros., De-
Witt & Lehr-Lene, Carrie Finnell,

Deone Page, Paula, Marie Cord, Line

(15).

The 3 Lunatrix cop top honors in

a show that's loaded with stiff com-
petish provided by Carrie Finnell, a
red-hot mama; Sam Raynor, Hap
Hyatt and Marie Cord, a stripper

who bears a remarkable resem-
blance to Gypsy Rose Lee.
The Lunatrix seemingly do every-

thing. They clown, warble, hoof,

do a nut acrobatic routine, provide
music, join the principals in skits

and generally click with their buf-
foonery. They first appear in an
upper box from which they taunt
Raynor, whose best gag is 'can this

be an invasion from TVIars?' Trio
is on and off throughout and the
palm-pounders go into action at

their every appearance.
Raynor, who m.c.'s, also serves as

a comic and straight and keeps the
customers keyed up. The rotund
Hyatt garners considerable approval
with his burlesk 6f a stripper, and
Miss Finnell, a holdover, gets over
with a medley and some torso wrig-
gling. ,. ,

In keeping with his policy of aug-
menting each show with vaude acts,

Manager Bill Pickens has booked
the Paul Sisters; Sam Hale, imitator;

O'Neill Bros., acrobats and barrel-

jumpers; Miss Finnell, Dewitt and
Lehr-Lene, ballroom dancers, and
Deone Page, stripper. In the burley
part are Evelyn Taylor, acrobatic

dancer; Charles Harris, straight; and
Jane Dobbins, exotic dancer. Miss
Page, Miss Cord and Paula, all look-

ers, each make two appearances and
peel to the G-string.
Biz fair. Sdhu.

FOUY, B'KIYN,

FOLDS; UNION,

PIC TROUBLE

Sudden closing of the Folly the-
atre, Brooklyn vaudfilm, Thursday
(3) was caused by inability to get
better grade of films, according to

operators Harry and Al Mackler. It's

also believed that pressure of mu-
sicians and stagehands unions, which
sought more men for the house, con-
tributed to the closing. Hoxise had
been presenting five-act, split-week
vaude, with fourth-run and indie

films.

House is said to have lost about
$3,000 since reopening with vaude
about seven weeks ago. Picture
competition from Rainbow theatre,

a unit of the Randforce circuit, is

said to have made it impossible to

get major product to support vaude.
Brothers may yet reopen theatre

if they can make a deal for pic-

tures, they state, since they still

have their security up with land-

lords. Would resume with same
policy.

Bill Miller, vaude booker of house,

offered to take over when informed
Macklers were exiting but had no
reply by yesterday morning.

The American Federation of Ac-
tors is attempting to collect salaries

of acts which were cancelled. Lou
Sharp • and the MiLfords, Bryant,
Raines and Young and Wolf and
O'Donnell were set for the bill

scheduled to open the day of the

closing.

Saranac Lake
By HAPPY BENWAY

After weeks in bed Hap Ward, Jr.,

Emma O'Neil, Doris Andrews and
Helen Morissey are up for meals.

Peggy Leib and Edna McKillip are

additions to the Rogers staff.

Vera (Warner Bros.) Hanlon got

her o.k, and has left here. Did it in

less than a year.

Dr. Muhlfelder, former medico at

the Will Rogers, now feeling pulses
in Chatham, N. Y.
Actors Colony slang:

Time marker, one who is strictly

in bed; music box, sputum cup;
agent, 10% affected; ribber, one who
has taken the rib operation; gas bag,
pneumo-thorax patient; bow-takdr,
one who took the nerve operation;
fin-taker, medico; a David Higgins,
one who spent his Istst dollar for the
cure; blower, one who's not allowed
to talk; deckhand, one who moves
from place to place to get better

scenery view; No. 2 act, one who's
always dissatisfied.

Also, a Jack Dempsey, one who
has licked it; Bob Pastor, one who's
oh unlimited exercise, always run-
ning around; doctor killer, one who
went home cured; cancelled ducket,
one affected with a cavity; a seed,

new arrival; holdover, one who
passed away; a first-of-May, one who
doesn't belong to .the theatrical pro-
fession; Einstein, one who knows
more than the medico, and bad news,
undertaker.
Day Nursery here razed. For years

it was sponsored by the late Wil-
liam Morris. Spot reported being
turned into a William Morris Me-
morial Park.

Official mailing list of those here
in the Actors Colony is: Will Rogers
Memorial hospital: Sylvia Abbott,
Doris Andrews, Josephine Barrows,
Marya Blake, Theodore Bodwell,
Catherine Brody, Robert Burk, Mar-
ion Cannon, Rose Clark, William Ca-
case, Michael Cojohan, Hazel Cole-
man, Anna Comerford, Dolly David-
son, John DeGiovanni,\Alfred De-
Loraine, Eddie Dowd; Jomi~Edwards,
Herbert Elder, Joan Elton, Fred
Esslinger, Beatrice Fidler, Murray
Friedman, Morris Gould, Theodore
Graf, Donald Graham, Seymour
Grill, Veronica Hanlon, Ruby Hess,
Betty Hessler, Walter Hoban, Frank
Howard and John Jones.

Also, Carl Kern, Carlene Knight,
Lillian Kohler, Beatrice Lee, Ken-
neth Lindlof, John Louden, Edward
McDonald, Edward McGushion,
James Meehan, M'axine' Miller, Rich-
ard Moore, Helen Morrissey, Mar-
garet Newell, Emma O'Neil, Samuel
Putnam, Leander Rinzler, Martha
•Gill' Rogow, Isabelle Rook, Fred-
erick Schrader, Michael Schultz,

James Seeley, Ben Schaffer, Garry
Sitgreaves, Hazel Smith, Ruth Stew-
art, Eddie Vogt, Mark Vance, Arline
Villone, Hap Ward, Jr., Milton

Weeks, Irving Wilbur, Jean Wolf and
Jules Zwilling.

Also, Harry and Charles Barrett,
302 Broadway; Chris Hagedorn, 28
Church street; Mannie Lowry, 4r
Baker street; Russ Kelly, 19 Broad-
way; Happy Benway, 91 Broadway;
Alice Carman, 47 Helen street; Helen
O'Reilly, 44 Main street; Ray Ket-
chem, 39 Ampersand avenue; Joseph
M?cCarthy, 68 Franklin avenue; Lil-

lian Mansfield, 110 Main street;

Jimmy Cannon, Clancy Cottage,
Bloomingdale Avenue; Arthur Al-
verez, WNBZ; Katherin Keenan,
Northwoods sanatorium; Tommy Ab-
bott, Veterans' hospital, Tupper
Lake; A. B. Anderson, Pontiac the-

atre; George Anderson, 91 Broadway;
Eddie Burke, 71 Bloomingdale av-
enue, and Otto Kruse, Erkander Cot-
tage.

(Write to' those ill in Saranac.)

STOCK BURLEY CATCHES

ON IN CANTON REVIVAL

Canton, O., Nov. 8.

Stock burlesque, now in its third
week at the old Grand opera house
here, is catching on. Improved in-

dustrial conditions in this sector are
credited with better attendance than
last year.

John Santry, of Cleveland, is

manager of the local venture, only
stage show in town. Nightly, three
matinees and a Saturday midnight
performance is the weekly policy.

There are 30 in. the company, in*-

eluding eight principals and a 14-

girl line. Frances Pahs is respon-
sible for the chorus routines and
Ray Kolb produces. House is also-

using a pit band.

Nitery Placements

Four Squires moved into the
Zebra room at L. A. Town House.

Ruth Denning replaced Nan Blak-
stone at the Club 17 in L. A.

Betty Healy at Topsy's, Los An-
geles, for an indefinite run.

- Lita Grey Chaplin and'Lina Bas-
quette moved into Rancho Pablo,-
El Cerrito, Cal.

Playboys wound up at the Town'
House, L. A., and moved to Chicago,
where they open at the Blackstone.
Happy Valley Gang, from WCAU,

Philadelphia, is in the All-Bright
Cafe, Boston, for 12 weeks.

Tell Sisters, formerly on KYW,
Philadelphia, have gone into the
Bradford Hotel, Boston, for six
weeks.
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APOLLONFOUK

N.Y.CAFEAT

MLOSS
Folding of Dave Apollon's Club

Casanova, fashionable east 54th

street (N. Y.) Continental-type

nitery, after operating less than a

month, represents a $30,000 loss to

the maestro-vaudevillian. Formerly

the House of Morgan, it was Apol-

lon's maiden effort in the nitery

field. He had made a deal with Nick

Bates, who opce opeiratea it as the

Merry-Go-Round bar, to assume all

debts, redecorate and operate 100%
on his own. Bates h^d previously-

merely retained a percentage-of-the-.

gross interest for his rent.

George Olsen is another bandman
currently in the nitery management

field, as one-third partner with Joe

Moss and Lou Brecker in the Inter-

national Casino, on Broadway, but
since 7-7b, .the banks stepped in and
installed Robert K. Christenberry,
v.p., pnd g.m. of the Hotel Astor,

to also run things at the nitery.

-• Abe Lyman was still another
maestro who fancied the idea of in-

vesting in the spot he worked in, the
theory being to give his band a per«
manent home in between commer-
cial broadcasts. Lyman bought into
the old Hollywood restaurant, on
Broadway, which Joe Moss operated
prior to that cafe's 77b. Moss subse-
quently repurchased Lyman's inter-

est, latter not Idsing out in this in-

stance. Moss and his brother, Nat
Moss, are now slated to reopen the
Hollywood.

In the case of Apollon he wanted
to get away from his Filipino com-
edy band in vaudeville—an aggrega-
tion which, incidentally, had earned
him. sufficient to invest in this cafe
venture—and build himself into a
standard type -of name band, with
an eye to radio. His initial show,
booked by Bernard Burke, of Curtis
and Allen's office, who was also ad-
vising the mic.-bandman, was a
highg^ade assortment of cafe acts.

With the large nut, heavy invest-
ment and a mark 'to make for him-
self in this new field, it was too
much of a hurdle.

NEW YORK LONDON
CHARLES V. VAXES IRVING yAtES

The SIMON AGENCY
Takes Pleasure in Announcing That

MURRAY F. GORDON
Is Now Associated with Them in Charge of

HOTEL, NIGHT CLUB and CAFE BOOKINGS

Suite 803, RKO Buildingr New York

Ptione: COIumbtts 5-7773

HOLLYWOOD CHICAGO

The THEATRE of the STARS

mum.
BOOKING AGENCY
GENERAL EXECUTIVE OFFICES

LOEW BLDG. ANNEX
160 WEST 46TH ST. NEV\r YORK

J . H . L U B I N
GENERAL MANAGER

SIDNEY H. PIERMONT
BOOKING MANAGER

HELD OVER THIRD WEEK

MAXINE SULLIVAN
PARAMOUNT, NEW YORE

DOUBUNG
ONYX CLUB

Personal Management
COLUMBIA ARTISTS, INC.
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MUSIC HALL, N. Y.

Rockettes, Glee Cluh, Music Hall
Symph with Emo Rupee, conductor;
Mischa Violin & Lamar Stringfield,
associates; Ruby Mercer, Rosita Or-
tega^ Troy & ,

Lynn, Th^ Briants

(2), Ballet, Hilda Eckler, Jerome
Andrews;. 'Young in Heart' (UA),
revieioed in Variety, Nov. 2.

House program stems to have
gone in for understatement. It de-

scribes the current week's stage

show, 'Symphony In Color,' as 'a

rhythmic pattern.' Considering what
takes place, particularly during the
finale, 'a rhythmib riot,' would be
much more apt That finale- is' bril-

liantly staged,' combining the Mu-
sic Hall's best in ballet comport-
ment, lighting effects, costuming and
orchestral accompaniment. Ifs an
item that can stand repetition within
short intervals.

Bruno Maine, the house's scenic
designer, makes the show an un-
broken tr«at for th^-eyes. For the
opening number there's an art gal-
lery background, with an open
frame from which three femme perr
formers emerge; with the^ garb' of
each pointing up the general pic-
ture in a big way. The Glee Clitb,

posed in artists' smodcs, opens the
proceedings with special lyrics on
the subject of daubing as a career,
and lends choral supoort to Buby
Mercer's likeable trilling of 'With
a Song in My Heart.' Scene- also
trots out ;iosita Ortega for a mix-
ture- of heel-stamping . and castinet-
clicking in the best Spanish tradi-
tion and the Troy and Lynn for
snappy ballrodming.
A huse artist's palette serves as

the setting for a routine by the
Rockettes. It's driU stuff of the
line's typically arresting calibre,

with the.' costumes here again con-
tributing much to the impression.
The Briants, who follow, account
for the runoff's lone light touch.
"Their scene is a ' cottage smalL
Pair's knockabout, slow-motion' rou-
tine has changed, little with -the

years, but the surprise twists and
their consistently., fine flair for
clowning' give the ' act. a refreshing
quality.
The finale, which takes place on

four different stage .levels, engages
36- ballet pitIs aiid features Hilda
Eckler and Jerome Andrews. It's

activated by the strains of Havel's
'La VAlse.' Bodies swirl in mani-
fold designs, every lighting fixture,
including shadowb.Oxes, is brought
into play; dazzling rhinestone
scarves are fl.ung about, the tempo
keeps mounting in' tantalizing rhy-
thms and the* result is both stimulat-
ings spectacle and crack entertain-
ment. Odeo.

STRAND, N. Y.

Al Donahue's Orch', Pdula Kelly,
Eunice \Ffealci/j Arrens & Brodericfc,
Hugh Herbert; 'Brother Rai^ (WB),
Tciiicuwd in Vamety Oct, 19;

Despite certain . aiwkw&rdness, the
Strand stage show currently is easy
to take. Al Donahue's group car-

ries its burden jauntily. A lot of

entertainment aiid novelty are ex-
tracted from Donahue's 11 men and
the leader himself ' lodks classy in
tails, works -with abundant poise,
sings agreeably and pac&s the pro-
ceedings with both digni^ and deft-
ness.

It's awkward ta seie the men on
the platform in that lull after the
feature, 'Brother Bat,' and juist ber
fore the newsreel. It's also awkward
when the headliner, Hugh Herbert,
proves imperfectly provided with
things to say and do. (And jUst a
little embarrassing, too, when Jane
Bryan, doing a one-performance per-
sonal appearance,. .Friday night,
couldn't quite make the exit on the
same breezy note she made at the
miqrophbne.).
Donahue is from the Rainbow

R9om where he's a cafe society fave.
His musical ideas, are snappy and
tinged with a bit of humor. Per-
haps the jitterbugs will go in a big
way for that open-mouthed person-
ality-6r-bust iJrummer. He's of the
present-day vogue. Others will
politely

, suggest that if he's a good
thing ' there's perhaps too much of
the .good thing. Does he have to
wear glasses while- working? Old-
timers in the profesh, who have
been near-blind, in the past still
managed to do their stuff without
specs. It's a dubious contribution to
theatrical stagecraft that some mod-
ern entertainers, stressing infor-
mality, see nothing amiss in let-
ting the spotlight reproduce a mir-
ror-like effect oft their, lenses.
Drummer in question is seemingly
undei: the impression that mere ani-
mation is an equivalent to person-
ality. It seldom is.

Paula Kelly is good-looking and in
the modern idiom. Looks rather
debbish and sings in an applause-
guaranteeing manner. Eunice Healey
wows with a dance routine that has
tap. ballet and acrobatics com-
bined. She handles he^^elf with top-
flight authority and, what is also
worthy of mention, retains feminin-
ity in doing . a type of hoofing
that often takes this quality away
from girls. .

'

Strand .is a tiushover audience for
Arrens .and Broderick's. vaudeville

roughhouse. They hoke it up to the
eyebrow-line with profit to them-
selves. Herbert works with his
wife, forrtier pro, in a skit .that's

giggly. Likeable throughout but
doesn't have much of an act. Holly-
wood people' slumming dn Broad-
way seldom think it necessary to
give more than , a cursory taxicab
conference to material.
Biz good Friday night. Land.

RQXY, N. Y.

Goe Foster Girls, Richard 'Red'
Skelton & Co., Sylvia-Borden Co.
(i), Paul Gordon, Paul Ash house
orch; 'That Certain Age' (U), re-
viewed in Vaihety, Oct, 5.

Short, obviously modestly bud-
geted stage presentation is' here- this
week with 'That Certain A-ge,'

Deanna Durbin's latest starrer,
counted- on for heavy draw. Stage
show has only three acts pnd two of
'em are virtually singles. All of
which means that much depends on
Richard 'Red' Skelton and the Gae
Foster girls. That the bill holds up
as well as it does is credit both to
the dancing aggregation and clown-
ing of Skelton.
Opening conceit, with Foster

femmes garbed appropriately for a-

few stanzas from 'A-Tisket,' serves
to bring on Skelton as m.c. He's in
and out all through show, is never
offensive and never effusive with
introductions.

His' material is his standard rou-
tine, including the girl dressing and
his comical doughnut dunking pan-
tomimes, topped off -with gags on
boy-girl passing candy store; Noth-
ing especially, fresh or novel but
keeps house in uproar. He might
enhance his art by x>crmitting his
femme stooge to sing or be written
more audibly into turn.
Paul Gordon, veteran of cycles,

uses three different types of bikes,
impressing with ease with which he
manipulates. Too standard to stand
out, act needing chatter, a stooge or
comedy 'p£irtner to break monotony.
With much hanging on the Foster

troupe, Roxy house gang, led by
Paul -Ash; scores with 'When a
Cigaret Was Burning' modernistic
dance emsemble and the all-white
colonial finale. While the subdued
unison tapping and gyrations of for-
me:r represent perfect drilling and
picturesque effect, the colonial closer
furnishes highly artistic background
for introduction -of Sylvia-Borden
adagio combo, three men and a girl.

Syjvia-Borden act performs like
veteran- combination although not in
Variety files under this tag. The
males, all athletic giants, toss
diminutive blonde about^ easily, hiid-
air whirling and tumin'g tricks be--

ing best. Girl is unusually small
for a turn of this sort but fits nicely.
Act seemed a little long at this
show.. They're okay for night clubs
or vaude.
Paul Ash batons the house orches-

tra, as usual. Business near capacity
for start of last show opening day
(Ftidaiy). Wear.

PALACE, CHICAGO
Chicago, Nov. S.

- Pritchard & Lord, Vox & Walters,
Les 'Juvelys, Slate" Bros. (3), Gene
Autry; 'Mad Miss Manton' (RKO).

This is a standard vaudeville line-
up, headed by the picture name,
Qsne Autry» who's a good western-
type vocal turn. Though his pic-
tures have never gotten first-run
billing downtown, Autiry has, never-
theless, biiilt up a boxoffice moniker
on ether work and his constant
screenings in the nabe and outlyinjg
spots.
He doesn't seek to be looked upon

as smart entertainment; he's simply
Gene Autry, western film rider ' and
crooner, and on thiat basis he scores.
Backed by a couple of instrumental-
ists and his horse. Unassuming and
easy in manner, he warms up even
an audience who may be a bit cool
to home-on-the-range performers.
Horse tosses off a few tricks for the
opener, with Autry then delivering
his western pops;
Show's opened by Pritchard and

Lord, dance team. Appearance and
routining highly satisfactory, with
the femme particularly clicking in
her fast spins. During costume
change there's a trombonist who
gradually takes the horn apart while
continuing to deliver so-called music.
Novelty stunt of mediocre calibre.
With only a few minor changes in

material, Vox and Walters return for
another season of their ventriloqulal
work in vaude. Miss Walters is still

surefire with the crying baby bit,
while Vox insists on drinking a glass
of water while the dummy speaks.
This is rather old-fashioned tonsil
acrobatics. Team . should give its

creations more personality.
The Les Juvelys are wisely given

the third spot even though they're
acrobats. It's only a five-minute turn
but loaded with bright, new stunts.
Work on a board, a rolling barrel
and a board on a rolling ball.

Slate Bros, are an experienced
and show-wise comedy tr^o who
make good. But they still haven't
reached their real possibilities yet
They would be among the- headliners
shbuld they exercise more care with
niaterial and routining.
Biz okay third show Saturday (5).

Gold.

COLISEUM, LONDON
London, Oct. 28.

John Tiller Girls, Lecuona's Cuban
Otch, Three Jokers, Sherkot, Harry
Tate, Grip Quartet (4), Harold
Walden, Rene & Charlotte Ayres,
Les Allen.

Headlining this week are 90 mem-
bers of the .Women's League of
Health and Beauty, who appear in
abbreviated physical culture cos-
tume and go through a drill with
barely a niodicum^ of dancing.
League has caught on here, is made
up principally of working girls.

They may be healthy enough but
their average figures and looks
would indicate- that glamour plays ho
part in their lives. As to their drill
a troupe' of chorines could' learn it

easily and much more effectively.
Originally set to close the show,
there're on just before intermission
and go through a tiresome exhibi-
tion.

Biggest hit is Lecuona's Cuban
Boys band, which is unique in dress-
ing and performs with verve. Moved
from seventh spot, after the. first

show, to close, they hold most of
the* audience.

Three Jc^rs. with their crazy
acrobatics, are laugh hits. Sher-
kot goes, well' with' his pantomimic
burlesque, with his football goal-
keeper outstanding; Harry Tate,
with 'Ronald' now grown into man-
hood, offers what looks like a weak
imitation of his 'Motoring* sketch.
It's a flying motorcycle with- a num-
ber of the same situations employed
in the former success. But the
whole turn seems dated.

Grip Quartet makes a pretense at
adagio' dancing. . Art consists mainly
of mechanical tossing of a girl by
three men. Chief catcher works
most effectively. Harold Walden,
who for years has done a silly song
and tnonolog, has outmoded jokes.
Rene and Charlotte Ayres, Amer-
ica's artists of the dance,' don't have
much of a chance in opening the sec-
ond part, as the customers have not
yet returned from the bars.
Les Allen is a popular radioite

here. He sings well into a mike
and is reinforced bv two clever
pianists. The John Tiller chorines
open the show. They're easy on the
eyes. Jolo.

HIPP, BALTO
Baltimore, Nov. 6.

James Evans, Bert Walton, Var^
sity Co-'Eds (6), Pert Kelton, Bill
Robinson,' Felice lula House Orch;
'Service ae Luxe' (V).

Thanks to Bill Robinson, layout
here takes on considerable value.
Hoofer suppUes the only big sock
here and judging from response by
stub-holders, it's sufficient.
Setup doesn't play as well as it

look on ps^er. Rert Walton, a hold-
over, m.c.'s but lacks the material
and versatility to continue the im-
pression he made last week.
I James Evans' opens with standard
foot-juggling, first-rate throughout
and a pleasing opener. Pace doesn't
hold with Ben Yost's 'Varsity Co-
Eds,' six nice-appearing femmes, in
harmony vocals. Do rather slow
'Snow White' medley and a potpouri
of musical comedy stuff, both nicely
arranged but lacking in vocal power
of similar combos. Also could stand
stronger solo contributions.
Pert Kelton. from pictures, essays

some talk not quite up to scratch,
do'es fair hoofing, trombones 'Star-
dust' and gives an impression of
Charlie Chaplin. She's different from
the average personal because of her
versatility even if tunes are only
fair. Miss Kelton could, neverthe-
less, be a wow in some specially-
written material built around the
flip, wisecracking dame she has por-
trayed so well in films.
Walton brings on Robinson, who

utilizes a pleasing personality and
surefire showmanship. He opehs
with a vocal of 'Let's Go Ballyhoo,'
followed by some typical hoofing and
good gags. Continues with soft shoe
tap and more talk, closing with ad-
ditional singing and dancing.
On show caught, audience held on

to him for 39 minutes and yelled for
more. Only a begoff permitted con-
tinuation of program.
Biz good. Bttm.

TOWER, K. C.

turn here in .several seasons, ^nd
though he's virtually unknown . to
present Tower crowd, he registers
strongly.

Trixie, slight European, shows
herself to be among tops in juggling
and balancing. Jack Williams' tap
ping is good enough to elicit en
cores. He also sings with the en
semble early in the show, following
which he goes into bis dancing.
Carla and Ferdinand tango, backed
by the mixed ,Iine, and Andrea
Marsh, from radio, torches;
Sixty minutes of -this show total

considerably above - average- variety
bill presented here. Snappy pro-
ductions enhanced by some- 'nifty
sets. Qttin.

ORPHEUM, MPLS.

Minneapolis,. Nov. 5.

Glen Croy Orch - (16), Doris
Dupont, 'Pee W-ee' Htmti Murray
McEttehren, Kenny Sargent, Fred
Sanborn & Co. (3), Sonnv^ Dunham.
Case Daley; 'Straight, Place and
Show' ,(20th).

Glen Gray^s Gasa'LoBia orchestra,
plus three additional acts, two of
which, Fred Sanborn and Co. and
Cass Daley, are socks, provides a 55-
minute stage show that really goes
to town. ,

Gray's music, of course, Is among
the tops in its field. Sanborn and
Miss Daley contribute the laughs,
the dessert needed to round out the
entertainment repast.

Orchestra is generous with Its

numbers, which afford Its members
plenty of opportunity for solo -work,
^oud and lively opener features four
trombones and seven saxes in a
medley of pops. This arrangement
and Jie others are highly effective.

First specialty performer is Doris
Dupont, youthful, attractive tap
dancer with novel routines. 'Pee
Wee' • Hunt, from the band, follows
with his standout vocalizing, scoring
with a swing arrangement of 'Alex-
ander's Ragtime Band' and then sell-

ing 'The Old Apple Tree.'

Murray McEachren, also from the
band, solos in a medley of sweet
numbers on the trombone, sax,
piccolo - and trumpet. A fast band
number follows.

Kenny Sargent, another band
member, clicks with his warbling of
sentimental numbers. Milbourne
Christopher, who performs sleight-
of-hand tricks with ropes, assists
Sanborn, whose pantomimic comedy
and xylophone playing are big win-
ners. A stooge wanders on and off
to add to the merriment.
For the jitterbugs the band swings

'Shades of Hades.' Still, another band
member, Sonny Dunham, trumpet
and trombone virtuoso, puts across
'Blue Sky' expertly.

,

Miss Daley, singing comedienne, is
riotously funny with her mugging
and body gyrations. Climaxes her
succession of smash hit comedy num-
bers with 'I Can't Dance,' which
panics the customers.
Gray is an unobtrusive m.c, who

trumpets and saxaphones. A showy
orchestra turn winds up the pro-
ceedings in fine style.
Rain held down attendance at the

second opening afternoon perform-
ance. Reest

EARLE, WASH.

Kansas City, Nov. 5.
Gypsy Rose Lee, Jack Durant,

Jack Williams, Andrea Marsh,
Trixie, Carla & Ferdinand, Line (8
girls, 6 boys); 'Road to Reno' (U).

Customers filing into the Tower
currently to see Gypsy Rose Lee
strip find a measure of good talent
in addition. Business is way up;
nothing like it has been seen here
since Miss Lee's last appearance
here two years ago in the 'Ziegfeld
Folues.'
Her act is bolstered by a sock en-

trance. She's on the screen and
Jack Durant's on stage. She sud-
denly breaks through to the ros-
trum. Engages in some comedy talk
with Durant, her recent screen ven-
tures serving as the butts of the
gags.
Durant singles as well as introes

the headliner, including some im-
personations, a comedy monolog and
a round of dancing. It's his flrst.

Washington, Nov. 5,
George Lyons, Condos Bros., Dick

& Leota Nash, Ross Wyse & Ruth
Mann, The Gauchos, House Line, Jo
Lombardi house orch; 'Men with
Wings' (Par).

Five acts and house line are
smartly staged into smooth revue.
Although it lacks marquee value,
show is getting by via word-of-
mouth.
House orch opens as though going

•into strictly pit overture. Curtains
open on George Lyons in vocal-harp
rendition of 'You're the Only Star.'
Mild hand on first number, but hot
arrangement of 'St. Louis Blues'
catches audience fancy and he goes
over.
Line on as Lyons goes into warble-

haro background of 'Music, Maestro'
while gals waltz in clever designs
made by pink and blue skirts.
Condos Bros, slip from center rear

to footlights for what starts out as
conventional deadpan tapping. Ex-
cellent precision slowly gets house.
Dick and Leota Nash, whose bright
chatter, smooth nut-hoofing and
clever rope stuff hold audience, are
followed by line in skating number.
One of gals does fair vocal of
Skating in the Park,' while line gets
by On whirlwind finale.
Fouj Of the lassies skate to center

mike for multiple introduction of
Ross Wyse and Ruth Mann. Short
man and tall gal have tough time at
first, their fight lor attention suffer-
ing by comparison to easy simplicity
of Nash duo, but when they really
start throwing each other around,
they get over.
Line back for gaucho tap. setting

stage for entrance of seven Gauchos.
Boys go about their flips via two
teeter boards, a 15-foot tower and a
pole-chair in easy, business-like
fashion that holds interest. Triple
somersault to shoulders is a solid-
finish. Everybody on stage for cur-
tain.

Biz okay. .Craij;.

LOEW'S STATE, N. Y.

Milton Berle, Lucienne «t Ashour
Lillian Carmen, Jack Gilford. Aaloh'

YmUci>l7^^
Can't Take It With

Two items stand out in this week's
show here. First, naturally, Is Mil-
ton Aerie's return to vaude after
more than a year in Hollywood.
Second, a record low in the number
of players in a State stage layout.
Even including a stooge who has

but a brief walk-on, there are only
seven people in the entire bill. These
include two single men. Jack Gil-
ford and Ralph Sanford, and a single

femme, Lillian Carmen. Opening act,^

Lucienne and Ashoyr (New Acts) is

a click mixed novelty import.
Finally, there's Berle; who has the
happy faculty of making the audi-
ence forget the skimpiness in per'^
sonnel.

Berle, a little heavier around the
middle, is still ace entertainment; a>

first-rate,
. hardworking showman,

who-'s on and delivering,lor about 32
of the show^s -51 minutes. A trailer
composed of laugh shots from two-
of his pictures: introduces the comie
and. he^s a steady wham from that
point. Sings 'I'm .Glad to Be Back
on B;-oadway' at the opening and
then confines himself ta gagging,
singly and with the other acts, till'

.a closing special that's a congloni-
eratlons of many pops. The State
is holding him for ' a second week
with a new sta.ge show and picture
•Young Dr. Kildare' (M-G).

Berle is in the State at $5,009
weekly. For about a year he drew
more than $2,500 weekly from RKO
on the Coast without working and
then his contract ran out. Vaude-
ville profits. Combined- with 'You
Can't Take It With You,' A b.o. film,
Berle's own b.o. potency in New
York should give the State one of
its best grosses this year. Last week,
the house got $32,000 with Rudy
Vallee. If biz keeps up the way it
started, current combination should-
easily top that. House is grinding
flve-n-day.
Other performers in the show are

held down to a minimum; Miss Gar.t

.

men, after an exchange with Berle,
delivers only two songs and clicks^
the audience begging for more; Gil-
ford's short session • of mimicry is

only fair, while Sanford is doing his
now-standard tramp bit with Berla
and getting laughs. Scho.

LYRIC, INDPLS.

Indianapolis, Nov. 5.

Count Berni Vici Orch, Gene Gory
& Roberta, Bill Guthrie, De Contt
& Romaine, Schlepperman, Lane &
Lane, Edith Tarler; 'Hard to Get*
(wbI

House breaking up two weeks of

vaude with Count Berni Vici show,
which clicks solidly in 61 minutes
of variety. Six more weeks of band"
shows to come. Double stage is used
with Count Berni Vici's 13-piece girl

orchestra, including electric organ,
and harp, under the top deck. Upper-
stage uses backdrops to represent!

mood of music being played. Light-,

ing good.

Open with mechanical number
done by line of eight girls in outfits

shaped as cogs and carrying spark-
lers representing blowtorches. Lane
and Lane do some new comedy acros,
getting best applause with their two-
high rope jumping. De Conti and
Romaine do a brief bit, returning
later in an adagio number.
Orchestra goes into a western,

medley, with Bill Guthrie singing
'Last Roundup.' He's in cowboy
dress. Entire orchestra twangs
banjos on one of the tunes. Gene
Gory and Roberta get plenty of
laughs, using breakaway fiddles and
other props in their wacky efforts to
make music. Gory has nice finish
when he imitates church organ on
fiddle, and a priest talking in Latin,
with choir answering.
Band goes heavy on drums in 'Bo-

lero,' nicely done. Edith Tarler fol-'

lows with imitations of show biz,
notables, doing best on Lionel Barry-'
more. For encore does cockney
woman buying, shoes for kid, with
effective crying by imaginary mop-
pet. Only near-nudity in show is.-

'Star Dance,' done with line in.

tableau on upper stage, with girl
doing specialty down front in.

diaphanous costume, dropping it for,

exit.

Schlepperman (Sam Hearn) works
easily, getting plenty laughs with
gags built on philosophy of life, not
forgetting to get in plugs for Jack
Benny and his radio sponsor. He.
was formerly on that show. Docs,
some nice fiddling, imitates two vio-
lins, stretches it to three and finishes,
with pop tune.
Band closes with southern medley,"

In which line dances in clever cos-
tumes designed to make them ap- i

pear as cotton pickers. Girls all play
accordions on *St. Louis Blues,

:

Guthrie vocals 'Lonesome Road' and
final curtain is simulated boat race,
with lighted sidewheelers moving^
across back drop.
Heavy rain made biz light at last

:

show Friday (4). Kiley.
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APOLLO, N. Y.

ill Cooper Orch (9), Avis An-

dfews. Willie Bryant, Joe Medley,

George Roche, Jackie Mabley, Bert

* Ann Royce, Red & Curley, Vivian

HmS,tIou3e Line (16); 'The Mw-
ing Gttcsf (U).

It's Avis Andrews, AJ Cooper's or

ehestrav and Willie Bryant, in that

irder, here this weiek. They, of

course, don't make up the whole
ihow In numbers, but they do in

effect. Bryant is an occasional band-
leader, booked . In here as m.c. for

several weeks, starting Friday (4).

Enfant takes part in several com-
edy skits as a straight, also. Nice
looking, well tailored, he has i

breezy, affable manner of Introing

that helps performers.
Miss Andrews, recently vocalist

jor Cab Calloway, socks. Attrac-

tively garbed, singer was forced into

two encores when caught (4), and
for good reason. For her turn Coop

'

er's nine-piece aggregation is aug
mented by extra brass and a violin

from backstage.
Her style is hard to define. It's a

cross between swing and ballad , de-
livery, and plenty appealing. Leads
oil with 'You Go to My Head,' fol-

lowed by ^While a Cigaret Was
Burning,' with interpolations of
'Smoke Rings,' which Bryant leads

. her Into by proilering a cig. Neatly
done. Encores 'At Your Beck anu
Call' and 'I Let a Song Go Out of

My Heart.'
Fresh from a date at the Kit Kat

Club, New York, where Jimmie
Lunceford now holds forth, Cooper's
Sultans, as he calls them, spend
more than an hour backing the show
before coming out on their own.
Four rhjihm, three saxes, and two
tnmipets, with Cooper part of the
sax team, and the string bass man
doubling to wind bass, is the setup.
And it's hot. Stage layout is not
what it could be, although it blends
with the red-uniformed cats.
Crew really gets few chances, but

those few are eye-openers in view
of the limited pieces. Spends half
the show in the pit, then shifts to
stage, where Miss Andrews, Red and
Curley and the line break into
band's time.
Red and Curley are, In approved

Harlem fashion, in white tuxes. Pair
take honors from among the re-
mainder of the lineup, tap terping
being a delayed treat in comparison
to show's previous tap acts. It's a
mixture of truckin', taps and what
have you. done with a loose-jointed
grace, with almost the entire act be-
ing challenge work.
Along the same lines, but less ef-

fective, are Bert and Ann Royce.
Two work In one of the line's out-
standing efforts. It has girls out-
fitted in blue, floor-length dresses,
with red bolero and red, wide-
brimmed hats. Tapsters, in tails,

work well in unison. However,
hardshoe taps are not clear, adding
up to a confusion of sound.
George Roche is' also a tap turn.

He's on in several spots, and in one
essays the Chilton-Thomas and Hal
LeRoy stunt of dancing on metal
plates. Act Is far from sock, latter
stunt being particularly anemic.
Whether he doesn't know or tries to
go the aforementioned acts one bet-,
ter is not clear, but he terps'on the
plates while they're in normal posi-
tion, Instead of turning 'em bot-
tom up.
Joe Medley tries 'Marie' In the

opening number, with line back-
grounding him. Voice Is high, and
he has trouble with it occasionally.
Jackie Mabley handles what little
comedy there Is, using Bryant as a
straight. Best is an old hurley bit
whose type goes over better with
Apollo audiences than elsewhere, as
a rule. They lik? the 'honeymoon'
skit given 'em here.
Linework is shorter and conse-

quently better than usual. Only
the opener, 'Fun at the Hotel,' ap-
proaches any length, but the antics
of Bryant and Co. forestall any
boredom.

STRAND, BROOKLYN
Teddy King house orch, 5 Juggling

Jewels, Bobby Joyce with Billy
Brothers & Sylvia Dean, Sid To-
mack & Reis Bros., Mary Small,
Borrah Minevitch's Harmonica Ras-
cals; 'Touchdown, Army* (Par).

The Strand has a sock show this
^eek, but only because two of the
acts steer the bill in that direction.
Mary Small's warbling and Borrah
Mmevitch's Harmonica Rascals sup-
ply the heat and they do it with a
plus that makes up for a couple of
turns that threaten to freeze the Au-
dience.

Minevitch's gang, sans the leader,
nut with a big youngster who acts
for him, is still the excellent, show-
manly troupe that it's been for
years, including musical contribu-
tions and comedy alike. Of course,
there s Shorty for the real comedy.
The little fellow is still getting
slammed about by his larger con-
freres, but now is giving it to them

tofore
^^^^^^"^ proportion than here-

Most of the gang's stuff Is rough-
nouse, but it does manage to settle
aown for one straight number that
mdicates Its musicianship. It's
Change Partners,' Irving Berlin's
hit from 'Carefree.*
Mary Small, who not so long ago

was the child fave of the air lanes,
has acquired a splendid grown-up
manner. She's now with Ben Bei:
nie's radio show and recently ap
peared at the New York Strand.
She warbles 'I've Got a Pocketful
of Dreams,' 'Small Fry' and then
classicizes swing, just to be differ-
ent, she says. The latter isn't very
effective, since the music of the
classics that she employs is too
greatly disassociated from her swing
lyrics. 'My Reverie' is her encore
and, when caught, she had to beg
off.

The Five Juggling Jewels, blonde
femmes, have been arouiid for years
and still a crack opener. They fling
those Indian clubs about with aban-
don. One number, in which the
stage is darkened and they twirl ra-
dium-treated clubs in various for-
mations, is very effective.
The skidders here are Sid Tomack

and the Reis Bros., recently back
from abroad. Thejr're a trio of
males whose experience at gagging
should have long since taught them—with them it's too much smut—dis-
crimination. Their talk Isn't very
effective because of this, although
they get fair returns towards the
end of the act with their impersona-
tions of singer types.
Bobby Joyce, Billy Bros, and Syl-

via £)ean are acrobatic tapsters, who
work hard enough but don't have
enough, except enthusiasm, to
get by.
Teddy King wands the house or-

chestra and m.cs. Too. there's the
usual Friday night jitterbug con-
test for amateurs and it's a wild
shambles.
Biz good when caught, last show

Friday (4).

EARLE, PHILLY

Philadelphia, Nov, 5.

Horace Heidt Orch, King Sisters

(3), Alvino Rey, Larry Cotton,
Charles Goodman, Red Ferrvngton,
Bernie Mattinson, Agnes & George,
Jean Farney, Art Carney, Peggy
Pope, Bill Dyer; 'Broadyjay Mus-
keteers' (WB).

Horace Heldt brings his usual big
unit into the Earle this sesh, pro-
viding the entire stage bill. There
are 28 in the crew, comprising the
largest band unit ever to hit the
Earle, including 17 instrumentalists.
To all this, Heidt has added a neat
touch by presenting Bill Dyer, base-
ball gabber on local WCAU, who's
well-known in Philadelphia.
Sixty-minute show is solid all the

way.
Musically, aggregation tends to

the -sweet side of swing, which Is

okay. Some unusual* effects are ob-
tained with an electric guitar,
played by Alvino Rey. M.c'ing, of
course, is handily taken care of by
Heidt, whose phiz is clicko with the
femmes. He's also extremely handy,
for iii addition to singing a bit, he
does a bit of shagging, juggling and
some baton-swinging, a la college
drum majors. He does none of these
expertly but it's more a lark than
anything else with him. It all gets
over big, though.
Following the usual theme tune,

show opens with novelty, 'As Long
as You Love Me.' Three King Sis-
ters next, harmonizing 'Lambeth
Walk' and then dancing it with some
of the lads. Warbling and terping
good, but femmes not much on
looks, which isn't helped any by the
coutouriering. Rey and his guitar
in 'Song of the Islands' follows and
slows up the proceedings appre-
ciably, although the actual instru-
mentation is good.
Larry Cotton, swell tenor, doesn't

help to speed things, either, with
two slow ones in a row, 'Reverie'

and 'Ave Maria.' Latter is unusual
in a spot like this, splendidly done
and is a solid winner. More chirp-

ing then by Charles Goodman, do-
ing 'I Had to Do It.' Also has. nice

pipes.
Jive nuts get taken care of next

with nifty exhibish at the traps by
Bernie Mattinson, swinging 'Dinah,'

and terp sesh by Agnes and George.
Gam-flingers are kids in a nice ses-

sion, aided by Heidt's terping with
the femme. Jean Farney, a recent
acquisition, then sings 'Small Fry.'

Art Carney, mimic, does the usual
Lionel Barrymore, Al Smith and
Roosevelt, very good, though Roose-
velt overdone.

It's Dyer's flrst stage apnearance,
and he works like a vet, though on
slightly too long. Gabs concerning
leading football teams, with band
playing their songs. Then he speaks
of Hei^it as one of Walter Camp's
AU-American stars, reciting some of

his record. Heidt asks him the
most exciting bit of baseball he has
ever announced and he tells of the
eighth inning in the second game
of the recent World Series. Follow-
ing a short preliminary, he goes into,

it as though he were announcing at

the field. It's very effective,

Peggy Pope, warbler looker, with
niftv pipes, warbles straight the
Drinking Song from *La Traviata,'

aided by Cotton and Bob McCoy.
Strong.
Finale is kinda flat. It's a mixture

of a minuet and 'Flat Foot Flootree'

by practically the entire unit. Not
too funny, although aided by the.

antics of Red Ferrington, who works
hard throughout to grab chuckles,
although actually he does nothing
but sit with the band and heckle
Heidt for most of the show. Herb.

Embassy Newsreel, N. Y.
With airplanes growing steadily

more frequent in the n6ws as well
as m the sky, it's natural that the
newsreels devote more space to the
field. It's inevitable at this time of
year, too, for football to be a topic of
lively interest. Quite properly, then,
this week's bill at the Embassy,
N. Y., gives plenty of footage to
these two subjects. Grid sports grabs
the major share.

Theatre's camera crew was at the
Columbia-Cornell game for much
more complete coverage than the
normal football clip. Unusual fea-
ture is that the sound track was
made as the film was taken. Ted
Webbe does the spieling acceptably.
However, it might be better to follow
the method used by the other com-
panies since it seems rather useless
to describe the action as it's unreel-
ing on the screen. Comment and
explanation, which could be much
better prepared and delivered in the
studio, might prove more informa-
tive than the present narration,
which is somewhat hysterical.

Special reels are rushed through
developing and printing and are on
the Embassy screen about 9 o'clock
the night of the game. Other con-
tests included in the regular releases
are Pitt-Fordham, Notre Dame-
Army, Dartmouth-Yale (all Fox)
and Northwestern-Minnesota (Uni-
versal). Also on the football sub-
ject are a Paramount clip on kid
teams and a Pathe treatment of Sid
Luckman, Columbia's ace passer.
Among the . air reels are an endur-

ance flight (Fox), a stunt girl being
flred out Of a cannon while aloft
(Fox) and a new fool-proof para-
chute (Pathe). Typical war games
clip (Metro) is redeemed by the in-
troductory sound track admonition
not to be alarmed, 'this is all in fun,'
referring to last week's Mercury
Theatre broadcast sensation. Grim
bit is contained in Paramount's treat-
ment of the recent New York kid-
nai)-murder revelation by G-men,
while foreign affairs get attention in
an interesting, if too oDviously posed,
bit about the pretender to the French
throne (Fox), Czechs fleeing the
German invasion (Pathe), the Palest
tine revolt (Fox), 15-year-old King
Peter of Jugoslavia (Par) and Ital-
ian troops returning from Spain
(Par).
Other vivid clips include the Sea-

biscuituWar Admiral match race
(M-G), excellently filmed, as well as
a glimpse of a new English plowing
machine (UX women's corn-nusking
contest (M-G), the recent Atlantic
Ocean schooner race (Par) and a
Chicago University soph-freshman
battle (U).

Hobe.

PARAMOUNT, L. A.

Los Angeles, Nov. 5.
Joe and Pete Michon, The Del

Rios (3), Ted Blakely, Rube Wolf
Orch, Fanchonettes; 'Men With
Wing^ {Par),

Fanchon & Marco has a far better
than average stage show in conjunc-
tion with Par's 'Men With Wings'
currently, although two of the three
vaude.acts are acrobatic. - It's a fast-
moving show, with the house Fan-
chpnettes spotted opening and dos-
ing, and adding Substantially to the
entertainment.
Opening is a tableau with group

of the Fanchonettes posed on a cut-
out ship, from which they emerge
for their opening routine. Special
lighting gives a color atmosphere,
in keeping with the tint of the pic->

tur.e. While femmes are cavorting,
Ted Blakely, tenors offstage. As a
finale to the number, three of the
girls, wearing large-sized wings,
appear as. shields for the entrance of
the three Del Rios, acrobatic danc-
ing turn. Two men and a femme
really go to town, with balancing
and mounting, to score decisively.
Rube Wolf follows with a trumpet

solo, dexterously executed, and then
Blakely is on for a couple of effec-
tive numbers. He has strong pipes
and personality.
In next to closing are Joe and

Pete Michon, springbo^ird comics,
who also inject a lot of hokey magic
into their offering. Boys clean up
all the way and are off to ringing
applause. Edwa.

STANLEY, PITT

Pittsburgh, Nov. 5.

George Olsen Orch (11), Imogene
Coca, Phyllis Colt, Tanner Sisters
(3), Jimmie Brierly, Massey & Mil-
ler, Kirk Allen, Julie Munson, Bob
Burton, Hank Russell;' 'Listen Darl-
ing" (M-G).

George Olsen has gone • new-
everything in his latest setup. What's
more, it looks like pay dirt. Mae-
stro's latest crew, showing here for
the first time, needs considerable
work, but once the extraneoxis ma-
terial has been eliminated and the
unit tightened generally, Olsen will
have a top lineup.
Even the band has xmdergone a

face-lifting. Only 11 men now,
piano, Hammond organ, three saxes,
steel guitar, two trumpets who
double on French horn, trombone,
drums and bass norn, but arrange-
ments have been built to keep Ol-
sen's usually silken, sweet style
pretty much intact. He leaves the
hotcha stuff to the corking collection
of youngsters he's assembled, and
even they keep it at a minimum.
Right now, miniature revue Is

more or less of a high-ciass version
of Benny Davis' shows, minus the
whoop and holler of latter's offer-
ings. If anything, it's just a bit too
heavy on class for mass consump-
tion. One sock low comedy act
planted strategically would work
wonders.
Opening's sluggish, with Olsen

consuming too much time in a set
of special lyrics introducing indi-
viduals and his 'Music of Tomor-
row.' There ate a couple of slow
spots at the midway mark, too. but
otherwise it's a fast, peppy show.
Band, which goes in for the glee
club stuff expertly, has a flock of
entertaining novelties, chief of
which are the- 'A-Tisket' lampoon,'
led by Jimmie Brierly, and Olsen's
hoke fiddling in a symphonic num-
ber. They're both good for plenty
of laughs.
Top turns are Phyllis Colt (New

Acts), who's going to pay Olsen big
dividends, and Imogene Coca, a vet-
eran of two 'New Faces' revue on
Broadway. She fits into the pattern
like a glove, being a cute, winning
comefjienne, with a flair for gurg-
ling satire, and makes her three
appearances count heavily.
Among the others, the Tanner

Sisters, harmony trio, look promis-
ing, but when caught they were ap-
Earently a bit nervous and got off
ey, which cut into their- returns,

Massey; and Miller (New Acts) are
attractive ballroom tap stylists,

Julie Munson also registers nicely
with neat comedy.
Biz just so-so. Cohen.

Freeman 'Par

(Continued from page 3)

months ago was asked to take

charge, ,it is understood, but declined

because he and his family didn't

want to leave New York.
Zukor has ' been at the studio for

around three years, having gone out
following reorganization and the

appointment of Balaban as president.

LeBaron reportedly wanted to re-

sign a year ago but was urged
to remain on, signing a new straight

three-year contract at that time.

Understanding is that LeBaron
signed the contract on agreement
that he would be relieved of inter-

ference from above.*

As chairman of the board, Zukor
will probably not remain long in

England, where no successor to John
Cecil Graham, managing director,

has been named. He will no doubt
return to the h,o. John W, Hicks,

Jr., who has been in charge of Par
operations in England following

Graham's resignation, is also return-

ing shortly to the h.o. He is a v,p.

and director of Par, as also is Free-
man.
A revision of Par personnel at the

studio and an immediate program
imder Freeman to reduce production
and operating costs in keeping with
market possibilities, are expected.
There may be some shifts in the the-

atre department under a successor to
Freeman but not expected that any
shifting In this division will be of
major Importance. Department is

very well organized under Freeman
and following emergence of Par
from 77b, has not been overstaffed.

It Is probably one of the smoothest
theatre operating departments In the
Industry, and under Freeman's
leadership has shown treinendouis

profits.

For many years from 1916 asso-

ciated with S. A. Lynch in Southern
Enterprises, later acquired by Par,

in 1933 Freeman joined the home of-

fice staff in charge of real estate.

He rapidly rose from that post to

head theatres and was later elected

a v.p. and member of the board. He
is a recognized leader in theatre op-
eration, as is Balaban who, on reor-
ganization, shifted from active duties
in operating B&K to accept the pres-
idency of Par.
Zukor will probably sail for Lon-

don as soon as he cleans up hang-
over matters, including private ^-
fairs at the studio following return
there in two weeks or so of Free-
man.

Zukor's $150,000 a Tear
Zukor gets $150,000 yearly, of

which $50,000 is paid annually
against the settlement of the $13,-

000,000 directors suit brought by the
Paj" trustees under bankruptcy.
Other former Par directors are also

paying off on the settlement reached,
including Eugene Zukor.
In a prepared statement from the

Coast announcing the transfers of

Zukor and Freeman, Balaban ex-
pressed satisfaction oyer the prog-
ress the . studio is making on the
1938-39 pictures. He said that the
plant was farther along in its an-
nual program than in years and has
piled up a substantial backlog of
completed product.
Of the 48 being made this year, 27

features are completed or shoothig
and 11 more will go into production
between now and the first of the
year, leaving only 10 to start.

CASA MANANA,
>^|^y

Benny Fields, Lou Holtz, VeU, /
Yolandfl, Helen Morgan, AbbotM&
Costello, Gaston Palmer, Betty ffttt-

ton, Delia Lind, Helen Reynolds*
Skating Girl?, Borrah Minevitch's
Rascals, Vincent Lopez orchestra.

New show, opened here Sunday
(6) , looks strong on paper and plays
strongly though long. First per-
formance ran away overboard, going
two hours and 25 minutes. Bill,'

headed by LoU' Holtz as m.c„ is

the most costly Billy Rose has.
booked, some $4,500 more than the
prior show which ran four weeks.
This one may go six.
For name marquee value, in ad-

dition to Holtz, are Benny Fields,
Veloz and Yolanda and Helen Mor-
gan, all of whom are stout individ-
ual draws. In addition to the Lopez'
orchestra, Betty Hutton Is held bvei^
from the previous show. Latter has
attracted much attention since stop-
ping the show cold on her opening
here a month ago but Sunday night
(6) made less of an impression,
probably because of some wild
dancing and rotistabouting, includ-
ing business of running up to Lopez
to muss. up his hair, trying to push
over Holtz. etc. Latter acted as if
he didn't like the roughhouse. Miss
Hutton, little jitterbug shiging bomb-
shell. Is doing four numbers, in-
cluding 'Old Man Mose,' her best.
Holtz is working hia hardest, be-

ing on the stage with most of the
acts in addition to doing his regular
stint and spacing between acts with
stories or gags. His material is
surefire but includes considerable
that he has done before. His comic
arrangement of *Musie Maestro' and
the 'Married An Angel' are . stand-
outs. The maharajah material, Well
known by now, is still sOcko.
Benny Fields closes the shdw with

15 minutes of singing and goes over
big, although |t may be felt that
some of his arrangements axe a bit
overly

' arranged, notably that of
'Alexander's Ragtime Band.' It tends
to take away some of Its more, vital
charm. 'Lullaby of Broadway* ar-
rangement, long done by Fields, is
unusually good, 'Melancholy Baby,'
also done before, is included and
closes Fields strongly.
Veloz and Yolanda, outstanding

dance teamp shortly going to Eng-
land, were on 20 minutes openingr
night, doing Seven routines, among
them a delicate ballroom number, a
couple of novelty dances, a tango,
an old-fashioned number with new-
fashioned trimn&ings and the dance
they did In 'Champagne Waltz' for
Paramount last year.
Plus Holtz, comedy Is supplied by

the surefire Minevltch Harmonic^
Rascals, sans Borrah, Gaston Pal-
mer, the juggler, and the vaude
team of Abbott and Costello. Palmer
slows up the show considerably
with too much stalling. Besides, his
constant

. chatter isn't $o hot. Ab-
bott and Costello are on ahead of
him with their routine along lines
of the "how high is up' roaterisj
Moss and Frye used to do. They're
alumni of Kate Smith's radio hour.
For singing balance In addition to

Miss Hutton are Helen Morgan, on
early, and Dellii Lind (New Acts),
who is more favorably spotted far-
ther down. The positions might he
reversed since Miss Morgan is the
better known of the two. Latter is
doing five numbers. Including one of
Holtz's specials with the m.c. behind
her prompting as she gives out ,the
lyrics. Miss Lind, signed by Metro
a year ago, has not yet appeared
on the screen for this company. Shd
is a tall, attractive blonde and .pos-
sesses B good voice. She sopranoes
in French as weU as English. Helen
Reynolds' Skating Girls (New Acts)
open in a very fast routine. Char.

'

PALOMAR, SEATTLE
, « i.

Seattle, Nov. 4.
Pinky Tomlin, Geraldine & Joe,

Billy Black, Jerfy Ross, Bert Lynn
^^.^?AJ^h VcUra Bros. & Denis
(3); 'City Streets^ (Col), 'Under Big
Top' (Mono),

Reason for the ' Sterling chain's
current vdudfilm 'success Is em-
bodied in the type of show this week.
Clean fun, some clever diancing, a
generally well-balanced program and
a fair name make another good one
at Seattle's lone vaude house. Prices
recently hiked from 37c to 42c top,
haven't affected the b,o.
Pinky Tomlin, who^ headlines,

warbles some of his own songs
pleasantly. He says he hasn't a
regular act, but if the folks don't
like it, he goes out to eat. In that
case, he went hungry at the show
caught.
Jerry Ross m.cs nicely. He gives

Tomlin
, a gooa sendorr and latter

'

works almost naively. 'What's the
Reason,' 'The Love Bug,' a couple of
ditties, and the windup 'Object of
My Affections,' all of which he wrote,
are sung by Tomlin.
Geraldine and Joe are a clever

dance team, acrobatics by Joe also
being Inclvided in the turn. Bert
Lynn and Co. means principal^
Lynn, who did a nifty m.c. on Ross*
day off, and plays an electric guitar,
which he calls a vibrolln. It goes
over big. He .also clicks With his
imitations. The other members of
the 'company,' a femme, does a nifty
hula as Lynn guitars a la.Hawaii.
• Volera Bros, and Denis, gymnasts;
close the show. They're okay. Billy
Black and his little white dog break
the ice. Treop.
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CLviety Bills
NEXT WEEK (Nov. 14)

THIS WEEK (Nov. 7)

Numerals In connection with bills below, indicate opening day of
show, whether full or 9plit week

Loew

Geoi'fflan 4

<>runHdtt
ToUo & Barry..

Bee & Malzle

Oranoda
'Ride 'Km Cowboy'

jfKW YORK CITS
State (10)

Milton Berle
Mabel Toda
Laula Da Pron
C.onklln & Thomap
Ralph. Sanford
6 Jansleya

BALTUIORK
Cjeniiiry (10)

Kidoodlera

Barbara P.irlta

EVANSVIM^E
MnJetitic (lO^r^)

Swing Parade
1VA6HINOTOM
Capitol (11)

Nan Wynn
Rolf Holbein
GlI Lamb
Harriet Hoclor Co

Paramonnt

VEW TOItK CIXX
Paramonnt (0)

Raymond Scott 6
Mark Waruow Ore
Ma^ne Sullivan
Ann Miller
Wences

CHICAGO
..Chlcasa (U)

Frank Maaters Ore
Barr & Ester
8 -Swlirta

FABGO
Earko (17-10)

Major Bowes Co
OBANO FORKS
Dakota (3G-10)

Major Bowea Co
JAMESTOAVN

Opera H'nse (18-14)
Major Bow«3 Co

MIMOT
State (11-13)

Major BoweE> Co

MARION DANIELS

9TH WEEK
CLIFFORD FISCHER'S
LONDON CASINO

Via
MARK J, LEDDY

RKO

VKW arORK CITV
janslo Hall (10)

Rockettea
Corpa de Ballet
Roalta Ortega
Ruby Mercer
U'roy & liyna
Hilda Eckler
Jerome Andrew*

CHICAGO
Palace (H)

Gypay Rosa Le»
(4) ^

Pritchard & Lord
Larry Colllna
Vox Se Walters

Les Jovellya
Slate- Bros
Gene Autry

CUKVELAXD
Btltmorettea
Oxford Boys
Latlirop Broa & L
Sybil Bowan
'Gene Autry

DAXTON
Colonial (4)

Jan Garber Ore
SCHEKBCTADT
Proctor's (10-lS)

Blackatone

Warner

NEW TORK CITY
Stratad (11)

AI Donahue Oro
Hugh Herbert
Arren & Bntderlck
Eanica Healy

BBOOKLTN
Strand (11)

H'wood Parade
Pert Kelton
Mldgle . Fellows

(4)
Juggling Jewels
Tomack'fi Relsa Co
Joyce Broa & D
Mary Small .

MInnevitch Co
Mldgle Fellows
THIi:.Al>EI.PHIA

Eaxle 111)
Jimtay Dorsey Ore
Slim &' Sam
Andrews Sis

Horace Heldt Ore
PITTSBURGH
Stanley (11)

Major Boweii Co
(*)

Geo Oleen Ore
READI>^G

. Astor (II-J2)
Roger Pryor Ore
WASHINGTON

Earle (11)
Ted liewls Ore
Gae Foster Gla
Condos Bros
7 Gouchoa
Geo Lyons
Rosa Wyae Jr
D.& L Kash

YORK
Strand (11-12)

Happy Felton Ore

Independent

HEW TOBK CTtY
Bosr (10)

Red Skelton
Sylvia Borden Co
Paul' Gordon
Gae Foster Gls
Paul Ash Ore

BUX.CTH
Ganrlck (IS-IS)

Rose Midget Fol
INDIANAPOUS

Lyrio (11)
George Olaen' Oro
Imogene Coca
Maaaey & Miller
Tanner Sis
JImmIe Brlerly
Kirk Allen <

(4)
Bernlvlcl Co
Sclilepperman

KANSAS CITY
Vox Tower (11)

Hal.ICemp Ore
MEMPHIS

Orplienra (11-14)
El Brendel & B
12 Aristocrats
V & L Keene
Caprino Sis-
Stat« lAke (11)

Mann, J>upree & L
J &. M Mulcay
Torke & Tracy
Dorn Bros & M
Wllkey & Rae
MnLWAVKEE
Rlterslde (4)

Clyde McCoy Ore
3 Bennett Sis
Wayne GreRg
Paul Regan
Ben Berl
Leon Evans

London

Week of November 7
Astoria D. H.

Pliyl Jamison
Dominion

Leslie JefCrles 8

CAMDEN TOWN
Gaumont

ArChle Glenn
Manhattan S
3 Lederers

CLAPHAM
Granada

Eddie Gray
DeHaven & Pago
Gordon Ray Gls
Bart Allison
Jack Francois
Johnny Nit
B & B Beams

EAST IIAM
Granada

Hal Tates
3 Knaves
Leon Sc Lucette

Premier
Keith, C'stie & G'n
Ei'nest Arnl^y
Georgian 4

GREENWICH
Granada

Hal Tates
3 Knaves
Leon & Lucette
HAMMEBSMITH

Palace
Afrlque
6 Tuk Chlitg
Neuman, Wh'r & T

ISLINGTON
Blue Hnll

Manhattan n

liEYTONSTONE
Btalto

PerceUys
Toko & Sarry
Dee & Malsle
SHEP'EBDS Bl'SH

Pavilion
Afrlquc
t! Tuk Chlng
Neuman, Wh'r & T

STBATFORD
Broadway

Keith, C'stie & G'li

Ernest Arnley

Provincial

Week of November 7
ABERDEEN

Tlvoll
.Tack- Anthony
Bond RowcU
Jay Morclle
Hilda Meacham
1^ J Tiller Gls
Klllon & J. Colllngs
We Three Fellows
Clayton Sisters
l» & J Desmond
with Sonny Clajr

Marshall, & White
Dl'NDEE
Pa1a«e

NonI & Ptnr
Mario Lorenzl
Dawn Davis & Ptnr
Kimberley & Pace
B Henshaw & H'g

EDINBURGH
Boyal

Esplnoaa'a Ballet
Eve Kelland .

Betty Maur Smith
Tracy & Dlxey
Mady & Cord
A J Powera
Ed Flelda & Pntr

LIVERPOOI.
Shakespeare

Eddie Peabody
Eric RandOiph
Leroy & Brown.
Jack Stocks
David Southwood
Warwicka Society 4
L«w1b Rolling Sto's
Edith Walltngton

Cabaret BiOs

NEW YORK CITY
Armando's

Jimmy Vincent Ore
Reed Lawtop. •:

Frederlca Barker

Barney Gallant's

Angela Vele% .

^''arter & Bowie
Nellie Pdley

Bill Bertolottl's

Angelo'a Rh'mba Bd
IlllM Dion
Eleanor Etherldge
Vclyne Hague
Heleh Dell
Roberta Kent

Bill's Gay 80'e

Charles Touchette <

John Panter
John Eliot
Don Cortez
Jim Phllllpa
Mary Rnbert.l "

Harold Wlllnrd
ArlUurBelian
Hnrry Donnelly
SpiUe Harrison
Bernlft. Graver

Boulevard Tavern
(Eirohurat, L. I.)

C'ntlnental .ThriU'.rB
Mac. Arthura
Cameron Crosby
Audrey N.oonan
Donna & Darrell
Earle Hart.
Mickey Feeicy
Vivien Francis •

Lots Kaye
Bobby Bernard
Jan-Fredrica Oro

Brick Club
Hot Lips Page Ore

Cafe Layale
Penn Wayne Oro

Cnsa Itianuna

Vincent Lopez Ore
Jay Freeman Oro
Lou' Holtz
Veloz & Tolanda
Benny Fields
Abbott & CoStello
Hiilen Morgan
B Minevitch Co
Gaktbn Pnlmer
Delia Llnd
Kay Parsons
Helen Reynolds Gla
Betty Hutton

Casino Cubano
Don Alfredo' Ore
(.'onsuelo -Moreno
Ramon &.vLuclnda

Central Park Casino
Pancho Ore
Dezl Arne;; Ore
Ramon & Renlta

Club 18

Jack White
Jerry Blanchard
Doc Lee
Shad Mitchell
Hat Harrington
Franlde Hyera
WlUle Grogan
Leila Gaynea
Beale St Boys
G Andrews Oro

Club Gauvho
DImltrl & Virgil
Natalia Kordova
Trlnl Plaza
V.eUa Villa
Juanclto
Rhumberas
Naomi SImone

Club lumnn
Don Mario Oro
Fantasia Nov.a Oro
Nena Monies
Los Marlnos
3 Azlecas
Cortez & Malda
La Mllonquita

Cotton Club
Cab Calloway Ore
Nicholas Bros
Berry BroaW C Handy
Dandrldge Sis
Sister Tharpe
Mae Johnson
Tlmmle & Freddy
June Richmond
Jigsaw Jaclcson
Vodery Choir

El Chlro
Don Alberto Ore
Joyit & MaravlUn
Oorlta & Valero
Francisco Ramos

El ni'orocco

Ernie Hoist Ore

EI Rio
Hugo Marlanl Oro

Gus Martel Ore
Peggy Fears

'

Baron & Blair

Famous Door
Count Basle Oro
Eddie South Ore
Mary Burton
James Rushing
Greenwich Village

Casino
Ray O'Hara Ore
Larry MacMahon
Diana Reed
Denlse
Llbcrto & Owen
Eleanor Wood Ss D
Murray & Best

Havana-Mndrld
Nano Rodri^o Oro
Juanlto Sanabria Oi
Carlos & Carl to
Pancho St Dolores
Felipe de Florea
Sarlta Herrera
Roslta Ortega

Hickory House
Joe Maraala Oro
Hotel Ambassador
Dick Gaaparre Ore
Vincent Bragale Ore
Minor & Root
Eleanor French
Renee de Jaiiette

H'tel Belmant-Placa
Val Olman Ore
Diosa Coatello
Gwert Williams
Belmont Balladeera

Hotel Blltmoro
Frank Novak Oro
Hal Hutchison
Crawford & Caskey
Fashlonettes
Emily Stephenson
Claire Sherman
Joan Whitney
Orio Thomaa
Lowell Pontce
Virginia Stanford
Hotel Commodore
Sammy Kaye Ore

Hotel Edison
Les Brown Oro
Miriam Shaw
Johnny Johnson
Hotel Essex Uonse
Rlch'd Hlmber Ore
Dell & Humory
Hotel Gov. Clinton
Eddy Mayehuff Ore
Betty Gale

Hotel Lincoln
Artie Shaw Ore
Tito's Swlngtette
Billie Holiday

Hotel McAlplB
J Measner Ore
Gonzales fir. Menen
Jeanne D'ArCy
Hotel New Vorker
Tommy Dorsey Ore
Peter Kent Oro
Edythe Wright
Jack Leonard
3 Esquires
Helen Myers
Ross MacLean
Skeets HerfuTt
Dorothy Wllkens
Joan Merrill
Maurice & Cordoba
Rosinl

Hotel Park Central
Irving Fields Oro
Peter Higgins
Eltons
Hotel Pennsylvania
Kay Kyser Ore '

Crane 2
'

H^tel Pierre

Harold Nagel Ore
Hotel Plaxa

Eddy Duchlh Ore
Don de Vodl Ore
P & G Hartman
Penny Wise
Hotel Roosevelt

Guy Lombardo Ore
Hotel Savoy-Flaxa
Emlle Petti Oto
Lew Parkevaon.
Tom Low
Dwlght FlaUe

Hotel Sherry-
Netherlaud

Tcharkovsky Oro
Geo Sehorben
Hotel St. RIorlts

Basil Fumeen Ore
Vvonne Bouvlcr
Theod're & Dencshn

Hotel St. Regis
(Iridium Room)

Charles Baum Ore
(Alaisonette Russe)

Mathey Oro
Eva Ortega ,

Borli< BelostotsUI
Serge Abagass
Godda Petry
Michael Grcbin

Hotel Tatt

lOnouh Light Ore
Peggy Mann
George HInea
Light Brigade

Hotel Wuldorf-
Aatorlii

(Empire Room)
Benny Goodman Or
Emll Coleman Ore

(Sert Boom)
Coblno Wi'lght Jr
Paul Draper

Hotel Warwick
Oerry Morion Oro
Dell O'Dell

Hungarln
Gene, kardoa Oro
Beta VlUanyt Oro
Victoria ilane
Peggy Ware
Walton &. Joanne
Dr L Barsony
Lillian Dawfion
Ziga Bela
Leon Kramer
International Casino
Larry Clinton Oro
Vincent Travera Ore
Val Ernie Ore
Eileen O'Connor
Tito & Valdez
Eddie Rio & Bros
Bood & Bood
Shyrettos 3
Grace & Nlkko
Marion Manning
Maria Perban
(Streets of Paris)

Sylvia St. Claire
Rinaldl
Marshall 8
Mysto

Ivan Frank
Ruth Elroth
Sonny Tucker
Ivan Frank
Jimmy Kelly's

Joe Capello Oro.
Gladys Faye
Mary Lane
Montmartre Boys
John' RockwoQd
Vaughn Comfort
Danny Hlgglns
Ira Tarnell
Sid Hawkins
Tanya .'

Adra Cooper
Carter & Schaub
Lee Leslie
Gloria Marsh
Peggy de la Plante
Lynn & Deerlng
Inga ' Borg
Margaret Grey

Kit Kat Club
J Lunceford Oro
Alice - Dixon
Ralph Brown
Choppeli & Read

La Conga
Ramon Ramos Ore
O.scar de la Rosa Or
Tommy Goodwin

La Marquise
Frances Connelly
Harold Leonard
Ea.rl, Doug & Cal

lATue
Eddie Davis Oro
.Tosepta Smith Oro
Graziella Parraga

Le Coq Rouge
Geo Sterney Oro
Tisdale 3

Le Mirage
Geo Edmiinda Ore
Hazel Scott
Louise Duke
Vivian Vance
Bill Brady
Llewellyn Moas
Continentals

Le Bnban Blea
Nora Sheridan
Elsie Houston

.

Morgana
Hayward &' Alien
Bowera & Walter
Leon A Eddie's

Eddie Davis
Lou Martin Oro
Elinor Troy
Ford Crane
Ma^ipe Loomie
Edna Mae
Jack Lane
Roalta & Anita
Lura Bennett
Iris Adrian
Wally Wanger (

Little Club
Pee Wee RuMsell Or
Edith Roark

Midnight Sun
.Tack Melvin Oro
Diane- Raye
Barbara Bannlater
Carol Bruce
Latty Kemble
liya Lane
Marguerite Adams

Al«a Paris

Charlie Murray Ore
Virginia Uppercu
iVyul Lukewda B'ya

Monle Carle

.

Senorita Nina
Lois Leeda
Jaclc Rosello
MayA's Congahs
Pierre Beaucaira
Mildred & Maurice
Julian Attmnp
GasLon

Place Elegante

Bill Farrcll
Henn Knuf
Tommy Mills
Joe While
Wally Shulan
Leo liuzaro Ore

IMHiitutlun Club
SUeota Tollivet i)ro

Harrington Guy
Vulda
Mo'.:e & I'olte

Collins & Beaaley
Avon Long
Lillian Fitzgerald
.Toe Adfle
Conway & Porks

Paradise
Russ Morgan Oro
Delia Carroll
Hwrry Jackson
Noll & Noland
Frank Paris
Gloria Day
Gloria Whitney
Mexican 3

Pepper Pot
Joe D'Andrea Ore
Harold' Aloma Oro
Iria Kay
Boyd Heathen
Aloha Shaw

' <)ueen Mary
Joe Ellis Ore
Katherine Tate
Corllea & Palmer
Florence Herbert
Ann White

Kulnbww Grill

Paul ICaln Ore
Murlynn & Mlctinei

RulnbflW Room
Al Donahue Ore
Ifiddle LeBaron Ore
Paula Kelly
Ruth Nigey
Aloe Templeton
Estelle & LeKoy

Russian Kretvhmn
Votodla Kotnv Oio
Nastla Poliakova
Simeon SaksonsUy
Simeon KaravaefT
Marusia Ssva
Oarla Blrse
Mtrhel Mlchon
MIscha .Osdonort
Kiavdfa Kapelova
Sergei IgnatenUti

Stork Club
Sonny Kendia Ore
Jo!ie Lopez Ore

Swing Bendesvous
Bob AVarren Ore
Jack Iiaurle
Princ'aa White Wing
PattI Marsh
Louis Sterling
Vivian Vaughn
Charlotte Carlton
Ronnie King

%'ersnlllee

M Bergsre Oro
Panchito Ore
George Jessel
Freda Sullivan
D'Avaloa 'Uancera

ViliHge Barn
Deacon Moore Oro
Lillian & Dar)6
Marge Hud.<)on
Del, La Penhas..
Suzanne Austin
Pappy Below
Laura Dean
Zeb Carver Co

iVhlrllng Top
Geo Alorrla Oro
Russell Dracken
Irene Stanley
Ramon Ringo
Stephen Harris
Jerry White
Ann Gala

nivel
Charley Bowman Or
Bob Lee
Amelia Gllmore
Deane Dickens
Peggy LeBtiron
Connie Joyce
Al Small
Ted I,ester

Yacht Club
Hal Hope Ore
Fats Waller
I,ee Wiley
Val Irving
Vvonne Monoff
Sinclair 2
Blue Drake
Charles Kemper
Ken Nichols
Myra Johnson
Colulons

Sevea Sena
Danny Kawanna
Bob -Matthews
Kay Kanaal
Somerset HetiBe

Hal Chancellor
Noel Neil
Dorotliy Ellers
Marjorie Dee
ilarry Itingland

Topsy'a

3 Dobutantes

Nick Cochrane
Muxzy Margellln^

Ted Flo Rito Oro

Troeadero
ice Carnival

Jose'a Cuban Bd
Bub Grant Oro

V Hugo Restaurant

Griff Williams Oro
Charlie Vaughn

CHICAGO

LOS ANGELES
Ball

Charlie Lawrence
Bruz Fletcher

Beverly WilHlilre

Lou Sallee Oro
Blltroore

Bob Hall
Rita & Rubins
3 Nonchalantes
Annabelie
Tommy Trent
Shep Fields Oro

Cafe Callente

Elenita
Diana
Leo
Luz Dasquez
.TuRn Navarro
Eddie Agullar' Oro

Cafe De Paree
Geo Bookesta Oro

Cafe La Maze
Vi Bradley
Park Avenue -Boys

Clover Club
Kings Jesters

Cocoanut Grove
Lois Whiteman
Harry • Harris
Edna Sedgwick
Wayne King Oro

It Cafe
.Toe Moshay
Dob Searles
Bill Roberts Oro
Jerry's Nnndalay
Frankle Gallagher
Oliver Albertl
Jimmy Kerr Ore

l<a Conga
Harry Rosenthal

B Durando R'ba Bd
Dorothy Dare
Ted Dawson

LItUe. Club
Jane Jones
Tiny Merldith
Chas Thorpe

Omar's Dome
Ray Bradford Ore
Terry Green
Bernlce Lynn
Eddy & Tours
Dorothy Roberts
Walter Wade
Elmer

Pulomar
Emll & Evelyn
4 H'wood Oo-Eds
Elmo Tanner
Red Ingle
Parker & GIbbs
Country Washburn
Joe Mole
Ijaura Iiee
Perry Como
Ted Weems Ore

Paris Inn
Paul Winehell & T
Carolina Dyne
Marguerite di M
Dominie Columbo
Thora Matthison
Ken Henryson „.

The Gregorys
Henry Monet
Chuck Honry Ore
P SelznIck'B CluD

Nanlta Torras
>Tan Rublnl
Rose Murphy
Evwlyn Farney
Mnx FIdler Oro
Billy Lanlcln

j
Ball BnU

Bert OUbort
Peaches
Peggy Moore
Kay Armin
Lillian Audrey
Sally Marsiiait
Ball Gls
Stan Norrls Oro
Al Milton Ore
nismarck Hotel
(Walnut Room)

Art Kasacl Oro
Marion Holmes
Billy Leach
Frank Payne
Mayflelda & Virg

Biackliawk
Jan Garber Oro
Jack Gaulke Oro

Blondles

Dolores Green
Billy Kemp
Fritzie Bey
Mdna Leonard
La Marsha
Connie Rogers
Harry Hoyor Ore
Pam Adair
Eleanor Johnson
Ruth Riley
Rozika
Helen Moon
Wanda Devon

Blue Goose
Frances Romas
Alice. Han«oi\
Melody King
Evelyn White
Buck Hunt
4 Hita & a Miss
Harry Stnyer Oro

Brevodrt Hutel
(Crystal Room)

Florence Schubert
Charles Baldwin
Grace Katroi
Norma Ballard

Bruadmont
Herb Rudolph Ore
Ann Davla
Laurene
Dolorea Buck
Billy Fargo
Bee Jones
Bonnie & "Virginia
Estelle Russell
Adorables
Henry Simons
Blille Fargo

Caravan
Bddle Gorman
Rocke Romano
Toddy O'Grady
Don Morgan
Dot & .Terry
l!:dna Leonard
Carl Scholtz Oro

Ches Paree
Jimmy Durante
Varsity 8

Ruth Petty
Maurice & Maryea
LoiS Harper
Bob Hanon.
Lou Brpese Ore
Don Orlando Oro
Svans Adorables

Club Al
.Tane .Tordan
Ray King
Shirley Ray
Veronica McKay
W. Worthlngton
O Harris Ore

Club Alabunt
Dorothy Wahl
Jacqueline Allen
Tom Murray
Red Barger
Country Hunt
Allen Cole .

Eflle Burton'
Bernle Adier
Dave UneilB Oro
Chalk Robinson Ore
Eddie Roth Oro

Club BpanlHh
Mlllleent DeWitt
Cooper & Madras
Dorothy Dawn
Pinky Tracy
Bob Davis <'>ro

Loretta OeBoer
Ralston Ens

Colony Clob
TitiUan Carmen
Nan 'Blackatone
lose Manzanares Or
Hugo dePaula Oro

ColoslmoB
B A F Gilbert
TaL-kson, Reaves A S
Kamla
Heller & Riley
DeMay, Moore & M
Missing Bros
Lois Maree
Bobby Danders
Bob Hyntt
Pronaph Gis-
Hollywnod 6
Henri Gendron Oro

Club Dellsa
Evelyn White
Walker & Walker
Jean Gay
John Oscar
Rliythm Willie
Bunny
Ross & Butler
Sam Theard

.

Charles Isora
Partello Gls
Red Saunders Ore

Drake Hotel
(Gold Coast Boom)
Ozzia Nelson Oro
Harriet Hllliard
Roily & V Pickert
Maro Ballero

Dutch's
Ralph Cook Rev
Rittman Dancers
Roberta
Peggy Moore
Helen Dove
Mort Lund Oro
Bdgewater Beach

Hotel
(Murine Room)

Dick Stabile Oro
Evelyn Oaks
B of Hearts
Muriel Gray
Harriet Smith Gls

El Dumpo
Bernle Green
Kay Marcy
Jimmy I,a;>e
D Doliine
Eddy Makins

Phyllas Brooks
Pat Puitfo Lino
y Canova Oro

FantouR boor
Jimmy Kennedy
Esther Whtttington
Jimmy Dunn
Castellanos Oro

4th Club

Homer Roberts
Olga Anton
Annette Elwood
Joan Conlello
Kitty Frances
Shorty Bull Ore

Franke'a Caslne

Jue Fong
Betty Wren
Dorothy Toung
Don & Patricia
Dick Hardin
Thelma Marland
Marge Lenore
Phyllis Roberts
Evelyn Leeiy
4 Casino Brusetts
Buddy Kirbie
Roeke Ellsworth
Bob Tinsley Oro

Gay 00s

Madeline Glddlnga
Ruth Thomas
Lew King
Colleen
lone O'Donnell
Jack Connors
B. Danders Jr Ore

Gay . IHiree

Wellington
Eve Tvonne
Mickey Duhne
Vlrg O'Brien
Miss EUls
Bernlce Bodel
Bob Riley Oro

Grand Terrace

Sonny & Sonny
Dusty Fletcher
Howell A Coles
Sallie Gooding
Dot Soultera
Connie Harris
Leonard Reed Gls
Ear! HInes Oro
Oraemere Hotel
(Glass Hoaae Rm)
Don Pedro Oro
Ted & Mary Taft
Harry'a N Y Cab'ret

Mildred Rock
Joan Vlckers
Dale Rhodes
Saxon Sis
Nataslia
Sally O'Day
Marela Wayne
Jean Mode
Art Buckley
Al Wagner
Billie Myers
Lee Berling
Dorothy Johnson
Muriel Love
Rankin Gls
Charles Engel Ore

Hickory Inn
Casa Royals Ore
Fred Casey
Terry O'Toole

HI Hat
John Hate
Wesley Whttehouse
Warners
Dalo Sherman
Hl-Hatters
Juno Glory
Sid Lang Oro

Hippodrome
Jerry Marks Ore
Jerry Geriard
Enid Phillips
Louise VerhOCC
ViriBrtnla Maye
Laser Gale Sis
Billy Banks
Hasht & Oaal
Joe Kalmus Ore

Ivanhoe
Helen Sumnera
Helen Irwin
4 Hawalians
Earl Hocrman Ore

L'Algloa
Mary W Kllpatrlok
Gypsy 4 /
Don Quixote Ore
Ennio Bolognini Or

Hotel La Halle
(Blue Front. Room)
Kings Jestelrs

Liberty Inn.

Stanley Mack
Mickey Sheridan
Thelma White
Dorothy Higgins
Millie Erdman
Earl Wiley Ore

Llmehouse
Barney Richards Or

McLaugliline
Marlon Peters
Rags Gallagher
Louise Shannon
Mickey Dunn
Irene Forte;;
Sammy Barl
Jules Novit Oro

Melody Mill

Tiny Hill Ore
Miami Club

Beza White
Billy Meagher
Lois Lorraine
Cookie Sydell
Johnny Parkers Or

Millstone

Ann Millstone
Ann Howard
Preo McGrain
Betty Storey
Ann Helm
Roy Swift Oro

Minuet Club
Minuet Gis
Joe Rio
Joy Kalise
Patricia Bloor
Rita DeVore
Harry Fisher Oro

Blorrlnon Hotel
(Boston Oyster

House)
Manfred Gotthelt

Nameless Cafe
3 Loose Screws
Ona Mayo
Ed Leon
Evelyn Waters

RaMundl'a .Ore
llelen Samms«
Mae dl Fill

Old Ueldelberc
Old Heidelberg Co
Ilerr LoUle Ore
Geo Gunther Oro

Paddock Club
Frances Kay
Rex Grimth's
Jerry Frost
Clint Wright Oro

Palmer Uouee
(Empire Room)

Orrln Tucker Oro
Bonnio Baker
Bailey Sis
So);tette
Gower & Jeanne
Jack Stair
Beverly Allen
Jean Florlan
Abbott Dancers
Phil Dooley Oro

Purody Club
Freddie Abbott
Mnrita Ryan
Honey I^ee
Sara Thebotd
Marie Thomas
Freddie Janis Oro

Rose Bowl
Willlo Shore
Armida
Robinaon 3
Bert Sis
Kurtla Marionettes
Allen Kane Ore

Royale Frolica

Frances Wills
Bee Kalmus
Eddie White
LeBarron 3
Spencer & Foreman
Jack Hllliard
Frolics Ens
Mark Fisher Oro

Sliermnn Hotel
(CollcKe Inn)

Buddy Rogers Ore
Dick Kissinger
Elizabeth Kilton
Joe Murphy
Dezzo Rotter
Polly Day
8 Marines
Don & A LeMalre
Boots McKenna Gis

Dome
Tony Marks
Spinsters
Marie Sari

Silver Cloud
Ciea'nor Leonard
Ken -Leslie
Clair Sis
Norman '& Diane
Alice Tanor
Dot Peterson
Kitty Dawn
Dorothy Stone
Hazel ZaluB
Nord Rluiiardson
8 Tops
Johnny UcFall Oro

Silver Prollca

Continental 4
Ealaine Rabey
Roma Noble
Pay Wallace
Art Freeman

«oe Club
Billy Carr
Renee Villon
Murg Faber Gls
Jessie Rosella'
Vilma Joszy
Ruby Bennett
Ethel Brown
B & L Cook
Collette
Carmen
Lois Cornwall.

Joel Annette
Anne O'Connor
Mary Jano Brown
Mal-lon Miller
Dolly Sterling
Sol Lake Oro
Tripoli 8

Sky Korket
Marjorie Whitney
Diotatora
Mathews « Shaw
4 Kings
B Tanlia Snclnlltes

Stevens Hotel
(Continental Room)
Don Julian & M
Lois Harper
Louqnna Hogan
Jackie Holler Oro

SlYMtkade inn
Charles Chaney

Subway
Franliie Ralston
Fritnccs Thomas
Tinuny Mcyora
Opal Adair
Kitty Swanson
Adeline
Dobs
Ellepn Randolph
Ozzlu Jackson Oro

SuNi-q
Dick Buckley
Molly Manner
Betty Harris
Patsy Kay
Ilo Nilea
Pat Ryan
Edith Princlpie
Verne Wilson Oro

Swinglnud
Alma Smith
Leonard Reed
Car'line Rlcharda'n
Eunice & O^zle
James Phlllipa
Charles & EloJae
Del :Rrlght Ore
TliompNon's 10 Club
Ray Reynolds
D Keith Dancers
Patsy Thomaa
Joan Dawn
Charles & Mary
Millie Travis
.Tulle Waltn
Hazel Freeman

Three Ilruvea
Art Tatum
Baby Dodda
Freddie Reed
Lonnle Johnson

Tower Inn

Flo' Whitman. Rev
Nyra Loo
Helen DuWayna
Muriel Joseph
Sissy Robbins
Pot DuBrfto
Inez Gonen
George Arnold
Frank Davis Ore

Troeadero
Gloria Romano
Adelle St Clair
Terry Circle
Roy Rankin Ore

Villa Mmlerne
Tony Cabot Oro
Winona Oordena

Stnn Carter
Gigl Rene
Doiores Loo
Diane Lat>e
Suzanne Kcsaler
Lucille Johnson
Frankle Rullos Ore

Sunny Rnuche
Helen Dove
Veronica McKay
Larry Lux Oro

PITTSBTJHQH
Anchorage

Hughie Morton Oro
BalOonndea

Tommy Carlyn Oro
Bill Green's

Tommy Tucker Ore
Amy Arneil

Club Petite
TOd Blake Oro
Louise Dllda
Ramona Ray
Cork and Bottle

Jack Davis
Eddie Peyton's

Jljnmy Gamble Ore
Eddie Peyton
Mike Peyton
Marion Muller
Hotel Roosevelt

Lowe & Kissinger
Hotel Schenley

Jack Waltdn Oro
Art Giles

Hotel William Penn
(Chatterbox)

Lawrence Welk Ore
Lois Best
Walter Bloom
(Continental Bar)

Larry Murphy 4

Italian Gnrdene
Etzi Covatp Ore

New Penn
Al Kavelln Ore

PattI Morgan
Al Shelleduy

Nixon Cafa
Fran Blchler Oro
Bob Carter
Chlllta & Carltoa
6 '\''anettes
Pansy the Horse
Lester A: Irmajeaa
Angelo Dl Palma

Nut House
Joe Klein
Boogy-Woogy
Hatry Nosokoit

PJasa Cafe
•tlmmy Peyton Ore
Adele Curtis
E Dance Darlings
Billy Cover
Lenore Rika
Moran Sia

Plnee
Nick PariUo Ore

Riviera

Joe Beriek Oro
Show Boat

Al Muraico Oro
Dick Ware
Dorothy Henry
Sherry Lane
« Bee Gardner Gla

Wlllown
Rny Hf»rbeck Oro
Klrby Brooks

MILWAUKEE
Bert Phllllp'B

Pep Babler Ore
Ethel. Seldel.

Billy Snack'a
Donna LuPae
Louis Streeier
Marty Hoft
Jean Renard
Ellen Kay
Blatz Palm Garden
Eddie South Ore
Louis Mason

Blue Moon
D Davidson Oro
Irene Burke
Shuttae & Kent
Virginia Rosen
Jay Jayson
Gale Parker

Cardinal Club
Biid Vioni Ore

Chateau Club
John Poat
Patsy Marr
Bert Gilbert
Curly Fate
Poggy Moore

Clover Club
Weber Ore
Helen Rita
Ruth Phllllpa
Ellen Rookaa
Lynn Barclay
Mltzl Raye
Evelyn White

Club Mudrld
Stan Jacobsen Oro
ZIta & Annia
Juno Lang
Bernle & Tovanna
Roberta Roberts
Betty Adlcr
Marie Marsh

(Continued

Rose StefTen
Frances Allls

Club Terrle

Jack Teeter Ore
Ethel Warren
Phil .Keslln
Shuttae & Kent

Congo C^ab
Dob Freeman
Mary Reed
Jeff Thomas
Leonard Gay Oro

Cornles Ship
Red Billings Oro
Ray Block Oro
Ben Boe Ore
Gene Emernld
Ralph Lewis
Devinen Kugles

Bob Garrlly Oro
Eddie Vargos Oro
Red Roberta Oro
Arlinn
CoucFrtlna Eddia
"Wally Miller Oro
(iloria Gale
Jimmy De Pnlma
Howard Gclger

Hotel Schroeder
(Empire Room)

Jack Crawford Ore
Joe Wallace
Wilfrid Du Bois
Dorothy Dale
Southern Sla
Tung Ping Soo

Karl Rfttst'li's

Sepple Boch Oro
Ileiene Slurn

l^rson'B
R.ay Meadows. Ore

Llndy's
Rick & Snydor
on page 62)
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NO BIVAY HOUSE SHORTAGE
Clare Boothe Griddles Critics, 400;

Broun Does a Switch on Reviewers

Clare Boothe, Broadway's social-

ite playwright and handsomest

memher of the Drarhatists Guild,

has something to say about the

critics in a contribution appear*

Ing in the current Stage, and

she also pulls no punches in com-

menting on persons of her Park

avenue set. She first scored with

The Women,' but not until 'Kiss the

Boys Goodbye' (Miller, N. Y.)

clicked did Miss Boothe, Mrs. Heni:y

R. nice in private, assent to talk

lor "the press. Recently she gave

several interviews and seemed to

like it.

Saying that the sort of people who
exist in her plays now snub and cut

her, she explains that her choice of

a hobby (writing plays) often gets

her whole columns, instead of casual

mention as amOng those attending

teas at Pierre's, and so forth. These
colurhns are called criticisms and
they are supposed to concern them-
selves with what the critics and I

laughingly refer to" as my art. And
sometimes they do say nice things.

But when, they say horrid, things

(those are the days when even the

kitchen maid, whom I've never laid

eyes on feels the repercussions and.

trembles), I do feel inclined to go
right out and scratch their eyes out,

Crix Don't Get Around
'But Mr. Watts (Richard) and Mr.

Anderson (John) and Mrs. Atkinson
(Brooks) just don't seem to get

around to '21' and the (polony, or
even Elsa's (Maxwell) parties. I

mean I just can't bring myself to go
slumming way over to Sardi's and
Bleeck's (Jack) to find them, no
matter how justified I'd be to do so.

And i do think that when I come'
iice to face with them, my anger
would soften. Because Mr. Watts
and Mr. Anderson are really quite

handsome though I don't always ad-
mire the people I see with Mr.
Watts, and even Mr. Anderson can't

wear a white tie as well as Mr.
iNathan (George Jean). And I

wouldn't dream of resenting any-
thing Mr. Atkinson said because I

do think he's sound and, besides,

there is something about him that is

terribly sweet and fatherly.' Miss
Boothe pats the boys goodbye with:
•On the Whole I do just love reading
them. They can say anything, so

long as they do not ignore me. Be-
cause it's going to be awful if they
do. I'm not a fool you know.'

Broun Now DefenQs 'Em
Heywood Broun, former critic who

took & sock at the current critics

recently, came to their defense in his

Saturday's (5) column, N. Y. World-
Telegram. He was inspired by the

comments, against them by J. B.

Priestley, British dramatist, whose
recent 'I Have Been Here Before'

fared worse than his 'Time and The
Conways,' one of last season's Broad-
Way flops. Said Broun:
•A little while ago this column

gently chided-the dramatic critics of

(Continued on page 58)

'30 DAYS' ANGELS SAID

TO BE MUUING SUIT

Reported that legal steps may be
taken by some of the backers of '30

Days Hath September,* one of Broad-
Way's first flops this season. Show
Was withdrawn after two weeks at
the Hudson. Said to be involved is

Irving Gaumont, co-author-presenter,
in association with Jack Sobell.

Cast was paid off from funds on
deposit with Equity, but in the case
of Alison Skipworth, who was
featured, a four-week engagement
had been guaranteed by W. Herbert
Adams, an attorney who has been
Interested in a number of produc-
tions. He paid Miss Skipworth's
salary, $2,000 for two weeks un-
played.

Adams was not interested in the
attraction, but put up the guarantee
for Miss Skipworth, who returned
from, the Coast for the play, because
of his former stage association with
her. She was co-featured with Basil
Rathbone in a play called 'Port
O' London,' with Adams as backer.

Double-Crossed

Success scored on Broadway
by two visiting. actors, appeairs

to have surprised 'em. Raymond
Massey, who clicked in 'Abe
Lincoln ia Illinois,' Plymouth,
told friends in London last sum-
mer that he Expected 'to be back
in fbui; or five weeks.' Pre-
dictions are that the show will

run a year.

Robert Morley, whose per-
formance in 'Oscar Wilde,'

Fulton, drew press hurrahs, is

described as 'walking on air.'

GILBERT MILLER

IN ON THREE

HIT SHOWS

Although his name appears only

over 'Victoria Regina,' on Broadway

for a repeat date at the Beck, Gil-

bert Miller is concerned with two

new successes and is definitely set

for. another successful season. Un-

derstood he controls 75% of 'Oscar

Wilde,' Fulton, although Norman
Marshall, London showman, made
the presentation and owns the
srnaller share. Marshall is said to

have a share of 'Regina,' which tried

cut at his Gate theatre, London, as

did 'Wilda.'

Miller is doubly interested in 'Kiss

the Boys Goodbye,' of which Brock
Pemberton has the major share, due
to operatii^g Henry Miller's theatre,

where that hit is spotted. Pember-
ton welcomed participation by Miller
in 'Kiss the Boys' when he offered

to buy in last spring, when the script

v/as not in finished shape. Active
management is by Pemberton, but
the Miller staff handles 'Wilde.'

Participation in a third attraction

this season by Miller did not prove
so fortunate. He had 25% of 'Waltz
in Goose ' Step,' which opened and
closed at the Hudson last • week,
Miller's share being around $7,000.

Play was presented by Julien (Jack)
St. Charles Chaqueneau, who is on
the New York staff of Myron Selz-

nick's agency. Stated that most of

the backing for 'Waltz' was down-
town money.

Wm. A. Brady Setting

Revival and New Play

Policy for N. Y. House

William A, Brady has announced
resumption of activities and a policy

for his Playhouse, N. Y. While he
will present a repertory company,
new plays are also slated for piresen-

tation. A selected list of revivals is

being made, with a change of bill at

least every six weeks. Showman
proposes.^ operating on a subscrip-

tion basis.

First revival is 'You Never Can
Tell,' the play claimed to have
started Bernard Shaw to popularity

in New York. For it Margaret
Anglin will return to Broadway,
after cast also having Helen Chand-
ler and Bramwell Fletcher.

Shavian comedy is being directed

by Grace George, it being dated to

open Thanksgiving night (24).

New 'Shuffle' on Coast
Los Angeles, Nov. 8.

Criterion theatre, dark for months,
reopens Friday (11) with an all-

Negro musical, 'Shuffle Along of
1939.'

Piece is presented by Alfred
Butts, who will take it on the road
if it clicks.

MOREMi BUT

PLEIITr THEITRES

28 Productions This Season

Thus Far Against 16 at

Same Time Last Year-
Six Hits and 16 Flops

—

More Musicals

PRODS. NEED COIN

There will be no approach to a

house shortage' on Broadway this

season, according to indications,

though contrary to prevailing opin-

ion this season is well ahead of last

fall in the number of productions
presented. Even the number, of

musicals which is definitely in-

creased and, while most of the the-

atres suitable for this type .of at-

traction are booked, therie are
enough spares among the other
houses to amply take care of new
attractions currently in sight.

Reason lies in the- fact that, al-

though more shows arrived, there

was a corresponding Increase in the
number of failures, jriost of which
were quickly aired. Up to early No-
\rember, last year, only 16 new
shows had opened, .five having
proved successful, one an intermedi-
ate and 10 fiops.- During the corre-

sponding period thi^, a.utumn, 28
shows have opened, including two
revivals and one repeat engagement.
Of the new presentations the rating
at this time classifies six as being
hits, with three probable moderates,
while 16 are unquestioned fiivs,

nearly all having been promptly
yanked from the. boards. One or
two shows, now regarded as having
a fair chance to click, may climb
into the hit class.

Winter Crop
More interesting to' observers,

however, will be the possibilities of

the late fail and winter production
crops. This month's incomers should
approximate the same number, of
top, last November, when 14 shows
premiered. To date at least 15 are
slated to 'debut, three having ar-
rived last week as a starter—none
•were highly regarded and one has
already stopped.
Among the month's new produc-

tions are at least two new musicals
and possibly three, ^yhich wiU give
the season nine such attractions by
Thanksgiving time. Increase in mu-
sical fare is one. of the features of
the legit season in contrast to last
fall, when only two were presented
within the same period, and only
one ('I'd Rather Be Right') was suc-
cessful. Some of this season's mu-
sicals are hardly up to expectations,
but the trend is there.
While there appears to be more

managerial activity, there is no cer-
tainty that 1938-39 will top last sea-
son in the number of shows pre-
sented, despite the fact that 1937-38
established a new low in production.
After the first rush,' production ap-
pears to have tapered off too mUch
to hold the. edge of the first two
months and must be stepped up to
measure up t^ the big expectations
accompanying the World's Fdir sea-
son.

That it will come with fresh capi-
tal from the picture end is Broad-
way's hope. If the breach between
Hollywood and Broadway is healed
and production deals consummated,
the managers should quickly discern
whether it is a matter of product
rather than baclcing. Showmen,
generally, say it is the coin factor
that has been holding down produc-
tion, with some claiming the situ-
ation to be over-emphasized. Latter
are distinctly in the minority and
are not among the active producers.

WPA Mgr. Bankrnpt
Sam M. Mandelsman, Hotel Presi-

dent, N. Y., theatrical manager con-
nected with the WPA Federal The^
atre Project in N. Y., filed a volun-
tary petition in bankruptcy Monday
(7) in Federal court.

Liabilities at $590; assets of $10,000
insurance are exempt.

ATTA Asks Equity to Modify Ticket

Code; Says Restrictions Hurt Shows

Cautious

One night last week Ole
Ols0h (and Johnson) was stand-
ing coatless. outside Dinty
'Moore's restaurant talking to a
couple of cronies. Eatery

.
is

adjacent to 46th St. theatre

where 'Hellzapoppin' is - cur-
rent.

Business sense got the better,

of Lee Shubert, who rushed up
shouting: 'Get back and put on
ybiur coat. I haven't got you
insured.'

ACTORS REP CO.

REORG; FILM

Reorganization of the Actors'

Repertory Company, Inc., of New
York is now in process. Organiza-
tion started three' years ago Vfith

11 members, following production of

its first play, 'Let Freedom Ring,'

with John Hay Whitney and Henry
R. Luce, publisher, backing the
company at that time.

Seven plays were produced the
first year, with approximately lO

Sunday performances of each tak-

ing place: During the next tWo sea*
sons the company produced four
opuses.

Actors' Repertory has now moved
its headquarters to 70 West 45th
Street, and also leased a rehearsal

hall. .Firsft play of its current rea-
son was to have been 'Family

.
Por-

trait,' by Lenore and William. Joyce
Cowen, but this has. been tempo-
rarily shelved and work will start

shortly on one of the following plays
on thie schediile: 'Cartney and
Kevney,' an American adaptation of

an Irish play by George Shiel; 'The
Happy Journey,' one-acter by
Thornton* Wilder; The International

Brigade,'; "The Man With His Heart
in the Highlands,' by William
Saroyan; a series of one-act plays by
E. P. Conkle, and an untitled play
by Robert Thomsen about the bat-
tle of Gettysburg.
Financing of the organization thi^

year is said io be assured and is, re-

ported coming from picture sources.
Identity of backer cannot he con-
firmed at this time because con-
tracts have not yet been signed, ac-

cording to William R. Fitelson, coun-
sel for the actors.

Present membership of the group,
whose purpose is to produce Vital,

living plays which are expressions
of the spirit of the age, includes
Paula Bautersmith, . Norma . Cham-
bers, Kathryn Grill, Will Geer, Rose
Keane, John O'Shaughnessy, Doug-
las Parkhirst, Anthony Ross and
Leslie Stafford. Three of the group
are now working in shows produced
by other Broadway managers. Kate
Grill is in 'Dame Nature,' O'Shaugh-
nessy is coming in with 'The Boys
From Syracuse,' while Geer is cur-
rently in 'Sing Out the News.'

EDWARD STIRLING OF

PARIS TO PROD. IN N.Y.

Banned in London, Aldous Hux-
ley's new play, 'This Brave New
World,' which deals with an imagi-
nary era 550 years hence, will have
a Broadway production if plans of
Edward Stirling, holder of the Amer-
ican rights, materialize. First pre-
sented by Stirling at his English the-
atre in Paris, it is deemed timely
drama now that the American pub-
lic has been H, G. Wells-primed for
fantasy.

Also on Stirling's Schedule is his
own translation of Sacha Guitry's
sophisticated farce, 'The New Will,'

in which he will both produce and
play the lead upon his arrival here.

The . Associated Theatrie Ticket
Agencies, which represents .most of
the Broadway ticket brokers, though
not MtBride's, Postal-Leblang and
Tyson Co;, sent its attorney an,d a
committee to Equity last Friday (*>,.

with the Idea of securing modifica-
tion of the code inaugurated by the-
League of New York Theatres, the
managerial arm. Ticket men stated
their case and reason$ for proposed
concessions, with the Equity com-
mittee due to report the proceedings ,

to the council with possible recom-
mendations.
That Equity will take aption in the

ticket situation is, however, doubtful.
Its position Is rather oh the outside
of the code, although there is a .

signed agreement between Equity
and the League stipulating that in
consideration of the . functioning of
a ticket , control system, It' will not
adopt new rulej or change, policy
during this s^sdn. Enforcement of
the code i£i entirely up to the League,
to date, with Equity ^laving its own
more stringent rules for managerial
Ron-memhetB, yet has done nothing
in the way of policing. Indicated,
that Equity does not intend being a

'

defendent in .legal actions that code
enforcement may. inspire.

W»nt ^uys*
Surprise

.
Riove! on the part of the

brokers was ah appeal to change the
rules so that ."buys' would again be
permitted. ATTA people declared

((Tontinued on page 56)

Shift to Garden

flay%eW
Top 6 way Take

In moving from the 46th Street t<J

the Winter Garden, N. Y., Nov. 28,
'Hell2apopt)ln/ the Olsen and Johnson
revue, .may go Into the, leadership of
Broadway^a list,' held up. to now by
*I Married An .AhgelV Shubert$, in
arranging the

.
switch, appear ta be

protecting their Garden pfoperly,
house being currently tenanted t>y
'You Never Kiiow'. Latter has been
drawing mildly and.Is reported clos-
ing when, or before, 'Hellz' moves in.

Garden, capacity is hot touch in ex-
cess of the 46th Street, but there are
considerably ihore seats on the Jower
floor, capacity of which, is aroUnd
1,000. At ;.the'$3.30 scaleVthe gross,
which tecently went to $29,000, Is

figured to topi the $30,000 mark. This
week? the scale for 'Hellz* was upped
to $4.40 on, Monday (7 ), .the night be-
fore election, and Thursday (10),
Armistice Day eve* For the past two
weeks that top has applied to Friday
and Saturday nights, because of foot-
ball crowds.
The 4pth' street is bank owned,

Shuberts operating the.hquse under
an arrangement whereby the house is
repbrted being guaranteed $18,000,
which amount coyors the carrying
charges. !Pigu*ed, that coin has al-
ready been earned by the theatreV
share of the revue^s takings and over
that will be velvet.
Another factor in switching 'Hellz*

out of the 46th Street and booking in
Lew Leslie's 'Blackbirds' concerns
the latter's manager, Nate Kramer,
son of the owners of the Edison hotel
across the street, has guaranteed the
salaries of the colored show. The
Shuberts are also Interested in the
Edison.
Ticket agencies will be somewhat

affected by the transfer of 'Helli',
since the increased lower floor capac-
ity of the Garden should increase
the boxoffice sale. Up to now, 'Hellz*
has been one of the hottest ticket
buys on Broadway. In show circles
there is some question as to the effiect

on the performance, reVue being re-
garded as more effective in, the 46th
stteet, because the players are Closer
to the audience and a number of the
show's nut gags originate or finale
out front.
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Plays on Broadway

PANTON'S DEATH
Drania by Geor^ Buchner. translated by

Geolfliiey Dunlop; pro'ducsd. by Oreon Wellca;
onjfa by Marc Bllt^.steln; setting "by Jan
Tlchncek. Presented by Mercury Theatre,
at Mercury. N, T., • Nov. 2, '33, at $2.75
top ($3,B0 opening).
Julie Anna Stafford
Dnnton Martin Gnbel
CamiUe Desnioullna Edgar Barrier
Luclle Evelyn Wahle
Herault Ue Sechelles Moigan Farley
Phillppeau WllUani Mowry
Lacroix Guy IClnssfcy
A I/ndy .'.ESllen Andrews
Robespierre Vladimir SokoIofC
£fni-lnn Arlene Francis
RoBsiUe Ruth Ford
Adelaiile Rosemary Carver
Herder Rlehtird Wilson
St. Just Orson \Velles
Fouquler Kustace "Wyatt
Barrer« Joseph Cotton
Servants to Dnnton

William A31and, Edjjerton
Pa.:l, Stanley Posg

Convention Attendants
Richard, Baer. Rosa £lllott

mendably restrained power in the
earlier portions, but loses control of
the part in the long final speech.
Arlene Francis is unable to enliven
the purely incidental part of one of
Danton's amours, while Edgar Mar-
rier, Morgan Farley, WiUiam Mory
and Guy Andrews never emerge
from their costuming in supporting
roles.

Although Marc Blitzstein's 3C0re,
including two songs, is rather mean-
ingless, the crowd is brilliantly sug-
gested and its noises skilfully han-
dled. As a matter of fact, all of
'D nton's Death' is like that—bad
and good, all mixed up together.

Hobc.

Fate of this first Mercury Theatre

production of the seasou-appears un-
certain. As a show, it's a mass of

contradictions, exciting in rare spots

but mostly disappointing. It hardly
rates as acceptable entertaini:hent,
although the novelty of production
and Orson Welles' recent phenome-
nal publicily bpeak may giv& it a
much-needed boost at the boxoffice.
But from most angles it appears
de;stined for a limited engagement.
This is the' play's first presenta-

tion in English, m the U. S^, although
Max Reinhardt produced it in the
original German in this countrji
some years ago. Present script has
been considerably edited, by Welles,
with the idea of clearing away much
of the non-essential, atmospheric
background and incidental charac-
terization. Yoimg actor-director , did
the same thing la&t season , with
Julius Caesar.*

Play, which was written about 100
years ago by Georg Buchner, deals
with the latter stages' of the French
revolution, when the leaders, having
done away with the royal family and
aristocrats,, were turning on each
other. .Specifically, it concerns the
struggle betv^reeh-Danton and Robes-
pierre, which the latter won only to
follow his victim to the guillotine
three months later. ^

Welles presents this drama in a
series, of brief scenes and without .an
intermission. Entire running time
iotals only about 80 minutes. Against
in extraordinarily vivid cyclorama
by Jan Tichacek, and with an in-
genious ' lighting arrangement, he
Ihounts his play on a complicated
setup of platforms ,and brings his ac«
tors on and offs'tage tihrough.. a maze
of stairv/ays,. . At times, the show
giye^ the impression of being played
on a ^aflbldbag.

While the production is' lmagina
tive and at rare intervals arrestin|,
it has apparently not been suffici-

ently thought- put What appears- on
the stage bears the stamp of Welles'
active mind, biit it hasn't been re-
lated to the- requirements of the the-
atre. All the vitality, the headlong
turmoil that made his 'Julius Caesar*
fexclting is missing here. Instead, it

is a sketchy play, apparently
mangled in adaptation and mired in
unwieldy staging. It has all the em-
barraissing self-consciousness and
artiness of a Little Theatre Group
Show.

It's deficieht, too, in other ways.
It's virtually motionless, for one
thing, except in' the quick succession-
of scenes. The scenes themselves are
static—little more than tableaux in
which one or a few players stand
about like statues; while one of the
characters delivers a -long and ob-
scure- monolog; There isa^t any act-
ing—hot in the usual sense of the
word. There simply isn't any room
for acting in the tiny stage spaces
Welle^ has left himself between his
tangled mounting entrances.

But that's not alL Except for
Tichapek's multi-faced cyclorama,.
the lighting and costumes, there's
nothing to look at. From that 'stand-

Eoint, the show might as well have
een .broadcast or recorded—a blind
man could attend it and not miss a-

thing; there's practically nothing
Visual for him to miss. Whether
'Welles* intensive radio producing has
warped his theatrical judgment is

a question. Possibly he's been too
busy to devote all his ti a and
thought to this production: What-
ever the explanation, if the Mer-
cury's Boy Wonder hopes to retain
his legit prestige, hell have to give
his best tor the theatre, not merely
his next-best.

Only genuinely impelling perform-
ance is given by Martin Gabel as
Danton. He invests the character
with vitality and conviction, bring-
ing out the doomed man's bored
cynicism, and, after the electrifying
rabble-rousing defense speech, his

^philosophic resignation. His playing
is judiciously 8haded> forceful and
expressive.

Vladimir Sokoloff. who played the
same part in Reinhardt's German
production, is properly intense and
cold-blooded as the self-righteous,

fanatical Robespierre. Although he
has trouble with the language, he
•dmlrably portrays the .character's

Controlled passion and ruthlessness.

Welles plays St. Just with com-

RUN SHEEP, RUN
Faroe comedy In tbreo acta presented at

the Windsor, N. Y.. Nov. S, '38, by J>onald
Blackwell and Raymond Curtis; written by
Raymond Knight; Hugh O'Connell fea-
tui'ed; staged by Blackwell; $3.80 top.
WUUes Potter. .,..Hugh O'Connell
George Peter Chong
I.«ila Stwrt .Rutlx Weston
Claude Pratt ; . , . . .Alan Bunce
Mrs. Potter Beatrice Hereford
William Potter Jdin- Kirk
Phj-lUa Goodspced........Virginia Campbell
Edith Pratt Edith Oreshara
MtB. Kenneth Goodspeed...Reglna Wallac«
Steve Bellows .......James Comer
ICenneth Goodapeed. ; I.eQ Kennedy
Daisy. . . . ; Josle Thorpe
Mrs. Hopple.-.. .Zamah Cunningham
Mr^ Buker Hilda Bruce
Mrs. Friable... » Peggy Coudray
Kmtly Terhane Bold Mtirkey
Charles Foster i... .;...Jfohn Maroaey
Cochrane...'. I^aul Porter
Fred Bn'-er William Bendlx
Hermy Rogers ...George Bwlng

ITS A SMALL WORLD
(TALE PCPPETEEBS)

Revue in two acts (1ft scenes) by Formaii
Brown; presented bjr Bernard Hart and
Bin DolL Produced by The Tale Pup-
peteers. Directed by Harry Burnett. Lyrics,
muslo and comment. Brown. At liyceum,
N.. Y., Nov. C, '38; $2.20 top.

The indicated score of entries on
Broadway last week was three to

nothing. Two dramas opened in the
earlier days and an expected laugh
show followed—'Run, Sheep, Run*

—

but it, too, disappointed.

New author, new producers and an
idea, comprised a promising set-up,
particularly because some good play^
ers were present; still no dice. There
was- no stint in production, the play
being given five sets. Hugh O'Con-
nell came back from Hollywood to
enact the lead and.Ruth Weston was
placed opposite him.

Story is of a New York columnist,
whose nostalgic references to the
home town in the midwest could
have bsen inspired by the late O. O.
Mclntyre, but there are few actual
incidents that could be identified
with, the former topper in lus field,
familiarly known as Odd. Script
does hot even call for the sbribbler
in the play to dress the par;t of the
supposed original. Also the Wilkes
Potter, alias Horace, of the fable dic-
tates his stuff into a dictogtaph,
whereas Mclntyre slaved at the type-
writer, a sort of rituaL

Had the author sought to be bio-
graphical he could have turned out
a comedy that teemed with humane-
ness, personalities and affectionate
references which made Odd a genius
in his line. Mclntyre did not forget,
and that quality placed him among
the greats of newspaperdom. "The
fellow in the play is just a folksy
sort of guy, a believe it or not sort
of columnist.

'Sheep,' therefore, seems to be mis-
spent; two small-towny even in its
New York scenes to be more than
a stage in-betweener. .Wilkes returns
to Parksburg, 111., for the 25th re-
union of his highschool class. Ar-
riving home, he enjoys seeing ma
and pa, but when tasting that good
old home-'made root beer, his stom-
ach revolts and "he reaches for the
Scotch.
Play Is really one of disillusion-

ment, but there is a real tone in that
those who come from the hinterland
and merge into the mode of the
Metropolis, rarely, if ever, are able
to go back and resume the stride of
the sticks. Potter leaves his attrac-
tive mistress for the Parksburg
event. He is supposed to be honored
for the big shot he is, but there are
petty quarrels, misunderstood mo-
tives, unfounded jealousies that end
during the celebration with the col-
umnist being banged over the bean
with the token his alleged' friends
had proposed presenting him. -

Back to Manhattan he is confront-
ed with the daughter of his one-time
sweetheart, who, having planed in
ahead of him, insists she is in love
with him. She almost talks down
.Leila, the real woman in Potter's
life, and straightening out that sit
uation occupies the third-aot, with
Leila deciding, to marry her man to
have and hold him from Parksburg
snares.
O'Connell didn't deceive himself

about the part of the columnist and
figured the first-nighters would take
or leave that type of character. He
is an affable, likeable fellow, giving
the play the kind of guy the author
wanted. That the original type was
retiring is not his fault. Miss Wes-
ton is so attractive that none would
imagine her consort grazing on
strange pastures at their stage of
companionship. Alan Bunce, as a
small town cut-up, Beatrice Herford,
as Potter's ample mother, John Ku:k,
as his father, and other a.k.'s, or

.
those approximately that stage of
life, fij^ure in the farcial end of the
play, but it's not as funny as it

should be. Ibee.

Forman Brown and his able as-
sociates, Harry Burnett and Richard
BraThdon, who have been touring the
provinces for some years, are back
on Broadway with their puppeteer-
ing and the Stem once more has a
click.

Brown's well-written 'It's a Small
World' shoots the works in its

lampooning of world notables. By
the time Hie evening rolls by. Brown
has run a universal gamut, from
Emperor Hitohito of .Japan to Elear
nor Roosevelt. AH this with the
benefit of excellent production, lyrics
and music by Brown. ..The author,
too, comments intelligently in his
introductions of the scenes.

It's nothing for the puerile mind
to ponder, this show, for some of
these barbs' are very artfully
launched; For ' instances, there are
those two protoganlsts of something
or other. Hitler and Mussolini, who
Brown would have as vaudeville's
lost standbys, a sister team.
For mar i-o n e 1 1 e conveniences,

caused by a small world, Martha
Graham's dance, 'Frontier,' loses that
imposing title. Here it's just plain
•Back Fence.*
The Theatre Guild presented the

Lunts in the 38th performance of
'Amphitryon' last season, hence
'Amphitryon 38.' The pair are here
in 'Amphitjryon 39.'

All of which adds up to a merry
evening. True, there are other ex-
cellent personages who are given a
kick in the pants with well-defined
emphasis. Toscanini and Mrs. Roose-
velt are indelible characterizations,
particularly the latter,, although the
apologies by Brown take the edge
off.

'Small World,' of course; can hope
for nothing better than a Sunday
night entertainment spot on Broad-^
way. As such, it's a mild money-
maker. Bernard Hart and Bill Doll
are again experimenting, as they
have done in the oast. Last year,
they had Cissie Loftus for her Sun-
day night character delineations at
the same theatre.

Waltz in Goose Step
Drama in three acts by Oliver H. P.

Garrett; presented by JuUen Chaqueneau.
Features Henry Oscar. Staged by ArthMr
Hopkins. Settings, Norrls Houghton. At
Hudson. N. Y., Nov. 1, '38; $3.30 top.

August .'...I<eo Chalzel
Count Gottfried Von Laidl....Henry Oscar
Schmutzi HakOld Johnsrud
Josef Strkub'. .....John Boruff
Rudolf Carrie Wanless
Colonel Heist ..Frederic Tozcre
Tessle KouBtan'tin ...Monana Flory
General Von Straiten Maurice- Manson
Berthold Spjrecher Henry Sherwood
Dr. Sturm Palmer Ward
Herr Schilling ...France Sendtsen
Bruder ...i... ....Charles Furcolowe
Heinrich Hoivard Fischer
Mrs. Straub .Uarjorle Dalton
colonel M^isph Walter Davis
1st Trobper..>......f......Turnley Walker
2d Trooper John Rustad

Plays Out of Town

'Waltz in Goose Step' is the first

anti-Nazi drama of the new season;
another, 'Lorelei,' is scheduled to
bow on Broadway Nov. 11. If there's
to be a click in this theme, it can
only be expected from forthcoming
new entries. 'Waltz;' is not enter-
tainment and certainly no b.o. music.
Oliver H. P. Garrett is an ex-New

York newspaperman now a Holly-
wood scenarist. As a playwright,
however, . he fell far short of
a successful mark. His. script is lit-

tle mor£ than a dramatized version
of stale news; his chcu;acters are
familiar, even down to their homo-
sexual tendencies and about whom
Garrett minces no words. But it's

greatest negative factor is its failure
to capture sympathy from pro and
ianti-Nazis alike. While it scores the
totalitarian government and leaders
on one hand, in the end it has the
dictator's power-politics winning out.

Julien (Jack) Chaqueneau, a pic-
ture agent connected with the Myron
Selznick office, is this play's pre-
senter and apparently didn't stint
with coin on its two sets. Some of
the easting, though, was unfortunate,
while Arthur Hopkms, the director,
permitted at least one of the play-
ers, Leo Chalzel, too much scenery-
chewing liberty. As August, the
Leader, Chalzel out-Hitlers Adolf, a
raving, ranting dictator with em-
phasis on stupidity.

But, if nothing else, this play
brings to attention Henry Oscar, who
heretofore has confined himself to
the English stage. As Count Von
Laiidi (a thinly disguised prototype
of Putzi Hanfstaengel), Oscar gives
a smooth, vivid, hateful portrayal
of the dictator's scheming aide, He
alone holds up the entire script un-
til the long, drawn-out death-finish,
when the dictator orders Von Laidi's
former valet to slay the gardenia
character. This piece of business is
stretched so far it becomes sUly.
Play opens in the cabin of a plane,

with the dictator. Von Laidi and
Schmutzi (a composite of Goering
and Goebbels) returning from the
famous 'blood purge.' They discuss
the purging of the conspirators
and Garrett points up the animosity
ekisting between Von Laidi and
Schmutzi. Enters John Boruff, part-
Jewish pilot Of the plane, but a pro-
Nazi, and he ' threatens • them with
death for wrecking the socialist prin-
ciples of the party. Von Laidi, how-

(Continued on page 61)

The Boys from Sjrracuse

New Haven, Nov. 5.

Musical comedy in two acta, nine scenes,
basod on Shakespeare's 'Comedy ot £rr.ors.'

Presentod by George Abbott; music, Rich-
ard Rodgers; lyrics, Lorenz Hart; book
and direction, George Abbott; settings, Jo
Mlelzlnec; dances, George Balanchine.. At
Shubert, New Haven, Nov. 3-3, '36; $3.80
t"p.
Singing. Policeman, ; . . . .Bob Lawrence
Another. Policeman. James Wilkinson
Antlpholus ot Sphesua Ronald Graham
Dromlo of Bphesus .....Teddy Hart
Dancing Policeman.........George Church
Tailor , , .Clifford Dunsttin
Tailor's Apprentice Burl Ives
Antlpholus of Syracuse. ...i....£ddle Albert
Dromlo of Syracuse Jimmy Savo
Merchant oC Syracuse Byron Shored
Duke of Ephesus; .-...Carroll Ashburn
Aegeon John' O'Shaughnessy
Luce Wynn Murray
Adrlana .....Muriel Angelus
tiUclana Marcy Wescott
Sorcerer .'. Owen Martin
Courtezan Detty Bruce
Secretary to Courtezan Heidi V(»sseler
Asslstont Courtezan, Dolores Anderson
Angelo '

John Clarke
lat Mnld Flori'ne Callahan
I'nd Maid Claire Wolf
3rd Maid .....Altoe Craig.
Merchant of Kphesus. CllfTord Dunstan
Seeress Florence Fair

Current Broadway musicals might
as well prepare right now to move
over and make a place for 'Boys

From Syracuse,' The new Abbott-

Rodsers-Hart production, definitely

points to a prominent spot in tune
play circles in the metropolis. Show
has what it takes to «lick in its field
and should be around Gotham boards
for some time.

This musical version of Shake-
speare's 'Comedy of Errors' puts a
large cast of comparatively little

knowns through some entertaining
paces and tops the works with a
score that equals, if not betters, any-
thing the composers have done in
recent years. Show is replete with
hit songs that registered nicely with
presm audience here. Piece is lav-
ishly presented, producer going to
town on sets and costumes. Emphasis
of .the music angle is shown in over-
size orchestra, which required re-
moval of several rows of seats to
accomodate.

Apparently there's some kind of
battle on between Lorenz Hart and
Cole Porter, whose 'Leave It to Me'
preemed here recently, to see who
can out-bawdy the other in the mat-
ter of song lyrics. As regards these
two productions, honors are about
even on laugh-and-blush lines. Tune-
fully;, the score is a treat for music
lovers and run-of-the-mill playgoers
alike. 'This Can't Be Love* will
probably crash the ten-top list of the
air lanes shortly, 'Sing for Tour
Supper,' as rendered by Muriel An-
gelus, Wjmn Murray and Marcy Wes-
cott, held up traffic at the openhig.
Hugh Martin is credited with arrang-
ing the nuriiber. 'Falling in Love,'
'Shortest Day of the Year' and 'You
Have Cast Your Shadow,' score as
sentimental ditties, and for comedy
there's 'Oh, Diogenes,' "Big Brother'
and 'What Can You Do With a Mart.*
Ensemble and glee club arrange-
ments of 'Ladies of the Evening' and
'Come With Me' also please.

In adapting the book to modem
dress, the impression is given that
George Abbott found his dialog,
harder to keep clean than white
flannels in Pittsburgh. There- are
plenty of guffaws, largely on the
shady side. If the Bard of Avon
could see what has been done with
his script, he would probably roll
over in his grave—from laughing.
There's a shortage of comedy m the
early part of the play, due to crowd-
ing in so much song-and-dance ma-
terial, but this is overcome in stanza
two.. Book sticks close- to original
version, relying on modern lines to
put its laughs across.

George Balanchine has done an ace
job on the terp angle. There's a
man-and-two-girls trio that stands
out as one of the season's novelties.
It's an odd combo of ballet, tap and
adagio done by George Church,
Betty Bruce and Heidi Vosseler. A
good looking dancing chorus works
effectively in several standout en-
sembles. A ballet, featuring Jimmy
Savo, that gets off to a good start,
becomes top heavy by dragging in
too much stuff; it's overlong and
would register better with slicing.

On voice, Muriel Angelus pleases
with a clear soprano. It's her Ameri-
can debut. Wynn Murray clicks
both in comedy and swing numbers,
and Marcy Wescott dittoes from the
romantic angle. Dolores Anderson
does okay by a brief interpolation.
Ronald Graham and Bob Lawrence
lead the male numbers, both in good
voice, and Eddie Albert registers in
several duets. It's his first singing
role and the lad handles it nicely.
Comedy assignment to clowning of

Jimmy Savo and Teddy Hart fits.
Savo combines line delivery, pan-
tomime and singing to put himself
over and Hart is able support.
Show is rapidly paced as noted by

opening show being pfl at 11:15 de-
spite lar^e number of tunes and
dances. Play emphasizes score above
book and dances, which is as it
should be in view of excellence of
songs. Jo Mielziner has done a lot
with a portable interior setting of a
house. Traveling columns, gratings
and sliding portals, similar to those
he has in 'I Married An Angel,' are

used for novel effects* and aid in
speeding scene shifts. Show Is beau-
tifully costumed and well lighted.
Abbott is presenting solo and has
sunk about $100,000 in preparing the
production.

'Boys' will have to confine its ac-
tivities to foo.tlights—as is, it's too
blue for pix. Bone.

SALVAGE THE BEST
Pasadena,' Nov. 2.

Drama in three acts (two scenes), present-
ed at the Laboratory Theatre of Pasadena
Playhouse; written by Catherine Urban;
directed by Fay Sapplngton; t^eohnical di-
rector, Curtlb. Wilkinson; art direction by
Richard Stanley.
Cast: Julio Stevens. William Kent. Vir-

ginia Rogers, Ai Woods, Rof Fletcher,
Dick Penny, Legh Richmond. .Tack Nelson,
Tod Koch, Lucille Bailey. Irla Domfeldy
Ttiad Sharretts, Betty F.llnt, John R.
Wood, Shannon Btirke, Roy JSquIre, Bob
Hancock, Sheila Stapler, Leonora Mansfield,
Paul Jones, Stanley Richards, Bmery Hall.

Rated as the 260th production of

Pasadena jPlayhouse Assodiation,

now in its 12th year, 'Salvage tho
Bes^' a new play by Catherine Ur-
ban, is carried out in modern man-
ner of writing, a satire on govern-
ment foibles.

Piece delves into federal relief and-
mahaiges quite a few barbs at the
manner in which politics are. allowed
to interfere with the proper admin-
istratibn of the alphabetical agencies.
Professionally presented and with a
few confusing bits ironed out, play
has possibilities. Good direction is
noted in handling comedy element to
leaven drama.
Top roles are capably filled by

talented youngsters, who are at ease
on the boards and shov^ an' adapta-
bility to handle their characters.
Julie Stevens is standout femme and
Shannon Burke, as head of WPA in
small town, shows promise. Also-
worthy of mention is Tod Koch's
portrayal of a young man who wants
work and not relict Balance of cast
okay.

CONJUR
Brooklyn, Nov. 5.

• Drama Iq three acts by Waller Freeman;
staged by William B. Cowen, Jr., aettinga
by Albert E. Ward. Jr; At the St. Fell*
Street Playhouse. Brooklyn. Oct. 31, '38.
$1.00 top.
Dicey Pearl Oalnes
Abraham Lincoln Brown,....,...AI Stokea
Parthenia. . , Laura Bowman
Rev. Olvester Green......Morris McKenney
Jim Robinson Robert Harvey
July Ann Braxton Juanlts Hall
Big Henry... Robert Wataon
Dovey ........Clyde Turner
A Girl,. ....Eulabel Riley

Juanlta Hall Choir'

Brattieboro Theatre returned after
summer layoff for its second season
in little-playhouse. First production
is 'Conjur,' new opus of Negro life in
Virginia mountains by "Waller Free-
man, said to be active In Richmond,
Va., theatricals, and one of founders
of The Reviewer, literary mag. 'Con-
jur.' .which has an all Negro cast,
wa£i under option to Theatre Guild
two years ago and other Broadway
producers showed, interest in it

It fails to hold audience interest
as much as some of earlier Brattle-
bora efforts. Although cast boasts of
some fine.Negro performers, notably
Moms McKenney,^ Laura Bowman,
Pearl Games and Al Stokes, they faU
to offer in 'ConjUr' anything but a
feeble protralt of primitive Negro
existence in the southland.

Play centers around Dicey, played
by Miss Gaines,- who loves Abe Lin-
coln Brown (Stokes), son of Par-
thenia (Laura Bowman). Parthenia
is always Casting spells on those she
doesn't fancy, particularly Preacher
Olvester Green (McKenney), who
has a yen for Dicey. Abe strangles
the preacher and latter's congre|{a-
tion does away with Abe. In be-
tween spell-casting there's good
Negro spiritual warbling by Juanita
Hall Choir. Dialog runs lukewarm
throughout opus except for one good
chunk at end of first act, when
Preacher Green invades the quarters
of Parthenia and smashes conjuring
Utensils.

Settings are well done and pro-
duction was staged by William E.
Cowen, Jr., who appeared last sea-
son in 'Dead End* and directed
Broadway production of 'Moon Over
Mulberry Street.' 'Conjur' plays
through Sunday (13). Next offering,
will be 'U You Get It, Do You Want
It,* comedy of modern art by Leon-
ard D. Weil and John Becker, open-
ing Novi 28. Becker is member of
executive board of Brattieboro thea-
tre, which Includes Constance Mor-
gan, Margot Morrow and Malcom
Atterbury of social register. Brat-
tieboro will put on five new plays
this season. Ran.

From R. R. to S. A.
Hollywoodi Nov. 8,

Lucius Beebe, Broadway boule-

vardier, reported to CJecil B» DeMille
as technical advisor on the railroad

construction picture, 'Union Pacific'

Dicker is on for Beebe to apiTra*

in 'Cafe Society.'
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SCHWABS legh

COMEBACK

AWRY

Laurence Schwab, -whose 'Knights

of Song,' his major effort in a three«

show production schedule was un-
fluccessful, has hot made further defi-

nite legit plans, but may become ac-

tive on Broadway later in the season.

He will leave for Florida this montl^
and plans working on. two scripts.

Schwab's listed initial comeback
play was 'Once Upon a Night,' with-

drawn at try-out, while the third

show was never completed.
Author-manager had previously

declared himself through with
Broadway, but at that time he was
engaged by Hollywood. Although he
is said to have' received further of-

fers from the Coast, it is understood
he' has no intention of returning
there this season. Indicating he had
not become acclimated to Hollywood,
the showman announced last spring
that he .would return to legit, say-
ing he made the previous decision
with his fingers crossed. Schwab's
principal comi^aint about conditions

in show business are the increased
production costs, partly because of

the restrictions of stage unions.

Oscar Hammerstein, 11, who also

returned from the Coast after a num-
ber of years there, was teamed with
Schwab in the production of . the
costly •Knights.' He is currently

concerned with two straight plays,

*Where Do We Go From Here?' de-

but of which was postponed from
this week until next at the Vander-
bilt, and 'Glorious ;Morning,' in re-

hearsal.

ATCOUTIMS

ROADCAMPAIGN

The American Theatre Council
board met Monday (7), when it was
decided to start a promotional cam-
paign iii Out-of-town newspapers.
Plans to send news letters to some
too. editors, giving details about the

new plays 'which have opened and
those to come. That service will

precede ATC^s campaign to build up
'guaranteed audiences' in various

t^eek stands, along subscription lines.

Offers from several commercial con-,

cefns to back local engagements have
been held in abeyance until road
men have been sent out.

A plan to further the interests of

•the road' was submitted by the The-
atrical Managers, Agents and Treas-

urers Union. It is a proposal out-

lined sometime ago by the union's

late president Theodore Mitchell, and
is named after him. Plan is to be
studied and may be fitted into the

general road program promised by
ATC.
Decided to admit a new group to

associate membership. It is to con-

sist of drama school and educational

groups, but such members will not
be permitted to. vote.

NORMAN CARROU, 43,

DIES FROM SUFFOCATION

Norman S. Carroll, 4^, brother of

the theatrical producer and former

president of the Carroll Producing

Corp., was foimd dead from suffo-

cation in his room in the Fanmart
hotel, New York, Sunday (6), Ap-
parently he had fallen asleiep and a
lighted cigarette had ignited the bed-
clothes. A fjellow lodger noticed
smoke coming under the door and
gave the alarm. Carroll was found
sprawled on the floor, his feet slight-

ly burned. Police worked over him
with a pulmotor for two hoxu-s, but
without results.

Identification was made by Harry
Long, Earl Carroll's eastern repre-
sentative, who said he could not
imderstand why the dead man' should
have been lodging at an obscure
hotel when he had only to ask his
brother for funds. He had regis-
tered at the hotel Nov. 2 a few hours
after his brother had departed for
Hollywood.
Besides his brother, he is survived

hy his widow, the former Frances
Hope Merchant, musical comedy ac-
tress, who is living in Baltimore.

Ice in November

Mild weather in New York
Monday. (7) with a record high
of 75 degrees for November,
cooling systems were turned on
in some legit theatres, the lat-

est date for their use since in-

stallation. The Music Box
CSihg Out the News') ordered
four tons of ice for its plant,

with the Plymouth ('Abe Lin-
coln in Illinois'), across the
street, following, suit.

Some houses were uncomfort-
ably warm,' but cool weather
was reported on the way yes-
terday (Tuesday).

DRAMAmm
LONlXHiPLANS

(IP AGAIN

Although it sees no Immediate
prospect' of complications through
the importation of foreign plays to

Broadway, the Dramatists Guild still

intends to set up a London branch
and otherwise strengthen its repre-

sentation among British playwrights.

It had planned to take some steps in

that direction this fall, but let the

matter slide when the Czech crisis

came up.
Guild already has a legal repre-

sentative in London, but the feeling

is that an executive or. business rep

could giye more time and attention

and be closer to the situation.

Doubted that a separate office would
be established owing to the expense
involved, but figured that a full-time

representative might take desk space

in the headquarters of the British

dramatists' organization. Present
idea is that Robert E. Sherwood,
Guild prez, will go to London in the

spring. Until then he will most
likely be o.ccupied with assisting on
the production of the Elmer Rice,

S. N. Behrman and Sidney Howard
plays which the Playwrights' Co. is

presenting, as well as with the ne-
gotiations for the film sale, of his

'Abe Lincoln in Illinois' land with a
possible road company of the show.
Now that Gilbert Miller is a signa-

tory to the minimum basic agree-

ment^ the .Guild has contractual ar-

rangements with' every ranking
Broadway manager. Importation and
New York production of foreign

plays under the minimum basic

agreement is therefore considered
an exceedingly remote possibility.

Idea apparently is, however, that

Miller's production of Frederick
Lonsdale's 'Once Is Enough' last

season, and J. B. Priestley's *I Have
Been Here Before' this season, ex-
posed a weakness in the Guild setup
in regard to the foreign play situa-

tion. It's figured that a regular busi-

ness representative in London, could
probably extend the Guild's mem-
bership among English playwrights
and keep such members informed of
the standing of various Broadway
managers, besides handling other
routine business of the Guild and its

members.
In reaching an accord with Miller

over his signing of the minimum
basic agreement, the Guild promised
to consider carefully his- objections

to that contract. Matter is believed
to .have received some study since

then, but no solution has been
worked out, nor is there any indi-

cation when any action will be
forthcoming.

Correiit Road Shows
(Week of November 7)

BORIS THOMASHEFSKY

B'KRUPT; $9,765 DEBTS

Boris Thomashefsky, Yiddish
tragedian, filed a voluntary petition

in bankruptcy in New York federal

court last week. He fixed his debts

at $9,765 and declared no assets.

Among the creditors listed by the

prominent actor were Jake Lubin,

of the National theatre, N. Y., $150;

Harry Samberg, Yiddish Art Thea-
tre Building, N. Y., $50, and Karp &
Littman, operators of Littman's

People's theatre, Detroit, $600.

Thomashefsky is the last of the

old-line Yiddish legit vets. One of

the most prominent actor-managers

in decades past, with his own
Thomashefsky theatre on New York's

Yiddish rialto. Second avenue, the

player, now in his 70s, has been do-

ing night club stints. He's currently

at the. Rainbow Room, downtown
(not the Radio City spot) with his

wife, Reglna Zuckerberg.

'Amyphiiryon'-'Sea Gull' (Limt and
Fontanne), National, Washington.

'Blackbirds,' Majestic, Boston.
Blossom Time,' Davidson, Milwau-

kee (6).

'Boys From Syracuse' (Jimmy
Savo), Shubert, Boston.
'Brother Bat,' Erlanger, Phila-

delphia.
'Children's Hour,' Shubert, Brook-

lyn, N. Y.
'Dame Nature,' Erlanger, Chicago

(8).

'Golden Boy' (Luther Adler-
Frances Farmer), Lociist street,

Philadelphia.

'Great Lady' (Tullio Carminati-
Irene Bordoni-Norma Terris), For-
rest, Philadelphia.
'Herod and Marlamne' (Katharine

Cornell), Hanna, Cleveland (7-9);

Erlanger, Buffalo (10-12).

1 Am DUrerent* (Tallulah Bank-
head), Memorial AudOi Louisville

(7); Coliseum, Evansville,- Ind (8);

Aude; Memphis (9); Temple,
Birmingham (10); Muny Aude, New
Orleans (11-12).

I'd Bather Be Rlchi' (George M.
Cohan), Hartman, Columbvis (7-9);

English, Indianapolis (10-12).

'Flyiiv Glnzbevss' (Ann Penning-
ton-Eddie Nugent), Plymouth, Bos-
ton.

'Lightnin' (Fred Stone), Colonial,

Boston.
'Of Mtee and Men,' Selwyn, Chi-

cago.
'On Borrowed Time/ Grand Opera

House, Chicago.
'Pins and Needles,* Cass, Detroit

(6).

'Bed Bumble Bee,' Curran, San
Francisco.

'Sao Carlo Opera,' His Majesty's,

Montreal.
'Shadow and iSubstanc'c* (Sir

Cedric Hardwicke), Wilbvtt, Boston.
'Shufitle Alens 1939,' Criterion, Los

Angeles.
Cornelia Otis Skinner, Rockford,

111. (7); EngUsh, Indianapolis (0);

Grand, Terre Haute (10); Coliseum,
EvansvUle (11).

'Susan and God' (Gertrude Law-
rence), Harris, Chicago.
'Tobacco Boad,' (Danville, Va. (7-

8); Chapel Hill, N. C. (9); Colonial,

Norfolk (10-12).

'Wbsit a Life,' Cox, Cincinnati (6).

THiltcoaks' (Ethel Barrymore),
Nixon, Pittsburgh.

'Women,' Aude, Chicago.
'You Cant Take It Witit Tou,'

American, St Louis (6).

ADTO SHOW DISPUTE

OUSTS TMAT ACENT

Jack McNevin, one of the business
agents for the Theatrical Managers
Agents and Treasurers imion, has
been relieved of his duties tempo-
rarily after a dispute over ticket-sell-

ing jobs for the auto show opening
at the Grand Central Palace, New
York. There were six berths assigned
to box office men selected by Mc-
Nevin. Claimed that he should have
posted a notice on the bulletin board
in the uiaon's offices, so that all

treasurers would have an equal
chance.
Agent defended his action, saying

he made up a list of men who had
been out of jobs for long periods
and- marched in the picket lines. In-
dicated that the coming election will
find a hot contest over the business
agents' jobs, more so because of this

matter. Contest over selections of

the new board of directors is also

anticipated.

Groups within TMAT have been
holding a serieis of meetings, naming
candidates for the board. Treasurers
will have four on that body and so
will the managers. New York press
agents will have two and so wUl the
advance men, the p.a.'s being split

into two parts. Motion picture group
will have two and, when that divi-

sion has 200 members, will be en'
titled to four. Yiddish group will

also have two directors.

'Waltz' Stumbles

'Waltz In Goose Step' was suddenly
added, to last Saturday's closings on
Broadway. Play opened Tuesday (1)

drawing an unfavorable press. After
weak attendance after the premiere,
it was decided to fold. Seven per-
formances.

Playwrights Deny 'lincoh' Film

Deal, Also Reports of Any Outside

Managers Backing Except Uk'

WALTZ IN GOOSE STEP
Opened Nov. 1, '38. None

liked tills. Brown (Post) said,

'It proves to be a very tepid
affair.' Atkinson (Times): 'Very
trlfllnff/

Despite widespread report to the

contrary, there is no deal pending

for Samuel Goldwyn to buy the film

rights to Robert E. Sherwood's 'Abe

Lincoln in Illinois,' which the Play-
wrights' Co. is presenting at the
Plymouth, N. Y. Not only has GJold-

wyn made no offer for the show, but
several important wrinkles would
have to be straightened out before
it would be a deal, even if the price

Were right.

For one thing, Sherwood will in-

sist on approving the casting of the
film in any such deal. For another,
he will require that the spirit of the
play be carried out in the film

viersion preferring to do the adapta-
tion himself to assure it. There is also

the question of release date. Play-
wrights are confident that the play
could run at least a couple of seasons
in N^w York before going on the
road and they will not agree to the
release of the film until they have
exhausted a good share of the legit

business.

Goldw3m saw the play jn New
York .and was reported to be hot
after the film rights, with the idea
of having Gary Cooper, whom he
has under contract, play the Lincoln
part created on the stage by Ray-
mond Massey. Cooper saw the show
last week during a one-day stop-off

in New York on the way from Holly-
wood to Europe. Although an asking
price of $200,000 to $300,000 was re-

ported set by Sherwood, he states

there has been no amoxmt deter-

mined. Figured price would depend
on how satisfactory other terms
were.

Capra's Bid

While it was not announced, Frank
Capra attended a performance of

'Abe' during the Baltimore tryout

and approached Massey with a
tentative Offer to do the ' film - at

Astoria, N. Y., using Massey and vir-

tually the same cast as in the legit

version. However, no outright offer

was made. In that connection, it is

pointed out that under the rules of

the Dramatists Guild minimum basic

agreement no offer can be made until

three weeks after a show opens on
Broadway. Three weeks we're up
last Saturday night (5), but no offers

have been forthcoming, since then.

One rumor is that M^tro wants the

play for Capra, whom it has under a

one-picture commitment.
Also contrary to .previous report,

there is no other producer or other
outside showman'^ nwney in the
Playwright's Co. Of the original

$97,500 production fund, $50,000 was
put up in $10,000 lots by the five play-
rights themselves. Balance was ad-
vanced in comparatively small
amounts by various private individ-

uals acquainted with the five drama-
tist members. Besides his regular
$10,000 slice, Sherwood put up ad-
ditional coin in his own name and
also some in his wife's name.

No Whitney Coin

Stated that John Hay Whitney
does not, either directly nor indirectly

have any money in the outfit.

Neither does any other film or legit

figure. Explained that the Play-
wrights feel they could not accept
financing from any picture or legit

people without laying themselves
open to posible accusations of dis-

criminating against others.

Although two outside producers
(Max Gordon and Dwight Deere
Wiman) each have 10% slices of
'Knickerbocker Holiday,' both deals
are for that show alone and in each
case the- deal was made because the
showmen had contracts with talent
the Playwrights wanted.
Gordon had a contract with Walter

Huston and agreed to release the ac-
tor for the show on the considera-
tion that he (Gordon) would be per-
mitted to buy a 10% share of the
production, 'Wiman got his 10% of
'Holiday' on a similar arrangement
involving Joshua Logan, who staged
the Show. In neither case, it is em-
phasized, did the Playwrights seek
outside financing or advice. Nor is

there any intention of bringing in
any outsiders for advisory, manager-
ial or any other help.

'Lincoln' Cost 30G
Production of 'Abe Lincoln' cost

approximately $30,000 to raise the
curtain in New York. 'Holidiy' cost

another $52,000. That total of about
$82,000 left only around $15,500 of
the original $97,500 production fund,

which was much closer sailing than
the Playwrights had intended. 'Abe
Lincoln' can break even at a gross
of about $9,000, while 'Holiday' can
get by at the Barrymore, N. Y., for
around $14,000, Playwrights figure

both shows are in for profitable runs,

particularly the former.

Although it is thought 'Abe' could
be held in New York for three or
four seasons at a forced run, Sher-
wood plans to take it on the road
long before the Broadway business
is exhausted. It is thought Massey
could not continue playing such a
heavy part indefinitely and Sher-
wood wants to show the play on the
road while it's still in good shape.
There's a possibility of sending a
No. 2 company to the Coast around
February, but that is uncertain.

Sherwood's author royalties (en-

tirely separate from his share of the

profits) is a straight 10%. Massey
also gets a percentag.6 and the thea-
tre is in for 3Q% of the gross. In
that way, it is explained, even
though show's nut is $9,000, overy-
thing abov{& that isn't profit. Actuial

profit to the Playwrights runs
around 50% above $9,000. Show is

now grossing an average of about
$20,000 a week. 'Holiday' is .getting

about the same at a $4,40 top' at the
Barrymore, N. Y., but is expected to

climb.

Financing from Profits

Profits from 'Abe' and 'Holiday'

after their production expense is re-

paid, will be used to finance the
new Elmer Rice show, 'American
Landscape,' which Is currently in

rehearsal. When that is taken care

of, the new S. N. Behrman play will

come along, and after that the Sid-

ney Howard piece. Doubted that

the Playwrights will do more than
the five shows this season,although
they might if . a promising script is

submitted by an outside author.

When all five of their productions

are paid for, the Playwrights plan
to use their profits to pile up as big

a production fund 'as the Govern-
ment will let us.' Idea is to provide

plenty of margin if several expen-
sive productions in a row were to

flop. They are determined not to

have to go out and dig up additional

financing. There has been no pro-

vision made as yet for distribution

of the profits.

Hollywood, Nov. 8.

Samuel Goldwyn has been offered

the right to film the Abraham Lin-
coln play 3taged in Springfield, III.,

last year as part of the Centennial
pageant.
Only proviso Is that Gary Cooper

pliay the Lincoln role. Offer was
wired by Don-L. Stanford, Spring-
field's director of public safety.

LUNTS $n RETURN

Pin DATE IN SPRING

Pittsburgh, Nov. 8.

Lunts will play two weeks at
Nixon this season, but the weeks will

be five .months apart. They come in
Monday (14) in 'Amphitryon 58/ un-
der ATS auspices, and back again
April 24 without subscription back-
ing to split eight performance be-
tweeri 'Idiot's Delight' and either
'Reunion in Vienna* iand 'Sea Gull.'

Team plans to give one extra
matinee petformahce of 'Gull' dur-
ing their visit here next week, and
if that cliclcs Chekov drama will -be
included upon their return. Other-
wise it'll be 'Reunion.' Pittsburgh
has been clamoring for 'Idiot's De-
light' ever since that show was
washed out here by the flood in
March, 1936, after three perform-
ances during its tryout engagement.
At that time, Lunts were reported

to have said they'd never play Pitts-
burgh again, even passing bUrg up
on their last tour, but apparently
they've since had a change of he^rt.
At time of flood, management was
understood to have Insisted Limts
keep on playing, since, Nixon, with
its own lighting plant was only
downtown spot boasting electricity^

even though Miss I^ontanne V^ds suU
fering from laryngitis and police
cordons had been thrown lip .all over
the city. Th^y played one perfox:m-
ance even aftor flood Iiit hardest
And then caUed It off.
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Plays Abroad

They Fly by Twilight

London, Oct. 28.

Drama In tliree act^ by Paul Dornhorat:
preAonlefl by Campbell Qullan. At tho AW-
wy<^i, lionuon.
Plo Martin.; Olive Sloane
3ert Smith John Denis
CSrtiirge Martin Ichard Bird
Rosa Wajler Dorothy Hnmllton
Wijry •WllUama Vlvlonne Bennett
Syd Waller.... Godfrey Baxter

Whether this play succeeds or not,

it's a cheap gamble for New York-
six people, one set. It has an even
chance here, and In event the cus-

tomers do not come with a rush, it

mi§ht do well on a two-for-one basis.

It's located in the same theatre

where the star, Richard Bird, had a
long run in 'Tlie Dominant Sex.'

Whoever might think of bringing
It to N. should consider Bird and
Olive Sloane, who are aces in their

roles, for the trip. The other four
parts are negligible and could read-

ily be flUe^. By chop^ving the last

act the istory, told with good dialog

and developed entirely in comedy up
to the tragic situation, might hold up
sufficient interest.

. Pat'v/ic, sordid tale of humble,
Ifc*. isalistic, yOung suburban
giV^vfl who, having married a glit-»

tering, passe vaude performer out.

of sheer loneliness, feels the jarring

discordancy of her presence worse'
thpn his previous solitude. •-;<

Into his unhappy life comes a
quiet, restful country girl. They fall

in love and he, after a bitter scene
with his wife; murdets her and Con-
ceals the body beneath the cellar.

The girl discovers the truth, sticks

by himi but he insists on giving
himself upi knowing there will be no
peace for either of them in flight.

, . Play is posthumous and had pro-
vincial tryout following death of its

young author. It's not as gripping
as 'Night Must Fall' oi^ 'Payment
Deferred/ but is a good . psycho-
logicial study, nevertheless* Jolo.

LEONIDAS
(IN FRENCH)

Paris, Oct. 27.

- Comedy In three acta (tour Bcenes) by
Xouls Vcmeull. Directed by IBihilp Couyel-
alre. Music, O. Obcrfeld. At the Theatre
d» ]»arlB, Parlp; •

.

Roeer Ferr^^nd.^e^. .Plqrre Brttsgeur
Xenla. .'.Zita Perzel
I^errkindler ' >....>••>. ; ....Fertinel
Jallette ITerrandler* ..Jorilno Borelll'
liladame Ferrandler. ......Germalfie Lancay
Hflrkodcb< > J'. .I.ouvIe:ny.

Gres»r. .Luelen . Brule
Koranlev. ; .Marco Behar
:Cat>taln ONatanlel.'. ^ . .J.. Serytere,
GnlvaBco, .I>eoii.'6autler
Ml^louvIn» . . . ; .ChttrtretteB
Bronsteln .Harry parbtey
CauntesB Golovltch. ^ . .Alice Bteylat
Chamberlain. ' Aildre»
Arthur. .;-....,......> VleuUle

cabinet soon after the new queen
assvimes power. At a full dress cabi-

net council she refuses their sug-
gestions as to whom she might
mai'ry. But to the prime minister
later she admit her pregnancy and
that the only man she loves is in

the capital at that very instant or-

ganizing discontent and strikes

among among the workers. So the
agitator is. summoned to the castle.

Into the richly-decorated cabinet
council room he's escorted with
much pomp to be met by the queen,
and asked if he wants to become
prince consort. He readily agrees
when he learns of the forthcoming-
birth, but warns his bride-to-be that'

he has no intention of giving up his

working-class comrades. What ap-
pears to be a certain deadlock ig set-

tled by foxy old uncle of the queen
who has an abdication decree ready
for the queen to sign. . She does, and
gladly, not caring whether her off-

spring always referred to as lieoni-

das, is going to be king or not. Be-
sides, it might be a girl.

Verneuil throughout misses no
chance to chide the neo-communists
for their proletarian views and their

bourgeois way of living. As. when
the communist leader is accused by
his wife of acting like a capitalist his
reply is that he's not a communist^
t>nly the leader of the communist
party and owner of the communist
paper, ^. „ .„ , ., ,„

Nor • is the chance overlooked to
excellently show how petty are the
political polemics of supposedly pow-
erful personages. Political parties
in general are not given any pats on
the back. Good light comedy also

pokes fun at royalty in the smaller
realms for its rigorous traditions and
its position of power where ability

is lacking. It's highly amUsing farce
in one of its best European settings.

Zita Perzeh, Hungarian looker, who
made her -first appearance -here last

season, more than adequately car-
ries the lead role. The temperament
and determination of the person she
personifies are truly interpreted to

carry a great deal of the play. And
no less truly does Pierre Brasseur
show the true reactions of a rich
man's son saturated with communis-
tic ideals. Fertinel, the communist
leader, is convincing, Louvigny, as
premier of mythical Livania,- is in
turn a diplomat ruling ,

and a man
arguing with a woman to see reason.
Support is of a high standard.

The' 'pres;ent instability • of Central
Europe, with its ' ever-shifting per*
sonJiiges :in power, coupled with the
farcical foibles of the communist
party in France, are interwoven in
Leonidas', to make it good, whole-
some, frothy comedy of the tyi-e well-
liked by. French audiences.
- A mythical kingdom in the Bal-
kans furnishes the. queenly heir with
more democratic idefis than=toyaIty
will ever allow. In France* where
she's the xjomi)anion of the. French
communist leader^s. daughter; she be-
comes the mistress bf that same com-
munist leader'3 ' son. Then she's
called back to assume power at the
death of herfather; •

•

Her departure, however,, convinces
sou, ; who docs not laiow the real
reason for her leaving, that it's time
he did something for the cause; So
life plans tour of Central Europe to
propagandize communism and credtc
iniemal troubles.

Royalties' prerogatives in furnish-
ing an heir to the throne occupy the

Mindig « Nok Kezdik
(It's Always the Womea Wlio

Bexin')

Budapest, Oct. 27.

Comedy In threei acts byAladar Ijnszlo;
presented by. Dezso ICertcsz;' Features'
ICcrtsz. At Koyal, Budapest,
Ibolya , : . .M^rglt Dayka
Tlbor Peter Dpzso Kertesz
Mls3 Christine. . .-. Pirl Pcery
A Gent with a' Beard...... Martin Itatlidy
Mr. Bnmnbr Geza Boross
Mra. Brunner Mltssi Htfrasztl
Mar;it Lola Laszlo

Shows in Rehearsal

'Glorious Mornlns' Oscar

Hammersteln.
^Here Come the Clowns'

—

Eddie Dowling.
•Yon Never Can Tell' (re-

vival)—William A. Brady.
fAmerloan Landscape*—Play-

wrights.
'Rlnffside Seat'—Rufus Phil-

lips.

'Glorlana'—Theatre House.
'Good Huntlncr'—Mayer and

Field.

'Rocket to the Moon'—Group.
'Lorelei' — Aldrich, Hard-

wlcke, King^and Myers.
•Henry IV'—Maurice Evans

and Joseph V. Reed.
'Too Much Johnson*—Mer-

cury,

Pin HAS NO SHOW FOR

TOPm, THANSS(9VING

Pittsburgh, Nov. 8.

Scarcity of ro&d attractions being

felt already by Nixon. Pittsburgh's

only legit house, which has so far

been unahle to book a show for

Thanksgiving w^ek, proverbally one

of the best six days in show hit here.

It. wps the first dat;e ZiegteW us.e.d to

demand for his 'Follies' and he never

wound up with less than $45,000 for

the stand.

Management making frantic efforts

to get anything, sinCe house has just

started to roll along after belated

start and a dark session so early

would set it back considerably. Last
three shows, 'Of Mice and Men,'

'Herod and Mariamne,' and I'd Rather
Be Right,* have all dohe big. even
bad notices for 'Herod' failing to

stymie Katharine Cornell's draw.
They're buying legit here and only

thing likely to keep Nixon from big-

,gest season in some .time, will be lack

of attrJictions. House has 'Whiteoaks'

current, then the Luints come in, fol-

lowed by an open week and after

that 'Pins and Needles' Nov. 28 and
'Golden Boy* fiec. 5. Nothing set

definitely following 'Boy,' although
flock of plays are tentative.

Inside Stuff-Legit

Theatre Education League, New York, which holds Its second program
Friday (U), is the brainchild of Harold j. Kennedy, assistant to John
Houseman, of the Mercury Theatre. Claims just under 100,000 non-dues-
paying members, made up of . students and teachers at various schools and
colleges in the east Besides the semi-weekly free lecture programs with
name gUest speakers, plan is to issue a monthly magazine and to arrange
theatre parties of a minimum of 1,000 members.

First lecture program, at which Robert E. Sherwood, Maurice Evans,
Jane Wyatt and Jane Cowl spoke, was held Oct, 28 at the Broadhurst,
N. Y. Attendance of 1,260 represented 695 scholastic institutions. Orson
Welles will speak at the next session. Broadhurst was donated for the
first program by the Shuberts, with the League paytag for cleaning, an
electrician, etc. Offlee, space for the League has" been donated by the
Mercury Theatre. Ads covered the cost of the first bulletin, which it is

hoped to develop into a magazine. League is currently plugging 'Abe
Lincoln in Illinois,' Maurice Evans* 'Hamlet* and 'The Fabulous Invalid.'

Theatre representatives on the advisory council include Maurice Evans,
Cedric Hardwicke, Qrson Welles, Jane Wyatt and Jane Cowl.

One of the costliest flops of the early season was 'Madame Capet,* which
Was shelved after playing one night less than a week at the Cort, N. Y.
Drama .of the French Revolution, which starred Eva Le Gallienne, rep-
resented a total outlay of $55,000. Play drew a inixed press, mosUy on
the down side, and sponsors of the. show decided upon withdrawal/ after

.figuring it would cost another $20,000 to keep the shOw running a month
against distinctly doubtful chances. There Were more than 40 characters
programmed, some being doubles.
Eddie Dowling made the 'Capet' presentation, with^ee Shubert being

iii for a comparatively small piece. Latter's investment is^^sald to have
been $5,000.1 Understood a number of Dowling's non-professional friends
supplied most of the coin.

'Abe Lincoln in Illinois,* which is regarded as the major playwrighting
effort of Robert?' E. Sherwood's life, was first planned by him as long {ts

15 years ago. He turned out the actual writing of it ih about three weeks
two seasons ago, however. He's also made some revisions since then, a
few minor ones having been made since the play's preem at the
Plymouth," isr. Y.
When he first thought of doing the play, Sherwood began' reading every-

thing he could find on the subject But it was not tmtil he saw Raymond
Massey' as the gaunt New England farmer in 'Ethan Fronie,' that the form
of his Lincoln'play began to talce shape in his mind. He decided then that
he wanted Massey for the Lincoln part and showed the script to Masse}^
when he was in London last spring.

ATTA—Equity

Royal theatre, after many, tmsuc-
cessful legit experiments, reopened
imder the management of Dezso
Kertesz, brother of Michael Curtiz,
the HoUjrwood director. This is

Kertesz's flrst venture at -"theatrical

production. . He. Intends, to. present
straight comedies and musicals ' fcap-

turing himself as an actor.

iGot a flying start with Aladar
Laszlo's new comedy. Story of girl

who vanips the money-lendeir, on
whom she' has a crush, by giving her
ear-rings .plus herself, pretending
the trinldets can't be removed, into

his custody. It's amusing although
a bit too lengthy for the stage.

Morgit Dayka and Kertesz, handle
the leads welL Jacoli.

Donald Blackwell and Rfiiymond Curtis, who presented 'Run, Sheep, Run'
at the Windsor, IT. Y., last Thursday (3), are the latest additions to the
managerial ranlcis from the Park avenue area. Blackwell halls from Canada
and aspired to 'acting, shelving that idea .when he came into a fortune
upon the death of his father; Curtis is an artist

'Sheep' is a production with five sets, the estimated' cost of presentation
being $40),000, which is above the. average for a straight play. Raymond
Knight, who authored the piece, has been writing for radio. , Play was
also called 'Mid.I^leasures and Palaces' and 'Sleeping Dogs.'

OF A

(Continue.d Irom page 55)

that agency buys had 'saved' any
number ~ of shows which started
weakly, but -were pushed by the
brokers' who guaranteed to handle a
set, number of tickets' for each per-
foirm^nce. .

Theory that the ticket rules were
designed to prolong engagements and
the argument for resumption of buys
impressed the Equity 'committee,
which was told that the elimination
of that practice' was not working for
the welfare of certain attractions

and, therefore, engagements were
curtailed. Facts and figures per-
taining to certain shows were pre-
sented and it was pointed out .that

several current attractions, which are
fading, would have been supported
and kept going by the' agencies were
buys in effect

Seek Interchanjres
ATTA also, asked that the rule on

interchange between agencies be re-
vised, .so. that when one broker runs
short' Of tickets he be permitted to

secure them from another and, at

the Same time, permit both parties
to make a profit. That could be done
if agencies were allowed to .charge
an extra 75c per ticket on those
tickets sold by one broker to another.
Rules fiix the maximum premium of
75c per ticket regardless . of how
many brokers may handle them.
Agencies contend that- such a restric-

tion is unfair, because they lose pa-
tronage when unable to secure de-
sited tickets and distribution is natr
ur?.lly crimped.

Equity's council may or may not
transmit .its committee report to the
managers. If the code is to be re-
vised, such a moye would have'to be
niade by .the League, but the latter
cannot make changes without the
assent of Equity, according to the
agireement between the two organi-
zations. It would seem, however,
that the agencies secured a more
promising audience with the Equity
end than they did recently with the
managers, when there were some hot
differences of opinion voiced.
Suggestion that buys be resumed

. is not likely to be entertained by the
League, although it is intimated that
the brokers were inspired by certain
showmen whose shows might havo
been aided. In the past, the buys
were blamed by brolcers for high
prices, and managerial proponents
of the Code hav<: declared right along
that without such an excuse there is

no reason for gypping.

A neon electric sign outside of.Leblang's new ticket agency quarters, on
Broadway near 42hd. street, suddenly disappeared. Men, With a ladder
were seen 'dismantlhig the sign, which was later found smashed/ in fr^nt
of the shop of the electrician who installed it.

Latter is affiliated with. CIO and it was believed opposition unionists
turned the trick. Cops nearby thought the raidefs were regularly em-
ployed for the job and paid iio attention to them..

Cornelia Otis. Skinner started a transcontinental tour in . her solo show,
'Edna His Wife,' yesterday .(Tuesday), day and date with publication of
her latest book, 'Ditheis and Jitters,' by Dodd, Mead & Co. Stated that
her , first book, /Excuse It Please,' is in its 14th* printing.

.
Opening in Indianapolis, Miss Skinner will travel through the north-

west to the Coast

Theatre Guild is guaranteeing the salaries of 'Ringside Seat,* which Is

due into the Guild, New York, next week; It is said to have a 25% interest
in the play, which is being presented by Rufus Phillips.
Authorship is credited to Leonard Ide, but it is known that Philip Dun-

ning also worked on the script and will participate in the royalties.

Soothe vs» Critics

(Continued from page .55)

New York and alleged that they
were just a shade too jaded. .It was
an ill-timed' piece, for' presently.
'Oscar Wilde' was produced, and a
Uttle later 'Abe Lincoln in Illinois,'

and the reviewers rUshcd out from
the- sidelines to tear down the goal
posts and go into a snake dance.
Once a playwright can pierce the
toughened epidermis of an American
critic, he will find underneath the
hide of the man there lurks ' a cheer
leader,

,
'But' even if this were not true

the time has come to close ranks
against the invader. J. B. Priestley,
British dealer in- whimsy-whamsy,
has just sounded off in London, Eng-
land, with. an . attack' on

.
the noblest

work of man. I refer, of course, to
the New York dramatic critic.

. 'And when Old Ironsides is at-
taclced by alien guns 1 feel certain
that first-nighters; Players, Lainbs
and the Shuberts will join together
to make common cause in defense of
our own.

•Mr. Priestley is a . champion egg
layer as far as Broadway is con-
cerned, and it is from a sore atid

stricken heart that he sets down his
resentment.
'What I imagine to. be dramatic

and moving,* he complains, 'a New
York .critic (whoever he is) con-
siders trivial and tedious. Just as
much of what they think brilliant
original and profound in the theatre
has -seemed to me merely slick and
trumpfery.'

*1 Have Been Here Before' may not
be a! complete failure on this side;

While its pace at the Guild, N. Y.,

was around $2,500, or less on a
week's basis, it drew $10,000 in To-
ronto last week. The cast is due to
sail back from Montreal. ' Wilfrid
LaWson was expected to remain for

Land of the Living,' but that show
has been set back.

Engagements

Lucille Watson, 'Dear Octopus.*

Beatrice LiUie^. Richard Hayden,
'Set to Music'
Fred Lightner, Bert Wilcox, Luba

Westly, 'The Flying Ginzburgs.'

.Marcel Journet Germaine Biroux,
Le Roy Operti, J. P. Wilson, Batring-
ton Guy, George Spaull,' Dennis Gur-
ney, 'Good Hunting.'
Mary Rolfe, Louise Larabee, G.

Pat Collins, Roy Roberts, John Adair,
Lucia Seger, 'Ringside Seat'
Eleanor Lynn, Ruth Nelson, Mor-

ris Carnovsky, Luther Adler, San-,
ford Meisner, Art Smith, 'Rocket to
the Moon.

^

Doris Nolan, Dennis Hoey, Arnold
Eorff, Viola RoaChe, Esther Mitcnell,
A. G. Andrews, Jeanijette Chinley,
Bram Nossen, Hannam Clark,
Murial Williams. Cobina Wright Jr.,

Joan Tetzel, Elizabeth Heckscher,
Jack Merivalfe, Harry A. McGuire,
'Lorelei.' (Complete • cast.

)

Dean Jagger, Katherine Emery,
'Evei'ywhere I Roam.'
Tamara Toumanova, ^Swing to the

Left.'

Aufltrallan (tnd New Zealand Thea-
tres.-Lta., Managlni; Directors' Prank
S. Talt. S. S. Crick, G. B. Dean,
Prftsent!—

VIOLET CARLSON
ns tlie Star of

"ROSErMAIUE'»
RdYAr. THKATRE

SYOKEV, AVBTbAMA
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AD Chi Houses Lighted, but Ferns No

like Diice/ Good 12G, 'Susan' Big 18G

Chicago. Nov. 8.

AU theatres are lighted this week,

with even the mammoth concerty

Auditorium rfecruited to flU the de-

mands for legit houses. Four shows

opened this week on consecutive

days, which includes one by the Fed-

eral Theatre.

Qn Sunday (6) 'The Women' got

away in the Auditorium for its sec-

ond session in Chicago, haying

played the Erlanger last year. Last

iiight (Monday), 'Dame Nature'

started in the Erlanger as the third

Bubscription show of the American

Theatre Society season, and today
(TfleSday) 'On Borrowed Time* Starts

at . the <irand. Tomorrow night
(Wednesday), Trolog to Glory'
comes in from New York for the
WPA group.
'Blossom Time' left town Saturday

(5) after three weeks, with the gross
building steadily after a slow get-

away. Finished strong and could
' have stayed longer on pace.. Headed
for general tour of midwest and
southern key bxirgs, which figures to

keep it on road until the spring.
Capacity still the rule in the Harris

fpf 'Susan and God,' while 'Of Mice
and Men' in the Selwyn is going
along at a clip that rates just slightly

better than fair. General public
word-of-mouth has not been too hot,

with the femme element particularly
indicating di§favor. Dated to leave
town Nov. 26, which will make it a
five-week gallop, disappointing.
Big advance sale for 'I'd Hather Be

Right/ which comes to the Audi-
torium Nov. 21.

Estimates for Last Week
tBlossom Time,' Grand (1.4Q0;

$2.75). Left town Saturday (5) after

good thr^ weeks, finishmg to ex-
cellent $13,000. Heads for Milwaukee
and other midwest towns for long
road tour. Tiiis was ninth.appearance
of the musical iii Chicago in 15 years
and has always garnered profits.

Hame Nature;,' Erlanger (1st

week) (1,400; $2.75). Opened last

night (Monday) on ATS season.
'Of Mice and Men/ Selwyn (3d

week) (1,000; $2.75). Rather disap-
pointing on spotty biz. Legit-goers
around here not het up about show,
which now calls a halt for Chi on
Nov. 26. Managed $12,000 last week.
iOn Borrowed Time/ Grand (1st

week) (1,400; $2.75). Opens tonight
(Tuesday) and looks forward to a
run of it on general rep of New York
click. Has had big advance build-up.

'Susan and God,' Harris (4th week)
(1;000; $2.75). Smash of the season
so far. At capacity with $18,000
again. Will -stick into New. Year's
easily at pace..
'The Women/ Auditorivun (1st

week) (4,0.00; $1,65). Opened Sunday
(6) with tariff sliced considerably be-
low regular legit fates in town, due
to immense capacity of.this arena.

WPA
•Proloe. to Glory/ Blackstone.

Opens tomorrow (9), with company
coming in from New York Federal
Theatre Project.
The Mikado/ Great Northern. All-

colored version a WPA theatre click.

TABLE' ENDS IN WASH.

AFTER POOR $9,000

Washington, Nov. 8.

What bids to be gala week for Ina

Claire in her hometown fizzled to lit-

tle more than expenses when word-
of-mouth and cold reviews killed

•Yankee Fable/ Show had bieen

skedded to quit' after two weeks try-
out in Boston, but hefty advance sale
here induced one more try. Star, as
usual, pulled out the ermines down-
stairs and packed the 'balconies on
opening night, but next morning re-
funds began sending what looked like
a $17,000 gross down to about $9,000.

Show folded here, with Miss Claire
definitely out, and plans to revise it

without her are only vague rumors.
Current: Lunt and Fontanne in

'The Sea Gull/ with Katharine Cor-
nell in 'Herod and Mariamne' skedded
for week of Nov. 14.

Estimate for Last Week
<Tank«« Fable/ National (1,698;

$2.75 top). Poor word of mouth and
cold reviews sent gala return of Ina
Claire to bometown down to approxi-
mately $9,000.

TJEAVEBOG

IN HUBMALE

Heat Hits Bankhead

In Cincy, Slow $7,500

Cincinnati, Nov. 8.

Advance sale on ^I'd* Rather Be
Right/ which comes' in the last half
of next week, indicates that it will
come close to the $21,500 capacity
for four performances at $3.96 top.
George M. Cohan show will be pre-
sented in the 2,500-seat Taft audi-
torium.
'What a Life' is current at $2.26

top.
Estimate for Last Week

1 Am Different* (Cox; 1.336; $2.75)—^Warm weather and hallow'en are
b.o. alibis for slow $7,500 for Tal-
lulah Bankhead.'

Lunts Okay 13G

In PUHy; lady

Slips to $li

'CORNELL'S 'HEROD' BIG

$22,000 IN DETROIT

Detroit, Nov. 8.

Katharine 'Cornell has
.
always been

b.o. here, regardless of vehicle, so

it's natural that her 'Herod and
Mariamne' should pull in hotcha
$22,000 last week in eight perform-
ances at the Cass;

3oxofAce built plenty after open-.
Ing performances, aided by nice
notices, with result that four of the
last six performances were s.r.o.,

including two matinees. Balcony
and orchestra seats sold out through-
out week, with only empties being
in the medium-priced chairs.
Current is Tins and Needles/

which opened seven-day stay Sun-
day night (7).

Estimate for Last Week
'Herod and Mariamne/ Cass (1,500;

$3.30). Four s.r.o's out of eight per-
formances spelled smash $22,000 for
Katharine Cornell play. Current is
Pms and Needles' at $2.75 top.

•Tovarich' Fair ZVzG.
Maplewood, N. J., Nov. 7_

Eugenie Leontovich, in 'Tovarich'
at the Maplewood, did only fairly
at the b- 0., just about making $3,500.
Crjx praised Leontovich, but the
comedy did not make the grade with
patrons.
Current attraction, 'Yes, My Darl-

irtg, with Frances Starr.

Estimate for Last Week
^ITovarlcli' Maplewood Theatre (1,-

420; 25-1.00). Film version may have
«urt stage .production, which got
only fair $3,500.

Boston, Nov. 8.

Booking boom continues apace

here, • with five shows on the boards

this week. 'Leave It to Me,' musi-

cal starring Sophie Tucker, Victor

Moore and William Gaxton, gathered

in mammoth grosses during its three-
week preliminary before Broadway.-
Left Saturday (5).

'Lightnin/ with Fred Stone, Is get-
ting pale patronage; 'Golden Boy'
exited Saturday (5) after three good
frames. 'Shadow and Substance' is

entering its fourth and final week.
Newcomers are 'Boys from Syra-

cuse' and Lew Leslie's sixth edition
of 'Blackbird/ 'Boys' ' opened yes-
terday "(Monday), while 'Blackbirds'
opens tonight. 'Flying Ginzburgs' is

opening Thursday (10). Boston will
see tryout of the third offering of the
Playwrights when 'American Land-
scape,' by Elmer Rivie, comes in Nov.
21. 'Great Lady' and 'Faustus' are
slated for Nov. 22. The new Noel
Coward show, starring Bea Lillie,

is slated for a preem here around
Christmas time.

Estimates for Last Week
•Leave' It to Me' (Shuberf (1,590;

$3.30) (3rd wk)—If this isn't a smash
on Broadway it will upset almost
unanimous trade prophecies to that
effect. Third week brought further
improvements in a production* that
looked like a hit right from the start
Third, .final week, good $2Q,000.

"

'Golden Boy' (Plymouth) (1,480;
$2.75) (3d wk)—Second b.:st grosser
in a ^town loaded with important
competition. Closed successful run
with $13,000 for finale.

'Shadow and Substance* (Wilbur)
(1,200; $2.75) (3d wk)—Starring ve-
hicle for Sir Cedric Hardwicke is

pleasing Bostonians and a fourth
stanza is warranted. Third week
okay $10,000.

'Lightnin' (Colonial) (1,643; $2.20)
(1st wk)—Overwhelming reaction to
Fred Stone in this classic during the
New England strawhat season not
reflected in his opening week here.
No objections to the star, but the
dated play is the b.o. deterrent.
Around $5,500 for first frame. One
more week.

B way Biz Eases Of, Ejection Eve

No Help;W aimbs, $20^

'Abe,' %ss' Capacity, 2 New Duds

BALTO LEGITS DARK;

2 CONE IN NOV. 21

Baltimore, Nov. 8.

No shows listed here until Nov. 21,

when both Ford's and the indie

booked Maryland will open their

door?. 'Golden Boy' is slated for the
former and return engagement of
'Brother Rat' listed at the latter.

Ford's also billing 'Lightnin' ' for

week of Nov. 28.

With biz for legit supplied thus
far extra big, local newspapers and
civic-minded citizenry putting up
considerable squawks about current

lack of attractions. Don't like split

weeks, attempted twice already this

year, either.

Cornelia Otis .Skinner in for two
days beginning Friday (4), at the

indie Auditorium did fairish busi-

ness; garnering .some $3,300 at $2.75

top.

Philadelphia, Nov. 8.

Philly still has three of its four

legit houses occupied this week, de-

spite one week's dark spell for the

Chestnut Street opera house, and

there's a' good chance all four will

have attractions next week; So far

the 1938-39 season has had 40% more
activity than that of the last two

years, although box-office trade has

not been upped in commensurate

fashion.

This week's opener is 'Golden Boy,'

in at Locust for two weeks as an ATS
subscription offering. First offering

('Amphitryon 38') played the Chest-

nut, and .it is highly probable, one of

the later ATS pieces will be shown
at the Forrest, which means that the

subscribers will do plenty of moving
around this season. Smaller capacity

of the Locust makes switches plenty

tough for ' office force, especially as

regards topheavy balcony subscrip-

tion. Luckily, orchestra is .plenty
wide and compares satisfactorily with
Chestnut and Forrest downstairs ar-
rangements.
Next week's newcomers are the

Fred Stone revival of ."Lightnin'/ at
the Chestnut, and 'Shadow arid Sub-
stance' for a two weeks' fepeat, this
time at the Forrest. .It played at the
Chestnut la^t season during its tryout
tour, and ^was accorded rave press.
The doubtful house next week is the
Erlanger, where 'Brother RaV is inlay-
ing a return. Originally skedded for
two stanzas, it looks very likely it

will stay a third, thus keeping house
occupied up to the Mask and Wig
opening Nov. 21. lliat date also sees
the local premiere of 'Our Town' at
the Locust on subscription.
Next Iryouts to come along are

Thornton Wilder's 'Merchant of Yon-
kefs,' at the Fotrest in Deceniber, and
Dwight Deere Wiman's musical
'Swing to the Left,' which comes to
the same house Dec. 19.

With the end of the two-week run
of ^Amphitryon,' the Lunts' biz at the
Chestnut for their single added week
of 'Sea Gull* was something of a let-
down, but led the town with $13,000.
'Great Lady'. (Forrest), 'Whiteoaks*
(Locust) afid 'Brother Rat' (Erlan-
ger' trailed in that order.

Estimates . for Last Week
The Sea Gull' (Chestnut). One

week only."
.
(1,800; $2.85). Came in

for single week, not ATS, after 'Am^
phitryon's' two weeks of subscription.
Russian drama little heavy for hoi-
polloi, but show led towns' straight
shows witht $13,000.

'Brother Rat* (Erlanger) 1st week.
(1,750; $2). Successful stay, a third
week being reported very likely. $6,-
500 at this scale was profitable.
Great Lady' (Forrest) (2d week)

(2,000; $3.42). In second full week
musical slipped to $14,000 without aid
of Penn-Navy football crowds. Stays
this weelc, however, and is reported
in much better shape.
'Whiteoaks' (Locust) (2d week) (1,-

400; $2.85). Figured to build in final
canto, but slipped to $11,000. How
ever, engagement of Barrymore ve
hide was definitely profitable. 'Gold
en Boy' this week.

Future Plays

'Everywhere I Roam/ a play with
a choral and dance background' by
Arnold Sundgaard, will be presented
by Marc Connelly and Bela Blau. It

will replace Connelly's 'The Land of
the Living,' which has be6n set back
until after New Year's.

'Set for Music/ a new revue by
Noel Coward, will open in January
sponsored by . John C, Wilson and
stars Beatrice Lillie,. who arrived in

New York, last Thursday (3> to start

rehearsals.

Some of Broadway's- good things

moved higher last week, although

the upping of grosses was not
marked. The' list generally eased off

after the opening h&lf of the week
was well ahead of previous figures.
Saturday night was comparatively
weak.
Explanation wss continued mild

weather" and anticipation of two
holidays this week—Election -and
Armistice Day. Election eve, Mon-
day (7), however, was comparatively
light.. Figuring on an influx to the
midtown, some shows have sched-
uled four matinees this week; but
most of the midweek matinees
switched from Wednesday to Elec-
tion Day.

Last week's three . arrivals were
not highly regarded, although 'Dan-
ton's Death,' Mercury, may make
the grade despite a mixed press,
with one exception. 'Run, Sheep,'
Run' was rated an in-belweener at
the Windsor, while 'Waltz in Goose
Step' was yanked out of the Hudson
after seven performances..
'Knickerbocker Holiday/ which

drew divided opinions, appears to
have made the best gain, gross bet-
tering $20,000. While that is not
capacity at the scale, it is regarded
as promising at the Barrymore. 'I

Married An Angel' is still tops
among the musicals,- with 'Hellza-
poppin' a close runner-up. The ca-
pacity draws among straight shows
are 'Abe Lincoln in Illinois,'' $19,500,
'Kiss the Boys Goodbye,' nearly $16;-
000, and 'Oscar Wilde,' whioh
touched $17,000, a new high; Full-
length 'Hamlet' also improved to
nearly $18,000.
Only one debut this week, it be-

ing 'Leave It to Me/ musicsd, at the
Imperial. 'Where Do We GO: From
Here' was put back one week at the
'Vanderbilt. In addition, next week's
entrants are slated to be 'X^orelei,'

Longacre, and 'Ringside Seat,' Guild.
Estimates for Last Week

'Abe Lincoln in illinois/ Plymouth
(4th week)' (D-1,036; $3.30). Selling
out all performances; takings around
$19,500; gross would ' have ' gohe
higher but for two theatre parties;
tops the dramas.
^aolfelor Born/ Mansfield (42d

week) (C-1,097; $3.30). Still in. the
running, 'but to ' mOde^t ttaTcirtgis;

helped by cut rates to around $5,000..

lelped by cut rates to arouild -i^.OOO;

'Glorious Morning- h'iext attraction.
'Danton's Deatii,^ Mercury (2d

week) (D-660; $2.75)v Opened last
midweek drawing mixed notices
mostly on tlje down side', fair busi-
ness after opening; 'Too Much Jdhri-.

son' will be the alternating at-

traction. • .

'

'Hellzapoppln/ 46th Street (8th
week) (R-1,375; $3.30). Over $26,000
and may go into list leadership
when moving to Winter Garden late
this month. • .

.I Married An Angel," Shubert. (7th
week) (M-1,367; $4,40). Demand-in
the agencies tapered somewhat," but
revue continues to sell out with top
gross of $28,000.

'Kiss the Boys > Goodbye/ Miller
(7th week) (C-944; $3.30). 'Turn-,

away business for all peformances-
and easily the comedy. leadejr, with
gross close to $16,000 mark.

,

'Leave It to Me,*. .Imperi;^ (1st

week) (M-1,468; $4.40). Presented by
Vinton Freedley; Spewacks' 'Clear
All Wires,' with Cole Porter tunes,
fared well in Boston; opens tonight.
'Knickerbocker Holiday,' Barry-

more (4th week) (M-1,096; $4.40).
Climbed further and looks like
stayer; business last week rated over
$20,000, whic}i places it well up
among musicals. . .

Oscar Wilde/ Pulton (5th week)
(D-913; ; $3.30). Cleaning -up; with
standee$ most evenings, the .pace

went around $17,000 mark and cinch
run is indicated.
•Our Town/ Mbrosco (41st week)

(D-961; $3.80). Leaves for road after
another weelc; has bean faring well
enough, f'lough not to bi.^ money;
around $C..500, quite profitable.

'Bun, Sheep, Run/ Windsor (2d
week) : (CD-969; $3.30). Opened late
last weelc . with press not favor-
able; will, be tried for while, how-
ever.

•Sinf Out the News/ Music Box
(7th week) (R-1,013; $4.40). Picked
up in pace last weelc, but Saturday
night somewhat off with field; ap
proached $16,000.
'The Fabulous Inv.alid.' Broadhurst

(iith week) (CD-1,116; ^3,85). Tak-
ings approximated $14,500 last week;
said to turn fair profit at that level;
figured' to improve. .

'Tobacco Road/ Forrest (257th
week) (C-1,107; $1.65). Long run
drama seems inexhaustible; low
operating nut permits continuance to
some profit with takings approxi
mnting $5,000.
'You Never Know/ Winter Garden

(8th week) (R-1.671; $3.3.0). SJated
to sti^e out Afrheur 'HeUzapoDoin'
moves in from 46thVStreet;- business
claimed '$16^000,, .T*hi?h may.be evep
break fflr •mii^icjd: '

.'

• '
•"

•Victoria Retina' '(lepeat) "Martin

Beck (6th week) (CD-1,214; $3.30).
Eased off somewhat last week with
gross around $16,000; still important
money for repeater.
'Waits in Goose Step/' Hudson.

Opened Tuesday (1)' weak press;
taken off Saturday (5).

'

'What a Life/ Biltmore (30th
week) (C-991; $3,30). Using flock of
two-for-pnes, which is brmgin.i* in
school audiences; last week .' • ured
over $4,500 and apparently s.-.w-sfac-

tory; four matinees this week.
•Where Do We Go From Here?',

Vanderbilt. Postponed until next
week.
'You Can't Take It With You/ Am-

bassador (100th week) (C-1,156;
$1.65). Moved here from Imperial
last week; finished to standee trade/
with takings fair at approximately
$6,000.

Revival
'Hamlet,' St. James (5th week) (D-

1,520; $3.30). Picked up as ex--
pected; with takings nearly $18,000;-

all .performances now full-length
versions.

Added
>Plns and Needles/ Labor Stage

(50th week) (R-500; $2,75). Original
cast slated back from toad: at that
time half a dozen new numbers will
be inserted and ^esh interest should
carry date through •winter.
•The Girl Front Wyoming/ Ameri-

can Music Hall (3d week). Musical,
meller in night spot; fair' draw.

WPA
'On the Rooks/ Daly's.
'The Btg Blow/ EUiot.

COHAN'S mtrrsRO
$33,200 IN PHTSBURGH

,
Pittsburgh, Nov. B.

George M, Cohan's 'I'd Rather Be
Right' gave Nixon its first bona
fide smash last week, rolling up sen-
sational $33,200 f!or house's best tak#
in eouple of years. Management
originally tried to pencil it -in for
two weeks, which it could liava
played easily, judging from demand.

Hasn't been a holler »like it for
tickets since Helen Hayes came herer
in .'Victoria Regina' just- a year ago.
Before opening' night house was'
practically gone, save for few last
rows downstairs and a scattering in
second balcony. These were quickly
gobbled up early in week and Cohan
showed to an average of 50 or more
standees at every one of the last five
performances. Even the boxes went
Clean nightly) an unusual Occurrence
here.
Ethel Barrymote, current ; in

'Whiteoaks,' is off to flying start,
with Mercy'Hospital women^s auxil-
iary buying, out 'thie entire hjpuse last
night (Monday). First time for star
here in almost five years' and quite'

a

bit of interest in her appearance:
Lunts follow in 'Amphitryon 38' as
second of ATS seties.-

Estimate for Last Week
'I'd Rather Be Biebi' (Nixon; 2,100;

.$3,85). Qeorge M. Cohan biggest
thin.!? in several years, .knocking off
sensational $33,200 and turning 'em
away at every performance. Mat«-
were even ahead of usual draw of
topnotch femme names, which was
surprising.

B'klyn Legit'Mkided;

'Moon' Good $a>000
Brooklyn, Nov. 8.

.
Reopening of Brattleboro Theatre

gives City of Churches two legit
houses, other being Shubert. Also
Indicative of keen Interest in , stage
matters was 'the thf6e>-act kid ballet
of 'Little Red Riding Hood'. Satur-
day (5) at Academy of Music, which
played to sellout audience. ,

Shubert biz roomed with showing
of 'Moon Over Mulberry Street/
Brattleboro opened with 'Conjiur*
new opus of Negro life and will hold
it another week.

Estimates for Last Week
'Moon Over Mulberry Street' (Shu-

bert) (1,750, 26-85). Around $3,000,
good.
Conjur' (St. PelTx) (287; 50-$1.50).

Small house with fair subscription
list. Opening week mild $500.

^Boy»' $11,000 in N. H.
New Haven, Nov. 8.

Ballet Russe cashed in on a one-
performance stand here last' week
(Oct. 31), gettiiig close to $3,000 for
sin£»le show,
Preem of 'Boys from Syracuse'

(Nov. 3-5) drew favorable pres» and
nice word of mouth, building to final
sellout. House has 'Great JLady* set
for next week (15-19). I

'

'

Estimates for Last Week
ntiM Russe (Shubert) (1,600;

^2.75 >. Nice take for siogte, show:
$3,000.
Boys from Sytfl-cnse,* (Shubdrt)v(t|[,.

600J $3.30). Big doings at h9ft^:$lj,-
W)0 on four show's;* '-^o A.ii<M*iit«6
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Gnlld Wins 3 FUlIy Victories I ful politically during the regime of

Three ma^Qr and unexpected vie- Mayor John F. Hylan in N. Y. Hylan
tories were won 'by the' Philadelphia was Hearst's man, and Watson pulled
Newspaper Guild unit within the past the strings, even being acbused ol

yreek. Most pigniflcant was the writing the Mayor's speeches,

agreement ol the BuUetin» after Watson's brother, Joe, also on the
months of haggling, to recognize the editorial staff of the N. Y. American,
Guild as collective bargaining agency committed suicide about 20 years ago
for its employees. It originally de- by shooting himself. Only survivor
manded a Labor Board vote, but has of the editor is his mother, Harriet
withdrawn the request, Negotiations

j watson, of Flushing, L. I. In ill

began at once for a contract, which,
it is expected, will be ready,.soon.
What makes the victory important to I

the" Guild nationally is the" fact that
Bobert McLean, publisher of the
Bulletin,- is' chairman of the board
of the Associated Press and active

|

in the American Newspaper Pub-
lishers^ Association.

Second victory was the granting]
of a Giiild shop by the Inquirer,

health for a long time hersfelf, Mrs.

Watson collapsed at the news of her

son's death.

Passing of Watson recalls news-
paper practices along Broadway of

a generation back. Accompanied by
Wesley Hamer, he used to range the

show district in the 'solicitation* of

advertising from legit managers, the

duo being referred to as 'the under-

takers,' also 'Mutt and Jeff,' Hamer
which was accompanied by raises to being of slight stature and Watson
about 75 stafimen. Closed shop and having ample girth,

minimuin clauses were left' open in They never sought small copy, a
the fcontract signed in August. Mini- page at $1,100. being the objective

mums are now near highest In the and often obtained for several rea-

country, with $75.to deskmfen, $60 to I sons. In return, special stories,

copyjreaders, Twritiriig reporters and I cartoons and other matteie were
reiyrite men, and $52.50 to reporters.

| promised and generally delivered.

Defeat of a company union, with-
drawal of an A.P. of L. charter to it

and the signing of a Guild contract
was..the third victory, won on the

They also made no bones about pic-

ture coverage.
Watson for years was regarded as

being one of W. R. Hearst's con-

Camden dourier-Post. Following fidants and it is reported that the

threats to picket the paper by both publisher was deeply shocked at his

CIO and A-F. of L. unions, A.F. of L. |
death,

took up its charter . and three days
later J. David Stern signed the. Guild,
contract. It Ogives everything de-
manded a year ago, including ih-
crease^ from $35 to $45 as.top minl-
pxam for. reporters.

Victor Waison a Solctd^

Victor Watson; stormy- petrel of
the Hearst organization for years,
committed suicide Nov. 3 T>y leaping
"from the 11th floor of th^^ .Abbey
botel, New York. , He bad checked
in. a fe^ tninutes before as 'George
ti. Jones of Chicago.'

Watson, .who
. started with the old

New Yorlp; P#esS as a cub reporter
igind rose to associate publisher and
inanaginje;, fitditor of- the New York
'American, was a colorful figure in
newspaper circles. He was best
idwn as a cruisader and for a vio-

jient! temper. Once he tbre out all

[ithe telephones in his office and
|(pitched them out pi the window
i^Kwhen the N. Y. American was at
S238. William street) because his sec
retary permitted him to speak to.

iBoniebody -wfith whom he had heen
at Qdds. Again, when his bucket-
shop cruslEide brought him into con-

flict with Winiam J. Fallon CThe
Creat..1)iIouthpie^e'), he threw a type-
writer at the lawyer^ who had come
to his office, for the purpose of dis-

•cussing the matter with the editor
Gene Fowler, on the American's staff

at the time of the trial, later wrote
Fallon's biog.

: lecaUse Of his crusading .activities

Watson ^built a staff of ferret-report-

ers for. the N. Yi iVmeriean that be
came famous, years ago. Three men
especially stood oiil^ Cafi Helm^ now
with the.; Hearst legal staff; Nat X
Berber, now a ^freelance writer, and
Ralph. B. Frye, currently with the
Press; Radio Bureau in New York.
Perber and Helm were' primarily
concerned' Wth uncovering the
bucket shops. When this crusade
failed to' result in a conviction of
Fallon for jury fixing, Watson was
exiled by Hearst to:; the managing
editorship of the Baltimore Amfri-
can.. Later he returned as advisory
editor of the N Y, American,, with
subsequent transfers to the N, Y,
Mirror and the Chicago Herald and
Examiner. Relieved of thf latter

post ^veral months ago, Watsoii

Int'l Book Trade Mag
Project for an international book

trade mag . is being worked on by
Alfred O. Mendel, foreign-language

book contact man for Longmans,
Green. Publication, to he known as

tbe Book Prevue, will make its ini--

tial appearance around the start

of the new year.

Mendel's idea is s that better con-

tact is needed between American^
European and South American pub-
lishers, and between publishers and
authors over far-flung areas. His

mag, accordingly, will be a medium
of e!)cchange . on trade inforioation

and, wants. Will list each country's

best-sdlers .and literary trends, to-

gether with such information as

what scribblers would like to write.

What publishers would like to print,

etc.

Mag will aim to facilitate acquisi-

tion; and. sales of book rights be-
tween One country and another, and
otherwise promote better rielations

among the international publishing
fraternity. Publication, ol book
Prevue -will be in English, with pos-

sibility of a French-language sec
tion to 1)e added later. Will appear
monthly, or more often if warranted.

Pitt Guild's New Officers

To facilitate coming negotiations

with publishers, Pittsburgh unit o:

American Newspaper Guild, named
officers earlier than usual this year,

electing Howard Browning, politica:

reporter on Sun-Telegraph, presi

dent, and Leo Flnegold, piu:chasing

agent for Post-Gazette, v. p. WiHiSm
Burson, of P-G business departinent,

is the new treasurer and Mrs. Helen
Minear Jhas been re-elected secre-

tary, now a paid position.

New Sun-Tele contract comes up
for consideration in a couple of
weeks and while negotiations haven'i

started yet, Guild chiefs have already
met with publisher to map the pro
cedure for conferences. Post-Gazette
and Press Guild agreements ..have

until March 1 to run.

Don Marquis* Unfinished Book
After much pondering those close

to the late Don Marquis have de-

cided that his last book, left un-
finished at his death, will be pub-
lished as is. Debated for a time as

to whether one of Marquis' literary

friends shoulH complete the work,

but finally decided to issue it with-

out addition or revision, and with

the notes left by the writer for its

conclusion.
Action similar to that was taken

in the case of Edith. Wharton's last

work, *The Buccaneers,' also left un-
finished at her death. Decision was
to publish as much of the book as

she wrote, and no more.
Marquis' work, to bear the title of

'Sons of the Puritans,' will be pub-
lished the middle of February by
Doubleday, Doran. XJnderstood that

the book, a novel, is generally auto-

foiographicaU

Film Tlenp On Book Week
In connection with the national

observance ol 1938 Book Week,
which gets under way Nov. 13, Na-
ional Board of Review of Motion
Pictures has its 17th annual listing

of selected book-films. List is made
Up of films derived from published

novels and plays, or possessing so-

called book value tie-ups. Board
suggests to book-sellers they try and
get local theatres to show book-films

during Book Week to help put across

the special .observance.

Additional information on book-
films is available in such publica-

ions as the National Board of Re-
view Magazine, Weeldy Guide to Se-

lected Pictures, Book and Films,

Photoplay Studies and Group Dis-

cussion Guide, and Filni Guide.

Thornton Quits .Holt

Richard H. Thornton is. stepping

out ol the presidency of Henry Holt

& Co., the book-publishing house.

Will be succeeded by Edward N.
Bristol, chairman ol the board, Who
previously held the post Under-
stood that Bristol will only fill the

presidency post of the company tem-
porarily, or until- the board can de-
cide on a permanent successor to

Thornton.
Besides the post of president,

Thornton also had charge of the

firm's trade book department.

run 48 pages and us* fiction, poetry

and humor liberally.

Sierra Odd Mlninr News, novelty

monthly newspaper published in

Bakersfleld, Cal. Its sponsors have
arranged national distribution. De-
signed to call attention to Kern
Coimty as a gold-producing center.

Publishing is Piute Publishing Co.,

With A. Overman editor.

'

Jitterbug, new mag for the coun-

try's youth, to make its bow shortly

sponsored by Lex Publications. Pub-
lication bi-monthlyj with M. R.

Reese edithig. Popular music and
music-makers to be prominent fea-

tures of the periodical.

Reviving Southern Lit. Messenger

After some 75 years, famed old

Southern Literary Messenger is in

process of revival. AxigUst Dietz,

Jr., and F. Meredith Dietz, who
operate the Dietz Press, book pub-
lishing house in Richmond, Va., will

bring the mag to life again and ex-

pect to get out the first issue around
the middle of December.
As previously, Southern Literary

Messenger will be a sectional publi-

cation and will promote Southern
literature and the arts. Will use all

types of material, but by and about

Southerners only.

Southern laterary Messenger was
founded in 1834 and was published

until 1864. One of its editors was
Edgar Allan Poe. Revived mag will

be edited by the two Diietzes.

Lex Buys Psychology Mags
WhUe Resolute Publications is In

litigation, firm's two mags. Psychol-
ogy and Psychology Digest, have
been acquired by Lex Publications.

Eldora Fields editor of the - two pe-
riodicals, and .Emile E. Allen, asso

date editor, -have- gone along with
the sale.

Planned by Le* Publications to
give Psychology b big build-up. Be-
sides altered appearance and increase
in size, negotiations are now on for
the acquisition of two other mags
in the same field to join them to Psy-
chology.

Photo History Iced

Although mentioned at the time
of the suspension ol the picture mag.
Photo History, that it might resume
in the fall, there's no likelihood of

its resumption. Declared at the of-

fices of Richard S. Childs that the

pictorial publication -is dead as far

as Childs and the others previously

connected with the publication are

concerned.
Childs i3 currently the head of

Modern Age Books.

Van Doren Quits Nation
Pressure of his teaching duties at

Columbia University has forced

Mark Van Doren to quit his post of

film critic for The Nation, He is a
professor of English.

Van Doren is being succeeded by
Fran^ Hoellering, a Germah refugee,

who takes over his new duties on the

bi-monthly with the issue ol Nov. 12,

Hoellering has been a frequent con-

tributor to The Nation.

Plan Trade, News Tabs
Pretentious plans for a string of

tabloid publications in both the gen-
eral and trade fields are being made
by a liew publishing organization
calling itself Commonwealth Tabloid
Publishers.

, Head 61- the company Is Joseph
Burstein, many years in the publish-
ing biz.

Book-Mag Guild's New Offices

Book and Magazine Guild has an
almost wholly new roster of execu-
tives as result, ol resignation of

Helen Thompson as executive secre-

tary, and declination of renomma-S Tasr^-p^omb^^^^
I *^°ivTL.^''.Elf'°l!f

Sunday edition ol the 'N. Y. JoumaL
American^
;To his intimates' Watson Insisted

.that, he wasn't greatly concerned
Vith his demotion in the Hearst
ranks. He claimed that he'd been
down before and had risen to the
top-^and would- do it again. How-
ever, he brqoded about ^ his marital

troubles with the former Kathleen
(Peggy) Nolan,, sjster of George
Brent, film player.- Watson hpd
hired -her for the N. Y. American
as the first femme photographer;
they •wet'e married In 1928 and she

New exec sec is Lillian Price.

Principal
.
newly-elected officers are

Robert Jdsephy, twice, head of the

old Guild, prcz; Isobel Walker Soule,

first v.p., and Helen Mallow,
treasurer.

Guild has a closed meeting skedded
for tonight i2) to take up a number
of matters as well as to install its

new executive board members and
elect a financial committee. Also has
a number of minor amendments to

the by-laws to act upon.

Whodanlts on Regular Sked
Mystery Book of the Month idea

divorced him recently in Reno. The tried out by Hillman-Curl, book pub-
editor to th0 eiid believed" she would lishers, has been put on a permanent
return to him, feeling that she had basis. Corporation called Mystery
been misadvised, but deep melah- Book of the Month, Inc., has been
cholisi set in a few weeks ago-when formed, with Alex Hillman as prez.

Jib read that , she had made plans to I Will give the monthly mystery book
marry agaiii.

]
thing a separate identity, apart from

Watfioh ivas known to show busl- the regular Hillman-Curl organka-

He was once drama editor and
| tion.tiess.

also handled the Y. American
Christmas Fund for years^ His -chief

Experimental starter was a reissue

I
of a whodunit from the regular Hill

means ol raising funds were via Man-Curl list. Succeeding titles will

Sunday night benefit showi, the now be originals. Volumes are paper-

editor employing a Special staff backs, at 25c a copy. Vogue for that

eveiy year under Raloh B. Frye to type of reading matter has been on

m^Mp lale^t. mp.yrs%Mo po\y^;-,LtJie rise .lately.

NEW PERIODICALS
-America First, monthly mag to fur-

ther things -American. Sponsored by
group known as Made in America
Club, and aims to persuade Ameri-
cans to forego everything and any-
thing stemming from abroad. Mag
directed by F. X. A. Eble, with Ray-
mond Beck editing.

Listeners Digest, printing material
broadcast over the air, bows in short-
ly after the start of the new year.
Group sponsoring the new publica-
tion includes George T. Eggleston,
Fred H, Fidler, Fred C. Foy and Fred
Hagelberg, Eggleston will edit: Mag
will be pQCket sized and wiU appear
monthly.
Quote is another digest-type mag

to carry excerpts of books. Biook ex
cerpts to be considerably, more briefj

however, than those in the many
other periodicals of the same type.

A monthly with 15c sales price
Digest mags almost all sell at '''ic a
copy. William T. Thrush is managing
director of Quote, with Ralph S.

Westing editorial director. Pub
lished at Westport, Conn.
Vacationer, new travel and recrea-

tional mag, published on the Coast
by John AT. Allord. To appear
monthly. Business manager of the
new periodical is Carl Nissen.
Inlimd Empire, monthly mag to be

published and edited in Detroit by
Glenn F.-Jenkins, former editor, of
the folded Detroit Saturday Night.
Designed to 'keep Michigan in the
forefront as a great state,' mag will

\'>V,\ ^> 1'"
,1 c-i'i C 'X :.\\. \n »l

Schenectady Strike Settled

Contract signed by the Daily

Gazette, Schenectady, N. Y., with the

American Newspaper Guild, after a

five-day strike called by the Tri

City GuUd, provides for a five-day,

40-hour week, minimum wages up to

$42 weekly after three years* ex
perience, and severance pay equiva

lent to one week's salary for each
year's work up to 15 years.

Strike was the first called by the

Tri-City Guild, which includes Al-

bany and Troy territory.

New Pnip Chain's Nnelens
Couple of mags, Western Yarns

and Adventure Yarns, published by
Blue Ribbon Magazines, have been
transferred to a.newly formed affili-

ate, Colmbia Publications. Step Is

preliminary to building up of a chain

of pulps carrying the Yarns designa-

tion and covering a variety of sub-

jects.

Western Yarns and Adventure
Yarns are edited .by Cliff Campbell,
with Louis H. Silberkleit as editor-

in-chiei

LITERATI OBITS THIS WEEK
Herbert W. Nichols, 56, publisher

of the Stubenville (O.) Herald-Star,

died suddenly at his home in that

city of a heart attack Nov. 1. Death
came only four days after, he had
be,en named to the publishing post.

He had served the paper several

years as business manager. Nichols

joined the Herald-Star in 1896 and
had been associated continuously

with that paper for 42 years.

Charles F. Berkiemeyer, 67, former
Pennsylvania newspaper publisher,
died at his home in Allentown, Pai,

Nov. 20. Starting as an associate
with Jacob Esser, he became co^pub-
Usher in his native town of the Kutz-
town Patriot and Kutztown Journal.
In 1894 he founded the Bethlehem
(Pa.) Daily Globe, how the Globe-
Times. He sold' that in 1903 and
founded the Bethlehem Evening Sun
by buying out the old Star.

Thomas Wakeman Lane, 78, one of
Philadelphia's oldest newspapermen,
died at his home in that city Nov. 4.

Until his last illness, three weeks ago,
he was active as an editor of the
Philadelphia Bulletin. Starting on
country weeklies, he went to Phila-
delphia in 1883 and worked on the
Times, the Public Ledger and the
North Amierican.

•H •/
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CHATTER
Thiley Harms will go to Brazil for

some book data.

Llewellyn White has jotaed the
staff of Newsweek.
Myron Zellencraft to Georgia to

look in on the folks.

Harold S. Latham, MacmlUan edi-
torial head, on the Coast himting for
book scripts.

Frank W. McDonough, who edits
Better Homes & Gardens Magazine,
a new pappy.
Glenn Watrous will chuck adver-

tising copy writing to devote his full

time ^to fiction.

Wells Lewis, Sinclair's son, has
placed his novel with Farrar & Rine-
hart. Calls it 'They StUl Say No.'
William B. Ziff, mag publisher, has

authored a book, 'The Rape of Pal-
estine,* issued by Longmans, Green.
Robert Frayne Chapin and Charles

King dramatizing Lee Shlppey's
novel, 'The Great .American Family.'
John Forbes -has completed his

semi-fictional ojpus on newspaper
work, which was suggested by Simon:
& Schuster.
Storm Jameson coming over after

Christmas for a lecture tour. Femme
scribbler recently elected president
of the British P.i3.N. Club.
Maxlne Block, editor of Motion

Picture Review Digest, has a piece on.
film critics in the current. Metropoli-
tan Motion Picture Bulletin.

Memoirs of Howard Spring, author,

of the best-selling 'My Son, My iSon/

go into the Atlantic Monthly begin-

ning with the January issue.

Robert E. Sherwood completbig
notes and references for his 'Abe
Lincoln in Illinois,' to be published *

by Scribners in about a month.
Robert E. Sherwood has completed

the bibliography, notes and refer-

ences for his 'Abe Lincoln in Illinois,*

which Scribner's Will publish in De-
cember.
Bennett Cerf, Random House book

publisher, postals from Barcelona,

where he's behind the Loyalist front,

that Spain is the most excithig part

of Europe today.
Art Book Publications has been

formed by iUexander Deutsch, to

serve, as American sales representa-

tive for a number of French mag and
book publishing houses.

Not to be outdone by her hus-

band, Edgar Snow, who wrote the

best-selling 'Red Star Over Chhia,*

Nym Wales has ' written ai book
called 'Inside Red China.'

Honor Earl, niece of Somerset
Maugham, on her first visit to Amer-
ica. Mrs. Earl will shortly have an
exhibition of her pastels and char-

coals of theatrical personalities.

INS has begun sending out on its

wires Charles A. Wagner's weekly
book column. Feature, by lit ed ol

the N. Y. Mirror, -.treats informally

of books and literary personalities.

Selected pieces by the late W, J.

Henderson, who wds music critie for

the N. Y. Times and the Sun, to be
published by Dial Press on Nov. 18

under the title of 'The Art of Sing-
ing.'

Purpose of the Burton Rascoe visit

to Oklahoma was to pick up some
material for a book, Incidentally,

Rascoe began his scribbling career

on the Shawnee, Okla, Morning
News.

Padraic Colum in New York.
IWilo M. Thompson leaves shortly

for London to fill the newly-created
post of AP General Executive lor

Europe. Now chief of Washington
bureau.
Paul Howard, distantly related to

the Howard newspaper clan, ap-
pointed special U. S. rep for Illus-

trated London News, to arrange spe-

cial N. Y.. World's Fair edition ol

London paper.

Another new publishing house in

the low-priced book field is Dollar

Publications, quartered in Chicago,

and with a Canadian branch in Tor-

onto, Firm will get out non-fiction

titles to sell at $1.
That 'Variety: .Second Series,^

which Harcoiirt, Brace issues this

week, is another collection of essays

by Paul Valery. His first group of

essay's, published about 11 years ago,

bore the title ol 'Variety.'

New York branch ol the National

League ol .American Penwomen held

its first dinner ol the season at the

Murray Hill hotel. Guests of honor
were Ida Benfey Judd, Gertrude
Atherton, Alice Hunt Bartlett and
Audrey Wurdertlann, last-named na-

tional president of the organization.

Annual O. Henry Memorial Awards
for the 20th year went to two well-

established literary figures and one
virtual unknown. First prize of $300

was won by Albert Maltz for his

story, 'The Happiest Man on Earth,'

published in Harper's, and third

prize, $100, carried off by John Stein-

beck for his 'The Promise,' in the

same . mag. Winner of the second

prize, $200, Is Richard Wright, young
colored Southerner, for his 'Fire and
Cloud,' in Story.
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Broailway

Hugh Leblong in a Bronx hospital.

Percy ^nd Jean Elkeles off to

Miami.
Loew State's AI Eosen celebrated

birthday Friday (4).

John Koenig designing the sets tox

fHete Come tge Clowns.'
' AI Roth, NBC conductor, back
irom hunting tfip in Maine.

The Jack (Stork Club) Entratters

back from their honeymoon.

Ed East wintering at Westchester
Country Club, solely on account o£

his dog, George.

Bianca Strook designed costumes
lor Vinton Freedley's forthcoming
Flying Ginzburga'.

Lou Mindling, «f Music Corp. of
America, has dropped 40 pounds
through five-month diet.

Betty Bryant (Mrs. Harry Sosnik)
^alloprng through Manhattan on
quickie from "Hollywood.

Mortimer Flshel, theatrical attor-

ney, to the Coast end of -this week
on technicians' wage-hour parleys.

Former Ju4ge Frederick E. Gold-
smith ha$ moved his law office. His
associate is Isaddre M. Lapan.

Kitty Doner now with Don Win-
clair's Jamaica branch 'Of Meglin-
Fatlchon Si Mar<:o dancing schools.

Irving Kaye Davis, still' recupmg
In Palenville, upstate N.Y., is man-
aging 'to work"on several new plays.

Don Bestor's 11-year old daughter,
Mary Jane, is appearing with Bob
Emery's Rainbow House program on
WOR.
Nancy Hedrick (Mrs. Herman

Bernstein) returning to Broadway
after completing a commitment at

RKO.
Brooks coatumery preparing to

move to Sixth avenue with tlemoli-
tion of the 'El' and opening of new
subway.
Divorced wife of Gaston Bell, for-

mer legit player, died recently in
Santa Barbara. Bell now lives in
Woodstock, N.
. Harry MeRae Webster, former
Broadway legit dit^ctor, who had a
nervous bre^down some time ago,
Is reported much improved.
Jimmy Walker, toastmaster tiie

Philadelphia Variety Club's fourth
annual banquet -at the Bellevue-
Stratford in Quakertown Dec. 11.

Arthur Greenblatt, Gaumont-Brl-
tish eastern division manager, back
In New York for the election after
several days on business in Boston.
Lynne. Jaffee, Fred Schmidt, Moe

Schreier, Olive Pearman returned
to Original Tins .and Needles' com-
pany after touring with road troupe.
Gwladys Stanlejf, wife of Francis

Laidler, English impresario, sailed
Friday for London after visiting her
brother, an Inventor, in Connecti-
cut.
Led Fischer, executive-secretary

- of the American Guild of Musicsd
Artists, to Chicago to huddle with
the management of the Chi Civic
Opera.
Nasib, theatrical photog In the

Palace Bldg., in voluntary bank-
ruptcy. Liabilities, -$41,387; .assets

|50. He's Nasib Kopooshian in pri-
vate life.

Mary Mason will play the ingenue
lead in 'Yes, My Darling Daughter'
next week at Maplewood, N. J. Cur-
rently playing her original role in
*Brother Rat' there.
Newton Hockaday, formerly with

Time mag, has joined the feature
publicity staff at the New York
World's Fair. Allen Elliott has re-
signed from the same department.
Connie I<ove, formerly in vaude-

ville with'the act of Stuart and Mar-
tin, and more recently at the Mid-
night Sun, Broadway nitery, has
joined Curt Weinberg and Asso-
ciates in nitery publicity work.

du Jour,* his first here since return
from Hollywood.
Michele Alfa set for one of leads

in Marcel Achard's new play,
•L'Inconnue,' at Gymnace.
Lys Gauty appearing on stage of

Moulin-Rouge where her first film,
'La (]rOualleuse' is premlering.
'Madame Sans-Gene/ made in si-

lent -days by Gloria Swanson, to be
produced here by M. Richebe.
Marcel Carne winding Up 'Hotel

du Nord,' with Anhabella. Going
to make 'Rue des Vertus' next. I

Henri-Diamant-Berger ofl! for
\

Hollywod with first copies of his
j

'La Vierge FoUe,' ^hich he just
,

finished.
Emma Calve, now over 80, one of

most famous of French Carmcns, as-
sisting at Opera Comique for lOOtb
anniversary at Bizet.
Maurice Chevalier announced

from Casino de Paris stage that
Josephine Baker expects baby. Miss
Baker in the audience.

London

Pittdbni;^
By tta^l Coiien

George Curry's two-year-old lad
broke his -collar bone.
Eddie Peyton's wife oft for Detroit

to do some commercial posing.
The Ira Cohns sail middle of next

nwnth on South American cruise.

Regent theatre, East Liberty, celer
brated silver anniversary last week.

Irene Cyphers gets lead in Catho-
lic Guild's first show of season, 'New
Sin.'

Bob Eichler has rejoined brother
Fran's orchestra i^r an appen-
dicitis.

Norman Frescott .brought Wally
Ford on with him for Variety Club
banquet.

Mrs. Reed Kendall, wife of L.A.
Times film columnist, here visiting
her faonily.

'Ice Follies' booked for 10 days at
Duquesne Garden beginning night
after Xmas.
Warner Club will hold its annual

dinner dance at William Penn hotel
Sunday (13).
William Penn hotel has booked

Bavarian troupe into its Grill for
indefinite stay.
Irene Co-wan has quit greasepaint

temporarily for a selling job in a
local dress shop.
Freddie Bartholomew left town

with football autographed by mem-
bers of Pitt team.
Grace Price. Katz, niece of A. H.

Woods, directing new Pittsburgh
Children's Theatre.

. Mask and Wig Club's 'All Around
Town' plays one performance at
Sysia Mosque Dec. 26.

Burt Bishop .and John Maloney
get back next week from their

prize-winning M-G trip to Paris.

Kansas City

By John Quinn

Gene Autry making broadcasts
over six radio stations during his
personal at the Tower last week.

T. J., Dwyer and bride, Anne
Riley, of the Brandeis theatre staff,

Omaha, honeymooning in K.C. last

week.
Mickey Hooney did short early-

morning stopover here last week.
John McManus, of the Midland, host
to him.
Lecture dates of Buddy Westmore

and Travis Banton set for Music
Hall cancelled by pressure of
crowded dates.
Mickey Gross, Denver theatre

manager and former RKO man in

Sioux City, stopping to see friends
along theatre row while vacationing
here and in St. Joseph.

Paris
By Hugro Speck

Jane Stick reopening her cabaret.
Ray Ventura finishing his first

film.

'Room Service' (RKO) opening at
Le Paris.

'Merrily We Live' (M-G) at the
Marbeuf,

'That Certain Age* (U) opening
at Avenue cinema.

Charles- Boyer due to make film
here early next year,
Varna planning another Marseil-

laise revue for- his Alcazar.
Marian Anderson, the Negro con-

tralto, due for opera recital."

Lucienne Boyer, Pils and Tabet
In from South American tour.
.New Folies Bergere revue, star-

ting Jeanne Aubert," in rehearsal.
Duncan Sisters making records in

German and French for Columbia.
Andalusian Nights' opening at

Portiques, new Champs-Elysees
cmema.
Sarah Bernhardt museum being

opened by admirers on birth anni-
versary,
Capello and Beatrice signed for

return engagement at Savoy hotel,
London,
Eddie Boy's orchestra to Cannes,

^eirge Glykson stepping into Am-
bassadeurs.
Grace Moore says she expects to

jnake next Hollywood film with
Nino Martini,
Julien Duvivier starting 'La Fin

Hays on B'way

(Continued from page 36)

ever, wins him over and they r .j

permitted to land safely after the
dictator promises him an important
position by his side, first warning
Von Laid! to keep his hands off the
good-looking kid.
Action in the following two acts is

placed in Von Laidi's apartment and
accentuates the Voluptuary's rich
mode of living. In the second act he
unsuccessfully tries to win over to

his side The' Leader's sweetheart,
Mariana Fiory. Playing the char-
acter of Tessie Konstantin, she's a
thinly disguised Leni Riefenstahl, ex-
actress now head of Germany's film
industry. The third act is taken ud
with Von Laidi's. plotting against the
regime with a priest, army general,
a communist leader and industrial-
ists, but they can't get together on
a harmonious form of government.
Then Von Laidi tries to have Boruff
(playing Joseph Straub) put The
•Leader on the spot by brinfrin" in

his (Boruff's) . Jewish mother, Mar-
.iorie Dalton, whom the Nazis have
kicked around. Kid doesn't fall for
the idea, but is killed along with Von
Laidi when the dictator breaks in

and catch^es them together.
Aside from Oscar, the only other

player to stand out is Miss Dalton in

her brief bit. Miss Fiory com-
pletely ineffective, as is Harol'-^

Jnhnsrud as Schmutzl. Boruff is

stiff, acquitting himself niceJv in the
first act, but bogging down later.

Scho.
(Closed Saturday (5) night; pub-

lished for the record).

Firth Shepherd off to the south of
France for a month.

Julius Hagen says he's on the
verge of bankruptcy.

John Garrick to Hollywood to re-

,

cuperate after recent illness. I

Oscar Asche, who made $1,000,000 1

out of 'Chu Chin Chow,' left $100. I

Diamond Bros, at Savoy hotel for
five weeks, opening Monday (14).

Hugh French slated for the Noel
Coward revue, sailing for New York
Nov. M.
Members of Tom Arnold's 'Bala-

laika' company playing the sticks
are on a 25% cut.

Jack Egger has piiece in 'Paprika,'
which goes back to the West End
•early next month.

Empire, Leicester Square; due' for
IDtb anniversary of rebuilding as
'Metro show window.

'Girls Must Live,' . Gainsiborough
Films' next, has Margaret Lockwood
and David Bums as leads,
Larry Adler back here in Febru-

ary, with Charles Tucker, his .agent,
lining up vaudeville dates for him.

'Idiot's DeUght' doiiig near capacity
at His Majesty's theatre on its popu-
lar price, policy. Leg Tracy is the
star.

Capella and Beatrice, just ter-

minated ballroom engagement at

Savoy hotel, off to Les 'Ambassa-
deurs, Paris.-

Earl >Balley, local -head of Music
Corp. of America, was In bed with
neuritis, but got

.
up to fiy to Berlin

on -business.
Calgary Bros., after fotir weeks at

the Savoy hotel, set at Dorcheister
hotel for six weeks, which HePry
Sherek rarely does.
Anthony Eaen will be :guest of

Cinematograph Exhibitors Assn.
when London Branch holds its an-
nual banquet next month.
Wendy Hiller, featured in .'Pyg-

malion' film, announces six -months'
rietirement. She married Ronald
Gow last year. Heir is due in Janu-
ary.
Rumor deal on for Paramount to

purchase Amalgamated Studios at
Elstree. Another rumor studio may
be converted into a munitions fac-
tory.
(Gordon Harbord has given up

idea of doing musical based on life

of Lola Montez, adapted by Eric
Maschwitz, which was to star Mary
Ellis.

StoU Film Studios, Cricklewood,
put up for. auction,, were withdrawn,
after an offer of $205,000. A bid of
-$195,000 was also made for the
property alone.
Reported that Bert Ambrose may

return to Cafe de Paris in about
three months, with mostly new .ag-.

gregation. But band will be smaller,
probably eight pieces.
Not generally known there are

no film studios in Elstree. Studios
actually in Boreham Woods, two
miles from Elstree, with locals call-
ing neighborhood 'Boreham l^tiff.'

Jack Waller says 'Bobby Get Your
Gun,' at the Adelphi, is his last
musical. Will in futiure (ionqehtrate
on straight plays. With first one to
be 'The Women,' which he'll do With
Jack Buchanan.
Prince of Wales theatre fevue

could have stayed longer, but had to
be taken ofl since Naunton Wayne,
the star, wanted by Hlenry Sherek
for his new Dorchester hotel, re-
fused to double.
Monty Banks to N. Y. and Holly-

wood, and expected to be away . a
couple of months. Main object of
visit is to get leading man for Grade
Fields' next picture, due to start
early in February.
George Sanders, as soon as he fin-

ishes in 'So This Is London,' the
20th-Fox picture, will go into 'Jor-
rocks,' starring Sydney Howard, his
first picture for this company. Meg-
ging starts shortly.
Margaret Bannerman, stage and

screen actress, rushed to hospital for
emergency operation, after being
found badly' injured in country lane
near Elstree. Accident caused by
tripping over dog's leash.
Manley and Austin leaving the

Palladium show to fulfill Christmas
pantomime commitment. May be
replaced by Bob Bromley, who's also
wanted by Eddie Deusberg for two
months at the Scala, Berlin.
Charles L. Tucker's mother-in-law

left $900,000, to be divided equally
between her daughters, one of whom,
Tucker's wife, is former Violet Es-
sex, musical comedy star. • Tucker, is

one of the executors of the will.
Odeon theatre has 22' commission-

aires (ex-soldiers) as uniform lobby
attendants. Told to wear their mili-
tary medals on an evening when
Queen Mary would attend, they
turned up v/ith over 800 decorations.
Walter Mycroft, production head

of Associated British Pictures Corp.,
giving the cabaret sequences in
'Murder in Soho' to Diana Ward, as
result of her satisfactory work in
'Premiere,' another ABP epic, in
which she doubled for Judy Kelly.
When Associated British's lease of

the Rialto ends next spring it's not
likely to ba renewed. Rialto, sub-
leased to Associated by the Claver-
ings, was once the first super in the
West End though latterly used more
for repertory films and second runs.
Three bands will provide the dance

music at the 19th annual Variety
Ball to be held at Grosvenor House,
Nov. 24, in aid of Variety Artists
Benevolent Fund and Institution, of
which the King is patron. They are

Jack Payne, Billy Cotton and Bobby
Howell's bands.

In addition to the- 'two for one'
system of cut-rate tickets, four dif-
ferent shows are playing to half the
regular West End theatre prices.
They are, 'Idiot's Delight,' His Ma-
jesty's; 'George and Margaret,' Pic-
cadilly; 'Glorious Morning,' White-
haU, and 'Behind the Blinds,' Winter
Gaiden. In the latter seats can be
had for as low as 12c.

Hollywood

(Continued from page 50)

was one of the most solid smashes
seen in this nitery.
Though the crowd would have

been satisfied with simple repeats on
|

his old and standby material, Du-

'

rante came through -with bright, new
numbers .and gags. He .was all over
the place, socking continuously and
builaing the show to a scoring pli-

max.
Evans closes the show with a pro-

duction number that .doesn't have a
dance step in it. It has plenty of
his inventiveness and .novefty twists,
though. Called 'Hussies of History,*
it opens as a parade stint, with the
chorus gals walking on as Helen of

'

Troy, Cleopatra, J)uBarry, etc., and-
deseribed by a running rhyme pat-
ter by m.c. Bob Hannon. Gals dis-
robe to scanties for the wind-iQ>.
Turn discloses more femme epider-
mis than the Chez has unveiled in
the past, but it's done with skill,

taste and class for a surefire nov-
elty.

i2.vahs also contributes two other
production sequences, the dance
type, conceived and done distiiie-

tively. Repeating here is the Cl^li-

fomia Varsity Eight and the vocal-
ists .again- diemonstrate ability to en-
tertain all types of audiences. • Other
singing is by Ruth Petty, who does
mediocre, colorless pops. Has.-fOQd
pipes and delivery; however.
Lois Harper rates as something of

a discovery for the Chez With- her
excellent solo dancing. ' Makes fine

appearance and works neatly on
-taps and semi-acrObatic routine.
Not dynamic enough are

.
Maurijoe

and Maryea, ballroom team, who
have appearance but n^ed some
electricity in their work.
For the show and dansapation,

Lou Bredse's orchestra is another
repeater here and it turns in a ca-
pable job on both sections. Gold.

BOULEVARD TAVERN
(ELMHUBST, N. Y.)

Jimmy O'Brien, Barrel «fir Joyce
MacArthur, Lois Kaye, Audrey
Noonan, Eorle Hart, Cameron Crosr
by, Jun Fredrict' Orch.

Biz is consistently good at this
Long Island nitery, unique in -that

the heavy dinner -draw is family
and the supper trade Is gay but
decOrus. ChUdren are ' customary
sights at the first night shows and
-the entertainment is ironed out ac-
cordingly, . but, .withal, satisfying io
'adults. No cover or minimum.
Jimmy O'Brien, m.c, ingratiates

himself with a contagious smile,
pleasant patter and tenor solos. He
heads a oiU, consisting entirely of
new acts, which includes song-
stresses Lois Kaye and Audrey
Noonon. Miss Kaye Is throaty and
Mis^ Noonan, an average swing vo-
calist, who also does some flair taps.
The MacArthurs are a suave dance

combo and Earle Hart is a versatile
magician. Cameron Crosby's- or-
ganlog .and Jan Fredrlcs' orchestra
(8) round out the ' entertainment.

Gilb.

Charlie Hill to Hospital.

Joan Davis home with flu.

Bud Lollier had a birthday.

Clara Bow back from the east.

Frank MacFaddep. to Chicago.

Flora Hobson iii from London.
David Lipton cut a birthday cake*

Richard Hayes here from Seattle.

Jerry Wald planed in from N. Y,
Earl Cdi?rbll oack from Broadway.
Earl Miller ailinfC with pneumor'a.
J. Antiiony Hughes hospitaled by

flu.

•Anatole Liivak back from Broad-
way.
La i*ence Hazard back from Eng-

land. '
.

Lucius Beebe. to Lund; Utah,
location.

F. Scott Fitzgerald in from eastern,
vacatlolu

Hedy. iiamarr moved into her new
hacienda.
MyTdfa Scott gandering for Day-

ton News.
Smiley.Burnette to JDetroit on per-

sonal toar,
.Harry Brand back at his desk

after illness.
Ellen Drew recuperating frpm ap-

pendectomy.
Roma -Burton .recuperating from

auto .accidents
liily Pons and Andre Kostelanets

in Irom J'tisco.
Tay Xirarnett fOld his yacht to

Frai^ Borzage.
Groucho -and Harpo Marx back

from Broadway,
Lucille <itea£0n to Oiakland where

her mother is ill.

Bill Hai't changed his film name
to Robert Bruce.
Bob Baker recovering, from in-

jures on location.
William, von Wymetal got his

eitizenship papers^
L^on Scmesinger tossed

tor 200 employees.
Bruce Humberstone laid up with

ptomaine poiiSbning.
Dr. Harry .:W. Martin to the hbs-

piital with pleurisy,
Bob' Taplinger moved into new

Beverly .jHllls home.
' Lincoln Quafberg burned his hand
in a gas-heater blast

Elaine Barrie (Mrs. John .Barry*
jnore) recovering from sinuS opera-
tion.-

Wallace X. Rawles joined Junior
Chamber of . Commerce as publicity
director.
Bruce Cabot bought string of

horses'-from 'Big Boy' Williams and
Dick Arlen.
Bob Hope, Martha Raye and El-

liott Ni)gent battling epidemic of
colds at Par.
Warner -flacks threw a least for

Carlisle Jones to celebrate his lOtii

year at the studio.

a party

KIT KAT CLUB, N. Y.

Jimmie Lunceford Orch, Etsy
Cooper, Roland Holder, 'Hotcha'
Drew, Alice Dixon, Pearl Baines,
Una Pope, Clarence Brown.

By Les Bees

Embarking, on a policy of colored
name bands, the Kit Kat club has
Jimmie Lunceford's l5-piece outfit
as the second to play this hotcha
east ' side spot, which caters prin-
cipally to late trade. Band is prob-
ably one of the costliest the club
will feature, as well as one of. the
largest.
Lunceford recently played Loew's

State, on Broadway. His is one of
the better colored bands and fea-
tures, unusual arrangements. He
conducts quietly in contrast to most
colored leaders.
Floor entertainers include a table

group as well as several specialists.

Etsy Cooper is a blues singer with
a good deal of personality and pep,
while 'Hotcha' Drew, backed up by
a lot of heat, sings as well as dances.
Latter is also something of a come-
dienne.
Tap dancing interlude is supplied

by Roland Holder, who does two
numbers, a syncopated buck shuffle
and a Susie-Q, both well done. He's
a comer.
Clarence Brown, pianos for the

vocalizing group at the table, mem-
bers of which, in addition to Miss
Drew and Miss Cooper, include
Alice Dixon, Peairl Baines and Una
Pope, Formerly, the Kit Kat em-
ployed only a few of these inti-

mately-performing specialists. Place
is rather large, outside of the
cramped space for the floor show
and band. Three shows nightly ,

Char,

Art Abel^on, North Dakota show-
man, a visitor.

First. local jitterbug contest at
Armory ihis wedc
Tony Sarg's Marlohettes here for

two performances.
' Rud 'Lohren?^ Warner Bi'os. dis-
ttict- manager, -ar visitor.

Hal Kemi^'s orchestra next Or-
phetim stage show Nov. 18.

Franklin theatre, large Indepen-
dent neighborhood house, rebuilt.

University theatre opened sea&oa
this week with Molnar's 'Guards-
man.'
Walter Nass,- of - National Screen

homeoffice, off for St. Louis after
six weeks here.
Palace theatre granted boxing

franchise, and will stage ishows once
a week in conjunction with films.
Joe Floyd In from Sioux Falls,

S. D., to confer with architects rela-
tive to new theatre Eddie Ruben is
building there.
Freddie Fisher and his Schnidcel^

fritzers b'i^ck in Twin Cities for first
time since their screen advent, play-
ing Hotel St. Paul.
Seger Ellis and 'choir of brass*

following Lani Mclntyre into Hotel
Nicollet Minnesota 'Terrace, with
Frankie Trumbar due New Year's
eve.

New Haven
By Harcid M. Bone

'Great Lady* due at Shubert Nov,
15-19.

Ballet Russe a sellout at Shuberi
one-niter.
New Fisbman-operated Dixwcll

(nabe) opened.
Yale dramat doing '1096 and All

That' l^ov. 17 and 19.
Lincoln (foreign films) under new

management this year.
Paramount mulling name bands

one 5ay (Sunday) weekly.
Bob Russell hosted Robert Donat's

local familv at luncheon as bally for
'Citadel' (M-G), in which Donat
stars.

Rannev t!omt)ton. ex-actor and
strawhat operator, has been carry-
ing on active campaign for congress*
man's berth.
Yale drama department's fall ma-

jor froduction opening today (Wed-
nesday), is 'Love in Parenthesesi*
comedy by Albert Carriere. Winds'
up Friday (11).
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OBITUARIES
HABBT KENDBICK

Harry Kendrick, 46, manager of

WB Ambridge theatre in Ambridge,
Pa,, died in the Valley hospital,

Sewiclcley, Pa., Nov. 4 of pneumonia
after an illness of only four days.

A veteran showman, Kendrick at

one . time was assistant to John Zanft

when latter headed Fox theatre de-

partment and remained for a time

in that capacity imder Harry Arthur
when he succeeded Zanft.

Kendrick came to Pittsburgh orig-

inally five years ago to manage WB
Enright and lefL couple years ago
to rejoin Arthur in St. liOuis. He
returned to Pittsburgh in August and
was assigned to Ambridge itiouse.

Pneumonia developed from a cold he
caught last week on his way back
from Philadelphia, where he had just

buried his mother-in-law. Body was
taken to his home in Philadelphia
Sunday (6) for burial.' He leaves

his,widow.

HABOLD I.. MOFFET
Harold L. Moffet, 46* who carved

a successful stage career following
success as a construction engineer
and builder of golf courses, died of
heart . disease in New York, Nov. 7.

His most recent stage appearance
was in Tortilla Flat,' which opened
last January for a short run.

One of his first stage roles was ii^

The Little ShoW* which was fol-

lowed 'by numerous successes in-

cluding. Three's a Crowd,'. .'Yellow
Jack,' *Of Thee I Sing' and several
others. He had been cast often with
Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne.
Survived by widow, mother and
daughter. His widow, . the former
Sylvia Field, is curreintiy appearing
in a suburban revival of 'Front
Page.'

DA]^ W« QtXNN
Dan Quinn^ 79, vaudeville ac-

tor and early recording artist, died
Nov. 7 in New York. Bom in New
York he started his careei* singing
tenor in a church choir, later gradu-
ating to. vaude which included ap-
I>earjgices at Tony Pastor's. He was
also a song writer having several
oid-time ditties to his credit.

He was an associate of Thomas
Edison when . tHe latter was per-
fecting the ' phonograph, using his
voice for te^t recordings. He re-
mained a Victor rebprding , artist .im-

til '1916." Survived by three sons and
two daughters.

W. C. MELOY
W. G. Meloy, 75, pioneer in the mo-

tion-picture business in Indiana,
died in Shelbyville,, In'd., Nov. 4, In
1916, he founded the Strand theatre,
the b isinesg being' extended several
.years ago when he puirchased the
Alhambra.

His Sons have operated a theatre
supply business in connection With
the operation of the picture houses,
making lobby displays and photog-
raphic blow-ups for theatres.
He is survived by the widow, three

tons, and four brothers.

FBED BABNES
Fl-ed Barnes, 53, ' once famous

vaudeville star, died in poverty at
Southend-ott-Sea, End., Oct.^ 23.
Foirmerly a topliner as a light cpme-
dian, deceased had gradually 'come
down the scale to singing in saloons
»nd passing the hat.

His death looked like suicide as
he was lying on a pillow in front of
a gas fire, but as the gas was not
on, his.end may have .been caused
through heart failiire. Inquest ver-
dict was death due to coal gas
poisoning.

ALDQBA AI. SfSEHl
Aldora M. Shem, 67, former Shake-

•pearean actor, died in- City hospital,
AUiSnce, 0„ Oct. 31, after a brief
illness. He studied drama in New
York city and both he and his wife
toured United States and Canada for
^veral years with Shakespearean
companies.
He retired from the stage several

years ago and had. been engaged in
business in Alliance. His widow and
a son, Van M. Shem, now oh the
stage, survive.

ELEANpB BAINBBIOGE-BELL
Mrs. Eleanor Lane Mingle Bain-

.bridge-'Bell, 76, widow of the late

Charles J. B&inbrldge-Bell, died in
New York, Nov. 3, at the home of
jher cousin, Mrs. Alden March.
She made her debut at Forijl's the-

atre, Baltimore, and had played with
William J. Florence. Richard Mans-
field, Rosina Volks and other play-

•rs of her day. A sister surYiy^

LIZZIE MONTGOMEBY (EEOGH)
Lizzie Montgomery Keogh, 76,

former member of legit stock com-
panies and widow of Thomas J.

Keogh, died at the Brunswick Home
in Amityville, L. I., Nov. 7. She had
been under the care of the Actors
Fund of America.
Making her first stage appearance

in 1887, she later toured with Wil-
liam Farnum, Melbourne. McDowell,
Ralph Stuart, and Rose Coghlan.
Her stage name was Lizzie . Mont"
gomery.

JOHN L. PELTBET
John Leary Peltret, 62, former ad-

vance man for legit shows, died in
San Francisco, Nov. 30: At various
times he agented attractions of.

Henry B. Harris, Richard Walton
TuUy and Mr.° and Mrs. Sidney
Drew, also being in Warners press
department.
Recently he handled the press for

a string of Coast foreign film thea-
tres.

JAMES A. SPBIGGS
James A. Spriggs, 65, for 40 years

a clown with Hagenbeck.& Wallace
and Ringling Brothers circuses, died
Nov; 1 in Toledo. . He retired from
the circus about 10 years ago.
He was the first clown to use the

makeup, of Jiggs, the cartoon char-
acter.

WILLIAM BUSSELL MELLEN
William Russell Mellen, 57, former

newsreel cameraman of Chicago,
died in a hospital, Zanesville, O.,

Oct. 28 after a three weeks illness.

Mr. Mellen for several years was
connected with Universal Newsreel
company and several newspapers in

Chicago.

CHABLES HILL
Charles J. Hill, 50, former 'member

of the vaude team of Hill and Hoff-
man, died Nov. 1 in Hollywood.
At the time of his death he was

partner of Bert Wheeler in the own-
ership of Lone Pine Court in Palm
Springs. His widow survives.

MAGGIE FISHEB
Maggie Holoway Fisher, 84, former

legit actress, died Nov. 3, in Glen-
dale, Cal.

A native of England, she came to
this country in 1884, appeared in
stage plays with Richard Mansfield
and Nat Goodwin, and had roles in
several early films.

WILLIAM H. KEIM
William H. Keim, 67, of Harris-

bUrg, assistant manager of the Hi-
Way theatre, Myerstown, Pa., died
suddenly of a heart attack in the
theatre.

The house is owned by a member
of his family.

NOBMAN S. CABBpLL
Norman S. Carroll, 43, brother of

Earl CairoU and his former manager,
was found dead from suffocation
in a New York hotel Nov. 6.

Details in the legit section.

Ijok Cabia
Carl Bergrman Oro

Miami Club
Jaokle Hamlin
.Mary liou Mann
Jackie Rogan
Nick Luoas
Ray Wencll
Jane Ruhey
Peggy Geary
Johnny X>nvlB Oro

Mllwaukean
Helen Kayo
JJorothy Hamilton
Variety 4

Oasla
Marty Gray Ore
Snooks Ilartman

Old Heldelbers
Herman Rehfedt Or

Open Door
Tinney T-ilveng'd Or
Packard IBallroom
Al Cavalier Ore
Pamdise tinrdeni -

Anthony Doria Ore
Paris

Jimmy Jamea Oro
Rendesvous

K&therlne KaVa
Ruth Gary
Bleanor Sutherla,nd
Helen. Jamea
Vera Robael

Reno
Rudy Sager Ore
Harry Rayburn

MBS. BEUBEN J. CUNNINGHAM
Mrs. Reuben J, Cupningham died

last week in Atlanta after an ex-
tended illness. She was secretary to
Arthur Lucas, and well known in
film circles.

LOUIS MABQUIS
Louis Marquis, owner of the first

film house in Scottsbluff, Neb., and
who lived, their 45 years, died last
week. Survived by widow and five
children.

L. C. CLEMENT
L. C. Clement, 40, former Mono-

gram booker at the Los Angeles ex-
change, died there Nov. 4.

JEBBY FABBAB
Jerry Parrar, 42, Hollywood pub-

licist, died in Los Angeles, Nov 6,

of a heart ailment. Leaves widow
and son.

Sam Goldbetter, former musician
and operator of local rehearsal hall,

died in New York Oct. 30.

Mother, 80, of Frank Kelton, pro-
fessional manager of Exclusive Pub
lications, died Nov, 6 in Mt. Vernon,
N. Y.

Al Von Tilzer and Harry. Mac-
Pherson sold their tune, 'Sundown
on the Prairie,' to Monogram, tp be
sung by Tex Ritter in a picture of
.the same title.

Bills Next Week

(Continued from page 54)

Scbwarti
Bob Bherle Ore
Loe liolghton Oro
Johnny Gerg Oro
Claude Parm Inter

State- Gardens
Mildred Soeley
June Howard
Evon Allen
Ruth Koye
Cleo Wally
Alma Wllllama

Tl« Top Tap
Jackson & CIlRord
Sally Joyce
Florence Barlow
Heraeys
Town and Country

Clnb
Virginia Davis
Laureen Neve lie

CllfC Burmek
WIrth'a Faturlstio
Joe Caravella-Oro
Steve Swedish Oro
Bill Schweitzer Ore
Jack Fexer
Vallle Jay Oro
Ford & Bamea
Maureen Rosny
Rogan & Mann

IVliconsIn Roof
Nio Harper Orb
Orrin Tucker Oro
Batley 81s .

Bonnie Baker
Marton Well's
Loralne De^ Wood

PHII.A]>E£PHIA
,
Anrlioniia

Bin Honey Oro

Arcadia Intl

Jan Savltt Oro
Bon Bon
Jerry Taps
Carlotta Dale
Walter Do.nahue
Anyo Sc Drigo
Mayfair Girls (8)
Joe Pletro 3
K'-Mar

Brllovae-Mratford
(Alain Dining R'm>
Meyer Oavte Oro

(Burgandy Room)
Frank Juele Ore
Cliff Halt
Murray Dancers
Edmund DeLucca
Adolph Lanza

Benny the Buin'a

iohnny Howard
IClm Loo Sisters
Dottie Malllnson
Marlon Kingston
Jerry Foster
Irving Ore
Deloyd IMcKay
Johnny Graff Oro

Cadlllao Tavern
Sunny Ray
Marcelle Marchand
Lillian Stewart
Delorbs Lakro .

Henrique & Adr'n'e'
Chas Arthur
Mimt Stewart
Ada Reynolds
Jeanne Van
Darlene Jones
Dick ThoiTtas
H Reynolds Oro
Jack. Newloh

Club Arrlcana
F-Rtley & Sunda
2 Novels
LcRoy McCoy
Fay Banks
Charlie. Banks .

Blanche Saunders
Kitty Murray
Doc Hyde Oro

Club IB

Blllle France
Mae Masters
Judy Cummlngs
Amy Organ
Abe. Sherr
Johnny Young's Or

Club Parakeet
Rae Dell
Eleanor Landy
Al Wilson
X^ran Caswell
Bfctiy Fernon
Bill Thornton Oro

Embassy
Dorothy James
Beryle Cooper
Lynda Marsh
Bernlce Horton
Ann Klrwin
Pedro Blanco Ore
Georige Clifford

Evergreeti Casino

Beth Chains
Joe Mlllkopf Oro
Carol & Lane
Jean Kirk
Sy1>ll Boas
Helalne & D'nalda'n
Ann Collins

Frunkle Pulumbo's
Eddie Collls
Rogers & Morris
Ralston, L'ra & B'a
Frances Oeva
Dolly Reckless'
Yvonettes
Don & Doresde
Bobby Morrow Oro

Hlldebrand's

Francis Renault
3 Casamara Sis
Ethel Meader
Billy Brill
AU Baba
Jack Ulman
Marna Leonard
Richard Bach
Bobby L.ee Uro

Hotel Adelphia
(Cafe MargrDery)

Allen Fielding Oro
Sammy Walsh
Robblns 3
Hilda Elfonte
Gowcr & Jeanne
Vanderbllts
Kitty Kallen
Margo Ola (8)
Don Angelina Oro

Hotel Philadelphia
C Wolf Gls (6)
Mol-O-Dy
Tony Senna
Mary Clifford
Edward & Ardela
Violet Rose
John Paul Jones
Joe Frasetto

I^atlmer Olob
Virginia Renault
Svelya,lAmp8hlra /

SonI* Petrova
Manny LaPorte Ore
Anita Chandler
Lltiwood Barnes

Littis Rathskeller

Jack Orlffln Ora.

Gaye Dixon
Al Schenk
Hetzer & Duncan
Rene» Dubolse
S Peppers

Jack Lynch's

Jeno Donatb Uro
Vincent Klzzn Oro
Barney Zeemnn
Terry Lawlor
Three Wiles
Kay, Katcha & Kay
Mildred Reed
Chas Smith
Joe ' L6wla
Jimmy Blake
Jack Lyn<;h Gls \t

Open Door
Chick MuUery
Virginia Lee
La Shons
Kahn & De Pinto
Viola Klatsa Ore
Jim Rossi
Bob Spedden

Parrlsh Cafe
Clarence Jackson
Anna Lancaster
Billy & Flo Gross
Rhythm Duke's Or
Vernon Guy

Rendezvous
Alan Gale
Buddy & Claire
Ruby Barth
Jackie Green
Cbet Fennls Oro

Stamp's Cafa
Johnny Welsh
Lulu Bates
Lloyd & Willis
Marrone & Gallo
Gene Baylos
Jack Uutotiinson
Irving Braslow Orr

dllver Lake Inn
(Clenenton)

Mickey Fnmilant Or
P'ce & P's Selandla
Earlyn Wallace
Mary Monahan
Tommy Osborn
Bill Steele

}'ntkln's Ratliskeller

4 Bombshells
Mildred Gllson
Marlon Llnsley
Sis McCall
Audrey Joyce
Mildred Benson
Dick Phillips Ore
Frank Pont I

iiOth Century
Tommy Cullen Ore
Harold Beswlck

21 Club
Mltzt b'Nelll
Ruth Martin
Ann Rush-
Marlon Kingston
Jerry Foster
Doll Morris
Marty Land Is Oro

1214 Club
H'wood Gls (8)
King's Swinger Ore

Village Barn
Dolores O'Neill
Margie. Smith
Claire & Curtis
Texas Tommy
Pat Purcell
Marty Bohn
Nancy Lee
Teddy Oliver Oro

n'eberrn Hof Bran
(Camden)

Karl & Gretchen
Bavarians
Use Hart
Rudy Bruder
Ray Miller
Jules Flacco Oro
Clark & Cortlss
Laddie Lamont
JaOkle Moss
Uonchlta
Jimmy Lackore
Eddie Sheppard
J & T Sbellenh'mer

TaCht Club
Kitty Helmling Ore
Jimmy Bailey
Bonny Stewart
Dorothy Dare
Klpple Velez
Patricia Robinson
Cleo. "Worner
Roberta Ramsey

Douglass Show Boat
Jaokle Mobley
Jennie Dancer
Bobby & Jimmy
Bee Morton
Harold Reed
Tack Taylor
•ChaipUe. Gains Ore

News From the Dailies
This department contains rewritten theatrical news items as pub-

liahed during the weeh in the daily papers of New York, Chicago,
San Francisco, Hollywood and London. Variety takes no credit for
these news items; each has "been rewritten from a daily paper.

East

Mordki.n ballet to start Its season
at the Alvin tomorrow night. Six
p9rformances. then to the rosid.

Maurice Schwarts and Ben Zvee
Baratoff to alternate in 'Three Cities,'

£ach will take three-week stretches.

Dollar steamship ]ine now Ameri-
can Presidents. Line. All ships named
after former chief executives.

Small Are in a switchbox at the
Metropolitan . Thursday. Damage
trivial.

Mary Pickford, who's interested in
housing, taken on a tour of the
Harlem slums last Saturday.

. Local clothing dealer holds a
fashion show in an airplane. Took
up buyers and fashion editors.

Boris Thomashefsky in the bank*
ruptcy bath. Owes $9,965. No as-

sets.

Society of Amateur Chefs neld its

first formal dinner at the Astor last

Thursday. Leg of venison was the
big noise.

Pictures made to advertise
Atlanta's war cyclorama, raised a
ruckus when the artist put the
confederates in blue uniforms.

Mayor LaGuardia sent Mayor
Scully, of Pittsburgh, a box of

.a:pples. Bet on the Pitt-Fordham
game and lost

Fines collected in traffic courts up.

41%, though increase in the number
of cases is around 7%. Judges get-
ting tougher.

Peter J. Carey, theatrical printer,
known to practically every old time
manager, ill at his home in Mont-
olair.

Billy Rose to be chairman of the
banquet committee for the Nat
Showmen's Assn. ball at the Com-
modore, Nov. 17.

Giuseppe Bomboschek, former con-
ductor at the Met, underwent an ap-
pendectomy Thursday. Doing well
in Brooklyn Jewish hospital.

Olsen and Johnson entertained the
'HeUzapoppin' cast at the Midnighx
Sun last Sunday. Granlund sug-
gested the idea of the revue to
O. & J.

Washington inventor offers a horn
for response to tooters. Clown sticks,

out his tongue and emits a Bronx
cheer when, motorists toot for right
of way over car ahead.

Golden concert grand piano to be
used by Moriz Rosenthal at his
golden jubilee at Carnegie Nov. 11,

dedicated last week at a tea at the
Lombardy.
Police squads raided 14 offices of

.tipster concerns last Thursday and
gathered in 42 charged with using
the mails to defraud. Arraigned in
Federal court.

Four, traffic cops assigned the
Hudson for the opening of 'Waltz in
Goose Step' supplemented by 14
plainclothes men inside. Just in
case, but nothing happened.
About 100 persons attended

requiem mass for Pat Crowe last
week, but only two went to the
grave. Crowe was once famous for
the Cudahay kidnapping.

What is said to be the 'first show-
ing of motion pictures in Metropoli>-
tan opera house will be given Nov.
18, when a Chinese film will be
shown as a part of China Night.

Carmen Torres, of the Interna-
tional Casino, passed out cold when
she sang last week with Toscanini
in the audience. Says she had ton-
silitis and could not do herself jus-
tice.

Lester E, Long, Mrs. Hallie
Flanagan's aide in the early days of
the FTP, quits . the experimental
theatre, Vassar, for the Kaleunazoo,
(Mich.) Civic Players.
Will of the late May Irwin filed in

Watertown, N. Y. Estate estimated
at $100,000. Mrs. Ethel Irwin, her
daughter-in-law, gets $10,000 re-
mainder split between her son and
her husband.

'

•'Syncro opera' using records in-
stead- of an- orchestra;-tried -tmt in-
Richmond last week in spite of pro-
tests from musicians union. Choruses
also canned, ensemble pantomining
the words.

Cissy Loftus extends her Sunday
night sessions at the Vandferbilt,
Radio City Music Hall has an

exhibit of land and sea shells. More
than 1,000 varieties in the disnlay.
Gathered by Dr. Walter H. Smith.
Lisa Fernova who sued her for-

mer husband, HoUis B. Shaw, charg-
ing he promised her coin if she did
not appeal his divorce, told by Su-
preme Court the agreement was il-
legal and void. No cash; nd hubby.
She's a dancer.
Harlem theatres suspended Friday

when License Commissioner Moss
made a quick tour of inspection.
Found adults in the sections sup-
posed to be reserved for kids. Houses
are Eagle, New Progress, Jewel and
Harlem Grand.
Musicians Emergency fund out to

raise $150,000. Luncheon at the St.

Regis last week launched the drfve
Mary Pickford was the guest
spealcer. At the end of her chat she
bought a box and additional tickets
for the Ice Follies at the Garden
Nov. 29.

Negro Actors Guild planning a
benefit at the 441 h St Dec. 11. For
benefit of their sick and needy. Bill
Robinson, Freddi Washington, Ethel
Waters, Noble Sissle, Marian Ander-
son, Duke Ellington, Paul Robeson,
W. C Handy, J. Rosamond Johnson
and Cab Calloway fronting.
Sylvia Bemm Brema, Bronx so-

prano who had four-appearance en-
gagement with the Teatro Com-
munale^ Florence, back home.

,
Says

she . was told her dates were can-
celled because of the new Italian
drive against the Jews. Given per-
mission to remain six months, if sh«
desired, but she came home.
There were 204 autos among other

things at the' police sale of un-
claimed and confiscated articles last
Wednesday. Cars brought from $5
to $49 apiece. Better comparative
prices were had

.
on 52 bicycles,

which brought from $3 to $15. Six
baby carriages brought 50c the lot,

and five tombstones fetched $12.50.

Coast

Blanche Mehaffey, former screen
actress,' was igranted a divorce In
L.A. from Ralph M. ' Like, inde-
pendent film producer.

Julie Jane Cruze won a court
battle with her father, James Cruze.
film director, over title to $150,000
worth of real estate in L.A.

Hal B. Wallis and Louise Fazenda
were absolved of responsibility for-
an accident to a tenant of their Van
Nuys home. Victim, had sued for
$150,000.

Myrl Anderson, former accom-
panist for Ruth Etting, filed suit for
$255,000, damages in L,A. against
Martin (CoL Gimp) ' Snyder. Ac-
tion is the result of a shooting, for
which Snyder is awaiting trial.

Jan Rubini, violinist 'v^es ordered
by L. A. court to pay $40 a month
to support his daughter, Diane, 21.

Rubini, divorced from his wife, had
stopped payments for the girl's sup-
port when she became 21.

MARRIAGES
Grace N* Krahansel to William B.

Houston, in Pittsburgh, Nov. 4. Both
are on tour in 'I'd Rather Be Right.*

Gertrude Gardlock to Bernie Con-
roy, in Pittsburgh, Nov. 1. He's on»
of the owners of Willows, Pitt nitery,

Claire Cupps to Tom Rice, in Pitts-
burgh, Nov. 8. She's a chorus girl,

he's a Pitt hotel manager.

Priscilla Schwartz to Manny Kel-
lem in Philadelphia, Nov. 13. Groom
is bass slapper in Ted Oliver's cr€vr
at Village Bam, Philly.

Dorothy Keim to Charles Hinkle,
in Philadelphia, Nov. 6. He's trom-
bonist in Jeno Donath's band at the
Walton Roof, Philly.

Rose Coyle to Leonard Schles-
singer in Philadelphia, Nov. 5. He's
assistant to Joe Bernhardt Warner
Bros, theatre exec.
Ann- Lawrence to Mort Greene, in

Hollywood, Nov. 5. He's a Metro
songwriter.
Charlotte Lewis to Bert Granet in

Los Angeles, Nov. 5. He's a writer
at RKO.

BIRTHS
Mr, and Mrs. Robert Gleckler, son,

ii^ Hollywood, Nov. 1. Father is film
player.

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Mansfield, son,
in Pittsburgh, Oct. 30. Father's a
vaude and nitery booker.
- .Mr. and . Mrs. ..Bunny . Droun, son,,

in Pittsburgh, Nov. 1. Father's a
band leader.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Saunders, son,

in Hdllywood, Nov. 3. Father is in
Metro's production department.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Savington Cramp-

ton, daughter, Nov. 5, in New York.
He's associate editor of Fortune,

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Steele, son, In

Hartford, Nov. 7. Father is an-
nouncer at WTIC,

HITTING THE PIPES
Columbus, Ga., Nov, 8,

Harry Perry, negro, Friday (4)

was held to Superior court under
$2,000 bond, charged with stealing
pipes of calliope belonging to carni-

val which is wintering at fair

grounds here.
Steam piano parts thefted,. valued

at $5gfi> were recovered.
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WHAT THEY THtVK
E4d Joluuon'a Beef

New York,

EditOf, Vakiety:

rm beefing about that yarn in last

•week's legit section—the one about

Helen Clidre telegraphing denials to

gouthern newspapers of the quotes in

xay interview wiShTierj published in

the N, Y. World-Telegram,

I'm beefing because your yarn left

the impression that the quotes really

were phoney—that Helen had not

said the things she -did rfjout southr

ernjnanhood and souttiern womari-

hobd. •
"

Ypu and I have been in this busi-

ness long enough to 'know that the

quicksest way to get out chest caught

In the wringer is to fake quotes. We
know it^s a dangerous thing to get

that kind of a rep,.and so we avoid

it by not faking.

Fortunately, I have proof that little

Helen said exactly what I qtioted her

as saying—and mdre—because there

was a kibitzer at the interview: But
I'm not trying to prove that the lady
telegraphed a fib. Vm beefing, be-

cause your yarn accepted the front-

office version wHiiouft checktng on
the other . side.

At that, maybe I'm lucky.

Helen ^egraphed the southern
editors who picked up the World-
Telly interview, saying: -It wais my
first interview after the play opened,

and I was frightened and distraught.'

Now, if I had knowtt she was that

way I'd have ^abbed-my fedora and
fled, because the last .time I heard a
flower of the south complaining that

she had been ^frightened and dis-

trailght* the flower went on to say:

'And I just pi(dced up the gun to

frighten him. .. .He came toward me.
.Suddenly, 'everything went blank

. . . etc., ete.

Man to man, it's dangerous to be
In the same coun;|y with them when
thc^ get 'frightened and distraught.'

However, since you are no flower
of S. W., I feel justified in saying to

you this gentle. Tie, Sir.'

£dd Johnson.
P. S. I haven't seen—or heard

from—the lady since the interview,
but I'm wondermg if she's going to

try to suck back the interview pub-
lished in last Saturday'^ Hearst , sup-
plement. It had similar quotes.

£dd J.

Mugg'8 .708 So Far

In 152 selections made to

date, Vabiexy's
. football form

picker has compiled a .^08

average.
Actually there were 160 selec-

tions made from battles in all

sections of the country, but nine
games ! resulted in Mexican-
standouts aiid are not counted.'

If they were,, the record weidd
drop to .€69. Also not bad in

view of the season's many up-
sets.

the 'sponsor must be making plenty
of winners sore all over.' They'll
duck his store plenty in the future.

,

A Sore-Fingered Prize (?) (Ha, ha)
Winner.

they should remain empty during a
performance if the buying public is

not: sufficient enough. There are
.thousands of unemployed actors and
iactresses, young and old, who would
love to see a j»erformance. Why
shouldn't the producers be kind
enough to allow these less fortunate

I^uity members to view a perform-
ance at thie producer's invitation?

I don't mean a play should con-

tintie running JUst for the sake of

the unemployed .actor. It is the mod-
erate hits, such as 'Bachelor Bom,'
«Knights of Song,' 'You Never Know*
and 'J\ajssouri Legend' that I am
thinking of. These shows draw fair-

ly . nice houses -and provide some
profit for their managers, but -night
after night there are at least 160 un-
occupied seats in each tbieatre.

Tfabbre would be nothing for the
producer to lose, because tte seiatta

couldn't be given away until curtain

time, and then the treasurer knows
definitely what is and what isn't go-
ing to be sold.

, Then, again, there , is the preview
when a show .opens 'cold' in New
York. Why. not invite these actors
to witness a performance instead of
throwing preview tickets to the' foiu:
winds?'

Stanley Richards.

Although Miss Claire did telegraph

a denial, of the Johnson interview
the Brock Pemberton office says it

refrained from -doihg likewise. How-
ever, claimed there that 'the stotm
in a teacup has done everything but
actually cause a renewed outbreak
between the north and south.'

Stan Kavanagh Rebate
New York.

Editor, Vamety:
Bob DuPont wrote in his letter to

Variett last week that nobody ever

heard of Rich Hayes or Stan Kava-
Dagh before 1921 and that he did

nothing original. This is just plain

ignorance fanned by professional

jealousy. Rich Hayes was a friend
of mine and in my opinion did an
original outstanding comedy juggling

act and his salary in England was
twice as much as DuPont is getting

tight now. My own act is certainly

original and was the next-to-closing
feature of the 'Ziegfeld Follies' for

two seasons.
I -started playing .the Keith Circuit

In March, 1924, and at that time did
a lot of talk. In the summer of that
year I saw the DuPonts doing a silent

novelty juggling act and juggling
tomahawks. The next time I saw
them was at the Earle, Atlantic City,

The act had been changed to a cross
between Rich Hayes and myself. Du
Pont was doing talk and had nine or
10 of my talking gags. The next time
I saw them he'd discarded all the
Rich

. Hayes ftuff and became
straight-out Copy of me.

I headed a Paramount-Piiblix unit
In 1930 .and started working alone in

1933, doing the present version of my
act, which is practically silent. -Du
Pont is now working alone and silent.

After trying to copy my every move
for 14 years, Du Pont is getting one-
quarter to one-third of my salary,
and this certainly proves something-
or other. The tambourine routine
was taken from a juggler named Nel-
son. Oil, yes, the apple trick, my
good friend Bobby May informed me,
Was talken from a juggler named
Carson, Stan Kavanagh.

iAlmost every legit manager *rec-

ognizes' the 'profession* ior the usual
courtesies. Ifs long been axiomatic
among Broadway press agents that
they know they have a hit when peo-
ple start chiseling passes. The in-

betweener5 nobody seems to want,
even gratis.—^Eo.)

More on Security Tax
Hollywood, Nov. 1.

Editor, Variety;
With reference to your story of

Oct. 28 regarding socli^ security and
imemployment taxes, I still think
you have not fully stated the answer
to this problem.

First, the interpretation of the law
clearly defines that a person receiv-
ing remuneration of any sort, and the
work for which he or she is paid is

subject to supervision or direction, is

a wage earner within the meaning of
the act. There can, therefore, be no
question that a radio artist is sub-
ject to both acts; this applies regard-
less whether a radio program is

sponsored, sustaining, package or any
other kind of labor.

Next, whoever pays the artist-
sponsor, station, agency—is com-
pelled by the law to make the neces-
sary deductions ° and make the re-
quired returns, adding the employers'
portion of the tax.

And that's all there is to it The
question as to who finally pays the
bill has nothing to do with the gov-
ernment; the laws have been satis-

fled when the payor makes the re-

turn and pays the required combined
employer and employee contribution.

The government is not concerned as

to whether or not the payor, passes
on the cost of wages or salaries plus
the taxes...

R. E. Messer, General Manager.
Raymond R> Morgan Co.

Courtesies to Lecrits

Brooklyn, N. Y.
Editor, Variety:
I Jiave been attending the theatre

for many seasons, and I always seem
to fljid numerous empty seats at
shows that are only moderate suc-
cess^es. This may sound silly ,to you,
but nevertheless. I cannot see wh>

i.. v.. ^ t*

DigitiUs

New York.
Editor, Variety:
Playing these radio games is

gradually proving a snare and a de-
lusion to poor Mr. and.Mrs. John Q,
Public—and they miist be getting

pretty fed up. Last week we listened

one evening to a radio telephone
game at 8:3$ p.m.—no entertainment
^just a cold-blodded bid for tele-

phone caUs jtrom tliie audience, lured
by a prize. .'

Any listener checking the ques-
tions- correctly under- his own tele-

phone number—lined .up under a
store name abbreviated to seven let-

ters was a supposed prize winner.
Try and be 'one! The station must
be called wilhin 25 minutes after the
broadcast. We won. So did about
half the oilier set owners listening,

it seems. After dialing the number
given 6n the! dial phone for 30 min-
utes, my right index, finger is now
one inch shorter. All • I got "was a

busy signal. Perhaps damages, could

be collected forJhe^fih^,er.__4iiy>^ay^,

,

Another 'Sour' Musical Note
New York.

Editor, Variety:
Your caption on page 55 Of the

Nov. 2 issue, 'B'way Tune
'. Shows

Sour,' urges me to suggest that just

so long as theatrical politics ' control
this phase of show business, we will

]

have musicals cut from a^dIy ari^i:

dated pattern, pook by Russell
Crouse; Howard Lindsay or George
Kaufman, soore by Tlodgers -and
Hart or Cole Porter is the -standard
formula accepted by producers. JJn- •

doiibtedly they are all .jtt^eated

gentlemen, but is it fiot .xeasonable
^

to suppose that the public migh^ like'

an occasional change in diet?

As the author -.and lyricist of that
recent musical-comedy fiasco, ^;i^t
This Way,' I should like to reveal
that the customary antics sxurro^iid-

;

ing a new author and composer along
the Main IStem border on lunacy, .

Having "finally placed- ^ght Tlids

Way' with a new and indc^iendent.'

firm* I suffered the delusion that at

last my inexpensive and intimate
imSe comedy -would be pi«sented.
The producer, myself, and the young,
unknown composer. Brad Greene,
were enthusiastic^dly vaasuaised by. 4be i

,as yet unsigned - personnel -t'jat we
had. s<»nething 'refreshingly diSer-
ent' with tuneful melodies and en-
ga;^g lyrics. Hs^py over'their T$p-
tiuous comments, we '

^
thei«upon;

closed the deals with these flatter-

ing job-hunters and emerged -tri-'

umpihant with- a director, a casting

director, a cast, a musical tonductor.
a dance directoiir and so ° on, and
thereupon the bubble burst!
The existing rumor that we were

heavily bankrolled percolated into

strange ofiSces, and from that day on
my bewildered and inexperienced'
.producer was the terget for the
Broadway Boy^' bombs. We had not
rehearsed a day when the big right-

about-face began. The cast could not
read my lines, the stars could not
sing our .songs, .the book ,was not
funny, the score was weak and- so On
ad nauseum.- Little wonder that my
producer'succumbed to the general
confusion and the persistent advice
of the know-it-alls.

During rehearsals and thie subse--

quent weeks on tour, I was swamped
by gag-writers, play-doctbrs, ' ad-
visers, suggesters and songwriters
until 60% of our original score had
been deleted and approximately
three of my own lines remained in
the show. Gone was my' ptot, my
dialog, and any semblance of con-
tinuity, to be replaced with stale

gags, familiar Broadway cliches and
reminiscent music. These splendid
additions were, of course, interpo-
lated by the Broadway cHque that-

could give lessons to the trusts in
the art of monopoly! It is not my in-:

tention to infer that the Messrs.
Crouse, Lindsay, Kaufman, Rodgers,^

Hart or Porter had anything to .-do

with the miserable pot-pourri of-

hash that eventually opened at. the
46th St. theatre, but it is my belief

that it is only such artists who are
immune, by virtue of their eminence,'
to the sort 'Of political barrage I en-
dured There is small chance of
fresh talent ever reaching the pub-
lic as long as this -condition eitists. I
have no idea as to whether or not.
my faith in our book and 'score was
justified for the very good reason;
that our play and score >yere neither
seen nor heard by the public nor.
by the critics.

Due to the chaos created by these
circumstances, the estimated cost of
$50,000 was actually increased to

the $200,000 that was eventually
spent. My original script wa& de-
molished; our score, although un-
published; was tied up; in brief,' we
had a fiop, the same old flop that has
been failing for years. It is, of
-course, possible that 'Right This Way*
could have failed as originally con-
ceived, but it would have been a
considerably cheaper failure, and it

would have been my own. But it

might have succeeded, if let alone,

and I would now be an established
author instead of being identified

with a fiasco I never wrote. I

should have, been wise enough to

refuse billing but, alas, that is only
one mistake among many, that I

made.
In conclusion, let me say that no

less an authority than Lee Shubert
advised me he would like to con-
sider another musical by me and
Mr. Greene, but it was too difficult

owing to the refusal of performers,
directors and musical publishers to

be identified with other than cele-

brated authors and established ^lom-

posers. What's the answer? How
then, can one become established?

By writing for the Labor Stage, per-
haps, or maybe one should just skip

the whole thing.'

(.Marianne. Brown^ Waters, »•

Probable Football Winners
And Fvopi&r Odhb

(November 12)

By NAT KAflN

GJUUBS WINNIBRS ODDS
AUbam»i<3««rgia Tetlh Alalnaut 9/5
ArlHHisKS^-SlKIJ - Ai4uu»m8 7/5
Lonisiana Staie-Aidmcn J«tnrfiihf« 'J&kmte. 8/5
BrowniHoly €r«9s Holy CreMa 2/1
C*^;ate-Nnr .....XMxftte Vs
N«tvy-C«tai)al»la ...CelniMda 4.:Even
Dartnioirtb-Cararlt ...Coitedl 5/8

-^S^dce^SyxsAttse •« «• ••^^^•a* ^Idnlce *

North CaroUaa^emidluun: ...... . .^^tpiStmuk '
> . ^/l

-fiansaa-Gevrce Washfaviva .Geoi^ W*sltlngtan 6/5
Gmti^m^KtllmMxe . , . . , .Talane 13/5

Obl« Sta4c-Illiii^ Oblo fitete vSten
5/0
3/5
S/S
2/1
6/5

..Even
. 3/1

levm-lBilaiiii

Iow» Staie«K>n«M State ...... ;iwara State ....

IdOagcett&iftiiteers . ....Lafayette
Miehtean Statc-Mattavette ......... Mlciacui State
Noilhwestfern-Mioiiican kNoHinre£rterB
Mitmesata-Notoe IhHiie . ; . . . . . . .raboaeMta il.

.

PttfeOmrgh-Nebraslu: .l^tisbiirgb

8iUaamrA*^}e^«n «tate .Oregon -State Even
Pom "State^enn ; . ; . :t*ettn . , ^ 8/5

Yalc-Princdon , Sale- .......«.•••. .'. 8/5
Uee-Tens A&M .Tesas SitM \ Even
IISC-Wasiiiii£ten U8C i 2/1
wwconsiit-'CCSI/A '."IKTIiA ^ .. . i.. . « 7/5

9((atiU4st«n Statei1<iaho Idalib r ."Even

St Mary's-Santa Clara ........... .'St. Mary's ..... ./V. ..... 1/3

(Predictions Based on Tatr Whither)

Buffalo, Nov. 8.

•Five ixilice .officers, including a
former a£>s\staat chief of detectives,

have been convicted by a supreme
court jury -here of accepting bribes

and conspiring to .permit illegal;

tgamblin;; at the Veterans of Foreign

Wars convention during the summer
of 1937. Damaging testimony against

the ofKcara was ^iven by James
Sullivan and John Morai>, carnival

atteches who turned State's evidence^

and by Joseph Redding, manager .Of

the Rubm & Cherry Shows, who
testified he had paid protection

money to the assistent chief of de-

tectives.

Sentences ranging from one to five

years were given the defendants

who announced that appeals would
be taken.

smmmm

wi»«t's 'Qbji^ of skiu'r
Philadelphia, NOv,^ 8. ,

Amusement Machine Operators

Association of Pennsylvania tvill

stert.a campaign tomorrow (Wednes-

day) to get 50,000 signatures on
petitions asking legislation legaliz-

ing prizes for 'games of skill,^ ac-

cord^Jg to W.* H. Wexelblatt, secre-

tary.

It was originally Intended to be-

gin the campaign several weeks ago,

but the starting date was post-

poned until after election to avoid

getting it involved in partisan

politi<d. Campaign will also get

under way at the next Session of the

legislature to cut the present tax of

421 on each machine.

Gal Sof<l}aUers Set
Philadelphia, Nov. 8,

Femme soft ball team, to play

skedded league contests With teams

-from other cities in the country, is

being^ganized here by Dave Lodge,

theatre and billboard man.
Group will meet its first opponents

on Dec. 26 in Convention Hall.

Attante, Nov. .8.

Hoss tradiji^ yen of^ohn Ringling
North, pte? Of Hii^ling Bros.-Bar-
num oic.^Ba^ey Citeus, and brother,
Henry, forced Jbig show's subsidiary,

Al G. -Barnes-Sells floto, to engage
in horseflesb -sale while filling date
here Monday Jind !)hiesday (8).

Both Norths? and William Heyer,
Hollandese :ho^ training expert
employed T>y them, have been .'ex-

ploring KentuOky, Tennessee and
other {Southern ^te hinterlands,
buying animals .with reckl^s -aban-

'

don.jmd."^ttcentratiag theiiii here UA-
til big top showed vp. ROsuIt was
an ovOT'^uf^y oi .«quines. Stock
sale, which 'took place on circus
grounds, as. Advertised in daily pa-
pers and results were gratifying.

Loses FTF Job

(Continued from page 1)

have rejected roles in same plays

are still witti the FTP and that she

has been put on a spot. She has

been requested by the N, Y. Jour-

nal-American to write a story con-

cerning the matter and has also

been approached by Liberty maga-
zine. However, neither will take

^opy until after Congress convenes
in January which is when the com-
mittee will make its report for

Senatorial .action and possible legis-

lation.

Miss Saunders was called to

Washington in July to testify about
activities of the Workers' Alliance

(group within the FTP), and about
forced color mixing, allegedly fos-

tered by reds. Story broke first in

Variety last May when she and a

couple of others objected to mixing.
"When an open vote before the en-

tire compaily of 'Sing' was taken,

she alone balloted 'nay.'
'

ihsis PMjNO GoBkact

San Francisco, Nov. 8.

Contract was .signed here last
wedc with Hqrry Baker, prexy
of the ;^tional .•Association of
Amusernent P«^, Pools and Beach.,
es, for a.$200,000 outlay for conces-
sions on the Gaywiay, moniker for
the fun zone ' on treasure Island.

.

Deal is the largiest, financially, to be
signed thus far in the amusement
secttTr.

Baker will erect four concessions
on Treasure Island These include
a coaster ride and scenic railway
costmg $80,000; a speed ride costing
$50,000; a midgfet auto set-up .costing
$40,000 and a Ijaffland palace, which
will set him back $30,000. Baker Ulso
may arrange other rfdeSi'

Goobers Go Wrong
Charlotte, N. C„ Nov. 8.

Edenton got its publicity^ setback'
last night, and, of all things, at the
hands of a circus, 'too.
The town <jlrie«ains In the midst

of a peanut stunt, goaded up a truck
with 100 .^fi0O pounds, $500
worth of raw tresSiJy dug up 1938
crop peanuts, .«nd nakJe the truck
ready for departttxe to Raleigh,
where the sueibets w6re to be fed
to 34 circus elephants with the Al
Barnes-Sellc Moto-Ringling show.

Biit along toward midii^ht some,
one thought it wise to inquire first,
and .ttie trains was routed out at
Winsfon-*Salem.
. My elephants are worth moire than
your whole town, he said, and to
feed them raw peanuts in the
quantity you propose would mean
eJtactly 34 dead elephants.. \Hewever.
if you roast your peanuts first, get
them to us at Gireensboro Wednes-
day, we'll gobble theni up.
But Edenton roasts no peanuts, so

that ended it, to the chagrin of
Mayor Jack McMuilan.

Meal in Storage
Charlotte, n! C, Nov. 8.

Ideal Exposition Shows moved
into Charlotte for the winter.
The shows will be quartered at the

eld Holly Manufacturing building.
Company will spend about $15,000 in
overhauling.'
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Cotmetic Skin tpoilt good

look»»thoy uto Lux Toilot Soap. ^

Doinlintts is impwimU
A Lux Toiitt Soop Beauty Both

leavos skin twt

ALWAYS USE LUX TOILET SOAP,"
says enchanting Janet Gaynor. "Foolish
to take chances with the dullness, tiny
blemishes, enlarged pores that may mean
Cosmetic Skin."

Unattractive Cosmetic Skin may come
when pores are choked with dust, dirt, stale

cosmetics. "It's the simplest thing m the
world to remove cosmetics thoroughly
with Lux Toilet Soap," Janet Gaynor says.

Use this gentle care the screen stars
use before you renew make-up—ALWAYS
at bedtime. Remember Janet Gajmor's
beauty advice: "You can't be attractive
unless your skin is smooth and clear!"

9 out of to Hollywood Screen Stars use Lux Toilet Soap
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Irish Justice Skit, wifli Plagiarism

Twist and Argentine Angles, KiDed

Buenos Aires, Nov. 15.

Only a cable yesterday from 20th
Century-Fox Film's general copy-

* right attorney in New York, Edwin
P. Kilroe, halted what would cer-

ii taihly be a World precedent in de-
ciding a copyright case. It was to
have been held in a cinema' theatre,

with the auditors paying admission
(or the combination show and. trial,

't^th the audience to act -as the jury,

end decide, by acclaim, whether
Ma'ck Gordon and Harry Revel's
pong, 'Good Night iSy Love,' in-

fringed on an A>^gcintine composer's
tune.
Two maestros, locally renowned,

would point out the alleged simi-
larity in both songs, . or otherwise,
with the audience then to vote area

or nay if the Argentine songsmilh
is entitled ^o damages.

Bvrrah for We
Considering a certain naturefl al-

lowance for nationalistic feeling, it's

not at all surprising that the 20th-

Pox attorney' in New York vetoed
this novel means of deciding a
copyright case.

Fourth and fifth reels of 'Stow-
away,' a Shirley Temple picture,

wherein the allegedly infringing

song, 'Good Night My Love,' is in-

troduced, were to be projected.

Justice would preside on the stage.

Juan. Calabria, local tunesmith, who
is suing 20th-Fox and Gordon-Revel,
would have Senor Palma, w.k. local

composei'-maestro, expounding his

cause.

Buenos Aires attorney for the

American film company had arranged
with Juan Jose Castro, maestro of

the Opera House of Buenos Aires, to

represent 20th-Fox, and pomt out

that the songs were dissimilar—or at

least attempt to do so—^and at the
(Continued on page 54)

Probably His Ruin

Buddy Rich, known In the
band world and among jitter-

bugs as an out-of-this-world

skin-beater, once with Joe Mar-
sala and now with Bunny Beri-

gan, is taking music lessons.

Guy can't read a note of

music.

NEW B.a HOPES

FROM GAINS

WrORCADE PII0IEV

tm FOR N. y. FAIR

Atlanta, Nov. 15.

The country at large will get a
preview peep in miniature of the
New York World's Pair, via 'a pre-
view on wheels and motorcade,' of-

ficially approved by Fair officials.

It will tour Dixie and other sectors,

Exhibit, now under construction^
will consist of large-scale diorama
of fair, animated with light, color
and movement. It will show famous
Trylon and Perisphere; buildings,
state, national and international; and
visiting crowds/

Standees' Reward
For the first time since the open-

ing, Maurice Evans' fuU-length
'Hamlet' drew more than capacity
last Friday night (11) at the St.

James, N. Y. When the star was
informed in his dressing room that
there were standees for the per-
formance, he sent ah invitation out
front for the four to b6 his guests
lor the intermission dinner at Sardi's.
He spent the Intermission in his

dressing room as usual, however.

The result of the flections, which
created strong gains for the Repub-
lican party throughout the nation,

immediately pepping up Wall street

and, it is hoped, also will bring about
industry impetus, is viewed by film

showmen as very favorable to the

box office of the future, as well as

with respect to diplomatic relations^

Latter, at present, are very strained

as result of New Deal offensives,

such as the U. S. anti-trust action.

New England was one of the ter-

ritories where election fever reacted

against the b.o. notably. This, plus

the setback of the recent hurricane,

had interfered with normal business

but reported by operators that the-

atres have held their own. convinc-

ingly in spite of all.

A leading film buyer-operator
takes the view that there is a two-
edged reason for a boom in busine^
generally. His theory is that with
so many gains made by Republicans,

they will do their utmost to encour-

age business activity, while on the

other hand it will be natural for the

New Deal to do the same in pro-

tection of chances for '40, regardless

of who talces or gets credit for any
biz boom.

NVA MoTing Back To

Its Old 46di St. Club

Along with rest of vaudeville's 're-

vival' attempts, the National Variety
Artists club will move back to its

old quarters in the NVA building

(now Sharon hotel) on West 46th

street next summer. Deal was ne-

gotiated this weelc for return next

August when, lease on present site

nearby expires.

NVA will occupy the basement,

first floor and balcony of the old

clubhouse. Rest of hotel will re-

main as is on a commercial basis,

with members getting slight conces-

sions for hotel privileges. Will get

the run of the house for monthly
shows, meetings and executive of-

fices. Basement space larger than

present quarters.

Primed to Instill Pemocratic
Ideals in American School

Children—Films Will

Have Similar Objective

—

Former School
.
Playlets

Were Lacking in Quality

and Appeal

NO POLITICAL BIAS

Series of playlets by established

professional dramatists, based on in-

cidents in American history and for

performance in schools to instill dem-
ocratic ideals in U. S. children, is

planned by the Dramatists Play
Service, Inc,» offshoot of the Dram-
atists Guild. Idea is to offer royalty-
free works to replace the dramatic
potboilers normally offered, in grade
school theatricals.

A similar idea, treating with pa-^
triotic films, got under way on Mon-
day (14), with formation of Films for
Democracy.
Four of the playlets are already

completed and will be ready for dis-

tribution in about a month.. They
include Dan Totheroh's 'Seeing the
Elephant' (dealing with the 49ers)«

Stanley Young's 'Ship Forever Sail-

ing' (about , the Mayflower), E. P.
Conkle's .'Elijah Lovejoy' (about the
abolitionist) and Lynn" Riggs' 'Side«
Tracked' (dealing with early frontier
history). Among the other play-

(Cpntiniued on page 53)

SHOW BIZ RESOLUTION

SCORES REICH TERROR

Resolution condemning the Nazi
terrorist campaign against Jews and
Catholics, and urging a boycott of
all trade with Germany, was sent
Monday night (14) to President by
leading theatrical organizations and
names. Second and similar message
containing many more signers was
to be sent last night (Tuesday).
Among the groups and individuals

endorsing the resolution were the
Theatre Guild, the Group Theatre,
the Mercury Theatre, Daniel Froh-
man, Herman Shumlin, George Ab-
bott, Max Gordon, Bela Blau, John
Golden, Helen Hayes, Fred Stone,
Oscar Hammerstein, 2d, Katherine
Locke, Orson Welles, Martin Gabel,
Maurice Schwartz, June Walker,
BiUy Rose, Marcus Heiman, Crosby
Gaige, Charles Weidman, Doris
Humphrey, Franehot Tone, Frances
Farmer, Luther Adler, Norman Bel
Geddes and the TMAT.
Theatre Arts Committee will hold

an anti-Nazi protest rally Friday
night (18) at the Futon, N. Y., and a
simultaneous one will be held on the
Coast by the Hollywood Anti-Nazi
League. Actors Equity Council
yesterday (Tuesday) sent a resolu-

tion protesting against Nazi religious

persecution to President Roosevelt.

Allowance for Actors Lean

lirged inM Framed by CaL

Laying 0£F in Style

Provincetown Playhouse in
Greenwich Village, New York,
is being used- as a giant rest-

room called 'The Pool' for un-
assigned Federal Theatre ac-
tors. Old site is not used for
shows of FTP, but has been
turned into a combination par-
lor^ school and time-clock,
where all most report daily.
Four-story building has a

different activity on each floor
to keep thespians occupied.
Theatre proper is used for
meethigs and as a general foot-
^aser. Upper floors feature in-
struction in fencing, body move-
ment, diction, voice, radio tech-
nique, etc.

CAFE SOCIETY

mm,m by

Manner in which some of the class

east side niteries have been doing of
late—or, rather, not doing—is' inspir-

ing the thought that perhaps the cafe
society bunch is getting tired of
looking at each other for a change,
and now would rather look at a
floor show.

Spots with elaborate revues are
getting a play, whereas it used to be
axiomatic that the smart crowd pre-
fers to make its own fun. The two
major exceptions continue bullish,

however, the Stork and Morocco
bunch finding then? own merriment
while hoofing around, and of course
ditto at 21, which is sans music,
however.

More USN Enlishnent

Spurts Naval Film Biz

Due to the increased amount of
enlistment in the U. S. Navy; the
Government, instead- of buying two
prints of a pictiure ordinarily booked
for screening on the Navy boats, is

now buying three.
Interesting point about this in-

crease in business is that Uncle Sam
is trading just as sharply as exhibi-
tors, and asks distributors for a
ren^l reduction on the increased
buy.

Rudy's Thespian Ambish
Hollywood, Nov. 15.

Rudy VaUee has instructed his

agent to get him a picture job but
as an actor and not as a bandsman-
crooner. To show producers, he can
really act the maestro has cut his
asking price in halt

HoUyWOod, Nov. 15.
Income tax relief for fllin, legit

and radio performers is promised hy
a bill to .be Introduced at the next
session

' of Congress in January by
Senator-elect Sheridan Downey.
For years actors .have argued that

it is unjust to .compel high incoihe
tax payments on jieak salaries. They
contend that n^ost iplayers are able
to get top-bracket pay .for sa ffew
years only, and to pay high taxes on
top^year salaries is equivalent to
paying a levy on capital depriicia-
tion.

Piferson Hall, former U. S. district
attoirney, who managed Downey's
campaign, is collaborathig on the
bill, which he is confident of word-
ing to avoid being ruled out as class
legislation.

Under the new scheme, the actor
turng in his peak earnings to Uncle
Sam, not as. taxes but as a capital
fund, to be repaid la' his lean earn-
ing yearsi Instead of paying hu|re
taxes during

. height rof his career,
the player will pile up a surplus vn^
the Government. When his dravrfng
power wanes, he can draw the money
in the form of annuities, paying taice^
on each sum he draws out.
Downey holds that a performer la

entitled to an allowance for deprefci-
ation of his peak talents^ jxuJt'as a
mine is allowed a capital dediukion
for the ore removed.

Taken Up East Aisii)

Move to bring about revision ^c>f

the present Income lax law to per-
mit actors to rate their incoines; for
taxes on their average -earnings

' (Continued on page 12)'

PICKETS TRUCKIN' ON
DOWN IN NEW ORLEANS

New Orleans, Nov. 15.
A swing band has been engaged to

provide entertaiiunent for men who
walked opt at the New Orleans Fur-
niture Manufacturing plant In a dis-
pute Over hours and wages Friday
(11), Union pickets and their ladies
dance in front of plant as new form
of picketing.

Charles Burgdorf, AFL organizer
on the scene, said the -strikers are
rehearsing a minstrel show Which
they plan to present to keep up in-
terest among the ranks during the
strike. Entertainment Is changed
daily.

Film on Col. Snyder
Hollywood. Nov. 15,

Ed Sullivan is titfning out a yam
for 20th-Fox based on career of Col,
Moe (The Gimp) Snyder, Ruth Ett-
ing's ex-husband, who was held by
Los Angeles authorities on charge
of shooting Myrl Alderman, NBC
pianist, and the songstress' reported
fiance. Snyder is presently out on
bail.

Slugged 'The Colonel from Chi-
cago,' film is intended for Edward
G. Robinson in the titlA rolo.
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Film Cos. iiid IL S: Must FOe More

Briefs Today (Wed.) in

Suit; Fix Dimiands Parti(»dars

The Government and the eight

major picture eorporations and their

affUlates. besides two banks, are due
to file additional briefs today

(Wednesday) with N. Y. Federal

Judge William Bondy in 'connection

with the request for . bills of particu-

lars sought by the corporations in

the anti-trust suits filed against

them. Last Thursday <10) Judge
Bondy indicated he was inclined to

gcaai the requests. Should this oc-

cur it would mean trial Of the action

would be delayed <for almost a year

from the. filing of the cbmpl^ts. If

the specified violations are named
the def^dants will make formal mo-
tions tor dismissal of the charges on
insufficient grounds.

The defendants named in the "ac-

tions and who were represented at

Thursday's hearings by a large, staff

of attorneys were: United Artists,

Cjolumbla Pictures and affiliates;

Paramount Productions,. Inc., and
subsids; 20th Century-Pox, Inc.; Na-
tional Theatres Corp., Loew's, inc.;

Keith - Albee - Qrpheum, Universal,

Irving TVust Co. and Chase National

Bank.
CqI. William J. Donovan, speaking

on behalf of. all the defendants ex-
cept Cot and UA, told the court
th£C the bill should be granted in

order th£it the- defendants be pre-

pared to put in a proper defense of
e£Ch allied .violation of the law.
/.ssistant U. S. Attorney Williams
opposed the motion on the groimds
th^L it would result in. long ^and iin-

necessa)ry delay.

•What's the rush,' Judge Bondy
Ironically remarked. 'The Govern-
ment has been preparing this ease
fcir the ^ast five years and additional

time will not do much hann.'
Louis Frohlicb, for Columbia, con-

tended there was jiotbing in the
complaint to hold CoL to trial and
that, should the bill be granted he
would ask ior immediate dismissal
of the- action so far as Columbia
was concerned:, 'The motion picture
Industry js on trial for its life and
thfe is no time for quibbling,^ he
said.

Williams .hisisted that, the defep-
daijts'

,
request {or particulars was

an effort to limit the iGovemment's
Issues before trij^t

Judge Bondy then indicate^ he
might grant the motions by saying:

'In my opinion it is necessary to
particularize the issues and - 1 be-
lieve the Supreme Court upholds me
on this point If- the government
has the f^cts, and I. assume it has or
you would not bring these actions,
then present them so that the de-
fendantSvtwiU have an bpporfuniiy to
<Jefend;theiiB.''.

Aiioi^neys Areinnients

Williams insisted that most of the
facts gathered by the "govetnment
wer6 taken from the defendants'
books and that ttiey know more
about the particulars- because of this
than the goveniment
Donovan pointed out that during

the past five years there have been
trery many

. actions large and
small in which the 4e|$ndants have
been involved and if the companies
•re required to prepare for trial they
will never be p'repiared unless in-
formed of specific chargesi

Williams Insisted that" to grant .a

bill at present , would mean that he
would be prevented, from including
other cases which may arise when
the case comes to tri^t Judge Bondy
Bsspred him that 'if such occasion
arose he would allb-ftr the govern-
ment 20 days after the trial started
to file additional complaints.

Williams also held that United
Artists was particularly not entitled
to consideratioii, as It liad failed to
co-operate with the government in
its investigation.

Judge Bondy finally wound up the
hearing by reserving decision and
allowing both sides." to submit addi-
tional briefs on their contentions.
Should the bill he granted it would
mean from four to six weeks for the
government to prepare them and at
least an iadditional two months for
the defendants to file answers.

BONOBING TSMmKS
John Herrman, a cameraman on

th' Jast Byrd expedition, \yill, be
given a Con*" al mecjal 'this

tvesk at ColuKibus, O.

He.rrjrnan presently represents

jparajnount newsreel at Cleveland.

Glamour Driving Millions

From Bj)^ Sez BirdweH

San Diego, Nov. 15,

Too much emphasis on glamoUr
and too little on plain human, quali-

ties— that's what's the matter with
Hollywood, take it from Russell
Birdwell, in a speech to the San
Diego Advertising Club.
Pictures are losing millions an-

nually at the box office, David O.
Selznick's chief praiser declared, be-
cause the public is tired of looking
at glamorized faces and hearing
about yachts, race horses and steams
heated -swimming pools.

Cartpomst Killed In

Coast Crash; Tornado

Fatal to L. E. Royster

Hollywood, Nov, 15.

Collision between two autos last

Friday night .(U) brought death to
P. E. Spencer, chief animator for

Walt Disney, and injuries to Louis
Ostrow, associate producer at Metro,
and James Gaither, MG sound tech-

nician.

Spencer, 34, was-credited with cre-

ating the character of 'Dopey' in
'Snow White,and the Seven Dwarfs.'
He leaves his widow. The others
will recover.

L. E. Eoystcr Killed
L. £. Royster, with Columbia Pic-

tures in Kansais City, and a brother
of Harry L. Royster, Paramount
home office theatre executive, was
killed- late Friday afternooii (11)

when a tornado near Dodge City,

Kan., blew his car off the road.
He was 43^ and bad been with Co-

lumbia's K. C. exchange as film

salesman for five years, previoudy
having been in ssdes for Fox in that
territory. Royster was calling on
exhibitor accounts when caught In
the cyclone. Harry Royster, accom"
panied by Mrs. Royster, left for K. C.
Saturday (12)^ services held there
Sunday, burial in Boliver, Tenn., the
following day.

Fatal MUsourl Accident
St Louis, Nov. 15.

Joe D. Orenbaum, 35, manager of
the Roxy, Crystal City. Mo., near
here, was fatally injured in an au-
tomobile accident near Durant,
Okla,, Wednesday (9).

Orenbaum failed - to -negotiate a
curve- on U. S. Highway No. 70 and
his car ran off the toad and down a
gully, overturning twice. His neck
was broken.

SAILINGS
Nov. 19 (New York to London),.

Arthur Levey (Queen Mary).
Nov. 19 (London to New York),

Greta Keller Europa),
Nov. 18 (London tp South Africa),

Lassiter Bros., Lucan and McShane,
Elsie Prince (Stirling Castle).
Nov. 12 (New York to London),

WiUiam J. Cell,,David W. Hurburd,
Jr., Gilbert Miller, Albert Prejean,
Andre Daven, S. W. Smith, George
Alfred and George Blac, Jr. (Nor-
mandie)

.

Nov., 12 (London .Ip Kew York),
Eugene GooSsens, Glen Bryan Shaw,
George Sanders (Queen Mary)

.

Nov, 11 (Los Angeles to Hono-
lulu), Adolph Ramish, Louis Rosen
(Lurline)

.

F. J. HARRIS' POimCO
ORBIT ON RISE AfiAM

Pittsburgh* Nov. 16.

Sweeping GOP victory at polls in

Pennsylvania last week meikes ex*
State Senator Frank J. Harris, head
of theatre chain bearing his name,
a fcmgpin again In Penn poUttcs.

Harris since losing senatorial post
in lattt pemocratic landslide has-been
Republican chairman in Allegheny
county and credited by many with
cutting,down recent Pemocratic ma->

jorlty in and around Pittsburgh. In
primaries, he ran for lieutenant-

governor with Gifford Pincbot, who
lost to Governor-ielect Arthur James,
but after his defeat quickly swung
into hne again and did yeoman work
for James.
Understood Harris is a cinch for

the state Senate again at next elec-

tion if he wants It, but there will

probably be bigger things in store
for him now that'GOP's In the saddle

once more. Although head of amuse-
ment company, Harris is not Its ac-

tive prejcy, his nephew, John H.
Harris, looking after that end.

J. fitorold Murray Loses
Hartford; Nov. 15.

J. Harold Murray, former musical
comedy star and film player, was de-
feated in his race for St{ite Senator
from the 34th district at. the elections

held Tuesday (8). Running on the
Democratic ticket, Murray polled
4,291 votes as compared to 6,703 for
the Republican incumbent Arrigoni.
Miurray is president of the New

England Brewery Co. here.

2 Lose in upstate NX
Troy, N. Y., Nov. 15,

Harry M. Brooks, president of the
Troy Motion Picture Operators'
Union for the past 25 years, legisla-

tive representative of the state or-
ganization and Its former head, was
Overwhelmingly defeated by Repre-
sentative E. Harold Cluett, Republi-
can, of Troy, in the 29th Congres-
sional District. Running on tiie

Democratic-American Labor Party
tickets in a district always heavily
Republican, Brooks lost by 3'4,748

votes.

Julius Rothstein, general manager
of th6 building which is the site of
the Avon. Warner Bros.-leased pic-
ture theatre in Utica, bowed to State
Comptroller Morris S. Tremaine,
Democrat, by 435,000 ballots. It was
Rothstein's first public venture Into
politics. Rrooks, on the other hand,
sierved as a Republican asaemblytmgi
in 1926.

N. Y. to L, A,
Monty Banks.
Ralph Bettison.
Earl C^rroll.v

Red Cavanaugh.
Berton Churchi
Lud Gluskin.
Mack Gordon.
Marcel Hellman.
Mr. and Mrs. Al Jolson.
Talbot Jennings.
Sam Kurtzman.
Dorothy Lamour.
Joe tiaurie.

Ann and Ben Litt.

Mr, and .Mrsi Frank Lloyd.
Bob Marco.
Montague Marks.
Eddie Meade,
Gail Patrick,
Harry Revel.
Casey Robinson.
Tiny Ruffner.
Lou Smith.
James Stroock.
Mabel Todd.
Arthur Ungar.
Hal B. Wallis,-

Joseph K. Watson.

Scha«fer's Coast Hop
George J. Schaefer, president of

main RKO subsidiaries, but not of
parent company pending final ap-
proval of reorganization pl&n, may
go to the Coast to visit the RKO
studio after Thanksgiving, which he
will spend here.

Other News of Interest to Fhis

Australia's new restrictions
, , Page 13

Fascist influence' In South America , Page 13

U. S, out of. Italy '

, .Page 13

Texaco staying in Hollywood. Page 25

Radio reviews; Robert Morley, Lew Ayres-Maureen O'Sulli-
van, Parkyakarkus Page 28

Franchot Tone's radio playlets page 29
Wrigley OK's l^askyalr show ; ; Page 30

W. C. Fields off the ail' , ..Page 32

John Boles opens I'itt stage policy page 43

Fims' 5 Major Menaces

Industry expects the year 1038 to go down In the file* as be»}ng one
overflowing with mienaees to its welfare, but little actual damage
jlnfllcted* Although the actual llfteblood of the busings has been
placed In jeopardy by some of the threats, actually noting has hap-
pened to date.

The resume of menaces include five basic ones:

(1) Neely anti-block booking measure. Passed in U. S. Senate
but never brought to vote in the House..

(2) Theatre divorcentfent legislation and threat of regulation by
Federal Government to that end. North Dakota law now up to
Supreme Court on appeal, with divorcement named as one of needs
in Federal anti-trust- suit.

(3) 'Antl-^trust tiXvil suit against, major companies and countless
subsidiaries and affiliates. Probably take at least four years to
decide.

(4) Labor situation on the Coast. Numerous threats of strikes
but none actually occurring; no Interruption to production.
(5) Ohio playdate law. Passed but tossed into ashcan when courts

ruled on it.

Other less vital subjects to come up include the flUng of an appeal
to the Supreme Court on the Hoblitzelle case (Texas) and the two
actons -in Chicago.

Montague Marks and Fairbanks, Sr.,

In Anglo-H'wood Production Unit

R. G. Fear Places Loss Id

DIG Suit at $2,000,000

Los Angeles, Nov. 15.

Ralph Gordon Fear, owner of a
film processing machine, filed suit

against M<etro-(3oldwyn-Mayer to de-
termine the amount of damages due
from the studio for breach of con-
tract over the use of his apparatus.

He claims his losses exceed $2,000,000

and demands an accounting.

Federal Judge George Cosgrove
rendered judgment in- favor of Fear
last April 18, holding that Metro had
processed films -from other studios,

b"eaking the contract to use the ma-
chine only for its own work.

Cavalcade of Fihns

For New Yoili's 1939

W«rid Fair All Set

Hays office staff has completed
looking at the industry's historical

pictures, about 200, in- picking mate-
rial for the 'Cavalcade of America'
feature being prepared by the film

business for the New York World's
Fair. This is the industry's gift to

the exposition. It will be shown in
the auditorium of the Federal Bldg.
at the fair.

All selected material, chosen in
New ,York, will, be shipped to the
Coast, where a committee of direc-
tors and Cecil B. DeMille will make
final selection of what shall go into
the compilation. This group also
will decide what additional scenes
must be shot, ho-jsLa. moving super-'
imposed cavalcade sequence will be
incorporated into the picture and
frame the narration.
Estimated that the production

would cost in excess of $1,000,000 If

made as .a new production by any
one company. By making use of
available historical footage from ma-
jor companies and producers outside
the Hays group, the actual cost will
be kept down to a fraction of this
figure.

Because it will be impossible to
employ screen credits giving every
producer represented in the feature
full acknowledgement, a special
booklet or souvenir program may be
turned out for distribution at the
fair's exhibition hall.

Now that the picture is nearing
completion, the industry is wonder-
ing who is going to distribute the
production after it completes the en-
gagement at .the New York exposi-
tion. It is expected that those at-
tending the fair and seeing this in-
dustry historical special will enthuse
so much it may whet the appetites
of thousands of others. With exten-
sive word-of-mouth thus developed,
the industry doubtlessly will not
shove the picture back into the
vaults after the fair is over. Com-
pleted feature probably will include
shots from product of 50 or more
companies.

Lavenstein Back East
Hollywood, Nov. 15.

E. H. Lavenstein, Republic pur-
chasing agent, is returning to New
York.
Bunny Brown moves in.

Arrival of Montague Marks, British

financier, from London last week, re-

vealed the formation of two new
producing organizations by Marks

and Douglas Fairbanks, Sr., called

Albion Films, Ltd., and Douglas

Fairbanks Productions, Ltd. They

will make a minimum of three

pictures in Hollywood and London
on an estimated total budget of $2,-

500,000; release via United Artists.

First pictiure will be produced at

either Denham or Plnewood studio,

the other two in Hollywood. Seven

stories or plays have so far been
purchased by the Marks-Fairbanks
group. Which will be the first has not

been decided. Announced some
weeks ago by Fairbanks was a film

on TiOla Montez.'

Dennis F. O'Brien, attorney for

Fairbanks In N(BW York, believes the

deal has not been legally signatured

to date, having originated In London
by Fairbanks with preliminary nego-

tiations handled by his London bar-"

rister, Philip Guedalla. Effect of

the application of U. S. laws on the

contracts being worked out Is being

studied and it may take some time
for aU points. Involving as they do
American, British and Continental

financing, to be satisfactorily con-

cluded.

Marks is on the Coast conferring

with Fairbanks, both leaving there

for New York today or tomorrow
(Thursday), planning to sail for Lon-
don Nov. 20 to put the first picture

in production there around Jan. 1.

L. A, to N. Y.
Russell Bennett.
Sam Berkowitz.
Frederick H. Brehnan.
Elaine Sterne Carrington.
Eddie Davis.
Arthur Dreifuss.

Douglas Fairbanks
Leo Fischer.
Lucien Henri.
Louis Hyman.
Charles Kaufman.
Madge Kelly.
Nancy Kelly.
William C. Kent,
Andre Kostelanet^
Marc Lachmann.
E. H. Lavenstein.
Irene Lee.
Erich Leinsdort
Ilona- Massey.
Dudley Nichols.
Frank Orsatti.

Gabriel Pascal,
Vincent Price.
Max Reinhardt,
Randolph Scott.

Salka VIertal.

Franklyn Warner.
Louis Weltzenkorn.
Herman Wobber.
Yolanda.

ARRIVALS
Leslie Howard, Noel Coward, Phil

Reisman, Monty Banks, Orlando
Barerra, Walter Gould, Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Lloyd, Eva Turner, Hans
Hermann Nissen, Matthew Hohner,
Stephen Mitchell, Clement Butson,
W. J. O'Bryen, Theatre des Quatre
Saisons, Andre Barsacq, Jack Rob-
bins, Jimmy MqHu^h, Ann and Ben
Litt, Gracie Fields.
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CHI FORCES UNITED
PIX AGAIN TAKE THE RAP
On« morp $traw of critical complaint was dropped this week on the

hack of the lowly motion picture when Hamlin Garland, distinguished

78-year-old member of the American Academy of Arts and Letters, told

his brother and sister members that films are among the chief agencies of

<iheapening American ilctional and dramatic writing. His remarks, which
were part of a denunciation of the salaciousness of contemporary litera-

ture, are reported in the daiUes to have aroused 'the applause, of a lafge

invited audience.'

With some, encouragement from his listeners, the speaker continued by
saying, They (films) have not only pandered to the taste of the public,

they have profoundly influenced the novelist who kept in mind as he wrot:e

the possible sale ,of his motion picture rights. That this possible source" of

profit has quickened ttie pace and vulgarized our fiction mu?t be granted.'

If Garland had the last say on the popular theme that almost everything

that is wrong in modern ijfe may be attributed directly to motion pictures,

there might not be any need of comment, except to say, 'Well, that's that.'

However, Garland just happens to. be one of a long list of intellectuals

who over the years get a kick out of kicking- the films la their least vul-

nerable spot. Next week some one else will make the headlines.

Perhaps it is jUst as well that no one stands up at one of these gatherings,

ot intelligensia and tosses into the record a defense of motion pictures. He
might regret his display of honest conviction by running the risk of hav-

ing his name stricken from the mailing list of invited audiences. There

are times when it is better to applaud and then,keep quiet,—at least until

after the buffet lunch and free cocktails.

There was a time when motion pictures dipped deeply into the supply

of contfemporary fiction and dramatic literature for story material but any-

one with the slightest lurge for truth will discover that films for some
years have depended chiefly on original screenplays. The divorce from

published novels and plays by no means is complete,—and probably never

will be. Numerically, however, novels and plays compHse a small per-

centage of source of screen fiction.

The idea that a novelist is something less than true to his calling because

he might weigh the chances of a sale of his film rights, as a supplementary

source of income is about as fallacious an argument against the current

motion picture as had been raised in a long time. The inference, of course,

is that motion picture lucre is less righteous than publishers' advances and
royalties. Also that if the evil idea of films disturbs his creative sense he

may be tempted to 'write down' to picture audiences and pull his .literary

punches.

To blame , films for sloppy novel and play writing on the. theory that an

author hasn't kept his mind on his work is a new high in silly criticism.

He may be thinking only about the late delivery of his new automobile.

Myron Selznicks Prod. Plans

Falter; Lubitsch May Return to Par

Hollywood, Nov. 15.

Collapse of Myron Selznick's indie

production plans is indicated by cur-

rent negotiations between William
LeBaron and Ernest Lubitsch which,

if carried through, will bring the

latter back to the Paramount lot as

a producer-director.

Selznick had planned a string of

Independent producing companies
with big-name directors, writers and
players on a profit-sharing basis. The
Selznick-Lubitsch was the only one
to take form, and now that is threat-

ened with dissolution.

'The Shop Around the Corner,'

slated as the first production by
Lubitsch under the Selznick plan,

will be taken over by Paramount if

the current deal goes through.
Lubitsch has money invested in the

Hungarian play.

Wallis Back West;

Prelim Talks on WB
Program for '39-40

Warner Bros, promises complete
delivery of its program of 52 fea-
tures this season (1938-39), to be
brought in at a budget that will run
somewhere between $20,000,000 and
$25,000,000 tor this number. WB
through the years has either fulfilled

contracts completely or closer than
most other major distributors.

The program for the following sea-
son (1939-40), probably to also num-
ber 52 features, as against 60 in
prior years, is being discussed only
in preliminary manner prior to Jack
L. Warner's return from Europe
around Dec. 1.

Hal Wallis, in New York last week
to take part in advance planning
maneuvers for 1939-40, returned to
the Coast Saturday (12)^ accompan-
ied by Casey Robinson, writer, who
cakne on with him.
Wallis will return to New York In

two weeks to be on hand when Jack
Warner, studio head, returns from
London and discussions on the com-
pany's '39-40 lineup will be con-

tinued.

WBIGHT'S MISSION
George S. Wright, Dallas attorney,

retained by defendant companies in

the Texas-Hoblitzelle case, is in

New York laying groundwork for

appeal of this action to the U. S.

Supreme Court.
He probably will be here until all

appeal papers have been perfected.

m SUIT MEANS

At One Time, Several Com-
panies Mulled the Idea

of Bolting Ranks^—Chi-

cago Action Again Sol-

idifies Legal Stance to

U. S. and Other Litiga-

tions

ARNOLD'S THEORY

Possibility of two or three film
companies breaking away from the
united front in the Government's
civil anti-trust suit was abruptly and
suddenly sw^pt aside last week with
the. filing of the Chicago suit (in-

volving Balaiban & Katz) against all

the majors excepting Columbia Pic-
tures. Some in the trade saw a
chance that a couple of picture com-
panies might have followed the ex-
sunple of auto finance companies and
entered consent decrees rather than
going to the expense 'of prolonged
litigation.

However, the new suit lodged in

Chicago courts, and based on a*

previous consent decree apparently
has wiped out even vaguest proba-
bility of a film corporation entering
into a consent decree at the present
time. In other words, the new Chi-
cago action, carrying criminal pen-
alties and alleging violation of the
previous consent decree, has solidi-

fied the industry's front in the
sweeping anti-trust suit.

Legallte in New York this week
pointed to the broad terms of the old
consent decree in Chicago as indi-

cating that even B&K attorneys
were not aware of any violations of

the decree. New case takes into ac-
count the charge that B&K has a
monopoly on first-run films and is

apart and separate from the Es-
sahess case which was predicated on
allegedly too much clearance and
unreasonable clearance.

Reaction in the trade to Truman
Arnold's vigorous anti-trust cam-
paign apparently has not been as
unfavorable as in other trades. Be-
lief now is that Arnold has two
things in mind in his prosecution of

the alleged anti-trust violations. To
prove:

Alternate Ideas

(1) Either that the present anti-

trust laws should be made effective

in controlling big corporations and
breaking up monopolies or (2) that
the laws are ineffective, even if en-
forced to the hUt, and, as such,

(Contin ed on page 12)

7 Film Cos., B&K, Barney Balaban

Named in Suit; Monopoly Charges

Hays' Quick Trip West

Will Hays probably will go to the
Coast the latter part of this month
on his periodical fall visit. Present
intention is to leave shortly after
Thanksgiving day, to be gone for
only 10 days to two weeks.

Hays will return early in Decem-
ber for the final quarterly meeting-
of the Motion Picture Producers St

Distributors' directorate.

U. S. SLEUTHING

N. Y. ISEAITY

SETUPS

Apparently firmly convinced that

major film companies contemplate
fighting the government's civil anti-

trust action to the bitter end, op-
eratives from the Department of

Justice and the Federal Bureau of

Investigation are in New York"mak-
ing a re-check into picture company
activities, particularly as regards

theatre setups and sales policies.

That the Federal ofilcials are in-

terested in the theatre alignments Is

indicated in the move to install

Louis Cohen, veteran with realty de-
partments at one time or another
of- Fox-West Coast, RKO, Universal

and Paramount, in the Government
service for the case. Cohen, who
is on the Coast, was contacted by
phone and asked if he would, come
to Washington. Subsequently, the
Government sent a man to the West
Coast in an effort to enlist his

services at so much per day.

In an effort to secure other in-

formation from different film com-,
panics and trade leaders, Govern-
ment men are known to have ap-
proached Max Cohen, head of N. Y.
State Allied, and also Charles C.

O'Reilly, formerly head of the The-
atre Owners group in New York.
Although the U. S. civil case

against major companies and affili-

ates will be handled by Thurman
Arnold personally, he will have as

his assistants Robert L. Wright and
William Canady. They will assist

him as they are doing in the Chi
criminal action against B&K.
Expectation in the trade is that

plenty of data will be dug up for
presentation in this case which may
be incorporated into the pending
civil suit against the majors.

Chicago, Nov. 15.

Predicted -Government suit her*
against the film distributors and Bal-
aban & Katz on charges of conspir-

ing to maintain a monopoly in dis-

tribution and exhibition' of pictures

in this territory .was filed last week
in Federal Court by assistant dis-

trict attorney Warren Canady ahd
Roljert Wright, special assistant to
the attorney general.

Defendants are Paramount, Loew's»

RKO jladio,20th Century-Fox, United
Artists, Universal and Warner Bros,
on the film distributitoh Cnd; Bal-
aban & Katz on the exhibition iend.

Barney. Balaban is - the only indi-

vidual named as defendant.

Entire suit is based on criminal

contempt of the consent decree en-
tered, against these defendants in
1932, with the defendants at that time
agreeing to the entry of decree
against them declaring illegal cpH-
spiracy to restrain and monopolize
interstate trade and commerce ia
pictures.

Present charges are that 'for th'a

past three years the defendants-. . .

have restricted th6 course of inter-

state trade and commerce for motion
picture films ... for first-run exhi-
bitions in the city of Chicago to mo-
tion picture theatres managed or
booked by the defendant exhibitors.-

'For the past three years the de-
fendants . . . have prevented unaf-
filiated exhibitor^ . . . ttoiin. contract-

ing for or from securing . . . film*

suitable for first-run exhibition , . .

yor the past, three years the de-
fendants , . . have granted to mo-
tion picture theatres owned, operated'

or controlled by the defendant ex-
hibitors . . . arbitrary or unreason-
able protection or clearance over
competing theatres owned, operated
or controlled by Unaffiliated exhib-
itors.

'For the. past three years the de-
fendants . . « have prepared, pub-
lished, adopted, enforced or at-

tempted to enforce a uniform plan,

system or schedule of zoning and
clearance . . .

'

Basic situation mentioned in the
suit in the loop itself with direct

statements concerning the .State-

Lake, Woods and Oriental, the latter

(Continued on page 12)

D.C. Sees Chi Suit As Government's

Idea of Turning on the Legal Heat
Washington, Nov. 15.

Government action to enforce the

1932 Chicago consent decree against

virtually all major producers, via a

contempt action, was seen here as

further proof of the Justice Depart-

ment's impatience over failure of

principal film companies to speed up

either settlement or trial of the New
York petition for a permanent in-

junction. Two proceedings are said

in official circles to have more than
a coincidental relation.

Unusual significance was attached

to the. filing of a legal 'information'

in 'Illinois Federal Court last week
because the Government never be-
fore has charged any members of the
picture business with contempt. Nor
has any move been made to compel
the majors—all principal companies
except Columbia are involved—to

comply with the promises made in

settling the case six years ago.

\7hile the Chicago citation has no
connection with the more recent

consent decree which wound up ,the

Fanchon & Marco (St. Louis) case,

there is an apparent link with the
Government's bigger effort to di-

vorce theatres and studios, to out-
law block booking, to prohibit loan-
ing of talent, and to bring about
other reforms. Central issue in the
Illinois decree was discriminatory
treatment of first-run houses, a sit-

uation that the Government expects
to clean up nationally through the
New York case.

West Coast Ahead of Chi?
The action Wednesday (9) was a

surprise to observers here, who have
thought the only chance of such a

move was on the West Coast where
special assistants of Attorney (gen-

eral Cummings have been delving
for months into company records to
see if the decree in the Fox-West
Coast , case has been snooted.
Feeling is the D. J. has determined

to crack down hard on the film busi-

ness and will counter any stalling in

the New York litigation by sniping
on different sectors. Even though
no criminal action is instituted on a
coast-to-coast basis, the Federal

prosecutors can try to harass the
m'ajors into surrendering by keep-
ing their attorneys busy at several
points simultaneously.
While Justice officials insisted the

Chicago yowl does not foreshadow
any whip-snapping in California, ob-
servers thought it was indicative that
enforcement of the decree should be
requested near the end of thp West
Coast probe. So far, however, no
final report has been received from
Alfred M. Law and his associates on
the prowl most of the year in Los
Angeles, and Department execs are
unwilling to predict when any de-
cision will be reached whether the
Fox-W.C. decree has been violated.

In many quarters, the Chicago
move was regarded as positive proof
the D. J. will not play around much
longer in the New York situation.

Filing a contempt charge Is both an
easy and drastic way to apply heat.
Much simpler than going throiigh
the drawn-out presentation of evi-
dence to a grand jury and in many
respects more serious for the ac-
cused parties.
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ONE BIG UNION' DP AGAIN; COMBINE

ALL BRANCHES OF 4 k\ EARLY ACTION

AFRA Confab May Start It Rolling—Has Been Ad-

vanced OIF and On—^Pros and Cons -oh Proposals,

with SAG Possibly Swaying the Balance

Determined effort to revise the As-
sociated Actors and Artists bt Amer-
ica constitution to bring about the

'one big union' idea will probably
be made within the next few weeks.
First 'step in that direction is being

taken this week the American
Federation ol Radio Artists conven-
tion in St. Louis. Matter is slated

for .further intensive action early in

December, when Kenneth Thomson,
'^Screen Actors Guild executive-sec-

rttaty and Four A's vice-prez, comes
east from Hollywood.
Scheme for 'one big \inion,* which

has been discus&ed and disputed for

the last year or more 'by heads of

the Four A's and its various mem-
ber .groups, calls for merging under
ft single roof the offices of the dif*

ferent unions in each city. It would
. also involve a single membership
card and a single set Of dues for all

•performers in show business, a cen-
tral treasui^ and bookkeeping -sys-

tem .and a unified setup of officials.

Such a plan ' Avas advanced last

spring,,but was dropped after bitter
wrangling, principally' between
Screen Actors Guild and Equity of-
ficials..

I»ropQnents 6t the 'one big iinion'

id^ believe it now has a much bet-

:Mt chiance of .adoption than it had
^K^ore. jftelatlons between the vari-
ous member groups are much closer
.«nd anojce cooperative than .last

spring, when the ranks were split
^hy nuineroxis jurisdictiQnal aind fac-
tional quarrels. For another thing,

. sentiment of the memberships at
large' is believed to have swung in
the direction of consolidation, 'Whidi
would probably result iii a subshan-
lial saving of dues as well as more
efficient administration of the unions*
aSairs. Most important reason*
however, is that the znember iinions,

all of which are currently engaged
in critical dealings With cimplOyer
:;gronps, would presumably fog in a
much stronger position- if united in
•one solid organization.

Bespective ProJblepiB

Of the matters Currently engaging
the attention of member tmions,
there lare -the American Fedetation
Of Radio Artists' efforts (sd far. un<
.availing) to win recognition' and a
sati^actory contract from .the ad
vertising agencies and sponsors, as
well as the National Leibor Rela-
tions Board against the St.. Louis
stations. American Guild of Musical

. Gvild of Musical Artists is jengaged
Iii iiiflerce struggle with the Colum-
bia Concerts Corp. and the jjBC Ar-
tists Service; it is trying to deal with
the recent defiance of Yehudi Menu-
hin in refusing to join the organiza-
tion and the action of the Southern
California Symphony. Assii. in break-
ing its Guild shop contract; and it

is about 'to resume negotiations with
the Metropolitan Opera Co., of New
York.

Screen Actors Guild, besides be-
ing, confronted i^uddenly last week
by' a rebellion within the -extra ranks,
is still threatened -sporadically with
jurisdictional invasion by the inter-
national Alliance of Theatrical Stage
'Employees.

,
American Federation

of Actors; still trying to organize the
nitery field and correct abuses there,
has • also failed to solve the circus
problem and is still smarting under

^ the public and ^ress attacks it re-
ceived -last spring when the Ring-
ling outfit folded. Equity, the only
firoup in a comparatively solid posi-
tion, is nevertfieiess having its share
of headaches with its theatre ticket
code.
Although the American Federation

of Actors is not "topected To oppose
the unification program as violently
as it did la$t spring, the Ralph
"Whitehead union is believed unlike
ly. to. favor the idea. But Equity,
which Was largely instrumental in
blocking the 'one big imion' plan
last spring, Is thought to have un
dergone a wide shift in sentiment
Fact that the so-called 'Insurgent*

jCaction, which controlled the asso
.ciation at that time, has since been
unseated and a more conservative
group is now In charge is expected
to have a decided effect On the or
ganizatioA's policy. Figured that

will be particularly so In regard to

its relations vi^iih the Screen Actors

Guild, which clearly demonstrated

association's annual election last

May.
Develop By Itself

While certain elements in the Four
A's favor the . solidified union idea,

they believe any such plan should
be allowed to take its course. Their
attitude is that if sentiment is per-

mitted to crystallize in the normal
way, the 'one big unioni* will ulti-

mately, develop on its own momen-
tum, with the backing and support of

majority of the membership. Push-
ing the scheme at present, they fear,

may again arouse ^animositles and
lead to more factional strife. If the
parent union needs solidification in

its battles with various qutside

forces, ihey feel, it needs internal

peace and cooperation that much
more.
However, those favoring the uni-

fication plan are believed determined
to carry it out at the earliest pos-
sible moment. As has been noted
'repeatedly before, the Screen Actors
Guild, the American Federation of

Radio Artists and the American
Guild of Musical Artists control

more than enough votes in the Four
A's board to put through virtually

any program they choose. Uncer-
tain element in the matter is what
stand Equity and the American Fed-
eration of Actors would take. How-
ever, it may be observed in passing
that when Equity and the Screen.
Actors Guild quarreled last spring,

SAG officials hinted that if driven
to it, they might break off their con-
tract with Equity, under, which they
pay' the association upwards of

^25,000 a year in dues for legit actors
in pictures^ Such a step would be
a disastrous blow to Equity.

Initial trial balloon in the imiflca-

tion program, being floated at this

week's AFRA convention in St
Louis, is a resolution by the -Federa-

tion board, to be voted on by the
metinbershipt proposing to SAG,
Equity and AGMA, that their ad-
ministratiohs be merged, with each
union retaining autonomy. Mattor
is then presumably slated for con'

£;ideration. by the boards and later

by the memberships of .the groups
involved. Even if it is adopted by
all the memberships, however, it ap-
pears imlikely that the complete plan
for 'one big union' coidd be carried
out at 'this time without a major
struggle in the Four A's ranks.
"Whether such a struggle, with its

attendsmt bitterness, would be risked
at present is a question, Probable
solution, would appear to be a com'
promise, with the constitutional re-

vision and unification partly carried

out immediately and a permanent
plan put in motion for subsequent
study and development

LO'S PALM GOES UP

Apaches Demand Wampum to Pmc
for Candids on Pia Location

Hollywood, Nov, 15.

Even the simple redskins on their

reservations have gone Hollywood.'

As far as art is concerned, the

Apaches have turned pro.

Ned Scott still man with Walter
Wanger's 'Stage Coach' crew in the

wilds of Arizona, learned about the

mercenary Indian when he tried to

take a few candid shots. He got

nowheres until he
,
passed some

wampum. The scale was one buck
for a buck and six bits for a squaw.

Scott had to dig up, although the
Indians were on .salary as atmos-
phere and were renting their horses
to the studio as well.

20th's Ben TeL Pic

Hollywood, Nov, J5,

SOth-Fox is co-starring Loretta
Young and Don Ameche in 'Life of

Alexander Graham Bell.'

Romance of the telephone will be
directed by Irving Cummings as a
Kenneth MaeGowan production. Miss
Young leaves the studio after one
more picture to free lance.

H&ward and Fatter In

RKO KstFib Hudles

For Their New Pic Co.

Leslie Howard and Walter Futter,

back from Europe, are negotiating

a distributing deal for three. British

quota pictures via their -newly
formed JSajor Productions, Ltd.,

planned to be made at Pinewood
Studios, London,

Distribution, has been discussed
with RKO but no contracts have
been closed as yet Both will confer
.with RKO executives and others - be-
fore returning to London. Howard
Will produce and star in all three
pictures, the first of which may be
'Mississippi Bubble.*

m Shabert Wins His

Letter; 2 6's for WB

Hollywood, Nov. 15.

Milton
. Shubert was handed two

pictiures.to produce at. Warners after

Studying production methods on the
lot' for eight,months.

First is 'Sweepstakes Winner,'
Marie Wilson's initial starter, and
second is 'The Return of Dr. X,' fea
turing Boris Karloff.

Wanger's BodbleMe
Hollywood, Nov. 15.

Walter Wanger's The Illusionist
scripted by Graham Baker and Gene
Towne from a French play, is ready
for production but may be headed
off by 'Winter Carnival,' still un-
written.

Wanger is leaving the choice up
to United Artists, 'with decision ex-
pected in a week. He still has two
months' work to do on 'Stage Coach.

Hellman's Talent Quest
Marcel Hellman, head of Excelsior

Productions of London, changed his

plan to sail for Englahd last week
and has gone to the Coast instead.

British producer intends to sign

vTMMu, w.>xvi« „ talent for two T)lctures he intends to

power in I^uily affairs in the make in England in 19^.

Hmpstead ft^s Units

Hollywood, Nov. 15.

David Hemipstead, associate pror
ducer under Darryl ZanuCk at 20th-
Fox, was shifted to the Sol Wurtzel
unit in the same capacity. He pro-
duced the last two Shirley Tomple
films.

Hempstead moves into his new job
after a two-week vacation, joining
John' Stone and Jerry Hoffman as
Wurtzel associates.

HEBSERT BECAUXD
Pittsburg, Nov. 15.

Hugh Herbert is out of show open-
ing at Stanley,^WB deluxer, Nov. 25,

coinedian having been called back
to the Coast "for a Par picture. Man
agement agreed to cancellation when
Herbert who has been freelancing

since Warner contract expired sev<

eral months , ago, agreed to fill date

at earliest -opportunity.

In his stead, house has booked in

Maxine Sullivan with Roger Pryor
baind.

Two Double-B Series

Dnqiiied by 20-Fox;

Need 'Jones' Stories

Hollywood, Nov. 15.

Two of the eight bread-and-butter
series at 20th-Fox, Camera Dare-
devils and Big Town Girls, are on
the way out due to di iculties in
finding suitable stories.

One of the Daredevil series,

'Sharpshooters,' has been released
and two Others are In ' preparation.

Big Town Girls has two released
and a third being written. Year's
quota calls for three apiece.

Fred L. Metzler, 20th-Fox studio
manager, is bunting hidden literary

talent among the office employees,
hoping to dig up new story ideas for
the Jones Family series. Memo < to
the office help promises reasonable
prices for acceptable material deal-
ing with the average American
family. Four Jones pictures are
slated for the new season.

Richard Greene Nixes

1|€ CoDcBtiomil Wet

Richard Greene, new , 20th Cen-
tury-Fox film find, turned down $2,-

SOO for a personal last week. Offer
guaranteed to hypo figure to $3,500
if he clicked.

Refused first offer, which was for

a week at the Palace, Chicago, but
expressed willingness to commit
himself for '$3,500 for a starter, which
was nixed. Bill Miller agency made
the offer.

Donald Brian Tested

By Metro' as a Type
Donald Brian, veteran musical!

comedy singer, was .screentested last

week by Metro. Company is not in-
terested especially in his vOice, but
more as a romantic actor of his age.
Demand for romantic types in pic-

tures who are definitely past .the

juvenile stage reported by talent

scouts in the east

sROMimB'S mu sicker
Louis Bromfield arrived .in New

York from Europe last week and is

dickering a picture deal on some of

his works. Novelist will visit his

family in Oberlin, O., within the
next few days and will then remain
in New York indefinitely.

He recently brought his wife and
children back from ' Europe when
war seemed Imminent

Cowdin on Universal hcome

Ahead of Last Year—Almost $300,000 Weekly This

Year—^Darrieux Due Jan. 1

J, Cheever Cowdin^ chairman of
Universal board of directors, who re-
turned from two months' business
to London last week, states sales of
Universal product abroad are going
ahead, and that the company - expects
to cut last year's losses by half. Cow-
din denied he had negotiated any
new loans or financing for Universal
from the Charles M. WoOlf-Lord
'Portal, or other British Interests,

as well as the report that Floyd B.
Odium of the Atlas, had phoned h^m
in London to discuss a proposition
to buy out the Cowdin or Woolf
stock and debenture holdings in
Universal.

Unofficial reports are that Univer-
sal business, from contracts already
signed and bookings dated ahead, is

increasing its take $100,000 a week
over that done the same months last
year. This year the company will
gross about $1,130,000 and in Decem-
ber, it is estimated, figure will reach
$1,220,000 which makes a total of
$2,350,000 for the two months.
Last year Universal grossed about

$206,000 a week while this year it

is understood weekly receipts are
running close to $300,000.

Dannielle Darrieux returns to
Hollywood for Universal by Jan. 1

No Plans on Divvys
Cowdin said that the company had

no plans regairding a dividend on
the preferred stock which has been
soaring recently, nor any idea on
clearing up divvys in arrears. While
holding an optimistic view regard-
ing the company's future, Cowdin
would not commit himself on prob-
able earnings for the past fiscal year,
only recently completed.
Universal has only its old common

and new comhion certificates, both
listed on the N. Y. Curb Exchange,
in the public hands at the present
time. The common stock certificates
were issued shortly after Cowdin
and his group entered the old Uni-
versal. Cowdin said he had no idea
when any additional issue would be
marketed, although several years
ago there was talk of a new prefer-
ence stock.

SKIRBALL WEST

TO SETUP GN

PRflD. STAFF

Jack Skirball, production head of
the new Grand National Pictures
Corp., leaves for the Coast the end
of this week to set up the new pro-
ducing organization. Deal for a Sam
Coslow-Tommy Dorsey picture is be-
ing held in abeyance pending meet-
ing of the GN. board of directors.
He has signed Tex Fletcher, radio
perfornier, for a series of westerns,
contracts on this also awaiting okay
by the board.
A term contract calling for dis-

tribution of GN product in England
by John Maxwell's Associated Brit-
ish Pictures Corp. Ltd., is the prin-
cipal matter on the agenda! of the
directors' meeting which has been
postponed from last week and re-
scheduled to be held last Monday.
A meeting of the board of direc-

tors of Educational Pictures, Inc. was
held Monday (14) to discuss routine
matters, but insiders close to both
Educational and Grand National re-
vealed that the Maxwell deal was
discussed at that meeting. Prob-
ability is that -further discussions and
final ratification will take place when
the GN board meets.
Annual stockholders meeting of

Educational Pictures took place yes-
terday (Tuesday). Only routine
fltattoirs disctissed and the present
board of directoris^ rfe-elected. Board
consist of E. W« .Hammons;^ Bruno
Weyers, John iR. Munn| Nonnutn
Nicholson, T. R, Williams and Hugh
M. Kahler. Directors will meet
again this week to discuss -election

of officers. No date has been set for
the Grand National directors' meet-
ing, previously scheduled for this

week.

Frank Warner East
Hollywood, Nov. 15.

Franklyn Warner, president of

Fine Arts, is -en route to New York
for a final huddle with Earle W.
Hammons on the proposed British

releasing deal between Grand Na-
tional and Gaumont-British. Under
Fine Arts' contract with GN, War-
he has the final word in the signing
of all GN distribution deals.

Warner and Hadnmons will 6lso

confer on the advisability of making
three high-budget Fine Arts pictures
in addition to the regular schedule.

A. J. VAN BEUREN, 58,

DIES; HAD RETIRED

Amedee J. Van Beuren, 58, presi-

dent -of the Van Beuren Motion Pic-
ture Corp. of N. Y,, and head of the
Colorado Springs Theatre Corp.,

died at his country home in Carmel,
N. Y., on Saturday (12). He retired

from business about siTt months ago
and had suffered a stroke last July.

Death, however, was caused by a
heart attack.

Van Beuren was the son of the
late Alfred Van Beuren, of the Gen-
eral Outdoor Advertising Co, He was
active in the production of motion
picture shorts and also distributed

Frank Buck's 'Bring 'Em Back Alive,'

^Wild Cargo* and Tang and Claw,'

features.

About a year ago the Van Beuren
Corp., in which RKO Corp., was a

50% owner, went through a series of

manipulations which resulted in the

formation of a new company, Con-
dor Pictures, Inc., by a group which
included Van Beuren, Frank Snell,

V. p. Of Van Beuren^ Inc., George A.
Hirliman, M. H. Hoffman and others.

Condor eventually went into re-

ceivership. A. J. Van Beuren's 50%
ownership of his corporation was
vested in a holding company, Schuy-
ler Securities COrp., and had been
put up as collateral for a loan Con-
dor had negotiated. It was later

withdrawn and eventually acquired

by RKO, thus giving latter 100%
control of the remaining assets of

Van Beuren Corp. RKO retains all

distribution proceeds of the shorts

and features made by Van Beuren
and still being distributed.
Funeral services were held in

Yonkers yesterday <Tuesday). A
brother and two sisters survive.

Haley Vice Ebsen in 'Oz'

Hollywood, Nov. 15.

Jack Haley moved into the cast of

Metro's 'Wizard of Oz* as the tin

woodman, replacing Buddy Ebsen.

Latter forced out by pneumonia.
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mm DEMAND OWN UNION
Freeman to the Coast in About Two

Weeks; MuD Par Theatre Successor

Y. Frank Freeman, Paramount
vice-president and member ot the

board, will leave for the Coast in

about two weeks to head studio ad-

ministration. Adolph Zukor possibly

will get into New York before Free-

man's departure, preparatory to his

(Zukor's) sailing for London early

in December. A head for the thea-

tre department, thopgh not expected

to carry a v.p. title, is likely to be
hamfid at an early date, possibly

prior to Freeman's takeoff for Holly-

wood,
;

Although Barney Balabari has been
quoted as saying he would head tlie

" theatre department in addition to

presidential duties, he states that the

matter of who will .succefed Freeman
'at the helm of theatres has not been
discussed. If not someone from
Balaban & Katz—Maurice Leonard's

name has been mentioned—it could

be one of several <)thers who would
direct theatre, activities uhder close

'supervision by Balaban. .

j

Among home office executives who
could step into . the post following

.Freeman's departure, those most
prominently' mentioned fare Leon
Netter, .Montague Gowthorpe and E.

iPaul Phillips. Netter Is particularly

qualified in view of his many years

at the Par h. o. and his intimate

knowledge of the Par theatre setup

plus close, contacting of i^ 'iJartnets'

and operators for many
;
years on

buying; operating problenis iand

other matters.
Out in the field also are many

high-powered Par theatre men and
partners who would merit consid-

eration. J. J. Fitzgibboii, g.m. of

Famous Players-Canadian, who is

in New York now, is one of these.

Martin J. Mullin, Sam Pinanski and
John J. Friedl are others in opera-

tion for Par who do not ovn part-

nership Interests. E. V. Richards

and Bob Wilby woxildn't be expected

.to be interested.

Balaban declares that Freeman
will not remain at the studio only
long enough to carry out any set

program, but goes out there on a
permanent basis. His son, Frank,
Jr., who has been learning the busi-

ness at the h.o., reportedly at no sal-

ary, will probably go out with the
iJimily. He Is assertedly more in-

terested in production and learning

that than theatre operation.

Operators in for Huddles.

Various operators are expected In

N. Y. to ^ee Freeman before he
leaves. Mullin, Pinanski, Fitzgibbon
and Louis Leffler, latter of Beau-
mont Amus. Co. (Texas), came in

during the past week. On Monday
(14) Tracy Barham, Ohio-Kentucky
operator, arrived for a few days.

Others are expected. A farewell
dinner for Freeman, which would
no doubt be attended by most of the
partners and operators, has been dis-

cussed, but not set as yet. Freeman
may not want it.

Zukor will reach London, under
plans, before John W. Hicks, Jr.,

v.p., over the foreign department,
leaves for the U. S. Hicks, who has
been in England since John Cecil
Graham resigned about six weeks
:ago, wants to return here in time
for the Christmas holidays.

The question of expansion by Par
In Britain and on the Continent is

something that remains to be dis-

cussed, Balaban states. The Par
president adds that he has no pres-
ent plans himself to follow Zukor to

London in the near future.

Reported that in addition to co-

ordination of production-distribution
and theatre matters in England and
Europe, there may be some changes
.in administration and among branch
managers. To what extent, if any,

remains to be seen after Zukor has
reached the other side. Sailing date
from here, under plans, is Dec. 4.

$600,000 Under '37

Hollywood, Nov. 15.

Extras' payoff this year will

fall approximately $600,000

short of last year. Retrench-
ment by studios blamed, with
plaim made that writers are

under orders to eliminate the

necessity of mobs in drafting

screenplays.
Monthly average . has been

.around 20,000, as against 24,500

in 1937, when 294,000 jobs paid

off $2,960,000. Qualified extra

list pruned from ISjOOO to 6,800

by Screen Actors Guild.
'

Novel Copyright Point

h 20th-Fox's liattle Of

Broadway' Title Usage

Interesting angle of copyright Ie^w

was upheld by Justice Samuel Hbf-

staidster in N. Y. supreme cpurriast

week when he denied the plea of

Mary Orr, actress-writer, for ah in-

junction against 20th Cehtury-Fox.

Motion was part of a suit that Miss

Orr had brought in connection with

the film, 'Battle of Broadway,*' which
20th released last April.

Miss Orr's article in Pictorial Re-
view published in' January, 1936, was
also titled 'Battle of Broadway-' It

dealt with the trials she experienced

in trying to land a legit role (she's

in 'Bachelor Born,' Broadway play),

while the film was concerned with

the adventures of a couple vets dur-

ing the American Legion convention

in New York last year.

Her contract with the mag con-

veyed the serial rights. She reserved

the dramatic rights for herself. The
technical legal issue involved was
the fact that the story was copy-

righted intact, and there was no
separate copyright of the. actress'

article. Nor did she file an assign-

ment of her dramatic rights.

In resisting her exclusive claim

to the title the film company con-

tended that it had rightfully ob-
tained permission for its use by the

payment of $100 to the mag pub-
lishers, and that if Miss't)rr had in-

tended to reserve the dramatic rights

she should have filed a separate

copyright. Also that the absence of

a separate copyright for the article

dissipates her claim to any right

but that of publication, Edwin P.

Kilroe was . attorney for 20th-Fox,

Julian T. Abeles the trial counseL

DUVIVIER POOH-POOHS

HOLLYWOOD METHODS

3,000 CUILDERS

ARE AFFEGTEO

Cinema Players, Inc., in Plea

to Labor Board as Bar-

gaining Rep-^Loss of

Rights Listed by Leaders
—Charge Funds Unlaw-
fully Disbursed

BRACKETT PREXY

Hollywood, Nor. 15;

Expulsion front the -Guild
faces 3,000 extras who threaten
to bolt fpr their own . oreanLca-
ilqn, It was stated by SAG of

«

fleers. Bylaws require a mem-
ber to notify the Guild In
writing. of .application for mem-'

' bershlp )n ,any. trade union.
CIO denied any Interest in ex-

tras' ^ove,,as it's ppinted out the
industry is organized 90% by the
AFL. .Formal announoement of

hands-pff Hollywood la expected
!at the CIp convention in' Pitts-

burgh.

Pathe Film Hay Dissolve by Jan. 1;

Du Pont Film Directing Details

Grimm Follow Up?

Broadway play agent called

up story head of a major com-
pany and informed him that
the screen rights of . 'Oscar
Wilde' has just been sold.

'Gosh, who would dare make
It?'

•Disney,* replied the ribher,
and himg up.

Hollywood, Nov. 15.

First victim of the axe in Para-
niount's economy drive is Herbert
Moulton, relieved as general super-
visor of the publicity and advertis-
ing departments and returned to the
trailer bureau, frOm which he was
upped two months ago.

Meanwhile, the entire studio roster

Paris, Nov. 7.

One shot in Hollywood is all

Julien Duvivier wants for the time

being. Duvivier, who has started on
his first French film since returning

from America, says he can't make
himself agree with the methods used

in Hollywood. So he has no inten-

tion of returning in the near future

even though he had two offers of

five-year contracts. He directed

'The Great Waltz' while in Holly-

wood.
After he finishes 'La Fin du Jour'

now shooting, Duvivier is going to

London to make one film for Alex-

ander Korda, and afterwards will

return to France for another film

here.

All in a Day's Work
Hollywood, Nov. 15,

Paramount studio fiacks are doing

an unaccustomed job, plugging three

pictures filmed in other studios.

They are 'The Beachcomber,'
made in England, and 'One Third of

a Nation' and 'Home Town,' shot on
Long Island.

is being checked by order of

Y. Frank Freeman to eliminate all

deadwood. Understood cleanup will

be the most sweeping in years.

Hollywood, Nov. 15.

A move to split the Screen Actors
Guild and form a separate union of

extras has been launched by two
groups of players claiming to repre-

sent inorie tHan 3,000 members of the
SAG.
Fight has been carried before the

National Labor Relations Board,

•With Cinema Players, Inc., petition-

ing to* be ceirtified as bargaining

agent for extras, bit players, dancers

and singers. Petition will have sup-
port Of several former leaders in old

Junior Screen Actors Guild, who re-

signed from SAG Council because of

differences in opinion with board of

directors on organizational policies.

Cinema Players, Inc., which has
opened temporary headquarters
downtown, claims the SAG has never
befen recognized by the NLRB as

bargaining representative for the ex-

tras. The other petition filed by Ed-
ward Dahlen and Art Taylor, extras,

asks that.Producer-SAG modification

agreement be cancelled.

Copies of two petitions were taken
to Washington by Dr. Towne Ny-
lander, regional director of NLRB.
for discussion with board members.
Organization claims to have full set

of officers and board members, but
said their identity would not be dis-

closed at present. Following state-

ment was issued by Cinema Players:

^The Cinema Players, Inc., through
its attorney, Don Lake, has filed with
the National Labor Relations Board
pusuant to Section 9 of the National
Labor Relations Act, petition for

recognition and certification as the

sole collective bargaining represen-
tative of extra players, bit players,

riders, singers, dancers, atmosphere
and all other workers who came
under the jurisdiction of Section 3

of the NRA code of the motion pic

ture industry,
'Cinema Players. Inc., has a mem

bership in excess of 3,000 qualified

players, and claims it represented the

majority of qualified workers at the

time the producers and the Screen
Actors Guild entered into a 10-year

agreement, which has since been
abrogated.

Ask Guild pisqualification

'Attorney Don -Lake states that the

junior membership of the Screen Ac
tors Guild has no right to self-organ

ization, collective bargaining or any
right defined and set fortH in Section

7 of the National Labor Relations

Act, and this should disqualify the

Screen Actors Guild as the bargain
ing agent.

'Cinema Players, Inc., is now lo

cated temporarily at 707 Hill street,

Los Angeles, but will establish per
manent headquarters in Hollywood
at an early date, where additional

applicants for membership in certain

special brackets will be accepted,

subject to rigid requirements and in

vestigation by the membership com
mittee.

'Mr. Lake, in speaking for the

union of extra players, states that

(Continued on page 21)

Scbnoz Has DSemina;

Caught Between M-G's

'Ring' and Legit 'Swing'

Chicago, Nov. 15.

Jimmy Durante is in the middle, of
a situation between ' Metro and

'

Dwight Deere Wiman.; Latter claims
he will putJiis . 'Swing to the tjeft,^

Broadway rinisicai comedy, into re-"

hea.rsal Nov. 28, andjMetro wants Du-
rante for Nov.- 21 - to start in 'Let
Freedom Ring,' the Hecht and Mac-
Arthur film with Nelson Eddy, and
Victor McLaglen.
Durante, who waited twb.inonths

on the Coast' this summer for what
he considers his best film break in

some time, favors, the Hecht. and-
MacArthur film, not only because of

a conditional proviso that the pic-

ture takes priority, but because the
authors specially wrote the Schnoz-
zle into the film.

Sundry delays halted hoth the
film and play, but the picture must
start rolling Nov. 21, as Eddy has
concert commitment^ six Weeks
later.

Durante figures that if Wiman per-
mitted . him to join the show., after

it went into rehearsal, he could keep
both engagements. Wiman, however,
is adamant, although the comedian
argues there was an understanding
the film would take priority.. How-
ever, none anticipated; delays all

around. But the proximity of the
Nov. 21 (flhn) and Nov.. 28 (legit)

starting dates makes it a very close

proposition.

Durante has been on the phone
from here, where he's fulfilling'an
engagement at Chez Paree, talking
with J. Robert Rubin, Metro exec in

New York, who has been huddling
with Wiman. Lou Clayton, Durante's
personal manager, may come east

from Hollywood to ifurther discuss
matters.

Pathe Film Corp. may be dissolved
before etid of the year and assets,

consisting chiefly of stock holdings in

duPont Film Mfg. Co, and the film
laboratory printing and developing
business in New York and in Bound
Brook, N. J.; may be liquidated, and
distributed to stockholders of the
company.

Board of directors met last week,
and adopted a resolution calling for
holding a special meeting of stock*
holders t)etc, 6 to pass on plan to
liquidate the company.and distribute

assets.

Resolution, in addition to provid-
ing for a vote on liquidation ,of as-
sets, calls for action ori Dec. 6 to in-

sure the passagie of income from
Pathe's investment in the duPont
raw stock concern directly to the
Pathe,Film stockholders, attd further,

states Hhat the extraordinary bene-
fits provided fox< lender the Revenue
Act may, give stockholders an op-
p'ortunity' which may not occur
again.'

Neither O. H. Briggs, president of
iPaithe, or % P; Loac|i, v.p, Would
cbhiment'on the reasons for the reso-'

lutipn land th^ proposed, yote,- but
said that tiie full plan would.be sent
to all stockholders this week.

First six .months' statement for
ld38 showed a net incqm^.of $91,679
for the 'first two quarters, ajgainst

$104,549 in the first half of 1937.

What disposition, will be made of
the Pathe Laboratory, business if

stockholders vote on liquidatioa of
ill assets is uncertain; Insiders in-

timate that the labs may be, reac-
quired by Briggs and his associates.

Pathe's 3,500 shares of DuPont
Film Mfg. stock has been valued at

between $3,000 and $4,000 a share.
One stockbroker reports that Stan-
ton Griffis recently acquired 150,000
shares of common stock. Pathe stock
outstanding coomprises 585,072 shares
common, 7,968 jpreferred. One guess
as to the disposition of the Du
Pont asset is that, the stockholders

may vote to distribute those hold-
ings among themselves on a percen-
tage-of-a-share basis to each holder
of Pathe.

COOK UP SEQUEL FOR

'BROTHER RAT' LEADS

Hollywood, 'Nov. 15.

Jerry Wald and Richard .Macaulay
are writing 'Life Is A Parade,' a se-
quel to. 'Brother Rat,' at Warners,
Same four principals will be used:

Wayne Morris, Eddie Albert, Pris-
cilla Lane and Jane Bryan.

MG Holds Yon Sternberg

Despite Tiff with Execs

Hollywood, Nov. 15.

Josef von Sternberg, replaced, by
Frank Borzage as director of "I

Take This Woman' at Metro, is set
for another picture at that studio,
and probably two.
Relieved of the Hedy LaMarr star-

rer because Of directorial disagree
ments with execs, von Sternberg is

reading several scripts with author-
ity to pick his own story.

'Good Earth' Reissue

Hollywood, Nov. 15.

Metro contemplates reissue of

•Good Earth' to cash in on the recent
award of the Nobel prize to its au
thor. Pearl Buck.
Another reason for digging up the

Oriental play is the current interest

in the Chinese war.

LLOYD-PAR DISCUSS

'RULER OrSEAS; NEXT

Although he has only one more
picture to ^o under his contract with

Paramount, 'Ruler of the Seas,'

Frank- Lloyd will not discuss terms

on a renewal until after he has this'

picture under way after the first of

the year. He reached New York
Saturday (12) from a' European va-

cation and will remain east about a
week before returning to the Coast.

Meantime, Talbot Jennings, writer,
who did 'Spawn of the North' and
'Mutiny on -Bounty' for Lloyd, is in
the east working on the script of
'Seas.'. He got into N. Y. Friday
(11) from White Sulphur Spriitgs,

Va. Lou Smith, associate to Lloyd,
IS also here to meet Lloyd, having
arrived during the past week, and.

will return west with the Par pro-
ducer-director.

Shooting on 'Ruler* is scheduled
to begin Feb. 1, with release in
April, under plans.

Cutting Room Floor

Brings $50,000 Suit
. <

Hollywood, Nov. 15.

Greta Meyer, actress, has sued Hal
Roach, National Screen Service and
Metro for $30,000, claiming her name
was used in a trailer for 'Swiss Miss/-

in which she did not appear.

. < Complaint charges other produge^rs

would be disposed to feel her sup-'
posed work in picture was such as to
be eliminated.
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Griffis Analyzes Par-Dumoiit's

Visio; Scophony s American Hans

•A special art for the production

of film for televising, by Dumont, In

which Paramount owns a 50% in-

terest, may be developed, according

to Stanton L. Griffis, chairman of

the executive committee of Par who
announced plans while on the Coast

to immediately go ahead with this

form of entertainment There is no
present plan to- televise Par features

or short subjects, but so far as news-
reels are concerned, the television

mediimi applies itself very directly.

Par will operate Dumont as one
of its subsidiaries but not as an in-

tegral, direct part of production-

distribution and theatre operation

which forms the backbone of Para-

mount Pictures Inc., although Grif-

fis stresses that Par's interest in de-

velopment of . television is to keep
space of . progress, protect the in-

vestment of its stockholders and
theatres which will depend on tele^

vish -as .a benefit. He' senses no de-

velopment in television that won't
be to .the beitefit of .pictures and the
theatres.

What form a new type of film for

television use may take is something
that cannot be predicted at this

stage, pending -the operatioii of . a
Dumojtkt transmitter at Montclair,

N. J., -some time in January or short-

ly thereafter. A production sub-
sidiarjr to tiorn out special film en-
tertainment to be televised would
no' xLoubt be set up by Par and Du-
mpnt. The other 50% of Dumont
Laboratories,. Inc., pioneer's- in tele-

vision is owned the Allen B. Du-
mont interests. Par is said to have
paid ^0;000 for the half interest it

controls.

In addition to certain basic
patents wiiich it is claimed.no one
else has, and tests which have
brought out good reception, the Du-
mont Lab is manufacturing receiv-

ing sets aiid cathode ray tubes with
.certain improvements. Griffis has
one- of ..the" "first sets in his private

. ofHce at Par. It is built to retail for

$395, v/iih first orders being filled to

Macy's and Liberty Musie Stores,

N. T. The set> receiving, an image
' Z X 11.inches and iio larger than the
'averae^ radio, yriU be brought down
in cost when' matiufaclure. advances

The li{;ense team the Federal Com-
munications Commission, is to con'

duct, experiinental.broadcasts.

Cpmmetating On' tj^leviston but re
minding'that he''s going to continue
selling pictvu^es Hhe same; as usual,

Neil F,
.
Ag|iew, Par v.p.. Over dis

tribution, feels It is as dangerous to

preset hoiy far televising "will go
as it was to guess what would hap
"pen to talking pictures when sound
first -was developed.^

Scophony

'SolomoQ' . Sagall, ' managing diree
tor of ScopiuMiy, Ltd;, English -tele

visioa company, claims that the
American Scophony company plans

r to place, its .own hpipe' television re
. clivers.on the .market in anticipation
of the start of regular' televjision

broadcasting in N^w York nwtt
spriqg. Company proposes to build
a manufacturing plant to make these
receivers for the U> S. market
Scophony statement claims its

television receivers give a picture
nearly two feet square ih size.' Also
stated that it has developed tele

vision, apparatus providing large
: screens and hopes to 'interest some
picture companies in this country.

Company proposes to enter the
field of manufacture and sale of
transmitting equipment after de-
veloping film television transmitters
and synchronization equipment. .The
Scophony statement also says 'the
American company, when estab
lished. will investigate the possibili-

ties of entering the.- field of com'
. mercial television broiadcasting.' •

WARNERS INTENSIVELY

DAY-DATING 'ANGELS'

With 300 or more day-and-date

Thanksgiving week bookings as its

goal,- more than 150 of Which have
already been set by Grad Sears' sales

department, Warner Bros, is sending

'Angels AVith Dirty Faces' on gen-

eral release concurrent with this,

the company's strongest, drive pn
simultaneous dating on a try for a

top rental take on any single week-
for a picture. WB is plunging on
an ad campaign for 'Angels' which
may run to as much, as $125,000 in

cost, according to the home office.

A similar campaign is being laid

out for 'Dawn' Patrol* release of

which will be withheld until Christ-

mas week.
An early December release.

Devil's IsLwiid,' is being tested in six

spots Thanksgiving week. One of

hese will. be New York and prob-

able that the RiVoli will get 'Island'

in 'line with pre-release plansi Spe-
cial exploiteers wilt be .put on to

cover the six.- testing engagements.

Have You ah Aspirin?

Judges who will make final

awards of prizes in the Movie
Quiz contest being conducted
by Motion Pictures Are Your
Best Entertainment, Inc., were
announced yesterday (Tues-
<iay) by George J. Schaefer.

chairman.
. Arbiters who Will pass upon
distribution of $250,000 In prize

money include- Mrs. Ogden
Reid, of the N. Y. herald
Tribune; Congressman Bruce
Barton; Helen Wills Moody,
tennis champ; Dr. James E.

West, national commander of

the Boy Scouts, and Hendrik
Willem van Loon, writer.

Contest closes Dec. 31.

Maria Gambarelli Set To
Head Met Opera Ballet

Maria Gambarelli, former picture
house ballerina, goes to the Metro
politan Opera this" yea?: to head an!

' expanded ballet of about 90 dancers
Met's ballet has been around 35 in
izv> of recent years. .'.' ••.

'

i With an jicreased budget and un
der the direction of Boris RamnofI,
who cotnes over froin the ^Royal
Ppeta, Rome, the Met will give sp;^*

'Cial evenings of all-ballet as welLjids

V^loos - afterpieces.

Miss OaioSbai^^llir^^w^ three

i^otion .pictuires- in".Italy; last j^eason,

ViU debut at the Met iti -connection

Witli 'Aida' Thanlcsgiving Day.

Jesse Jaiiies Shoots Up

A Cycle in Hdllywood

Hollywood, Nov. 15.

Life of Al Jennings, one-time Ok-
lahoma outlaw, will tie told in film

planned by. Harry Sherman, pro-

ducing for Paramount*
Sherman, just back from, a loca-

tion toiir of Oklahoma, proposes a
picture costing $750,000 and 'employ-
ing 1,000 men, to start next Jan-
uary,

BM's New G.H.Q.

Chicaj^o, Nov. 15.

Balabari it Katz will move . its

executive offices to the State-L^ke
building shortly after the first'of ' the.

year. B. A K.- offices now located
in the Chicago theatre building, and
the Loop-End- building adjoining.

By that time B.\ & K. will .be op-
erating the State-Lake theatre on its

own following terminatioii Of oper-
ating, deal with Jones, Linick &
Schaefer.

Wagons Going West
• Hollywdod,.Nov. 15.

•Wagons Westward,* Repub^'s big
budgeter, rolls Dec.; 1,. Sol Slegel
producing and George Nichols, Jr.,

directing.

Mary McCall, Jr., has been signiid

to write additibsral dialog.

LONDON WITH mKLU
Hollywood^ Nov. IS.

John R. London -moved into Ed'

wiard Small Productions as assistant

to Joseph, Nadel, production man-
ager.

Formerly London was at 20th-Fox,

Okla/sm Wagner

Act' Proposal Would

Also Affect Show Biz

Oklahoma City, Nov. 15.

American Federation of Labor and
the Committee for. Industrial Organ-
ization have joined hands in Okla-
honia to demand passage of a. 'little

Wagner act' to cover all- Oklahoma
industries not engaged in interstate

commerce'. This would cover thea-

tres, film exchanges, radio stations,

niteries and practically all other
forms of amusement.
First step in the campaign was a

move to heal the breach between
the two rival labor organizations by
the Oklahoma City trade and labor
council Support of the plan has
been- assured by the powerful Oil
Field Workers Union, a CXO affiliate.

Sixteen sections are contained in

the draft. Major sections would com-
pel employers to bargain with rep-
resentatives chosen by a majority
of their employees, set up a quasi-

judicial State Labor Relations Board,
guarantee employees the right of
self-organization and collective bar-
gaining free from interference, de-
•fine unfair practices -and empower
tlie board to prevent unfair labor
practices by use of court cease-and^
desist orders. Unfair labor .gractices

are defined in the draft as jq)ying

on 'employees, distribution of black-
lists, interference with unions, dis-

crimination, .refusal to bargain and
refusal to discuss grievances.

A decision is still waited from the
state supreme court <>n constitution-
.ality. of a state' wage and hour law
which if held legal, will affect all

forms of. the amusement field in
Okldjioma.

fle£scher Animators

Veto CIO Unionization.
New Orleans, Nov. 15.

Employes of -tile art production dC'

partment of Fleischer . Studios, Inc.,

of Miami, .voted against affiliation

with the CIO in a National ^Labor.
Relations Boird- election, Charles H,
Logan, regional director for the
^oard with heiadquarters here, re
-ported.

'
.

'

Logan '^id that 124 votes were cast,

66 against aiEfiliatioh with the United
American Artists, a CIO union, and
5d in favor. The election was con-
ducted under the direction of Jack
Dolan, one of the board's New Or^
leans field examiners.

BBC Tries Tekvision in Theatre

During Actual Perfwmance

London, JCiov. 15.

BBC visio dept. will .'' tomorrow
(Wednesday) "undertake full-length

play. from theatire in.-which it is

being performed. $ignificance of

experiment is considered great as

a successful transmission would open
boundless fields for ilevelopment,
and may mean -the first step has
been made towards an eventual
revolution of major proportions in

the show world.
Play to be thus presented Is J. B.

Priestley's- 'When "We Are Married,'
ciirrently at the St. Martin's.

Broadcast will be done through
three, emitrons, one •Centrally in the.

dresis (fircle to shoW:the entire stage,

''othei;s at «ach side bf the stalls to,

do closc'-ups. 'Viewers will see the
performance exactly as played to

the theatre '.audience, with .rise and
fall of curtain, intei^als, etc. Show,
incidentally, will >^e one of the
longest' unbroken 'visio shows yet
handled by BBC.

Only difference observable by the
atre audience will be increased stage
lighting and the presence oi the
cameras in position where they will
not affect a clear view of the stdge
Production staff and technicians
from Alexandra Palace are studying
the - performance every night for a
week in advance to study action and
lighting needs.
Second stage broadcast will follow

a week later (24), when first visio
biroadcast of a theatrical .first night
.will.be opening of new Jack Hul-
bert-Cicely Courtneidge show, 'Un
:der .Your Hat,' at the Palace. This
time,

.
though, cameras will concen'

trate chiefly on foy6r scenes and in
t^ryiews with the stars In their
dressing rooms, i>ut ian excerpt from
the first act will later follow.
$BC has already shown a fllpi first

night, when .hom.e viewers looked
.in on scenes at the C!!ai:lt6n for open'
ing of . 'St. Martinis. Lane' and also
saw brief shots from the picture.

Lefty's Switch on the Milkman s

Matinee, hut Different Hours

By Joe Laurie, Jr.

Coolacres, Cal., Nov. 15.

Dear Joe:

Junior is over the mumps and it sure makes us happy. He Is a great kid
and Is growinig like a weed, and is plenty l^ard on his clothes. Aggie
found a way to keep the kid's clothes clean for several days at a time—she
Just don't put 'em on him. He is now at .that putty blowing age and shoots
the pease all over the house. Pretty soon his fac* Will be big -enough to
slap.

I had a guy come in to talk to me about putting on a commercial pro-
gram over my station. He represents a bridge construction firm .and they
want to try a one shot show to see if it would help theiyi get sonie busi-
ness. I think the guy is screwy because I don't know anybody in this town
who would want a bridge. Some of the. natives could use a bridge because
it's awfully hard to make 'eni come across.

. (Gel; it?) I put on an hour
show at night from 10 until 11 p.m., something like 'Th?' Milkman's Mati-
nee'; same idea but different hours. I run it just for the stay-tips; every
town has guys with insomnia. I bought a big biinch of second hand
records which I play during that hour, yic said I got stuck; because they
are practically all played out. They screech somethin' fierce ' and jump
four and five bars at a clip. I told Vic it proves that somebody liked them
if they've been played a lot Anyway, . when the listeners hear the
screeching they usually blame their sets or static. I got a letter today
telling me that I have to pay royalty for playing records too. I hopie the
listeners don't start an orgcmization that Will ' make me pay them for

listening.

Well, you know me, I'm always trying something new, so for a novelty
I booiced in Charlie Chaplin in 'Modern Times.' As you know it's a silent

and the customers wanted to know if my sound track was broke; The
picture still gets plenty of laughs. I think they should silence some of the
pictures they're making noW, and we'd all be better off. I ran anotiier

leature with it; one of them draggy things that should have at the finish

of it a caption reading 'Positively the. End.* Ilie guy that wrote it must
have run outta talk because he put plenty , of .drinking scenes in it. Every
time you'd look somebody in the picture was hysting a highball. I find that

too much drinking in a picture makes the drunks go out for si real one,

and the nice people go out for good. What the Industry needs is a new
word, for Feature, besides what the audiences call 'em.

Tallor-Made Lead
See by your letter that you want to see the show 'Abe Lincoln in IHinois.*

I read some rave notices on' it. It reminds me of the- time when a casting

agent asked an actor could he play Lincoln, and the guy said, 'Why not, I

played Cleveland once.' While I'm telling stories here's one a film sales-

man told me about a gal who was down to her last cent and finally landed

a two-day picture job with a quickie .company. They told her to report

the next day for* work and to wear her street clothes for the picture. So

the gal went to .a little tailor shop and told the tailor to clean the dres3

and that .she had to have it the next morning. 'Okay,' sed the*, tailor.

'What time shall I call for it?' asked the dame. 'You don't havfe to call

for it. I'll deliver it to you myself. I'm your leading man,' sed the tailor.

.I'll be glad when the football season is over; my newsreels are full of

forward passes but it sort of gives the warships and marching soldiers a

rest I'm' looking forward to' seeing the sweepstake winners, and 'snow-

storm scenes. .{

Well, 'give our best to the boys and girls back there and tell 'em not to

worry. Now that the elections are over things will be. picking up again,

and it won't, be long when a baby's bank will rattle again when shaken.
Sez ' Your Pal,

Le/ti;.

P. S. Tiny Ruffner £ez, 'Nothing ever causes a yoving. man greater sur-

prise than to find some one has fallen in love with his sister.*

DarlHn's 326 Prints

TPhat Certain Age' after two
weeks at the Roxy, N. Yj, where it

could have stayed a third, was pulled
due to.' the fact ' that Universal has
booked it into 'the RKO metropoli-
tan N. Y. houses starting Thanks-
giving (Nov. 24).

With this bookings, Universal will

have 326 prints of 'Age' -in circula-

tion, 26 prints mbre than ever used
pn any previous Deanna Durbin pic-

ture.

Standard Exchanges In

31 Cities for Indie Pics

Hollywood, Nov. 15.

Standard Pictures is setting up a
national distribution organization of

31 exchanges to handle outside inde-
pendent product ' in addition to its

own program of 12 pictures this sear
son.

To permit exchanges to work out
prior commitments, distribution obli-

gations start after delivery of three
Standard pictures. After the third
picture, the exchange is obligated to

use the Standard name.
Standard's program for the. season

consists of six Headley Family fea-
tures and six Radio Reporters.

Permanent Drive Setup

Permanent setup for the good will

of the film business in a manner not.

unlike that of the Motion Pictures'.

Greatest 'Year campaign was pro-
posed last week by George J. Schae-
fer, chairman of the drive executive
committee, at the AMPA luncheon.
He urged that steps be taken to form
the drive, in order to meet the pic-

ture industry's seasonal problems
next spring, -

Schaefer explained how the cam-
paign this Ifear .raised $I,000,(>00 for
the greatest picture year, and paid
tribute to various committees.

N. Y. STATE'S 17-YEAR

FIX NET-$2;537,322

Albany, Novi 15.

~ :;venteen years of pix peeking by
the Motion Picture Division of the
Department of Education has grossed
tho State of New York a total net
revenue of $2,537,322. This is shown
in the annual report jus.t' siibmitted'

by Director Irwin Esmond to Dr.

Frank P. Graves, Commissioner of

Education.

Figures for the fiscal year ending
June 30 showing a total income of

$304,073 against an outlay of $64,-

648 gives the state a profit of $239,-

42C. . The income was upped by $11,-

638 over the previous 12-month pe-

riod and the outgo was decreased to

the tune of $272.85.

Now You're a Director

Hollywood, Nov. 15;

Jack Townley, Republic writer,

was upped to director and put to

work on 'Mexicali Rose,' a Gene
Autry starrer due to start Nov. 25.

Gerald Geragherty is doing the

screen play.

New High Speed Film
Hollywood, Nov.. 15.

New Eastman high-speed film Is

being used for the first time by War-
ners in the production of 'Juarez.'

Tony 'Gaudio, after two months of

exhaustive tests, said the new film

emphasizes the illusion of depth and
reduces the illimiinatioh factor by
50.%.'

ON LOAN TO 'LIVE'

Hollywood, Nov. 15.

Metro loaned Maureen O'jSuUivan

to Columbia for the femme, lead in

'Let Us Live,' slated to start Nov, 2A.

Ralph. Bellainy .and Henry ^onda
have the top male Tolei.
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i&Ws Theatre Expansion Plans;

More New Construction Goii^ On

With gradual improvement In op-

"eratioDS being shown, Fanchon &
Marco may add more, theatres to its

own chain. . Such expansion may
involve new buildiftg as well a's leas-

ing or operating arrangements on
houses already existent. Circuit inay

build several neighborhood' houses

in St. Louis under • expansion move,
^including one for colored patronage.

. Sain iDembow, Jt., active in F&M
operation, joined the.company as a

..partner and v.p. less than a year ago
concurrent, with a deal buying out

the Koplav interests in St. Loiiis.

Dembow. is said to have invested a

substantial sum in F&M on becom-
ing associated with the company,
and is figuring vitally, in its advancfe-

inent.

Charlottfe, N. C, Nov. 15.

The Pick theatre (abbreviated, from
Pickwick) opened aj a second thea-
tre in Chapel Hill Nov. 7. But it was

. the only one for a week, because
the Carolina was closed that long for
extensive r^novaton and for installa-

tion of new equipment. The two
houses are under the same manage-
ment.

Gormao'S Added Chores

piiicago, Nov. 15.

:
While James Christy is in a hpspir

tal convalescing from a recent ill-

ness, Tom Gorman has been- ap-

pointed to full charge of the, RKO
theatre situation in this territory.

Gornnah has been in town about
four weeks, coming in originally as

publicity and advertising chief for

RKO ini the midwest.

Concord, N. C, Nov. 15.

Workmen will begin within the next
few days the construction of a new
picture house here. Contracts for
the projects were let by the North
Carolina Theatres, Inc., at a meet-
ing of officials in Charlotte.
New structure, which will seat

more than. 1,000, will be completed
by April 15, 1939.

, The Paramount, operated by North
Carolina Theatres, Inc., will continue

' in operation after the hew unit is

Opened.

Sali Itakc's New Ones
Salt Lake'City, Nov. 15.

.

T . Two new deluxers" in. adjoining
•uburbans of this .town: .Joe .Law-
rence's Mxirray, 680-seater, opened at-

.Murray, thriving smelter, burg.
Lawrence also owns Rialto, State and
Southeast,houses hel:e.

. s Olympus, eO-seater at Holliday,
'ttaged elaborate opening with state,

city and county officials .attending.

"House built, owned iand operated .by.

P. S. Guss, prez.of the .Intermountain
Theatre Supply Co. Guss operates
two other nabes in Utah cities.

[

Lyhchburgh. Nov. 15.
*

Work has started on a $75,000 film

house at Luiay, Va., isummer resort

town,

Los Angeles, Nov. 15.

La Reina theatre, built, jointly by
Fox-West Coast and Nate Scheinberg

Jn Van Nuys, opens Thanksgiving

eve. Robei-t Rothafel is manager of

the 900-3eat de luxer.

I J, E; Poynter, former manager of

the San Clemente, San Clemente,

, Cal., sub-leased the house and is

operating it for himself.

Louis Long, chain operator, build-

ln,g a. new theatre in Eloy, Ariz.

Wllby's 8th
• Atlanta, Nov. 15.

- George Wilby and associates added
No. 8 to their chain when they- ac'^

quired Piedmont Road Parking Pal'

ace theatre, their second outdoor
house. These outdoor theatres fea

ture a combo speaking and heating
unit which makes automobiles com
lortable and permit year-round op-
eration even in bitter weather. Frank
Harris, former manager of Lucas &
Jenkins' community theatres here, is

now booking for Wilby's local houses
and Al Whittle, ex-exploiteer of

Rialto, is doing booking for dhain's

North Georgia string.

New 800-seat house on Third

Street in Macon, Ga., nearing com
pletion.

,

American Seating Co. has contract

for re-seating Murray & Mion's 999-

seat Rialto, local indie first-runner,

East Point Amus Co., F. C. Coje-

man prez, which operates College

Park and Fairfax, has let contract
for construifction of $30,00fr 500-seater

at Central and Virginia avenues, in

Hapeville, Atlanta suburb.

Philadelphia, Nov; 15.

Despite talk of delaying buying,

fllin sales here this season went at

about the same speed as in pre-

vious years. Majority of situations

have been sold by now. As always,

^hose exchanges which had pix that

made money for exhibs last season

felt- no effects of the 'delay,' while

those that, were found last season to

ber n.s.h., or that tried to push up
prices, on deals, were laid' off until

film requirements forcet'. exhibs to

ink termers. Several exchanges
which sought more jpercentage pic-

tures or" tried to. up rentals y,ere re-,

quired' to back down from original'

^demands \vhen' the layoff got serious.

Indies, filondgram and Republic,

\both did better this year than last.

Prin'cip.ally,
•

' respohsible for . Mono's
good flowing were nice b.b.s .pro-

duced during the past season, by
Toy of the Street's.* Ilepublic has
consistently bettered its position, in

tile territory e?ich year.

N. 0.*s Newest
New Orleans, Nov. 15.

The Regent,, the city's newest pic

house, opened -Arhiistice Day (11) in

business section-.witli first-run- show
(Continued on page 17)
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LOOKS SET
Fireworks Loom in Trade Parleys

As Indies Pin Down the Distribs

90% of Exhib-bistrib Griev-

ahces Could Be Handled
That Way—-In the Past

It Was Iniportant Until

NRA Stepped In

LOCAL BOARDS

.Large, circuit deals in. the west
have been closed .by United 'Artists

and Republic with Fox-West Coast,

Fox' Inter-Mountain, Fox MidWest,
Fox-Wisconsin and. the -Evefgreen
chains which-are grouped under iNa--

tibnal Theatres Corp. Re;p has also

sold the J. G. Long 'circuit;' which
operates in 14 Texas situations with
Long taking everything, including
featuries, westerns and serials.

The F-WC deals were closed in

New York. On conclusion of , the

Rep negotiations, handled for iRep by
James R. Graingei', he left Thursday
night (10) for a swing around the

southern offices of the company.
Jack Schlaifsr acted for UA on its

deal.

Deal closed with the 50 houses in

Publix-Kincey . circuit, Charlotte, n!

C, for the entire United Artists line-

up for 1938-1939. Deal consummated
by Harry Gold, David Prince and
Jay Schrader, representing UA an^
H. F. Kincey.
Gold flew to Dallas Monday (14) to

set deals v/ith Interstate Saenger and
other circuits. Due back on Friday.

Kaltenborn Goes Pathe

H. V. Kaltenborn, CBS' foreign

news commentator, has been signed

by Pathe News as
.
assistant editor

and foreign news advisor.

Spieler's- handling of recent Czech
crisis is generally regarded as being
inspiration for Pathe assignment. He
will stay On with regular CBS broad-
casts.

Osa Johnson's $754,000

Plane Crash Suit to Trial

Osa (Mrs. Martin) Johnson has
gone to the Coast to give depositions

in two suits- for $754,000 against

Western Air Express ^nd Western
Air Terminal Corp. in the California

superior court for the death of her
husband and her own personal i.i-

juries in a' plane crash nearly two
years ago.

She is being, accompanied by her
lecture manager, Clark H; Getts.

Two .Move Up at M-G
Hollywood, Nov. 15.

Joe. Cooke; manager of the 'Wizard

of Oz' unit at Metro, was upped as

assistant ta-Chaiies Chic, plant's gen-

eral production head. - r

t Keith Weelcs succeeded Cooke on

'Wizard.'

Conciliation machinery, considered

one of most vital of 10 points in' Mo-
tion Picture Theatre Owners pro-

gram of trade practice reforms, now.

looms as a certainty and is 'going

through as originally planned by the

MPTOA. Conciliation for the indus-

try means that local boards will be
set iip and take care of 00% of com-
plaints that have proved a recurring
headache in the last few years.

Establishment of conciliation as an
actuality, which is expected to re-

ceive! final okay with the conclusion
of' discussions on MPTOA's 10-point
program some time this week, is re-
garded as the most 'prominent re-

form obtained because, presently,

nearly ail law .suits are based on the
grievances of overbuying and unrea-
sonable clearance.

Lpcal boards established through
the conciliation structure are figured
on. taking care of overbuying and im-
reasohable clearance squaw;ks in the
trade. The other 10% of grievances
are based on cancellation clause and
modification of sales rules.

All signs point to the conciliation

arrangements, going through as- first

hoped for and. originally plann€;d.

Some exhibitprs have suggested' that
distributors 'and non-affiliated ex-
hibitors be allowed on local boards
-.in order that a balance 'be main-
tained between these two elehients

of the industry. However, exhi.'i

tors alone could make up the boaiidis

if local representatives Include the
more intelligent exhibs and those
holding the confidence of exhibitors

and distributors alike.

, It now 'is considei'ed the important
thing 'to ' have local • representation
aligned so that the boards - will hbt
vote to'jam any special 'edict down
the throats of exhibitors or distribu-'

tbrs.-" The' boards will be choseli

locally when the tune 'corties.;

Would Cut Litlgatioh

.
Even with these boards operating,

their rulings are not final' because
an appeal can be made by taking the
grievance to a court of law. How-
ever, there seems little doubt but
that the immense amount of litiga-

tion would be curbed considerably
for the simple reason that the local
conciliation board's ruling always
will be on hand when a court action
is brought before a judge. This pre-
cedent of an unbiased board's de-
cision naturally will work against
the person appealing through litiga-

tion. Also the operation of the
boards is expected to produce a
better feeling between exhibitors
and distributors in addition to curb-
ing unlimited number of law suits.

When the local boards actually do
set up office for business, it will be
the first time such machinery has
been in operation since zoning and
clearance boards and grievance com-
mittees operated under the NRA.
These carried on for one and one-
half years but the big trouble was
that it became a habit to appeal all

rulings of these boards and commit-
tees. Result was that the Blue Eagle
local zoning, clearance and griev-

ance actions became a joke. An ap-
peal could be made economically
and so often was resorted to, toss-

ing the burden of decisions on the
Film Code 'Authority. Supreme
Court ruling tossing out the NRA
halted this operation.

Before that the picture business
depended on Film Boards of Trad,e'

until dissolved by court order in

1930.' The arbitration boards which
operated under the Film Trade
Boards ceased functioning in 1929 as

a result of the Thatcher decision.

WAGE-HOUR SO

FAR LUTED

TO STUDIOS

National wage-hour law has sim-

mered down as being applicable to

studios and the
.

production end of

the . business. Exhibitors have been
informed that the administrator of
the new law has ruled that film the-

atres do not come under the wage-
hour regulations as presently con-
stituted.

Although film .exchanges and home
office' . workers do come under, this

law, only a negligible few in scat-

tered exchanges "probably W6uld be
affected by the statute , at the pres-

ent time. Check this week showed
that a majority of exclianges oper-
ate on a .5*/^-day basis, with several

shuttering on Saturday, making a 5-

day week,

. The prevailing work hour schedule
calls for eight hours daily, so that

.exchange.workers as a whole v^ould
conform . to" the prevailing .44-hour

maximum of the. law' in its first year
:
of.operation. "Wages easily comply
with $U minimum.
.Sole.-catch is that some changes

probably will hav^ be niade a"^

certain exchanges when the wage-
hour law puts a 40.';hour. week in. ef-

fect, v^ith the stricter' maximum on
bout's, and mininium on wages going
in^aft^r the law has 'been operating
fdr' several 'y6ars.

Ruling on theatres had been more
or less' anticipated or forecast by inr

diistry. leaders weeks 'ago. They
also predicted that application of the
law to film exchange workers would
mean few shifts.

^Home offices of film compaAies
easily swing ii) compliance .with the
wage-hour law,, even office boys
having been paid above the mini-
muni .scale for many years. They
have had a five-day week ever since

the NRA.

Fireworks loom in conferences with .

independent, exhibitor^ organizations

as negotiations approach the point,

where both sides (distributors and
exhibitors) begin to pin each other

down as to which , trade -practice re-

forms -will become a part of machin-
ery 'of the future to govern relations

between buyer and seller of film.

FollQwirig ptelimlnary meetings
and ah undercurrent of dijisatisfac-

tion, notably in the Allied camp, plus

a determination on the part of other

exhlb bodies to get to the heart of

thinigs, the fur may be flying any
minute iiow as cold turkey talk and
action is urged.

The Wfotiort Picture Theatre Own-
ers of America, which' went- over the
entire matter at its recent Oldahoma
City convention, is anxious for earjy
action and reportedly for concessions

on cancellations and other matters
that will becoijtie effective .

with, this

season's (1938-39;^ .
product,' not the

'39-40 pictures,

Ed L. Kuykendall, president, met
personally with S. R. Kent, chairman
of the distributor committee, yester-

day (Tues.) to lay plans for future
parleys' with his whole committiee.

With distributors not in- accord on
certain issues, meetings with MPTOA
are deferred until Dec. 8 to give dis-

tribs a chance to agree among thern-

selves. FolliDwing' .jneetings. sched-
uled for Dec; 8-9, Kuykendall will

report results and ' status . to the
MPTOA board. Several major points

are at issUe, and details remain to be
cleared on ''others. Meantime, Allied

is declared to be dissatisfied with in-

ferences it has reached an agreement
'

in principle with the distribs, The
Abram F. Meyers organization claims
two of its most ihiportant planks
have not eyen been; discussed, infer*

ence being that distribs are Sidestep-

ping theni altogether. -

These ar.e: (D that block booking
and blind selling be abolished, $nd
(2) that production-distribution bie

completely divotced from exhibition.

On these two points distribs are not
expected to yield, which may mean
a deadlock so, far as Allied Is con-
cerned. .,

.

On !returning to Nejv .York, Kuy-
kendall indicated that if his. organ!-
zatioq isn't satisfied yrlih any of the
iflnal proposals, it reserves the right
to fight for a better^deal. The ques-
tion of Whether the distribs may at-

tempt tp. sUentpe exhibs for all time
on trade practices, if -agreeing to. a
system of self"regulation now by ex-
acting any kipd of 'promise concern-
ing future action; is something else
again.

Says Kuykendall
Kuykendall had tlie following to

say with respect to the MPTOA:
'We are ready for a final confer-

ence with the distributor representa-
(Continued on page 24)
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*Servic€' Okay

Los Angelas, Nov. 15.

Better tone in most of the houses
currently, aided by the Armistice
Day holiday and clear, cold weather
over the weekend. 'Cowboy and the
Lady' is bringing the customers into

the day-date Warner Downtown
and Hollywood, while at the State
and Chinese 'Great Waltz' should
account for a joint $28,500.
*Room Service' is grossing" fair re-

turns at the Pantages-RKO. At the
Par, Ttfen with Wings' is in second
stan;;a,- with a two-day extension
contemplated which will give opus
Dine days on second and final week.
Only weak biz in town is 'Just
Around the Corner' on moveover to
the United Artists and Wilshire.

Estimates for Thi^ Week\
Chinese (Kjrauman-F-WC) (2,024;

30-40-55-75)—'Great Waltz* (M6)
and 'Down on Farm' (20th), dual
House back in the running after
couple of bad weeks and will finish

with neat $13,500. Last week, 'Just

Around Corner' (20th) and 'Road
Demon' (20th), brutal $5,000.
DowDtawin (WB) (1,800; 30-40-55-

65)—"Cowboy and Lady' (UA) and
Tdrchy Gets Man' (WB), duaL Gold-
wyn opU^ opened strong and aided
by holiday and excellent • weekend
biz should hit nifty $15,000 on open-
ing stanza. Last week, 'Hard to Get'
(WB) and 'Gangster's Boy' (Mono),
not very hot, $6,500.
Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 30-40-55-

65)—'Cowboy Lady' (UA) and
Torchy Gets' (WB), duaL Hitting a
lively pace and will garner ^15,500.
Last week, 'Hard to Get' .(WB) and
'Gangster's Boy' (Mono), just fair

$7,500.
Orjdieam (Bdwy.) (2,280; 25-30-

35-40 )-^'Shadows Over Shanghai'
(GN) and 'King of Alcatraz' (Par),
dual, and vaudeville. Trade about
normal so -shoiitd have no trouble
hitting profitaBle '$3,800. Last we^
*Mr, Doodle' (RKO), solo, and ice
show oh stage, neat $9^000.

Pantajres (Pan) (2,812; 30-40-55)—
*Rodm Service' (RKO) and 'Break-
ing Ice' (RKO), dual. Nothing sen-
sational after records hung up by
'Can't Take It,' but okay at $8,200.
Last '^veek, final four days ot sixth
week, 'Can't Take' (Col), v6ry good
$5,000.
Paramount (Par) (3,59S.-> 30-40-55)—'M€n with Wings' (Par) and stage

show (2d week). Second week will
be stretched, to nine days to get
house back to a Thursday opening.
Looks like $16,000 after first week
-brought in excess of $22,000, excel-
lent.
BKO (2,872; 30-40-55)—Hoom Ser-

vice* (RKO) and 'Breaking Ice'
(RKO), dual. "Marx Bros, respon-
sible foir the nifty $8,400 opus, will
garner. Last week, 'Can't Take'
(Col) final fdur days of si»th week,
very lucrative $5,600.

State (Loew-Fox) (2,414; 30-40-55-
75)—'Great Waltz' (MG) and 'Down
on Farm' (20th), duaL Will wind
up with n^t $15,000. liast week,
•Just Around Corner* (20th) and
'Road Demon* (20th). terrible $7,500.
.United Artists (P-WC) (2,100; 30-

40-55)—'Just Around Corner* (20th)
and 'Drums* (UA), dual. Just not
maki p the grade on moveover so
looks like fair $3,200. Last week,
•Suez* (20th). solo, very good $4,700.

Wilshire (F-WC) (2,296: 30-40-55-
65)—'Around Corner' (20th) and
•Drums' (UA), duaL Biz nomaL so
$4,300 on moveover best in sight
Last week, 'Suez' (20th) solo on
moveover, nifty $7,100,

OK IN OKLA.

"Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week $275,700

(Based on 12 theatres)

Total Gross Same Week
Last Year ^298,000

(Based on 13 theatres)

Heat, Crid, H.O^

ML'vileBiz;

'Heart' Fair 6G

<Great WaltiE' Kbythmle.ter Big BG—
'Ark. Traveler* $4,50.0

Oklahoma City, Nov. 15.
•Great Waltz' big $6,000 at Cri-

terion. 'Can't Take It* stopping over
fourth week at State for extended
run reeord in Oklahoma Cily.
'Men with Wings' shifted to Tower

for second " week after $6,100 flrgt

stanza at Criterion,
Estimates for This week

Criterion (Stan) (1,500; 25-35-40)—
•Great Waltz' (M-G). Big enough at
$6,000. Last week, 'Men Wings' (Par)
copped $6,100 in eight days.

.

Liberty (Stan) (1.200; 20-25) —
•Renegade Ranger' (RKO) and 'Va-
cation from Love' (M-G), split with
•Sons of Legion' (Par) and 'Torchy
Gets Man' (WB). Okay $2,400. Last
week, 'Fugitives for Night' (RKO)
and 'Campus Confessions' (Par),
8pHt with 'Moto' (20th) and 'Break-
ing Ice* (RKO) okay $2,500.
Midwest (Stan) (1,500; 25-35-40)—

'Arkansas Traveler' (Par). Nice at
$4,500. Last week„ 'Sisters' (WB),
good $4,700.

State (Noble) (1,100; 20-25-40) —
•Can't Take It' (Col) (4th week.
Should take okay $3,000. Last week,
$3,500.
Tower (Stan) (-l.OOO; 25-35)—'Men

Wings' (Par) (shift from Criterion).

Should gamer nice $3,000. Last
week, 'Suez' (20th) did satisfying

^700.

Louisville, Nov. 15.

Warm weather an* football inter-

est are not helping the downtown
grosses. Atmistice Day holiday

crowded streets and gave b. o.'s a
slight lift, principally at Loew's State
and Rialto, only two houses on main
stem which have new films. Both
opened Thursday (10) in order to be
lined up for the coming Thanksgiv-
ing Day openings and are doing fair
biz. H. o.'s are holding down tak-
ings.
George M. Cohan in 'I'd Rather Be

Right* comes in tomorrow (Wed.)
for mat and night show, with fine
advance sale. Top seats are $3.86^
and . take for the one-day stand at
Memorial Aud should hit around
$7,000.

Estimates for This Week
Brown (Loew's-Fourth Ave.) (1,-

000; 15-30-40)—'Arkansas Traveler'
(Par) and 'Touchdown, Army' (Par).
Showed at Rialto couple weeks ago
to swell biz. Ciurrent outlook points
to okay $2,000. Last week, 'Suez'
(20th) and March of Time, fair
$1,900.

'

Kentneky (Switow* (900; 15-25)—
'Sinners* (Par) and 'Gladiator* (Col).
This house holds up to consistent
good averages and current stanza
points to okay $1,800. Last week,
'Alexander* (20th), good $1,900.
Loew's State (Loew's) (3,100; 15-

30.40)—'My Heart' (UA) and 'Crime
Holiday* (Col). ' May hit close to
$6,000. fair. Last week, 'Great Waltz*
(M-G) and 'Juvenile Court' (Col),
$7,000, okay.
Mary Anderson (Libson) (1,000;

15r30-40)—'Brother Rat' (WB) (2d
week). Copped plenty of attention
on Armistice Day, school holiday,
and looks to pace for satisfactory
$3,600, following initial stanza's
bumper $6,000,
Ohio (Settos) (900; 16)—'45 Fath

ers' (20th) £md 'Invisible Menace'
(WB), split with 'Loved Fireman*
(WB) and 'Bat Whispers' (UA).
Pointing to nice $1,500. Last week,
'Town Girl' (20th) and 'Special
Agent' (WB), spUt with Tovarich'
(WB) and 'Missing Witnesses* (WB),
fairish $1,300.
Sialto (Fourth Ave.) (3,000: 15-30-

L* (RKO) and *Man
^ ^RKO). With help of
holiday should have little

i in copping fair $6,500. Last
'Men Wmg? (Par) and lUng

Alcatraz' (Par), fine $10,000,
Strand (Fourth Ave.) (1,400; 15-

30-40)—'Men Wings' (Par) and 'King
Alcatraz' (Par). Pacing for okay
$3,300. Last week, 'Service de Luxe*
(U) and 'Always Trouble' (20th),
fair $2,900.

OMAHA'S UPBEAT

Post^EleeUon Spart~'Wln«s,' $1M<0;
'Rat,' $5,500; 'Heart,' $9,600

Omaha, Nov. 15.

Post-election upturn in business
was reflected in theatre grosses
which took a healthy spurt after two
dull weeks. Three-day weekend
starting with Armistice Day helped
boost b. o. take with both first-run
and suburban houses.
•Men with Wings* is putting the

Omaha out in front, and the aviation
cavalcade picture looks good for
$10,000 or better. 'Young in Heart'
is warming Manager BiU Miskell's
heart to the tune of a smooth $9,500.

Fairly strong competish from 34th
annual auto show at Ak-Sar-Ben
Coliseum for week starting today
(15) and one-night stop of U. S.
Army Band at City Auditorium, both
sponsored by Omiaha World-Herald.

Estimates for This Week
Avenue-Dnndee-MIIitary (Gold-

berg) (950-650-810; 10-25)—'4 Daugh-
ters' (FN) and 'Lucky Star* (20th),
duaL split with 'Boys Town* (M-G).
Looks like $2,600. excellent Last
week, 'Three on Weekend' (GB), first

run, and 'Spawn' (Par), duaL split
with 'Going Rich* (20th), first run,
'Tough Guy* (U) and 'Always Good-
bye' (20th), tripler, $2,200, good.
Brandels (Singer-RKO) (1.250; 10-

25-35-40)—'Brother Rat* (FN) and
'Tarnished Angel' (RKO), duaL Aim-
ing at $5,500, dandy. Last week,
'Miss Manton* (RKO), and 'Disney
Revue' (RKO), dual, $5,400, very
good,
Omaha (Blank) (2,000; 10-25-40)—

'Men with Wings* (Par) and 'Clampus
Confessions' (Par), dual. Headed for
$10,000, terrific. Last week, 'Arkan-
sas Traveler' (Par) and 'Freshman
Year* (U), duaL ended nicely for $7,-
200, good.
Orpheum (Blank) (3,000; 10-25-40)— Young in Heart* (UA) and 'Vaca-

tion from Love' (M-G), duaL Looks
like $9,600. swelL Last week, 'Listen
Darling* (M-G) and 'Sons of Legion*
(Par), dual, $9,200, very nice.
Faramomit (Blank) (3^900; 10-15-

25)—'Imitation of Life' (U-reissue)
and 'Slave Ship* (20th-reissue), duaL
Lucky to get $5,000, fairish. Last
week, 'Mars Attacks' (U) and 'Mag-
nificent Obsession* (U-reissue), dual,
radio angle cooled rapidly for $5,400,
good.
Town ((Goldberg) (1,250; 10-20-25)

—'Painted Desert (RKO), '10th Ave-
nue Kid* (Rep) and 'Blond Cheat*
(RKO), first-run. tripler, split with
'Drums of Destiny' (Cap), first run;
'Road Demon* (20th), first run, and
'Lucky Star* (20th), tripler. Looks
like $1,600, good. Last week, Trairie
Moon* (Ren), first run; 'Maids Night
Out* (RKO), first run, and 'Always
Goodbye' ,(20th). tripler, split with
'Alexander* (20th) and 'Spawn*
(Par), duaL Strong finish got $1,800,
swell.

COL'S FOWEB HOUSE
Hollywood, Nov. 15.

Charles Bickford gets the male
lead in Columbia*s 'Power to. Burn,*
a Jack London story to be produced
by Irving Briskin, starting next
month.
Jean Parker has the femme lead.

'Citadel/ 22G, Surprise Smash in Pitt;

Drums'-Ains OK 19G, Quints Score

Pittsburgh, Nov. 15.

Armistice Day holiday, cooler
weather, post-election rebound and
easing off in football hysteria have
produced generally more favorable
conditions In show biz. Pickings are
up considerably over slim takes of
preceding.few weeks and things look
better currently than they have for
some time.
Biggest surprise of current stanza

is great showing of 'Citadel' at Penn,
where it is hitting far ahead of
strictly class draw expectations and
heading for certain h, o. at Warner.
Also sharing in up-swing is 'Five of
a Kind,' at Fulton on double bill
with 'Swing That Cheer.' Showing
definite second-week possibilities.
Bowes' amateurs, while not up to
past showings here, are bolstering
'Drums* nicely at Stanley.

Estimates, for This Week
Alvin (Harris) (1,850; 25-35-50)—

'Suez*. (20th) (2d wk). As much as
this spot usually gets with holdovers,
$7,000, or slightly better, which is

all right Clicked off $14,500 last
week for hefty profit.
Folton (Shea-Hyde) (1,700; 25-40)— Five Kind* (20th) and 'Swing

Cheer' (U). Dionnes doing biz, even
though they received scant encour-
agement from reviewers. Around
$5,300 looked for, which may result

in h. o. House can stand it, too, be-
cause product doesn't look any too
good for while yet. Last week 'Sons
Legion* (Par) and 'Campus Confes-
sions* (Par), yanked after six days
to brutal $2,100.

^

Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 25-35-
50)—'Citadel' (M-G). Smart news-
paper campaign gave this one a swell
start and rave notices. Flicker is
wowing 'em and knocking off best
gross since 'Boys Town.' Looks like
$22,000 anyway, great, and a sure
h.o. for the Warner, Last week 'Men
Wings' (Par), pretty much of a dis-
appointment at $10,700.

Stanley (WB) (3,600; 25-40-60)—
'Drums* (UA) and Bowes* amateurs.
Tyros have always meant biz at this
spot and no exception this time, al-
though gross woirt be as strong as
in past. May reach $19,000, satisfac-
tory. Last week 'Listen Darling*
(M-G) and Creorge Olsen's orch,
around $15,500, n. g,
Warner (WB) (2,000; 25-40)—

'Girls Probation* (WB) and 'Vaca-
tion Love' (M-G). Twin weakeroo,
but still there's some marquee in-
terest and $4,600 is a brisk pick-up
over recent takings here. That's for
eight days. Last week 'Mr. Doodle'
(RKO) and 'Broadway Musketeers'
(WB), hit pretty close to a new low
here at $2,000 in six days.

'StaUemates Okay at $7JO, Mpls.,

'Suez 7C Despite Gridiron Exodus

Key Cily Grosses

Estimated Total Grta
This Week .$1,668,300

(Based on 26 cities, 176 thea-

tres, ttaejly first runs. Including

N, Y.)

Total Gross Same Week
Last Year. ..$1,569,500

(.Based'On 23 cities, 161 theatres)

WAITZ" UVELY

14G IN PROV4

REVIVALS

Providence, Nov. 15.

Main stands smiling again as fans
turn to films for entertainment this
week. High spots include Loew's
'Great Waltz' and holdover of 'You
Can't Take It With You* at Strand
after terrific first week. Albee re-
vived 'All Quiet' and 'Magnificent
Obsession' today (Tuesday) for
three-day run.
Playhouse has dropped vaude for

an indefinite period.
Estimates for This Week

Albee (RKO) (2,200; 25-35-50)—
'All Quiet' (U) and 'Magnificent
Obsession' (U). Opened today (Tues-
day), Last week. 'Service Deluxe'
(U) and 'Dark Rapture' (U), good
$7,000.
Carlton (Fay-Loew)—'Certain Age'

(U) and 'Mr. Wong' (Mono) (2d
rim). Garnering swell $6,000. Last
week, 'Citadel' (M-G) and 'Leather-
necks' (Rep) (2d run), nice $5,800.

Fay's (2,000; 25-35-40)—'Always
Trouble' (20th) and vaude. Town's
only remaining vaude house getting
peppy $7,500. Last week, "Hme
Murder' (20th) and vaude, $6,800,

State (Loew) (3,200; 25-35-50)—
'Great Waltz' (M-G) and 'Night
Hawk' (Rep), Sprightly $14,000.
Last week, 'Dr. Kildate' (M-G) and
'Flight Fame- (Col) plus Presddie
Bartholomew On stage, swell $16,500.
MaJesUc (Fay) (2,300; 25-35-50)—

Valley Giants' (WB) and . 'Actress'
(WB). Pushing through tb swell $9,-
500. Last week, 'Certain Age* .(U)
and 'Mr. Wong* (Mono), good $8,000.
Playhouse (Indie) (1,400; 20-35)—

'Captive in Nazi Germany* (Mai).
Drawing fair $4,000 and may be held.
No new show scheduled. Vaude has
been dropped.
Strand (Indie) (2,200; 25-35-40)—

•Can't Take^ It' (Col) (2d week).
Proving shot in arm, with house ex-
pecting swell $7,500. Last week biz
mounted steadily, giving stand bell-
ringing $12,000.

6'KLYN GETS TONIC

'Dr. Klldai;e' and 'My Heart,* Dual,
Healttiy $20,000

Brooklyn, Nov. 15.

'Young Dr. Kildare' and 'There
Goes My Heart,' at Loew's Metro-
politan, ahead of all others in down-
town sector this stanza. Several
holdovers also making some dough,
including 'If I Were King' and
'Wanted by Police,' at Paramount,
and 'Suez' and 'Mr. Doodle Kicks Off'
at Albee.
Strand happy with vaude and

'Road to Reno.*
Estimates for This Week

Albee (3,274; 25-35-50)—'Suez'
(20th) and 'Mr. Doodle* (RKO) (2d
week). Still going strong and will
pull in neat $14,000. Last Week, ex-
cellent $19,000.

Fojt (4,089; 25-50)—'Sisters' (WB)
and 'Big Top' (Mono) (2d week).
Pleasant setup At $15,000. Last week,
good $17,500.

MjBt (3,618; 25-50)—'Dr. Kildare'
(M-G) and 'My Heart' (UA), Money-
making team will bring in fine $20,-
000, Last week, 'Stablemates' (M-G)
and 'Last Express' (U), swell $19,000,
Paramount (4,126; 25-35-50)—'If

King' (Par) and 'Wanted Police'
(Mono) (2d week). Good $18,000.
Last week, griand $24,000.

Strand (2,870; 25-50)—'Road Reno'
(U) -and vaude featuring TTiree
Sailors. Swell $12,500. Last week,
'Touchdown Army* (Par) and vaude,
bright $12,000.

Tests for *Ra»ns*
Hollywood, Nov. 15.

Lynn Bar! is taking screen tests
for the femme lead in 'The Rains
Came,' a top-budget picture at 2()th-

Fox.
Marlene Dietrich and Kay Fran-

cis were once considered for the
role. Miss Bari has worked in 10
films since her debut last January.

Itfinneapolis, Nov. IS
With 70,000 4it South Bend to

the Minnesota-Notre Dame football
game, loop 8igaii& was partly de.
pleted of many potential theatre cus.
tomers for the second weekend
within a fortnight and current
grosses will reflect the Saturday-
Sunday drop. Strong lineup of pic-
tures—All newcomers with one ex-
ception—Is very much on the asset
side, however, and is tending to off-
set the initial adverse influence
The Booney-Wallace Beery com-

bhiation in 'Stablemates* has the Or-
pheum out in front, somewhat ahead
of the heavily exploited 'Suez,* State
offering. The latter, however, is not
out of the running for leadership.
After two.good weeks-:-one each at
the Orpheum and Century—'Certain
Age' has made its third loop move,
Soing into the sure-seater World for
an extension of its first run.
Now that the election is over and

th« public at large is recovering
from the blow dealt to its pocketbo<yk
by the mid-year real estate tax pay-
ments, boxoffice prospects are look-
ing up once Tnore.

Estimates for This Week
Aster (Par-Singer) (900; 15-25)-^

'Sons of Legion* (Par) and 'Swing
That Cheer' (U), dual first runjs.

Headed for good $1,400 for six days.
Last week, 'Girls' School' (Coi) and
'Mr. Doodle' (RKO), dual first runs
for six days, $1,600, good.
Century (Par-Singer) (1,600; 25-

35-40)—Tour's Crdwd* (WB). Pleas-
ing enough picture, but Flynn-de
Havilland team no great b.o.; stretch-
ing toward mild $4,000. Last week.
'Certain Age' (U) (2d week), good
$6,000 on heels of fine Orpheum
$10,000 week.
Gopher (Par-Singer) (998; 25) ^

'Youth Takes Fling' (U). JJifty show
for this particular house, the new-
est and probably most beautiful in
town, traveling at fast $2,800 clijp.

Last week, A^ampus Confessions'
(Par), $2,700, good.
Orpheom (Par-Singer) (2,800; 25-

35.4O)— 'Stablemates' (M-G). No
getting away from that Mickey
Rooney b.o. drag, and teaming him
up with Wallace. Beery in this pleas-
ing picture spells draw; en route to
okay $7,200. Last week, 'Straight,
Place' (20th) plus Glen Gray Casa
Loma orchestra and other - acts on
stage, $15,000,. fairly good.
State (Par-Singer) (2,300; 25-35-40)

'Suez* (20th). Given extra big and
effective advertising and eiqploitation
campaign. . Presence of Tjrrone
Power and Loretta Y«ung far from
b.o. handicap and opinion of film, for
the most part, favorable; fair $7,000
indicated. Last week, 'Men with
Wings* (Par) (2d week), $4,800, fair
after good $8,000 first week.
Time (Berger) (290; 15-25)—'Hur-

ricane* (UA) (reissue). Back to re-
issues after brief session with first-

run, holding its own fairly w«ll at
$700 clip. Last week, 'Mr. "Wong*
(Mono), $800, oke.
Uptown (Par) (1,200; 25-35) 'Three

Loves Has Nancy' (M-G). First
neighborhood showing, likely to hit
pretty good $2,500, Last week, 'Lucky
Star' (20th). $2,700, oke.
World (Stefles) (350; 25-35-40-55)

—'Certain Age' (U) (3d week).
Moved here for extension of first-

run. Still has plenty vitality left, big
$3,000 in prospect. Last week, 'Dark
Eyes' (French), $600, bad.

*Suez' Good €G in Port;

F^ir $5,5«0 for Waltz*
Portland, Ore., Nov. 15.

Strong response for 'Suez* at ,the
Paramount; while 'The Great Waltz,'
at Parker's Broadway, is average.
'Waltz' collected raves, but**Suez' is

a natural answer to advance bally.
'You Can't Take It With You' is

going on forever at ttie Mayfair and
may hold until CJhristmas.

Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (2,000; 30-35-

40)—'Great Waltz' (M-G) and 'Youth
Fling' (U). Collected raves and get-
ting average $5,500. Last week, 'My
Heart* (UA) and 'Personal Secretary'
(U), so-so $4,700.
IM^yfalr (Parker-Evergreen) (1,500;

30-35-40)—'Can't Take It' (Col) (5th
wk). Still doing good biz, around
$3,300. Fourth week. $3,500, First
three weeks grossed big $16,000,
Orpheum (Hamrick-Evergreen ) (1,-

800; 30-35-40)—'Men Wings' (Par) (2d
wk), Grood enough $4,000, First
week rolled up good $5,500.
Paramount (Hamrick - Evergreen

)

(3,000; 30-35-40)— 'Suez* (20th) and
'Mr. Doodle' (RKO), Answering to
exploitation for good $6,000. Last
week, 'Sisters' (WB) and 'Touch-
down Army' (Par) got raves on 'Sis-

ters,' but double bill knocked the
gross down to $5,200.

Sivoll (Indie) (LlOO; 20-25)—'King
Kong* (U) and 'Bring 'Em Back
Alive* (RKO). Revival of action
thrillers putting this house over fof
good $1,900. Last week, 'Seven Seas'
(M-G) and 'Bar Twenty Justice'
(Mono), average $1,700.
United Artists (Parker) (1,000; 30-

35-40)—'Citadel* (M-G) and 'Listen
Darling* (M-G). Fair $4,700. Last
week, 'Brother Rat' (FN) and 'Vaca-
tion Love' (M-G). average $5,200.
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Frankie Masters Hypes 'Suez' 2d

Week to ; Chi Generally

OK, Gypsy Lee-'Service Good 22G

Chicago, Nov. 15.

Armistice Day got the picture thea-

tres off to a flying getaway, and, with

•trong. weekend trade, the general

tone of the registers is healthy.

On Friday (It) the loop will have

the Oriental back in the entertain-

ment field, the house opening under

Jones, Linick & Schaefer operation

on a vaudfllm policy at 50c top. With

the opening of the Oriental, the

State-Lake folds, to be redecorated

and then reopened Xmas Day imder

Balaban & Katz .
banner.

Considering the mild . word-of-
mouth on 'Suez,' the flicker is- doing:
well on its holdover session in the
Chicago. Much of. its strength ciu*-

rently .can be accounted to the pres-
ence of the Frankie Masters orches-
tra on the staige. Masters has been a'

strong fave' around here for many
years, and on his recent radio build-
up his following i$ larger than ever.

Strikingly good trade for 'Citadel'

Is marked because of the pre-opening
Indications that the flicker wouldn't
be anything' too hot. And on the
same basis 'Brother Rat' is. a disap-
pointment in the Roosevelt because
of the early high hopes for the com-
edy, 'Rat' will scram later this

week, to be replaced by 'Submarine
Patrol.'
Gypsy Rose Lee is getting coin in

the Palace and is holding that house
to a good profit-making session.

Estimates for This Week
Apollo (B&K) (1,200; 35-65-65-75)

—'Sisters' (WB). Repeater in loop
looks for $5,500, okay. Last week
'Were King' (Par) managed fair $4,-
800 for second looper.

Chicairo (B&K) (4,000; 35-55-75)—
'Suez' (20th) (2d week) and Frankiei
Masters orchestra on stage. Spotting
of band for picture's holdover session
a good move, with the register dick-
Ing to good $32,000. Last week 'Suez'
snagged fine $42;500.

Garrick (B&K) (900; 35-55-65)—
*Dark Rapture '(U) and 'Time Dut*
(20th). Goona-goona aspects on
first-named picture is the real b.o,
item currently and should haul the
take to big $6,600. Last week 'Garden
of Moon' (WB) and 'Girls on Proba-
tion' (WB) somewhat below expec-
tations at $5,000. .

Palace (RKO.) (2,500; 35-55-65-76>—'Service de Luxe' (U) and Gypsy
Rose Lee unit on stage. Flesh getting
the long green at $22,000, very satis-
fying. Last week, 'Miss Manton*
(RKO) faded in midweek to meek
$15,400.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 35-55-65-

75)—'Brother Raf (WB) (2d-final
w;eek). Goes out this week after a
rather disappointing fortnight; maybe
$7,500, mediocre, after sluggish $12.-
000 last week. 'Submarine Patrol'
(20th) next
State-Lake (Jones) (2,700; 25-35-

45-55)—'Broadway Musketeers' (WB)
and vaude. Final week for the house,
which shutters to Christmas Day for
B.& K. takeover. Windup'- going to
prime take of $12,500. Xast week
Smashing Rackets' (Col) a winner
here at $12,200.
United Artists (B&K-UA) (1,700;

35-55-65-75)—'Citadel' (MG) (2d
week). Garnered a fat $16,200 last
week for a highly happy figure and
will hold to $10,000, fine, currently.
•Great Waltz' (MG) slated to follow.

Court' (Col). Former pic given big
edge in campaign, but results ore
only fairly good at $6,000. week.
'Great Waltz' (M-G) and 'Flight
Fame* (Col), Satisfactory $6,000.
Lyrie (Olson) (1,900* 25-30-40)

'Around Corner* (20th) And- George^
Olsen's band on stage'. Latter given
top billing over picture, but Temple
film bolstering biz just the same.
Results will be fine at $11,300. Last
week, 'Hard Get' (WB) and Count
Berpi Vici's revue on stage, $9,200,
fair.

DET. H.O^ HOLD

DOWN B O S;m 17G

OLSEN ORCH-^TEMPLE

PACE INDPLS., $11,300

Indianapolis, Nov. 15.

George Olsen's orch, aided sub-
stantially by 'Just Around the Cor-
ner,' is putting " the vaudfilm Lyric
into the lead among the downtown
houses currently, but business gen-
erally is not quite as bright as it

was prior to the recent- election,
'If I Were King' and 'Youth Takes

a Fling,' dual at Indiana, is a bit oft
from' recent weeks but best among
the straight-film bills, while Loew's
Is not far behind with a moderate-
take on 'There Goes My Heart' and
'Juvenile Court.'

Estimates for This Week
ApoUo (Katz-Dolle) (1,100; 25-30-

40)—'Men Wings' (Par). Moved from
Indiana for second week's rtm. Noth-
ing extra at $3,000. Last week, 'Suez'
(20th), in move-over session from
Indiana, finished at $3,100, so-so.

Circle (Katz-Dolle) (2,800; 25-30-
40)—'Thanks Memory' (Par) and
'Illegal Traffic' (Par). Former pic
given all the attention in ads. Take
Just fair at $4,800, Last week, 'Serv-
ice de Luxe' (U) and 'King Alca-
traz! (Par), $4,500, light.
Indiana (KatZrDoUe) (3,100; 25-30-

40)—'If King' (Par) and 'Youth
Fling' (U). Okay $6,800.. Last week,
Men Wings' (Par) started very big
and then tapered off to $7,500, good,
Lotew's (Loew's) (2,400; 25-30-40)

—'My Heart' (UA) and 'Juvenile

Detroit, Nov. 15.

Only one house, Michigan, has en-

tirely new fare, others harboring

holdovers. Result is general stagna-

tion at the boxoffice.

'You Can't Take It with You' plus

stage show, in h.o. at Fox after

hotcha first sesh, continues strong.

'Suez,' coupled with a ne.w flicker,

will coihplete its third downtown
stanza at the Adams to nice profit

Estimates for This Week
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 30-40)—

'Suez' (20th) (2d wk) (2d run) plus
'Lady Objects' (Col). After clipping

off nifly $8,300 last week, coupled
with 'Meet the Girls' (20th), follow-
ing, big sesh at the Fox previous
stanza, ' 'Suez' continues for good
$4,700 currently.
Fox (Indie) '(5,000; 30-40-65)—

'Can't' Take It' (Col) (2d wk) plus
stage show. Will get okay $lff,000

currently after sizzling $32,500.

Michitran (United Detroit) (4,000;
30-40-65)—'Brother Rat' (WB) and
'Young Dr. Kildare' (M-G). Figures
to get about $17,000, good. Last
week, 'Stablemates' (M-G) and
'Carey's Chickens' (RKO), okay-
$9,300.
Palms-State (United Detroit)

(3,000; 30 - 40 - 50) — 'Stablemates*
(M-G) (2d run) plus 'Sons Legion'
(Par). Rooney-Beery opuS moved
here from Michigan; likely to hit

around $5,000^ lair. Last week, 'Men
Wings' (Par) (2d run) and 'You
Born' (WB), good $5,600:
United Artists (United Detroit)

(2,000; 30-40-50) — 'Great Waltz'
(M-G) (2d wk). WiU get only fair

$3,600 following disappointing $7,200
first session.

Town' B« 9G in Mont'I

Despite Ban on Jnres

Montreal, Nov. 15.

•Boys Town,* at Capitol, will easily

top everything In town at very good

$9,000. Hope of lifting ban on

minors under 16 for this film, which

would have jacked up gross to prob-

able $12,000, didn't materialize.

Estimates for This Week
Fala«e (CT) (2,700; 25-45-55)—

'Can't Take It' (Col) (3d wk). Still

getting nice play and should collect

good $5,000 after very good second

week at $7,500.

Capitol (CT) (2,700; 25-45-55)—
'Boys Town' (M-G). Looks like

swell $9,000. Last week, dual of

'Room Service' (RKO) and 'Missing

Guest' (U), fair -$5,000.

Loew'« (CT) (2.800; 25-34-40)—
'Rio Gfande' (Mono) and vaude. Up
a little at $5,500, fair. Last week,
n.s.g, at $5,000 for 'Vacation Love'
(M-G) and vaude.
Princess (CT) (2,300; 25-34-50)—

'Giants' (WB) and 'Accidents Hap-
pen' (WB). Won't see better than
$3,500, so-so. Last week, 'Four's
Crowd' (WB) and 'Torchy Blane"
(WEi), over average $4,500.
Orpheum (Ind) (1,100; 25-40-50)—

'Young Heart' (UA). and 'Touch-
down Army' (Par), dual. Shaping
for excellent $4,500. Last week,
'Youth Fling' (U) and 'Lady Morgue'
(U), poor $1,500,
Cinema de Paris (France-Film)

(600; 25-50)—'Adrienne Lecouvreur'
(2d wk). Should click for good
$1,800 after very nice $2,400 last

St. Denis (France-Film) (2,300; 20-
34)—'Les Nuits Blanches de Peters-
bourg' and 'Une de la Cavalerie,'
dual. Around average, $4,500. Uast
week, 'L'Alibi* and *Ca c'est du
Sport,' so-so, $3,800.

First Rons on Broadway
(Subject to Change)
Week of Nov. 17

Capitol— 'The Citadel' (MG)
(3d wk).
Criterion — 'Illegal Traffic'

(Par).

Globe—'Mr. Wong, Detective'
(Mono) (19).

Musio Hall — '60 Glorious
Years' (RKO).
Paramount—'Arkansas Trav-

eler' (Par) (16).
{Reviewed in VAmnv, Oct. 5)

Blalto—'The Tarnished Angel'
(RKO) (14). .

(Reviewed in Current Issue)

Bivoli—'Little Tough Guys in

Society' (U) (19).
Boxy — 'Submarine Patrol'

(20th).
{Reviewed in VAioBrY, Nov, 2)

Strand— 'Brother Rat* (WB)
(3d wk).

Week of Nov. 24
Astor — 'Pygmalion? (MGM)

(22).

Capitol — 'The Great W«dtz'
(MG).
(Revteweci in Vabimy, W«u. 2)

Criterion — 'Listen Darling'

(MG).
(Reviewed in Variety, Oct. 19)

Globe—^'Crime Takes a Holi-

day' (U) (25),

Music Ball—'Cowboy and the
Lady' (UA).
(Reviewed in Varxry, Nov. 9)

Paramount—^'Arkansas Trav-
eler' (Par) {2d wk).
Bialto—'Exposed' (U) (21).

BivDii—^"Little Tough Guys in

Society* (U) (2d wk).
Boxy— 'Submarine Patrol'

(20th) (2d wk).
Strand — 'Angels witti Dirty

Faces' (WB).
(Reviewed, in Varbxt, Oct. 26)

SIS' VIGOROUS

mm IN BUFF.

Buffalo^. Nov. 15.

Grosses at the Buffalo, Lakes and
Lafayette are in the top drawer
again this session.

'Suez,' at Buffalo, is following last

week's 'banner business closely.

'Sisters' is at the Lakes and the Laf-
ayette, with a routme dual bill, is

registering strong.
Estimates for This Week

Buffalo (Shea) (3,500; 30-35.-55)—

•Suez* (20th). Pace is slightly tmder
that of last stanza, but looks headed
for very good $17,500. Last week.
•Listen Darling' (M-G> and Chick
Webb orch, topnotch $18,500.
Century (Shea) (3,000; 25-35)—

'Garden Moon' (WB)' and 'Girls Pro-
bation' (WB). Moving at fast gait

to around $7,000. Last week, 11Ie»

gal Traffic* (Par) and 'Sons Legion'
(Par), poor, $5,400.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 30-50)—

'Sisters' (WB). Showing genuine
vigor and should reach better than
good $10,000. Last week, 'Men
Wings' (Par) (2nd wk), five days for
this holdover,'only so-so $5,000.
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 25-40)—

'Aroxmd Comer' (20th). Medium $6,-
500. Last week, 'Miss Manton' (RKO)
and 'Meet Girls' (20th), average $6,-
700.
Lafayette (Ind.) (3,300; 25-35)—

'Girls School' (Col) and 'Under Sus-
picion' (Col). Fast going for this;
should reach nice $9,000. Last we^,
'Youth Fling' (U) and 'Missing
Guest' (U), neat $8,000.

Annistice, Anto Show, Grid Crowds

Up B way H.O^;Toui^ Heart' $75j

'Age 43& titadel' 32G, AV 2d Weeks

Armistice Day, football, crowds
over the weekend and the auto
show are contributing to current
firmness' of grosses in most of the
film emporiums on Broadway this
week. Matinees were heavy Friday
(11) with kids out of school that
day; night business also good.
Numerous holdovers are all doing

satisfactorily, but, new pictureSr of
lesser grade, are either poor or just
fair. Worst of the fresh crop iis

'Hard to Get,' another for the Rivoli
that gives the house a headache.
Indications are that the week's bvtsi-.

ness won't be $8,000. 'Vacation From
TiOve' may not go over $5,500 at the
Criterion, also poor, while 'Tar-
nished Angel,' which came into .the
Rialto Monday (14), looks only fair,

possibly over $6,000 on the week.
In ahead, over Armistice Day, 'Mars
Attacks the World,' got ^7,000, pretty
good.
Music Hall's 'Young in Heart,'

Capitol's 'Citadel,' Boxy's 'Certain
Age,' Strand's 'Brother Rat' (with
Al Donahue band and Hugh Her-
bert) and Globe's 'Gangster's Boy'
are all on second weeks and good.

'Rat' and the Donahue band, minus
Herbert who can't remain, will go a-

third week on the strength 'o£ A pace
suggesting $30,000 or over for this,

the second, semester, excellent; Jane
Bryant, co-featured in 'Rat,' replaces
Herbert on the final stanza.,

'Citadel' also sticks a third session.
It is pounding through to a possible
$32,000, big, on the holdover, after
coming close to $45,000 the first

seven days. The other - holdovers
are two-weekers. 'Certain Age' has
stamina suggesting a good $43,000
for the Roxy, while 'Young in Heart*
is firm at the Hall for a probable
$75,000. 'Heart' got $84,000 the first

week, thus isn't - a big business-get-
ter for the M. H. though a satisfac-
tory profit-maker. Second (final)
week for 'Gangster's Boy' at the
Globe will be about $5,800, okay.
The Paramount starts a new show

today, 'Arkansas Traveler' and, on
stage, the Larry Clinton band, Frank
Libuse and Eleanore Whitney. A
personal appearance- last night
(Tues,) of Dorothy Lamour, now
east, who was set for a week at the
theatre but booking called off, aided
the final (3d) round of 'Men With
Wings' and the Mark Warnow band.
Gross was $25,000, after second week
of $35,500 and first of $47,000, sub-
stantial pot on the run.

State is holding Berle on a second
week with a new fihn second run.
'Dr. Kildare,' after the comic and
'You Can't Take It' soared to $35,000
last week. Berle- and 'Elildare'
should be around $30,000, very good,
In addition to the Par show to-

day, new ones due include *60 Glori
ous Years' at Hall tomorrow
(Thurs.), 'Submarine Patrol' at
Roxy Friday (18) and 'Little Tough
Guys in Society' at the Riv Satur-
day (19), Roxy would hold the
Durbin picture (current) a third
week but for a deal Universal made
with RKO on the picture preventing
another lap at the- Roxy.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (1,012; 55-$i:iO-$l,fi5-$2,20)-r

•Antoinette' (M-G) (14th-final week).
Picked up a few extra dollars over
Armistice Day for -gross last week
(13th) or$5,900. Closes this weekend,
to be followed by 'Pygmalion' (M-G)
probably Tuesday (22).
Capitol (4,520; 25-35-55-85-$1.25>—

Rooney-^ry- Reno' Happy $22,000

In Frisco, but Temple light

San Francisco, Nov. 15.

Mickey Rooney and Wallace Beery
in 'Stablemates' are making the turn-

stiles at the Fox turn a merry clip.

Team is plenty hot stuff locally.

'Stablemates' is being double-billed

with Universal's 'Road to Reno.'

Both latter and "The Storjm,' which
is going great at the (>olden Gate,
were sold down the river when the
Orpheum got into a booking jam on
pressure of dates for Universal
product.

Estimates for This Week
Fox (F-WC) (5,000; 35-55-75)—

'Stablemates' (M-G) .-.nd 'Road Reno'
(U). Hope Hampton being played
down in 'Reno.' Her last appear-
ance here in opera was not too suc-
cessful; Big $22,000 in prospect for

the Fox this week. Last week (2nd),
'Men Wings' (Par), so-so $10,000,
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850, 35-55)

—'Storm' (U) and vaude. Cliff Work
brought up four of the cast of
'Storm' for p. a. opening day. Nan
Grey, Barton MacLane^ Frank Jenks
and Tom Brown taking bows. Fine
take of $20,000 can be credited to

I
smart exploitation. Last week 'Miss

Manton' (RKO) and vaude, good
$15,000.
Orpheum (F&M) (2,440; 35-55)—

'Girl's School' (Col) and 'Lady Ob-
jects' (Col). Hal Niedes is selling
'Girl's School' from the sensational
angle. Biz poor at $6,500. Last
week, third of 'Certain Age' (U) and
'Swing Cheer' (U) strong $7,500.
Paramount (F-WC) (2,740; 35-55-

75)—'Suez' (20th) (2d wk). Second
week fair $10,000. First week big
$10,500.

St. Francis (F-WD) (1,470; 35-55-
75 — 'Sisters' (WB) and "Torchy
Man' (WB) (3d wk). 'Sisters' moved
here after two healthy stints at War-
field across the Street. Plenty 'good
at $5,000. Last week (3rd), 'If King'
(Par) and 'Always Trouble* (20th),
fair enough $5,000. .

United Artists (Cohen) (1,200; 35-
55-65)—'My Heart' (UA) (3d wk).
Engagement stretched too long. Final
week will be lucky to get $5,000.
Last week slow $6,300.
/ Warlield (2,680; 35-55-75)—'Around
Corner' (20th) and 'Torchy Man'-
(WB). May get around $12,000, light
for a Temple picture. Last week
(2nd), 'Sisters* (WB) and 'Sharp-
shooters' (20th), good $11,000.

'Citadel' (M-G) (2d week). Very
strong, looking possible $32,000 this
week (2d), after soaring to nearly
$45,000 the first. Holds a third.

Criterion (1,662; 25-40-55)—'Vaca-
tion from Love' (M-G). First Metro
picture for house since Loew's took
50% of it but disappointing, prob-
ably not more than ' $5,500. Last
week, 'Girl's School' (Col), $9,500,
good.
Globe (1,274; 55-40-55)—'Gangster's

Boy' (Mono) (2d-final week). Doing
okay, probably $5,800, after a first,

seven days' take of $7,500, good, 'Mr.
Wong, Detective' (Mono) due Satur-
day (19).
Palace (1,700; 25-35-55)—'Suez'

(20th) and 'Swing. That Cheer' (U),
dualed. This combo looks to about
$9,500/okay. Last week's team, 'Room
Service' (RKO) (2d run), and 'Al-
ways in Trouble' (20th) (1st run),
$7,800. .

Paramount (3,664; 25-35-55-85:99)—
'Arkansas Traveler' (Par) aiid, in
person, Larry Clinton band, Frank
Libuse and Eleanore Whitney, opens
today (Wed.). Third (final) week
of 'Men with Wings' (Par) and Mark
Warnow, Raymond Scott, others,
$25,000, all right,, following weeks of
$35,500 and $47,00Q for very good
profit.

Radio City Mnslc Hall (5,980; 40-
60-84..99-$1.65)—'Young in Heartf"
(UA)*and stage show (2d-final week).
Benefiting from word-of-mouth on
holdover for about $75,000. okay,
after first seven days of $84^000. '60

Glorious Years' (RKO) opens to-

morrow (Thurs.).
BiaKo (750; 25-40-55)—'Tarnished

Angel' (RKO). Started moderately
Monday (14) but may top $6,000 on
week, fair. In ahead, 'Mars Attacks
World' (U), $7,000, o. k.

Bivoli (2,092: 25-40-55-75)—'Hard
to Get' (WB). No dice, under $8,000.
Better product is required here in
view of Tjolicy and price: Last week,
'Man of Tomorrow' (RKO) withered,
under $6,000.
Boxv (5.836; 25-40-55-75)—'Certain

Age' (20th) and- stage show (2d-final
week). Could go thirii but for con-
tractual interference Oh. pace second
week (current) of $43,000, very goo^.
First leg was $56,500. excellent.

Strand (2,767; 25-55-75)—'Brother
Rat' (WB) and Al Donahue. Hugh
Herbert, others (2d week),' Stout b. -

o. show and looks $30,000 or over,
very good, Pirst seven days was
$41,000, second best week done' here
tmder policy. Goes third week with
Herbert, who has to go back to Hol-
lywood, reolaced by Jane Brvant.

State (3,450; 35-55-75)—'Kildare*
(M-G) (2d run) (1st week) and Mil-
ton Berle (2d week). Holdover of
Berle with 'Kildare* brought in
Thursday (10) accounting for com-
bined draught that means around
$30,000, very nice. 'You Can't Take
It' (Col) (2d run) and Berle last
week, $35,000. spiffy.

'WINGS' HIGH $11.50a

AND H.O.S IN DENVER

Denver, Nov. 15.

First-runs for the most part are
doing good business, with only two
houses below average. Films from
three houses are being moved to
other first-runs.

Estimated for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 25-40)—

'Suez' (20th), after a week at the
Denver. Good $4,000 here and moves
to Rialto. Last week, 'Service De
Luxe' (U), good $4,000,

Broadway (Fox) (1,100; 25-40)—
'Stablemates' (M-G) and 'Mr: Doodle*
(RKO), both after 10 days at the
Orpheum. Fair $2,000. Last week,
'Can't Take It* (Col), after a week
at each the Denver and Aladdm,
good enough at $3,000 to rate move
to Rialto for fourth week. ,

Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 25-35-
40)—'Men Wings' (Par). Big $11,500;
will hold. Last week. 'Thanks Mem-
ory' (Par), good $5,300 in six days.

Denver (Fox) (2,525; 25-35-50)—
'Sisters' (WB). Fair $8,000 and
moves to Aladdin. Last week, 'Suez'
(20th), nice- $10,5Dp.

Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 25-35-40)
—'Citadel' (M-G) and 'Listen Darl-
ing' (M-G). Nice $10,000 and moves
to Broadway. Last week, 'Stable-
mates' (M-G) and 'Mr. Doodle'
(RKO), both on last seven days of
10-day run, okay $8,900.
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 25-40)—

'Garden Moon' (FN), and .'Moto'
(20th). Good $4,000, Last week,
'Am Law' (Col) and 'Freshman
Year' (U), good ^4,000.

Bialto (Fox) (878; 25-40)—'Can»t
Take It' (Col), after a week at each
the Denver, Aladdin and Broadway:
and 'Torchy Man' (WB). Nice $2,009.
Last week, 'Straight, Place* (20th).
after a week at the Denver, and
'Flight Fame' (Col), good $2,000.
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Autry-lantoa OK $15,000 as G.O.P.

Coin Helps Qeve.; Ufaltz' Sweet 14G

Cleveland, Nov. 18.

Reoublican money thrown into

ftu?o-parts factories and steel miUs

fust b?£ore election has caused Cleve-

'land oayroUs to spurt up, and jubila-

& is eSoing down,theatrical row.

wolrkers who haven't seen a film

JJore than twice in the last year are

STw spending some of their new coin

at the box-offlces. .

Bos however, still arent pig

enough for November, complain ex-

wbs who are crying for^ colder

welthe™nd lots of it. .^Sun is often

wSrm enough to go without a top-

coat; Threatened snow storms came

onlv one day last week, but turned

fnto dfsappolntingly light ,
rain that

Vent customers home. _ . ,

Palace is cashing in on Gene Autry

In person with 'Mad Miss Manton,'

s»ng a new m Person'-vaude

poiiey, but won't, get very rich on

comTjo. opened very sluggish, but

circus ballyhoo Pushing up trade to

a point where an okay $16,(W0 is in

flight. Without any fleshy State is

closely crowding next-door KK.U
neighbor with its 'Great Walte,

catching sweet $14,000. 'Brother Bat

at Hipp, is marching along briskly.

Estimates for This Week
Allen (RKO) (3,500; 30-35-42-55)—

*Man Remember* (RKO). Great no-

tices but no great marquee strength;

$4,500, normal. Last week, Tive Kmd
(20th). poor $3,200.

Circle (Marmorsteln) (1,900; 15-35)

-.-King Alcatraz' (Par) and Mr.

Doodle' (RKO). Going back to dualed

first-runners, spot's first fall bill has

satisfactory pull, worth $3,500. Last

week. 'Campus Confessions' (Par)

and 'Speed Burn' T20th), ^2,800. fair.

Hipp (Warners) (3,700: 30-35-42^55)

—'Brother Rat' (WB). Got awkward
Wednesday opening, due to holiday

sked shifts, yet caught on inimediate-

ly and building bright $13".000,^"»

eight days. Last week, 'Suez* (20th),

with a hold-over making eleven days

in all, dropped oft at end; $16,000

still fine. ^ ^
Palace (RKO) (30-35-42-55-65) —

•Miss Manton,' with Gene Autry top-

ping vaude unit. So many policy

changes here that natives are a bit

wary of new 'In Person' sign. Autry
show clicking, however, and With
Stanwyck on screen he might do- bet-

ter than okay $15,000. Last week,
'Hard Get' (WB), weak $7,000, il-

lustrating house can't get by on
straight pix.

State (Loew's) (3,450; 30-35-42-55)

^•Grtfat Waltz' (M^G). Smart $14,000.

Last week, 'Citadel' (M-G), was a
tonic at $15,500.
SUllman (Loew's) (1,972; 30-35-42-

65)—'Citadel' (M-G). Shift from
State earning nice $6,000. Last week,
•Men Wings' (Par), on h.o., pleasant
$5,000.

Rooney-Beery Big 9G

In Seattle; XitadeF 7G

1 Seattle, Nov. 15.

Wintery weather has put stop to
outdoor amusements with exception
of football, so the theatres are
profiting. Business continues fairly

good, but not quite up to the surge
that followed introduction of the
new fall season and the movie quiz
contest.
Advertising budgets are being held

down at this time.
Estimates for This Week

Blue Mouse (Hamrick-Evergreen)
(850; 32-37-42)—'Brother Rat' (FN)
and 'Personal Secretary' (U). Move-
over from Orpheum indicate big
$2,800 in six days. Last week, 'Cer-
tain Age' (U) and 'Campus Confes-
sions' (Par), third week, six days,
okay $2,200.
.Coliseum (Hamrick r Evergreen)

(1,900; 21-32)—'Has Nancy' IM-G)
and 'Keep Smiling' (20th). In for
five days, to get back to regular
change date; expect $2,300, okay.
Last week, 'Lucky Star' (20th) and
'Speed Burn' (20th), fair $2,600.
Colonial (Sterling) (800; 10-21)—

'Blonde Cheat' (RKO) and 'Gun
Law' (RKO), split with 'King
Sierras' (GN) and 'G-Men Step In'
(Col). Expect $2,000, fair. Last
week; 'Colorado Trail' (Col) and
'Convicted' (U), split with 'Wives
Suspicion' (U) and 'FPI' (Rep),
$1,800, slow.
Fifth Avenue (Hamrick - Ever-

green) (2,349; 32-37-42)—'Stable-
mates' (M-G) and 'Touchdown,
Army' (Par). Heading for great
$9,000: win h.o. Last week, 'Great
Waltz' (M-G) and 'Vacation Love'
(M-G), $6,900, good.
^
Liberty (J-vH) (1,800; 21-32-42)—

•Can't Take It' (Col) (7th wk). Pac-
ing for expected $4,000, good. . Last
v^eek, same film, $5,500, big.
Music Box (Hamrick-Evergreen)

(850; 32-37-42)—'Great Waltz' (M-G).
Moved from Fifth; Indicates big
$3,400. Last week, 'Men Wings*
(Par), fair $2,300 in second week.
Orpheum (Hamrick - Evergreen)

(2,600; 32-37-42)— 'Citadel' (M-G)
and 'Listen Darling' (M-G). Antici-
pate big $6,800 and will hold. Last
week, 'Brother Hat' (FN) and 'Per-
sonal Secretary' (U), bi« $7,000,
Palomar (Hamrick - Evergreen)

(1,350; 16-37-42)—'Fugitives Night'
(RKO) and 'Shadows Shanghai'
(GN), plus vaude. Vaude main rea-
son for great $6,000. Last week,
•Always Trouble' (20th) and 'Des-
perate Adventure' (jlep), plus vaude,
$4,400, good.
' Paramount (Hamrick-Evergreen)
(3.039; 32-37-42)—'Suez' (20th) (2d
wk). six days. Fair $3,800. Last
week, same film, big $8,300.
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 21-32)—

'Crowd Roars' (M-G) and Texans'
(Par), Expect good $2,400. Last
week, *Am Law*^ (CoD and 'Boy
Meets Girl' (WB), good $2(200.

TED LEWIS UPS

BOB BURNS TO

MCE 19G, D. C
Washington, Nov. 15.

Ted Lewis' band and 'Arkansas

Traveler,' are leading town this

week, with high-hat tragedian of

jazz getting the credit. Same' pic

bowed day and date for three-day

run at Ambassador, swank WB nabe,

and is doing only fair. ^If I Were
King,' at ace Loew's straight pic spot,

and 'Submarine Patrol'-Harriet Hoc-

tof,' at Loew's vaude house, battling,

it out for second honors.
Everybody took drop at end of last

week, due partly to spurt of balmy
sunshine and partly to weak word-of-
mouth on celluloid. Interesting angle
on Keith's 'Frankenstein-Dracula'
combo revival was fact, that it col-

lected enough in first four days to
completly offset nosedive during last

three
Estimates for This Week

Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 25-35-40-66)

—'Submarine Patrol'- (20th) and
vaude. Harriet Hoctor-Gil. Lamb
heading show, with pic getting nice
reviews,' but lack of marquee draw
will keep Week to so-so $17,000. Last
week, 'Around Corner' (20th) and
Bowes* ams, slid to disappointing
$17,500.
Columbia (Loew) (1,243; 25-40)—

'Stablemates' (M-G) (2d run). Back
on main stem' after good week at

Capitol and should see solid $5,000.

Last week, 'Hot Handle' (M-G) (2d

run), same.figure.
Earle (WB) (2,216; 25-35-40-68)—

•Arkansas Traveler' (Par) and Ted
Lewis' orch. Latter gets the credit
for most of nice $19,000. Last, week.

critical attention and some mild in-
terest to $4,500. Last week, 'Suez'
(20th), completed second session to
$3,300 after mild initial go to $4,G00.
Stanley (WB) (3,250; 15-25-35-40-

55)—'Men Wings' (Par). Strong
jiive interest and indicates big $14,-
000. Last week, second of 'Brother
Rat' (WB), added $7,600 to initial
mark of $14,500.

KEMP-

Last week, 'Frankenstein' (U). and
'Dracula' (U) slipped last three days,
but wound Up with big' $12,000.
Met (WB) (1,600; .25-40)—'Brother

Rat' (WB) (2d run). Back downtown
after big stay at Earle and shooting
at big $6,500. Last week, 'Touch-
down Army' (Par)^ oke $4,500.

Palace (Loew) (2,242; '35-55)—'If
King' (Par). Leading straight pic
spots with average $16,500. Last week,
'Suez' (20th) (2d wk), good $9,000.

Balto Has Oby B.O.;

Heidt and 'Annabel'

Very Nice at $16,000

Baltimore, Nov. 15.

Good, going here in spite of con-
tinued unseasonably mild weather.
Hipp, with Horace Heidt on stage
coupled to 'Annabel Takes a Tour,'

^ striding along at head of parade
in good style after chalking, up a
socko weekend gross.

Close fight for second niche be-
tween 'There Goes My Heart' and
'Men with Wings,' with former get-

ting the more consistent play.
Estimate's for This Week

Century (L<J€w's (UA) (3,000; 15-

25-35-40-55)—'My Heart' (UA). Get-
ting a steady play to $14,500. Day-
time trade helping. Last ' week,
.'Gre£ , Waltz' (M-G), fairish $10,200,
Weekly musical stage flash headed
by D'Artega pleasing added feature,
but no added b.o.

Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,205;
15-25-35-40-55-66)—'Annabel' (RKO )

plus Horace Heidt's orch. Plenty of
support from Heidt chalking up
strong $16,000 after extra shows over
weekend. Last week, 'Service De
Luxe' (U) and vaude headed by Bill

Robinson, fair $10,900.
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,460; 15-

25-35-40-55) — 'Dracula' (U) and
•Frankenstein' (U) (2d wk). Hold-
ing fairly well and stretching to

spot Thanksgiving opening for 'If I

Were King' (Par), slated to follow.

Will chalk up fair $6,000 after a
surprisingly strong opener to $12,000.

New (Mechanic) (1,558; 15-25-35-
55)—'Submarine Patrol* (20th). Good

Kansas Cityj Nov. 15.

Vaude at the Tower heads the list

of attractions this week, with, a gross

in the top bracket for the first time

in couple of months. Hal Kemp's
orch comprises most of the show,
and Is repeating the previous suc-

cesses of name bands here. 'Road-

Demon,*' the screen fare, is strictly a
programmer.

In the line of straight films, 'There

Goes My Heart,' at Midland, is show-
ing substantial, though not imusual,
returns. Shirley Temple, playing
day and date in the Esquire and Up-
town, is holding her own satisfac-
torily.

"

Rain, followed by snow, over
week-end cut into grosses, but
Weather resumed its mildness
quickly.

Estimates for This Week
Esquire and Uptown (Fox Mid-

west) (820, 1,200; 10-25-40)—'Around
Corner' (20th). Day and date in both
houses with Wed. opening. Returns
netting combined total of $8,000 in
seven days, good. Last week was cut
to five days for 'Sues' (20th) in sec-
ond ' week. Combined $4,800 fair
enough for holdover.
Midland (Loew's (3,573; 10-25-40)

—'My Heart' (UA) and 'Little Ad^
venturess' (Col). March-Bruce names
responsible for biz here. Week's total
headed toward $11,000, improvement
over past several weeks. Last week
'Great Waltz' (M-G) and 'Crime Hol-
iday' (Col), $7,500, poorest here in
some time.
Newman (Paramount) (1,900; 10-

25-40)—'King' (Par) (2d wk). Hold-
ing acceptable pace; $6,000, good.
Last week $10,000, tops here.
Orpheum (RKO) (1,500; 10-25-40)

—'Gangster's Boy' (Mono). Cooper
name revealing some unexpected
strength, and bill pleasing at $5,500.
Last week 'Bride Frankenstein' (U)
and 'Daughter Dracula' (U), reis-
sues, okay $5,000.
. Tawer (Fox-Midwest) (2,050; 10-
25-35-55).—'Road. Demon? (20th) and
Hal Kemp's orch on Stage. Recep-
tion for this combo strong and
credited to flesh; $15,000 in sight,
best in sieveral weeks. Last week,
'Road Reno' (U) and Gypsy Rose
Lee unit, nice $12,500.

Grid Mob Helps Lincoln

B.O.S; *Rat' Good $3,600

Lincoln, Nov. 14.

Week end found town mobbed by
football fans. Who turned out for the
Nebraska-Pittsburgh grid game, and
all fllms started well, emphasis be-
ing on 'Brother Rat,' at Varsity, and
'Men with Wings,' at Stuart.

Biz tone is better than it has been
for a couple of weeks. Orpheum is

still hitch-hiking; supposed td have
closed (9), but still booking films.

Vaude is promised for Jan. 1, when
and if the Orph is Improved. How-
ard Federer signed Roy Rodgers,
Republic's cowboy star, for. a one-
day appearance (20) at the Colonial,
which is the only flesh try so far.

Estimates for This Week
Colonial (NTI-Noble-Monroe) (750;

10-15)—'Songs and Bullets' (Spec),
and 'Leathernecks' (Rep), split with
'Arizona' (Col) and 'Fury Below'
(Cap). Looks okay, $1,000. Last
week, 'Married Spy' (GN) and 'Dur-
ango Raiders' (Rep), split with 'Juv
Court' (Col) and 'Colorado Trail'
(Col), all right, $900.
Kiva (NTI-Noble) (440; 10-25-35)

—'Am Law' (Col) and 'Man Who
Could Work Miracles' (GB). Bally
on Mars angle, but slow $700. Last
week, 'Hoosier Schoolboy' (Mono)
added to h.o. of 'Garden Moon'
(WB), n.g. $800.
Liberty (LTC-Cooper) (1,200; 10-

15)—'Torchy Gets Man' (WB) and
'Hitting High' (RKO), split with
'From City' (RKO) and 'Condemned
Women' (RKO). Good $1,000. Last
week, 'Blonde Cheat' (RKO) and
'Raw Timber' (Cres), split with
'Mysterious Rider' (Par) and 'Num-
bered Woman' (Mono), okay $900.

'

Lincoln (LTC-Cooper) (1,600; 10-
25-35)—'Woman Against Woman'
and 'Nancy' (M-Cr). Nice $3,400.

Last week, 'Arkansas' (Par) and
'Touchdown' (Par), very nice $3,200.

Orpheum (LTC-Cooper) (1,350; 10-
15-20-25)—'Mars Attacks* (U) and
'King Alcatraz' (Par), split. Fair
$900. Last week, 'Vacation Love'
(M-G), split with 'Smashing Rackets'
(RKO), fair $900.
Stuart (LTC-Cooper) (1,900; 10-23-

Philly Biz Blah DespiteMys;W
Glides, 'Gladiator -Dorsey 20^G

40)—'Men Wings' (Par)i Is taking
most money; fancy $4,000. Last
week, 'Stablemates' (M-G), became
surprisingly weak after opening
surge; got $3,900, still okay.
Varsity (NTI-Noble) (1,100; 10-25-

35)—'Brother Rat' (WB). This is

first blood for house in a couple of
weeks and good dough at $3,600. Ap-
pears to- be first earned h.o. since
'Daughters.' Last week, 'Am Law'
(Col) so-so $1,400, but was taken to
Kiva.

Boston, Nov. 15.

'Stablemates' on a double bill is

packing 'em in at Loew's State and
Orpheum, taking top money. 'Suez,'

at Met, and 'Mad Miss Manton,' at

Keith's, are running close fbr second

'Brother Rat' and 'Five of Kind,'
dualled, won a holdover at the Par
and Fenway.

Estimates for This Week
Fenway (M&P) (1,332; 25-35-40-55)

—'Brother Rat' (WB) and 'Five
kind' (20) (2d wk). Aiming at good
$7,000. First week very good $1(2,500.

Keith Memorial (RKO) (2,007; 25-
35-40-55)—'Miss Manton' (RKO) and
'Man Remember' (RKO). Good
combo drawing nifty ^17,000. Last
week 'Service deLuxe' (U) and
'Storm' (U), $12i000, so-so.
Metropolitan (M&P) (4,367; 25-35-

40-55)—'Suez' (20th) and 'Torchy
Man' (WB). Launched with smash
studio newspaper campaign; aiming
at good $18,500. Last week, •Men
Wings' (Par) and 'Road Demon'
(20th), (2d wk), $13,000, okay.

. Orpheum (Loew) <2,900; 25<'35-40-
55)—'Stablemates' (M-G) and 'Listen
Darling' (M-G). Smashing to $20,-
000. Last week 'Can't Take It' (Col)
and 'Vacation Love' (MG) (2d wk),
good $14,000.
Paramount (;WI&P) (1,797; 25-35-

40-55)—'Brother Rat' (WB) and
'Five Kind' (20th) (2d wk). Headed
toward okay $8,500. Last week very
good $12,500. ..

SooUay (M&P) (2,538; 25-35-40-50)
•Men Wings' (Par) (2d run) and
•Higgins Family' (Rep) (1st . run).
Good $7,000. Last week 'If King'
(Par) and 'Moto' (20th), fair $5,800.
State (Loew) (3,600; 25-35-40-55)—

'Stablemates' (M-G) and 'Listen
Darling* (M-G). Sweeping in nifty
$16,500. Last week 'Can't Tak6 It'

(Col) and 'Vacation Love' (M-G)
(2d wk), dandy $11,500.

Hen with Wings' Not

So Fancy $10,000 In

General NSG Cmcy

Cincinnati, Nov. 15.

It's one of those weeks for major
pic parlors, b.o. figures by and large

being on the negative side.
Pacer is 'There Goes My Heart,'

an okay thumper for the Albee. Pal-
ace take on 'Men with Wings' is n.g.

and Keith's is dipping to a season'?
low with 'Service ide Luxe.' For the
other stands fair returns are the
rule on so-so product.
This is final' week for the Shubert

on straight pix; house goes into
vaudfilms for balance of season.

Estimates for thU Week
Albee (RKO) (3,300; 35-42)— 'My

Heart' (UA). Good $13,500. Same
last week with 'Suez' (20th).
Capitol (RKO) (2,000; ^-42) —

'Great Waltz' (M-G) (2d run). Okay
$5,500. Last week. 'Citadel' (M-G)
(2d run), poor $3,500.
Family (RKO) (1,000; 15-25) —

'Renegade Ranger' (RKO), 'Night
Hawk' (Rep), 'Mystery Rider' (Par),
singly. Average $2,100. Ditto last
week on 'Crime Over London' (G-B),
'Old Mexico' (Par), 'Vampire Bar
(Maj), separate.
Grand (RKO) (1,200; 25-40) —

'Stablemates' (M-G) (3d run) (2d
wk). Nice $2,700. Last week, big
$4,000.
Keith's (Libson) (1.500; 35-42) —

'Service de Luxe' (U). Brutal $2,500.
Last week, 'Five Kind' (20th), fair

$4,500.
Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 35-42)—'Suez'

(20th) (2d run). Fairly good $4,000.
Last week, 'Arkansas Traveler' (Par)
(2d run), slow $3,500.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 35-42)—'Men

Wings' (Par). .Disappointing $10,000.
Last week; 'Great Waltz' (M-G), sur-
prisingly good $13,000.
Shubert (RKO) (2,150- 35-42) ^

'Drums' (UA) (2d wk). Fair $4,500.
Last week (Isf), excellent $8,000.

Philadelphia, Nov. 15.

Despite a well-ballyhooed lineup
of pix in the de luxers this se£^
Philly grosses aren't much to get ex-
cited about anywhere. Things are
I>retty spotty within a small range,,
and even the most heavily-touted
films «re scarcely showing signs of
having merited the.heavy bally cam-
paigns expended oh them. Two h.
o.'s also are holding down the ag-
gregate gross.
Most talked up flick to reach

Philly recently, 'The Great Waltz,*
at the Boyd, is doing $17,000. That's
fairly solid, but far from sensational
considering. Pretty certain, however*
of another lap around. Dowiitight
disappointing, on the other hand, is
'Men with Wings,' at the Stanley,
which likewise had the flacks work-,
ing- overtime. If'S being pulled to-
day with only $6,600 piled' up for
five days of second week. Opening
week was mediocre at $15,200. Vaud*
fllm Earle again has top gross, with
'Gladiator' on screen and Jimmy
Dorsey and Andrews Sister$ flesh-
ing. Getting $20^500^ only sa-^ as a
figure, but profitable considering the
nut.

Estimates for This Week
Aldlne (WB) (1,303; 42-57-68-75)—

'Young Heiart' (UA). Nice' notices
from tha crix sending this to* fair
$12,500. Last w^ek, 'Man Remember'
(RKO), despite excellent reviews,
failed to click on ; belated '^xploita^
tion drive and ended- below par at
$11,100.
Boyd (WB) (2,350; 87-57-68-75)^

'Great Waltz' (M-G). Preceded by
flurry of 24-sheets and a contest:
$17,000, good, but not exciting. Last
week, ^'Citadel' (M-G) given only six
days, of Second session in order to
get hoiise back on Wednesday open-
fng policy,- N. s. h, $^800.
Earle (WB) (2.758; 25-a7-42-57'68>

—'Gladiator' (Col) and Jimmy Dor-
sey's orch and Andrews Sisters. Far
from terrific, but profitable at $20,500.
Last week, 'Broadway Musketeer^
(WB) with Horace Heidt imlt on the
boards, also weak at $21,500.
Fox (WB) (2,423; 37-57-68-75)—

'Brother Rat' (WB) (2d Week). Satis*,

factory at better than $12,000 for h.
o., after clicking nifty $18,700' in
opening week. Presence of the legit
offering here at same time believed
stimulating.
Karlton (WB) (1,08B; 37-42-57-68)

—'Citadel' (M-G) (2d run). Very
nice here at $4,500, especially con«
sid^ring that flick has already hadt
two weeks at the Boyd. Last week,
'Can't Take 'It' (Col) (2d week-2i
run), swell $5;800.

Keith's (WB) (1,870; 37-42-57-68)
—'Suez' (20th) (2d run). Repeating
at less than $5,000 the mediocre per-
formance It gave in nine days at the
Stanley. Last week, 'My Heart' (UA)
(2d run), so-so $4,000.
Stanley (WB) (2.916; 37-57-68-75)

—'Men Wings' (Par) (2d week); Be-
ing pulled out today after five days
of second session, trailing to. react
at $6,600 for this tum. Last week hife

little better than $15,000, hardly en-
titling it to another lap except for
shortage of film.
Stanton (WB) (1.457: 26-42-57>—

'Girls' School' (Col). Handed very
nice pats on ihA back by the news-
paper ganderers, but showing no re-
sult9 of this hypo at below par $4,500.
Last week, 'Dark Aapture' (U), un-
der stimtdus of spicy newspaper
campaign, satisfactory $5,500.

CINGY EXHIBS DONT
OPPOSE UNDER-16

Cincinnati, Nov. 15.

No opposition is being made by
exhibitors against a proposed ordi-
nance to regulate the admittance of
children less than 16 years to films;
Proposed ordinance \^as introduced
in city coutlcil last week by Charles
P. Taft and sent to the law com-
mittee.

It would require theattes to ob-
tain an annual license costing $2.
Theatre managers - would be pro*
hibited from permitting juves to en-
ter theatres during school, hours and
not later than eight o'clock On eve-
nings prior to school days. Licenses
would be issued by the city treasurer
with consent of the ci\y manager,
who might revoke the licenses after
a hearing.
Ordinance Is understood to bft

aimed at Negio theatres to over-
come complaints from teachers that
some colored pupils have been neg-
lecting school and attending pie
parlors.

SCHDIES' 20TH ANNI FEED
J. Myer Schine and Louis M.

Schine, founders of the Schine up-*
state New York theatre circuit, Will
be testimonlal-dinnered at, th? Hotel
Ten Eyck, Albany, Dec. 19^,

Occasion marks completion of 20
years In the picture business.
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LONDON CASINO

INVOLUNTARY

UQDIDATION

London, Nov. 15,

Simultaneously with calling to-

gether the creditors of the liOndon

Casino, this cabaret-theatre today

(Tuesday) went into voluntary liq-

uidation. Cork & Co., chartered ac-

countants, appointed liquidators, but

the current Clifford C. Fischer re-

vue will run until the end of the

year.

A deficiency of $255,000 is listed,

Including a $60,000 entertainment tax

due the authorities. The assets com-
prise a negligible cash amount; stores

and wines worth $15,000, - plus the

sales value of the current produc-

tion, which is placed at $20,000.

Preferential claims total $30,000.

The $60,000 owed the government
for amusement taxes stems from the

test case involving the question

whether the London Casino, being a

cabaret-theatre, falls under the thea-

tre or the cafe tax. Government
'wanted a percentage on the entire

check, while the Casino contended

—

and was subsequently sustained

—

that, at the most, only a portion of

the check falls within the theatre

category, considering that the rest

of it covers food and liquors.

Producer Fischer has set back his

new show for the Casino until, after

New Year's. He's al50 deferring his

return to New York, where he left

Mrs. Fischer right Sifter the premiere
of the new reviie .at the International

Casino, on Broadway, several -weeks

ago, figuring on only a- fortnight or

so on this side.

Pierre Sandrini and Jacques
Charles, who unsuccessfully nego-
tiated for the Leicester Square thea-

tre, with a view to converting it into

a cabaret-theatre, a. la the London
Casino, are not coming into . the. lat-

ter spot. It's been rumored they
were after it. Fischer has a piece of

the L.C., along with managing direc-

tor Marius Poulsen, Major Bell, £d-
-ward A. Stone 9nd others.

Fischer amortizes his reyues be-
tween the London and the Interna-
tional (N. Y.) Casinos. Incidentally,

Sandrini and Charles preceded
Fischer into the Broadw'ay niteryi

ROWLAND MAY WIND UP

SERIES IN MEXICO CIH

Bill Rowland and his associates

may complete their program of six.

Latin-American features in Mexico
City. Rowland and Ralph Peer,

liead of Southern Music. Cd., which
handles ,Latin-American music, ai^e

upw in Mexico studying film-making
possibilities.

Rowland made 'Say That You
Love Me' at Eastern Service's As-
toria studio, film coming in barely
within the .budget. It is the first of

six that Rowland is committed to

make for RKO release in the Latin-
American market.

Prelim estimates are that th^ ad-
vantages in turning out a more topi-

cal production at a Smaller cost.may
prompt Rowland to try at least One
in a Mexico City studio. RKO has
no stipulations as to where they must
be produced.

London Play in Quick

Fold; Gwenn Signed
London, Nov. 15,

'So English* opened at the Royalty
last Tuesday (8).

A flop, play was described by one
daily here as being the worst entry
of the year. Folded Saturday (12).

'She Too Was Young' folds at the
New Dec. 3, when it will have com-
pleted 130 performances, Edmund
Gwenn, star of the show, goes into

'Worth a Million,' by Vernon Syl-
vane, which will be done at the
SaviUe first week in January, after

two weeks in the sticks.

Show is being sponoored by
O'Bryen, Linnet & Dunfee in con-
junction with Saville management.

'ALEX' OPENS STRONG

IN SLOW SYDNEY

Sydney, Oct. 28.

Biz still slow. Bunch of new ones
may find shoppers in a buying mood.
'Alexander' (20th) premiered strong-
ly and should pull. 'Druins' ,(UA)
hits plenty. .'Snow Wliite' (RKO)
folded after 21 big weeks, 'Algiers'

(UA) following. 'Dad and Dave'
(BEF) and 'Robin Hood' (WB) were
being held over.

'jj'our Daughters' (WB) may get
by with the femmes. 'Toy Wife'
(M-G) aliso ' is bidding for femme
trade, as does 'Always Goodbye'
(20th) and 'Shopworn Angel' (M-G),
'Three Loves Has Nancy' (M-G)
should find many payees. Britishers
in for b.o. bid include, outside of
'Drums,' 'Strange Boarders' (G-B)
and 'Command Performance.'

Melboarne Qlkes
Melbourne, Oct. 28.

With the commencement of big
racing carnival, trade should rise.

Currently biz- is holding nicely with
solid lineup. 'Mad About Music'
(U) having no difficulty, and 'Snow
White' (RKO) continues big pulL

'Tropic Holiday' (Par) folds after
fair trade. 'Girl of Golden West'
(M-G) set for stay and 'Hurricane'
(UA) okay. 'Going to Be Rich'
(20th) hitting solidly and remaining
but 'Dinner at Rit2' (G-B) quit after
three Weeks. 'Of Human Hearts'
(M'-G) can't hope for much.

Britisil Uon, Republic

S^n Distrib Accord

Five-year franchise deal for dis-

tribution of Republic Pictures' prod
Udt in Great Britain has been Signa'

tured by British Lion Film Corp.,

according to Sam W. Smith, manag-
ing director of BLF, who said the
latter planned production on eight

or iO features in England for distri-

bution in America via Republic.

Smith sailed for England Satur-

day (12).

Smith had been conferring three

weeks in New York with Herbert J.

Yates and Morris Goodman, vice
presiclent of Republic.

G.U.T., SYDNEY DAJLY FEUD
Sydney, Nov. 3.

Greater Union Theatres is at ad-

vertising Oiits with the Sunday Sun,

execs claiming they did not like the

way the daily's film critic treated

product spotted , into the circuit's

bouses.

See Trade Up in N. Z.
Auckland, N. Z., Oct. 28.

Now that election is over, with a
victory 'to labor, trade should build
high throughout Auckland, Welling-
ton, Christchurch and Dunedin. Cur-
rent Yankee lineup includes 'Stand«
In' (UA), 'Yellow Jack' (M-G),
'Going to B6 Rich' (20th), 'Man-
proof (M-G), 'Cocoanut Grove*
(Par), 'Varsity Show' (WB), 'Mad
About Music' (U), 'Firefly' (M-G).

Johnson, Mickey

Orchs in Deal For

B. A.-U. S. Switch

Buenos Aires, Nov. 8.

Preliminary negotiations were

held between Johnny Johnson and

Harold Mickey during the former's

visit to Buenos Aires, regarding a

mutual exchange of their orches-

tras. Plan would result in Johnson
coming to Argentina late in the

spring on a radio and night club con-

tract and Mickey would go to New
York for the World's Fair.

This exchange is necessary in or-

der to avoid difficulties with the lo-

cal musicians' union, whose statutes

prohibit the appearance of any for-

eign orchestra which comes to the

country without a definite contract.

Only exceptions in the last months
were made in the case of the Hun-
garian orchestra of IIja Livshakov,
which was contracted by the Munici-
pality of Buenos Aires for its own^
radio station, Radio Municipal (LSI),
and for Harry Roy's oc^hestra,

which came from England to ful-

fill a radio contract with Radio Bel-
grano (LR3) and had to leave within
a limited time.

Mickey has a two-hour per week
contract with Radio Excelsior (LR5),
and is playing at the Odeon Bar,
B. A. He's been in that spot since

the opening, about seven months
ago. *

NO SOLO RKO DEAL

IN FTALY-REISMAN

Phil Reisman, RKO foreign head,
arrived from Europe last week after

a three months' tour of the Conti-
nent. He denied that he had made
any individual pact with the Italian

Government for RKO Export Corp.
to continue doing business in Italy,

but beyond this refused to discuss
the situation in that country until
after further conferences with RKO
executives.
Reisman did not make any changes

in the European sales organization.

EFFECT OF FRANCES DROP

Duncan Sisters Befnse Jobs Due to
Ex<;lianee Fall

7 Film Cos, Named
(Continued from page 3)

being a particularly important item
in question. In referring to 'exclu-

sion of unaffiliated exhibitors from
flrst-run exhibition" the bill states:

'The State-Lake and Woods, now
operated entirely by unaffiliated ex-
hibitors, have been systematically

excluded from first-run exhibition,

and unaffiliated who have sought to

lease the Oriental for first-run ex-'

hibition have been systematically
excluded from that privilege.'

Oriental has been now leased to
Jones, Linick & Schaefer, which will
open- house on vaudflim policy on
Friday (18), using *A' and 'B' week
pictures.

Clearanoe Charges
Bill insists that clearance agree-

ments that would keep first-runs

out of the Woods, . Oriental and
State-Lake are arbitrary and un-
reasonable in that such agreements
'ignore the normal competitive ad-
vantages possessed by the Oriental,

State-Lake and Woods over .certain

theatres operated by the defendant
exhibitors granted first-run protec-
tion by said agreements.'

Bill then points out that Oriental
is " able to produce for the distrib-

utors more revenue from flrst-run

pictures than the United Artists,

Roosevelt, Apollo and Garrick, and
a3 much as the Palace. That the
State-Lake can produce as much
revenue as the United Artists and
Roosevelt, and more than Apollo
and Garrick. And finally, that the
Woods would be able to produce at

least as much as the Gstrrick.

Much is made in the bill of the
recent difficulty between Balaban &
Katz and the Oriental theatre own-
ers, with the bill charging that B&K
worked undue and unreasonable
hardship on the Oriental theatre.
This Government suit here is

Robeson Clicks Big

London, Nov. 15.

'Comedy Harmonists,' with Euro-
pe£m radio and recording reputation,

were well received at the Coliseum.
Paul Robeson, making his first

vaudeville appearance here in years,

created a new box office record
opening day at the State, Kilburn.
He's getting $3^000 weekly and hit-

ting a terrific pace,

Art EeUy to Visit

Aussie After Far East
Sydney, Oct. 28.

Arthur Kelly, United Artist for-

eign chief, is scheduled to visit New
South Wales and other Australian
key states, besides New Zealand,
early next year after a jaunt through
the far East

It is hinted here that Kelly may
huddle with Stuart F. Doyle on the
latter's pet scheme of crashing into

South African territory. However,
bulk of time will be spent by Kelly
in going over UA matters in Aussie
territory.

20th Signs iLedesma,

Del Garril for HVood
Buenos Aires, Nov. 8.

Amanda Ledesma and Hugo del
Carril, two of Argentina's foremost
radio and screen stars, have been
signed by 20th Century-Fox, and
will leave Buenos Aires for Holly-
wood early next year. 3oth will be
costarred in two of the four. Span-
ish-speaking, pictures which are on
the production list of 20th-Fox for

release next season.

Miss Ledesma's contract is said to

run over four months, for $800 week-
ly, with options.

Paris, No. 7.

Indication of how the exchange has
affected the engagement of foreign
artists in this country has been
markedly demonstrated by the Dim-
can Sisters.

Here to make recordings for
Columbia in French and German,
Vivian and Rosetta Duncan thought
they would like to play on a French
stage as they have never played here
before. They got offers, but the pay
offered was so far below what the
two had been getting in England
that they didn't accept. Even an
offer to double in a music hall and
cafe could not interest them suffi-
ciently.

Current London Plays
(With Dates When Opened)

'French Without Tears,' Criterion—
Nov, 6, '36.

'Robert's Wife * Globe—Nov. 23, '37.
•Me and My Girl,' Victoria Palace

—Dec. 16, '37-

'Nine Sharp,' Little—Jan. 26, '38.
Wild Oats,^ Princess—April 13, '38.
'Banana Ridge/ Strand—April 27,

38.

'Glorious Morning.' Whitehall-
May 26, '38.

'Spring Meeting,' Ambassador-
May 31, '38.

•Lot's Wife,' Savoy—June 10.
^^'She Too Was Young,' New—Aug.
.'The Fleet's Lit Up,' Hippodrome—

Aug. 17.
'George and Margaret,' Piccadilly

—Aug. 30.
'Running Riot,' Gaiety—Aug. 31.
Plashmg Stream,' Lyric—Sept. 1.
'Room for Two,' Comedy—Sept. 6,
'Dear Octopus,' Queens—Sept. 14.
'The Corn Is Green,' Duchess-

Sept. 20.

'Goodbye, Mr. Chips,' Shaftesbury
~~Sept, 23.
'The White Guard,' Phoenix—Oct. 6.
'Bobby Get Your Gun,' Adelphia—

Oct. 7.

'When We Are Married.' St. Mar"^
tm's—Oct. 11.
'A Party for Christmas,' Haymar-

ket—Oct. 11, .

'Private History,' Gate—Oct, 12.
'Quiet Weddmg,' Wynham's—Oct.

14.
• 'Idiot's DeUght,' His Majesty's—
Oct. 24.
'They Fly by Twilight,' Aldwych—

Oct, 27.

'Elisabeth of Austria,* Garrick-
Nov. 3.

ADELPHI, LONDON,

GOING VAUDEVILLE

London, Nov. 15.

Negotiations are proceeding be-
tween Isidore Ostrer and Associated
Theatre Properties to lease the Adel-
phi, 1,800-seater in the Strand, for
vaudeville. House will be operated
by George Black and boolced by Val
Pamell for General Theatres, which
General Theatres has been anx-

ious to establish straight vaudeville
house in the West End, and keep the
Paliadiuni for permanent 'Crazy
Shows.' "This is especially true now
that StoU is running vaudeville at
the Coliseum.

Poles Spend $65,000 For

U. S. 16MM Projectors
Washington, Nov. 15.

Polish order for 200 American-
made 16mm. sound film projectors,
together with gasoline-electric gen-
erators, revealed in a report from
the American commercial. attache at
Warsaw to the U. S. Department of
Commerce. Purchase will be made
by the government institution PTA
(Polish Telegraph Agency) which is
the official news, newsreel and in-
formation agency of the country.
Value of projects is estimated at
$65,000 with delivery to be made in
lots of 25-50.

Attache's report disclosed that the
American sound machines were sold
in competition with projector manu-
facturers, in Germany. They will be
used for government purposes with
some resold on long-term' payments
to small communities for visual edu-
cation in agriculture and livestock
raising, and to labor and training
schools for instruction and entertain-
ment.

Cammack's Itinerary
Buenos Aires, Nov. 15.

Ben Y. Cammack, of RKO's for-
eign department, left for Brazil
after a stay of several weeks in
Buenos Aires. Shortly after his ar-
rival he will leave Rio de Janeiro
for South Africa, and then proceed
to Batavia, Singapore and the Far
East.

Cammack will return to the U. S.
via Europe and plans to arrive in
New York early next April.

PAPA GUIZAR
Hollywood, Nov. 15.

•Papa Soltero,' starring Tito
Guizar, is the next Spanish plctute
to be produced by Dario Faralla for
Paramount.

Starting date is Nov. 28.

completely unrelated to the present
Allied Independent exhibitors suit
against practically the same list of
defendants charging restraint of
trade and uni'easohable scheduling
of pictures to the detriment of the
imaffmated theatre. The Allied ac-
tion is not a criminal suit, with the
indie exhibitors seeking no retribu-
tion against the defendant com-
panies, but solely a revision' in the
present clearance and zoning sys-
tem which, they claim, is giving the
affiliated .theatres an unfair and un-
reasonable advantage.
Case also is apart from the na-

tional federal suit involving nation-
wide theatre and film companies.

Momand Sult'Extended

Oklahoma City, Nov. 15.

Hearing on A. B, Momand $4,500,-

000 antitrust charges against a flock

of producers, distributors and ex-
hibitors continued before Federal
Judge A. P. Murrah who granted 20
days time In which Momand attor-
nys are to amend petition, to con-
form with orders of Judge Vaught
in the previous . Momand cases.

Granted defendants 20 days there-
after in which to prepare and plead
their case.

United Front

(Continued from page 3)

shbul be revised by Congress so that

they can be made wor'kable.

Apparentiy Arnold and other Fed-
eral representatives are not con-

vinced that the laws are good for

all parties concerned, or that they
can be enforced to accomplish the

purpose designed. But, he plans

seemingly to enfotce them to the

hilt and possibly make it so tough
for business that the present anti-

trust statutes will be repealed and
new ones placed in their stead. In
this the situation would not be un-
like that of prohibition when the

enforcement was made so tough on
an unpopular law that it was re-

pealed. Only, of course, that new
anti-trust statutes would be voted
for the old ones.

Basic difficulty today is that busi-

ness men claim that it is almost im-
possible to tell if business transac-

tions are 'in violation of the anti-

trust law or not. They contend that

the laws are not explicit.

The film business also has been
irked by the fact that exhibitor:^

with a grievance about clearance,

product, etc., have too often resorted
to filing a lawsuit under the anti-

trust stipulation. Of course, th»
complainant must prove that the
anti-trust law was violated, but if

he is able to do this, he always
stands a chance of collecting three
times what he asks for in original

papers. Anti-trUst law violation

puts the picture company on the
spot in facing punishment via puni-
tive . damages, a fine, jail sentence
and injunction, oT possibly two or
more of these . punishments.

Lean Years

(Continued from page 1

)

over a period, of years will be taken
up by Frank Glllmore, president of

the Associated Actors and Artistes

of America, parent union of all per-

formers in show business. Author-
ization for the action was voted at

last week's meeting of the Four A'f

board in New York.
Gillmore's first step in carrying

out the plan will be to consult Sena-
tor Robert P. Wagner, of New York,
who is said to have expressed an
interest in the question and sym-
pathy for the actor's point of view.

If Wagner proves receptive, he will

be asked to introduce a measure in

the Senate, while some Congress-
man will be urged to father a com-
panion bill in the House. Gillmore.
who has appeared frequently before
various Congressional committees,
might head a delegation of legit,

film, opera, concert and radio stars

to push tiieir case in committee
hearings.

Mex's 863 Cinemas; 370 Open

Mexico City, Nov. 15.

Government statistics report that

of the 863 cinemas in Mexico, 370

are In regular operation
Most of the working houses are

in this city» Yucatan and Vera Cruz.
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OA Exec Reports Big South kmkm
Kz for n. Flms; Action Preferred

Walter Gould, manager of distribu-

tion in South and Latin America for
United Artists, returned- last wedk
from a three months' business tour
In his territory.

Sales, executive reports that

American picture companies are

loolcihg more and more to the Latin
American trade to offset setback in
other foreign teaeipts, and states

there has been a noticeable- increase
jn business' there fdr all the Ain^i'
can companies. In some coun&ie^
there has been as much as a 90% in-

crease. This is in the face of the fact

that presentrday pictiures are not as
adaptable. <ot as easily marketed in

South and Latin America, as was the
base in the days of silent pictures.

Gould reports thai picture compe-
tition from Germany has not affected

American film business so far, al-

though many of the countries have
developed nationalistic tendencies.

Trend ih, pictures most popular
-with the Spani^ and Latin people
is away from the musical films, with^

incidental- plot background and to-

ward the action or adventure type of

film. 'Prisoner of Zenda* and 'Hur-
ricane' are doing the biggest business

of ,any UA pictures, for example. UA
services about 550 . accounts in the
Argentine and about 45& in Brazil,

these being the two principal mar-
kets for American.pictuires.

Regarding Spanish production be-
low: the tr. S. border, Gould esti-

mated that a total of about iOO pic-

tures will be produced this coming
year, with Argentina studios being
responsible for between 50 to 60.

Mexico will tiurn out about 40 while

a few others are scattered among the
smaller countries.

He also reports a tendency of Latin
American exhibitors to take fewer
pictures of the "B* type, preferring

to allot booking time to the big ones.

Of . to native pictures ;vhicK have a
good 'repeat' value. Some American
dis^ibuters, including UA, are pro-

viding for this eventuality by spon-
soring production and distribution of

Mexican, and Argentine pictures.

UA in 1§39 wiU distribute six Mexi-
can-made films. Company will also

anniially distribute the Valentino re-

Issue, 'Son of the Sheik,' now doing
good business in Latin America.
Gould will remain- at his. New

York headquarters indefinitely.

NO MONO ENGLISH PIC

PRODUCnON JUST NOW

Plans for the production of pic-

tures in England by Monogram be-

ing called off temporarily, W. Ray
Johnston has renewed his distribu-

tion deal with Pathe Pictures, Ltd:,

London, to^ handle the Mono films-

for that territory. William J. Gell,

managing .director of Pathe, here on
that deal as well as to discuss joint

production by Pathe and Mbno of

four films annually in England,, sailed

Saturday (12) for London.
Johnston will ga over next sum^-

mer, at which time further discussion
concerning the making ot M<mo pic-

.tures on En^ish sodl will be dis-

cussed.

Meantime, Jobn^n Is going
ahead on plans fo^ the 1939-40 sea-
son when Mono may schedule 32
features as against the 20 on the
present ('38-39) program.
Arrangeipents for distribution of

Monogram pictures in all Latin-
American coimtries, excepting Peru,
have been completed, according to

Norton V. Ritchey, foreign export
manager for Monogram.
Deals also set for West Indies and

Central American countries.

Seek Frendi Fix

Jacques Griniefl, French distribu-
tor who brought 'Grand Illusion' to
this country after uncovering it in
France, and Arthur Arent, author of
the 'One Third of a Ifation^ stage
production^ sail this week for France,
They're in search ot new luroduct

for American distribution.

Maedoiadd Ends Tonr

Karl Macdonald, Latin-American
maniager for Warner Bros., has re-
turned to New York after a swing
through Central America.

Understood Macdonald looked into

the advisability of opening Warner
offices in Columbia and Venzuela.

U.S.FixSti

Stalemated h
Italy Situash

No new developments have been
reported to the Hays office in New
York on the Italian nationalization

decree which would put all foreign

distribution under government con-

troL F. W. Allport, rejaesoitatlve

of the Motion Picture Producers 8c

Distributors Assn. in Europe, at-

tempted to obtain a mo>re satisfactory

arrangement' on distribution than
set f<nrth in the original act but re-

turned to N. Y. recently from his

visit to Rome and indicated there

was no apparent shift in -the align-

ment.

All eight major U. S. film cmn-
painies plan to withdraw on Dec. 31

and have notified exchange em-
ployees and others concerned to that

effect They have also refused all

contracts beyond that date. Italy is

standing pat on its original decree

and will permit only foreign pic-

tures it wants into the cotmtry, and
then only if handled by its govern-

ment bureau.

Even companies having no ex-

changes in Italy, who are distrib-

uting by means of Italian firms, have
indicated they would withdraw at

the end of the year if the present
decree was not altered. While some
of' the American companies have
conlracts running three years, and
longer, with Italian distribution out-

fits;, the Italian decree voids these,

acoM-ding to latest interpretation,

since the government order permits
no third parties in the setup.

'

American distributors feel that

Italian exhibitors need U. S. fea-

tures more than they require the
revenue that might be obtained from
Italian accounts. Estimated both in

N. Y. and Rome that the $1,000,000

which might be offered American
companies for total output in a year
would amount to about a fifth the

gross revenue now being secured
from Italy.

Aside from the deep dent into in-

come, resultiifg from enforcement of

the Italian decree, American officials

believe the nationalization idea

might spread to other European
countries with fascist ideas. They
resent, also, the Italian agency de-

ciding what subjects can be ad-
mitted.

DUTCH FINALLY OK

METRO'S AMSTERDAM

Amsterdam, Nov. 1.

Protest of an Amsterdam property
owner against Metro's plan to build
a big theatre at the Frederiksplein,

a square in the centre of Amster-
dam, has been nixed by the Council
of State, the highest authority in

the Netherlands. The case, pending
nearly two years^ featured a strange
protest—the owner feared the possi-

bility he'd lose 'the beautiful outlook
from his balcony' if the theatre were
built.

Whether Metro will now proceed
with its building intentions will de-
pend on F. L. D, StrenglKdt, Metroes

Central European rep^ and his com-
pany's New York office.

Industry Rebels Against
Measure Proposed by Dr.

Sanchez Sorando, a Sen-

ator, for Restrictive
Agency Modeled on Sim-
ilar Idea Employed in

Italy and Germany

Amerkan Ifistrik Faced witli %lit

Against New RestrictkHisin Aussie;

IVemier Proposes National Quota

WOULD HIT EXPANSION

By FRED MABET
Buenos Aires, Nov. 1.

The whole Argentine jpicture in-
dustry is opposing an attempt now
being made to exert a strict govern-
ment control on all its activities.

Idea is to create a State Cinema In-
stitute, which would completely con-
trol the industry: Dr. Sanchez
Sorondo, a member of the Argen-
tine senate, is the originator of the
plan and he has presented the
motion before the legislature.
However, the subject will not be de-
bated in the senate until early next
year.

Sorondo is also a member of the
Argentine Film Institute, and was
responsible for preventing the show-
ing of Tres Argentines en Paris*
(Three Argentines in Paris'^), which
he considered would lower Argen-
tine prestige. The matter was t^en
to court and the producers won.
However, elimination of 'Argentine'
from the title was ordered
Last year, before this affair,

Sorondo returned from an extensive
tour of Italy and Germany. He is

said to be an admirer of the present
regime in those countries and re-
turned to Argentina fuU of praise
for the state-controlled film indus-
tries in those countries. It's said
here that he's endeavoring to carry
out in Argentina what he has seen
in effect abroad.

'Wonld Hamper Development'
The uproar against the attempt of

Sorondo to control the activities of
the^Argentine film industry is per-
fectly justified in the eyes of an pro-
ducers, distributers, exhibitors, di-
rectors and artists. It's believed that
this control wotild hamper the de-
velopment of an industry which has
hardly yet got under way.
Producers contend that the pos-

sible attempt of the government to
defend , the interests of the public is

ridiculous since they themselves
would be the first to suffer if they
produced pictures which offended
public tastes. Some heads of local
studios have stated that in the event
the law is passed, they would con-
sider transferring their activities to
some neighboring country, such as
Uruguay. Here they would produce
their 'Argentine' pictures and enter
this market as foreign producers and
thus escape control by the state-,

official Film Institute.

In New York, foreign department
execs of American companies do not
minimize the possibility that passage
of Sorando's proposal may hit
Yankee distribution. However, they
do not give much credence to the
chances of the bill to pass.
The bill presented by Sorondo is

an extremely lengthy one and con-
tains nearly 100 different articles.

One of its clauses states that all

scripts have to be submitted to the
Institute before work is begun on a
picture. Likewise, all the posters,
press sheets, texts for lobby displays,
etc., have to be approved by the In-
stitute. Foreign companies wishing
to take shots in Argentina for in-

clusion in a picture dealing with this

.

country would have to submit their
I copies to the Institute before leaving
; the country. ' Otherwise the picture

I
would not be allowed to be shown
here.

Seeks to Curb Salaries

One of the main reasons, why the
' principal actors in local production

j
would not like to see the law passed
is because Sorondo believes the sal-

' aries are far too high. At the pres-

Ni?eii's Brit. Gonskoer

Hollywood, Nov. 15.

David Niven gets the title role in

'Col. Kowan of Scotland Yard,' to

be filmed by Samuel Goldwyn at

Denham, England, where he has
rented space fOr interiors.

Shooting starts as soon as Niven
cpmi^etes his first starrer, ICaffles.'

French^ Ai^o

FKtnres Seen

OnRiseinD.S.

Outlook for French and British

pictures in the U. S. Is good for the

coming season, according to dis-

tributors and exhibitors. Operation

of the British quota probably will

result in more English-made fea-

tures being shown in the M. S. than
at any time dince the boom period

of the '20s. Prospects for French
productions, of course,. are not stack-

ing up to the optimism of some for-

eign-language distributors who were
planning 50 to 80 features earlier

this year.

Gaumont-Britlsh figures to cash in

on the improved product from Great
Britain. Company already has 24
features for the new season set for

distribution. Figures to have 10 new
features and two reissues available

for the American market by Dec. 1,

with delivery promised on the* re-

maining 12.

Popularity of foreign stars has
grown in the last two years but
better stories and better made pic-

tures are held resp(»isible by Gau-
mont-British for the upswing in

British film pdpularify. Fact that
many major American producers are
making one or more big features in

England, to fulfill quota require-
ments, of coiurse, b^s contributed to.

thid improved attitude towards Brtt-
ish product.

Gaumont-British operations may
be further bettered in U. S. by the
proposed arrangement whereby ac-
tual bookings in this country would
be handled by 20th-Fox. Latter al-

ready handles physical distribution
although selling and booking has
been done by G-B.

ent time, topnotchers, such ais Liber-
tad Lamarquc or Pepe Arias, two
of the best known artists, get 75,000

pesos ($20,000) for a picture. The
senator believes that this is far too
much in proportion to the market
for Argentine pictures. Up to a cer-
tain point he is right in his Conten-
tion, it's held, but against that it's

stated that Lamarque and Arias
usually assure' a picture's financial

success. Although films have been
produced in Argentina for years,
they were never an important factor
in the foreign field imtil 1933. that
year marking the real start of its

films. The following table shows ths
rise:

Avge.
Prod.

Year No.ofPIx Cost
1933 4 $14,500

1934 6 19,300

1935 13 23,500
1936 15 29,000

1937 31 30,800

For 1930 the program of pictures
already released and those that will
be finished before the end Of the
year is in the neighborhood of 90,

with an average production cost of
$SS,009. Ifs expected that one or
two 'super-productions^ next year
will set a new high of i^fiOO.

Sydney, Nov. 15.

New quota legislation in New
South Wales contains a four-fold
threat against Amerlcaw ^pleturea
distributed' in A.U5tralia. Probably
the most drastic implication is con-
tained in Premier Stevens' assertion
that he would refer the New- South
Wales law to all state governments
for "unity working.' This is taken
to mean that he win attendpt to make
it a national quota matter for all of
Australia.

Besides the proposal to refer the
whole, quota legislation to all states.

New South Wales plans (1 ) to grant
exhibitors 25% rejection right on
foreign pictures, as against the for-
mer r^te of 12^%,. (2) projiosal for
a regi^ration fee* on foreign pic-
tures imported in order to subsidize
the development of local i>roduction
and (3) bans further theatre con-
struction until June 19, 1939.

Probably the most iniquitous part
of the new proposed legislation is

the registration fee. Unless it's a
minimum amount with no sliding
scale, according to length of the pic-
ture, which seems unlikely consider-
ing that the money is to be used to
bolster production in New South
Wales, the penalty for doing business
in this state wlQ be protested bit-

terly by American distribution in-
terests.

U. S. dlstrilM already pay heavy
fees via local taxes for their com-
pany setups here, On admission
taxes, a censorship feci at so much
per foot and p^r print and a <nistoms
duty based on a foota^ basis, 8c a
foot on positive and 16c on negative
prints.

The inove to pass the New South
Wales quota around as a model for a
commonwealth measure Itf said to be
a direct result cA the American pro-
test on the tuicohftitutionality of the
state measure in New South Wales.
It appears that the.Steven* .govem-
men is Thaklng certain that it would
have the new quota act istick by
building sentiment for a, sweeping
all^Atistralia qu(>ta.

If the fundamentals of the New
South Wales, statute are incorporated
into a national law, American dis-

tributors, of course, will be con-
fronted with having to Comply not
only with a quota regulation fai this
state, but in five others.

Tougher on DtstHbs fn N. Z.

Auckland, N. 2., Oct. 28.

Return of labor gdveriiment to
power in New ^Zealand is expected
to have material bearing on the pro-
posed picture legislation in New
South Wales, and definitely makes it

tough sledding in this country for
American distributor^.' Sir 'Victor
Wilson, head of the Motion Picture
Distributors Assn. of Australia, is

here in an effort to arrange a more
friendly working arrangement for
U. S. distribs, which is tipofl on how
serious establishment of labor party
in power again is regarded.
Labor government is New Zealand

has been tough on U, S. distributors
in the last three y6ars under Prime
Minister Savage. Exhibitors here
have been successful in obtaining
25% rejection right aiid a ruling that
keeps any management from shifting

a theatre's t>olicy from first to sec-
ond run, or vice versa. Ifs well
known that pictiwe legislation in-
variably has gone in favor of the ex-
hibitors,

American representatives have
asked government officiials. for
greater leniency but have been un-
successful.

Dntcli long Legs' Clicks

Attisterdam, Nov, 1.

Dutch (unauthsrized) remake of
Jean Webster's novel, 'Daddy Long
Legs,' released four week* ago at
the City Theatre,

.
Amsterdam, Is

proving a big hit,

This is the local remake that haa
20th-»Fox films charging ' CCrpjrrlght

infringement and aiit.
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LITTLE TOUGH GUYS ^ SOCIETY
and these LITTLE TOUGH GUYS

FRANKIB THOMAS • HARRIS BERGER • HALLY CHESTER
CHARLES DUNCAN • DAVID GORCEY • WILLIAM BENEDICT

Helen PARRISH ""d Jackie SEARL
Original screenplay by
Edward EUscu and
Mortimer Offner

Directed by ERLE C. Kl

Assoc. Prod.MAX H. G(

MORE POWERFUL THAN UNIVERSAL'S
"LITTLE TOUGH GUY"!
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THE SHINING HOUR
Hollywood, Nov. 11.

Ifotro reloaii» of .Jo««ph Xi. M&nklewlcz
SroductJon. Stuw Joan ^^awford; features

fantaret SuUavan, Rob*rt Toutw, Melvyn
DouBlaH, ray Painter, Directed b:' Frank
BorzaKe. Scrsenplay by 7ane Murnn and
Orden Naeh, based on play by Keith "Win-

ter. Dance arrangred by Da Marco: cam*
era. Oeorge Foltfey; editor, Frank B. Hull;
flcore. Frans Waxmlui. Previewed at West-
wdod-VllIaKe, BeverJy RHla, Nov. 10. '88.

RunnlnfT time, 75. mina, , .
Olivia R«ey.., Joan Crawford.
Judy lilnden Ilarsaret Sullavan
Duld IilDden...r/...f, ««.... Robert Tounsr
Henry Linden >..> ..Melvyn Douslas
IHanna Linden.. Fay Balnter
gotrar Q. Franklin Allyn Joalyn

4fveder«i , . . . .Battle McDanlel
Charlie Collins..; Oacar O'Shea
Benny Colltna.,.,..,, rank Alberteon
Bertie. .Upry Barrls

'The Shining Hour' is studded with

a quintet ot iparquee names, headed

by Joan Crawford, but that draw
value ii all that exhibs can depend

on, as picture is a .confused jumble

of cross-purpose ' motivations and
fiituatlbns that fail entirely to arouse

Interest

The familiar theme, of a widely-

publicized night club showgirl who
tosses ov^r her career for a con-

servative bfueblood, with later com-
plications when hiff family resents

iier intrusion Into their life, is an
0lcay premise. But after sympathy
Is huilt up for the girl and her prob-

leirils, she accepts the amorous ad-

vances of her brother-in-law, story

goes haywire and winds up in un-

happy status of too many heavies
with no heroine,
Basic trouble with the production

lies in confusing script. Story .keeps
on pretly well-defined track imtil
the latter half, when it falls apart
entirely and sets up incongruous and
strained situations for confusing cli-

max which fails to click.

With Joan Crawford, Margaret
Sullavan, Robert Young, Melxyn
Douglas and Fay Balnter, picture
promises rather interesting enter-
ttdnment. There are a few sparlding
iaoments, but on the whole material
at hand prevents performances of
'whicli any individual of the group
are capable.
Joan Crawford is central charac-

Wc as the showgirl, and carries most
of the footage. Fay Bainter, as the
yese'ntful sister-in-law, is handi
cajpped by script and dialog. Mar-
ffaret Sullavan shows to advantage
w a few Instances, whUe Melvyn
Dquglas is' rather smug and con
(ervative as the husband. More zing
itf-'ihe romancing of Robert Young
.with Miss Crawford would have gen
grated some interest in rather dull
passages.
. Frank Borzage could not overcome
basic story faults in his direction
Production quality cannot be . dis-

counted, but more is required to fill

ceats these days than eye-appealing
^ets and backgrounds and the expert
photography such as George Folsey
has turned out.

5ECRETS OF A NURSE
Hollywood, Nov. 12.

ITnlveraal release of Burt Kelly produc
tton. Features Bdmund Iiowe, Helen Mack,
Dick Foraur Directed by Arthur Lubln.
Screenplay .by Tom I<ennon and Lester
f^ole, baaed on story by Quentin Reynolds;
eamera; Blwood Bredell; editor, Ed Curtis;
Provlewed at PaHitages, Nov. 11, '88. Run-
ntnc time, 68 jnlns.
John Dodge Fdmund Lowe
Katherlne MacDonald Helen Mack
Xiee Burke Dick Foran
Judffe CorriKan Samuel 8. Hlnda
BItce Cavanaugh... Paul Huret
Largo Leon Ames
Spud ; David Oliver
Nurse r:...Frances Robinson
Tiger Clarence Muse
Interna Stanley Hughes
Canon orace MacMahon
Secretary , Dorothy Arnold
Dopey George Chandler
Churchill ^ Clyde Dllson

through for unclimactic- finish, and
the few attempts to register comedy
fail to arouse interest. Edmund Lowe
is okay as the suave criminal mouth-
piece, and Helen' lAack' supplies* ro-
mantic passages with Dick Foran.
Arthur Lubin did the best he could
with the scripjt and story material at
hand. Sombre death house se-
quences are lightened somewhat by
an exceptional performance by Hor-
ace MacMahon, prior to his walk
down the corridor to the hot seat.

SWING THAT CHEER
Universal release ot Max Golden produc-

tion. Features* Tont Brown, Robert Wilcox,
Andy Devlne, Constance Moore, Ernest
Truex. Directed by Harold Schuster.
Original etory, Thomas Aheam, F, Maury
Groasman; screenplay, Charles Grayson,
Lee Loeb; camera, JSlwood Bredell, At
Palace, N, T., Nov. 10, '88, dual. Running
time, C3 mins.
Bob Potterl Tom Brown
Larry Royal Robert Wilcox
Doo .Saunders Andy Devlne
Marian Stuart. Constance Moore
Professor Peabody Ernest Truex
Betty Wilson. . Margaret Early
Jay Hill Raymond Parker
Coaoh McGann Samuel S. Hinds
Winston , Stanley Hughes
Bennett. Doodles Weaver
Interne David Oliver

This one is me^ly a. feeble rehash
of the same old lootball story that
bobs up in several editions at this
time each year. A minor item for
bottom billing in duals.

Yarn is the threadbare stuff about
the college pals who make the var-
sity, one as the spectacular ball-car-
rier, the other as the blocking back
who makes the long runs possible.
When the grandstand idol gets the
inevitable swelled head, his buddy
fakes an injury to stay out of the big
game and let him carry the ball
without interference. To explain the
obvious, it all works out according to
formula, with the star getting wise
to himself, the interfering back get-
ting into the game in time to win a
last-minute victdry and the cute co-
ed running on the field for the fade-
out clinch at the whistle.
Thomas Ahearn and F. Maury

Grossman, credited for the 'original'

story, must have written it with a
memory system, while the, screen-

Elay of. Charles Grayson and Leo
lOeb shows similar signs. Harold

Schuster's direction is stereotyped
and the playing is right in the same
groove, although Constance Moore's
pertness isn't entirely offset by the
sappy ingenue part she plays. The
others are negative, even Ernest
Truex being completely wasted on a
flimsy comedy bit.

'Swing. That Cheer* couldn't have
cost, much but will have difficulty

earning back the nut. Hobe.

SPRINGMADNESS
Hollywood, Nov. 9.

Metro release ot Edward Chodorov pro-
duction. Features Maureen O'Sulllvan, Lew
Ayres. Ruth Hussey, Burgess Meredith,
Ann Morrlss, Joyce Compton. Directed by
S. Sylvan S>mo<i. Screen play by Edward
Chodorov, based oii play 'Spring Dance*^ by
Phillip Barry; adapted from original play
by Eleanor Golden and Elolse Barrangon;
camera, Joseph Ruttenberg: editor, Conrad
A. Nervlg; score, Dr. William Axt. Pre-
viewed at Alexander. Glendale, Nov. 8, 'S8,

Running time, 06 mln.
Alexandra Benson Maureen O'Sulllvan
Sam Thatcher Lew Ayres
Kate McKlm Ruth Hussey
"The Llppencott Burgess Meredith
Frances Ann Morriss'
Sally I Joyce Compton
Mady Piatt .'Jacqueline Wells
Hat .....Frank Albertsoh
Walter Beckett Truman Bradley
Miss Ritchie Marjorle GatetNin
Mildred Renee RIano
Buck ..Sterling Holloway
Doc Dick Baldwin

Miniature Reviews

'Shlnlnr Hour' (M-G). Con-
fusing and unimpressive, de-
spite Joan Crawford, Margaret
Sullavan, Robert Youtag.

'Secrets of a Nurse' (U),
Blogical meller; for the duals.

'Swini: That Cheer' (U), Poor
carbon copy football yarn for

lower-deck dualling.

'Spring: Madness* (MG).
Mildly interesting . collegiate

romance for the duals.

'Tarnished Lady' (RKO).
Crook-phoney evangelist fable,

with Sally Eilers. Fair for

lower bracket duals.

'Mr. Moto Takes a Vacation*

(20th). Moto chases jewel
thieves in confusing meUer.
Will pass as dualer.

Mr. Moto Takes Vacation
Hollywood, Nov. 11.

.

20th-Fox production and release. Stars
Peter I^orre; features Joseph Schlldkraut,
Lionel AtwlII. Virginia FJeld, John King.
Iva Stewort. Directed by Norman Foster.
Original screenplay by Phillip MacDonald
and Normnn Foster; based on 'Moto' char-
acter created by J, P. Marquand; camera,
Charles Clorke: editor, Norman Colbert.
Previewed at Uptown, L. A., Nov. 10, '33.

Running time, CO mlns.
Mr. Mo^o Peter Lorre
Hendrlk Manderson..... Joseph Schlldkraut
Professor Hlldebrand ....Lionel AtwIIl
Eleanor Klrke Virginia Field
Howard Stevens John King
Susan French...; Iva Stewart
Archie Fcatherstone George P. Huntley
Paul BorodofC Victor Varconl
Wendling ......John Blelfer
Wong Honorable Wu
David Perez... Morgan Wallace
Joe Rubia '..Anthony Warde
0'Hara....( Harry Strang
Prince Suleld John Davidson

TARNISHED ANGEL
(WITH SONGS)

RKO release of B. P. Flneman produc-
tion. Features Solly Eilers. Directed by
Leslie Goodwins. Story and adaptation by
Saul Elklhs; screenplay by Jo Pagano;
musical director, Frank Tours; edited by
Desmond Marquette; camera, Nicholas Mu-
suraca; song. Lew Brown and Sammy Fain.
At Rlalto, N. T., week Nov. • 14, '88. Run-
ning time, 68 mlns.
Connie Vinson Sally BUers
Paul Montgomery Lee Bowman
Violet McMoster Ann Miller
Mrs. Stockton.... Alma Kruger
Eddie Fox Paul OuUfoyle
Detective Cramer...... Jonathan Hale
Dan Bennett Jack Arnold
Reginald Roland....; Cecil' Kellaway
Jane Thompson ....Janet Dempsey
Reverend Summers... Ilton MacFadden
A Cripple Byron Foulger

An xinimpressive melodrama hand-
icapped by a poorly constructed
script, 'Secrets of a Nurse' was
turned out for moderate budget, and
will hit its level on lower half of
secondary duals. No reason for the
title, except probability company had
to deliver on year's program, and
this one was made to fit. Where they
like meller dished out in broad and
illogical strokes, picture may get by
moderately. On the whole it's a
weak effort, devoid of marquee
names, and lacking in smoothness of
presentation.
Yarn was written around Idea

from a short short story in Collier's
by Quentin Reynolds, based on
miracle confession of gangster who
had been dead for several minutes.
This situation was used for climax to
save innocent victim goini^ to the
chair in 15 minutes, but, visualized,
it fails to get over with any decree
of credulity.
Bick Foran, in boxing bout, is vic-

tim of gambler ruse that sends him
to hospital badly beaten. Helen
Mack nurses him tlirough crisis and
falls for the fighter, while criminal
attorney Edmund Lowe makes ad-
vances to her whUe recovering from
illnesSi

Lowe becomes jealous of Miss
Mack's interest in Foran, gets the
latter bellhop job in a hotel, where
he is framed for murder of his for
mer manager. Sent to the death
house, Foran secures last minute re
prieve through miracle confession of
the dead gambler secured by Lowe.
Weighted down with illogical and

hokey* passages, picture struggles

Rather light and fluffy comedy ro-

mance set in collegiate atmosphere,

'Spring Madness' will fill the. lower

niche of duals in satisfactory fashion.

It contains some diverting sequences

that provoke laughs, but on the

whole, shapes up as only mild enter-

tainment.

Carrying cast made up almost en-

tirely of younger group of players,

picture details romance of Harvard
man Lew Ayres and Maureen O'Sul-

livan, student in nearby Women's
College. Ayres is to embark on two-

year trip to Russia with woman-hat-

ing roommate Burgess Meredith at

graduation, but is drawn to the girl

for last good-bye and disclosure of

his plans. ^
After establishing this, premise,

yarn thenceforth is mainly concerned
with tangling the pair in series Of
situations that eventually brings
them together for the happy ending.
Ayres is convincing in the lead,

whUe Miss O'SuUiyan capably por-
trays the girl who finally gets her
man. Burgess Meredith and Joyce
Compton, latter frivolous and cute
blonde having a way with the boys,
are best of. supporting cast.

Edward Chodorov, in addition to
functioning as producer, prepared
the screenplay. It has its bright mo-
ments, but also carries over many
lengthy dialog passages from the play
that prove handicaps to maintenance
of proper tempo. S. Sylvan Simon's
direction is okay for a programmer,
and photography above par.

'Spring Madness' will prove suit-

able companion picture to dramatic
offering on top half, or in spots
where younger audiences predomi*
nate.

Sally Eilers is. called on to virtu-
ally carry this whole picture.- Had
some of the lines and situations been
a little more original or cleverly pre-
sented, she might have surmounted
even the laborious story. As it is,

'Tarnished Angel' turns out to be
only weak, dual fare, but proves
anew that Miss Eilers is an accom-
plished light coniedienne.
The story of a pretty femme evan-

gelist who makes her revival meet-
ings a paying proposition has .been
done on the screen before. The the-
atrical backgrounding and big-time
angle of such evemgelistic campaigns
were used .in one picture, and an-
other incorporated the idea of phoney
miracles. This contains a little of
each, with the fake 'miracle' racket
slant stressed.
In this picture, the girl who hits

the sawdust trail is a former night
club singer. In addition, she is duck-
ing a persistent city sleuth who
thinks she is conected with a slick

gang of crooks. Major difficulty is

that there are abrupt voids in the
action, imbelievable passages or un<

even pace.
Sally Eilers, as the crooks' .pal and

cabaret songstress who turns evan-
gelist, is .competent though a little

lightweight in revival meeting epi-
sodes as she travels cross-country,
with her former dancing chum and
her boy friend. Lee Bowman, in the
role of her wealthy sweetheart who
is kept in the background until the
climax, is adequate in the few ro-
mantic scenes.
Alma Kruger injects .animation

Into the elderly rich village" bene-
factor character. Paul Guilfoyle, as
the male aid and pal of the two girls,

js excellent. While Ann Miller, as the
evangelist's girl chum, is passably
fair. ' Jonathan Hale, Jack Arnold,
Janet Dempsey and Syron Foulger
head the support.
Cabaret episodes and police raid

are well staged,but contain virtually
the sole excitement of the film.

Dialog varies from the trite to. the
crisp in vital scenes. Producers have
given the feature nice backgrounds
liut the familiar story, wavering di-

rection and several ordinary per-
formances discoimt this advantage.

Wear.

JLe Drame de SHanghai
('The Drama of ShanB:liai')

(FRENCH-MADE)
Paris, Nov. 5'

Les Films Vog release ot n Lucla-Plnei
pro'luctlon, . Stars Christiana MordnynA;
features Louis Jouvet, Raymond Rouleau,
InUllInoft and Llnb-Nant. Screenplay. Lalna,
A. Amoux from story by 0. P, .Gilbert;
oamera, E. Chuftan, ti. Page. At Maris*
nnn, Paris, Running time, 00 mln».
Cast: Christiana Mnrdayne, fiOuI4r Jouvet.

Raymond Rouleau, InklJInoff, .Linh'Nam.
Foun-Sen, DOrvlUe, Alerme, Ellna Labour^
dette. .

Enmeshed in unconvincing mys-
tery melodramatiqs, latest of Moto
series is a very weak effort, but will
grobably slip through in those
ouses that have developed follow-

ing for Moto adventures. Strictly a
lower dual attraction, 'Mr.- Moto
Takes a .Vacation' is full of incon-
gruities in both story development
and direction.

On his vacation Moto follows the
supposed crown' of the Queen of
Sheba from its discovery in Egyp-
tian diggings until arrival in a San
Francisco museUm. Motivation is

conveniently set up for jewel .thieves
to go after the sparklers, with Moto
intuitively keeping them under ob^-

servation . until he captures the
famed international crook when lat-

ter attempts to walk out of the mu-
seum with the crown;
Story unfolds in unconvincing

manner, action swinging in -and out
of dark alleys and passages, wind-
ing up. in darkened museum to gen-
erate mysterious and imrecognizable
figures sneaking around to further
confuse onlookers.
Peter Lorre, with reigulation Moto

calm assurance, capably handles role
of the Nippon sleuth, doing the best
he can with material at hai^id. Sti'ong
supporting cast, including Joseph
Schlldkraut, Lionel Atwill, George
P. Huntley, Morgan Wallace and Vic-
tor Varconii is handicapped by both
story and direction. .

"

Norman Foster has done better di-

recting jobs in the past, and on pre-
vious Moto subjects. Movement is

uneven, with fast-paced sequences
too infrequent, and general unfold-'
ing draggy and- confusing.

MYSTERIOUS RIDER
Paramount release, of Harry Sherman

production.. Features Douglas, Dumbrllle,
Sidney Toler and Russell Hayden. Direct-
ed by Lesley Selander. Story, Zane Grey;
screenplay, . Maurice Oeragnty: .camera,
Russell Harlan, At Liberty, Lincoln, dual.
Running time, 76 mlns. .

Pecos .

.

' V . . . . .Douglas Dumbrllle
Frosty ; Sidney Toler
Wlls Russell Hayden
ColUo Charlotte Field
Bellounds Stanley Andrews
Jack Bellounds Weldon Heybum
Folsom Monte Blue
Cramer ; Glen ' Strange
Sheriff Earl Dwire
Lem... Jack Rockwell
Montana Leo McMahon
Andrews ,..4.. ..Arch Hall
Baker ...Bruce Mitchell
Jake ...Ed Brndy
Hudson..'... Dick Alexander
Morris < Bob Kortman

Lightning Conductor
(BRITISH MADE)

London, Nov. 5.

General Film Distributors' release of
Plnebrook production. Stars Gordon
Harker, John Lodge. Directed by Maurice
Elvey. Screen play, J. Jefferson Farjeon,
Ivor McLaren from story by Evadne Price.
At Cambridge, London. Running time, 70
mlns.
Albert Rughouse Gordon Harker
Anderson .....M John Lodge
Mary , Sally Gray
Professor rnest Theslger
George George Moon
Morley Steve Geray
Royde Charles Eaton
Bus Inspector Arthur Hambllng
Dakers Roy Flndlay

This is a picture to be enjoyed.
The hero, a cockney, is a conductor
on a bus plying between Victoria
Station and Epping Forest, who gets
a vicarious thrill out of perform-
ing elemental conjuring tricks. This
serves him in good stead when for-
eign spies steal air defense plans,
and leads to the apprehension of the
chief culprit.

The whole thing is on a par with
the numerous Harker pictures of
late, probably not as elaborate In
production as some ot the others,
but with sufficient suspense to make
a good, medium-priced first feature
in the provinces.
There are some clever character

drawings, generally good photog-
raphy and plenty of bits from plays
and pictures that have gone before.

Jolo.

Out of the Hopalong Cassidy series

for 'Mysterious Rider,* Harry Sher-

man's sagebrusher featuring Douglas
bumbrille and Sidney Toler is one
of the better westerns this year.. It'll

have a b.o. high rating In ihe cheap-
er-priced houses. Compact, even
with its longer than usual running
time for this type offering, it has in-
terest, suspense and excitement, es-
pecially for the youngsters.

Battle royal for honors is between
Toler and Dumbrllle, Dumbrllle hav-
ing the kingpin part,' but Toler's
playing winmng for him. They push
the others, iiicluding ihe three-way
scramble for romance—-Weldon Hey-
bum, Russell Hayden and Charlotte
Field—^into the background,
Dumbrllle, known as Pecos Bill, is

a bad man because he was priced on
the noggin for a killing he didn't
commit. He rims with Sidney Toler,
a knife-throwing muffin cooker, who
has made every jail as far north as
Montana. Hunch sends him back to
the scene of his old life, where he
sees his daughter, Charlotte Field,
about to be married off to a jailbird,
Weldon Heyburnjjpossessor of a pep-
pered temper. The jailbird is the
son of Dumbrille's former foreman,
with whom he left his child when
he scampered the country on the old
charge.
Systematic rustling by Monte

Blue's gang, seemingly protected by
Stanley Andrews, the old foreman,
sets Dumbrllle into action, especially
when he sees his daughter's real in-
terest is Russell Hayden.
Photog work is neat, most of the

Bicture shot on the grounds of the
niv. of Arizona reserve near Tuc-

son, and the cactus atmosphere
blended weU into the Zane Grey
yarn.
Sidney Toler's comedy characteri-

zation is a standout, and Dumbrllle
is on the sympathy side of the Holly-
wood ledger, one of the few times in
his life. Both men, experienced
troupera>. class up...'Mysterious Rider'
to the point of making acceptable as
a novelty half of a B house dual
where westerns come seldom. It's

an initialer for Charlotte Field, who
is a typical Grey heroine, and Russ
Hayden takes it in usual manner.
Weldon Heybum teari through -the
piece as a thorough hoodlum. Barn.

Geared to be on the grandiose side

in a setting slioptlng for internation-

alism, 'Drame de Shanghai' misses its

target. Doped to cull boxoflice on.

the Far Eastern fracas, release comes
too late to catch that angle. Picture,

however, will stew better than mod-
erate gravy here with chances

abroad on the moderate side.

If the Japanese protested about

'Yoshiwara' then the Chinese have
more groimds on which tq raise ob-

jections. Some eveiits show consid-

erable treachery and heartlessnesa
for part of their race. Chinese unity
in the end to combat a common in-
vader is not convincing.

Action revolves around Russian
cabaret singer, Christiane Mardayne,
who, as tops in. a Shanghai boite, is

member of a secret gang attempting
to gain control of China at the time
it's threatened by invasion. Big shots
in band are Inldjinoff and Louis
Jouvet, former lover of the Singer,

and like her, a White Russian refu-
gee. Biggest eneihy of gang is Linh-
Nam, young Cliinesc< who has be-
come powerful r among, the masses.
Interlaced are the activities of Ray-
mond Rouleau, yoimg French jour-
nalist, in love with the, singer but
only knowing of the gang through
Chinese associations,."'
Arrival of the entertainer's daughr

ter, Elina Labourdette, gang's lure ot
Linh-Nam to an intended, death
through tiie effortis.of the singer,

along with the simultaneous begin-
ning of hostilities, top the story. The
murder of her former lover by the
singer because he wouldh't allow her
daiighter to leave, the imprisonment
of the former, her daughter and the
journalist by the gang leader, later
to be freed by a united China wave
of fervor, all ihake some rather sor-
did, dull events.

Miss. Mardayne plays well, while
Jouvet, as the imperturbable, treach-
erous and cruel gang lieutenant, is

good, as always,' Rouleau marks up
another for himself :here and Inki-
jinoff is commendable as the leader
of the secret order. liiiai-Nam falls

to click in places biit both Dorville
and Alerme in small parts make good
support. Miss Laubourette,. as the
young girl, shows plenty of promise.
Photography is good, dialog clips

fairly well but some of scenes don't
catch, all the reality possible. Film,
too, could be scissored. Hugo.

KATIA
' (t'BENGH-MADE)

Paris; Nov. 7.
ForresterrParant release of Algazy pro-

duction. Star*. DaQlelle Darrleux, John
Loder; features Marle*Helene Dawte, Almon.
Directed by Maurice Toumeur, Music. Wal-
berg; doncea, Boris Skybl^ie; camera. Robert
Lefebvre, At Marlvaux,-' Paris. Running
time, 02 mlns. ,

•

Cast: Danielle Darrleux.''.. Jobv Loder,
Alme Clalrond, Almos, J^liitne Provost,
Carpetler, Mme. Daste, Charlotte Lyses,
Marcel Pralnce, Therese Domy, O. Flateair,
GenlA Vaury, Glides, Marcel Simon. Gar-
nege, Escofflef, Jean Ayrae,. Andre Varenne,
Donklng, Plerri de' Ramey, Gelller, GeOrgea
Prleur, Cardy. Brochard, Labry. Jacques
Erwln, seller, Numes fllv, Eddy Debray.

The fli^st flhn .made here after her
return from Hollywood, 'Katla' is the
best Danielle Darrleux has. done in

France, and marks iip aiiother for

production on this side. Unfortunate-
ly, team of Miss Darrleux and John
Loder sees the femme doing most of
the pulling. This picture is one of
the top French productions tiiis year,
dnd mostly so because of Miss Dar-.
rieux. 'Katla' is a cinch for here and
abroad.
Romantic, but tragic story, In a set-

ting of Napoleon UI's time, interlaces
the grandeurs of the Russian court
with the intimate aspects of the czar's
life and his love for the young prin-
cess. The essence of that story, em-
bodying all the fiery determination
of the princess to see the Russian
neople granted a constitution and her
love for and power over the czar, is
reproduced splendidly.
As the young princess. Miss Dar-

rieux, receives the czar (Loder) at
the family chateau in the absence of
her father, who's sick. Struck by
her frankness and enamored of her
simolicity, Loder Invites her to the
capital to be presented at court. He
opens the state ball with her; a scan-
dal follows, and so the princess is
forced to leave the country. She goes
to Paris. Their return meeting, the
death of the czarina, their marriage
and his assassination follow.
Miss Darrleux is given almost

every chance to demonstrate her
ability. And she does commendably.
Loder falls short» With only a small
spot, Miss Daste does excellently with
a difficult role. Aime Clairond as a
high government official 1^ convinc-
ing. Aimos and Jeanne Provost also
do Well.
Court scenes are well 4ohe, with

photography good. Outdoor shots,
supposedly taken In Russia, have
been well chosen. Huao.
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Theatre Bldg.

(Contlnuecl from page 7)

Ing of 'Army Girl/ with Army and
Navy otflcers as Special guests, in-

cluding Lieut. Col. Cljarles Gifford,

-who wrote the.^tory produced by
Bepublic. Lieut. Cpl* Giflord has

charge ot army rectuiting here.

Theatre is operated by Ira and M.
A. Weingrun, vet indies.

Muoh Si. Loo Building

St. Louis, Nov. 15.

Malco Theatres, Inc., Jonesbbro,

Ark., started construction of new
theatre.

Alex Pappas> owner of Webster,

St. Louis, has let contracts for new
500-seater in a Negro district here.

Charles McMahon & Sons, Padu-
cah, Ky., will construct new ihe-

«tr« for L. E.. Cord at Murray, Ky.
Louis Landau, formerly owner of

the Maryland, St Louis, has taken
over the Colonial, Manchester, Mo.,

from Frank P. Brizzl.

The Main, Altamont, 111., recently

opened by (Miss) A. B. Wohlert.
Gordon Dunsford, Harrisburg, Dl.,

planning celebration for opening of

new 300 seater in Wayne City, 111.

C. Chamness, Eldorado, IlL, has
opened new house in New Haven,
111.

Mayor John W. Hayton, Carter-

ville, 111., who operates the Hayton,
890 seater, planning early erection

of new 600-seater.

Film row hears that the 250-seater,

Majestic, Morris City, 111., may close

because of 15c competish from a
house in Eldorado, 111., 15 miles

away.

H'wood's Newsreel House

Hollywood, Nov. 15.

Tele-View, Hollywood's first news-
reel house, opened with a mixed bill

of news and novelty shorts, grinding
from 11 a. m. to 11 p. m. Prograra
changes twice weekly.
House has a new type of seat

which swings, enabling late comers
to find places without causing dis-

comfort to those already seated.

St. John, N. B., Nov. 15.

The second Mayfair is the Franlc-

lin & Herschorn chain of film the-

atres has been formally opened in

Dartmouth, N. S. It is the first sta-

dium typed theatre in the maritime
provinces and seats 1,000.

Phllly sun Opening 'Em
Philadelphia Nov. 15.

Despite continued cries from in-

die exhibs that biz is off, distribs

are of the opinion that it can't be
too bad, for houses are always in

demand here. Numerous theatres

which have been shuttered from six

months to five years are being re-

stored and put into use now by old

hands in the exhiblsh biz, which is

one of the principal reasons for the

idea that there must still be money
in that end of the industry. Houses
with expiring leases are likewise al-

ways hurriedly snapped up.

Vet exhibs, no matter how much
they beef about punk b.o., know all

the angles and somehow always
manage to show a profit. Red ink
Is being used in most cases only by
newcomers to the field. They natu-
rally get the unprofitable, poor-
grossing houses Unloaded on them
because they don't know any better.

Aside from the fact that they can
usually manage- to make money out
of almost any spot, houses are being
snapped up by experienced exhibs
on the strength of the Government's
anti-trust suit. They are of the
opinion that the suit will force War-
ners to relinquish control .of some
of its numerous houses here, thus
breaking the clearance jam.
Ted Schlanger, ' Warner circuit

chief here, at opening ceremonies of
the new Lane, last week, was
awarded a scroll 'by the grateful
people of Oak Lane for providing
us with a modem theatre.' Numer-
ous WB execs from New York were
in for the opening shebang, which
attracted about 10,000 people. Music
provided by 14 American Legion
bands.

'Juarez' Kicks OfiF

Hollywood, Nov. 15.

Warners high-budget picture,
'Juarez,' left the barrier yesterday
(Mon.) with Paul Muni and Bette
Devls co-siarring, and William Die-
terle at the helm.
Three other feature^ •Hell's Kitch-

en,' 'Return of Dr, X' and the second
of the Secret Service series, also go
before the cameras this week.

Advance Production Chart
Hollywood, Nov. 15.

Largent total of pictures in production for several months is facing the
cameras as of Nov. 8. With a total of 48 in toorfc, studios are rushng to

clear first half of season's schedules.
Already completed, either previewed or released are 122; 77 are in thm

cutting rooms and 332 still to he put into production.

Colombia

« ^ Now BaUnect*
Number Number Now in Be Placed Sterlei la
o< Plx Com- Shoot- Cutting Before Prepara-

Promised pleted in^ Rooms Cameras tloa

E?""*"** 40 < 0 6 28 28
Westerns le 4 1 z 9 9
Serials 4 1 e 0 3 3

Total 60 11 1 8 40 40
Pictures now in the cutting rooms or awaiting previews are:

SAHAEA,' formerly titled 'BEVOLT IN THESAHARA,' produced by Lou Appleton; directed by D. Ross Lederman;
screenplay by Maxwell Shane from original by Sanwny Fuller: photo-
graphed by Franz Planer. Cast: Paul Kelly, C. Henry Gordon, Robert
Fi9ke, Lorna Gray, Dick Curtis, Marc Lawrence, Stanley Brown. Dwieht
Frye, Al Bridge, Raphael Bennett, Charles Moore.
^CALIFORNIA FRONTIER,'^ produced by Monroe Shaff; directed %yElmer Clifton; original screen play by Monroe Shaff and Arthur Hoerl;

photographed by Eddie Linden. Cast: . Buck Jones, Carmen Bailey, Jose
Perez, Forrest Taylor, Milburn Stone, Stanley Blystone, Ernie Adams, Bob
Terry, Carlos Villarias, Soledad Jiminez, Tom London, Billy Bletcher. Paul
Ellis, Ray Teal, Carl Matthews.
'THERE'S THAT WOMAN aGaIN,' produced by B. B. Kahane; directed

by Al HaU; no writing credits released; photographed by Joseph Walker.
Cast: Melvyn Douglas, Virginia Bruce, Margaret Lindsay, Marc Lawrence,
Lucille Lund, Tom Dugan, Paul Harvey, Gordon Oliver, Stanley Ridges.
INTERNATIONAL SPY,' formerly titled 'SPY RING,' produced by

Jack Ffer for Irving Briskin unit; directed by Christy Cabanne; no writing
credits released; photographed by Allen Seigler. Cast: Fay Wray, Ralph
Bellamy, Warren Hull, Regis Toomey, Walter Kingsford. Lorna Gray,
Ann Doran, Paul Whitney, Mae Wallace, John TyrrelL Dick Curtis.
'NORTH OF SHANGHAI,' formerly titled 'LIFE IS CHEAP,' produced

by Wallace McDonald for Irving Briskin imit; directed by D. Ross Leder-
man; no writing credits released; photographed by. Franz Planer. Cast:
Betty Furness, James Craig, Keye Luke, Dick Curtis, Joseph Downing,
Honorable Wu, Cy Kendall, Lotus Liu, John Tyrrell.
'HOMICIDE BUREAU' (for 1938-39 release); associate producer. Jack

Fier; directed by C. C. Coleman, Jr.; original screen play by Earle Snell;
photographed by Benjamin Kline, Cast: Bruce Cabot, Rita Hayworth,
Robert Paige, Marc Lawrence, Ed Fetherston. Richard Fiske, Jane Morgan.
'WRECKAGE,' produced by Larry Darmour; directed by Lewis D. Col-

lins; screen play by Gordon Rigby and Tom Kilpatrick; photographed by
James S. Brown, Jr. Cast: Jack Holt, Dolores Costello, Pert Kelton, Addi-
son Richards, Joseph Crehan, Donald Briggs,' Holmes Herbert, Carol
Wajme, Dorothy Granger, Maxine Leslie, Al Bridge, Emerson Treacy,
Jack Rice, Harry Harvey, Ray Bourbon.
'THE THUNDERING WEST,' formerly titled 'TRAIL OF THE TUM-

BLEWEED,' produced by Harry Decker for the Irving Briskin unit; di-
rected by Sam Nelson; original screen play by J. Bennett Cohen; photo-
graphed by Lucien Ballard. Cast: Charles Starrett, Iris Meredith, Dick
Curtis, Bob Nolan, Ed LeSaint, Frank Bell, Eddie Cobb, Art Mix, Slim
Whittaker, Hal Taliaferro, Ed Peil, Dick Botiller, Robert Fiske.

Columbia l^lx Now In Production
'RIO GRANDE ROUNDUP,' produced by Harry Decker for the Irving

Briskin unit; directed by Sam Nelson; original screen play by John
Francis Royal; photographed by Lucien Ballard. Cast: Charles Starrett,
Iris Meredith, Sons of the Pioneers, Bob Nolan, Fred Kohler, Jr., Hank
Bell, Raphael Bennett, Blackjack Ward, Lee Prather, Eddie Cobb, Ed
Hearn, Frank Austin.

Grand National

Now Balance to
Number Number Now in Be Placed Stories In
of Plx Com- Shoot- Cutting Before Prepara-

Promised pletcd Ing Rooms Cameras tion
Total 68 . 5 Z 4 57 57

Pictures now in cutting rooms or awaiting previews are:

THE LONG SHOT,' Fine Arts production for Grand National release;
produced by Franklyn Warner; associate producer-director. Charles La-
ment; screen play by Ewart Adamson; original story by Harry Beresford
and George Callaghan; bhotographed by Arthur Martinelli. Cast: Gordon
Jones, Marshal Hunt, C. Henry Gordon, George Meeker, Harry Daven-
port, James Bobbins, George E. Stone ,Dorothy Fay, Frank Darrien, Tom
Kennedy, Earle Hodgin, Emerson Treacy, Guy Seabrook, Lee Phelps, Ben
Burt.

•FURY'S IN THE SADDLE,' produced by Arthur Driefuss; directed by
Sam Diege; original screen play by Arthur Hoerl; photographed by Mack
Stengler. Cast: Dorothy Page, Milton Frome, Vince Barnett, Linn May-
b^iry, Joseph Girard, Frank Ellis, Harrington Reynolds, Merrill McCor-
mickT Pat Henning, Fred Cordova, Eddie Gordon, Lester Doerr, Walter
/Patterson, Snowy (equine).

'THE .LAST BARRIER,' Coronada production; produced by Donald K.
Lieberman; directed by Samuel DIege: original screen play by Arthur
Hoerl; photographed by Mack Stengler. Cast: Dorothy Page, David
O'Brien, Vince Barnett, Ethan Allen, Leonard Trainer, Edward Gordon,
Stanley Price, Warner Richmond, Merrill McCormick, Lloyd Ingraham,
Ed Piel.

'LADY BUCKAROO,' Coronado . production; produced by Donald K.
Lieberman; directed by Samuel DIege; original screen play by Arthur
Hoerl; photographed by Mack Stengler. Cast: Dorothy Page, David
O'Brien, Vince Barnett, Ed Piel, DIx Davis, Stanley Price, Warner Rich-
mond, Dorothy Short, Paul Barrett, Lloyd Ingraham, Ethan Allen, Edward
Gordon, Merrill McCormick.

Grand National Plx Now in Production

'EXILE EXPRESS,' produced by Eugene Frenke; directed by Otis Gar-
rett; original by Edwin Justus Mayer; musical score by Dimitri Tiomkin;
photographed by John Mescall. Cast: Anna Sten, Alan Marshall. Jerome
Cowan, Walter Catlett, Jed Prouty, Leonid Kihsky, Irving Pichel, Feodor
Chaliapin, Addison Richards, Henry Roquemore, Byron Foulger, Stanley
Fields, Harry Davenport, Spencer Charters, Etienne GiTardot.

'THE TRIGGER PALS NO. 1,' Cinemart Productions; produced by
Philip N. Krasne; directed by Sam Neufield; original story by George
Plympton and Ted Richmond; screen play by George Plympton. Cast:
Arthur Jarrett, Lee Powell, Al St. John, Dorothy Fay, Ernie Adams,
Stanley Blystone, Ted Adams, Durkle Thane, Earl Douglas, Nina Guilbert,
Ethan Allen, Bob Walker, Frank La Rue, Wally West, Carl Mathews.

Metro

Number Number Now
of Pix Com- Shoot

promised pleted inc
. . 50 11 8

Selznick-Int'l ... 1 0 0

51 11 8

Now Balance to
in Be Placed Stories In

Cutting Before Prepara-
Rooms Cameras tlon

4 27 27Oil
284 28

Pictures now in the cutting- rooms or awaiting previews are:

'OUT WEST WITH THE HARDY'S,' no producer; directed by George
Seitz; original screen play by Kay Van Riper, Agnes Christine Johnson
and William Ludwig; photographed by Les White. Cast; Lewis Stone,
Miclfey Rooney, Ann Rutherford, Fay Holden. Virginia Weidler, Cecelia
Parker, Ralph Morgan, Nana Bryant, Sara Haden, Gordon Jones.

'CHRISTMAS CAROL,' produced by Joseph Mahkiewicz; directed by
Edwin L. Marin; no writing credits released; photographed by Sid Wag«
ner. Cast: Reginald Owen, Gene and Kathleen Lockhart, Terry Kilburn»
Gene Reynolds, Lynn Carver, Leo G. Carroll, Ann Rutherford, Lionel
Braham, Matthew Boulton, Elvira Stevens, Forrester Harvey:
'DRAMATIC SCHOOL,' produced by Mervyn LeRoy; directed by Robert

Sinclair; screen play by Ernest Vajda; photographed by Joe Ruttenberff.
Cast: Luise Rainer,.Paulette Goddard, Alan Marshall, Henry StephensooL
Gale Sondergaard, Virginia Grey, Ann Rutherford, Laha Turner, Carol
Parker, Rand Brooks, Dorothy Grainger, Melville Cooper, Marie Blake,
Erik Rhodes, Genevieve Tobin, Anthony Allen, Hans Conried, Margaret
Lament, Frank Puglia, Esther Dale.

•SWEETHEARTS^ (in Technicolor for 1938-39 season), produced by Hunt
Stromberg;' directed by W. S. Van Dyke; screen play by Alan Campbell
and Dorothy Parker; photographed by Olivet Marsh. Cast: Jeanette Mac*
Donald, Nelson Eddy. Mischa Auer, Frank • Morgan, Ray Bolger. Herman
Bing, Minna Gombel, Gene and Kathleen Lockhart. Raymond Walburn,
Lucille Watson, Florence Rice, Reginald Gardiner, AUyn Joalyh, Fay
Holden.-01in HoWland^ Terry Kllburn. Betty Jaynes, Douglas McPhait

Metro Plx Now in Production
ICE FOLLIES/ produced by Harry Rapf ; directed by Reinhold SchUQ-

^el; no writing credits released; photographed by Oliver Marsh. .Cast!
Joan Crawford, James Stewart, Lew Ayres, Ice Follies troupe, Jo Ann
Sayres, Lionel Stander.

'I TAKE THIS WOMAN/ formerly titled 'NEW YORK CINDERELLA/
produced by Lawrence Weingarten; directed by Frank Borzage; original
story by Charles MacArthur; photographed by Charles Lawton. Cast>
Spencer Tracy, Hedy LaMarr, Fanny Brice. Walter Pldgeon, Thurston
Hall, Carlos Valdez, Leonard Penn.
IDIOT'S DELIGHT/ produced by Himt Stromberg; directed by Clarehc*

Brown; from play by Robert E. Sherwood; photographed by William
Daniels. Cast: Clark Gable, Norma Shearer, Laura Hope Crews, Charles
Coburn, Pat Paterson, Joseph Schildkraut, Paula Stone, Edward Arnold,
Burgess Meredith, Skeets Gallagher, Joan Marsh, Bemadene Hayes, Vir-
ginia Grey, Mitchell Lew|s, Virginia Dale, Fritz Feld,' Edward Roquello,
Lorraine Krueger.

THE WIZARD OF OZ' (Technicolor), produced by Mervyn LeRoy;
directed by Victor Fleming; based on story by Frank L, Baum; photo-
graphed by Harold Rosson; for Technicolor, Allan Dazey. Cast: Frank
Morgan Judy Garland, Ray Bolger, Bert Lahr. Jack Haley, Charley
Grapewin, Billie Burke, Margaret Hamilton, Pat Walsh.

'HONOLULU/ produced by Jack Cvunmings; directed by Edward Bu2-
zell; no writing credits released; photographed by Ray June. Cast!
Eleanor Powell, Robert Young, George Burns and Grade Allen, Eddi*
Anderson, Judith Allen, JO Ann Sayres, Rita Johnson;

'STAND UP AND FIGHT/ produced by Mervyn LeRoy; directed by
W. S. Van Dyke; no writing credits released yet; photographed by Oliver
Marsh. Cast: Robert Taylor, Wallace Beery, Florence Rice. Helen Broder-
Ick, Charley Grapewin, Clinton Rosemond, John Qualen, Barton MacLane,
Robert Gleckler, Claudia Morgan, Charles Bickford, Jonathan Hale.

'KATHERINE, THE LAST/ produced by Harry Rapf; directed by Nor-
man Taurog; screen play by Gerald Savery and Jack Mintz; photographed
by Clive De Vinna. Cast: Franciska Gaal, Rita Johnson, Barnett Parker,
Franchot Tone, Walter Connolly, Reginald Gardner, Franklin Pangbom,
Charles Judells, Priscilla Lawson, Alexander D'Arcy.

'SKIDS/ produced by Harry Rapf; directed by Edward Sedgwick; no
writing credits released; photographed by Lester White. Cast: Dennis
O'Keefe, Cecelia Parker, Nat Pendleton, Harry Carey, Charley Grapewin,
Alan Curtis, Tom Neal, Truman Bradley.

Monogram

Features
Westerns

Number Number
of Pix Com-

promised pleted
26 5
16 4

Now
Shoot-
ing
0
0

Now Balance to
In Be Placed Stories ta

Cutting Before Prepara-
Robms Cameras tier

2 19 19
1 11 11

Total 42 9 30 30

Pictures in the cutting room:

'

'GANG BULLETS/ produced by E. B. Derr; associate producer, Frank
Melford; directed by Lambert Hillyer; original screen play by John T.
Neville; photographed by Arthur Martinelli. Cast: Ann Nagel, Robert
Kent, Charles Trowbridge, Morgan Wallace, J. Farrell MacDonald, John
T. Murray, Arthur Loft, John Merton, Roger Williams, Duke York, Donald
Kerr, Carleton Young, Stanley Mack, Harry Strang, Ernie Adams, Isabell

Lamalle, Martin Spellman, Tom McGuire, Bill Worthington, Bill Lally,

Eddie Hearn, Frank Nelson, Jack C. Smith, Kernan Kripps, Frank LaRue,
Frank Hall Crane.

'LITTLE TENDERFOOT/ produced by Edward Finney; directed by Al
Herman;- original screeir play by John Rathmell; photographed by Frances
Corbey. Cast: Tex Ritter, Jinx Falkenberg, Mary Ruth, Charles King,
Tom London, Snub Pollard, Maurice Murphy, Frank LaRue, Bob Terry,

Ernie Adams. Dave O'Brien, Dotothy Fay, Bud Osbom6,
'I AM A CRIMINAL/ produced by E; B, Derr; associate producer, Fra]^

Melford; directed by William Nigh; original pcreeh play by John Krafft;

photographed by Paiil Ivano. Cast: John Carroll, Martin SpelUnan, Kay
Linaker, Lester Matthews, Craig Reynolds, Mary Komman, May Beatty,

Rol>ert Fiske, Wilbui; Mack, Jack Kennedy, Dennis Moore, BryanFolger.

Paramount

studio
Harry Sherman.

.

Nuniber Number Now
of Pix Com- Shoot-

Promised pleted ins
> 51 14 8

7 3 0

Now Balance to
. In Be Placed Stofles In

Cutting Before PrepsFdl-
Rooms Cameras 4tdn

11 18 18
3 X 1

19Total 58 17 8 14 19

Pictures now in cutting rooms or awaiting previews are:

'PARIS HONEYMOON' (for 1938-39 season), produced by Harlan Thomp-
son; directed by Frank Tuttle; Screen play by Frank Butler ^nd Don Hart-
man; based on a story by Angela Sherwood: photographed by Karl Struss^

Cast: Bing Crosby, Franciska Gaal, Akim Tamiroff, Ben Blue, Edward
Everett Horton, Shirley ROss. Rafaela OttianO. Keith Kenneth. George
Gay, Norah Gale, LaUrie Lane, Louise Seidel. Paula de Cardo, Evelyn
Keyes, Harrlette Haddon, Maria Doray, Louise Seidel, Judy King, Janet
Waldo. Cheryl Walker. Marion Weldon, Dorothy White.

'RIDE A CROOKED MiLE/ formerly titled 'ESCAPE FRO:^ LEAVEN-
WORTH/ ^formerly titled 'THE LAST RIDE/ formerly titled 'ESCAPE
FROM YESTERDAY' (for 1938-39 season), produced by Jeff Lazarus; di-

rected by Alfred E. Green; original story and screen play by Ferdinand
Reyher and John C. Moflit; photographed by William Mellbr. Cast: Akim
Tamiroff, Frances Farmer, Leif Erikson, Lynne Overman, VJadlmir Soko-
loff, Wade Crosby, Dewey Robinson, William Newell, John Bliefer, Alex
Woloshin, James Flavin.

'ST. LOUIS BLUES' (for 1938-39 release), produced by Jeff Lazarus;

directed by Raoul Wal&h; screen play by John C. Moffltt and Malfolm
Stuart Boylan; based on adaptation by Frederick Hazlitt Brennan of story

by Eleanore Griffin and William Rankin; additional dialog by Virginia

Van Upp; photographed by Theodor SparkuhL Cast: Lloyd Nolan. Dorothy
Lamour. Tito Guizar, Jessie, Ralph, Maxine Sullivan, William Frawley,
Punkins Parker. Jerome ^ciWan, Matty Malneck and. His Boys.

TOM SAWYER, DETiBCTlVE/ produced by Harold Hurley;., associlate

producer, Edward T. Lowe; directed by Louis King; screen play by Ijewis
(Continued on page 10)
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/

7 consider my trailers the cheapest advertising that I buy—yet I pm

trailers ut the top as being most important in actually selling tickets* •

.

No truer word wias ever spoken than this remark by one of the 12,000 ex-

hibitors who use National Screen Service.

Trailers ARE low in price . • • maybe too low • • • for the job they

do* Measure them any way you like — they cost less per reader, per,

prospective customer, per circulation unit, per results ! you KNOW how

many ticket-buyers read your trailers—you can only guess when it comes

to other advertising media.

Only bad trailers are expensive • • • because they do not sell tickets.

Good trailers really cost nothing. They are an investment that return a

grand, quick profit.

Ever figure what part of your gross you spend for trailers? Probably

jus^t a small fraction of one percent.

Don't waste your screen and money on inferior trailers. The best is

always cheapest . . . NATIONAL SCREEN PRE-VUES . . . screen

showmanship at its best!

NEW YORK .*» N?nth Av«,

PHILADELPHIA .....1201^7 Vtn* St.

SAN FRANCISCO.Ue Gold«ngat« Avt.
ST. LOUIS 3318 OIW* St.

SEAHLE ^ 2416 S«eond Ave.

-0" ' -J-x-
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Advance Production Chart

(Continued from page 17)

Foster, Robert Yost and Stuart Anth6ny; based on the novel by Mark
Twain; photographed by ted Tetzlafl, Cast: Donald O'Connor, Billy Cook,
Porter Hall, Philip Warren, Janet Waldo, Clara Blandick, Elisabeth Risdon,
Edward Pawley, Etta McDaniels, Oscar Smith, William Haade, Stanley
Price, Harry Worth, Si Jenks, Cl6m Bevans, ^laymond Hatton, Howard
Mitchell, Monte Blue, Foy Van Dolson, Vic Demoruelle, Jr., Murdock
MacQuarrie, Billy Englfe, Eugene Jackson, Robert Homans, Jane Keckley,
Elsie Bishop, Lew Short, Lon Poff, Albert Hart, Tyler Brooke, Ethel Clay-
ton.
'KIKO OF CHINATOWN,' executive producer, Harold Hurley; associate

producer, Stuart Walker; directed by Nick Grinde; screen play by Lillie
Hayward and Irving Reis: based on a story by Herbert Biberman; photo-
graphed by Leo Tover. Cast: Anna May Wong, Akim Tamiroflf, J. Carrol
Naish, Anthony Quinn, Roscoe Karns, Bernadene Hayes, Philip Ahn, Sid-
ney Toler, Ray Mayer, Alex Pollard, Sam Ash, Charles Trowbridge, Archie
Twitchell, George Anderson, Marie Burton, Sheila Darcy, Wong Chong,
Bichard Denning, Judy King, Dolores Casey, Dorothy Dayton, Paula De
Cardo, Harriette Haddon, . Helaine Moler, North Gale, Gwen Kenyon,
Charles B;, Wood. George Magrill, Lily King, Ethel Clayton, Guy Usher:
. 'LITTLE ORPHAN ANNIE,' produced by John Speaks; directed by Ben
Holmes; screen play by Budd Schulberg, Sam Ornitz, from story by Andre
Bohein and Samuel Ornitz; photographed by Fred Redman. Cast: Ann
Gillis, Robert Kent, June Travis, lan'MacLafen, Margaret Armstrong, J, M.
Kerrigan, Dorothy Baughan, James .Burke, Charles Wilson, Sara Padden,
Tommy Bupp, Ben Weld^n, J. Farrel McDonald, Vincent Lombardy, Eddie
Gribbon, Dick Rich, Harry Tyler. ,.

'

'DISBARQED,' produced by Harold Hurley; directed by Robert Florey;
screen play by Lillie Hayward and Robert R. Presnell from story by Harry
Sauber; photographed by Harry Pishbeck. Cast: Gail Patrick, Otto Kruger,
Robert Prestoh, Sidney Toler, Helen MacKellar, Clay Clement, Edward
Marr, Oliri Howland*
'AMBUSH,' GJii.O. pPoduction; associate producer, William Wright; di-*

rected by Kiirt Neumann; screen play by Laura and S. J. Perelman based
on a .story by Robert Ray; photographed by William Mellor. Cast: Gladys
Swarthout, Lloyd Nolan, William Frawley, Ernest Truex, William Henry,
Hartley Tufts. Rufe Davis, Brod Crawford, Antonio Moreno, Harry Fleisch-
mann, John' Hart, Raymond Hatton, Robert Greig, Richard Denning, Clem
Bevans, Max Hoffman, Jr., Jim Pierce, Eddie Acuff, Al Hill, Frank Mere"
dith, Ted Oliver, George Melford, Polly Morah, Mary Zehner, Ethel Clay-
ton, Wade Boteler, Archil Twitchell, Dolores Casey, Dorothy White.
.'ZAZA' (for 1938-39. season >, produced by Albert Lewin; directed- by

George Cukor; screen, play by Zoe Akins; from play by Pierre Berton and
Charles Sinion; phbtographed by Charles Lang. Cast: Claudette Colbert,
Herbert Mat-shall, Bert Lahr, Helen Westley, Constance ColUer, Genivieve
Tobin, Rex O'Malley, Rex Evans, Walter Catlett,. Robert ,C. iFisqher, Ernest
Cossartt John Sutton^ Michael Brooke. Phillip Warren, Alexander Leftwiph,
Janet WaldQ, Fredrika Brown, Dorothy Dayton, Harriett Haddon, Helaine
IV^oIer. Dorothy White, Duncan Renaldo. Hala Linda. Tom Ricketts.'
'THE FBONTl£BSMt;N,' produced by Harry Sherman; directed by Leslie

Selander; scrleeh pliy by .Norman Huston from original story by Clat'ence
E.' Mulford; additional dialog by Harrison- Jacobs; photographed by Rus-
sell Harlan. Cast! William Boyd, George Hayes, Russell Hayden, Evelyn
Venabl^.' William Duncaii, Clara Kihiball Young, Charles Hughes, Dickie
Jones, Roy Barcroft. Emily Fitzroy. John Beach.
'ARREST BULLDOG DBUMMOND.' formerly titled 'SCOTLAND TABD

VS. BULLDOG DBUMMOND' (for 1938-39). produced by Stuart Walker
for Harold HurleyUnit: directed by James Hogan; original story by!H. C.
•Sapper' McNiele; photographed by Ted Tetzlaflf. Cast: John Howard,
Heather Angel, H. B.- Warner, Reginald ;Denny, E. E. Cllve, Elizabeth Pat-
terson, George Zucco, Jean Fenwick, Leonard Mudie, Clyde Cook, David
Clyde. Ferdinand Munier, John Rogers.
'SAT IT IN FBENCHt* produced and directed by Andrew Stone; screen

play by Frederick Jackson froni play by Jacques Deval; photographed, by
Victor Milner. Cast: Ray Milland, Olympe Bradna, Irene Hervey, Janet
Beechei?, Mary Carlisle, Erik Rhodes, Walter Kingsford; Holmes Herbert,
Gertrude Sutton. Forbes Murray, Billy Daniels, William Collier, Sr., Mona
Barrie, George P. Himtley, Billy Lee. Josef P. Swickard. Gwen Kenyon,
Jean . Fenwick, Grace Goodal, Gus Glassmire, George Hickman, Walter
Soderling, Major Sam Harris. Billy Benedict, George Magrill, .Richard
Denning. Archie Twitchell, Ruth Rogers, Marek Windheim, Bert Roach,
Luana Walters, Joyce Mathews, Harriette Haddon, Byron Foulger, Bernice
Pilot, Clara Mackin Blore. Edward Earle. Hooper Atchley, Paul Newlan,
George Davis, Ed . Cecil, Hayden Stevenson, Dolores Casey. Judy King,
Marie Burton, Sheila Darcy, Paula De Cardo, Norah Gale, Helaine Moler,
Dorothy White, Ethel Clayton, George Cooper, Max Barwyn.

Paramoiint Pix Now in Production
'CAFE SOCIETY,' produced by Jeff Lazarus; directed by Ed H. Griffith;

original and . screen play by Virginia Van Upp; photographed by Ted
Tetzlaff, Cast: Madeleine Carroll, Fred MacMurray, Shirley Ross, Claude
Gillingwater, AUyn Joslyn, Don Alvarado, Mira McKinney, Hilda Plow-
right, Dorothy Tree, Harlan Briggs, Frances Raymond, Ruth Rogers, Dor-
othy White. '

. ^
'PERSONS IN HIDING,* G.M.O. production; associate producer, Edward

T. Lowe; directed by Louis King; no writing credits released; photographed
by Harry Fischbeck. Cast: Patricia Morison, Lynne Overman, William
Henry, Elisabeth Risdon, Riqhard Carlej Charlotte Wynters, William
Frawley, Judith Barrett, Hartley Tufts, Phillip Warren, Richard Dennmg,
Dorothy Howe, Richard Stanley, John Hart.

.

'PARENTS ON PROBATION,' G. M. O. production; associate producer,

William Wright; directed by George Archainbaud; screen play by Laura
and S. J. Perelman; baaed on a story by Lloyd Corrigan and Monte Brice;

photographed by Henry Sharp. Cast: Charlie Ruggles, Mary Boland, Joyce

Mathews, Donald O'Connor, Billy Lee.
'NEVER SAY DIE,' produced by Paul Jones; directed by Elliott Nugent;

screen, play by Don Hartman, Frank Butler and Preston Sturges; based

on a play bV William H. Post; photographed by Leo Tover. Cast: Martha
Raye, Bob Hope* Ernest Cossart, Paul Harvey, Alan Mowbray, Siegfried

Rumann, Andy Devine.
. « ., „ ^

'UNION PACIFIC,' produced and directed by Cecil B. DeMille; asso-

ciate producer, William H. Pine; location director, Arthur Rosson; no
writing credits released; photographed by Vtttor Milner. Cast: Barbara
Stanwyck, Joel McCrea, Robert Preston, Akim. Tamirpff, J. Carrol Naish,

Lynne Ovei*man, William Haade. , .

'ARIZONA BBACELETS,' produced by Harry Sherman; directed by
Leslie Selander; based on original story by John Rathmell; additional

dialog and sequences by Harrison Jacobs; photogarphed by Russel Harlan.

Cast: William Boyd, Russell Hayden, George Hayes, Charlotte Wynters,

Russell Hopton, Sonny Bupp, Jack Rockwell, Roy Barcroft, John Merton,

Bob Kortman, and the 'King's Men. quartet. •

'MIDNIGHT,' produced by Arthur Hornblow; directed by Mitchell

Leisen; no writing credits released: photographed by Charles Lang. Cast:

Claudette Colbert, Don.Ameche. Francis. Lederer, John Barrymore, Mary
Astor, Elaine Barry, Hedda Hopper. ^„
'HOTEL IMPERIAL,' directed by Robert Florey; no writing credits re-

leased; photographed by William Mellor. Cast: Isa Miranda, Ray Mil-

land, Reginald Owen, Gene Lockhart, Rudoloh Porster, Curt Bois. Michel

Werboff, Henry Victor, Soencer Charters, Bodil Rosing, Betty Compson,
Wolfgang, Zilzer, Egon Brecher, Bert Roach, Au^ustinn Borgato; Paul

Everton, George Magrill, Lee Shumway, Davison Clark, Harry Tenbrook,
Paul Kru,?er, Don Cdssack Chorus.

, ^.

'BULLDOG DBUMMOND'S SECRET POLICE,' G. M. O. production:

associate producer, Edward T. Lowe; directed by James Hogan; no writing

credits released; photographed by Merritt Gerstad. Cast: John Howard.
Heather Anael. Hi B. Warner, Elizabeth Patterson, Reginald Denny. E. E.

Clive, Leo Carroll, Forrested Harvey, David Clyde, Clyde Cook, Gerald
Rogers, Neil Fitzgerald, Elspeth Dudgeon, Dutch Heridrian, Dick Rush.

RKMdio

screen play by Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur; photographed by Joe
August. Cast: Cary Grant, Victor McLaglen, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Joan
Fontaine; Eduardo CUanhelli, Sam JafEe, Montagu Love, Lumsden Hare,
Robert Coote, Abner Biberman.

»

'PECK'S BAD BOY WITH THE CIRCUS,' produced by Sol Lesser; asso-
ciate producer, Leonard Fields; directed by Edward Cline; no writing
credits released yet; photographed by Jack McKenzie. Cast: Tommy
Kelly, Ann Gillis, Edgar Kennedy, Spanky McFarland, Benita Humfe, Fay
Helm, William Demarest, Wade Boteler, Grant Mitchell, Nana Bryant,
Louise Beaver.
'LAW WEST OF TOMBSTONE,' procuctd by Cliff Reid; directed by

Glenn Tryon; screen play by John Twist and Clarence Young; photo-
graphed by J. Roy Hunt. Cast: Harry Carey, Anne Shirley, Tim Holt,
Evielyn Brent, Allan Lane, Paul Guilfoyle, Bradley Page, Esther Muir,
George Irving, Eleanor Hansen, Peggy Carroll, Robert Moya, Jane Wood-
worth.
'TRAILER ROMANCE,' produced by Cliff Reid; directed by Garson

Kanin; screen play by Dudley Nichols and John Twist; photographed by
Russell Metty.. Cast: LuciUe Ball, James EUisony Lee Bowman, Granville
Bates, Mantan Moreland, Dick Elliott, Florence Lake, Frank Shannon.

REO-Radlo Pictures Now In Production
'THE PURE IN MIND,' formerly titled 'SAINTS WITHOUT WINGS,'

produced and directed • by P. J, Wolfson; original screen play by Albert
Bein; photographed by Roy Hunt- Cast: Anne Shirley, Roger .'Daniel,
James McCallon, Walter Ward, Charles Powers, John Fitzgerald, Frank
Malo, Paul White, Alan Baxter, Walter Tetley, Arthur Hohl, Norman
Willis.

•LOVE AFFAIR,' produced and directed by Leo McCarey; np writing
credits released; photographed by Rudolph Mate. Cast: Irene Dunne,
Charles Boyer, Lee Bowman, Maria Ouspenskaya, Maurice Moccovitch,
Fred Malatesta, Scotty Beckett, Astrid AUwyn, Phyllis Kennedy*
'PACIFIC LINER,' produced by Robert Sisk; directed by Lew Landers;

original by Anthony Coldeway and Henry Roberts Symbhds; screen
adaptation by John Twist; photographed by Nick Musuraca. C3ast: Victor
McLaglen, Chester Morris, Wendy Barrie, Alan Hale, Barry Fitzgerald,
Paul Guilfoyle, Allan Lane, John Wray, Douglas Walton, Walter; Miller.
^THE GREAT MAN VOTES,' produced by Cliff Reid; directed by Garson

Kanin; original by Gordon Malherbe Hillman; screen^ play by John Twist;
photographed by Russell Metty. Cast: John BarrymOre, Peter Holden,
Virginia Weidler, Donald MacBride, Bennie Bartlett, Katharine Alexander,
Elisabeth Risdon, Granville Bates, Luis Alberni, Clarence. Kolb, J. M.
Kerrigan. •

'THE CASTLES,' produced by George Haight; diirected by Henry Potter;
no writing credits released; photographed by Robert' De Grasse. Cast:
Fred Astaire, Ginger Rogers, Walter Brennan, Lew Fields, Edna May
Oliver,

.Jack Carson, Esther Muir, Janet Beecher, Donald MacBride, Sonny
Lament^ .

-

'FISHERMAN'S WHARF,' produced by Sol Lesser; directed by Bernard
Vorhaus; original screeil play by Bernard SchUbert, Herbert Clyde Lewis
and Ian Hunter; • photographed

.
by Charles Schoenbaum. Cast:' Bobby.

Breen, Leo Carrilld, .Henrys Arnietta, Lee Patrick, Tommy Bupp, Rosina
Gain, George Humbert, Leon .Belasco, Leonard Kimbrick^ Ronny Page,
Jackie Sailing, Hllo Marchetti, Jr^, Stanton Mu. ' -

. ..

, I'BEAUTY FOR THE ASKING,' produced, by R. P. Flnemaii; directed by
Glenn Tryon; original story by Edmund L. Hartthann; screen play by
Doris (Anderson and Paul Jarrico; . photographed' by F'rahk Redman. Cast:
Lucille ...Ball, Patric : Knowles, Donald . Woods, Frieda InescOrt, Leona
Maricie, . Inez Courtney, Frances Mercer, Whitney Bourne; Ann Evers;
'ARIZONA LEGION,' produced by Bert Gilrby; directed by Dave Hpw-

ard; original by Bernard McConvilJe; screen play by Oliver Drake; photo-
graphed by Harry Wild. Cast:' George O'Brien, Laraine'Johnson, Carlyle
Moore, Tom Chattertoh, Glenn Strange.

'

'

SUIT AGAINST TOY PIC

MACHINE TOSSED OUT

Los Angeles, Nov. 15.

Adelaide Halperin's $3,500,00() Copy-
right infringement suit against
Hearst Publications, Pepsodent Co.,

Lord & Thomas and Walt Disney was
dismissed in Federal Court.
Alleged infringement consisted, of

display ad used in newspapers^ -cap-

tioned 'Pepsodent's motion picture

-

machine, with two sets of cplbred'

pictures featuring Walt Disney's
•Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs/
Suit also charged infringement in the
manufacture of toy motion picture
machines, given aWay in conne(^tion

with Pepsodent's. radio program,
handled by Lord & Thomas. , j

Miss Halperin claimed she copy-
righted a 'Tiny Tot Revue' pictture

machine in 1930, similar to the Pep-
sodent toy.

Republic

Now Balance to'

in Be Placed. Stories In
Catting'. Before Prepara-
Rooms Cameras tion

7 41 41

Number Number Now
Now Balance to

in Be Placed Stories In

Cutting Before Prcoara-
Ronms Can^tras tlon

3 29 2910 0
0 1 - 1

4 30 30

Pirture,«! liow fn the cuttine room<; or awaitinc orevtewp are:

•GUNGA DIN' (for 1938-39), produced and directed by George Stevens;

of Pix Com- Shoot
Promised pleted i"?

60 11 7

3 1 1

Herbert Wilcox... 1 0 0

64 12 8

Number Number Now
of Pix Com-- Shoot

Promisei pleted ing

Total 59 9 .2
Pictures in the cutting" rooms or awaiting previews:

'SANTA FE STAMPEDE,' produced by William Berke; directed by
George Sherman; screen play by Luci Ward and Betty Burbridge; original
by Luci Ward; photographed by Reggie Lanning. Cast: John Wayne, Ray
Corrigan, Max Terhune. June Martel, William Farnuin, LeRoy Mason,
Martin Spellman, Genee Hall.

'COME ON, RANCIER,' formerly titled 'TEXAS RANGER,' produced by
Charles E. Ford; directed by Joe Kane; original screen play by Gerald
Geraghty and Jack Notteford: photographed by Jack Marta. Cast: Roy
Rogers, Mary Hart, Raymond Hatton, J. Farrell MacDonald, Purnell Pratt,
Lane Chandler, Bruce Macfarlane, Harry Woods, Lee Powell, Chester
Gunnels.

'ORPHANS OF THE STREET,' formerly titled 'STRONGHEART,' pro
duced by Herman Schlom; directed by Irving Pichel; original screen play
by Earl Felton; photograohed by Ernest Miller. Cast: Tommy Ryan,
Robert Livingston, June Storey. Ace (canine), Harry Davenport, James
Burke, Ralph Morgan, Sidney Blackmer, Victor Killian.

'HAWK OF THE WILDERNESS' (serial), produced by Robert Bech!?; co-
directed by William Witney and Jack English; ho vWiting dredits released
yet; photographed by William Nobles. Cast: Herman Brix. Jill Martin,
Monte Blue, Mala, Noble Johnson, William Royle, George Eldredge, Snow-
flake, Dick Wessel, Tom Chatterton, Earl Askam, Jerry ^eldbn, Harry
Tenbrook,
'WESTERN JAMBOREE.' formerly titled 'BLOOM ON THE STAGE,'

produced by Harry Grey; directed by Ralph Staiub; screen play by Gerald
Geraghty from original by Pat Harper; photographed by William Nobles.
Cast: Gene Autry, -Smiley Burnette, Jean Rouverol, Frank Darien, Jack
Perrin, Jack Ingram, Harry Holman. Ben Hewlett, Ray Teal, Esther Muir,
Eddie Dean, Joe Fxisco, Edward Roauello, George Walcott, Margaret Arm-
strong, Kermit Maynard, Frankie Marvin, Davidson Clark.

'RED RIVER RANGE,' produced by William Berke; directed by George
Sherman; original story by Luci Ward; screen nlay by Stanley Roberts,

Betty Burbridge and Luci Ward. Cast: Polly Moran, Loma Graiy, Kirby
Grant, Sammy McKim, William Royie, Perry Ivins, Stanley .Blystone,

Lenore Bushman, Burr Caruth, Roger Williams, Earl Askam, Olin Francis.

'RHYTHM OF THE SADDLE,' formerly titled 'RODEO BUSTER,' pro-
duced bv Harry Grey: directed by George Sherman; original screen play
by Paul'Franklin: ohotographed by Jack Marta. Cast: Gene Autry, Smiley
Burnette, Peggy Moran, Pert Kelton, LeRoy Mason.

Republic Pix Now In Production

'SHINJE ON HARVEST MOON,' produced by Charles E. Ford; directed

by Joe Kane; original screen play by Jack Natteford; photogi^aphed by
William Nobles. Cast: Roy Rogers, Mary Hart, William Farnum, Lulu
Belle and Scotty, Chester Gunnels. Stanley Andrews, Jack Hockwell; Pat
Henning, Frank Jaquet, Joe Whitehead.

'FEDERAL MAN HUNT,' produced by Armand Schaefer; directed by
Nick Grinde; original by Sam Fuller and William Lively; screen play by
Maxwell Shahe; photographed by Ernest Miller. Cast: Robert Living-

ston, June Travis, Ben Welden. Horace MacMahon, Gene Morgan, Marga-
ret Mann, Charles Halton. Sybil Harris, John Gallaudet, Jerry Tucker,

Matt McHugh, Frank Conklin.

Brothers in D. S. Deal F0r

Boulder Dam Film Mile9ge

Boulder City, Nev., Nov, 15.

Earl Brothers, who some time ago
acquired the interest in the Bbulder
theatre, h?ld by Milton Arthur of
Cabart; has a deal with, the XI/ S»
(Government whereby he ;is distribu-
tion and sales representative for the
miles of motion pictures taken ot the
Roulder Dani project. Film Is

turned out in 8mm., 16mm. tmd
35mm. dimensions, with the buyers
principally being schools and col-

leges where it is used as part of the,

curriculuin.

In.a tieup with the .Governqoleht, '.

Brothers operates the Boulder Dam
service bureau here where pictures

'

df the dam from beglnniniS to coni-

xpletion are run continuously^ free! of
charge, i

Brothers, regulatlyi operate? .the

Boulder theatre, with ;a Single bill

policy, four changes per week at S5<f

top. Population of the distri<;t is

about 1,800; which Includes a large
group of CCC worker^.

Sears Drive iSet

A 16-weeks' sales drlVe, similiar to
that conducted last year ' and ,again
dedicated to Grad Sears,, sales .jchlef,

has been set by Warner Bros.l" with
Hal Wallis sitting in on details prior
to his departure ft»r the. Coast. Sat-
urday (12), Campaign ^;iyilV istart

Christmas Day, Dec. 25, and. close
April 10, 1939^ with drive to] encom-
pass features, shorts, accessb;rjes,

trailers, etc. Prizes to district , anci
branch mainagers will total $25,000;

Carl Leserman. "will act as co-
ordinator of the drive, as he has
done during the past two ;}rears when
they have been held by this com-
pany.. .... .' •

Roy Haines, Eastem-Caiiadlan sales

manager, conferred With his ^.district

chieftsdns over the weekend to set tip

plans for his territory, while Bea
Kalmenson left for Chicago to do tl^e

same for the South and West,

20th Century-Fox

Now Balance to
in Be Placed Stories . In

Cutting Before ' Prepara-
Rooms Cameras tion

5 24 24

Number Number Now
of Pis Com- Shoot

Promised pleted ing

Total 55 20 6

Pictures in the cutting rooms or awaiting previews are:

. 'GIRL FROM BROOKLYN,' formerly titled 'BY THE DAWN'S EARLY
LIGHT' (for 1938-39 season), produced by Edward Kaufman; directed by
Gregory Ratoff; original by Gene Markey; photographed by Karl FreUnd.

Cast: Warner Baxter, Alice Faye. Charles Winninger, Keye Luke, Arthur
Treacher, Willie Fimg, Doris Lloyd. Leonid Snegofl,

•EVERYBODY'S BABY,' oroduced by John Stone; directed by Malcolm
St. Clair; screen play by Karen DeWoU. Robert Chapin, Frances Hyland
and Albert Ray; from original by Hilda Stone and Betty Reinhardt; photo-

graphed by Edward Snyder. Cast: Jed Prouty, Shirley Deaile, Spring
(Continued on page 21)

Would Org. Mgrs.
•

!;

l»hiladelphia, iNov. 15.

Move reported under way here by
the Projectionists* Unoi? to organize
house managers in this territory.
Similar attempt was niade about a
year and a half ago Ivlthout marked
success, although simultaneous drive
op other house employees netted a
considerable number of new union
members.
Understood both circuit and indie

managers are being sought, in the
present organization campaign,

Metro's Musical Shorts
Hollywood, Noy. 15.

Jack Chertok..produces two two-
reel musicals at Metro, this' week,
'Three Kings and a Queen' and 'Hap-
pily Buried.'

Stanley Rauh and Will Jason
wrote the script and songs for 'Three
Kings.' Jack Woodford scripted
'Buried,' with music by Chet For-
rest and Bob Wright.

Grinding Out MG Shorts

Hollywood, Nov. 15.
Two Pete Smith specials and two

shorts get under way at Metro thi$
week.
Smith pictures are *Weather

Hazards' and 'Heroes in Repose,'
Others are 'The Wrong Way Out,' «
crime does not pay briehe, and 'Am
I to Blame?' ^pne Of the Pigslag
Parade series.
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A

with

PRISCILLA LANE
WAYNE MORRIS

and )*.

JOHNNIE DAVIS.JANE BRYAN. EDDIE ALBERT
RONALD REAGAN • JANE WYMAN • HENRY 6*NEIIX

Directed WILLIAM KEIGULEY
Screen Play by Richard MacauUy and Jerry Wald • From the Play byJOHN MONKS, Jr.'

and FRED F. FINKLEHOFFE f A Flrat National PlctiiTC

Is

Bin

Sims

The Holdovers! New Ones Daily!

Memphis, Baltimore, Philadelphia,

Dayton, Seattle, Louisville, Boston,
New York [Srd week), Albany,
Cleveland, Newark, Jersey City,
New Haven, Bridgeport, Hartford,

Worcester, Springfield, Washington.

Such a Mop Up] Ifs Even Greater than You Dreamed!

WARNEItS-Producers
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Advance Production Chart
(Continued from page 19)

Byington, Russell Gleason, Ken Howell, George Ernest, June Carlson,
Florence Roberts, BUly Mahan, Hattie McDaniel, Marvin Stephens. Claire
DuBrey.

'

'JE9SE JAMES' (for 1938-39, In Technicolor), produced by Nunnally
Johnson; directed by Henry King; original screen play by Nunnally John-
son; photographed by George Barnes. Cast: Tyrone Power, Henry Fonda,
Nancy Kelly, Walter Brennan, John Carradine^ J. Edward Bromberg, Brian
Donlevy, Douglas Fowley, Jane Darwell, Donald Meek, Ernest Whitman.
•KENTUCKY' (in Technicolor), produced by Gene Markey; directed by

David Butler; screen play by Lamar TrOtti and John Taintor Foote; from
novel, 'Look Eagles,' by John Taintor; photographed by Ernest Palmer.

Young, Richard Greene, Walter Brennan, Ralph Morgan,
WiUard Robmson, Douglas Dumbrillie, James West, Charles Waldron, Karen
Morley, Ward Robinson, Moroni Olsen.

^ '^,Sf.^,^*^S J<J?.^VEETTHING,' produced by Harry Joe Brown; directed
by Wjlham A. Seiter; music and lyrics by Mack Gordon and Harry Reyel;
screen play by Harry Tugerid;' adaptation by Curtis Kenyon and Ai-t
Arthur; based on story by Gilbert Wright; photographed by Lucien
Andnot. Cast: Jack Oakie, Adolphe Menjou, Jack Haley, Arleen Whelan,
Bmnie Barnes, Tony Martin, Herman Bing, Gregory Gaye.

20th-Fox Fix Now in Production
•THE LITTLE PRINCESS' (in Technicolor), produced by Gene Markey;

directed by Walter Lang; screen play by Ethel Hill and Walter Ferris;

i?^.^?'^ °.2 by Frances Hodgson Burnett; photographed by Arthur
Miller; Technicolor photography^ by William Skall. Cast: Shirley Temple,
Richard Greene, Anita Louise, Ian Hunter, Cesar Romero, Arthur Treacher,
Mary . Nash, S:^bll Jason, Miles Mander, Marcia Mae Jones, Deidre Gale,
Ira Stevens.

TAIL SPIN,' produced by Harry Joe Brown; directed by Roy Del Ruth;
original screen play by Frank Wead; photographed by John Mescall. Cast:
Alice Faye, Constance Bennett, Nancy Kelly, Joan Davis, Charles Farrell,
Jane Wyman, Kane Richmond, Wally Vernon, Joan Valerie, Robert tow-
ery, Edward Norris, J. Anthony Hughes,' Jack Pennick, Warren Hymer.
'THE THREE MUSKETEERS,' produced by Raymond Griffith; directed

by Allan Dwan; music and lyrics by Sid KuUer, Ray Golden, Walter Bul-
lock and Samuel Pokrass; screen play by M. M. Musselman, Wm. A. Drake
and Sam Hellman; special Ritz Brothers material by Sid Kuller and -Ray
Golden;, photographed by Peverell Marley. Cast: Ritz Brothers, Don
Ameche, Gloria Stuart, Pauline Moore, Binnie Barnes, Joseph Schild-
kraut, John Carradine, John King, Lionel 'Atwill, Douglass Dumbrille,
Miles Mander, Russell Hicks.
•WIFE, HUSBAND AND FRIEND,' produced by Nunnally Johnson; di-

rected by. Gregory RatoflE; no writing credits released; photographed by
Ernest Palmer, Cast: Loretta Young, Warner Baxter, Binnie Barnes,
George Barbier, Eugene Pallette, Franklin Pangborn, J. Edward Brom-
berg, Helen Westley, Ruth Terry, Harry Rosenthal, Edward Cooper, Iva
Stewart, Alice Armandj. Dorothy -Dearing, Kay Griffith, Helen Ericson.
•DANGEROUS CARGp,'' produced by Sol M. Wurtzel; . directed by

Ricardo Cortez; no writing- credits released; photographed by Virgil
Miller. Cast: Prestoii Foster, Lynn' Bari, Wally Vernon, Henry Wilcoxon,
Joan Woodbury.
•CHARLIE CHAN IN HONOLULU,' produced by John Stone; directed

by H. Bruce Huinberstone; n6 writing credits released. Cast: Sidney
Tolcr, Phyllis, Brooks, Eddie, Collins^ Claire Dd,dd, George Zucco, Robert
Barrat, Marc Lawrence, Richard Lane, John King, Sen Yung.

United Artists

Santael Goldwyn..
Selznlck

.
, :

WaUef . .Wani^er...
Cluiplilf
Roach'
London ' pi'ilmB. ....

Edwai-d' SmK^l....
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Pictures In the cutting rqom or awaiting .previ,e.ws are:

'TRADE l^iNDS/ produced by Walter Wa^nger; directed by Tay Gar-
nett; screen play' by Dorothy Parker. Alan Campbell and Frank R. Adams
from original sttory by Tay Gamett; photographed by Rudolph Mate. Cast:
Fredric March, Joan Bennett, Ralph Bellamy, Ann Sothern. Alan Baxter.
Robert Emmett O'Connor, Patrioib F'arr, Wilma Francis.' Kay Linaker,
Dorothy Tree, Phyllis B&rry, Walter Bryon,. Wil&on Benge, Hatry

.
Paine;

Hoopier Atchley, Franklin Parker,' Lee Phelps; John Webb Dillion, Dick
Rush, Mrs. Sojin, Gloria Youngblood, Ethelreda Leopold, Marie DeForest,
Earl Wallace, Princess Luana, Paulita Arbivu, Iko- Magara, Suzanne
KeiarenV Lotus Liu, Robert Elliott, l^idhey. Blackmer.

/TOPPEfc TAKES A TRIP.' produced by Milton H. Bren for Hal Roach;
diveotcd by- Norman Z. McLeod; screen, play by Jack -Jevne and Eddie
Moran from, the Thome Smith novel; photographed by Norbert Brodine.
Cast: Constance Bennett, Roland- Young, ' Billie Burke. Alan , Mowbray,'
Verree Ted$dale, Alexander D'Arcy, Franklin Pangborn, Leon Bela'sco;
Irving Pichel., '

.
-•

•MADE FOR EACH OTHER,' produced by. David O. Selznick: directed
by John" Cromwell; screen play by Jo • Swerling; = photographed by Leon
Shamroy; Cast: Carole Lombard, James Stewart, Lucile Watson. Donald
Briggs, Charles Cobum. Arthur Hoyt, Ruth Weston. Nella Walker. Harland
Briggs, Mickey Rentschler, Esther Dale, Edwin Maxwell, Tully Marshall.
•DUKE OF WESl: POINT,' produced by Edward Small; directed by

Alfred E. Green; original screen play by George Rruce; photographed by
Robert Planck. Cast: Louis Hayward, Joan Fontaine, Tom Brown. Richard
Carlson,. Alan Curtis, Jonathan Hale, Gaylord Pendleton, Donald Barry,
George McKay, Lane Chandler, William Bakewell.

Untted Artists Plx: Now in Production
•STAGECOACH,' produced by Walter Wanger; directed by John Ford;

screen play by Dudley Nichols from story by Ernest Haycox; photo-
graphed by Bert Glennon. Cast: Claire Trevor, John Wayne, Andy
Devlne, George Bancroft, John Carradine, Donald Meek.

•IT'S SPRING AGAIN,' produced for Hal Roach by A. Edward Suther-
land; based on story, 'Zenobia's Infidelity,' by H. C. Bunner; photographed
by Karl Struss. Cast: Oliver Hardy, Harry Langdon, Alice Brady, Billie

Burke, Jean Parker, June Lang, James Ellison, Stepin Fetchit, Hattie
McDanieL

Universal

Number Number Now
of Plx Com- Shoot-

Promtsed pleted ing
48 15 4

Now Balance to
in Be Placed Stories in

Cuttins Before Prepara-
Bftoms Cameras tion

11 18 18Total

Pictures in the cutting rooms or awaiting, previews:

'SWING THAT CHEER' (for 1938-39). produced by Max Golden; directed
by Harold Scl^uster; story by Thomas Ahearn and F. Maury Grossman:
screen play by. Charles Grayson; photographed by Elwood Bredell. Cast:
Tom Brown, Andy Devine, Robert Wilcox, Constance Moore. Stanley
Hughes, Samuel S. Hinds. Ray Parker, Ernest Truex, 'Doodles' Weqver.
Margaret Early.

'HIS EXCITING NIGHT,' formerly titled 'ADAM'S EVENING,' pro-
duced by Ken Goldsmith; directed by Gus Meins; original by Katherine
Kavanaugh; photographed by Henry Sharp. Cast: Charles Ruggles, Maxie
Rosenbloom, Marian Martin, Ona Munson, Geoi'gia Kaine. Raymond Par-
ker. Frances Robinson. Richard Lane, Benny Baker, Stepin Fetchit, Stan-
ley Hughes, Regis TOomey.
•BUCK ROGERS' (serial), produced by Barney Sarecky; co-directed by

Ford Beebe and Saul Goodkind; screen play by Norman Hall and Ray
Trampe from cartoon strip by Dick Calkins and Phil Nolan; photographed
by Jerry Ash. Cast: Larry Crabbe, Constance Moore, Reed Howes,

Wheeler Oalcman, Jackie Moran, Carleton Young, Henry Brandon, Philson
Ahn.
'LITTLE TOUGH GUYS IN SOCIETY,' produced by Max H. Golden;

directed by Erie Kenton; original screen play by Edward Eliscu and Morti-
mer Oflfner; photographed by George Robinson. Cast: Mary Boland,
Edward Everett Horton, Mischa Auer, Helen Parrish, Jack Searl and
Little Tough Guys — Frankie Thomas, Hally Chester, Harris Berger,
Chai-les Duncan, David Gorcey and William Benedict.

•SCOUTS TO THE RESCUE,' formerly titled 'THE EAGLE SCOUT'
(serial), produced by Henry MacRae; co-directed by Ray Taylor and Alan
James; original story by J. Irving Crump; screen play by Wyndham Git-
tens, George Plymton, Basil and Joseph Poland; photographed by William
Sickner. Cast: Jackie Cooper, Lucy Gilman, William Ruhl, David Durand,
Ralph Diinn, Frank Coghlan, Jr., Sidney Miller, Jason Robards, Victor
Adams, Richard Botilier, Bill Cody, Jr.

•THE LAST WARNING),' formerly titled •THE DEAD DON'T CARE,'
Crime Club production; produced by Irving Starr; directed by Al Rogell;
screen play by Edmimd L. Hartmann' from novel by Jonathan Latimer;
photographed by George Meehan. Cast: Preston Foster, Frank Jenks,
Frances Robinson, Kay Linaker, Joyce Compton, E. E. Clive, Orville Cald-
well, Alfred Dekker.

•HONOR OF THE WEST,' formerly titled 'SINGING SHERIFF,' pro-
duced by Trem Carr; associate producer, Paul Malvern; directed by George
Waggner; original screen play by Joseph West; photographed by Harry
Neumann. Cast: Bob Baker, Marjorle Bell, Carleton Young, Jack Kirk,
Glenn Strange, Forrest Taylor, Frank Ellis.

'PIRATES OF THE SKIES,' formerly titled 'PLANE 66,' produced by
Barney Sarecky; directed by Joe.McDonough; screen play by Lester Cole
and Ben Grauman Kohn from original story by Lester Cole; photographed
by Jerry Ash. Cast: Kent Taylor, RocheUe Hudson, Marion Mattin, Lucien
Littlefield, Stanley Andrews, Horace MacMahon, Ray Walker, Frank Puglia,
Guy Usher, Eddie Chandley, Henry Brandon, John Harmon.
EXPOSED,', produced by Max H.. Golden; directed by Harold Shuster;

screen play by Charles Kaufman and Franklin Coeh; photographed by
Stanley. Cortez. Cast: Glenda Farrell, Otto Kruger, Herbert Mundin..,
David Oliver, Charles B. Brown, Lorraine Krueger, Chester Clute,

'STRANGE FACES,' produced by Burt Kelly; directed by Errol Taggart;
screen play by Charles Grayson from original story by Cornelius Reece
and Arndt Giusti; potographed by Elwood Bredell. Cast: Dorotheai Kent.
Frank Jenks, Andy Devine, Leon Ames, Maty Tr6en.

•PHANTOM STAGE,' produced by Trem Carr; directed by George
Waggner; original screen play, Joseph West; photographed by Harry Neu-
mann. C^ast: Bob Bakei-, Marjorie Reynolds, George Cleveland; Forrest
Taylor, Reed Howes, Murddck McQuarrie, Glenn Strange, Frank Ellis,,

^rnie Adams, Jack Kirk.

Universal Plx Now in Production

SON OF FRANKENSTEIN/ directed by Rowland V, Lee; orighial
screen play by Willis Cooper; photographed by George • Robinson. Cast!
Basil Rathbone, Boris Karloff, Bela Lugosi, Lionel AtWill, Josephine
Hutchinson.

'SWING, SISTER, SWING,' produced by Burt Kelly; directed by Joseph
Santly; original screen play by Charles Grayson based on story by Burt
Kelly; photographed by Elwood Bredell. Cast: Ken Murray, Kathryn
Kane, Johnny Downs, Eddie Quillan, Ernest Truex, Ted Weem? and or*

chestra, Edna Sedgwick, Nana Bryant, Esther Howard, Herbert Heywood,
Emmett Vogan.
'GAMBLING SHIP/ formerly titled 'LADT LUCK,' produced by Irving

Starr; directed by Aubrey Scotto; screen play by Alex Gottlieb; photo-
graphed by George Meehan. Cast: Robert. Wilcox, Helen Mack, Ed Brophy,
Joseph Sawyer, Selmet' Jackson, Sam McDaniels.

'NEWSBOYS' HOME,' produced by Ken Goldsmith; directed by Harold
Yoiing; original -by Gordon Kahn;. screen play by Gordon Kahn and
Charles Grayson; photographed by Milton Krasnet; Cast: Jackie C6oper,
Edmund Lowe, Wendy Barrie, Elisha Cook, JK Joe Crehan, William
Gouldr' Edward Norris and the Little Tpiigh Guys—Harris Berger, Hally
X;hester, Chatles Duncan, David Gorcey and William Benedict.

Extras^ Union

Warners

Now Balance.to

.

Number Number .Now- in. Be Placed Siories Itk

of Pix Com- Shoot- Cuttiiic Before- Prepara-
Promised pleted' ' Ing Rooms Cameras •

' tloq
Total 62 8 7 14 9i 28

Pictures' in the cutting robms or awaiting previews are:

'BLACKWEiLLS ISLAND,' produce* by Bryan Fpy; directed by WUltam
McGarin; Original screen play by Crane Wilbur . and Da\^e Marcus; photo-
graphed by' Sid Hlckox. Cast: John Garfield, Rosemary . Lane, Morgan
Conway. Peggy Shannon, Dick Purcell Lottie Williams, Stanley • Fields,
Charley = Foy, Norman Willis. Granville Bates, Raymond Barley, Jimmy
O'Gatty. Wade- Boteler, William Davidson, Walter Young.
THEY MADE' ME. ;A CRIMINAL/' pfoduced by Benjamin Glazer; direct-

ed by Busby Berkeley; 'screen play by Sig Herzig from story by Bertram
Millhauser and Beulah Dix; photo.graphed by James HoWe. Cast: John
Garfield, Gloria Dickson, Beulah Bondi, Claude Rains, Billy Halop, Huntz
Hall, Leo Gorcey, Gabriel Dell, Bobby Jordon, Bernard Piin'sley.

. LOVE BiTES MAN/ formerly titled 'UNFIT ;tO PRINT,' produced by
Sam° BischofI; directed by James Flood; screen play by Earl Baldwin,'
Niven Busch, .Lawrence Kimble and Robert Budmer from original story
by Saul Elkins and Sally Sandlin; photographed by Charles Rosher. Cast:
Pat O'Brien, Joan Blondell, Bobby -Jordan,' AIan<.Baxter, Joe Cimnlngham,
Douglas Dumbrille, Armand Kaliz. Ed Dearing.

V^DEVIL'S ISLAND/ formerly titled RETURN OF DR. X,' produced by
Bryan Foy; directed by William Clemens; no writing 'credits .released as
yet'; photographed by George Barnes. - Cast: Boris Karloff. Leonard Mudte,
Prank Reicher. James Stephens. Pedro De Cordoba. Nat Carr. Tom Wilson,
Sidney Bracy. Stuart Holmes. Dino Corrado. John Harman.
• NANCY DREW—DETECTIVE,' formerly titled 'PASSPORT TO LARK-
SPUR LANE,' produced by Bryan Foy; directed by William Clemmens;
no writing credits released yet; photographed by Lew O'Connell. Cast:
Bonita Granville, Frankie Thomas, John Litel, John Ridgely. Richard
Bond, Frank Mayo, Jack Mower, Helena Phillips Evans, Frank Qrth.

'•

•WOMEN IN THE WIND,' produced, by BrVan Foy;- directed by John
Farrow; screen play by Lee Katz and Albert DeMond from novel by
Francis Walton. Cast: Kay Francis. William Gargan. Victor Jory, Maxie
Rosenbloom, Sheila Bromley, Harvey Stephens, Frankie Burke, Frank
Faylen.

•GOING PLACES,' produced by Barney Glazer: directed by Ray En-
right; screen play by Maui'ice Leo, Jerry Wald, Sig Herzig: photographed
by Arthur Todd. Cast: Dick Powell, Anita Louise. Allen Jenkins, Walter
Catlett, Minna Gombell, Thurston Hall. Hal Huber.
. 'DAWN- PATROL,' produced by Robert Lord; directed by Edmund
Goulding; original screen play by Seton I. Miller and Don Totheroh. C!ast:

Errol Flynn, Melville Cooper. Basil Rathbone. Rodin Rathbone, David
Niven,. Barry Fitzgerald, James Stephenson, Michael Brooke, Stuart Hall,
Norton Lowater.
•KING OP 'jtHE UNDERWORLD,' formerly titled 'UNLAWFUL,' pro-

duced by Bryan Foy; directed by Lew Seiler; screen play by George
Bricker: photographed by Sid Hickox. Cast: Kay Francis. James Stephen-
son, Humphrey Bogart, John Eldredge, Jessie Busleigh, Harles Foy, Joe
Devolin, Penny Singleton.

'HEART OF THE NORTH' (in Technicolor), produced by Bryan Foy;
directed by Lewis Seiler; screen oiay by Robert Rosseh. Vincent She^-roan
and Lee Katz from novel by William Byron Mowery: qhotographed by
L. William O'Connell. Cast: Dick Forah. Margaret Lindsley. Gloria Dick-
son. Janet Chapman. Patric Knowles, Allen Jenkins. James Steohenson.
Alec Harford. Russell Simpson. Gordon Hart. Pedro de Cordoba, Jack
Mower. John Harron, Anthony Averill, J. CraWthers.

'WINGS OF THE NAVY.' produced by Lou Edclman; directed by Lloyd
Bacon; original screen play by .Michael Fe.'?sier: photographed by Arthur
Edesoh. Cast: George Brent. Olivia de Havilland. John Payne. Frank
McHugh. John Ridgeley. Henry O'Neill. John Litel, Regis Toomey, Donald
Briggs. Max Hoffman, Jr.. John Gallaudet.

•TORCHY IN CHINATOWN.' oroduced by Bryan Foy: directed by Wil-
liam Beaudine; screen olay by George Bricker: ohotogranhcd by Warren
Lynch. Cast: Glenda Farrell. Barton MacLane.- Henry O'Neill. Tom Ken-
nedy, Janet Shaw, Dick Bond. Patric Knowles, James Stephenson, Andy

(Continued on page 24)

(Continued from page 5)

the workers, the qualified extra play-
ers, want a union of workers of the
extra, by the extra, and for the ex-
tra, and propose to exercise their

legal rights under the National Labor
Relations Act.'

Pahlen and Taylor in their peti-

tion, charge a conspiracy exists be-
tween Producers,; Screen Actors
Guild and Central Casting Corp.
They charge that the SAG was
fraudulently designated as bargain-

.

ing agent for the actors, and that
niore than $1,000,000 has been col-

lected in dues and. fees since May
15, 1937, of which all but $100,000 has
been unlawfully disbursed.

List Loss of Rights

Petition charges tHat extras have
ho vote. or. voice in attiSits of Guild,
'except ^o pay duea'ahd' fees -as set

by the Senior Guild. Petitioners

claim that as result of alleged con-
spiracy, 'following unlawful acts of
interference with a restyaint of the
rights of the Junior Guild and the
actor, employes; the :extras lost the
following rights:

. 'The right to strike.

'The right to vote or choose a col-

lective bargaining agent.

'The independent right to engage
ih. a concerted movement of any*

character or kind, or to initiate any
movement of any character or kind
for their own mutual benefit and
protection.

'The indeper^dent right to fix or
regulate fees and dues of their mem-
bership in said Junidr Guild, and to
make rules or regulations governing
the affairs of the administration of
the .Junior Guild/
^The right to limit the mpmber-

ship of said Junior Guild, and the
right to regulate and control, the
disbursement of the funds derived
^rom said membership, '.

The right to regulate the salaries
of officers, .employes or help of the
Junior Guilds

'The Aclor employees' rights in
the membership of isaid Junior Guild,
under ithie circumstances, herein set-
forth, as a retoifei^e to employment
by said prpditcer iahd the industry of
which It- is a -parti

,
'That said Junior Gtiild was fur-

ther Interfered writt a)ld; has been
exploited by building larjge member-
^ips, increasinjg. the dtlas and fees^
therefore the mcihb^i'iship exceeds
the demand for the employees in the •

industry by more, th^ «;500 and the
total amount of money .rieceived from
fees, and' 'dues exceeds $1,000,000
sirtte. the IStti dsiy of Itfay, 1937,most
of which- has. baeh "unlawfully dis-
bursed saye approiiinaitely $100,000,
and more th^n 6,500 .members have
not and netVer will, benefit from
said membership,,, and aU of which
was 9nd.. is . discriminatory to said
hiembers' vighisl and the actor eip-
ployees of said Industry, ' and fer-
ments unrest ahd strikes.''

No Guild OppMltlon
Kenneth Thomson, ej?ecutive sec-

retary of the SAG,' ana other Guild
leaders Indicated the .SAG would not
oppose an NLRB' election to desig-
nate a bargaining representative for
e:fitras provided Such a request was
made by a. .substantial and' repre-
sentative group.. of players. They •

pointed out, however,
..
that 30% of

extras could' force an eilection in the
SAG, and that the extras could with-
draw from the org:anization if 51%
of membership voted for it.

.
Charles Brackett has been elected

president of the Screen Writers
Guild. He succeeds Dudley Nichols,
who had t>iloted SWG since lis re-
organization. Philip Dunne was
named vice-president, Maurice Rapf,
secretory, - and Ring Lardner, Jr.,
treasurer.

The nevir SWG executive board is
composed of the following members;
Charles Brackett, Philip Dunne, (5il-
bert G"'oriel, Sheridan Gibney, Das-
hiell Hammett, Lillian Hellmrn,
Boris InsTster, Ring Lardner, Jr.,
Mary C. McCall, Jr., Dudley Nichols,
Laura Perelman, Maurice Ranf, Budd
Schulborg, Donald Ogden Stewart,
Anthony Veiller. Alternates on
board ore Julius Enstein, David
Hertz. Henry Myers. Frank Partos,
Gertri'ie Purcell and Wells Root.
SWG members voted to readjust

dues to provide lighter assessment
for small-salaried scriveners. Regu-
lar dues remains at $10 par year,
but minimum assessment was l-^w-
ered from $30 a ye.->T to it 4. The •

maximum yssossntant of $200 a year
will now apply to writers enming
$60 000 a -"ear ins+ead of $80,000.
John Grey, retiring treasurer,

submitted a financial report which
disclosed that members are now pay^
ing their dues.
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WEEK
OF

BELEASE

9/B/39

9/16/38

TITLE PBODUCEB DISTBIB. TYPE TALENT DIBECTOB

THE LABY OBJECTS
COLOBADO TBAU.

BOX'S TOWN
STAKLIGHT OVEB TEXAS

IN OLD MEXICO
AFFAIRS OF ANNABEL
b^AFETY IN m^UBEBS
PERSONAL dECBET^iURY

SECBETS OF AN ACTBBSS

Wm. Perlberg
Col

John Considihe
Ed Finney

Harry Sherman
Lou Lusty
John Stone

Max H. Golden
David Lewis

JUVENILE CO€fBT
TOO HOT TO HANDLE

MEXICAEI KID
KING ALGATBAZ

THE RENEGADE BANGER
BOLD THAT CO-ED
THE BO^ACK BAIVDIT
VALLEY OF GIANTS

Col
L. Weingarten
Robt. Tamsey

Par
Bert Gilroy

D. Hempstead
Trem Carr

Loti Edelman

Col
Col
MGH
Mono
Put
BKO
20th
«

_WB_
Col
MGM
Mono
Pkr
BKO
20th
V
WB

Com-Rom G. Stdart-L. Boss
Western C. Starrett-1. Meredith
Dfama S. Tracy-M. Rooney-Hnll
Western Tex Rltter-C. LaAoux
Western W. Beyd-G. Hayes
Comedy • J. Oakie"! Ball
Comedy J. Prouty-S. Byington
DramA W. Gars«D<-J. Ho^Kes
Rom-Dr K. Ptancis-G> Brent:

Erie C. Kenton
Sam Nelson
N. Taurog

. Ai Herman
Bdw.D.Venturini

Ben Stoloff
Mai St Clair
Otis Garrett
Wm. Keii^Iey

Dram» P. Kcfly-lb Hii7Worth<-D»rro
Com-Dr Gable^Loy-CarriIli»»
Wtetem J. Bandali-W. Barry
Drama G. Patriek-L. Notan-Naish
Wiestem G. O'Brien-^R. Hkywovth
Rom-Com J. Barrymore-G. Mnrphy
W«sterai Bob Baker-M. Reynoldv
Outdoor W. Morris-C. Trevor

D. R. Lederman
Jack: Conway
Wallace Fox
Robert Plorey
David Howard
Geo. Marshall
Geo; Waggner
Wm. Kteighley

WHEN
TIME BEVIBWE»
MINS. BYVABIETT

6S
54
96
5S
&2
7S
5S
62

_7#
6ft"

10*
55
55
60
SO
«•
75

10/5
11/2
»/7
•/21
9/28
8/10
»/7
9/28-
10/12

9/14'
9/21
9/7
10/5
10/5
»/2ft
9/21

J»/17_
li/izi.

S/2»-
9/14
.»/28
10/10
9/T-
10/5
_8/17_
•/28
9/7-

11/2
10/5
10/5
f/14
9/28-
10/12
»/28
4/20
9/2»
9/21

9/23/38

9 SO/38

10/7/38

STBANGER I-'BOM ABIZONA
WANTED BY POLICE

CAMPfJS CONFESSIONS
FUGITIVEa FOB NIGHT

PRAIRIE MOON
TEME OUT FOR MURDER

ROAD TO RENO
FOUR DAUGHTERS

Monroe Shaff
Lindsay Parsons

Par
Lou Lusty
Harry Grey
Sol Wurtzel
Ed Grainger
Ben Glazer

r,»RL'S SCHOOL
YOU CANT TAKE IT WITH YOU

MAN WITH lOV. FACES
VACATION nCOM LOVE
SONS OF THE LEGION

ROOM SERVICE
OVERLAND STAGE BAIOBRS

DOWN IN ARKANSAW
STRAIGHT, PLACE AND SHOW

DRUMS
YOUTH TAKES FLING
GARDEN OF THE MOON

Samuel Marx
Frank Capra
A; Hitchcock

MGM
Par

P. S. Berman
Wm. Berke

Armand Schaefer
D. Hempstead
Alex. Korda
Joe Pasternak
Lou Edelman

Col
Mono
Par
BKO
Bep
2e«i
u^B_
Col
Col
GB
MGM
Par
BKO
Bep
Itep
20tb
UA
U
WB

Western B. Jones-D. Fay
Meller Darro-E. Knapp
Football B. Grable-U. Lnisettl
Comedy F. Albcrtson-E. Lynii'
Western G. Autry-S. Burnette
Meller G. Stnart-m. Wllfalen
Coih-Dr B. Scott<<H. Hiimpton
Com-Dr Priscllto-Bosemttry-fcano

Elmer CQfton
H. Brethecton
G. Archainbaud
Leslie GoodV/lns
Ralph Staub

H.BJlumb^rstone
S: sylvan Simon
Michael Curtiz-

CRIME TAKES HOLIDAY
WEST' OF THE SANTA FE

STABLEMATES
MR. WONG, DETECTBIVE
TOUCEU»OWN, ARMY

MR. DOODLE KICKS OFF
THE NIGHT HAWK
MEET THE GIRLS

THAT CERTAIN AGE
BBOADWAY MUSKETEEBS

Col Col
Col Col

Harry Rapf MGM
W. T. Lackey Mono

Par FJ»r

Bob Sisk BKO
Herman Schlom Bep
Howard J. Green 20th
Joe Pasternak U
Bryan Foy WB

Rom->Com A. Shirley-N, GreyxBellamy
Comedy 1. Arthur-L. Barryniore-J.Stew«rf
Ikama L. Pafaner-T. Walls
Comedy D. 0*Keefe-P. Rice
Rom-Dr D; OTonnor-Bi. Lee-B. Cook

Coffic Miirx Bros<-L. Ball
Western Three* Mesqniteers
Drama K. Byrd-Weaver' Bros.
Cora BliB BresirB. Arlen
nrama Ssbu-B. Massey-B. Livesey
Com-Dr J. .MoCrea-A. Leeds
Musical P. OTBrien-J. Payhe-M. Lindsay
Mellec J. HoIt^M: Ralston
Western C. Starretl-L Meredith
Com-Dr W* Beery-M. Booney
lattery B. Kar]pff>E: Brent
Football J. Howard-R. Coniniings
Com J. Penner-J; Travis'
Drama tL Livinsston-J. Travis
Comedy J. Langr-L. Bari-B. Allen
ISus-Bbm D.. Dnrbin-J. Cooper
Comedy M. Lindsay-M. WlI!son-J. Lltel

John Brahm
Frank Capra
A. Hitchcock
G. Fltzmourfee

Jas. Hogan
Win. Seiter

Geo- Sherman
Nick Grinde
David Butler
Zoltan Kqrda
Archie MayOi

Busbj Berkeley

Lewis D. Collins
Sam Nelson
Sam Wood
Wm. Nigh

Kurt Neumann
Leslie Goodwins
Sidney Salkow
Eugene Forde
Edw; Ltxdwig
John Farrow

55
59
65
63
58
73
68

_J|0_
71
120
7S
65
60
3»
55
65W
11
.78

_94_
61

89
67
73'

75
«S
66
10»
63

10/5

9/21
10/5
10/5
8/31
10/5
10/19

10/14/38 FLIGHT TO FAME Ralph Cohn Col Drama C. FArrell-J. Wells C.CColeman,. Jr.

LADY VANIS&ES A. Hitchcock GB RomrDr M. Lockwood-P. Lucas Alf Hitchcock •96 ' v 8/31
SHADOWS OVEB SHANGHAI Fine Arts GN Meller J. Dnnn-R. Merean Chas. Lamont 66

YOUNG DR. >ULDARE Lou Ostrow MGM Com-Dr L. Ayres-L. Borrymore H. Bucquet 83
WHERE THE BUFFALO BOAM Ed Finney Mono Western Tex Bitter Al Herman 55 11/2

ABKANSAS TRAVELER Geo. Arthur Par Com-Dr B. Bnrns<-F. Sainter Al SanteU 83 10/5
A MAN TO REMEBDBEB Bob Sisk RKO Drama E, Ellis-A. Shirley Garson. Kanin 79 10/5

FIVE OF A KIND K. MacGowan 20th Rom-Com Dionne Quins-Hersholt H. L Leeds 83 10/12
THERE GOES MY HEART Hal Roach UA Rom-Com F. March-V. Brace Norman McLeod 81 9/28
SWING THAT CHEER Max Golden U College T. Krovm-A. Devine- Harold Schuster 63 11/lS

THE SISTERS David Lewis WB Drama E. Flynn-B. Davis-A. Louise Anatole Litvak 95 10/5

10/21/38 LISTEN, DARLING Jack Cummings BIGM Rom-Dr Bartholomew-J. Garland Edw. Marin 72 10/10
MYSTERIOUS RIDER Harry Sherman Par Western D. Dnmbrillc-C. Fields Les Selander 74 11/16
MAD MISS MANTON P. J. Wolfson RKO Mys-Com B. Stanwyck-H.' Fonda Leigh Jason 78 10/12

MYSTERIOUS MB. MOTO Sol Wurtzel 20th • Meller P. Lorre-M. Maenlre Norman Foster 61 0/21
SERVICE DE LUXE £d Grainger U Com C. Bennett-V. Prlee-Bnggles Rowland V. Lee 85 10/1»

GIRLS ON PROBATION Bryan Foy WB Drama E. Flynn-Bi Davls-A. Leoise Anatole Litvak 65
.

10/2S

10/28/38 LAW OF THE TEXAN
THE LITTLE ADVENTURESS

THE GBEAT WALTZ
THE CITADEL

MEN WITH WINGS
I STAND ACCUSED
TABNISHED ANGEL

SUEZ
YOUNG IN HEABT

THE STOBM
THE LAST EXPBESS
BBOTHEB RAT

Monroe Shaft Col Western
Col Cel Action-Dr

Bernard Hyman MGM Musical
Victor Saville MGM Drama

Wm. A. Wellman Par Drama
John H. Auer Par Drama
B. P. FIneman BKO Drama
Gene Markey 20th Spec
D. O. Selznick UA Bom-Dr
Ken Goldsmith U Drama
Irving Starr U Meller
Robert Lord WB Comedy

Buck Jones-D. Fay
E. FeUowcs-J. Wells
L. Bainer-F. Gravet
R. Donat-R. Bnsseli

F; MaoMurray-B. Milland
B. Cnmmings-B. Mack-L. Talbot

S. Eilers-L, Bowman
T. .Power-L. Yenng

J. Gaynor-D. Fairbanks, Jr..

C. Bickford-B. McLane
K. ,Taylor-D. Kent

W. Morrls-P. Lane-J. Wyman

Ebner Clifton
D. R. Lederman

J. Duvivier
King Vidor

Wm. A. Wellman
John H. Auer

Leslie Goodwins
Allan Dwan

Richard Wallace
Harold Young
Otis Garrett
Wm. Keighley

54
60

107
112
102
«!=

67
100
91
76
60
90

10/26
11/9
11/2

10/26
10/28
11/2
11/16
10/19
11/2
11/2

10/19
10/19

11/4/38 IN eArly Abizona Col Col Western B. Elliott-D. Gulliver Jos: Levering'
•ll/ft-GANGSTEB'S BOY W. T. Lackey Mono Meller J. Cooper-L. Gllman Wm. Nigh 75

GUN PACKER Robt. Tansey Mono Western J. Bandell-L. Stanley Wallace Fox 51 11/0
THE LAST BIDE JefT Lazarus Par Rom-Dr A. Tamiroff-F. Farmer Alfred E. Green
ILLEGAL TRAFFIC Harold Hurley Par Meller J. C. Nalsh-M. Carlisle Louis King 67

LAWLESS VALLEY Bert Gilroy BKO Western Gl O'Brlen-K. Sutton David Howard » 11/9RHYTHM OF THE SADDLE Harry Grey Rep Western G. Autry-S. Burnette Geov Sherman-
ALWAYS IN TROUBLE John Stonei 20th Comedy J. Wlthers-A. Treacher-J. Boger* Jos. Santtey 69 11/9

EXPOSED Bert Kelly U Drama- O; Kruger-G. Farrell Max Golden
78

.
tl/»* HABD TO GET Sam Bischofl 'sWB Comedy D. Powell-O. de Haviland Ray Enright

11/11/38

11/18/38

11/25/38

12/2/38

12/9/38

ADVENTUBE IN SAHABA
THE FBOG

SPBING MADNESS
IF I WEBE KING

ANNABEL TAKES A TOUR
STORM OVER BENGAL

JUST ABOUND THE COBNEB
HIS EXCITING NIGHT

TOBCHY GETS HEB MAN

Lou Appleton Col Drama
Herbert Wilcox GB MeUer
Edw. Chodorov MGM Rom-Com
Frank Lloyd Par Drama
Lou Lusty RKO Rom-Com

Armand Schaefer Rep Rom-Dr
Dave Hempstead 20th Comedy
Ken Goldsmith U Rom-Com
Bryan Foy WB Comedy

P. Kelly-L. Gfay
N. Beery-G. Harker

M. O'Sullivan-L. Ayrcs
Coleman-F. Dee-Ratbbone

J. Oakle-L. Ball
P. Knowles-B. Hudson
S. Temple-C. Farrell

C. Ruggles-O. Munson
G. FarreU>B. MaeLane.

D. R. Lederman
Jack Raymond 75 4/7/37
C. S. Simon 66 11/16
Frank Lloyd 1«* 9/21
Lew Landers .66 10/10
Sid Salkow 65

Irving Cummings 70 11/2
Gus Meins

Michael Curtiz 62 10/12

THEBE'S THAT WOMAN AGAIN
THE SHINING HOUR
GANG BULLETS

THANKS FOR THE MEMOBY
LAW WEST OF TOMBSTONE

SANTA FE STAMPEDE
SHABPSHOOTEBS

COWBOY AND THE LADY
STRANGE FACES

ANGELS WITH DIBTY FACES

Col Col Rom-Com
J. Manckiewicz MGM Drama

E. B. Derr Mono MeUer
Par Par Rom-Com

Cliff Reid RKO Western
Wm. Berke Rep Western
Sol Wurtzel 2«th Action
Sam Goldwyn UA Rom-Com
Bert Kelly U Com-Dr
Sam BischofI WS Drama

M. Douglas-V. Lee
J. Crawford-B. Young

A. Nsgel-B. Kent
B. Hppe-S. Boss-Butterworth
H. Carey-T. Holt-E, Breni

J. Wayne-R. Corrlgan
B. Donlevv'I^ Barl

G. Cooper-M. Oberon
D. Kent-F. Jenks

J. Cagney-P. O'Brien

Alex HaU
Frank Borzage
Lambert Hillyer-
G. Archambaud
Glenn Tryon
Geo. Sherman
Jas. Tinling
Wm. Wyler
Earl Taggart
Michael Curtiz

75

75
72

91

57

11/18

11/9

11/9

10/28

BLONDIB
OUT WEST WITH HARDYS
LITTLE TENDERFOOT
SAY' IT IN FRENCH

ABBEST BULLDOG- DBUMMOND
COME ON, BANGEBS

OBPHANS OF THE STREET
PECK'S BAD BOY WITH CIBCUS

SUBMABINE PATBOL
LITTLE TOUGH GUYS IN SOCIETY

NANCY DBEW, bETECTIVE

FLIRTING WITH FATE
LITTLE OBPHAN ANNIE
TBAILEB BOMANCE

ROAD DEMON
SECBETS OF A NUBSE

DEVIL'S ISLAND

Robert Sparks
Lou Ostrow
Ed Finney

Andrew Stone
Stuart Walker
Chas. E. Ford
Herman Schlom

Sol Lesser
Gene Markey
Max Golden
Bryan Foy

David Loew
John Speaks
Cliff Reid
Sol Wurtzel
Bert Kelly
Bryan Foy

RIO GRANDE ROUNDUP
DRAMATIC SCHOOL
I AM A CRIMINAL

RIDE A CROOKED MILE
UP THE RIVER
LAST WARNING

HEABT OF THE NORTH

Irving Briskin
Mervyn LeRoy

E. B. Derr
Jeff Lazarus
Sol Wurtzel
Irving Starr
Bryan Foy

Col
MGM
Mono
Par
Par
Rep
Rep<
BKO
20th
U
WB
MGM
Par
BKO
20th
U
WB
Col
M-G
Mono
Par
20th
U
WB

Comedy P. Sintrleton-A. Lake
Com-Rom M. Rooney-L. Stone-C. Parker
Western T. Ritter-J. Falkenberg
Comedy R. Milland'-O. Bradna

^Mystery J. Howard-H. Angel
Western R. Rogers-M. Hart
Meller T. Ryan-R. Livingston

Rom-Com T. KeUy-A. Gillis

Drama R. Greene-N. Kelly-Bancroft
Meller M. Boland-E. E. Horton
Meller B. GranvlUe-J. Litel

Comedy J. E. Brown-L. Carrillo-S. Duna
Comedy A. Gillis-R. Kent-j. Travis
Comedy Li Ball-J. EUbon-L. Bowman
Si>orts H. Arthur-J. Valerie
Drama E. Lowe-H. Mack
Meller B. Kariofl-N . Harrlgan

Western C. Starrett-A. Doran
Rom-Dr L. Bainer-A. Marshal
Meller J. Carroll-M. Kornman
Rom-Dr A. Tamlroff-F. Farmer
Meller T. Martin-P. Brooks
Mystery P. Foster-F. Robinson
Meller D. Foran-G. Page

Frank Strayer
G. B. Settz
AI Berman

Andrew Stone
Jas. Hogan-
Joe Kane

John H. Auer
Edw. F. Cline
John Ford
Eric Kenfbn
Wm. Clemens

F. MacDonald
Ben Holmes
Garson Kanin
Otto Brower
Arthur Lubin
Wm. Clemens
Sam Nels(»
R. Sinclair
Wm. Nigh

Mfred E. Green
Alfred Worker
Al RogeU

Lewis Seller

69 11/2

11/2

68 11/18

11/9
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EXPLOITATION By Epes W. Sargent

Metro's Anni
Metro is celebrating the first an-

niversary of its Short Story, sales

magazine for Metro smallies.

Brightly edited, and getting better

all the time, it's one of the finest ex-

amples of good selling in the trade.

Secret is that it's kept breezy and
readable instead of merely hammer-
ing away on sales.

Lowdown for 'Aii»eU'

Warners has issued a helpful press

book on 'Angels With Dirty Faces,'

which is to be intensively exploited
Thanksgiving week.
Gomes in three sections, for Pub-

licity, Advertising and Exploitation,

so that more than one can worK
from the book at the same time.

Advertising section contains more
than 30 ads for local newspaper use,

fully meeting almost any advertising
requirement. "Typography is uni-
formly excellent but ranges from
dignity to splash appeal. Exploita-
tion section includes a six-day
adaptation of the Movie Quiz idea
that should be right in the groove.

Good All Around
Pittsburgh.

Charlie Baron, MGM exploiteer in

this territory, tied in with no less

than town's swankiest supper danc-
ing spot, the Chatterbox at William
Penn hotel, for Metro's 'Great Waltz'
contest. Eliminations have been
scheduled for room every Wednes-
day evening in November,,with finals

ists going to Philadelphia for zone
trials.

Costs MGM- nothing and Chatter-
box loses nothing since competitors
have to shell out regular, tariff. In
^^dditiOn, Metro gets an announce-
ment from maestro, Lawrence Welk,
over the loud-speak'er every evening
and an occasional radio plug in
Welk's WCAE, sustainers as well.

Fishglobie Gal Goes Santa
Providence.

Keimeth Rockwell, RKO Albee
mgr., introducing three-inch high
Kris Kringle to Providence theatre-
goers Thanksgiving Day for six-
week period. Stand for novelty be-
ing placed in mezzanine so that
children's, actions won't disturb
regular show patrons. Department
store tie-up is planned.

Listed as the 'living, breathing,
three-inch high Santd Claus,' gag is

worked Vi^ith the aid mirrors and
,
lenses on the lines of the Girl in the
Fishbowl.

CaMpus Nickname Bally

^ . . .. - . -^wClfsvelaij^..,^.
With colleges fighting their annual

feuds on the gridiron, Sid Dannen-
berg of Warners slipped across a
timely football contest for 'Brother
Rat' at the Hippodrome that zoomed
Over, like a well-placed drop-kick."
Gag was based on. the slang nick'

names of the cadets at Virginia
Military Academy, but applied to the
headline names given to country's ducer-writer at 20th-Fox
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college football teams by sport writ-

ers. Contest was nicely spotted in

the Plain Dealer, morning sheet.

Prizes only moderate, totaling $10
and 10 pairs of tickets, but it was
handled to catch collegiate fancy.

Longest, correct list contained 880

grid nicknames, all bona fide, win-
ning over 2,000 entries.

Stamps for Kids
Albany, N. Y.

Fabian's Harmanus-Bleecker Hall
has Introduced a Children's Stamp
Matinee on Saturday. Advertises
that it will present to each youngster
attending a stamp album and 10 dif-

ferent 'rare foreign stamps.'
One hour of special screen enter-

tainment is offerecj for kids.

Waltzing Along
Metro is rapidly completing final

arrangements for the blowoft of its

'Great Wialtz Contest' in w][iich 12
couples from various parts of the
coimtry ..will, compete in the finals

to be held in the grand ballrobm of
the Waldorf-Astoria, N.y., Dec. 12.

The local contest is chiefly being
put over through A tieup with the
World-Telegram and Loew theatres,
but all sorts of local organizations
have been jasked.to submit entrants
to compete with the theatre prize
winners.
Proceeds will be donated to the

American Red Cross, and with a
3,500 capacity, and reams of publicity,
the take should be gratifyingly large.

STUDIO CONTRACTS
Hollywood, Nov. 15.

Metro renewed Rand Brooks' actor
ticket.

'

John Miljart' inked player pact at
Warners.
RKO handed thesp contract to Al-

len Kneip.
Paramount lifted Donald Blake's

player option.
Heinz Herald signed writer deal at

Warners.
Philip N. Krasne signed Lee Powell

and Al St. John to a six-picture con-
tract.

Warners pacted Julius Epstein,
writer.
Metro renewed Dr. Arthur Gut-

mann's musical director ticket.
S. Sylvan Simon inked new direc-

tor pact at Metro.
Metro handed Ann Morriss new

player contract.
Wayne Morris drew a new ticket

at Warners.
Paramount gave Madeleine Carroll

a new deal. .

20th-Fox extended Robert Harari's
.writer pact one year.
Tom Collins signed to actor pact

by Metro.
. -Kenneth McKennai • inked new
ticket as- story editor at Metro.
20th-Fox renewed Irving Cum-

mings' director contract.
Metro handed Terry Kilburne new

actor pact.
Nunnally Johnson sealed as pro

Theatres-Exchanges

New York.

Si Fabian, already operating the
Strand <»nd Ritz, Port Jervis, N. Y^,

has leased the Royal, sole remain-'
ing indie house. Deal consummated
by Berk & Krumgold, theatre
brokers.

V/alter Reade added another to his
chain of more than 60 theatres last
week v/hon he acquired the Plaza,
Madison avenue and 58th street. New
York, from Gertrude Vanderbilt
Whitney for an understood consid-
eration of $450,000.

Ambridge, Pa.

Beaver county projectionists and
stage employes of I. A. T. S. E., Lo-
cal 287, affiliated with A. F. of L.,

have negotiated new contracts with
an increase in wages for the next
two years, with the following the-
atres: Regent, Rialto; Granada, of
Beaver Falls; Brighton at New
Brighton; Orlent&l, Majestic, at
Rochester; Beaver at BeaVer, and
Roxy at Monctca.

The pictiure theatres in Ambridge
are not affected as their, contracts
granting, approximately a 15% raise,
and will not expire until Oct. It 1939.
Aliquippa theatre contracts have
been settled satisfactorily fox the
coming year.

Fairmont, W. Va.
Friendly City Amusements, Inc..

of this city, was grsmted a chartier
with $50,000 capital and R. Earle
Knight, James H. Brownfleld, II, and
George Hoult as incorporators. A
new motion theatre will be built on
Adams street, and Knight, manager
of the Fairmont theatre, and Browne
field, manager of the Virginia, have
given up their positions with Warner
Bros, to direct operation of the new
project. The new theatre, designed
by Architect Peter M. Hulsken. of
Limo, O., will seat 900, making it

the second largest in the city.

Detroit."

New Four Star theatre in Grand
Rapids, Mich., was opened last week
as another link in Butterfield Michi-
gan group, of theatres. It's a partner-
ship arrangement between Allen
Johnson and the Butterfield inter-
ests.

Chain recently broke ground for
a new theatre in Lansing, Mich.,
which wiU seat 1,000 and be ready
for opening sometime next year.

Pittsburgh.

Jack Walsh, from Paramount,
Newport, R. I., named permanent
manager of Shea-Hyde Fulton here,,
succeeding John - Goring, • resigned
month ago. Lester Hutghebn, fill-

ing in for couple of Weeks, back to
S-H houses in New Philadelphia and'
Dover, O.

George Wheeler, local office man-
ager for Gaumont-British, has quit
to join Grand National sales force in
Washington; D. C. No .successor
nanied yet for either him or Joe Ka-
liski,' branch chief, who resigned in
September.
John O. Hooley back on Harris

managerial staff following long ill-,

ness 'and assigned to Liberty, East
Liberty district. He replaces Ken
Hoel, who -moves downtown to cir-
cuit's newest house, the Senator.

Advance Production Chart
(Coninuted from page 21)

Lawlor, Frank Shannon, George Guhl, Joe Cunningham, Jack Mowen
Charles Hickman, Bruce Mitchell, John Harron.

*

'CRIME IS A BACKET,' produced by Sam BIschoff; directed by Lew
Seller; no writing credits yet; photographed by Sol Polito. Cast: Humphrey
Bogart, Gale Page, Billy Halop, Henry CNell, John Litel, Harold Huber.
Henry Travers, Harvey Stephens.
'SECRET SERVICE IN THE AIR,' produced by Bryan Foy; directed by

Noel Smith; no writing credits released yet; photographed by Ted Mc-
Cord. Cast: Ronald Reagan, Irene Rhodes, Rosella Towne, James Stephen-
son, John Litel, -Morgan Conway, Joe Cunningham, Anthony AverilL
Larry Williams, Richard Bond, John Rldgeley, Eddie Foy, Jr.

Warner Fix Now In Prodttotion
'DARK VICTORY,' produced by David Lewis; directed by Edmund

Gouldmg; screen play by Casey Robinson from play by George Brewer,
Jr., and Bertram Bloch; photographed by Ernest Haller, Cast: Bette
Davis, George Brent, Geraldine Fitzgerald, Humphrey Bogart, Ronald
Reagan, Henry Travers. Dorothy Peterson, Charles Richman, Lottie Wil-
liams, Virginia Brissac, Frank Reicher, Pierre Watkins,
'OKLAHOMA KID,' produced by ^Sain BIschoff; . directed by Lloyd

Bacon; screen play by Robert Buckner, Jerome Odium and Warren Duff;
from original by Edward Paramore; photographed by James Wong Howe.
Cast: James Cagney,. Rosemary Lane, Humphrey Bogart, Donald Crisp,^
Granville Bates, Charles Middleton, Hugh Sothern, Jidward Pawley, Ward
Bond.
'ADVENTURES OF .JANE ARDEN,' produced by Mark Ilellinger; di-

rected by Terry Morse; no writing credits released; photographed by L.
WiUiam O'Connor. Cast:, Rosella Towne, William Gargan, Dennie Moore,
Peggy Shannon, Edgar Edwards, Maris Wrixin, Frankie Burke, Pierre
Watkin.

'ALWAYS LEAVE THEM LAUGHING,* produced by Sam Bischoff; di-
rected by Ray Enright; screen play by Jerry Wald and Richard Macaulay;
photographed by Arthur Todd. Cast: Dick Powell, Gale Page, Ann Sheri-
dan, Z^Sxi Pitts, Maxie Rosenbloom, Allen Jenkins, Jerry Colonna, Halli-
well Hobbes, Granville Bates, Ronald Reagan,
•NANCY DREW, REPORTER,' produced by Bryan Foy; directed by

William Clemens; no writing credits released as yet; photographed by
Arthur Edeson. Cast: Bonita Granville, Frankie Thomas.

_ 'DODGE CITY,' produced by Robert Lord; directed by Michael Curtiz;
no writing credits released; photographed by Sol Polito. Cast: Erroll.
Flynn, Olivia de Havilland, Frank McHugh, Alan Hale, Ann Sheridad»
Henry O'Neill, Henry Travers, Victor Jory, Bruce Cabot, Russell Simpson,
John Litel, Guinn Williams.

'YES, MY DARLING DAUGHTER,' produced by Benjamin Glazer; di-
rected by William Keighley; screen play by Casey Robinson, based on
stage play by Mark Reed; photographed by Charles Rosher. Cast: Priscilla
Lane, Jeffrey Lynn, Fay Bainter, Ian Hunter, Roland Young, Genevieve
Tobin, May Robson.

Fir&tvorks Loom
(Continued from page 7)
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San Antonio.

Strand and Ritz, Uvalde, sold to
Consolidated Theatres, which' in
turn leased the liouses to Jack Pick-
ens Theatre, Inc., of New Braunfels,
Tex.

Philadelphia.

Eddie Klein, who has served in
Warner circuit ad department for
the past nine years, resigned to take
another job. Leo Weiss moved up.
to his spot and George Lawson, for-
merly Fays theatre, given Weiss' old
place.
Europa, arty house here, switched

to the Studio. New moniker selected
in contest by patrohs.

'

Sid Mesibove replaces Doug
George as out-of-town exploitation
man for Warners in this territory. He
was promoted from the publicity staff
and will start work on new WB de-
luxer skedded to be opened soon in
Wilmington. George heading a War-
ner suhsid circuit in Oklahoma.
Edgar Wolf, of Atlantic City has

been named manager of Warner's
Sedgewick here. Fills spot left va-
cant by transfer of Norman Moray
to 333. Moray replaces Tommy
Scholl, transfered to Keystone, fol-
lowing resignation of Al Lidman to
handle five houses in New Yorlc.

Seattle.

Theatre changes announced at
Evergreen headquarters here follow:
Willard Coghlan, assistant booker to
assistant manager of Fox, Spokane;
Jiack Rosenberg, transferred from city
mgr., Bellingham, to assistant booker,
succeeding Coghlan; Al Baker trans-
ferred from Fox. Spokane, to city
manager, Bellingham, and manager
of Mount Baker theatre; Oscar Ny-
berg, from asst. mgr. State, Spokane,
to manager of Fox, Spokane. Joe
Rosenfleld is Spokane city manager
for Evergreen and mgr. of State.
This house has a single bill policy
which cliclK for the burg.

tives to conclude our negotiations

and to secure the definite acceptance
of the distributors to our proposals,

to resolve the points that are still in

dispute and to lay plans to give these

proposals immediate effect. Any par-
ticular item to which the distributors

'will not agree. at this time can be the.

subject ot future negotiations.' He
added the reservation, however, tp

flght for a better dealMf there isn't

complete satisfaction on any point br
plahk. Allied may not be willing to
settle on some points, leaving others
to the future. ^It may demand a com-
plete agreement on its whole plat-

form or, nothing at all. '

. A sliding cancellation plan as said,

to have teen proposed under which
the privilege would be 20% of the
product bought when rental does not
average over $100; 15% wh6n averag-
ing $101 to $200, and 10% beyond. An
unconditional privilege of at ;

least
20% is what is being striven for by
the MPTOA and others.

Understood that should Allied even
withdraw from the parleys the dis-
tribs will waht to go ahead with the
others. These include, in addition to
the MPTOA, a groUp of seven indie
bodies of .sectional type which fol-
lowing preliminary meetings are now
discussing the situation among them-
selves and members preparatory to
further pourparlers.

Distribs continue to maintain se-
crecy as to developments.

TITLE CHANGES
Hollywood, Nov. 15.

'Strange Case of Dr. Meade' is re-
lease title of 'Outside the Law.'
RKO changed 'Pure in Mind' to

'White Slaves.'
Release tag for 'Katherine the

Last' at Metro is 'The Awakening of
Katherine.'

'Rio Grande Roundup' at Colxmi-
bia became 'Texas Stampede.'
'Smashing the Money Ring' is .final

title for 'Queer Money' at Warners.
Two changes at Metro turn 'Skids*

into 'Burn 'Em O'Connor,' and *Ice
Follies' into 'Ice Follies of 1939.'

'

Pizor Back to Philly
' Oklahoma City, Nov. 15.

Lewen- Pizor, prez of United Mo-
tion Picture Theatre Owners in. the
Philadelphia area, trained home
Friday (11) after remaining in an
Oklahoma City hospital about a
week, following recurrence of a
stomach ailment during the recent
MPTOA national convention here.

He was accompanied by his daugh-*

ter, Dorothyi ' who came on from
Philadelphia.

Gold Diggers of '49

Hollywood, Nov. 15.

Gold rush of '49 is the subject of
the .fifth '^['echnicolor. short in tha
Patriotic series at Watners titled,

'The Golden' Empire oit California.'

,

Picturie rolls next month, witli

Crarie WUhur directing from Charles
Tedford's script.

^ M-a SIGNS JUNE FBEISSER
June (and Cherry) Pr^isser,

youthful -vaudeville, and musical
comedy dancer, last seen pn Broad-
way in 'YouTJever Knpw,' yesterday
(Tuesday) was signati^retj !by Metro.
Miss Preisser prqbably will be

considered for roles in siich M-G pic-
tures as.' 'Babes in Arms' and 'High
School.' She leaves for the C^oast
Dec. 15.

STORY BUYS
Hollywood, Nov. 15.

Universal' purchased Jerry Sack-
helm's original, 'Swing Marriage,'
Republic bought two originals,

'Girls of the Road,' by Sammy Fuller,
and 'Calling All Marines,' by Wil-
liam UUman, Jr.

Metro bought two novels. 'Rosza
Sandor,' by Robert Neumann, and
'Salute to the Gods,' by Sir Malcolm
Campbell.

WANTED
Business opportunity, motion picture
fleld or legrltlihate ! theatre. Self-
made youn^ man. 28, Protestant, Har-
vard honor graduate, experience ool-
lege dranlatlcB, excellent business
baokgrround, sales, public and labor
relations. Best- references.'

Box 141, Variety, New York

MABEL TODD
SINGING COMEDIENNE

LOEW'S STATE. NEW YORK. NOW
NEXT WEEK (Nov. 18). PALACE. CHICAGO

Recently completed featured role in .

Samuel Goldwyn'a latest hit picture

"LADY AND THE COWBOY"
(To Open al Radio City Music HaU. New York. Soon)

Xhanks to lUILTON BERUS and SIDNirr PIEBMOMT
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Viruknt Anti-Radio Ad by Post

Seen Hakii^ Chump of CampbeB

What is regarded by the rafJio

trade as the most violent anti-radio

ad ever to emanate' from a news-

paper appears in current advertis-

ing trade rags under the aegis of

the Washington Post. This paper is

steered by Eugene Meyers, and is

among those papers -which recerttly

made cuts in space ordinarily de-

voted to radio columns, logs, etc.

Virulent anti-radio blast centers

around the Orson Welles episodej

and is captioned, 'Yes, the entertain-

ment panicked them! But who
listened to the announcer?*

•Copy goes on to say that 'Every

radio advertiser hungers for a tip-

top show—one that (in the language

of the theatre) will lay 'em in the

aisles, wow 'em, panic 'em.

•We recommeiid the Wells-Welles

opus. Jt panics them, and howl
'But bear in mind that the an-

nouncer told the audience four sepa-

rate times, and in several different

ways, that it was all entertainment,

not to be taken seriously.

'Who listened to him?
•Who listens to what vour an-

nouncer tells them about your prod^

uct?
'Which part of your program do

they, take seriously—the entertain-

ment or the sales talk?.

'Maybe the scientists on Mars can

answer these questions. Here's one

you may be able to answer for your-

self. . ^ ^
'Orson Welles makes money out of

the show businesSi. '

Do you?'

Tops the Mftca

'Trade opinion is that for sheer

Insinuation, the Post ad can even

lick anything turned in by the maga-
zines. Same paper has previously

evidenced an anti-radio attitude in

its trade copy, but not nearly to the

extent of the current epic.

Radio's promotional fraternity,

hbwever, will most likely disregard

the blast completely on the conten-

tion that it's badly plotted as to

strategy. In the first place, the Post

does nothing to boost its own stock

after running radio dowq. In the

second place, since Campbell Soup
just bought the Welles show, the

Post is virtually making a sucker

out. of Campbell—a move regarded
as far, from smart. In the tliird

place, the logic is much thS same as

if CBS wrote an ad sayhig: 'Yes, the

Washington Post panicked them
With an anti-New Deal blastl But
who reads the ads?*

Aasirned to Orson Welles Series

Front- New Yprk

Hollywood, Nov. 15.

Diana Bourbon continues her pro-

ducer status on the Orson Welles
dramatic series for Campbell soup
after Hollywood Hotel does fold Dec.

2. Coast manager for Ward Wheel-
ock has maintained production con-

tact on HH and Amos *n* Andy and
ast week was advised by Wheelock
that she would work with Welles on
the Campbell Playhouse productions.

She leaves for New York after the

ast broadcast of Hollywood Hotel.

Set for Nov. 25 brpadcast is 'Death

Takes a Holiday,' moved up from a

date beyond the blowoff. Amos 'n'

Andy are also on for a guest shot.

: \4is5 Bourbon returns here to handle
the airing (23 > of Dickens' 'Christ-

mas Carol' with Lionel Barrymore
as Scrooge, an annual event by the

consomme crowd. Barrymore is un-

der contract to do two more.

Joe ConnoDy's Slant

On Radio Publicity;

Doyle, Kenny As Is

Joseph V, Connolly, general man
ager of the Hearst newspapers, last

week denied the report that radio
matter was to be drastically cur-
tailed in the chain's papers g.en6r'

ally and that the new policy would
include the elimination of the Dinty
Doyle and Nick. Kenny, columns in
the N. Y. Journal-American and
N. Y. Mirror, respectively. Connolly
declared that it was nis policy to
let the heads of each paper decide
whether or how they wanted to han
die radio chatter or program list-

ings.

As a case in point, he told of a
recent- exchange of letters between
a Hearst pub and himself. Former
sought information on how Con
nolly wanted radio treated and t^e
chain chief replied that the publish
er could exercise his own judgmen

;

but in his (Connolly's) opinion i :

might be better to confine the paper
to the printing of program listings

instead of 'publicity puffs.'

WASSEE HONEYMOONS
Montreal, Nov. 15,

G. S. (Pete) Wasser, manager of
station WQDM, St. Albans, Vermont,
here with frau honeymooning.
Formerly with Furgason & Aston,

in New York.

DIANA BOURBON EAST
Tieupt, Booklets, Primers

Among Steps Miller

Hailiamers Hom^. Impor-

tance of Industry Coop-
erating with Education

and Fulfilling AH Pledges

TINE CHISEL

IffiAWSNAB.

FROWN

Washington, Nov. IS.

Supporting the general convictibn

that National Association of Broad-
casters is, at long last, shatpening its

claws for individuals and associations

which posibly are attempting to

wangle something for nothing, seen

in last week's sharp rebuke to the

American Road Builders' Associa

tion.

Are the 'free oifers' of the Road
Builders 'touched with commercial

ism,' in their invitation to the radio

industry to foist propaganda upon
the listeners.

Admitting that a "perplexing prob
lem' is presented by the requests of

various organizations, associations

and commercial enterprise which
pester U. S. transmitters, NAB last

week poised the question of whether
American Road Builders are 'entirely

altruistic' in their motives. Cuifo

programs, scripted and serviced by
local highway officials, chiefs of po-

lice, traffic engineers, members of

state legislatures and 'others inter-

ested in road building' were slated

for the microscope by NAB.
"Worthy Cause, Bntr—

'Of course, there isn't -any broad

easter, or anyone else for that mat-
ter, who doesn't want to promote
highway safety,* NAB publication ob^

served. 'And, of course, there isn'

any broadcaster who wouldn't be
willing to volunteer the- facilities of

his station to promote highway
safety.'

While no part of the discussed pro

gram was quoted, evidence pointec

to fact that NAB chieftains have
turned thumbs down on the proposi-

tion. Citing 'The Labor Parade,' free

time offer of the American Federa-

tion of Labor which two weeks ago

was tch-tched by the association,

NAB spokesmen included the roac

builders program—^by inference

—

with 'requests . . . that quicldy go

into the waste basket.' Left it up to

the individual broadcaster—but made
it plenty clear that 'free offers' are

to be looked upon askance by station

managers who are not anxious to be
classified as easy marks.

Add: WDAS Gags
Philadelphia, Nov. 15

Lou Palens, of the WDAS sales

staff, has been solicting a hair re

storer company for months. Finally,

they agreeid to buy time if Palens

would try their product and get re

suits.

Last seen, Palens was trying on
toupees.

HOME^ TOWN ANGLES

Columbia PhoD(^apk LaM

Acpred by Columbia System;

Deny J. C. Stein or Coneert Ties

By BOB LANDEY
Gradual development of practical

ways and means of spreading good
will and minimizing dangers of at-

:acks on radio are being formulated
oy the National Association of
Broadcasters, These steps are not
n full stride at the ' moment ' but
i;hey are typical of what the N.A.B.
is attempting. Taken tog;ether these
tactics mark innovations in the trade
association's long history of compar-
ative db-nothingism. (See last week's
Vabiety editorial, 'Snap Out of It,

Radio!')

Perhaps the most astute measure
:in prospect is a tieup with the Radio
Manufacturers Association whereby
each new radio receiver as sold
lereafter will have pasted on the
oack a printed' primer' which wiU
not only explaUl in simple language
the nature of kilocycles and the
ABC's of broadcasting (scientific),

3Ut will also give a sympathetic pic-

ture of the 'American way* in main-
taining radio by a system of private
enterprise in sensitive and. sympa-
thetic attunement to public service.

Newspapermen Smartened

Idea of issuing 'primers' or going
back to fundamentals wiU be ex-
ploited by NAB in several directions,

One by-product is a mimeographed
guide (a combination atlas-glossary'

footnote) to the. basic facts of radio
broadcasting which NAB wiU send
to all daily newspapers with the
thought that it will help radio-ignor-

ant reporters and editors in covering
the present FCC hearings. Whether
these go Into the wastebaskets or
are used (as a little of both) NAB
thinks the law of average will help
keep out some factual errors and
will shed light where light is needed.

Already. NAB has issued several
booklets and has many mor6 :n pros-
pect. One leaflet summarized 'donts^

for politicians during the last con-
vention. It sought, .to show or sug-
gest how the windy gents could -get
across best . on the ozone. Pertinent
press quotes are being collated for

the first time.

Greeters Needed
Another objective of NAB tactics

is. to establish in every station a re-
sponsible personage who will greet
and interview clubwomen, social

group spokesmen and educators that
visit the stations. All too often, it is

feared, the ruharound has been the
lot of such visitors in the past with
consequent storing up of animus
where goodwill could easily have
been chalked >up Instead.

By urging stations to perfect a
better-oiled mechanism to contact
and service educational, church, fra
ternal and similar interests, NAB
sees vast appeasement of much pres-
ent or potential enmity. In this con-
nection NevlUe Miller has been tak-
ing an insistent note with the mem'
bership urging the importance of

their fulfilling the letter of their

pledges to educational projects

MUler is driving home the .leed for

a strong record in this regard. NAB
has lately subscribed about $45,000

but Miller wants the pace quickened
—and pronto.

Over-all philosophy of the NAB
appears .to be in the direction of

putting the best foot forward in the
home community on the theory that

Washington will then tend to take

care of itself. Feeling has ^own
that the local congressman should
be kept fully informed—but ftom
the ^ome town and not only when
he's resident in Washington with its

deceptive values and preoccupations.

To show the representative vhat the

Roosevelt's 23.S

Co-operative Analysis of
Broadcasting, took a check on
President Roosievelt's home- set

audience the Friday night (4)

before election day and found
that the midterm political

speech gave him a listening

quota of 23.6%.
During this period the Pres-

ident scored 30.1% on March 9,

1937, while a broadcast which
preceded his election to the
second term, namely, Oct. 10,

1936, figured 24.6%,
'

TEXACO STAY

INHOUYWOOD

ASSURED

While changes may be made after

the current 1^-week cycle expires,

the Texaco show will continue to

originate from Hollywood, an execu-

tive of the company declared Mon-
day (14). Talk with Bill Bacher, the

program's producer, who yms in New
York last week, was described asr

perfectly amicable. It was also stated

that the company was satisfied with
.the way the show was now going

from the production angle.

Future status of the program's
present cast depends on how things

click for the next two weeks, at the

end of which comes option time.

Program will likely be moved back
a half hour, taking overthe » to 10

stretch and becoming an open choice

for listeners between itself and Fred

station is on the Job in the public
interest is a home town job, NAB
holds.

Next NAB convention (first in 16
months) will probably be held in
June, and in Washington. Alfliough.
previous conventions have been ad-
vanced 9 ballyhooed as 'serious-

minded' th6y neve;: quite' made the
grade. With the present grave ac-
cumula;(iqn of problems, .plus the
presumed chastening ; Effect of the
ciu'rent hearings, plus the agenda
Neville Miller wants to create, it is

hoped that 'when June rolls around
the face-lifted organization wiU pc^se

for its first dignified' photographi

CBS will within the next few days

close for the ownership of the Aaner-

ican Record Co., whose phonograph
labels consist of Brunswick^- Ct^um-
bia and Vocalion. After withering,

a few weeks ago, the deal came to

life recently and the negotiating

parties have arrived at a meeting of

minds on price and other contractual

details.

Phonograph company will be oper-

ated by the network as a separate

entity. Although there have been
conversations with outsiders, includ-.

ing a hi^ executive how with RCA
Victor, the head man for the record-'

ing enterprise has not been picked,

by CBS.

Columbia yesterday (Tuesday) de-

nied two reports that had become
associated with the recording com-
pany purchase. One was that Jules

C. Stein, head of the Music Corpora-^

tion of America, was financially in-

terested in the takeover,rand the

other was thai,the Columbia Artists

Bureau would be 'placeel in charge of

the phonograph company's opera-

tions. An entirely" separate staff, it

was said, will run the disc setup.

Herbert J. Yates interests acquiredL,

the jphonogriaph record combine
through a series of nvoves which
started in 1930. Actual transfer of

the properties' direction isn't ev*
pected to take place before Dec. 15,

NBCWouMtiketoSee

Jack Benny Return To

Blue, His^ Abna Mater

NBC last week sold its first regii-^

lar hookup on. the blue CWJZ) link
since the introduction' of the new
system of added discounts for those
buying blue supplementaries. Armco
is the account. It will fill the. 3 to
3.30 segment Sunday afternoons,

starting Jan. 15, with its usual l>ras3

band performance. Contract is for
42 stations.

Network's station relations de*
partment.has assiired several aftili-

ates on the blue that NBC would
prevail upon the Jell-O. division of
General Foods ta move Jack Benny
over to the latter link from the red
(WEAF). Bemiy. got started on the
blue, with the swftph to the re'd tak-
ing p]|a|Ei» in 1936:

Bpdy Vallee alrs^ his weekly vari*
ety hour over the NBC'>red from iho'

Community Playhouse, San Frari-^

clsco^ this wfeek (17) yhil^ in tpwn
at'auto show. . ^

.
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MONOPOLY HEARINGS BEGIN WHAT LOOKS

LIKE A MARATHON TALKING EVENT
Sarnoff Lead-Off Man—^McNinch Presides—Artists

Bureau Operation of NBC First to Get Spot-*

light—RCA Rapped in Release

Washington, Nov. 15.

Hearings of the Federal Communi-

cations Commission's probe into

•monopoly' opened yesterday (Mon-

day) and will continue for weeks,

and probably for months. Four days

a week of testimbny (and the of-

ficial day in Washington is never too

long or arduous) sug^eists they'll still

be talking in February! •

Preceding the hearings Chairman
Frank McNinch (a) fired several

FCC employes (b) announced & new
procedural setup for hearing FCC
cases (c) went on the radio Satur-

day (12) to pooh-pooh the 'purge' or

any slight to Civil Service (d) de-

clared himself to be a foe of censor-

ship . in contradiction to those who
assumed he was quietly working, in

that direction (e) reminded the

trade, the press ahd the world at

Jarge that -he is only temporarily

FCC chairman that he will eventu-

ally return to the Power Cbmmis-
sion from whence he came over a
year ago under orders from the.

President to straighten out radio.

Before three members of four-man
committee that includes the only

two veterans of the Federal Radio
Commission now in government
service, David- Sarnoff. president of

Badio Corporation of America and
chairman of the board of National

Broadc9sting Confpany, inaugurated
the testimony-taking with a disserta-

tion on the acconlplishme'nts of ra-

dio and argument against steadily-

increasing government domination.
Scheduled for cross-examination la-

. ter in the proceeding, he was ad-
ministered an indirect reprimand
for not offering 'factual evidence.'

Xo Whitewash

During first day dhairman Frank
R. McNinch repeatedly emphasized
the determination to obtain 'facts'

and to makfr sure the hearing is not
turned into a mutual admiration
clubi Four-man committee which!

he heads will make sure the ses-

sions are 'conducted fairly and im-
partially,' he said, biit will carry on
*a thorough ahd searching inquiry

into all the facts^ and will not allow
industry to employ obstructionist

tactics. No sounding board tech

nique.
Schedule of witnesses to present

KTBC case dashed hopes the proceed-
ing can be. wound up before Con-
gress. Estimates were that 13 days
Mi\Sl be required for direct testimony
by the first of the networks. Cross-
4luestioning probably will consume at

least as much time, so, that with CBS
«tid MBS planning to offer half-

dozen or more data-suppliers and
with long Christmas adjournment it

will be slow going.

Going into the background of NBC,
l^hilip J. Hennessey;- Jr.; chief of the
teeb's legal batte;ry at the hearings,
hsid Sarnpff identify three historic

dbcuments-^a letter written in 1916
envisioning: perfection o| ^radlo

music box,' a 1922 communication
outlining network ' possibilities, ' ahd
a miemo nearly IQ years old teaming
tielevision. international broadcasting,
nationwide coverage 'almost around
the. corner.' Long yisldn and lively

imaginatlpn . reflected, as well as
Samofl's.shrew^ business sense,.

Artisis Barcan
Only other testimony received at

th0 initial session /was a brief ac-
count of. the NBC organization and
• short description of the function
of the Artists Service. With cross

questioning postponed. Frank Mason,
NBO v.p., outlined the corporate set'

up while George Engles laid the
groundwork for testimony on the

talent subject.

Several exhibits and Mason's oral

statements showed' that NBC con
trols Civic Concerts Service, Inc., Ar-
tist Service of Massachusetts, Artist

Service of Pennsylvania, and WTAM,
Inc. (in liquidation) plus the exist'

Jng but inactive Radio Music Co., a
copyright pool. Web has dissolved

other subsidiaries on the Pacific

Coast, Northwest Broadcasting Co.

<KJR, S6attle), Western Broadcast

Ing Co. (KEX,, Portland), and Pa'

cific Broadcasting Co. (KYA, San
Fjranclsco),

Mostly telling about his personal

background, Engles skimmed over

ihe talent situation and explained

the need for maintaining a stable of

performers. Function of an artist's

agent was outlined, with Engles
telling how NBC books its talent for

non-radio appearances.

Probe Into Talent

Talent activities occupied commish
Tuesday, with Daniel Tuthill; Artist
Bureau Director, explaining detailed

functions, and William J. Dempsey,
commish counsel, beginning to dig
into tie-up between network and
performers* At one point, suspicion

that link may not be proper was
reflected by Chairman McNinch with
questions about possible favoritism
of talent managed by bureau. Pecu-
liarities .of broadcasting business
necessitate maintenance of artist or-

ganization, Tuthill testified, pointing
out that is-hour schedule exhausts
huge amount of program material in

course of year and declaring it is

only natural for a broadcasting com-
pany to build up supply and train

potential performers. Between 10,000

and 12,000 microphone appearances
yearly in entire industry means con-
stant effort to recruit new person-
alities, varied activities described,

with bureau' executive picturing ne-
gotiation for engagements both with-
in radio and other fields.

Commissions range from 10 to 20%
depending upon type of appearance.
Difficulty in understanding why art-

ists engage bureau to manage them
expressed, by McNinch, who even-
tually drew admission that NBC
gives some preference to performers
represented by bureaa Tuthill in-

sisted possible build-up is reason for
talent to sign management contract
but conceded performers his organi-
zation represents often get breaks on
conruherdal programs. There are no
curbs on competition, however, Tut-
hill contended. NBC bureau's stable
of 300 performers is only 5 to 10%
of web's talent requirements. Com-
petition is lively ' with upwards of
150 other agencies. , Noted William
Morris, Fanchon & Marco, MCA, Ed-
dington-Vincent, Orsattl and others
are prominent in supplying talent to
radio. Profits of Artists Biureau are
moderate, Tuthill revealed. While
business jumped from slightly over
$1,000,000 in 1028 to more than $6,>
000,000 in 1937, actual gravy last year
was only $286,882. Gross broken
down as follows: 66% from commer-
cial radio bookings, 16% from cdn-
certs and 18% from pix, private

parties, clubs and other engage-
ments. Of total, 91.8% paid to art*

Ists while over half of remaining
$674,891 went for operating expenses.
Cancellation of station tickets of

NBC and Westinghouse was de-

manded at the outset of the FCC
chain-monopoly hearings in a public
statement issued when Chairman
Frank R. McNinch refused to upset
the calendar. Fight between the two
giants of the equipment business and
Royal Moulding Co. of Pirovidence

was Injected into the Commish probe
by the press statement method.
Declaring the testimony he sought

to offer was most pertinent at the
outset of the network survey,
Charles P. Sisson, former U. S. As-
sistant Attorney General, failed to

win an early chance to make an-
other move to break the alleged
monopoly on vacuum tubes, but
turned the spotlight on his case by
releasing a letter to the Commish
in which he hinted the Communica-
tions Act. is not being applied im-
partially. Client recently filed a
triple-damage suit in Rhode Island

Federal Court, under the civil sec-

tions of the antitrust laws, in at-

tempt to obtain relief from the

charged conspiracy.
Denial of the NBC and Westing-

house station licenses should, be
ordered by the Commish, Sisson con-

tended, because the 1934 statute pro-
vides nobody violating the anti-trust

laws is qualified to hold a ticket.

Free and open market for equip-
ment has been prevented by secret
understanding to grant 'discrimina-

tory price rebates and allowancos,'

thus curbing competition and re-

strai ing trade, he complained.

Protests NBC Deal

Charlotte, N..C., Nov. 15.

Tyre Taylor, former executive
counsel in North Carolina and now
general counsel for the American
Federation of Little Business, has
made public a letter which he has
addressed to Frank R. McNinch,
chairman of FCC, seeking permission
to intervene before the commission
in opposition to the pending trans-

fer of radio station WPTF at Raleigh
from the Durham Life Insurance
Company to NBC. Taylor, whose or-

ganization intervened at the behest
of Raleigh members, flayed the pro-
posal as one making for monopoly.
Stock of WPTF company and the

$210,000 purchase price are now in

escrow pending approval of the com-
mission, which is necessary before
the deal can be Consummated.
After relating the circumstances

(Continued on page 36)

M-Jtegnlatkm Is Ae Dtnocntic

Way for American Broadcastiig'

Sy DA7ID SABNOFF
(As Delivered Moiiday (14) Before the Federal Commimioattons

Commlflsioii* .Washineton)

Mr. Chairman end Gentlemen of
the Commission:
I appear before you today as Presi-

dent of the Radio Corporation of
America and Chairman of the Board
of the National Broadcasting Com-
pany. I appear in both capacities

because the National Broadcasting
Company is wholly owned by the
Radio Corporation . of America.
RCA itself—and, consequently, NBC
r—is owned by a quarter of a million
stockholders. No single stocldiolder,

whether an Individual, a corporation
or a financial Institution, owns as
much as % of 1% of RCA stock.

The By-laws of the Corporation
provide that at least 80% of the vot-
ing stock shall be held by American
citizens. Approximately 95% of all

the outstanding stock of RCA is held
in the United States.

Speaking for both the companies
an4 the stockholders I represent, we
welcome this hearing and the op-
portunity it provides to review and
appraise network broadcasting in the
United States. Proud of the tremen-
dous developments in radio during
the 10 years since the RCA was
formed, we welcome this occasion
when the government, the industry,

and the public may jointly take stock

of the present, and chart the course
into a vast and imexplored future.
The questions you have presented

to the National Broadcasting Com-
pany covering the specific terms of
this investigation will be answered
factually and in detail by the execu-
tives and operating officials of NBC,
who will appear before you.
Let me say at the outset that I am

not here to advocate a 'status quo'
of broadcasting^ or to oppose changes
in a changing art. I do not come
here to say that broadcasters are in-
fallible, that no improvements are
possible, that we have no problems,
or that the commission cannot help
in their solution. I am here to aid
this investigation In any way 1 can.
I propose to describe briefly the ob-
jectives cf the Radio Corporation of
America which led to the formation
in 1926 of the National Broadcasting
Company, and to discuss the part we
have taken as a pioneer in the de-
velopment of the American system
of broadcasting. 1 should like also
to present my views on certain prob-
lems which at present face the broad-
casting industry.
The Radio Corporation of America

is engaged in every field of radio
(Continued on page 34)

Arnold, Dalberg, Wisner Out

Washington, Nov. 15.

Three summary discharges and

complete overhauling of the testi-

mony-taking methods last week car-

ried the prolonged FCC feUd to a

new climax. In a series of moves

variously Interpreted as 'wholesome'

and 'outrageous,' the majority of the

Commish coldly gave the gate to

Chief Exammer Davis G. Arnold,

Assistant Chief Examiner, Melvin H.
Dalberg, and Information Director

G. Franklin Wisner coincident with
adoption of orders abolishing' both
the examining department and the
press section.

As was the case a month earlier

when Hampson Gary was heaved out
of his place as general counsel in

equally determined fashion, the Com-<
mish split on., the Arnold-Dalberg-
Wlsner execution. Three members

—

Commissioners Norman S. Case,

Wisner's Record

Washington, Nov. 15.

Criticism of the FCC press

section as 'wholly inadequate
and ineffective' occasioned sur-

prise last week following purge
of Commission's information di-

rector. While reorganization
admittedly can result in better

service, newspaper reporters
covering the FCC were puzzled
by statement that there is no
satisfactory arrangement for
collecting and disseminating in-

formation for the public.

With aid of only one stenog-
rapher and a newspaper read-
er-general helper, G. Franklin
Wisner, press director for more
than a decade, had built up
huge files—containing 35,000

classifications—in face of con-
tinual difficulties imposed by
shortage of funds and clerical

aid. Inadequate quarters didn't

help. • Press contact single-

handedly answered ' all queries
and prepared numerous hand-
outs, while at many other simi-
lar agencies large staffs are
available for this work. Three
full-time former reporters are
employed by the Securities &,
Exchange Commission, for In-

stance, while Social Security
Board, Works Progress Admin-
istration, Federal Trade Com-
mission and others have infor-

mation sections comprising
haU-dozen .or more individuals.

T. A. M. Craven, and George Henry
Payne—^fought for the two heads of
the examining staff while Craven
and Payne refused to go along in
chopping off Wisher's head.
None of the three discharged em-

ployees was allowed a hearing, nor
was any ^official explanation given
for the drastic action beyond gen-
eral statements by McNinch that 'ef-

ficiency' demanded scrapping of the
two subdivisions and dropping of the
involved workers. Possible violation
of the civil service statutes was seen-,

although action was defended be-
caiise of loop-holes in the law and
McNinch apparently was careful to
comply technically with procedural
requirements.
News of the firings was a complete

surprise to Dalberg and Wisner, al-

though rumors had circulated both
were doomed. Unlike Chief Exami-
ner Arnold, neither

,
was asked in ad-

vance to resign, and neither had been
given, at any time, an opportuni^
to talk with McNinch about details
of their work. No direct criticism
from the Commish preceded the
head-lopping, while the minority had
difficulty obtaining any details from
the majority which pushed through
the necessary orders. Even after of-
ficial announcement was made,
neither could get from McNinch or
the others voting with him any idea
of the reasons why they were forced
to walk the plank.

MoNlnch Evasive

At a press conference where he
talked about the effect of the 're-
organization,' the Chairman ducked
questions designed to amplify his
vague explanations, giving no speci-
fications to support his assertion that
efficiency necessitated a firing-squad
process.

Ouster of Arnold followed several
days of discussion and was prefaced
by McNinch's Insistent demand—also
without any satisfactory explanation—for an immediate resignation.
Chief Examiner, veteran of 17 years
in the Federal service, was told only
—In private talk with McNinch—
that his reports were "no good* and

the examining staff was incompe-
tent in some respects.

Proceedings at the session AVednes-
day (10) were cut and dried. Mc-
Ninch obviously had caucused ear-
lier with Commissioners Thad H.
Brown, Eugene O. Sykes and Paul
A. Walker—^hls associates on the
committee supposed to investigate
monopolies and chain operations—
and was certain he had the votes.

Changes effected after the two sec-

tions were abolished consisted of
placing examiners in the law depart-
ment, making sensational alterations
in the syptem of receiving evidence
(see separate story), and borrowing
Marion L. Ramsey from the Rural
Electrification Administration to

serve as 'consultant' on public re-

lations matters. According to the
order, Ramsey will be loaned by
R,E.A. for 90 days, during which he
will map out a neW scheme for deal-

ing -with the press. He will be at-
tached directly to the Cphairman's
office, in the capacity of special as-
sistant at a much fatter salary than
Wisner received.

Merit System

Whether the FCC (Jisregarded the
civil service laws was a matter of
dispute, but the Civil Service Com-
mission showed speedy interest.
Meanwhile, government employees'
associations were growling about the
obvious weakness of the merit sys-
tem and - repercussions in Congress
were believed inevitahle.
While the law is not wholly clear,

curbstone opinion was that only the
Wisner case comes within jurisdic-
tion of the C.S.C. President. Harry
Mitchell said an investigation is cer-
tain 'if it appears our duty to make
an investigation of the dismissals to
determine whether any regulations
have been violated,' but added he
was waiting for a report from Mc-
Ninch. An unofficial inquiry was.
said, however, to be under way even
though no complaints had been re-
ceived. Wisner was consulting with
friends about seeking a review of
his ouster, since there was a possi-
bility abolition of the press section
can be ruled only a subterfuge to
get around the law. The other two
victims feared they have no re-
course, since their jobs were abol-
ished and. they were not technically
'removed' in an illegal manner.

Craven Criticizes

Sharp blast at the majority came
from Craven, while Arnold and Wis-
ner also made public 'statements.
Deploring the summary booting of
'men who have long and faithfully
served this government,' the former
Navy officer termed the trio 'effi-

cient and honest' and openly com-'
plained that 'those individual com- <

missioners who were taken by sur-
prise were not accorded the courtesy
to study the proposals at greater
length.' He said the action involves

Batting .SOO

Washington, Nov. 15.

Records of the tWo examiners
booted from FCC payroll last
week show the Commission
agreed with their recommenda-
tions in four-fifths of the cases
where they received testimony,
weighted evidence, and submit-
ted opinions.

Recent analysis, which showed
incidentally that the FCC was
extremely far behind in its

work as of Sept 1, reveals Chief
Examiner Arnold, who presided
over hearings least often be-
cause of the burden of admin-
istrative work, was sustained in
9 of 11 cases and Assistant
Chief Dalberg, who had sub-
mitted the most reports, 164,
was sustained in 110 of 139.
Gives Arnold a batting aver-
age.of 91.8% and Dalberg 79.1%.

'undesirable control of the nation's
communications system' as well as
the sanctity of the merit system.
In his own defense, Wisner noted

he never has been allowed to talk
with the Chairman or the Commis-
sion about public relations matters
and had received no instructions or
statements of policy. With the re-
mark he 'paid no attention to ru-
mors he was after my scalp,' the
press expert—who was in govern-
ment servicis 12 years after being in
New York World and Baltimore Sun
bureaus here—declared 'it is evident
in this case civil service broke down
completely and the law was ignored
by circumvention.'

Charles Farrell guesting with Bing
Crosby on Kraft Dec. 8.
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MeNinch Broadcasts DisclaimeF Of

Any Wish to Exercise Censorship

Washington, Nov. 15.

Flat denial of any intention to

Impose censorship on broadcasting
was uttered Saturday night (12) by
FCC Chairman Frank R. McNihch in

nationwide program via three webs.

Defensive speech contained assur-

ance the government will not dis-

courage private initiative but put
station owners and network manage-
ments in position of complete re-

sponsibility for determining what
type of .microphone fodder is in the

public interest.

Taking frequent pokes at members
who do not trail behind him, the

belligerent Commish whip-snapper
contended he has stamped out nu-
merous, abuses in regulatory system,

increased efficiency, curbed political

Intrigue, centered responsibility, and
produced sundry other benefits- for

the industry and the public, in his

year an4 a quarter in the driver's

seat.

Speech, widely regarded as Mc-
Ninch's 'swan song in view of his

scheduled early return to the Power
Commission, was devoted chiefly to

giving the taxpayers his slant on in-

ternal workings of the FCC and an-
swering what he termed, 'misleading
and downright inaccurate accounts.'

of his asserted accomplishments pub-
lished in a few unidentified news-
papers. In his hurriedly-arranged
talk, carried by CBS, NBC and MBS,
the chairman made these points:

First, he has been busy 'charting

a course of constructive regulation'

and establishing fundamental poli-

cies.

Second, he has speeded up action

on cases, ended the 'scramble for

licenses and renewals,' accomplished
reforms which stamped put under-
cover wire-pulling, and insured bet-
ter coordination.
Taking cognizance of repeated

criticism and seeking to minimize ap-
parent political influence, McNinch
termed a 'canard* the reports that
he, his associates, or his predecessors
were motivated by partisanship. He
told the nation, in an unQsual.^ad-,
mission that such criticism exists,

that 'neither the President nor any
member of hia family nor any of

the secretaries to the President nor
anyone who even pretended tq speak
lor the President or the White House
has ever made the slightest sugges'

tion to me about granting any li'

cense or denying any license.' While
he limited his indignant disclaimer

to license action, industry observers

felt sure he meant to include con-
struction permits, transfers and as-

signments, modifications, and other
types of applications.

Never Consulted F.DA.

On the matter of censorship ancf

government control, the beleaguered
North Carolina reformer was both
reassuring and subtly stern. He
frankly confessed he never has con-

sulted with the President about the

individual actions he has taken to

carry out his concept of the law and
sought to ridicule individuals such
as Commissioner T. . A. M. Craven,

who have voiced alarm over the

course he is following. At the same
time, however, he warned the in-

dustry the New Dealers intend to

take steps which will 'make radio

thoroughly democratic' and will ap-

ply whatever restraint is needed to

prevent 'its becoming an instrument

of injustice or unfairness to any and
all political parties, to any .racial, so-

cial economic, labor, producing or

business group, to any minority or

any class.' Both he and the Presi-

dent agree it is imperative to safe-

guard 'the right of free speech, of a

free press and liberty of thought'

while seeing that 'radio shall con-

tinue to make increasing contribu-

tions of entertainment and instruc-

tion toward a better way of life for

all.'

Without specific reference to such
direct or implied rebukes as those

growing cut of the Mae West inci-

dent, the 'Beyond the Horizon' dram-
atization, and the Mars program, the

grim-visaged chairman laughed at

the thought the Federal authorities

may 'blue pencil the dance programs
and the crop reports and the bed-
time stories,' and applauded the In-

^ustry^ for its attempts, to improve
program calibre. Censorship by any
government agency is 'impracticable

(Continued on page 32)

Washington Lawyers Shud-

der at Prospective In-

crease in Burden of Di-

gesting All Testimony-—
Others See New Openings
for Political Buck-Passing

VAGUE AS IS

Washington, Nov. 15.

Sweeping change in procedure

—

affecting' every future application,

reducing possibility of' appealing
adverse decisions, and possibly con-
flicting with a- vital U. S. Supreme
Court opinion—^is the result of

abolition last week of the FCC ex-
amining department.

With the semi-independent ref-

erees now tratisferred to the law de-
partment, the new routine, is a radi-

cal departure from established cus-

tom, not only in radio, regulation

but in all comparable executive
agencies, and in the- estimation of
some attorneys greatly increases the
menace of political rigging instead

of assuring more impartial action.

While legal profession is not tmani-
mous, bulk of the barristers were
apprehensive the novel system will

develop grave
.
jjefects;

In ousting Chief Examiner Davis
G. Arnold and Assistant Chief Mel-
vin H. Dalberg, the Commission at

one swoop abandoned the estab-

lished practice of having the testi-

mony and documentary evidence
summarized and weighed by an in-

dependent subordinate and tele-

scoped the process by which the
record is built up. Step taken with-
out consultation with practitioners,

who have been waiting for week for
chance to confer about proposed
changes in legal routine.

Ostensible reason for. the drastic

shift was to expedite consideration
of cases and to make it fuller and
fairer to all parties,' besides mini-
mizing duplication of .work. Out-
siders were unable to see many
benefits of this or 'any other sort,

and feared the potential abuses will
far outweigh potential advantages.

JitMr System

Vague phrases in the order left

room for considerable conjecture
about the new procedure but ap-
parently Commish henceforth will
handle applications in this fashion:

Whenever it is decided a hearing is

necessary, the (Commish will desig-
nate whether evidence is -presented
before the whole body, a single
member, or a group of 'one or more
suitably qualified employees.' At
hearing, presiding officer will act. as

a master or referee, ruling on mo-
tions, objections, etc. When pro-
ceedings is over, full transcript will

be filed with the Commish and with-
in 20 days parties must file 'pro-

posed findings of fact and conclu-
sions of law.' After studying attor-

neys' papers, the Commish in turn
wiU file its own 'proposed report or
findings of fact and conclusions of
law,' making them public records.
Within the next 20 days, dissatisfied

parties can present exceptions and
request oral argument. Then the
Commish will hand down an opinion
and decision.

Just how the procedure will work
out is conjectural. Practicing at-

torneys were unanimous that only
experience will show whether the
benefits outweigh the disadvantages,
although most agreed the potential
dangers seem to be greater than
prospective improvements.

Phrased Oddly

Whether the routine is legal or
violates Constitutional guaranties
and court rulings was a matter of

dispute, while phras.eology of the
order occasioned confusion. Chair-
man Frank R. McNinch declared the
order Is in conformity with IT. S.

'Supreme Court's position in a re-

cent case Involving. regulAt^QC),
mulgated by the Agriculture Ibe-

(Continued on page 32)

Arde Bnlova s Ra£o AmhitioHs

Due for Open Heariite[s at FCC

Washington, Nov. 15.

Roundabout inquiry into the ra-

dio aspirations of Arde Bulova,
prominent Democratic angel and
watch manufacturer, may foUow
FCC row over his latest application

to expand present holdings in the
broadcasting business. Request for

consent to take over WPEN, Phila-r

delphia> from estate of John Iraci,

his former associate, was slated for

public scrutiny over strong protests

of two Commish members.
Steady acquisition of new outlets

by Bulova, presumably for the pur-
pose of lorming an Atlantic sea-

board network, has occasioned com*
ment and aroused suspicion which
last wed£ prompted Commissioners
T. A. M. Craven, George Henry
Payne, and Paul A. Walker to over-
ride the urgent pleas of Commission-
ers Norman S. Case and Eugene O.
Sykes that the .WPEN shift be ap-
proved without a hearing. As a re-

sult of the 3-^2 split, there are three

CM TALKS

TOPREMNT
Washington, Nov, 15,

Another slant ^h. troubles of the
FCC was given President Roosevelt
Monday (14), when Commissioner
Norman S. Case, whose term ran out
last June and whose reappointtnerit is

due to go to Congress in January,
had a long tete-a-tete at the White
House. Exact natiure of the conver-
sation was not. revealed, but Comnntjifh^

problems admittedly were discu^^ti'

Visit of the former Rhode Island
governor was soen as refutation of

reports he will be ousted in a new
endeavor to head off a Congressional
inquiry.. His cheerful manner after

the huddle also seemed signj^cant,

although he said his status had not
been taken up. At the same time, he
indicated no doubt that Mr. Roose-
velt will send his name to the Senate
when the legislators come back.
Observers looked on the appoint-

ment as evidence the Chief Execu-
tive is anxious to get a view of the
FCC from someone who occasionally
is on the opposite side of the 'fence
from Chairman Frank R. McNinch.
For months the only Commish mem-
ber to slip past the cordon of guards,
has been the Chairman,

'

While Case refused to talk after the
45-minute seance, his manner sug-
gested to associates that President
Roosevelt- is aware of the. goings-on
at the FCC and has not given blanket
approval to everything which has
happened. He may not be familiar
with details of the recent tiffs over
personnel, but Case's confidence w^
taken to prove that members who
balk at McNinch proposals are not
in the dog-hoUse.

Empire Web Biews

Empire State network has folded
after the election and a two months'
existence. Organized by Harold
Smith and Scott Howe Bowen net
members have reportedly proved
imcooperative, forcing collapse this
week.
WHN was the station in New York

City.

Wanna Play, Pop?
Los Angeles, Nov. 15,

Audience games aimed at oldsters
has been contracted for sponsorship
over KFI on Sundays. Carries tag
of 'Mirandy's Sociable.'

Bob Dennis, of Elwood Robinson
agency, produces.

'Jury Trials' t« OklahQma

Mutual's participation show, 'Fa-

moMS Jury Trials,' has added six sta-

tions of the Oklahoma network,
. F. Goodrich KdeaieR.) will-spjm-

sor in new locale

applications in which Bulova has iei

stake now on the Commission'^ hear*
ing docket. Others are purchase -of

WPG, Atlantic City (which is ta be
merged with WBIL, New York) and
Wins, New York, in which he is as-
sociated with Milton H, Blow, whose
advertising, firm liandles the Bulova
Watch Co. account.

Sharp Exehanse

Argument over the WPEN trans-
fer was said to have been pointed
and to have': caused' a sharp ex-
change between some of the par->

ticipants. Although he has vinslstied

that all transfer cases should be set
down for hearing, Case moved to
grant immediately in order to permit
liquidation of the Iraci estate and
benefit Mariaimina C.Iraci, widow of
the former t>roprietor. Vote also
attracted attention because Com.-'

Tnander Craven, while in private
practice, has been consultant for and
part owner of the Phllly transmit-
ters.

For some time there has been in-
creasing comment about Bulova's ac-
tivity, foUowing^ disclosure a couple
of years back that he had an inter-
est, originally through loans, in sev-
eral New England transmitters. His
purchase of Wl4WL,'New YOx*, from
the Paulist Fathers, following . ac-
quisition of WOV, New York, from
Iraci, met with strong objections,
which the FCC disregarded, More
recently, Congres^an Lawrence
Connery of Massachusetts ha» dis-
played intensive interest in the vari-
ous Bulova maneuvers, to the extent
that last year he made public an ex-
change of correspondence with Gov,
Case about the matter.
While the object of the three card-

ed hearings will be to develop facts
about the individual WINS, WPG,
and WPEN transactions, cumulative
effect is likely to be a Commish de-
cision on the desirability of ^Ibwinff
Bulova to continue to strengthen his
position. When it comes lime to pass
on the separate applications, the FCC
will come up against the policy laid
down last year and reiterated in sev'^
eral subsequent cases imder which a
licensee is not permitted to takeover
another outlet in a situation wher*
local monopoly might exist.
Bulova Interests are bound to be

aired during the monopoly inquiry
which got under way Monday <14)
as part of the general consideration
of multiple ownership situations and
interlocking relations between sta-
tions.

'Ariety
Services [{) ih,-

Ratlii) I r(.ulc

I.'/ II ih...-,. .

Protected Material Dept.

(For Writer*)

Local Program Registry
(For Sponsors, Stations)

Mail Department
Nsw York--164 W. 46th SirMt
Chicago—64 W. Randolph
Hollywood—1708 N. Vin*
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rrms is radio'
With Fr«nk Craven, John Craven,
Irene Hubliard, Florence Freeman,
Eddie Wraege, Tommy Hughes,
Bonald Llff, Earl Wrighton, Fred
Irving Lewis, Carol Weyman, Mil-
ton Cross -

69 Mins.
Spstalning
Sunday, 11 a. m.
WEAF, WJZ-NBC, New York
To mark its 12th anniversary, NBC

last Sunday (13) put on this drama-
tization of the history of radio as a

gesture to its member stations of

both networks. Written by Thomas
Langan, of the NBC staff, and direct-

ed by Lester O'Keefe, the piece

traded the story of radio, from the
earphone days of 1920 to the vast
International setup of the present. It

was broken up into four 'acts,' with
a multitude of short 'scenes.'

Beginning with excitfement in a
western Pennsylvania farmhouse
when the Hajrding-Cox election re-
turns were received from KDKA,
the yarn was related in terms of two
young radio performers,. Ken Walk-
er, announcer and director, and Con-
nie Marshall, singer. They meet in
Pittsburgh and, as radio grows into

a major industry, grow up with it,

going to New York and ultimately
becoming stars of commercial broad-
casting. Particularly the boy is a
composite of many of the name an-
nouncers in' the business, since he
handles such assignments as the first

transcontinental broadcast of a Rose
Bowl game, the Lindbergh reception
in Washington, the 1928 Democratic
national convention.
Idea obviously was to catch and

put into microphone terms " the ro-
mantic and adventurous story of
radio. , But while the yarn did occa-
sionally ignite the imagination it

somehow, failed as a whole to do
justice to the subject. (Typical of
most written about radio.) In this
case the radio talent wasn't equal to
the opportunities of the radio me-
dium. Despite its vast possibilities,

*This Is Radio' was tame drania.
Although it's easy to sit at home

by the dials and say this or that
program is unsatisfying, it is fre-
quently less easy to- explain why. In
this caise the trouble ' seemed to be
not so much the shortcomings of
radio itself as a medium for setting
forth its own glory as the inability
of the writing, directing and acting
in this instance to bring the story
to realistic life. Many of the out-
standing broadcast exploits were
there, but the whole thing rarely
becaime more than a cast of earnest
actors reading their lines- from a
painstakingly prepared but unin-
spired scrijpt. There was none of the
magic in it that makes radio the
marvel of the a^e, that gives it its

jglamor.-
Some of this fault undoubtedly lay

In the fact that scripting was ex-
J)ected to do two jobs at once—^two
obs that, as it forked out, appeared
to conflict. That is, it was supposed
to dramatize radio itself and at the
same, time plug NBC. Result was
that just as one would g^t interested
in the characters of the yarn, they
would launch into a long .blurb
about the glories of NBC, ostensibly
a& an explanation by the boy to his
father. If these plugs had been, de-
livered as outright commercials, dis-
tinct from the narrative, ,they might
have been more effective. As it was,
they merely interrupted the story
and shattered the Elusion of the
drama.

In general, the direction failed to
inject authenticity into the playing.
In only rare instances did the actors
rise above mere reading of their
scripts. Of the performances, Frank
Craven gave occasional conviction to
the part of the boy's father, while

.
.
Jrfene Hubbard- was passable -as the-
mother and Florence Freeman im-
pressed as the girl Although she
had little chance to show, Carol
Weyman sparkled as the singing
double for Miss Freeman.

In the leading part of the an-
Bouncer hero, John Craven was ap-
parently halteried by nervousness
He started off weakly, then seeming-
ly thrown into a panic by one or two
misses, he grew steadily worse. His
final speech, a sign-off as NBC an-
nouncer, was completely flubbed.
Eddie Wragge, who played the same
.part as a 15-year-old, was much too
Quavery, while Tommy Hughes and
Bonald Liff sounded too much alike
as the kid brother at different ages.
Earl Wrighton and Fred Irving
Lewis handled small parts accept
ably. Milton Cross did the scene
jsetting, intro and close. Musical
bridging was proficient.

'This Is Radio' wasn't.

NBC's TOWN MEETING
With George V. Denny, Anne O'Hare
MoCormlck, Hogh S. Johnson, Fe-
lix Morley

Forum
60 Mins.
Sustaining
Thursday, 9:30 pan.
WJZ-NBC, New York
This is the fourth season of per-

haps the greatest 'educational' pro-
gram ever projected to a nation-wide
audience. It is now a justly cele-
brated modern phenomenon. It is,

as before, a feather in NBC's bonnet..
Getaway -was a discussion of the

Munich pact. Mrs. McCormick, of
the N.Y. Times, was at her lucid, dis-
passionate,, full-voiced best. Hugh
Johnson was a little off average. Fe-
lix Morley was nervqus, but pro-
vocative in the keen points he made.
It was all good listening.
Denny presides expertly as usual.

A former Broadway stage actor, he
is now a radio personage. Because
it was the first broadcast of 1938-39,
he departed from the usual 'open
forum' procedure during the ques-
tion-asking period and singled out
semi-celebrities in the audience. He
extended personal invitations to
them. These latter were not pre-
cisely .unprepared.
In fact, having been invited to talk,

they embarrassed Dernly (with time
growing short) by not knowing the
art of brevity.
One of the ispeakers thus invited

also developed a pro-Fascist, pro-
German vein and got booed.
Denny is adroit, quick-witted and

tactful, but it would seem 'invita-
tions' from the moderator to speak
are dangerous during an open forum,
where questions are best when c^ti-
pletely spontaneoiis. Land.

ALMA M. DETTINGEB
With Joseph Lopez
Fashion Quiz and Talk
15 MIns.—^Local
CRAWFORD LAUNDRY
WICC, Bridgeport

Last season participating in George
Jessel Hollywood show via Mutual,
Crawford Laundry, has this fall

bought its own bill, a dual ' using
different' routines of Alma M.
Dettinger as the 'Voice of Fashion.'
Miss .Dettinger, formerly with Vogue
magazine and long a sustaining serial
scripter and muSicbmedy librettist

on WICC, hereby makes her debut
as chatterer. Lady has class and a
delivery that

,
impresses. Same goes

for copy, also hers.
.

Tuesday early-afternoon shot's a
studio quiz, femme hearers sitting
in and answering questions put by
Miss Dettinger. Material's strictly

about styles in apparel, coiffure, etc.

Miss Dettinger gives correct replies
if not forthcoming and also supple-
ments. Joseph Lopez, annoimcing,
cuts in for male contrast.
Thursday less listenable because

it's practically a monologue by Miss
Dettinger on general theme of
'Beauty on a Budget'
Laundrsr commershes at minimum,

nicely split by Miss D. and Lopez.
£lem.

Hobc.

FRANK and ARCHIE
Transcription
"WINN'S
Mon.-Wed.-Ii*rl., 8:1S p.ni.

15 Mins.
2 GB, Sydney
One of the oldest shows on the

Australian air. Was brought back
some little time ago on a revival try,

In its day this transcription led the
field in listener coverage for sponsor.
Weakening now because repeat discs
have lost their interest to the ma
jority of the fans.
Frank's broken English chatter was

the main reason why this one car'

ried so much home appeal formerly
Another factor in success was the
able casl handli) k pf understandable
continuity. Spd Isor probably" figures

advantaee of i jplay for- a limited-

term for listen^ irs who never heard
the lull series before. Bick,

GERTRUDE ALDERMAN
Women's News
Mins—^Local

EMPIRE MARKETS
Mon., Wed., and Sat., 9:55 a. m.
WGY, Schenectady

(Hcvenor)
Mrs. Alderman, wife of a deputy

attorney general at Albany, has ex-
actly three minutes to present bulle-
tins on this, the first local Woman's
Newspaper of the Air. She handles
assignment with the brisk assurance
born of long radio experiencfe. She
fttrpierly newscast ,over .W?BL,
Syracuse. . Two of the five pages in
each 'edition' are advertising, also
read by editor. .First is usually the
only one dealing with day-by-day
developments, these in the national-
international field. Obviously, such
news cannot be covered in 'fexlension
with only 55 seconds available. Other
items are ^ human-interest and odd
happening types in which women fig
ure.
Occasional localization might not

be amiss here. Mrs. Alderman has
a pleasing voice and a staccato de
livery. ' Jaco.

'NUMBER, PLEASE'
With Jimmy Stevenson, Sam Bena-

vie's Studio Orcb, John McKenzle,
Olive' Ryan, John Stinson

Song Quiz
30 Mins.—^Local
Sustaining
Thursday, 10 p. m.
WJR, Detroit
Novel twist a la Kay Kyser's 'Kol-

lege of Musical Knowledge,' and
withal sure-fire stuff. Four listeners
chosen weekly to compete in studio
for $5 prize, which is awarded to
highest scorer on three tunes each
Studio band plays few bars of
tune, usually an oldtimer; contestan
must guess name of number; after
which band and soloists play tune
completely through. Latter is good
idea.
As m. c, Jimmy Stevenson turns

In a very pleasing job and usually
gives contestants a few hints> Strong
is Sdm Benavie's orchestra, very full

and well-bodied. Soloists on show
caught John McKenzle, OUve Ryan
and WJR Quartet under Don Large,
contribbed neat offerbigs.

»^SHrw .ha3,a 'homeiness' which sets

PARKYAKARKUS
With Tommy Riggs, Aunt Jemima,
Larry Clinton's orohestra* Dan
Seymour

30 Mins.
QUAKER OATS
Saturday, 8 p. m.
WEAF-NBC, New York

(Ruthrauif & Ryon^

Parkyakarkus (Harry Einstein, In

private life) had the cards stacked
against him on this guest shot (12).

He got away great with the studio
audience, but the story oti the other
side of the loudspeakers was much
different. Only way- the Parkyakar-
kus character could saye this stanza
would be via a super-superlative
script (which wasn't on hand). A
standard job, such as was dished out,
w.asn't enough. ,

Sympathy is in order for Ein-
stein. In the first place, he wasn't
the man for the job. Quaker Oats
stanza itself banks largely on Tommy
Riggs (Betty Lou), which means it's

mild in noise level and not peppy
as to pace. Einstein, on^ the other
hand, like all dialect comedians,
works to best advantage when plenty
of speed, is turned on, plus a more
than ordinary amount of noise. In
the second place. Parky needs
somebody to feed him cues. Tommy
Riggs is not that man. Resultantly,
Riggs and Parkyakarkus pulled to-

gether like a team composed of one
horse and one mule, and further
made the error of waiting far too
long for laughs.
Admittedly, Riggs and his Betty

Lou ventriloquial stuff cannot fill 30
minutes. The easiest way to kill the
time not consumed by Riggs is to in-

ject guesters. But the selection of

these people by the simple hatpin
method is not going to be productive
of results. Stanza is jerky and lack-
dddisicflla

Commercials the peppiest thing
about show. Now they're giving
away (for a dime) a spoon with
Betty Lou on it. Meantime the lis-

tening audience never really knows
whether Riggs has an actual dummy
in his act, or whether he works sans
dummy. This makes it tough to con-
ceive of a Betty Lou on a spoon,
whereas Charlie McCarthy gadgets
are the order of the day. Edga.

T HAVE BEEN HERE BEFORE'
With Ralph Richardson, Celia John-

son, Robert Farquharson, Gladys
Young, Charles Sewell, Alec

- Clunes.
Saturday, 8 p.m.
B.B.C., London.
There's a quality in the writing of

J. B. Priestley that makes excellent
radio material of his plays, and this
was only the latest of a series of ex-
cellent mike versions. Reason is his
ability to write gripping dulOg and
to draw characters with an accurate
touch; when this is aided by astute
production (Barbara Burnham) and
first class performances the .answer
must be entertainment. As was this.

Priestley was playing for the sec-
ond or third, time with the relativity
heory, postulating that dll being is

continuous—if you get what we
mean. So he has an old German
professor come deliberately to a
wasteland inn in Yorkshire, where
le expects to find a woman about to
'.eave her husband for a yoimg
schoolmaster. He has had the psy-
chic tip-off,~ as it were, and eventu-
ally gets the three players in the
eternal triangle to* adjust their de-
cisions in accordance with his
'iheories, suggesting that, when the
individual takes a bold decision, it

changes his destiny forever and ever.
This may be all the bunk, but it is

convincingly written into a marvel-
lously well constructed drama, and
was given the tribute of sincerity by
its' players. Ralph Richardson gave
a nice study as the Scotch-soaking
pessimist who dominates the main
situation, and Robert Farquharson
got imcannily right as the earnest
old (jcrman refugee; for both of the
characters listeners could feel acute
sympathy. Celia Johnson made the
girl in the case reasonable and true,
and Gladys Young, as the embittered
daughter of the innkeeper, once
more failed to put a single blemish
on her performance.
Barbara Bumham's production

(and this girl is one of the most suc^
cessful on the B.B.C. roster) stayed
dead alongside the original, as
played lately at the Royalty theatre,
but moved and gripped with the
accuracy of its means of expression.
BBC might next to do 'Time and the
Conways' and after that as many
good plays as they can get, because
this is a department in which the
Corp. scores almost all the time.

Effects department could be
gingered up. They have a little
chiming clock, which is used fre
quently to indicate passing of time;
it is a pretty tuned instrument, but
it is hard to believe the same time
piece could do duty in so many dif
ferent spots. Last week it orna
mented the Windsor Castle boudoir
of Queen Viqtoria, this week it turns
up again in the parlor of a waste
land inn, and next week it will prob-
ahly be shipped on to a pleasure
liner.

FolloW'Up Comment
Radle Harris last week quizzed

Robert Morley, stellar' player in

•Oscar Wilde.' Stated to be Morley's
initial radio interview. Being un-
der Miss Harris weekly sun-lamp
for celeba was so novel to Morley
that his heavy intake of breath was
plainly audible over mike. Other-
wise enjoyable.

Station plugs Miss Harris as na-
tionally famous radio commentator,
journalist and mag writer. Inter-

views with visiting celebrities have
nice pace on material (she scripts

whole show).

Ed East stepped into the 'gongmas-
ter' spot .on WHN, N. Y., amateur
hour last week, being the fourth in

succession, he.. Major Bowes, Jay C.
Flippen, Jack Waldron and East.

Tagged . 'Colonel' and working
straight, East brings the. show back
to sympathetic, lines and entirely

away from the flippancy of the
two immediate predecessors. Which
means the formula is closer to that
of Bowes.

There's a good deal of rehearsed
by -play and hoked-up episodes.

These will be readily spotted as

phoney by the cognoscenti, who,
however, have no business being
tuned in on an amateur program.
East does a workmanlike job, ..as-

sertive but not aggressive. There-
were quite a few giggles and some
entertainment.

den Planetarium.

w^rifand,"with polisii h^^^ by. .VesppQ Eadclifle...and"..tbg

Loren L. Watson, Jr., Is scripting
the 'Men Behind the Stars' series
which CBS" is airing Friday after

noons In co-operation with the Hay-
Program is pro

could go places. Pete. '
1 WPA's New York Cify Radio Unit.

WOR, New York, array last Friday
night started with Capt. Tim Healy's
session of 'true life stories' at 7 p.m.,
and kept fairly even pace until 11:15,

when Trans-Radio 15-min. newscast
signed off. Healy digs up gripping
tales that hold early-evening audi-
ences; Stan Lomax, sportscaster, fol-

lowed. In 7:30 slot was Albert Mitch-
ell, tabbed as 'The Answer Man.' In-
terrogations were good, and 15-min-
ute stint rambled along nicely be-
cause lively-voiced announcer read
off questions and Mitchell canie
through with understandable, clear
answers.

Later in the evening, 'Curtain
Time,' from Chicago's WGN, has a
sponsor-worthy sustainer. Another
old-timer for WOR's Friday night
lineup is 'Jazz Nocturne,' an unbilled
array of orchestra, vocal and organ
talent that clicks because well-
framed and produced.

Fitch Bandwagon (NBC), from
Chicago, had Ozzie Nelson. He
delved back into the days when he
quarterbackeri for deah ol' Rutgers,
presidented the debating ' club, etc.
This was all apropos to a supposed,
frequent question asked of him, 'How
did you come to employ your theme
song?' It's 'Loyal Men of Rutgers.'

Harrie't Hilllard (Mrs. Nelson),
who sings with the band, wasn't on
the program.

'Grand Central Stations' program
last Friday night (11) over CBS of-
fered a satisfactorily hoke drama
about a gal who hides her Identity
and marries her sister's widower.
Piece was hardly calculated to win
the respect of post-adolescent men-
talities, but it had enough of the
standard sob stuff to hold the spe-
cialized audience that goes for vi-
carious emoting.
Acting was spotty, with Arnold

Moss and Elspeth Eric turning in
convincing jobs as the hunky farmer
with a heart of 24-karat gold and
his phony-named spouse, respec-
tively. Eric Rolf floundered rather
baidly in .the..accented part of a farm-
hand, while Jimmy Donnelly was
acceptable as a youngster and Sylvia
Field was also authentic in a brief
part. Direction was not too in-
ventive and the denouement could
be spotted a mile off.

John W. Davis was the principal
speaker last Friday night (11) in
the broadcast over CBS of the an-
nual dinner of the English Speaking
Union. Considering he was the Dem-
ocratic opponent of Calvin Cbolidge
in the Presidential election of 1924,
the letter's famed taciturnity ap-
pears an even greater virtue than
previously thought. Davis couldn't
have been much duller if he'd been
deliberately trying to chase listeners
away to other kilocycles. With the
English-speaking nations in the
shadow of a world fascist threat, he
labored all the obvious points of
Anglo-American relations and when
he flnally got around to referring to
dictator nations, his remarks were
merely tepid diplomatic verbiage. It
was brutal.

Irving Berlin struggled to take the
corn out of an old war tune he
wrote for the last war, but did not
succeed. As revived by Kate Smith
on her prograni Thursday (9), '(3od
Bless America' was old-timed m the
extreme. Which doesn't mean the
studio audience was lethargic. Quite
the contrary. They apparently were
ready to volunteer for military serv
ice on the spot.

It was all part of Miss Smith'^
Commemorating of Armistice Day.
She also sang (with lush feeling)
'My Buddy' and had those two mas-
ter hokesmiths, Parker Fennelly and
Robert Straus, to impersonate two
Civil War vets, one a Confederate,

. ..«a»At^vetAYcnk^e,JvAOJhlnk they'll
' nuss the big parade—but don't. Ttiis

was a swell bit of effective senti-
mentality,
Program In general Was smooth.

Formula is considerably tighter all
the way this year. Comedy end is
held up nicely by Abbott and Cos-
tello, who are likeable even when
springing gags with old age in every
asthmatic wheeze.

Columbia Workshop did an effective
job last Thursday night (10) of con-
veying to listeners uie sense of im-
pending doom that pervades Wilbur
Daniel Steele's short story, *A Drink
of Water.' It was well-sustained
drama and sharp characterization,
with especial credit going to Martin
Gosch, the producer, and to Alice
Frost and Adelaide Kline, of the
cast. Narrative deals with a path-
ological manhater whose determina-
tion to 'keep herself' drives her to
the point of becoming partly respon-
sible for the death of a - storm-
whipped salesman. Max Wiley pre-
pared the adaptation.
Workshop will present two more

of Steele's prize stories.

Major Edward Bowes continues to
'ad lib' from a pat routine as the
great unwashed expose their unim-
portant talents and naive ambitions
to a world that continues to think
it's all so tender and sweet This re-
mains radio's most amazing phe-
nomenon, as Bowes, himself, in some
ways has been and is the. shrewdest
exploiter of radio's direct pathway
into the homes where idealism and
illusion flovirish in full vigor, unim-
paired by realism or skepticism.
There was the tongue-tied dancer

Who said he had studied hoofing 'on
and off' and quick as a flash the
maj slaps back 'on the stage and off
to Buffalo, eh?' And the same chap-
pie said that when his parents sent
him to dancing school and he first

saw the girl studes in shorts, he ran
away. 'But,' flips the maj with a
sly twinkle that probably convulsed
the nation, 'you came back for
more?'
And then there was the salute to

Madison, Wisconsin. This is more
authentic Bowesianna and now re-
duced to a standard patter. And do
they go for it and is the Chrysler
dealer in Madison a bigshot that day
and the next. Yeah, man.

Lew Ayres' singsongy reading of
his lines opposite Maureen O'Sulli-
van on the Metro-Maxwell excerpt
from 'Spring Madness' was a little

hard to grasp, if it was a conscious
part of characterization. On the
whole it wasn't a very appetizing
morsel.
Stronger items were Robert Tay-

lor, who puts a considerable weighti-
ness into his emceeing; Baby Snooks,
as. animated by .Fannie Brice, and
George Murphy, a lad that's coming
into his own, walloping out a nice
tune. Variety's reviewer skipped
over at the 9:30 break to pick up the
Sremiere of NBC's 'American Town
looting of the Air.'

WMCA, N. Y., carried four-sided
indictment of the Nazi persecution
of Jews on broadcast Nov. 11 from
9:15 to 10:15 p.m. Taken by the In-
ter-City net and other indie station,

WQXR, N. Y., talks by former Gov.
Alfred E. Smith, Thomas E. Dewey,
Rev. Dr. Elmore McKee and Dr. Mi-
chael S. Fisher were heard. In
chronological order listed each suc-
cessive talker seemed to outdo the
others In vehemence, cleric seem-
ingly exceeding all others in lan-
guage.
Broadcast was recorded and re-

broadcast Monday night (14), 8:30

p.m., because of requests.

Benny Goodman, Clifford Odets,
Beulah Bondi and Stuart Erwin
gave Cal Tinney's 'If I Had a
Chance,' NBC blue sustainer, a strong
show business flavor. Even the fifth

guest. Columnist Louis Sobol, spoke
of theatre appearances. Goodman did
a six-minute kickoff, the last four of

which carried farther. Swing king
drew studio laughs by repeating that
he would like to learn to dance-
claimed he lacked the time to per-
fect himself in the foot art.

Odets' contribution probably car-
ried the greatest interest for legit

enthusiasts in listening audience.
Script was all in a serious vein and
playwright took himself the same
way. General philosophy of his

dramas: 'down with the general
fraud' explained how he applied this

to themes of 'Awake and Sing' and
'Golden Boy.' Odets said he would
like to be a Composer.

'R.F.D. No. 1,' with Irene Beasley,
is currently-^broadcast from KMOX,
St. Louis. Program aims at after-

noon farm audiences (2 P.M.), giv-
ing glimpses of city, college and pos-
sibly other strata of femme life.

Irene Beasley a singer, turns com-
mentator on 'feminine problems
while retaining her smooth song
sessions. At present she is making
a survey of activities at the Stevens
(girl) college at Columbia, Mo.
Chatter was about time budgeting,

Percy Grainger's coming visit to

Stevens, plan to stage 'Alice in Won-
derland* there and system used in

teaching girls to prepare for life

When~they graduated:-
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PHnceton s 10 Books on Radio
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Scope of the t»rlnceton University

Badio Research Project is. outlined

In a report made last week.by. Paul

F, Lazarsfeld, the director. Report
covers <1) publications in the worlcs

after two years of plowing the field,

(2) the guiding principles, (3) fu-

ture plans.

Most ixnpressive is the number of

books on various aspects of radio

which will emerge with the emblem
of the Princiston project. They are

as follows:

1. Meosarement Techniques. Criti-

cal analysis of the methods used to

measure listening habits. '.Written

by Frank Stanton of CBS.

2. Tbe Art of Asking Why. An-
alysis of the more outstanding
theories of motivation found in mod-
ern psychology, together with a

critical discussion of their usefulness

for an understanding of social ac-

tion. By Paul Lazarsfeld.

3. Radio Commentators. Rise of

the commentator and news broad-
cast in this country, status and
function. Written jointly by James
Rorty and Hadley CantriL

4. Mosio on the Air. This volume
will contain a discussion of the
changes radio brings about in the
music world of our times. Separate
studies will be concerned with the

kind of musical programs broadcast,

factors which account for . the suc-

cess of song hits, etc. The book will

be the first comprehensive treat-

ment of radio music, which covers
two-thirds of all broadcasting pro-
duction. By Theodore Wiesen*-

grund-Adorno.
5. Radio and Reading. Separate

studies are in progress concerning
the relationship between listening

and reading habits on different

groups. A general survey of the
book programs on the air during re-
cent years has been conducted. Spe-
cial studies are being made in con-
nection with tliree different kinds

of book programs currently broad-
cast over Station WOI, Ames, Iowa.
In cooperation with the Bopk-of-

the-Month Club, Information has
been collected on three thousand
people which permits comparisons
of reading and listening. Professor
Douglas Waples, of the University
of Chicago Library School, is gen-
erously lending his .advice for the
theoretical discussion of i}ie whole
problem. The final form of this vol-
ume, has not been determined.

6. Studies In Educational Broad-
casting:.

7. Radio in Different Walks ,ot
Life. Study on radio listening in~'a

rural county in the middle west;
The study is being financed and was
originally plannied by CBS and fin-

ished under our supervision. Also
starting a study on radio listening

among industrial workers to be con-
ducted in an industrial community
in New Jersey. Calls for coopera-
tion with NBC.

8. The Panel as a Tool in Listener
Research. Results of two experi-
ments with listener panels. One in-

volves a two months study with
three hundred Newark high school
students, . and. one is a - six months
study with 400 adults over the coun-
try.

9. Statistical Methods as Applied
to Radio Research. Mainly for
statisticians. Included in the series

to show the wide range of research
problems related to radio, and to

promote the cause of quantitative
methods in the social sciences.

10. Handbook on Listener Re-
search. This book will summarize
the methods developed, by the
Princeton Project. It will have a
definite textbook character and be
directed toward students in the so-

cial sciences. The book should pro-
vide a much needed methodological
treatment for field workers in carry-
ing on radio research. By Paul
Lazarsfeld.

Sunday News Ideal;

Boscul Coffee Using

7 More Local Spielers

Philadelphia, Nov. 15.

Seven stations were plussed this

week by . Boscul Coffee to the two
Which were being experimented with

on Sunday night newscasts and
many more will be added. Spot an-

noxmcement campaign was simvil-

taneously started on four other out-
lets to boost the 15-minute news
broadcasts.

Exec of Ward Wheelock agency,
which handles the account, declared
It was felt that early Sunday eve-
ning was the most logical time of

the week. for news airings because
of the lack of Sunday afternoon
papers.- 'All week the commentators
are fighting against newspapers;' he
said. 'Here's the one time of the
week when they have the news field

all to themselves we figured, and re-
sults of our test campaign have
shown 'us to be right,'

Sponsor started the news broad-
casts on WLW a year ago with Peter
Grant gabbing at 7:30. When the
26-week contract expired In June, it

was decided to continue through the
summer, results had been so good.
In the fall, KYW, Philly, was added,
with Harry Wood announcing. On
Sunday, the newcasts, with local
announcers, were started on KDKA,
Pittsburgh; WHAM, Rochester;
WSYR, Syracuse; WBAL, Baltimore;
WDEL, Wilmington; WORK, York;
WGAL, Lancaster.' Spot supplements
were started on WGR, Buffalo;
WCAU, Philly; WPBR, Baltimore,
and WCAE, Pittsburgh.

Newcasts are aired at 6:45, im-
mediately preceding the Jack Benny
show.

General Shaver Readies

Pre-Chrisbnas Sprint

General Shaver, electric razor, has
adopted spot broadcasting for ai pre-
Christmas ballyhoo. It's buying an
assortment of devices, including an-
nouncements, participations and
sports programs, in every one of
the major markets. Campaign will
run four weeks, beginning Nov. 21.

B. B. D. & O. is the agency.

FLORISTS' REMINDERS

Chain Breaks on Holidays Sound
Good to Posey Merchants

Members of the Florida Telegraph
Delivery Association are arranging
to find out whether annoimcement
reminders can stimulate sales dur-
ing the holiday. As a test the asso-

ciation is buying some chain breaks
for a couple of days before Thanks-
giving (24). Dates specified are
Nov. 21 and 22. List will involve
over 100 stations.

Young St Rubicam has the ac-
count. If the idea gets a worthwhile
response it will be repeated just be-
fore Christmas and again before
Easter.

REVOLT FLARES AGAINST TRANSCRIPTION

BILLINGS OF BLACKEn-SAMPLE-BUMMERT
TuthilFs Mission

Dan Tuthill, manager of the
NBC Artists Service, returned
last week from' Hollywood
where he had gone to inquire
about the authority of the
American Federation of Radio
Artists to issue agency licenses

for the Screen Actors Guild.
Information that TuthiU brought

' back was that S;^G proposed to

do . its own issuing of such li-

censes.
'

AFRA had also asserted that
it was in a position to negotiate
license agreements in. behaU of

the American Guild Of Musical
Artists but the network found
that the AGMA wanted to do
its own negotiating.

40% MUSIC
WAGE TILT

PROTESTED

Hollywood, Nov. 15.

Network representatives will get

together with the executive board of

the Los Angeles musicians union this

week on a discussion of the local's

new wage scale which involves an
increase of 40% over current rates

for cross-country broadcasting as-

signments.. Three . transcontinental

webs have appealed to Joseph N.
Weber, American Federation of Mu-
sicians, head, to intercede in the sit-

uation, but the latter has held that

grievances must be taken up with
the local.

Networks have taken the position

that the local's demand that extra

fees be paid for sustaining programs
fed east is contrary to the under-
standing implied in the AFM settle-

ment plan agreement. Webs have
been under the impression that the
annual expenditures for musicians
employnient to which they had com-
mitted themselves entitled them to

use the men involved for transcon-

tinental broadcjasts as well as local,

and without any extra charge.

FRANCHOT TONE IN

PLAYLKTS HEATED UP

On arrival in New York shortly

Franchot Tone will take up final

discussion of proposal for script

series on NBC. Would be a half-

hour once weekly, preferably on
Sundays.
Elaine Sterne Carrington is al-

ready working on scripts -for Tone,

having conferred with him on the

Coast during the past two weeks.

She left Coast yesterday (Tuesday)

by train for New York.

Syd Cornell, radio scrlpter, signed
.^y Spfj.kwelfcOTCeefe.

Herschell Hart Airing

Detroit,' Nov. 15.

Herschell Hart, whose 'Air Gos-
sip' column was dropped from De-
troit News radio page some time ago
along with program comment, art,

etc., has picked up five-day-a-week
sponsorship for his ^Gossip of the

Stars' broadcast over WWJ. Star

Carpet Cleaners banlcroll the Monday
and Wednesday stints, with Moon
Bros, taking the Tuesday, Thursday
and Friday spots. Program covers
highlights in evening's ether fare,

plus sidelights about air personali-

ties.

WWJ also has reinstated Its

'March of Youth' weekly broadcast,

written by Myron Golden and pro-
duced by Axel Gruenberg. With
Board of Education co-operating,

variety program presents boys and
gals of Detroit public schools.

I

Charles Borelll, former WPEN,
Philadelphia, salesmen, has opened
t' : own agency to handle radio ac-

counts. He has offices with Harry
Biben, theatrical booker.

Holdout Yields

New Orleans, Nov. 15.

WDSU, New Orleans, last week sig-

natured a contract with the local

musicians' union, thereby ending its

status as one of the two holdouts
from the settlement agreement be-
tween the American Federation of
Musicians and the Independent Radio
Network Affiliates. Fred Bernbach,
of the AFM's executive board, and
George Norton, of NBC's station re-
lations department, came on to New
Orleans to assist in straightening out
the tangle between. WDSU and the
local union. Remaining holdout is

KTBS, Shreveport.
Contract stipulates that the musi-

cians must receive at least $25 week-
ly, with the exception of pianists,

whose scale is set at $40 a week.
Workweek is nine hours, one and a
half hours of which must be put in
daily within an eight-hour period,
Sunday work is not included. Pact
runs until Jan. 16, 1940.

Same Agency's Effort to 'Check Up' on Stations

Gratis Exploitation of B-H-S Programs Also

Brings Resentment

PICK AND PAT AIDES

REVISED BY MACMAHON

Musical elements in the Pick and
Pat show for U. S. Tobacco are be-
ing reshuffled. Beginning Nov. 28
the Eaton Boys plus four other male
voices and a brass band conducted
by Ray Block will take over the
spots now held by Ed Rocker, bari-
tone, and Benny Kruegcr's orchestra.
Frank' MacMahon produces the

show direct for the account, while
Arthur Kudner is the agency.

Robert Wood to Chlca^fo

WOR, Newark, reshuffled its staff

last week to take care of an opening
in Chicago. Robert Wood was
transferred to Chicago as local sales-

man for the station, while John P.
Nell was ^ named' New York service

contact for the midwest office.

Nell comes from sales promotion.

Broadcasters are beginning to re-

volt against the Blackett-Sample-
Hummert practice of charging for

the commercial platters that are

shipped, them. .,.While. the .general

murmur indicates that the matter is

on the way to becoming an industry

issue, the McClatchy group rates

as the first to speak up loudly. Lat-

ter has advised the agency that it

either cut out the deduction of

$1.67% for each disc relayed for.

broadcasting or the group will take

off the two serials involved, 'Ma
Perkins' and Kitty Keene.' Both are

Procter & Gamble shows.

McClatchy group, which also op-

erates newspapers, can't understand
oh what business principle the

agency bases the right to pass on the

disc manufacturing charge to a sta-

tion. Agencies don't charge the

McClatchy newspapers for mats or

cuts and the group sees no reason

why the contrary should apply in

the CJfee of transcriptions. B-S-H
outfit claims that the amount in-

volved is the actual cost of the

pressing and that the station should

be glad to absorb it since the na-
tional spot rate and no -production

services are entailed.

Station reps who have in the past

fought the special deduction charge

at the instigation of their clients re-

gard the- simmering revolt with no
little gratification. They recall that

out of their own clashes had come
anything but pleasant memories.
Not only, they claim, have they had
to take abfasively worded letters

but they became persona non grata

around the agency. Time buyers

or their assistants were never in

when they either called in person
or phoned. A shift in ageny per-

sonnel was the only thing that

changed this relationship.

Another Cause of Resentment

Washington, Nov. 15.

Ears of Blackett - Sample - Hum-
mert. Inc., radio advertising agency,

were smartly boxed last week by
the National Association of Broad-
casters.

Announcement by the Cliicago

firm that it had 'decided to de-

termine which stations do the best

job in servicing their potential audi-

ence with information and interest-

ing facts regarding the station's pro-

grams' and accompanying explana-

tion that B-S-H, Inc., stood ready to

reward the 'leading station in Pub-
lic Relations on (such and such)

network' for the best accounting in

free newspaper lineage with an ad
in 'leading trade papers,' drew a

series of slaps and cuffs from the

official industry spokesman, 'Noth-

ing short of attempted commercial
coercion,' snorted NAB.
Proposition was promptly straight-

armed by NAB. 'Newspaper space
that is valuable and desirable in

support of a radio campaign should
be purchased and not begged,'

stormed President Neville Miller

and his cohorts. 'And the NAB can-
not condone any efforts made upon
its members to secure free publicity

in newspapers for commercial pro-
grams. Nor can it condone the other
suggestions in your Public Relations

Survey.
Tells 'Em Oft

. . . The American radio station

prides itself upon its ability to get
results for advertisers. The fact that
year after year the volume of radio
advertising has gro\yn in record vol-
ume supports the assertion. The
fact that year after year advertisers,
through their agencies, have spent
more and more money in radio is

eloquent testimony of the ability of

radio to make new friends and win
new customers. These funds Were
largely spent upon the recommen-
dation of the advertising agency, and
upon its own record. Blackett-Sam-
ple-Hummert, well knows the effec-

tiveness of radio advertising, per se,

else it would not have reached the
commanding position it now holds
in the placement of radio advertis-
ing.

'Radio stations are in the business
of winning audiences through good
program service. They are not in
the business of billboard advertis-
ing, car cards, movie trailers, store
Window displays, or other special-

ized promotion. They are perfectly
willing to lend every reasonable and
legitimate cooperation toward widen-
ing the effectivenesis of the spon-
^sqred commercial radio program.' .

Accusing agency, of contributing
to 'unnecessary misunderstanding
between press and radio,' NAB fiur-

ther declared that basis for deter-
mining a tr&nsmitter's public rela-
tions' had nothing to do ' with ob-
taining freie linage in newspapers.
Character and standard of the sta-
tion's program service decided that
problem, NAB pointed out, plus its

ability to accumulate a loyal listen-
ing audience.

"This is what you buy for your
clients,' association insisted. *You do
not buy free newspaper space for
the publicizing of your programs.
Radio stations have only time and
talent and mass audiences for sale;
riot free newspaper space.'
After thoroughly applyin/s the

razor-strop, NAB pointed oijt that
its views—contained in a long and
sizzling letter -to B-S-H, Inc.—were
being relayed to the membership of
the association In a bulletin 'goiog
out this Friday/

Orson WeUes Playlets

For CampbeO Wi» Be

Romantic and Modem

Philadelphia, Nov. 15.

Orson Welles' 'Mercury Theatre on
the Air* was considered for. Campbell
Soup sponsorship last spring, even
before he began broadcasting, Arthiur
A. Bailey, assistant to the prez of
Ward Wheelock agency, declared
here this week.

. Show was actually
auditioned by Campbells in June, he
said, although be m&de no denial of
the fact that the Mars incident two
weeks ago burried . their decision to
ink the young producer to a termer.
Bailey said there will be several

changes in the show when the soup
cannery takes it over. Most Im-
portant will be in choice of plays.
New ones wiH.be strictly modem
arid have plenty of romantic interest,
as principal appeal is to the house-
wife, whom it isn't expected will go
for tliriller or intellectual stuff.
Second change will be the iise of
guest stars. Names wlU be brought
in to take parttf itj the plays as an
extra hypo for the C.A.B. rating.

Switch from Hollywood Hotel to
the Welles dramatizations Is merely
completion of .a change which has
been gradually taking place for some
time.

. H. H. made its first switch in
principle by dropping previews in
order to give completed stories. Idea
caught on and longer end longer
stories were used on the portion of
the show known as 'Campbell Play-
house* and 'Orchid Room' idea got
less and less important. Switch to
Welles is merely a 'logical conclu-
sion' to the gradual change which
has been taking

. place.

Moving the show, east from the
Coast has no significance. Bailey
maintained. It is just a ndtural re-
sult of the switch in type of enter-
tainment. He said there was no dis-
satisfaction with Hollywood as a
producing center.

Bailey declared that he does not
expect Welles to achieve as high a
C.A.B. at the start as 'Hollywood
Hotel' now has, biit he is confident
he will build and the show will cost
considerably less.

ETHYL Wni SPONSOR

ANDRE KOSTELANETZ

Ethyl Gasoline Corp. is consider-
ing taking over the 10 to 10.30 spot
on CBS Thursday night, which
would put it in opposition to the first

half of the Kraft Music Hall (NBC-
red).

Andre Kostelanetz and a nama
vocalist yet to, be engaged will share
the Ethyl program's billing; B. Bi D.
& O. retains the account, although
a westdoast agency was In the bid-
ding with a program idea of its own.
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"Viewers with Marm' Blame Air

As Kid Shoots Pal AccidentaDy

Philadelphia, Nov. 15.

Forgetting that kids have been ac-

cidentally shooting each other for

long years before radio, the 'viewers'

with alarm* worked overtime here

when a 15-year-old boy was seri-

ously wounded by a shotgun in the

hand of a friend while they were re-

enacting a drama they had just heard

on the air. At least that's what they

said.

Richard Smith, 15, and.Saverio Cu-
sato, 16, stood 10 paced apart in the

living room of Smith's home near
here and leveled 'unloaded' .22 cali-

bre rifles at each other, 'just as the
gangsters did on. the radio,* they

said. There were, two sharp reports

and Smith slumped to the floor, a
bullet in his abdomen. Doctors in

Frankford Hospital are Sghting to

save his life.

Cusato, unharmed, was held in

$500 baU.

I

Washington Lobby
I

Shortly After Bhsting

Ra£o, Seattle Sheet

In KOMO-KJR Tienp

. Seattle, Nov. 15.

Seattle Post Intelligencer, Hearst
a. m. rag romanced with KQMO-
KJR election night. Informed its

readers election day in a two-column
front page story of its tie-u^ for the
evening 'to give . radio listeners a
program qI election returns unprece-
dented in the Northwest.'
Following only ' a few days of a

panning at the hands of the sheet
of radio in general, the episode was
hot stuit around the other stations

and a part, of the public. Whether
the KOMO-KJR-Seattle P. I. broth-
erly love act is serious can only be
surmised, but the consensus of opin-
ion is that since KIRO. (CBS) and
Seattle otar, Scripps p. m. sheet con-
tinued its difilif\tioain giving the lis-

teners the latest' local and statewide
returns, the Hearst sheet and KOMO-
KJR decided to cut in and jointly
exploit event.

mm OKAYS VANDA

DRAFT OF LASKY SHOW

Hollywood, Nov, 15,

Final details of the Jesse Lasky
show for Wrigleys were ironed out
In Chicago yesterday <Mon.), the
complete draft taken east by Chajrles
Vanda, who produces, having been
okayed by execs of the chicle outfit.

Program takes oft Jan. 8 over the
Columbia net from KNX. Vanda's
caipacity as Coast program director
for CBS is not affected by the Wrig-
ley producership.

,

Another Coluiiibia show groomed
by Vanda is on the verge, of being
sold to Union Oil, long an NBC cus-
tomer on the Qoast. Half hour va-
riety turn is headed by Billy Gil-
bert, Dick Lane, Simeone's orches-
tra and singers, and.Jimmy NewiU
as vocalist. Prograim has been ap-
proved by petrol execs and contracts
are being drawn. Jack Runyon, of
Lord & Thomas, will produce, aided
by Bill Lawrence of Columbia's
Hollywood staff.

Washington, Nov. 15.

Sudden disclosure that Chairman
Frank R. McNinch soon will depart
from the FCC is attributed in radio
circles to reports that Congressional
leaders are dissatisfied with the way
things have been run in the past
year and a grilling is due the Com-
mish representatives who appear be-,

fore the Appropriations committees
to justify next year's budget items.

Also the hastily-skedded speech
which he made over' all three na-
tional webs Saturday. (12) night.

Several prominent I)emocrats who
last year recruited votes to kill the
Connery resolution—^by' -promising
everything would be straightened
out with McNinch at the throttle-
are far from pleased, while members
who were swayed with these assur-

ances have adopted an 'oh, yeah' at-

titude.

Changes in personnel of the FCC
are widely expected within the next
few months. New chairman shortly

is certain, with Chairman McNinch
announcing he will leave in the im-
mediate future. Although holding a
recess appointment. Gov. Norman S.

Case is reported out because Presi-

dent Roosevelt will not send his

name to Congress in January. Like-
wise, Commissioner Paul A. Walker,
wiiose term' expires next June -30, is

skid to' be dtie to depart. With many
judgeships to be filled, specplation

has been -revived about possibility

Judge Eugene O. Sykes will be
moved to a judicial seat. Persons
prominent in the Administration,

have suggested repeatedly the other
two FCC members, Commissioneris

T.A.M, Craven and George Henry
Payne, will leave, either voluntarily,

through resignation, under compul-
sibn, or .by Presidential demand for

their resignation.

Stories about the latter are widely
deemed .inspired, since in the opin-

ion . of individuals with connections

iat 'the Capitoi the removal of Craven
and Paype would be the one thing
that would make a Congressional
pi^be unstoppable.

Failure of the Commish boss in his

talk on the air to discuss the matter
of station transfers- caused disap-

pointment in business circles. Be-
cause dit inconsistent positions taken
in recent Weeks-Emphasized when

continuance of the exasperating
guessing-game, lawyers, network
watchers, and trade association

people hop^d McNitich wbuld give
some clue what yardstick wiU be
used henceforth in judging whether
sales an(( assignments are 'in the
public interest.' Needle still in
the haystack.

WOOS NEGRO AUD1HMCE

Local tops of thie three networks
and their aides had to forego dinner
at home and bridge dates because of
the Chairman's sudden desire to
carry his case direct to the people.

While McNinch merely asked for a
half-hour sometime Saturday night,

many exchanges of wires and much
telephoning was required to fix a
mutually-agreeable time involving
minimum inconvenience.

Standing of the FCC Chairman
-with underlings, particularly the

girls in the duplicating section, was
not improved by the speech. Since

Friday (11) was a holiday here, the

typists couldn't understand why Mc-
Ninch was unable to finish the text

of his talk in time for them to cut

the stencils Saturday morning (12).

Word they might have to stay on the

job imtil dark evoked considerable

feminine profanity because it inter-

fered with usual week-end l^orse-

back and bicycle riding and seeing

the boy friends.

Network glad-handers were In

other places when the talk took
place-. Usual greeters saw no reason
for going down to the Commish of-

fices just to lend moral support. If

the Chairman had decided to £3 on
from one of the web studios, he
would have been received by the
usual host of rear admirals, major
generals, and good-will cultivators.

First auditions at the Department
of Interior's new penthouse radio

studios last week revealed numerous
Government employees as would-be
radio stars. Uncle Sani's call ior

recruits-tissued in the hopes of
marshaling a cast able to broadcast
Government - sponsored programs—
showed approximately 2Q% of -the

potential talent already holding
down jobs in various Federal depart-

ments.
Among the ideas with which Gov-

ernment script-writers are toying is

a dramatization of one of Interior

Secretary Harold L. Ickes' press con-
ferences. Ickes believed to be the
only Cabinet member Whose com-
ments- are lively enough to appeal
to the average knob-twiddler.

Husing Co-Op on WISN
Milwaukee, Nov. 15.

Gridley Dairy Co. is the Mil-
waukee sponsor of the co-operative

'Show of the Week.' Now consists

„. —r of Nat Brandwyrine's orchestra, Ted
a majority adopted the bare-bones Husing and Ray Perkins. Heard lo-

theory in the WTIC case—and the I cally on WISN.

WDAS 9treMlnf Sport* '»n4 N«w«
of Bae* mterest

Philadelphi , Nov. IB.

Concerted bid for N^grd listening

audience has* been launched here by
WDAS. Having completed a survey

Which shows that between WPA and
relief, Philly>. large Negro popula'
tion comprises a big market for

foodstuffs and cheap merchandise,

three different schedules for gain-

ing this audience have been in-.

augurated. New angle Is a Negro
spQrts review on Saturdays. Several
Negro colleges have football teams
and numerous colleg'es have prom-
inent Negro athletes, whom the col-

ored audiences watch intently.

Several tie-ups arranged with. Ne-
gro newspapers.

WKRC LOCAL RATES

OUT; PROTECT ACCTS.

Cincinnati, Nov. 15.

Expected that WKRC will throw
out its local rate card by Jan. 1

and adhere to its present national

rates.

Under the change it is expected
that current local retail accounts will

be protected on present local rates

for at least one year. Also that such
programs will be restricted to day-
time.

LOSE AMATEUR STATUS

Girl Singers on. Company
Retfognlaed by Heidt

Show

Wheeling, W. Va., Nov. 15.

Steele Sisters^ who have been ap-
pearing on Wheeling Steel Co.'s em-
ployee broadcast on Mutual, are due
to lose their amateur standing. Hor-
ace Heidt has put the team under
contract. Will do their first broad-
cast for the bandman as part of the
Alemite show Nov. 20, with- the

event originating from the Wheeling
Steel town, Steubenville, O.-

Heidt is putting the Steele Sis-

ters in the spot made vacant by the
exit of the King Sisters from his or-

ganization.

Joe Laurie with Jolson

Joe Laurie, Jr., goes on Al Jolson's
scripting staff this week.
Jolson and his entire radio entour-

age—^Tiny Ruffner, Eddie Meade,
Red Cavanaugh, Joseph K. Watson
and Bob' Marco—^head back to the
Coast after tonight (Wed.) when
'Night of Stars' benefit at Madison
Sq. Garden is held in N, Y.

GOVT. STUDIO

OfftONGMADE

GAU

Fredericka Millet Radio

Exec on Birthday Ball
Fredericka MlUet has been ap-

pointed radio director of the Pres-
ident's Birthday ball drive for this
year. She will headquarter in New
York. .Robert Berger had the job
last year.

Miss Millet was last with the Chi-
nese propaganda account at Carl
Byoir and before that with the sta
tion reps, Furgason & Aston.

WMCA Rents Stadios

HONOR DECISIONS
I

Co,.

Oregon;
.
ICA$T, Ast6rla, eranted Installation of new eqiulp-

ment and Vertl&al radiator, change In -frequency from 1370
to 1200 kc''ahd power boost and change In hours of .'Operar
tion from 100 watts, days only, to 100 watte nights, 260
watts days, unlimited.
Pennsylvania: Young People's Association for the Propaga-

tion of the Gospel, Philadelphia, denied petition for recon-
sideration and rehearing in re application for construction
permit.

ITisconsln: Granted voluntary assignment of license from
the State of Wisconsin Department of Agriculture and Mar-
Icets, to the Board of Begents, University of Wisconsin (90(f
ko, B' kw,- days).

NEW APPLICATIONS
California; KlFQ, Nichols & W-arlnner, Inc., I>ong, Beach,

In^II new equipment and reduce' power to 26- watts; Nichols
& Warlnner, Inc., Long Beach, new relay station to be oper-
ated on 1C22. 2068, 2150 ond 2790 kc with 26 watts; KU3,
McCIatchy Broadcasting Co.,' Fresno, boost power" from 1 kw.
to 1 kw nights and 6 kw days, Install new transmitter and
antenna and move transmitter locally; KERN, McCIatchy
Broadcasting Co., Balcersfleld, change frequency from 1370
to 1380 kc, boost jtower from 100 watts to 1 kw nights, 6 kw
days. ,p.nd move transmitter locally.
nelOAvarci WILM. Wilmington, change hours of operation

from sharing with WAZL, Hazelton, Pa., to simultaneous
days with WAZC/, share nights with "WAZL.
Hnwnli: KGMB-KHBC (ICGMB, Honolulu, KGBC. Hllo),

authority to transfer control of corporation from Paclflc The-
atres & Supply Co., Ltd., to Consolidated Amusement Co.,
Ltd.. 6603 shares stock.

Idaho: KTFI. Twin Palis, authority to transfer control
of corporation from F. L, Spalding, Grace F. Spalding, Albert
Spalding, to O. P. Soule, 660 shaves common stock, amended
to request authority for involuntary transfer of control of
corporation ttom Stanley M, Soule, deceased, to 0. P. Soule,
1026 shares common stock.

Illinois: W9XAP, National Broadcasting Company, Inc.,
Chicago, changes In equipment and power boost from 100 to
126 watts.
Indiana: WIRE, Indianapolis, jump night power from

£00 watts to' 1 kw and move auxiliary transmitter locally.
ICanrins: WREN, Lawrence, Install directional antenna for

night use, move transmitter locally.
Mnr}inn«1: WFMD, Frederick, install directional antenna

for' night, use. change hours of operation from days to un-
limited, using 600 watts.

MosBiichuHettn: WORC, Worcester, Install directional
antenna for day and night use.
MlnnesAtn; WDOY, Minneapolis, change hours of operation

from limited to unlimited.
Nevddn: KOH, Reno:, install new transmitter tind- direc-

tional antenna for night use, change frequency from 1380
to 630 kc, boost power from SOO watts to 1 kw and move

Columbia Broadcasting System
has rented studio space from station

WMCA, New York. Net has con-
tracted for indie station's largest stu
dio five nights weekly afid will also

utilize smaller units on- occasion
during next couple of months. Space
is to accommodate dramatic shows.

Marks second within a month that

WMCA has turned landlord for out
side radio interests. Station WOR
i$ »ho tising WMCA space lor one J?an%mitte'r "Si^'
of its larger programs. North Cnrollna: WPTF,- Raleigh, authority to transfef

control of corporation from Durham Life Insurance
to NBC, 604 shares common stock.
New Jersey: WSNJ, Brldgeton, Install new transmitter,

change hours of operation from days to unlimited. Jump day
power from 100 to 260 watts; W2XVT, Allen B. DuMont
Laboratories, Inc., change frequency band to specify 42000-
.66000 kc, move station locally; W2XMN, Edwin H. Arm-
strong, Alpine, change one of -the frequencies from 41600
to 42800 kc.
Oregon: Southern Oregon Broadcasting Co., Grants Pass,

new station to • be operated on 1310 kc with 100 watts
all times.

Texas: Beaumont Broadcasting Association .Beaumont,
new relay broadcast experimental station on J8000, 39100,
39300 and 39600 kc with 2 watts.

SET FOR HEARING
California: Bureau of Education, Montebello, new station

to be operated on 1429 -kc wltk 100 watts days only (con-
tingent on granting of KECA, Los . Angeles) ; KFSD, Arifan
Radio Corp., Ltd., San Diego, Jump Juice from 1 to 6 kw.
move transmitter locally, Install vertical radiator and new
equipment (to bo heard before Commlsli).

Illinois: A. Corenson, doing business . as Northwestern
Broadcasting Association, Evanston, new station to be oper-
ated on 1310 kc with 100 watts,

Kentnclcy: Gateway Broadcasting Co., Louisville, new
station to be operated on 880 kc with 500 watts.
Mnseachnsetts: New station to be operated on 1600 kc with

100 watts nights, 260 watts days.
Michigan: WHLS, Port Huron, change power and time of

operation fr6m 260 wotts days to 100 watts nights, 260 watts
days.

Missouri: KWK, St. Louis, Jump night Juice from 1 to 6
kw, install directional antenna system for all-time use.
rennsylvania: WPEN, Marlonlnna C. Irncl, Administra-

trix, estate of John IracI, deceased, Philadelphia, transfer
• 2,%^S?JJ*''?'

William Penn Broadcasting Co., licensee ofWPEN, from Marlannlna C. Iracl, to At-de Buldva (Commis-
sioners Case and Sykes votfd to grant without hearing.
Commissioners McNinch and Brown not present).

EXAMINERS' REPORTS
Massaohasetts: Bid for three extra hours of sunshine by

daytime station WLAW at Lawrence, okayed by the Com-
mish on showing that need for additional service existed
In the locality. Request to be limited to sunset at KPO,
San Francisco, would permit station to reduce the use of
transcriptions on its sustaining program and increase the
hiring of local live talent. Basic rates, starting with |4an hour for 126-word announcements between programs and
reaching »C0 per hour, would be upped approximately 60%
during the time during the additional operating hours. Im-
provements In equipment would cost about $6,000 and In-
creased operating expense estimated at $440.
Applicant, Hlldreth & Rogers Co., publishers of two local

.ftRMW. .ffhaWfl. the. MQ ko dear channel rllfton with KPO
as dominant statfon.

Washington, Nov. 15.

Debut of U. S. Government's new

.

penthouse radio studios, at the De-
partment of the Interior, made Mon-
day (14) night with appropriate ad-
dresses by Interior Secretary Harold
L. Ickes and other big-wig officials.

Representing the first attempt of

Uncle Sam to step into the field

of official broadcasting, dedication
of the new 'Interior Radio Broadcast
Studio' played up the importance of

using the airwaves in furthering
good will and understanding between
nations. Broadcast described as 'gen-

erally in line with the Government's
purpose to aid in 'obtaining for the
United States a larger portion of the
world's travel dollar' and speeches <

by important Government officials

based on this theme.

In addition to Secretary Ickes, a
second cabinet member, Secretary
of Commerce Daniel C. Roper, par-
ticipated in the ceremonies. Assist-

ant Secretary of State George Mess-
ersmith, Maritime Commissioner
Max O'Rell Truitt, and Newbold
Noyes, editor of the Washington
Star, were other leading speakers.
Program, which was aired under

the auspices of the Washington Star
Radio Forum over a nationwide
hookup through WMAL, dealt par-
ticularly with 'economic aspects of
domestic and Inter-Amerlcan travel,'

the activities of ihe Civil Aero-
nautics Authority, Pan American
Union, Federal Communications
Commission, and the Maritime Com-
mission.

Safety Contest Uses

High Schools And

Radio for Leverage

Washington, Nov. 15.

Nationwide radio script contest,

with high school'students in the role

of scribblers, announced last week
by the American Aiitomobile Asso-
ciation as a new move in traffic

safety education.
High schools in all parts of the

country will participate in the race,

it was declared, with public address
systems going to the schools which
produce first and second prize win-
ners. Authors of the winning scripts

in first two classes, will be given
gold wrist watches, and the school
and student carrying off third prize
will receive a gold trophy and a
silver trophy, respectively. Script
taking first honors will be aired on
a Coast-to-Coast broadcast.

FARNSWORTH CLAIMS

TELEVISION STRIDE

Rochester, N. Y., Nov. 15.

New vacuum tube which he claims

will be instrumental in making spot

news immediately available to tele-

vision audiences in the home was
shown before the fall conference of

the Institute of Radio Engineers and
Radio Manufacturers Assn., here last

night by Philo "T. Famsworth, tele-

vision inventor and manufacturer.-

His newest invention can be coupled

with nothing more than an F 2.5

lens of nine-inch focal length to send

impulses through a portable tele-

vision transmitter to a central sta-

tion for retransmission, he said.

Asserting that the new tube is

'nothing more than the film of ,a

camera,' Farnsworth explained that

the lens could be interchanged so

that a 'camera' on top of a stadium
press box could pick up a football

game or other action with a tele-

photo lens.

Dobbsie in Seattle

Seattle, Nov. 15.

After week- at- Palomar, vaudfilm
house, Capt. Dobbsie went on
KOMO for Ben Tipp, jeweler. Dobb-
sie will present every weekday
morning 8:30 to 9 amateur talent

show. Those who click will be
spotted on another Tipp show.
Dobbsie claims he has picked such

luminaries as Nelson Eddy, Horace
Heidt and Tony Martin.
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TRANSUTE U.S. FOR LATINS
Crossley Survey of Radio Nonnandy

Due Same Time as Luxembourg's

James Ward of Crossley, Inc., has
returned to New York from London
where he set up and supervised a
listener research project for Inter-

national Broadcasting, Ltd., on be-

half of Hadio Normandy, France,

which directs 70 hours of English-

language programs weekly at the
United Kingdom. Survey will ap-.

pear late in November.
A similar survey into British

listening habits was undertaken by
a joint committee of the Incor-
porated Society of British Adver-
tisers, Ltd., and the Incorporated In-

stitute of Practitioners in Advertis-
ing. This was originally scheduled
to include four continental stations,

Luxembourg, Normandy, Lyons and
Paris. At the last moment Normandy
foimd that its wavelength was to be
changed and asked a postponement
of the survey. Lyons and Paris also

withdrew. This survey was made
with the entire cost borne by Radio
Luxembourg.

It is probable the two surveys, the

one-man made by the American, re-

search organlzatioi^ and the Luxem-
bourg-financed joint committee re-

port, will appear at the same time.

London Calling

Howard Claney, announcer of the
American NBC, has been booked by
J. Walter Thompson Co. to compile a
series of Horlicks Picture House
broadcasts from the Scala theatre.

He made radio history in England
last month when he took over the

annoimcing of Jay Wilbur's pro-
gram, *Mel6dy Out of the Sky.' This

was the first time an American an-
nouncer had offlic^ated In a BBC
Btudio. '

'

Postmaster-General Major Tryon
announced in House of Commons
BBC will continue news broadcasts

In French, German and Italian.

Sandy McFherson, from Metro's
Empire, taking over at BBC theatre
-organ, Nov. 20. Was at the Leicester

Square house since it opened 10

yiats since. They are not putting

^ another organist.

Radio Normandy renewed for a
further 52 weeks by Van den Berghs
& Jurgens, through radio depart
Jnent of Lintas. The third edition of

the UPC production 'Stork Radio
Parade' Is being continued. This
program is put on as part of the
stage show in front of the usual
Wednesday evening audience at one
of the chain of Granada cinemas,
Van den Berghs & Jurgens were the
pioneers in the use of this type of

public performance, since adopted
by several other advertisers on
sponsored radio.

International BroadcasUnf Ltd.,

has new publicity department,
headed by J. B. Cameron. He joined
IBC from Metal Box Co.

Wisbech Canners, aire for the first

time using the air to advertise
Smedley's Peas. Booking for week-
day morning time on Radio Nor-
jnaiidy, placed by Lamson agency,
vrhp are also responsible for the
program production.

Erwoods agency on behalf of In-
ternational Laboratories has re
newed on Normandy. Products cur-
rently being advertised are Do-Do
Asthma Tablets and Parmint. Pro
grams are agency productions.

Carroll Levis doing more 'discov
cries' for BBC, and has program go-
ing over Nov. 28; says his auditions
have revealed at least 250 unknowns
good enough to broadcast.

International Chemical Co. have
extended their contract with Radio
Normandy for a further period.
Original contract was for Reudel
Bath Salts while renewal covers
Ann French's Cleansing Mil, a new
product of ICC. Contract was
placed with IBC by C. Mitchel & Co,

MAYBE irS RYAN

staid Hudson's Bay Follows Boyal
Mountles on Air

Saskatoon, Sask., Nov. 15.

If the Royal Canadian Mounted
can use radio, I guess we can, too,

seems to be th^ idea behind the sud-
dent departure from traditional staid

methods of advertising of the Hud-
son's Bay Company, as historical as

the Canadian west Company now
sponsors an amateur show from the
store Saturdays over CFQC.
R.C.M.P. succumbed to radio a
month ago over CKCK, Regina.
(New public relations head of

Hudson's Bay Co. is Frank Ryan,
former gen. mgr. of CKLW, Windsor,
Ont)

ALL-TALK IS

NORMANDY

Noran
London, Nov. 8.

Departure from Normandy's past

rulings demanding 60% music in

sponsored programs, is seen in a new
'Quiz' program going on the air for

Genozo Toothpaste,.Sunday, Nov. 27,

and thereafter at 2:30 p. m. This

program will contain no music at all,

and will be the only broadcast on
either Normandy or Luxemburg
of this nature.

Genozo Toothpaste has hitherto

been on the air from Normandy with
Phil Park at the organ. Organ pro-

gram now transfers to Thursdays.
Mather & Crowther, Genozo

agents, will present the new 'Quiz'

program In the form of general

knowledge questions put to two rival

teams of five each, with cut-in ques

tion and answer commercial between
compere and announcer in the mid
die and solid plug for product at end.

Recordings made in London.
Teams will represent various oc-

cupations—housewives V. traveling

men; actors v. actresses, etc. All con-

testants get gift of product, and in-

dividual'winner a special prize. Wil
fred Thomas, a concert platform

singer, will compere, and Neil Arden
will announce.

NBC'S SPEGIALLY

Transcriptions Revealing
Life in America Will Be
Shortwaved to Argentine

and Brazil

MORE FOR FRANCE

NBC has launched a foreign lan-

guage goodwill builder which is sim-

ilar to the one that CBS has been
working out ) with a couple of

Frenchmen, Jacques Frledland and
Didier Van Ackere. NBC's series

will be directed to Latin American
listeners.

As happened in the case of Fried-

land and Van Ackere, NBC will have
an expedition making on-the-scene
recordings in Portuguese and Spanish
of American business, social and in-

dustrial activities, with the discs lat-

ter shortwaved southward over
NBC's W3XAL, W3XL, W2XAD and
W8XK. The two brought in to work
on the Latin American platters are
Arthur S. Deter and John Alfred
Barrett, two Americans that had
been brought up as missionaries'

children in Brazil and Porto Rico,

respectively.

Already on tour doing a like series

with NBC co-operation, but for

French listeners are Henri Diamant
Berger, of the French Ministry of

Communications, and J. Harrison
Hartley, assistant director of NBC's
special events division. All five will

work together on the transcriptions.

CHRISTMAS SHOPPING

SHOW NEW OVERSEAS

London, Nov. 8.

Ebe Products, Ltd., maker of Ebe
Bath Powders, took to Radio Nor-
mandy yesterday (7) with a special

daily series up to Dec. 24 advising
British listeners on Christmas shop-
ping hints and postal shipping ar-

rangement. Both account and idea

is new to commercial radio on the
continent.

Contract placed by J. H. Hare &
Partners through the International

Broadcasting Co.

Argentine on Anxious Seat;

Faces 10% Tax as Socialist Bill

Voted Down as Too Tough

SABLON BACK TO FRANCE

Singrer's First Break Was 'Hotel'

Program Which Now Folds

Hollywood, Nov. 15.

Jean Sablon returns to France in

December for. motion. picture work.
This follows the fold of the Camp-
bell Soup 'Hollywood Hotel' which
was the singer's first important com-
mercial.

Oft-tagged as a radio bet, Sablon
did not translate expectations into

recognition until the rather belated
break this fall and he joined 'Holly-

wood Hotel' as it was going into the
downbeat.

CARDINAL
MAY CONDEMN

BEER ADS

Guatemala Delegation

Washington, Nov. 15.

Negotiators to arrange North

American regional agreement carry-

ing out the provisions of the Cairo

convention were designated Satur-

day (12) by Secretary of State Cor-

dell HuU.
Head of the U. S. delegation is

Pay A. Des Portes, minister at

Guatemala, whose associates will be

Harvey B. Otterman, from the State

Department, vice chairman; Lieut.-

Col. David M. Crawford, Signal

Corps; Lieut-Comdr. Mervin W.
Arps, Navy communications, and
Gerald C, Gross, FCC engineering

department. Gabfest opens at Guate-

mala City, Nov. 2i.

Maple Leaf Milling Co. is using a

special series of recorded commer-
cial, announcements in connection

with the 'Dan and Sylvia' serial

now running over 24 Canadian sta-

tions. Associated Broadcastiil'g Co.

did the cutting and Cockfield,

Brown & Co., of Toronto, . is the

ageiicy.

C. V. Chestnut, manager of CKCK,
Regina, Sask., planed to Saskatoon

for a sales meeting. Also spoke to

Technocracy, Inc., meeting.

In AnstraEa

Gulla Bustab'o will give a series of
concerts for the Australian Broad-
casting Commission in November.
American violinist highly successful
throughout Victoria.

Politicians here will not follow
lead of New Zealand in putting on
political debates from within Par-
liament House. In N.Z. radio is con-
trolled by a Labor government

Postmaster-General (Senator Mc-

Montreal, Nov. 15.

Reported here that Cardinal Ville-

neuve will make representations to

the Provincial Government shortly

to ban the use of radio, newspapers

and periodicals for advertising
liquor. A pastoral letter signed" by
Cardinal Villeneuve, condemning the
use of any medium for advertising
alcoholic beverages, has been pre
pared for the use of 1,400 Roman
Catholic churches in the province of

Quebec.
Blast against liquor advertising,

evidently aimed at radio commer-
cials, calls attention to 'condemnable
publicity' during the past few years
in favor of beer and to the resulting

'alcoholic tide sweeping the province
after having been absent almost a
quarter of a century.'

Last attempt to regulate beer ad-
vertising over radio' in Quebec was
made by Canadian ^roadcasting
Corp., with result that Premier Du-
plessis pointed out that.this Province
would fight against any attempted
infringement of autonomy under the
Act of Confederation.
CBC network does not carry liquor

commercials, only privately-owned
stations in this province being af-

fected.

Lachlan) strongly denied that any
political pressure was employed in
making staff appointments to the
Australian Broadcasting Commission
—hational station operators. P.G.
stated only those appUcants with the
necessary qualifications secured a
position. Reply was made following
a question asked by a Labor member
in Canberra.

Straitjacketing Radio News Opposed

By Many Canadian DaOy PubGshers

Montreal, Nov. 15.

Reported here that directors of

Canadian Press are split wide open
on question of Gfovernment control
of news broadcasting. Understand-
ing is that publishers in Halifax, St.

John, Montreal and Toronto owning
radio stations will do all in their

power to force the Canadian Press
to abandon a plan which resembles
too closely policies enforced in

totalitarian states. Other newspaper
proprietors in cities such as Hamil-
ton, St. Catherine, London, Windsor,
Regina, and Vancouver, may not
own radio stations but are taking

time or planning to take time on
local stations for news broadcasting.

These publishers would also oppose
Government intervention.

With talk' of new Federal Govern
ment elections probably coming up
some time next year, privately-
owned stations and newspaper pub
lishers opposed to Government con
trol of newscasts feel confident that
it would be difficult for the Can-
adian Press to persuade the Govern
ment that it would be a propitious
time to inaugurate state control of
radio news and comment. Liberal
Goverjnment now in power would
scarcely seek to antagonize pub
lishers over an issue which would
prove embarrassing and politically

unprofitable.

Buenos Aires, Nov. 9.

Campaign which commenced with

lot of fuss about three month ago for
the purpose of 'purifying' the Argen-
tine broadcasting system is still un-
der way, and a special committee
with the imposing title of 'Commit-
tee of study and reorganization of
radio broadcasting' has been ap-
pointed to go into the matter, but it

is moving very slowly. There is a.

spirit of 'nationalization' in Argen-
tina iat the present time, and there
are schemes afoot to intervene and
secure control of many industries
which up to the present have been
of a piu-ely private nature. Radio
is looked upon as a good way to in-

crease the fiscal revenues and no op-
portunity is lost by legislators in
finding ways and means of taxing it.

Recently Senator Alfredo L.
Palacios, Socialist,' presented a bill

before the chamber whereby all

radio advertising would be taxed to
the- extent of five Argentine centayos *

per word. Palacios said that the
money derived from this tax should
be devoted to helping to meet the
expenses of the law affording pro-
tection to children. There was a
tremendous upheaval in the radio
world when the scheme was put
forward, as if the bill was made law
it would have meant paying taxes
amounting to 6,000,000 Argentine
pesos from an industry Avhich only
receives 8,000,()00 pesos in advertis-
ing contracts per annum. Bill, how-
ever, was voted down by the
chamber.
Commission with the lengthy title

has been carrying on its investiga-
tion for some while, but so far does
not appear to have achieved any-
thing. Few days ago it presented
first report to the Argentine Gen-
eral Post Master, Dr. Escobar.
Believed that the final report will

not be submitted imtil January and
the government will take another
three or four months to study the
matter. Afterwards it will be passed
to the legislators with the result that
the broadcasters for at least eight
months more will remain in uncer*
tainty.

All Urge Speed

Commission Is studying replies
made by the owners of broadcasting
stations to a questionnaire and re-
plies received from Industrial and
business firms regarding the value
of ;-adio as an advertising factor, and
also notes from different cliltural and
artistic organizations. Some of them
protested against the manner in
v/hich the conimlsslon was formed
whilst others coimsel care and
serenity in giving a final verdict re-
garding the matter. All of them,
however, vurged the commission to
hurry the work of investigation and
put an end to a situation ^hich is

becoming intolerable for the broad-
casters, advertisets and the public.

It seems, however, that the radio
interests are not going to be left
alone, for no Sooner had the cham-
ber of deputies rejected the proposed
tax of five cents per word on all ad-
vertising sent through the inike,
than the word was passed round the
local stations that the government
intended to impose a tax of 10% on
all contracts between the stations
and the advertisers, and the general
feeling is that this scheme will prob-
ably pass.

Certain quarters believe that the
broadcasters are piling up millions.
But the 10% will make the difference
between running stations at a profit
or at a loss in some cases.
Broadcasters are preparing to

combat the latest scheme as Uncon-
stitutional. If a 10% tax Is placed
on all radio contracts then the same
tax they argue should be applied
to all other advertising such as
newspapers, streets, ears, and even
to the pamphlets distributed in the
streets.

Commonwealth Network (Albert-
Doyle) added yet another commer-
cial, 2 HD, Newcastle.
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31 Delegates at St. Louis Convention

Mrs. Holt's Report Urges Consolidation of Over-

ling Actor Unionslappii

By SAM X. HUEST

St. Louis, Nov. 15.

Mrs. Emily Holt In the opening

meeting Monday (14) recommended

that some form of consolidation of

AFBA, SAG, Equity and AGMA be

worked out.. In an 81 minute re-

port, she stressed that each branch,

in any consolidation that might be

worked out, should maintain autono-

my in its field of activity. She re-

ported* that sentiment lor such a

plan was. rapidly becoming a de-

mand from the rank and. file.

Mrs. Holt stated that of 6,000

members of AFRA, more than 2,000

are members of two or more similar

unions. Over and above the matter

of duplication of expense in repre-

senting these interchangeable mem-
bers We find many common prob-

lems between AFRA and its spon-

sors such "as the matter of artists

bureaus and agents and desirable

legislation' that will effect us all.

This was the highlight of the re-

port which .showed the growth of

AFRA from a membership of 400 in

Aug. 16, 1937 to 6,000 at the present

time and consistent demands for

AFRA's aid in organizing artists in

many communities yrhere radio ac-

tors are now unorgainized.

Mrs. Holt's report brought to light

that during the pa§t year there were

No Free Ducats

St. Louis, Nov. 15.

Alan Corelli has strongly
' urged AFRA to adopt a plan

whereby a nominal admission

fee would be charged all those

who attend studio broadcasts

throughout the nation. This is

a plan similar td the- Seaman's

Fund;
Revenue derived , from such

admissions would become a

fund to. assist indigent the-

atrical performers.

only four instances where friction

with radio employers over union ac-

tivities caused AFRA to step in to

settle th^ matter. In Cincinnati,

Mrs. H(?lt said, a? gabber for a CBS
. affiliate was^ dischsucged but AFRA's
intervention resulted in him. being

transferred to Chicago at an Increase

in salary, tn Seattle, the. gabber of

an independently Qp6ra;ted station,

discharged .for alleged union activi-

ty, was transferred to Los Angeles
where he found a better job,. In
Denver, a gabber of an affiliate NBC
station, who ' .vra^f 'fired, was re-

Instated ty "stipulation. In St. Louis
Richard Pavey a gabber, of KSD,
was fired because he. Accepted an.

officership in the locid organization,

but intervention by Henry Jafie, lor
AFRA, resulted in his being.. re-

Instated- aiid receiving' a month^s
back pay and a month's vacation.

..tavcy.Case

Mrs. Hplt jstated that this was
.the

underlying: ijajsis' of the preseqt case
How pending before NLRR in Wash-
ington. ' i»avey'sv discharge resulted
In AFRA disking that gQbbers^^ be in-
cluded v/ith actors, and singers in a
bargaining, unjit and when

,
station

owners riefused, the matter was
brought before NLRB whiph held &
hearing here sev;feral monies, ago
Oral arguments on this case,: which
Mrs. Holt said was very vital to the
whole industry, were made in Wash-
ington on Nov, 3.

AFRA'S agenda, for the coming
year, Mrs, Holt said, included ne
.fotlation for iiniform scales and
'worlcing conditions with station own
ers in Cincinnati, Detroit, St. Louis'

and Denver and for staff announcers
in Boston, Washington, Philadelphia
and. Pittsburgh as. well as negotia-

tions for those classes of members
who have not yet been coveted In

the existiiag. contracts.

AFRA, Mrs/Holt stated, is now ne-
"gotiating with WHN and WEVD in

New York, WGY in Schenectady and
KNX in IiOs Angeles for contracts

for radio employes.

Praises Wagner Act

She also revealed that the Wagner
Act had been a tremendous boom for

AFRA, enabling it to grow so ra

pidlywith a minimum of hazard to

its members. Mrs. Holt also touched

on the relationship of AFRA with

various WPA projects and other Fed-

eral and State relief activities,

stressing the fact that AFRA had
jeen able to ensure that its minimum
scale of compensation was recog-

nized on such work.

Relationship between AFRA and

AFM, IBEW, ACA and American
: broadcasting Technicians was also

ouched on by Mrs. .Holt who said

hat AFRA has a particular interest

:n the proposed movement lor peace

between the APL and CIO and the

delegates would have this subject

ijefore them for action.

Allen Corelli, exec. secy, of The-

atre Authority, in a closed session

Monday afternoon, discussed the

functions and urged the advantages

of the Theatre Authority in control-

ing evils of benefit rackets and pre-

venting the use of artists without

compensation for charity until the

projects have been thoroughly in-

vestigated and found worthy.
There are 31 delegates representing

92. proxies present at convention. A
dinner with Marvin E. Muellei', gab-
ber, KMOX, St. Louis, as m.c., was
held Monday night. Radio engage-
ments prevented Eddie Cantor, prez,,

Lawrence Tibbett. Bing Crosby, Ed-
ward Arnold, Grace MOore, Margaret
Speaks, Ben Grauer, Jfmmy- Wallihg-

ton, Lanny Ross, James Melton, Rich-
ard BonelU, Kenny Baker, Edgar
Bergen^ Dick Powell, Jean Herscholt
and Warren Hull from .being present
during the' confab but all wired re-

grets and sent proxies by other dele-

gates:
'

Herscholt and Arnold \mderwrote
the erttire; expenses of the Los An-
geles -delegates^ Georgia Fifleld and
Lindsay' lifacHarrie.

Eqiiil^y; assigned counsel Paul N.
Turner to " cover the convention of

the Aiiierican , Federation of Radio
Artisjs,; which opened its first con-

vention in. StT Louis Monday (14).

Actor^.h&ve a special interest in the

affairfr of AFRA; since it has a stake

in the uhlon's affairs, Equity and the
Screen Actors .Guild having financed
the' organization drive of the radio

branch to the' estimated extent of

$35,000. V

Tii3fner is jdso counsel for the As-
sociated Actors'., and Artistes of
Am^pa,, of V^ehi AFRA is an af-

filiate,', and lias been, active in ad-
vising the latter 'Since Its inception
last year. Stated that Equity, in re-
linquiishihg ' its- jurisdiction over
radio, e^qeert the television branch,
over the prO|tests of some factors in
the actors' body,- realized that by so
doing an prganizatibn: headache was
being side-stepped,

X.ocals Tr<>u]l^1eflome

AFRA is the onlj^ unloh within
the Foiir A's set-up that, has locals,

;h6 others ' having., branch offices

along the lines of Equity's operar
ion.' Known- that thete is consider-
able controversy among, the radio
union's, locals as to which one should
be designated as the dominating
bddy.

.
Chicago and Los Angeles,

especially; are said to have . ques-
tioned New Y6rk's rating in this re-
spect. • Convention may "straighten

out that, situation, wljich
. may lead

to stabilization of radio.

"While 'a way was found to control
working conditions with the chains
for artists on sustaining programs,
major problem appears to

.
be that

of deals
,
with the commercial spon-

sors, each of which demands its own
conditions through ad agencies,

which dictate programs.
Recommendation that AFRA ap-

prove settlement of differences be-
tween AFL and CIO was adopted at
meeting Monday night but action on
proposal to consolidate AFRA, SAG,
.Equity, etc, was. deferred until the
Los Angeles delegates received word
from their local; Possibility that
convention may run over \mtil
Wednesday, and possijply Thursday.
Cincinnati delegates must leave to-

day (Tuesday).
Following are delegates to this

week's AFRA convention. There is

little likelihood that Eddie Cantor
will be on hand. Only session that

Will be open- will be the first one
Monday. The delegates:

New York

Ted DeCorsia
Robert Waldrop
Alex McKee
John Pickard.

Los Anffelcfl

Norman Field

Georgia Fifleld

Landay MacHarrie
Mary Gayer Field

San Fra^oiso*

Vic Connors

W. C. FIELDS OFF AIR

quits Luokles—Repeatlnt Chaae ft

Sanborn Complaint

Hollywood, Nov. 15.

Another Hollywood air program
has been Wiped out with settlement

of W. C. Fields' contract by Lord &
Thomas acting lor its account,

LucIq' Strike. Covenant had 22 pro-

grams left of original 26. Comic
netted $5,000 lor 12 minutes work
each week.

Fields complained of script trouble

and preferred to call It quits. It

was for same reason he left Chase &
Sanborn show.
Luckies had been inserting Fields

from Hollywood on Hit Parade,

George McGarett produced Fields

pickup. No comedy replacement is

likely. Show resumes straight music
from east. McGarett returns east

after short restup.

Pros, Cons on McNinch
(Continued from page 27)

was

McNinch Broadcasts

(Continued Irom page 27)

and definitely objectionable* besides

contradictory to democratic ideals, in

his estimation.

In a move to lay the ghost of cen-

sorship,' McKinch credited licensees

with conscientious efforts to carry

out their obligations. Many ticket

holders are' 'scanriing their programs
critically,' he conceded, and seeking

to raise the quality. In this connec-

tion, he relerred to the network
agreem^t to restrict use of words
•flash' and.'bulletin.'

Discharge of seven Cbnunish em-
ployees was defended as necessary to

insure efficient operation, while Mc-
Ninch scoffed at the idea he has
shown no reverence lor the civil ser-

vice statutes. Abolition of the broad-
cast, telegraph and telephone divis-

ions was necessary to centralize re-

sponsibility, while discharge of the

chief counsel, chief examiner, assist-

ant chief examiner and information
expert was part of the endeavor 'to

correct such bad conditions as were
known to exist and to prevent the
possibility of those that were ru
mored'or suspected.'

While .expressing casual regret that

anyone lost a job, the Chairman
laughed' at the idea, he is conducting
a 'purge.' Pour of-the seven ousted
staffers were outside the- merit sys-

tem, three holding "purely political

appointments' which in reality were
'soft snaps,* he said. The other three,

while occupying positions where fit

ness is the sole test, 'did not fit in

elsewhere- when it was decided to

wipe- out their jobs.

Spectre, of further similar execu-
tions was raised. As he denied poll-

tics played a art In past guillotining,

McNinch observed other members of
the staff must be 'reassigned'' to dif-

ferent places or be . dismissed. No
hint who mayHie imder indictment or
whether the^bther places' are within
the FCC.

Brief reference made to the mo-
nopoly network probe launched this

week to offset sweeping Congression-
al investigation of the Commish and
the industry. Without making any
accusations, FCC steerer promised 'to

go to the bottom of the situation' re-

garding Illegal shift of control and
responsibility, to give transcription
services a stiff test and to- find out
if concentration of ownership and
control is dangerous. When studies
are over, the Commish will take
whatever remedial steps are neces-
sary either throu^ promulgating
new rules or recotaimending addition-
al legislation;

Tex Maxwell
John Hughes

Clnofamati
Louis Levy
Jack^ZoUer

tienver
Betty StuUa

St, Louis
Elliott Bergfeld
Adelaide Tarrant
Marvin E, Mueller

Detroit
Gwen DeLancy

Chicago
Raymond Jones
Philip Lord
Anne Seymour
Leo Culey
James P. Holmes
Charles Calvert
Gene Byron

Officers
Mrs, Emily Holt
George Heller
Paul Turner
Henry Jaffe

Mrs.^ Florence Marston
Alan Corelli (Theatre Authority)

Lum and Abner renewed for an-
other 17 weeks through May 1 by
General Foods (Postum).

partment, but his contention

challeged .in several quarters.

One of the chief objections was
that the change will increase the

burden upon parties, notably their

counsel. Instead of having an ex-
aminer analyze and weigh the

estimony, every participating law-
yer now must scrutinize the record
and speedily decide what he thinks

the evidence shows. This will be a
material hardship upon barristers

who have several cases on the
docket in rapid succession, although
it naturally is hoped the FCC will

grant continuances' when pressure
of business makes it Impossible to

comply with the 20-day limit.

Most common and strongest objec-
tion was that the new system , allows
rhore room for political wire-pulling
instead of automatically insuring

greater degree of fairness as claimed

jy McNinch. More than fever be-

fore, the treatment given applicants

hinges upon the integrity, honesty,

and conscientiousness of the seven-

man tribunal, with one of the safe-

guards against jobbing removed.

Embarrassed
In the past, with examiners Inde-

pently taking testimony and pre-

senting recommendations, it has
been necessary for the Commish to

reverse subordinates in the case the

report did not provide the result a
majority wished. This has been
greatly embarrassing as McNinch
has confessed privately in talks

about the now-discarded method,
and has made the cases of favoritism

lar more conspicuous. From now
on, with the Commish deciding who
is to preside over presentation ol

evidence, cases can be rigged from
the outset whenever a majority is

subject to political heat.

Two other serious complaints
were made. Some attorneys were
at a loss to' understand whether
there will be a 'statement of facts'

—

in effect a summary ol the case pre
sented by each party without any
attempt to weigh the testimony—be
cause ol unclear language in the or
der and apparent conflicting ex-
planation by .the Chairman. Even
more alarm was lelt over the possl
bility the Commish wiU not give
any hint ol how it may be- inclined

to decide the case, thus lorcing
barristers to shoot in the- dark at
oral arguments.
Both points appeared well taken.

The order Stated the Commish
would make known either its "pro-

posed report' or its 'findings ol fact

and conclusions of law,' saying noth
ing about a tentative decision or i

summary of the evidence suggesting
the basis for the findings and con-

clusions. Would be necessary to
seeu'ch through voluminous records
to find what bit of testimony
swayed the Commish while experi-
ence has shown the 'findings of fact'

are not necessarily in harmony with
the ultimate decision. During the
past year, the District of Columbia
Court of Appeals has had occasion
to rebuke the FCC for falling to
stick to the obvious facts in Its final

opinions and, in effect, has said the
Commish would have done better if

it had followed the reports and rea-
soning of its examiners.
Lawyers were thrown into i

dither by another apparent over'
sight. The Commish failed to state
whether present rules of procedure
are entirely nullified, whether the
portions in conflict with the new
system have been repealed, or how
hearings will be conducted, in the
case the entire code has been dis
carded.

Still Secret
One reform for •which the entire

bar has been clamoring was com-
pletely overlooked. Commish took
no stand on the question of secre;
memoranda from the legal and en
gineering departments. Only a few
weeks ago, the Communication Bar
Association requested a clause in
proposed new rules of procedure re
moving the veil from all sub rosa
opinions, so the record would show
clearly every factor which influ-
enced the Commish. It is possible
the Commish. in making its tenta-
tive findings will take these into con
sideration so that unknowingly at
tomeys can argue against the views
of FCC engineers, lawyers, and ac
countants. Nothing in the order as
sures, however, that this will be the
case. Nor does the resolution re
quire disclosure of these reports.
Whether the new routine will ex

pedite settlement of litigation was
another question lawyers could no ;

answer. Examination of the order
indicated McNinch did not under
stand all its Implications when he

told newspaper men the Commish
would be compelled to make public
ts findings within a specified period.
Because members are occupied with
so many other matters and—even
with testimony being iaken by
Subordinates who have no other
chores—^lag of months has not been
unusual, it was difficult to under-
stand how the decisions will be
speeded up. Especially if the Com-
mish is expected to read thoroughly
he record, which frequently runs to
500 pages plus scores of exhibits,

affidavits, and documents of various
types.

Bar Assn. Angle

One" phase of the order appeared
certain to provoke hot debate in
egal circles and possibly become
the subject of consideration by the
American Bar Association, which
las been fighting vigorously against
•he technique of several, quasi-ju-
dicial agencies of the government.
This was the tightening of the link
letween the law department and the
Commission,
In the past, Commish attorneys

often have been the only opponent
of applications and they alone have
)rought to light important evidence.
Jnder the revised system, it ig more
than possible they will, act simulta-
neously as prosecutor and judge,
dominating the hearings. It is en-
Irely conceivable that on complaints
they would become grand jury,

prosecutor, presiding officer, and ad-
visory to the final deciders. On sev-
eral occasions in the past, it has
leen advocated that the relationship

jetween the attorney who prose-
cutes a. case and the lawyer who ad-
vises the Commish be severed. The
change seems to link them closer,

Offering even more opportunity for

conspiracy and skullduggery.

By its sudden action, the Com-
mish left the Bar Association pok-
ing at windmills. Only two weeks
ago the professional group sub-
mitted a brief containing several

pertinent comments on hearing pro-
cedure and presenting a strong ar-

giunent against some phases of the

operation. While the Commish did

embody a few of the ideas for which
the lawyers were contending, on
other more vital points it seemingly
paid no attention. The request that

the- individual presiding over a hear-
ing be required -to submit a report
'setting out in detail and with par-
ticularity all basic or evidentiary
facts developed by the evidence to>
gether with appropriate citations to
the transcript of record or exhibit
relief on' appears to have been
snubbed, along with the plea that
any document received from any
source be part of the public record.
Petition for a conference on these
matters was automatically rejected.

Examiners' Fate
What the former examiners will

do in the future was unsettled. Talk
heard', they may be assigned to in-

dividual Commissioners as regular
law clerks or directed to serve as

advisors at hearings.. Civil service

ratings which determine their sal-

aries, may be affected by any change
of duty. Because of their past train-

ing, it was believed they will have
some connection with subsequent
testimony taking, although their

status would be only a notch above
that of a notary at a deposition ses-

sion.

Puzzling aspect of .the order is a
clause which may r-eiiiider the entire

resolution illegal. In describing the
future routine, the Commish said

that 'after the close of the hearing
. . . the Commissioner or board . . .

shall have authority to entertai

motions to correct the record . . .
'

and then added that such individuals
'shall have no further authority with
respect to the proceeding,' While it

is thought the Commish meant to

prevent any single member or sub-
ordinate from passing on such re-

quests as petition to reopen the rec-

ord, there was a chance this clause

would be construed as barring a
Commissioner who sat over a pro-
ceeding from voting on the final de-

cision. In this event it would be
patently in conflict with the law,

since only conscience or some de-
monstrable disqualification—such as

material bias or prejudice — is

groimds for preventing any person
on Federal judicial agency from
participating in determination of

cases.

Dorothy Rochelle's New Spot
Dorothy Rochelle, vocalist on the

'Band Goes to Town' show five

mornings, a week over WEAF, begins
her own Friday afternoon sustainer

Nov,. 25 over WJZ,
She will retain her spot on tba

'Band' stanza.
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Those Hot V Cold Ad Agencies

Talent agents are beginning to find one method of ad agency busi-

ness procedure wearing. This is the practice of advising the agent

that it is necessary that the availability date of a certain name be
known right away and then having the agent wait a week or two for

confirmation.

In most instances nothing materializes from these rush demands,
with the result that the agent is holding the bag for long distance

calls and multiple telegrams.

MILWAUKEE APPLIES

FOR VISIO LICENSE

Milwaukee, Nov. 15.

WTMJ has made application for a
license of the programming of a reg-

ular schedule of television shows.
Station will telecast every type of

show, through the use of both direct

studio and sound film ethervising.

To test televish reception WTMJ
is making arrangements to distribute

sets at its own expense. Sets, which
will be of varyirig types and styles,

will be placed in some 50 spots
throughout Milwaukee, in homes
as well as public places where the
gener-al listener-viewer can get a
peek .and earful.

Portland Glad It's Over

Portland, Ore., Nov. 15.

With elections over, local stations

reached for the aspirin. In the his-

tory of radio in these parts there
never has been such a demand for

political time. It was a clean-up
financially for the stations, but it

knocked their schedules groggy.
Leading local stations of the

KOIN-KALE group on the One hand
and the KGW-KEX group on the
other maintained their own strong
censorship of all political copy and
made It stick. Calling names had to
be done politely. There were nu-
merous squawks from the ardent
office-seekers with a pet peeve, but
only one case in which the sparks
flew.

This was where City Commission-
er Bennett proposed to unload some
dynamite over KGW. That station
censored several paragraphs of his
speech in advance. Bennett ac-
cused KGW of political favoritism
and even went so far as to buy ad-
vertising space in a local daily to
air his latest peeve against the radio
station.

G. E. MAN STUDIES VISIO

Cantor East 'Til Jan.
Eddie Cantor will remain in the

east with his Camel program troupe
until arouhd Jan. 1.

He has advised his agency.- William
Esty Co., that his plans are still in-

definite and that when he does leave
for Hollywood it won't be a week
Or two before the end of December,
and that the chances are that he
niight defer the western trek to

Jan. 15.

Dick Tripp at KGKT
Lincoln, Nov. 15.

. Dick Tripp, newscaster who huffed
«nd walked over salary differences
at KFAB-KFOR here, has been
taken on by KGKY, Scottsbluff, Neb.
Was in Chi for three weeks, com-

ing out to join the western Nebraska
station (10).

Is

THc

STATION

SALT LAKE CITY
Ropresentative:
John Blair & Co.

But Audience Reaction, Not
chanics. Interests Him

Me-

Bridgeport, Nov. 15.

E. H. Vogel of radio division of
General Electric's Bridgeport plant
has gone abroad to study television

in England, France and Germany.
Vogel's aim is not to check on

technical developments but Euro-
pean audiencie reaction, ideas for

commercial operation, and effects of
visio if any on radio and films.

G. E. exec due back before ehd of

year.

40% INDIFFERENCE?

Cleveland Survey Indicates Football

Not tJniversal in Appeal

Cleveland, Nov. 15.

After making a telephone survey
which showed that 40% of the listen-

ers weren't interested in football

broadcasts Saturday afternoons, L. O.
Klivens, of Burts Jewelry Store, has
bought a two-hour period of tran-

scribed music on WCLE as contrast-

ing diversion. With . the addition of

the Saturday matinee obligation, the

installment house becomes the' larg-

est buyer of radio time in this area.

It's using nine hours a week and on
the same station.

Rest of the schedule consists of five

one-hour morning sessions, 'Wake Up
and Sing,' and a two-hour community
sing and amateur show staged in a

theatre Sundays. Tickets for the lat-

ter are distributed from the store,

with the. recipients required to call in

person. Burts also underwrites a jit-

terburg dance at the Aragon ball-

room Tuesday nights.

Gene Duckwell now biz manager
of Lord & Thomas radio department
in Hollywood.

Cleve. Promoters Feed Foreign Shows

To WADC, Akron, 40 Mfles Distant

Cleveland, Nov. 15.

Taking advantage of Cleveland

stations' unwritten taboo on small-

time commercials in alien tongues,

James J. Rattay and Paul Faut are

building a new studio here with the

idea of cornering the market of for-

eign nabe merchants willing to buy

air time.

Cosmopolitan Broadcasting Co. is

name of project, located In the heart
of the city's melting-pot nationality

centers. FCC has repeatedly turned
down license applications for a fifth

station in Cleveland, but the new
combine is getting around that tech-

nicality by doing a Ripley.

Although not permitted an outlet

here, Rattay and Faut are going out
of town to find one in the form of

WADC in Akron, 0„ 40-odd miles

away. Foreign programs will be
piped to the Akron station for broad-
casting.

Polish musical show fed to Akron
outlet Sunday (13) baptized new
move. Despite a certain slowness of
foreign advertisers to grasp the
roundabout method of broadcasting,
studio is skedding Czeck, Lithuanian,
Italian and German shows for its

pipe line.:

Amerioanized

WCLE, which dropped them when
it took over the defunct WJAY, is

gradually building up foreign-spon-
sored programs again but on a strict-

ly Americanized basis. Benesch-
Federman Furniture Co., one of
WJAY's old accounts for eight years,

was won over when it was pointed
out that only '6% of Cleveland's
polyglot population can speak Bo-
hemian.

The mwhi

BEHIND the successful operation of

every great radio station a group

of skilled craftsmen stand ready for any

and every emergency ... to see that

listeners' pleasure is uninterrupted . . .

to see that advertisers programs are

broadcast successfully.

From the pioneering of WLW's first 50

watt "super-power" station, to the suc-

cessful operation of its present transmitting

plant, the Nation's Station's Engineering

Department has been consistently shoul-

dering the burden of new developments,

research and experimentation to bring you

better service.

The trail has been marked by many con-

tributions to the industry, such as: the

over modulation limiter, recently placed

on the market by several manufacturers;

automatic current regulated AC filament

supply for 100,000 watt vacuimi tubes;

glass pipe water insulation system; ultra

modern dual channel studio control equip-

ment, etc.

Every one of WLW's 65 Engineers has

been chosen for his competency and

efl&ciency . . . your assurance that your

program placed on WLW will be trans-

mitted as successfully as modern science

permits.

WLW Technical Supervisor,

View showing bank of 60 special high reactance

filament transformers supplying filament heating

power to WLW transmitting tubes . . . featuring

complete elimination of all step-starting devices.

H. J. Hockwell, WLW's TechnicoJ

Supervisor, inspects the insulation of

one of the. vacuum tubes. The total

investment in these tubes alone runjs

into many thousands of dollars.

. . . these things, too, we think are

part of the story of WLW
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Sarnoff Wants Self-Reg

'(Continued from page 26)

The integration of our activities pro-

vides a broad basis for radio research

and experiment, for development of

liew products, services and methods,

for cooperation with the government
in times of peace or war, and for

service to other radio organizations

and to the public. •

* RCA leadership in radio

research is recognized in the United

States and throughout the world.

Our organization encounters in the

field of research nothing like the

consistent, able competition it meets

in the operating fields of communi-
cations, manufacture, and broadcast-

ing. Yet, the benefits of RCA re-

search are made as readily available

ta competitive services as to our

own, end it must be- borne in mind
that there is no profit in research

until after its discoveries have been

translated into products and services.

A case in point is television

—

which will add the services of radio

sight to those of sound. RCA has

been actively engaged in television

research for more than ten years,

and has spent millions of dollars to

bring it to the verge of useful public

service. Financially, this develop-

ment i& .still a subject of outgo rather

than income.
Nevertheless, 65 radio manufac-

turers in the Umied States -already

have been licensed by the RCA to

make use of its inventions in this

field.' When commercial television

licenses are granted by this Commis-
sion, a competitor, the Columbia
Broadcasting System, usang H3ct RCA
transmitter^ wiU. be i^le to go on the

air with commercial television pro-

grams as promptly as.NBC RCA
television transmitters are equally

available for purchase by others who
may desire to enter this field. * *

* * During early years of broad-
casting, RCA operated local broad-
casting- station?, at whid[i- the most
important was WJZ; in New York
City. RCA alsa experimented with
various station hook-ups» using tde-
graph lines.

After fi;ve yeats of hectic develop-
ment; bro^d'castrng; stood at the
crossroads. The' iiltematives "were
either to evolve a basis of support,

by private enterpEise„, or to seek a
government subsidy, wiih an a'ttend-

ant tax on receiving" sets and the
natural consequence: government
broadcasting.

Creation of Networks
Fortunately for the United States,

the democratic answier was found' by
private enterprise. Iba. "i&ZS, RCA
purchased StatiqtlL WEiAJ" fxom. the
American TeleFihone. & Telegraph
Company, arranged to lease AT&T
wire lines for interconnection with
other stations, and organized the Na
tional Broadcasting Company. NBC
then took aver the experimental pro
gram service which the telej^one
conlpany had instituted, and ex
tended it to a group of independent
stations* which—with "WEAF as the

key station—became the Red Net-

work.
Network broadcasting provided

greatly improved programs by tap-

ping the talent centers of the nation

and syndicating these programs over

telephone lines to local, independent

stations. Not only did the ^network

system appeal to the listeners and

the independent station owners, but

it also attracted the business inter-

ests of the nation to the use of radio

broadcasting as an advertising me-
dium. The economic support thus

developed met the needs of the three

parties whose interests were at

stake: the public, the station owner,

and the advertiser.

To the public, the network brought

a new world of ideas, of music, of

enjoyment centered in the home: It

turned the page to a new chapter of

America's social history.

For the station owner, the network
provided programs—both commercial

and sustaining—of a quality he could

not individually afford, and with tab-

ent not physically accessible to hia

station. It brought him revenue
from national as well as local com-
mercial sponsors.

To the advertiser, the network fur-

nished a large circulation spread
over a wide area. Such circulation

justified, over and above the cOst of

station time, the talent expense of

high quality programs. It is worthy
of remark that the enterprise whidx
broadcasters have displayed in build-

ing the American system of broad-
casting has been paralleled by the
enterprise of the business men who
so quickly recognized the advertising

power of the new medium. * *

Freedom of Radio
.* * * The American people have

a free radio because they have a
broadcasting industry that pays its

own way. Those who object to com-
tnercial announcements on the air

are apt to forget that it is the rev-
enue from these announcements
which makes it possible for them to

hear regularly a symphony orches-
tra conducted by Toscariini, the
broadcasts of the Metropolitan
Opera, .America's Town Meeting of

Uie Air, the National Farm and
^ome Hour, the Damrosch Music
Appreciation Hour, 'and many other
dCT^tJy sustaining features of the net-
VPOrics. A, single radio performance
of any One of these programs would
be an event of .

outstandings impor-
tance' in other countries. I think I

am making a simple statement of
fact when. I say that the people of
the. United States are provided with
the fiin^st and most varied radio pro-
grams' produced anywhere In the
world. And. our traditional liberties

have been fortified with a new free
dom—^freedom of radio—^which takes

its place .with our older freedoms, of
religion, speech, and press.

These are days when democracy is

being subjected to attack from with-
out, and to doubt from within. Yet
there is no other form of govern-
ment under the sim in which the

elements which we consider the most
essential and the most precious to

American life are allowed to exist.

In the dictatorships of the world the

freedoms of religion, of.speech, of the

press, and of radio have been de-

stroyed.
Reenlation of Bro»dcsstinr

The creation of this American sys-

tem of broadcasting, however, has

not been achieved without difficul-
|

ties and problems. The problems

,

that touch the public interest are of

two kinds: those relating to technical

facilities, and those relating to pro-

grams. With respect to the regula-

'

tion of facUities, the powers of the-

Commission are adequate, clearly ex-

pressed by law, and understood by

.

broadcasters. '

When we consider the technical

development of radio we must re-

member that radio has never ceased

to be a pioneer. The day may come
,

eventually when its pioneering work
is over, but it is a day I do not ex-

pect to live to see. Whenever we
seem to have learned to extract the

utmost usefulness from one portion

of the radio, spectrum, another part

of the band looms up—first in the-

ory, then as a subject for experi-

ment, and finally as a practical me-
dium of public service.

If wavelengths were now available

for an unlimited number of broad-
casting stations, the only limitation

wotdd. be that, of public acceptance.

The same holds true of networks. As
radio science learns to employ new
channels in the ether—to use waves
measured in centimeters and milli-

meters—the day will come when
there "will be more wavelengths
available than stations and networks
to use them.
The time is coming—and it may

come sooner than anyone expects

—

when the present-day facilities and
services of radio- will prove small in

comparison with the unlimited tech-

nical and. artistic achievements pos-
sible in this young and swiftly mov-
ing industry. Television, .to name
but a single example, stands today
where sound broadcasting stood 18

years ago. With all that vre.have
learned^ is the-e any man who would
say that television will not go farther
in the next 18: years than sound
radio has gone up to the present
day?
With whatever technical controls

broadcasting is clothed, they must be
kept as flexible, as capable of expan-
sion, as. the ihchjstry itself. The sit-

uation is like that of a growing boy
and his breeches. The breeches have
got to have wide seanis, so they can
be let out when they get tight.

Otherwise something is going to give
way, and it seems to be a law of

Nature that it won't be the boy. He
just keeps growing.
When 'we turn, to the realm pf pro-

gram Service, however, we meet a
broader question than is involved in

the regulation of technical facilities.

Here we deal with a vital force, a

great servant of mankind when used
properly,' But, when abused, capable
of destroying human rights. It is the
social impact of radio which has
raised the alMmpprtant 'question of

social responsibility.

The Communications Act provides

An Annoyed Fan

Ed East conducts a local par-
ticipation over WHN, New
York. CN disinfectant was a
recent participant and a jteam
electric iron now is; "Last week
East received the following post
card from New London, Conn.:
Pear Ed East:

I was one of the first to enter
your World's Fair contest (re-

member ? ) and I have received

no free gift, no prize, no an-
swer, no perfume, no nothing.

Now, Ed, for not keeping your
promise (i.e. 'every contestant
will jreceive free a delightful

bottle of perfume'"> you ^o and
wash your mouth out with CN
and iron out your tongue with
your new sponsor's producfc'

that your Commission shall have no.

power of censorship over radio pro-
grams, and that you shall adopt no
regulation which interferes witii the
right of free speech. Therefore, we
must find within, the broadcasting in-

dustry itself a solution which -will

adhere to American traditions, and
at the same time meet this social

responsibility.

Self-Regulation

The record--of network broadcast-
ing in America proves the efforts

that have been made here to safe-

guard public Interest,, to advance
culture, and to provide unbiased
news and wholesome entertainment.
In spite of its" youth and the great
complexity of its problems, the in-

dustry can take pride in its accom-
plishments in this respect.

In the National Broadcasting Com-
pany we have our own code of pro-
gram policies, formulated over a
period of twelve- years. It is based
not only on our own operating ex-
perience but also on the wisdom and
advice of the Advisory Council of

NBC. This council is composed of
public-spirited men and women of
high standing and wide experience.
They represent education, religion,

social welfare, music, labor and in-

dustry. The Council was formed at

the time of the organization of the
company, and has been in existence
ever since. In foUo'wing this code,
the NBC has had to face objections
from groups and individuals whose
ideas and wishes ran counter to its

standards. Living up to the code has
also entailed the sacrifice of com-
mercial revenue.

Other networks, and individual
stations as well, have program codes
of their own. "The National Associa-
tion, .of Broadcasters ha$ a Code of
Ethics adopted in 1035.

But the time has come for more
.positive action.

The fate of broadcasting In other
nations and the attacks on democ-
racy throughout the world clearly
indicate the necessity for finding a
democratic solution for the- problems
of the American system of broad-
casting—a solution which on the one
hand, will enable us fully to meet the
social obligations of radio, and on

the other, will protect our traditional
freedoms.

I would therefore like to take this
opportunity to advocate to the broad-
casting industry that it establish a
voluntary system of self-regulation
in its field of public service, and that
it take the necessary steps to make
that self-regulation effective.
My recommendation is that the ex-

perience ' of the different groups
within the industry should now be
combined and correlated. An indus-
try code should emerge that ad-
vances beyond all previous stand-
ards. Such a code should be an act
of voluntary self-regulation on the
part of the entice broadcasting in-
dustry in the- United States.
In writhig this code, the indiistry

should gather the views of broad-
casters, of groups representative of.
public opinion, and of this Commis-
sion. After the code is formulated
the public should be made thorough-
ly familiar with it. All broadcasting
networks and stations should be in-
vited and encouraged to adopt it.

The- code should be subject to peri-
odic review by the industry, and
kept up to- date; It should be admin-
istered by a suitable agency repre-
sentative of the entire industry.

I make this recommendation in the
belief that such self-regulation is the
American answer to an American
problem. In every consideration of
radio broadcasting, the 'public in-
terest' we are pledged to serve is
that of the entire nation. This public
interest is reflected directly by the
27,000,000 receiving set owners who
represent an overwhelming majority
of the country's homes. By their con^
trol of the nation's radio dials they
give approval or disapproval to radio
programs, and decide the ultimate
fate of the broadcaster. Here we find
legitimate censorship by public
opinion.

It is the democratic way in a demo-
cratic country.

ASK MAURICE EVANS

TO SUCCEED WELLES

Columbia Broadcasting is dicker-
ing with Maurice Evans to replace
drama-boy Orson Welles when lat-

ter • goes commercial Dec. 9 for
Campbell. Evans would occupy Sun-
day night (8 o'clock) spot being va-
cated by Welles who moves to 9 to
10 p.m. Friday.
Evans is current In full length

(uncut) 'Hamlet.' If unsuccessful in
getting Evans net •will try a variety
program to buck Charlie McCarthy
on NBC.

Ed HeatoD Dropped

Chicago, Nov. 15.

Ed Heaton, who has been with
radio sales staff on Hearst stations
for past four years, has followed
Naylor Rogers out of the Interna-
tional Radio Sales picture here.
Remai ing on the IRS staff locally

ar6 Chris Heatherington and Dick
Kopf. They will report, it is under-
stood, direct to the New York office.

Simmons Beds Moves
Simmons Co., manufacturer of

beds and bedding, has switched its.

advertising account from J. Walter
Thompson to Young & Rubicam.

Client once sponsored Mrs. F. Dl
Roosevelt. New radio plans, if any,
are not set.

Rogues With Rifffs
Radio,Rogues (Jimmy Hollywood,

Eddie- Bartell and Sidney Chatton),
currently ih 'Hellza-Poppin,' at the
46th Street, N. Y., will do two guest
shotff on the Tommy Riggs program
Dec. 3 and 10.

Idea is to test them for a regular
spot on the show.

ALL YOU
NCED IN

CEhrmAL OHIO
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Nuns (Teachers) Must

Tune hi on Pr<»granis Of

Pedagogic Instruction

Detroit, Nov. 15.

Believed to be the first of its kind,

"WJBK here has instituted -a weekly
program designed to 'teach teachers.'

Idea of Charles Sterritt, station's

chief announcer,, half-hour broadcast

ia presented by Detroit Catholic

archdiocesan schools under super-

vision of Father Deady, head of

parochial instruction. More than

2,600 teaching nuns in Detroit area

are required to listen to airings in

their homes.
Under novel plan, Father Deady

assigns four nuns to each program.

They are transported to WJBK stu-

dios where each 'teaches' her spe-

cialty, spelling, history, et al, for

benefit of similar instructors listen-

ing in sisters' homes.
Father Deady handles the intro-

ductions and comment, while Ster-

ritt produces arid announces the pro-
gram.

Since listening on the part of nuns
Is compulsory, program has a ready-

made steady audience of at least

2,800 teachers in the Detroit archdio-

cese. The teaching is not too techni-

cal, thereby enabling not only stu-

dents but others to obtain free in-

struction through program.

WSAI Stalks Visitingr

Dramatic Performers
Cincinnati, Nov. 15.

Backstage interviews with stage

stars playing Cincy season consti-

tute a new weekly feature on WSAI.
Airings are fdr 15 minutes after per-

formances on opening nights at the

legit Cox.
Other troupers receive mike at-

tention -the following^ afternoon in

the station's studios.

WKRC's Toy Stunt

Cincinnati, Nov. 15.

Beginninjg Dec. 1, WKRC will

originate daily broadcasts from the

lobby of the Hotel Sinton appealing
for contributions of toys for orphans.
Station will maintain a collection

booth there and in the Hotel Alms,
where its studios are located.

Radio Horrors

Washingtori, Nov. 15.

Situation that broadcasters
dream about (when they have
nightmares) last week came
true at WRC-WMAL, when a

loose screw in a door of the'

control room locked out an an-
nouncer whose program was
scheduled to start in the ad-
joining studio.

Scratching frantically at the
steel door and its huge pane of

unbreakable plate glass, An-
nouncer Dorian St. George
watched the second-hand on
the studio clock crawl to the
moment of his broadcast. Muted
struggles finally attracted the
attention of Dawson Ullman,
NBC control man, who was
able to reach the studio by an-
other entrance and slam on a

transcription filler.

WKRC Hypo for News
Cincinnati, Nov. 15.

Going in for news programs in a

big way, WKRC will add Transradio
Press service to its present United
Press facilities before the end of

the week. Bill Schudt plan calls for

assignment by Transradio of a re-

write man in the WKRC news room
and two reporters in the downtown
section for local news.

Cecil Carmichael, special events

director, will be in charge of the

news department. Charles Lutz and
John Reynolds, announcers, will be
exclusive on newscasting, sharing

day and night periods. Sports news
is to be handled by Allen Stout.

TRUCE TO FEB. 1 SET

BY STATIONS, IBEW

St. Louis. Nov. 15.

Continuation of the present con-

tract between 50 members of the

IBEW, Local No. 1, employed in St.

Louis radio stations until Feb. 1

when a new document will be drawn
up was arranged at a luncheon meet-

ing attended by station execs, and

Harry Brady, business representa-

tive of the union at the Coronado

hotel last week. It was agreed that

if the new contract calls for an in-

crease in wages it shall not be retro-

active to the date of the present one
which expired today.

Agreement reached last week was
an anticlimax to the murder of

Harry Schading, business agent of

the union, who was shot to death by
two men several months ago as he
was leaving the union hall. Schad-

ina was killed on the same day he
made arrangements to meet with sta-

tion's execs, to discuss the contract

a day later. Schading's slayers have
not been apprehended.

Present contract calls for the pay-
ment of $51 to student and remote
control operators and $60 to trans-

mitter operators. Double time Is paid
for all overtime.
Thdse who attend the Coronado

hotel meeting besides Brad;- were
Clarence Cosby, KWK; Merle S.

Jones, KMOX; Edgar P. Shutz, WIL;
Al S. Foster, WEW; John Roberts,

Jr.; KXOX, and George Burbach,
KSD.

Inside Stuff—Radio

Name comic on the Coast being washed up by one of radio's biggest
commercials can call it quits on the air as far as producers and admen
there are concerned. A problem child from the start, he was coddled along
and paid top coin for a single. On his latest stint he wore out a dozen
writers and made wrecks out of a half dozen others. Mere mention of

his name sends gagmen scurrying for cover. Funny man's biggest beef
was that there's no one in Hollywood who can write for him. Agency
producing his turn has paid as high as $750 weekly for a scribe, with three
or four others tossed in at $100 weekly minimum, but it was still no go.

Same thing happened on another air biggie which he left after a few
tries. Talent buyers will hereafter give the zany a wide berth and use
his name merely to frighten producers who know of his tantrums and
shrink at the thought of having to work with him.

Announcement by Powel Crosley, Jr., that James D. Shouse continues as
general manager of WLW and WSAI put the quietus on rumors that
Shouse was about to pull away from the Cincy stations.

In making the announcement Crosley explained that activities of his
stations expanded considerably during the past 12 months under Shouse's
supervision. With the g.m. rating, Shouse also carries a vice-president
title.

As an echo of the recent 'Martian Invasion' via radio, Sara E. Collins,

actress, filed a $60,000 damage suit in Los Angeles against the Cblumbia
Broadcasting System, claiming her nerves were frazzled that much by
the shock.

Miss Collins alleges she was terrified by the warlike tidings she heard
over the radio, thinking it was a regular news broadcast.

Local competitors of a Virginia Station slated to go 50,000 watts are
growling in admittedly helpless rage, because the latter has for the past

two months been using the 50K designation in its rate cards when it hasn't

even started the construction of its new transmitter. Other outlets are
accusing the coming big-watter of engaging in unfair business practices

but declare that they can't do anything about is as long as the rates them-
selves remain the same. One rival station talked about calling attention

to the true state of affairs until its counsel point out that such .action

would not only be bad business policy but that the ads might be welcomed
by the target station as free publicity for its power boost.

Schultz Tops at WSTP
Charlotte, N. C, Nov. 15.

WSTP, Salisbury, which is slated

to go on the air Jan. 1, will have
John W. Schultz in the managerial
post. James R. Yos' has been named
chief engineer.

Schultz has been with WSJS,
Winston-Salem, WBIG, Greenboro
and WAIR, Winston-Salem.

EX-SPIELEE NOW EADIO ED
New Orleans, Nov. 15.

William Lastrapes was named ra-

dio editor of The Item-Tribune
Thursday (10). He succeeds Gus
Koorie, who has been assigned to

other editorial duties on the paper.

Up to the time of his appointment
Lastrapes was "secretary to Clark
Salmon, managing editor. Before
joining staff of paper he was an-
nouncer at WSMB.

Writer Joins WKRC
Cincinnati, Nov. 15.

Mervyn Love, formerly with
KMBC, Kansas City, joined WKRC
Monday (14). Will handle produc-
tion on local shows.
He is the author of five dramatic

serials that have been aired on
several midwestern stations. Two
of them are to be offered on the
local CBS station, starting within a
month.

COUNT
MOST

KABR
ABERDEEN
SOUTH
DAKOTA

1,000 WATTS

WEED E COfllPfmH
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Ringing Up Tomonow's Sales Today

• The child's play of today is the seri-

ous business of tomorrow . . . and KLZ
.has an eye to both.

For the sixth consecutive year Den-

ver's public schools are on the air

weekly over this station ... during the

past two years children have been the

actors in a Saturday morning studio

feature . . . every day sees a portion of

KLZ's time devoted to children and

their interests.

When tomorrow's housewives arc

ready to buy, the voice of KLZ will be

as familiar and well-heeded as it is

now to their elders. Thus KLZ adver-

tisers are doing mpre than selling to-

day's buyers. They are ringing up

tomorrow's sales as well.

KLZ
CBS AmilATE 5«0 mOCYCIXS

AFTILIATED IN MANAGEMENT WITH WKY AND THE OKLAHOMA
PUBLISHING CO. BEPBESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY. INC.
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STATION SHOWMANSHIP
(Attention-Gettersy Tie'Vps^ Ideas)

Bakers' Schoolyard Stuni
Buffalo.

Series of Schoolyard Interviews
introduced by WGR. Pair of chat-

terers assigned to visit different

grade school each day and quiz
pupils. Answers grooved in station's

portable recording equipment, then
discs are run off, same evenmg at

6il5. Gives interviewees a chance
to listen to themselves as well as to

notify parents and friends of great
event.
Bond bread is the sponsor and

BBDO set the deal. In addition to

catching imconscious kid humor, the
spielers, Roger Baker and Cliff Jones,

stress questions on safety in cross-

ing streets, etc.

Broadcasting of the discs at 6:15

put? baker in the unique position of

seeming to be in a suburban school-

yard at 6:29 and downtown at 6:30,

when he begins a live spots comment
program in the WGR studios.

Fositivc Side of Safety
Boston.

Cooperative efforts of the Massa-
chusetts Safety Council and WCOP,
are attempting to corral the coopera-
tion of citizens in the Massachusetts
Safety CouncIl-WCOP

.
Highway

Safety Campaircn. Gimmick is that
instead of . nunishing law-breaking
.motorists, the station and the Coun-
cil leave that to local and state law
enforcerhent agencies. Public, has
been deputized to be- oh the eaglc-

- eye for unusually intelligent, cour-
teom . acts on Massachusetts high-
ways by. vehicle drivers. A record
is made of the registration number

• of the car doing the good deed, the
time, place and conditions.

Info is sent to WCOP immediately,
or a telephone call sufficies. If, after

a checlc with the Rsrjistry of Motor
Vehicles, the driver's record so wiar-

rants, a^^WGOP-Massachusetts Safety
Council - Certificate; of - Merit is
palmed -to the driver.

Award of ' Honor'
New Yofk,

New series of radio shows cdilled

'Daily Award of Honbl:' started this
•week by Barney's Clothes over
WOR, New York, Monday through
Friday. Program is 5-minute dram>'
atizatioh of incident in day's news
in yrhich • unsung individual is

credited* with performing a. note-
worthy deed« Winher will be
selected by' a special committee,
with award made .. at studio ' on
broadcast.

. Show is being scripted by Waltei:
Kelly. ' Alvln AUstm •

, Co: agent?
pi'ogra^. -I

Indianapdlisi
.L. Strauss' & Co.' have a - new. se-

ries of prograiiiis on WF.BH called
the Colle.qe Circuit.: Stores' college
consultant. ea<;h.^week- niakes imag-
Inary ; tour ;of the; state colleges > and
universities for thie. latest-gossip and
news \trhich isibroadcast on Sundays
durink 15-ihinute period, at 11:45^on.
'Programs has,guest student;from

, one> of •schools e^ch :^eek foi. intiei'-

view.

weekly imaginary visit to pomts of

interest in the city.

Bill Terry of Station WSGN,
owned by the newspapers, acts as
master of ceremonies, and an editor

of the News and Age-Herald, acts

as guest host each week. The first

week football coaches of four of

Alabama's leading colleges were in-

troduced. Visits were conducted on
other weeks to theatres and other
places of amusements, to factories,

to night clubs, to the churches and
elsewhere.

•For the last two or three years
we ,have been running page spreads
in the newspapers from time to time
featuring Birmingham as the me-
tropolis and traffic capital of Birm-
ingham,' explained Hoyle. 'The . ra-

dio program is directed toward' the
same end, that is, bringing more
out-of-town people to -the city with
the expectation naturally- that they
will patronize our advertisers while
here. This is the first time we have
used the radio to supplement our
promotion.''

Loan Company's Angles
Indianapolis.

Railroad Men's Building & Loan
association of Indianapolis, using a
five-minute daily strio entitled

'Town Crier' to announce religious,

civic and fraternal news for any
such organization sending in mate-
rial.

Included each day . is description
of real estate in classified columns
of local papers without location
given. First listener- to determine
location is awarded prize.

'Dollar Day'
Syracuse.

WFBL Morning Sundial program
conducted by Al Dary has daily gag
-which has drawii big response. Each
day a different item—best poem, pet
peeve^ most embarrassing moment,
most interesting fact, cutest kiddy
saying, 'a personal discussion of any-
thing—is read on the p.ir.

Winner in each cbntest receives
check for dollar by mail. Gag is

tagged, 'Every day is dollar day on
the Sundial.'

Chnriih Provides 'Show'
Indianapolis.

McCarthy Furniture Co. (of Fort-
ville) has good luck with series on
WFBM of Sunday morning half hour.
Time is donated to a difierent church
in centiral Indiana each Sunday.
Program, consists of message from
pastor ,and i music by church choiirs

or singers. •
•

'

SoMe 40 churches of different de-
nominations '

. ^ave . < participated to

•date. '

WLW-WSAI Stunting

Cincinnati, Nov. 15.

A 30-minute program originating

on WLW at the firsts annual Ken-
tucky Tobacco Carnival in Lexing-

ton, Nov. 10, was carried by the

Mutual network and WLAP, Lexing-

ton. Broadcast included crowning

by Gov. A. B. Chandler of the to-

bacco queen, selected from entrants

representing 14 Blue Grass state col-

leges; music by Red Norvo's band,

with Mildred Bailey on the vocals,

and a novelty in the form of a chorus

of tobacco auctioneers in their trade

chant.

Same day Joseph Ries, educational

director of Crbsley's stations, took

his mike into a Pennsylvania coal

mine for a special wheels go round
broadcast in WLW's Nation's School

of the Air weekly series. This pro-

gram is available to the Mutual Yan-
kee, Don Lee and Colonial networks.
WLW's little brother, WSAI, in-

augurated its first annual 'Just

Around the Corner' program Monday
(14) in a weekly series to promote
clothing and toys for underprivileged
children. Dewey H. Lohg, station

manager, linked the Cuvier Press
Club and a special mayor's commit-
tee.

Monopoly Probe

^NM'^^lUIIB^JL^iJ^JLII^EIIteMJlIUll^U^^:lL^B^.'^EL^^L.LlBJ^liu^

Radio Daffodils ^

Philadelphia—New and, so far, highly successful hiethod of getting addi-
tional biz has just been evolved by WDAS. Outlet has discovered that
by assigning Lou Palens, one of its salesmen, to assist on the daily street
broadcast from in front of the studio, he's able to sell a load of time.
Jerry Stone, gabber on the show, picks out vox poppers who look like
successful businessmen, then aslcs them questions concerning their biz.
Palens gets an earful and if they seem like possible tin^e-users, he collars
them as they leave the mike.

Miami—Dinty Dennis, WQAM sportcaster, picked up his morning milk.
There was a note inclosed from the anonymous delivery man reading:
'Broadcast of the Drake game was nice work—your milkman.'

Milwaukee—Broadcast from horseback is staged by Bob Heiss, WTMJ's
special events man. Mounted on

,
white nag, Heiss describes his reactions

by means of short wave in cooperation . with the. Blue Mound Riding
Academy.

Macon, Ga.T—WMAZ had to unravel the foUpwing lost item as turned in
for broadcast: George Spelvin, 40 years of age, weight 160 pounds, missing
from home three days. Was wearing red tie and red underwear; green
eyes, bald with red hair around the edges, wearing black and white shoes
that had been 'dyed black; blue serge' suit, shiny in the seat of pants; blue
checked shirt.

New York City.—Rendered self-conscious by the reaction to the inya-
sion-from-Mars incident, Jules Seebach went through WOR's program
schedule and discovered that the theme song for 'Bachelor Born' these
past months has been 'Ati, Sweet Mystery of Life.'

(Continued from page 26)

under which WPTF reluctantly gave
an option on the station, Taylor said

in his letter:

^The inte,rest of this federation in

the above-described situation' arises'

from its opposition to monopoly and
concern for the perpetuation of in-

dependent small enterprise. The situ-

ation is typical. Here a small, locally-

owned and' operated radio station is

rendering the best service of which

Seattle—Department store on KIRO carries- a series of spots, each open-
ing with theme music 'Home Sweet Home.' Recently an estranged couple
met' within hearing of store's radio to discuss terms of their Contemplated
divorce,, heard the spiel and were thereby moved to reconciliation. Story
is vQuched for by the press agent.

Indianapolis—Rainbow Rangers, a 'cowboy' singing trio,, signed first ra-

dio contract with WIBC, Indianapolis, then went horseback riding and two
of the trio caught cold and have not been on the air yet.

rincinr 'Em.io .Toiyii . '

'

' Birmingheirt.
Two Blrmlnghath . radio stations,

WSGN and WAPI^ are .sittlultanc-
. ouslj'- carrying a' ne>^spaper .promo-
tion, 'Birmingham on the Air*^ 4>t the
Birmingham New^ and -Age-tHerald.
Idca^ is to induce people to visit
Birmingham for shopping, sports,
amusements,^ etc.

In, this Program, brainchild • of
Harry -H. Ifpyle, promotional editor
for the two newspaperst 'JVlr. and
Mrs. Alabama,' are talcen on a

tiCht Tduch for Kids
Saskfitoon, Sask.

Figuring: kids won't listen to talks

and uistial guHf .put oh air 'for benefit

of' youth,' University of Sagkatche-
Van and Saskatoon Youth Council
hfeive stSftedlnew series' weekly over
CFQG, Saskatoon, With plays, hu-
mor, entertainment an'diriusicupp|er-

most.' ,
• ••. '

.

; Educational stuff is dubbed in by
.cbatty -announcer.

——T <

'

'WhM Beeame Of Show
• St. Louis.

. . Several weeks ago during a lunch-
eon conversation between Ray Dady,
station manager, and Jack Hender-
son, a - salesman, the question of,

'What Beciame of S6-and-So* gave
birth to a program that Henderson
sold- to the St, Louis . Bachelor
Laundry three hours later.
•. Program is predicated on the
whereabouts, etc., of those who for-

merly were in the newspaper head-
lines ai few year-s ago but. are heard
of no more. Dady is in charge of a
research dept. that digs up the info

desired by dialers. The program, 15

mins., runs from Mon. to Frl. and
will continue for 52 weeks.

Jurisdiction

Sasa of a Stupid Dolt
Seattle.

Harry Penman, agency for Ander-
son Buick, has picked a line 'he

bought before he looked at a Buick'.
and built a number of one-minute
dramatized spots with local talent
which will be used over KOMO 45
times a month.

Script was written by Pete Lyman,
Who has built up in cartoon style for
the sock line.

HARRY SOSNIK..
. . . MUSICAL DIFtECTOR . .

.

CHARLES BOYER-WOODBURY PUYHOUSE
(ORIGINAI. iSCOBE)

Sundays—9 P.M. EST—K3C
JOE I BROWN-POST TOASTIES

Siiturdays—7:30 P.M. EST- CBS
MANAGEMENT MCA

Washington. Nov. 15.

Whether alleged patent and
copyright monopolies will be
scrutinized . by the FCC or

the Congressional-Departmen-
tal .conunijttee studying; anti-

trust problems is conjectural

, at moment. Two .groups have
,beCh unable .to. decide where
' inquiry into the subject should

°

' take; iplacb.

Qpienihg. of. the' broad mo-
.riopoiy .investigation . by the

Temporary National Economic
Committee, composed of legis-

' latbrs and representatives of

several executive agencies, was
scheduled for early .next month.
Chairman

. ,
Joseph . O'Mahoney,

.
.Democratic Senator from Wy-
oming, conferred Monday .(14)

with President Robseveljr about
his activities but declined, to

say Avhat subject vi^ill be tackled
fiitsi whto public sessions begin,

doon aftbr Thanksgiving.
Ij'ncfertdinty • about procedure

' in airing the copyright and
patent situation was revealed at

the first !PCC probe session dur-
ing , examination of NBC wit-
nesses. When Philip J. Hennes-
sey^ Jr., web counsel, asked per-
mission to offer evidence on the
subject by affidavit, William J.

bempsey, Comimlsh lawyer,
consented with

\
the admission

this matter may be taken up
by the other group.
For several weeks, members

of the Commish staff have been
cooperating with the helpers of
the Congressional-Departmen-
tal committee On patent and
copyright questions, while a
crew of white-collar workers

,
has been digging iiito archives
of the- Patent Office.

St. Louis—A copy of the script of 'Jefferson Barracks,' the first of a new
series of *The liand We Live Jn,' a weelcly program produced in the studioi

of KMOX, was sealed in the Cornerstone of a new building erected at the
barracks, the home of the Sixth infantry.

Milwaukee—Sears-Roebuck advertised in newspapers for an. eyewitness

to the attempted assassination of the late Theodore Roosevelt by John
Schrank in Milwaukee during the Bull.' Moose campaign of 1912. Ads,
headed 'Wanted,' invite those who saw the would-be assassin fire shots to

get in touch with George Comte, author and narrator of program at WTMJ,

DUCKED POLITICAL STIGMA

Sheriff Bcsumes' An His.Badlo Series
With Campaiffn Over

New Haven,'.Nov. 15.,

J. Edward .Slavin, re-elected high
sheriff of New Haven county, stayed
away from WICC broadcasts of The
First Offender,! juve /correctional
drama series he put on air, during
campaign because of desire to' keep
political connection froni show.
Now returned to office. Sheriff

Siavin's back as narratqr' of the, pro-
gram, which is fed to Colonial net.

ELLIOn ROOSEVELT'S
,

1ST TEXAS BOOKLET

it is capable within a restricted time
limit.

'In order to • increase operation
hours and improve its service (al-

though the evidence is that there was
in fact no interference), it must gain
the permission of a chain-operated
radio station 3,000 miles away on the
Pacific Coast. Before this permission
is granted, however,, the owner, of
the chain exacts an option to buy,
which it now seeks to exercise.
'Thus, is graphically illustrated the

•position of almost hopeless disadvan-
tage under which .the .small inde-'
pendent must attempt to do busi-
ness. From New York-to San Fran-
cisco-^to Raleigh—a- great ^quasi-
monopoly spreads its tentacles, with
an agency of the United States; gov-
etnnient apparently countenancing,
if 'not aiding" and abetting, the proc-
ess whereby this Independent • small
operator '

ia' being' -progressively
squeezed out of the picture.

Fort Worth, Nov. 15.

Texas State tfetwork, newly born
regional 23-station web with Elliott

Roosevelt as prexy, is mailing a 34-'

page brochiure to 500 agencies, sta-
tion reps and time buyers. Initial

effort, 8 X 10 convenient file size,

bears the title: 'A New Way to
Cover. Texas.'

Tracy-Locke-Dawson, Dallas, as-
sisted in the presentation, with
Roosevelt a main spring in Initial

planning.

George Allen, formerly of the
Thompson-Koch company In Cin-
cinnati and of the J. Walter Thomp-
son agency in St. Louis, has joined
the Benton & Bo^yles-Chicago outfit.

NIX IH)OTH ON STREET;

SPOILS WKRC PLAN

Cincinnati, Nov. 15.

Refusal by the city manager for

erection of a booth on the sidewalk
adjoining .the Hotel Sinton for col-

lection of toys 'for poor kiddies

caused William Schudt, Jr., manager
of "WKRC, to cancel the .station's

proposal to operate the booth and
blurb the campaign on the ail*. Of-
ficial objection was made, because of

obstruction to Christmas traffic.
, .

.

Schudt is cooperating with the
city's charitable divisions by dev'6t-

in^ announcements on WKRC> 'For

'Your Pleasure' .musical ^staine£ on
Friclay nigbts to appeals for dona-
tions of toys at fire det>'artm'ents^

WIBC* Commercial Start

Indianapolis, Nov. 15.

WIBC, newcomer here, sold 15

spot contracts last week to raise its

total to 20 advertisers.

Ice-breaker was Leonard cleaners.

W0AL
means SuSimiS

Nowp^MvoU, Totedo, Ohio
Week November isth, Regal;^ Chicago

"WeU^.huih my moitih-—
if it' ain't FrahcU Ciraig, froni the Souths

FRANCliS CRAIG
AND HIS pRCHESTRA— DIXIE RHYTHM —

WEAF,and . NBC R«d { Network <Each Saturday

HERMltAQE HOTEL, NASHVILLE
"My favorite Sontliern band''—Kick Kenny, Dally MXnvr
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NBC VS. LOCAL SPONSOR
Daytime Program Simlarity

(As Per WGT, Schenectady, Oct. 24, 1938)

Time
6:45

6:59

7:00

701:

7:15

7:30

7:35

7:45

8:00

8:30

8:31

Nature
Live Talent

Blurbs
Blurb

Library
Library
Talk

Library

Library
Library
Talk

Library

8.^ Dramatic Serial

S:00 Dramatic Serial

S:1S Dramatic Serial

«:30 Library

9:40 Talk
S.^tS Library

9:55 Talk
10:00 Dramatic Serial

10:W Dramatic Serial

10:30 Dramatic Serial

10:45 Dramatic Serial

11:00 Dramatic Serial

11:15 Dramatic Serial

11:30 Dramatic Serial

11:45. Dramatic Serial

Title

Martha Lawrence, Songs
•Radio Billboard* '

"

' Weather Report
'Church in the Wildwood'

Musical Clock
News Flashes
Participating

'Checkerboard Time*
'Good News Program'

Time Signals
Participating

'Jane Arden'
'Myrt and Marge'
'Hilltop House'
Participating

Press-Badio News
Participating

'Women's Newspaper'
•Mrs. Wiggs*

•John's Other Wile'
•Just Plain Bill'

'Women in White'
'David Harum'
•Lorenzo Jones'-

"Young Widow Brown'
'The Road of Life'

Auspices
Sustaining

WGY Artists Bureau
Pinex

Sustaining
Beaumont Labs

Esso
Stein Clothes, Intl. Har-
vester Trucks, Myers Bros.

Pumps
Ralston Chicken Feed
Breslaw Furniture
Westfield Watches

Grove, Saltesae, Penick
& Ford .Cocomalt

Ward Bread
Colgate
Colgate

Kellogg, Knox, Graflf,

Fowlers, Penick & Ford
Sustaining

Dr. Rudolph, Grove, Rum-
ford, Nys Milk, Rit

Schaffer
Boyle

'Affiliated

Kolynos
Pillsbury
Babbitt
Phillips

Phillips

Crisco

MOZAICSRATE

Advertising rate card listing the

.programs available for sponsorship

on the new Muzak Sponsored Pro-
gram Service is to be issued this

week,. Some 16 hours of commercial
programs riding the wired enter-i

tainment service is split into four

groups, luncheon, cocktail, dinner,

and supper periods. Service is

itrictly local in New York.
' Bdsic contract calls for commer-
fcial announcements in each of the

four' periods for each advertiser.

Minimum is $15 a day for one blurb
in eadh period or four per day, $27

m& YOCia VAIffiTlES
WLW mn^ NBC Red

Tuei-Thur«., 7:15 P.M. EST

AVALON CIGARETTES
WLW a ad NBC. Red

Skturdiy, 1 to 7:30 P.M. EST
EVERY OTHER WEEK

for two in each period and $50 for

four. Programs open for sponsor-

ship are News periods which are

split into three five-minute sections,

Sports Review consuming five min-
utes- daily, News Bulletins every
hour on the half hour, and Tinle

signals, every hour on the hour.
Interesting aspect is "that all blurbs,

which precede and follow sponsored
news announcements, etc., will not
add up to more than two min-
utes o£ each hour. Also the fact

that no sponsors will be accepted for

the musical portion of the service.

Contracts call for a minimum agree-
ment of seven days weekly for 13

weeks with proportionate discounts

for consecutive weeks over 13. It

guarantees time buyers at least 100

outlets dally among licensed bars
and grills with the guarantee to go
up as the service grows.

'MUSICm UK'
OR HICHER RATES

Breslaw Chain in Schenec-

tady Wants to Duck 'Stale'

and Much-Duplicated For-

mula but Network Frowns

POLICY

Women-in-the-Gub Quiz Shows

Catch On in Chicago; Better

Than Hackneyed Man-on-Street

BAlTfMORi^

WfflONAL REMtESENmmS

'

CDw/wopEYmr A CO.'

Omaha World-Herald

Wai Acquire WAAW If

FCC Okays SOG Tag

Omaha, Nov. 15.

Omaha World-Herald will buy Sta-

tion WAAW< now owned by the
Omaha Grain Exchange, if the FCC
okays transfer of license. Price not

revealed, but reported close to

$50,000.

Newspaper was hot about buying
station three years ago; but the deal

iced before application Was made for

approval. Price was then rumored
much higher.

Central States Broadcasting Sys-

tem, which operates WOIL, Omaha;
KFOR and KFAB, Lincoln, tried to

buy WAAW in spring of 1938 for

$55,000, but FCC said 'no.'

WAAW is Omaha's pioneer station,

built in 1922 and vas first market
news station in the world. In 1928

went on commercial basis, but is

still primary market station catering

to farm listeners.

Station has been most recently

managed by Frank Shopen, engineer

ar " Walter Myers, chief technician

ON THE NBC RED NEiWORh

Request of the Breslaw Furniture

chain for permission to substitute

(experimentally) a live talent au-

dience program for its morning mu-
sical clock program has been denied

by WGY, Schenectady, acting on or-

xlers from NBC in New York, This

matter has precii»ated a provocative
matter involving the question 'Of

local program showmanship versus
rigid adherence to home office policy.
Matter appears to have involved
these steps:

(1) WGY's early morning schedr
ule was characterized as notable for
deadly sameness and the BreslaW
company expressed wish to find a
snappier form of entertainment than
'musical clock'

(2) NBC answered that Breslaw
enjoyed a special musical clock early
morning rate and could not go out-
side the transcribed music and an-
nouncement program formula with-
out paying the higher daytime rate.

(3) Breslaw countered that the
early morning rate was no special
favor or concession but the trade
evaluation of comercial time at that
hour of the day. Did NBC deliber-
ately wish to freeze program content
to a type of 'filler' . commonly rated
in the trade as the least showmanly
form of radio program?

(4) . NBC repeated: Breslaw would
lave to pay the higher rate , to earn
the privilege of changing from a mu-
sical clock to*^ a live talent program
(it was a- quiz idea).

(5) Breslaw claimed that its ad-
ditional -investment in* production
expense under suggested plan would
amount .to several hundred dollars

a week and that a time increase on
top of this made the proposition un-
attractive.

ThiMries IXen't Count

Matter has apparently been put on
ice. NBC won't budge. All taunts of
indifference to the . showmanship
quality of the morning programs are
ignored. Charge made by sponsor
that transcribed library music of-
fered by WGY is duplicated *n all

other musical -clocks and that the
whole set-up is tepid and unprogres-
sive has not produced any known
impression cn NBC,

In an adjoining column Variety
appends WGY program log for what
bearing it may have. Breslaw firm
has been on WGY for years.

Chicago, Nov. 15.

With man-on-the-street programs
and quiz programs having reached
the point of diminishing returns on
let's-go-home, there's now a new
twist: the woman-in-the-clubroom,
-or ain't-we-got-fun.

Starting innocuously and inno-
cently enough in this town a couple
of months ago, it is now the terror
of the transmitters, with the after-

noons devoted to hours of just too
charming announcers cajoling Mrs.
Effie Glotz not to be nervous but to

speak right, up and tell the folks
whether she uses curlers at night.

Everybody laughs and everything is

just too ducky.
Advertisers have found the inter-

views of clubwomen right in the
meeting halls carries plenty of po-
tential sales sock, getting the femmes
cornered in a mellow mood and then
pounding them right on the personal
vanity. It seems that all.women, and

Amos 'n' Andy Referring their an-

nual winter hegira to Palm Springs

until February.

BUDDY CLARK
OPENS TODAY

Natember 16

PARAMOUNT, NEW YORK
(Two [Weeks)

Featured LUCKY STUIKE "HIT PARADE"
Buddy Clark's Snndiiy Sup|>Ienient, CBS, 5-5 :30 P.M..

KWK

mm
St.lJbuis, Nov, .15.

Something different in coverage
valuation methods has been- de-

veloped by KWK in its 'latest Pur-

vey, analyzed in a promotion piece,

'The St." Louis Zone of Radio' In-

fluence.' Project totals all St. Xio'uis

station listeners and groups all

towns around St, Louis' into three

concentric areas. , ; . .

In the first area an ..averaige of 95

to 85% of the set. owners it was
found habitually listened ia St. Louis
stations. In the second area ^ it was
61% and in the third are*, 27%
Anything below this percentage ^was

considered as being, outside ' the

sphere of St. Louis station iiifluence,

as greater audience intensity could

je obtained througt). the use of non-
St. Loiiis stations.

'

KWK explains in. the booklet that

it undertook the. novel- approach to

coverage evaluation because of what
it deemed to be fallacies in previous

methods. R. L, Polk & Co. did the

survey for KWK.

especially afternoon bridge players,
sewing circle faiiatics, literary dillet-

tantes and flower-growers, all have
unshaken convictions that they have
the perfect radio tonsil if they only
got an opportunity to sling a few
syllables into a mike. And the ad-
vertisers ^nd stations are not doing
anything to disillusion 'em.

Leaders All Articulate

In making contacts for the woman-
in-the-clubroom interviews they in-
variably run up against a few lead-
ers who mention the fact that they
have a few ideas they would like to
expound to all people who will be
lucky enough to be tuned in on the
station at that time.

Letting the elubwomen gather
'round the mike has proven a strong
sales angle by bringing the pur-
chasers of the nation right into the
advertiser's show and thus totdng
consciousness of the product on the
femme in person.
In instances where the femme

meetings are held at a time incon-
venient for live broadcasting, the
stations are driving up in the sound
trucks and making recordings of the
interviews which are then platterized
on the air at the regular sponspred
period.

In this vicinity tl. . femmes-in-the-
clubroom programs have about
elhninated all other types of public-
participation sessions off the air,

since the lemme-indoor angle pre-
sents so many .advantages over any-
other commercial interview twist.

Stations are particularly fond of
the idea' since' it is building up a
friendship with the femme element
which has been found the most
likely to bounce up with an occa-
sional yelp against radio programing
and operation. And the man-^in-the-
street interviewer? are not on th»
new set-up since it is bringing ..'em

in off the alr-conditiope'd streets now
that winter is comiag on.

NORMAN PROUTY JOINS

JOE HcGDiVRA ORfi.

Robert R. Sommerville has quit
Joseph H.~McGillvra's New York of
fice to join Radio Sales, Inc., CBS
subsid, while Norman Prouty joined
the former organization as sales

manager.
Sommerville replaces Steve Fuld,

who was moved over to CBS stations
relations. Prouty worked for Mc
Gillvra back in 1935, In the mean-
time he has been with Katz and the
Transamerican Broadcasting & Tele-
vision Corp.

WGAR's Political Tap

Cleveland, Nov. 15,

Four Cleveland stations grossed
$30,000 from election campaigns,
with WGAR earning the largest slice

from 'backers of John W. Bricker,
Ohio's new governor.

"

Campaigners spent $8,000 for WHK
time, contributed $4,000 to WCLE's
coffers, $3,100 to WTAM's, but
WGAR topped them with $15,000
that came out of politicians' pocket.'-

'Hermit's Cave' on WKR
Cincinnati, Nov. 15.

Klock Ryder's 'Hermit's Cave'

spook show, on WJR, Detroit, for

the past seven years, started as a

weekly feature on WKRC Sunday
(6).

Sponsored by Carter Coal.

Jack Kunyon whipping up a new
show for Union Oil in Hollywood.

ROY
ELDRIDGE

And His' Qrcfiestra

FAMOUS DOQB
NEW TOBK

T;IHITEI>

2: W£EKS
Nov. 13 to Nov. 27

Manaffcment

JOE GLASER, Inc.

RKO BlOff.. Badio City. New York

THf O'NEILLS
By JANE WES^

I NOW RADIOS MOST POPuiA?

I

FAMILY BRINGS YOU MORE

I

[AUGHTER "[ears and [-| E ART-THROBS
I

I PrcsentcdbylvorySoap 99"
: au--.'

I ICtPM TWICE DAILY
iil^lCI^ NBC Red NetworK, 12:16 to 12:30 P.M. EST I

C&8 WASC^' 2;15 t<» 2:30 P.M. EST
IN • « COi^ST TO COAST

Dir. COMPTON AUV^HJBTISING.AOBNCV .. .

MGT., ED WOLF—RKO 6LDG.. NEW YORK CITY
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Would Remove Avalability 'Roof

Publishers Now Oppose 500 Point Maximum in Com-

puting Share of ASCAP Diwy

Publishers' faction of the board

of directors of the American Society

of Composers, Authors and Publish-

ers went into a huddle last week on

the question of revising the mechan-

ical setup for the availability section

of the royilty payoff. Prevailing

sentiment was that present device of

putting a roof on the number of

availability points that may be cred-

ited to any publishing firm (500

points) was unfair to those firms that

continued to develop worthy musical

material.

Board members felt that although

the progress of smaller firms should

be rewarded with additional avail-

ability points there was the matter

of also protecting the interests of

the firms that have reached the peak
of their reward. In either case in-

vestments were being made. With
their own allotments remaining
static, these large firms had every-

thing to lose while the small pub-
lishers piled up their points. "What

the latter got could only be deducted

from the concerns at tiie top of the

availability list.

Although thei e was a speciol com-
ihittee appointed* several months ago
to study ways of reorganizing the

. entire method of royalty allocation,

the board' was of the opinion that

the problem demanded immediiate
. action. The special committee has
made little, if any, progress in tac-

kling its assignment, and the board
has apparently no faith that any-
.thing material will come out oi these

committee talks.

Board at last week's meet also

discusseji the latest twists in plug
btibery,'w4th several of the members
•expressing alarm at the- growing in-

fluetlce of. songwriting band leaders

on the air in determining the results

of a publisher's- plug campaign. By
ganging up and going- after a number
written,by one of their own raiiks.

these bslndmen are able to upset the
most' concentrated efforts made by
any competitive publi&her..

There—It's Out!

During the meeting of pub-
lisher board members of the
American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers last

Wednesday (9) Saul H. Born-
stein, v.p. of Irving Berlin, Inc.,

remarked that there was a cer-

tain band leader who presumed
so far on publishers as to ask
their professional men to help
him get plugs for his current
song publication. As Bornstein
continued With his plaint, say-
ing that something should be
done about thi^ situation by the
industry, Louis Bernstein, of
Shapiro, Bernstein & Co., in-

truded with the suggestion that
the bandleader under attack be
named.
When Bornstein ignored this

comment as he went on with
his exposition, Bernstein again
broke in. 'Well,' said Bern-
stein, 'I might as well name
him for you. It's Dick Himber.
The song that he wants us to

plug for him is 'Day After Day'
and the song's publisher is

Green Bros. & Knight.'

Ellington's Montreal

Date for New Year's Eve
Duke Ellington will play giant

New Year's Eve party at the Forum,
Montreal, getting a guarantee of

$2,000 against 50% of the gross. Party
in local armbry-type hall is public

and has a table capacity of 7,000.

Will get 50c on every admission.

Walter .Bullock and Lew Pollack
icleffed three songs for an untitled

picture at 20th-Fox. Ditties are 'You
Never Can Tell,' 'A Fine Howd'ya
Do' and 'How Were We to Know?'

ilr. William Axi scoring 'Stand Up
and Fight* at Metro,

Cramped Quarters Eases

Rollini Out of New Spot

Adrian RoUini's trio bowed out of

Jack White's new 52nd St. Bandbox,

dissatisfied with the physical setup.

Too small to comfortably accommo-

date Eddie de Lange's 14-piece band

and have additional -room for the
trio, usually grouped together, Rol-
lini's vibraphone was squeezed on
the platform while Harry Clark,

bass, was. forced to stand on the

dance floor and beat it out, likewise

Frank Victor, guitar.

Confab between management, trio

and union adjusted details of unex-
pired contract. -Rollini remains at

the Piccadilly hotel, N. Y.,. from
where he had been doubling to fill

the Bandbox engagenient.

Hoacy Carmicliael and Frank
Loesser had three songs among the

week's 10 best Sellers: 'Two Sleepy
People,' 'Heart and Soul' and 'Small

Pry.'

Low Fares . Flexible Schedules . Super-Coaches

\yhatever your route may be—whether your Jumps are long or
8Kort'>-yoM'll save plenty of money on Greyhound transportation.
Thoro'8 always a bus when you want it! Orchestras and large
companies can take full advantage of' the extra convenience and
extra economy- of Greyhound charter service. Investigate at once
. . . mail the coupon below.

GREYyHOUND
Mail tills conpoit to Greylioaod Travel Bnreaa, D. 9th and Soperlor, Cleve-
land, Ohio, or rihe and Batt«i7> San Francisco, Cal., for rates ob Indlvldnal
trips—or for cliilrtered buses (slve number In company) ,

Name • «... *,«

Address VA-11

Feldman May Sue

Over 'Alex After

AD, Berlin Hears

Information came to Irving Ber-

lin, Inc., last week, that Bert Feld-

man, London publisher, was pro-

ceeding to bring suit against that

publishing house and 20th Century-

Fox over the synchronization fees

deriving from 'Alexander's Rag
Time Band' in the British territories.

Saul H. Bornstein and Irving Berlin

had anticipated such action when the

picture opened in Lond6n several

weeks ago. The two partners in the

firm along with their counsel, Fran-
cis Gilbert hurried over at the time
but without having to meet

,
the ex-

pected injunction proceedings which
Feldman had indicated he would file.

Berlin contends that Feldman en-
joys no synchronization rights to

'Alexander' or any other of the Ber-(

lin tunes turned over to him (Feld-
man) prior to December, 1911. The.
revised English copyright law put
•into effect at that time, according to
Gilbert's .. interpretation, conveyed
mechanical rights protection only to
the authors of works which had been
copyrighted up to then.
Feldman had obtaine'd his British

rights to Berlin tunes from Ted
Snyder and Waterson, Berlin &
Snyder, Irving Berlin's publishmgi
outlets prior to his tieup with Irving
Berlin, Inc.

Music Notes

Ralph Ra.inger and Leo Robin are
doing the score for Paramount's 'Man
About Town.'

Frank. Skinner and Charles Hen-
derson, writing songs for 'Swing,
Sister, Swing' at Universal.

Harold Alter and Ted Kohler
wrote 'Sing My Heart,' to be sung
by Irene Dunne in RKO's 'Love
Affair/

Johnny Lan^e and Lew Porter are
writing tunes for 'Trigger Pals' se-

ries of western films at Grand Na-
tional.

Mills Music, Inc., is publishing 'It's

the Strangest Thing' from *Up the
Hiver,' 20th Century-Fox production.

Lou Forbes and W. W. Ferguson
cleffed 'I Ring Doorbells,' companion
song to Russell Birdwell's novel of
the same name. Ditty will be pub-
lished by L. Wolfe Gilbert.

15 Best Sheet Music Sellers

(Week ending Nov. 12, 1938)

I've Got a Pocketful of Dreams Santly
•Change Partners Berlin
My Reverie Robbins
My Own Robbins
Two Sleepy People , Famous
While a Cigaret Was Burning ABC
Heart and Soul.. Famous
All Ashore ...Shapiro
Lambeth Walk Mills
tAt Long Last Love Chappell
•Alexander's Ragtime Band ABC
Small Fry Famous
Summer Souvenirs Bregman
So Help Me Remick
I Haven't Changed a Thing ..Mills

* Indicates filviusical song. t Indicates stage production song.
The others are pops.

Inside Stul-Music

John Schulman, counsel for the Songwriters Protective Assn., last week
caused slight embarrassment to the committee from the Music Publishers'
Protective Association, which had been negotiating for a new standard
writers contract, when he inquired by letter just what publishing firms
had they been authorized to represent in the discussions. Letter, which
was addressed to Walter Douglas, MPPA chairman, stated that, if the talks
were to mean anything, the writers ought to know whether terms arrived
at during the negotiations would be approved by the firms represented
by the" lawyer element on the MPPA's committee. . Before continuing with
the conferences the SPA, wrote Schulman, ought to.be satisfied that it

will all lead to publisher .conflrm&tion and that they are not merely
academic discussions.

Pedlar & Ryan agency wanted Irving Berlin for an Armistice program
on its 'For Men Only' show (Vitalis), chiefly on the strength of 'I Hate to

Get Up in the Morning' from the old 'Yip Yip Yaphank' show, and a new
patriotic song, 'God Bless America' which Kate Smith, introduced last

Thursday night.

Berlin turned it down for the major reason he doesn't want to get paid
for any radio guesters, and secondly because Miss Smith had unearthed
the 'America' tune which .was authored some 20 years, ago, during the

World War days. Berlin, frankly, felt it was kind of 'corny* these days,

but the songstress' insistence prompted him to endeavor refurbishing it

for 1938 consumption.

Don Redman Is on trial at Local 802 of American Federation of Musi-
cians for failure to pay taxes while his band was on toiir. Union was*
going to yank him from Savoy ballroom, N;Y., where he's currently playing

but has given him a temporary stay. He went before board yesterday
(Tuesday),
Leader claims that he paid all such monies to his former managerial

office, the defunct Century Orchestras which folded tecently. Tax rep-

resents a 10% levy on cruising crews.

As the result of his tracing work in several recent Infringement actions

Alex Kramer, librarian at the Capitol theatre, N, Y., is developing a ):epu-

tation among publishers as having one of the most prodigious musical
memories in the business. One of the cases he broke was that involving
'The Pig Got Up and Slowly Walked Away.' E. B. Marks was the defend-
ant, but Jerry Vogel withdrew the action on the eve of trial. Kramer
functions along the lines of another but better-known musical detective,

Slgmund Spaeth. "

A GREAT SONG ASSERTS ITSELF

DAY AHER DAY
By Richard Himber and Bud Green

GREEN BROS. & KNIGHT, 1619 B'WAY, N. Y. C.

The nation^s new song sensation by
HARRY WARREN & JOHNNY MERCER

V

From tiie Warner Bros, hit l

' HJIRD TO GET''
with DICK POWELL and
OLIVIA de HAVILLAND

REMICK MUSIC CORP. • R.C.AJullding,NewYork • Chaifie Wanen, Prof. Manager
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COLLEGE RHYTHM
The second of a series of articles on collegiate likes and dislikes as re-

gards modern dance music and danee bands.

The writers, staff members of publications at their respective schools,

have been ashed by Variety to give the opinion of the student body as a

whole rather than pass personal judgment. Neither has Variety given

further instructions as to what was to be said or how. These articles op-

pear OS the undergraduates /(ave written them, with the expressed opinions

being their own.

. Vauietv puMisncs the series to give music men' and band leaders a cross-

'tet>'don of current undergraduate opinion on dance music and bands, with

the hope that it will be both informative and instructive. For what the

follege group has to say about dance music is deemed important in the

irade,

SOUTfiESlT^ffORNIA
By Bnd Colegrove, '39

(U. S.^ C. <Wunpiis')

That Trojan Warhorse eats swing with, its wild oats and hey-hey, but
wouldn't dance, to it for a flock of Rose Bowl bids.

Los Angeles may be the seat of $30-every-Thursday, recall elections,

and American Legion conventions, but at the University of Southern Cali-

fornia to call a fraternity brother a jitterbug is like calling any westerner

a tenderfoot sans smiling. We'll listen to swing—and like it—but we won't
prance to it.

For example; witness some of our more successful playgrounds, i.e., the

Trocadero (or, as someone. put it, 'more intimately called the Troc by
people who never go there'), the -Biltmore Bowl, the Victor Hugo, the

Cocoanut Grove, the Town House and the* Palomar. At the Biltmore,

jimmy Grier's standard arrangements packed in the Trojans like salmon
at BonheviUe Dam. Now Jimmy was never a savant of swing, but his

melodies were smooth and danceable. The Bowl now features Shep
.(Gurgle) Fields, another smoothie, hence we students are always bumping
elbows at the Biltmore.
Skinnay Ennis was a favorite at the Victor Hugo,, fasljionable night

spot in Beverly Hills, and Friday nights found our students hanging from
the chandeliers. Since Grilt Williams has attempted to swing into popu-
larity after replacing Ennis, Troy's boys have all run down to the Cocoanut
Grove, where Wayne King's novelty music keeps the ants out of dancing.
The Town House, with its Zebra Room, is « horse of another color.

Here the Four Playboys—Eenie, Meeny, Miny and Moe—dish out screwy
swing in a pleasing style, and we enjoy it. Why? Because the place is

small and intimate, -with scanty accommodations for dancing. We just sit

and listen, in between Scotch-and-soda confidences.

The Palomar, advertised as the world's largest ballroom, lures its share
of .university trade when it features a good fox-troting combination, or
even an excellent swing band, such as Benny (jk)odman has. But the rea-

son for attendance at top swingeroo performances is simply the students'

recognition of outstanding quality. On such occasions, time is passed sit-

ting at a table, and the only young folks out rug-cutting are the ever-
present high school students ovjt on emotional jags.

Most of the Trojan dances are held off campus, and are seldom, if ever,-

entertained by swing bands. A review of the aggregations which played
af S.C.- get-togethers last year includes the names -of Skinnay Ennis, Nick
Stuart, Hal Kemp, Phil Harris, Paul Pendarvis and others, who. certainly

will liiever make Mr. Whiteman's AU-American Swing Team. Probably the
"most, popular was Kemp, who played at the Homecoming Dance, or 'dig,'

as we call them.
I<ike to Listen

Record release sales show a slight lead for the swing arrangements, which
serves to fortify the theory that Southern Californians really like to listen

to swing. Most of the fraternity-houses carry such lively discs as 'Old Man
Mose,' 'My Bonnie' (Ella Logan on the vocal), 'A Tisket, A Tasket,* and
old favorites such as 'Jamboree Jones,' Dorsey's 'Marie,' and Groodman's
'Sing,- Sing, Sing.' Prevalent popular recording is Artie Shaw's 'Indian

Love Call,* The evenings find Fraternity Bow listening to the hot strains

flowing out of the phonograph as the boys sit around and throw the bull.

But at the popular 'record dances* these crimson record arrangements are
always left on the shelf

.

Ndr do the "rrojans go for fancy steps. At .a recent 'dig,' played for by
a local orchestra, the attendees absolutely refused to join in the Big Apple,
which was apathetically danced to by^a handful of the affair's committee
inembers. The Lambeth Walk broke into life, but it might well have
stayed in London for all the ripples it made on S.C.'s social pond. No-
body's ^ven seen a demonstration of truckin' out here, and.we don't know
a Su$y-Q from a Pranklin^D.
The University of Southern California is only two traffic cops and 68

boulevard stops from Hollywood, but its students don't want any part of
college life a la college pictures. They don't two-step down University
avenue, or carry their gridiron heroes off the victory fleld to the strains
of 'Cdtlege Rhythm.' Many of them get enough of that sort of tripe work-
ing as extras in fantastic cinema versions of collegiana. T)ie writer has
yet to see a painted-up model-T Ford on campus.
The most poorly-attended rally held in' the past four years was one at

which Louis l^^rima's hot combo played. The students just didn't want to
directly coimect their university with jived music. When the Trojan band
attempted to swing a ifew numbers at the start of this year's football sea-
son, a storm of protest cut this type of performance to a minimum.
To band leaders expecting to visit this locale soon—with the exception

of Goodman, Clinton, Shaw, Dorsey and . that small group of maestros at
the top of the ladder—we proffer this advice:

We'll go for you like ducks to water.
If you'll play rnusic like you orter.

<Nexi week: Vanderbllt)

Whiteman's LatDe-Dahs

ARTKURmm fm w
AS WNBERG RIVAL

Arthur Pryor, 63-year-old band-
master, has been persuaded to head
the opposition ticket in the Dec. II
elections at the New York musicians
Union. Pryor will run for the presi-
dency/now held by Jacob Rosenberg.
Another bandmaster, Frank Cola-

santo, will compete with William
Feinberg, incumbent, for the post of
vice-president. Proponents of the
anti-administtation ticket call them-
selves the Committee for Better
Unionism.

Hlrschberg Memorialized
Philadelphia, Nov. 15.

Monument to Adolph Hirschberg,
for many years prez of the Musi-
cians' Local here, was dedicated. Sun-
day by the A, F. of L. Central Labor
Unipn. Hirschberg served as chief
of the Central body for 17 years.

S^ercises were held at Har Nebo
Cemtitery, with Rabbi William H.
Fiiieshriber officiating.

Frank Burke Quik

Franke Burke, national publicist

for Consolidated Radio Artists, ten-

dered his resignation this week. Be-
comes effective Dec. I. He was for-

merly with Music Corp. of America.
Cress Courtney, booker in CRA's

Chicago office, also dropped out this

week.

Paul Whiteman orch will follow
its Christmas Day Carnegie HaU,
N. Y., concert with repeats in Bos-
ton, Philadelphia and Providence.
Boston's Symphony Hall, Philly's

Academy of Music, and the Met in

Prov. will house the concerts.
In all probability, Artie Shaw,

Louis Armstrong and Raymond
Scott's quintet, who are scheduled
to break into concert with Whiteman
at Carnegie Hall, will also be listed

on the followups.

Mickey Addy, of Harms' pro-

fessional staff, has developed what

he calls the 'merit plan' and which

he would like , to have adopted by

Variety in compiling its weekly list

of network plugs. Signing himself

'acting chairman of the • Cbnmiittee
for Betterment of Music Conditions,'

Addy Jast week distributed mimeo-
graphed copies of his plan among
publishers with the request that they

signature it and mail it to Variety.

Addy believes that each type of

plug on the zii should be propor-

tionately rewarded. He thinks that

a contunercial program has twice or

more listeners than a sustainer .and

that a vocal has at least twice the

value of an instrumental perform-

ance;- Starting from these premises

Addy urges that a sustaining instru-

mental be counted one point, a sus-

taining vocal, two points, a commer-
cial instrumental, three points, and
a commercial vocal, four points.

' Addy's letter fails to tell who is

going to furnish the adding machines
and the required staff of statisticians.

Arclne Fletcher Assumes

Some Troubles Along

With Morris Mudc Co.

Halstead May Retire
Lincoln, Nov. 15.

Henry Halstead, name band leader
for more than 15 years, intimated
here he will soon drop music and
go into the real estate biz in Los
Angeles with his father. Halstead
is at present in the mid-west being
routed by Frederick Bros, office in

Kansas City.

Will be 41 next month.

Bregman-Vocco-Comi have ac-

quired 'You're So Desirable* and 'I

Had to Do It* First is by Ray Noble
and Fats Waller turned in the sec-

ond.

Couple court actions were thrust

upon Archie Fletcher immeditely he

became sole owner of the Joe Mor-

ris Music Co. last week. One suit

had to do with 'Melancholy Baby,'

while the other concerned a brok-

erage commission claim. In the

latter case Jacob Handelbaum con-

tends through the City Coiut that he
helped Joe Morris negotiate with
Paramount Pictures lor the pur-

chase of the Morris catalog and that

even though the deal collapsed $2,500

is due him. Morris was still hag-
gling with Paramount over the

terms of the contract when he de-

cided to sell to his general man-
ager and partner. Fletcher.

Suit over 'Melancholy' was filed

in the N. Y. supreme court by May-
belle Watson Bergmann and named
the Morris Music Co. and Ernie
Burnett as defendants. Mrs. Berg-
mann cliaims that she wrote the
words and music with Burnett while
she was his wife in October, 1911,

and that the work was eventually
published under the title of 'My
Melancholy Baby.' She now wants
Morris enjoined from further in-

fringing on her work, $10,000 re-

imbursed her as her share of the

royalties collected by Burnett and
also a reasonable return for all

other uses made of the song.

Fletcher's Answer
Fletcher claims that the work as

originally turned in by Burnett, and
the original publisher, Thereon Ben-
nett, was never published. The late

Cieorg^ Norton wrote an eritiirely

n6w set of lyrics and titled" it

'My Melancholy Baby.' Burnett
states his ex-wife had nothing to

do with the writing of the number.
He had merely put her name on the
copyright registry card and the title

sheet

Morris has filed for the renewal
rights of 'My Melancholy Baby,'
while Shapiro, Bernstein & Co. has
registered a renewal assignment
from Burnett under the title, 'Mel-

ancholy.' Mrs. Bergmann's $uit is

the first that she has brought in

connection with the tune. 'Melan-
choly Baby' has had three major
songsheet sale revivals and rates

high in importance among radio

usages.

Harry Link s Candid Letter To

Russ Morgan Draws Rejoinder,

But He Gets His Ping Pronto

Music publishing trade was treat-

ed to a sample of straight-from-the-
shoulder letterwrlting last week
when Russ Morgan mailed out copies
of a billet doux that he had received
from Harry Link, professional man-
ager for Irving Berlin, Inc. Attached
to each of these copies was a softly

worded rebuke from the bandleader.
Morgan refrained from impeaching
Link's statements and implied phi-
losophy about the reciprocity motive
in the relationship between bandman
and songplugger but said that he
thought it was written in poor taste.

Exchange on what constitutes good
manners- didn't ctiuse much of, a
ripple in Tin Pan Alley because the
day ;.fter Morgan issued the two let-

ters to sundry publishers he took
care of Link with.a network pliig^for

one of his current tunes. Morgan's
letter to the trade was as follows:
' 'Enclosed please find a copy of.

a

letter from Harry Link of Irving
Berlin Music Company.
'However true his statements may

be, I think it is written in poor taste.

'My only purpose in sending it to

you is to give you my side of the
business and show you that this iS

not the way to contact an orchestra
leader.'

Russ Motgdw: .

Quoting Mr. Link

Following is a copy of Link'i let-

ter: !

Mr. Russ Morgan,
Paradise iRestaurant,

New York City.

Dear Russ:
I regret that I won't 'be able to<be

over Sunday night .to your special

night for Kay Kyser. 1. certainly
would like to be there to pay my.
respects to Kay. .

• (

,

However, as far as the .-Paradise

is concerned, I 'don't ' know of any
reason why I should go there - be-
cause in checking up the list of plugs
I have gotten, copy of which t am
-enclosing, there certainly isn't ;yery

much of a reason to spend, Irving
Berlin, Inc., moi^y to come over to

lend support to a leader and cafe
that certainly doesn't give one of

the best catalogs in the music busi'

ness a better break than the plugs
on the attached card
On top of that, I had a party of

seven at the cafe last Sunday night
and I put myself in a spot with all

the other leaders in town who hold
special night. All w,eek long all I've

heard is 'you had a party of seven
at Russ Morgan's, why don't you
have that many at my place?'
Now that I think of it, I Wasn't

even extended the
.
courtesy of hav-*

ing you come over to my table to say
heUo. Which I don't think is very
nice. On top of this it was nice, I

think, to extend to: j^Tlck Blair the
non-exclusive right 'to produce 'Alex-

ander's Ragtime Band'.foi: his £nale
of the show which .1 didn't think
would be produced as it is. And I

still kept quiet about it to both
Irving (Berlin) and Saul (iBgrnstein)

thinking I was doing a good turn for
you. You know enough about the

music business,. Russ, to see this
point of view, and I am just won-
derin^r what you would do if you
were the publisher . and I was the
orchestra leader and you were in
that spot. Best wishes.

Very truly yours,

Harry Link,
Prof. Mgr.

Directors of Ijie Music Publishers
Protective Association will meet this

afternoon (Wednesday) to discuss

the new wage scale demands sub-
mitted by the New York musicians
union for arrangers, copyists and
proofritoders. Also the latest devel-
opments In the negotiations with the
SOtigwriters Protective Association
for a new standard contract and the
status of the MPPA^s- effort to work
out with phonograph record manu-
facturers II revised license covering
discs used in coin-operated- machines.
Present indications are that the

record manufacturers will not co-
operate In ,solving, the coin-machine
angle and that /the publishers will
have to resort to a test suit if they
intend to carry through their plans
to collect a special fee for disks used
for that purpose.

Truce on ReiHresentation

0eat Ukrger Voided

Before sailing home for London,
John Abbott, general manager of
Francis, Day *& Hunter, last week
worked out a settlement of his firm**
differences with Bregman, Vocco &
Conn, Inct over ah agency contract
which thtf latter hiherited when it

took over the litisiness of DOnaldsOii,
Douglas & Giimble. Settlem^sit
tenftts arc now being reducedto writ-
ing by Julian T.:. Abeles aiid Frantiis
Gilbert, counsel l6t .T>, D H and B,
•V 8e C, rest>ectlv*ly.

London pub Clairoed thai since
there was a huge advance due oifi the
Donaldson deal, BVC had no right
io grant the rigUtt; to its'own catalcig

to any other British Arm. BVC took
the stand that xt was not bound by
the Donaldson obligation^ and, it is

understood,- that the coippi^omise
iagreement Involves both a reversal
of this contention and a substantial
shaving 6ft of the advance outstand«
ing.
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ASCAP Wins SIdmiish in Wasliiiigton

State; Case to U. S. Supreme Court

American Society of Composers,

Authors and Publishers scored a de-

cisive point in the litigation that it

has been conducting against the State

of Washington when the state's su-

preme court last week rejected a

plea that the Society's appeal be dis-

missed on technical grounds. ASCAP
wants the state's officials stopped

from continuing to enforce a statute

which outlawed it from doing busi-

ness in Washington.

State's attorney general told the

court that John Schweppe, who rep-

resented the broadcasting interests in

local court fights against ASCAP,
had ho authority to represent the
attorney general's office in any of

the previous litigation and on that

score anything that- has happened
shoud be declared void. Case now

S. 0. s.

Mew, Bright

Rhythm Songs
FROM

Tin Pan Alley
Mow About It??

AL GdODMAN
UUCKY STRIKE HIT PARADE

Saturday Night*
CBS Network • 10 P.M. EST

goes to the U. S. supreme court for

adjudication.

Network Plugs, 8 A.M. to 1 A.M.
Following is a totalization of the combined plugs of current tunes, on NBC (WSAF and WJZ), and CBS

(WABC) computed jor the week from Monday through Sunday {Nov. 7-13) » Total represents accumvlat^
performances on the two major networks from 8 a. m. to 1 <t. vi. Jn 'Source' column, * denotes film song t le^
tunes, and 'pop* speaks for itself. ' '^^

ASCAP FIchter Lose*

Lincoln, Nov. 15.

Election (8) toppled Nebraska's dt->

torney-general, Richard C. Himter,

the man who brought action against

bank night and fought screen give-

aways to a finish, outlawing them
through the supreihe court in Ne-
braska. He also has a fight against

ASCAP before a three-judge federal

court here, testing whether or not
the anti-ASCAP bill passed by the

last legislature' is constitutional.

Hunter is fighting to get the bill,

which outlaws any music combo, to

stand as drawn by the 1937 uni-

cameral legislature.

Hunter's opponent, Ray Johnson,
was backed by the A. H. Blank in-

terests who soured on Hunter be-

cause Af his banko opposition (they

owning in this territory), and Gene
Blazer, ASCAP's Nebraskan rep.

Blank's Tri-States theatres are in

Nebraska.

Band Review

JAN. FREDERICS (8)
Boulevard Tavern
Elmhurat, N. T.

Iliis aggregation has had an unin-
terrupted run of a year at this nitery
and is booked to remain here untU
April, 1939. All of the boys double
on at least one instrument and some
pleasing combos result.

Play two shows nightly in addi-
tion to their regular dance sets. Each
show runs more thian an hour, and
they handle the music with ease.

Several times a night the boys jam
it, but mostly the tunes are served
legit and a surprisingly large num-
ber of standards in fox-trot ' tempo
are in the books.

Frederics, a personable maestro, is

building a following. He plays every
instrument in the band and during
each evening gets in a chorus on the
piano, drums, saxes, clarinet, bass
fiddle, trumpet and trombone.

Gilb.

Kinff C614 and his Sepia Swing-
sters replaced Kay St. Germain. &
Co. at Jim Otto's in LA.

ISONGS FROM
ROBBINS
From the New Universal Picture, "That Certain Age"

MY OWN
YOU'RE AS PRETTY AS A PICTURE

By Harold Adomson and Jimmy McHugh

A Smash HitI

MY REVERIE
By Larry Clinton

The Newest Ballqd Song Smashi

AFTER LOOKING AT YOU
By Al Hoffmon, Al Ooodhart and Manny Kurtx

From the 20th Century-Fox Picture, "Just Around The Corner"

THIS IS A HAPPY LITTLE DITTY
By Walter Bullock, and Harold Spina

The Year's Greatest Novelty HitI

WHERE HAS MY LITTLE DOG GONE?
By At Feldman

'

KOBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION
.p_ 799 SmNTH AVENUE • NEW YORK_„

TITLE. PUBLISHER.
My Reverie Robbins
Day After Day ...Green Bros.-Knight
All' Ashore Shapiro
Change Partners : Berlin

SOURCE.
Pop
Pop

>«•••«•>

Summer Souvenirs ..Bregman-Vocco-Conn Pmi
My Own .Bobbins '^That Certain Age. . .

.

Heart and Soul Famous' < . . . *A Song Is Born .

.

Deep in a Dream Harms , Pop
Simple and Sweet • Miller Pop , ,..
I've Got a Pocketful of Dreams '. Santly-Joy ^'Sfng . You Sinners .

,

While a Cigarette Was Burning ABC Pop i .

.

Who Blew Out the Flame? : Feist .Pop . . .v
"

.'

What Have You Got That Gets Me? Famous Pop
I Won't Tell a Soul Crawford » Pop
Sixty Seconds Got Together Santly-Joy .Pop
Lambeth Walk Mills. ....Pop '..

Two Sleepy People Famous Thanks for the Memory \ \

"

So Help Me.. iii..Remick Pop *

Stop Beating Around the Mulberry Bush . . Bregman-Vocco-Conn Pop . * ,
.*

Ya Got Me... ....Lincoln tU. of Penn. Mask and wi«!!'
You Must Have Been a Beautiful Baby. . . .Remick , •Hard to Get
When I Go a-Dreamin' Lihcoln^ tU. of Penn. Mask and' Wig! W . V. W. V. 20

W
19
Iff

17
15
15
15

GBANO
TOTAL.

85
39
37
32
32
31
31
30
29
20
25
2i
24
23
23
23
23
21
21
21
21

They Say. , Witmark . ,i?op
Girl Friend of the Whirling Dervish Harms -. •Garden of the Moon
Is That the Way to treat a Sweetheart. . . Olman , .Pop
It Serves You Right ; Tenney Pop
Huri*^ Home. Soier Pop
Night Before Christmas > Chappell .Pop
April in My Heart ; Paramount Say It in French
At Long Last Love Chappell tYou Never Know * '

* u
You Look Good to Me Bregman-Vocco-Conn .....Ptip ia
F.D.R. Jones. * Chappell tSmg Out the News \\\\' 14
What Goes on Here? Paramount Give Me a Sailor ' 13
What Do You Know About Love? Marks Pop W 13
Have You Forgotten So Soon Berlin v . Straight, Place and Show. . . . . . . .,, .

.* 13
Angels with Dirty Faces....* .Fisher Angels with Dirty Faces 12
Love, I'd Give My Life for You Stasny Hollywood Revels . ,

" 12
You Oo to My Head. ; Remick Pop ." 12
Small Fry.. Famous ........Sing You Si 12
Old Folks t... Remick * Pop n
I Haven't Changed a

.
Thing Mills P-^n ^

.'

. ! i
*

! ! . ! 11
Night Is Filled with Music Berlin ; Carefree ..."

'

*
" " '

jq
Alexander's Ragtime Band ABC Alexandef's Ragtime Band V.'.V. 10
Lullaby in Rhythm. Robbms .Pop 10
Love Doesn't Grow on Trees Paramount A Song is Born ......* 10
If I Loved You More Words-Music ............. Pop 10
Please Come Out of Your Dream Words-Music Pop !!!!!! 10

On the Upbeat

McFarland Twins, formerly with
Fred Waring, now leading their own
orchestra, replace Paul Kain's outfit

in the Rainbow Grill, N. Y., Nov.
21.

Ray Herbeck stays at Willows,

Pittsburgh, until Dec. 1 when spot

will close until next May except for

holiday week-ends.

Ralph de Stefano, trumpet player

until recently with Herbie Kay, has
joined Al Marsico's orch at Show
Boat, Pittsburgh.

Jimmy Gamble optioned at Eddie
Peyton's, Pittsburgh, for Indefinite

period.

Al Fremont Indef.at Half Moon,
Steubenville, O. Leola Frazier fea-

tured vocalist.

Shep Fields orch stays another
month at the Biltmore Bowl in Los
Angeles.

Charles (Chuck) Foster and band
moved Into Topsy's in Southgate,
CaL

ClUr Bart at Log Cabin Inn, At-
lanta.

Oscar Seal opened Saturday (12)

at Wieuca Inn, Atlanta night spot,

after tour of south. Augmented
with floor show.

Johnny Melntzer at Atlanta's Ritz
Club.

Hotel Statler Terracfe Room, De-
troit, want Xavier Cugat's band at
spot until after first of year. But
may be stymied by other commit-
ments.

Jan Savitt, Gray Gordon, Lea
Brown and Erskine Hawkins just
completed new Victor discs through
CRA.

Mike Rlley, current at Raymor
ballroom, Boston, will move to
Troc, new New York nitery, end of
November with singer Marion Miller.

Four Inkspots have added Ed Ben-
son, pianist, but will not change fig-
ure in billing, Due at Hipp, Balti-
more, Dec. 30, one week.

Roy Eldredre replaced Count Basic
at the Famous Door Sunday (13). In
for two weeks between the exit of
Basie and debut of Red Norvo-
MUdred Bailey ^orch.

BAND BOOKENGS

Southern Gentlemen, Tantllla Gar-
dens, Richmond, Va., Nov. 15 lor
two weeks.

Jimmy Richards, Gray Wolf Tav-
ern, Sharon, Pa., Dec. 5.

IMCark TaleYit Trio, Nelson hotel,

Rockford, 111., Nov. 1!5,

Jack and Marge, cocktailers,

Roosevelt hotel, Pittsburgh, Pa.,
Nov. 15.

Jimmy Dorsey, New Yorker hotel,
N. Y., Jan. 24.

Lani Mclntire, Book-Cadillac ho-
tel, Detrpit, Nov. 17, two weeks.

Claude Hopkins, Nixon Grand the-
atre, Pittsburgh, Dec. 24.

Mai Hallett, State, Hartford, Conn.,
Nov. 16, one week.

Frank Dailey, Adolphus hotel,

Dallas, Tex., Jan. 4.

Sleepy Hall, Tampa Terrace hotel,

Tampa, Fla., Dec. 3-10.

Ivor Trio, Marine Grill, McAlpin
hotel, N. Y., Nov. 15.

Johnny Hamp one-niting midwest
for CRA.
Barney Rapp, Moonlit Gardens,

Saginaw, Mich., Nov. 23-Dec. 6.

Chauncey Cromwell, Commodore
Perry hotel, Toledo, O., Nov. 23.

Lang Thompson, Blackstone hotel.
Ft. Worth, Tex., Dec. 9 following
Carl Ravazza.
Harry Barris one-niting Coast for

CRA.
Henry Busse, Netherland Plaza

hotel. Cincinnati, Dec, 15.

Barry Shlpman cleffed 'Kick Off
Your Shoes and Go Barefoot' for the
film, 'Headley Family at Home.'

Rorer Edens is writing a song for

Joan Crawford to sing in 'Ice Fol-
lies' at Metro.

IT HE HOUSE OF
jl 0 0 0 HITS

Current Hits
(OH I OHI)

"WHAT DO YOU
KNOW ABOUT LOVE"i

"FORGET IF YOU CAN"

Watch Out For

**Among Those Sailing*'

and

"Pepito and His Violin*'

a« waM aa new announcements
In thia apac* ava'ry week*

OLD SONG SUGGESTIONS
FOR rOUR PROGRAMS
JIMMY McHUGH'S

"I Must Have That Man''
MILLS MUSIC, mC.

X7

Tha SaniattorRil N«w Ballad I

.

SIMPLE AND SWEET
By Bud Graan and Abal Baar

A Naw Malody Thrill!

r WISH I HAD YOU
By Bud Graan, Albart Stillman and

Clauda Thornhill

Tha Nawatt Nevaify Smash!

JULIANA
By Raymond B. Eoan and Horry TIarnay

M^LLcn Music. |nc

T

i iir-
-
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AFA Nixes AED Contract Tieii^ Up

Acts to New Club Bookers Ass n

jMembers of the recently formed

booker group, Associated Entertain-

ment Directors of Nfew York (off-''

shoot of the Entertainment Man-
agers Assn.) have had their au-

thorization contracts with perform-

ers iiixed by the American Federa-

tion of Actors. Bookers sought to

^e up acts with a contract that was
declared inequitable by the AFA,
Union states that it's not averse to

such' a method of maintaining sal-

ary standards, but that the agree*

ihent requires much revision before

it would be acceptable.

The EMA considered a similar

plan early last summer but aban-
doned it as a restraint of trade. That
plan' and the new one called for

ihenibers to Juggle acts among
themselves to exclusion of other
bookers. If, after revision, AED
ticket is still unacceptable, A'ED
members may adopt a manager set-

up, guaranteeing work and money
over set periods in return for ex-
clusive use of acts in club field and
control outside that field as well.

AED claims that the cost of shows
has dropped an average of 75% dur-
ing past five years because of chisel-

ing agents. In highly specialized

field of club dates it's necessary that

an act's price be maintained because
it cannot repeat a date within less

than three years, unless exceptional,

AED claims. Latter's members want
to protect their own take as well as
those of acts by eliminating £uch
abu$es.

300 Club Acts

Though nearly all acts can be re-
garded as possible club acts,^ there
are only about 300 regulars in New
York. Of this number, AED mem-
bers would sign about 150. Acts
could work for all .providing salary
was maintained, AED wanting au-
thorization only as a means of
checking up on :?ompetition to see
that acts were riot being offered for
less than they themselves (AED)
would pay.

'

AFA demands that a stipulated
amount of work be guaranteed over
a period of time; that agent must
post a bond to insure fulfillment of
all contracts with acts and that the
actor have the right to cancel
agreement, within a brief given time
If work is not forthcoming. Acts
must hot be used as' a football be
tween warring agent factions, says
union. AFA and EMA see in the
move an effort to throttle EMA
members and ^oth are opposing
move for that reason, AFA taking
stand that it's not concerned in any
battles and seeks only to protect its

membership.
AED states that it is already op

posed to minimum" of $10 set by the
AFA and will fight against it on
ground that it militates against the
maximum. Publication of that fig-

ure by daily papers hps^ already hurt
among laymen committees out buy-
ing shows for their organizations.
AED has tried to work with the
AFA^ but will fight for what it

wants if not successful In dealings,
it states. »

Act control is one .of the reasons
that caused the EMA splitup couple
of weeks ago, when some members
nixed it. AED. also states that the
old organization was run by a group
of inactive men who formed a bloc
to stop any progressive moves. It's

claimed that majority of those still

in EMA hold outside jobs and de
vote little of their time to booking
as compared to all-day activity of
AED members.
EMA's national organization plans

will be formulated in New York
Dec. 4, when club date bookers of
other states will join local EMA
members at annual entertainment
and dance at Capitol hotel, N. Y,
Business meeting will be held at
Taft hotel in afternoon and social
In evening at the Capitol. Reps
from Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Chi-
cago and Baltimore will attAid
Also lilcely that St. Louis, Cleveland,
Cincinnati and Detroit bookers will
attend to discuss licensing, salary and
kindred problems.

Banks West with Second

Gracie Fields Fox Pic

Monty Banks, 20th-Fox British

producer, has brought back with him
a print of the second Gracie, Fields
production, 'Smiling Along.' Pro-
ducer left immediately for the Coast
to confer with Darryl F. Zanuck on
sales .Angles for the Fields picture.

Banks states that 20th-Fdx iplans

to produce in France, but would not
disclose any details. No confirmation
of production activity in .France
could be obtained at the home of-

fice.

lOG CASA SHOW

DOING 406

AWEEK

HOP FROM HOLLYWOOD

lee Follies' Jamps id Cleveland for

Initial Date

Billy Rose hopes to keep the cur-

rent bill at Casa Manana, New York,
for six weeks. It's his most expen-
sive alignment of acts, headlined by
Lou Holtz, Veloz and Yolanda, Benny
Fields and others.

Rose has been grossing around
$40,000 with the new bill.

His Diamond Horseshoe In the

basement of the Paramount hotel,

N. Y., will be a takeoff on the Met-
ropolitan Opera House's famed d.h.,

with boxes lining the room and the

entertainment taking place on a
stage above the bar. In that re-

spect it's patterned after the Fron-
tier Palace idea at the Ft. Worth
expo two years ago.

William Morris agency, latest en-

try in band booking field, signed the

Horseshoe this week as its exclusive

band booker, and will open the spot

with Noble Sissle's orchestra Nov. 25.

Office also took over management
of Jack Denny and

,
Vincent Lopez

this week from Music Corp. of

America and will book Denny into

Loew's State, N. Y., week of Nov. 24.

Gives office 19 bands now since

starting this fall.

Bros. Map Defense In

Slaying of Ga. Qeric

Atlanta, Nov. 15.

Henry J. and W. H. Cofer, cafe

operators on St. Simons Island,

coastal resort, have retained Wil-

liam Schley Howard, of here, one of

soiith's most widely known criminal

lawyers, to represent them when
they go on trial in Brunswick, Ga.,

the second week in January for the

murder of Dr. Charles H. Lee, cru-

sading Episcopal minister.

Henry J. Cofer is owner of Golden
Isle Hotel and Casino and other

property on St. Simons Island, and

his brother is proprietor of a liquor

store. Pair stand accused of hiring

two Negroes to slay Dr. Lee, rector

of historic Christ church, because of

71-year-old cleric's outspoken attacks

on vice conditions on island.

Dr. Lee was slain by an assassin's

bullet the night of Feb. 5 as he sat

at his desk preparing a sermon in

church rectory. His Slaying and sub-

sequent arrest of four suspects re-

. suited in mass meeting of 150 resi-

dents of St. Simons Island and nam-
ing of committee of 12 to probe and
report on gambling and crime con

ditions at Georgia coastal resort

EMA Picks Bernard

Dick Foran to Play 1 Wk.
In Vaude; Pic Cancels 2
Dick Foran goes into the Earle,

Philadelphia, Friday (18) to play one
week of the three originally set for
him. Cowboy star was down for
Stanley, Pittsburgh, Nov, 25 and
Strand, Brooklyn, Dec, 2.

Picture commitment forced Foran
^to cancel latter two dates.

Philadelphia, Nov. 15.

Election by the Entertainment
Managers' Assn., booker group here,

resulted in re-election of Florence
Bernard to the presidency.

Roy Cross was elected v.p.; Made
line Wood, secretary, and James
Smith, treasurer. New members of

the board of directors are Joseph
Hughes, chairman; Tony Phillips and
Jay Raymond,

Cleveland, Nov. 15.

'Ice Follies of 1939/ new edition of

Johnson & Shipstad spectacles, broke

the ice for its cross-country tour at

Al Sutphin's Arena Monday (14) for
an eight-day break-in date.

Unit of 60 jumped here «directly

from Hollywood, where .they finished
filming scenes for Joan Crawford's
last Metro pic bearing the same title,.

Bess Ehrhardt, Frances Claudet and
Evelyn Chandler, each of whom
carried their own'independent shows
last season, are teamed as musical
revue's ace -figure-skaters. Besides
Heine Brock, Harris Le^g, liaVerne
Busher, Oscar Johnson, Ray and Ed-
die Shipstad, company features bal-

let of 24 skating gals and 25 acts.

Gae Foster from Roxy theatre.

New York, and Ernie Kratziriger

handling the music are two of the
co-directors expected here for the

preem. It's the first ice extrava-
ganza of the season for the.9,500-seat

arena^ which i^ putting a $2.35 top
on it. Last semester Sonja Hehie
drew a record $65,000 into spot man-
aged by Sutphin, who also is top-

man of Cleveland Barons', hockey
team.

Itinerary not yet settled by Ed-
ward Mahlke, booker and one of the

partners, but it is pretty definite that

'Ice Follies' will go to Chicago
Coliseum for its second date. Tour
Is being arranged to capitalize on
publicity. • given to troupe in Joan
Crawford's soon to be released film.

Qm. Talent Scarcity, Niteries

Paying Heavily for Ex-Burlesk

Strippers; ChiWm Nndie Stuff

Girl Maestro's ftaoce

Slain in Gambling Ror,

Ga. Cafe Operator Killed

Oklahoma City, Nov. 15.

Charles Floyd Clark, 32, of Gold-

smith, Tex., fiance of Beatrice Lowry,

leader of an all-girl orchestra at the

Silver Dollar nitery here, was
stabbed to death on the floor of the

nitery by five youths now held in

the county jail.

Fight resulted from charges that

Clairk's assailants were cheating in a

crap game. Orchestra continued to

play to drown out screams of per-

sons near the scene of the incident

and a majority of the .patrons knew
nothing of the death until it broke in

the papers.

Cafe Op Killed

Gainesville, Ga., Nov. 15.

Pete Anderson, 30, wias shot to

death last week and Pete Ivester,

23, was jailed following shooting In

cafe of Levis Gibbs, outside city

limits.

Ivester surrendered to Shtirill

Arthur Bell following shooting,

claiming self defense. Witnesses said

Anderson, operator \)f a small cafe

near scene of shooting, threatened
Ivester with a knife when latter

whipped out a pistol.

Powell's Spedal Music

For Richman's €afe Show
Teddy Powell wrote the special

material for Harry Richman's new
nitery, called the .Road to Mlaiulalay,

an East Indian motif opening in the
Delmonico Hotel, New York, early
next month.
Songsmith flew to Chicago l£ist

week to talk to Richmah concern-
ing the music- Deal set by George.
Woods.

ULTIMATUM TO

BY AFA

Chicago, Nov. 15.

First action here against hotel

spots in the current organizational

campaign by the American Federa^..^

tion of Actors is due to be directed'

against the College Inn of the Hotel

Sherman, -AFA will declare the Col-

lege Inn unfair 'as of. Nov. 25 unless

the nitery signatures an AFA agree-

ment.

Two more nortWside rooms,

Harry's New York Cabaret and the

Club Alabam, signed last weekv

Agreeihents were negotiated by
.
Guy

Magley, AFA representative here.

New York Cabaret signatured after

a couple of days of picketing.

AFA has signatured mutual co-

operation agreements with the traders

council here, delivery and tradet--

workers unions supplying nite clubs'

locally all aiding in the drive.

With practically all the important
independent niteries now signatured,

AFA is now turning more towards
the hotel dine-and-dance rooms for
similar agreements. Now considerod
Ukely that the hotels will ttiake

deals with the AFA before the holi-

day season 'gets ^mder^yay siiace, they
seek no union 'trouble during their
best money-making period,

Vaude and nitery agents around
town ha've indicated their 100%
.reiadiness to signature, an exclusiv*^
deal with the AFA and to handle
only acts that are metnbers of the
union.

JinERBUG HYPO ffiEA

FAST PETERING OUT

LaFayette and LaVerne headlining

current show at Club Continental,

Hotel Jefferson, St. Louis. Tony di

Pardo's orch on dais.

Philadelphia, Nov. 15.

Jitterbug terp contests, going
great guns here a couple .weeks ago,
have all but petered out how. War-
ner Bros.' first six-week contest
worked like a charm at the b.o. and
indies scrambled to take up the idea.
Immediately following success of the
first contest, WB started a second.
It's pretty much a floparoo, how-
ever, as the idea has been over-
worked by now because -the num-
ber of possible entrants is so limr
ited. It winds up next week and
there will be no more so far as WB
is concerned.
Kernan and Ingram, winners of

the first contest, who got a week
at the Earle, are now being booked
by Harry Biben. They appeared at
the Lyric, AUentowri, last weekend.

PhUIy Deb Anne Francine

Wins Contest, Warbler Job
Philadelphia, Nov. 15.

Anne Francine •won the chirping
contest for debs only at Coq Rouge;
class New York nitery, last week.
She opens at the spot tonight (Tues-
day) for a four-week stay, with op-
tions. Judges were Dean Cornwall,
Bradshaw Crandall, Arthur William
Brown, Wallace Ford and Glenda
Farrell,

Miss Francine was a Philadelphia

deb of two seasons ago.

APBiaUE FOE THE STATES
Cape Town, Oct. 27.

Afrique, Impersonator, who re-

cently toured South Africa with
African Consolidated Theatres Jubi-
leen variety show, has sailed for

England, to carry out contracts there,

Set for the States end o! next
March.

Cleveland, Nov. 15.

Talent is so scarce here that town's

bookers are biecoVning stage-door

johnnies at the Roxy, George
Young's burlesk house, trying to

high-.pressure strippers and shakers

into locial nitery dates.

Until Young recently gave strict

orders to bounce them out on their

ears, the flesh-peddlers were boldly

crashing backstage to put the bee

on , acts. After the taboo they re-

vived the ancient (but new to Cleve-

land) institution of curbstone agen-

cies in the alley behind theatre. Now
a hurley performer can't amble out

for a snack without being poimced

upon by,;ii|^WQ or three agents, who
give them., ear-burriihg spiels about
high salaries the talent-Starved nite-

ries pay for nuders.

High-pressure stuff and induce-

ments are so attractive that Roxy i»

losing teasers and other, acts weekly
to* outlying cafes. Majority of hip-

wrigglers who got about $35 per

week for a hurley stirlp are being sold

to nitery owners here for .$75 and
up, Latter ar<e getting wise lately,

with kick-backs that provide laughs

for the rialto wiseacres.

Harry Winezimttier, backer of

high-tariffed Avalon Club, burned
the loudest a fortnight ago when
tiustomer recognized' his 'latest

Broadway importation' as being a
stripper straight from George
Young's local stables. 'My joint's too

classy for Roxy twists, and I won't
have *em,' he yipped at a bdoker.

But shortage of acte apparently
changed . his mind. Needing a
Thanksgiving attraction,. Winezim-
mer is top-billing Florenza, flame-
dancer, and paying triple what she
got last week at the Roxy.
Although other niteries aire trying

id keep bars up. against the local

burley peelers, agents are still get-

ting'them in by hook and crook. Two
holdouts are Freddie Meyers and
Fred Moreili, whose cafes speciialize

in flashy leg shows. Both chase all

over the midwest rounding up their

own acts but they still get burnt
occasionally. Meyers blew back from
Windy City, confident that his new
$125-per-we6fc bareskln dancer was
a graduate of International Casino

(Continued' on page 43)

NIHRYk flit 0) FLINT

Flint; Mich., Uov. 15.

Nitery biz received a jolt here in
last week's state elections when vot-
ers defeated a proposal to permit
sale of liquor by the.^ss in Flint.

Under present city ordinance, only
beer and wine can be ^Id by the
drink. Liquor-by-glass proponents
believe hard lixjuor sales would in^
crease nitery biz considerably and
thereby would permit inclusion of
several topnotch fioor Shows.

.V.VAV.V.V.V.V.V.V.V..-;
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Club Bookers Typed as 'Employers/

Ins., Soc. Sec. Tax BluesBringing

Abany, Nov. 15.

Designated as an employer rather

than ?in agency by the New York
State Departnwftit o£ Labor, and the

first club entertainment booking

office so named, the Apollo Enter-

tainment Bureau has protested the

classification. Office was notified last

week and given number 79-71149,

which makes it responsible for un-

employment Insurance. Likely that

social security and compensation In-

surance taxes will follow If decision

is sustained.

Club date bookers regard them-

selves as bureaus and outside, the

licensing classification of agencies

and do not want to be saddled with

other responsibilities.

Interest of the Department of

Labor in field was first indicated

about a month ago. Slow checkup

on employers and employees, was'

regarded as means of establishing

status of agents, who had used nu-

merous dodges to escape that classi-

fication to avoid licensing and con-

sequent fee limitations. Hotels,

niteries, radio stations and bands
were first hit. Bureaus pay acts pay-

roll salaries, pocketing difference

on show costs. Agents and bookers

collect a commission;
Ruling means that bureaus ° must

take 3% of monies paid acts out of

their own kicks for Unemployment
Insurance. Social Security would
mean additional graduating taxes,

necessitating bookkeeping headaches,

etc. iVs being protested on grounds
of who can determine when and if a

club act is out of work. What with
layoffs and irregularity of dates, acts

could never collect from govern-

mental agencies and hence neither

lookers nor acts can be listel imder
general classifications of law. Pre-

sents too many complications, is

jeef.

STATE-LAKE. CHI, KEEPS

VAUDE DESPITE OP SPLIT

Chicago, Nov. 15.

Though Jones, Linick & Schaefer
quitting operation of the State-

Lake, which will be taken over by
3alaban & Katz, the house will re-

tain vaudeville.

With J. L. & S. moving as exclu-

sive operator of the Oriental on
Friday (18), the State-Lpke will be
closed by B. & K. with the house to

undergo extensive remodeling. Will
reopen Christmas Day.
Both had a joint operating deal

for the State-Lake, but dissolved it

ast week.

WILLIE and EUGENE

HOWARD
''Hollywood Hotel" Revue

TOUBINO

Fuller Circuit, Australia

P«r. Address

WM. MORRIS AGENCY
NEW YORK

JACK and JUNE

BLAIR
On Tour Fuller Circuit. AufttraUs-

with

''Hollywood Hotel? Revue

'HOME OF SWING MUSIC
IN CHICAGO"

DEUCES
421 N. STATE

TWO NIGHT CLUBS

IN phuly to open

Philadelphia, Nov. 15.

Philadelphia's 21 Club, which shut

down two weeks ago under the

stress of punk biz, will be reopened
Friday (18) by Herble Frank, lor?

mer operator ot Herb's 1412 Club,

now in bankruptcy.
Tag will be changed. Last oper-

ator was Mrs. Fay Tickenor.

The .Tam Session' was opened
here last week by two musicians.

It's modeled alter the Onyx Club,

New York, aiming to become a mu-
sicians' hangout and leaturing music
ol the impromptu swing variety.

Operators are Nate Segall and
Billy Krechmer, lormer .saxer with
the Earle theatre orchestra.

Sands Joins Mills
Hal Sands, producer and booker,

has joined Mills Artists, New York,
with which he will specialize in

hotel and nitery productions, a new
venture lor the office.

Sands has specialized in booking
talent to South America a field

which Mills will try to invade.

Saranac Lad^e
By HAPPY BENWAT

Manuel Enriquez, lormerly with
Dave Apollon, in Irom New York, as

a newcomer at the Rogers. Ditto lor

Mrs. Pat Mintner, 61 Gettysburg, Pa.
Both under observation.

iriell Guillory and Mike Cojohn
have joined the pneumo-thorax
gang and are doing well.
Chris Hagedom has invented a

gac^et that will prevent one from
slipping in the bathtub.
Harold (Will Rogers) Rodner In

and out lor that monthly Ibok-see

at his patients. Pleased with the
progress ol many.
Emma O'Neil, Doris Andrews,

Helen Morissey, Dolly Davidson,
Sam .Putnum. ^nd Henneth Llndloff
have left the infirmary and are up
lor mild, exefdise,-

Carlcen Knight, who mastered
several operations under Dr. Wood'
ruff, up and aroimd.

Herbeirt Elder, who got a return
date here, up and downtown to get
his molars regulated.
Hap Wardr Jr., Is one year older.

For a birthday gift he received skiis.

The Rev. Father Blais, actors'

chaplain here, paid tribute to this

Colony in his Armistice Day address
at the local town halL Over 600
vets attended. Mayor Thomas Ward-
also was thete^
Write to those wbo are lU.

New Orleans, Nov. 15.

The Golden Pumpkin, suburban
spot closed for several months, was
reopened here Saturday (12) under
new name, the Club Belvedere.

Al Nichols' band being leatxired

along with local talent. Nitery, re-

modeled and redecorated, was greet-

ed by packed house opening night.

Nitery Reviews

JOE E. LEWIS' H.O., PHULY
Philadelphia, Nov. 15.

Joe E. Lewis is being held over
by Jack Lynch while the rest ol the
show at the Walton Rool shilts to-
morrow (Wednesday).
Coming in are Josephine Huston,

Digitanos, local dance duo, and Tip,
Tap and Toe.

• 15 YEARS AGO*
(From Vakvety and Clipper)

Cecelia Loltus and. Fritz! Schefl
shared the honors at the N. Y. Pal-
ace. Miss Loftus got a big recep-
tion and 10 floral pieces at the open**

ing mat with seven at the evening
show. Did a bit with Norah Bayes
coming out ol the audience to sing
a song which she mimicked per-
fectly. Frank Crumit also scored a
hit.

Alhambra (N. Y.) having an
18th anniversary. Van aad Schenck
topping with Powers' elephants and
Harry Green helping along.

Alleen Stanley playing the Loew
time because she got $200 more than
Keith offered.

Bobby Henshaw, just back from
England, was one ol the toppers at

the 86th St., N, Y. Had to speech
off.

Eddie Leonard wowing 'em in Bos-
ton. Keith's a sellout and nothing
he did could be wrong. Rest ol the
show was pretty tart, but he carried

it along.

Theodore Roberts at the Palace,

Chi, doing a 26-minute sketch and
making a six-minute speech. Mon-
roe and Mack and Senator Ford sup-
plied the comedy, with Pearl Regay
in lor the s. a.

HELD OVER
Third Week

ARREN and
BRODERICK
STRAND, NEW YORK

Direction

MILES BVGALLS-MARK LEDDY
Europe-^FOSTER AGENCY

Belle Baker sang eight songs , at
the State-Lake, Chi, and at the show
regarded as the toughest ol the
week.

Lillian Burkhart doing a dope
sketch in Los Angeles. Followed
with a brief spiel' against narcotics.

Hotel Rooievelt, N. Y.
Guy Lombardo is back at the

Roosevelt, and lor a long, consecu-
tive engagement, so it means the grill

is in lor a bullish gross. Opening last

week, the Lombardos remain until

May 1.

As a band attraction Lombardo
has been too staple to require much
comment other than the ^significant
commentary that swingo br salon,

there's unquestionably a market lor

the sweet style of dansapation. An
hour or so in .the Roosevelt grill,

studying the type patronage, should
bci valuable to . showmen, whether
theatre, cafe, dance promoters, radio
or other branch ol the biz, since it

makes them awdre thsit they still like

to hear the basic melodies.
The crowd is just as young and

effervescent as that which the out-ol-

thls-world bandmen attract, but; also,

there's a modicum ol more conserva-
tive patronage, and that means a
higher per capita spending quotient.

Tbat's no small element when dicker-
ing with the dance crowd. It's one
thing to get 'em in droves at the
small minimuihs; it's something else

again to pull 'em when there's a good
average ol better spending people to
be had. It makes plenty difference.
Lombardo i& otherwise the same.

That goes lor brother Carnien's
tremolo tenorlng, which some ol the
other bandmen have mildly lam-
pooned on occasion. But that's as
trademarky with Carmen as top
tenor solos are with Morton Downey
or those low notes with Benny Fields
and Blng Crosby.
The Lonibardos know their audi-

ences and their dance tastes, and
very successfully mix up the sweet
with the sweet-hot as the sessions
shift Nothing else here, just the
band, but biz has been terrific from
the barrier. The Roosevelt, how-
ever missed a little ballyhoo oppor-
tunity by gumshoeing Roger Prydr's
band, just preceding, when the hos-
telry seemingly had an opportunity
to exploit a maestro with a ready-
made Hollywood buildup. Abel.

MAISONETTE RUSSE
(HOTEL ST. REGIS, N. T.)

Eva Ortega, Gedda Petry, lasha
Nazarenko, Boris Belostozky, Michel
Grehen, Serge Abagoff, Mathey's
Tziganes, Billy Hicks hand (6),

The Hotel St. Regis' swanky Mai
sonette . Russe this season is a curl
ous ntedley, but somehow it blends
well and shapes up into appropriate-
ly chi-chi divertissement, although,
on paper* it looks like a bit of clam-
bake. Picture this setup: Billy Hicks
and his Sizzling Six (the St. Regis'
copy-writers call 'em Nubian synco-
pators, which is $4 talk for a colored
swing combo); a JPranco-Russ^ diver'
tissement captioned Le Bouffe Pari
sien, against an '

- imperialistic St.

Petersburg background of the 1880s;
a tzigane orchestra to accompany
that; a new 'Palais Glide' dance step,
which is ol British origin—and aU
this set in a Russian maisonette.

It's variety to say. the least, but,
because ol its Continental flavor; it's

a cosmopolitan blend that's highly
palatable. Eva Ortega, personality
songstress, and lasha Nazarenko,
holdover irom previous seasons, are
the leading pair, along with Geddia
Petry, Boris Belostozky, Michel Gre-
ben and Serge Abagoff.
Prince Serge Obolerisky, who pre-

sides over the Hotel St. Regis' enter-
tainments> last summer was among
the first to bring back Irom London
the Lambeth Walk. Coincidentally, he
also saw the older Palais Glide being
done, or being attempted, in the
smart London west end niteries and
'bottle clubs.* The Paldis is a more
dllficult routine and will not ap-

HoUywood producers planning to
get out ol old locations to cheaper
and more convenient sites lurther
out of town. Fox and Christie led
the march.

proach the Lambeth lor quick appeal
but it's good showmanship, and, since
the cafe society bunch that patron-
izes boites ol this nature likes this
sort ol iQl-de-rol, it's proving a good
stunt lor the Maisonette.

The. topper, however, is the man-
ner in which they're hoofing to the
swing sextet. The Harlem combo, in
gay Cossack costumes, something to
behold, but that doesn't impair its
tempo. Whether or not the lormer
seasons' Cornelius Codolban, with his
sweeter combo, might be deemed a-
better fit In this spot, the dance floor
has never been as crowded as now
Mathey's tzigane combo is the al-
ternate. Abel,

606, CHICAGO

BM. « . . CMcaoo, Nov. 12.
Billy Carr. Line (4). Renet Villon,

Joel and Annette, MaHoii Miller,
Ethel Brown, Carmen, Mary Jane
Broion, Jeaiie Rosella, Louis Corn-
wall, Vilma Joszy, Dolly Sterling,
Anne O'Connor, Ruhy Bennett, Betty
and Lawrence Cook, Collette, Tri-
poli Trio, Sol Lake Orch.

One ol the most unique spots In
the midwest, the 606, continues to be
a territory lave and a great source
ol amazement to rival operators.
With more talent and acts than sev-
eral niteries combined, It operates
consistently to profit.

Spot serves only liquor. Will
serve lood only at the insistence ol
a customer, ana then must send out-
side lor it. Delivers a 120-mInute
show, with only a 30-mlnute interval.

Acts lollow one another so quickly
that it seems as 11 they're being
turned out by a machine. And there
appears to be no end to 'em. Also,
the quall^ Is conslstentiv good.
Primarily femme strippers and

dancers, with an occasional lemma
(CJontinued on page 44)

FRANK PARIS
AND His MARIONETTES

PARADISE CAFE
NEW YORK

BzoIailTc llaiiar«ment

SHERWOOD & MATHEWS
Dlreotlont INGAIXS ft AATIBS

MOUNT ROYAL

LONDON
That's AU

GENE SHBLDON and
LOBBXTA nSCHBB

«• , Dresiad"by-'."-'

SIDNEY FISHER
75/77i Shafteibury Avenue

PICCADILLY, LONDON, ENG.

Best Co0ee in England

QUAUTY INN
Lelcaster Square

LONDON, WEST-END

Internal revenue officials getting
ready to move In on the exhibs. Too
much stalling on the ticket tax.
Went lor income tax returns, too.
Some exhibs chiseled as much as
75%, but part ol that went lor fix-
ing.

The 11 B'way picture houses
grosses $216,360 the previous week.

Lee Tracy, then legit, fined $10
in Buffalo lor Intoxication and
creating a disturbance.

MINOR and HOOT
Efl BnUlTan, X. T. DaUr N«wi, Bays—"Jnat for tho reoordst Kew York's
DOW danoo oraso wai brought back from Sooth America l«tt Mar by Minor
and lioot ... from thla oolnmn ot May 16: "Minor and Boot retnmlnr from
Brazil with their new dance, the Samba."

ANNOUNCEMENTSAMMY —
Whose recent work in Chicago has made him well known to Artists,

Club Owners and.Managers alike, is now associated with

WILL WEBER PRODUCTIONS
iseo Broadway j;o8 No. Wabash Ave.New York, N. T. CbloasD, lU.

BACK
AGAIN LOU BREESE AND HIS

ORCHESTRA
Now CHEZ PAREE, Chicago

My Sincere TIkiiiIqi to JOEY JACOBSON and MIKE FBITZEL Broadcasting Nightly, 10:30-11:00 P. M., NBC Network
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John Boles Opens Senator Theatre

Vaude, Pittsburgh, on Tryout Basis

Pittsburgh, Nov. 15.

Pittsburgh gets another flesh spot
Thauksgiving Day (24) when Harris
Amus. Co. launches 1,800-seat

Senator, formerly Loew's Aldine.
Opening will be John Boles in per-
son, with 'Service De Luxe' on
Ecreen. Boles will comprise entire

Inaugural show, with band in pit.

"Whether Senator will continue
yaudfllm as a permanent policy
hasn't been decided, yet. Understood
everything depends on outcome of
present negotiations with musician
and stagehand unions. According to

Harrises, if satisfactory deal can be
worked out, flesh wiU go along
week-to-week. Otherwise, stage
chows will come in only occasionally.

Harrises ilirorked similar plan at
their other downtown first-run

house, Alvin, following its opening
four years ago, but eliminated flesh

altogether in 1936 and has since
stuck to straight flbnis. Figured
locally that since Senator will get
second pick of product on Harris
film allotment, flesh will likely be
more frequent there.

Senator, in its Loew hey-day more
than a decade ago, under Louis K.
Sidney's management, was biggest
money-maker in town, but fell on
lean days after de luxe Stanley and
Pehn also opened with ftesh.tand for
the. last five years has been closed.

At present, Stanley is only other
spot in town with presentations,
Penn also haying gone to straight
pictures.

Ken Hoel, combo manager and
p.a. for Harrises, who substitutes for
George Tyson every summer as
chain's publicity director, will pilot
the Senator.

Colored Vaude for Phllly
Philadelphia,' Npv. 15.

Two flesh houses will reopen here
shortly. Both will use colored
vaude and whatever pictures are
available. The Lincoln, operated by
"V^ax brothers, will light on Thanks-
giving Day. Harry Slatko wiU man-
age it
Nixon's Grand Is definitely set to

ROBINSON TWINS

ROSE BOWL
CHICAGO

open Christmas Day but may un-
shutter before then if shows can be
set. Sam Stiefel is booking but
who's operating is still being kept
under cover. Stiefel, Eddie Sher>-
man and Sid Stanley, who operate
Fays here, are reported .as partners
in the house with Izzy. Rappaport,
of the Hippodrome, Baltimore. All
deny the deal, however.
Both the Lincoln and Grand have

been opened and closed intermit-
tently during the past few years.
Neither has operated profitably, es-
pecially when they have iieen open
at once, due to competition, for lim-
ited colored name acts.

Another Try on Coast
Los Angeles, Nov. 15.

Sunday night vaude returns to the
Wilshire-EbeU theatre (20), spon-
sored by Harry Lash and Jack Barr.
On the opening bill are: Jan Ru-

bini's orchestra, Johnson and Deal,

Linn Mayberry, Morro and Yaca-
nelli, 16 Ballateers, Fritz and Jean
Hubert, Sammy White, Six DanwUls
and Ben Blue and Co.

Blacaman, Italian Beast

Hypnotizery OKd by U. S.

Los Angeles, Nov. 15.

Blacaman, hypnotic animal trainer
from Italy, Obtained a modification
of his immigration permit, allowing
him to accept theatrical engagements
in the U. S. Original permit rj-.

stricted his work to the Hagenbeck-
Wallace circus, which folded in mid-
summer.
Blacaman's bond had been ordered

forfeited by the Immigration offi-

cials, but the forfeiture was set aside

through the efforts of the National
Surety Co. His Immigration permit
runs imtil Dec. 18.

Acts Sail for Aussie

Los Angeles, Nov. 15.

Troupe of seven vaude acts, booked
by Sam Kramer, sailed for Mel-
bourne to open a tour of the Tivoli

circuit in Australia. Acts are:

Adriana Caselotti (Voice of 'Snow
White'), Large and Morgener,. Sylvia

and Clement, Nelson and Knight,
George Downey^ Helen Honan and
Simpson's Marionettes.

RICHARD

"RED" SKELTON
SECOND WEEK

ROXY, NEW YORK
Manager

TOM KENNEDY
Writer

EDNA STILLWELL

FAMOUS FOR SHOW
MIKE FRITZEL and JOE JACOBSON'S

CHEZ PAREE
eiO FAntlBAMKS COmX Delaware S434 CHICAGO

AMERICA'S SMARTEST THEATRE RESTAURANT

Basic Switches NX;
Opens at Par Nov, 30

Originally scheduled to go Into

the Strand, New Yorlc, week Dec. 9,

Count Basie's orchestra has switched

to the opposition Paramount. Crew
opens at the latter Nov. -30 for one
weelc.

Basie bowed out of the Famous
Door (N. Y.) nitery, where he
had been for the past few. months,
Saturday (12). First night out it

brolce the colored band record at
the Savoy Ballroom, N. Y., pulling
2,870. Jimmie Lunceford's orches-
tra held the mark previously.

LOEfS, BAITO.

IN TOOTER OK;

PAY DP

Loew's Century, Baltimore, Will

continue its musical presentation

policy. Contracts were signed last

week with union for 30 men to con-

tinue in the pit, augmented by

couple of musical acts.

House started policy on trial basis

10 weeks ago. New setup starts of-

ficially tomorrow (Thursday) with
10 men dropped from 40 who had
been employed during the experi-
ment. Pay is said to have- been
increased to $45 per man for haU-
hour vaude. Salaries during the 10-

week period had been $35 for 20-

minute musical shows.'

Apollon's Loss in Folded N. Y. Cafe

Set at $22,000; Bates' New Backers

Nitery Placements

Kay Marlow "opened "at Phil Selz-
nick's, Los Angeles.
Jack Waldron at Slapsy Maxie

Rosenbloom's, Hollywood, replacing
Archie Bobbins as m. c.

Dardanella clubl Hollywood, got
under way with Joe Frisco, Holly
arid Lee, Genevieve Tighe and Bud
Hyde as m. c.

Cleve. Talent

(Continued from page 41)

in New York. Discovered too late

that she had played at George
Young's Roxy only three weeks be
fore.

Chi Wants Real Acts
Chicago, Nov. 15.

Cliicago, the No. 2 city in America,
employs approximately 30 vaude acts

a week, but the nite c^bs in Chicago
l}Ook nearly 300 acts each week, and
Detroit more than 100 acts weekly.
Great change has taken place in

the nite club picture during the past

few months, a change which has
given the standard vaude act a great

break. This is the sudden shy-away
of niteries from femme strippers.

Customers have gone cold on the

femme xmdressers, having found out,

at long last, that the strippers have
peeled down as far as they can go.

With the result the niteries are

turning to former vaude bookers and
agents for their talent instead of

dealing with the exclusive cafe agen-
cies which haven't the knowledge or
contacts with variety acts necessary
for the successful booking of the

new nitery talent demands.
In Chicago, as a typical instance,

the bookings range from big-time to

small-time just as it was rated in

the vaude days, with the acts break-
ing in on the small nabe nitery cir-

cuit and working towards a date in

the Empire Room, the Chez Paree,
College Inn, etc., for the top spot in

the nocturne route.

Recapitulating his losses in the
short-lived Club Casanova, New
York, Dave Apollon and Bernard
Burke,, his manager, figure that the
bandman-comedian is out some $22,-

000, and not quite $30,000, which was
first thought to be his loss. Further-
more, Apollon was made an involun-
tary investor with Nick Bates in the
Casanova, nee Merry-Go-Round, al-

though technically coming into the
spot as an employee at $2,750 a week.

When Bates needed around $8,500
to help defray the redecoration costs,

Apollon advanced that, and Bates
was supposed to pay him back at the
rate of $250 a week. So Apollon's
weekly check was to have been
$3,000.

While some $8,800 ,was taken in the
first week, Apollon is out four weeks'
salary, at $2,75Q, for which, -incident-

ally, a $3,000 settlement offer was
made by Bates and some new back-
ers. Burke is accepting this in

Apollon's behalf.

The Merry-Go-Round was former-
ly the House of (Helen) Morgan and
is now being run by Bates, sans en-
t,ertainment, under marshal's super-
vision.

Sherman Billingsley, boniface of
the Stork Club, who had been men-
tioned before in connection with
taking over the. spot as a class sup-
per room, may yet come into the
picture again.
Meantime, Apollon, cured of Jjis

splurge into the nitery field, opens
Dec. 24. in Memphis at the Orpheum,
and is set for Interstate time to fol-

low, with an elaborate imit.

The rest of the money which came
from Apollon included payoffs to
Dario and Diane, Milli Monti and
Senor Wences, the opening bill; a
guarantee on a $1,500 co.d, liquor
bill, Apollon stating he'd okay half
of it, and simdry other disburse-
ments.
A second New York 'class' nitery

casualty within a week was the Cen-
tral Park Casino, which discQntinr
ued operations temporarily last
Wednesday (9) and several .dis^ys

later filed a voluntary petition for
an arrangement of its liabilities. ^A
proposed 10% payoff is being made
by John M. Johnnidis (of the did
Nick Prounis and John combination,
from the Beaux Arts, N. Y.), who

has been president of the operating
company, European Restaurant, Inc.,

151 East 57th street. Spot was the
Salon Royale before it became the
C, P. Casino.

Johnnidis reopened the spot with
Sid Solomon, who directed the now
razed C. P. Casino in the Jimmy
Walker era, and figured Solomon's
presence would give the spot im-
petus, especially with Its famed
name. Biz, however, didn't material-
ize and Johnnidis eased Solomon out
a couple of weeks after the place
opened with a class policy, name
band, etc.

This is a voluntary proceeding xm-
der Chapter 11 of the Chandler Act,
listing $31,567 in liabilities; assets,

$6,724.

5 NABBED IN GA. NITERY

ON LOnERY CHARGES

Lawrenceville, Ga., Nov. 15.

Iliree white ,men and two Negroes
were indicted here . last, week at
special' session of Gwinnet county
grand jury on lottery charges fol-

lowing raid on Morro Castle, night
spot, near Norcross,

Officers seized adding machine and
several lottery books and had to run
down suspects, who fled when cop-
pers approached.

Myles for N. Y. Nitery
Lee Myles' orchestra returns to the

Cocoanut Grove of the Park Cen-
tral hotel, New York, Tuesday (22),
when the nitery brings in a new
show.

Irvinjg Fields, current, preceded by
Myles for a stretch of five months.

St. Begis' New leery
New ice ;^how tomorrow at the

Iridium Room tit the St. Regis.
Hotel, N. Y., features Guy Owen,
figure skater, plus Mary and Mar-
garet Simpson, Dorothy Lewis and
Sam Jarvis.

Charles Baum's orchestra, Inctun^
bent since room's fall reopening;
continues to furnish the dansapa-
tion.

TheJHEATRE of the STARS

BOOKING AGENCY
GENERAL EXECUTIVE OFFICER

LOEW BLDG. ANNEX
160 WEST 46^" ST, NEW YORK

9-7600

J . H . L U B I N
GENERAL MANAGER

SIDNEY H. PIERMONT
BOOKING MANAGER

JUST COMPLETED
SIX MONTHS
COLLEGE INN
SHERMAN HOTEI.

CHICAGO

''Music Masters Please 99

mm. MASTERS
And His ORCHESTRA

Currently CHICAGO, Chicago

SECOND YEAR
"IT CAN BE DONE"
WITH EDGAR A. GUEST
CBS, WED., 9:30-10:00 P,M. CSTv
NOV. 27, FITCH BAND WAGON
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Nitery Reviews

icomplished hoofers, who set the pace
and then hold it through their lour
rapid-flre appearances.
Laughs are plentiful, coming

chiefly from Rose (Cyclone) Mor-
^ „ t^'vJoiw~ Voannn<:ihi(» for much I Ss"* eccentric-looking comedienne

"••^•'i" '^ff""h^ hL.'heS M strictly a.comedy pan and the

me, CHICAGO
(Continued from page 42)

vocalist, form the basis of the show,
with, of course, Bill Carr, who, as

^ir?ne'rirtwo''v2'rs Sd hS bSt I
«ty to use it. Sh6wi first in an

here nearly two years and nas Diuu
[ ^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^j^ ^^^^ Patterson,
heavyweight stepper, and comes
back for some risque lyriclzing at
the mike. Incongruity of her map
with those blue lines makes for a
howling session.

Dorice Bradley, well-figured torso-
shaker, start? weakly vocally, but
finishes strong with some wicked
bumping that the ringsiders «at up^
George Gould, deep-voiced baritone,
an old fave at this spot, still goes
over big, with 'O'l Man River,' and
the like, wilii Pedro and Dolores
coming through with some highly-

one of the strongest, most loyal fol-

lowings in Chicago nite life. Carr
is not only a good handler of crowds
and individuals, but 'can also sell a

song well.
. ^,

Four girls comprise the Margaret
Paber line* no more could fit on this

postage stamp floof. But they make
up for their lack of numbers, t is-

Jng off four routines;
Strippers Carmen, CoHette, Vilma

Joszy, Marion Miller, Renee Villon I

and Ruby Bennett click. Latter has
something approaching a new dis-

*^*^Tn"tti?dfncintf bricade Mary Jane I
specialized, attractive baUroonr terps.

Comwan leans towards acrobatics. I

featured tep^^^

TAPi anil Annette manage with dif- ^'^^ WilUe Wiluams, who ha e their

flSStrto dS al^^ApacKum^^ own niches, also come out on a cou-

S:" Y»Wp.to« Vc^^ hut thev cet pie of occasions to lead the nifty Ime
|m some flash hot-footmg. Steele like-
wise, takes his turn in this depart-

the table-top floor, but they get

over, Betty and Lawrence Cook are

in their fourth month be]:e, but still

°^IL«ilntlv^in*with^tte*tet^ are Restrain his announcements just aARparently_m with tto lease
kit. however: little too enthusiastic

ment and comes through. Should

vocalists Jessie Bosella and Dolly
Sterling, the fottner- a generously-
sized femme -with i>lenty of power
lor ballads and swing. Latter, in

clown makeup, makes Ihe wallpaper
curl with her spec^ lyrics.

Good Comedy and clowning is

handled by Anne O'Connor with her
nifty burlesque of burleycue strip-

ping.- Sol Lake's orchestra does a
yeoman job for "the show and
dansaption. Gold.

BANDBOX, N. Y.

bit, however; little too enthusiastic.
Sherdena Walker's band (she's at

piano, others in outfit are male)
makes hot music for both show end
dancing. Not- exactly high-class
swingsters, but they're commercial.

Cohen.

MAYFAIR, BOSTON

Eddie DeLange Orch, Phit ty'Arcy
\

Quartet, Frances Faye, Elisse Coop-
er. Mike Ross.

Boston, Nov. 12.

Joe Rinea^ Orch, Paul Gordon,
Jitterbug Champions (6), Dorothy
Blaine, Line (8) .

This offering is packed with enter-
tainment and variety during its 30
minutes. Featured act is a new one.
Jitterbug Champions, 6ix ams who
won the recent Boston EveningAnother for swing alley (52d _ ^

street), located next door to Jack [American jitterbug contest at the
Whitens Club 18. White is also op- Bosto" na,.^<»« tk«,„ u-.

erator of the new .Bandbox and is on | flash.

a bicycle between the two, though
confining his zany antics to No, 18;

With both so dose together, the
Bandbox will senT'e ' partly to take
care of White's overflow. The ropes
go up often at his other spot.
Bandbox, seats 150- coimfortably

and; about 175 crowded, but has a

Joe Rines, who's been here before,
set for two weeks, coming to the

spot from the St. Regis Roof, New
>yqrk< His reputation here means
something at the gate. He m.cs
decorously, vocals a few bars of
*Pi?ldle for the Czar* to . introduce
jthe opening line numher» and enters

considerably larger bar 'than the 18. La. Lambeth Walk routine with the
I^cor is simple and modem, with a jUterbug troupe, in addition to di-
hoxed bandstand at the back which, recting his band in its usual good
though confined, adequately takes. fVlPPort of the acts. They play well,
care Of an orchestra of 15 men. too, for' the dancing.
Eddie DeLange, ex with Will Hud- .^Outstanding ..is Paul

. <3ordon,
son, now has his ovttL swing outfit; a cyclist. In full dress, Gordon does
crack crew of 14 me'nand a' soloist, a. somewhat, comic routine-on both
Since putting his orchestra together P>»cycles and unicycles that's not
last spring, he has traveled fast since I

only unique, but well performed
starting on a summer engagement at
the Forest Hills. (Jm I.) Show Bar.
The songwriting-maestra is a per-
sonality at the helm. Furthermore,
in close quarters like this he wisely
varies from softer rhjrthms to very
hot swing. Mike, tlbss, ^umpeteer,
doubles for the vocals.

Dorothy Blaine vocals in husky
voice 'Alexander's Ragtime Band,'
'Ga to My Head' and 'South Amer-
ican Joie.'

.
Latter is her best.

Line liaiS three numbers, Russian,
thumbs and ia 'Pigskin Parade'
finale. All satisfactory and well
executed by the gals, who fill every

Prances Faye, with her za-zu-zazz, tece-and-figure requisite - of a class

ihe atmosphere Is Lenoy avenue and
the -show one ol the rowdiest in

town. It's an all-colored producton,

with a smaU line, staged by Leonard
Harper and, in addition to Its Har-
lem spice, is notable for speed.

The Beachcombers (New Acts)

are an outstanding dance team, top-

ping the talent. Male-female com-
bination does an exciting tropical

Apache thafs possibly the last word
in madness, with girl taking plenty
punishment from her whip-wieldlnff

partner. Latter does an excellent

characterization of a beachcomber.
Lucky Sisters rate as runner-up

in buck and other dancing, plus

acrobatics. The twain works un-
usally hard and spiritedly.

A sepia Ann Pennington is snake
hips Lovely Lane. She works in a

rather darllngly-cut costume and
does satisfactorily.

Balance includes Bilhe Cortez,

swing singer, doing pops as well as

a special, in which she likens herself

to a chair; Blllie Griifin, who does

a talk session set to music, with
Honey Boy Thompson, m.c; John
Bell, -singer who gets over okay and
a young lad Sabu, who's not to be
confused with the Sabu in 'Elephant

Boy* and 'Drums'. He does hard-
shoe dancing of fair calibre. Six

girls in line.
, . .

Frank Newton's orchestra (7) in-

cluding a pianist who's excellent, is

a better dance band than a show
band. Char.

LES AMBASSADEURS
(PARIS)

Paris, Nov. 4.

Eddie Foy Orch., Aldo Compoo-
mor Orch^ Marietta & Rudi, Remy
Ventura, Goyita Herrero uoith Ca'f-

los Montoya, Paolo.

Reopened under a new plan calcu-
lated to catdi the bigger crowds at

lesser prices, spot has also pruned
show'.' In this redecorated surround-
ing It's a good buy. There's also aft-

ernoon tea dancing, with Georges
Carpentier on the receiving end both
afternoons and nights to help the
puU.
Topper is Goyita Herreix>, Spanish

dahcer, who shows some artistry and
showmanship. Two numbers give
arhple chance for her to show she
can produce and she clicks. 'Guitar-
ist Carlos Montoya gets by.
Dance team of Marietta and Rudi

doesn't have too much,on the ball. A
slow waltz shows less .than a rhumba.
Coco, the parrot) presented by Remy
Ventura, catches well here with
songs, imitations of animals, laughs
and tears. Parrot is extremely well
trained and Ventura knows best how
to show its wares. Paolo, juggler,
does the usual With balls and rings
and catches well.
Two orchestras, led by Eddie Foy,

usually thought of as English, but
French, turn out good dancable
musicl He haa a good following in
this country. The other is Campoa
mor's Argentine band. Hugo.

Barlesqae Review

fROCADERO, PHILLY

NEW ACTS
FRANKIE MASTEBS ORCH (15)

With BlarlMi Fnuiols
St MiBs.; r«U
ChtoagOj Chicago
Always a capable handler of audi-

ences through-His long experience as

m.c. In the days whpn stage m.cs
were box-office items, and now with
an orchestra that has a strong coast-

to-coast commercial radio ouildup
and a ballroom and hltery followkig
throughout the territory, Frankie
Masters comes to the Chicago stage,

or any stage, with every advantage;
He is registering powerfully here and
there is no question that he would
do as well anywhere. He knows what
entertainment is all about; and he
has a front gate moniker. It's a sure-
fire combination.
With appearance and footlight per-

sonalis, Masters is a capable audi-
ence-greeter. In addition, he has an
orchestra that is pleasant to listen to

and watch. Smooth and easy musical
style Is a pay-ofl for the better
houses.
Masters handles most of the pop

lyrics himself and acquits himself
creditably on pipes and salesman-
ship. Biand uses a couple of novelty
stunts which make for good enter-
tainment. Soloists are Marion Fran-
cis, with her neat warbling, and Jay
Mathewson, who scores with his
triple-tongue trumpeting.

In all, a band that can play any-
where. Gold.

FIVE DOWUNG GIRLS
Aorobatic
6 Minii.
Strand, Bltlyn
This act is typical of nvmerous that

have been organized of compara-
tively recent date; a group of five
well-appearing young laaies who
specialize in fast tumbling and other
acrobatic wor^ The night clubs are
proving a fairly reliable- market for
this kind of attraction. This one will
do well in that field, as well as in
theatres where a short and fast open-
ing act is desired.

Girls, nicely costumed, open with
tumbling and Eo to hand-to-hand
work, topped- off by some barrel-
rolls, with the wlndup a rope-skip-
ping routine which is being done by
others, also. In the latter trick, with
two girls handling the rope, the
others perform acrobatics, hand-
springs and the like. Char.

(2)

Is the hottest thing this side of Vesu
vius. A vet ol 62d street blstors,
this un-sylph-like purveyor of swing
throws much' effective showmanship
into her work; Performs at the piano
throughout; as usual, stomping holes
in the floor with her feet as she T>er-
lorms.
Adrian RoUini trio openedWednes-

day (9), but. were replaced the next
| Chicooo, Nov, 10.

night by the Phil D'Arcy's three- Earl Hincs' Orch, Howell & Coles
sonw, a good supplementary musical I Dotfic Satendersi Streamlined Sue
outfit to plug the waits; Dusty Fletcher, Son & Sonny,

Elisse Cooper (New Acts), from

nitery line; George Libby has done
a smartly->routined production job.
Altogether, one of the best shows
at this club in months, Foac.

GRAND TERRACE
(CHICAGO)

South Carolina,, is with the DeLange
band. She is an attractive, youthj^l
swing singer with a good style and

Earl Hines' orchestra is the big at-
traction here, not only because of its
continual plugging over a Coast-to

very listenable voice. Miss 'Cooper I Coast wire on NBC, but aiso
'
be-

Js on the air three times weekly for cause it can get the most from
KBC, and a probable comer.
Minimum $2.50, week-ends $3.

Char,

HARLEM CAJSINO

Pittahurgh, Nov. II. , .

Sherdena Walker. Orch (9) „ Dorice swmgopation.
Bradley, George Gould, Rose Mor
gan, Larry. Steele, Fats Patt^sonr
BUhy Knight,. WiUi^ WiUiams, Pedro
& Dolores, Line (3)

For last coupli^ of y^ars Pitts-
burgh's No. 1 spot, Harlem Casino
has reopened under new manage-
ment after seven-month shutdown.
Should have no trotible swmging
b?>ok into the groove. Old practice
of selling liquor until all hours,
while a bijg help in putting club
across, also cost Casino its license.
Present operators are doing their
best to get customers educated to
buving before the deadline^ .

Physical appearance of tiasino
hasn't been changed any; it's still

barnlike, a renovated .theatre with
an elevated platform in the middle
for dancing and floorshow. Larry
Steele, a familiar figure here^ Is back
again producing the all-sepia revue
and also mx.'ing, doing first-rate

job in both.

pop tune
-Hines has always leaned towards

swing, even before the rock-'em
moniker was conceived. Now that
gate music is the mode, Hmes rates
topnotch in the dassificatioh. It's a
15-oiece aggregation that gives out
v^th the best of 'em in colored

Hines not only OS
b.O. here but also in -his. occasional
theatre dates.
Only two acts approach genuine

entertainment On the colored fioor
show. First is Dusty Fletcher, a
semi-hobo comic, with good mate
rial and even better delivery.
Son and Sonny are a standard

dance team recognized in vaudeville
as surefire hoofers.
Howell and Coles miss up on their

fcrossfire .comedy. One sings, the
other dances, too, both passably.
Dottie Saunders sings a straight non
without too much animation, while
Streamlined Sue denends on bar-
reltoUs to nut over her ditties. A ;

one point she lies on the floor and
quivers for no good reason. Gold.

JUNGLE CLUB N. Y.

Honey Boy Thompson, Frank
Neu>ton Orch (7), Lucky Sisters,
Lovey Lane, John Bell, Sabu, BilUe

'intertaipment isnt elaborate, but
|
Co5i«2» T'lc Bcochcombcrs, Blllic

it's fast aDd swlngy. Steele has wise- Griffin, Line (6).

hr cut the talking acts and even the —
vocal sections are kept at a mini- Harlem goes to lower New York

iniun. Best job is done^ by the chorus, east side in the shape of the Jungle

Sght good-looking mulattos, aU ac- I Club, a downstairs emporium where

Phil(idcIpWa, Nov. 11.

'Cherry Blossom Revue' with
Sherry Britton,' Bobby Morris, Pirito

& Delia, Nat Welsh, Paddy Cliff,
Moxte Kadah, June Marshall, Anna
Smith Line (14).

Booked, but no longer operated this
year by Izzy Hirst, the Trocadero is

presenting imlts of principals from
his wheel with a stock line of 14 gals.
'Cherry Blossom Revue' this sesh,
with Bobby Morris leading the comic
division and Sherry Britton ^e peel-
ers, is stronger than most of the re-
cent shows here. Weakness is still in
the line. Biz good when caught.
As for filth, that pretty generally

depends on the principal comics
themselves. Morris, et al., this cur-
rent sesh hasn't the blue stuff, al-
though there are occasional lapses.
Somehow the clean humor of Morris
seems to be just "as funny, if not fun-
nier, than the vile gags often heard
here. As for strippers, line and show-
gals (hardly worthy of that tag),
they're pretty much same as always,
revealing practically, everything re-
vealable.
Morris works with Nat Welsh,

straight, and, of course, there are
plenty of the same gags that have
drawn chuckles, more or less, from
hurley audiences for years, but
there's also a fiock of pretty new
material. One of the best is the box-
ing sequence with Maxie Kadan and
Nat Welsh. Bordering on peace prop-
aganda, and also good, is the 'In the
Army' blackout.
Sherry Britton- is really an eye

filing doffer. Tall, dark and hand
somely shaped, she's got qvite a bit
of class, and is an expert at the grind.
Her pre-peel warbling is ordinary
nasal stuff, but she's enough of a
looker to dick solidly, regardless.
Another looker is June Marshall, a
blonde. Only fairish in the build-up,
however, and clumsy In getting her
clothes off. Anna Smith's specialty
is strictly bump-and-wiggle, and not
so much peeling. Only so-so on ap-
pearance, she*s strong at pushing up
the house temperature.
Vaude is taken care of by Pinto

and Delia, unbilled ballroom hoofers.
P» and P. provide comic music with

THE
.BEACHCOMBERS

Dancing
6 Mlns.
JuDsle Clnb, N. T.
This is an unusually spectacular

act doing a very rough, but effective
tropical Apache, in which the man
wields a whip without seemingly
pulling his punches and manhandles
his partner in a fashion that is al-
most scaring. The girl is taking pun-
ishment that shoidd leave her very
limp after eadi performance.
Thought behind the dance routine

is that of a' beachcomber going mad
over his Polynesian girl friend
^through aroushig of baser instincts
and finally a mild form of insanity
sets in, which makes him kill her.
Skillful acrobatics figure.
Man does an excellent characteri-

zation OS a rotter who temporarily
suffers a crazed mind. Char.

5 SMART GIBLS
Acrobatic
6 BCtais.

Stanley, Pittsburgh
Latest vaude trend has the femmes

going in heavily for the comedy
knockabout stuff, so long the exclu'
sive property of OK>oslte sex—Three
Sailors, Diamond Bros., etc; Three
Smart Girls are new additions to the
growing roster and are right up there
with the best ol then.i too. Young,
hard working and are easy enough on
the eye for performers who have no
compunction about making them-
selves look physically ludicrous.
Gals start out as a conventional

dance trio, the usual beginning for
turns of this type; then they 'acci-
dentally' bump into each other, and
the mayhem gets under way. Sitting-
down exercises are pretty vigorous,
and threesome takes some hard
knocks in free-for-all. Wind up doing
a slow-motion jumble of legs. They're
all good muggers and get plenty of
laughs in their closer. Should finale,
however, with something, a bit more
on the active side. Cohen.

JOHNNY MORGAN
Comedy, Songs
'23 nUns.
Boulevard Tavern, Elmhurst, L. I.

Johnny Morgan is playing his
fourth date and l,OCOth performance
at this nitery. Alternating from
drollery to slapstick, Morgan has a
keen sense of timing and some ex-
cellent material, including an im-
personation of Stokowski conducting
the Philadelphia ^mphony.
Another bit of fine hoking is his

pantoinime of a ride on the subway,
during which he is pushed arovmd
while other passengers read his
newspaper. He- has an Ingratiating
smile and delivery and m.c's a long
show adroitly. Several parodies on
pop tunes also click strongly. Gilb.

CONKLIN and THOMAS (2)
Dancing
Eight Mliu.*, One
Loew'8 State, N. Y.
Though another team of jitterbugs,

pair rate attention, for their dressi-
ness and polish. Extremely good-
looking mixed duo are dressed to
perfection in Bond street version ol
sharpie rigging.
Deliver only two routines, which

are pretty much the same type of
shag dancing. It's the fiawlessness
of their performance that makes 'em
rate. Use slide-shag method for
added smoothness. When cau^t
they worked a comic bit of biz with
Milton Berle, talking, dancinj; and
demonstrating some versatility. Okay
for niteries as well as theatres.

Hurl.

SHAiS CHAMPS
Billy. A Irene liazzerl. Sis Knapp &
Sonny Barone

Jitterbnrr Bkmtlne
5 Hins.
Fox Tower, K. C.
Double team of teen-agers were

tying winners of jitterbug contest at
New York State Fair several weeks
ago. Following that they played a
week with the Rudy Vallee unit in
Buffalo and are' currently with Hal
Kemp's orch here.
Four take the stage together, vary-

ing their routine between united ef-
fort and team specialties. They sim-
ply take turns, whereas a semblance
of a contest might add zip to the act.
Their work could be improved by
more of the routine as a foursome.
Lazzeri kids have the edge on ap-

pearance. Couples are a bit green on
stage presence, but their dancing is
fast and furious, which seems to be
the essen6e of shag dahcmgv Quin.

STEWART SISTERS (2)
Boiler Skating
4 Mins.
Stanley, Pittsburgh
Two girls contribute their money's

worth in a fast and thrilling session
of roller skating. A natural for
nitery floors and theatres as well,
with the femmes doing everything
me 6]»posite sex can accomplish, and
doubbng it in spades.
Not bad looking, either, which

helps additionally. Stewards don't
let up for a minute, doing a lot of
dangerous piVotal stuff. Their topper
is a wow, with gals fastened together
only by a ncose around each other's
neck, one of them spinning around

,
by her head in airplane propeller
fashion while chrcUng at a mlle-a-
minute clip. Although playing here
with a Bowes unit, team's obviously
been around. Cohen.

guitar and an accordion made from a
suitcase* Not exceptional, but good
for some laughs. Ballroomologlsts
seem somewhat out of place in bump-
and-grind palace, but performance is
satisfactory enough. Herb.

ELISSE rOOPEB
Singing
10 Mins,
Bandbox, N. Y.
A looker from Dixie (South Caro-

lina), Elisse Cooper, has a pleasingly
modulated cotton-country accent and
a flair for swing singing that should
carry her along swiftly. She is at-
tached to the Eddie DeLange or-
chestra as soloist and broadcasts
three times weekly lor NBC.
Youthful and attractive, aS well as

pepful, she features old as well as
new numbers, but notably, those that
lend themselves to swing-sing for
more melodic effect Her style is cap-
tivating and the showmanship good.

Chor.

ANPARITO CRUZ
Singing
10 Mins.
Yumurl, N. Y.
Anparlto Cruz is a singer of Span-

ish songs with an American touch
and a swinginess that sets her apart
from the general run. She might be
called a Spanish Gertrude Niesen,
and puts a lot of personality Into her
vocalistlcs. Selling ability points her
out for either fioors or theatres here.

Senorlta Cruz returned three
weeks ago from South America after
touring most ot the countries there.
She is doing two numbers, a tango
and a bolero as a featured specialist
of the new Yumuri show. She was
added after the opening a couple
weeks ago. Char.

Ponder 3 Leasing Bids

For PhiUy Burley Spot
Philadelphia, Nov. .15.

Decision is being pondered here
by bondholders of the Shubert, one-
time legit house, as to which of three
current bids for a lease will be ac-

cepted. Offers have been made to

Albert M. Greenfield and Co., agent,

for lighting It this season as a burleiy

house, a vaudfilmer or straight legit.

Bondholders are against the burley
idea, for which the spot has been
used in the past few years by Max
Wilner. They feel that this decreases
the value ol the building. However,
of all the proffers, the only ^ne who
has offered the guarantee, demanded
In advance, Is Izzy Hirst, burley
booker. Others, particularly legit

producers, want the house, but ate

unable to put up security to guar-

antee continuous operation for the

season
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Ruby Z-uaerling's Jiousc orch, Hil-

ton Berle, Mabel Todd, Tony Ro-
inano, Louis Da Pron, Five Jansleya,

Ralph Sanford, Conklin & Thomas;
'Young Dr, Kildare' (M-G).

House has surrounded holdover

Mliton Berle with more show for his

second week. Berle's doing differ-

ent, and still sock, material. Film
ana rest of acts underwent usual re-
placements. , A nifty 60-minuter.
Berle is still using much that's old

but he manages to . keep punching it

out last with a flair that few can
match.. Does 'Keep It Over There'
parody, a la Cantor, as an-, armistice
vreek salute. Warms up his audi-
ence with a trailer (not same .as last

week) putting the rib on recent
gubernatorial race with screen
Bashes of political figures upon elec-
tion returns* Finally^ he's shown
winning & fantastic plurality. From
there it's easy sailing for him.

.
Works with all the other turns and

adds materially to their bits. Be-
fore introducing Louis Da Pron,
dancer, in deuce, he gets in a
slightly blue and funny blackout.
Rest of show is fast and entertain-
ing. Da Pron, rhythm tapster,
works well. Oilers some intricate
maneuvers while dressiness (tails),

polish and looks make turn sparkle
a little more than it would other-
wise.
Five Jansleys are vaude vets and

still sock with their risley work.
Given final laugh touch by Berle in
his attempt to essay similar stuff.

Mabel Todd, in from Hollywood,
contributes comedy singing. She's
one of lesser events in snow. Berle
is wrohg in. stating it's her first

Broadway appearance becttuse 'she
worked at the Roxy two years ago.
Formerly with Al Pearce's gang on
radio and stage, she's now toting
Tony Romano for accomp on the
guitar. He sings a song, too, after
she gets through clowning with
Berle. Miss Todd's best is last,

'Alexander's Ragtime Band,' with
special arrangements
Conklin and Thomas (New Acts)

dancing duet, close show with help
of Berle. . H^ works another hurley
blackout before -th6ir entrance, for
which he employs Ralph Sanford,
and does a quickie with them for
an exit that's fast and smart.

—
Hurl.

STANLEY, PITT

and the elderly dame comes out.
After the usual coaxing, even though
she's -wearing the dancing slippers,
the old gal goes into one of those
old-fashioned heel-clicking routines.
Stunt's always been good and no ex-
ception this time.
Finale V contrasts the old with the

new and has the kids parading across
the stage in Gay '90s regalia for the
can-can, foxtrot, etc. Tliere's a fast
curtain and show closes to whopping
applause.
Biz bi Cohen,

EARLE, PHILLY

Pittsburgh, Nov. 12.
Major Bowes' unit with Sid Ray-

mond, 3 Smart Girls, 8 Jitterbugs,
Rigoletto 3, Stewart Sisters (2),
Lynn Lawrence, Jack Murray, Her-
man Taubler, Helen Breuer, George
Roche, 2 Ickies, Dave Broudy house
orch (16); 'Drums' (UA).

Major Bowes' new swing revue Is

one of the snappiest the gong-ringer
has sent around in last three years.
And many havie played here :since
they first started comirig late in
1935,
chief virtues are youth and speed,

unit including almost a dozen turns
and jamming loads of entertainment
into an houn The amateur billing
is being soft-pedaled, and. wisely so,

since practically any one of tiiese

acts has a pro polish.
Dave Broudy's house orchestra

has moved to. stage from pit to ac-
company the show, with an unbilled
conductor traveling with unit, han-
dling the baton. Sid Raymond
m.c.s, sticking to straight announce-
ments' and an occasional joke. All
right, but a snappier looking young-
ster would fit better.
Show gets off to a fast start with

the Eight Jitterbugs, four girls and
four boys, footing it hot and heavy,
and Two Ickies, colored lads on the
Mills Bros, style, keep it rolling.
From that point on, it's a steady
succession of talented youngsters,
with Stewart Sisters (New Acts)
wowing on heels of Ickies with their
roller-skating and George Roche
coming through with some nifty
hoofing a la Fred Astaire. He winds
up doing a tap on top of his high
hat
For novelty, there's Herman

Taubler, an oldster, playing a mouth
organ, strumming a guitar and bass
fiddling with his toes, all at the same
time. Three Smart Girls (New Acts)
get 'em with their knockabout, and
another high spot is Lynn Lawrence,
nice-looking songstress with potent
pipes, who should have little trouble
finding a spot with one of the better
bands. Rigoletto Three, sepia boys,
swinging opera in special lyrics, hit
high, too.
Usual stunt of bringing on an act

that appeared only night before on
Bowes broadcast is repeated again.
This time it's Jack Murray, Brook-
lyn high school student, who's the
show's too click with his band imi-
tations. Using only voice and hands,
Murray manages to simulate well
themers of Tommy Dorsey, Henry
Busse, Guy Lombardo and Horace
Heidt. Kid's reception after intro-
duction indicates there are still

plenty around these parts listening
in on Bowes.

Next-to-closing, Raymond brings
on a little girl and she tears down
the house with some Sophie Tucker
shouting and a session of cracker-
jack hooflng. At finish, kid whispers
something to Raymond and he says
'well, bring your grandma out, too,'

Philodelphia, Nov. 12.

Jimmy Dorsey Orch, Andrews
Sisters (3), Slim & Slam, Ray Mc-
Kinley, Lee Leighton & Bob Eberle;
'The Gladiator' (Col).

Earle has one of those rare com-

bos that's 60 minutes of sock enter-

tainment, although exceptionally

light in quantity of acts. Stands out

boldly against some recent shows
which, were packed with names and
talent, but just didn't jell.

Present bill is strictly jive, but can
please pretty nearly anyone since
Dorsey's 13-man' crew provides some
of the finest swing arrangements
ever to hit the Earle. Band is in

the groove with 'Volga Boatman,'
'My Reverie* and 'Flight of the Bum-
blebee.'
Maestro is strictly a musician. He

lacks the showmanship of Brother
Tommy and some oth^r front men
and is weak as an m.c, but toots a
neat clarinet -and sax, though. Band's
pretty short on novelties, attempting
only two, both only so-so. First is

a burlesque of a sweet band trying
to swing 'What's the Reason I'm Not
Pleasing,' second, 'Small Fry.' Lat-
ter is done by Ray McKinley, drum-
mer, and Bob Eberle, warbler with
the band. McKinley swell in 'Dusk
on Upper Sandusky' drum solo.

Eberle's full-throated baritone
didn't click with the jitterbugs at this

catching. They occasionally aired

their feelings with shouts of 'swing
it.' Actual quality of his pipes, same
as with Lee Leighton and Andrews
Sisters, who follow, can hardly be
commented on, however, because of

a badly rattling public address sys-

tem when caught.
Andrews Sisters are back at the

Earle for the second time in four
months, highly unusual, but fully

merit the encore. Nicely dressed,

lookers warble swing stuff to per-
fection and exhib considerable show-
manship. Particularly forte on ar-

rangements, doing 'Alexander's Rag-
time Band,' Tulip Time,' and a Rus-
sian folksong in jive. Encore with
'Down the Lonesome Road,' bad
choice. Much better would have
been one of their old faves, 'Bei Mir'

or 'Joseph.'
Slim and Slam, starting out with

bass fiddle and guitar, do 'Flat Foot
Floogee,' which they created; 'Tutti

Fruitti' and other hot ones. Tall,

good-looking, colored lads switch to

piano and vibraphone with good ef-

fect, and also toss in some neat tap
ping. Forced to beg off.

Band's finale with 'Bugle Call Rag'
good but too long for the closing

spot. Herb.

HIPP, BALTO.

Chicago, Nov. 12.

Jimmy & Mildred Mulcay, Riley
& Heller, Wilkey & Raye, Mann,
Dupree & Lee, Dorn Bros. & May,
louse Line,, Verne Buck House
Orch; 'Broadiocy Musketeers' (WB).

After five years of successful oper-

ation, this week is the final session

for Jones, Linick & Schaefer here.

On Friday (18) the firm moves into

the Oriental on its own, while this

house , is taken over exclusively by
Balabail & Katz.

Finale show is good vaudeville on
an easy budget. Topping are Jimmy
and Mildred Mulcay, here after a
click stay at the. swank Empire
Room of the Palmer House. They
are class and register solidly with
heir harmon,ica ducting and singling.

Can play anywhere.
Last minute switch brought in

Riley and Heller for trey-spot
clowning and crossfire. Plenty of

recognizable material, but audience
likes it regardless. Gal, too, unhooks
notable tonsils. Opening are Mann,
Dupree and Lee in novelty ballroom
stuff and good tapping and hoofing.

One high spot is a contortion num-
ber.
Dorn Bros. , and May with some

stylized vocalizing and impersona-
tions show plenty of polish. Have to

speech away. Knockabout by Wil-
]cie and Ray wound up show. Well-
executed and routined throughout.
Biz good at last show Friday (11).

Gold.

12
Rey

Baltimore, Nov.
Horace Heidt Orch, Alvino

Red Ferrington, Agnes & George
Art Carney, King Sisters (3), Larry
Cotton, Jean Famey, Peggy Pope
Bernie Mattinson, Charles Good-
man; 'Annabel Takes a Tour' (RKO)

Plenty of entertainment on tap
here with Horace Heidt's unit giv

ing out with a nice mixture of in-

strumental and stage divertissement
Opening theme, started with cur-

tains drawn, gets an audible recep.

tion and swingy number by band
sends matters off nicely. Lambeth
Walk next gives show a lilt with
King Sisters handling the vocal

nicely, then hoofing it with bands
men for amusing turn.

Electric guitar, ably handled by
Alvino Rey, holds pace. Larry Cot-
ton vocals 'My Reverie' to sock,

Leads ensemble into glee club ar

rangement of 'Ave Maria,' a hand
getter, and a decided contrast to

'

Had to Do It,' by orchestra, which is

next.
Punchy interlude of hide thump

ing by Bernie Mattinson. and an
Irish ditty handled by Red Ferring
ton, lead into some hectic shagging
by Agnes and George, with Heidt
participating for a slew of laughs,

It's a hard spot, to follow, with re-

sult that Jean Farney's vocal of 'You
Got Me,' just fair return. Impres
sions of Lionel Barrymore, Major
Bowes, Al Smith and F.D.R, by Art
Carney ring the bell, with the Smith
takeoff a decided standout.
Heidt goes into a session of baton

swinging, followed by club and ball

juggling, good enough and pleasing

Legit handling of the Dripking Song
from 'La Traviata* is good s iowman-
ship. Peggy Pope holding down the

femme end of this stint, sells it well,

'Dance of All Nations,' finale,

which brings down front most of the

outfit for a medley of danttes, from
'Flat Foot Floogee* to. the minuet,

has its moments. Heidt m.c's pleas

ingly throughout.
Biz big. Burm.

STATE-LAKE, CHI

STRAND, BROOKLYN
Teddy King house orch, Alan Car-

ney, Three Sailors, Sonya Yarr, Five
Dowling Girls, Pert Kelton, Joan
Vickers, Lee O'Neill, Midgie Fel-
lows, Three Speeds; 'Road to Reno'
(17).

The Strand is trying to steal the
thunder of burlesque houses and
niteries which imdrape 'em. It's a
daring experinient here this week
with Joan Vickers, who's probably
amazing many of the theatre's regu-
lar customers.

There's no advertising outside
suggesting what may be in store
within. Miss Vickers, billed at
'Temptation of Eve,' appears about
midway in a veil dance. Working
in a lavender spot down front, the
veil comes off for the finish when
:Miss. Vickers is shifted to upstage
for an 'art' flash, .which finds her
with nothing on but panties.
Show runs a little over an hour

and as entertainment rates fairly
well. Top acts are Three Sailors,
who redeem themselves near the
finish, and Pert Kelton, who was
in vaude years ago and since has
been featured in .films. She's doing
a seven-minute routine which in-

cludes opening talk anent Holly'
wood, a rhythm tap, trombone solo
(not so hot) and the old Chaplin
characterization she used to do as a
kid, but more effective then than
now. Putting on slouch trousers and
adding a cane would vastly help her
Chaplin bit.

After Lee O'NeiU's brief tap, the
Sailors go into action. Stale hoke
and slapstick leave audience a bit
cold at the opening. Their wise-
crack during Sonya Yarr's spot, and
later, their acrobatic-dancing spree
go over well. Miss Yarr does one
number in Russian. She hasn't much
of a voice.
Rest includes Five Dowling Girls

(New Acts), fast tumbling-acrobatic
turn; Alan Carney, m.c; Three
Speeds, roller-skating act, which
employs the old gag of getting re-
cruits from the audience, including
a very fat girl, and Midgie Fellows,
warbler with Teddy King's house
orchestra. Miss Fellows, away last
week to work in a Vitaphone short,
is doing two swing numbers satis-
factorily.
Carney m.cs nicely and clicks

solidly in his impersonations. The
one on Al Smith, however, could be
better. His soap-box oratory, in-
cluding Russian, Irish and Italian
versions, sends him across stoutly,
Carney came to notice recenUy at
the Paradise restaurant, N. Y.
Business very good Friday night

(11). ChoT.

do well to include a. straight, peppy
song,
Paul Remos's Toy Boys register

strongly next to closing. The two
mites show well-rounded dancing
and acrobatics. Remos is the strong
man. Boys, said to be 17, are about
36 inches tall and have a definite au-
dience appeal. Specialty dancing is

handled by the shag foursome of
Irene and Billy Lazzeri, Sis Knapp
and Sonny Barone. They're in the
groove. The Adorables (house line),
back on stage after a week's layoff,
girls doing a jitterbug introduction
for the shag act and later precision
routine. Quin.

LYRIC, INDPLS.

Indtanopolis, Nov. 12.

George Olsen Orch (10), Imogiene
Coca, Jimmie Brierly, Phyllis Colt,
Tanner Sisters (3), Massey & Miller,
Julie Munson, Hank Russell, Singing
Ensemble; 'Just Around the Corner'
(20th).

Appearing at house for the first

time, George Olsen starts a six-week
cycle of band shows with 52 divert-
ing minutes. Maestro takes four min-
utes to introduce his band at open-
ing, explaining 'music of tomorrow*
tag in verse. Band consists of 10
pieces and Hammond electric organ.
Entire cast is onstage throughout,
with acts occupying chairs in front
of band.

Tanner Sisters, harmony trio, sing
only 'Alexander's Ragtime Band* ,and
could work later in bill to advantage.
Tom Massey and Joan Miller score
well with tap tango, encoring with
'Dipsy Doodle' tap.
Imogene Coca splits her turn into

three spots, first a comedy dance and
song, 'I Must Waltz,' which is over-
long. Does .better later on a strip-

tease burlesque, also closing show
with comedy song with Julie Mun-
son. Latter also does brief comedy
hit.

Band shows off style with pop
medley, including 'My Own,' with
vocal by Hank Russell, organist;
'Josephine,* and 'My Heart Is.Unem-
ployed.* Finishes with 'Night and
Day,' with choral effect by entire
company.

Phyllis Colt is standout with her
singing of 'Just An In-Between,'
'Make Hey Hey,' 'Small Fry7 and the
oldie, 'Great American Homfe,' lat-

ter good choice for Armistice Day
touch. Also appears next-to-closing
to join general singing of If Ybu
Wanna Prove Your Love for Me.''
Jimmie' Brierly tenors, 'Change

Partners' nicely, and is joined by
ensemble for solid comedy sock on
special lyrics to 'A-Tisket.'

Set is good, Olson carrying own
hangings.
House full at last show Friday

(11). Kiley.

CAPITOL, WASH.

TOWER, K. C.

Kansas City, Nov. 12.
Hal Kemp Orch with Judy Starr,

Bob Allen, Saxie Dowell, Mickey
Bloom, Paul Remo's Toy Boys, Sis
Knapp & Sonny Barone with Bill
& Irene Lazzeri, House Line; 'Road
Demon' (20th).

After a few weeks of variety bills,

the Tower reverts to orchestra units,

with Hal Kemp supplying the mar-
quee name thfs sesh. Name bands
have consistently proved strong at-

tractions here and this 13-piece crew
is top b.o. with a snappy show.
Kemp features his specialists

rather than his band, but the orches-
tra more than holds its own with a

couple of medleys and outstanding
support of the acts. Mickey Bloom's
trumpeting plus S&xie Dowell's nov
elty singing stand out.
Vocaling is also supplied by Bob

Allen and Judy Starr. Gal's work is

strong on clowning but she would

Washington, Nov^ 12.

Nan Wynn, Rolf Holbein, Gil
Lamb, Harriet Hoctor & Ballet, Phil
Lampkin house orch; 'Submarine
Patrol' (20th).

Harriet Hoctor and 16 ballet girls

give this ' week's show a touch of

spectacle, but since they're presented

as separate acts, it all adds up to

straight vaude. Even though Gil

Lamb is available for m.c.'ing, no at-

tempt is made toward revue idea,
introductions being made as for-
merly, from pit by Pliil Lampkin,
pit maestro.
Opens with gals, minus Miss Hoc-

tor, in standard version of the old
phosphorescent arms-and-legs harle-
quin idea, loosely done for sparse
applause. Nan Wynn warbles mod>
erately well, 'Gonna Lock My Heart,'
'So Help Me,' and 'Exactly Like You,'
getting fair plaudits.
Rolf Holbein, with 20-foot rec-

tangular white (drawing board, goes
right into whirlwind routine that
picks up show immediately and
builds steadily for sock hand. Starts
with black crayon, drawing hook
and hanging hat on it, then cigar box
and taking cigar out of it, followed by
bird that flaps wings and whistles.
Finishes by getting beer from keg
and disrobing himself to clothe twins
in baby carriage.
Backdrop goes up on full stage as

Lampkin gives elaborate description
of what is Miss Hoctor's 'Night
Flight' number. She has stage to her-
self throughout stiff-arm spins, in
imitation of plane, finishing to nice
hand by strutting up incline across
rear-stage in front of effectively

lighted silhouette of crashed mail
plane.

Gil Lamb bounces out next to

tickle them with hoofing and swell
look-at-my-muscles chatter. More
patter with Tommy Sanford playing
straight until Lamb gives youngster
stage alone for smooth mouth-organ
ing of 'Toy Trumpet' and 'Hold That
Tiger.' Lamb back alone to click

again with his swallowing the
mouth-organ pantomime. Encore
brings Sanford on sidestage to play
while Lamb finishes witii his top
acrobatic taps.
Miss Hoctor and troupe provide

finale with toe ballet, line leaping
low hurdles and working out simple
formations in between Miss Hoctor's
specialties to satisfy.

Biz fair. Croiff.

Embassy New^reel, N, Y»
The hue and. cry that preceded the

Munich pact in martial Europe is ob-
viously unalterable, despite the more
remote possibility of a war on the

Continent. Fop the reels here this

week paint a picture whose under-

tones reflect forcefully upon a world
presently practicing peace with acts

of war. '

It's a seething universe caught by
the reels, one that's cofitinuing to -

arm in the event of an emergency,

bent upon reaching a peak crisis that

will ultimately result in- another
world conflagration.
The Nazi victory over the Czechs

has its repercussions in that it has
fused Poland, with whom Germany
has a cordiale, to demand, and re-
ceive, Teschen, which it lost during
the war to the Czechs when they
formed the Slovak republic. The
Poles' annexation Of the territoiry is

shown.
Then, too, there's the United States

maintaining its rearmament program
along with'the British, who have de-
vised a new type of balloon defense.
To round out the program, there's
March of Time's 'Inside the Maginot
Line,' a stout, underground fortress
France built to ward off its unfriend-
ly German neighbors in the event of
another invasion.
The Far Eastern crisis is also in-

cluded in the war angle, with the
Chinese ambassador to the U. S. giv-
ing his country's side. The feeling
of imrest is also caught graphically
in Jerusalem, where Moslems and
Jews are warring against each other.

Politics, of course, draws consid-
erable space on this program, with
the Republican upbeat played up as
an important factor. Senators and
governors throughout the country
are shown, although Herbert H.
Lehman of New York draws the ma-
jor attention along with the young
G.O.P, opponent he defeated, Thomas
Dewey. Jim Farley and Tom Hamil-
ton also air their views.
Rest of the program is fairly well-

rounded, although sports once more
occupy the top spot. Cameraing
comes In for a couple of accolades in
several footbaU games, namely ^e
Wisconsin-Northwestern contest, in
which the latter, bowed to .the Badf
gers." The anniversary of the first

football game, that between Rutgers
and Princeton,- is marked in New
Brunswick, N, J., when the latter re-
peated history in losing to Rutgers.

I<ie hockey comes in for much of
the spotlight, since the reels show
the opening game of the. professional

.

season in Chicago, which the Chicago
Black Hawks, S+anley Cup cham-
pions, won, 6---1. Then, too, there's
a humanized treatment of the hunt-
ing season opening, with the canny
hunting dogs touching a sentimenttu
spark in their trailing of the
pheasants.
Sonja Henie is given more than

just a mere buildup by Fox, which
has her under contract, since Miss
Henie is amply able to stand on her
own. She's caught in her ice show
in Hollywood. For more sports, too,

there's the Six-Day bike race in Chi-
cago, which just about settles the tact
that the indoor sports season is here.
Rest of the program Is routine.

STATE, HARTFORD
Hartford, Nov. 12.

Gautier*s Steeplechase, Ffazee Sis-
ters (2), Don Zalaya, Earl .& Fran-
cis, Noody, Harris-Howell & Zerlda,
Blanche Calloway Orch with Charlet
Pharm, Sam Kaplan house orch;
'Gangster's Boy* (Mono) .

The State has become strictly a
band house, with Vaude acts receiv-

ing minor billing no matter how
good they are. Take away the

bands, fill it with good strong vaude
—and the turnstiles would rust. This

week it's Blanche Calloway; next, it's

Mai Hallett.

Show opens with a pop medley by
Sam Kaplan's house orchestra, fol-
lowed by Gautier's Steeplecha.se, a
standard dog and pony act. Well
received. Oh next are the Frazee
Sisters (2), who do pleasing
arrangement of 'Pocketful of
Dreams,* 'Manakoora* and 'Joseph.*
Encore with novelty arrangement of
'My Heart Is Taking Lessons' to get
warm response.
Don Zalaya next, with click

comedy patter and classical piano

Elaying.
With a chart of a human

ody, Zalaya explains the reaction
of various types of music on differ-
ent -parts of the body. Sam Kaplan,
playing the violin, and house orches-
tra assist.

Miss Calloway*s crew comes next
with a medley of .pops. In a jam
session several of the instrumental-
ists get a cliahce to get before the
mike. Charles Pharm, vocalist with
the crew, does 'Coquette' and
'Change Partners' to get by nicely.
Earl and Francis, colored, chck

with their speed and rhythm taps.
Miss Calloway pipes 'I Haven't
Changed a Thing* and later Tutti
Fruitti.* Hatris-Howell and Zerida,
colored, score sOlIdly with gags and
patter. Howell also vocals 'Music,
Maestro.' Noody, colored, closes
with a good, fast tap. £cfe.
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Variety 3ills
NEXT WEEK (Nov. 21)

THIS WEEK (Nov. 14)

Numerals in conneetioft with bills beloW indicata opening day of

•how; whether full or fplit week

Loew

VEW YORK CITI
.Stat« (17)

J.anB & Lynton
I^e Paul

Harris & How«lI
Jm Rines' Ore
Prazee Sis .

BAT/TIMORE
Contiirr (17)

Robblns Bros & H

Phllhanhonkrnq
BVANSVILU:
Blnjestlo (1«)

Wander Oar Fol

Cuiiltol (18)

Ken Juvelys
Johnny Perklnv
Radio Aces
Harriet Hoctor Co

PsHramomil

NEW TORK CIXV
PHramoant (IS) :

tiarry Clinton Oro
Buddy Clatk
Blejinor Whitney
Franlc Iilbuse

B17FFALO
Buffalo (18)

Ray Sinatra
Sdnor Wenoea

CHICAGO
ChtcaKo (18)

Boh Crosby Ore
Chai Chi»ce

Reical <1S)
Chick Wehh , Ore
'Ella Ktt;if;eralA

MIUVACKKB
^ Palace (II)
GMen Gray Ore
Kenny Sarccnt
Fred Sanborn
Cass Daley
MINKEAPOX.1S
Oephemn <18)

Hal Kemp Ore
Piiul RemoB
Shea (t Raymond.

TIP TAP and TOE
WALTON HOTEL
PHILADELPHIA

0PEN1N0 NOV. ITTH

VIA
MARK J. LEODY

KeW vobk oxts
IVosIc Hall (17)

Franklin D'amore-
Oautier Steepleclt'aft
Robert We:6de
Nicholas DAkH
RocI^etteB
Corps d» Sallet
Erno Rapee symph

CHICAGO
lPaIa«e (18)

Oonklin & Thomas '

Mabel Todd
Milton Berle
Ralph, Sanford
Janateys

(11)
Qypsy Rose Lee

CINCINNATI
Shabert (18)

Don Beator Ore
Clyde McCoy Orp ,

W £ V Bt^leton
FenMck'& Cook
J'ohnny' Woods

CIJBVEI.AND
Tabce IVty

Qypsy Roa» Lee
(11)

Blltmorettes

'

Oxford Boya
Cljrde Haser .

Latbrop Bros & Zt
SyfUl Bowan
jGene Autrjr
. BnNNEAPOUS

Ozpheain (18)
Hal Kemp Ore
PROTIDSNOE
Albee <U)

Ted Iiawls Ore
. SCHSNtiCTADT

. Procton (17-19)
Paul Wttlteman Oro

New voRK'"ci5ti
. strand (18)M Donahue Oro

.SIinv v& Slam
Arren & Broderlck'
Bunlce Healy
Jane Bryan
. ^ (U). .

Al Donahue Oro
Hpsh Hei-bert

BROOKLTI^f
Strand (1%)

Iiucky -Mllllnder- Or
Avis Andrews
Chocolateers
3 & 3 MoKenna
Mldsle Fellows

(It)
H'woed liaff'Par'de
Pert Kelton
Middle Fellowp
PHILADICUPHIA

Barle (18)
Roger Pryor Ore

Patdcla Normab
Aim Miller
Pert Kelton
Dick Foran'

(11) .

Jimmy Dorbey Ore
Slim &. Slam
Andrew* Si*

PITTSBtlBOH
StanTer (18)

Horace £Ceidt Oro

MB'Jor Bowes Ore
WASHINGTON
Earle (18)

Dott Cummingf
Cbaiiey'& Fox
Wlere Bros
Jim liBWlB.
Oae Foster GIs
George - ^roh

(11)
Ted Lewis Ore

Independent

NEW YORK CITY
^. Roxy (17)
Imretta Lee
Johnny Burke
Condos ' Broa'
Lazzone & Abbott
Can Cann GIs '

Qa.t^ Foster Gla-
Paul Ash Oro

CHICAGO
Oriental (l8)

Fred Bartholomew
12 Arlstoorats
Pierre &. Sweeney
Carr Bros & B
Kirby & . Duval
INIHAjfAPOLIS

LyrJe (1«)
Olbn Gray Or.c

Cass Daley
Fred Sanbdrh
Doris DuPont

(11)

George Olsen Ore
KANSAS CItY
TTotver (17)

Roys Town Rev
MEMPOtiS

Orpheuu (18-21)
Major Bowes* Co
HILWAinSEB
Riverside (11)

Anton Sclblla Rev
Ann Paige
Harry Savoy

London

Week of November 14
Astoria ti. If.

Agar Tounga
Domlntoa

Western Bros
Xrocadero Best

Elizabeth Welch •

Gaii-Gall
Cyril Fletcher- .

Hedll Anderson
Adam Trod Ore
CAMDEN lOWm

Oaomont
Rico Gypsy GIs

CLAPHAM
Oranada

Alien Bros & June
Tr Racsos
Bnrle & Lewis
Jock McAuley

EAST HAM
Oranndtt

Johnson Clark
Eddie •Gordon
i Winter Sis

3 Aberdonlana
Dave Poole

TOOTING
Graaadn

Allen Bros & June
Tr RaosQB
Barle &, Lewis

Jock McAuley
WALTHAMSTOW

Granada
'Ride 'em Cowboy'
WOOLWICH
Granada

Younkman'fi Bd

Provincial

Week of November 14
ABEBI^VGK.^

TlToU
Jack Anthony
Bond Rowell
Hilton ft Colltngs
12 Tiller GIs
Jeu^ Morelle .

Hilda Meacham
We J Fellows
R &. 'J Dcsrond
Sonny ClaJr
S Clayton Sis
Tommy. Graham

DUNDEE
Palnctt

Harry Gordon
Jack Holden
12 Loretta Ola
St John Bis
M'rwoodc & Rlch'ds
3 HlUona
Selma s

EDINBURGH
Royal

Bddlei Peiibody
Dawn Davis
Krlc Randolph
Rawics ft L&ndauer
Kimberlev ft Page.
Marshall ft White

GTiASGOW
PavlKon

CastolU Bd
Jack Le- Datr
George Prentice
Truda Clair
MoAdam ft Bob

LIVERPOOL
Shakespeare

Espinosa's Ballet
fiddle Reinhart
Bertha- Wilmott
Miller ft Dean '

.Mady & Coed
Eiray ft Dorothy
Harry Pope

Cabaret Ms
NEW YOEK CITT

Pr«mfe^
Lee Donn
3 Aberdonians
Dave Poole>

OBEENFOBD
Granada

Troise Mandollers
HAjHMERBMITH

/ Palace
Leslie Jeffries S

ISLINGTON
Blue Hall

Keith. Christie ft GWhittnker ft Miml.
LEYTONSTONE

Binlto
Bddfe Gardon
3 Winter Sis
Lovetle
SHtnmrBDs BirsB

Pavilion
Leslie Jeffries 3

STBATFOBD
Broadway

Leo DenA

Armando's
JiBWiiy. Vincent Oro
Reed. Lawton
Sigrld Lassen

. : Bandbox
Eddie deLange Ore
Frances Faye
Phil D'Arcy 4

Bfume^ Onllant's

Angela Velez
carter ft Bowie
Nellie Paley

BIU Bertblottl'a

A^kialo's Rh'inba3d
nUs D^on
Eleanor Etherldgi
Velyne Hague
Heleh Dell
Rpberta Keiit

Dill's Gay M'S-
Charles Touchette
John' Panter
John Eliot
Don CorteZ'
Jim Phtnips
Mary Roberta
Harold Willard
ArthurBehan
Harry Donnelly
Spike Harrlaon
Bernle Oraubr

Boalevard Tavern
(Elmbarst, L. 1.)

ti'ntlnenial ThrllVn
Mao Arthurs
Camerpn Crosby
Aiidrey NoonaP -

Donna ft Darrell
Earle Hart
Mickey Feeley
Vivien Francis
Lois Kaye
Bobby Bernard
Jan Fredrlcs Oro

Brick Club
Hot Lips Page Oro

Cafe Loyalfl ,

Penn Wayne Oro -

Casa Uanaaa
Vincent Lopez Oro
Jay Freeman Oro
Lou Holtz .

VelDz ft Tolapda
Benny Fields *

Abbott ft Costetlo
Helen Morgan
R Minevltch Co
Qabton Palmer
Delia Lind
Kay Parson^
Helen Reynolds GIs
Betty Hutton

Chez flrehonse
Al Evans Ore
Tony Kraber
Clifton ft MHey

Club 18
Jabk White
Jerry Blanchard
Doe Lee
Shad Mitchell
:Pat Harrington
Frahkle Hj'era
Willie Qrogan
Leila Gaynes
Benle St Bpya
G Ai^drews Oro

Clab Ganrlia
Dlmitri ft Virgil
Natalia Kordova
Trlnl Plaza
Celln Villa
Juanclto
Rhumberas
Naomi Simone

Club lumun
Don Mario Ore
Fantasia Nova Oro
Nena - Montes
Los Marines
3' Aztecas
Cortez ft Malda
La Mllonqulta

Cotton Club
Cab Calloway Ore
Nicholas Bros
Berry BrosW C Handy
Dandrldge Sis
Slater Tharpe
Mae Johnson
Timmie ft Freddy
June- Rlehmond
Jigsaw Jackson
Vodery Choir

El Cbico
Don Alberto' Ore
Joyita ft Maravlllo
Dorlta- ft Valero
Sehorlta Paloma~

El Morocco
Ernie Hoist Ore

XI R16
Bobby Parks Ore
Gus Martel Ore
Peggy Fears
Baron ft Blair

Vanoufl Door
Roy. Eldrldge Ore

Greenwich. TUlaKe
Casino

,

Ray O'Hara- Oro
Larry MacMahoo
Diana Reed
Denlse ^

Llbecto ft Owen
Eleanor Wood ft D
Murray 4^ Best

Havana-Madrid-
Nano Rodrlgo Oro
Juanlto Sanabria Or
Carlos ft carito
Pancho ft Dolores
Felipe de Flores
Sarlta Harrera
Roslta Ortega

ffickory Hons*
Joe- Marsala Oro
Hotel Ambaaaador
Dick Oasparre Ore
Vincent Bragale Ore
Dario ft Diane
Eleanor French
Renee ' da Janette

TBPM Belmont-Plaaa
Val Olman Ore-
Diosa Costello
Gwen Williams
Belmont Baiiadeers

Botol Blltmoro' .

Frank Novak 'Oro
Hal Hutchison
Ci^awford ft Oaskey
Fashionettes
Emily Stephenaon .

Glake Sherman
Joan Whitney
Orlo

. Thomas
Lowell Pontee
Virginia SUnford
Hotel Commodore
Sammy Kaye Oro

Hotol Edison
Les Brown Ore
Miriam Shaw
Johnny Johnson
Hotel Asaex Uoui*
Rieh'd Hlmber Ore
Dell ft Hamory
Hotel Gov. Clinton
Eddy Mayehoff Oro
Betty Gale

Hotol Unfohi
Artie Shaw Ore
Tito's - Swlngtette
BllUe Holiday

Hotel UoAlpla
J Messner Ore
Gonzales ft Menen
Jeanne D'Arcy
Hotel New Yorker
Tommy Dorsey Ore
Peter Kent Ore
Edytho Wright
Jock Leonard
i Esquires
Helen Myers
Ross MacLean
Skeets Herturt
Dorothy Wllkens
Joan Merrill

.

Maurice ft Cordoba
Roalnl

Hotel Park Centmi
Lee Myles Ore
Peter HIgglns
Hotel Pennsylvania
Kay Kyser Ore
Crane 2

Hotel Pierre
Harold Nagel Ore

Hotel. Plaxa
Bddy Duchin Oro
Don de Vodt Ore
P ft O Hartman
Penny Wise
Hotel SooMvelt

Guy Lombardo Ore
Hotel Savoy-Plaza
Emils Petti Oro
Lew Parkeraon
Tom Low
Dwight Flake

Hotel Sherry-
Netbarland

TcharkoT«ky Ore
Oeo'Scherben

Hotel Stl Morfta

j Bm\i Fomeen Oro
Yvonne Bouvter
Tlieod're ft Danesha

• Hotel St. Regis
(Iridium Boom)

Chnrles Bnum Oro
I ttam Jarvla
'Ouy Owen
ft linpson Sis
IJoi'othy Lewis

,
(Mnisonette RuNiie)

;
.MutUey Oro

,' Kva Ortega
Boris Belnetosky
{jeirge- Abagoff
Gedda Petry
Michael Grcbeh

Hotel Taft
Enoch Light Oro
i'cggy Alann
George Hipes
Light Brigade

Hutel Waldorf-
AatorLi,

(Empire Room)
Benny Goodman Or
KittM Coleman Ore

(Ser^AOom)
Cobinn Wright Jr
Paul Draper

Hotel Warwick
Gerry Morton Ore
Deli O'Dell

HuHgMrin.v.
GePe Kardos Or£
r.a\a Vlltanyi Ore
Victoria Kane
Pescy Ware
Walton ft Joanne
Dr L Barsohy
Llllinn DawGon
Siilgn Bela.
Leon Kramer
International Casino
Vincent TraveraOrc
Vnl Ernie Ore
El teen O'Connor
Tito ft Valdez
Eddie Rio ft Bros
Bood ft. Rood
Shyrettos 3
Grace ft Nlkko
Marlon Manning
Mnrlft Serban
(Streets of Paris)

Sylvia St. Clatre
RInaldi
Mnrsliall 3
My^to

ivan Frank
Ruth Elroth
Sonny Tucker
Ivan Frank
Jimmy Kelly's

Joe- Capello Ore
Gladys. Faye
'Maty Lane
Montmartre Boys
John Rockwood
Vaughii Comfort
Danny Hlgglns
Ira Yarnell
Sid Hawkins

'

Tanya
AdrA Cooper.
Carter ft Schaub
Lee Leslie
Gloria Marsh-
Peggy de la Plahte
Lynn ft Deedng
Inga Borg.

.

Margaret Grey
Kit Hot Clab

J Lunceford Ore
Alice Dixon
Ralph Brown.
Cboppell ft Read

Ln .Conga
Ramoii Ramos Oro
Oscar .de la Rosa- Or
Tommy Goodwin

La Margnlso
Frances Connelly .

Harold Leonard
EatI, Doug ft Cal

Utfuo
Eddie Davis Oro
Joseph Smith Oro
Graziella Porraga

Le Coq Bougo
Geo Sterney Ore
Anne Franclne
TIsdale 3

Le Mirage
Geo Edmunds Ore .

Harry Horton Ore
Vivian Vance
BUI Brady
V MacNau^ton
Le Bnban Blea

Nora Sheridan
Elsie Houston
Morgan^
Hayward ft Allen
Bowers & 'Walter

Leon * Eddlo'a
Eddie Davis
Lou Martin 'Oro
Elinor Troy
Ford Crone
Maxine Loomis
Bdna Mae
Jack Lane
Roslta ft Anita
Lura Bennett
Iris Adrian
Wally

.
wanger •

Little Club
Pee Wee Russell Or
Edith Roalrk
Dolores Farris

Midnight Son
J«(ik Melvln Oro

Diane Raye
Barbara Bannister
Carol Bruce
Letty Kemble
Lya Lane '

Marguerite Adama
Mon Paris

Charlie Murray Oro
Virginia Vppercu
R'yal Ltikewela B'ya

JUIonte Carlo
Senorita Nina
Lois Leeds
Jack Rosello
Maya'sCongana
Werre Beaucaire
Mildred ft Maurice
Julian Aitmnn
On 81 on

Vltftt Elegabto
Bill Farrell
Benn Knuf
Tommy Mills
Joe White
Wally Shuian
Leo Lazaro Orc\

Plantation Club
Skeets TolllVer Oro
Bari'Ington Gvy
Valda
Moke ft TN>l<e
Collins ft Beasley
Avon Long
Ll411an Fitagerald"
Joe Adcle
Conway ft Parks

PanMliso
Russ- Mer.san Oro
Delia Carroll
Ha-rry Jackson
Noll ft Noland
Frank Paris
Gloria Day
Gloria Whitney
Mexican 3

Pep|M»r Pot
Joe D'Andrea Oro
Harold Aloma Ore
It1» Ray
Boyd Heathen
Aloha Sliaw

()ucen Mary
Joe Ellis Oro
ICatherlne Tate
Corliea ft Palmer
Florence Herbert
Ann White

Hainbow Grill

Paul t^aln Ore
Marlynn ft Michael
Aurella. Colomo

Rainbow Room
Al Donahue Oro
Eddie LeBaren Oro
P&ula Kelly
Ruth Nlgey
Alee Templeton
Estblle ft LeRoy
BoBBlan Kretchma.
Volodla Katov Oro
Nastta: Pollakova
Simeon Saksonsky
Simeon Karavaeff
MaruataSsva
Daria BIrae
Michel MIchon
Mlscha Oadonoff-
Kiavdla Kapelova
Sergei Ignatenko

Stork crab
Sonny Kendls Ore
Peplto Lope;s Oro

Swlns Bendezvona
Bob Warren Oro
Jaok Laurie
Prlnc'ss White Wing
Pattl Marsh
Louis Sterling
Vivian. Vaughn
Charlotte Carlton
Ronnie Klnj;

Yenalllea
M Bergere Oro
Panehlto' Ore
George Jesael
Freda' Sullivan
D'Avaloa Dancers

Tillnge Bam
Deacon Moore Oro
Lillian ft Darlo
Marge Hudson
Del La Penhas
Suzanne Austin
Pappy Below
Laura Dean
Zeb; Carver Co

WhlrUns- Top
Geo Morris Oro
Russell Drackea
Irene Stanley
Ramon Bingo
Stephen Harris
Jerry White
Ann Gale

Wlvel
Charley Bowman Or
Bob Lee
Amelia Gllhioro'
Deane: Dickens
Peggy LeBuron
Connie- Joyce
Al Small
Ted Lester

Yacht CInb
Hal .Hope Ore
Fata Waller
Lee Wiley
Val Irving'
YVomxe Monoff
Sinclair 2
Blue Drake
Charles Kemper
Ken Nichols
Myra Johnson
Colstons-

lOS ANGELES
Ball

Charlie I.Awrence
Bruz Fletcher

Beverly Wllshiro
Brny Sis
Harry OwehB. Ore

nfltmoro
Sally Rand
Jerry Stewart
Ronald ft Roberta

'

<; Danwllls
Bud ft His Buddies
Fritz ft J Hubert
Hal Derwin
Bob Hall
Annoibelle
Shpp Fields Oro

Cafe Callente
Elcnita
Diana "

Leo
Lu2 Dasquez
Juan Navarro
Eddio Aguliar Ore

Cafe De Pkree
Parisian Rev

<!afo La. Maco'
VI Bradley
Park Avenue Boys

Uover Clab
Betty Bryaitt
Perez Ruml>a Bd
Stan Myefs- Ore
C'oroanut tirove

nmtlt) DnMarco
Wayne King Oro

It Cafe
Joe • Moshay
Bob Searles
Bill Roberts Oro

Jerry's, ftlondalay

Tommy Howard
George Junloi*
Frankle Gallagher
Oliver Albert!
Jimmy Kerr Oro

L». Oongn
Renee ft Estella

Little CInb
Jane Jones
Tiny Merldith
Chas- Thorpe

Omar's Dome
Charles Earl
Bddy ft Tours
Bill CroPflland
Geo Redmond Ore

Palomar
Ruby LeCrist
Rita ft Rubins
Irene Daye
Hudson Met7.ger Ols
Ofene Krupa Ore

Paris Inn
Senorita Catallna
Beverly ft Revel
Marguerite ft M
Dominic Columbo
Thora Matthlson
Ken Henryson
The Gregorys

Henry Monet
Chuck Henry Oro
B Seluilek'a €l«*
Norma Toung
Maroo ft Kamola
Kay Marlowe
Max FIdler Oro
Billy. Lankin

Seven Seaa
Danny Kawanna
Bob Matthews
Kay Kanaal
Somerset Houm

Nonio Mitchell
Lynn Martin

Hal ' Ckancallor
Harry Rlngland

T»wa
Blmer
Bernlce Farrlngtoh
Talia
Malrceil» Blanton
Lois Saunderw
Qhuck Foster Oro

Trooadero
Leonard Keller
Rumba Bd
V Hags BostaanMit
Griff Wtlllamn Oro
Charlie Bourne

GHICA0O
Bnll Ball

Bert Gllben
Poaches
Peggy Moore
Kay Arinln
Lillian Audrey
Adelaide KerkofT
Fairy Cunningham
Bali GlR
Stan Norrln Oro
Al Milton Ore
BlNmiirck Hotel
(Walnut R'twm)

Art KasBcl Oro
Marlon Holmes
Betty Grey
Darlene O'Day
Billy Leac.i
Frank Payne
Mayflelds & .Vlrg

Blnoltiiawk

Jan Garber Ore
Jack Gaulke Oro
Audrey Dempsey
Frederic ft Yvonn
Mildred Fenton
Rudy Rudislll
Lee Bennett
Fritz Hellbron
Biackstone Hotel
(Ballneso <Rm)

Playboys Ore
Betty Borden

Blondles
Dolores Green
Billy Kemp
FMtzie Bey
Edna ' Leonard
La Marsha
Connie Rogers
Harry IHoyer Ore
Pam Adair '

Bleanor Johnson
Mickey O'Nell
Rozika
Helen MoOn
Wanda Devon

Bine Goose
Frances Romas
Alice Hanstm
Melody King
Evelyn White
Buck Hunt
4 Hits ft a Mlas
Harry Slngrer Ore

Rrevoort Hotel
(Crystal Room)

Florence Schubert
Charles Baldwin
Grace Katroi
Norma Ballard

Broadmont
Herb Rudolph Oro
Ann Davis
Laurene
Dolores Buck
Billy Fargo
Be«( Jonea
Bonnie ft Virginia
Bstelle Russell
Adorables
Henry Simons

Caravan
Bddle Gorman
Rocke Romano
Toddy O'Grady
Don Morgan
Dot ft Jerry
Edna Leonard
Carl Scholtz Oro

Chen Pareo
Jimmy Durante
Varsity 8
Ruth Petty
Juvelys
Lois Harper
Bob Hanon
'Lou Breese Ore
Don- Orlando Oro
Evans Adorablos

CInb Al
Shirley Ray
Jack Duffy
Ginger Roberts
Wanda Benson
Marge Lenore
Evelyn Lee
Leo Franz Oro

CInb AlabSm
.taequellne Allen
Tom Mi^rray.
Red Bargei-
Country Hunt
Jack Irving
Mildred Jordan
Allen Cole
Bffle Burton
Bernle Adler
Dave .(Tnells Oro
Chalk Robinson Ore
Eddia Roth Ore

Clab Spanish
MllUcent DeWItt
Cooper ft Madras
Dorothy Dawn
Pinky. Tracy
Bob Da,vls «Ve
Loretta DeBoer
Ralston Ens

Colony Club
Lillian Carmen
Nan Blackscone
Joae Manxanarea Or
Hugo dePaul^i Oro

ColoHimos
B ft F Gilbert
Jackson, Reeves-A'ti
Kamia '

Heller ft RlJey
DeMay, Moore ft M
Roberta Roberts
Missing. Bros
Lois Maree
Bobby Danders
Bob Hyatt
Pronaph GIs
Hollywood «
Henri Gendrop Ore

Cliib llelisa

Evelyn White
Walker ft Walker
Jean Gay
John Oscar -

Rhythm Willie
Bunny
Ross ft Butler
Sam Theard
Charles Isom
Partello GIs
Red Saunders Oro

Drake Hotel
(Gold Const Room)
Ozzie Nelson Oro
Harriet Hilllard
Roily ft V Pickert
Marc Ballcro

Dutch's
Ralph Cook Rev
Rittman Dancers
Roberta

Peggy Moore
Helen Dove
Mart Lund Oro

Bdfowater Beaob
Hotel

(Marine Boom)
Dick Stabile Ore
Evelyn Qaks
6 of Hearts
Muriel Gray
Hftrrlet Smith GIs-

El Dampo.
siernfe Green
Jimmy La»(<
Mildred Porr
Solly O'Day
Marian MatMlh
Ginger Veins
Jane Cllne
Bddy Maklna
Pbyllss Brooks
Pat Paige Line
V Canova Ore

Fanioda Uoor
Jtm'my Kennedy
Esther Whlttlngton
Jimmy Dunn
CastellanoB Oro

4th Club
Homer Roberta
Ruth Barton
Bstelle Ellis
Jeanne '

Shirley Lucky
Shorty Ball Oro
' irranke*a Cnalno
Thelma White
Betty ft Phyllla
Jack F-a>ye
Don .ft Patricia
Thelma Marland
Evelyn Leely
4 Casino BruBetta
Buddy Kirbie
Rooke^ Bllawiorth
Bob Tlnaley Oro

Gay eoa
Joan Rpgera
DeNova 2
Vee Ames GIs
Geo Anderson Oro
Lew King
Colleen
lone O'Donnell
B Danders Jr Oro

Gay Pare*
Wellington
Eve Yvonne
Mickey Dunne
Virg O'Brien
Miss Bills
Bernlce Bodel
Bob Riley Oro

Grand Terraco

Sonny ft Sonny
Dusty Fletcher
Howell ft Coles
SalUe Gooding
Dot Soultera'
Connie Harris
Leonard Reed Gla
Earl Hinea Oro
Graeitaera Hotel
(OlaM Honse Bin)

Don. Pedro 'Oro
Ted -ft Mary Taft
Hany'o N Y Cr^'nt
Mildred Rock
Jqan Viekers
Natasha
Cliff WipehlU
Dorothy Wahl
Jean Mode
Art Buckley
Al Wagner
Billie Myers
Lee Berllng
Dorothy Johnson
Rankin GIs .

Charles Engel Oro

Hiokbry Inn
Casa Royale Oro
Fred Casey
Terry O'TooIo

HI Hat
Al Bernle
Nat Cherney
3 Orchids
Hi-Hatters
June' Glory
Sid Lang Oro

Hippodrome
Jerry Marks Oro
Jerry Gerlard
Enid Phillips
Louise Verhoff
Virginiftr Maye
Laser > Gale Sis
BlUy Banks
Hashl ft Osal
Joe KalmuB Oro

Ivnnhoe
Helen Sumners
Helen Irwin
4 Harwaiians
Earl Hoffman Oro

L'Airton
Mary W Kilpatrich
Gypsy 4
Don Quixote Oro
Bnnio Bolognlnl Or

Hotol La tilnlle
(DlOfr Front Renm)
Kings Jesters

Lllwiiy Inn
Stanley Mack
Mickey Sheridan
Thelma White
Dorothy Hlgglns
Millie Erdman
narl Wiley Oro

LlmehOnso
Barney Richards Or

MoGrawB
George DeCosta
Jack TllBon
Chick Williams
Vivian Lucas
Marlon Miller
Phil Chthard
Chuck Andrews

MoLauglillns
Marlon Peters
Jack Taylor
Mickey Dunn
Irene Fortes
Sammy Bari
Jules Novit Ore

, Ueledr Mill
Tiny Hill Ore

Miami CInb
Belva White
Billy Meagher
Lola Lorraine

Cookie Sirdell
Johnny Parkera Or

Millstone
Ann Millstone
Ann Howard
Irene Fortea
Roy Bwlft Oro

MInaet Club
Minuet Glo'
Joy Kaliae
Johnny Billot
Dor'thy Dellouglit'n
Gayle Lawrence
Art Fisher Oro
Rita DeVore-

Horrlnon Hotel
' (Boston Oyeter

House)
Manfred Gottheit

Namelesa f^afe

3 Loose Sprews
Ona Mayo
Bd Leon
Evelyn Waters
RaMundl's Oro
Helen Samma
Mao- dl Fill

Old UeUlelborg
Old HeidelberK Co
Herr Louie Oro
Geo Gunther Oro

Paddock Club
Flo Whitman Rev
Nyra Lou
Muriel Joseph
SiBsie Robbing
Genevieve Val
Sharone '

Patsy DuBrae
Frances Kay
Rex Griffiths
Jerry Frost
Clint Wright Oro

Calmer House
(Empire Room)

Orrin Tucker Oro
Bonnie Baker
Bailey Sis
Sextette
Oower ft Jeanne
Jack Stair
Beverly Allen
Jean Florlan
Abbott Dancers
Phil Dooley Oro

Parody Clab
Freddie Abbott
Marlta Ryan
Honey Lee.
Sara Thebold
Marie Thomas
Freddie Janls Ore

Rose Bowl
Willie Shore
Armlda
Robinaon 2
Bert Sis
Kurtis Marionettes
Allen Kane Ore

Rojrnre FTollcfl

Frances Wills
Bee Kalmua
Eddie White
LeBarron 8
Selma. Marlowe
Jack Hilllard
Frolics Ens
Mark Fisher Oro

Sherman Hotel.
(College Inn)

Buddy Rogers Oro
Dick KisBlngOr
Elizabeth. Kllton
Joe Murphy
Dezzo Better
Polly Day
S Marines
Don ft A LeMaIre
Boots McKenna Qls

Dome
Tony Marks
Spinsters
Marie Barl

Silver Cloud
Bleanor Leonard
Ken Leslie
Jack ft J Slierman
Ginger Wood
Gladya* Zimmerman
Santo
Dot 'Peterson
Kitty Dawn
Dorothy Stone
Hazel ZaIuB
Nord Richardson
S Tops
Johnny MeFall Oro

BUver irrelloa

Continental 4
Balalne. Rabey
Roma Noble
Fay Wallaco
An Freoman

eOfl Club
Billy Carr
Renee Villon -

Mai-g Faber Qls
Jessie Rosella
Vllma Joszy
Ruby Bennett
Sherry
Yvette
B ft L Cook
Collette
Carmen
Lois Cornwall
Joel ft Annette
Mary Jano Brown
Dolly Sterling
Sol Lake Oro
Tripoli S

Sky Rocket
Marjorle- Whitney
Dictators
Mathews, ft Shaw
4 Kings
B 'ranks SoQialitee

Stevens Hotel
(Continental Room)
CarloB Molina Oro
Bdly RayeB
Huuaton .& Hardin
Lucio Garcia
Marguerite Me^yers.

Stockade Inn
Charles Qbaney

Subway
Ray King
Frances Thomas
Opal Adair
Kitty SSvanson
Adeline
Debs
KHeen Randolph
Ozxle Jackson Ore

Susl-Q
Dick Buckley
Molly Manner
Betty Harris
Patsy Kay
Ilo Nlles
Pat Ryan
Edith Principle
Verne Wi)aon Oro

Swloglnntt
Alma Smith
Leonard Reed
Ca,r'ilne RIchards'a
Eunice ft 0;czle
James Phillips
Charles, ft Bloise
Del Bright Ore
Thompson's 16 Clab
Ray Reynelds
D Keith Dancers
Patsy Thomas
Joan Dawn
Charles ft Mary
Millie Travis
Julio Welt/!
Hazel Freeman

Three Deuces
Art Tatum
Baby Dodds
Freddie Reed
Lonnle Johnson

Tower Ian
Helen DuWayno
Inez Gonen
George Arnold
F-rank Davis Ore

Troeadero
Gloria Romano
Adelle St Clair
Terry Circle
Roy Rankin Oro

Villa Modenie
Tony Cabot Oroi
Winona, Oaxdens

Stan Garter
Olgt Rene
Dolores Leo .

Diane Lat^e "

Suzanne Kessler
Lucille Johnson
Frankle RuUos Or«

Zlg Zas
Sunny Boucho
Laura Marman
Sunny Mack
Larry Lux Oro

PITTSBVBC^S
Anehorage

Hughlo Morton Oro
Balconades

Tommy Carlyn Oro
BUI Green'a-

Tommy Tucker Ore
Amy Arnell

ClDb Petite
4 Comlquea
Ted Blake
Rae Russell
Joy Lynne
Cork and Bottle

Jaok Davis
Eddie Peyton's

Jimmy Gamble Oro
Eddie Peyton
Mike Peyton
Louise Carroll

Harlem Casino
Sherdlna Walker Or
George Gould
Rose Morgan
Fats Patterson
BlJly Knight
Willie Williams
Pedro ft Dolores
Dorlee Bradley
Harlemettes (8)
Larry Steele

Hotel Roosevelt
Lpwe ft Kissinger

Hotel Schenley
Jack Walton Oro
Art Giles

Hotel William Penn
(Chatterbox)

Lawrence Welk Ore
Lois Best
Walter Bloom
(Continental Bar)

Larry Murphy 4

• Italian Oardeaa
Etzl Covato Oro
t Johnsoqs

-Now Pens
Al Kavelln Oro
Pattl Morgan
Al Shelleday

NixoB Cafe
Fran Blchler Ore
Bob Carter
Chlllta ft Carlton
6 Vanettes
Hollywood Horse
I<eater ft Irmajeaa
Anpelo Dl Palma

Nut House
Joe Klein
Boogy-Woogy
Harry .Nosokoff

Plaza Cafe
Jimmy Peyton Oro
Adele Curtis
S Dance Darlings
Billy Cover
Lenore Rika
Moran Sis

Pines
Nick ParlUo Oro

Riviera
Joe Berlek Oro

Show Boa^
Al Marslco Oro
Dick Ware
Irene Kessler
Carltons
Mtirjorle Lane
Bee Palmer GIs (8>

Willows
Ray Herbeck Oro
Klrby Brooks

MILWAUKEE
Bert Phillip's

Pep Babler Ore
Ethel Seidel

Billy Knack's
Donna- LuPae
Louis Streeter
Marty Hoff
Jean Renard
Ellen. Kay
Blutz Palm Garden
Eddie South Ore
Louis Mason

Blue Moon
D Davidson Oro
Irene BUrke
Shuttae ft Kent
Virginia Rosen
Jay Jayson
Gale Parker

_ Cardinal Club
Bud Vlonl Ore

Chateau Club
Cole -ft Phtlllps
Rayndr Lehr
Royal t
SfCndra Miller
Bert Gilbert

Clovor Club
Weber Ore
Ruth Phillips
Eva Thornton
Marge Toung
Eleanor Gall

Club Madrid
Stan Jacobsen Oro
Zlta ft Annls
June Lang
Bernle & Yovannai
Roberta Roberts
Betty Adler
Marie Marsh
Rode Stbffen
Frances Allls I

(Continued on jpage M)
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BmY MUSICALS ON UPBEAT
THAT Approves New Constitution

By Slim Margin; Officers Nominated

New constitution of the Theatrical

Managers, Agents & Treiisurers

union was voted in .by a narrow

margin., count Saturday (12) disclos-

ing only 20 votes over the necessary

two-thirds njajority. Although there

are 1,140 members, only 544 voted,

the ballots from out-of-town being

less than indicated. There were 384

votes for and 160 against adoption.

, When the result was verified that

the requisite two-thirds in favor of

adoption had been recorded, the
union' immediately proceeded, with

the nominations for officers and
board, session being held at the

Capitol hotel Monday (14).

Saul Abraham, who replaced

Lodewick Vroom when the latter

withdrew as TMAT president last

spring, wds nominated for the post

along with Tom Bodlcin. Latter is

general manager for Jed Harris and
the former is g.m. for Eddie Bowl-
ing. Union had been headed by the

late Theodore Mitchell, who formed
TMAT, Vroom going in when Mit-

chell died.

There are three candidates for the

vice presidency: Dan Melnick. treas-

urer of the Cort; Tom Burke, a ticket

broker, and George Ashby, who has
been acting v.p. For secretary-

treasurer there are John H. McCar-
ron, incumbent, and James J. Mur-
phy, who headed the board.

Two business agents will be
electied for the first time, the nom-
inations being headed by the present

agents, Hal Olver and Jack McNevin.
Other candidates are Murray Sea-

man, Sidney Harris, William Bren-
nan and Jerry Flynn.

The board, over which there has
been considerable to-do, will have
all nominees on the ballot, but each
group will elect its own members in-

stead of the general membership
voting for directors as with the

other offices: One or two groups
named only the number they are en-
titled two on the board, others nam-
ing as many as eight candidates, al-

though only two can be elected.

Election will be held Jan. 9.

An inter-union dispute arose
last week when the press-agents'
group, opposed to adoption .of the
new consti^tution, accused the
treasurers* group of bad faith.

For some reason, the p.a.s asked the
ticket men to affirm .the agreement
accorded the Broadway publicists

when they joined TMAT in a body.
Treasurers declined signing a formal
paper, those at one of many recent

meetings of the Various groups say-
ing they were not authorized to do
so.

Despite the fact that the constitu-
tion had been amicably framed after
one draft had aroused bitter discus-
sion, it was believed the document
•would not be adopted. The p.a.s

were opposed on the ground that it

might disturb their agreement on
autonomy, with the Yiddish group
voting along with the press group.
Stated by opponents that the out-of-
town members were also opposed,
particularly in Philadelphia, Boston
and Los Angeles, but evidently the
opposition was not well organized.

Reason fojr the out-of-towners be-
ing reported opposed is the provision
In the new constitution whereby a
member of one group has the right

(Continued on page 50)

Hoam' Debut Set; Whole

Cast to Exercise Tonsils

•Everywhere I Roam,' which Marc
Connelly and Bela Blau placed in
rehearsal this week, is dated to open
at the National, New York, Dec. 19.
Play is in 13 scenes, there ate around
60 parts and the date spread is from
1840 to the present times.
Understood the casting problem

has been something of a headache,
since the whole cast is required ,to
sing and half must be able to dance.
Understood many of the characters
Will double.

Larry Hart in Hosp.

Larry Hart, lyricist of the
;
song-

Writing team of Rodgers and Hart,

was admitted to Mt. Sinai hospital,

N. Y., Monday (14) morning, for ob-
servation. He has been ailing for

the past several wegks and shifted

to the hospital to forestall any com-
plications.

Writer was scheduled to accom-
pany 'The Boys from Syracuse' on
its road tour, but was forced to can-
cel the trip. 'Boys,' is currently in

Boston, where it closes Saturday (19)

for repairs. It's N. Y. opening date,

scheduled for Nov. 23, has been set

bade.

WPA COMHERSH

PLANSIM
COLD

.Plans for possible tieups between
the WPA Theatre Project and com-
mercial showmen appear to have
been shelved. It is believed the
protests of the actor-artist and back-
stage unions against such activities

led Project administrators to order
the matter soft-pedaled.' A theo-
retical contract outlined by J. How-
.ard Miller, assistant to national di-

rector Hallie Flanagan, was sub-
mitted to Equity, but an expression

of opinion as to its acceptability was
not made because there have been
no further 'developments in the pro-
posed, tieups.

Stated that the colored 'Run Lil
Chillun,' Coast WPAer which first

aroused the protests, will not be
comitiercially presented. It was
planned to turn the show over to

managers under a royalty arrange-
ment, first date under that tieup to

be in San Francisco. According to

information from WPA sources last

week, 'Chillun' will remain under
FTP auspices indefinitely, including

the proposed Frisco date.

T

Bie B. 0. spuht

New 'Leave It to Me/ with

$27,500 in Five Shows,
Pacing Ust—*HelIz' Fine

$29,000, with 'AngePs'

Bright $27,000

'KNICK' $20,000

Broadway has a new list leader in

'Leave It to Me,' which opened at the
Imperial last Wedpesday (9). It was
the flossiest premiere of the fall, drew
an excellent, press and publicity
break, followed by capacity business.
Takings were $27,500 for the first five

performances, aided by a $6.60 top
debut. On a full week's basis the
show can gross $35,000 and may
reach that mark this week.

'Hellzapoppin' was aimed for head
position wh6n moving to the Winter
Garden, but may not beat out 'Me'
there because of the difference in

scales. However, last week 'Hellz'

was the best grosser with $29,000, an
extra holiday matinee being played.
'I Married an Angel,' which was the
leader, eased off slightly, but turned
in a fine take, quoted around $27,000.
'Knickerbocker Holiday' is running
fourth among the musicals, with
nearly $20,000 last week.
With two holidays, business in the

legiters figured to jirnip, and it did
after a slow start and poor election
day attendance; Theatres cleaned up
latter half of the week, which had
Armistice Day falling on Friday. New
high levels were recorded by most of
the leaders.

'Abe. Lincoln in Illinois' led the
straight shows, with a capacity gate

(Continued on page 51)

CORNELL FOLDS 'HEROD'

AHER 4 ROAD WEEKS

Announcement that Katharine
Cornell's 'Herod and Mariamne'
would not be shown on Broadway
ai.d would be withdrawn in Wash-
ington Saturday (19), where it ciom-

pletes four weeks out of town, sub-

stantiates reports from the several

"stands that the play wai doubtful

stage fare. Miss Cornell appears to

be more concerned over the disap-

pointment of Fritz Kortner, refugee

German actor who was affected by
the criticisms, rather than the fact

that the play failed to measure up
to expectations. Show was due into

the Empire, N. Y., next week, house
• being dark since the closing of 'The

Missouri Legend,' presented by her

husband, Guthrie McClintic.

'Herod* represents a production
outlay of $35,000, but tha is not a

dead loss, since the show is said to

have made an operating profit in

each stand. It seems that something
was lost from the script when the

play was adapted. Known before it

reached the boards that the male
title part is much more important
than 'Mariamne,' so that probably
did not figure in the star's ' decision

to scrap the play. Kortner played
'Herod' any number of times in Ger-
many, where his performances were
highly regarded.

Miss Cornell's future plans are not

definite, although she may partici-

pate with the Playwrights in their

fourth production, 'No Time for

Comedy,' due around the first of the

year.

Elsie Janis Wi!l Do

Sun. Recitals in N. Y.;

Opposish for Loftns

After 10 years of retirement from
'the stage, Elsie Janis is returning for

a series of impersonations on- Sunday
nights at the Lyceum, New York.
First scheduled showing is dated for

Jan. 22. Former star is en route from
her Hollywood home, accompanied
by Gilbert Wilson, her husband. They
will stop at several Veteran's hospi-
tals, in which spots Miss Janis has
periodically entertained since she
left the stage.

Broadway will probably have op-
posed impersonators, as Cissie
Loftus, who had. a successful series

of Sundays, also" at the Lyceiun, has
resumed this time at the Vanderbilt
under the ihanagement of Martin
Jones. Last winter Miss Loftus was
presented by Bernard Hart, Bill Doll
and Joseph M, Hyman, who will han-
dle Miss Janis' showings. There was
a verbal arrangement, but no con-
tract; between the trio and the Eng-
lish actress, but no explanation of
her switching to Jones's management.

Miss Loftus will appear at the Ly-
ceum Thursday (17) for one per-
formance, this being in the nature
of a benefit sold by the Mercury The-
atre.

Equity to Rule On

Jersey Town's Status

Council of Equity has been asked
to rule on the claim of J. J. Leven-
thal, stock company operator, that
Woodcliffe, N. J., across the Hudson
from New York, is a seven-day
town. Showman contends that the
township is part of Union City (for-
merly Union Hill), which has always
had that rating, playing not only on
Sundays, but twice daily in the days
of lurid melodrama.
Several spots on the Jersey side

have been ssven-day towns for many
years, but the scarcity of shows has
not emphasized that fact. It appears
that Leventhal withdrew a stock at

Woodcliffe and seeks to resume if

Sundays are permitted. Some mix-
up over re-engaging several players
is reported having jammed the mat-
ter.

Vagueness of AvalaUe Touring

Shows for '3940 May Stymie

ATC s Road Plans; Concert Idea Up

Election's Poor B.O.

Election Day along Broadway
saw fair business at the mati-
nees and' a drop in night at-
tendance, ticket agencies claim-
ing it the 'worst' holiday.
Rain and the 'photo finish'

victory of Governor Lehman
over Thomas Dewey are fig-

ured to have kept many people
home, listening to the radio re-
ports of the contest.

EOUITV WARNS

ON EXCESS

com
Equity has issued' a warning to

members that those found paying
exces? commissions to agents risk a
fine of $500, or suspension, for one
year, or both. This drastic measure
follows in the wake of the attempt
by the casters to have commissions
tilted from 5% to 10%, which was
refused. Reports were, however,
that a number of actors were slip-

ping agents more than the Equity
rules call for.

Casters claim they cannot operiate

to a profit at 5%. Agents who accept
more than the allowed rate are sub-
ject to revocation of their permits.

Seven agents whose permits were
called in are announced to be: David
B. Hampton, Charles E. Morrison,
Georgia Wolfe, John A. Schultz, Mrs.
Will Roehm, Paul Scott and Michael
iWyerberg. They were not involved
in excess commission matters, but
have been inactive in the legit field.

Atlanta Censors Given

Broader Powers; May

Block 'Tobacco Road'

Atlanta, Nov. 15.

What last week went into City
Council's legisiatiyie hopper as ordi-
nance to prohibit showing of 'To-

bacco Road' at Erlanger theatre on
grounds of 'indecency,' came out as

'law broadening powers of local

Board of Censors to include profes-
sional legit productions,' Heretofore
censors have had no say-so about
what goes on oh local stages unless

pictures were part of program.
Censorship board, made up of

Sherwood Astin, chairman; Alder-
man Robert Carpenter and Mrs.
Alonzo Richardson, secretary, is

skedded to meet this week to 'decide

what they are going to do about
'Road,' which is slated to open
week's engagement at Erlanger
Monday (21).

Astin said he saw show in N. Y.
and 'there are undoubtedly a few
things in the play running in New
York that wouldn't be suitable for

Atlanta. I don't know how we will

pass on the production,' he declared.

W. F. Winecoff, former lessor of

Erlanger, is bringing 'Road' here.

Author Sues S.F, Mgrs.

For Unproduced Play
Hollywood, Nov. 15.

Louis Lurie'and Ralph Pincus, San
Francisco stage producers, have been
sued for $47,500 damages by Ronald
Gerard, author of 'Garden of Weeds,*
which plaintiff alleges was to be
produced in Frisco and agreement
cancelled after three weeks' re-
hearsal.

Gerard alleges the deal gave him
an even split of profits.

Plans of the American Theatre
Council to become a factor in reviv-

ing the road face a setback, prin-
cipally because- there has not yet
been obtained a definite /outline of
attractions available .for touring next •

season. Proposals of ways in which
theatre Interests out-of-town could
be ' promoted are being discussed,

but, until assurances that a sizeable
number of shows for . touring are
secured, it Is doubtful if ATC \yilt

inaugtirate its proposed campaign in

stahdrf which have been getting few '

attractions within the past several
seasons and which are said to be
show-hungry,

ATC figures on sending field men
to the .road early in the winter to

make tie-ups with civic and other
organizations, latter to be asked to

subscribe to a season' of legit in €ach
stand. Indicated that the proposed
start of the campaign was dated. too
early, since there'll be no fairly

comprehensive line on touring possi-

bilities during the 1939-«40 period un-
til the present- season's production
crop is more fully developed.

ATC may adopt an alternative

plan of stimulating the road, cr re-

vise its procedure on the road. That
depends on the adaptability of
methods used in. .'the concert field,

there being, a specialist who has^ or-
ganized over 300. communities for
platform and auditorium appear-
ances. Claimed this type of enter-
prise is highly , specialized, with one
Individual having , the inside on
hinterland organizaiion, general idea
b^ing the guaranteeiAg of niost apr

(Continued on page 50)

New Prod. Asks Actors

To Put^Up $3 Cuarantee

They'll Attend Rehearsals

Equity is warning member^ not to
sign contracts nor to tie up with one
Walter Braun, who.says he is a man-
ager, until he' (Conforms with the as-
sociation's rule^ concerning sUch ac-
tivities. Attention to Braun -was
drawn when members reported he
required the payment of $3 from ac-
tors to join his 'organization,' said

to have a drama, school adjunct.

Braun claims he will produce a
play called 'Vengeance Is Mine* and
that he will conform, to Equity rules,

but was told that unless he posts a
bond with the association to guar-
antee salaries he would not be per-
mitted to cast the t>lay,. nor to inter-

view people with the view of en-
gaging them.

Braun gave several answers as to
hi", purposes of collecting coin from
prospective players in 'Vengeance,*
one being that the coin would apply
on their Equity dues or membership
application^, also to 'guarantee their
appearance at rehearsals.' Reported
late last week that two actresses,
who paid Braun $3 each, had com-
plained to License Commissioneir
Paul Moss, who sent a representative
to the man's office. Coin was recov-
ered.

O'BRYEN OF LONDON

TO 0.0. BTVAY SHOWS

William J. O'Bryen, of the London
producing and agency firm of O'Bry-
en, Linnlt & Dunfee, arrives from
London tomorrow (Thursday) to
look over the Broadway shows. Fig-
ures on acquiring the English pro*
c jtion rights to any likely ones.

Besides being interested in the re-
cent London engagement of '(lolden
Boy,* the O'Bryen, LInnit & Dunfee
flrr is currently presenting in the
West End 'Goodbye Mr. Chips,' 'Ba-
nana Ridge' and a new comedy,
'Quiet Wedding.'
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LEAVE IT TO ME
Musical comedy In twa «ct8 presented at

tlie Imperial. N.T.. Not. 0. '38. by Vinton
Fr<>edl*y: mcoi-* l»y Cole Porter; boolt by
Uella and Snmupl Spewock; book stnBert by

Inlter- .^nnoen by Hobfrt Alton; \\llilnni

OHxIon, Victor Moore starred; Sophie

TuclsiT. Tnm«ra. featured; $K40 top.

BucKlev Jovce Thomas. .. .WUUnn* Gaxton
First Reporter William Ijlllmg

Second Reporter Wnlter Monroe
DoUv Wlnslovv Mary Mnrtln

J. H. JJrwly Edwnnl H. ItoblnB

Mrs. Goodhue Sophie TucUer
R>p«rler ..Chett Bree
Photoprr.\nher George E. Mnok
Fiencb Conductor Wnlter Armin
Chauffeur Jninea W. Carr
Alonzo y*. Goorthue Victor Moore-

Prince TwnoCsky Eusene Slsaloft

Jerrv Gratiffor Denn Carlton
Colette Tamnra
Ko9tyn , Joseph KftlUwI

Peasant Peter T^opouhln

SoranoT Aleirander A.sro

MHUary Atlnobe John Eliot

Naval Attache John Pnnter
-V^talter .Don Cortex
German AmbassaUor Hans Hansen
British Ambassador........ J. Colvllle Dunn
TlAltn«i AmbaPBa;Tor Thoro;\3 Jnfolla

Japanese A mbaasadar...'... George E. Mack
Mackenzie- Owrles Campbell
Graustein .Matthew Vodnoy
Folkin Ivan lamallov
Secretary , Stanton Bier

finale of the first act and is still go-
ing on when the second part begins,

rather different from the usual and
an indicated" economy, although the
show is set well enough.

In addition to the leads, there are
a number of bits which bolster the
srihow's comedy content Eugene
Sigaloff, Hans Hansen, Edward H.
Robbins, Walter Armin, Alexander
Asro and Joseph Kallini are among
the participants.

Porter is given equal billing with,
the stars in the program, a rightful
credit. Ibce.

Here is further substaAtiation that

musicals are on the- upswing .along
Broadway in comparison to recent
seasons^ 'Leave It to Me' will- proba-
bly be- at least close to copping list

leadership, if it does not. attain^ that
rating.

Show- finds. Cole Porter, who writes
both the lyrics and tunes to bis

songs, back . in stride with a set of
bright numbers that should make the
show popular, aided by players wlio
deliver them' adroitly. Score is far
above his 'You -Never Knbw,' one of
the early musical- arrivals which
could not win enough favor.

'Me' brings back the- comedy com-
bination of William Gaxton and Vic-
tor Moore, teamed so well in
'Of Thee I Sing,' This time Moore
is winning most of the laughs. Again
he is depicting a corny fellow of
means who wanders hazily into poli-
tics^ but would rather be back in
Topeka than ambassador to Moscow.
He is most appealing when handling
a lyric, 'I Want to Go Home/ in the
Moore manner.
Sophie Tucker comes near hogging

the- show in the first act when she
starts off Tm Taking the Steps to
Russia,' assisted by. her 'five daugh-
ters' and 'Les Girls.- It is the
first of the Porter lyrics with a- zing
in the lines, :the kind that drew him
to attention "before^just the type of
material that the 'Red Hot Mama' of
variety and the- night clubs does
best. Soph again cops next-to-inter-
mission with 'Most Gentlemen Don't
Like Love/ which, too, has its

moments. Robert Alton's chorus
movements are not intricate, bu^ the
girls are posturing in a fetching man-
•ner, and sometimes the ensembles
are well carried through down in
one; as with Miss Tucker. In the
.second act she is okay with 'Tomor-
row,* then a simpler lyric- 'From the
U.SJiL. to. the U.S.SJI.,'. with Moore,
the duo pulling an 'ofl-to-Buffalo'
which tickled the first-nighters,, who
included many HoUywoodi^s.
Gaxton has his innings with the

Porter numbers, too, starting with
•When It's All Said and Done,'
teamed with Mary Martin, new to
the New York stage, and drawn from
Hollywood, where she, principally
was occupied with radio. Gsucton
later teams witii Tamara and they
score with Trom Now On,' sup
posedly seated in a drosky, Russian
type taxi. Same duo have 'Far, Far
Away' towards the close and this
also is a good- number for them. Miss
Martin had an operaitic aria when
the show opened in Boston, but she
had used it on the air and Vinton
Freedley, the producer, thought a
new song would be better, it being
that one with Gaxton. Her best solo
ditty, however, is the comic 'My
Heart Belongs to Daddy,' Miss Mar-
tin affecting a modified strip effect
on the platform of a Siberian way-
station, somewhat aided by hoofing
Cossacks..

There may be a bit too much of
the story in act one, because Bella
and Samuel Spewack adopted their
'Clear All Wires,' latter staging the
book. -It seems a more amusing idea
than the original -^vnich had the cor-
respondent for the Paris- branch of
the Chicago Tribime as the central
character. In the musical version,
Alonzo P. Goodhue, {tortly and
wealthy, . is the head man, having
been appointed ambassador to Mos-
cow.
Buckley Joyce Thomas, whose boss

wanted the post, goes along with
the hick Goodhue <'Stinky' for
short), promising to get him in bad
so- that he will be recalled. Stinky
kicks the Nazi ambassador in the
belly dnd gets a message from the
secretary of state, which, when de
coded in a funny bit, is 'Sock him
again/ Then Joyce arranges thait he
shoot the Russian minister of the in-

terior, but there is a switch, with a
fiery counter-revolutionary getting

the slug. That makes Goodhue a
national hero and he is honored with
A two-week celebration in Red
Square, poor Stinky's dogs barking
loudly. This event setves as the

MORDKIN BALLET
The Mordkin Ballet,, making its

first New York appeaiance at the
Alvin theatre for six performances,
bids fair to become a fixture of the
dancing season and perhaps plenty
of. opposition to the already estab-
lished Ballet Russe. This company
is noteworthy particularly because it

provides, at last, the proper setting
for Patricia Bowman who, . for too
Ion** has been denied t)er place in
the sun.

Miss Bowman, not unlike the late
Marilyn Miller in figure, is unques-
ionably the most underrated of all

<]ancersi Hampered for years by be^
ing an American in a field where 'the
tradition is exclusively foreign, khe
has also seemingly been denied full
recognition merely because- of pic-
ture house engagements.-

But the years of her apprentice-
ship have borne fruit No girl, of
the excellent Russian Ballet group
las more perfect technique or pan-
tomimic sense. None has Miss Bow-
jnan's beautiful fluiditv of motion.
Her purity of line, remarkable ex-
tension, complete control and ex-
quisite timing set her apart.

Last Friday night (11) . 'Giselle/
the choreography of which was
written by Mordkin, afforded un-
usual opportunities for the two cen-
tral characters. Leon V^irkas is a
worthy partner for Miss Bowman.
His solo work is a delight and the
perfection of their duets is superb.
The teamwork of these two may
well be -the ultimate in the field, if

it is not already so.

The Mordlcin company throughout
is well trained. If a couple of
youngsters do not quite measiire up
it Can be overlooked on the grounds
of their quite attractive- immatur-
ity. Costuming is tasteful and evi-
dently selected with an eye to be-
coming the wearer, a novel idea in
ballet The sets, too, are well chosen.

Mordkin personally appeared as
the old fisherman in 'The Goldfiish/
also his own choreography, and
showed again that he is a master of
pantomime:

This Friday night audience was
ballet wise, broke into spontaneous
murmurs of approval at the more
difficult passages and curtain calls
were -warmly enthusiastis. Business
was good, "but not capacity. The
company has since left for the road.

PUYS OUT OF TOWN

BLACKBIRDS
(eTH EDITION)

Boston, Nov. 9.

All-colored revtie In two acis, |9 acenes.
produced by Lew liCsUe. Uuaic by ftube
Bloom,- Dorothy )Sach.«i, Vic Mizzyj. lyrlca
by Johnny ' Mercer, Ix)Ulii. Hiiber, Irvlnr
Taylor; dtalogr by Nat Dorfman; ctiorr.l ar-
rangementn .by J. Roaamoad' Johnaon;
Choraognjiby by EusLene Van' Qrona; or-
cheatml arrangementa by Perda Qrofe and
Ken Ifacember; aettinm by Mabel A;
Buell. At Majestic. Boston. Nov, 8. '38;

$2^76 top.
J. Rosamond Johnson Choir, Van Groaa's

Swinft Ballet.. HorattS Edwards. Dewey
Markham, Hatntree Harrington, liena.
Home, Bobby Evans, Ijorenao Doberson.
Atta Blake and Norman VcConnjr, Tapa
MUIfer, BlR time Crtp. Bosetta OraWfbrd,
.Frank RlJey. Kate Hall. FYanees Brock,
Jennyne- Carmouche, Balph- Brown, Jerry
Laws, and Laurcne HInea.

Sixth edition of Lew Leslie's
'Blackbirds' looks very pa??. After a
postponement of one day the-preem
disclosed -a show in bad shape, with,
little material in any department
upon which to base hopes. It folds
here Saturday (19) for revision be-
fore venturing' out again.

Slow-paced for a ^ colored revue
because a swing, ballet and a choir
are featured ia almost every other
scene, 'Blackbirds' has toe little of
the flesh and fury expected in a-

show of this ^pe. With four pro-
grammed scenes eliminated,, the
opening performance ran pearly
three hours.

' Socko hoofing specialties b^r Nor-
man- and Blake, Biig Time Crip and
Taps Miller are bright spots, .dnd
Lena Home is quite satisfactory as
featured singer, but the ballet, choir,
scenery, comedy, costuming and
much of the music does not make
the grade.

On the music end, Thursday,' by
Dorothy Sachs and' Lou^ Haber, and -

'That's When a Blaclcbtrd Is Blue,'
by Abner Silver and Maurice Sig-
ler, soundied best at- first hearing.

Script defects are glaring; com-
edy is .generally flat leaving such
comics as. Hamtree* Harrington and
Dewey Markham out in left* field at
the blackouts. Fox.

Th« Flying Ginzburgs
Boston, Nov. 10.

Comedy-farce in three acts, four scenes,
by Max Llebman and- Allen Boret:>:; pre-
sented by Vintoo Freedley; directed by Mel-
ville Burke; aettinga by Donald Oen8la<rcn.
At Plymouth, Boston, Nov. lOi '38; $2.75
Jop.
Harry Quill Hume Crony

n

TunI Luby Wesoly
Evelyn Quill Barbara Robbins
•Pop' CUftord Percy Kilbride
Tropp Matt Brlggs
Mannhel : Harold Graa
Sprung: .'. .Ed Dorsay
McCheaney w...PaRe Spencer
Johnny Melbor. ............. .Fre4 JjlRhtner
Gua Delaney. ..Eddie Nueent
Gabby O'Keefe Otto - Hulett
Maxle Kromm. . : .Nat Cantor
Fanny Faxnum.... Naomi Rae
Gill J

' Richard Clarke
Bloom Harold Whaleh
Blossom Ann Pennlni^ton
Lottie Joan Engel
Otto Karpo... WaKon Carlton
Frltr.Karpo. William Seelig
Phil Gordon James Kelso
Delivery Boy Tra Sllberstein
Johnaon i . . . . Dudley Clemimt.f-
Laundry Man .Albert West

TMAT VOTE CLEARS

BIZ AGENT McNEVIN

Through Equity's efforts the players In 'Hellzapoppln/ 46th Street, New
York, have secured all coin due for rehearstOs, plus allowances for living
exi>enses, during the time the show was xeadyInK in Boston iwior to open-
ing there. Understood the amount paid each person averaged $72. It was
disi^med, however, that only four in the company had paid dues up to
May 1.

Association's staff went through considerable detail Jn straightening out
the 'Hellz' troupe. Some had ..withdi^awal cards and' k few have member-
ship in the Screen Actots Guild, ^uch players' dues being transferred to
Equity. Delay in brlngine, the^ standing iot the company up to date was
first occasioned by the dispute over whether the show was vaudeville or a
revue, it being finally ruled that 'Hellz' is % legiter.

Since announcing tl^ moving of ^Heiizapoppln' to the Winter
. Garden,

N. Y., ifs reported that Lee Shubert, who ordered the switch, is wary
about entering Jim (Dlnty) MoOre^s cafe, next to the latter house. Moore
Is burning because the Show greatly upped business. His son, Willie, says
that hell put the gyp on Shubert in the i»ice of chicken pie, upping it

from $1.50 to $2, also that the place will hold a. wake when 'Hellz' goes.

Olsen and Johnson got the title from Btickeye; Ariz., where they plasred
during the cotton carnival last year. The event Was locally called 'Hellza-
pOppin.'" Since the show opened they have received sombreros from towns-
men and made honorary governors.

The Playwrights, whose first two Broadway presentations are successes
'Abe-Lincoln in Illinois' and 'Knickerbocker Holiday'—meticulously pointed
out that managerial participation in their activities only concerned the.

latter attraction and that sudi investments are minor percentages. But
known, that there are half ' a dozeh parttcipants of wealth who are inter-

ested in the Playwrights activities. . Those who are 'in on the play' will

not only get their money back, hut wUl probably reap a goodly profit
judging froin the pace the Playwrights are foing.

Among those who have interests in the' Playwrights are Alicia Patterson;

daughter of Joseph M. Patterson, publisher of the N. Y. Daily News, and
William S. Paley, head of Columbia Broadcasting System. Reported that

they and the others -put in more- than $10;00p each< but^it is stated tbiat

the amounts were under that<, level. Those- in with the Playwrights are
not therefore considered angels in the usual sense, since their investments

are 'gilt edged.' They represent potential backers of legit productions,

outside money that Broadway sorely needs in the absence of financial

participation by Hollywood;

Best press break of the fall period went to , 'Leave It To Me', which
premiered the night after election at the Imperial, New York, last Wed-
nesday (9). Show was produced by Vinton Freedley and the manager,
not taking any chances about selecting the winning. . candidate, for the

governorship of New York, invited both Governor Herbert Lehman, re-

elected, and Thomas H; Dewey, who was nosed out and both attended.

Theatre was alive with press cameramen and the rivals were photo-

graphed in the lobby during intermission shaking hands, picture getting

into all metropolitan dailies, several carrying it on page one. Other

prominents in political life were also there for .the 'first night including

Jim Farley, who was mentioned several times during the performance,

and Al Smith, former governor. Flossy first night drew many visiting

HolIywoodianS.

Ethel Barrymore, in the last year, has done a complete- about-face in

her relations with press and public alike. A stormy petrel on her last visit

to Pittsburgh five years ago, when she- slammed doors in interviewers^

faces and snubbed all offers for appearances outside theatre, star's attituda

was just the opposite while playing 'Whiteoaks' in Smoky City last week.
Newspapers were- informed by her manager she'd be glad to see tliera

at their convenience, although most of them remembering past experiences,

didn't bother to go back. . Ajctress also consented to be guest-of-honor at tea
given by Congress of Women's ClubS, something she never did before on
past visits to Pittsburgh despite flock of invitations.

A split vote of the- Theatrical

Managers, Agents St. Treasurers
union cleared Jack McNevin, busi-

ness agent, of the charge of dis-
crimination in placing a half-dozen
ticket sellers with the auto show,
currently at Grand Central Palace*
New York. McNevin had been tem-
porarily susj)ended from the job fol-
lowing a complaint that he selected
the men for the jobs instead of plac-
ing the call on the- bulletin board, so
that others might have had an op-
portunity of getting the berths.

There was considerable discussion,
over the matter, with several direc-
tors expressing the opinion that the
agent should be replaced.. However,
the vote to retain him was seven to
five. Hal Olver is the other TMAT
business agent, he now being a can-
didate for the board.

Ticket selling berths for attrac-
tions such as the auto show were
formerly handled by the Burns de-
tective agency, which staffs the Pal
ace, but "TMAT step]>ed in last sea
son and won recognition, carrying
with it the right to supply treas-
urers, The assent of the agency,
however, was. required, as at the
race tracks, where the help is staffed
by the Pinkertons.

Agencies fingerprint all employees
and that took in ticket sellers. Here-
after, however, "TMAT will act direct
in the matter of such employment,
for the reason that under the- so
called Goldberg law, persons work-
ing for detective agencies are not
permitted to go on strike. TMAT
refuses to relinquish such right and,
so long as its members are not on the
.detective agencies' payrolls, they can
participate in strike activities.

Vinton Freedley's first dramatic
offering shows real promise, even
though the 'Ginzburgs' were not fly-
ing with ease on opening night. Mel-
ville Burke came in on the directing
assignment late in rehearsalSr and.
presumably he did not have enough
time to whip into it the mad tempo
required to' make this, an imi>ortant
comedy entry.
Hume Cronyn is perfectly cast as

the rug salesman who was a rabid
vaude fan when the Palace was run-
ning two-a-day. "When his lodge as-
signs him the responsibUity of book-
ing a show for the anniversary din-
ner on a $600 budget Harry Quill
(Cronyn) timorously approaches Gus
Delaney, comic and m.c. 'at liberty,'
with- the proposition that he go along
with the show to 'tie it ^dl together.'
Delaney and all his performer

friends in the theatrical hotel agree
to come in under the budget. The
booking has such farcical angles as
the entire troupe moving in on the
Quill homestead in Flatbush for re-
hearsals and free grub. Quill's father-
in-law nearly crabbing, the deal by
enmeshing the name of Quill's boss in
a Variiott story about creating a
vaude circuit out of lodge dates.

There's a mess of show biz chatter
and shop talk over the heads o£ most
laymen but the types cast in the
roles of acrobats, hoofers, . magician,
blues singer and m.c, will be readily
recognized; Unfortimately, none of
th^e performers exoeot the acrobats
(Walter Carlton and William Seelig),
who roll through the set a couple of
times for sight gags, give out any of
the corny vaude anticipated as soon
as they're all herded into the Quill
parlor.
Laughs are plentiful in 'Ginzbiirgs,'

but the pace was too halting at the
premiere to bring the gags close
.enough together. Cronyn is the
standout in a good cast, and special
mention goes to Barbara Robbins for
playing capably the non-snectacular
straight role of Quill's wife, Oens-
lager's sets are very good.

• 'GInzsburg' is scheduled to dose
here Saturday (19), ostensibly for re-
pairs prior to its Broadway debut.
Latter was scheduled for Thanksgiv-
ing week, but that date looks out
now. Foi.

Isla Vaile, who has succeeded Betty Field as the femme lead, in 'What
a Life' at the Biltmore, N. Y., is in her first Broadway show. Native of

Ft. Smith, Ark., she came to New York two years ago, when she was 17, to

attend the American Academy of Dramatic Art One of her .instructors

was Ezra Stone, who has the male lead in the show, and who, as one of

the George Abbott's production staff, called her for a walk-on. She also

understudied Miss Field. When she took over the lead part, her family,

including her 81-year-old grandmother, came from Arkansas to see the

play.

Widow of Ed Bloom, once the most trusted adviser of the Shubert man-
agerial staff and who died about 10 years ago, suicided by gas in her home
at .Blue Point L; I., Saturday (12). When he expired, Mrs. Bloom was
reputed to be well off and in recent years entertained a number of notables
of the profession. Recently she sold the furnishings piece by. piece and the

15-room colonial house was bare when the body was discovered.
Mrs. Bloom recently arranged with an undertaker for her burial, paying

him $300 and^ remarking that she would do away with herself unless things-

broke her way, but he abstaned from reporting the matter ta police.

'Too Much Johnson,' which has been in and out of rehearsal, may not be
the Mercury theatre's next attraction, now that 'Danton's Death' has had
its delayed opening. Much the same players as are appearing in 'Danton'
are in 'Johnson' and are likely to be in the 'Henry IV' cycle, mentioned
as the Mercury's next attraction^ Theatre Guild will be interested in

'Henry/

Maurice Evans's 'Henry IV' is now being prepared to follow the lull-

length 'Hamlet' at the St James, N. Y., but may not reach presentation
until February, current revival being slated to play until after New Year's.

Theatre Guild is guaranteeing the salariesJor 'Ringside Seat', due to

debut at the Guild, New York, Saturday (19), but denies that it has a
piece of the show. Rufus Phillips, the producer, also is doing the staging,
that being stipulated In his contract with the authors.
Grant Mitchell is i)ack on Broadway to play the lead and is now

reported having invested in the show. He is a graduate of the Ohio State
IT., and George H. Atkinson, who is press agent for the attraction, was a
college mate.

John Anderson's tome on 'The American Theatre' (Dial Press; $5), with
a supplementary section therein on the- Motion Picture in America, by
Rene Fulop-Miller, is an elaborate but" not too pedantic work. It's a highly
decorative book production, with many plates and sketches of Urban set-
tings, Arnold Crenthe photos, old playbills and programs, etc. The N. Y.
Journal-American's dramatic critic hasn't made his effort too academic,
yet it's by no means a, frothy treatment.

Plan of William A. Brady to establish an acting company or repertory
at his Playhouse, N. Y., was suddenly set back. Veteran showman claimed
he could not properly cast a revival of 'You Never Can Tell/ which was
slated for the boards late this, month, although the three leads had Ijeen
announced.
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Leap^ ^alysis of Saks Dniler

Met Code Hay Bring fieforms

League of New York Theatres

lias made an analysis df brokers' re-

ports of "ticket - soles under the code

rules. Board may make recom-

mendations which may result In

changes in the allotments to a num-

ber of agencies.

According to the sales figures, some

agencies have been getting more

tickets for some shows than they can

dispose Of, whereas one of the .prin-

cipal objectives of the ticket control

system is to obtain . a" wider, or bet-

ter, distribution than heretofore.

Sales records have been broken
down to three-thousandths of one
per cent, indicating that some brok-
ers have been disposing of but a
small part of their allotments. It

would seem that either the managers,
or the boxoffices, have not been spot-

ting tickets to the best advantage to

the shows concerned. Whether that
has been intentional was not indi-

cated, nor whether it is a matter of

discrimination.
Most managers take the .positiota

that they will sell or allot tickets' to

whoever they choose, so long as the
agencies are accredited as signified

by their adoption, of the code.

League's board, however, questions

such procedure and points out that it

isn't good business. Possibility has
been discussed of inserting in the
rules provision whereby agencies will

be required ^ to give ' the managers
more exact information when sales

are under expectations.
Data on ticket sales for the lead-

ing attractions is in two sections, one
having to do with the first five rows
and the second five, mostly the cen-
ter sections and aisles of the sides.

Principal demaiid is for locations
within the first 10 rows, so that the
number of tickets disposed of by the
agencies within that part of the the-
atre is given particular attention.

Sales Monntlne

Sales in the agencies is steadily
mounting,, which means an increase
in the amount of money paid the
League by the brokers at the rate
of 3% cents per ticket First four
weeks the agencies' sales were
around 50,000, reports for the second
four weeks indicating that the total

would reach 75,000, proving that the
season is reaching the fall peak.
Some violations of the code have

been reported to have been detected,
but no disclosures have been made.
Nor has there been an explanation
of how certain agencies, which de-
clined to come within the code, are
securing possession of good locatioiis.

It is assumed that some tickets are
secured by diggers at the boxoffices,
and others likely dug from agencies
which receive regular allotments.
Latter brokers still complain they
are unable to obtain enough tickets
to supply their customers^ League
figures that realignment of allot-

ments should appease these agencies,
and that the increase in the number
of premium ticket sales will make
for a better season than the brokers
anticipate.

FTP Sets Mich. Tour

For 'Locked Room'
Detroit, Nov. 15.

Local. Federal Theatre project is

preparing 'The Locked Room,* mys-
tery drama by Herbert' Ashton, Jr.,

for presentation in near future
throughout city and suburbs, prior
to tour of Michigan.

Tentative itinerary includes towns
in which project gave performances
last season, Ann Arbor, Lansing,
East Lansing, Saginaw, Bay City,

Midland and Alma.

CHORINES ASK VOICE

ON EQMY COUNCIL

Acting on a proposal from the

chorus branch, Equity is considering

the idea of according it representa-

tion c>n the council. It is an alte^-

^te plan which, if worked out,

would replace that of Equity absorb-
ing Chorus Equity Association, which
IS a regularly franchised union un-
der the Associated Actors & Artbtes
of America. Under the current set-
up, however, officers and council of

Equity are the same as for the
choiois, although the latter's mem-
bers do not vote on them.
Reason for having a chorus mem-

ber on the council has not been ex-
plained, nor have its proponents
made a convincing argument that a
chorister would be qualified to vote
on matters handled by the senior
actors association. Chorus branch
membership is quite different from
that of Equity, whose members arc
more or less continuously on the
rolls, whereas there are frequent
changes among the chorines, a per-
centage dropping out seasonally and
remaining permanently out of show
business.

Plah of Equity to absorb the cho-
rus branch has been considered for
some time, especially since the Four
A's limited that imion's activities to
the legit stage some months ago,

Problem of changing Equity's consti-

tution to make provision for the
chorus branch has apparently not
been solved. Such a merger would
be one of economy for the chorus,
since there is plenty of room in

Equity'^ offices and there is no spe-
cial need of separate quarters for the
former, which ran into an operating
deficit last season.

However, the chorus association Is

considerably ahead of the past two
seasons because of the upturn in the
number of musical comedy prdduc
tions. It has a substantial treasury
surplus, represented by investment
in bonds and other securities.

(Week «f Nov. 14)

'Amphitryon'-'Sm Gall' (Limt and
Fontanne), Nixon, Pittsburgh.
'Blossom Time/ American, St.

Louis (13).

'Boys from Syr»eus«* (Jimmy
Savo), Shubert, Boston.
'Brother ^t,* Erlanger, Philadel-

phia.

'Dame Natnre,* Erlanger, Chicago.
'Flyine Ginsbiir)es' (Eddie TTugent
Ann Pennington), Plymouth, Boston.
'Golden Boy' (Luther Adler-Fran-

ces Farmer), Locust St., Philadel-
phia.

'Great Lady' (Tullio (Zarmlnati-

. rene Bordoni-Norma Terris), Shu-
bert, New Haven (15).

'Herod and Mariamne* (Kiatharine

Cornell), National, Washington.
'I Am DMrercDt' (Tallulah Bank-

head), City Hall Aude, Montgomery,
Ala. (14); Erlanger, AUanta (15-16);

Bijou, Knoxville (17).

Td Rather Be Bight* (George M.
Cohan), Paramount, Toledo (14);

Victory, Dayton (15); Memorial
Aude, Louisville (t6); Cox, Cincin-

nati (17-19).

'Lfffhtnln' (Fred Stone), Chestnut
St, Philadelphia.

'Of BKce *md Men,' Selwyn, Chi-
cago.
'On Borrowed Time/ Grand Opera

House, Cliicago.

'Pins and Needles,* Hanna, Cleve-
land.

San Carlo Opera Co,, Boston
Opera House, Boston (17).

Shadow and Snbstance' (Sir Ced-
ric Hardwicke), Forrest, Philadel-
phia.
Cornelia "Otis Skinner, Aude, Mem-

phis (13); Convention Hall, Tulsa

(15); Arcadia, Wichita, Kan, (17);

Muny Aude, Kansas City (16); Aude,
Denver (19).

Susan and God' (Gertrude Law-
rence), Harris, Chicago.
Tobacco Bead,' Muny Aude, Sa-

vannah (14-16); Cherokee, Augusta
(17-19).

'Torchbearers,' Curran, San Fran-
cisco.

'What a Life,' Parkway, Madison
(14); Aude, St. Paul (15-16); Lyceum,
Minneapolis (17-19).

'Whiteoaks,' Cass, Detroit.

'Yon Can't Take It With Toil,'

Lyceum, Minneapolis (14-16); Aude,
St. Paul (17-19),

Byron. III, Can't Hake

landscape'; Waldron In

Arthur Byron, Equity's head, under
treatment for an ear infection at the
Manhattan Eye and Ear hospital, is

expected to be discharged this week,
but he was forced out of 'American
Landscape,' due to open in Boston
next week. Charles Waldron re-
placed, planing in from Hollywood
for the assignment

'Landscape' is the third productioh
by the Playwrights.

Maiqimg Dartmouth

Summer Festival Plans

Cabaret TACs Opener

Theatre Arts Committee's first reg-
ular Cabaret TAC show of the sea-
son will be given from 5 to 8 p, m,
next Stmday (20) at the American
Music Hall, New York.
Included on the bill will be *Su-

detan Waltz,' a new song by Sam
Morgenstern, done by Hiram Sher-
man; 'Dies Committee,' a satirical
sketch; 'For Two Cents,' a song and
sketch; 'Fascist Aviator,' a song;
'Hague Over Yorkville,' a sketch;
"Lorelei,' a song; 'Mi ister of Prop-
aganda,' a dance; 'Times Have
Changed,' a chorale, and 'Chamber-
lain Crawl,' a song and dance num-
ber.

Plans for the annual summer
drama festival at Dartmouth College
are currently being mapped by two
committees of Dramatists Guild
members. One committee, including
members of the Guild council, is

working out a basic theme for the

festival. It will also huddle with the

architects regarding actual designs
for the $1,000,000 theatre-worlcshop

to be built on the campus at Han
over, N. H., when funds are raised.

Other committee, composed oj;

younger dramatists, is studying ways
to utilize the festival to help and en
courage rising playwrights. List of
suggestions will be formulated anc
submitted to the regular committee
Guild leaders and Dartmouth offi

cials hope to make the festival

dramatic Salzburg of America. Plant
will be used for the school's course
in drama during the regular term
and will be tiu-ned over to the Gruild

for the summer season.

of

LEGIT nr JERSEY TOWN
Short Hills, N. J., Nov. 15

'Kingdom of God,' by G. Martinez
Sierra, opens the legit season

Frank Carrington's Paper Mill Play
'house tonight. Play is in for two
weelts at this 650-seat renovated

theatre.

Company comprises local and
Broadway talent, with Frances Dor
geval heading cast in the Ethel Bar
rymore role. House also books con

certs and marionette shows.

Current Road Shows
Charges of I^voritisiii, Unfair

^

Practices Hit Chi FTP Project;

Pro Mgrs. Bumiiig at Conipetish

Too Realistic

Equity Skeds 'Nother

Informal Confah, hut No

Major Issues on Tap

Equity has scheduled a discussion

meeting for Friday (18) afternoon at

the Astor hotel. New York, although
there has been some question over
continuing such informal gabfests,

which started about two seasons ago.

So far as the officers know there
are no issues to be considered and
in light of the year's agreement with
the managers not to adopt new rules,

no changes in the present contract
could be made.

Administration has virtually

cleared the desks of proposals, and
few matters now appear waiting dis-

posal. Council meetings recently
have been brief in comparison to

former sessions. Discussion meet-
ings, therefore, were believed to be
unnecessary, but Arthur Byron,
Equity's president, decided the gen-
eral membership be given the op-
portunity to speak its mind. No pro-
posals at discussion meetings are of-

ficial, but council may consider rec-

ommendations from that source, if

it so rules.

Expected that the WPA section of

Equity will principally b«; in attend-
ance, same as lalst season, when
nearly all the time at discussion ses-

sions was occupied by federal relief

project people.

Ei^agements

Jane Cowl, The Merchant of
Yonlccrs.*
William Challee, 'Rocket to the

Moon."
Laura Suarez, Rosita Ortega, 'Let's

Raise the Curtain.'
Philip Faversham, Alice John,

Robert Breen, Celeste Holm, Nancy
Cushman, 'Gloriana.'
Aubrey Mather, Estelle Winwood,

Ben Smith, Derek Williams, Nicholas
Joy, Grcorge Tobias, Susi Lanner,
Horace Sinclair, J. P. Wilson, Dennis
Gurney, Marcel Journet, John Bar-
rington, Guy SpauU. Edward Har-
vey, Le Roi Operti, James Larmore.
Gieorge Brandt, Joseph Beale, Jess
Thomassen, Tracy D. Rutledge, Fitz
roy K. Davis, Arthur Dudley, Eugene
Francis, Carl Cose, Basil Prock
Hobart Skidmore, Jess Wynn, 'Gooc
Hunting,' (Complete cast)

Oklahoma City, Nov. 15.

Three male members of the

Oklahoma U. school of drama,
which presented two perform-
ances of 'The Drunkard' on the

stage of the Warner here Fri-

day (11), displayed their ability

to portray barroom drunks so

well that they wound up in the

city jail. As a publicity stunt

the youths entered a Women's
Christian Temperance Union
meeting and proceeded to im-
bibe freely from a bottle con-
taining a brown 'iquid, follow-

ing which they stumbled
around the room, stepping' on a
few toes and ruffling a few of

the miUc drinkers' tempers.

A call to the police brought
out five huskies, who proceeded
to load the too realistic actors

up for a free ride. Despite the

fact the boys proved they were
not drunk and were really only
swigging from a bottle of col-

ored water, the ladies of the

W. C. T. U. decided that they
were disturbers of the peace

and should be chastised^ They
were released when they made"
a public, apology before the as-

sembled ladies.

LEfilT OUT OF QUEENS

HOUSE AFTER 2 TMS
The Queensboro theatre, not far

from Jackson Heights, Queens, which
has been a white elephant since its

building, has abandoned legit after

a try under two managements this

falL Most recently Teddy Hammer-
stein took over the management, but
ceased operations after three weeks,
during which name players appeared
in as many shows.
Hammerstein conducted the legit

try in association with the Realty
Associates, group which controls the
property. Loss in three weeks was
$7,000. Although the Queensboro,
which was originally built by Frank
Wirth and George Hamid as a vaud-
film theatre when the locality was
sparsely populated, had built up a
neighborhood trade of 300 patrons
weekly, it was indicated that the
spot's draw was still too limited.

Plays presented by Hammerstein
were stock revivals of 'The Circle,'

with Grace George; 'Night Must Fall,'

with Douglass Montgomery, and 'The
Front Page,' with James Rennie, Syl-
via Field was in the latter cast, com-
pleting, the engagement despite the
sudden death of her husband, Harold
Moffett, severial days before the show
closed.

Balto Getting Shows

Baltimore, Nov. 15.

Season, slow getting under way
because of dearth of bookings, took
on considerable emphasis this week
with listing of solid lineup to New
Year's. 'Crolden Boy,' due in at

Ford's Nov. 21, is chalking up a
strong advance sale.

Rest of bookings call for 'Light-

ni ',' Nov. 28; 'Our Town.' Dec. 5|

'Pins and Needles,' Dec, 12; 'The
Women,' repeater here, Dec. 26; all

at Ford's. George Abbott's new one,

'The Primrose Path,' will open at the
indie booked Maryland, Dec. 19.

Chicago, Nov. IS.

Turmoil, dissension, charges of

favoritism and unfair practices have

invaded the ranks of the local WPA
theatre project, according to the

voiced squawks of non-WPA theatre

men and the whispered heartbreak

complaints of federal theatre work-

ers here. Operating policies under

the new regime of John McGee
have caused open resentment on the

part of the professional legit theatre

operators in Chicago and has
brought considerable unhappiness . to

many WPA theatre workers who,

though desperately in need of re-

lief jobs, are no longer certain of

continuing with the project.

On the part of the professional

theatre in town, there is great re-

sentment against the tactics and
practices of the Federal Theatre
here in going into competition

.against the professional shows on a

scale which they deem unfair,

especially in view of the fact that

they themselves are contributing to

the support of a federal theatre

which is now cutting their throats.

Buriiups for the professional the-

atre men is the handling of the
FTP'S 'Prolog to Glory,' which
opened last week at the Blackstone,

This show spent a large amount of

money in the dailies for advertising

and opened at a $1,65 top, a scale

which puts it squarely on a com-
petitive basis- with the pro theatre.

Squawk to Equity

Pro workers in the other shows
are preparing a bill of complaint to

be sent to the council of Equity, the
Americau Federation of Musicians
.and International Alliance -Of The-
atrical Stage Employees on the
grounds that the WPA operations

here are biting the hand that feeds

them by attempting to out-advertise,

Qut-merchandise the pro theatre.

This complaint would follow the
previous squawk entered by local

parking lot owners Against the WPA
for making .a bargain deal with the
Lydy parking stations near the
Great Northern for 'The Mikado'
customers. Other lot owners com-
plained that they were not per-
mitted to submit their bids for such
a tie-up, aod that government money
was used to publicize the Lydy sta-

tions.

There is Aiuch dissatisfaction ex-
pressed locally because of the im-
porting of "Prolog to Glory' with a
New York cast, despite the fact that
the local project is now well loaded
down with performers who could
handle the assignments creditably.

Bitter pill for the local relief

workers is that the new policy of
the Federal theatre here seems to

have completely forgotten, the basic
purpose of the WPA theatre. People
who are in desperate need of aid
and who have been subsisting on
their WPA relief jobs are now filled

with fear that they wiQ be dropped
from the rolls and their jobs appro-
priated by others who are personally
friendly to the higher-ups,

Cieorge J, ilealians is named by
WPA workers as the executive in
the local federal theatre set-up who
has been most prominent in bring-
ing in outsiders. It is^^expected that

(Continued on page 50)

Pitt Playwrights Active
Pittsburgh, Nov. 15.

Tom Wilmot, local author whose
first play, 'And Niobe Wept,' will
open at the Pittsburgh Playhouse
Nov. 29, is already at work on a new
drama dealing with religious intoler-
ance in foreign lands. 'Niobe' has
been submitted to a couple Of Broad-
way producers, Jed Harris and Sid-
ney Harmon, both of whom have
indicated they will be on hand for
Playhouse premiere.
Another Pittsburgh playwright,

Elizabeth Curry, has just had her
first three-acter, 'Shadow of Truth,'

accepted for production by Bar Har-
bor (Me.) Masquers. It opens there
Saturday (19) for" a run. Author, a

sister of George Curry, Stanley the-

atre musician, is a junior at nearby
Westminster College.

Pliil Mer to Toor

In Idkt's ly^ht'

Phil Baker, who appeared in
'Idiot's Delight' last -summer in ru-
ral spots, proposes an extended tour
in the play. Comedian is said to be
backing the venture, posting salary
guarantee with Equity last week

'Delight' was toured with the
Limts, who appeared principally in
key stands.

NEW FLA. WPA HEAD
New Orleans, Nov. 15.

• Gerhardt LindemuUer, director of
the Group Theatre here for the past
year, has been appointed director-
producer of the Federal theatre in
Jacksonville. Fla.

First production of the Florida
project under Lindemuller's direction
will be ah open-air pageant of 'If Ye
Break Faith.'
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Plays Abroad

Elisabeth of Austria
London, Nov. 4.

Ntorleal drama In three acts (10 scenes)

atrlona mid Elizabeth Sprlsge; pre-

snntoiV by .Tarvis ProductlooB, TAd. Staged

hv Cumpbell GuUnn, nt Garrlck. London.

I>ulfo Mnx of Bavaria Arthur \omg
J.iuclicss I,udovIl:a •.• - May Agate

lloien rellclty DouRlas

Franz Josef <*yl«' Isham
Archduohcsa Sophie Tonle. Edgar Bruce

Elisabeth ^'^I"!* ^^^l
Fr.iu. Fanny Felfallk BeAtrlce Kane
<;ountes3 Liechtenstein. V Enid LIndaey

Cminlpss EellPRrade Henzle Raeljum
Kfnff Ludwlg II of Bavaria.. Richard AInley

Counlesa Irma Sztaray Olwen Brookes
fountoss Ida Fcrenczy '^JY*'"
Oo-unt P.-ior...... U'-?*,"^?''
Count Julius Andtassy... David Klnff-Wood

Budolf Charles HJcltman
Ketlerl I^hll Ray
Frau KathI Schrutt... .....Helen Goas

The life of the Empress of Austria,

from 1853 to 1893, is necessarily epi-

sodical like the Herbert Wilcox films

o£ Queen Victoria. There are 10

scenes in three acts, illustrating thp

-high spots in the life of Elisabeth,

who was. called uport. to sacrifice her
personal happiness for the .duties of a
queen.

If the play succeeds it will be due
mainly to the distinguished acting of

HVanda Rotha, Viennese artist, who
has the lead role.

First scene is in the home of

Grand Duize Max of Bavaria. The
young Emperor Franz Josef is

brought to the house by the Arch-
duchess Sophie^ his mother, to pro-
pose marriage to Helen, the elder
daughter. iShe's groomed and di-

vinely expectant. In rushes little

sister Elisabfeth, barefooted and peas-
ant-cldd. Fr^nz instantly falls for

her and creates consternation by
asking Max for her hand.
The piece was written by two sis-

tersrin-law, new to the game of play-r

wrightingj and there's constant evi-
dence of their inexperience in writ^.

ing dialos, which lacks the formal-
ity one 3i9s been taught to believe
was utilized -in court circles of that
day. There are siieh remarlcs as
'gone against the grain,' 'what must
come, must,' etc.

Tempo is too slow; there's a mod-
est, but effective, production and
rather' intelligent playing. Next to
the star, the most impressive acting
is that of Richard Ainley ih a brief
part, portraying"the King Xudwig II

. of .Bavaria.
There are many interesting his-

. iorical'.Qv6nts/depict6d^ bitt most of
them ate fainij^iar tarnonnal readers
a]id playgdcrs, < The whole thitig

< seem^ .to jUst niis^. VMo.

he emerges at night. lie is sized up
by this community as either a
murderer or a sex maniac wanted by
the police. One of the girls from the

repertory house is an ambitious
youngster, who feels she has the

divine dramatic spark, and arrives

at the conclusion that sex experience

is of importance to her in develop-

ing her 'genius.' • . , ^
She confides to the othe? girl that

she contemnlates having an affair

with the man in the company. At
this point she encounters the

mysterious lodger, who turns but to

be a topnotch Hollywood star, who
had some years previously played on
the local stage and whil6 on vacation

decided to visit the place to recall

old times. He's attracted to her, and
when he learns of her plight, agrees

to make his identity known and play

for one performance at the rep house
to give the company a boost. They
have an affair but it develops he has
two wives and is separated frond his

third. The girl decides to accompany
h'm anyway to America* but the

elder actress prevents her from
catching the train, leaving her sadder

and rapidly becoming wiser.

There's little originality in plot or

atmosphere, but play is generally

well-designed and amusing, with
Folendid character drawings, most of

them well interpreted.
There are only seven in the cast,

all of whom play competently. Judith

Furse, as the elder actress, is par-

ticularly excellent.
A. relatively small gamble for

America, and this basis of a good
comedy film. Jolo.

THAT Const.

Shows in Rehearsal

'The IVIerohant of Yonkers*—
Herman Shumlln.
•Everywhere I Roam'— Marc

Connelly and Bela Blau.

'Glorious MornlAc' — Oscar

Hammerstein.
Miere Come the Clowns'

—

Eddie Dowling.
'American liandsoape'-^Play-

wrights.
•Rlnffslde Seat'—Rufus Phil-

lips.

•Giorlana'—Theatre House.

'Goo^ Hunting*— Mayer and
Field.

'Rocket to the Moon'—Group.

(Continued from page 47)

GOODNESS, HOW SAD!
.

London, Kov. 2.
Comedy In three acts by Roberl^ Morley;

-presehted 4>y' Petfer BuIU Directed by
Tyi-ohel Gtithfle. 'At tha YaudAviUe.

>C:irol Soods .....>....Jill Furse
Clirlstlne Lay^Iord Judith Furse
VLn, ' Viisldn t .... < .Maiy MerraU
.Mia. Anfi;st:..;.^.k<i...^;;.Kathleen Boutan
PM«r l)hrpi)p , .Frith Banbury
CAl?t«t?» Anjtst..., .Arthur Hambllntr
Robert Wayne.','.; Hiigrb Sinclair

Soon as the curtaiii rises on the
first act it's apparent the story is laid
in at .dingyj provincial theatrical
"boarding house, with th<{ plot de-
•veloped via' -the meditint of profes-
' fiional crossfiire dialog;-. t)ne then
settles down" for a siege' of wise-
cracks that will sooner or later be-
come tiresome. .. . , ..

Hugh. Sinclait heads the cast,
,

Three acts are in a- single setting
with the characters residents of the
lodging housei. Ther« are two girls

and a man who are members of the
local" repertory c'ompany, Which is, on
the verge of closing through lack of-

pati^onage; a married couple, who do.

a trained-seal act at the local variety
house; the landlady and a mysterious
stranger, who never goes out during,
the day and wears dar]lc glasses when

to switch to another if a job is avail-

able.. In other w<irds, a treasurer

may become a manager, and a man-
ager may take a press agency job.

There is no stipulation regarding the

interchange of jobs, and members
out-of-town felt that members' fJom
New York might be appointed • to

berths in other cities.

Only a percentage of those who
opposed the constitution on that

ground voted. A leader of the op-

position explained after ' the ' ballot?

were counted that the supposed
weaknesses in the new constitution

would probably be corrected by new
by-laws slated to - be introducedj

There are 60; in the p.a. group anc(

42 in the Yi4dish' end; a total of lt)2,

Therefore only .58 additibnal 'no'

votes were cast and -some of those

-were from NewYork members.
That the two-thii:ds 'yes' count

oould have been beaten is; shovvn by
the fact thtat Philly.has 78 members,
there being.- 53 in Boston, 45 in Cin-

cinnati and 170 in. Los Angeles.

Virovai, 17, Eyed As

BO. After N. Y. Crix

Acclaim U. S. Debut

Factor in the click of Robert Vi-

rovfii, IT-year-old violinist, in his

U. S. debut recently at Carnegie

Hall, N. Y., was that his appearance

was' made as guest soloist with the

New York. Philharmonic-Symphony.
That was responsible for the pres-

ence of the first-string critics, in-

cluding Olin Downes, of the New
York Times, and Lawrence Oilman,

of the New York Herald Tribune.

Ordinarily, debuts are covered by
second or third-stringers.

Another angle on was that Virovai

played at all four weekend concerts,

including the Sunday afternoon date,

which is broadcast over the CBS net-

work. However, the fiddler's dis-

tinctive, spectacular playing was in-

strumental in capitalizing the break.

As a result of the click aiid his press

and radio reception, Virovai is rated

as a likely boxoffice draw. Such
clicks are rare, averaging not more
than one. every 10 years or so. Last

was • Yehudi Menuhin. Virovai, a

Jugoslav, of Hungarian parentage, is

a former student of the late Jeno de

Szalatna Hubay, noted Budapest

violin teacher. His first New York
recital Will be Dec. 17 at Carnegie

Hall, He's handled by Columbia
Concerts Corp.

PHILLY AFTER N. Y.

WPA CO. FOR 'SING'

Philadelphia, Nov. 15.

•One-Third of a Nation,' now in

its fifth week at the Walnut here,

will close Dec. 10, giving it an eight-

week run, it was decided yesterday.

House, which has been leased for

5lx months with options, will be kept

open aftet 'Nation' closes > with a

Federal Theatre shqw from New
York, while the local company re-

hearses a Jiew opus.

Philly FTP execs are attempt^pg

to Induce the New York group to

try out 'Sing lor Your Supper' here,

in the manner of a professional

show. 'Sing' is now in fehearsal in

New York and is figured to be ready
for a break-in just about Dec. 10.

If this plan doesn't win approval,

N. Y. company presenting a Gilbert

and Sullivan repertory of five plays

will be brought in.

Next Philly FTP presentation,

skedded for beginning of January,

is 'A Moral Entertainment.' Plans

are also under way for a 'Cavalcade

of Pennsylvania,' gigantic historical

epic, to be presented in Muny Sta-

dium next summer.

;Take If Pic Ruins St^e

Versioa in St. L, $5,090

St. Louis, Nov. 15.

Four weeks showing of the film
version of 'You Can't Take 't With
You,' one weelc, day and date, while
the stage play. was at the American,
town's omy legiter, killed the b.o.

for the stage attractibn. Ambassa-
dor, five blocks from the American,
ran the film two weeks and then it

was movied' to the Missouri, where it

ran another fortnight.
,

Last season, the stage play copped
$45,000 during a two-week stand at

the American.
Everett Marshall In 'Blossom

Time,' started a week's run Sun-
day (13).

Estimate for Last Week
'Tou Can't Take It TVIth Ton/

American (1,707; $1.68). Could only
collect mere $5,000 for nine per-
formances, as virtually the entire
town saW the picture version in its

four weeks at two deluxers.

HUGIffiS' NEW PLAY
Cleveland, Nov. 15:

*Fr.ont Porcbv fourth drama' hy
Langston Hughes, Cleveland Negro-

playwright and poet, will be preome'd.

tomorrow night (Wednesday) by;the

Gilpin Players,-group which brought
out all of his previous pieces. Group'
is the oldest professional Negro rep
organization in the country, pioneer-

ing in the field 18 years ago. It did'

author's 'Troubled Island,' 'Joy. to

My Soul' and 'Little Ham.' Latter

saw Broadway lights two seasons,

ato.
Hughes also • directs • new • Harlem

Shoe-string. Theatre in New Yorki

Chi FfPPmjeeta

(Continued from page 49)

2 Shows Out

Philly Citizens Asked

To Contribute $100,000

For Orch Maintenance

For the first time in 16 years the
public ,here is being asked to con-

tribute to the Philadelphia Orches-
tra. Canripaign has been launched to

raise $100,000 as ia maintenance fund,

with 300 fiocial and musical biggies

soliciting. Large part of the money
has already been subscribed.
There are several

' causes lor the
requests, principally the shrinkage in
income from $1,750,000 endowment
fund. Income is down to $60,000.
Loss of radio sponsorship this sea-^

son' by several banks has also hurt
Increased sales of jrecords have
helped slightly.

This is the -first year the .brches-
tra has asked the public for money
since 1922, despite deficits. Until.
1016, the deficit was always met by
a guarantee fund, subscribed to by a
few music lovers. of the city. From
1916 to 1920 the deficit was borne en-
tirely by the late Edward W. Bok^
There was a surplus each year dur^
ing the 1920s, and it wasn't until 1930
that the crew was again running in
the red. Only one season since
showed a profit. Deficit presently is.

$98,000. Expenses for the l)resent
season will exceed receipts by about
$60,000, Alfred Reginald Allen, or-
chestra manager, estimates.

SAN CARLO OP CLICKS

$11,500 IN MONTREAL

Montreal, Nov. 14.

Opera, usually a flop in this town,
clicked seven nights and one matinee
for Fortune Gallo's San Carlo Opera
Co., which J. A. Gauvin brought into

Montreal last week. It did $11,500

gross on a $2.25 including tax, top

admish, which is way above any-
thing opera has done here in years.

Company had a standout conduc-
tor in Carlo Peroni, and company in-

cluded Mostyn .Thomas, LuciUe
Meusel, Norina Greco, Harold Kra-
vitt, Biahca Saroya and a weU-
drlUed chorus and ensefnble.
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the entli^e situation will shortly ex

plode! in an eriiption ofcomplaints,

cross-^ortiplaints and 'political and

personal incriminations.

. A. Whlte^.^'ashlhr

liOS Angeles, Nov. 15.

What promised to be a house-

cleaning of the ^
Federal Theatre

Project in Southern California, is

nothing : more than 3^ whitewashing,

in; the, opinion of a -gnoup .of Los

Angeles FTP' workers-. This opinion

ds ' caused by< the report, that James
R.Ullman, successor to George Gpr-

Wing as director lof Southern Cali-

fornia; Will be accompanied to the

Coast by J. Howard Miller, assistant

to Mrs; Hallie Flanagan!
Understood that Miller will be the

riekl boss and that tJllman will be

^horn of .any - power to oust local

execs, against Whom many project

workers, particularly professional

the^pian's, have been protesting for

months. Miller! is said to be partial

to amateurs and students of little

theatres, and the FTP professionals

fear his arrival in.L. A. will revive-

many of the old acrimonies.

New York Unaffected
Switch in WPA Theatre Project

department heads docs not affect the

present setup in the city of New
York, it Was Stated this week, al-

though the personnel director, Alvin
Robinson, was ordered to repoi*t to

Paul Edwards, administrator, in-

stead of George Kondolf, director for

the Metropolis. Explained that the
project is divided into regions, but
that. New York is a region in itself,

with one-half of the relief theatre
activities centered in the greater
city.

George C. Gerwing, brought
,
on,

from the Coast to direct the federal
theatre in New England and N. Y.'

State, has around 1,500 persons im-
der him, as against 4,500 in the city,

dlandlng Sloan, whd handled - New
England and other eastern territory,

will be in charge of Pennsylvania,
New Jersey, .Delaware and West
Virginia. Activities in none of these,

territories is comparable to that in
New, York.

, Report that Mrs. .Hallle Flanogan
had ordered a bhakcup, because too
lew new shows were presented in;

New York, was denied.

.'Our Town,' which won tWle I^iltt-

zeir award,, ends aa excellent run of
42. weeks! at the Morosco, ITe'w York;
Saturday (19). Play^. Which opened
at the. Miller, spanned' the sumiher
and during that period was the best

grosser aniong straight shows. Its

business has not been eixceptional in

point of takings, but 'ToWn* is re-

puted to have been out in front from
the start without a losing week.

OUR TOWN
Openedl Feb. 4, .'SS. Most of

the critios expressed » liklnr

for this Frank Craven starrer.

Only one -yolclnr » nesatlve-:

opinion. However, ' there were
those who cave .It a chance but
also took^ It apaH, their com-
ments on disappointing: portions

almost ofTsettlnff the orlclnal

nod. Anderson (Joarnal)

opined that the first audience
semcd fnsrossed. in it, but that

he w<^n'^' Further hedged his

opinion by saylnp notables slt-

tlnjp near were evidently as un-
interested as he, so he couldn't

be the only one out of step.

Atkinson (Times) said, "Our
ToWn' la a mlorooosm. It Is also-

a hauntinffly beautiful :Play.'

Varlioty (Land): 'A moderate
ensagement at best would seem
a reasonable 'guess.*

'Run Sheep Run' closed at the

Windsor last Saturday (12) after one
and a half weeks to lean trade.

RUN SHEEP RUN
Opened Nov. 3, '38. Nearly

all critics thought the idea was
eood, . but .that the author had
mishandled It. Watts (Herald-
Trlb): 'It Is likely that a good
comedy might be written about
Its theme.' Also says 'It's pretty
pallid stuff.' Mantle (News):
'The author missed a great op-
portunity.' Variety (Ibee):
'Misspent.'

PHILLY VARIETY SHOW
Philadelphia, Nov. 15.

David E. (Skip) Weshner, "Warner
zone manager in Chatge of first runs
here, has been named chairman, of.

entertainment committee for the Va.
ricty Club's annual banquet in De
.cember.
Former Mayor Walker has accepted^

the post of toastroaster.
'

J f * '. Ill

Touring Shows

(Continued from- page 47)

pearances.. .Methods employed -were
to have been explained during ATC'g
convention in September, but the
speaker was out of the city and is

still away< Understood' that before
definite plans are adopted the spe-

cialist will be consulted, since the

work is somewhat different from
that used by the Theatre Guild and
American Theatre Society, with

which it merged' in a limited num-
ber of stands.

Guarantees Against Loss

Committee of ATC, which is. con-

sidering the road, proposes to guar-

antee an accepted number of attrac-

tions against loss on the road, prin-

cipally 'outside of the principal keys.

Managers who have been skeptical

of sending shows outside of New
York have been advised that they

would take.no chances of going into

the red, the only risk being the

amount of possible profit.

It was expected that the idea

would be welcomed by showmen and

apparently is favorably regarded.

However, when questionnaires were
recently sent managers so th it - a

line on next season's touring possi-

bilities could be secured, the results

were disappointing. Only 14 attrac-

tions .were listed as sure of going to

the road, whereas at least double

that number were anticipated. Pos-

sible that during the winter a more

encouraging list will be in evidence.

Shows to be accorded the guaran-

tee-against-loss arrangement will be

passed on '>y the ATC committee. In

that way attempts to slip in shoe-

stringers would be guarded against.

Committee will also pass on attrac-

tions which may be figured too much
of a risk because dated, ATC hoping

to sponsor the tours of Broadway
successes, or road companies of

same, when • additional time other

than the keys is sought

AuetrallaTi • nml • Ne.w -'/oalnTid Theo'
Iren. Ijtd., Monnplnp DIrector.V Frnni»,

a Tnlt. S. S. CrloU. G, B. Deun,-

VIOtET CARLSON
.an the- St^r of

'
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B^way Musicals* Upbeat
(Continued from page 47)

of $21,000; 'Bliss the Boys Goodbye'

and 'Oscar "Wilde,' also sellouts, got

$18,700 and $18,300, respectively, for

iner playing 10 tiroes and the latter
"

having one added matinee; 'Hamlet*

Awent to best money, approximating
$19,000; 'The Fabulous Invalid,' -which

is virtually , a musical, got $15,000;

among the other plays which im-
proved was *Our Town,' which rated

good $11,000 and is going out this

week.
Next week, marked by Thanksgiv-.

Ing, may have half a dozeni pre-

mieres, but two are stopping -after

tryout dates Saturday (19). Katharine
Cornell's 'Herod' and Miriamne' will

b^ shelved after four weeks on the

, road and same goes for 'The Flying
Ginzburgs.' Openings scheduled;
'The Boys from Syracuse,' Alvin;

'The Rocket to the Moon.' Belasco;

'Geod Hunting,' Hudson; 'Gloriana*'

Little; 'Glorious Morning,' Mansfteld,

in addition to which there are several

puppet shows carded.

Estimates for Last Week
'Abe Ltkicoln in Illinois,' Plymouth

<5th week) (D-1,036; $3*30), No extra
matinee, yet top takings since debut;
capacity attendance throughout last

week for $21,000 total.

nEteehelor Born,' Mansiield (43d

week) (C-1,097; $3.30). Still on the

move; switches next week to Moros-
co, where it originally opened; $4,500

estimated.

*Danten's Death,' Mercury (^d

week) (D-660; $2;75). Business just

fair, first full week beit^ estimated

around $4,500; somewhat under ex-
• • pectations and attendance this and

, next week will indicate length of

stay: •

'Helizappopinv' 46th Street (9th

week) (R-1,375; $3.30). Got best

money last week by virtue of an
extra matinee and holiday prices;

rated over $29,000.

•I Married An Anpel,' Shubert (8th

week) (M-1,367; $4.40). Leadership
contested by 'Hell^;' and the new
•Leave It to Me'; run musical slightly

under previous pace, with takings of

$27,000.

•Kiss the Boys GflOdbye,' Miller
- (8th week) (C-944; $3.30). New high
for comedy leader, which grossed

$18,700; two extra matinees for total

of 10 performances last week. .

•Leave It to Me,' Imperial (2d

week) (M-1,468; $4.40). Indicated

new leader of list; great break at

premiere with strong press result-

ing; $27,500 in first five performances
• and should reach $35,000 this week.

%orelei,' Lohgacre (1st week) (D-

1,019; ^3.30). Presented by Richard
Aldrich, Dennis King, Cedric Hard-
Wicke and Richard Myers; written by
Jaques Duval; opens Thursday (17 ).

•Knickerbocker Holiday.' Barry-
more .(5th week) (M-1,096; $4.40).

Not materially changed ftom start-

. ing pace; without extra matinee tak-

ings werfe quoted close to $20,000

.mark, •

, ^

'Oscar Wttde.' Fulton (6th week)
(D-913; $3.30). Also went to new high

' last week when nine performances
• were played and the gross was $18,-

300. .

•

'Oiir Town,' Morosco (42d week)
(D-S61; $3.30). Final week; goodly
run to profit right along without
drawing .exceptions^ grosses; went up
last week with takings quoted around
$11,000.

•Ringside Seat,' Guild <D-014;

$3.30). Presented by Rufus Phillips;

written by Leonard Ide; slated to

open Saturday (10).
'Bun, Sheep, Bun.' Windsor. Closed

Saturday after playing one and one-
half weeks.

•'Sine Out the News,' Music Box
(8th week) (R--l,013; $4.40). Getting
good night business,- with last week
showing some, further improvement;
gross over $16,000; turning an operat
ing profit.

'The Fabulous Invalid,' Broadhurst
(6th week) (CD-1,116; $3.85). Classed
among the .musicals because of fre-

' quent numbers in stage cavalcade;
business around $15,000, also means
operating profit.

'Tobacco Road.' Forrest (258th
week) (D-1,107; $1.65). Long stayetr
sticks by virtue of low operating nut
and no telling how long it will run;
around $4,500 to some profit. .

'You Never Know,' Winter Garden
(91h week) (R-1,671; $3.30). Due off
after another week, with 'Hellzapop
pin' moving In; some cut-rate aid,
with grosses around $16,000 esti
mated.
" 'Tictoria Reglna' (repeat), Martin
Beck (7th week) (CD-1,214: $3.30.
Announcpd to conclude Dec. 17 which
will give return engagement stretch
of 11 weeks: goes to road for several
dates after Christmas; business holds
up strongly; $17,000.
'What a Life,' Biltmore (31st week)

(C-891: $3.30). With aid of cut rates
.and two for ones takings went over
$5,500 last week; cast on sharing ar
raupement with profits pro-rated.
•Where Do We Go From Here?'

Variderbilt (1st week) (C-800; $3.30).
Presented by Oscar Hammerstein II
and Dwight Taylor; written by
William Bowers; opened Tuesday
(H).

.
'You Can*i Take It With Yoo,' Am

bassador (101st wepk) (C-1,156
$1.65).. Takings somewhat up over
previous week; quoted around $6,000

date' indefinite, what with new at-
tractions sparse.

Bevlval
Camlet,' St. James (6th week) (D-

1,520; $3..30). Climbe.d almost as much
aa expected, with, gross approaching
$19,000 level and advance sale as
strong as ever; only weakness was
Wednesday, attendance because of
switch to full-length performance.

Added
'Pins and Needles,' X.abor Stage

(51st week) (R-500; $2.75). Close to
full year's run mark and when new
numbers go in engagement will be
further strengthened; approximates
$6,O0O pace but slightly last w^ek.
•The Girl From Wyoming,' Ameri-

cs^n Music Hall (4th week). Night
club meller got Sunday- show section
break; faring okay ifor novelty spot.

WPA
'On the Rocks,' Italy's.

'The Bif Blow,' Elliot.

Boston, Nov. 15.

Three new shows came, in last

week. 'Boys from Syracuse' drew
rave press and word-of-mouth is

building it up to important tally.

'Flying (ainzburgs,' comedy brought
in by Vint6n Freedley, is a later pos-
sibility but 'Blackbirds,' colored
revue presented by . Lew Leslie,
shows nO promise. Latter folds here
Saturday (19), 'Ginzburgs' also clos-

ing that date for repairs.
'Shadow, and Substance' and

•Lightnin" bowed out Saturday (12)

after four and two weeks, respec-
tively.

In the offing are: 'American Land-
scape,' by Elmer Rice. Nov. 21; 'Great
Lady' and 'Faustus,' Nov. 28; and
'Set to Music,' by Noel Coward, star-

ring Beatrice Lillie, Dec. 26.

Bstimatcs for Last Week
'Boys from Syracuse' (Shubert)

(1,590; $3.30) (1st wk)!—Not record-
breaking, but gathering momentum
that should bring important tally for
second frame. First week, $17,500.
'Shadow and Snbstance.' (Wilbur)

(1,200; $2.75) (4th Wk).—Had a good
run here and woUnd up with okay
$10,500 for fbiel- stanza.

'LiKhtnIn' ' (Colonial) (1,643; $2.20)
(2d wk).—Never in the big money.
Took around $5,000° for second week

'jnackbtrds' (Majestic) (1,667;

$2.75) (7 performances).—Sixth edi
tion of Lew Leslie's colored revues
of same name looked hopeless open
ing night and it closes Saturday (19).

Meanwhile, it's very pallid b.o.,

about $3,000 for first week.
•Flyinff ' Gldzturts' (Plymouth)

(1,480; $2,75) (4 performances). —
.Awarded . encouraging press, but
needs speeding up. Garnered about
$5,000 for first week. Will stop here
Saturday (19°) for repairs before go-
ing jto Wvfay,

Cohan SRO $15,000

In 4 Ind^. Shows

Indianapolis, Nov. 15.

George M. Cohan's 'I'd Bather Be
Right' put the English .well into the
black. Tickets were practically all

sold out on mail-order .business, with
box office opening only a cbiiple of

hours Saturday (5) to dispose of rest.

Playing three evening performances
starting Thursday (10), plus Satur-
day matinee, engagement clicked off

socko $15,000, with more than $500
of the total paid by standees at $1.

With Columbus takings, week's
grosses around $28,000.
House will be dark until Dec. 1,

when 'Blossom Time,' with Everett
Marshall, comes in to be followed by
'The Women' and 'What a Life.' Cor-
nelia Otis Skiriner, playing one
night (8). got nice $1,300 on 'Edna
His Wife.' 'here for the second time.

Estimates for Last Week
I'd Rather Be Rirhl' (English; 1 -

500; $3.85). Probably biggest of the
year for four performances in three
days: terrific $15,000.
•Edna His Wife' (English) (1,500;

$2). Nice for a repeat trip at $1,300.

BARRYMORE'S PfTF B.O.

WEAKENS, ONLY $9,500

Pittsburgh, ^ov. 15.

Ethel Barrymore's draw isn't what
it used to be here, 'Whiteoaks' dem-
onstrated pretty conclusively at

Nixon last week. Take of $9,500

was not so bad, and even slightly

profitable at both ends, but not

within a mile of big grosses star has

been accustomed to rolling up in

these parts. Mats and opening night
pulled it through, first performance
having been, sold, out completely as

benefit and drawing biggest and
swankiest audience of year.

Notices were lukewarm, star com-
ing in for fairly generous praise, but
vehicle got a spanking and nights
were way off. consistently, star's

femme following, brhiging the after-

noon shows up around par. Small
cast and one-set, however, make it

an easy attraction to ' get by.
Nixon has Lunts in 'Amphitryon

38' current under ATS auspices and
then rims into its first dark week ot
season since opening Oct 3.. Thanks-
giving, week is proverbially one of
the best here, but no' show is avail-

able. House reopens Nov. 28 with
'Pins and Needles' and follows with
'Golden Boy,' last definite booking
to date.

Estimate for Last Week
'Whiteoaks' (Nixon; 2,100; $2.75).

Ethel Barrymore's marquee magic
isn't what it used to be aroimd here,

but ^rtill potent enbugh to account for

fair $9;500, which is slightly profit-

able anyway. Better part of gross
was representied by sellout betteSt

opening and big mats, evening trade
being way off.

Chi Legit Eases Off; 'Mke Annoys

Femmes, N-C. $11,000,M Big 19G

'Hour' Bright $3,500,

*Conjur' N.G. in B'Wyn
Brooklyn, Nov. 15.

'Children's Hour,' at the Shubert
brought good resiilts. Second and
last week of 'Conjur,' at St. Felix,

produced by Brattleboro, was unex-
citing.

Current attraction at Shubert is

'Strictly Dishonorable.' Brattleboro
reopens Monday (28) with new com-
edy, 'H You Get It, Do You Want It,'

by Leonard Weil and John Becker.
Estimates for Last Week

'Children's Hour* (Shubert) (1,750;

25-85). Good production and good
notices brought nifty $3,500.

'Conjar' (St. FeUx) (287; 50-$1.50).

Second and last week. Meagre $250.

cmm «MD

$9,500

Cleveland, Nov. 15.

Being figuratively a sacred cow
who could do no wrong here, Kath-
arine. Cornell over-shadowed critical

aspersions cast at her, 'Herod and
Mariamne' well enough last week to

collect $9,500 at Hanna in four per-
formances. . .

Figure was extra good for a split-

week attraction, particularly for the
first half, which is usually slow, but
not up to her usual mark. On her
last Cleveland visit in 'Wingless Vic
tory,' she reaped $14,700 in same
number of shows, 'Herod' fared
equally as well in Buffalo 'the last

half, week's gross being around.
$19,000.

•Pins and Needles' for .current

stanza is going full speed, with
first two sponsored nights getting
standees. Etliel' Barrymore in

•Whiteoaks' is slated for Nov. 21.

Estimate tot Last Week
•Herod and Mariamne,' Hanna

(1,435; $3 top). Although not a credit

dramatically- speaking, to Cornell's
record, fine $9,500 in four shows is

very consoling.

$9,000 in Iftqflalo

Buffalo, Nov. 15.

Four performances of 'Herod and
Miriamne' grossed nearly $9,000 at
the Erlanger, figure representing
about three-quarters capacity busi-
ness.

PBfllY BIZ Off;

mm

life' Pratty DoH

hi Cncy at ROOO

'Rat' Bright $5,000
Maplewood, N. J., Nov. 15.

•Brother Raf with Leon Janney
and Mary Mason featured, did sur-
prisingly well at the Maplewood,
getting over $5,000. Abbott comedy
had played nearby Newark twice
before and the film version was
competing, with the third engage-
ment.
Current attraction is 'Yes, My

Daring Daughter,' wth Frances
Starr.

Estimate for Last Week
'Brother Rat,' Maplewood (1,420;

25-$I). Patrons go for comedy here
and the b.o. did fine $5,000.

Cincinnati, Nov. 15.

Legit biz comes to life locally dur-
ing the last half of this week when
George M Cohan's Td Rather Be
Right' tenants the 2,500-seat Taft
auditorium for- four -performances at

$3.96 top. Early demands point to

a take of not less than $17,000.
Last week's 'What a Life,' third

full week offering - of the season,
fetched lukewarm leturns, same as
its predecessors.

Estimate for Last Week
•What a Life' (Cox; 1,336; $2.75)—

Received swell reviews and audi-
ence reaction, yet suffered for lack
of names and because of heavy ad-
vance sale on *I'd Rather Be Right'
Disappointing at less than $7,000.

'Pins'll4,500, Detroit

Detroit, Nov. 15.

Succession of hits continues at Cass
here as legit- season gathers steam,
with 'Pins apd Needles' gathering
in surprising $14,500 last week on
nine performances at $2.75 top.

Garment Workers union offering

got general rave, notices, including
coupla editorial plugs, and hit stride

above general expectations.
Current • is Ethel Barrymore's

'Whiteoaks,' which opened week
stand last night (Monday).

Estimate for Last Week
'Pins i^nd Needles.' Cass (1,500;

$2.75). Got rave notices and clipped
off nice $14,500, well above expec-
tations here.

Philadelphia, Nov. 15.

There were tiiree legit houses open
here in Philly last week, but the trio

of attractions turned ' in nothing
startling in the way of biz. Houses
lighted were Forrest, with final week
of 'Groat Lady'; Erlanger, With
'Brother Rat's' second week» and the
Locust Street with the first of two
weeks for 'Golden Boy* on ATS ,sub'-'

scription. Chestnut Street Opera
House was dark after three highly
profitable weeks with the Lunt& in
'Amphitryon 38' and 'The Sea Gull.'

•Box office activity was sluggish in
all cases. The subscription basis held;
up 'Golden Boy' to a satisfactory-

$12,000 in its first week, at the Lo-
cust, but there was very little .gen-

eral public sale at the b. o. . Odets
drama will, however; abcomiilish': a
nice two weeks' stay here.' 'Brother'
Rat,' with plenty of cut-rating, pitiked
up so consistently • at the Erlanger
that this comedy (repeat) is holding'
for a third week. .

'Great Lady,' an.imprpv.ed nftusioal

show, but still needing repairs, h^rdr
ly held its own in its second full

week at the Forrest' (sh<jw- opened
on Friday night previous' ahd' so got
fortnight and three performahces" in
aU).
This week's openings can v hardly

be called newcomers. .. One; is- 'Fred
Stone's revival of , 'Lightnin' the
Cheistmit, and Ihe other is a re-,

turn of last season's ' dramatic hit;

'Shadow and Substance,.'- at the For-
rest Both are in for two'- Weeks..
Next Monday (21) 'Our Town' makes
its bow at Jthe .Lo<;us!t pn 'ATS sub-
scriptibn and the Mask and Wig
Club's new show.' 'All. Around the
Town,* starts its week's stay at the
Erlanger. Dec. 5 'The^ Merchants of
Yonkers,' Thornton iWilder's- new
play to he directed by Max
Reinhardt and >produced by Herman
Shumlin, will >bow in at the For-
rest
Orson Welles and the' Mercury

Theatre will offer their- 'condensed
version of Shakespeare^s historical
plays, 'Five Kings,' at the Chestnut
on Dec. 19, and a third tiy-out,
'Swing to the Left,' Vinton Freedley
musical, is now set at the Forrest for
Jan. 2.

Other bookings in(ilude 'What a
Life' at the Locust Dec. 26; Helen
Hayes' return in "Victoria Regina' at
Forrest same night, and John Bar-
rymore and his wife, Elaine Barrie,
date and theatre not set.

Estimates for Last Week
'Golden Boy* (Locust) (Isl week)

(1,400; $2.50). Notices were not as
wildly enthusiastic as expected. Sub-
scription foundation held up biz to
$12,000. One more week then 'Our
"Town,' also on subscription.
'Great Lady' (Forrest) (3d week)

(2,000; $3.42), Musical try-out never
did really get to ''rst base here, al-

though admittedly now a much im-
proved show. Final week, $12,000.
Played two weeks and three per-
formances. 'Shadow and Substance'
this week.
'Brother Bat* (Erlanger) (2d wk)

(1,800; $2). Comedy (repeal) im-
proved steadily with two-for-ones
and is staying third week; $7,000,
Princeton Mask and Wig show in
Monday.

Chicago, Nov. 15.

Loop eased off last week despite
the presence of several New York
hits. Though they smashed 'em on
Broadway, the looalites didn't seem
to find 'em worth the price of admis-
sion. Worst headache is the brutal
reaction to 'Of Mice and Men,' caus-
ing -plenty of headaches to the Amer-
ican Theatre Society, which has the
show in here on subscription.

ATS office is flooded with letters of
protest from subscribers, nearly all

femmes, complaining that the show
should never have been presented
under ATS auspices; some of fenunes
stated they couldn't sit through the
show. This reaction has even hurt
'Dame Nature,' third show on the
ATS list; the finicky gals being afraid
that this show will also chill 'em.
However, word-of-mouth is indicat-
ing to them that the show is airy
stuff and play figures -to build, espe-
cially due to excellent party trade
arranged by Thoda Cocroft, ATS
chief here, for the third week.

Two other opcnerfi last week are
only fair niazuma-makcrs. 'On Bor-
rowed Time' is garnering a fair level
of eustomers, but may build in the
next week or so. 'The Women' re-
turned to town, this time into the
mammoth Auditorium at a low top.
Started slowly, but is climbing.

One smash in "the list continues,
with 'Susan and God' accounting for
the sell-out. Gertrude Lawrence*
cracked the line to a new high last

week due to the extra matinee for
Armistice .Day.

Considerable bittemes£t among legit
men over the booking of the 'Pro-
logue to Glory' into the Blackstene
by the Federal Theatre. They feel
that bringing this show in from .New
York, and then plastering the dailies

"

with 100 and 200-Un6 ads is going
overboard for a governmental pro-
ject in competition with the pro-
fessional, theatre.

Next shows in are Td Rather Be
Right' Auditoritun, M<}nday (21), and
'Whiteoaks,' Which replaces 'Of Mice
and Men' in the Selwyn, Nov. 28.

Estimates for Last Week
'Dame Nature/ Erlanger (2d week)

(1,300; $2.75). Third Show of ATS
season got away to. a slow s^rt,
primarily on reaction 'Of Mice and
Men* dLsappointment '-to . subscribers.
Managed meek •$8,000. in initial ses-
sion,, more than 50% of which was
subscription coin. Will l)uild id third
week on flock of parties sold by
Thoda Cocroft

'Of Mice and Men/ S^wyn (4th
week) (1,000; $2.75). Bitter disap-
pointment, with the cuatomers walk-
m^. out on show a$ too strong .for
their stomachs. Catholic element and
Christian Science group snubbing it.

Off at $11,000. One more week.
'On Borrowed Thnc,' Grand (2d

week) (1,400; $2,751. Took $8,500, fair
enough, for ^ort week -after Tues»
day opening. Had good advance
build-up and may get going to better
results.

'fiosan 4md G«d/ Harris (5th week)
(1,000; $2.75). With an added matinee
zowied to better than $19,000, re-
markable. Will be here until turn of
the year -easily.

'The Women/ Auditoritun (2d-final
week) (4,000; '^1.65>. Despite low
tariff and large seating capacity is
not attracting trade that had been
•expected. Around "$10,000, mildish.
Figures for better coin currently on
pre-sales.

WPA
'Preloeae to Glory/ Blackstohe.

Brought in from N*w York, but not
indicating any real trade.

'The Mikado/ Great Northern. Col-
ored swing version still a winner.

Future Play
•The Rivals/ by Richard Sheridan,

which will achieve a London pro-

duction next month, is a next season
possibility for the schedule of Jud-
son O'Donnell and Clay Shaw, who
are currently presenting Cecelia

Loftus in a series of Sunday night

impersonations at the Vanderbilt.

Rehearsals would begin in August,

followed by a 10-week road - tot r

prior to a Broadway opening

Um 'mi' FUES

HKH IN WASH., $25,000

Washington. Nov. 15.

'The Sea Gull' got raVe reviews
and the usual Lunt-Fontanne gla-
mour packed the National last week.
Biz warranted extra Friday mat,
Current is- Katharine Cornell's

'Herod and Mariamne,' with heavy
advance sale as always oh Cornell
appearance here. Word came through
Sunday (14) that show would fold
after run here, but critics agreed to
lay off announcement until Wednes-
day. Show marks second time in
three Weeks that pre-Broadway en-
gacement has been begun ..with un-
derstanding show womd duit here.
Ina Claire's 'Yankee Fabfe,' which
was booked, cancelled and then
isooked again for week of Oct 31,
was the other and took, terrific nose-
dive stfter opening night

Talliilah Bankhead, in 'I Am Dif-
ferent'' comes in week of Nov. 21,
giyin^ Cap fourth pre-Broadway try
of current season.

Estimate for Last Week
•The Sctf Gull' National (1.698;

$3.30). Sock reviews'and Lunt-^Fon-
lanne draw drew th0 carriage trade
and forced extra mat; around $23,000,
excellent
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Kllgrallen's Column Tees Off

Dorothy Kilgallen, girl reporter

on the N. Y, Journal-American who
won an around-the-world race on
commercial planes over Leo Kieran
of the" Times, is now writing a

Broadway column for the afternoon

daily. Assignment Is the first for a

femme writer, her initial contribu-

tion appearing Monday (14) under
the title 'The Voice of Broadway.'
Latter was the heading of Louis

Sobol's column in the Journal before

he started writing 'Broadway to

Everyway,'
Miss Kilgallen has been covering

news events without special atten-

tion to the woman's angle. Her most
recent feature coverage was the Ger-

man spy investigation. Journal an-

nounced Miss Kilgallen's column
with page ads, including an Insertion

in the Dally News. Eleanor, a
younger sister, is studying for th2

stage.

PennsylvanlA Problem

Wonder of Philly city rooms is

where places are going to be found

for the flocic of newsmen^ who went
to work in Harrisburg for Pennsy's

Little New Deal, when the new Re-
publican administration takes over

in January. Many newspapermen
hold important post3 in the present

Democratic setup, most of them han-
dling publicity not only for the State,

but for th6 Democratic State Com-
mittee as well. Several are on the

Govfernor's secretariat, while others

are in administrative posts.
.

Those affected will include Nor-

ma9 Macauley, formerly o( the

Philly Daily News, who's on the

Governor's staff; Bob King, of the

Philly Bulletin, with same position;

Jesse Lavehthol, of the Philly Rec-
ord, Department, of Highways', pub-
licity mah; John Park Lee, Philly

Ledger & Record, Department of

Banking;. Albert P.. Cejres, Philly

Ledger, Department pf Welfare;

Joseph Sexton, Philly Catholic

Standard and Times, Insurance De-
partmtot;:. Ralph Crpwier, Ledger.

Labor and Industry Department;
Allen £ckm.an, Ledger, Department
of Revenue; John Sullivan, Ledger &
Record, chief of the Bureau of Civil

Liberties; Tom Shriver, Recdrd, De-
partment of Health, and Jim Tighe,
Inquirer, Department of Forests bnd
Waters.

than conventional book length and
Macfadden will sell it for $1.

When Macfadden Publications ac-

quired the film fan mag, Photoplay,

it also got as part of the purchase

a couple of books by Sylvia of

Hollywood, the beautifler. Books
were "turned over to the Macfadden
Book Co. for marketing.
Volume on the Roosevelts, how-

ever, is the first to be taken by Mac-
fadden as a matter of choice. Will

be marketed by Macfadden through
the regular trade channels, unlike

the works by Bernarr Macfadden,
which are sold by mail only.

History of N. E. Storm

Picture book, 'New England Hurri-

cane,' work of the Federal Writers'

Project and published by Hale, Cush-
man & Flint, of Boston, is one of the

fastest and probably most complete
dpcumentations of storm damage in

America.

When the storm broke. Dr. Frank
Manuel, regional director of the proj-

ect, obtained tele'graphic approval of

the undertaking from Washington.
Immediately assigned project's writ-

ers to get complete material, even
including verbatim . conversations.

Material was assembled in the Bos-
ton office and within five days an
edited manuscript was turnied over
to the publisher. Rapid publication

was furtlier facilitated by use of oflf-

set printing process; and 18 days after

the storm passed presses began to

roll.

Large volume has over 300 pictures

and they are so put together that

they, follow the path of the storm.

Te3(:t of more than 40,000 words tells

a running story.

Sponsor of the voliime, is the Poor
Richard Associiates. Made up largely

of New England scribblers, including
: Sooth Tarkington, Van Wyck Brooks,
Gladys Hasty Carroll and Dorothy
Canfleld Fisher.

Jttark Sullivan's 50th. Anal
Mark Sullivan celebrates bjs 50th

year as a newspaperman today (16)
with a one-day return to the staff

of the Daily Local News of West
Chester,. Pa., On which he began his
career. E. L. ; MCKinstry, paper's
editor for more than half a century
and who gave Sullivan his first, job,

will give him an assignment for the
day..

Sullivan's anni wlll> be covered by
the Philadelphia UP and AP" bu-
reaus, with Charles O. Gorham, pub-
licity chief for Doubleday, Doran,
publisher of Sullivan's books, help-
ing to spread, the news.

.

From a cubW a tiny
.
country

daily, Sullivan has risen to be one
of the foremost Washington corre
spondents and historians. Still can't
divorce himself entirely from the
sticks^ however, and the iMark SuUl
van of Washington, D. C, is also
Mark Sullivan, of Avondale, Pa.

Smyth Gets North,. Amer. Review
Publishing activities- of J. H.

Smyth are expanding rapidly since

his acquisition* of the mag, The Liv-
ing Age, a few months ago. Besides
getting a new periodical. The Low-
down, under way, he's just taken
over the publishing and editorial

duties of North American Review
and, early hext year, additionally

goes into book publishing under the
imprint of Living Age .

Books.

Unlike the case of The Living Age,
I^orth American Review deal is not
a purchase by Smyth: It's still the
property of the North American Re-
view Publishing Corp. Smyth takes
over . dual post of publisher and edi-

tor; vdth the mag to be quartered
with his The Living Age and The
Lowdown;
By this arrangement, John Pell,

editor of the North American Re-
view, and practically all of his aides

are out. Only one to continue with
the publication under Smyth is

Joseph Auslander, poetry editor.

Charles Angoff, former ed of the
Amerimerk, and Quincy Howe, ed
for Simon & Schuster, will be con-
tributing editors.

Plans not completely set as yet for
the Living Age Books, but will be
non-fiction only, mostly on national
and international affairs.

NEW PERIODICALS
Siartlinr Stories Iat<est addition to

the Standard Magazines string of

pulps edited by Leo Margulies. To
use science wonder stories, includ-

ing a novel-length piece in each
issue. Publication bi-monthly, as a

starter, anyway.

New detective mag, of the so-

called true-detective type, being

plotted by George Johnson. Title

not decided upon as yet, and edi-

torial appointments still to be made.
Newcomer will likely be out shortly

after the start of the new year. Pub-
lishing headquarters in New York.

Your Dreams, published by Hugo
Gernsback as a companion mag to his

Popular Medicine. A bi-monthly with
Gernsback also editing. Cyrus Bern-
stein managing editor, and Anne
Crossen and C. P. Mason, associate'

eds.

Science .Facts, new digest mag,
added to the chain of periodicals be-

ing published by Rodale Publications.

Third, digest issued from that house,

other two, and of recent origin, be-

ing Fact Digest and Everybody's
Digest. Editor of Science Facts is

J, I. Rodale, with Joseph Rodale and
Hayden E. Norwood as associates.

Strange Bomanoes to make its de-

but with a January issue. Publisher

is Strange Romances Publishing Co.,

actually a new affiliate of the Dell

Publishing Co. West Peterson edit-

ing. Publication of Strange Romances
may b,e ahytjiing from monthly to

quarterly, depending on .the new
mag's reception.

Three Americas, monthly review of

events in North, Central and South
America, to make its first appearance
around Dec. 15. Published by Rudolf
Mattesic with Virginia Creed the ed-
itor. Originally proposed to call the

mag simply. Americas, but title later

deemed too close to the long-estab-

lished periodical, America. Three
Americas is first publishing venture
for its sponsor.

. The iDhamp, weekly, devoted to art

oi fisticuffs. Published by Peter Vac-
care^ who's also business manager,
wjith Angelp Palange editing. Some-
what larger than pocket size and to

lell for a nickel in New York and 10c

elsewhere.
Jai Al»i News, first mag in this

country, and in English, devoted to

the recently importe4 sport. Pub-
lisher is Antonio Rodriguez, who is

also editing.

Georgia Homestead, new political

publication, direct outgrowth of last

senatorisil election, in Georgia, will

make its first appearance around
Thanksgiving Day. Weekly sheet,

whose policies will be formulated
sdong strictly. New Deal lines, will

be directed by leaders in unsuccess-
ful campaign of U. S. Attorney Law-
rence S. Camp to unseat U. S. Sena-
tor Walter's. George, who was on
purge list of President Roosevelt.

Startling Stories is latest addition

to. the chain of pulps published by
Standard Magazines, Will carry the

'ThrUling' label of the Standard
periodicals as a companion publica-

tion to Thrilling Wonder Stories,

Subject matter will be science fic-

tion. Leo Margulies editing.

Booksellers' Dinner
Booksellers League of New York

will hold the first of its new season
dinners tonight (16) at the Aldine
Club, with Frank Case, Algonquin
host and recently turned book au-
thor, Mackinlay Kantor, Daniel
Eisenberg and William McFee as
guests of honor.
League, which seeks to improve

the book trade, holds five dinners a
year. Prominent scribblers and
other notable's are' generally invited
to the meeting ground for the trade.
Elliott B. MacRae, of Dutton's, is

prexy of the league.

Omaha Tab Expanding
Omaha Post, weekly tab now two

months old, will go semi-weekly
starting Nov. 22. David Blacker,
publisher, hopes to go daily early in

1939.

Pro-Roosevelt Post is trying to cut
in on local field, held solely by
Omaha World-Herald.

Macfadden Book Co. Expanding
Macfadden Book Co., one of the

many publishing enterprises of Ber-
narr Macfadden, which has. pub-
lished the works of the physical cul-

ture exponent exclusively, is taking

a flyer with a non-Macfadden book
k& a feeler for expansion. If it

shows any sales power, likely that

the Macfadden Book Co. will go in

for general publishing.

Book with which Macfadden will

experiment is "These Amazing
Roosevelts,' written by William L.

Stidger. A family sketch, it's less

Penn. Pub Goes to Congress

John J. McDowell, publisher of
Wilkinsburg Gazette in suburban
Pittsburgh, won a seat in Congress
at last week's general election, beat-
ing another newspaper owner, James
L. Quinn, who puts out BraddoCk
Journal. McDowell, a Republican,
calls himself the 'country editor' and
this is the .first time, he's ever run
for national public office. Walter
L. Bouve, Jr., copyreader on Pitts-

burgh Post-Gazette, ran a poor third
in his race, for a seat in the House,
but his Independent candidacy took
enough votes away from GOP nomi
nee to swing election in that district

to Democrat candidate in close fight.

Another Western Pennsylvania
newspaperman, Hiram Andrews, edl
torial writer on Johnstown Demo
crat, was elected to Pennsylvania
state assembly by an overwhelming
majority on Democratic ticket.

Sobol, Corum Get New Pacts

Coincident with the N. Y. Journal
American signing Dorothy Kilgallen

to do a Broadway column from the
femme slant, Louis Sobol was given
a two-year contract by the Hearst
paper. This supplements another
pact Sobol has with King Features
for his Voice of New York stint, now
a combination New York letter, in

the O. O, Mclntyre tradition, and
Sobol's own previous Broadway cov-
erage. Some 94 dailies now buy
Sobol from King Features.
BiU Corum was another to re-

ceive a new two-year pact from the
Journal.

articles and the moral rights of

authors present Innumerable prob-
lems. Two volumes by Ladas give

as complete a picture of these prob-
lems in their international rami-
fications as possible.

First volume analyzes and pre-
sents in great detail international
regulations and protection of copy-
right and related problems on the
basis of the International Copyright
Convention, Pan-American Copy-
right Convention and national laws
of the various countries.

Second volume gives a thorough
exposition of the copyright law in

the United States, Law as estab-
lished by a large body of court de-
cisions is analyzed and discussed
critically, with cases cited.

Important section deals exhaus-
tively with international copyright
relations of the United States and
describes last stages of the move-
ment for so-called accession of the
United States to the International
Copyright Union. Accession matter
has been going on for the past SO
years and anlysis of the problems in-
volved gives complete picture of the
sitation.

Author is a recognized, authority
on international law and spent five
years on his work.

Church's Anti-Dirt Drive Again
Renewal of activities in the Al-

bany Catholic Diocese's crusade
against 'filth in print,' especially on
newsstands, is signalized this week
with meetings in Albany and Troy at
which Bishop Edmund F.* Gibbons,
a member of the board oiE bishops
now engaged in a study of ways and
means to make the movement effec-
tive on a national scale, is presiding.
The new diocesan director, the Rev.
Charles Smith, called the meetings,
to be followed by similar ones in
other cities. The crusade, it Is an-
nounced, will now progress to 'posi-

tive means of encouraging the pub-
lication and reading of the moi:e de-
sirable type of literature.'

Launched in the Albany Diocese
last January, the crusade was cred-
ited with some accomplishments in
checking newsstand sales of porno-
graphic story and picture magazine

—

more than 125 appeared on the
'banned' list. In Albany Jail sen-
tences were meted out to several de-
fendants. In recent months, the cru-;

sade had not been so widely pub-
licized.

Michael Estrin Tarns Pub
Michael Estrin, advertising exec,

is entering the book publishing field

as a sideline with the formation of

the Progress Book Co. Wants to put
out- a varity of non-fiction books of

varying sizes and prices. Has two
in preparation.
Publishing experience of Estrin

was gleaned through advertising
campaigns for a number of publish-
ers. Sees a good field for special-
ized books and plans extensive cam-
paigns for his. output.

Look's Humor Buildup
Look the picture mag, will build

up its cartoon humor and has sent
out a wide call for material. Seeks
cartoons and gags for cartoons, also
commissioning cartoons to illustrate
gags.

paying $35 for gag cartoons, $10
for gags ^or cartoons, and $20 for
cartoons drawn to illustrate gags.
Plan is to use a number of cartoons
in each issue.

Comprehensive Work on Copyright

Of more than ordinary interest to
writers, publishers and those en-
gaged in practically every depart-
ment of show business is Stephen
P. Ladas' work 'The International
Protection of liiterary and Artistic
Property,' which Macmillan is pub-
lishing.

Only work in the English language
which gives authoritative informa-
tion on all questions involved in
copyright, it's a tremendous affair
in two volumes totaling 1,273 pages.
Pointed, out by the author that pro-
tection of radio broadcasts, films,

music, performing rights, printed

Goldberg Vs. Mlley

Sol Goldberg, nation's No. 1 foot-
ball fan and father of Marshall Gold-
berg, nation's No. 1 gridder, is plenty
burned at Jack Mlley for latter's ar-
ticle on 'Galloping Goldbergs' in a
recent Collier's. Elder Goldberg
charges Miley misquoted him
broadly, putting subject of article
in a bad light In his home town.
Elkins, W. Va., and on the U. of
Pittsburgh campus as well.
Goldberg prevailed on Chester

Smith, sports editor of Pittsburgh
Press, to help him out and Smith de-
voted an entire column last week
stating Goldberg's side of story.

Another Hearst Move
the Hearst Corp. of Delaware, In

publishing business, has filed its

statement In Albany, N, Y,, showing
a capital stock of $100,000,000 with
shares listed as of $100 par. Gives
New York address at 959 Eighth
avenue. Martin Huberth is listed as
vice-president.

Setting up of this corporation to
carry on the magazine publishing
business of the Hearst Interests is

one of the several separate. corpora-
tions being presently formed in or-»

der to set the Hearst estate in order.
By doing this Hearst hopes to be
able to leave the bulk of his fortune
intact in the event of death.

PrOv. Dem. Weekly Folds

Rhode Island Globe, Democratic
weekly organ, with a mail circula-
tion of more than 3,000, folded fol-
lowing the defeat of the Democratic
stage ticket Tuesday (8). About 15
workers were dropped.
Sheet started in Providence last

June to supply Democratic views,
following closing of The Tribune,
outgrowth of papers formerly owned
by U. S. Sen. Peter G. Gerry and
Walter E. O'Hara.

Monthly Westerns
Indication that the western novel

is riding to high favor is furnished
by the new project of Doubleday,
Doran of issuing a monthly series of
books of that type under the label
of Double-D Westerns. Undertaking
will be similar to the same firm's
Crime Club mystery books, instituted
10 years ago.

First of the Double-D Westerns
will appear early in January, with
a new one monthly thereafter.
They'll be original stories and sell
for $2.

LITERATI OBITS OF THE WEEK
Frank Frost, 01, editor of the Esk^

ridge, Kas., Independent, died be.,
hind the wheel of his automobila!'
while iiriving on a street in Topeka
Armistice night He apparently died
of a heart' attack. Frost is survived
by his wife, Mrs. Katherine Graham
Frost, who aided him in publishing
his paper.
Mrs. Adolph Gross, 71, mother of

Ben Gross, radio editor of the New
York Daily News, died in Birming.
ham, Ala., Nov. 3.

CHATTER
Rachel Field to the Coast.

,
Hendrik Willem Van Loon a grand-

pappy again.

Bennett (Random House) Cerf
back from Spain.
Bruno Lessing home for a spell

from his vagabondla.
Joseph Hillier doing research for a

book on°Captain Kidd!
-MUtoh Rich getting set on a new
pamphlet publishing project,
Mel Ruderman doing a novel and

will call it 'Hollsrwood Visit,'

New Yorker readying a profile of
Meyer Davis, orch leader and man-
ager.

Bruce Crawford new West Virginia
state director of the Federal Writer's
Project.

parolyn Wells has more than 150
books to her credit, 30 in the last 10
years alone.

Meyer Berger back on the staff of
N. Y. Times after a brief sojourn at
the New Yorker.
Louis Bromfield back from Europe

and will join his family, which pre-
ceded him to Ohio.
Edna Ferber's autobiog to appear

between book covers in February,
Entitled 'A Peculiar Treasure.'
Macmillan ha brought out "Pro-

fessional Writing,' by Walter S.
Campbell, otherwise Stanley Vestal.

Willett, Clark has brought out 'A
Handbook of Drama,' by FranU Hurl-
burt O'Hara and Marguerite Harmon
Bro.

Bill Glasses have just cradled a
girl. Father's art promotion director

for Hearst's Sun-Telegraph in Pitts-

burgh.
Havey Boyle, sports editor Pitts*

burgh Post-Gazette, has Iseen hospi-

talized for observation of intestinal

disorders.

GOP. victory In Pennsylvania wilt

cost Ted Pendergast, former Pitts-

burgh political writer, his job as

Governor Earle's private secretary.

Fawcett reducing the price of Me-
Chanix Illustrated from 15c to 10c

beginning with the February issue.

Will then be the sole 10c mag in the
mechanical field.

Two of four existing vacancies in
membership of American Academy
of Arts and Letters filled by election
of Willa Gather and Stephen Vincent
Benet at annual meeting.
Muriel Babcock, editor of Picture

Play, has gone to the Coast for a
lookover of the studios and confer-
ences with Ted Magee, western edi-
tor of the Street & Smith mag.
Marvin McCord Lowes will come

over from London next month on his

honeymoon. Was with a number of
New York book firms before taking
charge of the London bureau of
Readers Digest Assn.

Building and equipment of Tel-
fair, Ga., Free Press went ilp in

smoke Friday (11) just as paper was
preparing to go to press with
weekly edition. Grover C. Wooten,
editor and publisher, said his loss

included considerable new equip-
ment recently installed.

Latest additions to the ranks of the

New York miniature book publishers
are Edmund Grantz , and Joseph
Starobln. Calling themselves the
New Age Publishers, with Grantz as

manager and Starobln as editor. Lat-
ter was. previously identified with a
mag called Youth Champion.
Because of a contemplated exten-

sion of its publishing activities, Arco
Distributing Co. is undergoing a
change in name to Arco Publishing
Co, Will be indicative of the fact

that the firm will concentrate its ac-

tivities on publishing books and
pamphlets of a specialized nature.
National League of American Pen

Women, Connecticut Pioneer Branch,
will give a testimonial luncheon to

Flora Mai Holly Nov. 18 in Green-
wich, Conn. Affair will be a token
of appreciation for the series of book
luncheons sponsored by Miss Holly,

whereby residents of Connecticut
have been able to meet numerous
literateurs.

.
Some AP switches send Paul

Mickelson, of the New York sports

staff, to Kansas City as editor of the

news bureau there. He succeeds
Charles H. Kline, who comes to the

N. Y, cable desk looking toward
entry into the foreign service.

Edwin H. Gooding, of the Albany
bureau, becomes Buffalo correspon-
dent, replacing E, D. Fales, trans-

ferred to the N. Y. news photo staff.
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Broadway

Charles Gray and wife off lor

Miami.
Alan Corelli is 2Q pounds lighter;

dieting.

James F. Reilly visiting doctor tor

ear trouble,

Benny Davis now being managed
by Rockwell-O'Keefe.

Bide Dudley convalescing from
teeent molar yanking.

•Mack Gordon and Harry Revel In

from JHoUywood to see the shows.

Ernest McCauley named company
manager of 'Glorious Morning.'

Jimmy Stroock, cOstumer, off to

Hollywood to dtess show at Earl
Carroll's new nitery.

' Boris Kaplan, Paramount's eastern
talent executive, in Chicago last

week for new faces.

Eva Casanova, former actress, now
heading theatrical department of

Rtissek's 5th avenue store.

Cotton Club fetes W. C. Handy
with a giant birtliday celebration
Sunday (20). His 66th year.

Nancy Kelly in from Coast for her
first 20th-Fox picture, 'Submarine
Patrol,' opening at the Roxy Friday.

Alfred Stern, formerly with
World's Fair *nd Music Hall produc-
tion staffs, has joined Brooks cos-
tumery.

Tom Waller and Herb Berg, of

.Par's home office • publicity staff,

fishing off Long Island over the
weekend.
Fay Marbe's brother is manager

of Loew's Ziegfeld, Miss "Mairbe has
xetired professionally and is resid-

ing abroad.
liaurence Olivier arrived from Eu-

rope last week en route to Holly-
wood to appear in 'Wuthering
Heights' (UA).
Jack Bobbins back from the Coast

this week via the Canal. Jimmy Mc-
Hugh, songwriter, accomped the
music publisher.
Tom Kearns to hospital with head

Injuries after accident in exiting a
bus. He's a p.a., formerly with WOR
and Fanchon & Marco.
Sum Dem^ow, Jr.'s, ticker skipped

a beat or two, so he's planning an
early surcease from business in
Miami for a month or so.

Mort Blumenstock, Warners h.o.

publicity chief, and Charles E. Mc-
Carthy, 20th-Fox drumbeater, both
away on Caribbean cruises.

Bill Conselman, 20th-Fox writer,
now back on the Coast after a Lon-
don visit, will return to Broadway

' with a play of his own scripting.
Frank Freeman, Jr., back from a

hunting trip in New Brunswick, but
no deer or moose through agree-
ment of party not to try for any.

S. Jay Kaufman p.a.ing the new
Harry Richman nitery in Delmonico
hotel wherein Harry Kaupfman will
be interested. Opens around Dec. 15.

Entire company of *Hamlet' per
iented the Eddie Dimonds with a
perambulator for son -born Friday
(11). He's fitage manager for the
troupe.
Arthur "Dreyfus and William C.

Kent in from Hollywood Nov. 11 for
conferences at Columbia Picts' home'

. office on their series of 19 shorts for
Col release.
Samuel Lorbers, parents of Her

man Lorber, assistant to Joe Unger,
eastern sales mgr. for Paramount,
celebrate their .50th wedding anni-
versary Sunday (20).
Ann and Beh Litt. who operate

the HoUywood^itery, Juan-le-Pins,
on the Riviera, nqw in America on
their seasonal visit; Going to Holly-
wood for the winter.
Ralph Rolan back at his New York

office for brief stay after more than
a month on the Coast as front man
tor Douglas Corrigan, being groomed
for feature production at RKO.

ing a major start shortly with 'Mr.
Chedworth Steps Out.' Cecil Kella-
way will star.

Phyllis Linquist, eldest daughter
of the late Philip Wirth, has been
granted a legacy of $2,200 plus $16
weekly in place of the $4 weekly
provided under a will.

Sir Ben Fuller completing plans
on importation of new legit shows
for Antips' presentation early next
year. Ice ballet will also be a fea-
ture. Knight at' present holds an
option on site for new Sydney legit

theatre.

Pittsimrgfa

By Hal Cohen

London

Charlie Kurtzman back on job
after battling flu.

Lawrence Welk -giving six-year-old
daughter squeeze-box lessons.
Dave Rubinoff here visiting his

mother on the way to Florida.
Saul Case has joined Yiddish Art

Theatre Players here as scenic artist.

Al Kavelin's wife and baby in
from New York for short visit with
-maestix).

Angelo Di Palma became grand-
daddy for first time day before his
50th birthday,
Hometown comic Bob Carney

headlining Casino currently with his

two daughters.
Jerry Mayhall going to Chicago

next week to see Philly Ballet dance
his compositions.
Dorothy Scott gets lead in Tom

Wilmot's first play, 'And Niobe
Wept,' at Playhouse.
Bert Breech, of Ray Herbeck's

orchestra, has checked into a hos-
pital for observation.
The Bemie Ck>nroys home from

eastern honeymoon and into, their
"New Kensington homie.
Dave Broudy, maestro at the

Stanley, liubbed the Pitt jinx. First
time he savt Panthers play, they lost

to Carnegie Tech.

Chicago

Milton Mayer, of RKO, in town
for short visit.

Sandra Karyle marketing a new
juvenile ether show.
The 'Dave Wallersteins off to Mex-

ico City foi/ a spell.

Shirley Grey in town for radio
warbling following Southern theatre
tour.
Charles Goetz, of 20th Century-

Fox, in town making some screen
tests.

Abe Lyman sticking around town
for a couple of days before heading
for southern dates.
Spyros Skouras assembled mid-

west Fox theatre managers for
boosters meet here.
Sam Ward exiting as Federal The-

atre press chief to handle independ-
ent publicity accounts.
Testimonial dinner for Jack Kirsch,

prez of Allied Theatre Owners, of II

linois, Dec. 2, at Congress hotel.
Burridge Butler preparing for

winter sojourn in Phoienix, Ariz.,
soon as the new local WLS antenna
gets coing.

Sydney
By Eric Gorrick

Nell Kelly click for Tivoli in vaude
here.

Uni's 'Flash Gordon' has been
.booked by Greater Union.

Ban has been lifted on the Span-
ish picture, 'Non-Intervention,'

'Hollywood Hotel* revue opens in
Melbourne Dec. 24 for Fullers.

Harry Howard will produce a'" new
revue in Sydney for the Fullers.

Will Mahoney touring New Zea-
land for Tivoli after Sydney season.

, After a bitter fight, Hoyts re-
turned pic advertising to Daily Tele-
graph.

Billy Ck)stello, playing Tasmania
for Greater Union, follows with Syd-
ney season.
Frank Neil will produce 'Snow

White* as panto in both Sydney and
Melbourne.

Increase of triples in the nabes
causing concern to exhibs content
to play duals.
Allan Doone to do a series of

Irish shows. First is 'Lucky O'Shea,'
with Melbourne premiere. Edna
Keeley ig the leading femme.
Greater Union Theatres made deal

Vrith Gaumont-British to supply
product. First are 'Strange Board-
ers* and 'Command Performance' for
a Sydney run.
Ken G. Hall, Cin&K>und producer,

on the sick list. Is hopeful of mafc

niinneapolis
By Les Bee*

W. A. Steffes off on deer hunting
expedition.
Don Buckley among the exhibitor

deer hunters.
Richard Carlson, of films, here

from Hollywood for visit with par-
ents.
Norman Nelson, Universal book-

keeper, in hospital with stomach ail-

ment.
Art Zeulch, head M-G booker,

back at his desk following honey-
moon.
'Guardsman* to be the University of

Minnesota theatre's first offering of
season.
Jerry Silvers, local indie nabe ex-

hibitor, marching to altar, will
honeymoon in Bermuda.
For first time in his 10 years of

service: at Universal, Fred Fihnegan,
office manager, was compelled by
illness to lay off, a fiu attack being
responsible.

Oscar Homolka back from Paris.

Jack Powell to Oslo for four-
\yeeks with option.

Joyce Bland promising husband to
quit stage for good.

Vicki Lister back in London in
search for stage play.

'French Without Tears* passed its

second anniversary at the Criterion
Nov. 5»

Gi/bsrt Wakefield spending fort-
night in Haslefnere to complete new
comedy.

Novelist W. B. Maxwell, son of
authoress M. E. Braddon, left $125,-

000 upon his death.

Crescent theatre, Birmingham,
scoring success with new version of
'Professor Bernhardi.'

Maurice Browne negotiating with
Lee Tracy to play lead in 'The
Bowery Touch/ by Max Catto.

Ronald Squire claiming percentage
interest in 'Room for Two' for hav-
in.i suggested subject matter ot play
to author.

Sir Robert Vansittart finishing
new comedy in south of Fxance,
where he's spending first holiday in

two years.

Charles Cochran shortly producing
'Schottische,' comedy with only four
characters, written by Gerard Tyr-
rell, an actor.

New Lee Ephraim musical, 'Under
Your Hat,' due at Palace Nov. 24,
starring Cicely Courtneidge and
Jack Hulbert.

"Twelfth Night' succeeds 'The
White Guard' at the Phoenix instead
of Chekhov's 'The Cherry Orchard,*
as originally announced.

Income tax authorities have
agreed to allow Madeleine Carroll
to malce a film here without taxing
hei: oil her American earnings:

Stephen Mitchell undeeided
whether he walits Nova Pilbeam,
Vicki Lister; or Lilli Palmer to play
lead in Hungarian comedy adapted
by Ian. Hay.
Henry Cotton, ace British profes-

sional golfer, will be headlined at
the Coliseum we^k of Dec. 5, when
he will offer -a demonstration of
difficult strokes.

Florence Chumbecos (Mrs. Harry
Foster) has ' dance lead in 'Bal)es in
the Wood,' the Drury Lane panto-
mime, which this year is being
stage by Tom Arnold;

Pierre Sandrini here to look for
talent for his Bal Tabarin, Paris, and
also -discussing presentation idea
-wi'Ji Sir Oswald StoU, which may
be used for Coliseum here.

Merton Hodge adapting Olive
Schreiner'6 novel, 'Story of a South
African Farm,' for the stage. Pro-
duction will be by Basil Dean, and
Curigwen Lewis will be starred.

Anna Neagle has been invited to
be modeled for the exhibition at
Madame Tussaud's. She will be in-
cluded in the waxworks as Queen
Victoria in the coronation robes she
used in the film.

Vicomte de Mauderit, French
novelist, has brought suit against
Gaumont-British for alleged copy-
right infringement in connection
with the film. 'The Man Who
Changed His Mihd.'

liiew Jackson, head of newly
formed Anglo-American Film Co.,
has purchased 'Flashbacks,' Charles
Cochran's rehash of film- oldies,

which has been doing business in its

West End run at the Palace.

J. B. Priestley played Frank Pet-
tingell's role in the former's play,
'When We Are Married,' when the
actor met with motor accident
Author joined British Equity for
this, his first stage appearance.

Music Corp. of America hag urged
Long Tack Sam to dust his magic
props and return to the show field.

Sam as been in retirement for years.
Operates two -chop suey restaurants
in London and owns a theatre in
Shanghai.

Ainerican rights on his sketches and
scenarios.

Strauss' 'Three Waltzes' on tour,
with Fanely Revoil and Robert Anr
celin in leads.
Irene Hilda set as second femme

lead in new Folies-Bergere revue,
now in rehearsal.
Michel Duran has . written new

comedy with Albert Willmetz, which
Chevalier is considering.
Clare Boothe's 'Femmes' ('Women'),

which Jacques Deval adapted, now
in rehearsal at Theatre Pigajle.

'La Terre est Ronde' ('The World
Is Round'), new play by Armcnd
SalacroU, in rehearsal at Atelier.
Henry Lartigue of Clifford C.

Fischer's Paris office now booking
all acts for Gaumoht Paris houses.
Ivan Mousjoukine, former film

Don Juan, seriously ill and reported
penniless in an Enval nursing home.

Colette Borrelli has now used her
voice to dub 13 of Shirley Temple's
films, 'Little Miss Broadway' being
the last.

Hollywood

Cleveland
By Glenn C. Fallen

Patriotic Plays

(Continued from page 1)

Paris
By Huiro Speck

Rachmaninoff sold out Public
Music Hal].

Bill McDermott, Plain Dealer's
drama crick, taking up parlor magic.
Ed Fisher, United Artists rep, rais-

ing everything from dogs to chick-
ens on suburban farm.
Edward Mahlke at Arena with 'Ice

Follies of 1939.' Jumped in from
H(rflywood for break-in date Mon-
day (14).

Lloyd Meyers, of Aragon ball-

room, released Bert Block from
winter contract when maestro got
offer from Claridge Hotel, Memphis,
last week. Gene Beecher replacing.
Chief Barker Nat Wolf brought

out fresh wrinkle for Variety Club's
Christmas party for orphans. Got
huge log in which barkers nail cards
with their names for every two-bits
donated to fund. M. B. Horwitz also
staging club raffle to buy 'iron lung'
for sick kids.

Duncan Sisters to Berlin.

Fritz Willers back to Zurich.

Horace Colling here from Glas-
gow.

'Gateway* (20th-Fox) opened at
Balzac.

Jacques Houssin finishes film with
Ray Ventura.

Joan Warner set to star in revue
to tour Europe.
Two of Richard Strauss* operas to

be presentea here in spring.
'Vive la Vie,' new revue by George

Charley, opening at Cou Cou.
Germain, music hall and revue

s*ar of former days, dead at 91.

Ruth Chariova packing for • New
York to dance at Metropolitan.
Jacques Rouche celebrating 25th

anniversary as director of Opera.
Gary Grant, in from London, see-

ing town with Georges Carpentier.
Marlene Dietrich and Mistinguett

touring the Rue de Lappe together.
'Little Miss Broadway' (20th),

called 'Hotel for Sale* here, opened
at Rex.
Bruno Walter scheduled to direct

'Fidelo* at Opera during current
season.
Tristan Bernard negotiating for

Wrights who are working on pieces

for inclusion in the series are Paul
Green, Merrill Denison, John Far-
rar, Ridgeley Torrance and Melvyn
Levy, Elmer Rice has said he would
like to contribute a playlet to the

series and it is also hoped that Eu-
gene O'Neill and Maxwell Ander-
son may be persuaded to do so.

Venture is sponsored by the

Theodore Roosevelt Memorial Assn.,

the American Legion, various parent-

teacher associations and other civic

and educational groups. Each author
is guaranteed ah advance royitlty of

$200 for each playlet, but th^re is

little likelihood that any further ]^ay-

ment would be forthcoming.- While
$200 is rated as a oomparati'^ely

trifling amount to a • professional

playwright, the dramatists concerned'

are doing It on patriotic groimds.
Printed copies of the plays will be
priced at 30c. each and will be avail-

able to schools and various grouiis

in small communities for
.
perform-

ance without royalty. They will be
exploited through about ^5,0Q0 circu-

lars, which wiU be mailed outi-! to

-schools throughout the country ^nd
will be listed in the 80,000-odd copies
of the Play Service annual cat^lqg.)

The *76- Spirit In *38

Angle of the plan is that .most of

the cooperating playwrights are iden-

tified with the liberal or so-called

'left-wing* of the theatre. However,
it is pointed out that the playlets

will not have any political'bias other
than a straight exposition of demo
cratic thought as exemplified in' early

Amierican history. In that connection
it is explained that while liberal and
conservative thought differs on cur
rent political and economic ques-
tions, it is generally in agreement on
early U. S. history, as the Revolu
tionary leaders wei'e the radicals of

their day.
Playlets will call for a running

time of from about 12 to 20 min-
utes each and will be designed to
require few principals and numerous
supers. They will be readied for re-

lease in groups of four. While, there
will be no income from the venture
at flrst. It is thought possible that
the .plan may create a mass market
for historical playlets and may ulti-

mately lead to the use of educational
plays for commercial and industrial
purposes. In any case, it is flgUred
the playlets will do away with the
illiterate junk that has heretofore
been available for school shows.
Since such performances can rarely
afford royalty payments, the works
of competent dramatists have never
before been available.

Patriotic Films

For the purpose of crystallizing
and popularizing in dramatic form
the principles of democratic govern-
ment a new civic organization
known as Films for Democracy has
been formed and will hold its first

conference at the Town Hall Club,
New York, Nov. 18.

Organization, headed by Dr. Ned
H. Dearborn of N. Y. University,
plans to produce and distribute mo-
tion pictures on non-profit basis.
Samuel J. Rodman, executive secre-
tary, states that Walter Wanger,
Dudley Nichols, Fritz Lang and
Fredric March have agreed to serve
on an advisory committee to aid in
selection of Scenarios and in produc-
tion of features budgeted around
$100,000 each. To make this possible.
Films for Democracy expects to ob-
tain services of talent and tech-
nicians for much less than regular
salaries received by such people.
Funds will be obtained from

sponsors and private donations, while
distribution will be sought through
regular commercial and non^the-
atrical channels.

Dorothy Jordan ill.

Stan Meyer, vacationing,

Irene Rich to Washington.
Archie -Marshek to Honolulu.

Jack Chertok laid up with flu.

King Vidor back from London.
Anthony Hughies out of hospital.

Bob Ripley in from New York.

Edward Golden in from N. Y.

Pat O'Brien got in from Bermuda.
Marc Lachman in from Broadway.
Frank Thomas, Sr., laid up with

flu,

Sam Coslow back from Manhat-
tan.

Fred Fidler here for commercial
film.

Bing Crosby to Frisco for the
races.

Charles P. Skouras in from Spo>
kane.

Scott R. Dunlap back from Man-
hattan.

Paul Click to hospital with pneu-
monia.

Edmund Grainger in from N. Y.
vacash.

Hal Wallig back from home office
confabs..

'

Thornton Sargent on long-delayed
vacation.

Louis Lewin to hospital for ob^
servation.

.

Neeiy Edwards back from eastern
p. a. tour.

Culver City Dog Track closes Sat-
urday (19).
Kenneth Earl on crutches with a

broken leg.
Luise Rainec gets her U. S. papers

Friday (18).
Edward T. Lowe vacationing in
Mississippi.
Wallace MacDohald laid up with

eye infection.
George Hood jrecovering frpm

auto accident
Gloria Stuart' in the interior

decoration bil
Ellen Drew out of hospital' after

appendectomy.
Wilbur McGaugh recovering from

appendectomy.
Richard Lane changed his front

handle to Dick.
Helen Kellog In from N* Y. to

gander studios:
Stanley W. N<elson to New Zealand

for six months.
Clinton Douglas joined tlie Joe

Rivkin ^agency.
Errol Flynn back to work after

Honolulu vacash.
Norbert Brodihe to hospi 1 for-

minor operation.
Pateic Knowlea to spend Christ-

mas m England.
Adolph Rami^ and Louis P. Rosen

to Honolulu on biz.
Joe Reddy and Wilson Heller in

new publicity combing.
Jose Antonio Molino in from Pan-

ama to gander studios.
Senator Elmer Thomas of Okla-

homa ganderiitg .studios.
Ralph Clark here from Sydney^.

Australia, gahderdng studios.
Gfcorge Hussey has eight stitchies

over hi? eye as result of a fall;
Frank J. Taylor in from Frisco to

write mag yams about Hollywood.
Dorothy Lamour throws the

switch to light Hollywood's Santa
Claus Lone, Nov. 24.

Carl and Faith Simpson with their
Humanettes off to Australia, booked
to open Dec. 5 on Frank Neil's Tiv-
oli circuit,.

St Lom$
By Sam X, Harrt

Henry Hoffman, assistant to Paul
Beisman, back to work after illness.
Mrs. H. Davis, Goldconda, 111,, co-

owner of Ohio theatre, iii seriout
condition in hospital.

P. D. C. Hamilton, general man^
ager of Arena, sponsoring five-day
appearance of Sonja Henie next
week.

Robert B. Alban, new manager of
Superior Pictures, Inc., succeeds Alan
Rosenberg, who resignfed to take post
with Grand National Pictures.

Wehrenberg, wife of
MPTOA prez in eastern Missouri and
southerti Ulinois, recuperating in
hospital from recent operation.
The largest crowd, 27,550, ever to

attend an ice show patronized three
performances of the Ice Follies, pro-
moted by Earl Reflow, at the Winter
Garden.

Singer Midgets passed up a skedded
ston here last week in order to reach
Oklahoma City for a p. a. They are
en route to Hollywood to work in
'The Wizard of Oz.»

Harry C. Arthur, Jr„ v. p. and
general manager of Fanchon & Mar-
co interests here, has been made an
admiral of the American Air Lines.
Arthur has flown 52,000 miles in one
year. Paul Beisman, manager of the
American theatre, is another holding
a similar honor.

William Feldstein, who recently
resigned as manager of local United
Artists exchange to become booker
and film buyer for Prisina Circuit Of
southern Illinois, was guest of honor
at party given by Variety Club, Ben
Bobbins, formerly U. A. salesman In
St,. Louis, succeejiiU .Fieldstein.
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OBITUARIES
STUART DABBOW

Stuart Darrow, 71, shadowgraph-

ist, died in Croton, N. Y., week be-

fore last of a heart attack. Funeral

service; and interment w6re in

Owego, where he had made his home
until six years ago. In recent years

he had been living with his son,

William H. Darrow, his only sur-

vivor.
Darrow, who earlier was known

as Edward Lorette, the Man with the

Big Shoes, started in show business

in 1883, doing a contortion act with

a circus. At the instigatioa of his

wife he changed to his shadowgraph
specialty and was a lamiUtkr figure

on vaudeville bills for many years.

He retired two years ago, when his

wife died. Since thien he has mad?
appearances only at chtirch and other

local events in the vicinity ot^Har-

mon. In his day he had played prac-

tically every vaudeville theatre in

this country.
Unlike many shadowgraph airtists,

he did not use props, getting his

effects solely from the disposition of

his supple fingers.

CARRIE BBAUNEK JORDAN
Mrs. Carrie Braunek Jordan, who

would have celebrated her 69th

birthday in a couple of days, died in

Ridgewood, N. J., Nov. 3. She was
known on the stage as one of the

Braunek sisters. Sh6 was the wife

of 'Edward Ciirtis Jordan, former
theatrical producer, whom she mar-
ried in Tampa in 1904. She retired

from the stage in 1919 to devote her

time to her household
.
duties.

In addition to her liusband she is

survived Isy a son, a grandson and
a sister, Mrs. James Mouston.

FELIX ianSRMANN
Felix Hermann, magician, known

on the stage as Hermann the Great,

died in New Orlieans ThUfsday (10)

from injuries suffered In an auto-

mobile in New York several weeks
ago. The New Orleans Brotherhood
of Magicians conducted final rites

Nov. IL
He was bom Felix Ketchmann

in London, taking the name Herr-
mann ' from his • uncle, Alexander
Herrmann, the first 'Herrmann the
Great,' who adopted him and taught
him his art. He onCd performed oh
all VbA theatre circuits. In recent
years he was 6n the Federal Theatre
Project.

LOUIS MYERS
Louis Myers, 52, secretary of the

I. T. O. A. of N. Y, and operator of
the Five Borough Theatres. Circuit,

died last week at his home in Bronx,
N. Y. A native of Russia, Myers
entered film industry during World
War and 10 years ago established his
own glass business.

Burial was in Springfield, L. I.

Tyidow,''son and daughter survive.

JULES LAWSON
, Jules Lawson, 76, theatrical archi-

tect, who had a hand in the building
of the old French Opera House in
New Orleans, Wednesday (9) ended
his life by slashing his throat with
a razor.

He had been in iU health for sev-
eral months and ended his life in a
fit of despondency. Burial in New
Orleans.

FRANK M. TAYLOR
Frank M. Taylor, 71, retired,vaude

actor, died in New York Nov. 12. He
was known on the stage as Frank
Farrell-Taylor. He was well known
as a blackfacb comedian and played
In numerous Weber and Fields- pro-
ductions as well as in burlesque and
on the dramatic stage.

Survived by his widow, also a pro-
fessional, known as Blanche Daven-
port.

EDWARD GORDON
Edward R. Gordon, 52, film actor,

d'.ed Nov. 10 in Hollywood. He was
a veteran of the silent pictures and
for years an assistant director for
Trem Carr.

At the time of his death he was
working as an actor for Coronado
pictures. Surviving is his mother.

IDA GRAY SCOTT
Ida dray Scott, 82, former opera

singer, died Nov. 7 in Los Angeles.
Mrs. Scott once sang before

George V of England and appeared
on several occasions with Mme.
Schumann-Heink. She sang for

many years in Grace Church, New
York.

EDDIE CLARK
Eddie Clark, formerly of Clark

and Verdi, died in Lancaster^ O.,

Noy< 10, where he had been living

wit^ his wife.

Clark had been in vaudeville for
over 20 years with Joe Verdi in an
Italian comedy act.

STEVEN A. SHOWERS
Steven A. Showers, 72, former roio-

tion picture theatre owner at Tiffin,

O., died Nov. 7 at his home in that
city. . .

A pioneer in the motion picture
theatre business, he retired fifteen

years ago.

CLIFFORD RUBLE
Clifford Ruble, 32, dance band

leader and musician, died Nov. 4 at
his home in Wooster, O., after a brief
illness.

His parents, two sisters and a
daughter, survive. Services and
burial in Wboster.

CHARLES CARTMELL
Charles Cartmell, 56, of the vaude-

ville, team of Cartmell and Harris,

died in Freeport, N. Y., Nov. 10.

His wife, Laura Harris, died about
a year ago.

Bills Next Week

AMEDEE J. VAN REUBEN
Amedee J. Van Beuren, 58, long

associated with the production of
shorts and cartoons, died at his home
in Carmel, N. Y., Nov. 12.

Details in the Pictures section.

LOUIS KINO
Louis King, 59, brother of John H.

Kunsky (King), founder of United
Detroit Theatres, died in Detroit last

week.
His widow and one son survive.

L. E. BOYSTER
L. E. Royster, 43, was killed Nov.

11 near Dodge City, Kan., when his
car was blown off the road by a tor-
nado. Details in the film section.

EDMOND BUMP
Edmond A. Bump, 61, stage and

film actor, died Nov. "6, in Hollywood.
He is survived by a sister.

JOHN FIELDS
John Joseph Fields, 62, stage and

screen, player, died Nov. 8 in Los
Angeles. Surviving is his son.

GEORGiS VALCOEUR
(Jeorge Valcoeur, 42, died In Ta-

coma last week. He was a former
vaudeville performer.

Mrs. Katherlne Zonnevylle, 70,
widow of Michael J. F. Zonnevylle,
Shakespearean actor, died jn Roches-
ter, N. Y., Nov. 8. She toured with
her husband during much of his 30-
year career on the stage.

Father of Bud Rice, WNEW, N. Y.,
staff news commentator, died in
Greenwich, Conn., Nov. 11.

Dr. ROYAL D. HUGHES
Dr. Royal D. Hughes, 54» founder

and chairman of the Ohio Stftte Uni-
versity music department died Nov.
7 at his home in Columbus, O.,

from a heart attack. He was presi-r

dent of the National Association of
Music Educators.
His wife and a daughter survive.

MARRIAGES
Ida Lupino to Louis Hayward in

Santa Barbara today (Nov. 16). Both
are film players.
Gladys Horwitz to Harold Bern-

stein, president of the Greater Cin-
cinnati Independent Exhibitors' As-
sociation, in Los Angeles late this
month. Couple will honeymoon in
Honolulu,

Victoria Seymour to Henry Wood,
in Los Angeles, Uav. 12, He's fore-
man in Paramoxmt's film developing
laboratory.

Marguerite Barnett to Karl Bates,
in Akron, Nov, 12. He's announcer
at WLW, Akron.
Mary Lange to Francis Kolb, in

Pittsburgh, Nov. 7. Bride's former
'Ziegfeld Follies' girl and film bit
player.

Louise Small to Richard D.
Crockett Nov. 9 in New Orleans.
She is former 'Miss America 1934,'

and in films; he's also picture player.
Virginia Case to Jimmy Monaco,

in Beverly Hills, Nov. 15. Bride's a
dancer; he's a songwriter.
Edith Dunstan to Nathan Wally»

in New York, Nov. 15. Bride is a
theatrical designer; he's a figure
skater, just closed in the ice Show at

the St. Regis hotel, N. Y.

(Continued
Club T«rrla

Jack Tester Oro
Ethel Warren
Phil Keatin
Shuttae & Kent

Conso Clitb

Bob Freeman
Klary ReeU
Jelt Thomas
Leonard. Clay Oro

Comlea Ship
Red BUllnKs Uro
Ray Block Oro
Ben Boe Ore
Oene Emerald
Katph Lewis

Devlnes Easles
Bob Garrlty Ore
Harney Rapp Oro
Billy Bner Ore
Red Roberts Oro
Arllne
Concertina Eddie
Wally Miller Ore
Gloria Oale
Jimmy De Palnta
Howard Gelger

Hotel Schroeder
(Empire Room)

JacU Crawford Ore
Joe Wallace
Wlltrld DU Bols-
Porothy Dale
Southern Sis
Tuns Pins Soo

KnrI Ratsoh's
Sepple Boch Oro
Helene Sturn

Lsrsen's

Ray Meadows Oro
LIndy's

Rick & Snyder
Lor Cabin

Carl Bergman Ore
Miami Clob

Blanc 8c Charme
Janet Reed
Dorla Dane .

NIkkl NlckaU
Ray Wencll
Jnne Ruhey
Pegrey Geary
Johnny Davis Oro

Alllwaukenn
Helen Kayo
Dorothy Hamilton
Variety 4

from page 46)

Oasis
Marty Gray Ore
Snooks Hartman
Old Heldelberc

Herman Rehfedt Or
Opea Door

TInney LIvenit'd Or
Packard Ballroom
Al Cavalier Ore
ParadiHe tiardent

Anthony Dorla Ore
Paris

Gordon Bogle Oro
Norman Bbron

RendeBvous
Katherlne ICaya
Ruth Gary
Eleanor Sutherland
Helen Jamea
Vera Robsel

Reno
Rudy &acer Oro
Harry Rayburn

SchwartB
Bob Eherle Ore
Lee Leighton Ore
Johnny Ger^ Oro
Claude Parmlnter

State Cardens
Mildred Seeley
June Howard
Evon Allen
Ruth Kaye
Cleo 'Wally
Alma Williams

Tie Top Tap
Jackson & CIKTord
Sally Joyce
Florence Barlow
Heraeyn
Town and Country

Clnb
Virginia Davis
Laureen Nevelle
Clltr Burmek
Wlrth's Fntarlstio
Joe Caravelln Ore
Steve Swedish Oro
BUI Schweitzer Ore
Jack Fexer
Vallie Jay Ore
Ford & Barnes
Maureen Roaay
Rogan & Mann
IVInconsIn Roof

Nic Harper Ore
Joe Sanders Oro
Mat-ton Wella
Loralne De Wood

BOSTON
Brown Derby

Mickey Alpert Oro
Lea Steele Oro

Clnb Al»yfalr

Joe Rlnes' Ore
GIs <8)

Cocoannt Grove
Freddie Craig Jr
Jacques Renard Or
Allen & Kent
Arlene Wallaca
Ethel Sidney
D Parriah

Congo
Eddie Deas Ore
Freddie James
Eleanor Johnson
Hazel Diaz
Herble. Faya
Crawford Honso

Ray Phillips Ore
Nannette
Ernie Mack
Millie & Bubbles
Coley . "Worth
Nlvon & Andre
Freddie Romano
Sweetie Pie
Ilamlngo Boom

Bob Hardy Ore
Lynne Sherman
3 Chandlers
Layce & Lyman
Frank Fontaine
ToyOff (2)

Hamllbnrc
Don Humbert Oro
Ginger Gordon

Hotel Copley Placa
(Sheraton Room)

Walter Miller Ore
(Merry-Go-Ronnd)
Jimmy Rvaolne Ore
Hotel Bradford

(Penthonse)
Leon Prima Oro
Frank Ward Ore
Benton 2
Ken & Roy Paige
Paul Winik

Hotel Essex
Jack Manning Ore
Mary Burton
Patsy Duncan
Diane Dubrille
Barbara Lane
Duane MariibHlI Or
Billy Kelly

Hotel Imperial
Clin Jarvla Oro

Hotel Stntler
(Terrace Room)

Leighton Noble Ore
Edith CaldweU
Chick Floyd
Johnny MacAfee
Noble 3
M & V Horst

(Cafe nonge)
Balvy Cavlcchio Or

(Lounge Bar)
Alfredo Seville
Musical Rogues
Hotel Westminster

(Bine Room)
Karl Rhode Ore
.Knotty Pine Room
(Hotel Woodcock)
Freddy Green Oro

Keyhole .

Harry DeAngella Or
Gertrude Woodaum
Vlo. Jerome
Old Fashioned Cafe
Virginia Kennedy
Mew Amer. Rotel

(I.owe1l)
Lou Clarke Oro

Ort'B
Don Humbert Ore
Paradise Restaurant

(Lawrence)
Freddie Coombs Or

Royal Palms
Margie Dorello
Besaie Profltt
Jimmy Kenny
Johnny Dixon

Seville
Don Rico Ore

Bontliland

Sugar C'ne Davta Or
Kaloah
Marie Wilson
Gla (8)

Steuben's
(Vienna Room)

Jack Fisher Ore
Powers & Joyce
Sheppard Sis
Harrison & Hoyt

vTowne Clnb
George Harria Ore
Mia Miles

Trocadero
Rudy Wallace
Lew PridoKy

News From the Dailies
This departitient contains rewritten theatrical news itemi as pub-

lishei during the week in the daily papers of New York, Chicago
San Francisco, Hollywood and London. "Vkkwsy takes no credit for
these news items; each has been rewritten from a daily paper.

East

CLEVELAND
Alpine Village

Otto Thurn Ore
Robert Warwick
Virginia Warwick
Lee Early & Pals
Margaret Aemmer
Herman Plrchner

Avnlon
Hy Barron Ore
Eileen Joyce
Nicholas & Sylvia
Bob Marchand

Cedar Gardens
Monette Moore
Rose O'Neal
Jean Arthur
2 Cadets
Fllnk Moore
Duke Melvln Ore

Chateau
Sunny Brooks Ore
Jerry Lane
Bee Gardner Gis
Gloria Oaylord

Freddie's Cafe
Tony Emma Ore
.4 Deauvilie Boys
Ross 2
6 Darlings

Gourmet Club
Loula Cina Ore
Lorraine Elliotte
Billy Bugbee

Hannn Grill

Udell Sis
Gypsy Lee
Lee Ensign

Hotel Cleveland
Gene Erwln Ore
Walt Bergen
Hot«l Fennny Hnll
Willie Potts Ore ,

Hotel Hollenden
Morrey Brennan Or
Sara Ann McCabe
Horton Spurr
Romany 3

Hotel Statler

Dick Barrle Ore
Ray & McDonald
Pollard & Martin

Monaco's Cafe
Ted .& Mary Tast
Cleonlce Mont Vare
Jacques Pollack Or

Mounds Club
Orvelle Rand Ore
Jules De Vorzon
Jack Webb
Nella Goodelle
Soutliern Tavern

Paul Burton Ore
'Don Kaye
Nick Bo'ntemps

BEGEMM niFROVINa
San Antonio, Nov. 15.

Fred Beckman, 74, veteran show-
man and co-owner of Beckman St
Gerrity Shows, is recuperating from
a serious illness at the M, & S. hos-
pital here.

He was admitted Oct. 2S.

'Hellzapoppin' selling tickets up to
Washington's birthday.

Bernarr Macfadden the Fall Guy
at the Circus Saints and Sinners last

week.
Italy bans use of foreign names for

nite clubs. The Florida, Hollywood
and like places will have to change
monikers.
'Our Town' to give a matinee for

the Actors' Fund Friday (18).,.

Loew's State playing up RaymQnd
Massey in 'Drums.' He took part in

that British production.
Princeton Triangle club selects 24

students for th6 chorus of the new
production. Karl Morton, of White
Plains, will lead the dancers and Ed-^

gar P. Von Lehn of Brooklyn will
be chief chirper. '

,

^

Clare Boothe has gone to her home
in Charleston, S. C.
Maria Gambarelli engaged ioi the

Met. Op. ballet. New dancing group
has been assembled, with Boris Ro-
manoff as ballet master.
Yale Puppeteers quit after a'

single Sunday night at the Lyceum.
Pearl Buck gets the Nobel prize

for literature. Worth about $40,000.
Distribution of the new Jefferson

nickels began yesterday. To replace
the Buffalo-Indian combination.

'

Willa Gather and Stephen Vincent
Benet elected to Am. Academy of
Arts and Letters. Leaves two va-
cancies to be filled.

Rewriting Ijorelei' drops one role,
but adds two others.
George C. Gerwing, projects di-

rector for FTP in Southern Cali-
fornia, to become regional director
for FTP in New England and New
York State, except New Yor?i City.
James R. Ullman, executive asst. to
the New York project director, to
take (jerwing's place.

Irving Berlin declares mikes out
n-the new Music Box Revue.

'

Lupe Velez visited El .Morocco In
Turkish costume, with bare

tummy, following the opening of
Leave It to Me,' last Wednesday.
Ladies' Garment Workers' Union

reports 'Pins and Needles' has passed
the $250,000 gross mark. About half
of that was ta]cen in by the lotial

company. .

Mercury theatre sold a preview of
Too Much Johnson' to the Brooklyn
Vassar Club Scholarship fund for
;omorrow night. Show unready, so
they'll see Cecelia Loftus at the
Lyceum instead.
El Morocco Club had a small Are

Thursday morning. Damage slight
and show given that evening.
N. Y. Public Library stages an ex-

hibit to commemorate the 40th anni-
versary of the Moscow Art Theatre.
Will continue until Dec. 11.
Arthur Byron in Manhattan Eye,

Ear and Throat hospital recovering
from a mastoid infection. Not be-
lieved an operation will be neces-
sary.

El Toreador nite club loses its

license. Claimed girls were em-
ployed to coax patrons to buy likker.
Motion pictures of S. Navy con-

struction were stolen from, a car
parked in Boston while the driver
attended, a ball. Secret stuff shown
only to army and navy officers. Be-
lieved to have been the work of
boys.
Two Brooklyn youths with a car

and no money for license plates
gave the car to a more affluent
woman friend. She bought the
plates arid charges they not only
stole the car back, but sent her a
ticket for parking they found on the
windshield. That was ^hen she got

Mt. Vernon manufacturer sold his
plant for $1,000,000 and gave a quar-
ter of that sum to- his former em-
ployees. Explains he saw the pic-
ture 'You Can't Take It with You.'
Julien Bryan,. March of Time pho-

tog, lectured on 'The Documentary
Film' foi the Brooklyn Institute of
Arts arid Sciences last Monday.
Academy of Music.
Marionette theatres sold in the

stores for as little as one buck.
Stages, scenery and two figures.
Heywood Broun to write the pre-

face for 'Kiss the BOys Goodbye'
when it's published. Has been none
too kind to the play or author.

Simplified version of 'It Can't Hap-
pen Here* prepared for schools and
colleges.
Maude Adams celebrated her 66th

birthday Armistice Day.
Robert E. Sherwood addressed a

group of young playwrights at the
Bureau of New Plays yesterday
(Tuesday).
Mary Jane Walsh, of 'Sing Out

the News,' planed to Davenport, la.,
for her

. grandmother's funeral last
Saturday. Back in the cast Saturday
night,

'

Joe Wong of 'Hellzapoppin' to
make some shorts for Paramoimt.
Playwrights Co. to give benefits

next Sunday at 'Abe Lincoln in
Illinois' and 'Knickerbocker Holiday'
for the benefit of the victims of re-

"^.iS^^
persecutions in Germany. '

'What a Life' entertained 37 bUnd
workers of the Shelter Workshop,

Brooklyn, at the Monday perform-

Seven nioney prizes offered for thebest amateur photos taken at theTruck Show Sunday.
Society of American Magiciana

gave a show at the McAlpin lastMonday. One pf the three aSnuS
open to the public.
George McFarland Milligan, sUgamanager of the Princeton University

Triangle
^
Club, injured seriousljMonday (14) when he fell 15 feet

;u'^°*,?« ^ trap-door in the stege ofthe MpCarter theatre. He <vas aTdirig
In ^preparations for a rehearsal of a
Triangle Club production.

"

Small blaze In a venUlatlng shaft

Sfinf^^"'^'.**")
did , not prevent the

fie*""? out of the sheet^s first edi-
tion Monday (14) night.

Coast

Republic won $50,000 plagiarism
suit, filed in L. A. by Philip P?S?
who claimed the studio used ' his
story, 'They Played With Fire,' in
filming 'Arson Racket Squad.'
Dorothy Sebastian, film actress.

>

was found fiuUty of drunk drivinam Beverly Hills. Plea for probation
was set for Nov. 23.

•^yji? GreyJ^haplin is defendant in
$4,695 suit by her attorney, Edwin
T. Murray, for legal- services and
court costs in L. A.

s ^'^S?,f«9j?^*L®
McLauhglin was sued

for $150,000 by Sonya Zaranoff, Hol-
lywood milliner, charging slander."
Roy Rogers, vaude actor, filed suit

to restrain Republic from billing
Leonard Sly, western film actor, un-
der the name of 'Roy Rogers.' Case
comes up Nov. 18 in L. A.

Elizabeth Quinn McGuiness, wife
of James K. McGuiness, screen
writer, lost a plea in L. A. to have
her temporary alimony upped from
$1,000 to $1,500 a month.
Trial date of Mary Astor's appeal

of the Labor Commission's award of
$3,426.75 to Ruth Collier, agent, is

set for Dec. 15 in Superior court,
L. A.

BIRTHS
\.

Mr. and Mrs. Edward Dimond, soiv.

in Brooklyn, Nov. 11. Father Is Mau-
rice Evans' stage manager.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lawton, Jr.,

son, in Hollywood, Nov. 7. Father ia

Metro cameraman.
Mr. and Mrs. James Walllngton,

son, in Hollywood, Nov. 10. Father
is radio announcer.
Mr. and Mrs. Edmund L. Hartman,

In Hollywood, Nov. 10. Father la

writer at Universal.
Mr. and Mrs. C-, E. Herman, daugh--

ter, in Pittsburgh, Nov. 5. Father'*
board chairman of West Pennsyl-
vania MPTOA.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Warren, son,

in Seattle, Nov. 7. Father is pro-
gram director at KOMO-KJR.

^Irish Justice^

(Continued from page 1)

same time convince the paying cus-
tomers-jurors to like effect. There
would also be musical entertainment
as part of this trial.

An American showman, on a visit

here, called it a sort of Tin Pan
Alley version of 'Irish Justice.'

No. 2 Suit
A privately published theme song

for a Long Island resort spot, titled

'I'll Always Remember Ronkonkamo,*
is the subject of a copyright in*

fringement suit by Charles McC:ord,
its author, against 20th-Pox Film,
and Mack Gordon and Harry Revet
Their number, 'Goodnight My Love*
in 'Stowaway,' is the basis of the

alleged infringement.
McCord contends that his tune was

performed at Grossingers, Catskill

Mt. resort, where Gordon and Revel
allegedly had. access thereto. His

monetary damage claim is placed at

$60,000, and case comes to bat Nov.
27 before Federal Judge Woolsey in

N. Y.
Songwriters are now east from

Hollywood on a holiday, and to see

the new plays.

Old Enough to Know Better

Milwaukee, Nov. 15.

The suit of 82-year-old Sylvester

H. Humble foif $25,000 damages from
State Fair Park," Inc., for injuries

allegedly suffered in a 10c ride on

a loop-a-plane amusement device

at the fair park, was settled for an

undiscloted amount Nov. 12.
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WHAT THEY THINK
Jack Haley'i Authors

Beverly HUls.

Editor. Variety:
Knowing that your fairness weighs

both sides of any Issue, I am reply-

ing to the Harry Conn-Jack Haley

letter in a recent Forum.

Conn states that Haley had him in

coUabration with four writers rang-

ing in salary from $50 to $250 weeki

ly, In absolute truth Conn never

collaborated with anyone, preferring

to write by himself, and secondly,

speaking for myself and without ego,

rcff salary is much higher, than the

$2$0 stated so positively by Conn.
Conn's next assertion is that Haley

ivants to do surefire old gags, and
not the smart (?) material that he
writes. Also that the alleged old

gags caused Haley to. be dropped
from the Log Cabin show of last

year.

&i reference to the old gags, just

listen to any iEIaley. show, and judge
for yourself whether the material is

fresh and new. . .and in reference to

his last show (Log Cabin), Haley
left on a Saturday night with a 15

C^Ossley, and was told that no mat-
ter, how sensationally * he did, the

budget only called for a 26-week
show.
And was it just chance that only

three weeks after the Log Cabin
Show closed Haley was signed for

a new show, bigger sponsor, better

hour and better night? Also how
oome last year and this year Vabiety
gave the show excellent criticisms.

I bear no ill will toward Harry
Conn, but think his attack on Haley's

writers both as to their salaries and
capabilities, unfair.

Hal FimheTQ.

H. B. Fraaklih on the Drive
New York,

Editor, Variety:
I know that you want to be fair

and therefore I am writing about
the article that appeared in connec-
tion "with the Motion Pictures'

Greatest Year campaign in last

week's Variety.
On page 6 you print a story,' most

of which concerns criticism by small
exhibitors in regard to the Movie
Quiz feature of the campaign. Yet
the -article points out that the ex-
hibitors who squawked most pro-
posed a resolution to petition an ex-
tension of the campaign to include

the month of January. If the ccm-
test feature is such a bust, why
should anybody want it extended?
In another article on page T,

speaking of the campaign for the
forthcoming year, mention Is made
of the many subsequent theatres

who joined in the current drive. The
fact is that the Independent ex-
hibitors are way over the- $250,000

originally set for them.
We appreciate the splendid co-op-

eration that you have ..given us in
the past and we do feel that an in-

dustry effort to promote good busi-

ness for everybody is entitled to

your kindest consideration.

One' of the many outstanding pur-
poses was accomplished, in winning
a highly critical press to one of

friendliness and support for the ih-

dustry. Within the period of a few
short weeks the whole-hearted co-

operation of the press was secured
throughout the country, as ex-
pressed in close to 650 editorials,

many co-operative newspapers ads
and innumerable -special sections

—

many of these by newspa'pers that
had not previously given motion
pictures their best co-operation.
As result of the campaign. In

which every important first run the-
atre- in the country and most of the
Important subsequent runs partici-
pated in the greatest revival of
showmanship in years, the American
public has once more become pic-
ture-conscious.

^

Columnists and commentators are
now- constructive in their attitude
towards the motion picture industry.
The 'loose talk' within the indus-
try has ' been stifled and a general
note of true optimism has replaced
the dire outlook that existed pre-
vious to the campaign.- Once more
the industry enjoys the high prestige
that took years of hard work to
achieve.

If for no other reason than that
mentioned above, the campaign has
been overwhelmingly successful. As
to what the campaign has done for
boxoffice rieceipts, no one at this
time can accurately give an opinion,
but comparing the position of the
industry with that of several months
*go, your own boxoiflce reports in-
dicate a terrific upswing which
compares favorably with that of last
lall, when the industry still enjoyed
a prosperous boxoffice.

It Is to be expected that in a

campaign .represented by so many
diversified interests that there will
be some dissatisfaction, but it is a
fact that no criticism has been made
to date by any important exhibitor.

The only complaints have come
from a few disgruntled ones, and
their chief complaint has been that
they will not receive a sufficient

number of pictures diu-ing the con-
test to enable them to participate
properly. It is a' case of the tail

wagging the dog!
While it is too early to judge,

contestants are sending in their
booklets in an ever increasing
stream, even though the contest does
not close until Dec. 31.

There have been mistakes in this

campaign, but on the whole the
effort was a very constructive one
and I believe that it is to the ad-
vantage of everyone who is even re-
motely, connected with the industry
to encourage and sustain, its objec-
tives, and I hope you agree witii me.

Harold B.. Franklin.

Basie on. His Own
New York.

Editor, Variety:
It's generally believed, I admit,

that Benny Goodman, whose affairs,

on- behalf of Music C!orp. of Amer-
ica, I happeh to .administer, hias

a 'piece' of Count Basie, the col-
ored band. Although repeatedly de-
nied by both Goodman, myself and
MCA, which is booking this colored
swing band, the legend has now
reached proportions where Variety
also seems to believe it. At least an
item' last week would tend to indi-
cate that.

Goodman's interest; as well as
mine, in this igreat colored band is

frankly fraternal and, in-all modesty,
rather altruistic, because we both
have been Highly enthusiastic about
it. MCA thinks so much of Count
Basitf that it broke an agency i>olicy,

it being the first colored band under
our management.

Willard Alexander.

Powers Going Strong
New York,

Editor,^ Variety:
' In the Nov. 2 column, '15 Years
Ago,' you quote; 'Burns and Allen
at the Riverside, N. Y., arid not get-

ting very far with their patter. Bert
Lytell and Powers* Elephants helped.'

I wonder whether you know .thact'

the Powers' Elephants are still ..foing

strong on the road arid have per-
formed at some of the big theatves
here in New York in the past year,

including the Roxy. The New
Yorker of July 1€, 1938, told theriiar-

velous story of these elephants, whose
history is almost the history of
vaudeville in modern times. I should
think many old-time vaudevUliaiis
would like this news.

Harry Weinhefger.

HalUburtonTs Junk
San Francisco.

Editor, Variety:
,

In your issue of Oct. 26 you com-
ment that Richard' Halliburton's trip
from China to the U. S. in a Chinese
junk 'lias fizzled out.' Because of
your deserved reputation for accu-
racy, I know you will be happy to
learn that Mr, Halliburton's trip has
done no fi^e, but to the contrary is

bangirig along very nicely.

Mr. Halliburton sailed from San
Francisco Sept. 23 on the President
Coolidge and Is now in Southern
China outfitting his junk, the Sea
Dragon, for his Pacific crossing.
Three Dartmouth boys, Robert Chase,
John Potter and Gordon Torrey, and
George Barstow of Netw York, left

San Franeisco about 10 days ago.
They will join Halliburton and make
the return voyage with him on the
junk together with some Chinese sea-
men. Among the items that, make
Halliburton's; forthcoming crossing
noteworthy are—he will perform his
job in midwinter, and he- plans to
make the trip by way of the Pan-
American China Clipper Islands, a
9,000-mile route never before
traveled by a small boat to our
knowledge. Halliburton will leave
China between Christmas and New
Year's and hopes to arrive in San
Francisco early in March.

I mght add a few more words
about the trip, as they may be news
to you. Halliburton's junk will be
on display at the Crolden Gate Inter-

national.Exposition's Treasure Island,

in San Francisco Bay, throughout the
duration of the Expositiori. Halli-

burton will write articles on his junk
crossing for Bell Syndicate, ^e hope
to have powerful shortwave radio
telephone and telegraph transmitters
aboard the junk; if we do, we will

probably be able to keep in pretty
close touch with the' living rooms of

America.. We are conducting two
very interesting sales propositions in

conjunction with the crossing. I en-
close folders that fully describe
these. As you see, one endeavor
deals with a series of seven letters

which Halliburton will dispatch
from seven Pacific ports, and which
sell for $5. The other deals with a
souvenir envelope which Halliburton
will autograph, mail through a Chi-
nese post office to the addressee,

bring across on his junk and mail
out f om the U. S. Post Office on
Treasure Island. These covers sell

at $1 each. Both the covers and <,he

letters are going over very nicely

throughout the country.

John Masterson,
Executive Secretary, The Hallibur-
ton Trans-Pacific Chinese Junk
Expedition, Inc.

Delia LInd's Picture
Boston.

Editor, Variety:
Although I saw the Casa Manana

show wherein Lou Holtz announces
Delia. Lind as having been contr-act-

ed by Metro, but never making a
film, that's not strictly so.. Younre-
viewer seemingly -accepted the m.c.'s

arinouncement literally.

Miss Lind was in ^Blockheads'
with Laurel and Hardy, but.perhaps
that's practically .not appearing in a
film.

Pat Rosswell,

Sagail on Scopheiiy
NeMr York.

Editor, Variety:
, I read with considerable interest 1

your story in the Nov. 9 issue of
Varibttt, on Scbphony Television.

I am sure that you will give me
an opportunity to correct 'a few in-

accuracies.

The story says that 'Scophony's
televisior is based on the mechanical
scanning system, familiar to' this

country also.' Scophony is based on
entirely novel methods of Optical

s .nning, utilusing the 'storage-of-

'light' principle, which is a funda-^

mentally new development. Sco-
phony is getting the maximum ad-
vantages of its optical scanning
methods by employing some moving
mirrored bodies. There is as much
relationship between the Scophony
method and the old mechanical .scan-

ning method 'familiar to this country'
as there is between a horse-and-
buggy and a modern high-powered
car.

The Scophony receivers can, defi-

nitely receive the transmissions pro-
posed to commence next spring from
the National Broadcasting Co.'s

transmitting studio in the Empire
Slate Building and from the Colum-
bia Broadcasting System's transmit-
ting studio in the Chrysler Building.

No alterations or modifications are
required for that purpose in the
transmitting equipment of the NBC
or CBS. AH that will be necessary
on the part of the transmitting sta-

tions is simply that the synchroniza-
tion signal to be radiated should be
regular and stable.

When the British Broadcasting
System commenced their television

transmissions about two years ago, it

'Mas found that the synchronization
signal was erratic and phase-shifting,

and consequently was not suitable

for a scanning system possessing in-

ertia, iuch as the Scophony system.
Accordingly the British Broadcast-
ing Co. took steps to stabilize the
synchronization signal which result-

ed in steadier pictures, not only on
Scophony receivers, but also on all

other receivers—i.e., the cathode-ray
tube receivers-.

I have no doubt whatsoever that

the leading American concerns in-

terested iri the field of transmission
equipment will do their very best in

their own interests to radiate steady
synchronization signals.. Also, I

have no doubt that the Federal Com-
munications Commission will adopt
a specification of television stand-

ards which will insure steady signals

making possible satisfactory recep-
tion by any known method of tele-

vision, in the interests of furthering

this young art.

The writer of your article says:

'Just who would pay the cost for

such realignment here was not re-

vealed.' I can reassure you on this

point. The total cost of a Scophony
type of synchronization generator is

really insignificant and will not cost

more than a few thousand dollars.

No television company in England
has as yet started mass production
of television, receivers. Prices of

setb are consequently, th-*-, far,

based only upon small quantity pro-
duction under workshop conditions,

llstimates of cost under mass pro-
duction methods prove that a Sco-

ProbaUe Footbafl Wnmers
And Proper Odds

(NoTeoilier 19)

By NAT KAHN

GAMES
AHneDBMrSQIaslssippt »,,,,,.•,,,,.«..

Ara«y.«riaoetM
Aiiimni-Ge«rt<»
S». 1MeflM4M-aiayl«r
StaoCard-Califorals

,

Syracosc-ColamWs ,

Saotii Oafl«Uiui^f\orAs*i.
Barv«ri-ir«Ie
Indianai-Pwdu
Nebrasiia-Iowft »

lUfliyctiaJOldo State...,
Temple-MieUg«n State
MiBuesota-H/iscoiisIn

N«tre Aune-Northwcsteni ,

Washlngton-Oreron ...............

(Predictions Based

WINNERS ODDS
Axltmim ..f.,t,T ...Evien

Army 7/5
Afldbsm is/S
$0. Methodist ...............Even

.Colnmhto .Even
Tordham 13/5
Sanrard '.i t/i
Purdue , 2/1
'Nebraafcs 9/5
OiOo SMe..;., 6/5
BUofaican Slate;. 7/5
iRuieaate ' 6/7
Nwrtlnirevteni » 1/21

Waahlncton ....... t/i

oi» Fair leather)

Jal Alal will remain indefinitely

at the Hippodrome, N. Y., -the tiiree

months' contract having been re-

newed. Hipp will not be conftn^

to the Spanish sport, however, arid

starting early next month other at-'

tractions will be stt^ed ihere;' the
'hi li' scheduled to be curtailed ito

four nights weekly. Despite the
limited capacity beuiuse the fr-onton
(court) will xemain intaet^ fight
shows will be held 'weekly.

The spot has been breaking even
on operation but the sponsors of jaii

alai figure that it will take a year or
two to popularize the sport, as was
the case of ice hockey at Madison
Square Garden. Also figured that if.

.pari mutuels are legalized in New
York jai alai would be. a clean-up,
an effort to be made to include com>-
petitions other than horse racing in

the proposed betting system,

Announcer George Christie quotes
the odds as the point -score changes'
during the contests, that being an in^

foresting feature Of the evening.
There is quiet wagering in the au-
dience but the general impression is

that the draw of jai alai would be
considerably strengthened if open
betting is allowed. Venture is in
the red .because of the xost of in-

stalling the fronton. By reducing
the number of exhibitions, a boost
in patronage is expected.

Barnes-S-F Train Yixt

Routs Show People

Atlanta, Nov. 15..

Explosion of a gasoline heater
aboard one of sleeping cars in Al
G Barnes-Sells-Floto circus train in
early morning hours of Nov, 9 re-
sulted in severe burns to a performer
and fire damage estimated at $6,000
by circus officials. Blast occurred as
train was preparing to pull out for
Anniston, Ala. Sleeper was occupied
by 20 performers, membe"rs of Cath-
erine Players, .bareback riding
troupe, who had already retired. So
hasty were their exits, most of them
lost all of their clothes and personal
belongings.

Damaged car was left in train,

which was delayed an hour by blaze,

but show filled its Anniston date
okay.

Private Fair
Lynchburg, Nov. 15

J. I. Palmer of North Carolina, has
leased the Radford, Va., fair grounds
and will sponsor an 'agricultural and.
livestock exposition' there in the fall

of 1939.

Eleanor Holm's Workouts
Miami Beach, Nov. IS.

Eleanor Holm Jarrett last week
got down to serious training for the
part she will . play in New York
World's Fair Water Carnival to be
staged next summer by ^Silly Rose.

Olympic aquatic champ, guest of
Mrs, Ben Bemie, has scheduled two
workouts daily at a pool here.

phony two-foot receiver could be re-

tailed at about $300.

In conclusion, I appreciate the
paragraph in your .irticle that the
'principal favorable point about ^co-
phony is that it produces a good pic-

ture.' It certainly does.

Solomon Sa^all.

Chicago, Nov. 15.

Carnival divlsioii ol ihe American
Federation of Actors expects 'to
reach its high peak for the yciar in
the siginrturing of new pacts during
the National 'Association of Fair
Secretaries convention to be held
here starting Nov. 26. This meeting
will be addressed by Ralph 'White-
head, executive chief of the AFA,
who has been personally invited to
the epnyentlon for the purpose of
presenting a. national t>ictufe of thd
AFA campaign to tite carnival own-
ers and general agents.

At least 27 important carnivals are.
figured to join the 10 shows which
have already signatured the AFA-
agreement since the outdoors show
driye was instituted in October.
AFA itself has already 500 new
riiembers on its rolls from this
branch of the entertainment world.
AFA will maintain quarters in the

Sherman hotel here during the cbri-

ventlon.

oiajL cftRRnrAL man
SLAM; 1 HBD, 2SOm

Americus, Ga.-; Nov. 15.

Clifford C. Jewell^ 35, of Tulsa,
Okla., concession manager Of "West
World Wonder Shows, carnival ex-
hibiting here at Sumter County
Fair, was murdered near here Nov,
11. State patrolmen, who fouri(i

Jewell's bofly shot through heart ,

and head, declared vlctirii's wife told
them her husband had more than
$2,000 on him when heleft Americus.

.

Officers stated they found only $22'
on him and that his wallet was miss-
ing. However, a diamoitd ring, a
stickpin and watch were found on
body.

Jewell's body was found about
three miles north Of neighboring
town of Smithville lyirig in his car.
Coroner's jury returned verdict that
showman came to his death by pistol
wounds 'at hands of person or per-
sons unknown.'

It was reported that Jewell bad
won a large sum of moriey in a di<fe
and poker gariie on carnival., grounds
last week. State patrolmen Satur-
day (12) reported they had jailed
Garland, Sewell, 21, of Villa Rica.
Ga.', a carnival : attache, on suspicion
charges and were said to be sedcihg
two others, one an ex-pugilist, both
connected with the carney.

Gets 30 Tears

Wichita, Kas., Nov. 15.

Eldon Morris, 33, carnival wrest-
ler, was sentenced by Judge Robert
L. NeSmith in district court to serv«
30 years in the Kansas state peni-
tentiary.

Morris pleaded guilty to a charge
of second degree murder growing out
of the fatal shooting April 9, 1933
of James Drake, Wichita business
man, during an attempted holdup
here. He was returned here from
Sibley, la,, to face the charges.

Looks Bad for Roch*
Rochester, N, Y„ Nov. 15.

Rochester Exposition and Monroef
County Fair faces uncertain future
with failure of County Manageif to
include in budget usual $l6,0DQ ante.
Expo association had asked for 15

grand.
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John Mason Brown s Capsules

John Mason Brown, critic of the N. Y. Evening Post,,took. current

Broadway sljowa and, players lor. a ride during his lecture Friday

, jhornliig (18) at Town Hall, New York. As a lecturer Brown is cfuite

aifa'ctor tilmseU, illustrating and mimicking as he talks. Wisecracks
^ at the Friday lectpuaft Included these:

'Most Hamlets look like the original interior decorator. And then

there ,Was John- Barrymore's Russian Wolfhound version. Forget

lieslie Howard, he forgot Hamlet.'
* 'Eve Le Gallienne''s posture! as Queen Marie Antoinette looked like

"she had just finished her first day on a dude ranch.'
' *Clare Booth sbratches out her plays with her flng<frniails'

, . <You remember Clifton Webb when he used to dance o)it on a shiny

floor with his coattails flying in the wind in inad, pursuit of the Dolly
'sisters.'

. 'Libby Holman sings Negro songs as if they came from the Banks,

of the.,Volga.*
'

l 'Ultimately you tire of reading the message of Lupe Velez' .wig-

wagging hips.'

;

' 'Hellzapoppin* la so enervating that even Mrs. Roosevelt would
Iflnd it fatiguing.*

7 'William Gaxton always reminds me of my first year in . college.'

TDRTIE - TROT

DOMINATES

HUSK

Preponderance of ballads on thie

current list of tunes in the hit class

YilSis some bandleackers-squfewking -that

it*fl nearly impossible ; to rhake up a

Varied dance program for the air.

Jteel is- that, songwriters are not

turning their talents toward the

writing of rhythm and fast numbers
enough t"or oflsfet thfe heavy list of

l^llads.

.Glance Ht the list of tunes cur-

rently being plugge^' shows that of

ihfi first 20 about five or six can
qii lify as swing or rhythm num-
bers. Rest , are ballads of the type
oil 'So Help Me,' 'Change Partners,'

an.. 'While a Cigarette was Burning.'

Of course the islower tempoed tunes
have always outweighed the fast

numbers, but the current condition
Is claimed to' be abnormal.

. iForegoing plaint by bandleaders
finds little concern- among • music
publishers. Consensus of 'Opi^pn
among the latter is that the indu^jr
has been catering too much to the
ta$te& of broadcast orchestras with
tfie result thiat the sale of sheet mu-
sic has been steadily on the decline.
It is the ballad that still remains the
staple' article on music counters, and
if the industry is to preserve this
in,ore important source of income it

niust steel itself against the taking
the line of leiast resistance, namely,
the plug whims of band leaders.

Yank Acts Cancel Beriin

Qates Due to Envoy Recall

London, Nov. 22.

Several American acts hfere have
backed out j6f contracts to perform
ItivBferlin.

Believed that recall of U. S. Am-
bassador Hugh R. Wilson from Ber-
lin and fear of no protection prompt-
ed cancellations.

Lil Russell, Sousa

Screen Sagas on Tap;

WB Snag on PuStzer

Hollywood, Nov. 22.

•Life of Lillian RusseU,' with Alice
Faye the name role, and 'Rose of

Washington Square' will be made by
Darryl Zanuck at 20th-Fox as two of
the season's top budget musicals.

Leonard Hoffman is whipping up
the 'Russeir yarn for Kenneth Mac-
Gowan production. 'Rose'- goes as a
sequel to 'Alexander's Ragtime Barid'

and comprises Irving Berlin mtisic

not used in 'Alex.' Al Jolson Is be-
ing considered for an important role

in this one.

While the Pulitzers never wanted
anything about th6 life Of Joseph
Pulitzer put on the screen, the War-
ner Bros, plan to do a picture on the

old New York World and St. Louis
Post-Dispatch may not be off en-
tirely. A synopsis, of th6 story on
which Louis Weitzenkorn has been
working, tentatively called 'End of

the World,' has not been submitted
to Ralph Pulitzer, nor has the WB
legal department determined whether
it has a legal right to make such a

jMcture as planned. It may not be
necessary to get approval, although

if objections by Ralph Pulitzer or

others become too vigorous, the

whole thing may be called off.

WB idtea was for a picture based
chiefly on the career of the old
World.

Sous» Pic

Stemming from the John Philip

Sousa Memorial, which B. A. Rolfe
and Jimmy Gillespie have been fos-

tering comes the idea of a Sousa
film. For this purpose Gillespie and
Judge Frederick K Goldsmith, his

attorney, leave for the Coast the end
of this week, with authorization

from Mrs. Jane Van M. Sousa, the
march king's widow, and W. Her-
bert Adams, attorney for the Sousa
estate, to consummate a Hollywood
deal.

'Stars and Stripes' Is the Idea of

the patriotic film to include Sousa's

'Marching Along' autobiography, plus
his musical works.

EF

Not Concerned Ab'^t Dic-

tatorial Inhibitions Abroad
*—Producers Feel If^s

Futile to Cater to Foreign

Goveminental Idiosyncra-

sies Under Existing World
Conditions

CHI BANS 'MAMLOCK*

Hollywood, Nov. 22."

Studio execs are ready to defy
foreign censorship, of Hollywood
films and cut loose with pictures

held in abeyance out. of considera-

tion for dictators abroad.

With Metro fihning 'Idiot's De-

light,' long delayed because of Ital-

ian opposition, thp same company .is

repoijed ready to shoot the Sinclair

Lewis story, 'It Can't Happen Here.'
Selznick-International is going ahead
with Titanic* in spite of British

kicks.

Sentiment In the studios Is that
there is no further use of catering

to the whims of foreign govern-
ments tltat have' either completely
binned 'AmericaA jE>ictures or have
imposed^such stringent rules against

Hollywood productions that there is

no longer' any profit in exporting
them.
Understood the Cunard - White

Star Line objected to Titanic' and
made formal complaint to the State
Department in' Washington, which
turned it over to Will Hays.
'We have no intention of abandon-

ing the picture,' declared a spokes-
man for Selznick. 'In fact, we have
brought . Richard Blaker, one of
England's foremost novelists, to

(Continued on page 15)

Maestros in the Groove

As Pedagogs Pan Swing
Philadelphia, Nov. 22.

Larry Clinton was in the groove
with a solid earful of rebuke on
their attitude toward swing when
more than 500 teachers gathered at
Dover, Del., last week for the an-
nual State convention. Clinton flew
down to the convention with Tommy
Dorsey at the invitation of Dean
Glenn Gildersleeve, State Director of
Musical Education in the Public
Schools. Gildersleeve's invite fol-

lowed a survey showing that 80%
of jimior and senior high school
pupils listen to the radio on an aver-
age of 18 hours a week, to about 40
programs. Only about nine of these
present what Gildersleeve termed
'serious music' Majority of others
are by name bands.
Clinton was strong In his de-

nuncia'tlon of the pedagogues for

their superior attitude toward jive.

'The average youth of today,' he de-
clared, 'never received a note of mu-

(Continued on page 53)

Late CQl^man Goetz^s Daugher

London WiU Choke

Philadelphia, ITov. 22.

If and when the King and.
Queen of England speak on the
radio during ttieir visit to this

country, WDAS has an offer for

'

the sale of 15 minutes preced-
ing and 15 minutes following.
Buyer Is manufacturer of

•Royal Clothes—Fit for a King.'

He thinks it would be a natural.

D.S.INCOME TAX

BREAK FOR

STARS

Washington, Nov. 22,

First official cognizance of the in-

come tax headache, which annually
pesters Broadway stars, screen
satellites, radio names and other
hlgh-brackef show biz personalities,

was taken last week when U. S.

Treasury officials huddled over a
s(^emg which may mean partial

easing of shoW business tax pains.

Plan for bcTsing surtax rates on the
incomes of stars and lesser lights on
earnings covering a three-year pe-
riod—instead of the' present yearly
bite—^is reported to be imder serious
consideration by high department
execs. Many of Uncle Sam's tax
experts are showing "sympathy for
those unfortunate actors who have to

pay fat levies on top-year salaries,

and then face lean years. Sometimes
the fancy fees only last » season or
two.

Injustice of making artists
.
cough

up large suras, when exigencies of
(Continued on page 55)

Adopted. W a Lynbrook, L. i.,

family niore than 21 yeard ago, tfao

daughter of the late Coleman Gpeti^
songwriter, first learned of her true
heritage a month or so ago, and Is

now seeking her mother, the former
Gertrude Harrison, ex-sbowglrl, Missr

Harrlsorif also known in yesteryear's

show biz circle* ar 'Moosle,* married
the songsmith in Atlantic City sdin*
22 years ago and their daughierj.
Mary, resulted from that union*
The child was adopted by the

Long Islanders wheii she was abou^
seven luonths old and t^as only .told

the truth by the agiag couple he^
cause o£ their own advantied yeat^
and the h<j3iet ih^ were doing th*
right thing, FOi^ lihje pdst few weeks
young Mary Goetr, 9 cashier in 9
chain haberdashery^ where she is

known jby anotherh^e, says she has.
beeil walking the streets and solilo^

qtpzing that, perhaps this or that
woman' might wJsU .bfe her mother;
that some day shi^ might marry and

(Continued oti page 53)

See Spread of Comm'l

Ad Beeb Widi Grid

Games Next Sieason

Activities of several Industrial
firms in making advertishig^ of com-
mercial reels of major football gamess
in the south, with actual plugs for
products added t<> a 8t>orts ecrverage^
may develop Into a national gridiron
reel commercialization by next fall.-

Success met In several tries this year,
with no antagonism encotmtered fron*
either colleges or exhibitors In com-
munities concerned .indicates possl*
bilities of a national setup soon*
Idea back of the plan Of at least

two large oil companies Is to cash In
on the same audience served by
newsreels* With uewsreels figured as

(Continued on page 53).
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'Jewish Theatre Contrdf Issue

Raised hy H. L Griffith in Battle

For a New BIdg. OK in Minneapofis

Minneapolis, Nov. 22.

The ilght of H. L. Griffith to ob-

tain license to permit him to build a

$150,000 neighborhood theatre wUl

reach the city council floor for the

•ixth time in the past two years next

Friday (25) when the aldermen will

vdte on a minority report favoring

the license.

By a vote of three to two the

council license committee voted to

deny the application following a

red-hot hearing during which it was
attacked because of the property's

proximity to a synagogue and be-

cause W. A. Steffes and Theodore

L. Hays, respectively, representing

independent theatre owners and the

Paramount circuit, claim the city

"now is considerably overseated.

Griffith and several adherents in-

jected the religious issue into the

proceedings by claiming 'Jews con-

trol the exhibiting of pictures in

Minneapolis and wish to retain a

monopoly on it* They aroused con-

siderable ire by calling attention to

anti-Semitism abroad, and warning
that 'if sinular developments occur

in this country the Jews would bave
only themselves to blame.*

One of the city's leading Catholic

priests joined the rabbi of the
' synajgogfie, Which would be affected

by the theatre, in opposing the li-

cense. They urged that the council

agree upon some definite limitation

to the proximity of theatres to

places of worship.

A representative of the building

trade tuiions favored the .granting,

of licenses to build more theatres,

pointing out it 'would aid employ-
ment The council now is committed
to jkhe policy of not allowing any
additional showhouses to be con-

structed.

Bays, -one of the Farambimt - cir-

cuit officials, stated that Griffith

would not have to bijdld a' new the-

atre-^that his company gladly would
turn over the- closed Minnesota- to

The Gri ith - license '- bas been
granted twicer- only to b6 rescinded
later. On six occasions the council'

has voted it down* Griffith also

lost out in court iri an effort to man-
damus the aldermen into granting

thfc permit *

^

Bondy Again DefM
RKO Rik^rg Decision,

Uns Xvm "Gl Dec. 2

Ford Quits Republic

Hollywood, Nov. 22.

Charles E. Ford resigned at He-
public as associate producer in

charge of Roy Rogers wiesterns. He
checks out at the completion of

'Shine On Harvest Moon,' now being

edited.

Ford made five pictures at Repub-
lic, two G^e Autrya and three with
Rogers.

SELZNKX, JOCK

WHTIMWIl

Script of 'Gone With the Wind*
is now in good shape and only needs

some additional j>olishing before

cameras are, ready to start grinding

early in January, David O. Selz-

nick will do some more work on the

picture this week before he leaves

New York for the Coast on Friday

(25). He will bave a brief discus-

sion on Thursday and Friday with
John Jlay Whitney on Selznick In-

ternational affairs, Whitney coming
in from Europe tomorrow (Wednes-
day).

Jo. Swerjing, who' worked with
Selznick on the *Wind' script in

Bermuda, will not accompany Selz-

nick to the Coast but stays on here,

another week or .two for a rest.

Future distributing affiliation for

Selznick International output will

not be settled until January, when
Whitney goes to the CJoiast to join

Selznick in final meetings that will

settle this important step.

Decision on the confirmation of

the RKO reorganization plan was
again postponed yesterday (Tues
day) until Dec. 2, this time at the

instance of Federal Judge William
Bondy, who told the attorneys he
desired to give more time tc scan
ning the briefs submitted by those

favoring the plan and the opposi-

tion last week. In' settling Dec. 2 as

the next heariqg the court expressed
the opinion that he was certain to

reach a definite decision by that

time.
*I hope next time,' he said, 'to have

some definite decision one way or

the other. la 10 ^rys the whole
thing should \ e disposed of. My de
sin is to dispose of it by the end. of

the year. The briefs are certainly

volimiinous and it will take a week
for me to complete the reading of

them. So far I have read 800 pages
and I am not yet finished. I am
considering every argument pre

sented against confirmation.'

SCHi^ER'S QUICKIE

VISIT TO RKO STDSIO

Oeorge J. Schaefer will leave for

Coast either Friday or Saturday ' (26)

on his initial visit to the RKO Radio

studicJS and conferences with produc

tion heads. He expects to return to

New York before the Xmas holidays

Ned Depinet v. p. in charge of

RKO distribution, was to have ac

companied Schaefer, but will not

make the trip until early next year
• 0u his re^ukir studio visit occurring

arbund tliat tjme.

L. A. to N. Y.
Faith Bacon.
Lucius Beebe;
Mary Boland.
John Boles.

Joan Bl^r.
Phyllis Brooks.
Richard Carlson.

Clarence Derwent
Arthur W. Eddy.
Florence Eldridge.-

Gwyllyn. Ford.
Lewis E. Gensler.

David Hand.
E. B. Hatrick.
David Hempstead.
Abe Lastfogel.
Alexander Ldckwood.
Reuben Mamoulian.
Fredric March.
Montague Marks.
Burt McMurtrie.
Yehudi Menuhin.
John Patrick.

Ralph Piiucher.

Vincent Price.

Herman Bobbins.
Spyros Skouras.
HunfStromberg.
Arleen Whelan.
Adolph Zukor.

ARRIVALS

By BILL HALLIGAM

It was the cub's first assigttmeht

Go out to Brook, Ind.', the city edi-

tor said, 'and get a story from George

Ade.' It was a ne>y twist to the left-

handed monkey-wrench gag. Mr.

Ade did not talk to reporters, but

Steve Hanna^an didn't know that . ,

.

so Hannagan came back with a story.

He has been coming back with them

ever since. That was 20 years ago

and they still tell the tale in the

little newspaper office in Lafayette,

Ind. Hallagan got the interview in

George Ade's bathroom. Ade was
in the tub and Hanagan had -him..

Ade liked him and Steve thinks Ade
is the greatest humorist in America.

That makes it unanimous.

Ade had been a newspaper man
himself. He wrote a column on the
Chicago Evening News called 'The
Stories of the Streets and Town,* a
two-column tale every day. Only
two lads of the clan have ever du-
plicated the feat—^Ben Hecht and
Jack Lait, if you must have names.
But this palaver is not about Ade.

It's about Hannagan, in case you see

his name on a Stork Club menu and
wonder who he is. Other great press

agents, had gone before. Harry
Reichenbach, who glorified Francis
X. Bushman, but scared biiri half to

death by sending him 'blackhand'
letters When h6 stopped at the St
Francis hotel, San Francisco, and
then threw a huge Chinese fire-

cracker in front of his door only to

be grabbed by 15 'Frisco detectives.

It made all front pages for Bushman.
Reichenbach got $1,000 a week from
Addison Mizner for putting Boca-
Raton on the map. Ivy Lee, the im-
dercover praise agent for the Rocke-
fellers, and the good will ambassa-
dor for Germany. Waltet Kingsley,

the Keith publicity chief whose spe-

cialty was beautiful gals, and Nils

Grandlund who took a page out of

Kingsley's book.

, But none had the flair for the

front page that Hannagan has. He
handled the Insull aftermath in Chi-
cago until the tumult and shouting*

died and sympathy and forgiveness

made a Chicago jury acquit the dy-
namic financier, and the folks from
the Windy City thought Insull was
something you did- about diabetes.

When you see Miami Beach, Puerto
Rico, Sun Valley; Idaho, and the In
dianapolis Speedway in the public

prints, that's Hannagan's fine Italian

typewriter. The only living million

aire public relations counsellor in

captivity. A lot of the lads are

shooting at Hannagan's mark but

most of them couldn't get Hitler's

name in the .obituary column of the

Daily Forward.

U. S. %iit$ All Over

Cbi Prior to 6&K

Smt Startii^ 28di

Chicago, Nov. 22.

Government suit against Balaban
& Katz .and the major distributors,

with 'the exception of Columbia,
comes up for^.a hearing in Federal
Court on Monday (28).

Government agents are all over
town, with as many as 40 minor op-
eratives reported working on vari-

ous phases of this case. Particular

watch is being kept on the offices of

the exchangies along film row. (Jov-

ernment will call in the books of

these companies for a court o. o. and
wiU base much of its argument on
what the books indicate.

Fleming, Green & Martin law firm,

representing Balaban & Katz in the

Allied civil suit against the circuit

O'Briens' Day in Court

Los Angeles, Nov. 22.

Pat (freelance) O'Brien ,won •
technical point in his |500,<000 con-

spiracy suit against I^t (Warners)
O'Brien, LoueUa O. ' Parsons and
Jimmy Fidler, Superior Court de-

nied a motion to strike out the names
of the defendants and ordered them
to stand trial.

Plaintiff charges the defendants
conspired with Warner Bros, to bar
him from further work in the film

studios.

Qu Lawyers Deal With Lloyd's

To Meuify Haiparisn Suits

TRIM ZTTH-FOX

ROSTER, LUli

SEISIN

Hollywood, Nov. 22.

Production at 20th-Fox slows

down until after Jan. 1, with 29 of

the 52 pictures on the 1938-39 sched-

ule either completed or in the final

stages. When 'Wife, Husband and
Friend* winds up next week, the

only pictures in production will be
those of the Sol M. Wurtzel unit

Meanwhile William Koenig, gen-
eral production manager, is whit-
tling expenses. Monthly revision of

the conh-act list shows heaviest clip-

ping in months. Actors dropped
the roster in the last 30 days were
Sidney Blackmer, Douglas Fowley,
Keye Leuke, Victor McLaglen, Doug-
las Scott, Michael Whelan, Anna-
bella, Jane Darwell, Gracie Fields,

Louise Hovick, June Lang and Lur-
line UUer.

Directors removed from the list

were David Butler, James Tinling
and ilToseph Saptley. Leonardo .Ber-
covici, Jerry Cady, Robert Chapin,
Lenore Coffeer Karen de Wolf,
Marion Jackson and Harry Lloyd'
Morris are absent from the writer
roster. Missing cleffers are Rex
Dunn, Ray Golden, Sid Kuller and
Harold Spina. Bill Dover, personnel
head, long with Darryl Zanuck, also
out

Williams, Katherine Brown, Charles
Morla

BLOinBERG AT U ON

PRODUCTION CHECKUP

Hollywood, Nov. 22.

Two-week series of huddles on
production is due next week with the
arrival (27) of Nate Blumberg, Uni-
versal prexy. Matty Fox, v.p., de-
ferred his trip to New York to await
Biumberg's arrival. •

Prexy will find two top-budget
films in action when he arrives,
"Three Smart Girls Grow Up,' star-
ring Deanna Durbin, and the W. C,
Fields picture, 'You Can't C^heat an
Honest Man.' Another heavy budget
production, Bing Crosby's 'Three's
Company,' gets the gun on the U
lot next week.

'Honest Man,' the Fields starrer
delayed by script troubles, got the
gun yesterday (Mon.) at Universal
Femme lead is still open, but will
not be needed for early shots.

Leia Moore, Hugh Hunt, Glen
Eyam Shaw, Ruth Chanqva, Louis
Berger, George Sanders,, W, Russell,

Mr. and Mrs. Emil Hahl, Jack L.

Warner, Gracie Fields, Clifford C.

Fischer, John Hay Whitney, Hugh and all major distribs, will handle
the legal work for B.

government suit also.

&.K. in the
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Chicago, Nov. 22.

Flood of plagiarism and infringe-

ment of copyright suits which have
beset pictur* and music firms has
brought local attotQey, Gabriel Well-
nter, into the national scene with his

system of copyright guarantee for

motion picture producers and music
publishers, Wellner, who was called
in by Paramount for advice and in-

formation on the 'Says My Heart'
music case, is also understood slated

to be a membei^ of the legal defense
in the case of Fred Walton against
^Oth Century-Fox. Walton charges
that 20th's Thin Ice' flicker is taken
from hia story, 'Weather Permitting,*
and is asking $3,000,000 damages.

In' the 'Says My Heart* case which
is song charged to be taken from the
late George Gershwin's Tell Me
More,' written several years ago,
Wellner Was called in to find a song
which pre-dated even Tell Me More.'
Wellnfer has established a system for
the location and finding the original
sources of story plots and music
strains.

He has set up a deal with Lloyd's
for the issuing of copyright insur-
ance to picture companies and music
^rms on all stories and songs okayed
by the Wellner system.

FREEMAN WEST NEXT

MON., ZUKOR DUE EAST

Y. Frank Freeman is winding up
lis business and personal affairs pre-
paratory to leaving for the Coast
Monday (28).

Adolph Zukor, who relinquishes
studio supervision to go to Eng-
land, leaves. Hollywood Friday (251

and is due in N. Y. by train Mon-
day morning (28), prior to Free-
man's departure. In tielegraphio

communication with the h. o.,

Zukor's plans for sailing were not
confirmed, leaving open question of
how long the chairman of the board
will stay in N. Y. before going
abroad." He will probably sail the
flist week in December, it is said.

Because the last Thxusday in this
month (tomorrow) is Thanksgiving
Day^ regular board meeting has been
postponed to Thursday (1>. Ziikor
will do doubt attend that as chair-
man of the directorate, a quorum
probably being possible.
When Zukor. arrives In London

to take over as coordinator of

Paramount's operations in England,,

he will be an honor guest at the
Cinema Luncheon Club Dec. 14 in

London, which will be attended by
John W. Hicki^, Jr., Par'i foreign
sales head. Later is sailing for the
U. S. a few days after this luncheon
meeting.
Hicks is planning to spend Thnks-

giving in Paris, and will returrt to

New York in time to spend the

Christmas-New Year's holidays with
his family. Then he is expected to

return to London, where he pres-

ently is serving as head of Para-
mount's British company in addition

to continuing as Par's foreign chief.

dazer D^rts WB

Hollywood, Nov. 22.

Benjamin Glazer amicably washed
up his one-year contract as a^sociat
producer at Warners. .He had been
asked to reconsider his decision to
leave, but said he felt he could not
function to mutual advantage under
existing conditions.
During his year at the studio

Glazer produced three picturep^
'Going Places,' 'They Made Me a
Criminal' and 'Yes, My Darling
Daughter.'

Wurtzer« '39 Starter
Hollywood, Nov. 22;

First Sol M. Wurtzel production for
1939 at 20th-Fox will be 'Shooting
High,' a dude ranch musical, set to
start Jan. 3.

Heading the cast are Tony Martin
Marjorie Weaver and Joan Davis.

N. Y. to L. A.
Nate Blumberg.
Ina Claire.

Ned Depinet

.

Gracie Fields.

Mr. and Mrs. Y. Frank Freeman.
Jimmy Gillespie.

Will Hays.
Ben Kalmenson.
Nancy Kelly.
Sam Marx.
J. A. Mulvey.
William Saal.
George Sanders.
George J. Schaefer.

W. G. Van Schmus.
David O. Selznick.

Franklyn Warner.
Hugh Williams.
Herbert J. Yates.

SAILINGS
Dec. 7 (San Francisco to Sydney)

Ralph Clark, Jr. (Monterey).
Dec. 2 (New York to London) Mr.

and Mrs. Adolph Zukor, Mr. and Mrs.

Jack Oakie (Queen Mary).
Nov. 26 (New York to London)

Douglas Fairbanki Montague Mark§,
Mrs. Mario Ostrer (Normandie).
Nov^ , 23 (London ' to New York,)

Walter Dare Wahl. (Champlain).
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tlEVIEWS AND ADVERTISING

The foUowing letter was sent this* week by Variety to the

head of a motion picture company

;

Nov. 21,1938.
.Mr.
New York, N. Y.
Dear Mr.
We were pleased to receive your letter of Nov: 15, as it

• gives us.an opportunity to tell you, explicitly our thoughts on
the subject of our discussion.

.. As we understand your viewpoint, it is that it is imprac-

tical and a business paradox for your company to advertise

in .Variety the release of any of its pictures which have received

•unfavorable ^reviews in Variety columns. You are sympathetic

to the use of Variety advertising if a picture is favbrably re-

^ viewed. Also you advocate that Variety ohiit the review of a

. picture which, in the opinion of its reviewers, is not deserving of

•favorable notice.

In connection with preparation of plans for the celebration
' of Variety's Third of a Century Anniversary Issue, we re-

cently turned to the first issue of Variety, published Dec. 16,

* 1905, in which the policy of the paper was set torth, in part;

as follows

:

The first, foremost and extraordinary feature, of it

(Variety) will be Fairness.. Whatever there is to be

printed of interest to the professional world will be

printed without regard to whose name is melntioned or

the advertising columns. . . . The reviews will be written

conscientiously, and the truth only told. If it hurts it is

at least said in fairness and impartially. ... Is honesty

the best policy? Variety will give the answer in its

51st Number.
Some additional interesting principles of policy were set

forth in that article, but the quotations above have to do with
Avhat was said about reviews. As to whether the policies out-

lined by the founder of the paper are successful is best proved
by the fact that Variety next month will have completed not

one, but 33 years, of service to the show world.

The review mentioned in your letter is;on your picture {title.,

omitted). We have again read the review carefully and should

say that you, as head of the producing company, should, be the

; first to approve the opinion honestly expressed. The writer has

•specifically pointed out what he deemed to be. the faults in the

picture, and if you are fair, to yourself you probably will agree'

with him on most, points. Variety has. given ypu the ammuni-
tion to. pass on this honest comment to the producers of the pic-

ture. , .

^

Variety in its news and reviews is not concerned in the slight-

est, degree with what its advertisers desire to say to Variety
readers. A great number of our readers continue, year after

year, on our paid subscription list (there are no gratis copies)

solely . because Variety earnestly attempts to . tell the news ac-

.curately, and publishes reviews in accordance with the principles-

set forth in the foregoing editorial excerpt.

What Variety does offer an advertiser is an intensive inter-

nationial trade circulation and the opportunity for anyone to set

forth his advertising message in such manner as he desires.

Variety never edits its advertising columns beyond such super-

vision as required, by the postal laws. You are at the head of a

motion picture company. You have earnest convictions, but your

refusal to express these convictions in paid advertising, and tell

the trade what you think about your product, is a policy con-

"trary to successful show management since the opening of the

first boxoffice.

We don't suppose that you agree with a word that we say, but,

believe. us, we have, the highest respect for, but not the slightest

confidence in, your own viewpoint on this matter. We know
from experience of 33 years that a sycophant trade-press is of

no value to the trade or to itself. Variety lives and still grows

because it is dedicated to sound publishing principles.

With regards and best wishes.

1

French Switcheroo

Causes WB to Shelve

Ms Ishnd' Fihn

• Warner Bros, has shelved 'Devil's

Isldnd' possibly permanently due, in

part, to decision of France to retain
use of the penal colony which forms,
the locale of this film. It had been
planned and made on the presump-
tion that France was not going to
send any more prisoners to Devil's
Island, but only a few weeks ago
the country reconsidered and shipped
a fresh batch of felons there.

. Considerable revision of the film
now becomes necessary. Bryan •Foy
produced,- Boris Karloff and Nedda
Harrigan heading the cast. Release
date had been set as Nov. 3.

Strowberg's Month in N.Y.

Hollywood, Nov. 22.

Hunt Stromberg checks out Friday
(25) for New York to talk over 'Thin
Man Returns' script with Dashiell
Hammett.

He will also gander Broadway
shows during a month's stay east.

^

Wallis' Play Buys
Hollywood, Nov. 22.

Hal WaUis, back from a Broadway
shopping tour, announced the pur-
chase of two plays, 'Elizabeth, the
Queen' and 'Barber of Ne^v Orleans.'

'Elizabeth' is planned as a starrer

for Bette Davis and 'Barber' for

Errol Flynn.
Neither is current on Broadway.

If OUT, [Pliilly s No. 2 Road Company of U. S.

Anti-Trust Suit; et

12^1S Months Before Any
Decision—If Duals Cease,

Exhib >SquawksWfll Like-

wise' End—^Hence, Cur-
:failment of- Duals May
Be Inevitable

B/S A BANE

Litigation lodged against them by
Allied or- independent exhibitors in
iseveriil states is not -causing, the
alarm that numerous independent
leaders figured on. The big film com-
panies sued on zoning complaints,
double features and other restrictions

are doing no heavy worrying nor
preparing a defense of any moment.'
Fimdamental reason for this ap-

parently indifferent attitvide is that
thie main issue behind these suits is

double-featuring, and squawks over
dualing are expected to be ironed
out before most of the cases go on
trial ^

.
Majority' of the actions from in-

dependents won't come up for a year,
to 18 months, from the present date.
By that time, the major picture com-
panies and their circuits don't expect
to have double features. This is the
principal reason why defendants in

these suits are not particularly per-
turbed. Understood' that certain acf

tions .will be dropped or settled if

affiliated: chains eliminate double
features.

If absence of sufficient major
company product to fill out a double
feature setup will halt dualing by
aSiUttted theatre circuits, the' double
feature is definitely on the way out.

Because next season. Paramount will

announce only 40 features. So will
M^tro. And 20th-Tox figure's to do
the same. There may be trimming
of 'B' product in the same ratio with
other majors' as RKO and Warners.
'This is expected to do away with

the bulk of secondary pictures, which
were scheduled by 'majors solely to

provide for double feature require-
ments in affiliated houses.' Experi-
ence has sho'vm that affiliated cir-

cuit houses,' all of tremendous seat-

ing capacity, cut deeply into the
business of small independent thea-
tres even when the latter try a dual-
ing policy.

Whether most majors reduce their

number of pictures 'or not, some
tradQ leaders believe that competi-
tion will be so keen that it will take
time and other methods to halt

widespread dualing.

Back- of this idea of reducing the

ntuhber of features turned out an-

(Continued on page 21)

Can't Can-Can

Hollywood, Nov. 22.

'Zaza' was deprived of her
can-can through a' second oper-
ation ordered by the Hays of-

fice. First whittling removed
part of the objections, but a
sneak preview' in Fciscp dis<-

closed need of a major .opera-
tion.

.

George Cukor was called;

back to direct three more .days

of retakes.

W-BETWEW
FILMS, NEW

TREND

Hollywood, Nov. 22.

.New type of features, knowh as

the 'in-betweener,' is being devel-

oped, in Hollywood to. cope.with the
financial tightness in the film indus-

try. Budgets range from $250,000 to

$500,000, depending on overhead
charges in the individual studios.

Middlercoiirse idea is^ largely the
result of such B-plus pictures as

Metrd's 'Love Finds Andy Hardy,'

which cost about $500,000^ and will

gross an estimated $2,500,000.

'Production heads are intent on
bringing down the budgets on the top
of the dual program to meet the re-

duced income from, foreign- fields.

At 20th-Fox, Darryl Zanuck is

meeting^ the situation by increasing

funds for - the • Sol Wurtzel unit,

.which has been stripped from its B
classification'. From now on pictures:

will be designated as coming -froni

the Zariuck or the Wuttzel unit.

There is no longer an A or B pro-

duction.

At Paramount, the Harold Hurley
unit not only gets a boosted budget,

but its own publicity organization.

Universal is devoting as much atten-

tion to its low-budget pictures as it

is to its $1,000,000 offerings. War-
ners is enlarging the scope of the

Bryan Foy unit and other studios

are acting accordingly.

Sarecky Out of U
Hollywood, Nov. 22.

Barney Sarecky . and Universal
parted Monday at termination of. the
associate producer's contract. .,

For past three years he handled
studio's westerns and serials.

Dat or Debbil Economy Plows RKO

PayroO; Studio on Skeleton Staff

Hollywood, Nov, .22.,

Wave of economy on the RKO lot

washed out t)layers, writers, associ-

ate producers and office help alike.

Virtually a skeleton force is run-

ning the studio, despite the fact that

six pictures are working.
Latest trio of players dropped

from the contract roster are Fran-
ces Mercer and Jack Carson, cur-

rently in "IhQ Castles,' and Lee Bow-
man, playing in 'Love Affair.* New
policy of the studio is to take actors

on one-picture deals.

Writing staff reached a new low,

with only 12 on the payroll. Of
these seven are working from week
to week. During the fall months last

year the studio had from 35 to 40

writers busy.
On the associate producer side,

Lou Lusty has already left the lot

and B. P. Fineman leaves at the com--

pletion of his current job. Axe is

still falling on stenographers and
secretaries.

Considine Rejects New

M-G Pact, Leaves Studio

Holljrwood, Nov. 22.

John Considine, Jr., Metro pro-
ducer, is checking out tomorrow,
Wednesday^ aX the completion of his

contract.

Metro offered him a new deal
which he turned down;

Dover Decamps 20th-Fox

Hollywood, Nov. 22,

.William Dover, in charge of
writers and directors personnel at
20th-Fox, turned in his resignation
to Darryl Zanpck.
AltHough his. future plans^ are in-

definite, Dover said he preferred the
production rather than the executive
phase of pictures.

Pliiladelphia, Nov. 22.

Replica of the monopoly suit filed

by the Government with a few ad-

'

ditions for good measure, including i

a demand for divorcement of the .

Warner Bros. Circuit, was filed by -

an indie here, against 12 major af«

;

0iated exhibs,. distribs and produ*
cers. Suit was started in U.S.-,Dis-.
trict Court last Wednesday (16).

.. Preliminary hearing was. held by*
Judge George Welsh on Friday (18)
who took the charges of wide mon- ?

opolistic practices so seriously he
originally ordered attorneys for both

i

sides to appear at a later hearing •

With completely prepared cases so t

that .he might go completely into the .

matter. This • hearing would have
been held some time in January, bv|t

further developments in the case

.

over the weekend caused Judg^
Welsh yesterday (Monday) to call a
second meeting for tomorrow (Wed-
nesday),-

injunction-seeking exhib is Her-,
bert J. Elliott, indie op of the Fern

'

Rock theatre. His case is being tried
by State .Senator Harry Shapiro,

'•

who is so incensed at the alleged'
monopolistic practices gif Warner
Bros., that he announced he -vvould'
sponsor . a theatre divorcement bill -

when the legislature convenes in

'

January.- One of the Democratic^
leaders in the Senate, his word car*
ries considerable weight^;

Emotvs rfr. Fix

. At the preliminary hearing, last ?

Friday, .with agreement of . counsel
for the defendants. Judge Welsh
issued an order forbidding , any .

"Warner house from- using , 'Straight,

.

Pl^ce and Show', "That Certain Age'
and 'Hold That Co-ed' until ^ter.
jihey had played the Fern Ropk.'
Crux, of

.
Elliott's whole- suit is that

WP, by continually building or buy- '

ing
.
up theatres around him, ha»

pushed
. him back .to -an unprofiitable

'

tun. Injunction., on the threes pix
was asked by Shapir.o on the plea ~

.that any ; delay . would, put Elliott -

right, out of . business his profits have

-

been so badly dut.

However,
, Elliott claims that

immediately broke the moral effect-
of this injunction by subbing 'Drum^

.

(Continued on ^age 19)
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Trade Regards U. S. Suit Vs. B&K

In Clu as a Fishing Expedition To

Aid tlie No. 1 Civil Case in N. Y.

Hollywood, Nov. 22,

Freddie Fralick, one of the
pioneers in the rush oi Holly-
wood agents to Sunset Strip, has
moved his agency to Beverly
Hills.

Hush of agencies to 'The
Strip,' beyond the L. A. limits,

was a ruse to escape the expense
of city licenses.

Reaction in the trade during the Tease Is Off
past 10 days to the court action in

criminal form against Balaban &
KatZj Paramount, Loew's, RKO
Radio, 2pth-Fox, United Artists, Uni-
versal and Warner Bros., and Barney
Balaban individually, in which viola-

tion of the 1932 consent decree was
charged, is that these criminal pro-

ceedings really constitute a fishing

expedition for the big civil Federal

suit against the eight major compa^
nies and affiliates and subsidiaries

filed in New York City. It is held

rather 'obvious' to legal lights in the

industry that the Government attor-

neys are hopeful of uncovering data

}

which might hfelp its Federal civil

action.

In governmental quarters the at-

torneys themselves do not expect a
guilty verdict in the most recently

filed Chicago action. But the same
attorneys will be the important legal

chiefs when Thurman Arnold pro-

ceeds .against the film companies and
circuits on the cease-and-desist order.

tio^imS^^^'^^t^nt .^.-tension of the Warne^^^^^^^^

& Katz, et ai., and Sterly to 1932.
^ith W. R. Hearsts Cosmopolitan

when the defendants and the Govern: Productions, ander which six pie

ment sicned a consent decree ^^^^^^ ^^^^ Cosmo label,
ment si^iea a consent aecree, ^.^^ discussed in New York, Re-

Basic feature of the suit agamst B. ported likely that a new deal will be
& K. and^ eight othet defendant is made with the Hearst interests, con-
that the defendants granted unrea- ti^^jng relations for one year or
Bonable and arbitrary protection and more from Dec. 31, Ed Hatrick, now
clearance over competing (unaffil-Last, is representing Cosmo in the
lated) theatres m favor of those negotiations, while Grad Sears and
owned, operated or controlled by de- Charlie Einfeld are handling the
iendant ejdubitors. It also mentions, matter from the Warner end.
as usual, the restricting of the course

COSMO LABEL

SMS AT WB

ANOMRYR.

of interstate commerce and trade,

«nd'preventing the unaffiliated from
getting suitable product in first-run

Although Warners is expected to

continue with Hearst, with exten-

sive exploitation in Hearst newspa-

and other situations. Complaint^'!
ly that Marion Davies who starred

in Cosmo pictures will be. included
in product to be made. Presumption
is that Miss Davies has retired per-
manently from the screen.

Cosmo productions this summer
and fall, include 'Cowboy From
Brooklyn,' 'Racket Busters/ 'Gold Is

Where You Find It' and 'Over the
Wall,* while on the way are 'Going

ALmm MAY SHIFT

WEST nrro PAR POST

HOOT GffiSON'S SAPOUO

DEFENSE IN 50G SHIT

Atlanta, Nov. 22.

Hoot Gibson, screen actor and
circus performer, last week denied
he had violated a 20-week contract

with Macon Circus Equipment Co.,

as charged in suit for $50,000 dam-
ages filed in Fulton superior court.

Cowboy actor was served with copy
of suit when he appeared here re-

cently with Robblns Bro?, Circus.

In his answer Gibson claims con-

tract in question v/as ordered 'set-

tled and cancelled' by Circuit court

of Michigan's Washtenaw county,

prior to filing of action here.

Elaborating further in his answer,

horse opera star further set out that

his circus and screen performances
appeal primarily to children and it

is therefore imperative that no
scandal attach to his moniker, lest

it queer him with moppet trade at

box office.

Gibson alleges he was forced to

leave circus : operating imder name
of Macon Circus Equipment Co. be-

cause it permitted licentious side-

shows, open gambling and because

circus employees drank heavily. He
further charges that his employers

tried to defraud him out of certain

percentages Of gross revenues pro-

vided under his contract and that

they carried no workmen's compen-
sation insurance as required by law.

Macon company's suit, scheduled

for trial in December, alleges 20-

week contract became effective April

8, 1937, but Gibson jumped show
and joined a rival circus three

months later.

Paul Coh^vay, prez of Macon Cir-

cus Equipment Co., following filing

of Gibson's answer, accused Gibson

of attempting to prejudice public

with remarks about the $50^000

breach of contract suit. Conway, in

Macon, branded as untrue state-

ments concerning licentious side-

shows and drinking by employees.

Conway says Gibson left show
when offered more money by rival

circus.

New Producing Group in Grand

National Buys Out Fine Arts

Poran's 1st 20th-Fox Pic

Waits on Pitt P.A. Date
Pittsburgh, Nov. 22.

Dick Foran's return to Hollywood
has been delayed another week to

permit him to fill previously sched-

uled date at Stanley, WB deluxer
here. He opens Friday (25) with
Roger Pryor's band, Maxine Sullivan,

Ann Miller, Weire Bros, and 7 Redy-
sons,

Foran's first picture under new
20th-Fox deal, 'Winner Take All,'

originally slated to get the gun
Monday (28) but it will be set back
until his return.

m OWN BRIT.

charges that the practices extended
over the past three years.

Among the long array of charges is

one to the effect that collusion or
agreement was used in preventing
unsilEBliated exhibitors from getting
films suitable for first-run exhibition
in Chicago.

Cmnplaint lists the theatres in ,the „ ,

Chicago loop suited for showing first- 1 iT^M^'^d"*wings~ol Navy,»
tun pictures as fo)lows»^ according to
seating capacity: Chicago, Oriental
<no operator given). Palace, ' State-
liahe, McVicker^ United Artists,
Roosevelt, Apollo, Woods and Gar
rick. All excepting the Oriental,
State-Lake and Woods is credited
•with being B. & K. and Paramount
operated. Petition then goes «n to
stress- why and how the Oriental,
State-Lake and Woods should be first
run and entitled to class pictures on
that basis.

Some Trade Inside Staff

A point is made that barney Bala^
ban has an interest in the Roosevelt
theatre building, which is principally
owned and controlled by Balaban. It
Is claimed in the petition that the
Roosevelt is leased by the defendant
exhibitors at $5,000 per week. Con-
siderable detail is entered into in an
effort to establish this point.

•Though the Government lawyers
j
shall Field took it over on a peculiar,

claim it belongs to Barney Balaban*
|
cheap, original policy. This policy

It doesn't' .' At. one timef the theatre never demanded, nor could it stand,
belonged to the Balaban Trust Fund I high-class films. It needs second
«nd then to B, & K. Reported price

j run ^Ims, or Class B and C product
paid for the property is $1,«00,000. Defendant spokesmen are expected to
Although the house is on State street, ( show that the theatre never had any
it is considered art extremely bad

| trouble getting these t>ictures,
location.. It is known as a matter of { Other unaffiliated theatre - over
record that, efforts. Avere made to I which the petitioners are concerned
trade the property off many- times, [js the Oriental, constructed during
Even last year B & K. tried to give lihe heyday of financmg back in 1927
the theatl'e and the property to the [28. It also was built and ^operated on
lHarshall Field estate in exchange

| a particular policy, known in Chicago

Schnoz Caught Between

Two Jobs, Passes Up Pic

Hollywood, Nov. 22,

Jimmy Durante, tied up by two
conflicting jobs, was released by
Metro from, his commitment in the

picture, 'Song of the West.'

Comic's Chicago nltery job clashed

with the film shoothag schedule.

A publicity-advertising head at the
studio, to supervise the publicity di-

Visioh. now headed separately by
Terry DeLapp and the ad branch
which is in top charge of Cliff Lewis,
will probably be installed at the
^ramount studio. It may . be Al
Wilkie, publicity manager of Par at

the home office under. Bob Gillham.

The Coast has not had a combined
publicity-ad head since Chris Dun-
phy resigned the po^t to .become
assistant to Adolph Zukor, later

coming east

Jimmy 'Durante didn't figure on
Dwight Deere Wiman calling re

hearsals so sooik on. 'Swing to the

Left,' and hoped to sandwich the Nel-

son Eddy film in before he started on
he Broadway stage musical. Both
dates clashed however. Completing

stay at Chez Paree, Chicago,

Schnoz must check into New York
for the Wiman show next week.

just for the property - on which the
State-Lalce theatre and building
stands. MF interests would not take
It. Also known that some picture
companies refuse to play the house
Much tordo is made over the rela

tions between defendant exhibitors
and the State-Lake theatre in the
action, filed by the Government
Those in the trade know the S-L
theafre» biiilt by Martin Beck and
Mort , Singer, as being a terrific
money maker for years, both with
pictures and vaudeville. Estimated
thai the house showed a profit of
$600,000 in one year. At one time it

tvas Jieglecfed, run down and forced
to shutter. It was not until the Bala-

as the Paul Ash policy. House en
Joyed terrific profitable years then.

But the policy faded. B. & K. tried

everything. It attempted first-run

product and it failed on a big scale

It experimented with shows, bands
and finished off with the choicest

United Artists features. All these

failed, so they closed the theatre

Aaron Jon^ now has .taken over the
house and will inaugurate another
new policy and idea—vaudefilm, us
ing *A* and 'B' product
Government claim is that first-ruii

product was denied the Oriental

Present setup, so Chicago exhibitors

aver,;was offered United Artist first

run features not contracted in Chi
ban Tnist Fund took the water out o^lcago, but deal fell through because
the bonds and jgot the building into { oiily a one-year pact was offered. Re
proper Iprm that any operation of it ported that Jones offered $8,000 per
VIM worth while. [week for these first-runners, but

The|i oh a percentage deal arid ho
I
turned it down because only

fuarantcc, Aaron Jones with Mar- 'sihgle-year deal

Grand National will set up its

own distribution organization in

England. Formal ahnoimcement of

this was made yesterday (Tuesday)
by E. W. Hammons, president of

Grand National Pictures, Inc., who
said that final arrangements were
made by transatlantic telephone
over the weekend. The GN plans

for operation in the United Kingdom
also provide for the production by
the company of its English quota
pictures, which will include about
eight features the first season.

One of the managing directors of
the new company will be'Edward R.
Russell, now managing' director oi
Educational Films Co., Ltd,, asso-

ciated with Educ. for 18 years. Rus-
sell is starting immediately to set

up the new organization.

This move upsets an heretofore
proposed deal with Jeffrey Bernerd,
ex-Gaumont-British executive.

JAS. ROOSEVET DENIES

OFFER OF PiaURE JOB

Hollywood, Nov, 22.

James Roosevelt left for Wash-
ington, denying a report that he had
been offered a motion picture job.

Bernefd's. Ontflt

London, Nov. 22,

New company has been formed
here with a City bankroll,' headed
by Jeffrey Bernerd, with Howard
Walsh, head of Vogue Films, in an
executive position, A deal ,was on to
distribute Grand National product,
including Educational Pictures, for
the next five years in England. Com-
pany was also to have made quota
pictures for GN here with British A:

Dominions Films having a financial

interest and Jack Raymond to pro-
duce. Understood first picture would
}e 'Band Wagon,' regular British

Broadcasting Corp. radio feature.

Bernerd obtained a release on his

Gaumont-British contract, which had
rwo and a half years to go, and
called for his getting $60,000 a
year. Contract has now been settled

on a basis of $47,500 a year. Under-
standing is Bernerd had verbal in-

structions to close the Grand Na-
tional deal as soon as he had the GB
settlement in writing. However,
some opposition from New York
cropped up over the weekend.

President's son said he had
signed as his father's secretary
cause of his health.

re-

be-

Wilcox's Coast Quest

For Anna Neagle Lead

Hollywood, Nov. 22i

Herbert Wilcox, English film pro-
ducer, is 'on the Coast to discuss
plans for an Anglo-American picture
for which he wants a name player
from Hollywood opposite Anna
Neagle.

Several other U. S. players also
sought for the picture to be made in
London.

Jack Warner In Thirs.

Jack L, Warner, due in from Eu
rope tomorrow <Thurs.), leaves for
the Coast Dec. 3, under plans, after
home office discussions on 1&30-40
program plans and other matter^
bearing on production. He went over
to London to attend the opening of
the Warner there recently,

Sdm Morris, head of foreign op
erations, in in New York now.

Purchase of substantially all the
assets of Fine Arts Pictures, Inc.,
and assumption of its production ob-
ligations under its contract with
Grand National, by a newly organ-
ized producing corporation, was an-
nounced late last night (Tuesday)
by E. W. Hammons, president of
Grand National Pictures, Inc.

Organization of a new company,
•headed by men with long motion
picture experience,' [according to the
statement and the GN prez who can-
not amplify beyond that just now],
and its agreement to take over all
the terms and conditions incorpo-
rated in the Fine Arts contract givesGN positive assurance that it will
receive all the product which Fine
Arts agreed to deliver, Franklyn
Warner is head of PA and had be^n
in New York more than a week,
huddling with Hammons on a deal
that, at first pointed to his possible
dominance in the GN organization.
In addition, the new company as-

sures the production of at least two
top 'A* pictures in this group (Fine
Arts) and agrees to raise the pro-
duction budget substantially on all
future pictures.

Grand National will continue to
distribute the three completed Fine
Arts productions and will also re-
lease the new FA picture tentatively
titled 'Long Shof now being edited
and scored.
Warner, when queried on the

statement issued by Hammons, said
that Pine Arts had other production
<plans in mind. >

Announcement by Hammons came
as result of a meeting all yesterday
(Tuesday) afternoon among Ham-
mons, Warner, Jack Skirball, Ed-
ward L. Alperson, Norman Nichol-
son, attorney for Hammons, and
Sam Berkowit2, Grand National
franchise holder.
A large increase in the number

of pictures Pine Arts would make for
Grand National release was looked
for, following the many conferences
in New York between Warner and
Hammonds.
Of the^44 features, two special at-

tractions, 24 westerns and 44 shorts
originally lined up by Hammons for
the 1938-39 season, there were to
be a series of westerns to be pro--
duced by George Hirliman (Coro-
nado Pictures) as well as a second
Coronado series with Dorothy Page
('singing cowgirl'), another three
pictures to be made by Phil Krasne
(Cinemarts Productions) and m
fourth series to be made by Grand
National itself, with Tex Fletcher.

It was Franklyn Warner's intention
to secure representation on the GN
board of directors for his Fine Arts
interests. Producer may get away to
Coast by tonight (Wednesday) after
the Board of Educational Pictures;,
Inc., meets- today for annual election
of officers. Stockholders' annual
meeting was last week.

KAUFMAN'S $25,000

SUIT FOR ASSAULT

Sidney Kaufman. Aim and radTo
scripter, last week served summons,
iwswerable in N.- Y. supreme court,
on Alfred K. Stern, broker and
former son-in-law of Julius Rosen-
wald, the late philanthropist, alleg
ing he was bodily assaulted by Stern
without provocation, in the publicity
offices of Metro last Wednesday (16.)
Kaufman, who headquarters in the
M-G press dept, is demanding $25,000
damages.
Stem refused to comment on com-

plaint thus far. He recently married
Martha Dodd daughter of ex-Am
bassador (to Germany) William E.
Dodd. Her book on Germany is due
for Harcourt-Brace publication in
February.

OWEN AS SCROOGE
Hollywood, Nov. 22.

Lionel Barrymore, prevented by
illness from acting in The Christmas
Carol' at Metro, made a one-reeler to
exploit the picture and to introduce
Reginald Owen.

'

Owen was personally nominated by
Barrymore for th« role of Old
Scrooge.

Coa«t Slant
Hollywood, Nov. 22.

Up until the Warner-GN deal fell

through the future of Grand Na-
tional Pictilres was believed to rest
with Franklyn Warner. He was re-
ported to be withholding producti on

finances on that program until he
could move into a dominant pci.'^i-

tion in GN's management with lep-
esentation on the board of (lueciors.
There existed also the po5 ibiiiiy of

a complete takeover of GN by War-
ner and his associates, following re-
ported failure of Hammons to raise
$1,500,000 either in the U. K. or Eng-
land, which would be needed for
operating of GN's releasing setup and
in production of pictures the com-
pany Itself would make.
Hammons' recent trip to London to

xSecure financial aid from British dis-
tribution companies, with British and
European rights to GN product as
the lure, is- reported to have been
tuisuccessful. While John Maxwell
of British International Pictures is

said to have made Hammons a prop-
osition, it is understood to have fallen
far short of Hammons' expectation.
That proposition called for advanc-

ing of a flat sum by BIP on delivery
of each feature by GN, and is said to
have been nixed by the Fine Arts
group, which, under its court-ap-
proved contract, reserved the right
to pass on any deals lined up by
Hammons,
Warner was also reported opposed

to Hammons* desire to move GN
headqqarteris to Hollywood, includ-
ing the sales department. Warner
believed thiit should function from
New York.
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Film art directors and publicity

executives of motion picture com-
panies met yesterday in New York to

organize a $50,000 fund to aid the

German refugees.

Plan is to get noted American
painters and illustrators to donate
original arjt work and committees
would then attempt to sell 100,000

tickets at 50c each and raffle off the

contributed pictures. Idea is to con-
trast world art and culture with the
current inhumanity abroad.

Sardi meeting resulted in several
committees being appointed to

handle finances and make contacts in

the industry for pushing ticket sales.

A second meeting has been called for

next Monday (28), and present out-

look is that the drive will develop
into a guasiofficial industry matter.

Barney Balaban is reported very-
Interested in the scheme and has
offered to contact important execu-
tives among all the filih companies in

an effort to make the drive suc-
cessful,

-Other important factors in film and
legit business are taking individual
action tq contribute money or raise

funds in the fight-ragainst Fascism
and Nazism. The. Holl^T5rood.^Anti-
Nazi Leagt|s. for the Defense of

Ainerican Democracy last Friday
(18) ^eld a mass meeting at the Phil-
harmonic Auditorium in Los An-
geles, with prominent directors and
film players among the principal
speakers. Receipts from admissions
were contributed to the Refugete
I'und.

. In New Yorl^ Sunday night (Nov.
^0), the Playwrights Group gave spe-
cial pierformances of their shows,
•Knickerbocker Holiday* and 'Abra-
ham Lincoln in Illinois,' proceeds
also being donated to the cause.

Prominent picture theatre circuits
• throughout the country are contrib-
uting some of their boxoffice receipts,
and the monies taken iii by ,the

'Night of Stars' benefit at Madison
Square Garden last week was also
donated to refugees.

^ . Sunday teglts Sell Out

A test of Sunday night per-
formances for legit was made Sun-
day (20) in New York when three
shows played benefits. 'Abe Lincoln
In Illinois,' at the Plymouth, and
•Knickerbocker Holiday/ at the
Barrymore, were giyen In . aid . of

German refugees, while 'Kiss the
-Boys Goodbye,' at the Miller, played
for the Stage Relief Fund. AH
played to capacity, Including standees
for the first two named. 'Kiss'

turned away patronage.
Robert E. Sherwood, who wrote

*Lincoln,' assailed those responsible
for the German atrocities, being
particularly denunciative against
Hitler in his curtain speech. Max-
well Anderson who, like Sherwood,
Is a Pulitzer prisie-winrier, at the
'Holiday' performance, also con-
demned the dictator.
' 'Lincoln' and 'Holiday' got around
$5,300, with 'Kiss' drawing $2,100.

Musicians work gratis for refugee
benefits and it's expected the stage-

hands will likewise do so, although
the' union is required to vote on the
proposal Sunday (27),

. Leblahg's agency sold some tickets
for the refugee' shows at $1 and $2

(Continued on page 19)

REBUKE STUDIOS
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UA Board Meets Primarily On

Prod. Plans for '38-9; Slverstone

Urges Greater Anglo-D. S. Pix Co-op

Several Show Biz Groups Enlist

In Refugee Succor; Benefits S.R.O.

HVood Standoff

Log Angeles, Nov. 22;

Nobody owes anybody any-
thing in 'che suit between Merle
Oberon and Lyle W. Rucker,
attorney. Lawyer had sued ac-

tress for $5,480, the balance of

a $11,480 bill for legal services.

Actress had sued lawyer for

$5,000, claiming that the $6,000

she had paid was $5,000 too

much.
Superior Judge Edward R.

Brand called it 50-50.

S. p. D[IL

NW MPTO Looks

To Self - Reg. To

Solve Problems

INA CLAIRE TO MAKE

1ST FILM IN 5 YEARS

Ina Claire, who left over the week-
end for Culver City and a new
Metro contract, will mark her first

film appearance in five years.

. She. • goes into the next Hedy
Lamarr-Spencer Tracy film, but her
deal calls for time out for a Broad-
way play, as and when. Lyons &
Lyons agented.

Wagner Act Violation Cited

If Agreement with Screen
Playwrights Amended—
Producers' Good Faith

Questioned — Five - Day
Week Being Studied

MULL AGENT PENALTY

Hollywood, Nov. 22.

Ina Claire checks in at Metro tltis

week for a featured role in 'I Take
This. Woman,' originally slated for
Fanny Brice.

•Seattle, Nov. 22.

Annual conclave 6f Motion Picture

Theatre Owners of Northwest, in-

cluding Washington; Oregon, Idaho

and Alaska, was held here las,t Fri-

day (18) when varied problems vfere

freely discussed by the exhibs. How-
ever, the usual resolutions jwere not

passed, the reason being that action

was deemed useless in the face of

the industry conferences now in

progress in New York City. These
are considered the backbone of the

stand the industry will take and
what is likely to follow in the way
of state or Federal legislation.. Gen-
eral approval was vpiced on action

taken on the program .at the Okla-
homa City meetings of the national

group. .

Hugh Bruen, owner of the 45th St

theatre here, and also tliree houses
in Whittier, Calif;, is one of the three

western operators comprising the

delegation at the N. Y. conferences,

What happens . there, it is fondly

hoped here, will be the successful

culmination of what theatre men
have been striving for during the

past two years—self regulation with
the force of law behind it.

General discussion brought out

several defects now existent, among-
them the varied clearance dates in

effect in Washington state; from 28

days in some country districts to 52.

days in Seattle.

'Prices of admission and not buy-
ing, power' should determine clear-

ances was one angle of the mooted
question.

On legislation, J. M. Hone, ex-sec.

of the association, said in his annual
report: .'The Neely-Pettingill bill

against blind buying and block book^
ing no doubt will come up before

the coming session of Congress. Lo-
cally exhibitors were divided- over
this bill, some being fpr and some
against it. It is my prediction that-

unless the ' producer-distributors

make some drastic changes in their

relation with exhibitors as to the
present standard contract and the

methods used, there will be national

and state legislation.'

•The giveaways committee report-

ed absence of giveaways, lotteries

and games of chance in this district.

So well satisfied were the dele-

gates at the convention that all of-

ficers were reelected as follows: L.

O. Lukan, Seattle, president; Mil-
burn Kenworthy, Moscow, Ida.; Paul
Auft, Seattle, and Cecil Gwinn, Cen-
tralia, vice presidents; and J. M.
Hone, executive-sec. John Hamrick,
Seattle, Mildred Bishop, Lewiston,
Ida., and Henry Davidson, Port An-
geles, elected new trustees.

Who Goes There?
Hollywood, Nov. 22.

Edward G. Robinson's next starrer

is 'Footsteps In the Dark,' based on
a Hungarian play by Ladislaus
Fodor.
Anatole Litvak is slated to direct

the picture, which rolls in January.

Hollywood, Nov. 22.

Screen Writers Guild has warned
producers not to entertain any fur-
ther negotiations with Screen Play-
wrights, Inc. In a letter to heads of
the major companies, Charles Brack-
ett, SWG prexy, said any attempt
to amend the 'so-called agreement'
with SP would be interpreted as a
violation of the National Labor Re-
lations Act.

Tops in SWG pointed out that vio-
lations of the Wagner Act are pun-
ishable by both fine aind imprison-
ment, and indicated any further
negotiations between producers and
the SP Would call for aggressive ac-
tion by the GUild. The SWG al-

ready has one petition pending be-
fore' the National Labor Relations
Board charging major companies
with unfair labor practice for re-
fusing' to recognize the organization
as sole bargaining agent for scriv-
eners.

Brackett's letter to executives fol-

lows':

'We noticed in the Hollywood
Daily Vahiety of Nov. 8, ld38, the
article appearing on the first page
thereof entitled, 'Ask Penalty If

Writers Waylaid.' Thi^ article stated
that the organization known as the
Scrieen Playwrights, Inc., was about
to demand of certain motion picture
producing corporations that they
add to the so-called agreement be-
tween the Screen Playwrights, Inc.,

and certain producers, a provision
providing a penalty clause for omis-
sion of valid screen credits.

'You are already aware, of course,
that the Screen Writers Guild, Inc.,

is the sole legal representative for
the purpose of collective bargaining
with you as respects, screen writers
employed by .your studio..

'This letter will serve to advise
you' that with regard, to any nego-
tiations vfhich you may carry on
through the Screen Playwrights,
Inc., such negotiations are not only
illegal under the provisions of the
National Labor JElelations Act, but
also raise an additional serious
question as to your good faith in
bargaining with any organization
other than the representative of the
majority of the screen- writers em-
ployed in your studio, namely, the
Screen -Writers Guild, Inc.'

Oppose Pact Tampering
Shortly after dispatch of the

Brackett letter by registered mail,
Leonard S. Janofsky, SWG counsel,
forwarded a second- communication
cautioning the . producers not to act
on. request of the SP to negotiate
agreement covering television rights
and screen credits. Counsel in-

dicated that the" SWG would go into

Federal court if necessary in an ef-

fort to prevent any changes being
made in present pact between the
producers and the SP.
Several major companies are con-

sidering adoption of a five-day week
if the new wage and hour law in-

terferes with 54 and 60-hour pro-
duction schedules. Pat Casey, pro-
ducer labor contact, has advised
companies to stand pat until some
definte ruling is handed down in

Washington, but executives are ap-
prehensive lest they become in-

volved in some legal tangle unless

immediate preparations are made to

comply with law.

Casey spent several hours in con-

ference with Joseph M. Schenck
upon his' arrival on the Coast, and
later went to Metro to talk with
Louis B. Mayer and E. J, Mannix.
Clerical workers and others have-al-

(Contlnued on paere 17)

Note the Quote

Hollywood,. Nov. 22.

Rather than take a lashing

with a "studio 'bull' whip,
Charles Bickford passed up a
$20,'000 job in Cecil B. DeMUIe's
'Union Pafcific' at Paramount.
Akhim Tamiroff is assigned to

throw the 'bull* whip.
When Bickford became bear-?

ish, Brian Donlevy went bullish

and grabbed off the 20-grand
job. It calls for a lashing by a

'

bully.

Add Headaches:

Pa. s New Censor

Board a Worry

Philadelphia; Nov. 22.

With overturn of the present

Pennsy State administration at the

election this month, film men here
are looking forward with trepidation

to the naming of the new Board of

Censors. Jobs as official pic gan-

derers and members of the Board's

staff are juicy patronage plums
which always change hands with
administrations. Which is the prin-

cipal reason why the industry here
looks with so much disrespect and
disdain on the Board, for the mem-
bers are merely political wire-

pullers, not socially-minded with a
real knowledge of audience reaction

and human psychology.

Inasmuch as appointments as Cenr
sors are wholly political, film men
are hoping that at least one of those
named will have a knowledge of the

industry and its problems, instead

of coming in cold. They are - not
necessarily looking for anyone sym-
pathetic toward the film business,

but someone with at least a good
technical knowledge of what the in-

dustry-faces, .

Despite its political makeup, film-

row will hate to see the present
Board go, for it has had the best rec-

ord for getting along with distribu-

tors of any Board in history. On the
other hand, it has also gotten more
front-page publicity through its

nixes. Pix which have .been
thumbed-down,r however, have all

been of the freak varieiy, usually
political or pseudo-health, and none
have been distributed by the "regu-

larly-recognized outlets. Many more
of these , films have been passed re-

cently than earlier in the Board's
regime, though, probably because it

has come to realize that it is being
used merely as a publicity sounding-
board and the pix get very little

play anyhow.
Film men are particularly unhappy

to see the passing of Patrick. Duffy,
only male member of the present
board of three. He had come to be
popular as 'one of the boys.' Other
members are Mrs. A. Mitchell Pal-
mer, wife of the wartime Attorney-
General, and Mrs. Hester Fye.

Meeting of United Artists board of

directors in New York last week,
which was attended by Maurice Sil-

verstohe, general manager, Douglas
Fairbanks, Mary Pickford, Charles
Schwartz, legal representative for
Charles Chaplin, James A. Mulvey
for Samuel Goldwyn^ Emanuel Sil-

verstone for London Films (Korda)
and Dennis F. O'Brien, UA counsel,

was taken up entirely by discussions

about productions to be made for the
1939-1940 season. Talks will be con-

tinued at the next board meeting
Nov. 30.

Out of last week's preliminary con-
fab came definite indication that

United Artists will offer a consider-

able increase in the number of pic-

tures to be feleaised next year. Ac-
cording .to Silverstone, Chaplin will'

definitely produce one picture start-

ing in January, 1*939, and Fairbanks
v^ill produce one and possibly two
out of a contemplated series of three
pictures which will have British and
continental financing behind them<
Goldwyh's program is being lined up
this week with Indications he will

turn out a total of eight films.

If pictures are delivered as they
shape up on this* preliminary sched-
ule, and if all producers contribute,

as a minimum, the same amo^int ot

films announced for the '38^39 sea-

son. United Artists will have some
30, or more, pictures to sell next sea-

son, instead of 24 beinU distributed

this season. Goldviiyn this season is

contributing three pictures, David
O. Selznick two, - Walter Wanger
four, Hal Roach five, ICorda five, Ed-
ward Small five.

Fairbanks has not decided which
picture he will produce first. It may
be a film based on the life of Lola
Montez, UA executives ^doubt he
will be able to produce three or even
two picture In 1939, anticipations be-
ing the producer wUl take six to

seven months for his first one, it be-
ing Fairbanks* intention to devote
plenty of time and effort in turning

out a fine quality product on the oc-

casion of bis resumption as an afitive

producer, Whichever pictures he
makes, UA Will release.

Mvlvey to the Coast
Mulvey, Gbldwyn's' 'eastern busi-

ness rfepresentative, leaves for Coast

next week" (30) to cottfer with
the producer on IJneup of picture

Goldwyn plans to make for next sea-

son. While all his plans have not
been set so far, studio sources pre-

dict he will turn out eight produc-
tions. This would tend to keep
Goldwyn at the top of the heap in

UA producing ranks, at least from
(Continued on page 17)

METRO'S $30,000 RAP

FOR FILMING ACCDENT

Hollywood, Nov. 22.

Metro has been ordered by the
Los Angeles iFederal Court to pay
$30,000 to the widow of Kresten
Gonmesen, washed overboard while
the studio was making 'Captains
Courageous.'
Court held Metro negligent In

sending to sea an unseaworthy and
insufficiently manned vessel, in

denying the studio's petition for

exoneration of liability.

HULBURD MUST TAKE

IT EASY FOR A WHILE

Philadelphia, Nov. 22.

Merritt Hulburd, who recently'

inked a pact wlth -pavid O. Selinick

as a producer at Selznick-Ihterna-

tional, a seriously iU a1^ the. Chest-
nut Hill hospital here. He is recup-
erating satisfactorily from a serious

operation, but will be unable to

make the jaunt to the Coast or think
seri6usly about flickers for some
time, doctors said. Illness is delay-

ing production of 'Intermezzo,* Hul-
burd.'s first assignment imder- the
new termer.
Hulburd just about a year ago quit

a $l,2S0-a-week spot with Sam Gold-
wyn to return to his former job as
associate editor of the Saturday Eve-
ning Post at $300 a week. He said

at the time, he was leaving Holly-
wood because hours were too long
and work tOo nerve-racking.

Quiieter SEPost job apparently
didn't agree with him, either because
he had a breakdown and was forced
to resign at the end of August. Fol-
lowing his return from the Mayo
Clinic, he signed with Selznick, in-

tending to go west about Nov. 1
under a contract -which allowed him
three months a year rest.



Favor Hays Office Supervision

For Next Year s Silver Jubilee

With another 'greatest picture*

campaign for 1939 now_assured, just

what form it will take, and under

whose auspices it will be managed,

are things that must be decided in

the next few weeks. Prevailing

opinion is that som$ decision must

be made before the start of next

year so that preparations need not

be hurried.
Advertising-publicity bally next

year. will be the industry's 50th an-

niversary celebration. At the pres-

ent time there is talk of taking the

silver jubilee before the Hays office

at the next directors* meeting or, if

not considered by this board, the

advertising advisory council of the

Hays organization should consider it

before the end of December.
Feeling is growing in the industry

that at least nej^t year's campaign
should be handled by the Hays of-

fice, possibly with a few sides added

to the staflf. Because the Motion
Picture Producers & Distributors or-

ganization has been closely identi-

fied with the development and
growth of the business in recent

years, many believe it should have
an active part in any celebration

honoring the industry's anniversary.

Move towards having the Hays of-

fice head the campaign is based on
several premises, MPPDA organi-

zation is already set and operating

so that it can handle many of the

campaign duties as part of regular

routine.

Whether or not the Hays office is

given supeitvision for next year there

is a decided trend towards^' leaving

all newspaper advertising in the

hands of exhibitors ihemselves. Film
business officials believe that the ex-

hibitor as a rule, is in more active

touch with local situations and prob-

ably can place such ad material with

. less • friction- than by any other

source. This also is counted on to

eliminate any squawks from smaller
publishers, such as weekly newspa-
pers, which were ignored in ..this

ycar*s drive, excepting where some
theatte operators were called in to

fill the gap.
Besides these factors, the plan of

permitting exhibitors to handle ad-

vertising will eliminate this extra
burden to prbducers-distributors.

While they will pay lor the cost of

press books, advertising and ad ma-
terial, it will be strictly up to the

local exhil^tors to pass on the

amount of space that is to be used
or the'expenditures over ff-period of

time for. the campaign.
Pcfjaanent iPrtK Bureaa

Official report of the advertising

committee headed by Howard Dietz

last week recommended that per-

manent pres^ relations bureau be es-

tablished to represent t^e film b.usi-

Xtess, idea being to preserve the good-
will ^generated by the current 'great-

est pfcturfe year' driye. Dietz said

he would suggest a motion picture

press club. A continuing organiza-
tion, with a paid staff which would
be a clearing house for' the industry

js also advocated.
In his report , he points out that

; 'sources of dissatisfaction were week-
ly newspapers and radio organiza-
tions.' Weeklies felt they were over-
looked in' the advertising. His com-
mittee recommenced that in the fu-
ture the weekly newspapers be given
jnost earnest consideration. National
Association of Broadcasters also ob-
jected to the exclusion of a radio
appropriation. Committee made the
same recommendation as regards
iradio.

'It seems that the industry,' read
the report, 'has grievances with the
radio, mainly due ' o the zeal of com
mentators. It scenos now that the
radio has a grievance with the in-

dustry mainly due to our lack of
time ljuying.'

Committee report summarized the
situation as follows:

•We have found that the box^ office

success, bf the campaign has been
in direct ratio to the activities of the
local coinmittees of individiual ex-
bibtors.'

Newsfeels in next few issues will

carry announcements giving notice

of closing' weeks in the $250,000

Movie Quiz contest. Deadline for

inailinig entries is midnight, Dec. 31.

Five Majors Dicker For

Release of Tinoccliio'

Hollywood, Nov. 22.

With ^ve major companies offering

to release 'Pinocchio,' Walt Disney
is deferring negotiations until more
complete returns are in on 'Snqw
White.* Offers are from Metro,
United Artists, Warners, Paramount
and RKO, latter presently releasing
'Snow White' and other Disneys.
Latest figures show 'Snow White*

grossing around $4,750,000, with an
anticipated total of $9,000,000. RKO's
cut of 25% will net about $1,250,000

more than was expected. No pro-
vision was made for reducing the
percentage after a certain figure..

Injunction Vs. Prin

Exchanges Over 12

hdie Fihn Releases

Superior Talking Pictures, Inc., and
Stage & Screen Productions, Inc.,

filed New York supii'eme court appli-
cation .for injunction, -restraining
Principal Film Exchanges, Inc., of
New York from continuing further
distribution of a series of 12 inde-
pendent action features made by in-

die producers on Coast for Superior
and Stdge & Screen companies. Jus-
tice Edgar Lauer granted their appli-
cation last week.

According to Oliphant & Lernian,
attorneys for 'plaintiffs, a 50-50 deal
was entered into between parties to
distribute the pictures in N. Y^,-but
Principal Exchanges failed to make
remittances, financial or booking re-

ports. They want accounting of
monies collected, accounting and ap-
pointment of receiver, insofar as it

relates to this particular deal.

Principal Exchanges, Sherman S.

Krellberg, pres., contends that Supe-
rior and Stage tc Screen contracted
to deliver 25 pictures; only delivered
13 and, because they failed to deliver
the balance. Principal stopped remit-
tances and reports.

Principal has counterclaimed for
$6,600 against plaintiffs for breach of
contract.

'SUCX* GETS GODTG
Hollywood, Nov. 22.

•Huckleberry Finn' roUed yester

day (Mon) on location at Isleton,

Cal., with ibe Sacramento River
playing the role of the Mississippi.

• Metro'pictibre 1^ directed by Rich
ard Thorpe.

VOICE OF 'SNOW WHITE'

SCORES POINT IN SUIT

Adriana Caselotti, the 'voice' of
the Princess in Walt Disney's 'Snow
White and the Seven Dwarfs* won a
concession Friday (18) in her suit
for $200,000 damages against Disney
Productions and RCA Manufacturing
Corp., when N. Y, Supreme Court
Justice Wasservogel decided that the
demand for a bill of particulars re-
quested by the plaintiffs; be modified
Instead of -upplyin;g. full details of
the agreement she claims she en-
tered into with officials of the Dis-
ney Corp., when she was engaged
for the part, the court decided she
need only supply the substance if

the agreement was an oral one.
Miss Caselotti claims the defend-

ants violated her contracts by mak-
ing and distributing discs record-
ings of her dialog in 'Snow White.'
She claims this resulted in prevent-
ing her from capitalizing on her own
personal appearances.

Even Turks Tabu

Philadelphia, Nov. 22.

Even turkey giveaways for
Thanksgiving, which have beea
indulged iii for years by the-*

atres .here, are beinir banned
this year by Philly police as a
raffle.

Like banko and bingo, cops
claim the drawings are illegalt

GB AND BAIRD

BATTLE BBC

ONMO
London, Nov. 14.

Gaumont-British and Baird chiefs

are in a long huddle with British

Broadcasting Corp. and. Television

Advisory Committee over rights to

present publicly visio shows aired by
BBC from its Alexandra Palace

transmitter. Ever since GB put in
big screen . plants at three West End
theatres, battle has been 6n, the com-
pany and its visio affiliate . beating
against the monopoly rights vested
by Government in BBC.
Talks are slowly getting some

place, and it is thought agreed meth-
ods will be determined early in 1939
whereby at least specified looksee
programs will be given on theatre
screens under license, though with-
out prejudice to Corp.'s normal copy-
right

Both Baird and Scophony at one
time handled their cards with a view
of getting licensees to play their own
programs exclusively for. theatre re-

production, in the* one case the GB
circuit, in .the other Odeon. Might
have meant they would be transmit-
ting^ a combination of films and floor

shows, but in any event that project

got sat on pretty soon.

'

Now it is to decids just which part
of its air program BBC may release'

for screen projection—and -what fee
can and will be levied for the ser-
vice. Anticipations are the theatres
will only require to take remote pro-
grams of outside events (the Derby,
the Football Cup Final, and the like),

as a spUt-second topical adjunct to

the newsreels.

Acad's Balancing Fibi

Goes Out to Theatres

Hollywood, Nov. 22.

New technical device, known as
the 'balancing film,' is available to all

theatres through the work of the
Research Council of the Academy of
Motion Pieture Arts & Sciences. It

enables projectionists ,to balance
their machined to present an entire
show without, jarring changes in the
loudness or softness of the dialog or
music.

. Production of the new film is un-
der direction of the Research Coun-
cil's theatre standardization commit-
tee headed by John K. Hilliard Stu-
dios cooperating in fhe project are
Metro, Columbia, Paramount, Re^
public, RKO, Roach,. 20th-FoX,
United Artists, Universal and War
ners.

Armistice. Broadcast

London, Nov. 11.

Visio. version..' bf Armistice Day
celebrations here this morning
Splayed' to biggest privately invited
aut^ience ever to see a program on
the big screen, with neap 900 individ-

uals cramming the small Tatler thea-

tre to capacity.

Baird prpjection^ system has in-

creased many times in brilliance, but
clarity of definition is still missing
in the remote broadcast Closeups
are excellent, but longshots and
spectacle effects lose impressiveness
due to lack of detail. Also, possibly
on account of cameras all wearing
telephoto lenses for the Occasion,

marked distortion was evident, fa-
mous Whitehall Cenotaph being seen
to liurch like the Leaning Tower at

Pisa.

General impression Is "that Baird
has got really going with the large-
scale image, but was handicapped
at this show by variable work at
BBC end, one of the three emitron
cameras on the job picking up far
less than the other two.

But in a final analysis, large audi-
ence was clearly impressed by the
occasion, though probably in some
degree' by the emotional nature of
the event presented.

Coast Visio Show
Hollywood, Nov. 22.

Television show on New Year's
Day is promised by Arthur Klein,
operator of the Tele-View theatre,
Hollywood's only newsreel house.
Theatre is equipped with receiving

apparatus for televised subjects.

Fonda, Others Dropping

Off Wanger Contract List
Hollywood, Nov. 22.

Henry Fonda's pact with Walter
Wanger expires on completion of his
current loanout job at Columbia, and
will not be renewed.
Wanger is dropping his contractees

as fast as their pacts lapse. Among
the departers are Charles Boyer and
the writing team of Gene Towne and
Graham Baker.

Utys(^Expk)itali«Goes

To ikDiigs, So He s Going to LA
By Joe Laurie^ Jr.

Coolacres, CaL, iJov, 22.
Dear Joe:

Well, here I am, not so well. Laying in bed with a bum gam and a bad
fln. It all comes from .trying to make.,.;Motion Pictures Are Your Best
Entertainment' posslb],e. After all the lessons I got in exploitation I
should have known better, but like a kid touching the fire to make sure
that's what burned him, I tried c^ain, and as I said before I ended up
with two casualties.

It happened this way. I booked in a picture called 'Call of the Wild,'
which, ais you know,^ has ii dog in it as a lead. -Well« I figured out it would
be a great publicity stunt to tie up with- dogs, so I offered a five buck prize
to the kid that brought the best dog and another five bucks. for the kid
with' the worst mutt Well, Joe, I never saw so many dogs, outside of
Feltman's, Coney Island, and' those were in rolls. I think the kids went
to other towns to get some dogs because no one- t6wn could hold so many.
Some kids came with two and three. Well, they came into the . theatre
and all the dogs made a rush for tcie. I never felt so much like a tree in
my life.

I couldn't duck 'em and they cornered me on the steps leading to the
balcony^ Two police dogs gave me their special attention, and when I
kicked ait them, they thought I wanted to play, so one grabbed my leg and
the other just took a taste of my hand. Those bites hit the jackpot on
my tonsils and boy you never heard a guy yell louder than I did. Some-
body put in a call for' the cop and the ambulance. The cop happens to be
the town dog catcher too; sort of doubles in brass. Well, while the doctor
was cauterizing my wounds, which ielt like the guy in Boston cutting out
your best gags, the cop was rounding up all the kids and dogs. Half of 'em
didn't have any license, so the kids figured that I just pulled the stunt to
help the town collect some dough. So they got sore and started to hiss

me -ft^hen I was taken out to the ambulance.
That made me feel terrible, because that's one bunch I want to think well

of me, not from any business angle, but I don't want anybody to say I'jn

a kid-hater. And I love dogs, too. I know they didn't mean to bite me,
they just happened to see me before they saw a bone. Well, I told the
cop that I would pay for all the dogs that didn't have a license. I'd do it

even if I had to hire the money from the bank, and when the kids heard
about it they went out and picked soihe fiowers and sent them to me with
a note. To Our Pal, Lefty.' That did me more good than any doctor In

the world. That night the place was jammed, ^t I've made up my miiid
that the only animal exploitation I'll ever do from now on will be no
bigger than a canary bird.

Banker Softens Up 2%
Aggie has been waiting on me hand and foot—seeing that that's what

was hurt—and Jimior looks at my bandages like I was a war herd. Aggie
says that I've had hydrophobia for years according to the way I've barked
at her. She's a great gal and when a guy is sick he finds out who his

friends are. Even the banker softened his heart 2% land wanted to know
was there anything he could do for me.
To make things tougher the tubes blew out at the radio station and now

I've gotta £0 to Los .Angeles and get new equipment So when I'm better

which will be in a few days I'm gonna take Aggie and Junior and drive
down to L. A. It's a nice trip and will make a nice vacation for all of us.

Remember me to all the gang back there and tell 'em you can't piit

t^ngs across by getting cross. Sez
Your Pal,

Lefty.

P. S.—Parkyakarkus sez, 'Never ask people not to tell. It puts Ideas In

their heads.*

RAH-RAH SONGSMItHS

HAVE TWO FUJIm
Clay- A. Boland and S. Bickley

Reichner, songwriting team who did
the score for 'All Around the Town,'
this year's show of the Mask and
Wig Club, University of Pennsyl-
vania, have been offered Hollywood
terni contracts by 20th Century-Fox
and RKO. However, they want only

a one-picture deal. Boland is a prac-

ticing dentist in Philadelphia and
Reichner is on the staff of the Phila-

delphia Evening Bulletin. Neither

wants. to abandon his present setup

for a regular salary job on the

Coast. Their present publishing

house is Lincoln Music. In addition

to the collegiate show, they are also

authors of 'Beating Around the Mul-
berry Bush.'

In the current 'AH Around the
Town' two portions had to be
omitted because of their topical

angle. One is 'Crummy Elbow,' a skit

about President Roosevelt and
Father Devine. Other is a Roo.sevelt

verse in the song, 'I Love My Coun-
try.' Since the U. of P. is largely

dependent on state appropriations,

it was figured diplomatic to make
the two deletions from the show.
[Show is reviewed in this issue.]

Grade Fields in Huddle

With 20lli on Her Next Pic

Hollywood, Nov. 22.

Gracie Fields heads for the Coast
this weekend for conferences at 20th-
Fox on her future pictures in Eng-
land.

Monte Bahks is already here work-
ing on the English comedienne's next
picture, ^oth return to London alter
Darryl Zanuck okays the script

DOBOTHY BEIB'S POST
Hollywood, Nov, 22.

Dorothy Reid has been named
istory department head by Mono-
gram..
She was a producer on the lot

20th Excku^es

Handlfflg G-B as

bonomy Move

Booking of Gaumont-British pic-

tures, in half of G-B of America's 31

key city sales' organizations, has been
taken Qver by 20th-Fox exchanges,

as an economy measure, according to

Arthur A. Lee, v. p. and general

manager. Gaumont-British has no

intention of disbanding its American
distributing system, having delivered

12 pictures to date for the '38-39 sea-

son; three more have arrived and
are awaiting release, and nine more
are expected from London for bal-*

ance of this season's commitment of

24 pictures.

Lee will keep full booking and

sales personnel going in the more
important key centers while in those

exchanges where 20th-Fox has taken

over booking, former Gaumorit book-

ers have been shifted to the sales

staff. Not more than a dozen em-
ployees have been aifected by the

takeover, and sales managers in 28

exchanges will still be maintained.

Memphis, New Orleans and Char-

lotte are the only cities where no

sales head is functioning, the wotk
being performed by bookers.

Lee maintains shifting of booking

details to 20th-Fox will not result m
hiking Of letter's percentage of gross

for distribution because 20th-Fox

had originally agreed to do all the

bookipg of Gaumont product.

Out of 'Ambush'
Hollywood, Nov. 22.

Gladys Swarthout wound up
added scenes on 'Ambush* at Para-

loount and pulled out for San An-
tonio, to start a six month concert

tour.

•Ambush'- was her last picture

under the Paramount contract
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lA'S THEATRE DRIVE EAST
'Sneak' Dnaling Disrupting Hpk;

Twin Bills in Chi s Loop; 2( Triples

Minneapolis, Nov. 22.

'$neak* double_,featiiring Is the

latest disrupting^rafle development
here, threatening to rip the Twin
City dual bill situation wide open
again.
A number of independent neigh-

borhood houses are offering double
features *on the sly,', without any
newspaper, lobby or other advertis-

ing for the dual bill. Only one of

the two pictures, the more im-
portant, is publicized. However, the
clientele knows- it will see two fea-

tures and' it advertises the 'bargain
bill' by word of mouth.
Aroused by what they charge is

•unfair opposition,* several, inde-
pendent exhibitors opposed tO double
features announce they'll go to twin
bills openly unless the 'sneakers'

desist. Also under fire are
.
large

loop subsequent run houses like the
Palace here and Lyceum, St. Paul,
showing double features at 15c. -

Fearful of a widespread breakout
of double featuring, Noirthwe'st Al-
lied States will call a meeting of
Twin City exhibitors to take steps

to halt the 'sneaking.' One difficulty

is that only comparatively small
number of St. Paul independent ex-
hibitors are members of the organ-
ization. It is expected that pressure
will be used on the exchanges to cut
off service of the offending exhibi-
tors, if posisible.

It was thought the double feature
problem was solved when North-
west Allied prevailed upon the
Princess, local independent house,
to quit dual bills recently when
other competing houses threatened
to adopt tlie policy. Efforts also are
being made to prevail upon the
Paramount circuit to stop dual first-

run features at the Minneapolis
Aster, and St. Paul Tower. There
was much elation when the big
chain decided to run single features
at the new Gopher, just opened,
here. However, the fact that the
Gopher's admission is only 25c and
the house enjoys 45 days' clearance
over 25c independent neighborhood
theatres is stirring up a hornet's
nest.

'

Quick Chi Spread
Chicago, Nov. 22.

Three weeks ago there were only
two houses running triple bills in

Chicago; today there are approxi-
mately 26 houses on a three-bill
policy and more are being added
daily. At first it was merely- a
battle between the Essaness North-
center and the Balaban & Katz Bel-
mont. Today it takes in many of
the independent theatres as well as
B. & K. and Essaness.

It has brought about a situation
from which the exhibs see no exit,

and no possible idea of where they
are going from here. For not only
are they giving away three pictures
for the price of one, but they are
giving away, in addition, stockings,
kitchenware and other items. which
range in cost from 3c to lOC. The
margin of profit today is lower than
it has ever been in the history of
local exhibition, considering the per
item cost and revenue.

Triple-featuring are such out-
standing nabe houses as the Vogue,
Davis, Buckingham, Adelphi, Rose-
wood, Bipgraph, with other key the-
atres joining the parade, due to the
tremendous pressure of the bargain
competition.

Loop's Onals
And the loop, which . had previ-

ously been considered forever free
of bargain picture policies, has gone
over to double features. Woods arid
Garrick are doubling regularly now,
with the Balaban & Katz Apollo
slated to be added to the bargain
policy list shortly.

Latest hair-tearer
,
for the nabe

houses is the loop stunt of doubliiig
absolute first-run fliclcerg in the ace
houses under the label of 'preview'
and 'pre«opening.' B. & K. has often
spotted a new picture on top of the
regular bill at the Chicago flagship
when its prime house has been suf-
fering a bad week. This unbilled
double bill is attached to the -Thurs-
day finale show to boost the closing
day'is business.
Last Friday (18) B. & K. gave 'em

U Grooming for Cummings

Hollywood, Nov. 22.

Bobert Cummings- gets one of the

two male spots opposite Deanna
Durbin in 'Three Smart Girls Grow
Up* at Universal.

Deal is for one picture with op-

tions. If Cummings clicks he will be
turned oyer to Joe Pasternak for de-

velopment as possible stellar ma-
terial!

FABIANS DEAL

FOR BRILLS

8 HOUSES

A theatre deal of major impor-
tance is in process of negotiation

under which the Fabian circuit

would acquire control of the former
Sol Brill chain on Staten Island,

now known as Par-Land Theatres,

Inc. Due to the fact that the estate

of the late Sol Brill and others . is

involved, the negotiations are some-
what complicated but expected by Si

Fabian, president of the circuit bear-

ing his namfe, that papers may be
ready for signing in a Week or 10

days.
A highly-successful circuit for

many years, when Brill was alive

and since then, Far-Land blankets

Staten Island through operation of

a total Of eight houses.. Fabian is

seeking 100% control, and expected
that the Paramount, Stapleton, which
is pooled in Par-Land, will continue
under the present arrangement fol-

lowing closing of any deal swinging
the Brill houses to Fabian.
Par' invaded the island several

years ago, the pooling arrangement
following. The other houses in-

volved are the Strand, Great Kills;

New Dorp, New Dorp; Ritz, Port
Richmond; St. George at St. George;
Liberty, Stapletoh; Stadium, Totten-
ville; and the Capitol, West Brighton.
Harry Shiftman, with Brill many

years before he died and general
manager of the circuit, is reported
resigning effective Jan. 1. His future

plans are not yet set. Shiftman
states he may be ready to make an
announcement in two weeks.
Fabian's invasion of Staten Island

would increase this important east-

ern circuit to. nearly 40 houses. In
addition to operating the Paramount,
Fox and Strand, Brooklyn, under a
three-way pool, Fabian has 28 other
theatres under its operation in New
Jersey and New York state.

Understood that at one time the
Brill S. I. circuit was offered to

Paramount.

Corrigan Pic Moves

Hollywood, Nov. 22.

'The Flying Irishman,' Douglas
Corrigan starrei:, finally got the gun
at RKO. First scenes were shot at

Grand Central Airport, where Cor-
rigan landed his transatlantic crate

on a flight from San Francisco.

Under a separate contract^ nobody
but Corrigan is allowed to handle the
ship. It had been parked in Frisco

since the finish of his barnstorming
totir.

Corrigan was optioned for two
more pictures after RKO execs gan-
dered his tests for 'Irishman.* If the

studio exercises its option, the fly-

er's earnings for three films will

total close to $400,000. Oh the cu):-

reht picture he draws $25,000 for his

life story and $100,000 for acting.

a daytime double feature by slap-

ping 'Great Waltz' (MG) into the

United Artists at ' 5 p.m. ^ with the

early comers notified that they Could
see both 'Waltz' and the outgoing
'Citadel'. (MG) on the same bill.

Embrace Cashiers, Door-

men and. Ushers In

N. Y., Would Also Take
In Janitors, Scrubwomen
and Watchmen

STARTS IN 10 DAYS

Campaign to prganize film theatre

employees from doormen and cash-

iers to janitors and scrubwomen, all

under the international Alliance of

Theatrical
! Stage Employees banner,

is scheduled to get under way in the

next 10 days in New York City,

Brooklyn, upstate New York, Boston

and Philadelphia. Generally liberal

setup, both as to setting up separate

unions and in organizing, is reported

to be the keyhote of the impending
drive.

Cashiers, doormen and ushers are
to be organized ' in Brooklyn under
the supervision of leaders in the
stagehands' union. In New York
City, janitors, 'scrubwomen and
watchmen are invited to join the
Building Maintenance Union, headed
by George Scalise. He's now organ-
izing in New York City.

Actual organizing of cashiers,

doormen and ushers in New York
will be laimched under new leader-

ship to be set today. New York area
is classed as extending as far north
as Albany, and west to Binghamton.
Apparently the reiason for defi-

nitely assigning .this -organizing

work to different unions or organ-
izers is the rather lukewarm results

obtained six months after the meet-
ing in Cleveland, although $100,000 is

reputed to have been raised for the
drive to get ushers, doormen and
cashiers into a union at that time.

No.w the intention is to give out the

organizing franchise to others when
local lATSE heads do hot produce
desired results.

Hub Looks' Touffh'

Boston, Nov. 22..

Drive to organize New England
picture houses by the lATSE is fig-

ured to be a tough job hereabouts
because many exhibitors .do'not want
unions to tell them what they can
and cannot do with their cashiers,

doormen and ushers.

Union organizers are all. the more
anxious to put the campaign across

because they claim that doormen,
ushers and in some cases relief

cashiers have been- pressed into

service as candy salesmen in the

lobby.

Raft, Lamour Romance
Some More for Par

Hollywood, Nov. 22.

George Raft and Dorothy Lamour
are due to continue as a romantic
duo, with Paramount lining up a
group, of stories .for them. Latest
co-starrer is Two-Time Loser,' to

follow their current film, 'Moon Over
Burma.'

Idea is based on the success of

Raft and Miss Lamour as a twosome
in 'Spawn of the North.'

The 7 Kids Are Clever

Los Angeles, Nov. 22.
.

RKO filed seven moppet contracts
for approval of superior court. Pact
with Peter Holden calls for six

weeks work next summer and option
for seven-year ticket ranging from
$500 to $2,000 a week.

Six other contracts covered one-
picture deals with kids in 'White
Slaves' and option on seven-year
tickets. Youngsters are Roger Dan-
iel, James McCallion, John Edward
Fitzgerald, Walter Ward, Walter
Tetley and Paul White.

Buying Rush in Chi as Exhihs

See Suits Will Be Long Delayed

Gleason, Rep. Make Up

Hollywood, Nov. 22.

James Gleason inked a contract to
make four Higgins Family pictures a
year at Republic. Actor and studio
had been at outs for weeks, following
abrogation of his four-way" contract
as producer-director-writer-actor.
New pact calls for Gleason to act

and aid on stories. In the series will
be his wife, Lucille, and son Russell.

MUST warn
B.O. GROSS IN

N. M. TOWN

Denver, Nov. 16,

Under terms of an ordinance

passed by the city council of Hot
Springs, N. M., theatres must reveal

their gross business each year. The
council gives as an excuse the reason

they might be thus able to determine

whether the license tax of 25c..a seat

annually is too high.

Exhibitors in other towns are wor-
ried for . fear their own council

might get similar ideas. The gross

business statement applies to ievery

business in the townX

Trylnff to Ease Amus. Tax
Seattle, Nov. 22.

Gov. Martin of this state is work-
ing to cut down the budgets of his

various state departments so as to

avoid imposing higher state taxes

directly, on ' theatre admissions. To
avoid this danger, cities are trying

to allocate more monies from the

state gasoline taxes to city street

"uses.

New Theatres

Montreal, Nov. 22.

The York, 14th picture house
(second run) of the United Amus.
Corp. chain in this city and province,:

opened Friday (18) with 'Algiers'

and . 'Gateway* to capacity audience.

House has 1,100 seatage with prices

25-34-40. UAC is affiliated to

Famous Players (Canadian) Corp.
which operates all but one of the
first-run houses in Montreal, pres-
ently under lease to Consolidated
Theatres, Inc.

$55,000 Bid
Lynchburg, Nov. 22.

Offer pf $55,000 for 25-year-old
Academy theatre here is b6fore
stockholders of Academy of Music
Corp. Bid has been submitted by
C. & F. Theatres Corp., operating the
former legit spot as a film house for

several years under a long-term
lease.

Philadelphia, Nov. 22.

Latest in the long list of recent
house openings here is the Alden, in

East Falls section of the city. Op-
erated by Charles Goldfine, it was
unveiled last Wednesday (16). Rcxy,
South .Philly, set to open Thursday,
as is Nixon's Grand, vaudfUm Negro
house.-

Nancy Keliy Back West

Nancy Kelly left yesterday (Tues.)
for Coast .to prepare for additional
scenes for 'Tailspin,' following ap-
propriation of an additional $100 000
by Darryl Zanuck on the picture.

She has been east on brief visit

concurrent " with opening of 'Sub-
marine Patrol,' her first picture for
20th. Miss Kelly is also in 'Jesse

James' under fast buildup by 20th.

Chicago, Nov. 22.

Picture buying started with a rush

h^re last week after having been

held since the beginning of the sea-
son. Exhibitors had been holding
off in the hopes that the present Al-
lied suit against Balaban & Katz and
the major distributors would be de-
cided before they ran ' out of prod-
uct. '

'
.

But it now appears that the Allied
suit will not be a quick , trial; and
the ' exhibitors are rapidly reaching
the end of their 1937-1938 product
availabilities.

Exchanges which had been only
10-30% sold xmtil last week, and then
mostly on returns from the down-
state situations, suddenly zoomed to
70-90% sales of their tocal possibili-

ties as the exhibs pushed to signa-
ture contracts for 1938-1939 proauct.
Buying started when the exhibs

realized that they could not possibly
hold off buying until the Allied suit

was decided; so inked deals on the
px'esent releasing system and sched-
ule instead of the hoped-for revised
clearance set-up

It' means that any changes ruled
by the Federal- courts in the Allied
suit will not affect the film industry
during the coming season, but will
go into effect with the start of the
1939-1940 releasing season.

More Deals

Late deals of importance closed
by James R. Grainger for Republic
on a swing through the south
include Saenger's 87 theatres In
Louisiana, Mississippi and Alabama;
and the E. J. Sparks Par chain in
Florida, numbering around 80
houses. Franchise holders in both
cases sat in with Gi^ainger .on the
negotiations, with Gaston Bureau
closing for Saenger and Frank Rog-
ers on the Sparks deal. ..

.Rep has also sold the Comerford
New York string of 15 houses. Jack
Belljnan,- eastern' sales manager,
closed this one.

RKO has signed a contract with
Universal to play, the

.
12'-chapter se-

rial, 'Scouts to the Rescue,' in its

N. Y. and Westchester theatres. Se-
rial will be' added to dual- bills?

New five-year franchise for the
Kansas; City territory has been
closed with Republic, retroactive to
July 1. Herbert J. Yates, head of

Rep, was in K. C. on deal on way to

the Coast, Robert F. Withers and
C. A. Schultz signed for the fran-
chise-holding company.

Selling on Coast Far Abead
Los Angeles, Nov. 22,

.Selling season in Southern Cali-
fornia film exchanges is farther ad-
vanced than at any corresponding
time in recent years. Major dis-
tributing organizations have the.
bulk of their pi'oduct under contract,
particular Warner-First Nationcl,
with all but a dozen possible ac-
counts closed.

Selling season ordinarily runs
over the Christmas holidays, and in
some cases, into February.

Hogg Into Baker
Philadelphia, Nov. 22.

Charles Hogg, 15-year-old Ph'Uy
high school kid who went out to the
Coast a month ago, hzs been re-
monikered Buddy Baker by Repub-
lic and Will have a featured part in
the company's 'Orphans of the
Street,' to be released shortly.
Harry LaVine and George Fish-

man, of the local Republic exchange,
discovered the kid singing at a Tem-
ple ^University alumni meeting.

SANDERS 'SAINTED'
Hollywood, Nov, 22.

George Sanders, borrowed from
2.Jth-Fox, replaces Ldiiis Hayward
as the male lead in 'The Saint* series
at RKO. Hayward and the studio
split on sdlary.

Sanders is en route from London*
where he has been working fot 20tli*

Fox. 'The Saint Strikes Twice' vr<U
b". his first role at RKO.
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'King' $211000, 'Citadel' $6,500 Pace

L A.; Chinese-State Slow $17,400;

'Service $11,600, Rand Aids to $10,500

Los Angeles, Nov. 22.

Trade this week ranging from ex-
cellent to downright bad, depending
solely on the attraction. '!£ I Were
King' is piling up a lucrative gross at

the Paramount, as is 'Citadel,' at the

Four Star, heading that house for

very profitable week.
Mbveover, biz for 'Great Waltz' is

above normal, while Warners Down-
town and Hollywood theatres will

keep on the profit side on second
week of 'Cdwboy and Lady.*
Orpheum had one of Its best weeks

in months, with Sally Rand heading
stage show.

Estimates for This Week
Chinese (Grauman-F-WC) (2,024;

30-40-55-75)—'Dr. Kildare' (MG) and
•Listen Darling' (MG ) dual. Another
of those combinations which- m«an
little to public and best in sight is

poor $7,400. Last week, 'Great

Waltz* (MG) and 'Down on Farm'
(20th), excellent $14,000, topping ex-
pcctfltions*

Downtown (WB) (1,800; 30-40-55-

65)—''Cowboy .and Lady' (UA) and
Torchy Gets Man' (WB) dual (2d
week). Hitting about normal pace
for second stanza, which will likely

bring $8,000 as against opening week
of big $15,000.
Four Star (F-WC-UA) (800; 40-55)

—'Citadel' (MG). Giving house one
of its best weeks on record, with big
$6,500 in sight. Second day's take of

$815 top weekday gross in history of
house. Last week dark.
Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 30-40-55-

65)—'Cowboy Lady' (UA) and
Torchy* <WB) dual (2d week). Run-
ning somewhat behind its day-dater.
Downtown, but at $7,500 second week
will be profitable. First seven days
ended with slightly mote than $13,000.
Orpheum (Bdwy.) (2,280; 25-30-

35-40)—'Smashing Rackets' (RKO)
and vaudeville. Sally Rand, heading
ihe* stage show with h6r fan and bub-
ble dance, gets credit for upping
gross to around the $10,500 mark.
Last week, 'Shadows Over Shanghai*
(6M) and 'King Alcatraz' (Par), lat-

ter second run, around $8,500, good.
Pantaces (Pan) (2,812; 30-40-55)—

'Service de Luxe* /U) and 'Storm*
<U) dual. Last week it was 'Room
Service.' This week it's 'Seryice de
Luxe,' and the answer is a weak
$5,600. 'Room Service' (RKO) and
'Breaking Ice* (RKO) finished with
$8,000.
Paramount (Par) (3.595; 30-40-55)

—'If King' (Part and stage show.
Hitting merry pace and should reach
$20,000 on the "week, which means an
h.o. stanza to follow. Last week (nine

_d4»ys holdover stanza) 'Men With
Wings' (Par), Very good $15,000.
RKO (2,872; 30-40-55)—'Service de

Luxe' (U) and 'Storm* (U) dual.
}Tothing living up to its name on
grosses, but will be safislied with
around $6,000. Last week 'Room Ser-
vice* (RKO) and 'Breaking Ice'
(RKO), neat $8,500.

State (Loew-Fox) (2,414; 30-40-55-
75)—'Kildare* (MG) and 'Listen DAr-
ling' (MG) dual. Just so much cel-
luloid as far as customers are con-
cerned, so will have to dip into red,
with $10,000 in the till, t-ast week,
'Great Waltz* (MG) and 'Down on
Farm' (20th )j good $15,000.

United Artists (F-WC) (2.100; 30-
40-55)—'Waltz' (MG) and 'Down on
Farm' (20th) duaL MoveoVer for this
pair will spell neat $4,500. Last week,
Vust Around Corner' (20th) and
^Drums' (UA), fair $3,200 as pre
dieted.

Wilshlre (F-WC) (2,296; 30-40-55
65)—'Waltz' (MG) and 'Down Farm'
<20th) dual. Headed for big $8,000.
Xtast week, 'Just Around Corner!
(20th) and 'Drums' (UA), hot
healthy at $4,100.

McCoy-Bestor Bands

Helping 'Annaber to

Big $16,000 in Ciscy

Cincinnati, Nov. 22.

RKO Shubert, off ta late start with
vaudfilm, is the b.o. fronter cur-
rently, evidencing natives* himger
for pop flesh fare. Stage show, the
magnet, has Don 3estor's and Clyde
McCoy's bands featured in a battle
of music; Screen linking is 'Affairs
of Annabel.' House ork is directed'
by Deacon Moffitt, a graduate from
local ranks to baton wielder in a pit.

Best straight pic puller is 'Brother
Hat,' which is fetching a comfy profit

for the Palace. Albee has a disap-
poihter in 'If I Were King,' Dr. 'Kil-

dare' is an all right hypo for Keith's.
Estimates for This Week

Albee (RKO) (3,300; 35-42)—'If

King* (Par)/ Disappointing $10,000,

Last week 'My Heart* (UA), good
$13,000.

Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 36-42)—'My
Heart' (UA)<^(2d run). Very good
$6,500. Last week 'Great Waltz'
(M-G) (2d run), fair $4,000.

Family <RKO) (1,000; 15-25)—
(Continued on page 17)

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week $236,300

(Based on 12 theatres)

Total Gross Same Week
Last Year $261,300

(Based on 13 theatres)

mm mcE
SHOW,mm
IN DETROIT

Detroit, Nov. 22.

Grosses generally okay, with sev-
eral in the top drawer. 'Can't Take
It with You,' following two big ses-

sions at the Fox, moves over to the
Adams for another good gross.

Estimates for This Week
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 30-40)—

'Can't Take If (Col) (2d run) plus
'Crime Takes Holiday' (Col), dual.
Former pic moved here after two big
stanzas at the Fox; figures for good
$5,000. Last week good $4,500 for
'Suez' (20th) (2d week (2d run^ fol-

lowing smash $8,300 first sesh.
Fox (Indie) (5,000; 30^40-65)-

'Room Service* (RKO) plus stage
show. Fair reception at $16,000. Last
week 'Can't Take It' (Col) (2d week)
plus vaude,- grabbed good $20,000 fol-

lowing sizzling $32,500 first sesh.
MiohlgM (United. Detroit). (4,000;

30-40-65)—'Four's Crowd' (WB) plus
'Arkansas Traveler' (Par), dual.
Should get about $12,000, okay, on
six days. Pulls out Thursday (24) for
'If I Were King' (Par). Last week
nice $17,000 for 'Brother Raf (WB)
and 'Dr. KUdare* (M-G).
Palms-$fa|e (UD) (3,000; 30-40-50)—'lUegal Traffic' (Par) plus 'Kildare'

(M-G) (2d run). Latter moved here
from Michigan; looks like about $4,-

700, okay. Last, week around $5,000
for 'Stablemates' (M-G) (2d run) and
'Sons of Legion' (Par).
United Artists (UD) (2,000; 30-40-

50)—'Shining Hour" (M-G).. Headed
for good $7,500. Last week', second,
for 'Great Waltz* (M-G), pretty low
$3,500, following $7,200 first sesh.

SET FOB THE aBIND
Hollywood, Nov. 22.

Sid Hickox gets the camera on
'Broadway Cavalier,' rolling tomor-
row (Wed.) at Warners.
Wayne Morris, Pat O'Brien, Joan

Blondell and Maxie Rosenbloom
head the cast.

'DRUMS' GREAT $S,500

AMID SEATTLE H.O.S

Seattle, Nov; 22.

Backed by a heavier-than-usual,

two - color newspaper campaign,

'Drums' takes the b.o, lead h^re at

the Liberty with a great $8,500 In-

dicated. Follows 'Can't Take It* into

the Jensen-von Herberg house after

the latter ran up a string of seven

weeks.

'Subinarine Patrol* teamed with
'Swing That Cheer' qualify for sec-

ond place at a snappy $6,800 gait.

Rest of the list is heavy with hold-
overs which will give way for
Thanksgiving releases as that holiday
comes 'round.

Estimates' for This Week
Blue Mouse—(Hamrick-Evergreen)

(850j 32-37-42) 'Suez' (20th), solo, hot
from Paramount theatre for its third
week. Indications are for an oke
$2,400. Last week, 'Brother Rat'
(WB) and 'Personal Secretary* (U)
(2d wk.), rated an .okay $2,100 for
six days.
Coliseum (Hamrick - Evergreen)

(1,900; 21-32)—'Hold That Co-Ed'
(20th) and 'Sing You Shiners' (Par)
dual. Paced at $3,000, good enough.
Last week. 'Has Nancy' (M-G) and
'Keep Smiling' (20th) teamed for

$2,200, okay for the five-day run.
Colonial (Sterling) (800; 10-21)—

'Pride of West' (Par) and 'Strange
Boarders' (G-B) dual, split with
'Great White Traijl* (GN) and 'Mys-
tery Horse' (C<:>1) dual. Looks like

a fair $1,700. Last week,. 'Blonde
Cheat' (RKO) ana"Tfuh Law* (RKO)
split with 'King Sierras' (GN) and 'G
Men Step In' (Col) both duals, also
fair at $1,900,

Fifth Avenue (Hamrick-Ever-
green) (2,349; 32-37-42) — 'Stable-
mates' (M-G) and 'Touchdown,
Army' (Par) (2d wk). Paced at

$4,700, pretty mild. Last week, same
films, big $9,200.
Liberty (J-vH) (1,800; 21-32-42)—

'Drums* (UA). Going it alone tow-
ard a great $8,500. Last week, 'Can't
Take It' (Col) (7tli wk). Nice at
$3,800.
Musio Box (Hamrick-Evergreen)

(850; 32-37-42 )-:-'Gpeat Waltz' (M-G)
(2d wk). Third week in sight for
this one—originally moved over here
from Fifth—after a good:$2,500 draw.
Last week, same film, $3,200, big.
Orpheum (H am r i c k-Evergreen)

(2,600; 32-37-42) -r- 'Citadel' (M-G)
and 'Listen, Darling' (M-G) (2d wk).
Heading for a flir $4,000. Last week,
same films, $6,600, big,
Palomar (Sterling) (1;350; 16-27-37-

42)—'Prairie Moon* (Rep) and 'Mr.
Wong' (Mono) plus vaude. Looks
healthy with H500. Last week,
•Fugitives Night* (RKO) and 'Sha-
dows Shanghai' <GN) with vaude
good $5,000, but more expected.
Paramount (Hamrick-Evergreen)

(3,039; 32-37-42 )-.'Submarine Patrol*
(20th) and 'Swing That Cheer* (U).
Nicet campaign for this one. Has
built to a nifty $6,806 pace. Last
week, 'Suez' (20th) (2d wk) soloed
to $3,800, good for the five-day
stdnz3
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 21-32)—

'Carefree* (RKO) and 'Gangs of New
York' (Rep). This pair is also in the
cheerful class with $2,200. Last week,
'Crowd Roars' (M-G) and ITexans'
(Par) $2,400. big.

PlnDy on Upbeat; If King' Swell

19G/Hour'miQldareOke

HalKemp Svnngs 'Law' to Big $20j

h Mpls.; Kildare 4G, Cohnan $9,

Minneapolis, Nov. 22.
The city was depopulated on an-

other week-end by an exodus of 6,000
potential theatre customers to the
Minnesota-Wisconsin football game
at Madison. "Nevertheless, the Or-
pheum' is headed for a highly imr
pressive gross, thanks to Hal Kemp
and a swell stage show, and the
State, with 'If I Were King,' prom-
ises to wind up in the respectable
money. 'Certain Age,* remaining over
a fourth week at the World, con-
tinues profitably.
Kemp and the stage show at the

Orpheum has considerable screen
help in 'I Am the Law.' Other new-
comers, 'Dr. Kildare' and 'Secrets of
an Actress,' at the Century and Go-
pher, resoectively, are merely also-
rans, but the Time's 'triple thrill
show/ with Elaine Barrymore's 'How
to Undress,' played up sensationally,
is coaxing many a quarter.

Estimates for Tliis Week
. Aster (Par-Singer) (900; 15-25)—
'Always in Trouble' (20th) and 'Ille-

gal Traffic' (Par), dual first runs.
Should turn in moderate $1,200 in
six days. Last week 'Sons of Legion'
(Par) arfd 'Swing That Cheer' (U),
dual first runs, fairly good $1,400 for
six days.
Century (Par-Singer) (1,600; 25-35-

40)—'Kildare' (M-G). Featured cast
names, Lew Ayres and Lionel Bar-
rymore, gaining in b.o. strength here,
and picture well regarded but dis-
appointing at $4,000. Last we^k,
'Four's a Crowd,' tame $4,500.
Gopher (Par-Singer) (998; 25)—

'Secrets of Actress' (FN). Kay
Francis no magnet, and mixed opin-

ions regarding picture; stretching to-
ward moderate $2,000. Runs only six
days. Last week, 'Youth Takes Fling'
(U), $2,200 in six days, mild.
Orpheum (Par-Singer) (2,800; 35-

40-553—'I Am Law' (Col> and Hal
Kemp orchestra and other acts.
Kemp's orchestra and entire stage
show exciting raves and picture far
from handicap. Critics' plaudits and
word-^of-mouth boosting bound to get
results." Thanksgiving holiday also
figures In gross. Climbing toward
very big $20,000. Last week, 'Stable-
mates' (M-G), $7,200, good.

Slate (Par-Singer) (2,300; 25-35-40)
—'If King' (Par).. Cohnan bringing
in customers, with extra heavy ad-
vertising campaign; good $9,000 in
prospect. Last week, 'Suez* (20th),
$7,500, good.
Time (Berger) (290; 25)—'Strange

Adventures' (Indie). Sensationally
advertised and billed as 'triple thrill
show,' with Elaine Barrymore's 'How
to Undress' and 'March of Crime-'
played up over ieatures. Most strik-
ing theatre front in loop attracting
plenty of attention, and show is get-
ting heavy male play. Very big $2,-
500 in prospect. Last week, 'Hurri-
cane' (Par) (reissue), $600, mild.
Uptown (Par) (1,200; 25-35)—'Boya

Town' (M-G). First neighborhood
showing for this one, and it's going to
town in a big way; climbing toward
very fine $3,500. Last week 'Nancy'
<MG) oke $2,500.
World (Steffes) (350; 25-35-40-55)

—'Certain Age' (U) (4th. week). StUl
clicking profitably and may top
$1,500 on final six days. Last week,
$1,800. good.

Key City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week... $1,528,500

(Ba$ed on 26 cities, 176 thco-
tres, chiefly flrst runs,includino
N: Y.)

Total GroH Same Week
Last Year $1,624,300 .

(Based on 23 cities, 169 theatres)

Crawford-%ndie

Pace L'ville, 71/2G;

B. 0. Pdse Strong

Louisville, Nov. 22.

General pace currently is satisfac-

tory, with clear, cool weather in

favor of downtown film houses. Looks
like a fair-to-average week, with no
particular standouts, but no awfully

bad spots, either. Fact is, all down-
town houses garner most ' of their

play over the week-end, and.it takes

a strong pic to maintain -a driving
pace during -the full seven-day stanza.

AH first-iuns have had Thursday
openings to line up for Thanksgiving
day' product.

Estimates for This Week
Brown (Loew's-Fourth Ave.) (1,-

000; 15-30-40)-'Citadel' (M-G) and
'Girl's School* (Col). Duo returned
here after fair week at Loew's State.
Some vitality remains, mostly from
class patrons. Sizing up like $1,200,
fair. Last week 'Arkansas Traveler'
(Par) and 'Touchdown. Army' (Par),
responded with okay $2,000.
Kentucky (Switow) (900; 15-25)—

'Carefree' (RKO) and 'Four's a
Crowd' (WB). Showing steady, even
gains each week, and currently point-
ing to okay $1,700. Last week 'Sin-
ners' (Par) and 'Gladiator' (Col) well
on okay side, at $1,600.
Loew's State (Loew's) (3,100; 15-

30-40)—'Shining Hour' (M-G) and
•Blondie' (Col). Secondary ' pic,
'Blondie,* copping bulk of word of
mouth, with Joan. Crawford opus
taking second position. Pretty potent
combo, and indications are for strong
$7,500 or over. Last week 'My Heart'
(UA) and 'Crime Holiday* (Col),
rounded out okay $6,000.
Mary Anderson (Libson) (1.000; 15-

30-40) — 'Brother Rat' (WB) (3d
week). Run again extended, and at
this small capacity house can still

show a profit. Windup should be
around $2,500, a good showing fol-
lowing last week's highly satisfactory
$3,400.
Ohio (Settos) (900; 15)—'Blue-

beard's Eighth Wife' (Par) and 'Sec-
ond Honeyinoon' (20th), split with
'Jungle Love' (Par) and 'Slight Case
of Murder' (WB), showing a pick-up
over previous .week's takings with a
$1,600 pace, fine. Last week '45

Fathers' (20th) and 'Invisible Men-
ace' (WB) split with 'Loved Fire-
man* (WB) and 'Bat Whispers' (UA),
oke $1,300.
Rialto (Fourth Ave.) (3,000; 15-30-

40)—'Just Around Corner* (20th) and
'Swing Cheer' (U), plus first local
showing of Federally produced pic,
'The River,' making a quantity show
that stacks up fairly strong. Shirley
Temple opus not quite as potent as
previous efforts, and soine indications
of lessening draughts on the moppet's
pics. However, kid's still potent b.o.,

and current weelcs looks set at
healthy $6,500. Last week 'Miss Man-
ton' (RKO) and 'Man Remember'
(RKO),lud benefit of Armistice Day,
but windup on six days was light
$5,400.
Sfxand (Fourth Ave.) (1,400; 15-

30-40)—'Annabel Takes Tour' (RKO)
and 'Tarnished Angel' (RKO). Start-
ed only moderately, and pace rather
slow. Mild $2,600 in sight, but may
top that figure slightly. Last week
'Men with Wings' (Par) and 'King
Alcatraz' (Par), moved over from]
Rialto, and manager to garner okay
$3,300.

•

Philadelphia, Nov. 22;

PhiUy continues to pick 'em out,

couple spots doing large quantities of
the bl2 In town, while others with
less fortunate jpix are suffering a
load of grief. Aggregate, neverthe*
less, with but one h.o. here, is slight-

ly higher than past couple weeksL
Weekend, all in all, was fair. Drizzly

weather and no football games on
Saturday hurt somewhat, but were
more than accounted for by Sunday
takes. Ck>ming few days ar being
looked on a:s Id bonanza ,by exhibs,
with a holiday plus the Pehn-Cornell
game TSiursday, and the Army-Navy
tilt on Saturday.
Leading everything but the vaud-

film Earle by far Is. 'If I Were King*
at the Boyd. It's surprising with its

strength at $19,000, and unless there's
an unlooked-for fade-off it will have
at least i^wo good weeks. Also show-
ing fair amount of what it takes is
'Shining Hour,' at the Stanley. Not
terrific, but well on the correct side
with more^n $16;500> Not set, how-
ever, for another lap.

'Dr. Kildare,' which got good no-
tices and no doubt would have
clicked nicely in the Fox, was forced
by Warner commitments with dis-
tribs into the action-loving Stanton.
Fair at better ^an $5,000.

. Estimates for This Week
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 42-57-68-75)—

•Young Heart' (UA) (2d wk). Town's
only h.o. and certainly not worthy .of

the distinction. Slipped from good
$13,400 in opening stanza to weakish
$8,500 this sesh. 'Cowboy and Lady*
(UA) in Thursday.
Boyd (WB) (2,350; 37-57-68-75)—

'If Kiftg* (Par). Atop the throne in
Philly with nifty $19,000. Certain of
at least one more turn. Last week,
'Great Waltz* (MrG) got two extra
days to get the house back on sched-
ule, and did so-so with $17,300 for the.
nine days.
Earle (WB) (2,758; 25-37-42-57-68)—^"Service de Luxe' (U) and Rogfer

Pryor orch, Dick Foran on stage.
Medium take at $20,000 for a medium
nut, so satisfactory. Likewise for
last week With 'Gladiator' (Col) on
the screen and Jimmy Dorsey orch
and the Andrews Sisters on the

Fox' (WB) (2,423; 37-57-68-75)—
'Around Corner' (20th). Bad $11,500
indicated. Last week, 'Brother Rat*
(WB) (2d wk) nice $12,600. 'Angels
with Dirty Faces' (WB) in Thursday.

, Karlton (WB) (1,066; 37-42-57-68)
—'Men Wings' (Par) (2d run). Just
about paying Its way with scant $4,-
000 after a week and five days at the
Stanley. Last week, 'Citadel' (M-G)
(2d run) oke at $4,800 following two
laps at the Boyd.

Keith's (WB) (1,870; 37-42-57-68)—
'Brother Rat' (WB) (2d run). Nice
with better than $5,000 after double
turn at the Fox. Last week, 'Suez*
(20th) (2d run) poor $4,000. Had had
nine-day run previously at the Stan-
ley.

Stanley (WB) (2,916; 37-57-68-75)—
'Shining Hour* (M-G). Shining all
right, with $16,500 for the week, very
nice. Set for no h.o., however. Last
week 'Men Wings' (Par) for five days
of second week, after which it was
pulled, strictly tepid at $8,200.

Stanton (WB) (1,457; 26-42-57)—
'Dr. Kildare* (M-G). Unusual film
for this two-gun barn, and, if the crix
are right, not doing up to exoecta-
tions at slightly better than $5,000.
Oke, however, for this house. Last
week, 'Girls* School' (Col) n.s.g. $4,-

800. 'Illegal Traffic' (Par) in Satur-
day.

Vaude's a Wafiflower m
Mont'I; 'King' Royal $G

Montreal, Nov. 22.
Going is good here currently, with

If I Were King' in top brackets at
$8,000 and 'Boys Town' h.o. in second
niche. Vaude pickings, however, are
mighty, slim. Gus Van couldn't jack
up the take beyond average at
Loew's, and Milt Britton band won't
do much, better.

Estimates tor This Week
His Majesty's (CT) (1,600; 50-$2.50,

plus tax). 'Spring Meeting,' legit.
Worth American premiere. Advance

sales reported average. Opened Mon-
day (21).
Palace (CT) (2,700; 25-45-55)—'If I

Were King' (Par). Good $8,000 in

project. Last and third week of
•Can't Take It' fine at $5,000.
Capitol (CT) (2,700; 25-45-55)—

'Boys Town* (M-G) (2d wk). Looks
like good $5,500 after very nice $8,000
last week.
Loew's (CT) (2,800; 25-34-40) —

'Listen Darling' (M-G) and vaude
topbilling Milt Britton's band. They
just aren't coming enough with a
n.s,g. $5,500 as outlook. Last week
Gus Van and 'Rib Grande' (WB)
rated only poor $5,000.

Princess «^) (2,300; 25-34-50)—
'Dracula' (U) and 'Frankenstein' (U).

Warmed-up horrors don't seem to get

much here at a middling $3,500, Last
week 'Giants' (WB) and 'Accidents
Happen' (WB) poor $3,200.
Orpheum (Ind) (1.100; 25-40-50)—

•Young Heart' (UA) and 'Touchdown
Army*^ (Par) (2d wk.). Excellent
$4,500 in sight after very good $5,000
last week.
Cinema, de Paris (France-Film)

(600: 25-50)—'La Tragedie Imperiale'
so-so $1,800. Last week repeat of

'Adrienne Lecouvreur' tapered off to

poor $1,200.
St. Denis (France-Film) (2,300; 20-

24)—'Trois Artilleurs en Vadrouille'
and 'Port Arthur.' Not much above
$4,000, fair. Last week, 'Les Nuits
Blanches de Petersbourg' and 'Une
de laCavalerle* middling $3,500.
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Tougk Guys -Berk Sock

Valtzim W-Bob Crosby

% Oriental 17& Chi Very OK

Chicago, Nov, 22.

Two houses join the big parade in

tho loop currently, while a third
drops out of the running. Jones,
liinick 8e Schaefer have reopened the
Oriental, dark since June, with -its

lormer State-Lake vaudfllm policy
pt 40c. top. The State-Lake, now un-

' der Balaban 8c Katz management, is

dark for rempdeling and redecora-
tion, to be reopened Christmas Day
with vaudfllm.
Essaness, which has had the Woods

lor the past two months, now i^oves
up into big-time opposition in the
Joop with topnotch flickers. Starts
currently with 'Mars Attacks the
World' (U) coupled with 'Storm
Over Bengal' (Rep).
Other houses are striving with the

|)est' efforts and all are doing good,
solid trade. Palace comes through
Elth Milton Berle on the stage which

pretty much of a guarantee of
profits for any house in this town
Where Berle is a stand-out favorite.
United Artists has 'Great Waltz,*

which cames in with plenty of
'Hollywood' getaway stuff.

Bob
.
Crosby orchestra is adding

considerably to the gross of the Chi-
cago currently in conjunction with
'Men with Wings,' Additional ac-
tion is at the Roosevelt where 'Sub-
marine patrol' is garnering an okay
gross.

Estimates for This Week
Apollo (B&K) (1,200; 35-55-65-75)

•^'Suez' (20th). Moved here after
two good weeks in the Chicago and
will continue here to neat $5,000 cur-
rently. Lact week, 'Sisters* (WB)
Managed okay $5,300.
Chicaeo (B&K) (4,000 J

35-55-75)—
•Men Wings' (Par) and Bob Crosby
orchestra on stage. Heading into
strong coin, at $34,000. Last week,
-'Suez' (20th) finished a good fort-
night to neat $30,000.

Garrick (B&K) (900; 35-^15-55)—
•Listen Darling' (M-G) and 'Mysteri-
ous Moto' (20th). Satisfactory ses-
sion in order at $5,000. Last week,
•Dark Rapture' (U) and "Time Out'
(20th) strong $6,500 for gbona-goona
item.

Oriental (Jones) (3,200; 25-30-40)
•-^'STacation from Love' (M-G) and
Vaude. Freddie Bartholomew head-
linihg oki stage for initial session of
this house under Jones, Liriick &
Schaefer operation. Heading to fine
profits for inaugural at $17,000.

Palace (RKO) (2,500; 35-55-65-75)
r-'Little Tough Guys' (U) and vaude.
Milton Berle toppiijg the show and
accounting for bulk of the fine take
.currently which will raise the wicket
to hangup $26,000. Last week, 'Ser-
vice de Luxe' (U) managed solid
$22,100.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 35-55-65-

75)—'Submarine Patrol' (20th).
Strong action flicker that is garner-
ing satisfactory $11,000 for initial gal-
lop. Holds over. Last -week,
•Brother Rat' (WB) wound up a dis-
appointing two-weeker to mild
$7 800

'tJnlted Artists (B&K-UA) (1,700;
35-55-65-75)—'Great Waltz' (M-G).
bpened Friday night (18) and looks
for $18,000, solid take for getaway.
Last week, 'Citadel' (M-G) finished
a two-week stay to so-so $9,500.

Woods (Essaness) (1,200; 25-35-40-

50)-r.'Mars' (U) and 'Bengal' (Rep).
On strength of radio publicity break
the 'Mars* flicker booming the gross
to $7,000.

*Wings,' 'Certain Age,'

'Drums' Top B'klyn
Brooklyn, Nov. 22.

ITiree flrst-rate attractions bring-
ing Brooklynites from every comer
of the borough into the downtown
area to view 'Men with Wings* at
Fabian Paramount; "That .Certain
Age,' at RKO Albee, and 'Drums/ at
Loew's Metropolitan. Als» sati^ac-
tory is vaude and picture setup at
Strand this stanza.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (3,274; 25-35-50)—'Certain

,

Age* (U) and 'Man Remember'
(RKO). Fine attendance will give
hodse corking $18,000. Last week,
'Suez' (20th) and 'Mr. Doodle' (RKO)
(2d-flnal week) produced neat
$14,000. .

^ Fox (4,089; 25-50)—'Girls School'
(Col) and 'Torchy Man' (WB).
Slightly down at $13,000. Last week.
Sisters' (WB) and 'Big Top* (Mono)
(2d-flnal week) good $15,000.
Met (3,618; 25-50)—'Storm' (U)

and 'Drums' (UA). Good notices will
boost biz to happy $17,000. Last week,
•Dr. Kildare' (M-G) and 'My Heart'
(UA) fine $20,000.
^Paramount (4,126; 25-35-50)—'Men
y^ihgs' (Par) and 'Night Hawk'
(Rep). Good $21,000. Last week, 'If
Kmg' (Par) and 'Wanted Police'
(Mono) (2d-flnal week). Turned in
nice $18,000.
Strand (2,870; 25-50)—'Swing

Cheer' (U) and vaude featuring
Lucky Millinder's orch. Okay $13,-
000; Last week. 'Road Reno' (U)
and vaude, fine $12,500.

IHANTON'-'KeARE' OK

9G IN SO-SO DENVER

Denver, Nov. 22,

Grosses on the pre-holiday session
size up as so-so. Nothing is able to
climb into the really big class, but
on the other hand there's also noth-
ing to cry about.
Orpheum is grabbing offtop coin

with 'Mad Miss Minton' and 'Yoimg
Dr. Kildare,' dualled.

Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 25-40)—'Sis-

ters' (WB). After a week at the
Denver .this one moved here to nice
$34800 results. Film will shift to
Rialto next. Last w6ek 'Suez' (20th),
after a week at the. Denver, did a
nice $4,000, and went to the Rialto.
Broadway (Fox) (1,100; 25-40)—

•Citadel' (M-G) and 'Listen Darling'
(M-G). Both after a week at the
Orpheum. Holding a fair $2,000 clip
here. Last week 'Stablemates' (M-G)
and 'Mr. Doodle' (RKO) got by at
$2,000. The pair had already played
to fine business at the'Orpheum for
19 days.
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 25-35-

40)—'Men Wings' (Par) (2d wk).
Good enough to draw down an okay
$5,000 on the hold-over stanza. Last
week same film did a big $11,500.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 25-35-50)—

'Young Heart' (UA). Paced at a fair
$8,500. Last week 'Sisters' (WB)
was good enough at $8,000 to be
moved to the Aladdin.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 25-35-40)

—'Miss Minton' (RKO) and 'Dr. KU-
dare' (M-G). Teamed for a nice
enough $9,000, and will move -to the
Broadway from here. Last week
'Citadel' (M-G) and 'Listen Darling'
(M-G) were strong at $10,000, and
were held over another day, doing
an additional $1,000.
Paramount ' (Fox) (2,200; 25-40)—

'Road to Reno' (U) and 'Youth Takes
Fling' (U). Clocked at $4,000, good.
Last week 'Garden of Moon' (FN)
and 'Mr. Moto' (20th) were satisfac-
tory at $4,000,
Bialto (Fox) (878; 25-40)—'Suez*

(20th), after a week at each the
Denver and Aladdin, and 'Last Ex-
press' (U), Holding a good $2,000
gait. Last week 'Can't Take It'

(Col), after a week at each the Den-
vet, Aladdin and Broadway, and
'Torchy Man' (WB) $2,000, oke.

•SISTERS' 171/^

IHATES' E 0.

TOP HUB

First Rims on Broadway
(Subject "to Change)

Week of Nov. 24

Capitol — "The Great Waltz'
(MG),
(Reviewed in VMaa-c, Nov. 2)

Criterion — 'Listen Darling*
(MG),
{Reviewed in VArarrY, Oct. 19)

Globe—'Crime Takes a Holi-
day' (Col) (26),

Music Hall—'Cowboy and the
Lady' (UA).
(Reviewed in Vapjetv, Nov. 9)

Farsmovnt— •Arkansas Trav-
eller' (Par) (2d wk).
Bialto—'Exposed' (U) (21).
(Reviewed in Current Issue)

Bivoli—'Little Tough Guys in

Society' (U) (2d wk).
Boxy — 'Submarine Patrol'

(20th) (2d wk).
Strand — 'Angels with Dirty

Faces' (WB).
(Reviewed in Vabibty, Oct. 26)

Week of Dec. 1

Astor—'Pygmalion* (MG).
(Reviewed in Vaiiiety, Sept. 7)

Capitol — 'The Great Waltz*
(MG) (2d wk).
Criterion — 'Arrest Bulldog

Drummond' (Par).
(Reviewed in Current Issue)

Music Hall—'Cowboy and the
Lady' (UA) (2d wk).
Paramount—'Say It in French'

(Par) (30).

Bialto—'Law West of Tomb-
stone' (RKO) (28). ^

Boxy—'Just Around the Cor-
ner' (20th).
(Reviewed in Vabiety, Nov. 2)

Strand — 'Angels with Dirty
Faces' (WB) (2d wk).

Boston, Nov. 22.

Quieting down with medium prod-
uct after a good holiday stanza last

week, film stands are marki: ? time
until Thanksgiving, when more im-
portant product comes In. 'Stable-
mates,' dualled at the Loew houses,
is making a good showing on hold-
over stanza. 'Sisters,' also dualled,
leads the first runs at the Met.

Estimates for This Week
Fenway (M&P) (1,332; 25-35-40-

55)—'Hard to Get' (WB) and 'Illegal

Traffic' (Par). Getting medium b.o.

attention at $7,500. Last week
'Brother Rat' (WB) and 'Five of
Kind' (20th) (2d wk.) very pretty
$8,000.
Keith Memorial (RKO) (2,907; 25-

35-40-55)—'In Society' (U) and
'Annabel on Tour' (RKO). Moping
along into dull $10,500. Last week
'Miss Manton' (RKO) and 'Man Re-
member* (RKO), very strong $18,-

300.
Metropolitan (M&P) (4,367; 25-35-

40-55)—'Sisters' (WB) and 'Gang-
ster's Boy' (Mono). Fairly promis-
ing $17,500 pace. Last week 'Suez'

(20th) and 'Torchy Man'UWB), dis-

appointing, but aided by holiday to

$18,000.
Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 25-35-40-

55)—'Stablemates' (M-G) and 'Listen
Darling' (M-G) (2d wk.). Very
good $15,000 indicated. First week
terrific $20,000.
Paramount (M&P) (1,797; 25-35-

40-55)—'Hard to Get' (WB) and
'Illegal Traffic' (Par), Medium $9,000.

Last week 'Brother Rat' (WB) and
Five of Kind' (20th) (2d wk.) $10,000,
excellent.
^ ScoUay (M&P), (2,538; 25-35-40-50)
—'Brother Raf (WB) and 'Five of
Kind' (20th) (2d run). Still good
for $6,500 or better. Last week 'Men
Wings' (Par) (2d run) and 'Higgins
Family' (Rep) (1st run) combined
for okay $7,000. ^

State (Loew) (3,600; 25-35-40-55)—'Stablemates' (M-G) and 'Listen
Darling' (M-G) (2d wk.). Very good
$11,000. Opening week big $16,000,

'Cowboy' Gallops Offm $7,500 in Port.

Portland, Ore., Nov. 22.

'Cowboy and the Lady' heads this
week's openers as a big b.o. winner
at the Broadway. Two other pix in
'the mazuma are 'Mad Miss Manton,'
at the Orpheum, and 'Shining Hour,'
at Parker's UA. 'Suez' rated a 'sec-
ond week at the Paramount and 'You
Can't Take It with You' goes merrily
on at the Masrfair.

Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (2,000; 30-35-

40)—'Cowboy and Lady' (UA), Good
advance bally and answering for big
$7,500, Last week 'Great Waltz' (M-
G) and 'Youth Fling' (U) garnered
an oke $5,500,
Mayfair (Parker-Evergreen) (1,500;

30-35-40)—'Can't Take If (Col) (6th
wk.) Still whining at $3,000. Fifth
week tallied $3,300. First four weeks
piled up big $19,000,
Orpheum (Hamrick-Evergreen) (1,-

800; 30-35-40)—'Mad Miss Manton*
(RKO) and 'Breaking Ice* (RKO).
Went across nicely for successful $5,-
000, Last week 'Men Wings' (Par)
closed a fair second week at $4,200,
Paramount (Hamrick - Evergreen

)

(3.000; 30-35-40)—'Suez' (20th) and
'Mr. Doodle* (RKO) (2d wk). Hit an
average pace at $4,000, First week
opened strong and ended with good
$6,500.
Bivoli (Indie) (1,100; 20-25)—

'Texans* (Par) and 'Professor Be-
ware' (Par). Oldies got an average
play for $1,600. Last week 'King
Kong' (U) and 'Bring 'Em Back
Alive' (RKO-Pathe) closed above par
with $1,900.
United Artists (Parker) (1,000; 30-

35-40)—'Shining Hour' (M-G) and
'Storm' (U). Responded to bally for
good $5,500, and may hold. Last
week 'Citadel' (M-G) and 'Listen
Darling' (M-G) brought a fair $4,300.

B way Total Dq)s, but 'Sub Patrol'

Good$48M 'Ark. Traveler -Larry

Clinton 38G,1 Years 50G,H.O.s OK

Holdovers, two of them on third

weeks, coupled with lack of strength

in new product, is holding down
Broadway's total gross this weelc
The alibis include a rainy Satiurday

and possible patronage indifference

in advance of Thanksgiving, for

which budgets must be watched with
a lot of folks.

Best on the street but under hopes
are 'Submarine Patrol' at the Roxy
and 'Arkansas Traveler,' with the
Larry Clinton band, at the Para-
mount. Both shows are in for two
weeks. 'Sub Patrol' will be about
$48,000 at the Roxy with the aid of
tomorrow's Thanksgiving holiday
prices, while the Par last night

(Tues.) ended its first week with
'Traveler' and Clinton at $38,000. Par
gets the benefit of Thanksgiving on
the second week, following which
the house brings in 'Say It in French'
and Count Basie for one week only.

'Sixty Glorious Years,' British-
made, failed to catch on and will b»
only $50,000 or thereabouts, very dis-
appointing, at the Music HaU. House
opens 'Cowboy and Lady' tomorrow
(Thurs.), with reported big advance
sale.

Third weeks for 'Citadel' (Capitol)
and 'Brother Rat' and Al Donahue
(Strand) are neck and neck. Both
have a fair chance to ease up to
$20,000, okay. Cap brings in *Greai
Waltz' tomorrow (Thurs.) for the
holiday, while the Strand ushers in
'Angels with Dirty Faces* and Ted
Lewis Friday (25),

'Little Tough Guys in Society' not

'RAT 51/26 IN OKLA.

Warm Weather Heats Grosses—
'Young: Heart' $5,500, 'Algiers' A)^G

Oklahoma City, Nov, 22.

Exceptionally warm weather for
this time of year and nice- line up on
film's promises good week ahead.
'Brother Rat' at Midwest and 'Yoimg
In Heart' at Criterion top numbers
at $5,500 each. Arkansas Traveler' to
Tower for second week. 'Algiers' to
hit $4,500 at State.

< Estimates for This Week
Criterion (Stan) (1,500; 25-35-40)—

'Young Heart' (UA). Okay $5,500,
Last week 'Great Waltz' (M-G)
dropped to average $5,200,
Liberty (Stan) (1,200; 20-25)—

'King Alcatraz' (Par) and 'Touch-
down Army' (Par), split with 'Road
Demon' (U,) and 'Tarnished Angel'
(RKO). Hitting nice $2,800. Last
week 'Renegade Ranger' (RKO) and
'Vacation from Love' (M-G), split
with 'Sons of Legion' (Far) and
'Torchy Man' (WB), average $2,500.
Midwest (Stan) (1,500; 25-35-40)^

'Brother Rat' (WB), Plenty good
$5,500. Last week 'Arkansas Traveler*
(Par), good $5,200.
State (Noble) (1,100; 20-25-40)—

'Algiers' (UA). Looking pert at $4,-
500. Last week 'Can't Take If (4th
wk) did okay $3,000.
Tower (Stan) (1,000: 25-35)—

'Arkansas Traveler' (Par). Brought
over here from Midwest, Doing $2,-
500, Average. Last week 'Men Wings'
(holdover from Criterion), nice
$2,800.

'Hour Shinny $U500 in Qeve.,

'Sub' OK; Gypsy Lee-'Scboof NSG

Cleveland, Nov. 22.

Revival of vaude in form of per-

sonal appearances isn't giving RKO's
deluxe Palace here the hypo they

expected it would. Although touted
like a circus, Gypsy Rose Lee and
'Girls School' having trouble pulling
in local crowds that are still skepti-
cal of p.a. bills. Friday opening un-
usually blah for her, due to sunny
weather and a terrific .pre-holiday
slump that walloped all houses. Poor
start will probably hold the b.o.

down to $12,000. Last week Gene
Autry collected disi ppointing $12,'000.

'Shining Hour' is getting off to $13,-

500 at State. Hipp's 'Submarine
Patrol' doing enough action to keep
it from dropping below average
standards.

Estimates for This Week
Allen (RKO) (3,500; 30-35-42-55)—

'Brother Rat' (WB). Steady biz as
result of h.o. pix's strong first stanza
at Hipp, hittmg $5,000. Last week,
'Man Remember' (RKO) began dying
and was yanked out after five days
collected only $2,000.

Hipp (Warners) (3,700; 30-35-42-
55)—'Submarine Patrol' (20th). Liked
,by thrill-fans and; despite weak
marquee names, will wind up with
$10,000, okay for six days. Last week,
'Brother Rat' (WBJ got some good
breaks worth $13,500, very nice.
Palace (RKO) (3,200; 30-35-42-55-

65) — 'Girls School' (RKO) with
Gypsy Rose Lee's unit on stage.
Matinees way off, doubtful that it

will go over $12,000 at best. Last
week Gene Autry in p.a, and 'Miss
Manton' (RKO) were far, from ter-
rific, $12,000 being four notches be-
low expected figure.

State (Loew's) (3,450; 30-35-42-55)
—'Shining Hour' (M-G). Better than
Crawford's usual, edging up to $13,-
500. Last week 'Great Waltz' (M-G),
backed by great campaign and sweet
notices, nabbed only $14,000, so-so,
considering its standing.
StiUman (Loew's) (1,972; 30-35-42-

55)—'Great Waltz* (M-G). Move-
over is building here, as it should,
to $6,000, satisfactory. Last "*week,
'Citadel' (M-G) was just a crix' pix,
$5,000 hurting.

doing anything for the Rivoli which
will be lucky to get $7,000 with this
one. House may close down if prod-
uct doesn't improve. Another that's
getting nowhere is 'Illegal Traffic'
at the Criterion. It will have to
stretch to reach $6,500. 'Exposed'
opened Monday (21) at the Rialto,
replacing 'Tarnished Angel,* which
on the week aroused little interest,
only $6,000,

'Mr, Wong, Detective,* Globe's new
one, looks about $8,000, good. House
dipped sharply last week on hold"-
over of 'Gangster's Boy' to $6k200
after having nabbed a good -first

seven days' business of $7,500'.

State with 'Stablemates' on second
run and Ella Logan, Joe Rines band
and others in- person, is under aver-
age but may push to $20,000, getting
by. The dual-billing Palace, getting
ho breaks with 'Sisters' (2d run) and
'Torchy Gets Her Man' (1st run-),

closes bdth tonight (Wed.) after six
days at only $6,000, and tomorrow
(Thurs.) ]t)rings in a new show, 'Cer-
tain Age'' and 'Man to Remember.'
'Marie Antoinette,' which last week

(14th) got only $4,800 at the Astor,
closes Sunday night (27). 'Pygmalion'
opens Dec, 1 on a pop-priced 75c. top
policy.

Estimates for This Week'
Astor (1,012; 55-$1.10-$1.65-$2.20)—

'Antoinette' (M-G) (15th-final week).
Last week (14th). $4,800, low. Closes
Sunday night (27), with 'Pygmalion'
(M-G) to open Dec. 1 at a 75c. top
scale, grind policy.

Capitol (4,520; 25-35-55-85-$1.25)—
'Citadel' (M-G) (3d-final week). May
get up to $20,000 on final semester,
okay. Last week (2d) around $32,-
OOOy good, after first seven days of
$45,000 for handsome profit on 21-
day run.

Criterion (1,662; 25-40-55)—'Illegal
Traffic' (Par). Lacks the where-
withal for better than $6,500 tops,
mild. Last week, 'Vacation from
Love' (M-G), $5,500, poor^

Globe (1,274; 25-40-55)—'Mr. Wong'
(Mono), Indications point to good
$8,000, Last Vreek, second for
'Gangster's Boy' (Mono), the gross
fell to $5.200.after a weak first week's
take of. $7,500.

.

Palace! (1,700; 25-35-55)—'Sisters*
(WB) (2d run) and 'Torchy Gets
Man' (WB) (1st run), dualed. Pulls
freight tonight (Wed.) after only six
days at $6,000, very disappointing:
'Certain Age' (U) and 'Man of To.
morrow.' (RKO), both 2d run,
doubled, opens tomorrow morning
(Thurs.). Last week's brace, .'Suez*
(20th) (2d rUn) and 'Swing Cheer*
(U) (1st run), $9,500, good.
Paramount (3,664; 25-35-55-85-99)—'Arkansas Traveler' (Par) and

Larry Clinton orchestra plus Elea-
nore Whitney. Starts second week
today (Wed.) after first seven days
of $38,000, hurt by weekend weather
but okay. Last week, third, for 'Men
with Wings' (Par) and Mark War-
now, Raymond Scott, and others,
$25,000, satisfactory.
Badio City Music Hall . (5,960; 40-

60-84-99-$1.65)—'60 Glo'rious Years*
(RKO) and stage show. EngUsb-
made sequel to 'Victoria the Greaif
(RKO) exhibiting no draught here
and lucky if topping weak $50,000.
Last week, 'Young in Heart* (UA)
oh the holdover got $75,000, agree-
able. Advance sale on 'Cowboy and
Lady* (UA) opening tomorrow
(Thanksgiving) big..
BUIto (750; 25-40-55)—'Exposed*

(U). Opened Monday (21) and may
get $7,000. In ahead, 'Tarnished An-
gel' (RKO) proved only lukewarm at
the b.o., $6,000.

Bivoli (2,092; 25-40t55)—'Tough
Guys' (U), Lucky if over $7,000.
Poorness of product, with house tak-
ing it on the chin for long time now,
may force an early closing although
Riv signed a first run deal with U
for 24 of its '38-39 films. Last week,
•Hard to G6t' (WB) dipped under
$8,000, bad. • <

Boxy (5,836; 25-40-55-75)—'Sub Pa-
trol' (20th) and stage show. Poor
weekend on street holding this one
down to about $48,000, under hopes
but good, and will hold over. Last
week, second for 'Certain Age* (U),
$42,000, very nice. 20th-Fox has
exerted itself on a campaign for
'Patrol' which may build it on the
holdover.
Strand (2,767; 25-55-75)— 'Rat*

(WB) and, on stage, Al Donahue
band, Jane Bryan and others (3d-^
final week). Jane Bryan replaced
Hugh Herbert for current (final)
stanza and business okay, mayl}e
$20,000. Second week was^ $30,000,
while first was $41,000 for fine profit
on the 21-day engagement. 'Angels
with Dirty Faces' (WB), heavily
ballyed and Ted Lewis, Eddie Leon*
ard and others, opens Friday (25).

State (3.450; 35-55-'75)—'Stable-
mates' (M-G) (2d run) and on stage
Joe Rines orch, Ella Logan, others.
Business not so brisk as of late but
perhaps $20,000, some profit. Last
week 'Kildare' (M-G) (2d run) (1st
week) and Milton Berle .(2d week),
near to $30,000, excellent.
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Heidt- Manton Sock 32G in BuHish

Pitt; 'Rapture' $5^00, flour Slow

Pittsbureh Nov 22, I
'Smashing Rackets'

^
(BKO), dual.

Fittsburgn, ^o^.
satisfled with fairish $4,700. Last

Improvement ,
noticeable last few I

^Brother Rat' .(WB) and 'Tar-
sessions contmumg brisky this week,

_ighed Angel' (RKO), dual. Ended
with everything up nicely and Indi-

^ j jj-g qoo, swell,
cations pointmg to first-rate faU onmha. (Blanl^) (2,000; 10-25-40)—
season. Town gets another nrst-run j^j , ^p^j.) 'Safety In Num-
de luxe house Hams-Senator, for- ^ , get for $9,000, excellent,
merly the Aiding on Thursday (23),

^ers
(Par) and

,fo first flesh |;^asc^pyg
Confessions' (Par). Had

strong build at end for smash $10,500.

Orpheum (Blank) (3,000; 10-25-40)

—'Valley of Giants' (WB) and 'Five

giving WB Stanley its n^av • i .pomnus
competish in couple of years and I

^amP«s

adding 2,000 more seats to downtown
sector. Probable this will cut in on
others somewhat, but real tip-ofl . Kind' (20th) Aiming at $9,000.
will hardly come for several weeks

3'-„^'"Vast w^^^ Heart'
since recent biz impetus ^hould dangjr. Last w^^^^^

weather the increase for a while. UA^
^IrTgood

Stanley head and shoulders above Paramount (Blank) (3,000; 10-25

pack currently, with :iorace Heidt, 40)_«Men Wings' (Par) and 'Campus
helped by 'Mad Miss Manton, head- Confessions' (Par), dual, moved here
ing for his' best grosser here so far.

j^.^^ Omaha for second week, split
Citadel,' moving to Warner after a ^^^^ Tour's Crowd' (WB) and
big week at the Penn, is displaying «strange Faces' (U), also dual. At
plenty of zip and going strong. Only

$4 000, h.g. Last week 'Imitation of
real disappointment is Shining Ui^fg. (U) and. 'Slave Ship' (20th), re
Hour,' doing poorly, despite abund- Lgg^gg tallied mediocre $4,700.
ance of cast names. 'Dark Rapture

^^o^i^n (Goldberg) (1.250); 10-20-25)
got sweU campaign at Fulton and I

,come On Rangers' (Rep), 'Reform-
cashing in nicely while swell notices

t
, (^ol) and 'Bordertown' (RKO-

fof 'Girls School,' on dual With 'Mys- °^J„^\^ first-run trioler. solit with
terious Mr, Moto,' is giving . Alvin
better than average twin-bill trade.

Estimates for This Week
AlvIn (Harris) (1,850; 25-35-50)—

'Girls School' (Col) and 'Mr. Moto'
(20th). Considering complete ab-
sence, of marquee draw, not bad at

all. 'School' hailed as a . surprise
flicker by all of the critics and get
ting considerable attention witl
'Moto' holding up its end with the
whodunit crowd. Looks like around
$6,000, not exceptional, but better
than usual twinner does here. Last
week, second of 'Suez' (20th) all

right at $6,900 on top of $14,000
opener.

Fulton (Shea-Hyde) (1,750; 25-40)— Dark Rapture' (U). Producers
Armand Denis and Leila Roosevelt
in town for couple of days preced-
ing opening and got plenty of free
space in the newspapers, along with
flock of radid broadcasts. Started
slowly, but accumulation of publiC'

reissue), first-run tripler, split with
' 'Pride of West' (Par), 'County Fair'

(Mon), first runs, and 'Daughters'
(FN), tripler. P.a. of Roy Rogers one
day (21) helped for socko $2,500.

Last week, 'Painted Desert* (RKO),
'10th Avenue Kid' (Rep) and 'Blond
Cheat' (RKO), first-run tripler, split

I

with 'Drums of Destiny' (Cap), first

run, 'Road Demon' (20th), first tun.

siderably under recent grosses, Six-
day week may reach $13»000. < Last
week 'Suez' (20th) took a shtpro drop
toward th^ close, but came close to
satisfactory $14,000.
Century (Shea> (3,000; 25-35)—*Dr.

KUdare' (M-G) and 'Annabel'
(RKO). Business slightly better tfa^n
usual here with indication^ of around
$7,000, good. Last week 'Garden
Moon' (WB) and 'Girls on Probation'
(WB) strong and bettered estimates
at neat $7,200.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 30-50)

—•Great Waltz' (M-G). Six-day i>e-
riod for this one with indications for
fair $8,000. Last week 'Sisters'

(WB) showed substantial results
when gross got up to $9;300.
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 25-40)—'Suez'

(20th> 2d run). Oft here. Five-day
week may see fair $5,000. Last week
'Around Corner' (20th) down plenty
for poor $5,400.
Lafayette (Ind.) (3,300; 25-35)—

'Service de Luxe' (tJ) and 'Freshman
Year* (U). Takings are slipping for
this dual which may see fair $6,000.
Last week 'Girls School' (Col) and
'Under Suspicion' (Col) very nice
business at over $8,()00.

BRIGHT 24G FOR

W-yAUDE
IND.C

Washington, Nov. 22.

'Shining Hour,' caliber marquee
with and 'Lucky Star' (20th), tripler, good I

gi^^ ^YAch is usually spotted in
for $1,600.

ISLoew's ace straight pic house,

proving what can be done with Capi-

tol, same chain's big vaucje spot, and

is leading town toward one of biggest

grosses in months. Earle, other vaude

spot, also is capitalizing on holiday

atmosphere with nice . pickings via

The iSisters.'

All four straight pic houses will

open new bills Thanksgiving Day

Kansas City, Nov. 22. I
(24). with only two vaude spots

B.O. gait is as brisk as the weather, sticking to regvdar Friday bows. "Thus

Autos-VaDee Dominate Frisco, But

tan't Take M $18M 'Mo/ 12G

zona* (Col) and 'Fury Below' (Cap).
All tight at $900.
Kiva (NTI-Noble) (440; 10-20-25-

35)—'Brother Rat' (WB). Brought
ovei: froina Varsity. Heading for
$1,000, oke. Last week Am Law'
(Col) and 'Man Could Work
Miracles' (OB), slow even after
Mars exploitation, $750. Was sec;
ond stanza for 'Law.'
(Liberty (LTC-Cooper) (1,200; 10-

15)— Rose Rio Grande' (Mono) and
'Illegal Traffic' (Par) split with re-
vived horror, 'Dracula' (U) and
'Frankenstein* (U). Should wind up
nice with $1,000 or ever. Last week
'Torchy Man' (WB) and 'Hitting
High* (RKO) split with 'I'm from
City' (RKO) and 'Condemned
Women' (RKO), all right, $900.
Lincoln (LTC-Cooper) (1,600; 10-

25-35)—'Always in Trouble' •(20th)
and 'Straight, Place' (20th).- Going to
town, with $3,000 sighted. Last week
'Woman Against Woman' (M-G) find
•Nancy' (M-G) did very well, $3,300.
Orpheum (LTC-Cooper) (1,350;

10-20-25) — 'King Alcatraz' (Par)
split with 'Listen Qarliog! .J^VI-G:),
Fair $900. Last Week 'Mars Attacks'
got only $800 in five days, n.g.

Stuart (LTC-Cooper) (1,900; 10-
25-40)—'King' (Par). Short noticed
and showing it, $3,300 at best. Last
week 'Men Wings' (Par) did only
$3,600, shading sadly at the windup.
Varsity (NTI-Noble) (1,100; 10-25-

35)—'Drums' (UA). Lot of good
talk, -but slow to take hold. Paced
weakly for tepid $1,800. Last week
•Brother- Rat' (WB) topped the town,
$3,700, a lulu. Moved to Kiva for h.o.

IINGS'SOAR

TO UG IN K.C

JXt ^tfir ^hJrVT^nft in Pil^^ and thi conclave of 8.000 state school straight p c estimates are for six days
trick. Better than $5,500 in eight
days, strong. Last week 'Five of
Kind' (20th) and 'Swing Cheer'

.
(U)

good at $5,000 and could have held.
Penn (Loew-UA) (3,300; 25-35-50)—^'Shining Hour' (M-G). Cast names

all that's saving this one from com-
plete nosedive. Got a panning' gen-
erfilly, but stars enabled it to get
£iway :-fast and salvage considerable.

teachers during past week was a I without benefit of holiday, while

healthy biz booster. Newman run- vaude grosses- include expected up-
ning virtual capacity on 'Men with ping due to holiday prices.

I

Wings' to cram in .$11,000, a mighty Estimates for This Week
figure for this house. Capitol (Loew) (3;434; 25-35-40-66)
Mi^and, where 'Shining Hour' and —'Shining Hour' (M-G) and vaude.

'Blondie' are paired, also happy with jcrawford-Sullivan-Youngcombo con-
thahs
with

$17,500.
'Boys Town* .

stagfe unit at the
siderably
usual, at

bigger name value
vaude' house, and

Won't do more than $12,000. bad for Tower drawiiig some biz on score of Johnny Perkins-Harriet Hoctor revue
- - - its being a novelty attraction, but is the weiek' should wind up with swell

somewhat out of place in this type H $24,000. Last week 'Submarine Pa-
of house, and b.o. showing only aver- troV (20th) slipped to weak $15,000.

this tjrpe of product. Last week
'Citadel' (M-G) the surprise click
of feiison, $22,000 and a h. o.

Stanley (WB) (3,800; 25-40-60)—
*Miss Manton' (RKO) and Horace
Heidt. Latter always big on stage
here, but bigger than ever this time,

. Holding even with last year's fig
ures, but he'll get Thanksgiving Day,
too, proverbially one of best days of
year here, and take then should
boost figure to around $32,000, great.
Last week, Major Bowes' amateurs
on stage out of the money for first

time, -with. 'Drums'- (UA) yetting
only! $16,000.
Warner (WB) (2.000; 25-35-50)—

•Citadel' (M-G). Here after socko
.
sessioa at Penn, and will do the same
for Warner. Hitting on all eight,
and will finish pretty close to $8,000,
which Is little short -of spectacular
at this spot. Last weak 'Vacation
from Love' (M-G).and 'Girls on. Pro-
bation' (WB) terrible at $3,800 in
eight days.

age returns.

Estimates for Ihis Week
Esqvire and Uptown (Fox-Mid-

west) (820; 1,200; 10-25-40)—'Dark
Rapture' (20th) solo day and date in

both houses. Cbmbined $6,250 fair

enough. L&st week 'Aroimd Corner'
(20th) in both spots showed combined
returns of $8,000, good work.
Midland (Loew's) (3,573; 10-25-40)

-r'Shining Hour' (M-G) and 'Blondie'

{C<A): Smooth sailing for^thi* combo

Colombia (LoeW) (1,243; 25-40)—
'Suez' (20th) (2d .nm). Six days
should get big $5,000. Last week
Stablemates' (M-G) (2d run) built to

good $5,500.
Earle (WB) ., (2,216; 25-35-40-66)--

'Sisters' (WB) and vaude.' Solid $18,-

000. Last week 'Arkansas Traveler'
(Par) and Ted Lewis orch, good
$19,000.

Keith's (RKO) (1,830; 35-55)—'Ser-
vice de Luke' (U). Bucking opposi

with'fihnized comic strip carrying tion toward passable $4,500 for six

good part of load. Set for fine $17.

500. Last week 'My Heart' (UA) and
'Little Adventurfess' (Col) had a good
week-end, but slackened later, wind
ihg u0 with $10,500, an improvement
over past few weeks.
Newman (Paramount) (1,900; 10

25-40)—'Men Wings' (Par). . Didn't
wait long to get started. Set for Ipll;

days. Last week 'Miss Manton'
(RKO) held' surprisingly to good
$9,500.
Met (WB) (1,600; 25-40)—'Brother

Rat' (WB) (2d run). Second week
here holding to oke $3,500 for six
days. Last week same pic took big
$6,600.
Palace (Loew) (2,242; 35^55) — 'If

000, de luxe figure' and holds. Last King'-^(Par) (2d;wk). Six days look

OMAHA ONLY SO-SO

^ttto Show Competish—*KIn);*
'Giants' Each 9G on Doals

and

week 'King' (Par) on its holdover
rolled along to hice $5,000.
Orphepm (RKO) (1,500; 10-25-40)—'Magnificent Obsession' (U) .and

•'All Quiet' - (U). Reissues in twin
harhess getting fair $5,000. Last week
'Gangster's Boy' (Mono) on its own
pulled $4,750, fair.

Tower (Fox-Midwest) '<2,050; 10-

25-35-55)—'Five of Kind' (20th) with
'Boystown' unit of 70 kids on 'stage.
Flesh ^how okay as amateur units go,
but too. much novelty in this vaude

Omaha, Nov. 22.

Tri-States* Omaha and Orpheum
were running neck and iieck for top
gross honors, with th6 smaller
Omtiha Vdoing better business on a
comparative percentage basis. So-so
grosses among first-runs and subur- house to ring up any smash figures,

bans reflect Omaha's general business Film, sharinff drawing power equally,

activity which is n.g. Holidays will Ljght at $9,000. Last week 'Road
]ielp. • Demon (20th) left drawmg power to

City a bit theatre conscious with Hal Kemp's orch on stage. Show cut

Roy Rogers, horse opera star, here to six days to get house lined up for

for p.a. at Town one day (21) in turkey day opening, but strong at

cotmection with premiere of ,'Come
|
$13,500 on the short stay.

On Rangers.' Landed nice newspaper
space. ICing' was drawing the class 1 kk#^A«vwa« >»« aam

'llA I
BEERY-ROONEY $13,000

figure at the Orpheum. The Para

ing at nice $9,000. Last week same
pic took solid $16,500.

Jane Withers-Ritz Bros.

$3,000 in Tepid Lincoln

mount and Brandeis were
pictures in a split week.
Competish strong from auto show

at AJc-Sar-Ben Coliseum which drew
close to 25,000 in six days ending
Stmddy (20).

Estimates for This Week
Avenuc-Dundee-Military (Gold

berg) (950*810-650; 10-25) — 'Boys

Town* (M-G) split with 'Sing Shi-

ners' (Par) and 'Give Million'

(20th), tJual. Strong finish will get

$2,400, nice. Last week, 'Daughters'

(FNO and 'Luclcy Star' (20th), dual,

split with 'Boys Town' (M-G).
Slowed down to $2,300, but good.

siS TOP DULL BUFF WEEK

Buffalo, Nov. 22.

This week here is one of those
stanzas when managers scratch their
heads. Business seems to be off at
the b.o. and in addition to pre-holi-
day antipathy there seems to be little

to pull the patrons in. Three of the
Shea houses have shortened their
week currently which further re-

duces the grosses on paper.
'Stablemates' is the best thing in

town, although the take even here
J
is down. 'Waltz' is somewhat above

BSditoTsingrr'RkcD)**"^^^^ _
25.051.40 ) ^'Brother Rat' (WB) and Estimates for This Week . , _ _ .

"Farni<h&A Anfiel' (RKO), dual, split Buffalo (Shea) (3,500; 30-35-55)— week 'Songs and Bullets' (Spec) and

wff 'Brea^g Ice' (RKO) and ' 'Stablemates' (M-G). Okay, but con- ' 'Leathernecks' (Rep) split with'Ari-

Lincoln, Nov. 22,

Turn in money has moved to the

Lincoln, where Jane Withers,

coupled with the Ritz Brothers CAl
ways Trouble' and s'Straight, Place

and Show'), will go comfortably

to $3^000.

.'Drums,' the: class money jingler

of last week. Went into the Varsity

after it was decided to move 'Brother
Rat' to the Kiva for the h,o. Or-
pheum, with only until Thanksgiving
before going dark for the long prom
ised remodelihg. Is taking 6ome of
the sluff single features while mark'
ing time. Meantime actions are
being rammed fast into the Liberty
by J. H, Coopjcr, who loses the house,
Jan. 1 when it becomes the property
of th6 NTI-Noble string, his opposi-
tion.
General biz tone is not especially

healthy. First flesh was the booking
(20) of Roy Rogers for a one-day
personal at the Colonial, the start
of his national p.a. tour.

Estimates for This,Week
Colonial (NTI - Noble - Monroe)

(750; 10-15)—'RoUin Plains' (GN)
and 'Amateur Crook* (Cap) splr;

with 'Billy the Kid Returns' (Rep)
opening with personal (20) appear,
ance of its star, -Roy Rogers. Lbs;
half a fancy, garnering $1,900. Last

Hour Dual 15G,

Lewis-'Annabef

lOG, Providence

Providence, Nov. 22.
,

Local stands continuing healthy up-

swing as 'Can't Take It' is switched

0 Carlton for third downtown week,

.and 'Suez' is recalled to Fay's after

;wo weeks' al>sence from main stem.

Ted Lewis' orchestra and revue help-

ing Albee, though not as' strong as

had been hoped. Loew's 'Shining

Hour' and Strand's 'If I Were King'

are best new pic bets.

Playhouse closed after stab at

vaude biz, but reopens Wednesday

(23).
Estimates for This Week

Albee (RKO) (2,200; 25-35-50)—
'Annabel Takes Tour' (RICO) and
Ted Lewis ork and revue on stage.

Though not up to usual Lewis biz,

show pacing for nice $10,000. Last
week three-day revival of 'All Quiet'.

(U) and 'Magnificent Obsession' (U)
netted fair $3,000.

Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400;' 25-35-
50)—'Can't Take If (Col) (3d down-
;own wk.) continues to pile up gross
with swell $6,000. Last week 'Certain
Age' (U) and 'Mr. Wong' (Mono) (2d
run) closed slowly with $4,800, only
fair.

Fay's (2,000; 25-35-40) —'Suez'
(20th) (2d run) and vaude. Lively
$7,500 coming,on this one. Last week
'Always Trouble' (20th) and vaude,
held for nice $7,500.

State (Loew) (3,200; 25-35-50)—
'Shining Hour' (M-G) and 'Listen
Darlmg' (M-G). Pacing for swell
$15,000. Last week 'Great Waltz'
(M-G) and 'Night Hawk' (Rep), neat
$14,000.
Majestio (Fay) (2,300; 25-35-50)—

'Just Around Corner' (20th) and
'Sharpshooter's' (20th). Former looks
to be slowest of all pix but still far
from disappointing- with nice $9,000
in sight. Last week 'Valley of Giants'
(WB) and 'Actress' (WB) nose-dived
in final stanza and finished with
fairish $6,800.
^ Playhouse (Indie) (1,400; 20-35)—
Tm From City' (RKO) and 'Broad
Way After Dark' on stage, onening
Wednesday (23). Last week dark.

Strand (Indie) (2,200; 25-35-40)—
'If I Were King' (Par) and 'Sons of
Legion' (Par). Keeping house right
near ton with brieht $8,000. Last
week 'Can't Take It' (Col) (2d wk)
welcome surprise with zowie $9,000.

IINGOIN SET BACK
Hollywood, Nov. 22.

Benjamin Franklin was placed
ahead of Abraham Lincoln on
Warners schedule of historical short
subjects.

Film based on the life of the Rev
olutionary leader is -slated to start
Dec. 26, from a script by Charles
Tedford. 'Abraham Lincoln in the
White House' was postponed until
later in the winter.

San Francisco, Nov. 22.

Terrific competish from the annuar
Auto Show, .at which RujJy Vallee
broke all attendance records, and a
warm spell which kept most people
out of doors have cut -into biz con-
siderably. This in spite of the fact
that Market street theatres are show-
ing some of the best pictures of the
year.

Among those theatres able to over-
come the interest in the gas buggies
and the desire, to remain in the sun
were the Orpheum, which is doing
phenomenal biz with 'You Can't
Take It With You,' and. the United
Artists, which .is riding high with
'Cowboy and the Lady.' Customers
are not -waltzing up to the Warfield
theatre box office in as great num-
bers as anticipated.

Estimates for This Weeic
Pox (F-WC) - (5,000; 35-55-75) —

^Brother Rat' (WB) and 'King Al-
catraz' (Par). Fox picked up plenty
of ^extra coin on its 'Big Game Sing-
time Jamboree,' presented on the
stage last Saturday followthe-U;-e:»
Stanford annual grid contest, 'Rat*
and 'Alcatraz' also were naturals for
this football crazy town. Hefty
$18,000 pace. Last week, 'Stable-
mates' (M-G) and 'Road to Reno*
(U) garnered terrific $22,000.
Golden Gate (RKO) (2.850; 35-55)

—'Man to Remember' (RKO) and
'Ice Carnival of 1939' on the stage.
Competish offered by other houses
and auto show at the Civic Audi-
torium only excuse given by man-
agement for disappointing $12,500. In
addition to'itie carnival act. Gate of^
fered a good supporting vaudeville
revue. Critics went into raves about
plicture. Last week 'Storm' (U) .and
vaudeville did strong $18,000.
Orpheum (F&M) (2,440; 35-55).—

'Can't Take It' (Col). Big hit with
the natives. Although opening day's
biz was just a shade below expecta-
tions, succeeding days takes more
than made up for it. Picture is being
soloed and looks set for long run. ^

First week expected to cop $18,000,
plenty sweet. Last week, 'Girl's

School' (Col) and 'Lady Objects'
(Col) got fairish $6,500.
Paramonnt (F-WC) (2,740: 35-55-

75)—'Suez' (3d wk.). Five days on
the third 'week saw unimpressive
$6,000 in strong box. Last week
$10,000.

St. Francis (F-WC) (1,470; 35-55-
75)—'Stablemates' (M-G) and 'Road
to Reno' (U) (2d wk.). Paced for
$8,000 on movebver from the Fox.
This can, be classified as deluxe biz.

Pair could have easily gone a sec-
ond week at the Fox, but F-WC
wanted to bring in a new bill in
order to get some. of the strangers
in town for the big game. Last week
(3d) 'Sisters' (WB) and 'Sharpshoot-
ers' (20th) strong $5,000.
United Artists (Cohen) (1,200; 35-

55-65) — 'Cowboy and Lady' (UA).
Gary Cooper and Merle Oberon are
getting the coin in this horse opry
which got off to a brisk start. Cohen
opened on a Tuesday, beating several
strong contenders for biz by giving
'Cowboy' a two-day head start on the
rest of them. First week's take paced
for around $12,000, plenty good. Last
week, (3d) 'Goes My Heart' (UA).
slipped to poor $4,000.
Warfield (F-WC) (2,680; 3J-55-75>

—'Great Waltz' (M-G) and 'Speed
Demon' (20th). Plenty of local pub-
licity for 'Great Waltz' in a waltz
contest being staged in every Bay
area class hotel - and ballroom, but
biz on this spectacle is not what it

should be. Notices in papers were
.mixed, although crix were unani-
mous in their ..praise of the new
canary, Miliza Korjus. Warfield will
wind up with about $11,000, which is

okay biz after last week's when Tem-
ple in 'Around Corner' (20th) and
•Torchy Man' (WB) did sour $9,500.

'Angels'-'cheer' big

\m INDPLS. PEPPY

Indianapolis, Nov. 22.

•Angels With Dirty Faces' at the
Indiana is zooming the gross at that
deluxer to its best figure in many
weeks to lead the first run houses by
a comfortable margin. Glenn Gray
and Casa ' Loma orchestra coupled
with 'Torchy Gets Her Man' at the
Lyric is giving that vaudfilmer a
nifty take, while 'Shining Hour' is

running nicely at Loew's to better
than average business.
'Submarine Patrol,' although au-

thored by a local writer and widely
exploited in that connection, is prov-
ing to be a disappointment at the
Circle with a lightweight gross.

Estimates for This Week
Apollo (Katz-Dolle) (1,100; 25-30-

40)—'If King' (Par) and 'Youth
Takes Fling' (U). Moved over from
Indiana for ,a holdover session, but
bogging down at $2,100, in red. Last
week 'Men Wings* (Par) on another
move-over from the Indiana was also

slow at $2,700.
Circle (Katz-Dolle) (2,000; 25-30-

(Continued on page 17)
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YANKS FIRM ON ITALO BAN
British Film Increase for Austrialia

Slated If U. S. Companies Withdraw

Sydney, Nov. 4.

Apparently convinced that there

ig hope for British-mad« pictures in

Australia if American distributors

ar* faced with additional local gov-

ernment restrictions, which may'

force them to withdraw from Aus-

ie, Gordon EUis, general manager

of British Empire Films, part of the
Greater Union Theatres setup here,

is planing to London for important
confabs.
He's understood to have data on

the home quota «etup and may try
to arrange for additional distribu-

tion here. He also may huddle with
/Lssociated British officials, this

company having furnished product
to BEF until a fight over terms.

Ellis plans to be in New York
about Dec. 10 for parleys, with Re-
public and Monogram executives.
BEF handles both in Australia, with
excellent market in GUT circuit

.and with independents. BEF is

operating in the black now for the
first time in years. Understood Ellis

may try for additional product from
American companies and also some
from Associated Talking Pictures.

G-B Deluxer, London,

Slices Vaude Payroll
London, Nov, 14.

Gaumont, Holloway, Gaumont-
Britlsh latest deluxer, which was
built by them in conjunction with
Hyams Bros, at cost of around
11,000,000, is changing its vaude pol-

icy to three acts plus two features.

To counteract shortage of picture

product, house had played one fea-

ture with fiv^ standard vaudeville

acts, under supervision of George
Black, with Val Parnell as the

hooker. Total cost of bill averaged
around $2,500.

GOn CONTROL

OFPIXSEEN

IN AUSSIE

H e r r o n, Hays* Foreign

Chief, Says U, S. Cos.

Could Not Operate Un-
der Proposed Government
Decree Restricting Film

Imports—8 Concerns to

Quit by Jan. 1.

0. S. Trade Agreements with Eng.

And Canada Offer No Relief on Brit

Quota, But Does Cut FOm Print Costs

French Director-Actor-Writer Sues
(or $27,000 In Dispute over Film

FEAR PRECEDENT

LONDON KOYAL'

VAUDE NETS

$25,IKKI

London, Nov. 14.

Annual vaudeville show in aid of

the Variety Artistes' Benevolent
Fund and Institution, which is

dubbed a Royal Perfo^ance, due
to the presence of the King and
Queen, was held for the first time in

IQ years at the London Coliseum.
As a whole, show- was not reprC'

=sentative of the available talent, and
lacked spontaneity and tempo evi-

denced in the last seven Palladium
hows for the same cause.

Although it was built primarily to

exploit, local talent, outstanders were
Stuart Morgan Dancers and the Bad-
minton Players (Hugh Forgie and
Ken Davidson), both acts in the cur-

rent Palladium 'Crazy' show, and
both American standards.

Locals who made good were Rich
ard Hearne, In comedy dance from
•Running Riot,' the. Leslie Henson
show, at the

.
Gaiety; Murray and

Mooney in patter that's been kicked
around for a decade, and Evelyn
Laye in excerpts from former mu-
sicals.

Big scene was taken in its entirety

from 'Me and My Girl,', exploiting

The Lambeth Walk, Which is respon-

sible for the phenomenal run of this

otherwise mediocre musical, with
background of over 100 past and
present stars. Some of these could

have been included in the entertain-

ment proper to its advantage.
Show grossed just under $25,000,

against last year's PaUadium gross

of $29,000. But it actually beat the
Palladium gross by $1,000, as Pal-

ladiunf receipts included $5,000 re-

ceived from the BBC for ether

privilege, besides saving entertain-

ment purveyors in England $500,000,

Which the show is said to have cost

them last year through its broad-
cast.

Sydney, Nov. 4.

Possibility of full government
regulation of the film industry in

New South Wales and elsewhere in

the Antipodes is being considered,

according to new reports here. It's

all attributed to the pressure behind
the quota, exhibitors' 25% rejection

rights, halting of block booking and
restricting of theatre construction.

Admittedly, the -politico-minded

here do not want to run the picture

business. However, it's hinted that

the government is considering im-
porting a man from England to run
the industry. Idea would to have
one in charge with a good knowl-
edge of the business but with no po-
litical entanglement. The opposition
which is gradually developing to

such a plan, however, may squelch

it

Del Rio for Mex Pic
Mexico City, Nov. 22.

Pedro Calderon, maker of 'La

Zandunga,' Lupe Velez's first Mexi-
can-made picture, is dickering with
Dolores del Rio and Agustin Lara,

Mexico's ace romantic songwriter,

for leads in 'Santa' ('Saintess'),

based on the national classic novel.

Picture Would be made here in the
winter.

U. S. Censors Lauded In

Aassie for Better Pix

Sydney, Nov. 4.

Improvement in present U. S. pic-

tures here is attributed to the
censors in U. S. by Minister for Cus-
toms White. White censors pictures
,here besides collecting customs fees

He claimed the normal number of
Yankee .pictures scissored had been
about 50% but the rate now is

around 18%.

Current Londim Plays
(With Dates When Opened)

'French Without Tears,' Criterion

—

Nov. 6, . '36.

'Robert's Wife,' Globe—Nov. 23, '37.

'Me and My Girl,' Victoria Palace
—Dec. 16, '37.

'Nine Sharp,' Little—Jan. 26, '38.

'Wild Oats,' Princess—April 13, '38.

'Banana Ridges' Strand—April 27,
'3^.

'Glorious Morning.' Whitehall

—

May 26, '38,

'Spring Meeting,' Ambassador

—

May 31, '38.

'Lot's Wife,' Savoy—June 10.

'She Too Was Young,' New—Aug.
16.

'The Fleet's Lit Up,' Hippodrome—
Aug. 17.

'George and Margaret,' Piccadilly
—Aug. 30.

'Running Riot,' Gaiety—Au£f, 31,

'Flashing Stream,' Lyric—Sept. 1.

'Room for Two,' Comedy—Sept. 6.

'Dear Octopus,' Queens—Sept, 14.

'The Corn Is Green,' Duchess

—

Sept. 20.

•Goodbye, Mr. Chips,' Shaftesbury
Sept 23.

'The White Guard,' Phoenix—Oct, 6.

'Bobby Get Your Gun,' Adelphia—
Oct. 7.

'When We Are Married,' St. Mar-
tin's—Oct. 11.

'Private History,' Gate—Oct, 12.

'Quiet Wedding,' Wynham's—Oct.
14.

'Idiot's Delight,' His Majesty's—
Oct. 24,

'They Fly by Twilight,' Aldwych

—

Oct, 27.

'Elisabeth of- Austria,' Garrick—
Nov. 3.

'Shoemaker's Holiday,' Playhouse

—

Nov. 4,

'Traitor's Gate,' Duke of York—
Nov. 17.

Every indication this week was

that the U. S. picture business would

stand firmly against acceding to the

Italian nationalization plan for dis-

tributing foreign films in Italy..

Some hope towards a compromise

was seen when original bans: were
lifted against certain cartoon sub-
jects originally barred in, Italy.

Major Frederick Herron, head of

foreign division of the Hays office,'

stated yesterday (Tuesday) in New
York that American companies were
being forced out of Italy, notwith-
drawing. He said picture firms can't

operate under proposed new decree.

As the situation now stands, it was
learned last week, all eight major
companies have agreed to quit dis-

tributing in Italy on Jan. 1 if pres-
ent distribution via a government
agency, with its strict rules on regi-

mentation, goes into effect. Agree-
ment to stand pat was made by
major representatives abroad about
a month ago.

Impossible' Under Setup

Major company foreign officials

agree that it would be economically
impossible to operate under proposed
setup. Idea of handing American
firms a lump sum ($1,000,000 was
named as likely amount for U. S.

product Over a i2-month period) for

what films the Italian agency deemed
suitable considered a cross-current
to American business methods. Per-
mitting a government body to fix

film rentals and actually distribute

pictures is also regarded as a bad
precedent that might be copied by
other nations.

Check this week showed that there
was no' assurance that $1,000,000, or
any set sum, would be paid in en-

suing years. Nor was there a guar'

antee that the full sum could be
taken from Italian soil. If 'iisual

amount is left frozen in Italian lire,

only $200,000 to $250,000 would g^t
to American companies as soon as
coin was available.

Scattered reports that some major
companies might break away from
the original eight were discounted by
foreign representatives. That Italian

distribution means only printing ad'

ditional positives is regarded as

highly fallacious because virtually
every print released (superimposed
titles are allowed on foreign product
in only . two or three theatres) must

(Continued on page 50)

Paris, Nov. 10,

Sacha Guitry, actor, playwright
and producer, has foimd out he
might be suing himself over a dis-

pute concerning his last film, 'Rem-
ontrons les Champs-Elysees.'
His share for author's rights, di-

recting the film and acting in it was
to be 1,000,000 francs (about $27,000,

current exchange). When funds be-
came low ' during prodiiction he
agreed to knock off 200,000 francs
(about $5,400) but was told by the
producers he could not collect his
100,000 until the film was sold. So
le had the film seized, claiming as
its scenarist, the company was in-

fringing copyright laWs by dealing
in something not its property.
The tax collectors then demanded

heir share and as it Was not forth-
coming, had a second seizure placed
on the film. Then the producers said
if Guitry had directed the picture he
was guilty of violating his own
copyright. It goes to arbitration.

BASIL SYDNEY STARS

IN LONDON WENING

London, Nov. 22.

'Traitor's Gate,' by Morna Stuart,

opened at the Duke of York's Thurs-

day (17). It's a somber, historica'

piece about lawyers. Nicely received,

but possesses no poptilar appeal. Basii

Sydney plays lead.

'The Robust Invalid,' an excellent

English adaptation .of Moliere's 'Ma
lade Imaginaire,' inaugurated season

of French plays at the Apollo Tues
day (15). Closed Saturday (19).

'Heart Was Not Burned,| a facetious

satire on dictators, showed itself to

be intellectually amusing, but above
heads of normal theatregoers, in its

opening Friday (18.) at the Gate.

A large library deal has been made
for 'Under Your Hat,* new Jack Hul
bert-Cicely Courtneldge musical, ,

as

result of excellent provincial reports.

Show opens here Thursday (24).

GUITRY'S WOE

SHOWCASING OF

BRITISH FIX

ON BlAY

Presence of three crack British

features in the ace Broadway the
atres within a period of two or three
weeks is viewed in the trade as be
ing indicative of the American in

dustry's friendly attitude towards
England and its film business. At
the present time. 'The Citadel,'

Metro's British-made, is at the
Capitol, N. Y., and '60 Glorious
Years' at Radio City Music Hall,

:Metro brings 'Pygmalion,' another
British-made feature, into the Astor,

N. Y, Dec, 1. 'Man With 100 Faces,'

a Gaumont-British film, recently fin-

ished a run at the Rialto. 'Drums'
played the Music Hall only a short

time age.

Although the first three and
'Drums' can be classed as being the
outcome of . the new British quota,

which requires that American com-
panies put production value into

quota-credit films, presence of .so

many top pictures that were made
in Great Britain, and the fact that

they were given every chance in de
luxe Broadway theatres, indicates a
positive attitude on the. part of the
U. S. film industry towards England
and its cinema business.

That these films which have been
given a break are costly productions
also evidences that the American
film business is showing a desire to

live up to the spirit as well as the
letter of the new quota act.

Spotting'; of '60 Glorious Years,*

strictly a historical story of Eng-
land, will 'give RKO three quota
credits and the sales department
hopes that distribution in the U. S.

will justify Ithe outlay. Same was
virtually true of 'Drums,' which
United Artists got into ' the Music
Hall, and is being given an elaborate

bally. *The * Citadel,' which Metro
produced in 'England, apjbarehtly is

going to justiify expenditure oh the

picture, besides setting \. up three

quota credits; for that company.
Besides automatically raising pro

duction standards and increasing

production in England, the. new
quota law in that country has
heightened the quality of pictures

all down the line. Improvement in

story and producing methods also

has been reflected In the new Gau-
mont-British films.

Washington, Nov. 22.

American film companies receive
no relief from pestiferous British

quota regulations and other re-

straints on imports under the Anglo-
American trade' pact signed last,

week by officials of the two govern-
ments. Faint hope that the agree-
ment would at least contain promise
Great Britain will not impose any
harsher conditions was dashed when
document contained no assurances of

any kind relating to trade in footage
with the United Kingdom.

Sop for the U. S. picture industry

was series of pledges by some of the
British territories and possessions

that they will not give the other

country any bigger preference than
at present. No lowering of rates or

increase in quotas; though.
Supplementary accord with Can-

ada paves way for larger shipments
to the Dominion. Tariff on standard
positive reels, which was unchanged
by the original 1936 agreement, is

sliced from 3c to 2y4C a lineal foot.

Exiiorts over the border in 1936 were
woWh $254,000i

Promises not to raise the barriers

in the way of U. S. filnas or to give

British studios any larger share of

the market were given, by the fol-

lowing members of the family of na-
tions, with figures for 1936 trade:

Bahamas, $24,293; British Guiana,

$26,500; British Honduras, . $11,288;

Ceylon, $72,699; Malay, $113,829* Fiji

Islands, $49,977; Gold Coast, $2,505;

Jan^aica, $1,735; North Rhodesia,

$10,464, and Trinidad, $63,578.

Equipment manufacturers received

better treatment from the Mother
Country and a few offspring. Great
Britain cut the tariff on sound equip-

ment from 33%% to 25% whil6 New-
foundland sliced the tariff fro 65% to

45% and wiped Out the 10% prefer-

ence for products- from Great

Britain.

No serious consideration given the

yelps of U. S. exporters about the

discriminatory British film regula-

tions, official sources revealed co-

incident with Signing of the pacts.

While liberalization of restrictions

was suggested eiarly in the parleys,

the subject was dropped when it be-

came apparent the British were de-

termined to fertilize 'their own in-

dustry and would not let down the

bars raised this year.

With the signing of a new trade

agreement with Great Britain and

Canada last week (17) tariff stipula-

tions between the U. S, and Canada
will hereafter effect a considerable

saving in motion picture print cost

for producers and distributors in

this country.
Positive print duty has been re-

duced from , 3c to iViC pei: foot on
all films shipped into Canada. This

will not affect black and white

prints so much as it will color print-

ing, as most of the printing of posi-

tives used in Canadian distribution

is done in that country, but color

printing facilities have been con-

fined to the U. S. and England up
to the present time.

A reduction in duty on printed

advertising material used by the mo-
tion picture industry in its Canadian
business was also obtained.

No agreement was reached by the

U. S. and Great Britain regarding

films or raw stock. The British

Trade Commission on its arrival,

here some months ago intimated

that motion pictures would not en-
ter into discussions at this time.

Agreements were arrived at, how-
ever, on photographic ,

lenses arid

electrical motors used in gener-
ators,, projection motors and the

like.

Duty on sound amplification ap-
paratus, exported to the United
Kingdom,' for instance, has been
lowered from 33%% to 25%, On
photograjphic lenses imported by the
U. S. there is a reduction from 45%
to 30%; radio apparatus and part^
35% to 25%; electric generatdirst

transformers, converters, telephoxUk

apparatus, etc., 35% to 25%.
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Out West With the

Hardyt

Hollywood, Nov, 10,

Metro proauotlon and reWttse.

Zewls Stone, Mickey Booney, Cecilia Par-

ker, Fay Hblden. Directed by Oeorge B,

SelU. Wenplay by Kay Van ftlper,

Agnes ChriBtlne Johnston and William Lud-
based on charaotera

anla Rouverol; xiamera, I^si'*" *^'r
tor. Ben Lewie. Previewed at Weatwood
Vlllnge, >rov. 18. '38. Runnin* time. 81

mini.

Judge Hardy. . , ii.'^^'^ StoM
Andy jSardy . Mickey Rooney
M«?ran HartV : i . . J . . . : Cecilia Parker
Mrs. Hardy :• •

Polly Benedict. Ann Ruthettord
Aunt Mllly, Sara Haden
Dennis Hunt.
•Jake* Holt Vlrjflnla Weldler
Ray Holt Gordon Jones
Bill Northcote..i, ...Ralph Morgan
Dora Nortcote ...Nana Bivant
Aldrleh Brown .....Tom Nenl
Cllft Thomas. .....Anthony Allan

Box office Impetus given the Judge
Hardy series by the recent 'Love
Finds Andy Hardy,' combined with
the substantial entertainment and
general values of 'Out West with ihe
Hardys,' notches it for very profit-

able biz as a solo attraction—with
good possibilities lhat it will go for

extra time in many spots.

Picture is studded with entertain-
ing factors throughout its tmfolding.
Nicely paced and with smoothness
in development, it has numerous
comedy moments in both situation
and dialog, and provides oppor-
tunity for eSccellent performances by
Mickey Rooney, Lewis Stone and
little Virginia Weidler.
As title indicates, plot carries the

Hardy family out west for vacation
on elaborate cattle ranch. Lewis
Stone steps in to help Ralph Mor-
gan save the layout from a conniv-
ing neighbor; daughter Cecilia Par-
ker has an adolescent romance with
foreman Gordon Jones; while lady-
cha$er Mickey Rooney runs into a
tartar when little westerner Virginia
Weidler demonstrates Mickey is not
so hot in hia athletic proclivities.
Through it all runs the undercurrent
of trials and experiences of the
Hardy family.

Despite the several story threads
weaving through the picture, skillful
writing of the screenplay carries the
yam on a stiraight line from start to
finish to maintain constant audience
interest.

Direction by George B. Seitz, who
handled all previous Hardy pictures,
is meritorious. With characterizia-
tiohs. of the Hardy family members
{)retty well estahlished in past re-
eases, he moves them through se-
quences with deftness to obtain
maximimi valuet; from their human-
iiesis and inter-family problems.
Mickey Rooney continues his

ftride -upwiffd with a jiarticularly
effective performance. Lewis Stone
provides a warmth and understand-
ing of youthful problems in steering
his children out of difficulties. Lit-
tle Virguiia Weidler hits a high
mark with her jiortrayal of the west-
em hoyden who shows up egotistical
Mickey at .every turn. Cecilia Par-
ker, Fay Holden, Ann Rutherford
and Sarah Haden—other members of
the family—are . in with a well-se
lected supporting cast.

Crossfire between cocky Mickey
find, the self-assured Weidler young
ster provides many enjjoylible se
quences.' - Mickeys ovet-dressed
western outfit, with, chaps, belt, ker
chief and sombfero is particularly
laughable. His first appearance in
this

. is topped by his unsuccessful
attempt to ride a horse—with Miss
Weidler topping the episqde by, pro-
viding a burro for him to start on.

Picture has been given a produc-
tion mounting, getting considerable
hike m budget outlay over previous
releases of the series. Photography
by Lester White is excellent, partic-
ularly the ranch exteriors.

ARREST DRUMMOND
Hollywood, Nov. 19.

Paramount release of Stuart WaJVer pro-
duction.. Features John Howard, Iteather
Angel, H, B. Warner, Reginald Denny, E. E.
Cllve. Directed by James Hogan. Screen
play,' Stuart Palmer, based on novel by
H. Ci McNelle; editor, Stewart Gllmore:
camera, Ted Tetzlaff; asst. director. Harry
Bcott. Previewed at Stadium, I«. A.; Nov.
.18, '38. Running time, 00 mlns,
Capt. Hugh C. Dnimmond....John Howard
Phyllis Claverlng...,, Heather Angel
Colonel Nielsen H. B. Warner
Aigy Itongwortb ....Reginald Denny
T6nny, e. B. Cllve
X-ady Beryl Ledyard Jean Fenwlck
Aunt Meg , Zeffle Tilbury
Roll Alferson George Zucco
Robin Ganhett Xieonard Mudie
(Smith EvAn Thomas
Constable Sacker Clyde Cook
Constable McThane David Clyde
Boongh .George Rigaa
Sir Malcolm McLeonard. . .".Nell Fitzgerald
Sir Basil IiCghorne.. ., .Claud AlUster
Inspector Tredennls : John Sutton
Old Major Trumlelgh. .. .Ferdinand Munler
Gugglna John Rogers
Cop Frank Baker
Gumba ..John Davidson

a pleasing and self-assured character-

ization in the title .spot, while sur-

rounding cast has been nicely set up
for effective portrayals.
Director James Hogan has given

fast pace and smoothness to tightly-

knit script, which has plenty of ac-

tion .and suspense to maintain in-

While preparing for his marriage,
to Miss Angel, Drummond stumbles
on murder of the Inventor of a sen-

sational ammunition detonating ma-
chine. He delays his wedding until

mystery of the machine's theft Is

cleared up and culprits captured
after chase to island colony oi Eng-
land;
Picture is suitable fare for second-

ary houses that have found previous
features of the series profitable. It's

capable of getting over as a pro-
grammer in key spots where a dash
of interesting melodrama is required
in support' -

Peek's Bad Boy With the

Circus

Hollywood, Nov. 17.

RKO-RadIo release of Sol Lesser produc-
tion. Starring Tommy Kelly; features Ann
GIIIls. Edgar Kennedy, Benlta Hume.
Spanky MacFarland. Directed by Edward
F. Cline. Screenplay by Al Martin, David
Boehm. Robert Neville; adaptation by
Neville; based on character created by G.
W. Peek; camera. Jack MacKensIe; edi-
tor, Arthur Hilton. Prevlewe<l at Pantages,
Nov. 10, '98, Running time. OS mine.

Bill Peck., Tommy Kelly
Fleurette Ann GlIHs
Bailey Edirar Kennedy
Myrna Benlta Hume
Pee Wee Spanky MacFarlnnd
Mr. Boggs ..Billy Gilbert
Mr. Peck Grant Mitchell
Mrs. Peck Nana Bryant
Daro . . . , .William Demarest
Murphy . . . i Wade Boteler
Hank Harry Stubbs
Mrs. De Cava Fay Helm
Herman Boggs Ickey Rentschler
Cassey Louise Beavers

Miniature Reviews

'Out West With the HardyiP.

(M-G). Hardy family In excel-

lent comedy-drama geared for

substantial business sis solo at-

traction,

•Arrest Bulldog Drpiumond'.

(Par). Program melodrama
with interesting developmeuts
of mystery and murder for

Drummond to untangle.

^Peek's Bad Boy WUh the

Cirous' (RKO). Strictly for the

juvenile trade.

•Little ToiiKh Guys In Soolety'

(U). A programmer for sec-

ondary dating;

•Illegal Traffic' (l*ar), J.

Carrol Naish ancl Robert Pres-

ton in good racketeer film.

•Exposed' (U). Another Hol-

lywood carbon of do-all report-

ers, th^S time done with a

candid camera.
•Mr. Wonp, Detective' (Mono).

Sleuth story done in luke-

warm manner, despite Boris

Karloff's trouping. Involved

dual fare.

impress as the picture's climax.
Previous to this bqrst of melodra-
matics the yarn k«pt within the
bounds of reason, •

, ,

Naish is thoroughly cohvincing a^
the mobster who speaks several lan^
guages. but finds it a little toqgh
understanding 'the law of seU-
jpreservation' until it is explained to

him. One of his ace portrayals Rob-
ert Preston, as the FBt operative,
comes close to stealing the film from
Naish. which indicates how weil he
has been brought along. Mary Car-
lisle makes' a likeable heroine, and
Judith Barrett^ newcomer from
Texas, shows up as having strong
screen possibilities. Cast here as
the gangster's moll she indicates

enough acting promise to be given
more prominent roles. Matches'
nicety of line .speaking with trim
beauQT. Larry Crabbe as one of
gangster's chief lieutenants se^ms
miscast. Pierre W-.tkin is eKcellent
as Zomar's partner. Monte Blue,
cast as FBI captain directing opera-
tions against the mobsters, gives a
convincing portrayal of a minor
character. (Jleorge McKay, Dolores
Casey, Regis Toomey and Richard
Denning head a big supporting cast.

Wcor.

Limited in appeal to the juvenile
rade, and rather a weak effort in
general story and production setup,
Teck's Bad Boy with the Circus'
will have to depend on exploitation
of title and appearance of Tommy
Kelly (last in 'Tom Sawyer') in top
spot to git it across for moderate
business. Story is weak, rambling
in its sequences that do not tie to-
gether with any degree of logic. Di-
rection fails to secure laugh reac-
tions in several instances where they
could have been rather humorous,
and general pace of picture through-
out is uneven and spotty.
Story is an original, using only

the Peck family characters and put-
l ing them in modern setting. Tommy
Kelly looks forward to summer
camps, where he can again win cup
for obstacle race, but detours to the
circus for a kid romance with juve
bareback star, Ann Gillis^. before he
dashes to the eamp in time to enter
the prize event of the year.
Cast does fairly well with material

supplied' by script, with Tommy
Kelly sketched as a more heroic lad
than the title conveys. His mis-
chievous antics are decidedly limit-
ed. Edgar Kennedy gets a few
laughs as the circus lion tamer,
while Billy Gilbert gains attention
in the few sequences near the close.

. Picture was produced on moderate
budget, and could be snapped up
somewhat by elimination of repeti-
tious scenes of trapeze performers in
big top sequences.

. LittU Toiigh Guys in

Society
Universal release ot Max H. .Golden pre-

ductlon. Features Mlscha^ Auer, Mary Bo-
land. E. E. Horton, Helen Parrlsh, Jackie
Searl, P-eggy Stewart and ' Little Tough
Guys. ' Directed by Erie Kenton. Story-
and adaptation, Edward 'Ellecu and Morti-
mer Offner; editor, ' Bernard'' W. Burton;
photography, George Robinson. '.At RIVoll,
N. Y., week Nov. !», "'aS. ' Runnltig time,
70 mlns.
Dr. Trenkle MIscha Auer
Mrs. Berry Mary Boland
Oliver...., E. E. Horton
Penny Helen ' Parrlsh
Randolph Jackie Searl
Jane .Peggy Stewart
ITncle Bunk Harold Huber
Footman , ,Davld Oliver
Danny Frankie Thomas
.Sailor I.Harris Berger.
Murphy ; .Hally Chester
Monk Charles Duncan
TCap David Gorcey
Trouble William Benedict

Latest of Bulldog Drummond
series measures up favorably with

Sast releases in the group. Contaln-
ig all the ingredients necessary for

a picture of this type, it presents a
mystery meller, with weird murders
and introduction of an ingenious
machine of destruction Which is

stolen by international agents. Drum-
mond goes through a series of excit-

ing adventures to clear things Up in'

heroic fashion.
. ,

John Howard, Heather Angel, H.
B. Warfler, Reginald Denny and E.

E. Cllve carry through their roles

from^ast releases. Howard presents

guys are a bit amusing, but much
of the s'lapstick they indulge belongs

to third-rate vaude or shorts.
_

East side ruffians are Frankie
Thomas, Harris Berger, Hally Ches-
ter, Charles Duncan, David Gorcey
and WilUam Benedict. They over-

play a trifle, and some of the bully-

ing by one of the lads, the. leader, is

carried too far to be believable. Most
kids wouldn't take what he hands
out, particularly if they're supposed
to be tough. Popularity of the six

Little Toiigh Guys (offshoot, in part,

of the already overdone Dead End
kids) for film purposes probably will

be short-lived anyway, particularly

if the material isn't better than in

this instance. There's nothing likable

about any of them nor anything
that's entertaining.
Absurd ^excuse for the kids being

at a country estate arises from Auer
prescribing companionship of under-
privileged boys for yoimg Jackie
Searl in order to awaken him from
what ails him. Wrong kids come up
from a settlement through a ruse
and prove almost uncontrollable, yet
stay. Since the film code is to let no
one get away with anything, the kids
finally go back to stand trial for an
east side job from which they had
flown.
Young Searle does a fine job as

the pampered rich boy. He bids fair

to grow up into a good actor. Ro-
mantic interest very buried, there,

being slight excuse for Helen Par-
rlsh or Peggy Stewart Harold
Huber plays a holdup man, friend
of the SIX east side juve delinquents.
Gives his usual acceptable perform-
ance. Char.

ILLEGAL TRAFFIC
'Paramount production and release. Fea-
tures J. Carrol Nalah, Mary Carlisle, Rob-
ert Preston, Larry Crabbe and Judith Bar-
rett. Directed by .Louis King. Original
and screenplay by Robert Tost, Lewis Fos-
ter and Stuart Anthony: camera, Henry
Sharpe. At Criterion, N. T., week, Nov.
10.' '38. Running time, 07 mlns.
I.ewla Zomar ^.J. Carrol Naish
Carol Butler ...Mary Carlisle
Bent Martin Robert Preston
Marl6 Judith Barrett
Jigger .Pierre Watkln
Steve Larry Crabbe
Old Man -Butler George McKay
Silk Patterson Richard Denning
Dlttraai' .....Philip Warren
Matbllde....'. ,, Sheila Darcy;
Mamie Dolores Casey
Cdgey Miller.. ...Richard Stanley
Davis '. V John Hart
Windy. Regis Toomey
Dalton AVIlIIam B. Davidson
Chief Daley.... Joseph Crehan
Captain Moran Monte Blue
Duke Archie Twltchell
State's Attorhey Ryan Morgan Conway

A. production of no more than
passing importance, 'Little Tough
Guys in Society' will disappoint if

pushed into dates where better than
average programmers are demand-
ed. The picture is not for the larger
first runs nor does it suit as the No.
1 feature in dualers of top grade.
Down the

.
line in lesser single billers

and for secondary duals, it should
prove suitable.
This time Universal's six little

tough guys are placed in a different
setting, that of a country estate
which they virtually •wreck before
picking up a little religion. Story
is implausible and the plot inconsis-
tent, but here and there the dialog
is sprightly. At other times it is

tiresome, particularly the east side
chatter of the toughies.
The boring, slow-going plot is off-

set somewhat by comedy situations,
but not so much by the slapstick or
stunts in which the kids figure. It's

through Edward Everett Horton,
Mischa Auer and Mary Boland. Hor-
ton does a butler who has his trou
bles, . Auer .a psychiatrist and Miss
Boland the mother of a lackadaisical
son who wants to remain in bad all

his life. These three and the parts
they play bring much relief to oth
erwise . dull proceedings. . Some of

the pranks of the six little tough

EXPOSED
TTnlversal production ond release. Fea-

tures Glenda Farrell and Otto Kruger. Di-
rected by Hurold Schuster. .Screenplay by
Charles Kaufman and Franklin Cpen from
Idea of Geovgo Bllson; camera,' Stanley
Cortez. At Rlalto, N. T., week Nov. 18.
88. Running time, 03 mlns.
Click Stewart Glenda Farrell
William Reardon Otto Kruger
Sklppy Herbert Mundln
Tim David Oliver
Betty Clarke ....Lorraine Kfueger
Steve Conway .......Charles D. Brown
Mike Romero Bernard Nadell
Tony Mitchell t, Richard Lane
William : Eddie Anderson
Aloyslus J. Meggs Maurice Cass
Boxer John Kelley
Wendell .John Butler
Joe James Blaine

Intrijguing machinations of trans
portatioh mobsters supply a new
trim gangster production from Para-
moimt. Picture is notable for fine
villaining of J. Carrol Naish and
definite arrival of Robert Preston as
a new leading man for Par after his
second film for this company. Should
do better than average business if
properly sold as a racketeer G-man
story.

'Illegal Traffic' rolls along smooth
ly because of Louis King's slick di
rection. He has handled a none too
original story with acumen and sus-
pensefui pace. He never permits
the kingpin racketeer, Lou Zomar,
to become too much of an admired
character while painting a vivid pic-
ture of the leader's ruthlessness. Di-
rector also shows the youthful
G-man as a sturdy character lacking
the Usual heroics, but with all the
more sincere results.
Basic plot concerns Zomar Trans-

portation's activities in shipping
criminlils away from scenes of their
crimes so that the law is unable to
reach the higherups. Efforts of po-
lice and FBI have failed until Bent
Martin (Preston) takes the assign-
ment. He bluffs his way out of
meeting the fate met by others who
have . attempted to get inside the
gangster's ring as one of 'em. Mar-
tin finally runs down the leader by
playing dumb, but not until after a
typical HoUywdodian auto-airplane
chase,
-Latter episode, • where—wounded
Martiil pursues the fleeing mobster
chieftain (in an auto) while the
G-man - flies an airplane, manipu-
lates a machine gun, a radio set and
drops bombs, is too unbelievable to

Candid camera carbon of the
Torchy Blane stuff with a lens re-
placing the keyboard scoops. Con-
tains all the usual exaggerations and
hoke of Hollywood's fourth estate
illusions with ciapable, though hack-
neyed. Miss Farrell exposing the bad
boys with her little clicker. Much of
the action and humor is too forced in
this programmer satire on the photo
mag craze. Two mild names should
help. Support of another film will be
more help.
Reporting is again depicted as a

pretty low calling, what with scoops
taking precedence oVer everything
but mother love. This time the desire
to 'beat' results in libeling a former
d.a^ who has hit the gutter. Ever
breathless. Miss Farrell muggs Otto
Kruger in a flop house, where he is
nursing ii gin bottle. Guy is still a
smart lawyer, and files 'suit, which
forces girl into usual detective-jomr-
nalist role to straighten things out
Aa the d.a. Kruger sent an innocent

man to his death. To make up for it
he's hittin* the bottle. Miss Farrell
promises to find daughter of the vic-
tim so Kruger can make restitution.
In trying to scare off racketeers, Miss
Farrel runs smack into a mobster
situation, and, with help of now re-
habilitated Kruger, smashes the ring.
None looks too happy in his or her

assignment. The usually impeccable
Kruger makes a very poor bum, and
then never quite gets out of its later
on when he takes a bath. Miss Far-
rell is becoming too typed as the do-
or-die girl with newsprint in her
bloodstream and tends to overdo
her role more than ever, even inter-
rupting kisses at sound of a fire en-
gine. Herbert Mxmdin gets over a
couple of chuckles as a windy pseudo-
bum associate of Kruger. Writing is
lightweight embellishment of a none
too heavy idea. Direction might have
overcome some faults^ but failed to
do so, making it all pretty spotty.
Just about keeps interest. Hurl.

YES, MADAM
(BBITISH-MADE)
(WITH SONGS)

London, Nov. 11.
Aesoclated British production and release.

Stars Diana Churchill, Bobby 'Howes. Dl.
rected by Norman Lee. Screen play, Clif-
ford Grey, Bert Lee. William Fresh-man.
from musical comedy and novel by K. R. G.
Rrowne; music. Jack Waller. Joseph Tun-
hrldge. Harris Weston: lyrlce, R. Pi Wes-
ton. Bert Leoj Clifford Grey; camera,
Walter Harvey. At Cambridge, London.
Running time, 70 mine.

<3uIIton Bobby Howes
gftlly^ Qault Diana Churchill
Mr. Peabody Wylle Watson
Miss Peabody Bertha Belmore
Pansy Beresfo Vera Peace
Tony TolUver Billy Milton
Sir Charles Drake-Drake. ... .Fred. Emney

Five of the seven principals of the
original cast are in the picture ver-
sion of the musical comedy produced
at the Hippodrome about four years
ago. Bobbpr Howes is again starred,
but his original feminine protagon-
ist, Binnie Hale, has been replaced
by Diana Churchill.
The usual inconsistencies of plot

are on a par with most stage musicals,
and it is this very banal motivation,
plus -interspersed specialties of the
well known cast, that permits pre-
dicting a goodly percentage of pro-
vincial success in England.
The song hits of the original are

retained. Farcical, surefire horse-
play specialties by Howes, Wylie
Watson, and Vera Pearce still click.
Production and photography are ef-
fective. Miss Churchill's interpreta-
tion of the role is a bit too .youthful
for the dialog, which indicates a
sophisticated ingenue. Jolo.

Mr. Wong, Detective
Monogram t^Icm* of Scott R, Duntap txiim

ductlon. Feature* Borl» Karloff. DlrectcA
by . William Nigh. Screenplay by Houttoa
Branclt from Hugh Wlley'a atorles; edUoiv
Russell Sohoengartb; camera, Harry Neu-
man. At Globe. N. T„ -week Nov. 19, 'bil
Running .time, 70 mini. v?

Mr. Wong. . .
.'^ Boris Karloft

Cnpt. Street Grant Withers
Myra. . .... Maxine Jennlngt
Olga. «...«•••....,,.)..'....., .Evelyn Brent
Mohl. ........................ .Luclen Prlval
Melsle. .Wllllnm Gould
Dayton John Hamilton

.

Lee TonfFoo « '. Tchia
Roemer; John St. Poll*
Wllk Hooper Atchley
Lnscarl..- • Frank Bruno
Devlin .'George Lloytf

Producers of 'Mr. Wong, Petective*
intend making a sleuth out of Karloff
and continuing him in a group of fea-
tures concerning his Sherlocking ac-
tivities. But a better job will have
to be done, than on this initial at-
tempt if the series lives up to its po-
tentialities. First picture suffers from
directorial and writing troubles, plus
a combination of careless acthig and
haphazard casting. Despite these
handicaps, Karloff shows' he is suited
for this new tylpe role and doesn't
need a grotesque makeup to register.
Regret on , this initial opus is that
more care was not used in handling
intrigue elements. However, it'll do
f6r double features, and the series
may yet build.
Fable of the. poison gas killer con-

cocts real mystery by including thin
glass bombs that explode when con-
tacted by specific soimds. Story be-
comes so entangled that final denoue-
ment se^ms implausible and a let-
down. Many of the difficulties en-
countered in putting over details In
film can be traced to faulty direction
and failure to build plot concisely.

Karloff fights vigorously to make
his character stand out, despite lag-
ging story buildup and action. If. his
Wong detective is to excite interest
in additional films, however, the
character needs further bolstering.
Grant Withers, as detective captain,

is miscast .as a hardboUed sleuth.
John St. Polls, film old-timer, is vivid
as one murder suspect, although awk-
wardly explosive in early sequence.
Maxine Jennings, as the stately sec-
retary to the first murder victim, has
little to do, but is attractive in a slight

romance with the captain. (This love
affair is sprung on the audience by
surprise.)
Evelyn Brent, also familiar from

silent screen days, makes acceptable
the scheming Olga, one of the spy-

trio. Frank Bruno and Lucien PrivaL
as international spies also suspected
of slayings, look so patently villain-

ous that everybody is wise to them
save the police. William Gould, John
Hamilton and Hooper Atchley are
unusually strong in chief supporting
roles.
Dialog smacks too much of 10-20

30ic meller. Some stilted acting early
in. the film accentuates it. Produc-
tion values are standard to skimpy,
interior of San Francisco police sta-

tion .being particularly crude. Wear,

ENTREE DES ARTISTS
('AHIsta* Entrance')
(FRENCH-MADE)

Paris, Nov. 12.

Films Sonores TohlS' release of Reglna
£reduction. Stare Odette Joyeux. Janin*
larcey. Claude Dauphin; features tiouli

Jouvet. Dallo. Directed by Maro Allegret.
Screenplay, Henry Jeanson, Andre Cayatte;
muslo, Georges Auric; camera. Christian
Matraa, Julllard. At Collsee, i Parle. Run-
ning time, }00 mlns.

Professor Lambert Louis Jouvet
Cecilia Odette Joyeux
Francois .Claude Dauphin
leabelle Janlne Dnrcey
Grenalson . .

.' .Andre Brunot
Journalist ; Carett*
Examining Judge Dallo
Denise ;Mady Made
Elizabeth Madeleine Lambert
Jerome Plzanl
Clemence '. Mme. Sylvlo
Nora Bablta Sauren
Glsele Nina Sinclair
Dominique Roger Blln
Mme. Grenalson Madeleine Geofroy

"Entree des Artists,' based on the
lives of struggling young artists at
the Paris Conservatory, shows ex-
pert handling in the pisychological
treatmefit of the aspirants. It's box
office here in capital letters and set
for success abroad, after same cen-
soring.
Three relative tmknowns come to

light. The overplaying, smart aleck
acting of Claude Dauphin, the male
student in the triangle—the others
are Odette Joyeux and Janlne Dar-
cey—nearly prevents this one from
being a worthy product. Louis Jou-
yet.asjsatient, imderstanding profes-
sor, is responsible for much of the
film's success. Marcel Dallo, in a
new type of role, as the examining
judge, is excellent.
Story opens with the exams for

entrance to 'the Conservatory. Dar-
cey lives with an aunt and uncle and
works in a laimdry, but has studied
hard enough to make the entrance.
Thereafter begins the jealousy of
Miss Joyeux for the other girl, as
she has caught the eye of Dauphin,
former friend of Miss Joyeux, whom
the latter still loves. Miss Darcey
becomes Dauphin's mistress and he
turns gigolo to make money so she
can stay in school There's the
murder of the ex-girl friend, for
which Dauphin is accused ioUowing
circumstances which split Dauphin
and Miss Darcey. But there's the
usual ending after someone else con-
fesses.

Metier of the school, cafes and res-
taurants habituated by the students,
is well carried out. Dialog is well
handled and photography good, v^ith

many interesting shots .of Paris it-

selt Hugo.
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Becbics Upheld for 2d Time By

n. S. Court on Its Patents Pool

Washington, Nov. 22.

Right of licensees to. restrict use

of their products in radio and theatre

business was upheld this week by
U. S. Supreme Court, in a second re-

fusal to free General Talking Pic-

tures Corp, from the grip of Western
ISlectric and other parts manufac-
turers. Dividing 5-2. highest bench
snooted Government'^ argument that

last year's views of the patent law
gave unnecessary protection to in-

ventors and amounted to monopoly.
. , Slant of assistant attorney, general
Thurman Arnold drew agreement
only, from New Dealers Black and
Reed,- while the majority lined up
b6hin4 Justice Brandeis in holding
that restrictiotts applied to eventual
purchasers.
Voicing the- majority feeling, Jus-

tice Brandeis noted that the Ameri-
can Transformer Co. was aware its

manufacturing license had limita-

tion's and that its permit stipulated
how products should be used. Notice
that tubes were Intended for radio
receivers previented purchasers. from
using, them for any other purposes,
he said. So General Talking Pic-
tures, the tube buyer, was guilty of

infringing. Question of whether a
patent owner, merely by a 'license

notice,' can place legal curbs on al-

ternate use of his product is an-
swered in alfrmative in majority
opinion.

Brandeis' Opinion

Justice Brandeis admitted that am-
plifiers with the restricted parts, can
be used in several ways. Including
theatres and homes, but noted that

'for- the commercial field, exclusive
licenses had been grahted by the
patent pool to Western Electric Co.
and Electrical Research Products,
Inc. For the private, or home field

the Patent Pool granted non-exclu-
sive licenses to about 50 manufac-
turers.' His reasoning was that tubes
ior commercial use should have been,
bought from W. E. or Erpi.

'The question of law requiring de-
cision is whether the restriction - in

the license is to be given effect.'

Justice Brandeis said, 'That a re-

stricted license is legal seems clear.

Tbie practice of granting licenses for

^ restricted iise is an old one. 'As
the restriction was legal and the am-
plifiers were made and sold outside

the scope of the-licensei, the effect is

precisely the same as if no license

whatsoever had been granted to

Transformer Company. And as the
General Pictures Corp. knew the
f^ct. it is' in no better- position thah
as if it had manufactured the ampli-

fiers without a license. It is liable

because it has used the invention

without Sicense to do so.'

Dissenters' Opinion
Two-man minority could not see

.this reasoning because General Talk-
ing Pictures presumably bought
bulbs- in the open market.

.
While

manufacturer reserved right to limit

ttse, buyer could not be curbed
through license provisions. Justice

Black maintained. Under patent

laws manufacturer had permission

to make tubes and offer them for

saile, but when they were bought they
'became the property of petitioner.'

Label on the tube had. no effect af-

ter purchase he said, remarking that

General Talking Pictures and Ameri-
can Transformer .cannot be held

guilty of violating license^erms.
Important point made by the two-

man minority—Justices Black and
. Reed; who concurred-^was that the
copyright and patent- laws do not al-

low the patentee, who has parted
with his brainchild, to exercise

monopoly over the eventual use.

B'WAY RIVOU'S 24 U

fm WITHIN 36 WKS.

The Rivoli. New York, is guaran-
teeing to play 24 Universal pictures

in 36 weeks during the 1938-39 sea-

son, with the Riv having the pick of

the U product. It will fill out with
any sluffs available from RKO, 20th-

"Fox and others which do not go into

their respective first-run selective

spots unless forced to close down, as

feared.

The Roxy, N. Y., is making no
deal for any more Universals this

season, but will depend almost en-
tirely on 20th-Fox. With holdovers
on most of latter, as has occurred
during the past year, the Roxy man-
agement does not think it will have
to go outside for anything to fill.

'Certain Age,' winding up a fortnight
last week, was the last u pie here.

Park Ave. Cinema
Harry Brandt and DaVid Wein^

stock will operate the new 600-seat
Normandie theatre - now under con-
struction at Park avenue and 53d
street. New York. In a deal con-
summated by Berk & Krumgold,
theatre brokers, Philip Smith, Bos-
ton theatre operator, relinquished
his interest in the house which was
conceived and built by -.the Goelet
Estate.

Completion of the Normandie will
repriisent the fruit of several years'
legal struggle. Waged by the Goelet
Estate to alter the New York City
zoning laws which forbid construc-
tion of theatres in certain residential

areas.

'Touchy' Fix

(Continued from page 1)

PATHE FILM CO.

DISSOLUTION

HAN SET

As had been anticipated generally

in Wall Street, the plan of Pathe

Film Corp. on its proposed dissolu-

tion of the corporation as presently

constituted will see the present man-
agement taking over after a revision
of the capital setup. Whole idea is

to give common stockholders a more
tangible participation in profits,

eliminate present interest charges.
Continue the present laboratory busi-
ness and place common shares closer
to a moderate dividend basis. All
is contingent on at least 80% of
stockholders okaying it early in' De-
cember, Securities & Exchange Conl->

mission okaying plan last Satur-
day (19,).

'Under the present plan, Robert R.
Young and his associates on the
Pathe board of directors .propose to

purchase the film laboratory at
Bound Brook, N. J., and what addi-
tional printing business the company
now possesses (lab on '45th street,

N. Y., and pact With Pathe and
Monogram among others). Would
pay $500,000 for this with 5-year de-
bentures. Purchasers would put ap-
proximately $200,000 cash in the
business to operate it: The 5-year
bonds would be paid off at the rate

of one-fifth every year.
The liquidation proceedings ..In

which Pathe common stocldiolders

are intensely Interested would give
them a pro rata share, of the com-
pany's holdings in Monogram Picture
Corp. and RKO notes held by Pathe
Film.. Most promise is contained In

the Monogram stock but there are
less than 70,000 shares held by Pathe.
This would give each commOn share-
holder in Pathe only about an
eighth of a share, or roughly 25c at

prevailing market prices.

However, main feature and per-
haps the most encouraging one for

common stockholders is that where-
by Pathe would deposit its 3,500

shares of DuPont Film stock in the

bank .as collateral for a loan of about
$1,000,000, figured as necessary to re-

tire 7,968 shares of outstanding pre-

ferred and declared dividends. Pres-

ent interest, rate on this preference

stock means that Pathe has been
paying out more than $55,000 annu-
ally in dividends at the $7 rate.

Chief stunvbling block to the plan

(and it really isn't, with Young and
his associates controlling about 60%
of the common) is the additional pro
rata share idea for common share-

holders. They would be given one
share 6f DuPont for every 171 com-
mon shares held, providing they pay
their proportionate share of the bank
loan amounting to about $250 per
share on the DuPont stock.

If they do not wish to pay this

assessment, they can leave it with
the bank and in five years it is esti-

mated that dividends from DuPont
would pay off the loan. Then the

stock can be distributed clear. Value
of each share of DuPont Film stock

recently was estimated at $2,000 to

$3,500 although no sales have been
recorded recently at either price.

Stockholders have 20 days In

which to consider the plan before

voting on it which is taken to mean
that the special meeting, set for Dec.

6, probably will be postponed. Plan
will be mailed stockholders today
(Wednesday).

write the story, and have signed a
British' director, Alfred Hitchcock,
as pilot.'

.Chi's Censorial Frowns
Chicago, Nov. 22.

International political and social

pictures came under the axe of the
police censor- board here last week.
One picture, the Russian-made 'Prof.

Mamlock' which had been scheduled
for a date in the Sonotojie sure-

seater^ was banned entirely on
police fear that the showing may
result in a 'near riot.' Pic.ture is an
indictment of Nazi terrorism. Ira

Latimer, chief of the Chicago Civil

Liberties Committee, prepared im-
mediately to appeal to the police

commissioner to obtain an exhibi-

tion permit for the Amkino-film.
Also sniped by the censor board

were several scenes from the lec-

ture-film, 'Nazi Germany,' which
was shown at the . Orchestra Hall

here by lecturer, Julien Bryan..

Scenes deleted were those that re-

ferred to Jewish persecution and to

titles that stated that United States^

England .and France were to blame
for Germany's troubles.

Films Ok'd by Nazis

Bryan will be remembered as the

man who took some of the scenes

for the March of Time 'Inside Nazi

Germany' release last year. Sub-
sequently, in an interview here
Bryan revealed, that the Nftzt pic-

tures were in no way 'smuggled' Out

of Germany, and that the pictures

were taken with the full permission

and co-operation of the German
propaganda offices.

KIDNAP MALL, CLEVE.,

MANAGER, HIJACK 1611

Cleveland, Nov. 22.

Lester Bieber, manager of Mall,

downtown theatre, was kidnapped

last week' by two gunmen who
forced him to open the safe and
escaped with. $611.

Stickup boys corraled him when
he was parking his car in front of

his house 10 miles away. Keeping
their faces covered, they, made him
drive back to the theatre. There
Bieber had to tell the night. watch-
men that they were his friends who
had forgotten something in his office.

After opening the safe, he was or-

dered to carry one, of the bags ,of

money back to the car. House man-
ager was kicked out of it following a

short drive, but his auto was found
abandoned in a park the next morn-
ing.

Pan-American Accord Henceforth

To Embrace Artistic Copyrights

Foiled Stlckap
Houston, Nov. 22.

A well-dressed, middle-aged man,
who attempted to hold up the Metror
politan -boKoffice with a toy pistol,

is being held in city jail, without
bond. Shortly after the theatre

opened Wednesday, a man who la?

ter gave his name as Harry L. Jones,

walked up to the window, and
shielding a gun .with his hat, de-
nianded the money from the cashier.

Dorothy Daniel, cashier, screamed.

The man turned and ran. Al Lever,

city manai;er for Interstate Theatres,

and Weldon Parsons, manager of the

suburban theatres for the organiza-
tion, happened to be standinjg in

front of the theatre, ialking. They
;ran after . the

. man and caught him
about two blocks away. He stumbled
and. fell, and as he did) the toy pis-

tol fell to the ground.
Charges of attempted robbery

were filed against him.

1-15 Tears for $42
Detroit, Nov. 22.

Joseph Bush was sentenced last

week by Recorder's Judge John P.

Scallen to serve one to 15 years in

Jackson prison for the holdup of

Irene Collins, cashier of the Kramer
theatre, a year ago.

The robbery netted Bush ^$42.

Par fiene'vi78 Roch. Century
Rochester, N. Y., Nov. 22.

Paramount has renewed its lease

on the Century theatre here from
the University of Rochester for 10

years from next August when the

old lease runs out. Century now op-
erated by the Comerford-Paramount-
RKO five-theatre setup, with Wil-

liam Cadoret as city manager.
Plans unday way for extensive im-

provements, including structural

changes in the balcony, new marquee
on Mortimer street side, new carpets

and' interior decorations.

BA's 'HoliTwood'

Buenos Aires, Nov, 12.

There seems to be a tendency to

make the. northern suburbs outside

Buenos Aires the future 'Argentine
Hollywood.' A nimiber of leading

local producers have established

their studios there while others .are

in the process of installation. Most
of the studios are about 15 Icilo-

meters (7^ miles) from B. A. Since
land Is being bought by those in
local film, industry, value of real esi

tate has risen consequently,
Luis Sandrlni, stage' actor, who

made a small fortune from three
pictures and has now turned pro-
ducer,- has purchased .considerable

land at Munro, partly with the idea
of building . studios and partly as

an investment.

EXHIBS IN OHIO

FEARNEWG.Of.

AMDS. TAXES

Columbus, O., Nov. 22.

Exhibitors In Ohfo fear what the

new Republican state legislature will

do at Its session next year on the

gross admission tax. At the present

time there is a 3% tax on gross ad-

missions throughout the state, which

is part of the general sales taxation

setup in Ohio.

While this is viewed as an added
burden for exhibitors doing business

in the state, the exhib' groups do not

feel they are in any position to fight

the tax since similar rate covers

virtually everytliing in Ohio except-

ing food. What they are most fear-

ful of is the movement to put back
the 10% taxation on gross biz. x
Such 10% adinittance tax would

return the situation which pre-

vailed about four years ago.. The
state tax plus, the Federal tax of

10% on ducats selling over 40c
forced many larger cinemas charg-

ing 50c-75c ' down to 40c. This in

turn . shoved conotpetition down to

lower scales, entirely weakening the
entire film theatre price sttucture

of the state.

If the 10% state tax Is restored by
the state legislature (a Republican
majority in the state legislative

body and a G.p.P. governor- ' were
elected this month), at least the 50c
scale theatres would drop to 40c be^
cause the additional lOc would
represent tax payments to the Fed-
eral government and the state.

Hence, the exhibitor would take, in

as much at the box office at 40c as
he would for 50c with the two 10%
tax scales in effect.

The state faces a deficit and is

looking about for new fields of tax-
ation in order to set its . financial

house in order. All of which makes
the exhibitors apprehensive of the
state legislature's action In 1939.

Rep Pays Off Rogers,

Keeps tag for Oat Star

Los Angeles, .Nov. 22,.

Roy Rogers, vaudevillian, accepted

aio out-of-court settlement of his

$130,000 damage suit against Repub-
lic and Roy Rogers, film cowboy,
over the use of the name.
Cash figure is not disclosed, but

Republic retains exclusive picture

rights to the disputed name for its

western player, while the vaudevil-
lian retaiiu! the right to tise his name
on the stage. Plaintiff had asked an
injunction to restrain the studio from
using the Rogers handle for its play-

er, whose real name is Leonard Slye,

While the various U. S. interests
concerned with the domestic copy-
right situation continue to huddle in
New York, the question of copyright
in the Western Hemisphere will be
one of the subjects considered at the
forthcoming Eighth International
Coi)ference oi^ American States at
Lima, Peru. Dr. Edith Ware, execu-
tive-secretary of the Committee on
Copyright, which has been sponsor^
ing the recent confabs at Coluinbia
University 'and the Bar Assn., N. Y,,
will accompany the U. S, .delegation
leaving Friday (25) on the Santa
Clara. She will go along as 'ob-
server.'

_

Although copyright has previously
been given scant consideration, at
the Pan-American conferences, it

has been growing in importance in
the last few years, with the rapid
growth of radio and films.- Matter
is viewed as particularly pertinent
at present in view of the intensified
radio propaganda campaigns beiiig
carried on In the Western Hemis-
phere by the Nazi and Fascist na-
tions. Idea is that every, facility
should be made for the spread of
exchange broadcasts by western
countries and the cementing of ties

between North and South America.
None of the delegates to the Lima

conference Is in close touch with
copyright, but Mr. Ware's Com-
mittee for Study of Copyright; a
subsid of the American National
Committee on International Intellect
tual Cooperation, has assembled a
mass of information on the subject,
most of it never before bi-ought to*
gether. All existing copyright laws,
of South American countries have
been collected and. are printed in
Spanish and English, for the con-
venience of the delegates of all .na-
tions attending the conference. Idea
is that with a knowledge of the facts
the way may be paved fbr action in
the matter. In addition, Dr. Ware
may serve as advisor to the V, S.
delegates If they desire it.

Fre-Brnssels Confab
Added reason for the attention to

copyright, at the Lima meeting is that
the subject is to come up soon at a
eonvention in Bniss^ and a united
stand on the question will be sought
in. advance. Brussles conference is
for the ptupose of revising, the
Berne convention,' which was never
ratified.by the U. S. and„ in any case,
is now considered largely out of date.
U, S. Interests recently, sent a repre-
sentative ta.Paris with recommenda-
tions for the agenda of the Brussels
meeting. iEIe ^ returned to the
U. S, and ]$ expected to read his- re-
port at' the confab at the Bar Assn.,
N. Y., toiay (Wednesday).
Meantime, the meetings of tT. S.

interests concerned with .domestic
copyright have lately been reported
making some ptogress. Whole sit-

uation was ^t first pdssimistically'
viewed by representatives of th^
various groups, but of late a much
more optimistic view has: been evi-
denced. Stated .that the different
groups, which have lor years held
opposing views, have .'for the first

time reached at least a surface unity.
And although .no specific points have
been agreed iipoh, the facts of the
problem have been brought into the
open and a basis, for mutual conces-
sions has been reached.

t»art played by the Committee, for
Copyright in this Js merely one of
fact-finding: It takes no stand on the
siibject, but by trying to gather aU
available Information It Is seeking to
brihg about an understanding of thd
whole question and to help, the vari-
ous groups realize each others* prob-
lems. Figured that when the differ-
ent interests see the subject as a
whole ahd understand each others-
viewpoints the basis of some mutual
agreement will be formed.' Com-
mittee for Copyright has been able
to carry on this work through an en-
dowment from one of the big founda-
tions.

Boy Rogers on P. A.'s

Lincoln, Nov. 22.

Fresh from his latest sagebrusher
for Republic, Roy Rogers, the for-

mer Ohio farmhand, made his first

date on a 15-stop p. a, tour here at

the Colonial Sunday (20).

Goes straight east, hitting spots

enroute. Has a trio with him to help
yodel.

UD CLAPPED ON TURK
Des Moines, la., Nov: 22.

RivervieW Amusement Co., opera-
tors of Riverview Park hete has
gone into receivership on petition of
Central Service Co., which alleges
Riverview owes .$17,503.75 for rent
and water, accumulated since 1923.

The petition states that on Sept.
30 the amusement company's finan-
cial statements showed liabilities of
$59,226.94, Which were in excess of
the value of the park property.

District Judge Frank Shanklanfl
has appointed John R. Blanchard as
receiver for the amusement firm.
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plain statement

about that old trade bogey

• • • ffie pre'Christmas slump!

m

...THIS IS THE TIME OF YEAR wbc a lot or

normally hardworking, aggressive, live wire

lads in this industry turn into sad-faced, dys-

peptic, kill-joys. Instead of going out after

business, as they do the rest of the year, they

park on their office chairs and^dolefully mourn

thecomingofwhat theycall 'The prc-Christmas

slump in picture business." According to their

sad story, what money there is to be spent in

the community during each December .belongs^!

to the departinent stores and the Christmas

trade. Any efforts to get people into their thea-

tres by handing them good entertainment, by

giving them the lure of exciting exploitation'

and advertising, they know, arc doomed to

failure. There's nothing they can do about this

sad state of affairs but take an occasional aspirin

tablet. ' That's their undertaker's song. And,

boy, do they sing it.

BUT ARE THESE THE REAL FACTS?... Talk co

any of your local tradesmen who are supposed

to own the town's business this time of year.

What will you find? You'll find that they arc

far from resting easy. Every day they pile

advertising into the papers. Their shelves arc

stocked with Christmas merchandised But arc

people rushing in to grab it? They are not. For
the past few years it is an established fact;^as

any store comptroller's figures will show you,

that theChristmas buying season grows steadily

shorter. The idea that from Thanksgiving till

Christmas Eve people have no interest in any-

thing but Christmas shopping is now the bunk.

HOW DO SMART OPERATORS MAKE
DECEMBER PAY?.. • Luckily for all of us, the

kill-joys, the gloom-spouters, the do-nothings

are only a small minority. Luckily for all of us,

there are smart theatre exhibitors in every town

who know the facts and act accordingly. They

know that shrewd exploitation, good show

manship, will fill their theatres in December. .

.

and they go to the company that has the sure-

fire December pictures,book *em, cash in on *em,

and chalk upa winning score on Christmas Eve.

ill
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Scribes Rebuke Studios G.O.P. Gains in Minn, hterpreted To

Quash Proposed Divorcement Bill

PAR, U TRADES

SEC Shows Sheafler and Freeman's
Stock pealinss

Washingtph, ITov. 22,

Sale of Paramount stock an^ ac-
quisition ot more Universal Corp.
certificates came to light this -week
in latest semi-monthly statement of
Securities & Exchange Commission
relative to " ground-floor operations
of film company insiders. .

,

Steady increase in the holdings of

Daniel M. Sheaffer, t>hiladelphia, a
director of the .holding :company in

the U setup occurred during^ Septem-
ber. In sevjen' lots, he added 700
v*t.c.'s, swelling his direct stake to

15,500. In addition has interest in
2&,500' tickets o^ned by Standard
Capital Co.
Delayed report showed Y. Frank

Freeman, of New York, officer and
director of Par, peddled , 600 pieces
of the firm's common, wijping but
his financial interest in this type, of
security. His wife still owns. 600
pieces of second preferred.
Only other reference to a film com-

pany in the bi-weekly summary was
disclosure that George J. Schaefer,
recently-elected officer of ICeith-^Al-

bee-Orpheum, hjid no money invested
in. the firm when he took over last

month.

MASS. RACING KAYO

SHOULD Affi THEATRES

.
Nate Gold^tein^ Paramount partner

in Massachusetts, looks for improved

business in the Springfield area as a

result of horse and dog racing in

Hampden county being killed off. In
New York last week to contact h.6.

executives, Goldstein declared - that

he and other theatre men In the ter-

l^itory got heavily behind the cam-
paign which successfully knocked,out
racing opposition. . In addition ,to the
pups, ^horse racing has been held sev-
eral

,
years at the Aigawam track,

Springfield.

John J. Ford, general manager of

Maine 8c New Hampshire Theatres,
was also in N.' Y. last week to disciiiBs

current operating matters. E. J.

Sparlcs, Par's partner in Florida, was
in for just a day, while Tracy Bar
ham, Ohio-Kentucky operator. Is for
longer, returned to Hamilton, O.,

Thursday (17).

Bob Wllby reached New York that
day to. see Y. Frank Freeman and
others at the h.o., returning to Atlan-
ta, Saturday (-9).. George Trendle of
Detroit, got In Monday (21).

Martin J. MuUin and Sam pinanski
are in New York on their second trip
in as many weeks, having come down
from Boston to meet Freeman on his
return from the Coast after being
set to head studio operations. George
Walsh, upstate operator, was In Mon-
day (21) on matters affecting his cir-

cuit.

Encoring 'Spook' Shows

Detroit, Nov. 22.

Following smash sessions at down-
town spots recently, 'spook* combo
of 'Dracula' (U) and Trankenstein*

(U) is being set for a series of show-

ings in bigger United Detroit nabes.

Three-day showings are set for

Cinderella, on east side; Regent and

Norwest, three dayis at each spot.

Horror Dividends

Hollywood, Nov. 22.

Money rolling in from the revival

of 'Dracula' and 'Frankenstein' Is

being used to film more horrors at

Universal.

With 'Son of Frankenstein' under
way, Willis Cooper is writing an-
other , high-budget chiller, 'After

Frankenstein.'

Minneapolis, Nov. 22.

The Republican's clean sweep and
the consequent defeat of the Farmer^
Labor candidates for governor and
the state legislature, are believed to
spell the doom of the Minnesota the*
atre divorcement law which North-
west Allieid wants passed by .the
le^slature convening early nejct
year; -

FarmeT'-Laborltes were lined up
for the bill which would compel the
Paramount ekcuit to relinquish'some
85 , theatres In the state. The law
would be patterned after the North
Dakota one held by a Federal tri«

bime to be constitutionaU '
'

W. A. Stefles, president of North-
west Allied, however, contends , that
the election result h^ve not inju^red

the prospects of the law's enactrttent.

'Our. chances of getting the bill

passjed are as goOd^ if not better^
than ever,' Insists Steffe's.

But at the. last legislative session
Republicans principally were instru-
mental in having theatre divorce-
ment legislation buried in committee'
so it never reacheci the floor for a
vote.

OhlolB Divorcement
Exhibitors ih Ohio are not psrticu-

larly pleased ovet the. prospect of
theatre'divorcement in that state, a6-
cordiny to industry leaders back in
New York after attending the iride-

pendents' convention ip .Ohio. State
has three affiliated circuits plus two
or threj big Independent chains.
A number of Itidic^ exhibitors

outspoken about the fierce cbmpett-
tion provided by the existing inde-
pendent circuits and are inclined to
fear further compietitlon if affiliatecl

operation Is divorced firom present
parent corporations and made inde^
pendent outfits.

Basket Parties Again

In Chi; Dec 20 Ae Date

Chicago, Nov, 22.

Annual foodstuffs - for - admission
Christmas show, will be held by
neighborhood theatres on morning
of Dec. 20, according to plang set by
operating committee, headed by Bill
Hollander, Balaban & Kat?:

» press
chief, ancl Jack Kirsch, local Allied
proxy.
Expect to raise 30,00a baskets for

food to be distributed to poor. All
forces in local show' biz co-operat-
ing on gratis basis, with unions, ex-
changes, newspaiiers,

. truckers and
ad organizations delivering services
and material on charity drive;
Again the Chicago Amusement

Publicists Ass'n will handle all work,
and tleups in obtaining publicity
breaks on the Basket Parties. Radio
stations also coming through with
contrlbs of' announcements on the
city-wide charity campaign.

'Baby' Screening Raises

Objections in St Louis

St. Louis, Nov. 22.

After a private showing of 'Birth
of a Baby' in Fanchon & Marco's
nabe, Hi-Pointe, was publicized, and
an announcement that F&M was
considering ^ run in onb of its de-
luxers, a flood of protests were made
against the showing and the plan
has bfien.placed in the cooler for the
time being.

The St. Louis Medical Assn.,
through a resolution introduced by
Dr. Percy H. Swahlen. prez, opposed
a public showing of the pic although
approving it being shown tO sslected
groups. The Child Conservation
Conference, Inc., also voiced its pro-
test against the showing and, in a let-

ter sent to F&M execs, said, 'It caters
to a morbid curiosity, is an insult to
innate modesty of refined- wonion,
and physicians and nurses do not
need the infotmation conveyed.'

(Continued from page 5)

ready been placed on 44-hour week,
and technicians and other produc-
tion workers notlfie4 that any ap-
plication of 44-hour week to film

' industry will be made retroactive to

its effective date of Oct. 24. This
notice was served on advice of at-

torneys to prevent any -suits for

double time as provided in the act.

George E. Browne, president of the
International Alliartce of nieatrical

Stage Employees, is e;cpected to con-
fer with film executives this week
over status of his 12,000 members
employed in the studios.

If the five-day week proposal is

adopted' by companies, ' it would be
divided into four days of nine hours
each and one of eight hou^^s. Work
would be suspended entirely on Sat-
urday and Sunday.

Await Prodncer Move
Business representatives of crafts

under: the Studio Basic Agreement
met with Frank Carothers. labor pro-
ducer contact, but decldied to deifer

action pending some move by the
producers. Among those- attending
this* session were Al Speed, Inter-
national Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers; William Castle, studio car-
penters; Joseph tuohy. Studio 'x'rans-

portation Drivers Local 390; Ben
Koenig, Makeup Artists Local 706;
Bert Offord, Costumers' Local. Cos-
turners and Makeup Artists were
only locals of the lATSE repre-
sented.

The Screen Actors Guild has nixed
a proposal of agents that expulsion
of an agent after the SAG licensing
plan becomes effective be subject to

appeal before an arbitration 'soa'rd of

five members. The agents suggested
that the SAG name one member of
the board, the Artists Manager
Guild one, and that these two select
three impartial arbiters. "Tops in

SAG said such a system would be
permitting outsiders to dictate pol-
icies Of the SAG, as well as activi-
ties of the actpr representatives.
r Tentative plan of the AMG called
for disciplinary action, to be taken
by the SAG, subject to appeal be-
fore a three-man arbitration board.
In the case of the expulsion of an
agent, however, the agent would
have the right to further appeal to

a five-man arbitration board.
The ' actors are certain to Insist

that all disciplinary action be taken
by the SAG, and that any arbitration

be before a board approved by the
board of directors of the Guild.

Definite plans for arbitration, as

well as a code of ethics and adoption
of rules for which an agent may be
expelled from doing business, will be
worked out this week. Negotiations
have been halted. pending return of
Laurence W. Beilenson, SAG coun-
sel, and M. C. Levee, AMG prexy.
Beilenson has been on vacation,

while Levee has been east on busi-

ness.

Indies Want Pacts Amended
Independent studio unions have

tarted negotiations with producers
on amendments to contracts Inked
last year. First move was by Motion
Picture Painters Local 644, who
asked wage tilt for men employed
on two night shifts. Tentative agree-
ment has already been reached call-

ing for time and hali for workers on
6 p.m. and midnight graveyard
shifts.

Proposal of painters was Investi-

gated by Pat Casey and committee
of studio managers composed of Wil-
liam Koenig, 20th-Fox; Keith Glen-
non. Paramount, Carol Sax, Warners,

Society of Motion Picture Film Ed-
itors is asking reclassification of ap-
prentices, librarians and certain as-

sistant cutters. Reclassification would
result in pay hike for men In these
brackets.

Society of Motion Picture Interior
Decorators has named following ar-
bitration committee to talk new con-
tract with producers George Sawley,
Paul R. Moyer. Henry Grace, Hugh
Hunt,' Paul S. Fox.
Vern Murdock has resigned as

business representative of Makeup
Artists Local 706 of lATSE. Mem-
bers voted to abolish office, and re-

tained Ben Koenig, brother of 20th-
Pox studio manager, as legal repre-
sentative. He also will direct work
formerly handled by business repre-
sentative.

Jimmy Fidler, air commenator, at

conference with tops in SAG, agreed
to make closer check on Information
pertaining to the Guild. Parley was
arranged after commentator had
aired- report, presumably furnished
by studio flack, that certain players
had refused to appear at a newsboy
benefit unless paid. Kenneth Thom-
son, executive secretary of the SAG,

said his conference with Fidler was
mutually arranged and was perfectly
amicable.

Will Hays, president of the Motion
Pictute Producers & Distributors of

America, Inc., is expected on Coast
this week to discuss various produc-
tion problems with officials.

UA Board Meets

(Continued from page 5)

a numerical standpoint. Lynn Farnol
will accompany -filulvey.

While the company" at the present
writing is without any commitment
from Selznick for 1939-1940 season,

it is not improbable tiiat he will con-

tinue to distribute through United

Artists, in which case total number
of pictures for next season would be
boosted to 34 or 35.

Alexander Korda's plans for '39-40

have not been announced but he may
produce one picture in Hollywood,

of the total he will deliver, with

Merle Oberon as the star. His de-

cision to do a production on the

Coast is predicated on his belief that

he not only has a story in mind par-

ticularly suited for the U. S. and
international ,market, but that it

would give him an opportunity to

develop star talent, which is essen-

tial to Korda's desire for strength-

ening suitability of product fot the

American as well as the English

market.
With regard to this point. Silver-

stone states the industry would
greatly benefit in increased gross

business both here and in England
through signing of the U. S.-United

Kingdom trade treaty. Improved re-

lations between the two nations will

result in an Increased general pros-
perity which, he feels, will be re-

flected in the business the motion
picture industry expects to do.

UA's general manager also inti-

mated he will very shortly close con-
tracts with a Spanish producer: to

make a Spanish production Ih Hoi-?

lywood for the Latin-Americaii mar-
ket UA would not finahce this one
but will lend the producer every
production aid.

According to Silverstone's views,
the American film industry eventual-
ly, stands to lose its market , in Eu-
rope, with the exception of England,
and should pay more attention to

developing business in the South
American markets because of the
tremendous possibilities there. He
intimated- that he has disciissed this

viewpoint with S. R. Kent, president
of 20th-'Fox,.. and found Kent echoes
his sentiments.

Pessimistic on Europe

.

Reviewing the European situation,

Silverstone states Germany can be
coimted out, as far .as the possibility

of doing business there or geitting

money out of the country is con-
cerned. The Austrian situation is

the same, with the added discourage-
ment,that prints of pictures belong-
ing to American, distributors have
been confiscated there on the ground
that such pictures are to become a
part of the Austrian archives.

Commenting on Spain, he said that
if Franco is victorious an import
quota will be imposed on American
pictures ,and Spain will deal mostly
with its allies, Germany arid Italy.

All in all the -U. S. fllrii industry can
expect to be virtually frozen oiit of

the Spanish market. Regarding Po-
land, he claims that country has al-

ready indicated it intends to Impose
quota restrictions on American
product.
Whether there will be a resump-

tion of business done by American
distributors in Italy is extremely
doubtful as he considers it unlikely

the Italian government will reverse

its intention to nationalize film busi-

ness after Dec. 31.

Silverstone sails for London the
second week in Deceniber to go into

distribution matters with the Odeon
Circuit of 300 theatres in which UA
is financially interested. He plans

also to have a triple premiere of

U. A. pictures in London on 'Box-
ing Day,' which is Dec. 24. The three
pictures opening simultaneously are
'Cowboy and the Lady,' 'The Young
in Heart' and 'Tradeswinds.'

COL. FAIB AWAT
Hollywood, Nov. 22.

Two pictures, 'Let Us Live' and
'The Lone Wolf's Daughter,' kicked
off at Columbia yesterday (Mon.).

Henry Fonda, Maureen O'Sullivan

and Ralph Bellamy are featured in

'Live,' and Warren William and Ida

Lupino in 'Wolf.'

CINCINNATI
(Continued Irom page 8)

'Girls on Probation' (WB) and
'Sharpshooters' (20th), split. Normal
$2,100. Same last week with 'Rene-
gade Ranger' (RKO). 'Night Hawk'
(Rep), 'Mystery Rider' (Par), sepa-
rate.

Grand (RKO) (1,200; 25-40)-^
•Great Waltz' (M-G) (3d run). Okay
$2,800. Last week 'Stablemates'
(M-G) (3d run) (2d wk), good $3,200.

Keith's (Libsoh) (1,500: • 35-42)—
'Dr. Kildare' (M-G). All right $5,000,
Last week 'Service de Luxe' (U),
slow $3,000.

Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 35-42)—'Men
Wings' (Par) (2d run). Poor $3,200.
Last week 'Suez' (20th) .(2d run),
fairly good $4,000.

Palaoe (RKO) . (2,600; 35-42)—
'Brother Rat' (WB). Very good $13,-
000. Last week 'Men Wings' (Par),
disappointing $10,000.

. Shubert (RKO) (2.150; 35-40-60)—
'Affairs of Annabel' (RKO) and
Clyde McCoy and Don Bestor or-
chestras heading stage show. Vaud-
fllm season bowing m with a socko
$16,000. Last week ^Drums' (UA) (2d
wk), finale for straight pic policy,
okay $4,500.

'King' Snappy $1}M
Flesb-Hemember' 12G,

Leading Sluggish Balto

Baltimore, Nov. 22.

After fairly consistent run of good
biz, local takings hit a slump last

Week with no improvement noted

yet. H.o. and spot booking to ac-

commodate Thanksgiving day open-

ings planned by all downtowners,

not strengthening matters any. Some
fairly strong weekend interest in 'If

1 Were King! set in early and figured

to hold through holiday period at
Keith's.

'Combo Hipp, cashing in on finale-

of Jitterbug contest sponsored in tie-,

up with" local NeWs-Post, started
with capacity midnight show Thurs-
day (17) helping 'A Man to Remem-
ber' to hit a snappy pace.

Esttmaies for This Week
Century (Loew's-'JA) (3,Q00: 15-

25-35-40-55)—'Shining Hour' (M-G)
plus stage flash. . Mild going to po^i-

sible $9,500. Last week, 'My Heart'
(UA) off to good start, but floun-
dered to fairish $12,800.

Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,205;
15-25-35-40-55-66)—'Man "Remember'
(RKO) plus .stage show with Happy
Felton, Dixie Dunbar and winners of
Jitterbug, contest. Depending on
flesh for steady take of $i2,0()0. Rave
notices for film and -capacity open-
ing midnight show Thursday ' (17)
helping. Last week, 'Annabel'
(RKO) and p.a. of Horace Heidt and
orch, $14,600, somewhat below figure
indicated by strong weekend open-
ing.

Keith's (Schanberger) (2.460; 15-
25-35-40-55)—'If King' (Par). Put in
early and figured strong enough to
hold through holiday with okay re-
sponse >building to nice $11,D00. Last
week, second of dual ' reissue of
'Frankenstein' (U) and 'Dracula'
(U), hit $4,800. after surprise initial

stanza at $12,000.

New (Mechanic) (1,558; 15-25-35-
^5)—'Submarine Patrol' (20th) (2d
wk). Some continued interest to
poskble $3,500 after mildish op.ening
session to $4,200.

Stanley (WB) (3,260; 15-25-35-40-
55)—'Men Wings' (Par) (2d wk).
Holding fairly well to $5^500 after
nice opening, which started big, but
slumped with rest of town to $12,200,
juve trade helping.

INDIANAPOLIS
(Continued from page 10)

40)—'Submarine Patrol' (20th) and
'Alwjiys Trouble' (20th). Former pic
based on ' a local resident's novel,
'Splinter Fleet,' and was given heavy
editorial breaks ih dailies here. Gar-
nering only a so-so $4,300, however.
Last week 'Thanks Memory' (Par)
and 'Illegal Traffic' (Par), $3,800, not
so hot.

IndUna (Katz-Dolle) (3,100; 25-30-

40) — 'Angels With Dirty Faces'
(WB) and 'Swing That Cheer' (U).
Huge national assist ads helped to
get the Cagney-O'Brien film away to

a swell ^itart and it's pacing towards
$11,500, which is best house has done
since 'Alexander's Ragtime.' Last
week 'If. King' (Par) and 'Youth
Takes Fling' (U) showed $7,500, okay.

Loew's (Loew's) (2,400; 25-30-40)—
'Shining Hour' (M-G) and 'Blondie'
(Col). Campaign a strenuous one to
revive Joan Crawford's b. o. strength
here and it's succeeding pretty well
at $8,000, good. Last week 'Goes My
Heart' (UA) and 'Juvenile Court'
(Col) was fairly good at $6,200.

Lyric (Olson) (1,900; 25-30-40)—
'Torchy Blane' (WB) and Glen Gray's
C^sa LOma band on stage. Latter
given heavy billing and credited with
boosting take to $10,500, good. Last
week 'Around Corner' (20th) and
George Olsen band on stage also did
$10,500, good, but picture had been
expected to boost gross still higher.

F-WC's Trailer Switch

Hollywood. Nov. 22.

Fox-West Coast is switching from
National Screen Service to Trailer

Made, Inc., for all house trailers.

Circuit's bill runs to around $3,000

weekly. Couldn't get together with
NSS on a new rental deal.

Woods, Chi, 1st Run
Chicago, Nov. 22.

Woods, the Essaness downtown
flagship, this week starts a policy of
loop first showings and will attempt*
In the future, to refrain from subse"
quent run flickers.

Upping admission rates to 50c. and
will try to establish Itself in thtt

Chicago picture field as a flrst-xuft

spot.
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THE PICTURE

THAT'S DOING

THE BIGGEST

BUSINESS ON

BROADWAY!

The line extends a quarter mile that way

HELD OVER in its two newest pre-release runs ... at tiie

ROXY, NEW YORK, of course . . . and tlie ROOSEVELT,

CHICAGO, where it's knocking the Loop for a loop I And
1 ' t

o^Yo'uR r?tSre
" ^" ^^^^ BALTIMORE hold-over weeks I
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Philly's Anti-Trust Suit

(Continued from page 3)

in the Lane theatre for 'Certain Age'.

Elliott has an availability notice for

'Drums' foj* Dec. 7 and he claims

that WB putting it in the Lane first

will ruin it for him. As .result

Shapiro went before Judge Welsh

yesterday and explained this new
development, whereupon the court

ordered an immediate hearing for

tomorrow.
Named as conspirators in the

monopoly, in Philly by Shapiro are

Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc.; Warner
Bros. Circuit .Management Corp.;

Warner Bros. Theatres, Inc.;- Vita-

graph, Inc.; Paramount Pictures, Inc.;

Paramount Distributing; RKO Radio;

Loew's; 20th Century-Fox; Columbia
Pictures; Universal, and United Art-

ists.

In addition to maintaining that

the defendants have violated th^

Sherman and Clayton anti-trust acts,

Shapiro brings in an entirely new
act, believed never before used in

a film case. It is the Robinson-Pat-
man" Anti-Price Discrimination Act,

under which goods in Interstate

commerce may not be sold to one
person for less than to another. Sha-
piro declares that he can prove the

exchanges violated this law because
they sell to Warner for first run in a
nabe for less than they get on third

or fourth run for the same pic from
an indie.

In the bill of complaint, Shapiro
first points out that the defendants

named control production, distribu-

tion and licensing of more than 80%
of features available. He then says

that the five affiliated exhibitors

named, WB, Par, RKO, 20th-Fox and
Loew's, control practically all of

metropolitan first runs in the coun-
try, pointing out how they have di-

vided the coimtry up so that they
don't compete with each other.

'Ptoying Ball'

Next complaint in the bill is that

the distribs play ball with each other

by. reserving pix for the; other' affili-

ated circuits before releasing them
to the indies, and indies as a result

are 'relegated to a secondary or in-

ferior position and are compelled
to accept pictures or exhibition after

the affiliated theatres are through
with them and Are usually subject to

rental terms and conditions of avail-

ability including clearance and zon-
ing that are harsh and arbitrary.'

Furthern\j>re, it is charged, affili-

ateds not only get clearance for

houses already built, but for those
that are built or acquired after the
indie has made a contract, so that

no matter how well the indie is

serving his public, he is always pen-
alized by the affiliateds.

As a result of all this, it is charged
the indie is deprived of "a free, open
and Untrammeled market in which
he may "buy product based upon his

ability and' willingness to ' pay fair

and reasonable film rentals.' In

other words, it is maintained, that

no matter how much an indie is

willing to pay, it ^S' impossible for

him to go into the market and get

the. run or films he wants.
A list of nine unfair trade practices

forced upon indies is then gfiven. It

includes block booking, forcing of

short subjects and newsreels in fea-

ture contracts, arbitrary designation
of play dates, arbitra^ry protection,

allowing of affiliateds to buy more
product than they legitimately need
in order to keep it from the indies,

arbitrary, unconscionable and dis-

criminatory film rentals, score
charges made, against indies^ but not
Warners, setting of minimum admis-
sion.

Next in the bill are listed monopo-
listic and discriminatory practices of
WB in Philly. In the first place, it is

pointed out, the circuit controls
every downtown first run and every
nabe first run, owning or operating
85 houses in Philly and vicinity to
75 owned or operated by indies. Next,
it is charged, all the exchanges give
every possible preference to "WB.

Elliott's partidular situation is

taken up after that. It is shown that
the Fern Rock originally had seven-
day clearance over the WB Colney
and Lindley on some product, while
they had clearance on other product.
In 1934, however, WB began acquir-
ing other houses, In each case push-
ing the Fern Rock back a run. First
was the Yorktown, then the Grange,
then the Bromley, Final straw came
on Nov. 9 of this year with opening
of the Lane, when WB attempted to
push the Fern Rock back still far-
ther, although dates on which it was
to get pix were down in black and

white on its contracts with ex-
changes.

To prove all his contentions, Sha-
piro has subpoenaed all the ex-
changes, and they will be forced to

bring all their contracts with War-
ners into court. In the meantime,
Shapiro asks that the court appoint
a trustee to take over and operate
the circuit until such time as a per-
manent injunction can be granted and
the distributor-producer end of the
biz is forced to formally divest itself

of theatre operation,

'This is the first time a bill of com-
plaint of this kind has been filed be-
fore the plaintiff died,' Shapiro
shouted m court. 'Independents are
being throttled by practices that are
growing worse every day. A man
can't build a movie theatre unless
Warner Bros, say so and if he is a
good boy they may buy him out. And
even those who do build can't get
pictures unlesis Warners say so .

'I have here a number of witnesses
who are afraid to go on the stand and
tell you of their troubles, because
they know there will be reprisals.

Why, only today a representative of

one of these defendant companies
refused to give Elliott films"unless he
withdraws his suit.'

Refugee Succor

(Continued from page 5)

premium, such coin being turned

over in full to the fund. Agencies

were open on the day of pefform-

ances, but most of the ticket sales

were made at the boxoffices.

Niffht of Stars' 90G Net

Probably the most vital,factor con-

tributing towards the sudcess of the

Night of Stars benefit show last

Wednesday (16) at- Madison Square

Garden, New Yofk, on behalf of the

United Palestine Appeal, was the
showmanly manner in- which the
wealth of talent was piaced. With
that dominant thought in mind,
these annual galas should prove in-

creasingly successful from the b.o.

standpoint, which, if a large gross is

aimed for, can only mean upping the
tariff. At $1-$15, and boxes at $75-

$250, the. fifth annual show was a
sellout. Over 20,000 attended and
the gross exceeded $60,000. Another
$30,000 was realized from the elab-
orate souvenir programs. Total gross
from everything, $105,000; net at

$90,000.

The • major shortcoming of this

type gala is that the showmanship is

usually considerably beneath the
parity of the show; i.e., the talent is

generous and impressive but, when
permitted to become too lavish, it

starts to pall.

No such thing here. Everything
was kept at a streamlined pace; rou-
tines were clipped, specialties mini-
mized to their most surefire high-
lights and the entire performance
beautifully paced. Save for the in-

troductory speeches, including Mayor
LaGuardia, and subsequent talks by
ex-Mayor Jinimy Walker, Gene
Buck, Harry Hershfield and others,

the. variety, of talent paced like the
super-headline show of all time.

Bi^ck of the Scenes

. Louis K. Sidney again chairmaned,
this year doing his directing from
the Coast; Ben A. Boyar, associate

chairman, officiating from Broadway.
"Topflight show biz execs were honor-
.ary chairmen and an impressive pro-
duction committee of vet showmen
is the answer to how it all came out
so well. Sid Piermont and Jay C.
Flippen. latter among the array of

m.c.s, figured dominantly backstage
in cueing acts just how little time to

consume.
Some of those on the bill included

Kitty Carlisle, Don Albert, Alexan-
der Smallens, George Jessel, Eddie
Cantor, - Rockettes, Gae Fosterites,

Lucy Monroe, Raymond Scott, Block
and Sully, Phil Spitalny, Flippen,

Hershfield, Jack Dempsey, Lou (Geh-

rig (who, speaking as an American
of German descent, particularly

wowed the attendance), Henny
Youngman, Eddy Duchin, Cotton
Club. Paradise, International Casino
and Casa Manana revue, Lou Holtz,

Benny Goodman and Ben Bernie.

Also, Sam Forrest's 'Democracy in

Headlines' cavalcade, Milton Berle,

Freddie Bartholomew, Orson Welles,

William Gaxton, Victor Moore, June
Preisser, Raymond Massey, Sinclair

Lewis, James Barton, Bill Robinson,

Walter Huston, Molly Picon, Fred
Waring, Robert Montgomery, Bea-

Theatre Chains

Cool to AFA s

$60 Demands

Inaugurating negotiations looking

to organization of all theatres

throughout the country using stage

attractions, the American Federation

of Actors has laid its demands be-

fore operators of chains in New
York, as well as managers of indi-

vidual theatres. Ralph Whitehead is

executive secretary of the union.

AFA is seeking a closed shop and
a minimum for all artists of $60 a

week, regardless of duties they per-

form. A scale of no less than $60

would affect girls working in lines

as well as any artist, carried by
bands or acts, who may do little

more than a walk-on and now re-

ceive less than this figure. Theatres,

if signing with the APA, would agree

not to play anyone under the closed-

shop clause who did not belong to

the union nor anyone who would
not receive $60 or more weekly,
whether paid by the theatre or by
the attraction carrying such persons.

Reported the Radio City Music
Hall, N. Y., which does not sit in

with the N. Y. labor committee of

which C. C. Moskowitz, of Loew's, is

chairman, will not consider the de-

mands made by the AFA.
Moskowitz and representatives of

other theatres and national chains

operating in N. Y. have taken the

AFA demands under advisement for.

conferences prior to reporting atti-

tude.

PIZOR'S IMPERIAL PICTS,

INDIE, FLOATING STOCK

Imperial Pictures, Inc., a Delaware

corporation headed by William M.

Pizor', is making a public offering of

424-,000 shares of common stock, with
initial offering price of $1.50 per
share. Company's balance sheet sub-

mitted with prospectus as of Aug. 31

this year showed total assets of

$92,052 against total liabilities of

$53,188.

Lewen Pizor, v.p. of company, is

listed as a circuit exhibitor and pres-

ident of the United Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Eastern Pennsyl-
vania, Southern New Jersey and
Delaware. Company claims to havie

four features .under distribution and
plans for at least 32 feature pictures
in the coming season. Distribution

would be through franchise holders
in 30 key spots, 21 of which have
been set.

Inside Stulf-Pictures

Philadelphia, Nov. 22.

Lewen Pizor returned last weiek
from Oklahoma' City, where he was
stricken while attending the MPTOA
convention. His daughter, Dorothy,
went out to bring him back. He is

expected at his desk again late this

week.

All Variety Clubs Meet

In Detroit Next Spring

Detroit, Nov. 22..

Jack Flynn, district manager for
Metro here, has been appointed gen-
eral maha,£(er for the national pow-
wow of. Variety Clubs of America
here next spring.

Headquarters for conclave will be
local Variety Club's quarters in

Hotel Book-Cadillac here. Arrange-
ments are being made for attendance
of around 3,000 at the conclave.

Columbus Variety' Elects

Columbus, O., Nov, 22.

William C. PuUih elected presi-
dent of Columbus Variety club. He
had been filling an unexpired term
of M. R. (Duke) Clark who moved
to Cleveland, Other officers re-
elected as follows: J. Real Neth,
William Ortman, v.ps.; J. F. Luft,
treasurer, and P. J. Wood, sec.

Directors named include Max Stern,
C. Harry Schreiber. Virgil Jackson,
Lou HoUeb, Leo Haenlein and Wil-
liam F. McKinnon.

trice Lillie, Noel Coward, and others.

I. J. Fox etherized the show ' in

part over WHN, N. Y., making a

$1,000 donation to the Palestine fund
for the radio nights.

The feature William K. Howard is making at the Eastern Service
Studios, Astoria, L. I., final title of which has not yet been set, will run
over the budget of $260,000 set for it. It probably will total $350,000 or
more due to delays. The Odium (Atlas) interests are the backers of this
and any subsequent pictures Howard may make at Astoria. Paramount
has signed a deal to release the initial Odium-financed Howard feature,
closed after production had started.

Harold Orlob, who has completed 'One-Third of Nation' at the Astoria
plant, also to be released by Par, brought his picture in at $175,000.
'Nation' is set for release the first week in December.

Robert A. Taft, son of former President William Howard Tlaft, who was
elected to the Senate from Ohio, has had dealings with the film industry.
The Paramount, Cincinnati, property owners, which included the Wur-
litzer piano people, retained Taft. The late Charles P. Taft, owner of the
Cincy Times-Star, also owned the Grand, which along with the Par, iis

now operated by RKO.
Additionally, Sen.-elect Taft is owner and partner in the Paramount,

Middletown, and the Par, Hamilton, O., units in the Southio Theatres
Corp., a subsidiary of Paramount pictures, Inc., operated by Tracy Bar-
ham.

Mars story by H. G. Wells, which was broadcast by Columbia Broad-
casting System, has brought out another reissue to cash in on current
interest in Martians. 'It is 'Things to Come,' British-made Korda picture
released in 1936 by United Artists. Universal rushed 'Mars Attacks the
World' to the market about two weeks ago, making up subject from
'Flash Gordon' serial material it had in the vaults.

Following the success in dualing 'Frankenstein' and 'Dracula' and -Bride
of Frankenstein' and" 'Daughter of Dracula,' Universal is making national
reissue of 'Magnificent Obsession' and 'All Quiet on the Western Front,*

on double bills. No 'question biit that reissues mean a nice net business
to U, representing virtually velvet outside cost of prints and handling.

New restrictions have cut the flood of stories Into the Metro studio
hopper from 50 to 100 per rhonth; Under latest restrictions, no story may
be submitted directly to a producer, as in the past. It must be routed
through the story and scenario departments before it is brought up for
final discussion before the new 'executive council consisting of Louis B.
Mayer, Eddie Mannix, Ben Thau, Sam Katz, Edwin Knopf and Kenneth
MacKeniia. A producer gets the story only in synopsis form from the
scenario department,-

What happens when there- is delay on a 'B' production was forcibly

illustrated this week when Paramount found 'Little Orphan Annie' com-
ing along for pecember release instead of last summer, -the spot for which
it was intended. John Speaks, was given contract to make this featiire

early this winter to be ready for dull July-August period. '.

Because- difficulty was encountered in finding' a star for the title role

(Ann Gillis finally was spotted in lead), production" lagged so much that

instead of summer release, the Par feature now must go out in December.

Lorin Grignon, Paramount's chief tranOTiission engineer, has devised a
five-track sovmd projector for the new sound cutting rooms. New pro-

jector, the result of eight months work, enables sound cutters to test

synchronization of five effects, plus picture, before-final dubbing. Machine
not only improves the quality of sound but may be stopped and reversed

quickly, saving plenty of time and labor.

'

Herbert Polesie and Arthur Lubin are mulling an offer to make three

pictures on a sound stage to be built at the New York World's .Fair. Offer

was made by Bernard KaulTman, who is expected in Hollywood next
week to go over plans with Polesie as producer and Lubin as director.

Pictures will carry a budget of $125,000 each, financed by commercial
sponsors, although the films will not be' industrial features.

'

Alfred E. Green, horse breeder in his leisure hours, learned something
about the treatment of . racing nags when he started directing Ed Small's
picture, ^Klng of the Turf.' Under the' rule laid down by the Society for
the Prevention Of Cruelty to Animals, screen horses must be treatied more
gently than screen moppets. To use 12 steeds in a race sequence he had
to pick 36 for the actual work, plus four spares.'

With RKO set to emerge from 77b within the next 60 days, present
outlook is for an unusually strong showing in the first month of the new
corporation's existence. Present expectation is that 'Gunga Din' will be
generally released by the time the company officially is out from under
77b. The new Astaire-Rogers production, 'The Castles,' will be coming
along shortly afterwards.

Under direction of George J. Schaefer and Harold. B. Franklin, direct-
ing the film drive, Al Selig lined up the committee of judges for the
Movie Quiz, Selig, by process of elimination, concluded that an imposing
name roster such as the following would command the proper public
recognition: Mrs. Ogden Reid, Congressman Bruce Barton,' -Helen Wills
Moody,. Dr. James E. West and Hendrik Willem van Loon.

"The Beachcombers,' British-made .Eric Pommer-Mayflower production
starring Charles Laughton, which has been taken for this country by
Paramount, ' has been edited for the U, S. and the final print will be
screened possibly before the end of this week. Picture will probably go
into the Par, N. Y.', on a pre-release date some time in December.

'Man With 100 Faces,' recently at the Rialto, N.Y., was originally called

'Crackerjack.' It' was made in England by Gainsborough and is released
in the U.S. by Gaumont-British.

OPENING
BILTMpRE HOTEL

NEW YORK

TOMORROW NIGHT
THURSDAY

PHIL SPITALMY
AND HIS

ALL GIRL
ORCHESTRA
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HOW TO CASH IN
ON THE
HARDY PICTURE!
With overflowing heart you'll agree that Out West With The Hardys"

is positively the best of all this amazing series!

There was roaring laughter, there were cheers, and tears,when it was screened

in M'G'M*s projection room, and you'll react likewise when you screen it!

Never was a picture sitting prettier for smashing business! The millions

who literally adored "Love Finds Andy Hardy" are waiting for the new
Hardy picture as no previous attraction was ever awaited!

SHOUT the news from your screen, from your lobby, from the pages of

your newspapers!

DONT LOSE ONE single opportunity to tease it along from this moment
to your play-date!

BOOK it for extra time immediately because you'll have to hold it over!

IKGREASE your ad space to sock it over!

EXPLOIT it as you've never exploited before!

THE FRIENDLY COMPANY brings you the friendliest picture ever to

come to the screens of America—"OUT WEST WITH THE HARDYS"!

Close-up of

your patrons!
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EXPLOITATION By Epes W. Sargent

stuck to 'Sons'
Salisbury, N, C.

Richmond Gage managed a picture

in the daily press, and a street pa-

rade through the city, by turning his

theatre over to the Sons of the Bei-

gion lor the first day of the showing
thcx-e of the 'Sons of the Legion' pic-

ture.
Honorary officers • for the theatre

were named and news, pictures were
made of Gage with the honorary^
manager for the day, for the press.

The Sons paraded with their drum
and bugle corps.

Portland Preview
Portland, Ore.

* The" Parker-Evergreen Mayfair
launched a coy build-up for. the first

'Blondie' pic (Col). Manager Walt
Finney announced a mystery 'Sneak'
preview following last showing of

•You Can't Take It With You' on one
midweek night.
Customers werien't told title of pic-

ture to be previewed, but werie in-

vited to write . their reactions on
cards in the lobby after seeing
'Blondie.' Idea was to give the pic

an advance build-up for future show-
ing in another house, hs a gag, the
stunt gained popular response and
comment cards generally gave a
heavy favorable response.

THANKSGIVING VIA

P0STALTELE6RAPH

• A1.L THE MEiLODIOVS AC-
CISNTS of home ana the susta-

tory feoUne for the traditional

turkey feast are combined In the

ThanUsprlvIn? singing grebtlner?

which the 2,000 elnglng telegi'aph

fflrls of Postal Telegraph will sing

for the public this coming Thanks-
giving Day.

—^Be There by Postal Telegrnpli-

• THtt£E S0Nr.-O-GRA]\IS are

on the Postal Telegraph Thanks-
giving repertoire. Larry Clinton,

composer of "My Reverie," the

"Dlpsy Doodler, offers the . words
for one to bo sung io the tune

of ''Thanks for the Memory"'
with special permission of the

I*aramount Music Company 'and
the original composers, Leo Robin
and Ralph Ralnger.

_
This one

dw((ll9 entirely on gustation, the

words being:

Tlian/cs /or the memory
Of tur]iey legs^ and such
"With Mother's tasty touch

With candied streets end
pickled beets

I've eaten much too much
So thank you so much

—Be There by Postal Telegraph

—

• THAT REI.IABT.E "Home
Sweet Home" Is also being used,

by Postal Telegrnph's anonymous
poet for one singing greeting to

be charged for at the regular

rates for 17 words, with the ex-

pression "love to all" or simply

"love" at no extra charge. Hero

It Is:

'Mid pleasure^ and palaces

Wherever we may roam'

On a Thanksgiving holiday

Our thoughts turn to home

—Be There by Postal Telegraph—

• THE SAME ANOXYMOXJS
POET combines home, the stove

turkey and y.nms In preparing

slnginp Thanksgiving greeting

words to_ the tune of "Home on

the Ranpe." Thus, boys and girle

who must ot necessity be far

from tlxeir home when the'

Thanksgiving feats 1b spread, may
nrronge with Postal Telegraph,

wherever Ihcy may be, to have

this song sung for the absent

ones,' to their families, over the

telephone:

Home, home on the range

Where the turkey and yams
yoit arrange

Oh I long /or t?iat bird

So I send you this word
On Thanksgiving Day home

on the range

• OK ir YOU PREFEK Thanks-

giving .Greetings .on Pqetal Tele-

gr.aph's colorful blanks delivered

by messenger costing only 25o to

all- Postal Telegr.T,pli 'points in the

I'nlted Stntcs—20c locally.

Tostal TcUgvapb

As near to you as your

telephono

Berle Goes Grid

. .
Chicago.

Tom Gorman garnering plaudits

for his comedy handling of the ad
campaign for Milton Berle, p.a. in

ttic PaIbcc
Instead of straight picture and

copy on the comic, Gorman tied the

ads in with the football hysteria,

dressing Berle's photo with comedy
football suit and billing the shoiV

between a pair of football goal posts.

Denis' Busy Day
Indianipolis, Nov. 22.

Coming to town en route to Co-
lumbus, Ohio, Mr. and Mrs. Armand
Denis (Leila Roosevelt), spent a

busy day Tuesday (22) plugging
their Belgian Congo picture, 'Dark
Rapture,' which will be shown local-

ly sometime in December or Janu-
ary.
Did duty as principal speakers for

their host. Universal Club, at

luncheon in Columbia Club, appear-
ing later to give talk before local

members of National Photoplay En-
dorsers, a guest shot at the Auto
Show at the Fair Grounds, and an
air stanza over local radio station.

Jersey Okays *Siii^

Trenton, Nov. 22.

Board of Censors, composed of

police and city officials, was Called

out on Thursday (18) to sit in on a

preview of 'Wages of Sin' at the Vic-

tory theatre here, following minis-

terial protests. Picture was given
clean bill of health after minor de-

letions werie ordered.
Second time in six months that

Victory attractions hiayp been under
fire. 'Ecstacy' previously drew fire

of ministers v^ith result that police

were called in.. That, too, was given
official okeh.

May End Duals

(Continued from page 3)

llealres-Eiicliaiiges

Milwaukee.
Charlss Lowenberp. associated

\yith Fox theatres in Wisconsin for
nine years, has been named public-
ity and advertising director of the
newly formed press department for
the Wisconsin territory. Lowenbarg
succeeded by Lowcl Parmentier .as

supervisor or South side theatres.

San Francisco.
Dan McLean has resigned Fox-

West Coast Theatres to take over the
lease of Embassy. Herman Cohen,
owner of United Artists theatre, for-
merly held lease of Embassy. Mc-
Lean will turn the Emb into r grind
house. McLean, for past 10 years
managed the El Capitan, being re-
placed by L. G. Tavolara, manager
of F-WC theatre in Watsonville.

land, Woodsfield, 0„ will build new
loUse there seating 500.

The Palace, Glouster, transferred
to Glouster Amus, Co. by Joe Be-
shara. The Crawford in same city
xansferred to Glouster Amus. by
John Crawford.
The South Side, Ironton^ closed

since the 193.7 flood. • XviU reopen
soon. Clayton Sheffield of Ashland,
Ky., will have charge of rejuvenated
theatre.

Pastime, Union City, N. J,, sold to
Colony Real Estate Co. by the Trust
Co.- of N. J. in a recent transaction.
Purchaser will spend $30,000 for
inodernizing and, uoon reopening will
be known as the Colony.

Done With Dogs
St. Louis.

A Sealyham pup, similar • to the

one Janet Gaynor uses in 'The
Young in Heart' was the medium
through which Manager Harold D.
'Chick' Evens, Jimmy Harris, p. a.

of Loew's, and Bernie Evens, UA ex-
ploiteer, put over a sock exploitation
campaign for the screen opus. A
tieup was made with the Star-Times,
a p.m. rag with a circulation of 158,-

000 whereby a contest to name the
pup was held during the run of the
pic.

The pup, shipped by air from UA's
headquarters in^ New York, was
photographed at the looal airport,

pix being used with stories and con-
test rules in the paper. Evens, Mar-
ion Boone, pix crix of the Star-
Times, and R. T. Raft, manager of

the Bo-K Kennels in St. Louis Coun-
ty, who boarded the dog during the
contest, were judges of the contest

and the volume of names received
snowed them under.
Another attention getter was a

deal made with the Post-Dispatch
for a full page in its Sunday roto-

gravure pic section of Paulette God-
dard, the issue coming put three
days after screen fea'ture began run.

The Thompson chain of restaurants,
for the first time in local history,

permitted the imprinting of theatre
and 'Young' copy on 25,000 napkins
used during the run. 500 tack cards
were used on news-stands through
courtesy of the Curtis Pub. Co. and
5,000 stickers on Postal Telegraph
Co. envelopes and severrl co-op ads
with big downtown dept. stores

rounded out the exploitation efforts.

nually by . the larger majors is the

desire of economizing in production

and the urge to readjust producing

so that it will fit into the changed

foreign market picture.

It is fairly well known that these

additional secondary or 'B' program-

mers were born of necessity—to flU

out the programs of affiliated cir-

cuit houses Few of them grossed

what had been anticipated no mat-

ter how low the budget. Part, of

this, of course, was due to the aver-

sion of foreign accounts to these

weakies. But the mere fact that they

had to obtain virtually all revenue

from the added-picture spots in dual

alignments meant that rentals were
low.
The dwindling foreign revenue,

either through quotas, restrictions or

outright elimination of markets in

certain countries such as Germany,
Italy, Spain and part of China, also

has something to do with this change

in production plans.

Double feature- policy in affiliated

theatres, with the resulting influx of

'B' or small-budget pictures, has

been the bane, of foreign department
executives of majol-s for the last two
years or more. Aside from the fact

that few of these minor films bring

the return anticipated in most for-

eign countries, their presence in

major
^

company's program lineup

and often brings squawks about

block-booking methods.
Foreign' exhibitors voice their

complaints when the' next year's

product is offered by a major com
pany. While admitting that the five

or six top features were excellent

money-makers, the foreign exhib

points to a long list of lesser features

on which he lost coin.

General level of top features will

be lifted by the changed lineup

which will find many majors con-

centrating on fewer but more worth-

while pictures. So foreign depart-

ment solons aver. They are willing

to predict that the new lineups with

fewer ' more important prcdjjgtipns,

;

actually will produce more revenue

in the foreign field and also further

enhance the attitude of exhibitor in-

terests outside the U. S.

Hitching ¥p the Guv,
Louisville.

Gov. A. B. 'Happy' Chandler has
accepted an invitation of 20th-Fox to

organize and head a dele.gation to

the world premiere of 'Kentucky,'
technicolor production, in Holly-
wood early in December, he an-
nounced Wednesday. Pic, which will

be .released nationally in February,
has several scenes which were made
in this state. Tentative plans were
to have advance showing in the

state, but these were cl anged be-

caused of the wider advanta,?es and
exploitation value in a Hollywood
opening.
. In the governor's party will be
Mrs. Chandler, , their two daughters,
Marcella and Mimi; Mayor Joseph
D. Scholtz of Louisville und Mrs.
Scholtz; .Mayor E. Read Wilson of

Lexington; Bo McMillan, football

coach of Indiana University and
noted Centre College football star,

and Mrs.. McMillan; Carl Saunders,
editor of the Kentucky Post; Tom
Underwood, editor of the Lexington
Herald, and Joe Hart, Louisville
Courier-Jaurnal reporter.

TITLE CHANGES
Hollywood, Nov. 22.

'Gambling Ship' is release title lor

'Lady Luck' at Universal.
•Parade- Is Over' ' Is latest tag for

'Life Is a Parade* at Warners.
'Two Weeks with Pay' replaced

'Parents on Probation' at Paramount,
i 'Men of Steel' final handle for

;
'Nuts and. Bolts' at Motro.

I 'ChaUced Out' new tag for, 'Crime
i Is a Racket* at WB.
I Last tag on 'California Cavalcade'
. at Columbia is .'Frontiers of ,'49.'

Philadelphia.
George Schwartz, former Metro

salesman, on . Monday replaced Sig
Wittmann, Universal branch mana-
ger, resigned.
Ulrlch K. Smith, Par sales man-

ager, celebrates his 25th year in the
industry today with a dinner at the
Warwick for 25 friends.

Douglas theatre taken over by
Meyer Michaelson.
Lewis Hauser proprietor of new

Clinton theatre, Montgomery, Pa.
Rexy, South Philly, being readied

for reopening Thanksgiving Day.

Lincoln.
George F. Monroe has been as-

signed for the last two weeks as pub-
licity handler for the Nebraska The-
atres, Inc. here, but took off this
week for Denver, Colo. He's to be
assistant honie office manager for
L. L. Dent's Westland Theatre there.

C. W. Becker, faced with the b.o.
downbeat from now until Xmas,
shuttered the Electric, in Burwell,
Neb.
Manny Lofgren was brought here

from the Colorado Springs, Colo, end
of J. H. Cooper Enterprise. He's
house manager at the Lincoln, re-
placing Ed Vaughn, who moved over
to become top man at the Stuart.
Harvey Traylor and city manager
Bob Huffman have been handling
the house since John Cherry re-
signed. Traylor stays on as assistant

Bill Knight, late house manager of
the Kiva, has joined Jerry Zigmund,
manaiger of the Newman, Kansas
City.

STUDIO CONTRACTS
Hollywood, Nov. 22.

Marilyn Kay, moppet, signed by
Charles R. Rogers.
Harold Lamb inked writer pact

at 20th-Fox.
20th-Fox lifted June Gale's player

option.
Parainount signed Joseph Allen,

Jr., actor.
. Warners renewed William Die-
terle's director contract.
Don Ryan's writer ticket extended

by Warners,
20th-Fox hoisted George Sanders'

option.
Metro renewed Norman Taurog's

director ticket."

George Murphy signed a new pact
at Metro.
Leni Lynn, singing moppet,

handded new Metro de?l.
Warners renewed Ronajd Rea-

gan's contract.
Frank ' Strayer ' signed director

pact at Columbia.
June Preisser inked player ticket

at Metro.
Jack Holt inked four-picture, pact

with Larry Darmour at (Jolumbia.
Warners renewed Mike McGreal's

ticket as head of studio camera de-
partment.
Wendy Barrie signed three-picture

deal at RKO.
'

Loriia Gray penned player ticket
at Columbia.
Columbia renewed William S. Hol-

man's contract as studio manager.
. Hilary Lynn handed writer pact
at 20th-Fox.'
Leslie Fenton inked new director

contract at Metro.
Vincent Sherman's writer deal re-

newed at Warners.
Manny Sefl inked writing ticket

at 20th-Fox.
Warners renewed Aneas MacKen-

zie's scripting contract.

Andrew Stone signed one-year di-

rector deal at Paramount.

Gloversville, N. Y.
Earl Wright of New Haven, form

erly with the Loew-Poli chain, has
succeeded James Levine as manager
of the Glove theatre. Levine has
been transferred to district manager
at Bellefontaine, Ohio, for the Schine
circuit.

Canton, O.
Fred Lahrmar, several years with

Paramount, Youngstown, shifted to
Newark, O., where he will assist
Frank King in management of Mid-
land and Auditorium.
James Shannon, owner of Swiss

Los Angeles.

Andy Anderson, formerly with Ex-,
libitors Service, Inc., joined Earl
Strebe as assistant In charge of the
operation of Strebe's theatres in
Palm Springs and Arrowhead.

,

Ralph Dostal, booker with Colum-
bia Exchaiige, joined Majestic Dis-
xibuting Corp. as city salesman and
Dooker.

Harry Denny, formerly with Grand
National, covering Arizona as out-
side salesman on Hi ^eskaj^'s staff.

Srm Decker, of Majestic, closed
deal for distribution six western
which Jed Buell is producing.
Deal is on for Gore Bros, to take

over the interests of Adolph Ramish
in Pacific States Theatres, Inc. They
have been 50% partners. Ramish,
now in Honolulu, figures on devoting
more time to his Hawaiian theatre
holdings.
Fox-West Coast; reopened X-oiig

Beach theatre, Long Beach. House
reseated and remodeled at cost of
$15,000.

Arlington, Santa Barbara, being
remodeled by F-WC at expense' of
$20,000.

TALES OF A

WAYWARD
INN

B; FRANK
CASE

\J 'T*HE story of the
(amous Algon-

quin and its celebrities,

told by its owner-
manager. Best tales of
an inn since. Chaucer
stopped at the
Tabard! Illustrated.
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Beg. Friday, Nov. 25th
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Methods of Music Pliiggers

Resented by Both Networks;

Columbia s Informal Protest

Informal representations are re-

ported to have been made by CBS
to the American Society of Com-
posers, Authors and Publishers about

the music publishing industry taking

drastic action to eliminate various

payoff practices affecting bands and
vocalists which broadcast over this

network, suggested move was based
on the theory that the objectionable

methods of obtaining plugs conti-

tuted interference with the web's
proper conduct of its programing
service.

It is not the first time that a net-

work has 4H)mplained to an industry

organization about subsidizing, NBC
a couple years ago followed up one
of these warnings with an order to

the program department that the

current tunes of certain publishers

were to be stricken oft the reper-

toires Submitted by band leaders.

Understanding that accompanied
the informal representation from
CBS was that if the industry did not
undiertake to control its payola ele-

ment the network itself would take
steps to bar those known to be en-
gaged in or suspected of conniving
practices. While the network rea-

lizes that such .control is beyond the
functions of ASCAP, it has no other
direct way of calling this . situation

to the attention of the music indus-
try. ASCAP is the only organiza-

tion in the pop field With which it

does business.

'Snow Wbite' on Lux

Hollywood, Nov 22,

'Snow White and the Seven
Dwarfs' will get a Christmas airing

by Lux Dec. 26.

Most of the original voices will be
used.

mS REFUGEE

World Broadcasting's 52;

'Spider's Web' Radioized

From Cohunbia Picture

World Broadcasting has signed

two more stations, WBIG, Greens-

boro, N. C, and WHIO, Dayton, with

its recently acquired WTAG, Wor-

cester, and the Don Lee network
in California, World now supplies 52

stations.

World has also just purchased the

rights to the Columbia . picture ' se-

rial, 'The Spider's Web,' for which
Stewart Sterling will do the adapta-

tion, and Three Women,' Marie
Nordstrom's radio serial with Ma-
rion Barney. Outfit has likewise

started work on a new studio at its

New York headquarters.

Hal Holman, formerly with Trans-
american in Chicago, has joined the

World sales staff there. Norton Cot-

-terill, vice-president in charge of

sales, has just returned from a trip

through the midwest, while Al Sam-
srook, station relations manager, left

last Thursday (17) on a three-week
business trip through the south.

Likely that Pearl Buck will head
Hefugee Theatre 6f the Air* pro-
gram to be preemed by station

WHN, N. Y., Dec. 2. Station will

hold auditions this Friday (25) of
refugee singers, instrumentalists, ac-
tors, et al, for showcase program.
Program will go on every Friday

night from 10 to 10:30 p. m. It's

being done in co-operation with
American Committee for German
Christian Refugees, Catholic Com-
mitter for German Refugees, Na-
tional Co-ordinating Committed lor
Refugees and the Jewish and Chris-
tian Committee for Refugees.

OPERETTA TRIED ON AIR

Three-Iostalbnent Orlerlnal
By Karl Schultz

Written

Vanih's Wrigley Show

Causes Coast CBS Sluf

t

Hollywood, Nov. 2%.

Several temporary shifts in Colum-
bia's production department will be
effective Dec. 1, occasioned by
Charles Vanda's producer chore on
the Wrigley-Lasky talent-hunt show
taking oflf Dec. 8. For the period of

the series, Vanda, Coast program di-

rector, wUl keep a hand in the pro-

duction affairs of the chain. Taking
over some of his duties are John
Dolph, assistant west coast manager
for CBS; Russ Johnson, continuity

editor, and Ben Paley, director of

program operations.

'BLOODLESS THRILLERS'
Bob Emery with a background of

successful kid shows has several
brand-new, practical, merchandiz-
ing programs with strong- juvenile
appeal, but no cliffs or gore to an-
tagonize parent-teacher groups,
Th^se programs are in addition to

Emery's two regular series on
WOR, New York. Interviews are
invited with advertising agencies.

BOB EMERY
Telephone Sacramento 2-5449

WincheO s 5G,

Boy€r, Power

At $4,000fUy
Top per radio minute commercial

salary falls to Walter Winchell next

season on Jergen's at $5,000 for his

15-minute commercial. He's already

renewed for 1939-40, through Lennen
& Mitchell. iPresently payrolled at

$4,000. Straight 52 weeks' deaL
Same agency is making huge ad-

vance salary commitments lor its

Woodbury's program, having re-

newed Charles Boyer for' 39 weeks
in '39-40 at $4,000 a week, a $1,000

weekly Increase. Tyrone Power, who
subs for Boyer starting Jan. 1, 1939,

until July 1, likewise has been set

in advance lor 1939-40, at the &ame
$4,000 figure. That year Woodbury
may have both picture names on
concurrent air shows.

1939 Expo Hay Quickeii Homeward

Return of Hollywood Originations

Adell Joins Joe Wed
Charles M. Adell has been named

Detroit manager for Weed & Co. Hii
predecessor, M. J. Thoman goes back
to the station rep's Chicago office.

Adell was with NBC in Chicago
for four years.

HitibOly Division of Disc

Co. May Go Own Way As

CBS Takes Possession

An operetta in serial form will be i

Bired by WINS, N. Y., in three hall-

'

hour shows in three successive weeks,
starting Dec. 1. Operetta was writ-
ten hy Karl Schultz, It's labeled
•Janice.*

PUU cast headed by Miriam Lax
in the prima donna role, Orlando
Ificardi, baritone, and Ge<3(rge Grif-
fin,, tenor will air the operetta. Sup-
porting players wiU be selected from
the roster ol the Radio Division of
the Federal Theatre.. Latter will
alsa handle the production.

Bflly House Program May
Continue for Wrigley's

Chicago, Nov. 22,

There Is an outside chance that

the Billy House 'Laugh Liner* pro-
gram will continue lor Wrigley's
even alter Jan. I when the Jesse
Lasky talent-himt show is booked to
replace.

House show has built so strong in
the past lew weeks, especially in the
East, that the guys behind the gun
are trying to figure out a way to
keep Hoiise on in addition to the
Lasky period.

CINEMA TORCHY BLANE

RESHAPED FOR RADIO

Arthur Hayes' Title

Arthur H. Hayes has been made
sales manager ol WABC, CBS' N, Y.
key, and j,n executive ol the com^
'pany, WABC did not have s.m, pre^

viously. Hayes started specializing

in the sale ol WABC time after being
transferred about a year ago from
the New York managership of Ra-
dio Sales, Inc.

It was after Hayes took over the
new assignment that WABC made
the periods prior to 9 ajn. available
to commercial transcriptions' and
also introduced the policy of allow
ing three five-minute advertisers to

follow one another in one of these
periods.

NageFs Double Header
Hollywood, Nov. 22.

Conrad Nagel does, double duty on
Silver theatre, Dec. 25 and Jan. 1,

when David Garth's 'Challenge for

Three' is dramatized in two sections.

He will have the male lead in the

piece in addition to his usual chore

of narrator.

A Torchy Blane series built along
the lines of the picture series of the

same name is being offered lor radio

sponsorship. Show would be of half-

hour duration and emanate Irom
Hollywood through a tieup with
Warner Bros., which produces the

pictures.

Cast would be headed by the trio

who have had the leading parts in

almost, all the films, Glenda Farrell,

Barton McLane,. and Tom Kenney.
It'« being peddled by the Ted Collins

office in New York through Sam
SchiS, who handles that end.

Consummation ol the sale, of the
American Record Co., which takes
in the Brunswick, Columbia and Vo-
calion labels, to CBS and the Levy
Bros. (I. D. and Leon), was still

pending at press time yesterday
(Tuesday). There were several
wrinkles still to be ironed out. It

was again stated by the purchasers
that neither Arthur Judson, head of

the Columbia Artists Corp. nor J. C.

Stein, of the Music Corp. ol America,
will have any part in the combine's
new recording picture.

It is understood that CBS and the
Levys are not interested in retaining

American Record's hillbilly depart-
ment, and that Art Satherly, who
ha» loeen running this ' section lor

many years, will take it. out ol tiie

company with him. Artists and
managers have been sounding out

CBS about switching over their re-

cording alliances to the acquired
setup.

Tidewater's Football

Supplemented Locally

San Francisco, Nov. 22.

Eight Coast stations so far are air-

ing the 'Dick Dunkel Radio Script,'

offered free of charge to dealers by
Tidewater Associated Oil, San Fran-
cisco, as a means of tying in with
Associated's heavy schedule of foot-

ball broadcasts.
Script, for a quarter-hour broad-

cast, reviews the previous week's
most important grid games and
makes predictions on the outcome of

the coming week's major tussles.

Stations airing the script, through
arrangements with local dealers, are
KSRO, Santa Rosa, KYOS, Merced,
KHUB, Watsonville, KROY, Sacra-
mento, Cal.; KORE, Eugene, KRNR,
Roseburg, Ore.;. KXRO, Aberdeen,
KRKO, Everett, Wash.

Cormier Leaves WINS

Lola Belle and Scotty back to WLS
Barn Dance after finishing their pic-

ture work at Republic Fix.

Burt McMurtrie to N. Y.
Hollywood, Nov. 22.

Burt McMurtie goes east Tuesday
on radio deal.

He has been inactive past three
months due to illness.

Jitterbugs in Bag, Camel Widens

Program for Non-Jive Dialers

Camel's main purpose of bringing

in guest artists on the Benny Good-

man show (CBS) Tuesday nights is

to widen the program's listener ap-

peal. Account figures that Goodman
has reached his maximum oi pull as

far as the jitterbugs are concerned
and that regardless of who the guest-
er is these kids will stay on with the
broadcast. Departure in policy al-

ready shows signs of clicking. With
the initial guestee, Kate Smith, the
rating went up some 30%.

In going after the non-jitterbug
classification ol ;dial-twirler the pro-
gram will offer a wide, assortment ol

guest artists. Last week (Tuesday)
it was John. Boles, next week it will

be Harry Richman and the following
Tuesday (6) the spot will go to Pro-
lessor Quiz.

Camel's Holiday Blurbs
For its current spot campaign

Camel turned put a series of five
special minute transcriptions revolv-
ing, around the theme ol Thanksgiv-
ing. Makes 105 different' types ol re-
cording that have gone into this
drive.

Though present contracts expire
at the end ol December, the cam-
paign may be extended with the lat
ter depending on the results ol a
check on the discs' effectiveness
which is to be conducted the early
part ol next month.

Albert A. Cormier quits his post as

general manager ol WINS, New
York, Jan. 5. He will have com-
pleted, a year's contract. Cormier
came from WIP, Philadelphia. Prior
to that he was general manager of

WOR, Newark.
Question of replacing Cormier will

be still Hearst Radio's, since Milton
Blow cannot take possession of

WINS until the Federal Communica-
tions Commission has approved the
sale.

MacQuarrie Sponsored

Hollywood, Nov, 22,

Haven MacQuarrie, unsponsored
since his series for Chase & San-
born, goes back on the air commer-
cially next week. Par .soap bankrolls
his 'Do You Want to Be An Actor?'
turn on KFWB,
Swings over to Columbia's Pacific

network if it clicks on the first 13
weeks as a local program.

Wilson's Miami Trek
Cincinnati, Nov. 22.

L. B. Wilson skips WCKY for his
Miami Beach hacienda Dec. 3 and
will winter where the fishes fly.

Will stop off at the FCC hearings
in Washington en route to the sun-
shine.

WALTER MORAN DIES
Worcester, Nov. 22.

Walter R. Moran, 46, commercial
manager of station WORC, died of a
heart ailment Friday in his home
here. He had been ill only a few
days.

With station since 1032.

M there's any mairked movement
ol conunercial shows from Holly-
wood to New York alter the first of
the year it will be mainly due to the
New York World's Fair. Some ol
the agencies with guestee programs
are already giving this angle much
consideration. They figure that the
flow ol celebrities not only Irom the
west coast but ftorn all parts of the
world will make available a reser-
voir ol guest material that for va-
riety and extent will be without pre-
cedent in the history of the medium,-
One agency that strongly favors

the back-east trek because ol ihe
talent availability outlook is J. Wal-
ter Thompson. While Rudy yallee is
due back alter the first ol t]fie year,
tl^re ia, a possibUity of the Chase
& Sanborn hour again originating
out ol New York and the proposed
Kellogg show making the same town
its teeing point after the initial 13
weeks or sooner.

AMERICAN LEAGUE

EXTENDS BID TIME

Chicago, Nov. 22.

American League has extended the
time lor bids on baseball rights for
1939 Irom Nov. 15 deadline*to Dec. 1

at the request of advertisers who
claimed that they needed the extra
time to figure out their play-by-play
appropriations. Bids are to be en-
tered on both an exclusive and non-
exclusive basis, though it is under-
stood that American League will not
grant any. exclusive ether deals.

National League makes no deala

on baseball as an organization, each
individual club owner making his

own arrangements for baseball
broadcasts and play-by-play rights.

N.A.B. MOVING

Leaving National Press Bid;.

Greater Elbow Room
for

Washington, Nov. 22.

Removal of National Association of

Broadcasters to more commodious
quarters takes place at the start of

the year. Trade group has leased
entire floor in new office structure on
K street almost opposite headquar-
ters of WOL and Mutual Broadcast-
ing System, abandoning the National
Press Building' where it has been
housed since inception.

Impossibility of obtaining more
room to accommodate expanding staff

dictated the shift. Numerous engi-

neers and radio attorneys will fol-

low and the new building may be-
come center of industry activities

here. Several blocks farther from
the FCC and government depart-
ments but closer to most of the lead-

ing hotels.

Pete Kiirtzer, Miss Gratz

Quit Blackett for Kastor
Chicago, Nov. 22.

Pcitersen Kurtzer, who has been
radio service manager for Blackett-

Sample-Hummert here, has resigned
to join the Kastor agency- locally for

radio service supervision. Switches
over next week after nine years with
B-S-H.
Also moving to Kastor with Kurt-

zer is his assistant, Jennie Gratz,

who has'been handling radio service

on the Procter & Gamble x-ther

shows for B-S-H.

Sam Pickard in Hospital

Atlanta, Nov. 22.

Sam Pickard, formerly CBS' v. p.

in charge ol station relations, is re-

covering in the Piedmont hospital

Irom a cartilage operation on his

knee.

Complications threatened to set in

when a blood clot developed but this

aberration" was soon brought under
control.

FARRAR TO SIN&
Hartlord, Nov. 22.

First vocal 'come-back' by Geral-
dine Farrar since retiring from the

concert stage some years ago will be
over WTIC on Sunday (27).

Scheduled lor an interview on
WTIC's 'Connecticut Hall ol Fame'
program on that date. Miss Farrar
—now in retirement at her Connec-
ticut estate—^wrote studio to say that

she'd rather sing than talk.
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THEy'RE PET UTE

OF NEfSPAPERS

National Association of

Broadcasters Canvasses
Whyforcis of Publisher-

Broadcaster 'Fend' and
Finds Out It U Partly a
Matter of Abuse

BLAH MIMEOGRAPH

Washington, Nov. 22.

Truce between broadcasters and

newspaper publishers which would

partially counteract the wave of

animosity which occasioned hun-
dreds of rags to discard rddio col-

umns and tighten up on publicity

was in" prospect this week. National

Association of Broadcasters and
American Newspaper Publishers As-
sociation both actively working on
improving relations between the two
competitive mediums.

Concrete move to bridge the gap
w$s made last week and other at-

tempts to straighten out the situa-

tion are in progress 4;hia week. Meet-
ings between informal groups rep-

resenting both industries probably
will occur in time.

First direct attempt to work, out

a mutually-acceptable plan was a
tete-a-tete session here at which Ed
Kirby, publicity director of NAB,
surveyed the problem with J. S.

Gray, chairman of the ANPA radio

committee. Found they were not

far apart and an understanding is

by no means impossible of achieve-

ment.
Meets With Stahlman

These conversations are being sup-
plemented this week by talks be-
tween Neville Miller, prez of the

radio trade organization, and James
Stahlman, publisher of the Nashville
Banner and head of the press so-

ciety. In Nashville for NAB district

meeting. Miller had appointment
scheduled to sit down with Stahl-

man and exchange views directly.

Some time ago good will was estab-

lished through letters, with the press

spokesman agreeable to a meeting.

Contrary to belief widespread in

radio circles, newspapers have no
universal hostility toward broadcast-
ers, Kirby was assured by Gray, who
made trip from Mimroe, Mich., es-

pecially to initiate search for a solu-

tion. Abolition of daily columns and
Sunday pages was prompted by re-

alization' that much radio publicity

was not worthwhile, that special sec-

tions had become romping groxmd for

personal press agents, and that the
press was going too far in boosting
a competitor, he explained. But
publishers generally appreciate ra-

dio has a legitimate place in the ad-
vertising, entertainment, and infor-

mation Aelds, although a few die-
hards feel bitter, like the livery
stable owners did about the auto-
mobile.

News That Is News
If radio can dish up newsworthy

paragraphs, rather than disguised
advertising, the press probably will
be more sympathetic. Gray intim-
ated. Respectable information about
the industry as a whole. Intriguing
items about personalities and indi-

vidual units—stories which can stand
on their own feet and command
spate in competition with other .ma-
terial—have a chance of getting into

print. Door is not irrevocably
closed to radio.

Determination of NAB to try and
straighten things out with the pub-
lishers is clearly apparent. Recent
Varietv survey showing how many
rags have tightened up—and how
much—made a deep impression,
causing broadcast people to embark
on program of self-examination to
see what's wrong. Until the Variety
coast-to-coast survey, radio leaders
were inclined to think the ashcan-
ning was merely a temporary and
purely-localized set-back. Shown
that publishers everywhere have
joined in the movement, NAB execs

LOOKING INTO RADIO PA'S
Hot on the trail of the 'whyfores* of some of

radio's chronic problems, the National Associ-
ation of Broadcasters has looked into what
newspaper publishers think of radio news.
They have already made an important discov-
ery^—newspapermen seldom refuse news but
they do refuse—and invariably hate—the
senseless pap sent out by press agents. If

there is one thing a newspaperman with any
pride of craftsmanship finally comes to loathe it

is those mimeographed insults to his intelli-

gence which every mail brings in. Radio will

learn a lot when it i earns how bad, how inept,

how lazy has been its press agentry.

and consciously—by press agents who whisper,

'I know where the body is buried.' Which is

not to ignore a few of the well known jour-

nalistic prima donnas, either.

There is altogether too much irresponsible

mimeograph sent out. Networks lead off in

this practice, not because they are unaware of

the over-abundance of sheer unprintable non-
sense which they send out, but because adver^

tisers force them to keep up fat scrapbooks
of stuff that never made printer's ink. It's all

pretty silly.

Press agents who moan and feel sorry for

themselves because dailies close up on free

space for stuff that is not newsy or important
—and frequently not true—have themselves
partly to blame. Whole premise of their pro-

fessional attitude and philosophy has been the

premise of a" racketeer. They have played
both sides for suckers. First, the accounts,
sometimes individual, sometimes organiza-
tions^'have been misled and misinformed as to

the nature of the problem of publicity. Second,
the newspaper editors were sloppily serviced,

not protected, shamelessly exf)loited and their

good nature imposed upon.

Problem is vast and complex and neither

N. A. B. nor anyone else will readily find an
easy way to improvement. It is to some ex-

tent a game of wits, and the temptation to get
something for nothing—free space—finds just

enough regular encouragement due to the

newspaperman's yen for stories. For the press

agent today's 'break' is what counts. That re-

sistance is strengthened by the endless multi-

plication of press agent abuse is not a point of

view that can be implemented and brought to

bear effectively on the 'system.'

And most malodorous of all in radio press

agent practice in the past has been the delib-

erate use for private advantage of broad hints

that the- clue to publicity was graft. Perhaps
there was some graft and some grafters among
the newspapermen involved. But the press

agents that developed and exploited this line of

reasoning in order to attract clients were nurs-

ing along something that self-respecting news-
papermen have bitterly resented. In implying
that they 'took care of newspapermen, and
therefore enjoyed special privileges and ins,

the press 5gents have led people, too remote
mentally to know fact from fancy, to regard
the whole tribe of journalists as something
pretty snide—powerful but mercenary. No
newspaperman likes to run into that 'assump-
tion' that he's a chiseler.

Crying need is more understanding. An end
to the misrepresentation to clients by press

agents would be asking too much of the press

agents' own bread-and-butter plotting. So that

the improvement must come, as usual, from an
enlightened and sophisticated body of 'buy-

ers,' who will debunk the easy claims and the

other-guy's-a-grafter alibi of inefficient prac-

titioners of the publicity art. Right now radio

publicity is the private football of boys that

are getting theirs and see nothing else.

N.A.B. DUCKS

BRIHSH-nPE

AIR MAG

Newspapermen around the country are re-

ported to resent the screwball type of reporter

habitually delineated in Hollywood screen

stories. Less widespread perhaps but still

present among newspapermen is a deep-seated

resentment for the mental picture of newspa-
permen the radio industry has been given—

•

It's unwholesome to have press agerits

spread the idea that they, by dubious and
ultra-personal means, are the only channels
through which news may reach certain editors

or publications. In this connection Variety
recalls that not many months ago it editorially

repudiated a tendency toward a new specialty,

'trade paper counselor.' Idea that was being
peddled to radio stations around the country
was that they, the trade paper counselors,

could get station publicity published. Maybe
they can. Varietv for its part stated bluntly
it would have no dealings whatsoever with
this new 'profession,' Any self-resp6cting pub-
lication maintains reporters to do what these

trade paper counselors were suggesting that

they were uniquely qualified to do.

Washington, Nov. 22.

Idea of a national radio publica-
tion, 'aimed at the public and' pat-
terned after the weekly listener
magazine of British Broadcasting
Co., received a setback last week
when figures in National Associa-
tion of Broadcasters decided the
trade group cannot sponsor any type
of booklet which promotes one mem-
ber of the family.

Despite some enthusiasm for such
a move to boost the industry's pub-
lic standing, informal committee of
NAB leaders told David Rosenblum,
former treasurer of NBC; they felt

it, impractical for the trade group
to take any. part in an enterprise <st

this kind. Mag would have to be
national in scope—rdue to difference
in time zones, impossibility of ob-
taining complete program schedules
sufficiently far in advance, and other
physical factors—and with over 300
local .stations in the roster, the NAB
would have to snub a substantial
proportion of its membership ia
joining an undertaking of this char-
acter.

If Rosenbloom wants to take a
flier on his own, the trade body
probably will do sideline cheering,
since the idea has hit., numerous
members of the industry as a sound
means of getting around the tighten-
ing up on newspaper publishers oa
free publicity and. station owners
or network executives who have
studied radio abroad are deeply im*
pressed with thfe BBC's weekly
sheet.

are conscious that serious attention

and thought must be given.

Inept

Faux pas of over-enthusiastic and
ill-advised station, advertising agen-

cy, and network propagandists are

chiefly blamed for exasperating the

publishers. Broadcast people able

to take an objective view privately

agree editors cannot be condiemned

for becoming disgusted with attempts

to chisel, space for the sake of im-
pressing the sponsor-client group or

of building up microphone person-

alties. Study has demonstrated ra-

dio relied too much on goofy, insipid,

and trashy bits—regarded, because

of lack of experience and under-
standing, as 'human interest* or

amusing—to publicize its accomplish-

ments. Not enough semi-scientiiic

stories or self-restraint on chest-

thumping.
Idea being mulled is to try and

stage a shirt-sleeve conference be-

tween pick and shovel workers in

each industry. Through NAB, radio

praisers and desk-pounding editors

may be brought together to explore

the entire field and see what can be
done about satisfying each other.

Press associations may be brought
into the picture, with broadcasters

feeling the wire services are falling

down oh the job of covering legiti-

mate news.
Maffs' Attitude

Radio has a strong talking point,

if it realizes its own deficiencies,

while publishers are far more friend-

ly than in the past because of gen-
eral alarm over the trend of gov-
ernment regulation of broadcasting.

Fact that national mags, notably
Time and News-Week, concede radio

ELBOW ROOM

FORKELLOCG

Hollywood, Nov. 22.

Two shows will be dispossessed of

their time on NBC-red net second
week in January to accommodate the

new Kellogg show,' now being

whipped into shape by John U. Reber
of J. Walter Thompson agency.

Woodbury Playhouse may jump to

the blue web when the vacate order

goes out, and Signal Carnival, long

a coast standby, -will take the next
best available on the Pacific red.

Hour cereal show takes a Sunday
airing at 7 p.m., hitting the east from
10 to 11 p.m.

occasionally produces copy which is

worth printing will be stressed. Also
that if censorship—either outright or

veiled—is imposed on broadcasters,

freedom of the press is likely to be
the nex''. target. Latter point is ap-
preciated by the publishers, as was
reflected when Gray reminded Kirby
that newspapers generally have
taken up the cudgels on several oc-

casions.

With so many publishers also own-
ing transmitters, negotiation of a

treaty should not be impossible. And
the FCC's demonstrated belief that

close links between the press and
radio often is contrary to public

interest gives another common meet-
ing ground.

Lum, Abner Charge Hay

Acted IBegally as Mgr.

Los Angeles, Nov. 22.

General denial of claim by Bill

Hay, announcer for Amos 'ri' Andy,
that he is entitled to 10% of their
earnings was filed in Superior Court
by attorneys for Chester Lauck and
Norris GofT (Lum and Abner) in an-
swer to suit filed recently. Hay is

asking for accounting of rural team's
earnings since managerial contract
was signed in 1931. His complaint
approximates their income for the
disputed period at $500,000.

Contention set up by L. & A. is

that at time five-year deal was inked
Hay was announcer, salesman and
entertainer at 'VVMAQ in Chicago and
that his employment by the station
prohibited his acting as manager for
the rustics

Tommy Riggs Due West
For 2nd Universal Pix

Tommy Riggs may go out to
Hollywood after the first of the. year
to do another picture on his Uni-
versal contract. There's been talk
with the film company but no men-
tion has been made of a stipulated
date.

Shift of His Saturday night pro-
gram is stipulated in the mime's
contract with Quaker Oats.

'l)owie Wing' Serial

Has Ballyhoo Tie-Up

Paramoont fix

Chicago, Nov. 22.

Stations carying the 'Howie Win^
network strip for Kellogg are being
asked by the J, Walter Thompson
agency here to cut-in with special
local announcements in a deal set
by the agency with Paramount pic-
tures for the guesting of Fred Mac-
Murray on the ether show,

MacMurray is currently starred in
the Paramount flicker, 'Men With
Wings,' also an aviation yarn.
Agency is asking the stations to an-
nounce that the picture may be seen
at specific theatres in their own
communities, with .an especial plug
and appeal to the kid members of
the Howie Wing club to hustle
around to the theatre to view the
flicker.

Indications are that most of the
stations are nixing the agency re-
quest unless the agency wants to
drop a little' extra mazum to take
care of incidental expenses.

WHN COMBO WILL DO

EVERYTHING BUT COOK

Don Francisco, new Lord & Thom-
as headman, doubled back to Holly-
wood to have his first look at his first

grandchild.

Station WHN, New York, Is re-
vising its house orchestra from
ground up. Present players are
working out their eight weeks' no-
tice given them by Manager Herb
Pettey. Under the revision the 12
men will be marked by individuals
of versatility. Idea is to have the
12-man quota so organized as to be
capable of splitting up into cham-
ber, swing, cocktail and solo assign-
ments.

Roy Smeck, guitarist, has already
joined staff. Dick BallOu will be
new director, Don Albert continuing
as co-director. Ballou will give WHN
an experienced arranger, filling a
long-felt need. Four of Ballou'3
brasses come in with him. A three*
man unit of Bob Hamilton at Ham-
mond electric organ plus pianist and
Henry Witmer, drummer-m.c, is also
in prospect.
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Transcriptions Face Rising Costs,

But Price Boost to Stations

Not Good Tactics, Say Waxmen

Report current in the trade last

week that several recorded library

services had got together ^on a pact

to raise their rental fees 25% when

present contracts with stations ex-

pire received an emphatic denial

from the companies concerned. It

was stated that there had not been

any intta-industry discussions on this

topic and that even with the boost in

production costs caused by the new
rates for musicians it would be un-

wise to add further to the broad-

caster's music overhead.
According to the report the re-

corders felt that the part/)f the sub-

stantial increase in their musicians

payroll ought to be passed on to

their station clients. This increase

is estimated to be anywhere from
85% to 110%.
Head of one major library service

remarked that what the transcrip-

tion industry needed more than an
increase in' rates was a trade organi-

zation through which common prob-

lems could be discussed and handled
and certain inimical tendencies

curbed. He said that he realized that

NBC would likely be opposed to en-

tering such organization since its

practice of barring other recorders

from taking off its broadcast pro-

grams would be a point of major
contention among the membership.

Why Not Have a Baby?

.• Los Angeles, Nov. 22.

Under the title ol 'Why Not
Have a Baby?' KFI inaugur-

ates a new series today (Tues.)

with an unidentified medical

man giving a frank discussion

of pre-natal problems and dis-

pelling superstitions attending,

childbirth.

Jose Rodriguez, educational

director for the station (NBC-
red), and Jimmy Vandiveer,
gpecial eventer, handle the

commentary.

ANOTBER BOUSE AD
WMIOrS AIR NIUIS

N. A. B. LIBRARY

SOLUTIONm
Washington, Nov. 22.

Final decision about disposing of

the National Association of Broad-

casters transcription library will be

attempted by the Board of Directors

next month, following Inability of

the executive committee last week to

reach a conclusion on two proposi-

tions to take over the white ele-

phant.

Request for further details and
proof of ability to carry out prom^
ises was handed the competing pros
pective buyers, E. V. BrickerhofE and
Langlois & Wentworth Wednesday
(16) at executive^ group session

where reactions were exchanged by
members of the NAB high command,
Each commercial disc-maker has
been invited to come to Washington
Dec. 12 and 13 ready to put his terms
in writing and sign a binding con
tract which will get the radio group
out o°f the recording busineiss.

While no clear-cut evidence of
feeling resulted, executive commit
tee members were divided over the
cash-on-the-barrel-head offer by
Brickerhoff and the percentage
scheme outlined by L-W. Some
members seemed inclined to think

NAB should be wary of both pro
posals, but other sentiment was in

favor of l^ailing out and recovering
the maximum of. the more .than

$50,000 already invested in the Bu<

reau of Copyright.
Some objections heard to the idea

of letting L-W paste an NAB labe
on its own platters. Principal desirie

Of the broadcasters is to be positive

whoever gets the library will sup
ply. the industry with high-calibre

recordings of sufficient quality to

form a base for sustaining program
structure.

Oklahoma City, Nov. 22.

Another competitive .media crapk
at 'Man from Mars' broadcast was
joldface advertisement appearing in

he Oklahoma News. Captioned '31

Years Ago It Was Mr. Slayzaick

i: om Mars. . . . 1938 Has Its Man
fror' Mars.' Ad read:

'But then and now newspapers
have the Facts! Mr. Slayzack

'rom Mars was a cartoon character

of the Oklahoma News 31 years ago.

Se is mentioned in the story of

statehood for Oklahoma appearing
m The News today. The adventures

of Mr. Slayzaick were entertainment.

But the story of statehood was his-

ory, written 31 years ago and
studied today for its factual in-

] formation. Today has its entertain-

ment and • its fact. If An-l When
The Men From Mars Come—^you'll

Know it first in your newspaper!
'You may hear about it elsewhere.

But you won't know it until you
read it in your newspaper.
'News departments of newspaper

daily receive reports of strange hap-
penings, sensational events, daring
crimes.

•Check!'
'One of the first and major obli-

gations of journalism is Accuracy.
'Checkl
'Every report must be verified,

verified, verified.

'Checkl
'When you read it in your news-

paper—^you can feel sure it's true!

'When word-of-mouth rumors
spread the first thought of people is

'Let's phone the newspaper,' If a
report is unconfirmed, it is given- as

unconfirmed. If an article of fiction,

it is clearly marked fiction. It is

this quality of cold, dispassionate

Accuracy that makes your news-
paper so valuable to you.*

Better Than Oi^al?

Houston, Nov. 22.

Too vivid descriptions of wrestling

matches,, broadcast from ringside by
Harry Grier of KTRH, caused can-

cellation of the broadcasting con-

tract.

Grier's descriptions were so enter-

taining the cash customers were
staying away from the matches, and
listening to them over the radio,

Morris Sigel, wrestling promoter,

maintained in cancelling his contract.

Free Time Demands

Scrutinized by NAB.;

Many Different Kinds

Washington. Nov. 22.

Campaign against free-time adver-

tising was broadened by National As-

sociation of Broadcasters last week
when members were advised to be
leery of three other feelers. Denied

it has attempted to blacklist the pro-

grams offered by American Road-
builders Association on highway
safety.

;

At same ,
time trade group re-

minded members about the pro-

visions of the code of ethics in
.
re-

porting that stations have been
propositioned by Wildrick & Miller,

New York advertising agency, and
Crazy Water Hotel, which want time

on a cost-per-inquiry basis, and
E. B. Marks Music Co., which of-

fered free music.

WFH DENIES LIBE

ON MCE ANNENBERG

Philadelphia, NoV. 22.

WFIL and Sam Rosenbaum, its

prez, filed pleas of innocence last

Friday to charges of libel brought
during the recent political campaign
by Moe Annenberg, publisher of the
Philly Inquirer.

Suits,' in Common Pleas Courts,

were based on a speech delivered on
the- station by .U. S. Senator Joseph
Guffey. Guffey putrightly attacked
Annenberg, who filed suits against

the Philly Record; J. David Stern, its

publisher, and Albert M. Greenfield,

Democratic biggie, as well as WFIL,
Rosenbaum and Guffey,' because of

the speech.
No trial date has been fixed.

Charles Boyer and the missus <Pat
Paterson) face the mike for the first

time together on Woodbury Play-
house Nov. 27 in 'Ghost of Tron-
jolly.'

Inside Stuff-Radio

Uses Flying Wedge?
Macon, Ga., Nov. 22.

E. K.. Cargill, WMAZ proxy, is

doubting his prowess, as a football
coach. Local midget team, coached
by Cargill and wearing WMAZ jer-
seys, has lost every game they have
played.

.

Cargill admits his playing of 15
years ago may be somewhat out-
dated.

Cletir for Toscanlnl

Indianapolis, Nov. 22.

WIRE has moved its news broad-
cast by Bill Frosch, sponsored by
Sterling iBeer to give listeners that
complete one and half hours of Tos-
canlnl program.

Station previously dropped last 15
minutes of concert program.

Freeman Demands Opera Auditions

Case Be Aired in Open Court

FILM MEN'S NEW CO. TO

PRODUCEM SHOWS

Herbert Ebenstein, film man, and
William and Harry Brandt, picture

theatr-e operators, have joined in a
new enterprise, Radio Attractions,

Inc., to produce air shows.

First three . radio programs are

'Shadow of Fu Manchu,* by Sax
Rohmer; 'Ella Cinders,' newspaper
cartoon stripby Bill Conselman, and
'Hop Along cafsidy' series of yarns

b;- Clarence E. itfulford.

Federal Judge Samuel Mandelbaum
will decide within the next few days
whether to dismiss or order the case

of NRC and War^vick & Legler
against Charles Henry Freeman, Jr.,

concert manager, to go to trial.

Agency and network last week asked
that its own complaint be tossed out
after Monday (21) had been set as
the date of trial for the issues, which
have been hanging fire since 1935.

W&L, then known as Cecil, War-
wick & Cecil, had at that time got a
temporary injunction restraining

Freeman from claiming that the Met-
ropolitan Opera Auditions of the Air
was lifted from a program idea that

he had been peddling around the

trade. In its complaint the agency
charged that Freeman had damaged
it to the extent of $78,891. Interfer-

ence of contract with the Sherwin-
Williams Co, was part of the allega-

tions.

Freeman now demands that the
controversy be aired ..in open court,

and opposes the effortis of W&L and
NBC to have the action dismissed

without costs.

Brass-tacks conference about jpint educational-promotional program
to Inform the radio audience about broadcasting industry was scheduled
last week as the National Association of Broadcasters good-will campaign
gained momentum.
Talk about the exact mechanics of the tie-up between broadcasters and

set makers will take place in Chicago next Wednesday (30) when Neville
Miller, the NAB president, huddles with executives of the Radio Manu-
facturers' Association. Two units will link hands in preparing a 'primer*
to go with every receiver, explaining some of thd scientific fundamentals
of broadcasting and expounding arguments about the desirability of a
private enterprise system, especially as contrasted with the politically-
run foreign type of radio.

Other methods of cooperation which will build good-will for each
branch of radio also are due for canvassing. No ideas have crystallized,
although NAB hopes to have the support of the equipment manufacturers
in future tiffs with Congress and in any FCC. proceedings which may
affect the structure and basic operating practices of the Industry.

To aid in determining the ;Value of recorded history as a supplement
to academic courses, the Federal Theatre Radio Division has made a tieup
with Ohio State University. FTRD will supply platters of its current
'Men Against Death' series to be used in a series of experiments in high
schools in and around Columbus, Ohio, and Detroit.

Results of the experiments will be gauged by Ohio State's Evaluation of
School Broadcasts Dept. If it is deemed successful efforts will be made
to install broadcast education in all upper grade schools.

CBS is maintaining a completed ban against the airing of Harrigan and
Hart's 'Mulligan Guard' series for fear of running into copyright compli-
cations with the heirs of Edward Harrigan and David Braham, co-authors
of the song nuhibers. Copyright renewals of quite a number of the tunes
have expired long ago, but the network's jittery outlook on the status of
all these works has resulted in the inclusive taboo. Original copyrights
on the famous show numbers range from 1873 to 1895, which indicates that
the last of them won't go public domain until 1953.

City of Detroit, and not CBS or Orson Welles, is the defendant in thi
damage suit filed as result of the recent 'Martian Invasion' broadcast:

.

Douglas LeDuc, on behalf of his daughter, is asking damages from the
city because she 'actually believed the world was coming to an end' and,
while hurrying to. tell him about it, tripped over a bimip in a sidewalk
and broke her ankle. City requested LeDuc to specify how much he wants,
although it doesn't figure to lose case on the 'Martian Invasion' score.

Morris Novik, director of N. Y. City's station, WNYC, must appear
before a special investigating committee of the City Council, the Appellate
Division of the Supreme Court decided Friday (18) . when it upheld the
ruling of Justice Kenneth O'Brien that Novik was subject to subpoena by
the council committee. Latter is investigating charges that the station
has been used for transmitting communistic and other alleged subversive
propaganda.

New York State Senate will, for the first time, haVe a radio commentator
as a member, Phelps Phelps, broadcaster over WMCA and the Inter-City
network, is the new senator from the 13th (Manhattan) District.

Another N. Y. state legislator with a radio connectioh is Arthur L.
Parsons, reelected as Republican assemblyman from Schoharie county. An
automobile dealer. Parsons has frequently miked on programs sponsored
by his agency over WGY.

Paul Roberts, who autl^ored 'Roy Powers, Eagle Scout' under the tag
'Paul Powell,' has sold out his interest in the comic strip to Ledger Syndi-
cate, which handled it, in order to work on an adaptation of it for CBS.
Roberts understood to have an exclusive tie-up With the Boy Scouts for
use of their name and is expected to get a sustaining spot on Columbia
while the chain seeks a sponsor for his late afternoon or early evening ki4
show. • ^

Big Toy Campaign

Milwaukee, Nov. 22i

'Billie the Brbwni*,' perennial
Christmas favorite of children, opens
its eighth season on WTMJ spon-
sored as usual by Schuster depart-
ment stores and handled by Larry
Teich. Pulled more than 50,000
pieces of mail last year.
Promotion is climaxed shortly be-

fore Christmas with big parade with
floats through main streets.

Sponsor out to corner the Christ-
mas toy market in Milwaukee.

Charles Burton's Job
Charles W. Burton, one-time man-

ager of WEEI, Boston, is now with
the President's Birthday Celebration
Committee under Fredericka Millet,

the radio director.

Campaign' is being organized
through regional sub-committees this

year.

Neville Miller is to be chairman ot

drive's radio division and Joseph M.
Schenck of the film end.

Three new vice-presidents were added last week by the board of direc-
tors to the 11 which the N. W. Ayer & Son agency already sports. New-
comers to the crop are Warner L. Shelley, who'll be in charge of service
in the New York office; James M. Wallace, In charge of plans-merchandis-
ing, and Thomas H. Gilliam, Jr., who'll head the service division in th«
Philly office.

A system whereby prospective sponsors of radio programs can get im-
mediate audience reaction to contemplated shows or individuals has been
made available by the new Muzak Sponsored Program Service. Latter is a
system of wired entertainment recently inaugurated and supplied to bars
and grills at a iprice lower than Muzak's regular service and distinctly
separate.

Lawrence Hammond, freelance radio writer, was last Saturday (19)
granted a divorce in New York supreme court, Poughkeepsie, from Su»
Taylor, who scripts the 'Lorenzo Jones' serial for Blackett-Sample-Hum-
mert. Pair were married about seven years ago, but Miss Taylor about
a year and a half ago obtained a Mexican divorce and married Paul Well-
rose White, CBS special events head, in Virginia.

Capitol (N. Y.) Theatre Family, oldest consecutive weekly sustainer,
learned while celebrating its 16th anniversary last Sunday (20) that it held
the highest C, A. B. rating for a daytime show (9.7). It was an NBC featura
until Chrysler products started Major Edward Bowes over to CBS two
years ago.

Carter Coal's 'Hermit's Cave* spook show, piped from WJR. Detroit;
receives instantaneous recording treatment for airing by WKRC. Cincin-
nati, on Sunday nights. It originates on WJR while the local CBS station
IS broadcasting the net's Headlines and Bylines stanza, which it follow*
here.

One of the oldest continuous radio programs on air, weekly religious
broadcast of. Wheeler Rescue Mission* lAdianapolis, celebrates 13th con-
tinuous year on WFBM this week. Programs started in November, 1925.

Al Coles occasional WICC broadcaster and leader in Bridgeport (Conn.)
music circles, was elected state senator in the recent polling. Coles' win
rLn^^'^if "°*^?f S^^^^s® he survived as a Democrat against Socialistsweep in Bridgeport led by Mayor Jasper McLevy.

ti^l^^^J^^^^^^' ^TT""'^* newspaper in New York City, has radio ambl-
approached practically every station in Manhattan to buy time.

Stations are msisting that a guarantee of 'no controversy' be given and
that seems to chill the matter every time

b vc *

Helen Kiley to WEEI
Philadelphia, Nov. 22.

Helen Kiley, secretary to the pro-
gram director at WFIL, leaving on
Nov. 26 for WEEI» ^Boston.

She'll serve as one of the 'Jean
Abbey' fashion commentators spotted
throughout the country by Pictorial
Review.

Lanny Ross Sponsored
Lanny Ross went on the Lucky

Strike Hit Parade Saturday (19).

Singer was signed a week ago Tues-
day for 13 weeks.

Ross will work from the east with
Al Goodman's orch.
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COUGHLIN'S HOT POTATO
nW PRIEST

WMCA T<k>tnotes' Cough-
lin's Views with Its Own
Rebuttal Interpretations

—^part Prom the Re-

ligious Bias, It's a Tough
iSpot for Radioj on Heels

of the Rutherford Stuff

PREFER QUIETUS

Father Coughlin in the third

speech of his new broadcasting sea-

son Sunday (20) adopted what is

considered in many circles to b& an
ftnti-Semitic attitude and thereby pre-

cipitated what may grow into a na-
tional issue of radio censorship.

Speaking over about 50 radio stations

in a specially-arrafged hookup, the

Detroit priest repeated most of the

standard charges that Jews are the

prime instigators of communism. He
also 'quoted' the Nazis viewpoint that

Jews caused Germany to lose the

war.

Station WMCA, New York, took a
leading part in the events leading up
fo Sunday's broadcast. Although the
first two addresses by Coughlin in

his present series were not proof-
read in advance of broadcast, be-
cause of Coughlin's assurances they
would be neutral, the priest sub-
mitted his script to the station for

the third session. Thereiipon WMCA
officials ' were on the long distance
telephone the Saturday ahead of the
broadcast and as a result the first

draft was changed and later a sec-

ond draft was also changed. What
was finally broadcast and caused the

uproar was a third draft. WMCA as-

serts that either by misunderstand-
ing or deliberation Coughlin did not
avoid . the offensive material they
thought he had agrieed to delete. Sta-
tion was surprised as the priest over
the phone had apparently shown a
disposition to tone down the anti-

Jewish bias. As a matter of fact
Coughlin dislikes being called an
anti-Semite and implies 'some of my
best friiends are Jews.'

WMCA stepped in following
Coughlin's speech and broadcast a
statement that Coughlin had made
errors, of' fact in his talk. This step

. caused considerable speculation in
' the trade as to the right of a station
to editorially comment in this fash-
ion. John Shephard's present diffi-

culties with the FCC stem from 'edi-

torializing.' (Other stations have
irom time to time- and for various
reasonis done the same. It is re-
called that Lambdin Kay of WSB,
Atlanta, once stood by and made an
immediate rebuttal to former Gov.
Talmadge of Georgia.)

Indelicate, Especially Now
Stations on the Coughlin hookup

were particularly embarrassed in
the larger centers where there are
mixed populations, including large
segments of Jewish extraction and
where Americanization movements
constantly seek to play down racial
hatreds. Stations on the Coughlin
hookup were in general puzzled as
to what attitude to take. There was
a feeling that Coughlin had placed
himself in a class with Judge Ruth-
erford of Jehovah's Witnesses as a
red hot potato for radio to handle.
What distressed radio stations

generally was a fear that Coughlin's
warning against Jews might, in the
absence of any official repudiation
by the Catholic hierarchy, be taken
by many as doctrinal. Thus radio
stations, felt they were in the intol-

erable ipredicament of choosing be-
tween- Jews and Catholics. Many,
however, anticipated that Coughlin
would not again touch the question.
It was felt the Church high com-
mand would see to that.

_
WMCA will 'not permit a repeti-

tion' of stirring up of Jewish hatred
by Coughlin, but its management,
.vhich is Jewish, deplores having to
go further. There is apprehension
that any act, no matter what the jus-
tification, that seemed to be censor-

On the Phono

Cincinnati, Nov. 22.

'What are you going to do?'
seems to be the question which
the Coughlin stations are ask-
ing each other by long-distanct
telephone.
Buzz-buzz has been going on

since Sunday, night and reflects

the confusion in minds of
broadcasters at being confront-
ed with such a ticklish ques-
tion.

ship of a Catholic priest by a Jewish
radio licensee coiild have Invidious
possibilities. WMCA probably be-
speaks the attitude of the majority
of stations on the hookup that the
matter can be smoothed over and not
further aggravated.

Missing element in the delicate

situation, it is commonly agreed. Is

the attitude, of Catholics generally.

Protests thus far received are said

to be more from Catholics than from
Jews.

Coughlin, it is recalled, has been
a storm center in broadcasting on
several previous occasions. No com-
munication has been received since
the Sunday broadcast from Coughlin
and there is no intimation of his fu-
ture policy at the moment.

Couffblin Nixes Rebroadcasts

Bridgeport, Nov. 22..

Father Coiighlin spume's as un-
satisfactory the suggestion of John
Shepard that his broadcasts be lo-

cally recorded for repeats at night
due to commercial commitments of

WICC here. I^o good, said the priest.

WEAN, Providence, also turned
down for like cause.

Coujchlin Also Praised
Detroit, Nov, 22,

Anti-Jewish talk by Father COugh-
lin Sunday caused storm of protest
to WJR, originating station for indie
hookup, but unlikely any censorship
will result or priest will be put off

air. Leo Fitzpatrick, of WJR, washed
hands of whole affair, declaring
speeches are supposedly approved by
Coughlin superiors and as results

station rarely sees talks. Hundreds
of ' wired protests and demands
Coughlin be put off radio were fol
lowed by flood of other wires com-
mending priest for 'exposing ' the
Jews.'

Address hit ozone while all faiths'

were holding giant anti-Nazi rally in

Naval armory here.'

PAINE OF ASCAP INVITES NEVILLE MILLER

TO 'FRIENDLY' DISCUSSION OF PROBLEMS
Carl Pierce Radio Exec

Of New Frisco Ad Agcy.
San Francisco, Nov. 22.

New advertising agency has been
formed here by Renzo Cesana, for-
merly with Jiunes Houlihan, Inc.

Firm, to be known- as Cesana and
Associates, Ltd.

Radio director is Carl W. Pierce.

RCA NEEDLES

m BALLYHOO

RCA is launching a special cam-
paign to sell America on the idea,

'give radio sets as Christmas pres-

ents.' Going ahead on own after en-
countering red tape in stirring other
manufacturers to cooperate. RCA
Magic Key program on Sundays
over NBC will be one of the spring-
boards. Newspaper copy, dealer tie-

ins and local NBC-owned and man-
aged stations will be other channels.
America should sell about 6,000,000

sets this year. In 1937, about 6,000,-

000 were sold. Television publicity
may have had some slight influence
in the higher-priced sets which de-
clined most of all but did not retard
sale of cheai>er sets, in informed
opinion.

Marked slowing down In set sales
was well advanced by late summer.

AIR PROTEST

FROM SPORTS

WORLD

Mutual, in a note Sent to all af-

filiated stations on Monday (21),

gave an explanation of why the

script of Sam Baiter's sports .show
was changed at the last minute on
Saturday (19) evening and why the

web- will air a broadcast by the

American sports World next Sunday
(27) protesting , treatment of the

Jews in Germany.
It was explained that Baiter, who

does daily sports comment for Bayuk
Cigars, had planned to devote his en-

tire Saturday show to such a pro-

test. Net nixed it, howeveiJ, because
it felt it wasn't fitting for a sports

program. Bayuks then protested,

claiming that inasmuch as all sorts

of other groups liave heaped impreca-
tions on Hitler, there was no reason
why the sports world shouldn't, too,

especially as Germany's action is so

unsporting.

Mutual' compromised on the thing

by donating sustaining time to Baiter

for his air protest. It is tentatively

set for 11:30 to 11:45 a.m. Sunday.
If, however, there are too many lead-

ing sports figures who want to par-

ticipate, which now seems likely, the

wfeb said it was prepared to move
the show to 1:30 to 2 p.m. so it can
have a full half hour.

George McGarrett returned east

after washup of W. C. Fields cut-in

on Luckies Hit Parade.

New Reciprocal Tariff

Washington, Nov. 22.

Occasional benefits for U. S. manu-
facturers of . radio apparatus and
other musical instruments contained
in the new British and Canadian
trade treaties signed this week and
effective Jan. 1. This country, how-
ever, opened the door wider for
British competition.
Lower preference for sets from

Great Britain promised by Bermuda,
which dropped the. differential by
5%, while Ceylon made the same
concession, Canada promised not to
raise the duty on radio receivers,
phonographs, and musical instru-
ments, now 24%%, over 25%.
Promises not to increase the prefer-
ence for Mother Coxmtry radio
equipment given by British Hon-
duras, Cyprus, Jamaica, Leeward Is-
lands, Malay, and North Rhodesia.
In return, the U. S. cuts" duty on

radio apparatus and parts from 35%
to 25% and halves the present 30%
tariff on phonograph discs, Britain
chops the excise on gramophones
and records from 33 l/3%to 25%.

fhllco Statement

Philadelphia, Nov, 22.

Following complaints from dealers
that press stories about the im-
minence of visio are holding up sales
of new radio sets. While, on the other
hand, dealers are selling short-wave
equipment on the misleading promise
that it'll receive visio "sound signals
directly, Larry E. Gubb, Philco prez,
this week attempted to straighten
out both angles.
He declared, 'No radio receivers

sold today or likely to be sold in the
near future are designed to receive
directly television sound signals.

This is true whether the equipment
is long or short wave.'

Censorship Condemned

Des Moines, Nov. 22.

Students and faculty of Drake
University, Des Moines, are over-
whelmingly opposed to radio censor-
ship or government interference in
radio control, a vote taken a couple
of days ago indicates. The poll
showed 644 members of the school
to be opposed to government regula-
tion and only 23 of the 667 queried
believe radio needs a censor.

Senator Clyde L. Herring, one of
the most ardent advocates of govern-
ment supervision of radio, hails from
D'es Moines.

Two Men Meet Through Shotwell Committee

—

Miller Tentatively Accepts Invitation to Series of

Talks After FCC Hearings Are Over

More Fantasy

Trenton, Nov. 22,

Although a month old, the
Orson Welles radio episode is

still 'packin' 'em In* on week-
ends at Grover's Mill, scene of

the fictional Martian 'invasion,'

Particularly after Princeton
football games, hundreds have
been driving the extra three
miles to the little hamlet that
was put on the map by CBS,
Roadside stand proprietors in

and around Princeton report a
healthy weekend increase in

trade stiU continues, with hun-
dreds of Sunday joy-riders
dropping in to ask the'way to

Grover's MiU.

LADIES NOT ON

ETHER, AND

LUCKY!

Washington, Nov. 22.

Scuffle between President Roose-

velt, socialite-publisher 'Cissy' Pat-

terson of the Washington Herald and
Times, and 100-odd enraged club-

women who have joined the Patter-

son 'save-the-cherry-trees' campaign,
recorded for posterity by WJSV,
Washington transmitter of CBS,
which proudly accompanied the In-

dignant females to a fruitless 'con-

ference* at the White, House.
High points in the demonstration

were caught by WJSV's new mobile
unit, which followed the procession

to the White House and took down
on platters the singing of Joyce Kil-

mer's 'Trees,' as the ladies attempted
to serenade the President.

After virtually mobbing White
House Secretary Marvin Maclntyre
and Sen, William Gibbs McAdoo, the
angry group departed to 'chaih

themselves' to cherry trees at the
famous Tidal Basin—where numer-
ous trees are slated for the axe when
construction of the proposed Jeffer-

son Memorial is started,

Halr-Pulling:

Although WJSV failed to muscle
in on the President's press' confer-

ence—at which he accused the Pat-
terson papers of 'flim-flamming the
public'—and the suissequent^ tussles

with workmen at the Memorial site,

Columbia scored a scoop on the
White House hair-pulling and has
presented the transcription of the

proceedings to chairwomen of the
combined organizations for presenta-
tions at various mass meetings sclied-

uled for this week.

Hitch-Hikine: Dowagers
Among the most amusing sights of-

fered by the WJSV-Save-the-Cherry-
Trees parade was the spectacle of
nine dowagers who—unable to find

their chauffeurs—piled aboard the
WJSV truck to hitch-hike their way
to the White House.

Observers at the Tidal Basin—
where the women, attempted to take
away shovels and other implements
which WPA workers were wielding
against the trees—remarked that
language used by the indignant
workmen over the unexpected in-

terruption of a day's work would
have prevented any broadcast. FCC
undoubtedly would have marked the
station for the dog-house, it was said,

if the Tidal Basin squabble had been
aired generally.

Jack Benny may do some broad-
casts from New York after first of

the year.

Radical change in the psychologi-

cal relationship between the National

Association of Broadcasters and the

American Society of Composers, Au-
thors and Publishers is expected to

develop from the series of discus-

sions that Neville Miller, NAB prez,

and Jflhn G. Paine, ASCAP general

manager, have agreed to hold during
the course of the next few months.
It will make the first time that
spokesmen for either organization
have undertaken to get at the basis
of their conflicting viewpoints and
try to obtain a clear view of each
Other's problems.
Proposal for this procedure was

made by Paine while he and Miller
were attending a (radio) subcom-
mittee meeting of the American Na-
tional Committee on Intellectual Co-
operation. This group, which has Dr.
James T. Shotwell as chairman, is

interested in. the passage of an
amended United States copyright law
which will conform with copyright
pact binding the leading European
nations.

Palne's Suggestion

Paine suggested Jkhat much could
be gained by ftath ASCAP and the
NAB If a great^r-efl^rt were made to
apprise each othet^Of the pertinent
problems faced 'by either industry.
Heads of ASCAP, said Paine, rea-
lized the controversy between the
networks and independent stations
oh performing rights obligations had
more serious implications than were
apparent on the surface. , Paine
stated that he and his organization
would like to become thoroughly
acquainted with this situation and
they, in turn, would like to make
clear to Miller the economic prob-
lems that confront the Society.

Miller explained that because of
the Industry investigation by the
Federal Communications Commis-
sion now*igoing on in Washington he
would have to stay close to home
for a few weeks but that he would
enter Into the suggested conversa-
tions ias' time for visits to New York
became available.

Also present at the meeting of the
radio division of the ANAII v(rere

Robert Myers, of NBC's legal staff,

and Sidniey Kaye, copyright coun-
sel for CBS.

Latest Reported Buyers

Of KROW, Oakland Are

Phil Lasky, Wesley Dumm

San Francisco, Nov. 22.

Latest reported bidders foi* the
purchase of I'.ROW, Oakland, are
Phil Lasky and Wesley I. Pumm,
manager and owner, respectively, of
KSFO,. San Francisco. Operator Drey
has always denied he ever talked
possible deals.

Lasky and Dumm are reported to
be paying $150,000 for the station,

whose licensee is the Educational
Broadcasting Corp. H. P. Drey,
president of the corporation and.
general manager of the station,

owns about,40% of the stock. Bal-
ance is owned by some 300 stock-
holders, largely members of the
Watch Tower Bible & Tract Spciety.
KROW operates at 1,000 watts on
930 k.c.

Well Knowns Wanted
For AssQciated^s Library
Associated Jilusic Publishers, Inc.,

is going after vocalists with radio
reps for its recorded library. Fiifst

one of this classiflc&tion that it has
put under contract is Doris Rhodes.

Deal was set through the CrS
artists' bureau.
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BOBERT BBNCHLET
With Artie Shaw. Dick Todd
'Cotticdy, Band, Sonfs
3f Mlns.
OLD GOLD
Snnday, 10 p. m.
WABC-CBg; New York

(Lennen & Mitchell)
Cotnedy end of this program,

combined with the killer-dlller swing
of Artie Shaw and his instrumental

crew, made for a socko program
on its debut Sunday night (20) at

10. It also chalks one up for A. L.

Lynn, executive ' on the Old Gold
account in the L & M agency, who
held out for thq Inclusion of a hot

dance- unit instead of a production
' orchestra, for which other L & M
opinion had argued.

Shaw's combination is not only

hot, but it has the lowdown on the

sort of swing music that can appeal
both to the jitterbug and to the aver-

age listener. It's swell musicianship
from every angle. Shaw packs a

rich, tantalizing flavor in that clarir

net of his, while the rest of the crew
are effective equally in solo or uni-

son. The band's assignment com-
prised but two numbers.

As the star of the show Robert
.Bepchley ranged from toppingly good
to fair. He was eager to please and
his experience as a maker of Metro
'Shorts stood him in good stead,

Benchley's delivery arid the inter-

play of his stooges reflected lots of

rehearsal. So much so, apparently,
that the illusion of spontaneity was
bampered. But by and large it was
top grade production;

Benchley's opening patter must
have looked funny on script, but
coming - out of the loudspeaker it

was so-so... In the succeeding bit

which had to' do with 'minding the
neighbor's kid' there were solid

- laughs, but it was in the final item
that Benchley's genial, spoofing
manner made its best impression. He
"was back doing his parody on
travelogs. It was Bob Benchley in

his own backyard. Al Lewis and
Hank Garsoh are the authors.

Dick Todd, who has done yeoman
' service as a baritone sustainer on
NBC, holds down the vocal assi^-
ment He did very well by and with^ romantic ditties. His is a style

that usually ingratiates itself with
the femme listeners.

Plug copjr-is both straight and of
.the break-into^he-script ' sort. It'

shied away from the gushing school
and merely stressed -the 'double
mellow flavor* angle, emphasizing'
'that the way to jget more smoking
pleasure is to Use Old Golds. Odec.

'

JACK STECK.
-With florenbe Bendon, Anthony

Candelorl Or^h
60 Mins.—Local
Partlolpatinr
D«Uy» Z:45 p. m.
WFIL, Phllly
This participating show ducks the

scads of dull and monotonous -spot
commercials that are locally typical.

Jack Stacks who handles it, is a vet
m. c. in vaude, niteries and amxise-
meiit parks and slick at ad lib. So
with no script and practically noth-
ing but memos on the commercials,
his sense of humor and natural abil-

ity keep proceedings afloat

. Steck toys with and jokes about
the commercials in a way that would
be freighted with danger were any-
one less-experienced handjiing them.
Through it all,: every advertiser gets
a better break on plugs than he pos-
sibly could if every 'word were down
on script. To the mike each day
Steck also, brings whiitever celeb
happens to be in town and willing.

With Steck Is Florence Bendon,
warbler of pop tunes, and Anthony
Candelori's house band* There 'is

also .a daily contest as a mail-getter
in which Steck sings a few words of
a 'Mystery Tune'. and listeners are
promised- prizes for guessing its

nam9. Herb,

INFORMATION, PLEASE
With Clifton Fadlman, Franklin P.

Adams, John Gunther, Oscar Le-
vant, John Kleran, Milton Cross

Quli Procram
30 Mlns,
CANADA DRY
Tuesday, 8:30 p.- m.
WJZ-NBC, New York

(J, M. Mathes)
Fadlman and his troupe have made

a quick claim for attention. And
they'll continue to get it. Canada .Dry

is now (15) paying the bills, in re-

tvurn for which the maker of mixers
allows himself a few brief plugs In

Milton Cross' best diction. Also a

little kidding from the hirelings who
saucily 'guessed' that they were now
being sponsored.

Granted that informality and hu-
man embarrassment form the back-
bone of quiz programs, this one has
something else by way of wallop.

Fadiman's troupe isn't mike-shy or
wilting. They are all extroverts,

fresh, crafty and sometimes' imper-
tinent. That's a new twist—and hard
enough to keep imitation at a mini-
mum. Listeners send in the queries,

and if the gang cannot answer, a
prize is awarded. This gag is okay.

Consumer products depending on
big turnover generally cram their

stanzas so full of plugging and con-
tests that the listener gets slap-happy
enough to buy something. Maybe
Canada Dry is trying to accomplish
the same end by reverse methods.

Edga.

BOWERY MISSION
With Dr. Charles St. John
Religious-Inspirational
€0'Mlns.—Local
GODFREY BAKING
Sunday, 3 p. m.
WHN, New York

(Roth)
Stanza is a veteran of 10 years'

standing. Until three years ago the
late Tom Noonan functioned as pur-
veyor of the religion, inspirational

talks, appeals for help, and semi-m.
c. chores. Currently his successor,
Dr. Charles St. John, handles the as-

signment, maintaining relatively the
same' program plan. Goldencrust
Bread is mildly mentioned, mainly
via short excerpts from fan maiL
Undoubtedly the market for fare

such as this includes chiefly the
home-loving Sunday p. m. coterie,

the sick, the hospitalized, and the
aged. That's a big market It's not
in the high income groups, however,
which makes a natural for Golden-
crust Bread among those groups
leaning heavily on the 'staff of life.'

Dr. St John has a voice and de-
livery reminding strongly of Gabriel
Heatter. . Lack of gushiness is in his
favor. In making a plea fqr two-bit
contributions to buy the dbwn-and-
outer's a Thanksgiving dinner he ap-
peared as appreciative of $1 contri-
butions as one $25 kick-in.

.. Singing of hymns, a prayer or two,
a little sermonizing, music, etc<, are
generally mixed up to round out the
hour. .Long life of the stanza is the
best indication of its fitness for its

market Edga.

'MAIN STttEET—HARTFORD*
With Ray Barrett^ Bob PrOven
15 Mln8.-^Looal
Sustainlnr
Dally, 1:30 p. m,
WDRC» Hartford
The curbstoner is operating on a

day-to-day sp.onsorship with only
the Monday spot sold. This to How-
ard Cleaners of Hartford. Differs

from other interview set-ups in that
only opinions are asked fon Trick
questions of all kliids are barred.
Ray Barrett and Bob Proven, who

handle program and interviews, have
clear and distinctive voices. Novel
twist to the program is that it is

recorded each day: it is a sustainer
and rebroadcast at 11:15 p. m. the
same day. Participants of program
are thus able to hear themselves on
the air and at the same time a dif-

ferent audience is created for the
same program. Eck.

'BIG SWING*
With ' George Held, Max Adklns
Swinr Bamd, 3 Swiss Misses and

. Havey Boyle
ISALY DAIRY CO.
.30 nflns.—Looal -

Monday, 7:30 p.ni.

WCAE, Pittsburgh
First fling of dairy store chain at

air advertising is a conventional set-
up with one exception. That's
Havey Boyle, veteran Pittsburgh
sports columnist who's on for two
three-minute' spots during show's
musical portions. He brings some-
thing new and different to radio, a
sports isummary with a humorous,
satirical angle. Doesn't take the
straight news slant or the statistical
cut-and-dried, preferring to color his
material with quips and gags and
thereby making it vastly more en-
tertaining.
Remainder of show is all right,

but just that—tried and tested mu-
sical formula without novelty or
flash. George Held m.c.'s compe-
'tently, also delivering a couple of
baritone solos; 3 Swiss Misses har-
monize sweetly, but minus any par-
ticular distinction.

•• Merchandising scheme is good.
Each Monday program midway will
.designate one of Isaly's nabe stores
for Hospitality Night mention. Any-
body in selected establishment at
that time gets a free basket of dairy
foods. Come-on is for folks to listen
in pn Big Swing in any of the Isaly
spots, radio being rigged up in all
of them. Cohen.

FolloW'Up Comment

«NIGHT PATROL*
With Leo McCahe, Joan Miller, Joe
Dayman, Howard Marlon Craw-
ford

Saturday
BBC, London
Columbia Worksh6p is a fertile

source of programs for BBC these
days it seems, and this was the third
borrowed by London. Working on
the original script and casting with
Care, Corp. produced intelligent
show, which vividly created the at-
mosphere of late night on an East
Side dead end. Was more vivid, in
fact, than a motion picture, contrast-
ing excellently the routine, action
and personal ends of a New York
cop's night patrol, a rhythm of foot-

steps making an impressive back-
ground.
Stewart Hawkins, original for Co-

lumbia, was an experiment to por-
tray in sound a single half hour of
the night patrol. Patrolman pound-
ing bis beat has a private worry be-
cause his kiddie is sick and he is

waiting word from his wife; he also

has his job to do, taking note of all

that happens on his usually quiet

section.
For U. K. listeners, superficially

familiar with American life through
films, program was a gripping piece

of serious radio entertainment, and
John Cheatle^s production was fluid

and emphatic, Leo McCabe, playing
Patrolman O'Hare, naturally made
all the running, and came out very
credital^Iy indeed.

ItADIO QUIZ'
With Ellis Barrett, Bert Madden
30 Mins.—^Local
STANDARD FURNITURE CO.
Taesday, 8 p.m.
WARY, Albany
This new quiz game, newspaper-

advertised . as copyrighted by Harry
S. Goodman of New York, will have
little appeal for casual, part-time or
impatient listeners. It requires con-
centration in the home, with pencil
and chart. Also a willingness to sit

through eight or ten minues of pre-
-liminary explanation. Latter angle
is a handicap in a medium where a
^uick start is usually considered all-

important. Game is too complicated
for brief elucidation. "While snail-
like getaway and necessity for close
listening will reduce size of audience
it may be a virtue that setup is such
that participants can not escape
sponsor's identity. In other words,
dialing group may be smaller, but it

is above average in attentiveness.
On first salyO,"a 'Professor' and

two announcers took a third of al-
lotted time to detail, repeat and re-
peat, how Quiz was played. Coupled
with loose production, program
seemed slow and hesitant. Second
shot, with Announcer Ellis Barrett
reading questions and calling num'
bers, and Studio Manager Bert Mad'
den assisting, tiravelled a bit faster.

However, there were still several
dead-stop spots. Jaco.

TOWN TALK
With Gretta Baker, Joe O'Brien
Quiz
30 Mins.—Local
Sustaining
Friday—10 p. m.
WMCA, New York
Just another of the i.q. bees and

none too good. Audience participa-
tion session with Gretta Baker and
Joe O'Brien, latter active staff man,
conducting. Miss Baker is answer
girl while O'Brien tries to humor
ously handle the mike end.
variations in word opposites, word

pronunciation twins of different
spelling and straightening out mis-
use of words. Have a tleup with
Webster for cuffo distribution of
variously graded dictionaries to win
ners. Pretty tepid stuff and not cal'

culated to entice many listeners.
Hurl.

FILM MELODY BtYSTERIES'
With James Milne, Edith Jolson,
Lane Sisters,' Don Raphael, Sy

• Byer's Orchestra
Quiz, Mnslo
30 Mlns.—Local
SPECTOR'S
Sunday, 1:30 p. m.
WELI, New Haven
This set-up combines a Kay Kyser

type of routine with stage presenta-
tion. It has practically all, the
angles: Listenable material, prize
bait for both the house and outside
audience, an extra ' attraction and
plug for the theatre, and natural
pre-Christmas merchandising for the
jeweler sponsor.
Half-hour staged during. or(Jinarily

quiet early matinee session at Col-
lege (Loew-Poli). and involves as
steady talent James Milne, m. c;
Edith Jolson and Lane Sisters, trio

accompanied, by Don Raphael, for
sohg; and Sy Byer's band.
Mixed half'-dozen selected from

audience to answer singly questions
put .by Milne. Orchestra plays a
tune from a past film, and contest-
ant is asked to give name of song,
picture, male and female leads and
player who delivered number on
screep;.- Each part counts 20%., audi-
ence judges tabbing. Male and fe-
male winners with highest scores
get watches, duplicate for ties.

Milne knits the show nicely and
also handles the plugs for the spon-
sor and theatre. Latter seemed to
come off better than the jeweler.
Maybe it was the copy. Vocal tal-
ent adequate. Miss Jolson assayed
'Heart and Soul* and did best in
swinging second chorus. Lane Sis-
ters' 'Love Is On the Air* effective,
but would be better with only piano,
rather than orchestral, accompani-
ment. Elem.

Stan Shaw flivvered badl^ re-

cently In virtually the only thing he
has to do (certainly the most im-

Sortant thing) on his 'Milkman's

[atinee* program over WNEW, New
York. Since the show is recorded

Earticipating, Shaw's only job is to

eep the announcements (particu-

larly the commercials) potent and
brisk. That is precisely where he
stumbled. Apparently he hadn't

tak^n the trouble to. prepare his

broadcast for he muffed almost
every commercial on the first hour
or so of the session.

In the case .of Barney's Clothes, he
read off the blurb about the store

being open 'today and tomorrow,'
then paused, realized 'tomorrow'
would be Sunday and finally made a
correction. That was the worst
boner, but the whole thing apparent-
ly, indicated Shaw hadn't taken the

trouble to study his copy in advance.
Which is too informal, even for such
an informal program as 'Milkman.'

'Wliat's My Name' is one of the
more intelligent quiz games for both
radio and studio audiences but
somehow, on Friday night (11), over
WOR, New York, there were a cou-
ple of malapropisms that retarded
the programs^ Budd Hulick and
Arlene Francis are the Philip Mor-
ris questioners and the two weJre in-

clined to treat their guests with a
deportment akin to levi,ty. And the

visitors never deserved that.

Group on the Friday program was
an intelligent one. And yet Hulick
and Miss Francis were prpne to in-

dulge in a little comic by-play that

was out of keeping. Of course their

motives were to lighten the show,
but they said the wrong things sev-

eral times. Also, their personal
questions of the contestants took
too much time.
With Hulick, it's mostly a case of

Budd trying to rid himself of the

habits acquired when he. was half

of the team of Stoopnagle and Budd.
And that commercial! Whewl

Al Jolson has weathered the ups

and downs of radio and its sponsors

for better than five years. That
means he came into the ether ranks

during the days when radio was
making a wholesale raid on what
was left of vaude, -and on pix, legit

and night clubs. At that time (pro-

duction being what it was), it was
not considered bad form to be loud.

In fact, practically all comedians had
iron lungs from yelling at live audi-

ences in theatres, etc., without the

aid of loudspeaker systems. Jolson

had iron lungs, too.

Possibly the fact that Jolson has
successfully weathered all subsequent
changes lies in his changing with ra«-

dio. His stint currently (15) con-
tinues to show him in a subtler light,

toned down but not pussyfooting.

Joe Laurie, Jr., is his latest writer,

and Laurie should chime in very well
with the changing situation. If the

results are to' be an ingratiating Jol-

son, not delivering Broadway gags or
night club verbal jive, Laurie can
help.

First sample of Laurie's writing
put Jolson in a good light Better
work, however, can be rendered with
the guests. They come on, it appears,

for the sole purpose of jabbering
with each other. The effect is only
so-so. A better method would ap-
parently be to let them do^ their stuff

legitimately—in short let them be
guest artists and not guest stOQges.
Strictly nut angle can be handled
singly by Parkyakarkus and his puns.
Too much idle prattle now detracts
from both Jolson and the guests
themselves, weaving a web of verbi-
age that burns up time without pro-

EDWARD R. MURROW
Talk
10 Mins.; Local
WOKO, Albany
Edward R. Murrow, Columbia's

European director, made some inter-
esting revelations and comments
during a 10-minute interview with
Judge James J. Nolan over WOKO,
Albany. Former was making a per-
sonal appearance there same night
under auspices of a civic association
headed by Judge Nolan. Unfortu-
nately, the exchange, with its

glimpses into transatlantic broadcast-
ing, was brought to an abrupt ending
by the announcer, in order to clear
the lines for one of those five-minute
dramatizations in which a skinny gal
takes Ironized Yeast tablets and
magically blossoms with curves and
sex appeal.
Murrow's remarks centred about

his experiences during coverage of
the Czechoslovakian crisis; the dif
fcrences between American and Ea
fopean radio, and the contrasting
picture of conditions here and
abroad. Murrow refused to pass
judgment on the Munich agreement.
Stated he would return to England in
early December. Jaco,

DAILY HONOR ROLL
Talk, Drama
5 Mins.
BARNEY'S CLOTHES
M-F, 11:15 p. m.
WOR, Newark
^or Barney's Clothes this is big

time, having graduated up from the
indie outlets in the metropolitan area.
While the writing, acting and pro-
duction just about manage to make
the grade, the idea of the program is

okay. Spot is a natural. It follows
the night's final time signal, news
period and weather forecast. Where
the favorable combination squanders
its force is in attempting to convert
the truntlpeting and white banners
that go with human heroics into a
come-on for harshly phrased patter
about winter bargains—$17.50 tweed
suits and 10 easy payments^ Sharp
clash in moods leaves anything but a
soothing effect.

Object of the daily award for some
noble deed of recent vintage is picked
by a committee of two whose names
and connections get a. fast going-over
from the announcer. On one pro-
gram caught the award went to a
"society thief,' not named, for his dis-
play of courage in giving himself to
the police after he had married and
decided to reform. Dbrothy Thomp-
son got the nomination the following
night. Her deed was that of broad-
casting a'plea"to''*non-Jews for funds'
to underwrite the defense of Herschel
Grynzpan, the young Polish Jew,
whose killing of a minor Nazi official
was followed by widespread attacks
upon German Jewry. Odec.

ducing real results. While the prat-
tling method works well enough for
Crosby, it must be remembered that
Crosby has 30 more minutes to his

The rlu'gging on the show is the
kind that leaves nothing to the Imag-
ination. 'Credit should be given the
sales scribblers tor their explicit
sentences and clear phraseology. In
offering a new. come-pn (a four leaf
clover, ho less), the instructions for
procuring the Inducement even had a
special ruling for Canada. This is an
angle generally overlooked in the
sloppy commercials dished out on
most stanzas. While the Ruthrauf &
Ryan boys can start their swing from
the floor, as well as most agency
medicine rnfen, they at least make the
most of their material, in this in-
stance.

Speech of Louis. B. Mayer, Metro
v.p. in charge of production, on the
last edition . of the Maxwell House
'Good News' show (17) demonstrated
one type of situation in which co-
operation between, pix and radio is
advantageous to the former. Mayer
was put on the air waves to make a
public statement to the effect that
the film 'Boys Town' (M-G) had
occasioned some drop-off in contri-
butions to Father Flanagan's real life

Boys Town (a Catholic rehabilita-
tion project in Nebraska, on which
the film was founded). Because the
film had depicted the project in a
healthy financial state, patrons ap-
parently figured there was no use
keeping up contributions, and the
drop in donations occurred.
Mayeriexplained this situation with'

dignity and deftness. < His talk had
complete frankness, but was artful
enough not to leave the impression
that Metro committed a boner in put-
ting such an un>vittingly damaging
air into the scenario. Father Flana-
gan thereafter appeared as guester,
his talk chiming in nicely with
Mayer. Windup had Mayer back
again for a short announcement to
the effect that M-G was giving
Father Flanagan a new building for
his project.
"Way the whole thing was handled
—simply, yet tellingly—took it out
of the class of pure public relations
sleight-of-hand and put it on a par
with the solicitations . for. the Red
Cross now heard frequently on other
commercials.

Helen* Menken made plenty emo-
tional hay of the role handed her on
the Kate Smith-General Foods ses-

sion (CBS) last Thursday night (17).

The sketch, described as an original

by Doris Gilbert allowed for a wide
range of dramatic, hoke, and Miss
Menken, who weekly stars' in her
own show over the same network for
Bayer A^irin, was right there at
every opportunity for a fast plunge
over Into tearduct territory.

With prurient sadists in skirts be-
setting ner, a schoolmarm with a
mystery background, at every turn.

Miss Menken fought back at them
with cold fury, abject humiliation,
hard defiance and practically -all the
other implements contained in an
emotional actress' arsenal. The big
speech was climaxed by the usual
hysterical scream of 'Get out!' virtue
proved triumphant again, and the
general run of livingroom folk must
have got quite a kick out of it

Orson Welles' influence trickled

down to Richard Brooks' news com-
mentator program over WNEW, New
York, Monday (21). With the Nazi
persecution of the Jews . occupying
the -front page. Brooks took about
10 minutes of his 15-minute session

to read a paraphrase of Marc An-
tony's 'We come to bury Caesar
speech from Shakespeare's 'Julius

Caesar,' substituting Hitler's name
for Brutus throughout.
Commercials for Michael's depart-

ment store, Newark, plugged a
special bargain, including a man's
suit, shirt, necktie, underwear, shoes
and socks, all for $22.50.

Gieorge Shaokley's Moonbeams
(WOR, 9:30 p. m., Nov. 18), though
brief. Is still one of the more lis-

tenable singing Instrumental air

seances. Consistently adheres to the
wine drinker's (now has . vintage
sponsor) tastes with sweet harmony
of mixed choir and strictly string

instrumentalizing. Crowd a lot into

quarter hour, maybe too much,
though quality does not seem to suf-

fer as with other crowded pop music
shows. Softly backgrounds reading,
to-bedding and- parlor sessions with-
out distracting. Musical, background-
ed commercials are exiamples of

good taste in wording, but still have
thp popular fault of not knowing
where to stop. i

Joan Crawford and Margaret Sul-

lavan shared a mike on last Thurs-
day's (17) installment of the Max-
well House-Good News show (NBC)
and the listeners got a fancy exhibi-
tion of one actress trying to outdo
the other in emotional understate-
ment Excerpts were from Metros
forthcoming production, 'The Shin-
ing Hour.' Melvyn Douglas aind

Robert YoUng did the male leads,

and the strUng-together snatches of

dialog sufficed to stimulate interest

in looking forward to the film ver^
sion.
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MEXICAN VETO
Australian Theatres Drop IWair

Suit Against Govemnumt Radio

Melbourne, Nov. 3,

Williamson-Tait has decided to

drop High Court action against the
Australian Broadcasting C«nmission
to legally decide whether latter was
entitled to charge admittance to con-

certs. Writ was taken out last year
imder a claim that the A3.C. was
.acting against the Broadcasting Act
of 1932 in promotion of public con-

certs. It was further claimed that

the A.B.C. had no power to perfotm
such acts under the Commonwealth
-Coristitution. Attorneys for both
sides met recently and filed in the
High Court consent to action with-
drawal providing each party paid
their own costs.

For some considerable time there-

had been much bitterness between.
Williamson-Tait and the A.B.C. on
the letter's concert activities! It was
contended by W-T that the A.B.C.

had no right to import overseas' ar-

tists in opposition to legitimate con-

cert sponsors, especially as. the over-

head came from fees .paid by home
listeners to the government W-T
admitted that the air unit could play
their imported artists over the air

lines, but disagreed entirely on con-

cert appearances with a high charge
made to the public. There were
also one or two- pic managements
who were opposed to the methods
adopted by the A.B.C., and it has
been hinted that ^y were willing

to back W-T in the court fight.

However, a new managerial line-

up in the ranks of W-T, including a
hook with Macquarie Broadcasters,

a powerful commercial air unit,

probably reasons for stoppage deci-

sion on the part of W-T, who, if is

understood, have some plans of their

own for the futiure in connection
with imported artists and radio.

Polandm Shortwave

Washington,, Nov. 22.

Debut of Poland into the- South
American short-wave picture an-

nounced last week in a dispatch

from the office of the American
Commercial Attache at Warsaw to

the U. S. Department of Commerce.
Four new Polish D-X'^ers—two of

them directed to S. A. and two non-
directional—^have been pushed into

the foreground and two plder trans-

mitters will train their antennas on
North America, according to the re-

port. In addition a new long wave
station is being constructed at

Brzezince, near Katowice, to replace

present Katowice station by Bryno-
wic with power of 50 kw instead of

12 kw. Still another station is being

constructed at Luck, with opening
skedded for sometime after Jan. 1.

Number of registered receiving

sets in Poland, on October 1, listed

at 892,964T7-with 552,298 tube sets and
the remainder crystal sets.

IMPERIAL WAXERS

USE YANKEE ACTS

Fascist Propaganda from Cuba

Called Unlikely; Batista liberal

Canadian Publisliers

See Radio Hobgoblins

Again; Analyze UJS.A.

Montreal, Nov. 22.

Distribution by the Newsprint As-
sociation of Canada, representing the

$300,000,000 pulp and paper industry,

of the findings of a survey it con
ducted of revenue trends among
American advertising medium has

aroused concern in the ranks of

Canadian newspaper publishers. In

some of the latter quarters it is es-

timated that during the past year
Dominion radio has divierted to it-

self over $5,000,000 which they think

would otherwise have gone to Cana-
dian newspaper publishers. In some
of,the latter quarters it is estimated

that during the past ear Dominion
radio has diverted to itself over

$5,000,000, which they think would
otherwise have gone to. Canadian
dailies. NAC's findings, plus this es-

timated loss, is expected to encour-
age retaliatory measures by pub-
lishers.

To the Newsprint Association's

findings is appended a warning that
newspapers are lagging behind radio

in the race for revenue. Also a
statement that while .magazines suf-

fered most from radio competition

in the United States during the de-

pression from 1929 to 1933, news-
papers have in the succeeding years

been taking a similar rap.

Association implies that increased

advertising rates in newspapers have
not helped the situation. It is shown
that where the cost of evening news-
paper linage has increased about.5%
since 1929, cost of reaching radio

audiences has been reduced. Using
the NBC rates, which have jumped
from $4,750 per hour in 1927 to $20,-

220 per hour in 1938, it is pointed out

that during this period the estimated

number of listeners has increased
from about four million to over 25

million.

On this basis it is estimated that

the rate per thousand listeners has
dropped from $t.08 in 1929 to 74

cents in 1937 and 79 cents in 1938. It

Is estimated that radio's milling rate

has been reduced by 32% betwasn
1929 and 1937, and is currently 27%
lower than In 1929.

Montreal, Nov. 22.

New series of transcriptions for

Imperial Tobacco Company of Can-
ada, produced at the NBC studios

in New York; include platters with

the Rhythm Rascals, Jean EUington,

Green Bros, and Brick Holden, Pat
Ryan with the Milt Herth Trio.

New discs will be used to continue

the 'Light Up and Listen Club' pro
grams going over station CFCF lo

cally, and a list of stations across

the country.
Imperial Tobacco is not using the

CBC network for this series. Vic

George, All-Canada Radio Facili

ties, picked lineup of American
talent for the productions while in

New York.
Other American performers used

in the "Light Up and Listen' series

are Jesters and Peg La Centra, the

Mastersingers, Jack and Loretta

Clemens, Lamdt Trio and the

Kidoodlers.

Washington Disturbed by
Meaucan Senate Repudi-

ation of Informal Prom-
ise at Havana—-Political

Motivations Still Obscure

POKER?

London Calling

V»I Gieigrud, BBC drama director,

asked CBS to send him a script of

the panic play, 'War of the Worlds'
but there is no chance of it being
aired this side.

WHN's Rhumba Kflocycles

WHN, New York, is having trou-

ble with CMQ, Havana, which has
crowded the Loew station within its

eight millivolt .contour and is imped-
ing the station's -eception in Long
Island.. Herb Pettey, WHN man-
ager, has been huddling in Wash-
ington to get special authority to

offset the interference.

Meanwhile also taking it up in

Havana to get that station to beam
away from New York.

Guzman's New Setup

In the future. Radio El Mundo
(LKl), Buenos Aires, will make Its

new York headquarters in the offices

of Editorial Haynes, advertising rep

of newspaper chain in South Amer-
ica.

Melcher Guzman is in charge and
will also rep station HJ4-ABP and
HJ4-ABQ, later shortwave, in Re-
public of Colombia, and not part of

El Mundo White and Blue loops.

Washington,. Nov. 22.

Diplomatic pressure to resuscitate

the North American radio treaty,

which would necessitate widespread
frequency redistribution, is being
exerted to counteract recent refusal
of the Mexican Senate to ratify the
pact intended to 'end international
conflicts and. gi%r3 signatory countries
definite parts of the spectrum.- Dis-
appointment .at. the attitude of the
Mexican legislators was apparent in

Federal quarters last week when re-

iport of the impasse reached the State
Department. Details were unknown,
however, and in some quarters there
was continued hope that the Mexi-
cans will keep their informal t>ledges

to go along with the U. S., Cuba and
Canada.
Means of driving home to Mexico

the importance of establishing per-
manent order in the ether were im-
der consideration this week. Cus-
tomary diplomatic secrecy sur-
rounded the discussions, altltough it

was known that conferences are be-
ing held by high officials. . State De-
partment and FCC figures huddled
last week and plan furthet talks,

while the American Embassy at Mex-
ico City has been contacted for fur-
ther details which had not arrived
in Washington this week-

Motives Obscure

Reasons for Mexican balk were not
clearly understood, although there
were suspicions that the Senate's
stand was prompted by political con-
siderations. Muddled internal rela-
tions between the two countries plus
the influence of the high-powered
border stations—which would be re-
quired under the pact to cease in-

vading U. S. frequencies and inter-
fering with American transmitters

—

believed important factors. Officials

here unsatisfied with formal alibi

from Mexico City that the pact was
turned down because it failed to give
compensatory benefits in return for
vital concessions.

Exactly what methods will be em-
ployed in the attempt to induce Mex-
ico to live up to the implied pledge
given at Havana last winter re-

mained uncertain this week. Rep-
resentations through the conven-
tional diplomatic channels were be-
lieved already imder way, while
there was talk of a conference to

see if things cannot be straightened
out. Some observers thought Com-
missioner T. A. M. Craven, who en-
gineered the treaty, might be dis-

patched to the Mexican capital to
urge government leaders there to

Badl9. singr^rs Anne Zeigler - and
Webser Booth married in London,
Nov. 6.

James BrMie, radio play written
specially for the occasion, will be
on opening of Glasgow's new Broad-
casting House, Nov. 18, to serve the

Scottish territory.

Wilt Fyfle and tilasgow Orpheus
Choir, under Sir Hugh Roberton,
will be ini the bill^-. which will be
sent from the larg^ studio in the
building, which is biggisr than any
at London headquarters.

Two Noel Coward playlets from
'Tonight at 8:30*—Tamily Album'
and Tied Peppers' aired by BBC.

Arthur Carron postponed his 'de-

parture for New York to sing Canio
in 'I Pagliacci,' . second of BBC's
studio operas; Nedjda will be played
by Austrtdian saptano Joan Ham-
mond, who has only broadcast here
once.

J»lui MeCormaek will' do his first

U. K. stu<lio broadcast ever Dec. 6,

when he will sing in 'Scrapbook'
series, recalling his debut at a Dub
lin musical festivaL

In Canada

Stewart Nelll, manager station

CJ'NB, Frederickton, N. B., ogling

Montreal for a few days.

EAST-SUMKE'S GUMSHOERS
East and Dumke are this week re-

cording a series jf nine five-minute

transcriptions for Enna Jettick shoes.

Client plans extensive spot cam-
paign, using radio names,
Marschalk ft Pratt to agency.

persuade recalcitrant legislators,

This seemed improbable, however,
since Craven is unlikely to consent
to leave the FCC, where he has been
in the heat of fighting over policies

and personal matters, and to assume
the inevitable expense involved in

such a mission. It was recalled that
last spring the former Commish en-
gineer successfuly avoided being
sent to Cairo and intimates believed
only a Presidential command would
cause him to agree to the idea of

personally appealing to the; Mexicans
with whom he worked in Cuba.
Nevertheless, the State Department
was beseeching him to serve as

tirouble shooter.

Refusal of the Mexican Senate
confirmed fears- that, had been felt

in many places in this country, de-
spite the assurances .given at Ha-
vana that the approval would be
forthcoming. Other, observers were
convinced, however, that the secret

turn-down was rherely a ttiarteuVer

to work out a better trade with the
U. S. Possibly the Mexicans, who a

week ago finally agreed to .arbitrate

claims for confiscation of American-
owned farm lands, merely want to

strengthen their position in other in-

ternational controversies and that
the radio treaty will be pokered
against some other proposition.

Havana, Nov. 19,

Cuba's radio propaganda situation,

may take a turn for the acute. A- re-

port emanating' from the United

States is that pro-Fascists are on the

verge of using local outlet to direct

a barrage of propaganda at; the

neighboring nation. While a similar

rumor popped up on -the island when
a couple Cuban wavelengths changed
hands recently there has. been noth-
ing specific to denote any move in

that direction.

What may have stirred the report

in the .U. S. A. was the ideological

leanings of the group behind the pur-
chase of CMCF-COCH. One of those
in on the deal is Dr. Pepin . Rivero,
editor of Diario de la Marina, -who
exiled himself to New York some
time ago following what is purported
to have been a disagreement with
Col. Fulgencio Batista. Riverb .^as
been decorated by both the- Nazis,and
Franco's Spanish government.

Involved

Rivero's associate on -the buy Is

Oscar Zayas, editor of the Avance,
apd< reputed to have, strong Fascist

inclinations. Besides Diario de la
Marina and Avance, the pair between
them own tfie sAlerta, a penny news-
paper, and Informacion, with the last

curiously rated as a Leftist sheet and
using all the catflCd hews favoring
the Left governments whiph the otber
dailies' in this group |iass up. ,..

As things now stand the propa-
ganda on Cuban stations is strongly
liberal or leftist. Most stations de-
vote dally spots to talks by members
of the Agrarian, Republic and Coni-
munist parties. Not a single Germaiii
or Italian program is - currently on
any island station. Last Italian hour
was cleared over CMCY imtil about a
year ago, when the director of the
stanza yielded to threatening letters

and quit.

Dr. Oscar Guiterrez, one of the
owners of CMCF, is currently in New
York buying new equipment for his
station.

Salesmanship Curbs Endanger CBC's

Command of Standard Brands Acct.

Montreal, Nov. 22.

J. Walter Thompson Agency may
pull Standard Brands programs off

the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.

network as a result of dissatisfac-

tion with. Government censorship of

commercials. Because of difficulties

encountered with Fleischmann's (Dr.

Stidger), the Thompson agency has
already eliminated the Canadian an-
nouncement, cutting in with the

NBC commercial over which the

Canadian Government has no juris-

diction.

Should hamstringing of Standards
Brands accounts continue it is re-

liably reported that the Thompson
Agency has adopted the attitude that

It would be' ill-advised to renew with

the CBC network when current con-
tract deals expire.
Recent surveys conducted showed

that, in one instance, a 100-watt
priyately-owned station had a far
greater listener audience than the
huge 50,000-watt Canadian Broad-
casting Corp. transmitter.
In Canadian commercials, which

the Canadian Broadcasting Corp,
must get tipprbved by the Depart-
ment of Pensions and Health, noth-
ing must be said which will induce
anyone to buy the product. In re-

gard to beer copy it can't be said

that 'its mellow* that it 'cheers you
up' or that 'you should try a bottle.'

Among the other don'ts it can't

be said that a product is 'pure' or
'safe.'

REJECT 'SLUR'

ON CANADIAN

TALENT

Montreal, Nov. 22.

Radio producers are burning be-
cause of allegations contained in the
brief filed at Ottawa by the Can-
adian Association of Broadcasters
recently in which Canadian radio-

talent and production were , con-
demned as too weak to meet station
requirements. Plea was made, by
the C.A.B. in hopes that the Cus-
toms Department would not raise
duties on American transcriptions.
Local producers claim that there

are- enough Canadian performers to
make up for any loss of American
transcriptions through new high
tariff regulations.

Reported here that both French-
language and English radio produc-
tion men plan to build tailor-made
transcription shows with Canadian
entertainers and operate on a more
extensive scale than ever before.
Figuring that new tariffs on U. S.

discs will keep out high priced tran-
scriptions local producers feel that
Canadian transcription shows- can be
produced which would compare
favorably with American platters as
to quality while lower in price.

Producers claim that musicians,
who have been bitterly opoosed to
use of transcriptions on Canadian
stations, should favor Canadian d'sc
production because it Would op^n a
new field of employment for Cah«
adian musicians. Producers fondly
hope that musicians may ev*n grant
cohcessions for Canadian transcriia*

tion work which they have 'with-
held because of the importatidni.
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Actors Union Votes End Of

Co-op Deal With MontrealAM;
Joe Weber s Doubts Confirmed

Montreal, Nov. 22.

Movement for a closed shop in

radio broadcasting which started

here last May and seiemed likely to

spread across Canada through af-

fiiliation of radio performers with
musicians unions, has collapsed with
the suspension of the co-operative
agreement between the American
Federation of Radio Artists and the
Musicians Federation of Montreal
(local 406 of the A.F.ofM.) here
last week.

Strangely enough the move to ter-

minate the agreement came from the

local- AFRA where rumblings of

discontent have been heard for the
past two months.
Throujgh the tieup with the AFRA

the musicians, it is reported, have
been standing pat since September,
refusing to work on any program
where non-union artists "were used.

As a result the Montreal Musicians
Federation was obliged to turn down
a considerable amount of work be-
cause of the agreement with th6
AFRA.

Similarly, it is reported, artists

who were members of the AFRA
found themselves unable to appear
on programs where non-union, mu-

' sicians were wprldhg. Musicians,
however,; were ^the greater losers ' on
the agreement
One- resiilfd the tieup between

the musicians and the performers
was thtit, the }ligher fees demanded
for vocalSts brought about a de
creased demand for .singers. More
French language comics were used
and' the comedians,, it is charged,
worked on programs, where non-
union musicians were employed.
Radio . performers have been

squawking loudly that the-tieup with
the musicians deprived them, of many
chances to accejit engagements: The
musicians, ' while 'similarly affected,

were difetermined to establish a
closed shop ieveh at the cost of tem-
porary losses.

While the closed shop has been
illei^l . in the Provin&e Of Quebec
since the adoption of Bills 20 and. 21

at the Provincial Legislature, the
combined forces of the Musicians and
the Artists seemed likely to estab-

lish a closed shop in fact, if not in

theory.

Joe Weber, president of the A. P.

of M., was opposed to the working

4 ADDED TO. WLW-W$A|

Brown County Revelers Soram
After Four Tears In Clncy

agreement between the Montreal
Federation of Musicians and the lo-
cal AFRA when he was first ap-
proached. While Weber gave local
406, permission to ntake any ar-
rangements which might be neces-
sary to meet local conditions, he was
not enthusiastic HbovX collaboration
between musicians and artists, evi-
dently foreseeing current difficulties

which were not then apparent to
local union officials.

Local AFRA is believed to have a
considerable membership but prac-
tically all are French language per-
formers. English radio performers
have steered clear of the union so
far, some charging that they could
not obtain representation on the
board of directors for the English-,
speaking element when a drive for
membership was made some time
ago among the English artists.

Agreement between thie AFRA and
the Montreal Federation- of Musicians
was, in effect, that members of both
unions would refuse to' wprk on any
program where iion-unioil musicians
or non-union artists, were, employed.
At the meeting of the AFRA last

week the vote in favor 6f suspend-
ing this agreement was almost unani-
movis.

Without support of the Musicians
Federation indications' are that the
AFRA will loge much of the power
Which such a tieup gave local artists.

Musicians have been instrumental in
forcing, use of AFRA members ih
mahy»cases. Despite this;MFM back-
ings ifiembers of the AFRA, especial-
ly comics, had been appearing on
programs with non-union musicians.
While the agreement has been sus-

pended it has not yet 'been term-
inated, leaving the way open to
recohciliation.

Cincinnati, Nov. 22.

Paul Allison, announcer, formerly
of WNOX, Knoxville, Tenn., joined,

the WLW-WSAI staff last week, as

did Wallace Mosier, lately with
KFRU, the University of Missouri

station at Columbia, Mo„ who has
been assigned to special farm events.

A returner to the Crosley organiza-

tion is Milton Rosen, music arranger,

after an absence of two years. An-
other rejoiner is Kenny Carlson, who
was with the Hugh Cross instrumen-

tal unit and has been spotted on the

Boone County Jamboree show.
Brown County Revelers, a six-man

hillbilly combo, took departure after

a stay of more than four years.

KMOX TAKES DOUBLE

SERVICE FOR NEWS

St. Louis, Nov. 22.

KMOX. has completed arrange-

ments for completer news coverage.

In addition to full UP reports, Merle
Jones has added Transradio service

and has contracted for local news
coverage by both Transradio and UP.
In the case of Transradio, a local

representative will have a desk in

the enlarged KMOX news dept.

while UP will place a man in Police

Headquarters. These facilities will

feed news to the five sponsored strips

now on the station and three new
sustaining periods set up for Sun-
days,
News dept. has moved into its own

quarters and will be imder the di-

rection of Harry W. Flannery and
Don Owenby. A copy chute con-

nects the news room with the an-
nouncers' quarters for a rapid han-
..dling of important news bulletins.

i^TTDOIF SCHRAMM BESI&NS
Washington, Nov. 22.

Rudolf Schramm, director of

NBC's orchestra in Washington for
the past

,
year, resigned Friday (18).

Infireased work which has accUmu-
laitjiEl

.
in-.' Schramm's position as

music director for the U, S. Office of
Education's radio division makes it

impossible for hini to devote ade-
quate-time to his NBC duties.

No successor has been named yet
by Ken Betkeley.

Rubmoff &iik

Dave Rubinoff sails for Havana
next week for extended rest. After
several weeks in Cuba, he returns to

Florida for the balance of winter
season.
Takes on radio engagements in

spring.

New Britain Invades Hartford

Hartford, Nov. 22.

December 15 has been set as the
date for the opening of Hartford
studios of WNBC, New Britain, by
station manager Richard Davis.
Majority of programs will still

emanate from the New Britain stu-
dios.

2^MmHANVism^TAFfS
TO BOLSTSR YOOR T^AWO MESSAGE!

MOTOAl MOAOCASTIN* SYSTEM^

HERE'S MERCHANDISING SUPPORT ONLY
TSN CAN PROVIDE!

Adverasen on the Texas Sute Network get mot* than the

matchless covenge of TSN's 2J primacy listening vtu,
which biaoket 22 of the oiost important markets in rich

sad responsive Texas. Each station of the Texas State Net>

work nuiotalos « complete merchandising staff to cooperatt

withspowon in the field work that helps advertising succeed.

The mao/setvices offered b/ these tit TSN mer<£andisiog
staffs are available toTSN advertisers. In this wav an adver-

tiser caa secure cipeit help la merchandising hfs program
in almost every important market in the state.

nyikl STATE NETWORK, INCORPORATED
tUlOn KOOSEVELT.PraiMtnl NEAL lARRETT. EHwtW* VIct-^UiMtnt

FORT WORTH. TEXAS
REPKESENTEO fY INTERNATIONAL RAOlO SAIIS. INC, l^tW YORK, CHICASO; DETROIT AND LOt ANftELIS

HcNinch Speech Disquieting

Washington, Nov. 22.

Apprehension that outright Federal control over network opera-

tions is in prospect was inflamed this week when broadcasters an-

alyzed remarks Saturday (19) of Chairman Frank R. McNinch at the

convention of station owners and managers from Middle Atlantic

States. While promising continuance of individual enteirprise and
reafifirming his opposition to government censorship, the FCC flhger-

pointer sternly intimated that unused clause in the 1034 Communi-
cations Act may soon become a very real headaiche lor the networks.

General tenor of the commish head's remarks was upsetting, al-

thotigh webs have been inclined to scoff at the prospect of any rules

which would limit chains| freedom to conduct btisiiiess according to

their own' lights. Schoolmasterly manner, as was obvious from lis-

tening to the talk as relayed by CBS, brought frowns to faces of in-

dustry listeners.

The uneasiness was intensified by McNinch's outright rebuke for

NBC officials who headed the parade of witnesses at the commish
probe." His caustic comment about elaborately printed statements

—

which frequently contain information that 'seerns quite irrelevant'

—

did not soothe the network people. Further observation that the
commish 'will decide very shortly just what to exclude' heightened
discomfort

Skeptical observers felt the most pointed statements should be dis-

counted on the theory they were intended more for public consump-
tion than as- a keynote for the industry.

Brief discussion of programs was particularly Intriguing. Con-
trasted with the plaudits the week before, Mt^inch's comments aboiit

children's programs seemed to put him on the same side of the fence
with Commissioner George Henry Payne, who has been flailing hair-

raisers for much longer time than he has been differing with the FCC
chairman. Jn urging station managers to give 'careful consideration'

to all squawks >about programs, the head man seemed to be-waving a
paddle.

AFRA Board £iven Strike-Calling

Right; Next Convention in Summer

St Louis, Nov. 22.

Eddie Cantor was reelected to

head the American Federation of

Radio Artists at the first annual
convention held here last week. Other
execs elected were Lawrence Tib-

bett, Norman Field, Jascha Heifetz

and Barnes Wallington, as v.p.'s;

Lucille Wall, recording secretary,

and George Heller, treasurer. Chi-

cago won the 1939 convention and
the constitution was altered to en-

able the annual.confab to be held in

August instead of November.
Winter date prevented the attend-

ance of the big names in the organ-
izations, all of whom were engaged
in radio engagements during the
convention, and although Cantor
made every possible effort to come
here, his Monday night broadcast
prevented. August date ^ will pro-
vide an opportunity for the majority
of members to attend and it will

come during a lull in radio engage-
ments' as most of the artists will be
on their summer vacations.

Report of George Heller, treas-
urer, was not made public, being
read ;.t an executive session, Sched-
ule for the coming year includes
conclusion of negotiations with Cin-
cinnati, Detroit, Denver and St.

Louis; negotiations with other sta-

tions, Independent and Mutual, in

New York, Chicago, Los Angeles and
San Francisco; conclusions of nego-
tiations for classes of members in
New York, Chicago, Los Angeles
and San Francisco not covered by
existing contracts; negotiations for
el-ictrical transcriptions. Move for
group insurance was endorsed and
referred to the National Board for
investigation.

Can Call Strikes

Resolutions adopted included that
fo, favoring closer < relations with

AFM; empowering the National
Board to call strikes; protesting
to President Roosevelt against the
Nazi persecution of Jews; consolida-

tion of AFRA with SAG, AGMA
and Equity; and also favoring the
Wagner act A recommendation of
Alan Corelli, Theatre Authority's
exec sec, that a nomihal admish fee
be charged to all studio radio broad-
casts to form the nucleus for a fund
for the care of indigent theatrical

performers and patterned after the
Seaman's Fund was favorably acted

o:

.

Delegates also elected the follow-
ing Nominating Committee for 1939

after a speed-up session that ended
Tuesday (22), occasioned by the fact

that Cincinnati delegates could no
longer remain here: Ted Maxwell,
San Francisco; Marvin E. Mueller,

St Louis; • Jack ZoUer, Cincinnati;

J. P. Holmes, Chicago; Betty Garde»
New York; Frank Nelson, Los. An-
geles, and three to be aippointed by
the National Board.. Mauric*
differ, gabber, KMOX, St. Louis,

was chosen as chairman of" the
Transcription Committee of St.

Louis.

KOMO Staff Report
Oklahoma City, Nov. 22.

New faces at KOMA are Jimmy
Battenberg, replacing Roland Chas-
tain at clarinet in KOMA staff or-
chestra and Margo Elster, formerly
with Falk booking agency of De-
troit, new continuity writer. Bob
Duren has been named chief an-
nouncer.

Bill Salathe, new public relations

man, has installed dark room for
developing KOMA snapshots in the
studios.

Katheline Jarrell, KOMA sales-

woman, in hospital.

THOUSANDS!
Storied more than o thousand days o^o, the WHN
^ORIGINAL AMATEUR HOUR still gets thousands of

telephone Cdllsi thousands of listeners every Frldoy*

jilsht Atmosfo thousond facts» figures, stotlsflct to show

yoD why Ml will 96ft. your producti Write WHN now.
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CBS, NBC See Much Sunshine

Networks report that all accounts are pipking up their renewals on
both time and . current shows. For many of the advertisers that

bowed in this iall option time began to loom up last week. Business
outlook around NBC and 'Columbia is strongly confidetlt. CBS fig-

ures that with Ethyl, Coca-Cola and a couple others on the verge it

will be able, to. start off the New York in boom fashion. At NBC the

belief is that once the Ice is broken on the couple with a couple
of extensive commercial lineups the going on the- blue (WJZ) link

will be surprisingly sturdy.

Among the renewals put through this past weekend were Philip

Morris* 'What's My. Name?' (Mutual) and Vick Chemical's 'Seth.

Parker' (NBC), It makes the fourth ,13-weeks for the cig company's
quiz.

CafledTretty

Strong Case'

Washington, Nov. 22.

Investigation into the legality of

discharges handed three FCC em-
ployees two weeks" ago was launched,

last week by the Civil Service Com-
mission upo^i receipt of a report de-

hying any law infringement involved

in ash-canning the examining de-

partment and press section. Study
ordered after FCC chairman Frank

B. McNinch transmitted official veri-

fication of the ousters of Chief Exlam-

ln6r Davis G. Arnold, Assistant

Chief Examiner Melvin H. Dalberg,

and Information Expert G. Franklin

Wisher.
Formal request that the Civil Serv-

ice Commission approve the 'separa-

tipns' of the subordinates from gov-

ernment posts t)rompted the Com-
.mish to instruct Its Classification Di-

vision to obtain all facts surrounding
sudden adoption of the drastic re-

organization order Wednesday (9).

Coincidentally, the McNinch report

was. received while a. letter from.

Civil Service, asking for data to sup-
plement pre.ss accounts, was in the

mails.

Reasons at last were given for fir-

ing the three veteran workers, two
of whom'have been with the govern-
ment over 10 years each. Commish
said Arnold and Wisner were dropped
because 'when their posts were abol-

ished there were no other existing

positions in the same grade for sim-

ilar work.' Dalberg got the gate be-
cause he Was outranked by two
others in his grade.

In. commenting upon thie action,

which stirred up strong resentment
among defenders of the merit sys-

tem, McNinch said: 'The Commission
was advised fully beforehand by its

General Counsel and its Personnel
Officer that the abtion taken and the

procedure followed were entirely

within the Civil Service law and
rules. I believe there can be no ques-
tion about that. The reorganization

has been carried out by the Com-
mission with the fullest regard for

the merit system and the principles

of Civil Service.'

Although approval will not be
forthcoming until the inquiry is over,

President Harry B. Mitchell of the
Civil Service Commission indicated

he is satisfied from second-hand in-

formation the FCC was cautious not
to violate the letter of the statute

Termed McNinch's explanation 'a

pretty strong case.'

Russ Clancy's WHN Job
Buss Clancy, 'chief announcer and

day boss, has replaced Sidney Adler
as night manager of station WHN,
N. Y. Gerson Alterman, formerly
assistant to Adler, has also resigned,
being replaced by Gene De Pue, who
comes over from NBC.
Raymond Katz, assistant to Fred

Raphael, program director, will take
over Clancy's spot in charge of day
operations. Ted Schneider takes over
Katz's duties.

IN
BALmORE

nmONAl REPUSENIAnVES
EDWARD pnmr & c«.

ON THE NBC RED NETWORK

SamofF Gets Award
Philadelphia, Nov. 22.

David Sarnoff, prez of RCA and
chairman of the board of NBC, will
be given the annual Poor RichSrd
Club award on Jan. 17 for outstand-
ing service to advertising. Merle H.
Aylesworth, former NBC prez and
now publisher of the World-Tele-
gram, was recipient of the award
several years ago.

Wilt Hays got it last year.

PROGRAMS, ARTISTS EXaUSIYES PROBED

AS FCC HEARINGS MAKE SLOW GETAWAY
John Royal 0£Fers to Play Wax of 'Mexican Love

Song/ Whose Lyrics (in Spanish) Are Allegedly

Obscene—McNinch Critical

Washington, Nov. 22.

Program policies .and talent tie-

ups constituted the. chief ground of

discussion during latter half of the

first week of FCC study of new-

work operations and possible radio

monopolies. Most testimony was di-

rect evidence by NBC officials.

Principal interest of the Artists

Bureau was taken up Tuesday (15)

when Daniel S. Tuthill, director, un-

derwent cross-quizzing by Commish

General Counsel, William J, I)emp-
sey, while description of the efforts

to which the web goes in order to
satisfy listeners was given in long
speech Thursday (17) by v, p. John
F. Royal. Entire time Wednesday
consumed in identifying and getting
into evidence bundle of charts and
statistical evidence for future' use in

the proceeding, with Hugh M. Be-
ville, Jr., chief web statistician,

forced to give lengthy explanations
exactly what the graphs and com-
pilations showed, as well as the
source and reliability of data.

Few unknown facts of any signifi-

cance brought out during the three
days, but the Commish did not get
really warmed up to the job. of an-

alyzing the direct testimony by th«
network spielers, (looming week may
be more productive when Royal gets
quizzed, although the Commish will
sit only two days on account qf the
Thanksgiving interruption to govem-r
ment business.

Tuthill's Statistics

Denial that NBC got talent cheap-^
er than competitors through the art*
ist service was registered by Tuthill,

who confessed the web has perform-
ers under management tied up
through unused exclusive rights
clause. Seeking to dispel any suspi'
cion that the booking offspring gives
the parent a' monopoly, he related
that In a single week (Nov. 12) out
of 225 performers before the jiiike

on sustaining programs, 80 were
managed by A. B. and 77 had been
optioned. Noted that in 1937 $1,725,-

(Continued on page 34)

Today There Are

4R's in Education . .

.

Readin'...'Ritin'

'Rithmetic and Radio

EDUCATIONAL broadcasts have never been a novelty at

the Nation's Station . . . in fact, from the very first day

of broadcast we have felt that among other things. Edu-

cation definitely contributes to a weir^BalaHCed'.-broYd

casting schedule.

Ten years ago, with the help of the Ohio State Depart-

ment of Education, we pioneered in presenting classroom

broadcasts through cooperation of the Ohio School of the

Air. Today, that service, now known as The Nation's

School of the Air, is heard in classrooms from coast to coast.

It Is our belief that radio, in bringing to the classroom

material not otherwise available. Is making a definite con-

tribution toward modern education.

In the realm of adult education we have consistently,

from year to year, brought to our microphones the best

material available In cooperation with many public and

private organizations.

No, Education at the Nation's Station is no novelty.

Today, as always we feel It is one of the important phases

of our existence.

The Nation's School of the Air Is by no manner of means the only program created and

produced by WLW's Educational Department. Other regular outstanding feature!

include — Salute to the Cities, Los Amigos, Church Forum, Synagogue of the Air»

Lutheran D. X. league. Nation's Family Prayer Period, Weather Reports, Morket

Reports, River Reports^ Safety Bulletins, plus many Special feature broadcasts*

WLW'S Educational Director

An Interesting and educa-

tional broadcast was

found by Joseph RIes

In a large Cinclimati

milling machine com-*

pany where worker

9

were Interviewed » .

explained what they

were making . . . what

It would be used for . r«

how they made It,

Listeners foimd this

broadcast like allWLW
Educational programs,

very much worth while.

"The Wheels Go 'Round," a regular feature of the Nation's

School of the Air, takes Joseph Ries, WLW's Educa-

tional Director to Shelbyville, Ind., for a first hand Inter-

view in a cannery. Similar broadcasts emanated from a

Pennsylvania coal mine, a fishery, a soap factory, etc

"1 Like Music," a reg-

ular Friday feature of

the Nation's School of

the Air, is broadcast

from the Cincinnati

College of Music.
Other musical pro-

grams produced by
theWLW Educational

Department Include
the Cincinnati Sym*
phony Society,, thte

Cincinnati Zoo Opera
and all visiting musi-

cal or>ganizatiphs.

. . . these things, too, we think are

pari of the story of WLW
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COLUMBIA,mC WOW CHALLENGE FCC;

ASK COURTS TO MULL COMMISH ACTS
. +

Transfer of KSFO, San Francisco, Opposed Unfairly.

Network to Argue—^WKZO, Kalamazoo, Grant

Assailed by Omaha Insurance Group

Washington, Nov. 22.

Further litigation over two of the

most controversial and startling pol-

icies laid down by the FCC was in

prospect this week as Columbia
Broadcasting System sought court

review of refusal to approve lease of

KSFO, San Francisco, and Travelers

Insurance Co. readied for fight over

denial of permit to consolidate its

broadcasting interests by shifting li-

censes of WTIC and four-short-wav-

ers to a new subsidiary.

In another tiff with the Commish,
a four-ypar-old case was placed

squarely before the District of Co-
lumbia Court of Appeals when the

Woodmen of the World Life Insur-

ance Society, owning WOW, Omaha,
assailed the grant of night operating

rights to WKZO, Kalamazoo. Case
is of more than ordinary importance
since dispute revolves around mile-

age separation of transmitters on the

same frequency
Despite doubt whether such mat-

ters are appealable, CBS and Asso-
ciated Broadcasters, owning the

Frisco plant, asked the appellate

tribunal to consider whether the
FCC had the right to hold the pro-
posed agreement, whereby the web
would take over the plant for a long
term, violated the public interest and
conflicted with the Commiuiications
Act If this proceeding is thrown
out^—as is entirely possible—^the

chain may then attack on another
front, falling back on seldom^used
device of requesting the Federal Dis-
trict Court for Northern California
to scrutinize the case
Attorneys for CBS contend there

is no basis in the law for the Com-
mish 'to pass upon the purely pri-

vate or business phases of the lease

agreement. . .and to grant or deny

the application in question upon its

conception of those considerations.

.

This was in reference to the Com-
mission's disapproval of clauses al-

lowing the present owner to recap-

ture the property upon expiration

of the contract and to intervene in

any proceeding to protect his inter-

ests

Other important complaints were
embodied in the notice of appeal.

Outstanding among them was accusa-

tion of inconsistency on the part of

the regulators, with the CB§ bar-
risters declaring the refusal to ap-
prove the KSFO deal is wholly at

variance with precedents set in sim-
ilar past cases. No law or fact was
cited by the Commish to justify its

reversal of position, the request for

review asserted.

Insufficiency of Commish findings

and unfair summary of the evidence
also were charged. Court was in-

formed the Commish failed to take
up all the issues involved and proof
offered, emphasizing failure to con-
sider the history of KSFO, scope of
service, importance of another web-
owned outlet on the Pacific Coast,
chain's technical qualifications, and
prospective operations. Finding
about the prqgram plans was at odds
with the testimony, the lawyers
added.

WTIC Appeal

With several days' leeway left,

counsel for WTIC was putting fin-

ishing touches on a request for re-

hearing on the application^ for per-
mission to straighten out corporate
snarl by shifting licenses of the in-

surance firm's outlet to Travelers
Broadcasting Co. Necessary prelim-
inary to a court fight, which would
pose the question of whether the
FCC can treat radio stations as pub-

lic utilities and deny proprietors the
right to recover past losses.

Several interesting points present-

ed in the WOW brief setting forth

why the Commission grant of night
facilities to WKZO is inconsistent

with the act and rules of practice.

Central issue is whether the FCC can
allow use of an antenna different

from that proposed in formal appli-
cation.

Five Tear Tiff

Effort of WKZO to obtain privi-
lege of operating after dark on 590
kc has been strenuously fought for
nearly five years. Originally the
plea was granted without a hearing
but this action was vacated follow-
ing charge the final action was in

violation of the rule-book. A fur-
ther hearing was held in the spring
of 1936. When the decision was re-

affirmed, it was taken to the courts
and simultaneously a request for re-

consideration was presented. The
court threw out the appeal at that
time as premature, but now the Com-
mish has refused to reopen the case
and the issue is laid squarely before
the judges.

Cause of the controversy is adoption
of rule stipulating that antennas must
conform with standards of good en-
gineering practice to insure efficient

operation. When the WKZO request
first was filed, no minimum-height
requirement was in effect Rule was
adopted 1% years Bfter the initial

hearing and 1 year after the favor-
able examiner's report, yet the Com-
mish required the station to com-
ply with it although contemplated
towers were 120 feet less than the
standards stipulated.

At the time of the second hearing,
no modification had been made in
th6 application proposing 130-foot
radiators. Testimony was received,
however, about an undescribed, hy-
pothetical antenna system which
would comply with the minimum-
height rule. This is held to be in di-
rect violation of regulations which
compel applicants^ to make written

But to Hint—

Philadelphia, Nov. 22.

John Thorp, gabber on KYW'S
farm show, *R.F.D. i020,' com-
plained Thursday morning that
he was saying a lot about
church suppers and rural fes-

tivities -but so far hasn't been
able to attend any of them,
Friday he received a big box

of fried chicken from the Her-
shey (Pa.) Industrial School.

requests, giving detailed description

of equipment, for broadcast facilities..

Reason the height is so vital lies

in the geographical' sepafatioa re-

quired to prevent interference. En-
gineers for WOW contend that if

WKZO complies with the rule, the

radiating system will be so efficient

it will -ause trouble to WOW unless

directional pattern is employed. No
opportunity afforded at any of the
hearings to analyze any proposed di-

rective layout, so the engineers are
-keeping their fingers crossed. Tables
stipulate that with conventional an-
tenna plants on 590 with 1 kw must be
1,050 miles apart -while Omaha and
Kalamazoo are only 545 miles apart.

Effect of the Commish persistence,

according to th? brief, is \q grant an
application which technically was
not before it, to allow construction
of. an antenna different from that
proposed, to permit modification of

an application in violation of tules,

and to reach a conclusion not justi-

fied by testiinony.

LarsonOffR&R

Bennett Larson leaves the produc-
ing staff of Ruthrauff & Ryan this

Saturday (26). It is over a question
of money.
Larson joined the agency over two

years ago to do the Milton Berle
show for Gillette Razor. After doing
the production of the Al Jolson
stanza for the first season, he was
brought east to direct the Quaker
Oats-Tommy Riggs program.

Eddie Davis taking time out from
radio scripting to work on his stager,

'Curtain Going Up,' due for Broad-
way production.

ANTI-BULOVA

CARAVAN
A solid phalanx ofNew York radio

stations goes to Washington today
(Wednesday) to oppose the grant-
ing to Arde Bulova, watchmaker
and broadcaster^ of FCC permission
.to move WPG, Atlantic City, into
New. York. Stations lined up to
shout 'nay' are WM<5A, WOR, WHN,
WBNX, W2XR, probably NBC plus
others on the same wavelength.

Stations claim Bulova, directly or
by interlocking business associa-
tions, controls five stations already.
A bitter fight is foreseen.

PauIiBts' Claim

Washington, Nov. 22.

FCC has consented to hear griev-
ftnces of the Paulist Fathers, from
whom Bulova bought WLWL (now
WBIL) in .connection with his re-
quest for permission to take over
WPG, Atlantic City. Airing of
money trouble takes place Wednes-
day (today) with the clerics due to

elaborate on written allegation that
they—not Bulova—are the actual

ov/ners of WBIL. Issue is when
Bulova should hand over $125,000,

representing the unpaid balance of

the purchase price for the trans-

mitter which the religious order sold

several yearis ago following col-

lapse of its own plans to go into

the radio business on a big scale.

Allegation that Biilova has not
lived up to his promises was pre-
sented to the Commish this week in
support of a request for permission
to intervene.

Myton Biow Out of WNEW

Because of FCC frowning on mul-
tiple ownership of radio stations, or
interlocking holdings, Milton Biow
has tendered his resignation as presi-

,dent and director of WNEW, New
York, in order to head Metropolitan
Broadcasting Corp., new owners of
WINS, the former Hearst station in
New York.

The way WKRC does things

WKRC does a lot of things besides broadcasting progtams

to the Cincinnati audience. • The other day the executives

of the Cincinnati Retail Grocers Association held an anni-

versary party. They're friends of ours. We invited them

and their wives to see radio on the mike side of the

•'plate-glass." • H.V. Kaltenborn, CBS' history-in-the-

making man, was there, too. After his network broadcast

he told them "oflf-the-air" what was going-on in Europe.

• Here's just one reason why Cincinnati dealers likeWKRC.

Listeners like us for our swell programs. Advertisers like

us because we move their goods off dealers' shelves.

WKRC*^^'^'"*'^'*'^ STATION FOR CINCINNATI

550 Kilocycles. Owned and operated by Columbia Broadcasting

System. Represented by Radio Sales: New York • Chicago • Detroit

Milwaukee • Charlott«, N. C. • Los Angeles • San Francisco
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Radio's pictures

are in fwe

dimensions

People paint pictures in their own

minds. Radio uses such pictures to

sell silverware . . . cigarettes. • . soap . .

.

and everything else.

These pictures are printed infive

dimensions. They fill the three

dimensions of the eye . . : and a

fourth dimension of time (for the

mind holds these pictures a day,

a week, a month, a year). Then

add a fifth dimension, . more, im-

portant to advertisers than the

other four put together: the

dimension of desire. For people

paint pictures in their own mind

with emotion. They see, in the

mind, only that which they want

to see ...as they want to see it.

The pictures people paint with

emotion^ are the greatest advertising

illustrations in the world. They are

the only pictures 'that sell goods.

Radio 'prints' millions ofsuch pic-

tures each minute . . . yet it allows

each picture to be individual

and personalized. Each is a selling

picture, cut and colored by the

listener to fit himself. . . high-

lighted with his own desire!

That is why radio sends so many

people into stores and dealers^ show-

rooms. For such pictures are a restr

less spur. They make people get out

and do things . . . and buy thingL

As a Columbia client has put it:

^'Radio prints a more alluring pic-

ture • • . tells a better story in a

shorter space of time . • • gains a

more appreciative audience."

May we sendyou proof?

Columbia Broadcasting System, 485MadisonAve., N. Y.
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FCC Hearings Slow Start

(Continued from page 31)

777 worth of talent was sold the web

for sustainings.

While contracts gave NBC exclu-

sive right to services of all Bureau-

managed performers, clause never

has been employed, according to Tut-

hill. At outset of the booking busi-

ness it was felt desirable to insure

the web of a reliable supply of pro-

gram fodder, but later execs consid-

ered it unfair to deprive members of

its stable of the chance to make
money on the side. Never asked,

however, for deletion of the pro-

vision in the pacts. Tuthill was sure

no artist ever was denied the right

to go on a rival station and insisted

there was no attempt to quote higher

prices to Columbia or Mutual than

to NBC except where difference in

type of programs rhakes it desirable

to get more money.

Booking activities in other fields

aroused curiosity over FCC attorney

but Tuthill denied JICA Victor uses

the Bureau as a preferential source

of talent for recordings. No arrange-

ment to plug pictures in which web-
managed performers appear and only

case where programs contain a boost

for Hollywood product is where the

artists also have commercial pro-

grams where some incidental back-
patting occurs,

'Typical Listener'

Typical U. S. dial-twister belongs
to a family with an average annual
income of $1,160 and education
through elementary school, the Be-
ville graphs depicted. He spends

only $30 a year for recreation of all

sorts.

Listening habits show the average

U. S. receiver is turned on nearly

five hours a day, urbanites listening

4;75 hours and ruralites 4.78. Re-
searchers found that on an average

week-day persons who spend from
$30 to $50 monthly for rent were
the steadiest listeners, with 30%
having sets on mornings and after-

noons and 50% in the evening.

Group paying the largest rentals

were the least faithful listeners, only

35% of them tuning in between
8 p.m. and midnight.

Other Nations
Analysis of surveys of service in

several countries shows NBC ranks

well toward the top in musical pro-

grams, leads by A wide margin in

drama, is about at the middle in

talks, and falls far behind in news,
sports and religion. Italy has a tre-

mendous lead in opera, talks, news
and sports; Rumania is far in front

in serious music; Lithuania set^ the

pace in religion. On basis of total

hours devoted to major programs,
however, NBC easily outdistances

several European systems in sev-

eral fields, notably all music, serious

music, dance music, drama, and
talks, and is close to the top in news
and sports and religion. Web has
slight lead in percentage of live

talent musical programs, with Ger-
many a close second.

Steadily increasing importance of

Hollywood as an origination point
was demonstrated in a study which
shows that last year proportion of
programs coming from New York

In Detroit It's

Americans Pioneer Broadcasting Station

Basic Red Network Station

1 st in Listener Interest

1st in Fine Programming

fst in Advertising Preference

1 st in Advertising Results

(UUIJ
Owned cmd Operated by

The Detroit News

Represented Nationally by

The George P. Hollingbery Co,

New . York : Chicago Detroit : Kansas City

San Francisco : Atlanta

was at the lowest point since the

web began operations. Less than

40% came from Gotham, while in

four years proportion from Holly-

wood bounced from 0.3% to 7.1%.

Break-down for 1937 was as fol-

lows: New York, 37.65%; Chicago,

24.4%; San Francisco, 19.2%; Holly-

wood, 7.1%; Washington, 1.9%. In

number of hours, New York topped

V 7,467; Chicago was 4,835; San
Francisco, 3,819; Hollywood, 1,402,

and Washington, 375. New York
created 22,040 programs; Chicago,

14,647; Washington, 745; Sa^ Fran-
cisco, 9,113, and Hollywood, 3,577.

Raps Selt-I>ralse

Complaint about self-adulation by
NBC witnesses came from Chairman
Frank R. McNinch after Beville had
inserted his exhibits in the record.

While Royal was telling what a

great job his company accomplishes,

the FCC head admonished attorneys

fo • the parties to frame questions so

answers would not constitute 'self-

praise' and unnecessarily pad the

record'. Twice he rebuked Hennes-
sey and Royal for a mutual admira-
tion act.

Expenses for sustaining programs,
Royal said, amount to more than
$5,000,000 a year, wilh agencies and
sponsors kicking in $15,000,000 for

broadcast costs and other charges,

including salaries of execs who deal
with programs. This $15,000,000,

combined witl^ estimates on a simi-

lar basis for organizations which as-

sist NBC in providing programs,
would add up to a 'grand total' of

$100,000,000. 'Other organizations,'

if was explained, include BBC and
other foreign systems whose re-

sources are drawn upon by NBC.
Quizzed by FCC assii>.ant counsel,

George Porter, ds to whether he felt

it was good policy to ask artists to

sign exclusive contracts with n6C,
program chief replied in the af-

firmative. Exclusive contracts are
made only with artists who have
special attributes which NBC de-
sires to have exclusively with its

networks. Royal explained.

^ 'You wouldn't expect to have Babe
Ruth playing for the Yankees one
day and the Giants the next,' he
cracked, 'and I wouldn't want
Charlie McCarthy on NBC one night
and on Columbia or Mutual the
next.'

Commish took the NBC v.p.. over
the hurdles on program policies of

the web during the afternoon ses-

sion. Required him to reply to
ticklish quizzing concerning NBC's
attitude on advertising Ijlurbs, chil-

dren's shockers, the bewhiskered
'Mexican Love Song' and Mae West
incidents and the more recent
turble-burly over Eugene O'Neill's
prize winning play, 'Beyond the
Horizon.'

If a show is good. Royal informed
the Commish, 'amount of advertising
does not bother us.' Admitted that
he thought, in some shows, the bally-
hoo had been over- done—but in these
cases the management takes it up
with the agencies which, in the
main, cooperate. Quite natural for
continuity writers to put as much
sales talk as possible in a program,
he added, but this he did not con-
sider .'smart.'

Dick Tracy Gnllty
Replying to Porter's complaints

about 'nerve-racking children's pro-
grams,' Royal pointed out that NBC
officials are endeavoring daily to
solve the children's program prob-
lem. Not a great number of com-
plaints, he declared, although he felt
•Dick Tracy* detective' thriller had
been justly criticized.

'Children have been excitable for
years—long, before radio,' Royal de-
clared. 'Radio should not be blamed
for excitable children—or adults,'
he added, with a dig at the recent
Mars program.

Despite consistent pounding by
Commish attorneys, NBC exec would
not admit that more complaints were
received about commerciarpro^rams
aired by his company than about
sustalners.

Not many complaints are received
from listeners about 'cheap, wise-
cracking programs,' Royal told the
Commish. Some squawks about ad-
libbing, he admitted, but chain has
very strict rule against this and has
on several occasions 'pushed the but-
ton,' when spielers have wandered
out of bounds. No 'suggestive re-
marks' are made over the air and,
consequently, no outraged listeners
writing in on that score,

Obscene—In Spanish!
Royal admitted that plenty of

screams had been received on the
'Mexican Love Song' program of
several years ago—described by Por-
ter as 'stated to be bordering on the
Obscene.' Said he had the transcrip-

tion with him and would be glad to

let the committee and the audience
hear it—adding that it was in the
Spanish language.
Ma«»West proigram,,of 1937, might

Washington Conversation

George Engels, v.p. in charge of .NBC's artists* bureau, created an un-
precedented situation on the witness stand in Washington last week when
he disclaimed authorship of his own report to the Federal Communica-
tions Commission and commented unfavorably on its contents. Wags
immediately dubbed him 'unaccustomed-as-I-am' Engels and said he was
radio's new champion in script-jumping.

Engels' performance embarrassed everybody at the hearings and the
commission itself seemed relieved when his .amazing act was completed
and he 'stepped down. Reaction within NBC's organization was that the
selection of Engels as a spokesman was bad stage management to start
with.

, Matter was so delicate that the curious have still to hear a logical answer
of Engels' strange lack of sympathy for his own organization's defense
tactics.

~ Witnesses Ramble Ob
Study of network operations and monopolies by the FCC is not an in-

vestigation in the accepted sense of the word in government circles. Rather,
it's seen as a gabfest and a filibuster against Congress. In obvious contrast
to the manner and methods of. the Securities & Exchange Commission,
Federal Trade Commission^ and other independent agencies, FCC is al-

lowing the respondent parties to ramble , on at great length. Only occa-
sional efforts by presiding coH^missioners to speed up proceedings by forc-
ing witnesses to telescope their answers.

Bnmor Mills Work Overtime
Despite the new wage and hour law, the run;ior mills in the broadcasting

industry last week operated on 24-hour basis. All sorts of fabrications
flew thick and last, with various ^ets of top executives in NBC and Colum-
bia toppling from their heights. . Curious feature about all these rumors,
apparently incubated during the Washington hotel room interims of the
current industry investigation by the Federal Communications Commis-
sion, is that in no two of them are the same sets of doomed officials

mentioned.

be classed in the same category -with

'Love Song,' Royal conceded, but
quizzers apparently -were satisfied

with his remarks and did not press
the question further.

Royal had one brush with Com-
missioner Eugene O. Sykes, when
Sykes asked him, regard^ the 'Be-
yond the Horizon' broadcast: 'Didn't

the continuity writer thing that the
name of the Lord might be taken in

vain?'

Use of the words 'hell,' 'damn,'
'my God,' etc., used in the O'Neill
script were 'religious exclamations'
rather than profanity, Royal argued,
since the character using them was
a 'God-fearing man, a man who be-
lieved in Gk>d and who used the
word because he was a worshipper
of God.'

Interpretation of profanity, in such
cases, 'depends on who does it, why
it' is done and how it is done,' Royal
declared, adding that 'if it was pro-
fanity we are sorry.'

More complaints were received by
NBC when a program carrying the
Notre Dame-Army game was cut off

when the ball was on the one-yard
line with one minute to go than over
any other single air happening, exec
told the committee.

Quizzed again by Porter- as to

whether a large percentage of the
squawks received by the web-do not
revolve around advertising pro-
grams. Royal replied that a large
part of the . complaints deal with
commercials because such programs

make up a large portion of NBC
business. Commish counsel count-
ered with a large batch of squawks
received by the Commish—pointing
out that there was a definite show-
ing that majority of beefer? corre-
sponding with the ' Government
agency objected to commercial
broadcasts rather than sustaining
programs. Inferred that American
listeners are becoming fed up with
large amount of advertising copy
carried in the bigtlme commercials.

ALL you
NEED IN

CENTRAL OHIO

STRANGE
XYRIC AND MUSIC BY

JOSEF and BILL CHERNIAVSKY

ALVIN ROBERTS and ALBERT GAMSE

CIkm 7-7a77« 727a •727»
CABLIAEDRZSfi.MMlKBIIO-KIt

ESTABU3HBD 1604

EDWARD B. MARKS MUSIC ^BWGorporatioD-^
PUBLISHERS AND IMPORTERS OF MUS IC ^«=«s;a<*^

RCA BUILDING • RADIO CITY
-—

' >—.- ^^NEW VORK
l!r. Jo39f Chernlavsky
Uufllcal Director, WLW
Cincinnati, Ohio

Dear Ur. Chernlavsky

t

We wei^ especially aabltlous to release for
1939 what ^re call the most appeaXlnc melody for the comlne season.
In our modest vfay, without much ado, we Invited a group of our
well-known. personalities to submit to us a new ballad, and it
gives ne a great deal of pleeeuro to Inform you that among the
many manuscripts Submitted to aa for our consideration, we accepted
your new song entitled •STHANOE" as a song' that llTea 100,< up to
the B. B. Maries musical tradltlon--THE MELODY IS THE THIKO.

We have no doubt that the leading radio star»
as well as name band leaders, after becoming acquainted with your
beautiful number, "STRANaE", will fully agree with our choice.

Heartieot congratulations!

Very truly yours.

EDWARD B. MARKS
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Agencies-Sponsors

WISN, MILWAUKEE
'Riverview BInk, Inc.» 156 night

spots; State Chartered Insured

Building & Loan Group, 13 an-

nouncements, and Laikins Ladies'

Apparel, sales promotion announce-

ments. Through Richard Shireman.

Milwaukee Dairy Council, 90 spots,

^rank Effihger agency through John
]^intup.

Kovak Silks, Everett: and Lake
Park Motors, all announcements. A.

Jj. Zimmer.

.Nels«n Bros., 54 musical programs
Sundays; Linco Products Corp., 26
announcements; De Fprest Training
Schools, Inc., 13 programs Sundays;
Lydia Pinkham, 156 programs with
'The Voice of Experience.' Through
Presba, Fellers & Presba, via Ed
HeatoD ot International Radio Sales.

Pivar Brosi; Mitchell St Advance-
ment Association, announcements, A.
Jj, Zimmer.
• Carpenter Bakine

.
C4., renewal

«ight-word through-the-day sched-
ule iOT Nov., salesman John Printup,
W. E. Long Agency, Chicago.
Ex-Lax, lOI one-minute transcrip-

tions, Morse International,. Inc., Lin-
coln Simonds of International Radio
Sales,
Jaeger Baking: Co., renewal an-

nouncements, Klau-Van-Pietersom-
Dunlap & Associates.

G. Allen Lainson Studios; Green-
field West AUiir Advancement Asso-
ciation,, announcements, Walter Bea-
delt.

KBNT-KSO, DES MOINES
Employers Mutual Casualty Co.,.

'History Speaks,' 15 minutes, 26
weeks,. KRNT.
Iowa Optometrists Assn., three 5

minute programs weekly, 52 weeks:
Direct.

Roll Screen Co., 13 announcement^
L, W. Ramsey agency.

Seidtitz Paint & Varnish Co., 13
chain breaks, Barron Advertising Co.

Zerksi Pbarmacal Co., daily an-
nouncements, 26 weeks, Barron,
agency.

ExLax, ten 1 minute trans, weekly,
52, weeks. Joseph Katz Co.

Nash Kelvinator Coi, 26 1 minutc^
•nnoiincements, Geyer-Cornell Co.

Areo Tubular Skate Co., three-
quarter hour programs, Gussow,
Kahn & Co., New York City.

Satitb Bros., five chain breaks.per
week. 26 week?. Brown & Tarcher.

Folfcr Coffee. Co., five quarter
hours per week 'Judy & Jane,'

CTardner.

LeithtoB A Nelson has spotted on
W6Y onc>minute announcements un-

til Dec. 24 for Cooper & Cooper, Inc.

(stokers), Pittsfield, Mass. ~ Same
agency is. using oni WGY, until Dec.
22,. one-minuter for Lower State

Street Merchants Association of

Schenectady.

participation in Polly Entertains for
six weeks.

|

Crowell Pnbltshing Co., renewal of
|

Jean Abbey quarter-hour for 52
weeks through McCann-Erickson.
Grove Laboratories, daily station

breaks for four months through H.
W. Kastor Sons.
Pleasant HUIs Realty Co., daily

participation in Polly Entertains for
four weeks through Elsie Lichten-
stul.

Beid-Murdoch Co. (Automobiles),
75-word daily participation in Morn-
ing Express for 52 weeks through
Rogers & Smith.

Santa Clans broadcasting over
WFBM under sponsorship of William
H. Block department store, Indian-
apolis.

Flamfairo Sales Corp., Los Angeles
(nail polish) through Buchanan &
Co., Inc., is spotting transcribed an-
nouncements over KPO, San Fran-
cisco, daily except Saturday, through
Jan. 5.

From the Heart

Philadelphia, Nov. 22.

State Emergency Council,
made up of Pennsy's most im-
portant industrial executives,
headed by Walter Fuller, prez
of Curtis Publishing, are being
given five-minute period each
Friday by WCAU to ballyhoo
for lower taxes.

Each exec will take a turn on
the air.

BaDyhoo Toscanini

Philadelphia, Nov. 22.

WFIL is organizing 'Toscanini
Listening Clubs*^ here to catch the
Saturday night concerts on >the Blue
Network. Outlet is contacting first

by letter and then by phone or in

person 250 literary and artistic

groups in Pennsylvania and New
Jersey to build up an audience.
Added interest will be stimulated

by having music authorities air com-
ment on the programs the preceding
Friday afternoon.

Raps Admen s Mania for Figures

'Gross Circulation' Demands hy Agencies Ridiculed

by William Ryan

San Francisco, Nov. 22.

Offering a check for $100 to the
first person who could give him the
potential circulation figures of a
newspaper advertisement against the
actual circulation figures for a radio
program, sales manager William
Ryan of KPO and KGO condemned
recent local surveys based on such
comparative figures as false and mis-
leading, during a talk before the
Radio Department of the San Fran-
cisco Advertising Club last week.
Check, which was unclaimed, rep-

resented joint contributions by Ryan;
manager Ralph Brunton of KJBS,
sales manager of Ward Ingrim of

KFRC, and Henry Jackson, local CBS
sales chief. Ryan also took to task
those agency men who demand grocs
circulation figures from radio sales-

men,
Ryan expressed his belief that the

reservoir of potential local business
has scarcely been tapped by radio
stations here, pointing out that radiq
men have been particularly unsuc-
cessful in getting department stores
in town to take full advantage of
radio, despite the notable success of
stores in other Coast cities with
broadcast advertising.
Ryan stressed the importance of

having local radio men work to-
gether instead of against each other
to sell radio as an advertising me-
dium. He quoted success stories from
the files of stations other than his
own, mentioning among others 'the
Sherman Clay program of recorded
music on KJBS, which sold $40,000
worth of pianos in a two-week pe-
riod.

John Blair on the Coast for bis
sesh with Lewis Allen Weiss>

WCAE, PITTSBCBGH
Hartx Mountain Products- Ce^, one

IQ-mlnute muslcale with Johnny
Mitchell at organ.

Baw Bros. Bakery, one-minute
disc announcements daily for 13^

weeks through Sherman K Ellis.

Ciarile Cook Corp., quarter-hour
pianq lessons once weekly for 13

week*. Placed by H. C. Morris.

Sosth HtHs Co., IQ-minute dramatic
sketch- once weejcly for four weeks.
B. F. Stoat Co., participation in

Morning Express aa ordered for 52
weeks.

Standlard Yttamla Corp.,. lOO-word
participation in Polly Entertains
three times weekly for month. Peek
Agency,
Mvtoal Fire Insnramce Col, daily

Hold
All Appropriations

FU MANCHU
tS COMING

Millions Have Read

Millions Have Seen

Millions WiH Listen

r\
turbulent times such as tbese the world waits

breathlessly each new development both at home

and abroad. Realizing^ this WSAI has increased

the tempo of its already efficient News Room to

brin^ Gneinnati the news FIRST! Special leased

wires from UP and INS, plus, one of the largest and

most competent news room of any radio station in

These MEN
Listeners NEWS •

Peter Grant

Haading; WSAI'S galaxy of

sfar newscasters is Peter

Granf„ renowned for his

forceful: delivery,, easy styles

His nightly 9:30 news re-

viewfor CapitoF-Barg

is one of Cincinnati's

mosf popular news
programs.

Fulton.Le^is

Heard on WSAI thru the

Mutual Broadcasting System,

his program originates in

Washrngton, D.C. His keen

view of tho current scene

,.h«s &uilf • largo. foU
lowing. His regular

7 ft. program is

availablo for partici-

pation sponsorship.

the United States means that WSAI can and does

lead all Cincinnati stations in news coverage. The

WSAI News Room headed by H. Lee McEwen main-

tains eight regular staff news men who rewrite every

single news item released on WSAI* Is if any won-

der then that Oncinnatians have learned to tune to

WSAI for news . • . when il'a Nevos!

Bring WSAI
when it's NEWSt

Gordon..Shqw

Intimate ... distinctive . .

.

listenablv ... ehacacferize

News shows feattirtng Gor-
don Shaw. Shaw is heard-

regularly on WSAI a^ I0r30

P. M. CIneinnatlans

'

lilce him and* lufen

to his broadcasts;

CKories Woods
Pinch-hitting for Paul Sulli

van- en WLW and Peter

Grant en WSAt have pop-
ularized Woods'' free and
tfasy style of news deliv-

ery. He is heard
on WSAI's news
show, "Puts* of the

City", Frit^ey at 8:30

P. M.

WSAI OFFERS REGULAR MEWS REVIEWS IN THE FOLLOWING GROUPS:
MORNING HEADLINES . . . 7:55-8:00 A. M.—^Monday thru Friday

NOON NEWS , . . 11:55-12:00 Noon—Monday thru Saturday

LATE AFTERNOON NEWS . . . 5r30^5:35--Monday thru Saturday

COST: One stripper week—$120 . . . Two strips per week—$210 . . . Three strips per week—$30p
Three Sunday News Periods avaifablo. Prices on requesf.

NOTE: No contract accepted for less than 13 weeks
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MORE VIEWING WITH

ALARM ON WPTF CASE

Charlotte; N. C, Nov. 22.

Junior Chamber of Commerce of

Raleigh has joined the senior Cham-
ber in protesting the exercise of an
option held by NBC on WPTF, Ral-

eigh, now owned and operated by
the Durham .Life Insurance Co. A
resolution drawn by Sarti Ruark,

Wm C. Lassiter and Vass Shepherd
has been forwai'ded to Chairman
Frank McNinch, of FCC, asking a

public hearing on the proposed
transfer of the local broadcasting

Bta'tion.

Ruark was named to represent

the Junior Chamber on the local

committee seeking to pireveht<- the-

transfer.

WNYC BaUys Expo

A. weekly report on the progress of

the N. Y, World Fair, augmented
with a description of the work al-

ready completed will be broadcast by
WNYC, N. Y., starting Nov. 30. Pro-
gram will be tagged the 'World Fair
Preview of the World of Tomorrow.'

Airing will be done by Richard
Pack and Anthony Marvin, special

events commentators, from a mobile
unit. Pair will, describe murals and
other decorative touches from 3-3:15

p. m. each Wednesday.

F. C. C's WASHINGTON DOCKET
" M M f M M»• M « M t » M >»»»»»»»»»»»

Washington, Nov. 22.

(Rules shakc-up, abolition of the examining

division and concentration of Commissioners

OH the current so-called, radio monopoly in-

vestigation last Aveek reduced the FCC docket

to a trickle of minor decisions and a couple of

pre-purge examiners' reports. No indication

as to when, and in what form, official state-

ments on Commish biz will be forthcoming in

the future. Expected that routine affairs will

continue to be disorganized for several weeks,

with a probable sudden release of much data

which is now caught iii the log-j^m.)

MINOR DECISIONS

Edward B. Murrow, European di-

rector for CBS, booked to speak (16)
at Albany, N. V.

LOUIS

ARMSTRONG
And His Unit

with

soNirr WOODS
asd

BODGE WirUAHS
•

OKPHEUH, MiaiPHIB
Nov. 2i to 2S IncloBive

•
Monacement

JOE GLASER, Inc.

RKO Bldr.f Badlo-CIty. Kew York

W0AL
meani SuSineU

Alabnnm; BlrmlnEbam News Co., Blrmlnghomi granted au-
thority to withdraw without prejudice new station application
for GOO Uc with "1 kw.

CttUfornla; KODM, E. F. -^efTer, Stockton, denied special
authority to operate from sunset to 8:16 p.m., PST, through
those months In .which the frost hazard Is a pertinent matter
for the purpose of broadcastlnr frost warnings from 8 to

8:16 p.m.
Georgia:' Coastal Broadcasting Co., Brunswick, granted

authority to withdraw without prejudice application for a
now station to be operated on 1420 kc with 100 \yatta nights,
260 watts days.
IlUnolBi WMRO, Martin R. O'Brien, Aurora, granted change

In equipment and Installailon of vertical radiator; WILL,
University of Illinois, Urbana, granted Installation of new
transmitter.
Massachusetts: WIXOJ, Yankee Network. Boston, granted

special temporary authority to tost the high frequency broad-
cast equipment of WIXOJ on frequency 43000. kc, with power
not to exceed 100 watts, for a -period not to exceed 30 days,
for 'tuning and adjustment of antenna elements which are
now being' assembled for ei'ectlon atop 400-foot mast.
New Jersey: Bamberger Broadcasting Service, Inc., New-

ark, granted new relay station to be operated on 1G22, 2068,
2160 anC 2790 kc with 30 watts.
New Tork: Clair L. Farrand, New York, granted authority

to withdraw without prejudice' application for 143600 ko
with 1 kw.
North Carolina: WGTM, Inc., Wilson, granted new relay

broadcast station to be operated on 1606, 2022, 2102 and 2768
kc with 26 watts,
Pennsylvania; WLEU, Leo J. Omcllan, Erie, granted vol-

untary assignment of license to WLEU Broadcasting Corp.
Texas: KIUN, Jack W. Hawkins and Barney H. Hubbs,

Pecos, granted change In frequency from 1420 to 1370 kc;
KRLH, Clarence Sharbauer, Midland, granted installation of

new transmitter,'

SET FOR HEARING
Alabama: WALA, Mo'blle, Jump night Juice from 600 watts

to Ikw, install vertical radiator and move transmitter site

locally.
California: A. W. Austin. Santa Monica, new station to be

operated on IIGO kc with 100 watts nights, 260 watts days.
Colorado: KGIW, 'Leonard E. Wilson, Alamosa, voluntary

assignment of license to E. Ii, Allen.
Kentucky: B(>\yling Green Broadcasting Co., Bowling Green,

new station to be operated on 1310 kc with 100 watts nights,
260 Watts days.
Minnesota: WMIN, St. Paul, increase night power from 100

to, 260 watts.
Now YorU: St. Lawrence Bropdcasting Corp., Ogdensburg,

new station' to be operated on 1310 kc with 100 watts nights,
260 watts days,
Pennsylvania: WKOIC, Sunburj'-, change time of operation

from sharing with WBAX, Wilkes-Barre, to unlimited.
, TennesseO: WLAC, Nashville, increase power from 5 to 60

kc, using directional antenna system for night operation only.
(Comndissloners Case and Sykes voted to. grant.)
Texas: KTAT, Fort Worth,' move transmitter and studio

location from Forth Worth to Wicliita, install new equipment,
vertical antenna arid boost day power from 1 to 6 kw ; ICCMO,
Tcxarkana, .install now equipment and vertical radiator,
change frequency from 1420 to 1340 kc, boost power from 100
watts nights, 250 watts days and move transmllter locally.

NEW APPLICATIONS
California; Don Lee Broadcasting System. I^s Angeles, ^ew

relay broadcast station to be- operated on 1C4C, 20!10, 2190 and
2830 kc with . 8

_
watts; Don Lee Broadcasting System, San

Francisco, neW 'television stiation to be operated on 42000-
C6000 kc with 250 watts.
Connecticut: WDItC,. Hartford, new experhnontal broadcast

station to be operated on 8GO0O to 400000, 401000 and abg.ve
k'c, -with 100 watts.

Florida: Tampd ' Times Co., Tampa.

HAB:RY SOSNIK...
. . . MUSICAL DIRECTOR . .

.

CHARLES BOYER-WOODBURY PLAYHOUSE
(ORIGINAL SCOBi:)

Sundays—9 P.M. EST—JlJ^C

JOE E. BROWN-POST TOASTIES

Saturdays—7:30 P.M. EST—CBS
MANAGEMENT MCA

atatlon to be operated on 1G22, 2068, 2150' and 2790 ko With
40 watts.

IIUiioIh: Martin R, O'Brien, Aurora, two now relay broad-
cast stations to be operated on IGOC, 2022, 2103 end 2768 icc,

with 60 wtitls, and on 31100, S4C00, 37G00 and 40000 ko with
6 watts; W9XBS, National Broadcasting Co., Inc., Chlcagro,
power boost from 100 to 125 watts.
Indiana: WGIIC, New Albany, authority to transfer control

of corporation from Charles Lcq Harris to the Northslde
Broadcasting Corp.
Iowa: KFNF, Shcnandoali, two new rolny broadcast sta-

tions, on' 1C22, 2058, 2160 and 2700 kc with 60 watts, A-a
emission.

MlniiCHota; WOXUP, St. Paul, change present frequonoy
id960 to 2C1G0 kc.
New York: WBBC, Brooklyn, authority to transfer control'

of corporation from Potcr J, Testan, deceased, to Peter
Testan, executor, 291 shares common stock; Niagara Falls
Gazette Publishing Co., Niagara Falls, new station to be
operated days onl.v ort 12G0 Uc with 1 kw.

Ohio: Crosley Radio Corp., llconsyo of WLW and WSAI,
Cincinnati, switcli. ii"o»n-.> sub.'^ldIftr^t.. to-.; parent- -corporation, -

changing name of licensee from Crosley Radlb Corporation to
The Crosley Corporation. ''

•

Oklahoma: ICVSO, Ardhiore, authority to transfer control
of corporation from John F. Kasloy to Albert Riesen, Jr.,
Maurlne Easley Riesen, John K. Rloseii and Betty Maurine'
Riesen, ICG shares common stock to each.
Texas: KNOW, Austin, voluntary assignment of license to

Frontier Broadcasting Co., Inc.
Virginia: WTAR, Norfolk, Increase power from 1 kw to

1 kw nights, C kw days, and Install new transmitter.
Wisconsin; .Journal Company, Milwaukee, new television

broadcast station to bo operated on 42000-5UOOO kc with 1 kw,'
vlsuol and aural.

EXAMINERS' REPORTS
IHInpis: Involved reshuffling transaction to consolldate-

lioldlngs of Drovers Journal Publishing Co., licensee, WAAF,
Chicago, with other subslds of " tho Corn Belt Publishers, Inc.,
a holding company, frowned upon by ESamlner R. H. Hyde as
'tending to Increase the financial burden upon station "VVAAF
without pi'ovid'.ng any improvement in service.'

Capital stocU of tho corporation is owned by Corn Belt
Publishers, Inc., which In turn, Is'Gl'i controlled by Wnrd
A. NefT, president of licensee, with associates and employees
of the licensee and' three other Corn Bolt subslds holding
the remainder. All of the participating companies are active
In the printing and market news publishing business of either
Drovers "Journal, Journal-Stockman Co., Qmaha; Drovers
Telegram Company, Kansas ClfJ". Katis., and Reporter Pub-
lishing Co., National Stbckyar.ds, Chicago.
Establishment of 'a community of Interest" for stockholders

In the several related businesses given as principal reason
for ti'ansfer of WAAF to shareholders, with deal replacing
their indirect Incerest (through Corn. Bolt Publishers) with a
direct stock ownership. Proposal includes a plan for recapitali-
zation ot Droveis Journal Co. to have a capital structure of
200,000 shares of common stock without par value but with
stated capital of $200,000—so that tho company should have
authority to Issue a series of 7% capital notes, maturing In
60 years, of the face value of $400,000. Assets of Corn Belt
Publishers, Inc., '>vould bo transferred to licensee, on exchange
by stockholders of tlie preferred and common stock of Cofn
Belt Publishers for stock and capital notes of Drovers Journal.

Balance sheexs submitted by applicants were criticized by
Hyde as showing combined" as.>(ot3 available, rather than
stockholdings in subsidiaries. Examiner pointed out that
main earner of the group is Drovers Journal, with WAAF
as Its chief source of protit. Total not revenue of the com-
pany, for the year ending Inst November 30, w.as ?(I6,400,
before Fcderol Income tnx, with ' $51,777 derived from the
$128,789 gross revenues of WAAF.

Issuance of $400,000 in capital notes, In connection with
acquisition of the three subsld.s, would 'Increase tho book
value of the- assets of the licensee more than Its liabilities
would be Increased,' examinei' explained, but 'addition of the
subsidiaries to the licensee would not augment its earning
capacity in the same proportion that its liabilities would be
Increased.' Testimony showed that dividends on Corn Belt
Publishers preferred stock, wlilcli would be replaced by
'capital notes' of the licensee, are now in arrears, Irwin
added.

Clarence C. Dill and G. W. Gum appeared for applicants,
Ithode Island: Daytime staMon.t for l-'rovldcnce should be

turned down because okaying th»^ appllcntlon of Peter J.
Caldaroha would not be in accordance with the fair and
equitable distribution of radio facilities, former examiner
Melvin H. Dalberg reported to tile Commission before his
ren:ovaI, two weeks ago.
While other Providence transmitters and stations In the

area would not be adversely aifocted by operation -of the pro-
posed station on 1270 kc with 250 watts. Dalberg held that
need for additional service of a purely local character had
not been established.

Caldarone, steamship and real estate flnancer, and a di-
rector of the Morris Plan. Clompany and the American Auto-
mobile Association in Providence, was found quallfled in all
other respects to construct and operate the transmitter. Based
his plea on need for foreign language programs for the largo
-Polish, Italian and French population residing within the
area ja,nd the need for lower rates for local advertisers. With
existing transmitters, WEAN, WPRO nnd WJAB, asking $200
per hour, $120 per lialf hour, $S0 per quarter hour and $40
for five minutes, Caldarone would have undercut charges with
$38 per hour, $24 per half hour and $1C per quarter hour.
Elmer W. Pratt on behalf of the applicant.

WMCA'S AMERICANISM

SHOW UNSPONSORED

WMCA, N. Y., will Invade the for.
eign language program field in re-
verse with a 26-week sustaining
series of combo entertainment-edi-
torialissing. Idea is station owner's

,
Donald Mamm's who want to spread
Americanism a la newspapers. Starts
some time in December.
Programs will devote half hour to

music, singing, comedy, etc.y of vari-
ous nationalities around New York,
All dialog will be in English includ-
ing speakers of national groups and
Americans to stress the melting pot
idea. Will remain strictly unspon-
sored to permit station's sayso over
^controversial

,
themifes. of tolerence,

America for Americans, etc.

Vox ^op in Z Tonffues

Buffalo, Nov. 22.

New man in the street show here
is worked in two languages. It's

tagged a Polish Vox Pop., but if., the
quizzee doesn't speak Polish, an^
nouncers give him the questions in
English.
Broadcasts are remoted over

WEBR from the heart of the Poligh-
American section three mornings a
week " with Joe Dombrowski and
Stanley Lysiak at the milce. Spon-
sor is Foley's Honey & Tar.

Domino's Local Sports
Worcester, Nov, 22.

WTAG started new sportscast
Monday of purely local and Central
Massachusetts events. Hollis Wright
at the mike. Program is spotted
three nights weekly for 15 minutes
each.
Domino ciggies sponsoring.

CHEZ PAREE, CHICAGO
Mfft.r LOU CLAYXON

TUMS VOCAL VARIETIES
'WLW and NBC Red '

Tuet-Thurs., 7:15 P.M. EST

AVALON CIGAREHES
WLW and N.BC Red

Saturday, 7 to 7:30 P.M. EST
EVERY OTHER WEEK

OPENING
AT

BILTMORE HOTEL
NEW YORK

TOMORROW MIGHT
THURSDAY

PHIL SPITALNY
AND HIS

ALL GUIL
ORCHESTRA

NEWSPAPERMEN SPIEL

ON WNEW QUARTER HRS.

Leo Dolan, city editor of Interna-
tional News Service, W. W. Chaplin,
world traveler, correspondent and
commentator, and Walter Kiernan,
INS columnist, will start alternating
as radio columnists on WNEW, N. Y.,
Nov. 20, Programs will air Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday for 15 mins.
Trio is down to air views and news

for a tryout period of four or five
weeks. James Kilgallen, father of
Dorothy ICilgallen, 1^. Y. Journal-
American Broadway -.columnist, .and
an international correspondent, may
join the three already mentioned. -

G.. E. Razors Sponsor.

Charlie Griitim Program
St. .Louis, Noy. 22,

Charlie Grimm, who was signed by
CBS for a gabber stint over WBBM
after being ousted as manager of the
Chicago Cubs last summer. Is on
three-a-week program over KMOX.
Devoted to oil-season baseball gossip
and Interviews with, native fans.
Cy Casper, p.a. of the Browns, ap-

pears on the program with Grimm.
General Electric Razors is sponsor-
ing.

'Ernl« Smith has resumed with
WBIG, Greensboro, N, C„ as pro-
gram director. Was formerly pro-
duction head of WCSC, Charleston,
S. C.

tmowmis'
By JANE WEST

now radio's most popular

family brings you more

Laughter Jears and |-|eart-throbs

Presenlod by Ivory Soap - 99 ''
" : pure

LISTEN "^^^OE DAILY
il<# IE.I^ NBC Red Network, 12i 15 to 12:30 P.M. EST

IKI WABC— 2:15to 2:3a P.M. EST^ • • COAST TO COAST
IMr. COMPTON AUYERTISINQ. AGITNCT

MGT., ED WOLF^RKO BLDG., NEW YORK CITY

NOW*-REGAt, CHICAGO
WEEK Dec. 2, NEUNAN, KANiSAS CITY



(C—DANCE BAMIIS VARiETY

NEWS'
15 Best Sheet Music SeHers

(.Week ending Nov. 19, 1938)

•My Reverie Robbins
*Two Sleepy People. ........... i Famous
^I'v* Got ii Pocketful of Dreams. Santly
All Ashore Shapiro
i^Heart and Soul. Famous
*My Own v. . Robbins
'Change Partners Berlin
-Lambeth Walk- Mills
Who Blew Out the Flame? . Feist

; While a Cigaret Was Burning. . : .V. . .ABC
* Summer Souvenirs .'. firjegrnan

*YovL Must Have Been a Beautiful Riemick
tWhen 1 Go A-Dreamin'..,...., Lincoln
.Sixty Seconds Got Together Sahtly
-So Help Me ; Remick

*.indicai€$ .filmtisical song. t Indicates stage production song.

The others are pops.

CaUed Instructions lpored,1%at

Trial-hy-Public Stunt Went Over

And Home Town Boy Got Verdict

Buenos Aires, Nov. 22.

Despite cabled Instructions from
Edwin P. KHroe, general copyright
attorney for 20th Century-Fox
Fiims in New York head office, the
local a.'ttorney for 20th. went ahead
with the 'Irish justice' version of a
eong copyright case, and, as was
feared, the Argentine composer who
claims his tune was thefted, won out.

Film cdmpany immediately filed ap-
peal and took exception to the de-

'cision by the court which was held
in a current cinema, where the audi-
ence served as 'jurors,' in helping

decide the issues. The judge took
the case under advisement on the

motion to set aside the verdict.

Fublio As Judges
Kilroe from New York to set up

the argument that he couldn't see

how « public could assist any jurist

in determining any similarity in

melody; . that the usual procedure
was to trace back the melodies in

question and, often as not, it can be
found that both are based on some
other melodies, already in the pub-
lic domain.
This is the case where the Mack

Gordon-Harry Revel song, 'Good-

night My Love' (Robbins Music

Corp.) from 'Stowaway' (Shirley

Temple film) was allegedly bor-

rowed from a tune by Juan Cala-

bria, local tunesmoth. After the

film was shown in the theatre, both

melodies performed by Argentine

musical experts, and the other evi-

dence turned in, the public—which

had ipaid an admission—also helped

in deciding the merits of the case.

ASCAP GROUP HEARS

ROYALTY PROTESTS

Availability committee of the

American Society of Composers, Au-
thors and Publishers last week de-

ferred- handing down decisions on the
rating protests of Famous Music
Corp., Santly-Joy-Select, Inc., and
Paull-Pioneer Music Co. until it has
had a chance to collect statistics

bearing on, the three cases. Three
firms' contend that their catalogs are
worth far more than the number of

availability points now £kllowed.

Resumption of activity by the
availability committee indicates that
it has no intention of further declin-
ing to act on fating adjustments un-
til a report had been turned in by
the special - committee -inquiring into

methods of reorganizing ASCAP's
royalty setup for publishers. Domi-
nant opinion on thife ASCAP board
is that nothing material ^vill- come
out of this study anyway. '

Albert Hay Malotte sold two songs
to Schirmers, Inc. Ditties are 'The
Rolling Sea' and 'The Homing
Heart'

Saxless Girl Orchestra

Headed by Edgar Carver
New all-girl orchestra of 20 pieces

makes its debut tonight (Wed,) at

the New York World Fair Auto
show. Band is set for the length
of the exhibit which runs 12 days.
Edgar Cafver, NBC arranger, heads
the unit which is tagged Edgar Car-
ver's Troubadorables.
Composed of strings, flutes, oboes,

etc. Only brass is three trumpets,
and the crew is saxless.

PLUG SYSm 8

WEEKS AHEM)

INUHOHIN

London, Nov. 11.

BBC is operating on a schedule of

700 dance band broadcasts during

the year, and over such period

spends near $150,000 on this one

item. Programs include not only
regular late sessions up till midnight,
but cover both studio shows and re-

mote broadcasts from hotels, res-

taurants, clubs, niteries and also the-

atres.

Fitting in all the acknowledged
maestnos, and mixing the programs
to give an • even break to. all the

music publishers, at the same time
checking any number being plugged
to death, is a job thaf .takes up a lot

of time of a permanent committee,
Philip -Brown, -Leslie Perowne, John
Burnaby, Douglas Lawrence, Ray
Speer and Charles Max MuUer.
Brown is variety dept's dance band
assistant; Perowne handles disc pro-

grams; Muller represents remote
broadcasts; and the others aye in the

production programs section.

It normally takes a period of eight

weeks to lick just an average 45

min. BBC dance broadcast into

shape. After a band has been pen-
cilled in, the remainder of the time
goes in fixing copyright snags,

special fees, seeing each publisher
gets an even deal, and settling that

the entertainment balance is right

by comparison with other similar
broadciasts at and abdut the same
time.

-Most of it is Philip Brown's job.

Hi^<ifA Arlen md Ted Kohlet sold
'Sing. My Heart" to RKO.

Dissolve Davis Corp,

Albany, N. Y., Nov, 22.

Meyer Davis Music, Inc., with
principal office in New York, has
been dissolved. , ..

•»

Papers to this effect filed with the

secretary of state at Albany by
Simon, Koenigsberg St Young. Wash-
ington, D. C.

SPfiElD ooTins

Distributor of Books and
MajB^azines Trying Out
Sheet Music—Might Mean
Thousands ojF Brand-New
Sales Points and Aid Pub-
lishing Biz

Tighten Up on Arrangements;

Douglas Moves to Get Okays For

Harry Fox to Act as Agent-Trustee

WHOLESALE

First major attempt in years to ex-

pand the number of retail outlets for

sheet music may result from an ex-

periment that the American News

Co., one of the country's largest dis-

tributors of magazines and books, is

arranging to conduct. Details of the

project have been discussed with the

Music Publishers Protective Associa-

tion and it is expected that all neces-

sary tieups will be completed by the

end of this week.

Two. cities not far from New York
will be selected for the experiment.

Placement of sheet music by the dis-^

tributor will be.limited to drugstores,

periodical stores, tobacco shops and
other like outlets which retail its

magazines. For the start the sheet

music racks will carry from 25 to

30 numbers, with the selections being

made from the current best seller

lists.

Both the wholesaling and retailing

of this venture will be based on ex-

isting prices. The American News Co.

will buy from a central source at the

same rates, allowed chain stores, the

music will be sold for 30c. and 35c.

and the return privileges will be the

-same prevailing for all other re-

tailers. Distributor proposes to back
up the experiment with considerable

promotion and it will see that the

sheet music gets the right display in

the various stores.

If the experiment pans out success-

ful the American News Co. will make
sheet music available in thousands of

outlets.

Add: American Humor

St. Louis, Nov. 22,

When the St. Louis Chapter
of the Society for the Preserva-
tion and' Encouragement of

Barber Shop Quartet singing
met at the Mark Twain Hotel
last, week to select the 20 best

harmonizing songs. 'Sweet Ade-
line' fell ,by the wayside and
didn't get a vote.

.

Dempster Godlove, prez of the

local chapter opined that at the
right place and the right time,

after midnight, 'Adeline' might
have her supporters but added
that it is the boor of the party
who hasn't got the spirit for

true harmony that will start

warbling 'Adeline' at 8:30 p.m-

BLUE BIRD IS

GUNNING FOR

DECCA

PUBS MEET 802 ON

NEW COPYIST SCALE

Special publishers committee, with
Elliott Shapiro as chairman, meets
today . (Wednesday) with a delega-

tion from the New York musicians
union to discuss the new contract
offered by the latter for arrangers,

copyists and proof-readers. It's the

first negotiatory move since the

terms were submitted by Local 802

a month ago. New agreement would
become effective Jan. 1, 1939. Com-
parative digest of the scale and con-
ditions was mailed to the trade last

week by the Mu.sic Publishers Pro-
tective Association.

Walter Douglas, MPPA chairman,
was instructed by his board at meet-
ing last Wednesday (18) to proceed
with the negotiations and to call

another board meeting when the
final terms had been worked out
with the union.

RCA Victor has slashed its • job-

bing price on the Blue Bird label

from 21c to 18c with the express

purpose of moving in on Decca

Record's dominance of the slot ma-
chine business. Decca declares that

its own price will remain at 21c and
also that it will not duplicate the

practice among Victor distributors

of taking back used records from
coin-machine sourcfes.

Victor, which has it figured that

Decca clears a profit of 1.8c per
record at the 21c basis, estimates

that the turnover in the coin-ma-
chine field amounts to 1,250,000 rec-

ords a month. Also that Decca's

sales to such users this month will

go over 800,000 mark.
As part of the competitive drive

against Decca the RCA subsid has
made Ethel Water.-?, Fats Waller,

Dick Todd and Artie Shaw avail-

able on the Blue Bird list.

DRUMMERS tN DEMAND

Jitterbug Wave Gives New Glamour
to Skin-Beaters

PALOMAR'S AIR SPREE

Los Angeles Ballroom Gives Visitors

17 Hearlnes Weekly

Band heaven as far as air pickups
are concerned is the Palomar Ball^

room, L. A. Spot ethers whatever
crew happens to be on the bandstand
an aggregate of 17 times weekly,
adding up to six hours and 10 mins.

of local and .coast-to-coast broadcasts.

Gene Krupa's outfit is current.

Most of the shots are of 15 min.
and half hour duration, three days
of the week adding to an hour or

more. Thursday has one hour, Fri-

day an hour and 15 mins., and Sat-

urday an hour and 10 mins. Sunday
and. Monday are web nights aug-
mented by extra locals. Stations are
KEHE and KNX.

Three biggest swing bands in the
country are currently in the throes

of shuffling drummers. Skin-beaters
are the niost sought after cats among

I
the larger and more, important out-
fits and as a result the I^est ones are

always the object of offers from
other bandleaders. Sniping of other's

musicians was a heavily indulged
practice this summer which found
topnotchers in all b^nd sections act-

in.c like Mexican jumping beans.

Most important post is that exited

by Dave Tough from Benny Good-
man's outfit. His spot has not yet
been filled, Goodman relying on his

colored ace, Lionel Hampton, to fill

in till the gap is plugged. Goodman
is taking his time about selecting a
replacement as Touch has been out
nearly a month. Although nothing's
been signed yet. Tough is booked to

peplace Maurice Purtill with Tommy
Dorsey, ,

Tough was with Dorsey
once, before and won't succeed Pur-
till .Until he recovers from a -cur-

rent illness.

Third skin-beater set to be shifted

is Artie Shaw's. Latter has made
several chan''es lately and currently

has Bernie Privins of Tommy Dor-
.sey's trumpet section set to step into

his (Shaws) band next week.

Music Publishers Protective Asso-
ciation has started its drive to en-
force the provision in the copyright
law which gives the copyright owner
the exclusive right to make an ar-
rangement of his work. Walter
Douglas, MPPA chairman, yesterday
(Tuesday) addressed a letter to

MPPA meinbers asking them to au-
thorize Harry Fox as agent and
trustee to act for them in licensing
such' right of arrangement, just as
he does in the case of mechanical
rights.

Attached to Douglas's letter was a
copy of a resolution passed by the
MPPA board last Wednesday (16).

This resolution urged that orchestra
leaders, recording artists and other^i

be notified that any arrangements or
adaptations woi|ld hereafter be sub-
ject to certain limitations and con-
ditions. The express circumstances
that the publishers proposed to en-
force were to be as follows:

1. Such arrangements or adapta-
tions shall be and remain the prop-
erty of the copyright proprietor,

2. ' No .arrangement or adaptation
shall modify the fundamental char-
acter of the composition or be detri-

mental to the honor or reputation
of the composer or publisher.

3. The orchestra leader or radio
artists making the arrangement may
retain the manuscript but the use of
it is only for giving, personal per-
formances or in connection with
making phonograph 'records' for
home use only, or in connection
with making any duly licenced elec-

trical transcription.

4. No' such arrangement or adap-
tation may be published.

5. Such arrangement of adapta-
tion is for the personal use of the
artists or orchestra leader that makes
it and neither the manuscript or the
right to use it may be transferred.

Coin Machines
r

After Fox ha$ obtained the re-
quired authorizations from publish-
ers the MPPA will then movie to

enforce this right' in the
:
making of

phonograph records for use in coin-
operated .machines. So far the
phonograph 'companies have refused
to recognize thp involved: right e ttn

in principle. It is. now realized by
the MPPA that before any court ac-
tion can be brought to enforce this

right special authorizatiotid froifi the
copyright owners in the as36ciation

are necessary.

Previous attempt by Fox- to have
the exclusive-right-to-arrange clause
made part of the licenses issued ia
behalf of copyright owners was re-

jected by the phonograph companies.
Latter insisted that they be per-
mitted to continue to operate on the
basis of the old license which covers
only the right to record.

WILL HUDSON, RECUPED,

READY TO REORGANIZE

Hoagy. Carmichael and Frank
T,cesser clefFed title Son? and 'Who
Dunit* for Paramounfs.. . picture,

'Some Like It Hot.'

Will Hudson, who disbanded his

orchestra several months ago in. order
to retire to a Lake George, N. Y.,

retreat for a rest, will shortly start

I'eorganizing. He will be back In the
band field after the first of the year.

Hudson disbanded the crew which he
'and Eddie Delange co-directed and
which he kept after the two split.

At the time Hudson loosed'his crew
he received promises from! the! men
who remained nearly intact .under his
baton for a number of years that they
would return to his leadership when-
ever he was ready. i'

Spitalny at Biltmore

Phil Spitalny opens at theV Bilt-
mdre hotel, N. Y., toniiorrovir (Thurs-
day) for a, thfcee-w<5ek stay,.

FoUowingi' the all-guii uh^fs' run
Horace Heidt will return to the spot
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Canned Music Opera Troupe

Runs Afoul Hieatre Unions;

Taust' Given in Street Togs

Birmingham, Nov. 22.

'Faust' was put on here past week
by Opera-on-Tour, Inc., sans cos-

tumes, wigs, makeup, scenery or

orchestra. It was all because of a

strike called by the American Fed-
eration of Musicians among the

members of the International Stage

Employes' Association protesting the

company's use of 'canned' music
recorded by the London iPhilhar-

monic Orchestra. Local employes
were instructed not to unload or set

up the scenery, allow the costumes

and sound equipment to be removed
from the railroad car or even run up
the curtain.

As a result the audience saw:

Faust in a business suit leaning

casually against a grand piano with

a similarly clothed Mephistopheles.

A dark-eyed brunet Marguerite

uncapped by the traditional • blond

braids, clad in a dinner dress and
singing the famed. Jewel Song to a

casket of jewels that wasn't there in

a garden that was actually the de-

nuded stage.

Opera had been put on unmolested

In Nashville and Richmond. Show in

Montgomery was called off on ac-

count of the same labor troubles.

Lehmati Kin Is Backer
Opera-On-Tour, Inc., an outfit

. which has been sponsoring travelling

troupes of unemployed singers, stage

hands and mechanics, was denied
" temporary injunctions Friday (18) by
Siqpreme Court Justice Hofstadter,

N. Y., to stop APM and the lATSE
because they are conducted with the

aid of "canned music/ Judge Hof-

stadter decided, instead, to place the
case on for immediate trial to de-.

cide whether a permanent stay

shoiild be granted. Besides the

iuiions, Joseph N, Weber and George
E. Browne, the respective' presidents,

are also named defendants in the ac-'

tion. The plaintiff corp., through
Mrs. Hiarbld. M. Lehman, niece of

Governor Lehman, who is one of the
organizers of Opera-On-'Totu: charges
the defendants With conspiracy.

\

Mrs. Lehman's stepfather, Artbut
de Young, :is. presliient of the organi-
zation and Mrs. .de Y^ung vice presi-

dent. Toui' . started last month and
Vfds schedtiied to wind up yesterday
(Tuesday) -it Chapel; Hill, N. C.

Mrs. I^ebmaii said that the calling off

(Continued on page 45)

Bouqet

Philadelphia, Nov. 22.

Five-pound rock was tossed

through the window of the

apartment of Florence Kirk,

Civic Opera warbler, last Fri-

day night (is), just after she

had made her debut in the

title role of 'Aida' at the Acad-
emy of Music.
A distinct success in the

opera, police are searching for

a jealous rival, or a press agent.

Whlteman's Worcester Qates

Worcester, Nov. 22.

Paul Whiteman Is set for four one-
hour programs here, nights of Jan.
23 and 24 tinder auspices of Aletheia
Grottt), . In connection with Grotto
cu:cus,atMuAicipa1 Auditorium.

Moss' Concessions

To Lecture Mgrs.

Seen on Licensing

New York lecture managers have

abandoned their fight against licens-

ing by New York License Commis-
sioner Paul Moss. W. Colston Leigh,

one of the leading managers, has al-

ready taken out a license and others

are expected to follow shortly. Man-
agers had previously banded to re-

sist the commissioner's licensing

edict and talked of sponsoring leg-

islation to protect themselves.

Stated that the action in putting
themselves under Moss' jurisdiction

will be 'merely a formality,' since

the commissioner has given them a
written memorandum to the eff,ect

that in his opinion the 5% commis-
sion clause in the employment
agency law is invalid as applying to

them. .
Managers believe that indi-

cates that' they will be given what-
ever, protection licensing provides,

but will be no more" vulnerable than
before: to refusal of their clients to

pay commissions larger than 5%.
. Managers expect to go along undet

the commissioner's rule to see how
that.pljkn works put. License appli-

cations, expire next May and., if .the

plan Kasn't proved satisfactory by
then, renewals vnU^ not be taken out.

Managers' reason fop resisting the li-

censing;move -in\the first place was
fear thai .'their, present fees' of from
25% to '60.% would be sli<?ed t6.5%
to conform tvitii-rthe employinent
agency law. Decision to submit to
licensing was ..reached after several
conferences with Vincent Calenda,
attorney and secretary to the license

commission. David Marshall Holtz-
man is attorney for the managers.

Adolph Deutsch doing the musi-
cal score for 'Unfit to Print' at War-
ners, •c^-r •»!•

ASmsklMuA Slims

Sung and played by that hot tnunpet
ploying favorite— LOUIS ARMSTROKG

JEEPERS CREEPERS
Han7 WARREN & Johnny MERCER

. Plresented in. the inimitable style of the

mistress of swing—MAXINE SULLIVAN

SAT IT WITH A KISS
by Harry WARREN & Johnny MERCER

The sensoliondl nursery novelty offered

by IHck POWELL, Manne SULLIVAN
«nd Louis ARMSTRONG

MDTINTj^NllRSERT
by Johnny liffinCER

Wll hMT Mmi all III

nvWAKNntMOS. Mt

WITH

DICK POWELL
ANITA LOUISE. RONALD REAGAN 'ALLEN JENKINS'

WALTER CATLETT.HAROLD HUBER
iOUlS ARMSTRONG MMINB SULLIVAN

•
DiWUJ WRAY CNRI6HT

Network Plugs, 8 AJIl to 1 iM.
Following is a totalisation of the combined plugs of current tunes on NBC (WEAF and WJZ>, and CBS

(WABC) computed for the week from Monday through Sunday (Nov, 14-20) . Total represents accumulated
performances on the two major networks from 8 a. m, to 1 a. m, In 'Source' column, * denotes film song, \ legit

tunes, and 'pop' speaks for itself*

TITLE.
My Reverie <

Heart and Soul,..,..'
All Ashore
While a Cigarette Was Burni ,

I Won't Tell a Soul
Ya Got Me
Sixty Seconds Got Together
You Must Have Been a Beautiful . . .

,

Deep in a Dream '.
,

,

Simple and Sweet
Two Sleepy People.
What Have You Got That Gets Me?
They Say.. ."

Summer Souvenirs ,

Who Blew Out the Flame?
Please Come Out of Your Dreams
When I Go a-Dreamin.
Have You Forgotten So Soon
My Own
I've Got a Pocketful of Dreams
Day After Day
So Help Me :

Alexander's Ragtime Band ., \

Lambeth Walk
Hurry Home ,

What Do You Know About Love?.
Change Partners
Is That the Way to Treat a Sweetheart?. .?
Night Before Christmas
Love I'd Give My Life for You
It Serves You Right
This Can't Be Love
You Look Good to Me
What Goes on Here?
At "Lone, Last Love ,

Small Fry.
Girl Friend of the Whirling Dervish......
F.D.R. Jones
Everybody's Laughing
Stop Beating Around the Mulberry Bush.

.

Angels with Dirty Faces .'

I Must See Annie Tonight
Old Folks.....
I've Got a Date with a Dream

PUBLISHER.
.Robbins
Famous

. Shapiro
ABC
Crawford
Lincoln
Santly-Joy
Remlck . . . ,

Harms
Miller
Famous t i <»> t

Famous
Witmark
Bregman-Vocco-Conn ....
Feist
Words-Music ;

Lincoln
Berlin
Robbins ,

Santly-Joy
Green Bros.-Knight.
Re'mick
ABC

SOURCE.
Pop '

•A Song Is

Pop
Pop
Pop
iU. of Penn. Mask and Wig,
Pop

GRAND
TOTAL.

47
45
37
33
32
32
31

Mills •

Spier
Marks
Berlin .'

Olman
Chappell ,- .

,

Stasny
Tenney ,

Chappell
Bregman-Vocco-Conn
Paramount
Chappell
Famous
Harms
Chappell
Kalmar-Ruby . »

Bregman-Vocco-Conn
Fisher
Bregman-Vocco-Conn

.

Remick
Feist

Hard to Get 31
Pop 30
Pop 30
Thanks, for. the Memory 29
Pop 28
Pop 28
Pop , . 27
Pop 26
Pop .1 26
tU. of Penh.'TVIask and-Wig 25
"Straight^ Place and Show 24
*That Certain Age 23
Sing You Sinners, 23
Pop . 21
Pop . ; 21
Alexander's Ragtime Band 21

Pop 20
Pop

, 19
Pop ..: 19
Carefree 18
Pop 18
Pop 18
^Hollywood Revels 18
Pop 16
iBoys from Syracuse 16
Pop ,. 15
Give Me a Sailor 15
tYou Never Know 14
Sing You Sinners, 14
Garden of the Moon......... 13
tSing Out the News 13
Pop 13
Pop 12
Angels with Dirty Faces. 12
Pop ; ; 12
Pop 11
My Lucky Star 10

Inside Stuff-Musk

Local 802 of the AFM's benefit at the Manhattan Opera House, N. Y.,

last week, in behalf of its medical fund was a sellout. Refurbished MOH
has a capacity of 5,000 and' a crowd which must have exceeded that figure

forced city fireman to close the doors about an hoiu- and a half after they
were opened. Even ticket holders who had ducats in advance were left

holding 'em on the sidewalk. About lialf as many as were in the house
were turned away.

It was the smoothest run of all the giant band outings of the past season^

and the topper of 'em all. Union itself underwrote, at negligible cost

after a gander at it, the installation of a stage built on tracks enabling
the thing to be shuttled back and forth across the stage proper.

Worked by using only the center portion of the stage itself "and alter-

nately loading and exitiirg each end. of the shuttle affair with bands. Some
30 or more of the biggest name crews now 'in New York showed up and
the, close figuring of time consumed by each showed in the signoff. Orig-
inally advertised as lasting till six in the morning, that was changed to

five just prioiyto the outing and the last crew faded at 6:08 a.m.
Sam Tabak, one of the imion execs made a short curtain speech. He

said in effect that nowhere in the world could a lover of ;music of any
type find such proficient musicians and bands as are to be found in this

country. And it was possible because there is absolutely no discrimina-
tion o^ color or creed in the band world. Bands are rated by what they
can do and not who or what its members are.

On his trip north from New Orleans last week John G, Paine, general
manager of the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers,
stopped off at Jackson, Miss., for a conference with the state's attorney-
general on the application of Mississippi's privilege tax law to the Society.
This law requires that local licensing for all outside firms doing business
in Mississippi.

Paine asked that the state's tax commission supply him with a memo-
randum showing that ASCAP must do to comply with the statute and also
explaining just where the performing rights combine fits into the pro-
visions of this revenue code.

Current instance of an old tune staging a sheet counter comeback as the
result of a few air plugs is 'Mexicali Rose.' Bing Crosby happened to
include the song in his recollection bit on the Kraft Music Hall (NBC).
A band leader here and there got a call to do it from the cafe listeners,
and the boom on sheet copies started. Two New York jobbers between
them last week disposed of over 1,000 copies.

'Mexicali Rose* didn't come within rating when it was originally pub-
lished in 1923 by W. A. Quincke, of Los Angeles. In 1935 the copyright
was assigned by Quincke to M. M. Cole, of Chicago. Jack B. Tenney and
Helen Stone were the writers.

Renewal assignment which Shapiro, Bernstein & Co. filed in Washington
on the tune, 'Melancholy,' was strictly from Maybelle E, Watson Bergmann,
who in a recent suit claimed that she wrote the original words of the
number. Before filing suit in the N. Y. supreme court Mrs, Bergmaiin's
counsel sought to have the Joe Morris Music Co. put. her name on the
title sheet of 'My Melancholy Baby.' Latter firm replied that it couldn't
understand why she had delayed the request* lor 27 years, and, what was
more to the point, she had never had anything to do with the writing of
the song which became popularized as *My Melancholy Baby.' The words
she wrote for 'Melancholy' were never published.

Rumor that Harry Link will quit Irving Berlin, Inc., to become general
manager of Leo Feist, Inc., has again popped up in music publishing
circles. Link also again makes stout denial of any such move. Before
leaving for the Coast Jack Robbins is reported to have offered the post of
Feist professional manager to Link, with proviso also that he can bring
over Nick Kenny, songwriter and coliminist for the N, Y. Mirror. Jonie
Taps, professional head of Shapiro, Bernstein & Co,", got a similar nod from
Robbins but turned down the proposition.

British Performing Rights Society has reached an all-time high for the
number of licenses issued to places of entertainment in the British Isles.
License holders amount to over 40,000.

Arthur Norrla and Ernie Smith
wrote 'Do It the Lambeth Way' for
publication by Davis & Swegler.

'Have a. Heart,' ditty cleffed by
Mickey Rooney and Sidney Miller,
will be published by Berlin.

Cy Fenei" and William LaVa
turned in the score of 'Orphans of
the Street' at Republic;

Sam Pokras9 aiid Walter Bullock
wrote 'Viola' for Don Ameche in 'The
Three Musketeers' at 20th-Fox.

Mordidn Ballet Tuned

Up for 1939" Season;

More New York Dates

Mordkin 'Ballet, which recently
played a six-performance engage-
ment at the Alvin, N. Y., has been
brought back to town' for minor re-
organization and a series of repeat
New York dates. Switch in plans
resulted from the outfit's click, in i^s

first Broadway appearance this sea-
son-.

Actual dates for the repeat ap-
pearances are expected to be Jan, 8
and the three succeeding Sunday
nights at a theatre to be selected.

Improbable that any new produc-
tions will be offered at this time,
but the ballets given during the
previous date will be slightly re-

vised and tightened. Also possible
some minor cast changes will be
made.

i.

Mordkin troupe may embark on a
tour this spring, but the main idea
of the New York dates, both the pre-
vious ' ones and the forthcoming
series, is to provide a buildup for a
projected nationwide tour next sea-

son. Ballet was completely reor-
ganized this season.

THE HOUSE OF
10 0 0 HITS

Presehta

WHAT DO YOU KNOW
ABOUT LOVE

FORGET ffYOU CAN

Watch Out For
mom THOSE SAniNa

and

FEPITO AlTD mS YIOIIN

ins well as new announcements
in this space every week.

EDWARD MARKS

aiD SONG SUGGESTIONS
FOR YOUR PROGRAMS
JIMMY McHUCH'S

"With AU My Heart"
LEO FEIST, INC.

LARGEST and best dance
ballroom in St. Louis is

available for lease or sale.

Write ELLIOTT S. MILLER,
317 N. 11th «t., St, Louis,

Mo.
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COLLEGE RHYTHM
The third of a series of articles on collegiate likes and dislikes as regards

ifioiern dance music and dance bends.

The writers, staff members of publications at their respective schools,

have been ashed by Variety to give the opinion of the student body as a

iOhole rather than pass personol judgment Neither has Variety given

further instructions gs to lohat was to be said or how. These articles ap-

pear as the undergraduates luive written them, with the expressed opinioTi*

being their own.
Vawety publishes the series to gii>e music men and band leaders a cross-

$ection of current undergraduate opinion on dance music and bonds, with
• the hope that it will be both informative and instructive. For what the

college group has to say about donee music is deemed important in the

trade.

VANDERBUT
By Ummett O'Callagrhan, '39

(Vanderbllt 'Masquerader')

Though not exactly in the heart of Dixie or on the banks of the historic

Mississippi, Vanderbilt's proud towers do' rise in the warm southern sun
surrounded' by the liishness of wooded Tennessee, close onto the banks of

the Cumberland which finally terminates at the Mississippi. So Vander-
bUt is simply showing her southern blood and reflecting the culture of the
warmhearted south when she proves herself to be fond of gay music and
dancing.

And believe us she is. It may be small but the social heart of this school

beats mightily. There are dances and functions sufficient to wear many
a good man down to nothing. There isn't a single room in any frat house
but has its radio moaning low most of the time. Especially during those

long night hours when Sammy Kaye and Freddy Martin are mixed with
The Principles of Banking' and 'The History of Civilization.' The dances
and proms are as steady and continual as water dripping from a leaky
^faucet.

It might not be out of place here .to say a few words about the local

Bituation. Vanderbilt is located in Nashville, a city of about 150,000 which
does not support night spots large enough to present other than hometown
talent. The best orchestra in Nashville or 'anywhere near Nashville is

Francis Craig's. Craig plays at a downtown hotel, at all the larger frat

and sorority affairs and at Belle Meade Country Club. We are very fond
of our boy Francis. He is a graduate of Vanderbilt and has written several

tunes, including his theme, 'Red Rose.'

Kay Kyser Encored
For our Junior Prom which comes in March and the Finals in June we

don't' have a very large field to pick from as we have to select from the
bands that will be in this section of the country at that time; that is in

Chattanooga ' or Knoxville, Memphis or Birmingham. Not that we would
take anything after it had been in Knoxville, because God knows we don't

want any part of anything that came from the University of Tennessee.

In the last four years the only band which has been honored with an en-
core or second appearance at Vanderbilt has been Kay Kyser. He played

..the Finals two ye;ars straight by popular demand.
Other bands that have appeared here included Jan Garber, Jimmy

Dorsey, Will Osborne, Gus Arnheim, Joe Sanders, Johnny Hemp, Al Katz
and Don Bestor. Of these Garber was probably the best liked, both be-

cause of the band's sweet music and the vocalists, and because of little

Jan's showmanship. Jimmy Dorsey's music was plenty good though hard
to dance too at times. When Dorsey played 'It's the Dreamer in Me' for

us, it was practically the first time we had heard it and it was mighty,
mighty easy to listen to. Arnheim's drummer held our attention; he almost
tore the place apart'in some of his more frenzied interludes. Don Bestor

didDi't go across so hot. His music was OK but his personality too cold.

Other bands that have -played in Nashville include Dick Jurgens who
was quite a hit, Ted Weems and Jimmy Rogers. Also Barney Rapp, with
his delightful way of moving from slow tunes into fast ones and vice versa,

without stopping, and his very melodic theme.
•As to the bands that haven't appeared here in recent years we are ac-

quainted with them only by the radio. Right near the first we have to

name is Tommy Dorsey. There's a band and there's another swell theme.
-Anyone who hears that trombone and doesn't stand enraptured ain't

human. Dorsey doesn't waste a note. Some* of his arrangements are
classics. His 'Song of India,' to begin with, and following that with 'Marie,'

as the band is singing that ' petting in the park, living in a great big
way, Mammy' background. And then the rather similar arrangements of

'Who' and 'I'll Dream Tonight' ('Goodnight, Goodnight, Goodnight'). Late-

ly his. recording of 'Night and Day,' Golly, that's wonderful! Especially

the first of it. Some of Tommy's arrangements are too hot and hard to

listen .too, as for instance 'Stop Beating Around the Mulberry Bush.' They
wear us out,

^

Right along side of Dorsey, Hal Kemp, Not for any particular arrange-

ments though, of course, his 'Got a Date With an Angel' and 'Study in

Brown' are swell, but for his style of warmly romantic music.

And Benny Goodman—King of Swing—for his pulsating, almost physical

music. Goodman can really swing; there's nothing very subtle about his

music unless it's his trio.

And Russ Morgan. There's another excellent musician. When Morgan
plays a tUne it really turns out—each note, each instrument just right. At
least that's the way It sounds to us and we don't know one note about

music. His recording of 'Linger Awhile' and 'Stumblin',' both on the same
platter, is something to rave about. His rendition of 'So Help Me' will ;5et

you to writing "poetry it's so pretty.

In general, Vanderbilt likes its music not too hot or, more precisely, not

too eccentricv It must remain easy and natural, flowing and casual, and
tiot be' stretched all out of shape with so many variations and interpola-

tions and so much jamming that you can't even recognize what the original

tune is, or was, or rriight possibly have been. It must keep its melody, its

lightness and gracefulness. After all, we're dancing to it. And southerners

still love to dance—would rather dance than eat. Those colorful dances

and p^easurable times pictured in the first pages of 'Gone With the Wind'
are brought to mind by son>e of Vanderbilt's dances.

(Next week: Vassar)

OPENING
AT

BILTMORE HOVEL
NEW YORK

TOMORROW MIGHT
THURSDAY

PHIL SPITALMY
AND HIS

ALL GUtL
ORCHESTRA

GUP CHARGES NBC, CBS EXERQSE

MONOPOLY IN CONCERT BOOKMGS
RACE CASE DISMISSED

Colored Lawyer Testifies He Bouffht
the Ballroom Admissions

Two suitd involving the Civil
Rights Law against the Brooklyn
(Roseland, N. Y.), public ballroom,
were dismissed in Municipal Court,
N. Y., last week. Actions were filed

by two colored girls, who each de-
manded $500 damages alleging the
management of the ballroom had re-
fused them admission.
Management of the ballroom made

offers to settle which were refused.
Trial jury decided against the pair
when their attorney, also colored,
admitted that he had obtained ad-
mission to the dance paldce..

BAND BOOKIMGS

Artie Shaw, Strand theatre, N. Y.,

Feb. 3.

Joe Venuti, Chase hotel, St. Louis,
Nov. 25, one week.

Irving Margraff -Trio, Congress
hotel, Chicago, Nov. 22, four weeks.

Ran Wilde, Hofbrau, San Diego,
Call., Dec. 1, five week£.

Jack Marshard, Statler hotel, De-
troit, Dec. 6.

Frank Gagen, De Witt Clinton ho-
tel, Albany, N. Y., Dec. 26.

Happy Felton, Sherman hotel, Chi-
tago, Nov. 29.

Joe Reichman, Nicollet hotel, Min-
neapolis, Dec. 3.

Anson Weeks, Aragon ballroom,
Chicago, Nov» 7.

Griff Williams, Trianon ballroom,
Chicago, Dec. 24.

Bob Crosby, Chicago theatre, Chi-
cagor, Nov. 25.

George Hamilton, Statler hotel,

Cleveland, Dec. 13.

'We Two,' strollers, Statler hotel,

Boston, Nov. 21.

Joseph Sudy stays at Sir Francis
Drake hotel, San Francisco, 'till Jan.
1 via extension.

Al Kavelin extended at New Penn
Club, Pittsburgh, until Feb. 1.

Leon Mojica current at El Patio,

San Franc^co.
Sophisticates, Ft. Hayes hotel, Co-

lumbus, O., Dec. 3; Floridians, Or-
lando hotel, Decatur, DI., Nov. 24;

Embassy Four, Gibson hotel, Cincin-
nati, Nov. 25.

Curt Houck extended at Radisson
hotel, Minneapolis, until Dec. 10.

On the Upbeat

Red French, Solly LaPerche,
Tommy Tarshis and Klorman
Schmidt, have joined Happy Felton's

reorganized band in Philly.

Johnny Meklas, No. 1 tenor sax
with Tommy Carlyn outfit at Bal-
conade, Pittsburgh, has quit to join

Harry Candullo outfit, with Salva-
tore Battles replacing him.

Wanda and Her Escorts lifted at
Hotel Henry, Pittsburgh, until Dec. 1

when they go to Hotel Statler in St.

Louis for indefinite engagement.

Ray Herbeck off on tour of one-
nighters following 10-week stand at

Willows, Pittsbiu-gh, which has
closed for season. Returns to town
Dec. 9 for run at Bill Green's Casino
after Earl Mellen outfit checks out.

Lawrence Welk winds up 13-week
stay at William Penn Hotel's Chat-
terbox, Pittsburgh, Dec. 30.

Sammy Kaye band will be the
'Band of the Week' on Ray Perkins'
program on WOR Dec. 4.

Gene Krupa's picture lor Para-
mount will be labeled 'Some Like It

Hot'' switched from 'Jitterbugs

Sometimes Swing.' Bob Hope and
Shirley Ross will be featured.

Enoch Llffht set for Taft Hotel,

N. Y., Grill until next spring. George
Hall had been reported as returning.

Precipitate. Bad Feeling by Belated Demand for

Chance to Testify Before FCC—iSour Echoes to

Menuhin Incident

Washington, Nov. 22.

Charges that NBC and CBS have
'together acquired monopolistic con-
trol' of the concert management
business hurled last week by the
American Guild of Musical Artists,
Inc., in a plea to present evidence at
the FCC investigation of alleged
monopolistic practices in the radio
industry. NBC performers range
from 'concert artists to three goats
for a bock beer party,' anguished
AGMA, in a petition submitted to
the FCC.

'The monopoly has not only re-
strained, competition among radio
stations for the services of the art-
ists,' the guild insisted, 'but has re-
sulted in great injustice to the art-
ists, who have been left with no
practical alternative than to submit
to management by CBS or NBC
and/or through controlled com-
panies.

'By purchase and consolidation of
a vast majority of- the then inde-
pendent managers, NBC, Inc., and
CBS, Inc., have acquired (directly
or through subsidiaries) a monopo-
listic stranglehold on the services
of concert and opera stars whose
appearances on radio are essential
to the radio industry, with the result
that competition for the services Of
these artists has been stifled.'

Neeotlations Called Oft

As a result of AGMA's interven-
tion in the FCC hearings, negotia-
tions with the two major concert bu-
reaus, Columbia Concerts Corp. and
NBC Artists Service, have been
broken off. Concert officials have
charged the union with 'breach of
faith' in intervening in the hearings',

while AGMA execs say they noti-
fied both managements of their in-

tention of taking such action unless
the negotiations produced definite re-
sult.

With the breaking off of negoti -

tions, AGMA is expected to request
the Screen Actors Guild to refuse to
grant agency licenses to Columbia
Concerts or NBC Artists Service,
thereby preventing them from oper-
ating as agents of film talent. SAG
is expected to okay request, since It

has alresidy indicated that one of its

requirements for granting an agency
license to any applicant will be thai-
it observe the rules of all SAG af-
filiates. Both. SAG and AGMA are
members of the Associated Actors
and Artistes of America, the Amer-
ican Federation of Labor interiia-

tional union of all performers in
show business.

Meanwhile, AGMA's relations with
the Los Angeles symphony orchestra
are unsettled. Union has notified
the management that it is willing to
let the matter drop if three condi-
tions are met. Two of the stipula-
tions are that the management must
assume full blame for Yehudi Men-
uhin's recent appearance with the
orchestra in violatioi) of its Guild-
shop contract with AGMA and it

must promise that in future the con-
tract will be carried out to the let-

ter. Third requhrement is that the
management must reimburse AGMA
for its expenses in meeting the siU
nation brought about by Menuhin's
appearance. Understood the Los An-
geles outfit is ready to carry out the
first two poihts but is balking at the
third.

If all three stipulations are not
carried out, AGMA is threatening to
boycott all future Southern CalU
fornia Ssrmphony Assn. (which man*
ages the Los Angeles orchestra) ac-

(Continued on page 52)

Jlmmle Laneeford orchestra bowed
out of the Kit Kat Club, east side >

New York spot, last week, and will

replace Eddie DeLang* at the re-

(Continued on page 53) (
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Lowdowh on New York Niteries,

With Chart of Operating Set-Ups,

Prepared hy Benton & Bowles

To give operators of nite clubs

throughout America the lowdown on
leading, establishments in -Manhat-
tan, a unique job of research has just

b^en completed and issued in bro-
chure form by Benton & Bowles ad-
vertising agejncy. It's a stunt for Cal-

vert whiskey. It bears the title .'In-

side Facts.' Survey was made six

,
months ago.

Data includes . capacities, average
business done [by .the number of

patrons; not in money receipts], and
other policies followed. Exceptional

for its factual nature the brochure,

reveals these facts [the. only short-,

coming being the absence of supper
tariffs^ which constitute the most
lucrative income to most of the class

rooms catering to so-called cafe so-

ciety]:

STORfC CLUB
Rent—$8,000 annually; concessioi^,

$12,000.

Food—̂ 2.50 to. $3.50, table d'hote.

Entertainment—^Two -bands, $1,500
weekly.
Employees—42 waiters, 13 -captains',

10 bus boys, six cooks, six hat-check
iris, two outside doormen, three in-

side doormen, two page boys, four
washroom- attendants, 10 barmen.
Caipacity—250; overflow, 50; bar, 50.

Weekly, average—8,000. customers.
RAINiSOW ROOM

Rent—Owner-operated concessions.
Food—$3.50 dinner.
Entertainment—Orchestra, sophis-

ticated specialties.

Employees—247; 28 cooks, one chef,

five pastry cooks, three butchers,
five vegetable cooks,' nine pantrymen,
five kitchen men, 100 .waiters,, 11
captains, 14 bus boys, 13 barmen, 53
.dishwashers,

"

Capacity-^350; no bar.

Weekly average—4,800.

LE COQ ROtlGE
" Rent—$14,000 annually. Conces-
siobs' leiased.^
- Pood—Luncheon, $1.25; dinner,
$2.50.

•Entertainment-^ix-piece orches-
tra; Hawaiian, trio. .

.

Employees-^26- waiters, three cap-
tains, -siXrbuS' boys, four, barmen, .14

kitchen helPi two doormen, six coat-
room attendants.
Capacity—120; overflow, 75 u^i

stairs; bar 40.

Weekly average—1,800.

SAVOT PLAZA CAFE LOUNGE
Food—Entirely a la carte. Prices

reasonable.
Entertainment—Six-piece orches

trat name entertainer.

iBmployees—One maitre d'hotel,

Ave head waiters, 30-40 waiters, six
bus .boys, two hatcheck girls.

Capacity—160; bar 20.

Weekly average—2,500.
VERSAILLES ...

Rent—Undisclosed. Spot cost $150,-
000 set UD. ..Concessions leased:.-';

Food—Entirely a la carte. Dinner
exoensive. Luncheon, $1.10-1.75.

Entertainment—Three bands, $1,900
weekly..
Employees—Varies between 127-

145. . Payroll. $11,000 monthly.
Capacity—350; bar 50.

Weekly »vera«?e—^ tfOO.

LARUE
Rent—Concessions leased out.

Food—Entirely a la carte; expen-
sive. After 11 p.m. prices.'rise, • -

^

Entertainment—Two bands; singer!

Never formal floor show.
Emoloyees—One head waiter, five

captains, 16 waiters,' one chef, nine
cooks.

Capacitj'—175; bar 50.

Weekly average—1,250.

LEON AND EDDIE'S
Rent—$15,000 annually.

Food—$2.00 to $3.50, a la carte .and

table d'hote:

Entertainment—Two bands; floor

show of six. acts.

Employees—Three shifts of waiters,

34 men in each; eight captains, 10

bus boys, seven dishwashers, two
chefs, 12 assistant chefs^ -eight bar-

men, six hatcheckers, two wash-

room attendants,

Capacity-r^380; bar. 30.

Weekly average—4,000.

CASA MANANA
Rent — Undisclosed; Spot repre-

sents an ovetall investment of $2,-

000,000.

Food—$2.00 to, $4.75 - table d'hote.

No a la carte at dinner.

Entertainment—Two bands. Pre-

tentious floof show.
. Employees — Varies between 108

and' 125 waiters, 15! captains, kitchen

crew of 60.

Capacity—1,250; bar, 200.

Weekly average—12,000.

EL MOROCCO

'

Rent—$12,000 annually. AH con-

cessions leased to one individual.

Food—Accommodation rather than
feature. Entirely a la carte; expen-

sive.

Entertainment—Two bands. Cost

one quarter of week's nut.

Employees .— Four captains,. 20

waiters, five bus. boys, two hatcheck
girls, one .cigaret girl, two. page
boys, two doormen, three .comfort

room attendants.

Capacity—175; overflow 75; bar 50.

Weekly average—3,800.
MARGUEBT

Renf: Leased independently from
N. Y. Central . Railroad which ajso

owns Marguery hotel. Concessions

run by hotel.

"Food — Ltmcheoh $1,75; dinner
$2.75.' A la carte available.

Entertainment — None, although
music was formerly used, at cdcktails

and- dinner and may, be used agalA
wheh business warritnts.

-Employees^Average four captains,

18-20- waiters, -four bus- boys, five bar-

man; two barboys, one chef,- one as«

sistant chef 14 cobks. 'Vaties greatly

with season duetto summer garden. '

Capacity-7-125 restaurant; 175 gar-
den; 2 bars 60.

Weekly average — 1,000 winter;
1,400 summer.
,

, ONYX
Rent — Undisclosed. Concessions

not leased out.

Food—Entirely a la carte. , Limited
number ; dishes' available. Prices
fairly expens.ive.

Employees—Three captains, seven
waiters, five kitchen help, three bar-;

tenders, tyfo bus boys, two hatcheck
girls,.one doonhan.'

'

Capacity—165; bar 65.

Weekly average—1,900.
PARADISE

Rent—Undisclosed.
Food—$1.50 to $3.25 table d'hote.

A la carte sivailable.

Entertainment—Two bands. Pre-
tentious floor show.
Employees—176 in all, including

orchestra, stage crew, electricians,
page boys, .doorman, bartenders,, kit-
chen crew, cashiers, bookkeepers,
auditors, chorus, actors-actresses,
wardrobe mistresses, cleaning staff,

check room staff, head waiter, cap
tains, bus boys, waiters, banquet

manager, press dept., manager, pro-

ducer..

Capacity—l.OOOj bar 50*

Weekly averageT-7,000.
COLONY CLUB

Rent—$10,000 annually plus 7% of

gross. Coiicessidn not leased.

FoQd—Entirely a la carte. Elab-
orate and fabulously expensive.
Entertainment—^None at any time.

Employees—Two-owner-head wait-
ers, one head waiter, isix captains, 20
waiters, eight bus boys, one chef, one
assistant chef, assistant staff of 29,

seven- dishwashers, one cellar stew-
ard, one dining room steward.

Capacity-<-300; bar 60.

W-»ekly average—1,400.

• 15 YEARS AGO •
(From Variety and Clipper)

OPENING
AT

BILtMORE HOTEL
NEW YORK

TO»fORiBOW MIGHT
THURSDAY

PHIL SPITALNY
AND HIS

ALL GIRL
ORCHESTRA

There, were 55 shows on B'way,
new top for ^e season. Bis; looking

up!

Frank Crumit held over at the N.
Y. Palace from the preceding week
and buiit up his hit. Did only 12

minutes, which helped to leave them
htingry. Nora Bayes was topper
and Jack Denny band and "York and
Xing the only other well known in

a three-hour show which included

no dancing act.

Three men- show toppers at the

N. Y. Riverside; Donald Brian,

Brvice Bairnsfather' and Tom Smith.
Brian was one of the few legits who
realized what vaude wanted.

Jean Acker, at the 5th Av. billing

herself as 'Mrs. Rudolph Valentino
the flrst.' Doing a sketch. Charles
Aherne had shelved the bicycles at

last and featui'ing his hobo- band.

Pert Kelton, the dancer, at Keith's

Boston* and holding her end up; Her
dad batoned the orch and her
mother did a comet bit.

Chi Palace had two men and five

women, hone of the latter in the

flapper class. Florence Walton, Ju--

liet and Vera Michalena the top

women.

. U. S. Supreme Court found for

the plaintiff, Charles G.'Binderup,
of Omaha, in the flrst top decision

in ' a restraint' of- trade- case. Held
as far-reaching.

. .^aU 45treet- growing cold toward
film promotions.' Several gyp prop-
ositions iced -the enthusiasm.

.Pieture theatres.-around N! Y. were
letting ; song pluggers tout their

songs at 'Song Writers Festivals' one
night a week.

Ethel .Barrjnnore floppo in 'The
Royal Fandango.'. She planned to go
out later in 'The Laughing ILady.*

House of Xiocds. ruled, against the
English . Perfolrming Rights Society.
Temporary victory for the variety
thea'tres.

Danc^ places around N. Y. were
.utilizing' vaude layoffs to pulmotor
biz on off nights. Acts appreciated
the coin.

Big time raiding the small time
for comedy acts. Had shortage and
smallies got promoted.

, St. Louis' pic house building biz
with a weekly ankle contest. Wom-
en stood behind a drop raised jiist

enough to show off the pedals. Pour
prizes -weekly.

Galli-Curci in a jam with Chi
Op. They Avanted her to open in
'Lakme.' She no wanna.

De Wolf Hopper opera co blew up
in Kansas City after five weeks of a
10-week season. Artists and chorus
paid, but not the' rent;

KELY TOURS PHILLY

CAFES FOR AFA PACTS

Philadelphia, Nov. 22,

Failure of niteries here to sign up
in a bloc with the American Federa-
tion of Actors for a closed shop
started Tom Kelly, local AFA rep, on
a toux* of niteries to obtain individual
contracts. Kelly several weeks ago
began going after the joints singly,
but stopped after he wias told the
majority of places would join volun-
tarily;

With promise bogging down, how-
ever, Kelly Is again going after them
in person. AFA, with which old
United .Entertainers' Assn, recently

; combined, now has over 300 members
here.

NEW ACTS
ELEANORE WHITNEY
Danolnr
8 Mjins.
Taram'ount, N. Y.

Eleanore Whitney, from pictures,

is dQlng a routine of two dances on
her stage engagement here, .^n agile
rhythmic- tap arid, a shag novelty,
both ne&tly .«ohe, score for her very
satisfactorily. Technique excellent
but the routines not sensational.
Miss Whitney is spotted early' and

makes a smart appearance in a black
costume. Chor.

'

BEA WAIN
Sinfflnr
10 Mlns.
Paramount, N. Y.

Soloist carried by the Larry Clin-
toil swing band; Bea Wain is fadio
And whose future possibilities with
Clinton appear excellent. . Well
equipped Vrith looks and personality.,

Miss Wain is also a ^singer of no
mean ability who can .do swing aS
well as balladsi A very clear voice
and effective selling are ass.ets. She's
been on the air on her own before
she' allied with. Clinton.
MisS Wain's routine consists of a

swingy pop of hot such late date; 'In

My Reverie,' sung straight as a bal-
lad, and 'Martha' fitted to a unique
swing style. Char.

BUDDY CLARK
Singing
12 Mtns.
Paramount, N. Y.
Buddy Clark is from radio, having

been on the Lucky Strike 'Hit Pa-
rade' and also on Mutual in a .series

for this cig outfit.. He has a very
fine voice and excellent diction but
doesn't put enough selling into his
singing.- Clark's appearance good,
however. He's been, here before,
and in pictures; this is printed for
the record as "Variety's New Act
files finds him missing.
Doing four numbers here, among

them 'Ain't- Necessarily So,' which
due to its length would make a rou-
tine of three songs sufficient. The
Gershwin number from 'Porgy and
Bess' is sold best by Clark. Others
are recent pops.
Clark registered well when caught.

Char,

JANS and LYNTON Co. (1)

Daii«e
10 Mlns.; Three
Loew's State, New York
Jans-Lynton and the 'Co.* are so

equally divided in their chores it'is

difficult to identltfy Frank Brooks
with the stellar pair. Brooks, solo,

does an assortment of rhumba, tango,
waltz and straightaway taps.

. The couple work formally and in-

formally, featuring an eccentric 'rag

dqir number in the latter category.
Otherwise,, it's polite stepping, run-
ning from ballroom to ecceniric.

Trio open at the State ana iflake a
consistently flfae impression through-
out their' 10 minutes. Abel.

JOE RINES Orch (11), with FRAZEE
SISTERS (2) and the Rur Cutters
(4)

Variety
25 Mins.; Full
Loew's State, New York
This is Joe Ri[nes' flrst stage date of

any importance, although he's been
around in class niteries, hotels, etc.,

most- recently playing all summer
atop the Hotel St. Regis' Viennese
Roof, New York, where Prince Serge
Obolensky introduced the Lambeth
Walk. Thus, Rines is getting Lam-
beth Walk billing. Maestro makes
mention of it, although it would re-
flect even a shade better if he em-
phasized that the St. Regis is where
Gertrude Lawrence and Obolensky
flrst introed the English dance-step.

Basically, Rines has a strong stage
act. He knows how to mix it up, and,
embellished by the Frazee Sisters (2)
with their sock vocalizing, plus a
shag-dancing quartet for the flnale,
it holds plenty.
The Frazees look better than ever,

their arrangements and style evi-
dencing plenty of skull-practice. The
sisters well nigh tie it-up here.

Rines' team is a versatile 11, exclu-

sive of himself, including three brass
three reeds, two strings, piano* drums!
string bass. Hines also toots a mean
clarinet on occasion.
His takeoffs on Lombardo. Klna

Fields and Goodman; his 'A-Tisket*
on a world tour, with special nation-
alistic prchestra touches, and the rest
of it, are all commercial.
The Rug Cutters (4), shagsters.

flnale with their jitterbugging and a.
little Lambeth Walking, which is
where Rines heralds his connection
with the dance. RInfes, Incidehtally,
is slated for the new Harry Richman
nitery in New York's Delmonico
hotel around mid-December. Abel.

BUD HARRIS and LOWELL
HOWELL CO. (2)

Comedy, Sohgfs, Danoe
17 Mini).; One and 'Two
Loew's State; New York
This is a versatile colored team.

Bud I^arrls, vet of - other comedy
turns, doing a 'strong funny entry...

He's skilfully foiled by Lowell How-
elU Latter Is in tails and affects a
'polite' stance, including a trick top
tenor.
•Their crossfire runs the usual for-

mula of silly toppers, Harris milking
all the points to excellent advantage.
Howell's flrst solo is 'Music, Maestro."
Then comes Zerita, comely femme,

who ultimately presides at the piano
for Harris' parody on 'A-TIsket.'
Voung Tom'my Wilson is brought on
for a legmania topper-ofler. follow-
ing the leading pair's 'Ti-PI-Tin' non-
sense.
Good comedy act for anybody's

rostrum. Abel.

DICK FORAN
Son^s
7 Mlns.
Earle, Philly.
.Warbling cowpuncher from the

films (his home Is in Flemlngton,
N. J.) is making his flrst p.a. this sesh
in more than five-years... Skedded for
several more weeks, but whether he'll

be able to take them depends on pic
commitments. Makes swell appear-
ance; tall, handsome and sandy
haired, with a. kind of shy manner
that's somewhat expected in an old
cowhand and goe$ over almost sure-,
fire with the fenime trade. Long time,
however, since he's been • on the
boards' m^kes hini somewhat stiff,

awkward and a' bit nervous, -which
he' should handily overcome with
time.
Pipes are of a refined cowboy tenor

variety, and Foran starts oft in char-
acter with 'My Little Buckaroo.*
Switches for. his second into 'Night
and Day,' and winds iip with 'Melan«
choly Baby.' Good in them all, al-
though exhibing nothing s'ocko.

Would, do better, too, to do a little

gassing to strengthen the p.a. idea.
Too much poiy like just a crooner
with the band. Herb.

BOB CROSBY ORCHESTRA (IS)

With Marion Mann. Burns Sc Minnie
50 Mlns.; Full
Chicago, Chi
Always a good name since his start

In the band business. Bob Crosby
has hopped into even greater orches-
tra prominence in recent months, due
primarily to the great buildup given
him in the Blackhawk cafe in Chi-
cago. With splendid publicity and
press handling, in addition to his

regular ride over the powerful WGN
hookup, Crosby today rates as a real

attraction, particularly for the
younger swing addicts.
Prom and frat mob will have to be

strapped down to keep 'em from
shagging up and down the aisles,

while the adults will probably go
along to see what all the shootin's

for. Entire Crosby is swingeroo, and
as long as swing's the thing, Crosby
is playable anywhere.
In addition to the regular aggre-

gate work of the orchestra, there are
split sequences. Eight df the band
step off the stand to line the foot-

lights as the Bob-Cats, for extra

swingeroo. Four of 'em later group
for more jiving and for the finale, the i

drummer and the bass player couple
for strictly rhythm thumping. Four-
some and twosome toss oit some ex-

(Continued on page 43)

LONDON—HERE WE COME
(SAILING SOON)
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WB Threatens to Qose Earle,

PUly, in Music Union Row

Philadelphia, Nov. 22.

Earle, giant Philly vaudfllmcr,

>whose jitterbugs have virtually be-

come x»n institution here, will be shut-

tered Dec. 1 by the Warners, unless

agreement is reached with the

Musicians* Local .on new contracts

iQT all its houses using toolers.

Termers lor the Earle, Fox, and five

other nabe houses using vaiide two
or three days a week, expire Dec. 1.

Dismissal notices were sent to most

Earle employes last week.

Battle is actually over the pit band

at the Fox, which is a relic of the

days when the house played vaude.

Now that It is a straight flicker

palace, WB claims it has no more use

lor an orch and wants to get rid of

it But the musicians Say nix. Their

threat, as usual, is that if the Fox
band goes out they'll pull the music

from the Earle. Vaude is a neces-

sity at the Earle to make it show a

profit.

Whereupon the Warners an-

nounced shuttering of the house be-

fore the Union could even pull its

gun.' Several meetings have been

held on the situation and a com-
promise may still possibly be worked
out before the deadline, although

both sides are adamant , Final confab

is skedded for tomorrow (Wednes-

day) between local A. F. M. execs

and Joe Barhardt, Warner Bros,

theatre head.

Compromise offer has already been

made by Warners, but the Union re-

fuses to accept it and .
the circuit de-

clares it will refuse, to go farther.

It has offered a payroll of $1,000 a

week for music at the Fox in. place

of the present pad of $1,690. House
uses 15 men at $70 a. week and 20

overture men at $30.

Union feels that WB is only mak-
ing an idle threat, but is preparing

to picket all Warner houses in event

the Earle is actually closed. General

opinion is that the circuit won't let

the 2:,lB00-seat vaudfilmer gather dust

for $700 a week difference. There is

also a feeling that WB will not want
to put;itself on front pages now when
.it is under attack in monopoly in-

vestigation both in Philly and
Washington.

.In a similar situation two years

ago, Earle went straight flicker- for

more than a month while pickets

paraded in front of it and other

houses.-. Was. lotmd. to. be unprofit-

able, however, and the tooters got

their demands.

MICH. WOULD PUNISH

KIDS BUYING RUM

Detroit, Nov. 22.

Believing it unfair to penalize

liquor licensees only, .State Liquor

Commissioner Vernon F. Gormley

is. urging an ordinance to permit

punishment of juves found in nite

ries.

Practice in past has been only to

suspend rum license of spots, in

event jUve was found to have bought
drinks. New setup would give
authorities power to seize a youth
as . well as file charges against the
proprietor.

TYSON'S A. A. ENCORE

Pitt P.A. Slens with Resort Showmen
id Head Beauty Farcant

Pittsburgh, Nov. 22.

George Tyson, publicity chief for
Harris Amus. Co., has just signed
with Atlantic City Showmen's Jubi-
less committee to direct annual
beauty pageant in 1939 for the third
successive year. As in past, Tyson
will take four-month leave of ab-
sence from theatre duties here.

Affixed his name to a new contract
following meeting with committee at

seashore over weekend. Tyson also

reserves privilege of signing next
Miss America' to exclusive manage-
ment contract, just as he has with
previous three No. 1 beauties. Cur-
rently, he is booking Marilyn Mes-
eke, latest winner, in niteries and
theatres.

EARL CARROLL,

INTL CASINO

EXCHANGE?

Greenwich Viflage, B'way

Cafes in Fair Bally Tieup

When Grover Whalen sununoned
the nitery owners last week to set

a Jan. 1 teeoff for the 1939 New
York World's Fair, with a gala
Time^' Square celebration, Barney
Gallant took great exception to the
idea of restricting it to midtown.
Net result is that Gallant, a Vil-

lage- boniface, will head a No. 2
nitery ballyhoo for this Fair, con-
fined to Greenwich Village in whose
behalf Gallant raised the objections.

TA to Oppose W-Wf Dates At

Hotels as a Slap at Benefit Control

PHILLrS EQUALITY

Bus Firm Aflteals 12i€

Award for Injuries To

Trained Bear in Crash

3 Sentenced in Detroit

For Booking Dancer, 13

Detroit, Nov. 22.

Fines of $100 each, with al-

ternative of prison terms, were
meted out last week to Leo Curtiss,
of Curtiss Booking Co., and Harold
Brown, of Amus B.ooking Co., after
the two agents had been convicted
of booking a juve terper in local
niteries in 'violation' of state labor
laws. Pair had pleaded not guilty.

Previously, Charles Burns, of
.Michigan Vaudeville Co., had
pleaded guilty to the charges and
Was placed on two years' probation.

Recorder's Judge Arthur E. Gor-
don; who gave Curtiss alternative
of $100 fine or 30 days and Browe
a fine of $100 or 90 days, deplored
the booking of the femme dancer,
13, in local spots for several months,
and called on state liquor board to
suspend licenses of spots using the
youngster.

Deal being worked out between

the International Casino, N. Y., and

the soon-to-preem Earl Carroll's the-

atre-restaurant in Hollywood, may
form a show-rotating circuit starting

next May. Both sides ate interested,

the New York end waiting only for

a look at Carroll's show before defi-

nitely committing. By May, Car
roll's show will have been running
four months which is to be the regu-

lar run before being shipped east

on a three-per-year basis. It opens
Xmas night.

Clifford C. Fischer's productions

meantime are set to alternate with

the London Casino. Fischer ' is due
in from London tomorrow (Thurs

day).
Probable that Mark Leddy will

book acts in the east for Carroll,

Line of 12 Gertrude Hoffman girls

and 20 showgirls will go west to join

Carjroll. who left last Friday (11)

for the Coast. Ray Kavanaugh's
band will play for the show while

Ray Noble's band will supply

dance music. Spot is getting a

seven night weekly National Broad-

casting wire. Show will rehearse at

one of the idle Warner Bros, studios

until spot is ready. Miss Hoffman to

help stage it.,

Carroll sold subscriptions at $1,000

apiece to film notables who will

wine and dine in a super-exclu-

sive side "room, thus eliminating

rubbing elbows with the mob. Year-

ly membership stunt permits view-

ing show from a guarded section of

first several rows in -the main room
and exclusivity of a 'back room.'

Vic Bernez is handling the restau-

rant assignment
Biz having taken a drop at the

International, the banking interests

in the place did some radical chop-

ping in the past week. Notably, the

dinner show now also plays for

supper, so that two different revues

no longer obtain. That has cur-

tailed some five or six acts and

other salaries. Other readjustments

may occur when Fischer returns

from London this week.

Albany, Nov. 22.

The Appellate Division heard ar-

guments here last week as to

whether Teddy, claimed to be world's
only boxing bear and formerly in

vaudeville and outdoor show busi-
ness,, could not do his act as result

of injuries suffered in a collision

near Highland, New York, between
a Greyhound bus and a truck owned
by George A. Hamid Enterprises, Inc.

Bruin had been riding in the latter

with his owners, Willie and Gustave
Walldorf, of Cliffside Park, New
Jersey.

The brothers obtained a verdict

which, with interest, amounts to $12,-

597.22 for loss of the bear's services.

Gustave Walldorf was awarded a
little more than $5,000 for his injuries

and Hamid Enterprises; Inc., about
$300 for damages to truck. Grey-
hound Lines and Donald Tulett,

made co-defendant as driver of bus,

appealed on grounds awards were
excessive.

Since the adcident the Walldorfs

claim, Teddy has been vicious and
can't be made to ' do his act, which
i^ said to have netted them $350

weekly, plus transportation. Hamid
imported the act from Berlin in

June, 1937.

Appellants' counsel argued that

even admitting the bear now. refnses

to do certain tricks, it probably has
reverted to. its original wild animal

state and that man cannot determine

the reason for such reversion. 'Be-

ing wild in nature, the possibility al-

ways existed it would return to its

original condition, become wild

again, and thus put an end to the

act,' he said.

Femme Bands, M.C.S Is the Vofue In

Quaker-Town, Formerly a Rarity

Philadelphia, Nov. 22.

New wrinkle in Philadelphia
niteries is development of both all-

femme bands and femme m.cs.
Whereas gal orchestras used to be a

distinct novelty here, there are at

least three feminine aggregations
current in spots here. Yacht Club
has Kitty Helmling's orchestra, Open
Door, Viola Klaiss, and the Viking,
Jerry Delmar's band. All are local

and have worked at numerous joints

around tovm,
Femme m.c/s another rarity not so

long ago, have also come into their

own, holding down jobs in three

spots. There's Beth Calvert at the
Village Barn, Beth Challis, practic-

ally a fixture at the Evergreen Ca-
sino, and Eleanor Landy, at the Cafe
Morroney.

MOSS IN AGENT

PARLEY OVER

NEWBUI

NVA rni Slum
By TROTZKT LEASE

Hollywood, Nov. 22.

Ray Noble's band has been set

for Earl Carroll's theatre-testaurant,

opening Christmas night. A rhumba
or marimba crew will alternate with

the Noble outfit.

Harrison and Fisher, ballroom

dancers from the east, also on

tap.

McGrath's New Job
Philadelphia, Nov. 22.

Joe McGrath, former operator of

the Club Seville in the Stephen

Girard Hotel here, has been named
manager " of the Anchorage by
Arthur H. Padula, who owns that

spot as well as the Arcadia-Inter

national
McGrath has been banquet mana-

ger of the Arcadia, for the past two
months. Before that he was with

the Belleviie-Stratford, Philadelphia,

and the Drake, Chicago.

Ben Trotzky, operating catering

concession space in the Sharon hotel

(nee National Variety Artists Club),

New York, has a two-year lease on
the property which was reported to

have been negotiated for by the

NVA.
Possible that the NVA may yet

move back into its original quarters

when Trotzky's ticket expires, but

both the NVA and the hotel opera-

tors, who are interested in making a

deal, must await Trotzky's exit.

2 Acts Forced to Quit

Cleve. Cafe Due to niness

Cleveland, Nov. 22.

Jinx hit two acts at Statler here

in one week. Anita Boyer, Vocalist

with Dick Barrie's orchestra in ho-

tel's Terrace Room, was stricken with
appendicitis and had to be rushed

by plane to Cincinnati hospital for

an emergency operation. Carol Page,

from WTAM, pinch-hitting during
her illness.

Grace and Ray McDonald also had
to cancel last week in the Statler

spot because of male dancer's ailing

foot. Although he broke it recently

and it hadn.'t completely recovered,

McDonald tried to fill local engage-
ment. After a week of pain, doc-

tor told him he'd never dance again

unless he gave it a long rest, so

dancer is checking into a New York
hospital. Harris and Shore brought
in to replace learn.

Working in close harmony with
the organized and licensed agents in:

New York, License Commissioner
Paul Moss will call a meeting Of

percenters next week for them to

discuss his new bill affecting thea-

trical employment. Proposed stat-

ute has been worked on by all

interested agent bodies. Moss will

present the bill in January to the.

State legislature. New bill divorces

it from other general agency classic

fications. He failed to disclose con-
tents.

Commish claims to have 225 agents
licensed; there were less 100 last

year. Says he will shortly make test

cases of those still outside the pale.

This time, he has concrete .evidence

that .will stand up in court, h.e says;

Previous trials were np.tgble. • fail-

ures. Moss wUl also continvie c^fter

lecture, concert and model,.^encies
in his drive.

,

Moss said early this-.'.ye^r that

drive would end in May but..ihe -has

extended the expiration several

times. Some progress has been
miade in organizing agents and in

their licensing, but nothing has been
done yet regarding changes in laws
affecting them. Entertainment man-
agers Assn. has stated, that . unless
stronger measures are taken, against

agents still unlicensed and unless
law meets with its approval, it will

ask Mayor LaGuardia for action and
present its own bill' in Albany.
The Artists Representatives and

Agents Assn., N, Y., one of groups
working

,
with Moss since it was or-

ganized last spring, will also meet
within a fortnight so its members
can ratify constitution and code of
ethics drawn up by Louis P. Ran-
dell, attorney acting for body.

Theatre Authority .will soon take
action against major booking offices

that have allegedly been supplying
one-night club date acts for cuffo

hotel entertainments and sometimes
at union minimums in order to gain
good will of inns for future book-
ings. Method <A bookers is to step
in on affairs at hotels ^nd frequently
offer couple of their acts free. It's

just a variation of the old 'audition*

or favor* gag, says TA, and hinders
its benefit control.

TA states it has evidence that it

will present to heads of couple of
well-known agencies since it has
failed in its pleas to underlings.

These 'benefit* acts sometimes aug-
ment a paid show, which, under TA
rules means that all should be paid,

This would also mean that TA would
not get its 15% take required of all

benefits.

Agents are said to be using many
ruses, one of which is to pay 'name'
performers the American Federation
of Actors minimum of $10 to protect
themselves. Acts who would . ordi-
narily command 10 time^ that
amount for an appearance are high
pressured into accepting the $10.
They even try squeezing acts into
another booker's show in effort to
impress hotel account
TA states that it has evidence to

show that where one of New York's
leading hotels paid $700 for an em-
ployees' ball last year, same outfit

had a better show this year for only
$50, .minus music. 'While also op-
posed to the 'Celebrity Nights' gim-
mick in niteries, TA states that that's
a matter for the actOr unions and
not controllable by TA although
also regarded as an abuse of talent.

HENIE'S $100,000 IN

HOUSTON IN S DAYS

Houston,^ Nov. 22.

Houston's records for show busi-
ness were smashed by the Sonja
Henie Hollywood Ice Revue which
played to 120,000 during an eight-day
engagement at the new Coliseum.
The show grossed $100,000 according
to William H. Burke, gtoeral man-
ager. Expenses amounted to ap-
proximately $75,000. The .greater
part of the expense , was the build-
ing of an ice plant in the Coliseum
and installing boxes and ..tiers of
seats on the floor.

The revue, a novelty for Hous-
ton, where there is never ehou^
natural ice for skating, caught . on
quickly. For six of the eight nights
the show played to capacity.
The troupe, which is traveling in

a special 'train consisting of three
baggage cars, four Pullmans and a
diner, left Sunday for St Louis,
where it opens today (Tuesday).

Pa. Agents Seek Legislation

Philadelphia, Nov. 22.

Attempt will be made by the En-
tertainment Managers' Assn., booker
group of Eastern Pennsylvania and
Pittsburgh to obtain legislation spe-
cifically applicable to agents when
the legislaiture convenes in January.
Florence Bernard, prez of the local

group, declared yesterday (Monday).
(Continued, on page 43)

Miller's New Setup
Title of the Artists Syndicate of

America, Inc., has been changed to

the William Miller Agency. Artists

Syndicate formerly was composed
of Miller, Lester Lee, and Matty
Rosen. Exit Of the latter two was
responsible for the switch. Miller

is assisted by Dave Jonas.

Agency represents Charles Mor-
rison in the east, latter currently

booking on the Coast

High Wharfage Kayos

River Dance Steamers

New Orleans, Nov. 22.

Appearing before a meeting of the
dock board Thursday (17) , Captain
Roy Streckfus, of Streckfus Steam-
ers, Inc., operators of the river

dance steamers President, Capitol
and J. S., urged the board to aban-
don its increased wharfage fee

against the company's boats docking
at the Canal streeet pier. His plea

was taken under advisement by the
board.

The board increased the wharfage
rate from '$10 -to $50 per day re-

cently. On Nov. j - ^the line dis-

continued operations here after

more than a quarter of a century.

Denies Murray Dancers

Curbs Pro Eufloyment

Pittsburgh, Nov. 22.

Recent charge that free guesting
on hotel floors by Arthur Murray
dancers was cutting down employ-
ment for bona fide ballrooifi teams
was hotly denied here last week by
Charles O'Connor, in charge of local

Murray studio. O'Connor claimed, if

anything, practice was openini? up
new vistas for performers since

.
Mur-

ray specialists are chiefly going into

locations where there has previously
been no entertainment.
Pointed out that Biltmore hotel.

Providence, had never used . enter-
tainment previous to appearance
there of Murray Instructors and that
now spot employs dance teams reg-
ularly. O'Connor, likewise, men-
tioned William Penn hotel's Chatter-
box here, where he and I'ffT'^aret

Trusty are appearing nightly as

trailer for their -newly-opened rianqe

studio. Chatterbox hasn't had- any
floor performers for two years and
O'Connor insists that he and his

Murray partner are whetting appe-
tite for entertainment and hotel may
be forced in future to resume shows.

POSTPONE TALENT AUDITIONS
Philadelphia, Nov. 22.

First 'talent hunt night* by mem-
bers of the Entertainment Managers*
Assn., booker unit, was .postponed
from Sunday (20) until January, be-
cause of election of officers.

EMA had originally planned to- get
together at th^ Svlyania liotel'-and

provide a pianist for any acts who
wanted to give auditions.
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Abbott-CosteUo

h AFA Squabble

On Membership

A squabble involving Abbott and
Costello, comedy team on the air

with Kate Smith, and'now also doing

a p.a. personal at Billy Rose's Casa
Manana, Jlew York, involving the

Jnterchangeability rule of the Four
A's,: is set to wind up before next

sitting of the latter's international

board. Started with the- demand of

an American Federation of Actors

rep that the pair pay the $10 initia-

tion fee to join the AFA.
Comedy, team is in good standing

of the Burlesque Artists Assn. and
refused to pay an initiation fee to

the AFA on those grounds. They
argued they were willing to pay
three months dues as of Oct. 1 since

they have been under the jurisdic-

tion of * an organization of which
they were not members, but that's as

far as they would go.

Charles Moscohi, the AFA rep
threatened to force the pair out of

the Casa Friday night, but desisted

when ordered to do nothing uptil

the i.b. convenes, by Frank Gilmore,

Four A's prexy.

ASCAP Friendlier to Cafe

Group, Philly, Key to Goal

Philadelphia, Nov. 22.

A more friendly attitude toward
the recently formed Night Club
Owners*. Assn. of Philadelphia by the

American Society of Composers, Au-
thors and Publishers has been the

cafe groujp's most significant step up-
ward i to, dat?, acc0fding to Stanley
Carroll, proprietor of the Yacht Club
.ahid prez of the group.

,

NCOA: was organized principally

to get what it considered should be a
more equitable deal froni ihe per-
forming rights socie^. It's also act-

ing .as a clearing bouse for waiters,
bartenders and' talent. Any help
caught out of line ^1111)6 flagged be-
fore another position is obtained.
Likewise, agents who attempt to ped-
dle oversold acts by changing actors'

names.

UOYS TOWN' UNIT SET

FOR 4 WKS. AT $7,500

Chicago, Nov. 22.

'Boys Town Revue,' which opened
to big business at the Tower, Kansas
City, this week, has been set for four
weeks with additional time- to fol-

low.
Comes into the RKO Palace here

Dec. 2, and Fox, Detroit; Stanley,

Pittsburgh, and Keith's, Cleveland,

on successive weeks. Additional

time will carry along eastern sea-

board. Price reported/to be $7,500

weekly.

AND HIS MARIONETTES
PARADISE CAFE
• NEW YORK

BkcIoiIta Xfwarement

SihiERWbob A MAtHEWS

JACK aba^JUNE

BLAIR
On Xowr FdUeir Clr'oult, iCiutraUa

• • with

'Wywbod Hoter' Revue

Bookers of the large vaude circuits

last week gandered the 'Boys Town'
unit now playing a week at the

Tower, Kansas City. Bill Howard,
RKO; Nat Kalcheim, Paramount;
Harry Mayer, Warners; Sidney Pier-

mont, Loew's, and Harry Kalmine,
"WB rep. in Pittsburgh, gave it a o.o.

AED DEFIES AFA

NK; SETS ACT

(MRACrS

Associated Entertainment Direc-

tors of New York will defy .thg nix

of the American Federation of Ac-
tors and will go ahead with signing

club date acts to contracts. AFA's
decision was not official, says AED.
AED says it's a means of maintaining

salary standards while the.Entertain-

ment Managers Assn. and AFA
claim it's throttling other bookers
with acts being iised as footballs.

AED believes AFA Cannot prop-
erly police the: -club date business

and that it doesn't control many club
<Jate acts anyway. AED feels that

the union cannot demand that its.

members refuse work offered by any
group, particularly a group like

AED^ which is said to control 65%
of the club date business in N. Y.
Some of better acts agree that fig-

ures quoted by AED are correct, but
then declare that they wouldn't want
to.'hurt .their chances with the EMA.
iDOoking group,) from ^hich AED
members.,recently split to form their

own grdup.-

AED -claims that if refused AFA
member^:it. Wiiruse non-union per-
formers; '-Understood' that the EMA
is considering a 'simiiar plan to buck
possibility pf aqts.signing with the
AED,, a move , that virquld make acts

unacceptable to>EMA members.
Stipulation from . State Unemploy-

ment Bureau -in Albany last..week
that club date bureaus are employ-
ers' and not

.
agents has. taken on a

new int^retation. First regarded
as ^ bookkeeping headache, it's now
3een as a meaiis to definitely classify

agents, bureaus and managers.

Nitery Placements

Julie Ballew
.
warbling at SardL's,

Hollywood, replacing Gwen Louise.
Vyola Vonn, recently with Eddie

Cantor, moved into Jim Otto's, Los
Angeles.

Wair^ Booldng

Of FTP Acts Seen

Stopped in PhiDy

Philadelphia, Nov. 22.

Agents who complained .several

months ago about the Federal The-

atre Project underselling vaude and

dance band units In competition

with commercial acts and orchestras

declared here this week that the

practice has now been stopped.
,

FTP denied that, it ever peddled

the agencies anything but a small

colored unit, consisting of five boys

ar J five girls for specialties. There

was no commlsh' paid agents for

booking the unit, all profit for the 10

percenters necessarily coming from
employers. White units were never

offered and never competed with

private enterprise, FTP execs de-

clared.

Some of the bookers, however,

claim they have written proof and
witnesses that they were offered a

12-piece white band and a vaude
troupe of 14 people for pay far

lower than the union scale, Alleged

rep of the FTP, who is said to have
peddled the tmit to various agents,

offered them the..whole wcrks,for
$100 and indicated he would take

less if necessary. Agents said the

price included a show to run 75 min-
utes and a band to play for three

hours of dancing. Any agent buying
the stiow at $100, it was said, could
make another $100 ior himself and
still undersell anyone in town. Most
of them laid off, however, for fear

of getting involved with the per-

former unions. .•
,

Both the United Entertainers'

Assn. and the tooters* local started

iiivestigations of the FTP offers fol-

lowing complaints of th? Entertain-

ment Managers' Assn., Philly booker
group. They declared their members
couldn't and wouldn't .compete with
FTP talent. FTP execs said members
of the project could take occasional

outside jobs, but no regular work
without being removed from the
rolls.

EDGAR CARVER and His

N. T. EMA in Protest

Entertainment Managers Assn. of

New York has written to Harry L.
Hopkins, national WPA administra-
tor, and N. Y. Federal Theatre Proj-
ect administrators to complain of
alleged booking of club date shows
by the FTP in direct and unfair
competition with commercial book-
ers. Hopkins has replied that mat-
ter will be investigated.

EMA has also investigated report

that the National Variety Artists

booked shows, . but is satisfied the
ri,unor is not true.

Saranac Lake
By Happy Benway

NOW APPEARING AUTO SHOW
NEW YORK WORLD'S FAIR

Transportation Building

(NOV. 23-DEC. 4 INCLUSIVE)
Featuring Soloists: L£ONA MAY SMITH, Cornet; MILDRED
HUNT, Flutjs; BEATRICE PERRON, Violin and Vocalist;

DRANE SISTERS, iolin

STEINWAT PIANO OO^VNS. MISS ETHEL

GEORGE SEUFFERT, Personal Rep.

16M Lfnd^n Street, Brooklyn, X. T. Plione BXff. .
8-1464

Congratulations to Jones, Linipk & Schaofer

FBOM THG

12 ARISTOCRATS
Now ORIENTAL THEATRE, Chicago

Haiueremeat: ItrXH KBAFI

Night Club Reviews

EL CHICO, N. Y.

Paquita Dominguez, Dorita &
Valero, Maclovia Ruiz, Senorita
Pajoina, Lbs Calveras (3), Don AU
herto Orch.

Roy Carman, Ruth MacTernan,
Mrs. J. M. Lindlbf, Rose MacTernan,
Mrs. Fred Esslingei:, all of New
York, ogled their own at the Will
Rogers.
Ben Sphaifer and Sam Putnam

had birthdays.

Carl Kern had his first downtown
visit after his bed siege.

Edna Ball, Waynesboro, Va., for-
ttier cashier of the Cavalier theatre
there, is a newcomer at the Rog-
er^. Ditto Grace McDonald, ex-
dancer. Both under observation.
A nifty comeback for Lillian Koh-

ler, who's now on exercise.
Patricia Wallace, nightclub dancer

and new arrival at ithe Rogers, al-
ready progressing.
Eddie Dowd, comic and hoofer,

downtown after a year in bed.
Out-of-towners holding up nicely:

Frisco DeVere, Scarsdale,' N, Y.;
Bobby , Hatz, Brooklyn; Joseph
Vaughney, Denver; Ford Raymond,
Los Angeles; Bobby Graham, To-
ronto; Hank Hearn, N. Y.; Tommy
Vicks, Boston; Betty Huntington, N.
Y.; John Dempsey, Boston; Ruth
Ha-tch, Summit, N. j!; Gertrude
Broderlck, Jackson Heights. N, Y.;

Jackie Roberts (Cook), Brooklyn.
All formerly in NVA.
Mark Vance sitting up.
Dick Moore has reached his 10th

year ..here.

McGushion Twins, nitery enter-
tainers, visiting the Rogers.
Francis Diamond (Four Dia-

monds) In comeback at the Rogers.
(Write to tbose who arc 111.)

Ne^ winter show at this No. 1

Spanish spot in Greater New York,
now that a flock of rhumba and
Latin joints all over town have come,
gone or are still in the field, mani-
fests anew just why Benito Collada
has maintained such high parity. He
seemingly combs all ihe Latin mar-
kets for new talent, with result the
current lineup of five, acts, plus, the
holdoverable Don Alberto orchesr
tra, continue? to draw;.

Pa.quita Dominguez, for instance, ts

an import from Malaga (Spain), a
gypsy songstress with flamenco num-
bers. Senorita Paloma is from Brazil,
exponent of the samba, which is

now the newest import into the
States, in the hope of making it

rival .the rhumba and conga. Miss
Paloma also does tango chansons
and in general, flUs the vocal de-
partment well.
Los Calveras, male trio with,

guitars, are of the strolling trouba-
dours genera, featuring the ranchera
type numbers. Maclovia Ruiz is

back here after two years of engage-
ments with the Metopera ballet,

Paris, Buenos Aires and for Para-
mount on the Coast in Tropic Holi-
dayj Spanish classical dancer is

standout.
Dorita and Valero are holdovers

with their ballroomo;logy inter-

spersed with flamencb songs of An-
dalusia. All combine in a Malagan
type finale.

Withal it's a painstakingly assem-
bled assortment of Spanish-Mexican-
South American talents which Col-
lada has assembled, garnishing it

with sufficient Yankee fiavor for

American- audience values. Abel.

Hawaiian Blue Room
(HOTEL BOOSEVELT, N. O.)

New Orleans, Nov. 20.

Florence & Alvarez, Six Jitter-

hugs, Doris Mae, McNaly Sisters.

Jane Clair, Clyde Lucas Orch.

Clyde Lucas orchestra proves that

it can deliver. From kickoff to final

whistle, the band clicks, backing then

show well and also playing smooth-
ly for dancing. Lucas batons well
while his seven-violin concert ar-

rangement of 'Star Dust' goes over
big. _
Floor bill Is topped by Florence

arid Alvarez, wtih their splendid
ballroom dancing. Pair are hold-
overs. The Six Jitterbugs, local col-

lege kids, get a flock of encores.
Doris Mae,, vibraharp honey,

tosses in a tap and some pleasing
personality to click. The M;cNally
Sisters are winners with their songs
and dance, while Jane Clair's tunes
also get over. Liuzza,

CHEZ MAURICE
(MONTREAL)

Montreal, Nov. 18.

Rachel Carle]/, Magda & Billy
Branch Co. (5), Gil & Bernie Mai-
son, Bill Hubert, Hartley house orch.
Line (12).

This show tops this town and Is

rating good biz. Topbilling is Rachel
Carley, v^ho's off the bill eve^y
Saturday night until Monday to
meet radio engagement in 'Manhat-
tan Mefry-Go-Round' program ema-
nating irom New York. She'a smash
and has to beg off from an audience
that eats up her French sohgs.
Gal line of eight, plus four sh^w-.

girls, has the fans -warmed up. from
the start, being snappy lookers.
Costumes are smart and routinies are

nicely In line with the general
French air of the show.

Bill Hubert m.c.s adequately and
has good light baritone, that gets him
plenty palm-patting, Gil and Bernie
Malson' haven't much else French
exc'ept the surname. They, stomp in
their opening and then bring on
three dpgs for a clever training act
that gets them by well.
The finale is the- Magda-Branch

troupe, three men and two gals, who
put on an Apache dance that's a high,
spot. With knife-throwing and
tumbling with • drawn knives, it's

dangerous. Magda took a cut that
put her out temporarily Friday (18).
Act is swift and well timed. Whole
^how combines well and builds up to
a first-class finish. Lane.

MOULIN ROUGE
(PARIS)

Paris, Nov. 10.

Albert Lasry Orch (12), Lys
Gauty.

Appearing in same housfe where
her first film is preeming, Lys Gauty
still. piUls the French listeners, al-

though her songs would be just ordi«
nary in America.

Backed by Albert Lasry's orches-
tra, she does six numbers, with two
being taken from the film, 'La
Goualeuse.' 'Happiness Has En-
tered My Heart,' the picture's

themer, and 'Dites-Moi, Pourquoi*
('Tell Me, Why') are put over much
better from the stage than they are
in the pictiure." An old hit, 'Bistrot

du Port,' is still liked as is Tresque
Rien,' also an .oldtimer.

Lasry's brch (12) is on the small
side. One long spell, called a
potpoiu-ri of 1900 music modernized,
is. only ordinary with neither the
190O nor the 1938 brand of music be-
ing distingiiishable. Most .of Miss
Gauty's accompaniment is piano only
but when entire vaiit swings into

tune blast nearly drowns out singer.
Hu0o.

Neal Plea for New Trial

In Attack on Wife Denied

Detroit, Nov. 22.

Bid for new trial by* Edgar C.

Neal, ex-police . censor recently sen-

tenced to oine-to-four years in prison

for shooting at his estranged wife,

was denied last week by Recorder'*

Judge Edward J. Jeffries. Mrs.

Neal, a former hurley performer,

was uninjured*

Neal's attorney later filed petition

for a stay of proceedings while he
prepares appeal to state supreme
court. Appeal will be based on af-

fidavit by Detective Sergeant Lee
O'Neal, onje of the arresting oflflcersi

that he had not been allowed,to give

material testimony at the trial.

''HOME OF SWINd MUSIC''

in Chicago

DEUCES
121 N.ST^^TE

ROBINSON TWINS

ROSE BOWL
CHICAGO

CARL FAITH

HUMANETTE8
ORIGINATOBS OF

Manlpalntloff Marlonett«A la Fall View of tbe Aadlence
Opening December Bth, XIvoll Clrcnlt, Australia

Direction—MUSIC CORP. OF AMERICA
ThankB to SA1»I KRAMEB Weatetu Xkeatra Bep., SAM BOBEBTS

MINOR and ROOT
EL BIO, NEW YOBK, BEGIKNING NOVBMBEB 84

Ted Friend, N. Y. Mirror, eays: ". . the Samba, brought from Brazil
by Minor and Root, seems to be tRltlnff the country in a big way. At the
Hotel Ambassador, dtfncers Minor and Boot jointly with Senor Jorge Coste-
Lalt, Brazilian Consul, participated In an exhibition of the Samba to help
Introduce society to the dance. Thus making It dlplomatlcaUy official 1"

WITHOUT EXCEPTION
NAN Rf.AlfCTONF "as broken all records
AnT^'-VP. PREVIOUSLY ESTABLISHED BY
ANY OTHER ARTIST AT THE COLONY CLUB, CHICAGO

MABGE KBLT.T, Hollywood, Call!., Personal Manager
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New Acts

(Continued from page 40)

cellent work, with the duet particu*

larly rating tot novelty walloping.
Marion Mann Is the singer, and she

does a trifle better on the slower
numbers than the swing. Her quiet
personality is somewhat forced when
attempting the vocal truckin*. Crosby
Is also handling, warbling duties here
and there, and takes the jumps pas-
sably, but Is disappointingly lacking
in punch. He is also letting that
waistband expand; laying off the po-
tatoes for awhile would be a good
idea.
Carried with the orchestra are a

dance pair, Burns and Minnie, who
quicldy give the audience the bit of
snagging they were expecting, and
then shift off Immediately to a hot
hoofing and tapping session, backed
up in great style by the orchestra.
Burns does particularly effective aU-
dience stuff with his tapping se-
quence, accompanied only by the
drum. Gold.

JANE BRYAN
4- Mlns.; Full
Strand, New York

. Jane Bryan is one of a host of Hol-
lywood players who make their
vaudeville .bids without' much to war-
rant their p.a.s. Miss Bryan, when
the current show first went into the
Strand couple of weeks ago, made
a one-nighter at the opening, but
now she's in for the final (third)
week, along with Al Donohue's or-
chestra and the film, 'Brother Rat'
(WB), in which she's featured.
There's

.
nothing more to the act

than a conversation between her and
Donohue relevant to her supposed
thrill in being in New York. Dono-
hue doesn't get much of a chance
to. get in a word as Miss Bryan ram-
bles on and on and says little. The
audience Friday night (18) didn't go
for it.

Miss Bryan was impressed into
service when Hugh Herbert had to
dash back to the Coast for a film
assignment.

LOEETTA LEE
Songs
6 Mlns.
Roxy, N. Y,
Loretta Lee was featured vocal-

ist with the Lucky Strike Hit Parade
via CBS two seasons ago, has made
numerous ether guest shots, some
film shorts, and personal appear-
ances during. 1936-37. This backlog
of experience is, of course, a big

Beat Coffee in England

QUAUTY INN
Leicflster Square

LONDON, WEST-END

KENDALL CAPPS
Dreaaad by

SIDNEY FISHER
75/77f 8h«ft««bury Avenue

PICCADILLY. LONDON, ENG.

help in her stage work,, preventing
among other things an attempt n
building a phoney personality.
Blonde miss goes through her

chores in workmanlike fashion. Her
voice is fine for pop work, nicely
modulated and plenfy of power to
spare. Starts out easily here with
'What Goes on Here in My Heart?'
switching into 'My Reverie' and
winds up with a mean version of
'Tiger Rag.' While the 'Tiger Rag'
thing represents no shining origi-
nality at programming, it can be ex-
cused on the grounds of showofl
piece.
Appearance of Miss Lee- is be-

coming, and her gowning is simple,
but effective. Caliber of her work
stamps her as plenty fit for nitery
work, either solo or with an orches-
tra. Edga,

MAZZONE and ABBOTT (5)
Apache Flash
10 Mlns.
Roxy, N. Y.

Files disclose nothing under 'Maz-
zone,' although Abbott combos appear
in great numbers. This act, however,
either as is or by its component parts,
has plenty of practice. Tlie dance
themes themselves and the tattfered
Apache garb are standard. But the
payoff is based On violence and may-
hem of a type not often seen.
Four girls and a man comprise per-

sonnel, one of the girls taking a
male role throughout. The rough stuff
starts off at the very beginning when
a blonde gal is bodily thrown across
half the stage, then topples off a
stairs at a considerable altitude. The
next victim gets such a brutal bang-
ing around that it appears incredible
that she should have a square inch of
skin left intact. Man winds up the
business by getting a chair wrapped
around his head and falling down the
stairs into a barrel, furniture, etc., all
of which is completely smashed.
An act of tliis type needs plenty of

room to give the full effect. Cramped
nitery quarters might be a handicap,
though perhaps suitable modifications
could be worked out. Otherwise this
quintet has-' finish and adroitness in
its violent work and a great deal of
speed. Edga.

STEEL SISTERS (3)
Sinfflnigr

4 Mlns.
Stanley, Flttsburfh

Latest additions to Horace Heldt
outfit, replacing the 3 Kings, are
promising kids, but still need plenty
of polish. Steels were plucked ' by
Heidt from a Wheeling, W. Va., radio
station's steel program, and vocally
should have no trouble fitting in.

They seem ill at ease otherwise,
however, quite natural since this is

a first time for them on the stage,
and try too hard. Only one of them,
the center sister, relaxes sufficiently,
and incidentally she has possibilities
as a comedienne.

Steels are nice-appearing young-
sters, attractively . gowned in blue
satin, without having an abundance
of s. a. At present, they're doing
only one numoer on their own, but
are worked into several other rou-
tines with rest of the gang. Heidt's
apparently bringing them along
slowly, and they should work out all
right once kids learn how to handle
themselves naturally. Cohen,

HELD OVER THIRD BIG WEEK

NEW YORK SntAND

ALDONAHUE
and His ORCHESTRA

CONCURRENTLY

RAINBOW ROOM
RADIO CITY, NEW YORK

P.8.^Thank you JOHN ROV for permission to double from the
Rainbow Room

Mgt., ROCKWELL-O'KEEFE, INC.

ROGER PRYOR
AND fflS ORCHESTRA

NOW-r-WEEK NOVEMBER 18. EARLE, PHILADELPHIA
NEXT WEEK, Nov. 26, STANLEY, PITTSBURGH

MANAGEMBNT M. O. A.

Agent's Motioii Demed

In Lost ^M Vs. Singer

Suit brought by Taps, Inc., against
Frances McCoy, vaude and nitery
singer, to collect $241 in commissions
allegedly due the agent, was set-
tled in New York last week. De-
cision favoring Miss McCoy was re-^

turned in Municipal Court, New
York, Oct. 17j but attorney for Taps
moved to have the ruling set aside,

which was denied Wednesday <16).

Taps contended commissions were
due him after Miss McCoy had
breached a contract by going to

Chicago to work for agents Sligh
& Tyrell. Judge McNulty ruled
Taps had first broken the agreement
by failing to comply with a mini-
mimi engagement clause. A suit for

$10,000 for allegedly inducing Miss
McCoy to breach her contract with
Taps is pending in Chicago against

Sligh & Tyrell.

After the decision, another, suit

against Miss MqCpy, based on the
same grounds, was instituted by
Taps in Bronx County Court.

Michael Halperin, attorney for Miss
McCoy, has moved to have this dis-

missed on the grounds that the Mu-:<

nicipal Court's decision should also

hold good in the Bronx Court.

PHUIY NITERY

OPENS; ONE

MDS
Philadelphia, Nov. 22.

Philadelphia's nitery balance sheet

last week showed one opened and
one closed. Unveiled under a new
tag .by Herbie Frank was the former
21 Club. It's now Ibiown as El
Chico Bancho.
Frank last was a partner in the

1214 Club, which died last week.
Spot had a late opening this season
with Negro talent, soon changed to

ofay, but to no avail.

The 21 Club's operators have been
enjoined by U. S. district court here
from, using that tttg. Judge George
A. Welsh rul^d that the moniker is

the exclusive property of the Murray
Hill Restaurant Corp., New York,
operators of N. Y.'s 21 Club.

Kansas City, Nov. 22.

Joe Reichman's orch came in from
the Coast to reopen the remodelled
Terrace Grill of the Hotel Muehle-
bach Friday (18). Grill's reopening
was sold out two days in advance.
CoUette and Barry, dance team, are
also on the hill.

Reichman replaced Lang Thompi-
son's crew, which had held band-
stand for four weeks previous to
remodelling.

Chop Siiey Legit
A Chinese legit theatre, in combo

theatre-restaurant style, will open
soon on the site of the recently
shuttered Mandarin at Seventh
avenue and 52d street.

Chinese plays, retaining the Far
East aura, will be put on in a room
separate from the main dining lay-
out, but Will combine the theatre-
dinner idea.

Moss' Bill

(Continued from pagie 41)

Indpls. Ikatre Returns to Vaude

Dec. 2 With Gypsy Rose Lee Unit

Indianapolis, Nov. 22.

Indiana
, theatre, 3,100-seat deluxer,

goes into an intermittent stage show
policy Dec. 2, with Gypsy Rose Lee's
unit breaking the ice.

House had a try at flesh last spring
when Tom Devlne, manager of the
Indiana Roof Ballroom, took a flier

for six weeks, with unfortunate re-
sults at the boxoflice.

Theatre is now under banner of
Katz-Dolle, yrho have utilized Cir-
cle theatre for stage shows on previ-
ous occasions.

Philly House Reopens Thurs.

Philadelphia, Nov. 22.

Understood set to unshutter on
Christmas Day, Nixon's Grand an-
nounced it will open with colored
vaude Thursday (24 ). First booking
is Ethel Waters with her own revuci
NBC's 'Four Ink Spots' and Jesse
Stone's orchestra. Pic is 'Swing That
Cheer.'

Lincoln theatre, reported set to

open Thanksgiving Day (24),. also
with colored vaude, is apparently
stymied.

Pittsburgh, Nov. 22.

Jerry Mayhall has b6en named
conductor of orchestra at Harris cir-

cuit's second downtown first-runner,

the Senator, which opens Thursday
(24) \mder fluctuating policy of
vaude aijd straight pictures. Get-
away bill will have only John Boles
in personal and orchestra.

Unable to work out satisfactory
deal with Local 60 of- Musicians
Union, the Senator, formerly Loew's
Aldine, will put $15 above regular
scale in escrow for each musician
every week, money returning to
theatre if it uses house crew more
than 25 -weeks during -the year.
Same agreement prevailed at other
Harris downtown spot, Alvin, during
that site^s presentation splurge
couple of years ago« Mayhall- was
also the maestro there.

Hardly likely that the Senator
will stick to flesh regularly, using it

merely on occasion to bolster weak
pictures. Idea is to take pictures
that click at parent Alvin for ex-'

tended runs, same as Warners ' ciu:-

tently does with the . Penn and
Warner. Otherwise,^ .house will use
duals and vaudfllm, with Alvin of
course getting pick of Harris first-

run product.

Senator is No. 21 in hew Harris
circuit, houses having' all been ac-
quired in last five y^ars following
sale of original 'chain to WB in
1929. At that time, deal included

proviso that Harrises weren't to re*
enter theatre biz again before 1934,

Troy House Gets Vande'

Troy, N. Y., Nov. 22.

Proctor's Troy, a Fabian house,
which dropped stage shows last
February for straight fiUns, reopened
with flesh, Priday (18) in booking
Blackstone, the magician.
Latter had played Proctor's,

Schenectady, a Fabian stand that
added vaudeville early in the fall.

DeRidder, La,, Nov. 22.

Realart, newly opened SOOrSeater,
becomes another vaudfllmer in
Dixie.

..Flesh will be a permanent policy
after Dec. 3, according to W. S.
SamueU;

Franklin Hotel, PhiUy,

Adopts Name Band Policy
Philadelphia, Nov. 22.

Benjamin Franklin. Hotel here
will install name bands in its main
dining room end of next month.
Samuel Earley, managing director
of the hostelry, largest In Philadel-
phia, has been td New York several
times in the past few weeks attempt-
ing to line .up the music.

Town is pretty much devoid, of
name bands, only other nitery using
them being the Arcadia-Interna-
tional .occassionaUy.

Law, which was supposed to have
gone into effect Sept, 1, 1937, follow-
ing a campaign by the Philadelphia
Inquirer against chiseling agents,

was just a bluff, she said.

Principal provision of the law was
for licensing and bonding of all

agents in order to rid the state of

curbstone bookers and wildcats from
other cities. This was never en-
forced, Miss Bernard said. Pressure
from big out-of-state bookers, who,
under the law, would have been re-
quired to get a Pennsy license and
establish offices here, or work
through an agent, also was respon-
sible for law's failure to work out
Bookers now operate under a 1929

act regulating all employment agen^
cies, which specifically alludes to

them in only about two lines. Miss
Bernard said a new law applying to

theatrical and club booking agents

alone would be asked, with plenty of

teeth to keep the agents on a legal

basis.

WILUE and EUGENE

"Hollywood Hotel" Revue
tovntsa

Fuller Circuit, Australia

P«r. Addres*

WM. MORRIS AGENCY
NEW YORK

TheJHEATRE of the STARS

BOOKING AGENCY
GENERAL EXECUTIVE OFFICES

LOEW BLDG. ANNEX
160 WEST 46T» ST. NEW YORK

9''7$00

J. H. LU B I N
GENERAL MANAGER

SIDNEY H. PIERMONT
BOOKING MANAGER

FAMOUS FOR SHOW
MIKE FRITZEL and JOE JACOBSON'S

CHEZ PAREE
610 VAIBBASKB COVBT DelswdM 8484 <;iacACMI

AMERICA'S SMARTEST THEATRE RESTAURANT
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MUSIC HALL, N. Y.

Nicholas Daks, GauUer's. Steeple-
chase, Ffanfclyn D'Amore, Robert
Weede, Rochettes, Glee Club, Ballet

Corps, Music Hall SymphtHiy; Ertto

Rapee, conductor; '60 Glorious
Y tars' (RKO), reviewed in Variety
Oit. 26.

There iwi't much body to this

week's platform program. However,

Leon Leonidoff's psesentation is

fairly interesting in spots and will get

by.

Franklyn D'Amore, doubling from
the International Casino, proves one
of the bright spots with his iiovelty

acros, albeit- some stalling slowed
his turn when caught He works
with an unbilled girl. Robert Weede,
Who has an impressive baritone, is

in a spcfcial operatic interlude, as a
lormer great who's now pushing a
hot-dog wagon.
The* show is in three parts under

main billing of 'East Side, West Side.'

Thus, it starts^ in the Garden, provide
ing the setting for Gautier's Steeple-
chase act and a routine by the ballet

corps. Nicholas Daks, regular hete,

leads the toe dancers in a novel num-
ber in which they create the appear-
ance of being on horseback, old stufi,

but- effective. Gautier tops with his

dogs. His act needs tightening,

A Street scene, with a cop char-
acter dhd polyglot others in a choral
bit, leads to a glee club song and
talking intttlude aboard a- subway
train. Effect of the mpVing sub has
been cleverly conceived and exe-
cuted, though the interior, ot the car
is not' exactly standard.
The 14th street (N. Y.) scene, with

a shooting gallery and other, conces-
sions baddng, is employed for
Weede's special, t Must Be Going to
the Dogs,' written by Maurice Baron
and Albert StiUman. Bockettes, as
gallery objects (day Indians), wind
up the proceedings in affair routine.

Char.

(aided by stoogers). All the drinks
be magically makes are passed out
to the .audience by four comely
waitresses. It's fast,- mystifying and
amusing.
Dick Foran (New Acts) is last of

the Hollywood grou|^ to appear. Tall,
gpod-looking leather lothario shows
nice- pair of cowboy tenor pipes, but
first shot behind the footlights in five
years finds him a bit stiff. Herb.

STATE, HARTFORD

EARLE, PHILLY

Philadelphia. Nov. 18.

Roger Pryor and Orch, Dicfc

Foran^ Ann- MtRer, Pert Kelton,
Patricia Norman^ Dr. Hoffman^ Red
Hodgson; 'Service de Liixe' W).

Hartford, Nov. 20.

Lola Lane, Bert tValton, Con-
tinental Thrillers (3), Mai Hallett
Orch with Jerry Perkins, Ruth
Barnes, Sam Kaplan house band; 'i

Stand Accused' (Rep).

State this week is the first stop in a
personal appearance tour ot Lola

Lane—her initial stage assignment

since she went to the Coast several

years ago. Mai Hallett is the other

marquee attraction.

Strong supporting act is uncorked"

by Miss Lane. After a diort spiel by
Bert Walton, pne of the best emcees

to> play the house in a long-time^ the
screen is let down on a scene from
Tour Daughters' in which- the-Lane
sisters have prorninent roles. Miss
Lane is then introduced by Walton,
as comely across the boards as in

the films, she goes well with the
audience and exhibits a likeable per-
sonality. Eeminiscenses sbont her-
self and her sisters, though a couple
of her gags about sisters fall flat

Vocals 'So Help Me' pleasingly. Back
to screen for a short scene from
•Hollywood Hotel' in which she
played the role of the temperamental
Mona Marshall. Back again to stage-

with MiSs Lane finishing the scene.

Here she is especially forte and
clicks solidly, getting: a strong. hand.
Show opens with an overture by

the house band following which,
Walton chatters about the divertisse-

ments- to come. Curtains part on the
Hallett band in a swingy opener.
Unit gives out a pleasing mixture of
instrumental and stage entertain-
ment, mainly for the jitterbugs. Blast
at' the ear drums is given by the
trappist .who beats away- at the hides
for some time while-- the- remainder
of the crew goes off&ttfge.-

Jerry Perkins, vocalist with the

Earle show this sesh again dem-
onstrated the axiom that has So often

been proved here • recently—a flock

of mediocre, marquee names doesn't
necessarily make half so .entertaining

a. bill as one socko.act There can be
na actual complaint about the combo
this, week, which is really entertain-
ingj but m too mild a way to be
productive df word-of-mouth biz.

Only one acti: Dr. Hoffman, might
give the audience something to. tell

the folks back home about, ana that's

too early in the- bill to obtain the
extra sock it Vrould have in a later

position.
Roger Pryor brings in a 13-piece

band, including a femme at thie piano,

an unusual bit Neat blond also does
a bit of .chirping. Pryor himself is

an eflecfive stick-swisher and m.c.,

ahd is good at retailing stories. Baud
doesn't get riiany large opportunities
to exhib its stuff, "with. all tte other
acts, but its outpoiurings are oke on
the ears. Doesn't seem to. have' quite
made up its. mind as to s^le, sway-
ing between a' mild form of swing
and sweet Lacks the blaring,- pxmchy
jive at both opening and close that
is necessary for an effective comie-
on and sign-oit ait the Earle. Its

arrangements of Tschaikowski and
•Whistler and His Dog* (by Boger's
father) are both good, but not si>ot-

ted correci'y- fdr maximum effect.

A papella choir work of the band on
'Smoke Gets in Your Eyes' very neat.
Red Hodgson, trtunpet-tooter in the

band and qo-author of 'Music Goes
Rotmd and Round,' 'provides pretty
good load of humor and neat rendi-
tion of his own ditty.
Pert Kelfon, who leads off the

singles from Hollywood making their
p.a.'s in the show, is not entirely ef-

fective. Femme comic was on the
boards nine minutes when caught
and had enou'^ material for about
two. Chan":»es hats to portray several
dijfierent characters, most notable be-
ing Charlie Chaplin. Murders 'Star-
dust' on the trombone,' tells a few
pretty goo'd gags and is off. Had
nothing for an encore.
PatriciaNorman, gal who made 'Ole

Man Mose'.popular with her waxing
of it, good on tttait nuifhber but only
fairish on the rest Starts with ^Heart
Full of Rhythm' then goes into 'So
Help Me' and 'Alexander's Ragtime
Band,' .latter best. She makes a nice
appearance and has personality. Ann
Miller, dancing daughter of 'Can't

Take It with You,' does a couple
smart tap routines, but fails- to dick,
big; (1) because ' she's not given
enough build-up by Pryor as having
played the pic part, and (2.) because
the film hasn't got around to the
nabes yet Without that bally, Miss
Miller is pretty' much only another
tapper.
Most amusing portion of the show

prdvided by Dr. Hoffman, Vorld's
highest paid amd moist famous bar-
tender.' Guy pours water into ap-
parently empty glasses, making any
kind of codktMl adced tor* . Also
makes glass- df milk, ,cup ,of coffee,

Coca-Cola, brdmo* and chdcolate ice

cream soda on demand of the house

unit, sings *My Own' and "My
Reverie.' Nice set ot pipes and well
received. Ruth Barnes comes through
with fast, excellently rendered
rhythm taps. Band finales with *a
'Christmas in Harlem' number, in a
blackout in which members of the
unit wave about phosporized . props
which form figiues of colored enter-
tainers in varied pose's..

Walton, who knows how to milk
his audience for laughs and hand
patter,, iises a Ismky, seedy looking
stooge .who appears .read^ to fall

apart in a sesh of funny talk. Scores
solidly.' 'The 'Stooge; Michael Spryn,
vocals effectively, "Now It Can Be
Told' and 'Starlight' The Continental
Thrillers, standard roller skating trio,

complete the bill. Two men alternate
in spiuiling a gal around via leg
holds.' Act leads up to a comedy cli

max with a heavyweight femme
stooge from the audience collecting
cash from Walton for volunteering to
be dizziedt
Biz good at show caught Saturday

night (19). Eck.

ORPHEUM, L. A.

GOLDEN GATE, S. F.

San Francisco, Nov. 18.
' Jay . Brower*s house orch, Baptie
& Lamb's Ice Camivol o/ 1939, with.

Norvdl Baptie, Gladys Lamb, Claire

Simone, Bobby Duffy,. Walter Ridflfe,

Gene Retchel, Leo MacDonald, Rube
Yocum & The Skating Co-Eds, and
the RKO VoudeDillc Revue with
Pinkie Lee & Co., Mary Minten„ Bert
Lynn,. Geroldine & .Joe. and MmIo;
'Man to Remember' (RKO) and Dis-

nct/'s 'Barnyard 'Symphony' (RKO).

First San Francisco appearance Of
Baptie and Lamb's 'Ice Carnival of
1939,' headlining the show which
opened Nov. 16 at the Golden Gate,
only house in town (outside of the
hurleys) using flesh ccts, provided
the novel spectacle of more than a
dozen skaters skimming around on
a large slab of ice on the theatre
stage.

Ice, however, was hardly enough
td give the performers the. freedom
and space necessary for the- execu-
tion of any large scale feats of skill.

The hiost remarkable thing, ahout
the carnival, perhaps, was that the
performers were able to do as much
as they did on the 18 by 25-foot ice

block. Outstanding were the druiik
act of Walter Ridge, the barrel-
jumping of Leo MacDonald, the
Bobby Duffy-Claire iSinjione duo, and
Gladys Lamb, billed as 'The Pav-
lova of the Ice,' with Norval Baptie,
in an exhibition of grace and skill.

Cxolden Gates' own dancers, the
Peggy O'Neill 'Glorified Beauties,'

Erovided an atmospheric introduc-
,on to the Carnival with a routine

in which filckering lights helped
create an illusion of actual ice
skating. The Carnival, while a nov-
elty on a. theatre stage, is handi-
capped by lack of space, and can
hardly be expected to thrill audi-
ences accustomed to the magnitude
of the Son]a Henle ice spectacles in
the flesh or on the screen. Previ-
ously the Carnival was featured at
the Trocadero in Hollywood.
In addition to the Ice Carnival,

the current bill presents a vaude
revue topped by Pinkie Lee & Co.,
in which the lisping, little gob is
aided by two stooges, man and girl,
in a comedy, act- very much like that
in. which he was seen here. several
months ago. Lee clowns and danees
a bit - in a snappy routine and the
gal. . Mary Minten, does a neat .acro-
batic dance niunber. Lee leaves
next month for a vaudeville tour of
Australia.

. .

The other acts are both above
average. Berty Lynn, playing his
vibrolynn, an electric stringed in-
strument, displayed cleverness in
imitations . of an air raid, barnyard
animals and' other items, and in his
perfoiTiahce ' of . several strai^t
numbers. With him was an eye-
filling: blonde- who did a 'hula rou-
tine. Two juvemle dancers, Geral-
dine and Joe, excellent in several
intricate and difficult routines. Kids
have plenty of talent
Although bill was one of the best

at Gate in some time, probably due
to competish by Rudy Vallee, doing
a p.a. at auto show, biz was n.s.g.

Milt.

Los. Angeles, Nov. 19.

Sally Rand, Bob Hall. Kee &
Tuck, Burns & White, John Galltis,

Charles Edwards, GaTia Lee Moore,
Al Lyon Orch; 'Smashing Rackets'
(RKO).

House extended itself this week in
supplying a strong supporting stage
show as adjunct to Sally Rand's fan
and bubble dance. It's first appear-
ance at the theatre for Miss Rand in
several years and audience at opener
relished her endeavors.
Act runs 10 minutes, first part of

which is devoted by Miss Rand to
manipulation of two large fans, while
finale is the bubble-tossing episode
which enables patrons to get a much
better view of her semi-draped body,
Offering has lost none of its artistry
and it's presented inoffensively.
Copping the lion's share of ap-

plause is Bob HaU, who cleverly im
provises songs on topics of the day.
Show's opened by an overture by

Al Lyon's orchestra, followed by
Gana Lee. Moore, "Realist with per-
sonality, who does one number. First
of the stage acts is Kee and Tuck,
mixed Korean team, with girl dis-
playing shapely gams while hoofing
and Tuck offering a .

diversified, rou-
tine of barrel-juggling and upside-
down dancing.

Billie Bums and Dennis 'White are
a- graceful dancing team and pave the
way for Hall, who at matinee caught
had a stuuewhat earlier spot than
Usual, to-x>ermit him to ph^ another
date.
John Gallus offers novelty clarinet

ing, •Juggling and' balancing balls
whQe pl^ring the instnunent Winds
up with manipulation of quartet of
marionettes while playing. Next to
clofi^ iust before Miss Band, is held
down by Charles Edward^ Los An-
geles amateur barit(Hiei who reveals
a strong, pleasing voice. Edwa.

DUQUESNE GARDEN
(PITTSBURGH)
(ICE REVUE)

Pittsburgh, Nov. 18;
Tntemotionol Ski Jumpers (12),

Dr. Beverly SprouVs Siberian
Huskies, Seilor Bros (2), Vera
Hruba, Ken Suhl, Hazel Franklin.
Alex Hurd, Randolph Duggan, 4
ManniguiTis, Alf Trinkler, Jerry May-
hall Orch.

Successive clicks of 'Ice Follies*

shows has led Duquesne Garden
management to jump the gun this

season and get in early with its own
production. 'Winter Sports Revue'
demonstrates folly of trying to slap
these entertainments togeOier be-
cause with exception of couple of in-
dividual turns, carnival isn't in same
league with the Tollies' or Henie
spectacles.

It's a hodge-podge, with no pro-
duction, just a collection of skate,
ski and comedy acts that consistently
displays crying need for judicious
cutting. Runs well over two hours
and most of it on the dull side
through no psirticular fault of per-
formers.
Feature is supposed to- be a ski-

jumping exhibition, with Ifrperform-
ing, but only Strand Mikkelson and
Clarence Oleson register well. Run-
way has been built at one end of the
Garden but short surface makes it
pretty dangerous and boys are
forced to hold back^ In addition,
they're on too often and their ap-
pearances could have been -wisely cut
to the fleeting- second-half thrills.
Demonstrations of different tech-
niques £ure slow and- general^ pretty
uninteresting^
Star of revue is Hazel Franklin

(New Acts), 13-year-old English
skating whiz, who cops top honors.
Featured also is Vera Hruba, Czech
champ-, but gal's grace- is more
studied than natural. Has what it
takes on looks, but in talent not in a
class with Miss. Franklin.

Seilor Brosl and Alf Trinkler look
uter the comedy. Seilors, who were
with Henle shbw last year, are doing
their standard vaude act on the elon-
g»ted barrelstave skiis, but make a

mistake in trying to talk in such a
big place. Should stick strictly to

pantomime and it wouldn't hurt
them to scissor their turn a little,

too. They looked much better play-
ing the Stahley stage here a few
months ago. TWhMer's a' diminutive
Hans Brinker in clown get-up, >with
a natural talent on ice and a willing-
ness to take plenty of falls for laughs.
Makes them all look pretty artistic,

however.
Four Mannequins (Martha Carter,

DeLories Ziegfield, Sohja Garvin and
May Judels), who were at Hotel New
Yorker, New York, couple of years,
jut some pretty figures and make a
good appearance while Alex Hurd,
late of International Casino, N. Y.,

goes through - his barrel-jumping, to
nice returns. Both turns, however,
seem more- elective for the more in-
timate surrdundings of the niteries.
Here they appear just average.
Ken Suhl, in baggy clothes, bur-

lesques the skiers for -scattered
chuckles, but goes legit hear the-close
for a thrilling somersault off the
jump, landing uprights Some effort at
production made for the finale, with
skiers biazing down holding torches
aloft and principals skating out while
boys circle the- rink with * their
blazers.
Shows such as these need plenty

of production and a set routine.
Otherwise, they seem quite oirdinary,
like this one. Cohen.

STRAND, BROOKLYN

Teddy King Orch vyith Midgie
Fellows, Lucky MtUinder Orch toith
TretM>r Bacon, Avis Andrews
Nichols & Roberts, Joe & Jane Mc
Keuna, ChocaJateers (3); 'Swing
That Cheer'^ (U).

Heavily advertised as a 'battle of

swing,* with Lucky Millinder's or-

chestra squaring oft against 'Teddy

Kingis house band, this wedc's offer-
ing, indiiding fdiir acts, is diverting
but not sock. Musical 'battle' re-
ceived the most exploitation, and
that's .where most of the 'battle' re-

mains—in the exploitation. The
other turns give the biU its only ap-
pezd.
That doesn't mean the two bands,

dont turn ^n a good job tiying to
foree the swingH>-meter to blazing
heat Millinder is still in the throes
of settling, a comparatively ' new
band into his s^le^ and evidence of

his work is apparent. King's crew
is much improved since the Strand
reopened it's vaude policy couple of
months ago and he has several ex-
ceptionally capable musicians, but it

doesn't Steele up as being able to
compete with Millinder in outright
sv^o^k

;

Fact that King and the house har-
bor no illusions on that score is seen
in the arrangements selected for
each and the antics of the swing-o-
meter, set up behind the two outfits.

It hits the top once—^when Millinder
gets off his 'Ride, Red, Ride.* At the
fihale, it blows its top when the two
bands combine. .Controlled from
backstage it would be stretching the
imagination and gullibility of the
audience to have King's crew force
it to the top.
Another glaring discrepancy is the

batoning ability of the two leaders.
Millinder makes King look amateur-
ish. Stickwaving a crew these days,
when bahds are essentials of most
stage shows, caUs for smoothness
and showmanship. King hasn't got
it; Millinder .has.

As his main contributions, King
uses two medleys that take most of
his time. First is a combo of some
of the late George Gershwin's clas-
sics said the second involves a
'Cavalcade of Swing,* presenting
various styles from ragtime to 1938.
Both are well done, a trombone, solo
in the first standing out. MiUinder
doesn't stick to current stuff either,
one of his selections being a swing
arrangement of Rachmaninoff's 'Pre-
lude in C Sharp Minor.'
Midgie FeUows and Trevor &acon,

respective vocalists for the King and
Millinder bands, don't get much
chance. Miss Fellows is on during
King's Gershwin medley, piping The
Man I Ldve.* Follows it with an ar-
rang^ent of ''Dear, .What Can the'
Matter Be,' which is' closely asso-
ciated with Ella Logan. Bacon im-
presses handily with two also, in-
cluding 'My Reverie.*
Avis Andrews, who's been with

Cab Calloway, clicks strongly with,
three songs. Opens with 'You
Went to My Head' then Millinder
profers the usual cigaret to lead her
into 'While a Cigaret was Burning'
she has to encore when caught 'At
Your Beck and Call' satisfied 'em.
Joe and Jane McKenna and the

Chocolateers are click comedy
dancing turns. Former are aptly in-
troduced as "Two Slap Happy Peo-
ple.'^ They open belling each other
around and dose the same way. In
between it's a laughable drunk bit by
the male, followed-by a burlesque of
adagio dancers. Girl really looks
like she could .flatten the average
male.

Chocolateers. introduced 'peckin'
at the Cotton Club, New York. Their
knockabout nonsense is swell. Doesn't
seem to be any definite pattern to
their antics, but closer, observation
shows it to be as cleverly conceived
Slapstick dancing as there is around.
Nichols and Roberts do smooth
shagging and Hndy hopping at the
(q;>enlng.

PARAMOUNT, K Y.

Buddy Cloric, Eleanore Whitnev
Ford Leary, Bea Wni^. tA^I^^Y*
Travelefi* (Par)^
Risry Oct 5.

Wain; 'Afkaiisai
rc«t€tucd in Va-

Not the - i>est show this house has
placed but one that's entertaining
and in Larry Cllnten particularly
should have good draught with the
jitterbug trade; Staged, well, with
colorful effects by Harry Rubin pit
presentation has nice pace, fiash and
in spots; considerable punch. It's
tighter than most shows, running 55
minutes, with considerable of the
time devoted to Buddy Clark (New
Acts) and Frank Libuse.

Clinton has been here before and
since has picked up a substantial fol-
Idwing among swing enthusiasts, the
type that spells strong morning and
matinee business. A quiet, unassum-
ing leader, he specializes oh the
brass.

Clitktoti's band, whose swing pulls
the punches advisedly a little on the
blasting, is well-knit and gets effec-
tive results, Ford . Leary, instru-
mentaUst, also sings 'Ol' Man River,*
done in swing, and 'Shad Rock,' a
novelty, to score stoutly.
Bea Wain (New Acts) is carried

by the 13-piece orchestra and closes
powerfully with thriee- songs, a sopie-
what dated pop, 'My Reverie' and
'Martha,' done in swing. She's a
comer.
Libuse, recently . at the Casa

Manana, N.
. Y.. is^ forced Ihtd some-

what cramped surrdundings here
but it doesn't seem to matter since
none of his comedy slapstick is lost
He's one of the best laugh acts here
in some time. Libuse's piano- por-
tion is on the band platform tather
than on the narrow pit strip in
'frpnt

Clark and Eleanore Whitney (New
Acts) are ahead of Libuse. Clark,
who has been on the 'Hit Parade'
and did- a stint for Lucky Strike on
Mutual also, is doing four niunbers
where three might, suffice,, particu-
larly since It Ain*t Necessarily So*
is so longi His others

. are recent
pops. He has a good .voice, ex-
cellent diction and makes a nice ap-
pearance, but puts little selling into
his work. Miss Whitney, from films,
does two dances, a rhythmic tap and
a shag novelty, to .get across oJc.
Band's numbers include 'Study in

.

Brown,' 'Chant of the Jungle.' a jam
session and 'Chinatown.* Clinton's
drummer attempts to attract notice
by actings jivesy with a lot of mouth
motion, but it's tebu.
Bob Baker, organist, does a caval-

cade of song hits from pictures of
the past 10 years, very good. It's

in line with celebration of 12th an-
niversary of the Par this wedc.

Char.

ORPHEUM, MPLS.

Minneapolis, Nov. 19.
Hal Kemp Orch (16), Mickey

Bloom, Shag Dancers (4), Bob Al-
len, Saxie Dowell; Eddie Kusby.
Jimmie Shea & Guy Raymond, Paul
Remos & His Midgets (3), Judy
Storr; *I Am the Law' (Col).

Hal Kemp's radio aehievements
and reputation apparently have
bxiilt him a considerable local fol-

lowing, according to the manner in
which they're turning out foe his
crew presently. Augmented by sev-
eral dandy acts, the orchestra pro-
vides an hour of lively entertain-
ment.
Kemp is a snappy conductor and

m.c. with plenty of showmanship,
employing familiar numbers that are
given novel twists by effective ar-
rangements. Above all, theire's

plenty of comedy throughout.
After the band's lively medley of

current bits, Mickey Bloom gets hot
on his trumpet. Pace speeds ind
the jitterbugs have a treat while
two ydung couples, announced as

New York state ^ag contest cham-,
pions, click big. .

'

Bob Allen warbles 'So Help Me'
and 'You Go to My Head' well.

Corpulent Saxie Dowell puts- across
two comedy numberst '10 Little Bot-
tles' and "The Butcher Boy,' -with

clowning and original business that

give these sock selections new
values.
Kemp joins the saxophone section

for a sizzling band number. Tower
House,' during which there's individ-

ual solo work by most of the musi-
cians. Band also scores with 'Star

Dust' and Eddie Kusby trombone
solos 'Mood Indigo.'
Shea and Rayihond are excellent

dancers . good for laughs. Loose-
jointed youths do a burlesque on a

tango that's riotous and then wind
up spectac;ilarly with the. tall boy
swinghag by his feet from the short-

er one's neck to get big plaudits.
There's even greater applause for

Paul Remos and bis midgets. Their
muscular and contortion feats are

climaxed by daring balancing, with
one of the midgets playing a xylo-
phone high atop a pole balanced by
Remos on Us shoulder while the

other hangs suspended from the
pole.
Tiny Judy Storr bums 'em up

with her vocal interpretations of 'I

Went to Havana.^' 'The- Devil and
the Deep Blue Sea' and 'A-Tisket'
For its finish, band has a novelty
arrangement of 'Nice Work If You
Can Get It* that hasn't quite enough
zip. Reef.
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roxy, k y.

Gae Foster Girls, Condos Broth'

sri (2). Loritt<i,.L>ee,' Johnny Burhe,

Mazzme & Abbott (5), Paul Ash
house orch; ^Submarine Patrol'

(20th), reviewed in Variety, Nov. 2.

Teamed with a predominantly

war film, the Roxy's stage presenta-

tion is calculated to lend a change

of pace from the pic at its start

and gradually merge into the 1918

aura at its end. This represents

nice planning, and the execution

turns but quite above average.

Parenthetically, it may be remarked
that the Roxy' s sta^e lighting, which
usually is a blast of kleigs head-on
from the mezzanine, also sizes up
better during this round. Less di-

rect spotting avoids confusing
shadows generally caused by the

overhead glare.

,It's a standard vaude show here
this time, with the Gae Foster
Girls taking care of the opener in

a clever number announced as a
streamline version of von Flotow's
themes In the opera 'Martha.'

Actually, 'Martha' has nothing
whatsoever to do with it ' except
furnish Paul Ash and his pit ag-
jgregation with some notes for swing
variations. The Foster routine
ipeantime is based on good straight
gowning, and. precision routines
(sans any corn).
Condos Brothers, veterans, blend

'

in at the finish of .the Foster stint

with seven straight minutes of tap-
ping that seem to exhaust all the
steps and gags ever conceived for
peaal execution.' Plenty of fire in

their work, and it holds up sue
cessfuUy. Well received here.
Loretta Lee. (New Acts) isn't new

at vocal chores on the stage, either.
Omission of her name from the files

heretofore is probably due to' the
fact that the biggest share of her
work has been in radio. Over
nicely.
With Johnny Burke in the ace

jspot, the presentation switches into
an overseas motif. Burke, comic-
ally garbed as, a doughboy, has a
mon61og on experiences in the
trenches and training camps that's
based on neat timing and a screechy
voice. There is no coarseness,
which means that the laughs—and
they are sufficient—are entirely
legitimate. He gets the .chatter off
neatly, and while a good bit of it

isn't totally unfamiliar, that makes
no diiference. Burke can put it

across in the handling.
Finale, or flash, is heralded by

the Gae Foster Girls who whip up
a peppy can-can, again nicely
gowned; and sprinkled with five spe-
cialties way over par. This paves
th'e way for Mazzone and Abbott, an
Apache routine, which for sheer
mayhem sets a new high (New
Acts). When this quintet gets
through they've busted everything
In sight, except the proscenium, for
a wild and woolly finish leading
Into the film.
Friday eve (opening) population

was dense enough around' the bor-
ders, but plenty of space for new
settlers was evident at the back of
the house. Edga,

ORIENTAL, CHI

and Betty with their, well-arranged
and . well-executed hand-to-hand
work and the femme's Interspersed
tapping, and Kirby and Duval, who
made good here with hoke comedy.

Aristocrats have plenty of flash in
their dance style and rdutines, their
precision number being particularly
good.
Again the house line proved its

worth and ability by tying the loose
ends of the show into a neat pack-
age with the flashy bulk and music.
Business fine first show Satur-

day (19). Gold.

Boltimore, Nov. 20.

Happy Felton Orch, Jitterbug Con-
test Winners (14), Eddie Piatt,

larian Bellett &. English Bros., Billy

lalbraith, Louise Dunne, Lqraine
Barry, Dixie Dunbar; 'A Man to Re-
member' (RKO).

Don
Chaney and Fox',
~'exas. Jim Lewis
Cowboys, Sixteen
Sisters' (WB).

HIPP, BALTO

Happy Felton has built a following
here after several repeats, always
scoring a favorable impression. Ro-
tund maestro has a pleasing style of

delivery and sells a song nicely, get-

ting the most out of expertly han-
dled and rather original lyrics. Cur-
rent supjporting band is a ne^ • com-
jination, well rounded in musical
equipment and versatile in produc-
;ion and supporting hoke. Material
s all new except for one Tepeatcr,

Ragtime Cowboy Joe,' an audience
pleaser still.

Cleverly ar-anged opening by
)and introduces various members of

the ensemble and ably simulates
styles of top flight name bands.
Eddie Piatt follows with vocal of

inevitable 'Ole Man River,' lustily

sold in a robust voice and a pace
lolder. Nice contrast next has Lor-
raine Barry, band's femme swing-
eroo, giving out an acceptable ver-
sion of 'What Goes On Here.'
Cowboy number by band brings

on Marian Bellett and the English
Bros, for socko session of comedy
knockabout to big returns, Swingy
arrangement ol 'Alexander' next,

after which Billy Gialbraith, outfit's

[rish tenor, delivers a typical vocal
in personable and punchy manner.
Louise Dunne, band's second

femme singer, handles a legit de-
livery of Victor Herbert's 'Street

Song,' encoring with 'Sweethearts,'

assisted rather stiffly by one of the
bandsmen in supporting vocal. Niche
just right for Dixie Dunbar, on to

good reception with a trio of hqof
routines, all cute and showmanly.
She builds to a beg-off. Some hectic

shagging by seven winning couples
in a recent Jitterbug Contast spon-
sored by theatre and News-Post fol-

lows to appreciative response.
Finale, in typical Felton style, is a

clever idea and a good curtain-get-

ter.

Biz okay. Burm.

LYRIC, INDPLS.

Chicago, Nov. 19.
Freddie Bartholomew, Ross, Pierre

& Sweeney, 12 Aristocrats, Kirby &
Duval, Carr Bros. & Betty, Verne
Buck Orch, Sweethearts house line;
•Vocation from Love' (M-G).

Jones, Linick & Schaefer move
back to Randolph street with the
take-over of this theatre after 12
years of operation by Balaban &
Katz. Always smart showmen,
J., L. & S. can be depended on to
give a full measure of entertain-
ment value for the customer's
kopeks,

, and particularly can be de
pended on to be vaudeville's firm
and staunch upholder. They will
provide a new note of competition
that will serve to pep up all of the
downtown houses and keep them on

,_th*ir toes.
'.Bartholomew is a rather expen-
sive headliner on actual cash re-
turns, but his presence on the ros-
trum figures to give the house a
fiolid send-off on prestige and good-
will as a bargain at the price. His
act itself is not too hot, but the

- youngster came through okay on
personality and showmanship. Sold
himself to his mob strictly on his
own rather than on what he had to
present. He tossed off a brief se-
quence from 'Captains Courageous'
and gave 'em a long celluloid bit on
the screen which seemed too much
of a ^lug for the picture, 'Listen
Darling,' playing down the street in
a rival house.
Best all-around act on the enter-

winment end was Ross, Pierre and
Sweeney, the last-named a new
member of the trio. Scored a solid
smackeroo here and had to speech
away before^ the audience would let
cm go. Do 'comedy impersonations
and impressions of radU names and
Sersonalities. It is more than mere
npersonation, however, going in

more for the comedy angles on
Dfighl and fresh laugh material. It's
a whirlwind variety turn that can
Piay anywhere or any place, whether
vaude, nitery or radio. Appearance
a standout, and delivery full of
punch.
Standard turns were Carr Bros.

Indianapolis, Nov. 18

Glen Gray and Orch, Pee Wee
Hunt, Kenny Sargent, Cass Daley
Fred Sanborn & Co., Doris DuPont
Sunny Dunham; 'Torchy Gets Her
Man-' (WB).

With Glen Gray wielding the stick

and introducing acts, band scores

solidly in musicianship, its 15 pieces

running mostly to brass. Band mem-
bers could help general stage effect

by loosening up with some by-play
among themselves, instead of main-
taining the more serious mien of the
dance platform. Opening number is

a swing tune strictly for the rug cut-

ters followed by a pop medley in

which the trombone section is

spotted on 'Mood for Love,' follow-

ing with a seven sax rendition of

'Stardust,' in which Gray joins.

Doris Dupont fills her spot niftily

with a rhythm tap. With Kenny Sar
gent out of the vocal department be
cause of laryngitis. Pee Wee Hunt
has things all his own way, winning
terrific salvo with his vocalization of

'Alexander's Ragtime Band,' 'Old

Apple Tree,' 'Pocketful of Dreams,
and, 'Devil Is Afraid of Music'
Good novelty is provided by one

of the band members who plays vari-

ous instruments to imitate style of

Tommy Dorsey, Jimmy Dorsey,

Goodman, Ellington, and Berigan
Band then clicks with famous 'Casa

Loma Stomp.'
Fred Sanborn has help of magician

who performs sleight of hand tricks,

and stooge who walks on and off

stage in black drapes* as he pulls his

pantomime gags. Gets some good
laughs with his fooling at the xylo-
phone, finally going serious to do
okay with a brace of pop tunes on
the woodpile.
Casa Loma goes swingy again on

'Shades of Hades,' followed by Sunny
Dunham, who does some top notch
valving on tenor trumpeting of

'Memories of You.'
Cass Daley closes as a sure mitt

winner with her facial and body con-
tortions, and torrid tonsilling of

swingy tunes. Does. 'Spreadin'

Rhythm Around,' a comedy parody
composed of snatches of pop songs,

and 'Got Ants In My Pants,' in which
she trucks off in long red drawers
under silver evening gown. Band
goes into another swing tune to com-
plete full hour from curtain to cur-

tain.

Biz good despite unfavorable
weather at last show Friday.

Kiley.

.

EARLE, WASH.

Washington, Nov. 19.

Cummmgs, George Byron,
Weire Brothers,
and Lone Star
Roxyettes; 'The

Five acts plus a regular house line

add up to both quantity and quality,

and are worked into a smooth 50

minutes staged and paced to retain

all the variety of straight vaude
without the abrupt clashes so com-
mon in hastily assembled revues.
Tip-off to the smoothness is the way
•;he cowboy quintet is presented on
full-stage Western set, which later

forms an ideal background for the
line's Indian routine, also for a lasso
artist who is brought back for flash

to hook finale up with entire show.
Gals start things off with .neat

rope-skipping tap routine, Don Cum-
mings follows with his own rope, go-
ing into chatter as travelers close
behind him. Spiel is easy and smart.
;He makes four scattered misses,
timed for clever build-up of 'camel
through the needle's eye' trick which
scores solidly, then is topped by a
fast array of variations as encore.
Two of the girls give, double intro-
duction of Chaney and Fox, whose
waltz routine is satisfactory enough
to get a good hand. Travelers close
again as George Byron takes over
center mike for nice tenoring of
Wajr You Look Tonight.' Byron next
utilizes side stage mike for 'Old
Fashioned Girl' as .house lights go
down and baby spots all through au-:

ditorium jpick out girls in gay '90 cos-
tumes standing in aisles, boxes and
: n tableau at rear of stage. Applause
lasts long enough to let gals get out
of way and allow Byron to get to
center mike to explain Chaney and
Fox's next bit. Latter finds dance
team running through, quick eidiibi

tions of trucking, Suzy-Q, pecking,
Lambeth walk, rhumba, tango, shag
and Lindy hop as Byron gives nm-
ning description over side mike. Ex-
ecution isn't always spectacular, but
parade-of-h6ofing idea interests audi
ence and snappy succession gets good
hand. Pair finishes bjr getting top
hats and canes from wings for what
is introduced as authentic cake-walk.
It gets less applause than before.
Weire Brothers have a smart soft-

shoe pantomime. Precise timing of
dizzy hoofing, fiddle playing, derby
hat balancing and spurts of nut war-
bling click like a metronome . and
so do the audience laughs. Texas
Jim Lewis and Lone Star Cowboys
follow. Bull fiddlist Lewis, only
hatless member of quintet, does
standard hill-billy introductions of
'Ridin' on a Humpbacked Mule,'
yodel solo of 'Gold Mine in the Sky.'
'Rocky Mountain Express' with ac
cordian and violin train effects.
Southern medley with banjo i solo
'Twelfth Street Rag,' starring Lewis'
washboard hootnanny and 'Climbing
Up the Golden Stairs* to let 'em
march off to oke hand.
Cowboys use bow to get up onto

side platform as line streams on in
feather headgear, and little else, for
effective Indian war dance routine^
Cummlngs in white satin cowboy
costume leads the finale with rope
twirling.
Biz fair. Craig.

Embassy Newsreel, N. Y.
Reflecting the most urgent topic

of the week, the current bill at the
Embassy stresses the jHitbreak of
anti-Semitic terrorism in Germany.
But since no pictures of the violence
are available (there wouldn't have
been time enough to get them here
even if Nazi censorship permitted the
scenes to be filmed), the newsreels
have had to treat the subject from
this end. They have therefore lined
up an imposing array of clips
(mostly Metro), with Roosevelt, Am-
bassador Wilson, Senator Connally,
Herbert Hoover, Al Smith, Thomas
E, Dewey, Landon. Rev. Gannon and
Methodist Bishop Hughes included.
However, the clips of Roosevelt

and Wilson aren't quite the McCoy,
since the Presidential bit is an oldie,
with superimposed titles quoting his
recent press statement about the
Nazis, Wilson, being currently on his
way back from Berlin, is likewise
merely .«:hown in pictures, without
any pertinent sound track. Particu-
larly in^ the case of Roosevelt, the
newsreels were obviously scooped by
the papers. Looks like they should
have found a way to record the sub-
.iect for the reels, even if they had
to pick it up later. In Landon's case,
the photography moreover is not-
ably bad.
As usual at this time of year, the

other topic Retting a major share of
newsreel attention is college foot-
ball. This week's games include
Notre Dame-Minriesota (Fox), Cor-
nell-Dartmouth (Fox), T. C. U,-Texas
(Fox). Princeton-Yale (Par). Syfa
cuse-Duke (Par), St. Mary's-Santa
Clara (Par). Michi»?an-Northwestern
(U). ^nd Columbia-Navy, Last named
is the customary special job done by
the Embassy, offering extra-length
treatment of a major local game. As
usual, it's of particular interest to
New York grid followers, but con^
tains more 'filler* shots than the reg'

ular reels.

Despite the undoubted vitality of
the football subjects as newsreel ma^
terial, however, it must strike the
average spectator that the reels miss

a chance of making the grid stuff

much more informative and there-
fore more interesting to theatregoers.
To do this, slow-motion views of a
few of the week's outstanding plays
would be a cinch, with explanatory
remarks (preferably written by a
name coach- or some other expert) in
the sound track. Such treatment
would show the how and why of ex-
citings plays, explaining the compli-
cated system of cooperation that goes
into every long run. (Currently the
whole thing is too speedy 'for the
average spectator.
Besides the Nazi protests and the

football subjects, notable clips on the
current bill include a Kansas City
oil fire (Fox), John Lewis speaking
ronically at the recent CIO conven-
tion in Pittsburgh (Pathe), Czech
refugees from the German invaders
(Pathe), Soviet air demonstration
(Par), sandhogs in the new tunnel
under the East River, N. Y. (Metto),
ice hockey action (Par), fancy diving
at Palm Springs (Par), and War Ad-
miral's latest track victory (Pathe).
Rest of the bill is mostly the cus-
tomary run-of-the-mine stuff. Hobe.

STANLEY, PITT

Pittsburgh, Nov. 18.

Horace Heidt Orch, Larry Cotton,
Alvino Rey, Truinpeteers, . Bob Mc
Coy, Red Ferringtori, Art Carney,
Jean .Farney, Agnes & Georgi,
Charles Goodman, Vocaleers (3),
Peggy Pope, . Lou Bush, Jimmy
Woods, Loys Johnson, Steel Sisters

(3) ; 'Mad Miss Manton' (RKO).

STATE, N Y,

Horace Heidt's been big boxoffice
at the Stanley since he first started
coming aroimd with his original
Californians and Lobo, his dog, al

most a decade ago. He's ridin.T

higher than ever currently. No doubt
that radio has helped, but chiefly it's

Heidt himseU who maintains the
grade A entertainment,
Maestro's basic formula hasn't

been changed much in last 10 yearis,

but it's been elabofated on exten-
sively. Unit looks a little smaller
than on Heidt's 1937 appearance
locally, running around an even 30
people. Leader's taking a more ac-
tive part now and becoming an able
comedian, capitalizing neatly on the
heckling routine with Red Ferririg-

ton and also going in for a bit of

swell jitterbugging with a cute
youngster, Agnes, of the lively shag
team of Agnes and George.
Only major change in personnel Is

substitution of three Steel Sisters

(New Acts), whom Heidt plucked
from a Wheeling/- W. Va., radio sta-

tion, for the Kings, also a trio. Jean
Farney, hotcha vocalist, is also a
newcomer and shb>ws promise.
One of high-spots comes late when

Heidt's outfit, instead of swinging
opera, do it straight. Backed by.

glee club, Larry Cotton. Peggy Pope
and Bob McCoy crack through with
an excellent classic aria. Mob
doesn't look for this sort of thing
from an outfit like Heidt's and gives

it biggest hand of the show.
Alvino Rey still crocking 'em With

his steel-guitar wizardry and despite
gradual passing of mimics. Art Car-
new still can tie up proceedings with
his accuracy on the biggies. Starts

with Lionel Barrymore and Ned
Sparks, finishing strong 'on President
Roosevelt and Al Smith, latter right
on the nose and benefiting addition
ally by excellent material.

Heidt's also giving an inning to a
new pianist and Lou Bush, the drum-
mer, both cracking through handily.
Bush particularly with his slick Jack
Powelling all over the stage. For
finale, Heidt has cooked up amusing
session of shagging involving prac
tically all of the cast, and brings the
curtain together on a last note. Not
a dull moment in the entire 60-min
ute layout. Dave Broudy's house
crew sticks in the pit and contributes
abbreviated overture.

Biz. capacity despite heavy, rain
opening day. Cohen.

Jans & Lynton Co., Le Paul, Ella
Logan, Harris & Howellt Joe Rinea
Orch with Frazee Sisters; 'Stable^
mates' (M-G).

Well balanced biU at/the State this

week although three of the five turns

are New Acts. Jans and Lynton Co.,

with Frank Broofis,' open with dance
assortment.' LePaul deuces with
dexterous sleight-of-hand, specializ-

ing with the cards. He's a neat, deft

worker, With an ingratiating man-
ner, working in tails throughout and
aided by ^ blonde looker- There are

also four audience stooges who sup-
ply the proper touch of comedy.
EUa Logai^, in the. trey, swing-

sings Scotch and other tunes for
eight minutes to socko returns. The
cute bonnie lassie is sufficiently
hoydenish for informal appeal,
topped by her now trademarked
slouchy, beach hat. But she also has
enoQgh' basic, looks to • register
straight. Opens with 'Indian Love
Call' in swmgo, then 'Kid Named
Joe,' and finally, 'Oh D^ar What Can
the Matter Be (announced as a re>
cent recording), 'Loch Ldmohd' and
'Wee Doch 'n' Dorus,' with a jitterbug
finale. Whole • routine's for the jit-

terers, in the main, and as such Miss
Logan delivers handily. Petite song-
stress, incidentally, now has a radio-
screen-stage rep behind her. She
splits topline with Joe Rines' or-
chestra (New Acts) in the closef.
In the ace groove are . Bud Harris

and Lowell' Howell Co. (New Acts),
with their colored variety of tricks
that reminds of the good ole' vaude
days. Rines has the Frazee Sisters in
support. Abel,

TOWER, K. X.

Kansas City, Nov. 18.
Boys Town Revue, with Jim and

Joe, Dawson Butler, and the A
Capella Choir, Sammy Applebaum
and Hyman- Shuhnan; 'Five of a
Kind' (20tfi).

Canned Music

(Continued from page 38)

of the remaining performances would
mean a loss of $50,000.

Trouble In Atlanta, Too

Atlanta, Nov. 22.

Union musicians and stage hands
put on what amounted to tempest in

a teapot here Saturday (19) over
staging of 'Faust' by Opera-On-Tour,
Inc., at City Auditorium. Start of

afternoon performance was delayed

45 mins, when union employes of

company v/alked out and non-union
amateur stagehands and electricians

were, secured so show could go on.

Officials of musicians and lATSE
unions Saturday wired Councilman
John Al White, chairman of audi-

torium committee of City Council,

that aude would be blacklisted for

all union labor if performance was
allowed to go on. Committee coun
tered with a reso.lution, to be intro-

duced in City, dovmcil, that they

would not, in future, rent aude for

any commercial enterprise unless

renters agreed to use union labor af

filiated with A. F. of L.

What was a two hour roadshow
has now been trimmed to a. 60

minute unit for picture house dates,

and it could well be condensed ta

45 minutes. It's produced pro-

fessionally by Will J. Harris, but

talent is simon-pure,' comptising

som^ 70 kids from Father Flanagan's
institution near Omaha, Neb. r

As ah entertainment Unit compet-
ing with name bands and established
vaude at regulat (55c top) . admis-
sions the show is out of its class, 1but

as a novelty it has a chance of sur-
viving if sold on the basis of its hu-
man interest^ Catholic attention and
recent film build up. In pic houses
this is one to support a strong film,

rather than the usual procedure of
depending on the stage unit for the
draw.
Most worthy performance from the

show is given by the A Capella choii^

which uses, over 50 boys under the
direction of Edward Paul, who has
developed the qhoifi; at the institution
for the past several years. As a juve-
nile musical aggiregation the choir
shows accomplishment, and wds the
best received section of the shoyr
here.
Featured with the ehoir, and also

counted a soloist, is Sammy Apple-
baum, 11-year-oId, who' sports a
Breen-like voice and can classify as
a vaude performer.
Hyman Shulman, young violinist,

is an addition to the show sent on by
Major Bowes. He's billed as a protege
of Yehudl Menuhin, and his fiddling
is par. With this he's said to become
a permanent citizen of Bqystown.
Dawson Butler and Jim and Joe

carry front stage, Butler as an imi-
tator, and the colored ,boys in dance
routines. Butler is said to be a pro
and capably does Joe £. Brown and
Edward G. Robinson finishing with
Charlie McCarthy. Both acts are
overly long, but probably explained
by the time needed for extensive
stage work behind the drop.
Routing of the show begins with

'Toy Trumpet' number using som6 30
boys as toy soldiers. Two tappers
then hold the front stage while set-
ting is made for 'Heigh-O Silver' •

production number. Butler takes his
turn front, and is followed by the
choir rightly , spotted as the climax
of the show. Again it's front stage
with Shulman on the strings and
some warbling by Applebaum, Close
is 'Boystown' song, written by Har-
ris, using most of the company and
working m a calisthenics routine.
Considering that Harris started

frohi scratch, production of the show
has come a long way. The company
with its juveniles, teachers, man-
agers, etc, and its load of scenery
and costumes is by far the largest in
here in long time.
Boys retain their amateur status,

going along just for the ride, but a
cut goes to Boys Town home. Father
Flanagan, himself, came in for a
speech at the state teachers conven-
tion and stayed for personal appear-
ances Sunday. Revue is agemed by
Central Booking Office, Chi.

Selection of 'I*ive of a Kind' at
screen fare made a happy combina-
tion, and film did & goodly part of the
attracting. Quin.
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Variety Bills
NEXT WEEK (Noy. 28)

THIS WEEK (Nov. 21)
Num«ral« In oonnsetion with bills bftlovy Indicate eptnina day of

show, whether full or split week

Loew

NEW TORK OllT

Plohlannt Tr
Vox & Walteri
Cross A Duna
Jack Denny Ota

BAI.T1MOBE
C«ntury <24)

AI Shenk
Shirley Lloyd

EVANSVnXB
Majestic

Rh'psodles In Swlnff
WASUNGTON
CapUoI (95)

laucienno & Ashour
Romo Vincent
CharlU Master
Joe BQfis«r Go
It Rhytlint Rocketa
Varsity Co-eda

Paramoimt

NKW YORK cmr
Paramonnt

Larry Clinton Oro
Buddy Clnrk
ElBanore Whitney
Frank IilBuse

CHICAGO
Chteaso (25)

Clyde liucaa Or«
Toy Sc. Wine
8PBINGFIKLD
Paramoimt^ iW)

Hot Harlem U

LYDA SUE
RETURNING TO AMERICA
AVTEB BEING IN EUROPE

ONE YEAR
Dir.i MARK J. LEDDY

NEW yOBK CITX
Music Hall (24)

Rolt Holbein
Robert Weede
Beatrice Joyce
Art Frank
Henrietta Schumann
Rockettes
Corps de Ballet
Brno Rap«& Syiiiph

CHICAGO
Palace (25)

'Btltmorettes *

Oracle Barry
Ross A. Stone
Tomack & R Bros,

(18)
.lilUlan Carmen
Conklin & Thomai
Mabel Todd'
Milton Berle
Ralph Sanford
Jansleys

'

Iipula De Pron
CINCINNATI
Shnbert (24)

Bernivlcl' Co

(18)^
Don Bestor Ore
Cly.dfe McC6y OreW & V Stapleton
Fenwlck & Cook
Johnny Woode
CUBTELAND
Falac« (24-1)

Holland & Hart
Bob WHliamB
Red Dust
Marjorle Galnsw'rth
Ben Blue
Great Yacopis

(18)
Gypsy Rose Lee

COLUmiBUS
Proctors (24)

Gypsy 'Rose Lee
BQNNEAPOIilS
Orpfaeum (18)

HaVKemv Ore
PBOVIDENOE

Albee (18)
Ted Le-wls Ore
SCHENiEOTADX
Proctors (2«-26)

Hot From Harlem

London

Week of November 21
Astoria D. H.

i Valors
Dominion

Lee Donn
Ofrocadero Rest

Brio Hosklng
Senator Murphy
Gall-Oall
Eve Becke
Eddie Gray
Adam Troc Oi'c
CAMDEN TOWN

Ganmont
Nell Arnaut & Bros
Connor & Drake
Leon & Lucette

CLAPHAM
Granada

Billy Cotton Bd
EAST HAM
Gmnada

Savoy Jr Bd
Beams' Babes

Premier
Tok Chine
Colllnaon & Dean
Wolkowsky & G
GREENWICH

Granada
Savoy Jr Bd
Beams Babes
HAMMERSiMlTH

Palace
Low A Webster
Gordon Ray Gls
B B C.Slngrer

Hllson Sis
HOIXOWAT
Gaumont

Afrlque
Oanjou Bros
Juanita
Eddie Gray
DeHaven A Paere

ISLINGTON
Blae Hnll

Bartlett A Rosa
Leon A Lucette

UIWISHAM
Palace

Iteslie Jeffries 3
SHEPHERDS BUSH

Pavilion
Low & Webster
Gordon Ray GlsBBC Singer
Mllson Sis

STRATFORD
Broadway

Tok Chin?
Colinaon A Brown
Wolkowaky & Q

- 8TBEATHAM
Palace

Lealle Jeffries 8
TOOTING
Granada

Billy Cotton Bd
Wii>i;esden

Granada
Jack Fields Bd
Jock McAuley '

ProYincial

Week of November 21

ABERDEIEN
TIvoll

Jack Anthony
Bond Rowell
Hilton A Collina
John Tiller QU^
Jay Morelle
Hilda Meacham
We 3 Fellows
Desmonds & S Clair
3 Clayton Sia
Tommy Graham
Donald Stuart

DUNDEE
Palace

Harry Gordon
Ja6k Hoiaen
Ale^ Lennox
12 Lor.etta Gls
N & P St John
M'rwoode A Rlch'ds

Renara
Rooklyn
EDINBURGH

Royal
Jack Radcllffe
Vera McLean
Harold .Dayne
Neller A Clare
Pratova A Jules
4 Smith Bros
Norman & Curnot
Sherman Fisher Gls

GLASGOW
Pavilion

Eddie Peabody
Billy Guest
Eric Randolph
2 Schehks
Klmberly A Page
Pat Kirkwood

Cabaret BiHs

.U^iW YOEK CUT
Armando's Clnb Gancbo

NEW YORK CITS
Strand (26)

Ted Lewis. Ore
(18)

Al Donahue Oro
SHm A Sam

.

Arren & Broderlck
Bunice Healy

BROOKLYN
Strand (2G).

Molly Picon
Hal LeBoy
Gil Liainb.Co
Emmy A Mad Wags
Binie Co

(18)
Lucky Mllllnder Or
Avis - Andrews
Chocalateers
J & J McKenna
Mldgte Fellows
Nichols & Roberts
PHILADELPHIA

Earle (26),
Jan Savitt Ore

(18)
Roger Pryor Ore
Patricia Norman
Ann Miller
Pert Kelton
Dick Foran
Dr Hoffman

PITTSBURGH
Stanley (26)

Roger Pryor Oro
Maxine Sullivan
7 Freddysons
3 Wiere Bros
Ann' Miller
Dick Foran

(18)
Horace Heldt Ore

READING
Aster (24-20)

Happy Felton Ore
WASHINGTON

Earie (25)
4 Dudleys
Patricia Norman
V & L Keene
Oae Foster Gls
West A McGlnty

(18)
Don Cummlngs
Chaney A Fox
Wlere Bros
Jim Lewis
Oae Foster Gls
George Byron

YORK
Strand (29-1)

Will Osborne Ore
(25-26)

Charlie Barnett Ore

Independent

NEW YORK CITY
Roxy (24)

Loretta Lee
Johnny Burke
CondoB Bros
Lazzone A Abbott
Can Cann Gls
Gae Foster Gls
Paul Ash Ore

BALTIMORE
Hippodroitie (20)
Happy Delton Oro
Bddie Flatt
M Bellett & E Bros
Billy Galbraltb
Louise Dunn
'Loraine Barry
Dixie Dunbar

CHAMPAIGN
Virginia (26-27)

Bin Bardo Ore
CHICAGO

Oriental (26)
Slifim & Bailey
Variety Gambols
Ben Bert
Harry Savoy CoW & V Stapl^tons
Rutli Pryer
Alan Rogers

DAYTON
Colonial (26)

George Olsen Ore
INDIANAPOLIS

Lyric (}{6)

Herby Kay Ore

Gus Van
Pansy
Lathrops A Lee

(18)
Glen Gray Ore
Cass Daley
Fred Sanborn
Doris Diipont

KANSAS CITY
Tower (24)

Tommy Martin
Steve Evans
Paul Sydelt A S
Bernie Cummins Or

(18)
Boys Town Rev

aiESIPHIS
Orpheum (24)

Louis Armstrong U
MILWA17KEE
BlveltBide (18)

Grade Barrle
Terry Howard
Gale & Carson
Elite 3
6 Jitterbugs

SAN EBANCIKCO
Golden Gate (18)

Jan Drower Ore
Ice Carnival
PInkee Lee Co
Mary Minten
Bert Lynn
Geraldlne A ^

Jimmy Vincent Ore
Reed Lawton
Sigrld Lassen

Bandbox
Eddie ' deLange Ore
Franpes Faye
Phil D'Arcy 4

Barney Gallant's

Angela Velez
Carter & Bowie
Nellie Paley

Bill Bertolottl's

Angelo's Rh'mba Bd
nils Dion
Eleanor Etherldge
Velyne Hague
Helen Dell
Roberta Kent

Bill's Gay SO'f.

Charles Touchette
John Panter
John Bllot
Don Cortez
Jim Phillips
.Mary Roberts
Harold Willard
ArthurBehan
Harry Donnelly
Spike Harrison
Bernie Grouer

t
Boulevard Tavern
(Elmliurst, L, I.)

C'ntlnental ThrllL'rs
Mac Arthurs
Cameron Crosby
Auarey Noonan
Doiina A Darrell
Earle Hart
Mickey Feelcy
Vivien Francis
Lois Kaye
Bobby Bernard .

Jan Fred Pica Oro

Brich Clab
Hot Lips Page Ore

Casa Manano
Vincent Lopez Ore
Jay Freeman Ore
Lou Holtz
Veloz & Yolanda
Benny Fields
Abbott & Coatello
Helen Morgan
B MInevltch Co
Gabton Palmer
Delia Llnd
Kay Parsons
Helen Reynolds Gls
Betty Hutton

Chez I'lrehonse

Al Evnns Ore
John Haysradt
Tony Kraber
Clifton A Mlley

Club 18

Jack White
Jerry Blanchard
Doc Lee
Shad Mitchell
Pat Harrington
Frankle Hyers
Willie Grogan
Leila Gaynes
Beale St Boys
G Andrews Ore

Hotel Blltmen
Phil Spltalny Oro
Maxine
Evelyn Kays
3 Little Wards
Rochelle A Lola
Ginger Harman

Hotel Commodore
Sammy KaVe Oro'

Hotel Edison
Lea Brown Oro
Miriam Shaw
Johnny Johnson
Hotel Essex Ueuie
RIch'd Himber Oro
DeI| -& Hamory
Hotel Got. Clinton

Eddy MayehofC Oro
Betty Gale

Hotel Uaeotn
Artie Shaw Oro

Hotel UoAlpla
J Messner. Ore
Gonzales A Menen
Jeanne D'Arcy
Hotel New Yorlcer

Tommy Dorsey Oro
Peter Kent Oro
Edythe Wright
Jack Leonard
3 Esquires
Helen Myers
Ross MacLean
Skeets Herlurt
Dorothy Wilkens
Joan Merrill
Paul Roslnl
Lydla A Joresco
Hotel Park Central
Lee Myles Ore
Peter Hlgglni
BUons
Hotel Peaasylvanta
Kay Ryser Oro
Crane 2

Betel Pierre

Harold Nagel Ore
Hotel Placa

Eddy Duchin Ore
Don de Vodl Oro
Morton Downey
Maurice A Cardoba

Bela Vlllanyl Oro
Dorothy Blalre
Byrnes A Swanson

International Casino
Vincent Travera Ore
Val Ernie Ore
Eileen O'Connor
Tito A Valdes
Eddie Rio A Bros
Bood A Bood
Shyrettos 3
Grace A Nikko
Marlon Manntnr
Maria Serbah'
(Streets of Paris)

Eddie Brandt Oro
Sylvia St, Claire
RInaldi
Marshall i
Mysto

Ivan Frank
Ruth BIroth
Sonny Tucker
Ivan Frank

jimmjr Kelly's

Joe Capello Oro
Gladys l^aye
Mary Lane
Montmartre Boys
John RookWood
VauffKn Comfort
Danny Higgins
Ira Tarnell
Sid Hawkins
Tanya
Adra Cooper
Carter A Sohaub
Lee Leslie
Gloria< Marsh
Peggy de la Plants
Lynn A Deering
Inga Borg
Margaret Grey

La Marqalse
Frances Connelly
Harold Leonard
Earl, Doug A Cal

Larae
Eddie Davis Oro
Joseph Smith Oro
Qrazlella Parraga

La Coa Xtonfe
Geo Sterney Oro
Anne Francine
Tisdale S

Dlmltrl A Virgil
Rhumberas
La Carmelite
Nedra Madera
Sandovals

Clob Ynmnn
Don Mario Ore

.

Elisao Grenet Ore
|

Nena Montes
Los Marines
3 Aztecas
Senorlta Sandoval
Majda Vallee

Cotton Club
Cab Calloway Ore
Nicholas' Bros
Berry BrosW C Handy
Dandridge Sla
Sister Tharpe
Mae Johnson
Timmie A Freddy
June Richmond
Jigsaw Jackson
Vodery Choir

El Cblco
Don Alberto Ore
Paqulta Dominguez
Maclovia Ruiz
Los Calaveras
Dorita A Valero
Senorlta Paloma

El Morocco
Ernie Hoist Ore

El Rio
Bobby Parks Ore
Gus Martel Ore
Terry Lawlor
Baron & Blair

EamooB Door
Bed Norvo Ore
Mildred Bailey

Greenwich Village
Casino

Ray O'Hara Ore
Larry MacMahon
Diana Reed
Denise
Llberto A Owen
Eleanor Wood & D.
Murray A Best

Havana-Madrid
Nano Rodrlgo Ore
Juanito Sanabria Ut
Carlos A Carl to
Panclto & Dolores
Felipe de Flores
Sarlta Herrera
Roslta Ortega

Hlckoiy Honse
Jos Uarsala Ore
Hotel AmbaBsa<lor
Dick Gasparre Ore
Vincent Bragale Ore
Dario A Diane
Bleanor French
Renee de Janette

H'tel Belniont-PlnxR
Val Olman Oro
Diosa Costello
Gwen Williams
Gloria Grafton
Belmont BalladcerH

LTUCKER
17 Shaftesbury Ave.

London, England

CAN GIVE 12 CONSECU-
TIVE WEEKS IN ENG-
LAND, GET IN TOUCH
WITH THE FOLLOWING:

Charles Allen, Jack Curtis,

Joe Glaser, Danny Graham,
Ingalls & Davies, Mark J.

Leddy, Bill MiUer, Simon
Agencyj Swift & Nathano.

HAVE. ALREADY BOOKED—
LARRY ADLER, PAUL
DRAPER, BO 3 BROMLEY,
WINTER SISTERS, BO BRUM-
MELS, STUMP AND STUMPY,
OLIVE WHITE, SARA ANN
McCABE, LOPER and BAR-
RETT, HAL MENKEN, SIMP-
SON'S MARIONETTES, DORO-
THY STONER, BALLARD and
RAE.

MORE NEXT WEEK

Hotel Boosevelt
Guy Lombardo Ore
Hotel Savoy-Plaza
Bmlle Petti Oro
Lew Parkerson
Tom Low •

Dwlght Fiske
Hotel Sheny-
Netberland

Tcharkovsky Oro
Geo Scherben
Hotel St. Morlts

Basil Fomeen Ore
Yvonne Bouvler
Theod're. A Denesba
Hotel St. Regis
(Iridium Room)

Charles Baiim Ore
Sam Jarvis
Guy Owen
Simpson Sis
Dorothy Lewis
(Maisonette Russe)
Matbey Oro
Eva -Ortega
Boris. Belastozky
Serge Abagoft
Gedda Petry
Michael Greben

Hotel Tatt
ICnoeh Light Ore
Peggy Mann
George Hines
Mght Brigade
Hotel Waldorf-

Astoria
(Empire Boom)

Benny Goodman Ot
ISmll Coleman Ore

(Sert Boom)
Coblna Wright Jr
Paul Drappr
' Hotel Warwick
Gerry Morton Ore
Dell O'Dell

Hongarla
Gene Kardps Ore

Le Mirage
Geo Edmunds. Ore
Harry Horton Ore
Burton Devant
Vivian Vance
BUI Brady
V MacNaughton

Le Ruban Blen
Nora Sheridan
Elsie Houston
Morgans
Hayward A Allen
Bowers A Walter

Leon * Eddie's
Eddie Davis
Lou Martin Oro
Elinor Troy
Ford Crane
Maxine Loomls
Edna Mae
Jack Lane
Roslta A -Anita
Lura Bennett
Iris Adrian
Wally Wanger I

• Little Club
Pee Wee Russell Or
Edith Hoark
Dolores Farrla

Midnight Sun
Jack Melvin Ore
Emily von Loesen
Evelyn Rainey
Jean Landes
Bert B'oth

Men Paris
Charlie Murray Ore
Virginia Uppereu
R'yal Lukewela B'ya

Honte Carlo
Senorlta Nina
Lois Leeds
Jack Roselio
Maya's Conifans
Pierre Bcaucaire
Mildred A Maurice

Julian Altman
OastoB

Pelham Heath Ina
Erio Correa Ore
June Lorraine
Marcla Harris
Alice Dudley
Kenneth Bostook

Place Elegante
Bill Farrell
Bonn Kauf
Tommy Mills
Joe White
Wally Shulan
Leo Lataro Ore

Plantation Club
Skeets ToUiver Ore
Barrlngton Guy
Valda
Moke A Poke
Collins A Beasley
Avon Long
Lillian Fitzgerald
Joe Adele
Couway & Parke

Paradise
Dick Angle Oro.
Delia Carroll
Harry Jackson
Noll A Noland
Frank Paris
Gloria Day
Gloria Whitney
Mexican S

Pepper Pot
Joe D'Andrea Oro
Harold Aloma Ore
Iris Bay
Bill Scully
Aloha Shaw

Queen Mary
Joe Bills Ore
Katherlne Tate
Corlles & Palmer
Florence Herbert
Ann White

Rainbow Grill

McFarlands Oro >

Marlynn A Michael
Aurella Colomo
Rainbow Boom,

Al Donahue Ore
Eddie LeBaron Ore
Paula Kelly
Ruth NIgey
Alec Templeton
Betelle & LeRoy
Russian Kretchma
Volodia Katov Oro
Nastla PoUakova
Simeon Saksonsky

BImoon Karavkeff
MaruBia Bava
Darla BIree
Mlokel MIchon
MtBcha Osdonoft
Klavdla Kapelova
Sergei Ignatenko

Stark ClDb
Sonny KendU Ore
Jose Lopez Oro.

SivlnK BendesTOni
Bob Warren Oro
Jack Laurie
Prlnc'as White Wing
Pattl Marsh
Loula Sterling
Vivian Vaughn
Charlotte Carlton
Ronnie King

Verealllee

M Bergere Ore
Psinohlto Oro
Ella Logan
D'Avalos Dancers

Village- Ban
Freddie Fisher Ore
Lillian A Darlo
Marge Hudson
Del La Penhas
Suzapne Austin
Pappy Below
tjftura Dean
Zeb Carver Co

IVbtrllng Top
Geo Morris. Uro
Russell Dracken
Irene Stanley
Ramon RIngo
Stephen Harris
Jerry Wblte
Ann Gale

IVIrel

Charley Bowman Or
Bob Lee
Peggy LeBaron
Al Small
Ted Lester
Eleanor Ethrldge
Shirley Gay
Alice St John
Bernlce Stevens
Bbbe Gyldenkrone

Yacht Clnb
Hal Hope Oro
Fats Waller
Val Irving
Yvonne Menoff
Sinclair 2
Blue Drake
Charles Kemper
Ken Nichols
Myra Johndon
Colstone

LOS ANaELES
Bail

Charlie Lawrence
BruB Fletcher

Beverly Wllshlrs
Bray Sia
Harry Owens Oro

Biltmore
Shirley Rust
Jerry Stewart
Bonafd A Roberta
6 DanwlUs -

Bud A Hla Buddies
Fritz •& J Hubert

.
Hal Derwln
Shop Fields Oro

Cafe Callente

Elenlta
Diana
Leo
Luz Dasquez
Juah Navarro
Eddie Aguliar Ore

Cafe De Parse
Parisian Rev

Cafe I* Maze
VI Bradley
Park Avenue Boys

Clover Clnb
Betty Bryant
Perez Rum()a Bd
Stan Myers Oro
Cocoanat Grove

Rene DeMarco
Wayne King Oro

It Cafe
Joe Mosh'ay
Bob Searles
Bill Roberts Oro
Jerry's Mandalay
Tommy Howard
George Junior
Frankle Gallagher
Oliver Alberti
Jimmy Kerr Ore

La Conga
Rertee A Estrella

Little Club
Jane Jones
Tiny Merldlth
Chas Thorpe

Oniar*s Dome
Charles Earl
Eddy & Tours
Beau Lee
Geo Redmond Oro

Palomar
Ruby LeCrhst .

BankofC A Cannon
Johnson Bros
Collegiate 4
Gene Krupa Oro

Paris Inn
Beverly & Revel
Marguerite A M
Dominic Columbo
Thora Matthison
Ken Henryson
Henry Monet
Tony DeMarco-
Marsha Noleen
Chuck Henry Ore
P Selznicb'a Clnb
Norma Toung
Marco & Romola
Kay Marlowe
Max Fidler Oro
Billy Lankln

Seven Seae
Eddie Bush S
Al Mclntyre
Danny Kawanna
Kay Kanaal
Somerset Honse

Nonie Mitchell
Lynn Martin
Hal Chancellor
Harry RIngland

Topsy'a
Elmer
Bernice Farrlngton
Talla
Marcella Blanton
Lois Saunders
Chuck Foster Ore

Trocadero
Bob Grant Oro
Chuz Perez
Raye & Naldi
V Huge Bestanraat
GriJt "Williams Oro
Charlie Bourne

CHIGAGO
Ball Ball

Bert Gilbert
Kay Armln
Park & Lane
Jordan 3
Dorothy Dawn
Ball Gls
Stan Norrls' Oro
Al Milton Ore
Bismarck Hotel
(Walnut Boom)

Art Kassel Oro
Marlon Holmes
Betty Grey
Darlene O'Day
Billy Leach
Frank Payne
MayHelds & Virg

Blackliawk
Jan Garber Ore
Jack Gauike Ore
Audrey Dempsey
Frederic &"Yvonn
MUdred Fenton
Rudy Rudlslll
Lee Bennett
Fritz Hellbron
Blnckstone Hotel
(Ballnoue Rm)

Playboys Ore
Betty Borden

Blondles
Dolores Green
Billy Kemp
Frltzle Bey
Edna Leonard
La Marsha
Connie Rogers
Harry Hoyor Oro
Bee Rogers
Eleanor Johnson
Mickey O'Nell
Wanda Devon

Blue Ooose
Frances Romas
Alice Hanson
Melody King
Evelyn White
Buck Hunt
4 Hits A a Mlsfl
Harry Slntrer Ore

ilrevnort Hotel
(Crystal Boon)

Florence Bohuberl
CharlsB Baldwin

Grace Katrol
Norma. Ballard

Broadmont
Herb Rudolph Oro
-Loreita Owens
Sally Hyde
Dolores Buck
Billy Fargo
Bee Jones
Bonnie A Virginia
Estelle Russell
Adorables
Henry Simons

Caravan
Eddie Gorman
Roeke Romano
Toddy -O'Grady
Don Morgan
Dot A Jerry
Edna Leonard
Carl Scholtz Oro

Ohes Paree
Eddie Garr
Frazee Sis
Varsity 8
Ruth Petty
Juvelys
Lois Harper
Bob Hanon
Lou Brjiese Oro
-Don Orlando Oro
Evans Adorables

,

Club Al
Larry Ross
Stfeen Bright
Betty Dawn
Belle Stone
Ginger Roberts
Evelyn Lee
Leo Franz Oro

Clab Alabam
Jacqueline Allen
Tom Murray
Red Barger
Country Hunt
Jock Irving
Mildred Jordan
Allen Cole
Effle Burton
Bernie Adler
Dave Unells Oro
Chalk Robinson Ore
Eddie Roth Ore

Club- SpaniBb
Mllllcent Dewitt

Cooper ft Madraa
Dorothy Dawn
Pinky Tracy
Bob Davla Ore
Loretta DeBoar
Ralston Ens

Colony Clnb
Lillian Carmen
Nan Biackstorie
Jose Manzanares Or
Hugo dePaula Oro

Coloslmoi
B ft F Gilbert
Jackson, Reaveo ft B
Kamla
DeMay, Moore ft M
Roberta Roberts
Lois Maree
Bobby Danders
Bob Hyatt
Pronapta Gls
Hollywood •
Henri Gendron cOre

Clnb Oellsa
Evelyn White"
Walker ft Walker
Jean Gay
John 'Oscar
Rhythm Willie
Bunny
Ross A Butler
Sam Thoard
Charles Isom
Partello Ola
Red Saunders Oro

Dralce Hotel
(Gold Coast Room)
Otele Nelson Oro
Harriet Hllllard
Roily ft. V Pickert
Maro Ballero

Duteh's
Ralph Cook Rev
Rittman Dancers
Roberta
Peggy, Moore
Helen Dove
Mort Lund Oro
Bdgewater Be«ob

Hotel
(Marine Boom)

Jay Mills Ore
Homer Allen
Rennle Collins
6 of Hearts
HB[rriet Smith Gls

El Dnmpo
Bernie Green
Jimmy Lane
Mildred Parr
Sally O'Day
Jackie' Baker
Dot Keith Gls
Ginger Veins
Eddy Makins
Pbyllss Brooks
V Canova Ore

Vamona Door
Esther Whittlngton
Juanita A HIght
Bryan Wolf
Irma Brahn
Corine Gilbert
Castellanos Ore

4th Cfub
Homer Roberts
Ruth Barton
Estelle Ellis
Jeanne
Shirley Lucky
Shorty Ball Oro
Fraake'B Casino

Thelma White
Bill Ferber
Nadja
Ann Davis
Pam Winters
Claire Sla
Dick Hardin
Thelma Marland
4 Casino Brusetts
Buddy Kirbie
Rocke Ellsworth
Bob Tlnsley Oro

Gay 90s
Joan Rogers
DeNova 2
Vee Ames Gls
Geo Anderson ' Ore
Lew King
Colleen
lone O'Donnell
B Danders Jr Oro

Gay Paree
Wellington
Eve Yvonne
Mickey Dunne
Vlrg O'Brien
Miss Ellis
Bernlce Bodel
Bob Riley Oro

Grand Terrace
Sonny ft Sonny
Dusty Fletcher
Howell ft Coles
Sallle Gooding
Dottle Saunders
Streamline Sue
Connie' 'Harris
Leonard Reed Gls
Earl Hines Oro
'Graemere Hotel
(Glass Iloase Rm)
Don Pedro Ore
Joe Vera
Bob Edwards
Ruth Arden
Dale Evans
Kitty Lee
Harry'a M X Cab'ret

Mildred Rock
Natasha
ClWf WinehlU
Dorothy Wahl
Jean Mode
Art Buckley
Al Wagner
Bniie Myers
Lee Berltng
Dorothy Johnson
Rankin Gls
Charles Engsl Ore

Hickory Inn
Dictators Oro
Fred Casey
Terry O'Toole

HI Hat
Al Bernio
Nat Oherney
3 Orohids
Hi-Hatters
June Glory
Sid Lang Oro

Hippodrome
Jerry Marks Ore
Jerry Gerlard
Enid Phillips
Louise. VerholT
Virginia Maye
Laser Gale Sis
Billy Banks
Hashl A Osal
Joe Kalmus Ore

Ivanlioe
Helen Sumnprs
Helen Irwin

Hawailahs
Earl Hoffman Oro

I/Alglon.

Mary W Kilpatrick
Gypsy 4
Don Quixote Ore
Ennlo Bolognlnl Or

Hotel L» Halle
(Blue l!>ont Boom)
Kings Jesters

Mary Milan
Liberty Iqb

Stanley Mack
Mickey Sheridan
Thelma White

Mm?*'*^, Higglns
Minis Erdman
Earl Wiley Ore

Llmehoose
Barney .Richards Or

MeGraws
George DeCosta
Jack Tllson
Chick Williams
Vivian Lucas
Marion Miller
Phil Chlnard
Chuck Andrews

HclAughlIha
Charlene
Paty Ruth
Tonlta
Marlta Ryan
Miokey Dunn
Sammy Barl
Jules Novit Ore

Heled* Mill
Tiny Hill Ore

Miami Clab
Belva White
Karl Rlckard
Spencer A Foleton
Alice Tannen.
Bob'O'Lyn Gls
Johnny Parkers Or

Millstone
Ann Millstone
Ann Howard
Irene ForteK.
Boy Swllt Oro

Minuet Club
Minuet Gls
Joy Kalise
Johnny Elliot
Doi-'thy DeHought'a
Gayle Lawrence
Art Fisher Ore
Rita DeVore

Morrison Hotel
(Boston Oyster

Hoase)
Manfred Gotthelt

NamelOBB Cafe
3 Loose Screws
Ona Mayo
Ed. Leon
Evelyn Waters
RaMundi's Ore
Helen Samms'
Mae dl Fill

Old Heidelberg
Old Heidelberg Co
Herr Louie Ore
Geo Gunther Oro

Paddock Clab
Flo Whitman Rev
Nyra Lou
Muriel Joseph
Slssle Robblns
Genevieve Val
Sharone
Patsy DuBrae
Frances Kay
Rex Grlfllths
Jerry Frost
Clint Wright Oro

Palmer Houbo
(Empire Room)

Orrln Tucker Ore
Bonnie Baker
Bailey Sis
Sextette
Oower A Jeanne
Jack Stair
Beverly Allen
Jean Florlan
Abbott Dancers
Phil Dooley Ore

Parody Clob
Freddie Abbott
Marlta Ryan
Honey Lee
Freddie Janis Ore

Rose itewl
Willie Shore
Armlda
Ann Paige
Meta Carlyle
Pol-Mar Gls
Burke 31s
Al White
Allen Kane Ore

Itoyale Frolics

Frances Wills
Bee Kalmus
Eddie White
LeBarron 3
Selma MarlOwe'
Jack Hllliard
Frolics Ens
Mark Fisher Oro
Shemian Hotel
(College Inn)

Buddy Rogers Ors
Dick Kissinger
ElizabeUi Kliton
Joe Murphy
Dezzo Better
Polly Day
Mile Mignone
Tony Marks
Carl Marx
Prince Omar

Marines
Don & A LeMalre
Boots McKenna Gla

Dome
Tony Marks
Spinsters
Marie Sari

Sliver Cloud

Eleanor Leonard
Ken Leslie
Loel Muriel
Babe Carney
Neville ft Day
Dot Peterson
Kitty DaWn
Dorothy Stone
Hazel Zalua
Kord Richardsoa
3 Tops
Johnny McFall Of

Sliver irrollcs

Vivian Hall
Joe Kascliur
Ealalne Rabey
Roma Noble
Fay Wallace
Art Freeman

606 Clnb

Billy Carr
Renes Villon
Marg Faber Gls
Jessie Rosella
Vllma Joszy
Ruby Bennett
Sherry
Yvette
B & L Cook
CoUette
Carmen
Lois Cornwall
Joel & Antiotte
Mary Jano Brown
Dolly Sterling
Sol Lake Oro
Tripoli 3

Shy Rocket

Marjorie Whitney
Dictators
Mathews ft Shaw
4 Kings
B Tanks Sooiallte*

(Continued on' page 55)
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ACT ON BmY-H'WOOD RIFT
Manager Les^ue and Equity Team

To Close Loopholes in Ticket Code;

Brokers Oppose Prijce Le^jslatipn

There has been a three-way de-

velopment in the Broadway ticket

situation:, the League of New York
Theatres, under which the code
functions, is using display space in

the' dailies offering to refund to

•theatre-goers any excess of the 75c

premium; Equity asking the League
to name a committee to meet with its

secretary and counsel to discuss ways
to make it easier for patrons to se-

cure tickets, and it's planned to in-

troduce a measure in the New York
City's Council, which would make it

a misdemeanor to sell ticlcets at ex-

cegs pirices.

Ticket brokers are burning again

over the League's ads because thfe

cost comes from money paid to the

League by them. At least one agency
which did not sign the code is re-

ported to have sold unstamped tick-

ets, a violation of the federal law.

The matter has been placed before
the tax collector. Brokers insist it's

not physically possible to adhere
strictly to the stamping provisions in

the admissions tax law and the code.

League which now claims the code
is 90% effective, stated in the ads
that public co-operation is essential

to its success. Persons who buy
directly at the boxoffice can secure
tickets for any location if they are
willing to select a date well in ad-
vance, it contends. The offer to re-

fund, of course, is limited to possible

excess charges by agencies within
the code. 'Sustainable evidence,' too.

Is required by the League, which
also is probing reports of high prices

by brokers outside the code. League
is concerned only with theatre tick-

ets.

Amendment Introdaced

An amendment to a city ordinance
was introduced in the Council yes-
terday (Tuesday), however, which,
If adopted, would limit the resale
charge of tickets for opera and all

sporting events.' That was formally
revealed by Councilman Howard H.
Spellman at a luncheon held by the
League Monday (21). License Com-
missioner Paul Moss, also present,

has introduced in the legislature a
statute which would turn over to the
cities the right to license ticket agen-
cies and thereby control the pre-

(Continued on page 48)

SUSANNE JAYNE WANTS

MARRIAGE ANNULLED

Susanne Jayne who appeared in
the Broadway show, '50 Million
Frenchmen,' asked N. Y. Supreme
Court Referee John F. Cohalan last
"week to annul her marriage to Kirk
LaShelle Lucas, foster^son of Wolfert
Lucas, foreign film director for Me-
tro. The referee reserved decision.
Lucas is on the Coast in pictures.
He, has also appeared in stage roles.
The couple were married in N. Y.
In 1035.

Miss Jayne told, the court Lucas
had informed hejr his first wife,
knov/n as Ocean Wave Smith, had
divorced him in California. Latet
phe learned the divorce had not been
declared final at the time they were
married.

Shibert Signs Hoffman

Philadelphia, Nov. 22,

r. 'Think-o-Drink' Hoffman, nov-
elty act current at the Earle here,
>vas inked to a termer Friday (18)
oy J. J. Shubert for a musical
skedded to go into rehearsal about
Jan. 1. Moniker on it hasn't been
released yet.

Hoffman's act, standard in vaude
and niteries, consists of producing
all sorts of cocktails by pouring
water into glasses and thinking of
the drink you'd like to have.

Blitzstein's Play Delayed

Philadelphia, Nov. 22,

Marc Blitzstein's new play, skedded
for a New York preem shortly after

the beginning of the year, has been
delayed about a month by his illness.

Author of 'Cradle Will Rock' re-

turned to New York and work Sat-

urday (19).

New play, done in the same song-
drama medium as 'Cradle,' is 'No for

an Answer.' It has a Philadelphia
background and, like Blitzstein's

other work, is 'socially significant,'

trading the revolt of a college boy
and girl against their parents. New
show, skedded for production, will

have full orchestra, scenery and cos-

tumes, with which 'Cradle' dis-

pensed.
'Danton's Death,' which closed Sat-

urday (19) at the Mercury theatre,

has music by Blitzstein.

Pemberton ROed

Over 'Misquotes

(K Code Address

Declaring he was misquoted in a

daily after addressing Equity at a

meeting last Friday (18) at the Astor,

New York, anent the ticket code.

Brock Pemberton hinted the possi-

bility of legal action after receiving

a protest from Gustave CJerber, at-

torney for the Theatrical Managers,

Agents and Treasurers' vmion, whose
members were supposedly implicated

by Pemberton as violating the code.

For the first time since the discussion

meetings started, WPA theatre proj-

ect matters were neither discussed

nor proposed.
Pemberton, who has advocated

ticket control for years in a reply to

Gerber wrote: 'Neither by direct

siatement or inference did I aqduse

any of the above named groups

(ticket brokers, boxoffice staffs,

house managers) of being crooks. I

did say that evidence in our posses-

sion proved that certain individuals

in these groups were crooked in that

they were breaking their contracts

in their efforts to subvert the code.'

Philip Loeb, who presided at the

meeting, supported Pemberton's dis-

claimer at a limcheon meeting Mon-
day (21).

Producer addressed the union for

a second time, following a talk by
Maurice Evans, actor-ipanager cur-

rently in 'Hamlet' (St. James). Lat-

ter proposed an organization similar

to the London Theatre Council, which
would have a government official de-

cide controversials. Evans' main
complaint appears to be with the

stagehands, but, he did not specify.

Union ruled that the deckhands re-

ceive double pay because of the over-

time consumed by the full-length

Hamlet' revival. Pemberton ques-

tioned Evans' failure to join the man-
agerial League of New York Thea-
tres, although he advocated a 'super-

council.'

Margaret Webster, who staged

'Hamlet,' and Worthington Miner,
new member of the Theatre Guild's

board, also spoke about opposed
forces in the theatre. She asked for

active, organized co-operation from
every element. Miner said there are

too many restrictive clauses in Equi-
ty's contract, with the result that

production is being stifled. Co-oper-
ation among the various forces, he
said, would find the 'unions cutting

each other's throats.'

Equity will be asked to consider

the formation of a central casting

agency which would aid experi-

mental acting groups in addition to

serving conunercial purposes.

EQUITY DEPIORES

LEeiT

Actor Union Attributes

Breach Between Stage
an4 Screen as Cause for

Slack Since Pictures
Would Supply the Nec-

essary Backing to Speed
Up Production

ASKS FOR HUDDLES

Sparked by Equity, a new move-
meht aimed to bring Hollywood
financing back to Broadway has been
started. Council of the association is

apparently much concerned over the
slack in production, volume of which
is distinctly less than expected for

the New York World's Fair season.

Musicals have increased, as indicated
prior to the season's start, but
straight plays have dipped sharply
after a fast start.

Equity attributes the retarding to

less backing, rather than material,

although it's known that some of the
prolific managers have been unable
to secure scripts to their liking, al-

though anxious to put on more plays.

Showmen have been urging that the
Hollywood-Broadway rift be bridged'
for some time, and have proffered
several suggestions to that end.
Equity was disappointed that the sit-

uation wasn't presented more promi-
nently during the American Theatre
Council ,convention in September.

Ask Joint Meeting
Last week the Council adopted a

resolution which may be fruitful,

copies of it being sent to the League
of New York Theatres and the Dram-
atists Guild, whose contract for au-
thors alienated picture financing.

Each was requested to call a meeting
(Continued on page 49)

Now It Can Be Told:

33 St Louisans See

Fffst Phy, 'Women'

St. Louis, Nov. 22.

Thirty-three persons who wit-
nessed their first legit play, the
opening performance of 'The Wom-
en' at the American theatre Sun-
day (20), unanimously voted the
'Living Stage' an excellent medium
of expression and entertainment.
The invitations were extended by

Max Gordon, producer of the show,
As a means of acquainting the
younger generation with legit and in

an effort to- revive interest in the
theatre.

Contact with those who had never
before seen a stage play was made
through a 'blind' ad in the personal
column of the St. Louis Globe-
Democrat. This burg's only A. M.
daily. Gordon and Paul Beisman,
manager of the American, accepted
the word of those who wrote let-

ters in answer to the ad.

Of the total guests, 25 were na-
tives and the balance from com-
munities in the so-called 49th state,

,

the St. Louis trade area.

ATLANTA JUDGE 0W
'ROAD' AFTER PROTESTS

Mercury Theatre Deficit of $15J

Reported, Discounting Story Group

Was Fmancialy Okay; Going Ahead

Unbilled

Philadelphia, Nov. 22.

Rising • curtain at 'Lightniii'

at the Chestnut Street Opera
House here last Saturday night
(19) caught one of the grips
onstage; He quickly crawled
imder a desk and remained
crouched there during the en-
tire first act, with his rear visi-

ble to a portion of the audience.
Situation had the cast con-

vulsed throughout the act, par-
ticularly at such lines as, 'Have
you seen a strange man aroUnd
here?' Fred Stone, star of the
show, explained the giggles and
apologized to the audience in
his usual curtain speech.

Free Rehearsals

Okayed hy Equity

For Paid Prevues

Leeway on rehearsals has been
conceded by Equity and hereafter
managers may add one day to the
free rehearsal period for each paid
preview. Rules stipulate that 28 days
constitutes the free rehearsal period

limit (35 days for musicals) after

which players must be paid full sal-

ary. Gratis previews are regularly

coxmted as rehearsals but when sold

to ,
parties, the casts are paid pro

rata.

Herman Shumlin, who's readying

'The Mferchant of Yonkers,' has
pointed out. that when players .re-

ceive compensation for such show-
ings, it's not logical to include them
in the rehearsal period. Equity up-
held the contention. With several

paid previews of that play planned,

a corresponding number of days will

be allowed the producers beyond the
four-week limit. 'Yonkers' is an
adaptation by Thornton Wilder of an
Austrian farce, 'He Will Be the Devil

of a Fellow.' It's due at the Guild,

N. Y., late next month. 'Ringside

Seat,' which bowed there Ipst night

(Tuesday), is slated to move.

Thibaud Heads Move for

Canadian Nat'l Theatre

Atlanta, Nov. 22.

Judge E. p. Thomas of Fulton su-

perior court late yesterday (Monday)
granted a temporary injunction

against Mayor Hartsfield and Police

Chief Hornsby from interfering with
'Tobacco Road,' which had been or-

dered barred yesterday (Monday)
afternoon following a special show-
ing for censorship board.
Show opened last night (Monday)

as scheduled at the Erlanger, where
it's booked for seven days. Judge
Thomas set Friday (25) morning for

hearing.

Montreal, Nov, 22.

Joseph Thibaud, sponsor of move-
ment for a national theatre, was
chosen chairnicn of an organization

to approach various bodies interest

ed in a national theatre plan at a
meeting held in Ottawa Thursday
(17). Another session will be held
shortly to draw up dietailed plans
for such a theatre and present them
to the Canadian government with a
view to state aid as well as private

donations.

Mayor Stanley Lewis, of Ottawa,
presided at the meeting which elect-

ed Thibaud, who said he believed
the cabinet was sympathetic to the
national theatre movement. The
plan' was .endorsed by the Allied

Trades and Labor Association of Ot-
tawa and the Ottawa Housing and
Planning Assn.

Gensler's B'way Play

Lew Genslor has returned east

looking over several- shows for

Broadway production. Among them
is a new piece by Edwin Justus

Mayer.

Gensler is understood giving up
picture production for legit.

Abrupt closing Saturday (19) of
'Danton's Death,' first production of
the Mercury Theatre's second season,
marked an interruption to the rne-
teor-like record of the young play-
ers. Generally supposed that the
group was financially secure but it's

reported to have gone into tlie red
for $15,000. Bad business forced the
play's suspension. Claim that Mer^
cury will shortly prepare 'Five
Kings' in association with the Thea-
tre "Guild, An extended tour is

planned. Burgesg Meredith is still

being dickered for to star with
Orson Welles.

Hereafter, the group will use a
larger theatre, plan being to sub-
lease its present house, which was
fonrierly the Comedy, House was
leased for five years when Mercury
started last season. Rental is said
to have been comparatively light.

Mercury's original backers may
have lost interest in the venture,
several persons of affluence having
been mentioned among those who
provided the financing. When the
group started this season, Marcus
Heiman guaranteed the salaries. Mar-
tin Beck is also interested.

In show circles it's believed that
Mercury's rapid rise was the result
of. an over-enthusiastic press. Critics
went to town oyer 'Julius Caesar*
and 'A Shoemaker's Holiday,' re-
vivals that called for no royalties.

The shows, given in repertory, drew
capacity, resulting in Mercury mov-
ing the attractions to the larger Na-
tional. After several months there,
attendance started to dip and
'Caesar' was returned to the Mer-
cury, later to be switched again to

the National upon 'Shoemaker's*
closing. That date was cmrtailed,

however.

Baves Pnxzle Manacers
Managers wondered over the criti-

cal raves at a time when the re-
viewers disliked a succession of
more expansive productions. GrouQ
had control of 'The Cradle Will
Rock,* originally scheduled by the
WPA, but leased it to Sam H. Gris-
man. WPA execs had vetoed the
play as being too radical. The nov-
elty was presented at the Windsor
but was not considered a financial
success. It reverted to Mercury and
was also shown at its theatre late
last season.

Mercury was formed by Orson
Welles and John Houseman, both
having been conhected with the
WPA theatre project. They had
originally readied 'Cradle' for the
theatre project, Welles and House-
man were determined to show the
work, an operetta type, and it was
played for two weeks at. the former
Jolson (now Yiddish Art theatre),

(Continued on page 48)

BYRON RECOVERING BUT

WON'T JOIN lANDSCAPE'

Arthur Byron, Equity president,

while convalescing from an ear in-

fection, will not join the cast of
'American Landscape,' which opened
in Boston Monday (21). Charles
Waldron, who came from the Coast
to fill the Byron part, was guaran-
teed at least four weeks.

Show will open at the Cort, New
York, Dec, 3,

Mary Boland East To
Talk Over Stage Play

Hollywood, Nov. 22.

Mary Boland trained for New
York yesterday .(Monday) to fill a
guest spot on the Eddie Cantor
broadcast (28) and to confer witfii

Sidney Harmon on a possible legit
play.

Miss Boland recently finished in
the Paramount picture, 'Two Weeks
With Pay.'
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Plays on Broadway

GOOD HUNTING
remedy In Ihiefr acts presented at the

HudHcm Nov. 21 by Jerome Mnyer una
T.ei>nui<l FMii: written by Nathaniel ^^eat

mid JoseDh Schrnnk: Bioged by Mayer:
$;{.«(» Lop. „ „ ,.

'Ullam I-ewla...., Guy Spaull

•oiimral Thompson Dennis Gurney
nnk Russo George Toblaa

Cnurier James Larmore
M. Colonel Jarvls. 1>.S.0 Xlcholns Joy
Corporal Bowker J. JP-
Mrtlor FltJislnimonB, M.C Ben Smith
I.le'utenanl Fernlque Marcel Joumet
Cnnloln Stuart Stewart. .. .Edwarjl Harvey
Catpnln Rnm SInRh John Barrlngton

Second Lieut. Gerald Forsyte. ........

.

Derek WUllftmB
Brigadier General Hargreavea. . . . .

.

Aubrey Mather
Marie Lanner
Grace Hanfrenves Estelle Wlnwood
Monsieur Jervala .LeRol OiHsrtI

Major Genei-al Horace SUnclair

Lieut. Max von Auster Jess Thoniassen
Col. von Shiminelpfenig George Brandt
Cant. Bab Mfthamoud Tracy D. Rutledije

General Llebfrau Alfred Kappeler

Busiest week of openings this fall

started off with a dud, new managers
having selected a war comedy, that

seemed an unbelievable story about
British officers, although play is sup-

posed to be satire.

Fairly large cast is principally

peopled with English, players, most
of them having given performapces
superior to this evening's. If things

were as depicted in this play, also

called 'Blow, Bugle, Blow," then the

war was a farce. But the recollec-

tions and results of the world con-
flict are still too vivid and 'Good

,

Hunting,' a British expression, is in-

credible.

Piece is enacted in an old church
which is the headquarters of a Brit-

ish division early in the struggle.

War atmosphere is conveyed by the
uniforms of the staff plus presence
of foreign attaches and a field tele-

phone central. Gruesome details are
hardly touched upon, although a
pretty young charwdman is. discov-
ered to be a spjr, after wooing the
afftetions of a lieutenant who just
joined up.

A major, aware the girl is trying
to send information to the German
lines, schedules a phony campaign
of advance. It is .unwittingly sent
as a dispatch by the general's primpy
wife, and the next morning the men
attack and take a position the divi-

sion had failed for months to attain.

But the men continue to advance
into the enemy sector and become
lost this information coming by way
of the phon'e and carrier pigeon.

Last act has the Germans advanc
ing and calmly taking the English
headquarters after a few stray shots.
The Hun general and the English
leader turn out to be old friends,
but the story is complicated when
word comes that the German troops
kept on going, too, and were prob-
ably taken. There the story abruptly
ends.
Through these proceedings comedy

• war correspondents Wander into
headquarters^ telephone fantastic
yams to Paris and are frequently
tiirown out. First ni^ters seemed to

I giggle now and then, but most
seemed to wonder how the show
reached the boards.
There are two feminine parts, Es

telle Wihwood playing the general's
wife and Susi Lanner. portraying a
slim Viennese actress appearing as
the spy. Latter makes her part
likable, though the script has it

ridiculous. Among the leads are
Aubrey Mather, Ben Smith, Nicholas
Joy, Alfred Kappeler, Derek Wil-
liams, George Tobias, Horace Sin-
clair. Marcel Journet and John Bar-
rlngton. Off-stage effects were any-
thing but the McCoy. Ibee.

Where Do We Go From
Here?

Comedy In three acts (Ave scenes) hy
William Bowers; staged by Anatol Wlno-
grndofl. setting, Hugh Wllloughby; pre-
sented by Oscar Hamraerstein 2d and
Dwight Trtylor; at VanderbUt, N. Tf.. Nov.
1.), '".8: if'i.'JI) top.
Frank James Fuller
Blnckie John Laird
Nets Ralt>h Holmes
Rennie ,Don De Fore
Jack Hanley Michael Oiven
TeK Stanley decker
Perc Edmund Glover
Ken Gllbart Fates
Jones John James
BInie Will Dsan
Phil ISug3n6 Gerlcke
Bill .T:tmes Xi'uex

Ted illei- Charles Mendick
Doc iiiaunders .George Carleton
Havry Harris Theodore Lcavltt
Ettlllff Richard S. Bls!top

Butch Ed Sabol
Joe King Paul Har.iniond
Carole Lester Cathie Bailey

funny situations and lines, but no
vital appeal, and consequently no
emotional compulsion. .

It is significant that the author is

only 22 years old and a recent col-

lege graduate. There's no disgrace

in either of those facts, and cer-

tainy nothing wrong with a young
man of that age and recent college

background being, interested in the

minor events and situations of col-

lege life. But it's doubtful if there

are enough paying playgoers in the
22-year-old - college - graduate cate-

gory to supply audiences for such a
play. And to most adults, particu-
larly in this strenuous day, the
events of 'Where Do We Go from
Here?' will seem, to put it gently,

pretty innocuous.
According to the dope. Bowers

wrote this play from actual incidents
of his own recent slay in the Alpha
Tau Omega house at the University
of Missouri. Later, in Hollywood,
where he was a film writer, he in-
terested a grqup of actors in the
script and they gave it a coopera-
tive tryout, Anatol Winogradoff,
who staged the current production,
also directed that one. The original
cast included five members of the
present company—Michael Owen,
Edmund Glover, Will Dean, Don De
Fore and Stanley Becker. They in-
terested Dwight Taylor in the script,
and he later brought Hammerstein
into the Venture.

If 'Where Do We Go from Here?'
is a commercial failure, however, it

is by no means a complete loss to the
Broadway theatre. For while Bow-
ers is an immature playwright, he
shows promise with this attempt,
properly catching the spirit of frat-
house life. What he appears to need
at present is something worth while
to say and the emotional and intel-
lectual depth to give it stature. He
will almost certainly be heard from
again—and creditably.
Winogradoff reveals himself as a

director of no little talent, while the
five members of the original cast,
making their Broadway entries, are
likewise worthy of future attention
Winogradoff hasn't entirely suc-
ceeded in his staging. He has
failed, for instance, to get anything
like the comedy pace that, say, a
George Abbott would have achieved.
There are other little tricks he has
missed, but his staging shows a defi'
nite feeling for atmosphere and sitU'
ation.
All five newcomers give deft, con-

vincing performances. That is par-
ticularly so in the cases of De Fore,
Glover and Dean. With an imper-
fectly-written part, containing sev-
eral contradictory angles, De Fore
makes the character interesting and,
as far as possible, believable. Among
the others who play acceptably are
Ralph Holmes, Eugene Gericke,
James Trufex, George Carleton anc
Theodore Leavitt. Hobe

LEGITIMATE

Slows in Rehearsal

•Everywhere I Roam'—Marc
Connelly, Bela Blaii.

'merchmnt of Yonkers'-—Her-

man Shumlin.
'Here Come the Clowns'

—

Eddie Dowling.
'Yes, My Darling Daucrhter'

(road)—Royal Stout
'Soliloquy'—H. Weissmann.
'Lorelei' — Richard Aldrich,

Dennis King.
•Trilby' (road) — Walter

Hampden.
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Plays Oot of Town

ciimpus cuties in drag makes for some
laughs. At that, some of the boys
make up as good-looking dames.
And, by the same token, their en-

semble terpsichorean efforts are more
enthusiastic than the r.oxyettes. All

in all, however, dance stager, Walter
F. Keenan, Jr., did a good terp. job.

James H. Freer, 3d, carries the bur-

den of the vocal department, and
librettist Hess is histrionically prom-
inent, too. In a gigolo sequence he
isn't as effective as some of his sub-

sequent work. The battling finale of

Sweet vs. Swing in a Madison Square
Garden' pugilistic setting, is high-

lighted by Robert W. Troup, Jr.'s, ex-

cellent comedy values as Killer-

Diller, contrasted to Charles J.

Koenig, likewise clicky as Melody
Vloe, the salon kid. Joseph A. Jen-

cins and Elias B. Baker, Jr., are also

effective as the No. 1 boy-girl team.
William A. Borrie registers as Sandy,

a Scotch character, and Louis D. Day,
Jr., Nathaniel C. Doughty, Jr., Rob-
ert L. Kunzig and John N. Horrocks,
Jr., likewise work hard and often,

and with like ingratiation.

Paul B. Hartenstein, '23, is chairmian
of this vear's production; P. Hacke
George, Jr., Wh. '39, is undergraduate
business manager. Tunesmith Clay
Boland, '26, is a vet songwriter and
author of many Mask and Wig scores.

He's a Philly dentist; his new lyricist,

S. Bickley ReichnM, is on the Philly

Bulletin. Show is current this week
in Philadelphia and is. scheduled for

a long tour beyond. NewOTear's.
Abel.

American Landscape
Boston, Nov. 21.

Drama In three acts by Elmer Rice;
presented by The- Playwrlffht» Co.; staged
)y the author; settlngrs and coetumea by
Aline Bernstein. At I he Wilbur, Boston,
Nov. 21. MS.
Captain Tony., Geonce Macready
Retty Patricia Palmer
Jerry Donald Cook
Cnrlolta..,., Phoebe Foster
Finn Rachel Hartzell
mil Howard Miller
Captain Frank ...Charles Waldron
-onnle Sylvia ^Yeld
''aptaln Samuel Charles Dingle

.Toe Theodore Newton
Stlllgebauer Altred A. Hesse
Moll ;Isobel Elsom
Captain Helnrich Con MacSunday
Harriet.... « Ulllan Foster
Paul ; Jutes Bennett
.Ahby , Ethel Intropidl
Karenson Aa^e Steenshorne
Dupont Pierre d'Ennery
O'Brien J. Augustus Keosh
WnshlnKton ..' Emory Richardson
Cohen PhlUp Singer

YIDDISH PLAY

While 'Where Do We Go from
Here?' is an interesting try, this

fresh production of the season by
Oscar Hammerstein 2d appears a
doubtful prospect for Broadway suc-

cess. It's better film material.
The comedy is a sort of 'Stage

Door' in a college fraternity house:

It shows the atmosphere of a typi-

cal frathouse at an average co-edu-
cational American college,, tying up

All Around the Town
(51ST MASK AND WIG SHOW)
U, of Pennsylvania Mask and WIr mu-

sical in two acts and 21 scenes at Center.
N. Y., two performances Nov. ID, '38,
top. Dialog mostly by George Elliott Hess;
songa Clay A. Boland and S. Bickley Relch-
ner; direction, Robert P. Brown; dances,
Walter F. ICeenan, ,Ir..: rholr, Boland; con-
ductor. .Toseph F, -Follman, Jr.; arrange-
ments, Boland.
Principals: John P, Sjtokes, Robert li.

Kunjjig, Nathaniel C. Doughty, Jr.. Thomas
Jj. Tyler, Donald M. .Pollock, Joseph A.
Jenk ns, Eiiaa B. Baker, Jr., William A.
Borrie. George Ellott Hess, Robert L. Kun-
zig, William J. CoK, I.ouls D. Day, Jr., John
r.. Horrocks. Jr.. Robert W. Troup, Jr
Charles J. Koenig. James A. Snyder, JohnS Ro.s.<. Wininm .T. Cox. Robert K. hogan"Edward J. Eechtold. Norbert M. Dougherty.

Princeton Triangle
UluD three seasons ago started get-
ting its annual show score published
and given a full-fledged tin pan aUey
nlugeroo, showmanship methods have
been gradually growing , with under-
graduate productions of this nature.
The U. of P. went it one better by
petting its current Mask and Wig pro-
duction, the 51st annual offering, well
into public consciousness via a 'large
advance plug that started in Septem-
ber. Result is that the dowagers and
patronesses, who usually mentor
campus activities of this nature were
heard to mention, 'My, what a
s-^rightly score the boys have turned
out this season!' Not realizing that
{he Clay A. Boland, '26, and S. Bick-
ley Rsichner ditties had been plugged,
over the air for months, and' that, as
a resi'Tt. 'There's No Place Like Your
Arms.' Ya Got Me,' 'Monkey Likes
Cocoanuts' and 'When I Gb a-Dream-
in.' are pretty familiar to the average
ear.

The tunes, incidentally, shape up
as the best thing in the entire pro-
duction. The score in general is
tuneful, and, while the produttion
essays to be topical and ultra-mod-
ejm, much, of it bogs down. George
Elliott Hess. '39, responsible mostly
for the libretto, tees off his "All
Around the Town' travelog with a
satirical commercial broadcasting,

The Eternal Melody
Drama In three acts (8- scenes) by Simon

Wo'.f and Harry Hoffenberg; presented by
Oscar Green. Staged by Max Wllner.

Music, Abe Schwartz: \yr\c». Wolf and
Isador Lillian. At the Hopklnson, Bklyn;

^.05 top.
Dvorab Frumkln Hannah Hollander
Hershel Yacob Sussanort

Dovld Seymour Slegel

Tankel Simon Wolf
Sarah Nadia Dranova
Abraham Mann Rennle Seldman
Florence Betty Budanov
Bella Paula Tjubelska

Alex Sol Josephson
PInchos Oxman Max Wllner
.Tohanna Anna Zeemnn
Tramp I.ildor Hollander
Dovld Steinberg.....* Tacob Sussanort

Lelbush Max Paql

on their campus residence.

Although the William Bowers
comedy succeeds in offering an ac-

curate picture of the fraternity

house atmosphere, it fails decisively

in the arousing interest in its-5tory.

Thus the pjay remains merely a

mildly pleasing charade, with some

All the lachrymal hoke so closely

associated with Yiddish drama has

been mustered for 'The Eternal Mel-

ody,' by Simon Wolf and Harry Hof-

fenberg, which Oscar Green is pre-
senting as the Hopkinson's seasonal
opener.

Max Wilner, who staged the play,

hasn't given it pretentiousness as far

as settings are concerned. Nor has
he been particularly adroit in' its

pace, which lags interminably. But,
for the audience that frequents this

house, in the heart of Brooklyn's
Ghetto, such lapses are taken lightly.

Running almost three hours, the play
could easily be cut.

It's the story they come for and
in this instance it's one of. the most
frequently themed in the Yiddish
theatre. Mother love has long struck
a popular note with typically Jewish
audiences; 'M'elody' doesn't veer off
the beaten track, in theme or appeal.
Jennie Goldstein some 15 years ago

made memorable her portrayal of a
Jewish mother, who, through the
force of circumstances, was parted
from her son. To those who have
witnessed Hannah Hollander in her
current role, one which is similar to
that of the former Yiddish star. 'Miss
Hollander is favorably compared to
Miss Goldstein.

In this nlay there are two sons,
one killed in a plane crash in Amer-
ica, the other, a mute, lost after a
noRiom that sweot their Polish town.
The mother loses her mind and
.<»trays awaju. while her kin sea«'ch
for her unavailinfly -for years. But
there's the usual happy, typif'ul.

melodramatic endin?. with the
mother regaining her mind and her
lon«»-lost son.

Yacob Sussanoff takes the part o!
both sons by applyinc* a blonde wig.
He's the current jnatinee idol down
Brownsville way and performs
creditably. sin<!!inK well. too. thou'^h
rousic and lyrics bv Abe Schwartz.

Third of the five Playwrights' pro-
ductions, 'American Landscape,' by
Elmer Rice, is concerned (like its

two predecessors by the same group)
strictly with American history. But
Landscape' focuses upon the modern
scene. Historical characters, fan-
tastically colored, march through
that modern setting and leave their
mark upon its thesis.

To the absolute cynic. Rice's new
play is a flagwaver. But to most
playgoers it - will be a powerful
preachment for the basic ideals of
America. In any case, it is an im-
portant play, and an intensely in-
teresting piece of craftsmanship.
Capt, Frank Dale, oldeist living

member of a Connecticut Yankee
family, finds that the modern indus-
rial age menaces the continuation of
his shoe factory, established generar
tions ago. He's an aging man and
wants to taper off his life under the
sunny skies of Florida. Depression
convinces him that it would be logi-
cal to sell out to a larger competi-
tor. This, additionally, is his answer
to his employees who have just
joined a union. Admitting that he
does not fully comprehend the new
order of things, he has previously
warned them that he would sell out
rather than 'take orders from a graft-
ing union leader from Hartford.' A
representative of. a German Bund
is also offering an attractive price
for the homestead.

Capt' Dale's decision to make a
clean sweep of everything _is not
only challenged by his daughter-in-
law, twcrifanddaughters, and lead-
ing townspeople "who foresee the
closing of the plant if it's sold, but
several of his dead ancestors intrude
to voice their objections. These
spokesmen from the past represent
the Colonial and Civil War eras. His
own son, killed in the World War,
also returns to object to the pend-
ing deal. Death, however, abruptly
.solves Frank Dale's dilemma, and he
wills the factory and homeshold to
his young survivors, who announce
in the closing scene that they will
stick it. out.
Charles WaldrOn, as the central

character, has one extremely long
speech which verbally paints the au-
thor's picture of the sociological and
economic landscape; and although he
impressed on opening night, there
was evidence that this vital high-
light of the ptay will exude more
sparkle as the single week's tryout
here progresses. Donald Cook reg-
isters solidly as the Hollywood sce-
narist who chucks it all to come
back to Connecticut and his wife,
Rachel Hartzell, as his wife, is note-
worthy, and Sylvia Weld as the
wife's younger sister is convincing.
Other standouts are Theodore New-
ton, Phoebe Foster, Isobel Elsom.
Alfred Hesse, Howard Miller, Charles
Dingle, Lillian Foster, George Mac-
ready and Patricia Palmer.
The dead' and buried ancestors are

received so casually b" the" living
characters that this tends to confuse
the audience at first. But the de-
velopment of the piece, especially
via a good third act which success-
fully crystallizes all the elements,
saves the day.

'Landscape' packs an emotional
punch, and after some trimming
here, easily accomplished, that pimch
will be a cleaner one; Already, it
looks like three hits in a row for the
Playwrights. Fox.

iha nint inn<:tlv..jivit«-' tfie bovs' at- ?PS"|,"S whjch is a good enough music ana lyrics ov ad

nn th*».r ramnua residence. permits for a kaleidoscope from Bon-
wit Teller's windows to Harlem, the
Bowery, the World's Fair. Madison
Square Garden and all points around
the compass.

The musical travelog Is not without
its moments and, of course, the

aren't par

seas, this new entry will And rough
going in America.
Story concerns an Irish baronet in

love with his horses and possessed of
a mania for saving coal. Love inter-
est is slight and unimpressive, though
adectuately handled. The Irish
squire's views on relations between
employers and domestics are out-
moded and the.situation arising from
this attitude' unconvincing here. Boy
meets girl but laughs haven't been
wiritten in yet. A. E. Mathews deliv-
ers a splendid performance, with
Gladys Cooper a close second. James
Woodburn is outstanding as the
family retainer. Nothing for pictures
as currently presented. Mori.

Manager League

(Continued from page 47)

miums. A state law currently con-
trols agencies, but without enforce-
ment provisions.

Brokers say that the Spellman pro-
posal will be subject to legal action

if adopted,N since the measure would
call for price-fixing, which is illegal

in the courts if imposed by state or
federal bodies. Agencies plan an in-

junction against the Spellman
measure, which reads: 'The licensee

(manager) may print upon .such

ticket or card the maximum pre-
mium which in no event shall ex-
ceed 75c if resold by an agency.*

Councilman 'also proposes violators

be fined $500, or six months im-
prisonment, or both.

Equity's Resoloilon

Equity transmitted to the League
a resolution adopted last we^k to

proceed as rapidly as possible to

make theatre-going attractive to

patrons. It suggests the League ap-
point a committee 'experienced in

ticket distribution and public rela-

tions,' with which various proposals

will be discussed, regarding not only
tickets but transportation and park-
ing in the theatre zone. But, par-
ticularly, the resolution proposes the
committee 'use every legitimate

means to have tickets which the
code specifices shall be sold at the
boxoffice to the public, reach such
hands and not those of bootleggers,

gyps, etc'

Brokers blame the managers for

trouble in the theatre because there
are not enough hits. They also say
.the code is working out in reverse,

because not diverting patrons who
cannot get tickets for hit to show not
so strong in demand. Agencies
claim they could have nursed a num-
ber of attractions into run engage-
ments had the custom of buys been
allowed.

Miss Hollander is excellent as the
mother, while Wilner also contrib-
utes to the piece with his comedy.
Wolf. Bennie Seidman. Paula Lubel-
ska, Sol Josephson and Betty Buda-
nov, among others, - portray their
roles effectively.

SPRING MEETING
Montreal, Nov. 22.

Tomedy drama In three acts by M. J.
Pnrrell and John Perry; presented by
Gladys Cooper, Philip Merlvale, in asao-
clatlon with Lee ISphralm, George Jessel.
Features MIsh Cooper, A. E. Matthews.
Directed by John Gielgud. Settings, Roger

^n.""^®;
Majesty's, Montreal.

Nov. 'Jl, 1038; $2.05 top.
.Tool, Furze Shelah Richards
Unby I'urze Alleen O'Connor

James Woodburn
P'J"" r Jean Cadell
Michael Byrne Denis Carey
.Sir Hlchnrd Fur/.e A. E5. Mathews
Johnny Mahoney Arthur Shields
Tiny Pox (.'oilier Gladys Coopor
Tony Fox Collier Robert Flemyng

'Spring Meeting' is a mild comedy
"XUmitsA sAJjg^yyto^^ msuiar
characterization and ineffectual at-
tempts at humor which will most
likely fail to register with any but
British audiences. Indications are
for only a short stay on Broadway.
While currently a success in London,
chances are that, like many other
invportations clicking solidly over

Mercury Theatre

(Continued from page 47)

'Cradle' won unusual press attention,

partly because it was a novelty and
partly because the piece was played
sans settings. Players worked out

front thereby necessitating no stage

hands, the author. Marc Blitzstein,

supplying music from a piano.
Welles, the 'Boy Wonder'

Welles and Houseman thereupon
quit WPA, the former being re-

garded as a 'boy wonder' because of

his directional ability. He called for

platforms and lights rather than
settings and is credited with having
prepared the scripts. Radio at-

tracted their attention, with Welles
forming a small acting company for

that work. Just prior to the open-
ing of 'Danton,' he created a sensa-

tion with a broadcast of H. G. Wells*

fantasy, 'The War of the Worlds,'

which frightened thousands of lis-

teners throughout the U. S,, so au-

thentic did the drama seem.
Welles is now under contract at a

reputedly high salary for broadcasts
under the sponsorship of Campbell's
Soup. Radio show debuts Dec. 9. re-

placing 'Hollywood Hotel.' He has

assigned his share of the air coin to

Mercury and it is expected the group
will be out of the red- within two
months.

It was indicated early in the sea-

son that Mercury's finances were not

substantial when Equity was asked
by the group to ease up on rehearsal

pay. Group originally planned to

open with a revival of 'Too Much
Johnson,' but the free rehearsal pe-

riod of 26 days was exceeded, result-

ing in the players receiving full sal-i

aries for a period. With the closing

of 'Danton,' which lasted two and
one half weeks, 'Johnson' is off in-

definitely.
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WPA Plans Shows for Frisco Expo

In Opposition to Conuni Showmen;

Gov t Aids with $S,000,000 BuOding

VARmiY 49

Although the Federal Theatre Pro
]ect has decided not to present

Bhows in association y/ith commercial
' showmen, the situation on the Coast,

where the idea germinated, is still

subject to protest by stage unions.

jis i^eported by Frank Gillmore, head

of the Associated Actors and Artistes

of America, upon his return from
that section, WPA proposes showing
at San Francisco's Golden Gate Ex-
position, which is regarded as opposi-

tion to commercial stage presenta-

tions.

Gillmore and other leaders of the

Four A's, before their return to N.
y., conferred with the Fair's offi-

cials without satisfactory results.

Harris S. D. Cpmmick, chairman of

the Golden Gate expo's entertain-

ment committee, stated that plans
for "WPA shows on the fair grounds
were arranged but no criticism from
professional circles bad been regis-

tered.

Contended that if relief shows,
using a low admission charge, were
presented, they would be to the
detriment of shows with non-relief

players^' technicians and musicians.

The Four A's executives were re-

ferred to George Creel, Fair execu-
tive, who said the matter was en-
tirely up to Ole Ness, of the Coast
theatre project

Creel said that WPA shows would
be shown in the federal ^building, the
Government having allotted $5,000,-

000 for such a structure, which
would includo a theatre. Creel was
asked what would happen if the
WPAers would not be regarded as
satisfactory entertainment. He re-
plied that pictures or marionets
would then be shown instead.
The Four A's officials have report-

ed to their" respective ' affiliated

unions, which face the problem of
securing favorable conditions for
regular presentations.
The fakirs on both coasts are sub-

ject to liberal working conditions so
far as the stage unions go, but the
inclusion of WPA shows appears to

be a factor not heretofore counted
on.

Equity has a committee for New
York's World's Fair, and officials of
the latter have agreed that no legit

player will be permitted to appear
ton shows there unless a member of
the association. That virtually places
all shows under the regulations of
the association, but no mention of
federal relief productions at the
World's Fair has yet been made.
Believed that the managers will pro-
test such activity with even more
vigor then when the WPA invaded
the Broadway theatre zone last year,
and will be backed by all the stage
unions.

P. A. Bankrolls Yale

Puppeteeris; Indef Run
Return engagement of the Yale

Puppeteers Sunday (27) at the Labor
Stage, New York, is bankrolled by
the show's press agent, Sol Jacobson,
who put up his last couple of weeks'
isalary qs guarantee for the house
rental. Presentation was given Nov.
6 at the

.
Lyceum, N. Y., by William

Doll and Bernard Hart, but was
withdrawn after the single per-
formance when the backer, Joseph
Hyman bowed out. His reason was
an outiright pan in the New York
Daily News, although other New
York dailies praised the show.
Jacobson intends to continue pres-

entation of the Puppeteers at I^abor
Stage for an indefinite run of Sunday
nights.

Equity in Favor Of

Experimental Theatre

Possibility of a permanent experi-
mental theatre in New York is to
be studied by Equity. Committee to
investigate the subject and report
back to association council was ap-
pointed yesterday (Tuesday). Wini-
fred Lenihan is chairman and the
other members include Hugh Ron-
nie, Margaret Webster, Worthington
Miner and Antoinette Perry.

Idea of the experimental theatre
has been advanced from time to time
for years, but arose at this time from
a remark made by Miss Webster
during her talk at the recent dis-
cussion meeting at the Astor hotel,
N, Y.

'Hackhirds' fai

Boston Fold; But

May Get New B.R.

'Blackljirds,' Lew Leslie's colored

revue, came to a sudden halt in

Bobton'last IViesday (IS) night be-

cause of bankroll trouble. Company
was willing to play out the week on a

cooperative basis but the next after-

noon the stagehands refused to work
unless their wages were put on the

line.

Nate Kramer, of the Edison hotel,

New York, management was the re-

puted backer but it's said he quit

after the revue opened raggedly in

the Hub. 'Blackbirds' was slated to

go into the 46th Street, with the re-

moval of 'Hellzapoppin' from that

house to the Winter Garden Monday
(28). Instead, 'Bachelor Born,' which
moved from the Mansfield to the

Morosoo this week, will go into the

46th Street.

Members of 'Blackbirds' cast be-

gan returning to New York last

week. There was some money for

salaries and transportation on de-

posit with Equity but the whole
company was not so protected, coin

applying only to members of the as-

sociation. Arrangement was made,
however, whereby the balance of the

company would join, if and when the

show opened on Broadway.
Reported a possible opening late

this week or early next week at the

44th Street, N. Y., may follow. Boris

Said is reported coming into the ven-

.ture with additional coin and the

management was to put up " suf-

ficient money yesterday (Tuesday) to

secure the nod from Equity.

'Know,' Danton' Qait

'You Never Know' will close at

the Winter Garden, New York,

Saturday (26) after playing 10

weeks. Business approximated $15,-

000 weekly average, not enough for a

musical of its kind. Players took a

salary cut some weeks ago.

Engagements

Leslie Denison, Anthony Kemble
^ooper, Betty Young, George Cotton,
Ainsworth Arnold, Edwin Cushman,
John McKee, Benedict ' MacQuarrie,
*rancis Swann, Marjorie Tas, 'Glori-
ana.'

T Melser, Van Hefli 'Angela
Js 22,

Prances Nabors, Herschel Gropper,
*^ugene Francis, Marjorie Dalton,
uiorious Morning.*
Margery Abbott, Marjorie Eyre,

Evelyn Gardiner, Helen Roberts,
Viola Wilson, John Dean, John Dud-
ley, Darrell Fancourt, Sydney Gran-
ville. Martyn

, Green, Leslie Rands,
M^^,"" Sumner, Richard Walker,D Oyly Carte Opera Company.'

YOU NEVEB KNOW
Opened Sept 21, '38. One dis-

sentinff tlMvelit amons a flock

of bad notices. Anderson (Jour-

nal-American) : 'Dlsappointintr.'

Watts (Herald-Tribune): 'Hard-

ly adds distinction to the musi-
cal field.' Variety (Ibee): 'A
limited stay 1« indicated.'

'Danton's Death' was withdrawn
from the Mercury Saturday (19),

playing two and one-half weeks to

disappointing business.

DANTON'S DEATH
Opened Nov. 2, '38. Opinions

were divided. Atkinson (Times)
said: It endows tlie Mercury
Theatre with the same vitality

it had last season.' Whipple
(World-Telegram): 'It needs a
student of tiie French Revolu-
tion to decipher It.* Variety
(Hobe): 'Appears desined for

a limited enfagcment.'

Current Road Shows
(Week of Nov. 21)

'Amphitryon'-'Sea Gull' (Lunt and
Fontanne), Cass, Detroit.
'American Landscape/ Wilbur,

Boston.

'Blossom Time,' Goc, Cincinnati.
(20).

^
'Golden Boy' (Luther Adler-

Frances Farmer), Ford's, Baltimore.
'Great Lady* (Tullio Carminati-

Irene Bordoni-Norma Terris), Shu-
bert, Boston, (22).

I Am DUTerent' (TallulaH Bank-
head), National, Washington.

•I'd Rather Be Eighth (George M.
Cohan), Aude, Chicago.

'Idiot's Delight' (Phil Baker), Shu-
bert. New Haven, (24-26).

'LIffhtnin' (Fred Stone), Chestnut
St., Philadelphia.
'Of Mice and Men/ Selwyn, Chi-

cago.

'On Borrowed Time/ (Grand
Opera House, Chicago.

'Pins and Needles/ Royal Alex-
andria, Toronto.
'Oar Town;' Locust St., Philadel-

phia.

'Shadow and Substance'. (Cedric
Hardwicke), Forrest, Philadelphia.

Cornelia Otis Skinner, Paramount,
Salt Lake City (21); Aude, Spokane
(23); Met, Seattle (25-26).
'Sprint Meeting/ His Majesty's,

Montreal.
'Snsan and God' «3ertrude Law-

rence), Harris, Chicago.
'Tobacco Boad,' Erlanger, Atlanta.
'Torchbearers/ Curran; San Fran-

cisco.

'NIffht Must Fall/ Shubert, Brook-
lyn (22).

'What A Life,' Davidson, Milwau-
kee, (20).

'Whlteoaks' (Ethel Barrymore),
Hanna, Cleveland.
'Women,' American^ St Louis (20).
You Can't Take It* With You,'

Muny Aude, ICansas City <23-24);
Shrine Aude, Oklahoma City (25);
Arcadia, Wichita (26).

Future ?iays

'Finger in the Pie/ musical, with
book and lyrics by Fred Finkelhoff
and John Monks, Jr., has been
bought by Eddie Dowling in view to
a next March production.

'Lingering Ecstasy/ comedy by
George Frank and Roland Kibbee,
goes into rehearsal Dec. 5 prior to a
scheduled Broadway opening Jan. 2.

Joint auspices. Alex Yokel and
(]ieorge Jessel.

'The American Way/ patriotic
spectacle by Cireorge S. Kaufman and
Moss Hart produced by Sam H. Har-
ris. Fredric Mark and Florence
Eldridge (Mrs. March) will star.

ACT On Rift

(Continued from page 47)

of their joint committee at an early
date for the purpose of reconsider-
ing the possibility of securing pic-
ture money for dramatic production
and the terms upon which such in-
vestment would be made. The League
and the Guild are also asked to Invite
Equity to one of the committee's
meetings, so that it may express its

ideas regarding the 'current situa-
tion.'

It's claimed tliat the joint commit-
tee was provided for in the agree-
ment between the Guild and the
managers, but that it has failed to
function, although repres^entatives for
both sides were designated two years
ago. While the League has not
sought sessions of the committee, it

is now expected that the playwrights'
organization would readily consider
entertaining the proposal if motivat-
ed by such a move as made by Equi-
ty. Latter also believes that Holly-
wood is equally receptive at this

time.

Equity's Overtures
Equity has made overtures to other

stage unions to adopt similar resolu-
tions, since they are equally interest-

ed in the matter. Expected that the
stagehands and scenic artists will fol-

low suit in appealing to the managers
and authors for action. The musi-
cians were not contacted to act simi-
larly because that union remained
aloof from the ATC.

Equity continues to urge picture
Interests to make available their un-
tenanted theatres for dramatic stock
presen. ns. It advocates a com-
mittee of legit and pictures for that

purpose and suggests the appearance
of stars and featured film people in

such stock outfits. Repoi'ted that the
suggestions were favorably com-
mented upon in newspapers in many
parts of the country. It's further ar-

gued that if the road is revived, the-

atres must be made available for

touring shows.

Chi s ATS Fenune Subscribers Slap

3 B way Hits and So Puzzle Bookers

On What s 'Nice' for Loop s Fair Sex

Delayed 'Supper'

From a rehearsal standpoint,
Federal Theatre's forthcoming
musical, 'Sing For Your Sup-
per,' is the 'Eternal Road' of
all legits.

Show has been in some stage
of rehearsal for the past 18
months and is still not on the
boards. It's been postponed,
involuntarily delayed and the
scene of politics since starting
in July, '37.

Frisco Theatre

Pr<^ Offered

Shows on Tour

What may be an incentive, for

roadshows going t othe San Fran-
cisco after, the first of the year and
during the Ciolden Gate exposition

has been provided by Louis Lurie,

Frisco showman. He offers to give
for one year the entire profits of the

Geary theatre, Frisco, to shows
which play the house during that

period.

Lurie's ofFer is not conditional, so
far as is known in New York. He
has stated that production conditions

should be made 'more attractive to

showmen, particularly by unions.

Equity is the first to act upon his

suggestion.

Heretofore, shows jumping to the

Coast were relieved of paying sala-

ries for four performances, or halt

of one week. Equity now provides

for a full week of salary exemption.

Understood that Lurie's general

idea' is to pool the theatre's profits

during a calendar year, the coin then

to go to the various managements
whose shows play his house.

There have been other plans to re-

vive concurrently with the Fair, the

former stage activity that made
Frisco an important show center

prior to the 1906 earthquake. Vari

ous showmen have been consulted

and plans outlined, without appar-

ent result because of the scarcity of

productions. Eastern showmen now
on the Coast have attempted to

make the arrangements, but appar-
ently could not provide the proper
assurances, despite the expectation

that Hollywood was regarded as a

cinch source for talent.

Equity in assenting to more leeway
for attractions going to the Coast, has
made the proviso that managers tak-

ing advantage of the week's layoff

are to guarantee that shows will play
the territory for at least five weeks.

That's not regarded as a liability be-

cause 10 weeks of playing time from
Los Angeles to Seattle are regarded

as -entirely feasible.

Chicago, Nov. 22.

Turmoil among femme subscribers
to American Theatre Society play
season has resulted from the first

three shows the ATS has brought
to the subscribers this season.
Squawk to 'Golden Boy,' 'Of Mice
and Men' and 'Dame Nature,' all of
which got good Broadway notices,
are strange sidelights on what the
matrons consider good and bad the-
atre.

'Golden Boy' did well, but the ATS
met a number of yelps that the show
was somehow 'communistic' and that
it wasn't pretty.' This was followed
by 'Of Mice and Men' beefs, which
labeled the play 'disgusting,' 'revolt-
ing' and 'nauseating.'

. 'Of Mice and Men' averaged $11,-
300, good, though about $6,000 un-
der capacity. Bulk of trade came
from those other than ATS followers,
with the men giving show its best
support.

^ 'Nature' Quit
Theatre Guild's 'Dame Nature'

closed here after the two-week sub-
scription season instead of holding
over despite fact Thoda Ck»croft, ATS
chief here, had sold some $2,000 in
parties for the third session. Guild
decided to quit rather than risk
possibility of no outside trade.

Comment of femmes on 'Nature*
was that they wouldn't like the
show, statemmts being mad^ even
before they saw the play. Thii was
based on advance notice and reviews
which explained its story about a
couple of IS-year-olds having a
baby. After they had seen the show,
however, the comment was surpris-
ingly good from some femmes.

Names Cop the B.O.

Whether the above is an indict-
ment of midwest legit tastes or
merely just 9notber situation is a
matter for the booking oifices and
producers. Chicago and the prov-
inces have indicated repeatedly that
they have veer;ed sharply from the
axiom that the 'play's- the thing' to
the star system to which they have
been inoculated by pictures.. Chi-
cago and the provinces crowded the
theatres for Katharine Hepburn, de-
spite her weak shows for Fredric
March in last season's 'Yr. Obedtent
Husband,' and for 'Madame Bovary/'
wibch starr^ Ck>nstance- (^nunings,
though these shows were later

slapped by N. Y. critics.

Katharine Cornell, Lynn Fontanna
and Alfred Lunt, Hefen Hayes, etc.,

are also guaranteed sellouts. George
M, Cohan, who opened in Td Rather
Be Right* here last night (Monday)*
is selling out a 4,400-5eat arena. Ger-
trude Lawrence, in the Harris with
'Susan and God,' is selling out.

NIX SUNDAY SHOWS FOR

LEVENTHAL STOCK UNIT

Efforts of J. J. Leventhal, who's
backing dramatic stock at Woodcliffe,

N. J,, a town opposite New York,
to secure Equity permission for Sun-
day shows have been unsuccessful.

Manager claimed the spot was
really part of Union City, recognized
by Equity as a seven-day stand. No
proof that performances were ever
played on the sabbath in Woodcliffe,

however, was proffered, the basis

for Equity's decision.

Braun Sans Equity

Walter Braun, who aspires to pro-

duce a play, but who ran counter
to Squity's rules concerning such
activities, says he will proceed with
a non-Equity cast on a co-operative

basis.' He originally wrote the asso-

ciation that he would comply with
its regulations, but then is said to

have changed his mind after an argu-
ment with an Equity representative.

He'-s identified with activities

around the A<Jtors Kitchen in the

Union Methodist church. New York.

GROUP MAY NEEDWT
PLAYER; SEE TOUR CUT

Philadelphia, Nov. 22.

'Golden Boy* company, now on
tour, may disband following its

Pittsburgh appearance week- after

next. Decision on whether it will

continue depenxls on whether mem-
bers of the cast are nee'ded for re-

hearsals of the Group Theatre's new
opus, 'CJentle People,' by Irving

Shaw.
Cross-country trek opened with

two weeks in Philadelphia, moved
to Baltimore this stanza for a one-
week, goes to Washington next week
and is booked for a sesh in Pitts-

burgh after D. C. There are no
dates following, althoi^ Walter
Fried, company manager, said more
would be arranged if it's found the

cast isn't needed for the rehearsaL

Chorus Equity to Be
Represented on Council
Chorus Equity will hereafter be

represented on the council of Actors
Equity, its parent organizatio That
decision was reached yesterday
(Tuesday) by the association's coun-
c' in passin:? an amendment, pro-
posed at the recent discussion meet-
ing at the Astor hotel, N. Y,
Council will now number 55 mem-

bers, of whom five will represent the

chorus branch. .
However, th'A

chorusers will be permitted to vot»
only on matters concerning their

own group.
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'CabaretTAC a PoEtical Monotone

On a Single Theme, Rather Boring

By HOBE MORRISON

Theatre Arts Committee, the leftist

group which delights in taking pot-

shots at the nefarious forces of reac-

tion, last Sunday (20) offered the sea-

son's first edition of its 'Cabaret

TAC Show was presented in the

American' Music Hall, the Krimsky
brothers' hoke meller emporium in

East .55th street, N. Y., scene of last

season's three editions of the cafe-

revue.

Affair had almost everything to

tickle a left-winger's heart, as well as

his political convictions. There was
a capacity and properly enthusiastic

house, a cloud of the thickest, most
noxious cigaret smoke ever collected

under one roof, plus a truly marvel-

ous assortment of hoots; jeers and
catcalls ('make it venomous, boys*)

for all right-wing philosophy in gen-

eral and for Hitler, Mussolini, Cham-
berlain and Mayor Hague, in particu-

lar. Congressman Martin Dies, who
also received hfs share of razzberries,

would have had material for a week's

headlines. Comrades, it was terrific.

But if the show was. something
super-colossal to the bug-eyed zeal-

outs, it was something a trifle less

thrilling to a simple-minded specta-

tor of no particularly rabid political

beliefs, but merely desiring an en-
tertaining show. Such a guy, from
his elbow-jostled perch in a pre-

carious far corner, might have longed
for moire fun and less preaching in

his theatricals. That is, while he
could still see through the tobacco
smoke, and passing waiters. But af-

ter awhile, with his eyes smarting,

his ears aching and a crick in his

neck, he might have been pardoned
for just longing for a breath of fresh

air. Under the circumstances, there
might be something to say even for

the Cherry Sisters.

For, if the brutal truth will indeed
out, 'Cabaret TAC/ despite its unde-
niably .funny •moments and its fre-

quently pertinent ridicule of the re-

actionary or fascist doctrines, "was

pretty heavy going. At best it was
original, searching and bright topi-

cal rSvue material, at time; tuneful
and occasionally brilliantly entertain-
ing. But at other times it was mere-
ly an insistent and loud bore on a
single theme. Which is to say it was
specialized entertainhient, likely to

fascinate its particular audience, to
infuriate the die-hards and to leave
an unconcerned bozo still merely un^

concerned.

Sunday matinee show, which
opened at 5 p.m. and was scheduled
to continue until 8 p.m., was still

blasting along at a great rate when
one dazed spectator stumbled out
about 7 o'clock. At that time Nor-
man Lloyd was presenting a sketch.
The' Last of the Lorelei,' with music
by Ber(>ice Kazounoff, and lyrics, by
John Latouche. Two more numbers
an untitled turn by! Joey Faye and
'Times Have Changed,' by Miss
Kazounoff tend Latouche, -with the
Earl Robinson Chorus and Juanita
Hall Choir, plus the customary
'Scbnitzelbank,' with Leif Erickson,
were to follow.

'Sudeten Waltz,' Etc.

With Philip Loeb as master of
ceremonies, the ultra-intimate revue
opened with Hiram Sherman pre
senting 'Sudeten Waltz,' with music
\and lyrics by Sam- Morgenstem
Next number was 'Hague Over
Yorkville,' a sketch by Ben Irwin
and Theodore Khagan, staged by the
former. Principals in its large cast

were Arthur Elmer, . Norman Lloyd,

Joseph Julian (as Hague), Edward
Mann (as Queens' Borough President

Harvey), Edward Segal (as Fritz

Kuhn), Colby Ruskiri (as Walter
Lippman) and Muni Diamond (as

Chamberlain).

Michael Loring sang the next item,

'Fascist Aviator,' with music by Earl

RobinscJn.and lyrics by Alfred Hayes,
inspired by the notorious quotation

from Vittorio Mussolini's book. For
an encore, he sang 'Joe Hill,' Earl

Robinson's saga of a martyred labor

organizer. Alexis Rotov followed in

a dance, 'Minister of Propaganda,' to

music by George Wehner,

Next came an amusing, but over-

long sketch, 'Dies Committee,' with
book and lyrics bj Frank Tarloff,

Leo Rifkin and David Shaw, Thuslc

by Jennie Fogel, staged by Nat Kar-
son. Leading parts were played by
Will Geer (as Dies), Hiram Sherman
(as President Roosevelt), Barna Os-
tertag (as Mrs. Roosevelt), Colfax

Sanderson (as Farley )^ George Mat-
thews (as J. Edgar Hoover).

Following, number, most inventive

and proficiently done, was 'The

Chamberlain Crawl,' sung by Mi-
chael Loring and Christina Lind and
danced by Alice Tudley and Ken-
neth Bostock, to music by Toby
Sacher and lyrics by Lewis Allen.

Musical director for the show was
Al Arkuss, stage manager was Con-
nie Ernst, assistants were Leo ROse
and Phil ^iMiwn, while costumes
were by Barbara Guerdon.

Italian Front

(Continued from page 11)

be dubbed and synchi'onized in

Italian.

Out of Line With Badeets

Also, this is out of line with the

original budgeting of pictures, nega-

tives being tul-ned out with a certain

expectancy of purchase in the world

market. If one country must depend

on whatever arbitrary flat rental a

government agency is willing to pay,

it throws the entire setup out of

alignment, officials claim.

American companies having deals

with Italian distributors extending
over three years or more are pro
tected by major franchises that per-

mit withdrawal if new customs
duties, tax laws and other provisions

make the transaction of business or

withdrawal of monies more onerous.

'Golden Boy' Faring

Nicely ais Balto's First

Baltimore, Nov. 22.

First legit booking in weeks, 'Gold-

en Boy,' currently at Ford's, is head-
ing for a promising week with okay
mail ordei> and advance sale already

under its belt. Some change in rest
of season's lineup liecause of cancel-
lation of 'Lightnin',' due at same the-
atre Nov. 28. 'Our Town' now slated
for Dec. 5; 'Pins and Needles,* Dec.
12; and return of 'The Women,' Dec.
26:

Maryland,' town's other legit house,
indie operated and booked by Leon-
ard McLaughlin, lists pre-Broadway
trial of George Abbott's 'The Prim-
rose Path,' Dec. 26, and the Alex
Yokel aiid George Jessel production
of 'Lingering Ecstasy' by George
Franlc and Roland Kibbee, Jan. 2.

OPENING
BILTMORE HOTEL

NEW YORK

TOMORROW MIGHT
THURSDAY

I. SPITAtMY
and: Hia

AU. GIRL
ORCHESTRA

Play Abroad

AMOURS DE PARIS
Paris, Nov. 12.

R«vue In two acta (« scenes) presented

by Henri Varna. Stnarea by Vavnn. DancoH,
Helena Qrensley, Sklblne: nmslc, Ralph
Erwln. MIrellle. V. Sfotto, H. Solllvan.

Borel-Clero, Mlakral, Leo Kok. J. Sonionot,

13. Bmer. P. Baatla. L. Oostocmaro. Plpon
Pagnoul, Leo Poll, Germalno llaynul,

Potorat Quyongl; sonffa. A^'"'?'.""}"^..
Vi*^"-

Loo Lellevre, Andre de Baudet, TutcUer,
Perre Bayle, Leo Lellevre, Jr. SeltlnBa.

M. R. Feat. M. J. Vart Caulaert, Paul
Colin, M. Dubout. LavlBnao. Pelleptry, M.
DeBhays, M. Klfter; costumes, Jcijny Can-e,

M, R. Poet, Claude Gay. Uo-^ovlenne.

R«noe Nino, Audrobrun, At Cuaino Ue
Paris, ParlB.

A revue with Maurice Chevalier
usually means ^ worthwhile spec-
tacle. 'Amours de Paris,' starring
Chevalier, is not only that, but. a
revue far above anything seen in

Paris in many seasons. Chevalier
makej three appearance.? besides his

usual 'tour de chant,' to prove moi*e
forcefully than ever that he has an
undeflnable punch.
Moreover, Henri Varna has out-,

done himself in staging. Seldom in
the history of the Casino have such
elaborate scenes be»n presented
with such impelling Interest.

•Enchanted Jungle' is one of the
outstanding scenes. A master choice
is in the selection of colors. Un-
usual tones of greens, blues- and yel-

low are included in head-dresses of
halo sprays and palm leaf fans, part
of the scanty costumes of the bear-
ers. These colors are backed by a
verdure of more contrasts in a
blacken-out jungle, where tigei's

come to attack the dancers.
For -richness of design there are

scenes like 'Cora Pearl's Drawing
Room,' which sees a grandiose set-
ting in the time of Dumas, with cos-
tumes of the period equally elab-
orate. Again, there is 'Serenade,'
ir. which the chorus, richly tobed in
striking shades of velvet, with tights
and Raleigh capes, duels before the
ramparts of it castle, which descends
to reveal the richly decorated bed-
chamber of the lady being sere-
naded, attended by a profusity of
living nude statues.

. Helena Greasley, with her 16
Greasley Girls, furnish considerable
punch to' the show with their
dancing. Nita Raya, femme lead,
has progressed over her last appear-
ance here with Chevalier, in her
singing, acting and showmanship.
Myrio and Desha, dance team, are
back again, more polished and
sophisticated than when last seen
behind the same lights. Featured,
too, are newcomers, the Zenty
Sisters, who do some interesting
acrobatics and slow tap numbers.
Irene de Trebert, who has appeared
at Clifford C. Fischer's French
Casino^ New York (now Billy Rose's
Casa Manana), is spotted twice in
toe dancing. Amy Colin puts over
some good showmanship in her an-
nouncing and in the scenes in which
she appears, while Catherine Arden
vocals well.

Christian Arno, muscular nudist,
does one number with Miss . Raya
and shows talent, though all the
grace possible is laclcing in spots.
Cliarles Viada, singer, is spotted in
several scenes and emerges a win-
ner, but his tenoring i^^Cfgt otdi-'
nary. Then there are the regular
oldtimers at the Casino, like Harry
Max, whose comedy improves with
each revue; Robert Berri, who
straights, and Emile Dellys and
Georges Henoc, comics, all of whom
pull well.
That he is the French master of

comedy and knows how to pla: it to
the French is §een in the scene, 'Les
Durand Chez Moliere' CTl 2 Durands
at the Comedic-Francaise'). With
Miss Raya as his wife, he's the mid-
dleclass man attending the theatre
on free tickets. Lines are good, act-
ing is excellent with laughs aplenty.
Most lavish scene is closer of first

bracket, with Chevalier making the
usual descent down a staircase lined
with beauties in costumed and not-
so-much-costumed splendor. With
v/hite as the motif. Varna constructs
a glittering display with plum6s,
sequins and glistenini accessories:
Most unusual and beautifully exe-

cuted, though daring, • Is 'Ladies'
Games,' wherein the love of one
woman for another is expressed in
rhythmic dancing by Miss Raya and
Desha, only t> be deprived of its
bloom by the inevitable man, in this
case, Myrio. The delicatencss of a
woman's love, enhanoad and refined
y/hcn expressed for another woman.
IS portrayed as broken by the equal-
ly smcere, but more, brusque, power-
ful and possessive manifestations of
a man.
Varna, too, has not excluded those

typical French scenes which give
color, movement and amusement to
his revues, -piere is 'Off for Holly-
wood,' wherein Miss Raya • is th^
French star leaving to collect milJ
lions and millions of American
^C'J' s^*"^- Then there is
Third Class Sleeping Car,' with
jibes at German and French tradi-
tions and pontics by Harry Max!
riP^fP ^Berri, Henoc and. DellysA Sunday at Auteuil,' with Max's
good comedy getting, some play, and
At the Opera in 1903' with Max
again catching the laughs and M'ss
.de Trabet offering some worthwhile
dancing.
A fashion show of exquisite fur

wraps and robes is followed by fan-
tastic designs for wraps with little
or no robes undcnicath. Th6 Grcas-

Inside Stuff-Legit

Crew of the 46th Street theatre, New York, whence 'Hellzapoppin' goes
to the Winter Garden at the end of the "week, cracked, that the show's set-
tings, and props could probably find their own "way back tb the Garden.
A number of former productions from there are contribytary to the 'Hellz'
stage dress, alluded to as a 'Cain's warehouse production.' Success of the
Olsen and Johnson revue ag^in proves that the performance is primary
an^ the scenery is merely atmosphere.

from
prop horse usea in a Louies- (.snuoeri orana;, oesiaes props from at least
two Olsen and Johnson units, 'Fun Marches On' and 'Monkey Business.'
Several ensemble rigs came from 'Sketch Boole', and 'Life Begins at 8:4o!'

Chinese outfit used by Olsen originated In 'Lady Precious Stream.'
Although 'Hellz* Is one of the strongest draws, it cost less to present

than any musical attraction ever to click on Broadway.
'

When 'Oscar Wilde' opened at the Fulton, N. Y., Harry Shapiro, the
house manager, was switched to the Windsor, with Jesse Long moving
from the latter spot to the Fidton. Windsor housed 'Run, Sheep, Run,'
which closed after a brief stay. Under the regulations of the Theatrical
Managers, Agents and. Trieasurers union, front-of-the-house staffs must be
retained for the season, although switching from one house to another
under the same management is okay.

.

Shapiro has returned to the Fulton, with Long going to his original
berth. Windsor, though currently dark, is due to get 'Rocket to the Moon,'
which the Groilp Theatre opens at the Belasco this week, but which will
move when the Group's 'Gentle People' is aeady. It is due around the
holidays.

'Philip and Gladys Merivale' is the billing over 'Spring Meeting,' along
with Lee Ephraim and George Jessel, also in the managerial setup of the
play from England, which opened Jlonday (21) in Toronto. There's supple-
mentary billing ,too, 'with Gladys Cooper.' Couple were married a year
or so ago, but followed the stage tradition of using their professional
names separately. Understood thie new billing is being used at the re-

quest of iWiss Cooper and will probably be retained when the show
reaches Broadway. John Gielgud directed. 'Meeting,' with an all English
cast, is due at the Morosco, New York, week of Dec. 5, playing Monti'eal
next week.

Miss Cooper appears in 'Meeting,' while Merivale is in 'Lorelei,'
the Longacre, N. Y.,' next week,

John L. McNamee, 53, who died recently, was formerly among the lead-
ing ticket brokers. He had operated the Original Tyson's, once conducted
in the old Fifth Avenue hotel by George Tyson, whose ticket business
dates back to 1859. Several agencies have used the Tyson name because
of family connections. McNamee was related to the McBrides, a ticket

organization that also goes back for generations.
The Tyson office flourished on 42d street until legit declined on that

thoroughfare. Agency has since moved a couple of times. Thomas
Naughton was a partner ,but. withdrew several years ago and established
his own agency with his son, Everett.

Curtis L. Hellmer, young German refugee stage director, who arrived
in New York several months ago, has taken out first citizenship papers and
plans entering show business here. He's the son of Arthur Hellmer, who
formerly operated the New theatre, Frankfort-on-Main, and prior to
Austria's annexation, the Vienna theatre, Vienna. ' Elder Hellmer is still

in Germany where he was, or is, interested in a number of theatre prop-
erties.

Refugee has acted as co-producer and has had picture experience, also

reading plays for 20th Century-Fox. His adaptations for the German-
speaking stage include 'You Can't Take It With You,' 'Yes, My Darling
Daughter,' 'Three Minute Murder' and 'Love From a, Stranger.'-

First annual .benefit show and dance of the Theatrical Managers, Agents
and Treasurers union was held at the Astor hotel; New York, Sunday (20).

Many professionals showing in current Broadway attractions appeared.
Highlight that especially amused TMAT members was a skit, 'E Pluribus
Unum,' played by a" cast of the union's members. It kidded the sometimes
argumentative meetings that attended the drafting of the new constitution.
Those in the sketch, written by Martha Dreiblatt, were Elise Chisholm,
Dan Melnick, Lorella- Val-Mery, Theron Bamberger and Harry Mirsky; '

The journal grossed $4,000 and approximately $1,000 worth of tickets

were sold at $2 each. Although the final report was not ready it was in-

dicated early this week that the net was around $3,500, proceeds going
to the union's welfare fund. Melnick was chairman, with Jay C. Flippen
m.c, and Edward Duryea Dowling, stage manager.

In Variety's review of a burlesque performance at the Palace, Buffalo,
in September, 1937, members of the audience were quoted as yelling at
the strippers, 'Hurry up, get hot. We gotta go home and eat.' In Kauf-
man and Hart's 'Fabulous Invalid,' the 'unruly muggs* planted in the
stage boxes during the burlesque sequence are using practically the iden-
tical quotes from the review in exhorting the bilrley stripper on the stage
of the make-believe Alexandria.

Exceptional attendance is reported for Cornelia Otis Skinner's solo ap-
pearances in 'Edna, His Wife.' in mid-western stands last week. Gross
quoted at $14,412 for seven performances. Considering a top of $2.20, it's

figured Miss Skinner outdrew attractions headed by stars who played the
same stands, embellished with productions, whereas she carries a few
boxes of scenery. Cities played were Tulsa, Kansas City, Wichita, Pueblo
and Denver.

ley Girls have several shorts on
their own and good dancing, such
as 'The Straw Hat,' where blacks
and whites predominate in a fast
build-up for Clievalier, and 'Wall
Street,' where unusual costumes,
lighting and drop ;add to the weird-
ness of the routine. Considerable
thought, too, has been put into a
Chinec-2 scene.
In sum, Varna has an exportable

product in any language. Hugo.

'STRICTLY' $2,500, B'KLYN ;

Brooklyn, Nov^ 22.

'Not much legit- activity in City of
Churches. Shubsrt was only house
functionin.g with stock interpretation
of 'Strictly Dishonorable,' which
didn't score heavily.

Several projects, however, are In
the works. Cycle of Gilbert And Sul-
livan operettas will be offered this
week at the, Academy of MCsic, arid
the Brattleboro Theatre group is re-
hearsing a new comedy, uf You Get
It, Do You Want It,' which' unfolds
next Monday.

Estimate for Last Week
'Strictly piBhonorable,' Shubert (1,-

750; 25-85). • Not as profitable as some
of earlier productions here". In region
of $2,500, fair.

Cornelia Otis Skinner

$3,800 in 2 K. C. Shows

Kansas City, Nov. 22.

Two performances of 'Edna, His
Wife,' by Cornelia Otis Skinner m
the Music Hall Auditorium here
Wednesday (16) totaled $3,800. Mat-
inee went at $1..50 top and evening
performance at $2 high.
Convention of state teacher,"?, which

brought 8,000 to town, aided the
cause but bulk of patronage was from
home guard. - Played other stands,

•including Denver, and - bettered
$14,000 on week.
Next legit session at the Music

Hall will see 'You Can't Take It

With You' tomorrow and Thur.sddy
(24), with a Thanksgiving day mat-
inee.

Australian and New Zealand Thea-
•treH, Ltd., MnhaBliiRr Dlrecfor.s' I'YanIc
S. Talt. S, S. CrU-k, G. B. Dean,
I're&ent :

—

VIOLET CARLSON
nn the Star <tt

«ROSE.MARIE"
HOYA I. TirKATRH:

8YPNi:\', AUSTRALIA
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Cohan s Chi Advance Sale Hefty SOG;

'Nature; Ike Fold,U OK 18G

Chicago, Nov. 22.

Stand-out winner arrived in town
last night (Monday) when George

M Cohan led 'I'd Rather Be Right'

into the Auditorium arena lor a
three-week swarm. Around $50,000

advance sale for the musical.

'Dahne Nature* decided to call it

ouits alter two weeks here under the

American Theatre Society subscrip-

tion banner and folded, .with the

compdny returning to New York.

Had originally figured for a longer

stay ana had sold some party biz lor

third week, but this was called off

rather than risk a third-week operat-

ing loss.

'Of Mice and Men' is wmding up
Its local, run on l^aturday (a<S) after

B flve-week stay to grosses which
were on the profit side in spite of

ATS femmes who found the show
not qutte 'nice.'

Capacity figured for 'Susan and
<5od' for another week at least be-

fore the gross starts dropping much
below the sell-out mark. Gertrude
Lawrence rates the big winner of the

season thus far, though George
M. Cohan will challenge that during

his three weeks here.
Meek entry is 'On Borrowed Time

in the Grand. Doubtful of sticking

any real length of time in this town.

Nothing yet slated to replace.

Future bookings include 'Wliite-

oaks* into the Selwyn on Monday
(28) and the Lunt-Fontanne shows
for the Erlanger on Dec. t5, with
•Amphitryon 38' slated for the two
weeks of ATS subscription.

Estimatefl for Last Week
'Dame Nature/ Erlanger (1,400;

$2.75). Closed here after two weeks
to weak trade, with only the ATS
money as real revenue. Company
shipped back east. Finished to $9,-

000, fair enough, building on closing

notice.
Td Raiber Be Right,' Auditorium

(1st week) (4,000; $3.30). Will mean
a high mark for legit attractions in

Chicago due to the -top and the mam-
moth seating capacity of this ofl-the-

slem spot. Wow advance guarantees
sensational three-week stay.

'Of Mice and Men,' Selwyn (5th

and final week) (1,000; $2.75). Despite
ATS femme shrieks, there was
enough outside coiii around, but
gross dipped to around $8,000 last

weelc Making oke profits, though
under expectations.
'Ob Borrowed Time,' Grand (3d

week) (1,400; $2.75). Meek pace
. despite New York rep. Selling well

in the upper . regions but the main
floor has a bleak time of it. Around
$8,000 again.
'Susan and God,' Harris (6th week)

(1,000; $2.75). Finally beginning to

slow up a bit and a few empty pews
sprinkled around. But still great

trade at not much under $18,000.

•The Women,' Auditorium (4,000;

$1.75). Finished a so-so fortnight

locally to $9,500, pretty mild for a
house of this size. Should do better

'.in other towns, however, where the
show is still new. Last season's

showing here figured to have taken
some of the edge off the repeater.

WPA
'Prolocue to dory,' Blackstone.

*Tbe Mikado,' Great Northern.

'Torchbearers* Garners

Mfld $7,000 in Frisco

San Francisco, Nov. 22.

George Kelly's oldie, 'The Torch-
bearers,* started a two weeks, en-
gagement at the Curran theatre last

week with Constance Collier as star.

Formerly made into a pic under a
different title by Will Rogers and

-Blllie Burke, 'The Torchbearers' is

•dated, in spite of the brilliant playing
of the star and an unusually fine

supporting cast. Company goes to

Los Angeles following two fairish

weeks here.
'Murder in the Cathedral,' one of

the most important of all plays done
by the San Francisco-Oakland Fed-
eral Theatre, is currently at the Al-
cazar.

Estimate for Last Week
Torchbearers,' Curran (1,771; $2.75)

(1st wk). First Coast production of
the famous satire on amateur theatri-
cals has failed to arouse much local

interest. Play is personally directed
by Kelly. Cast has Constance Col-
lier, Clay Clement and Maude
Eburne, First week lucky to get

$7,000.
WPA

'Murder In the Cathedral.' Alca-
zar (1,269; $1.10 (1st wk). Biz a bit

•on the upside. Daniel Pennell, re-

membered here for his work in 'The
First Le?ion.' is playing the role of
the martyred Archbishop of Canter-
bury.

BANKHEAD $3,800, ATLANTA
Atlanta, Nov. 22.

Talluiah Bartkhead in 'I Am Differ-
ent,' with a $2.75 night and $2.20
matinee top, did a creditable $3,800
at three performances Tuesday and
Wednesday (15) 'at Erlanger theatre.
Star got raVes, but crix were luke-
warm to play itself. Rain hurt.
Show was booked in,.by Federal

Theatre PiojeCt,

CORNELL QUITE GOOD

18G IN WASHINGTON

Washington, Nov. 22.

Stiff panning accorded 'Herod and
Mariamne' by critics, who knew in

advance that show was skedded to

fold here, kept Katharine Cornell
from usual sock gross, but personal
popularity of star held it to still

respectable take. Terrific advance
sale was nicked plenty by refunds,
although nothing like nosedive ex-
perienced by Ina Claire's 'Yankee
Fable,' which came in under similar
circumstances two weeks before.
Another angle was fact that while
critics sent sniart set scurrying to

the box office for refunds, word of

mouth was that it wasn't as bad as
expected and those that turned in

pasteboards were to a great extent
off-set by curious newcomers.
Current in Talluiah Bankhead's

'I Am Different,' with word being
passed around that it, too, is due to

quit before it gets to Broadway.
Next week it's '(jolden Boy,' second
A'TS show of season. 'Pins and Nee-
dles' is slated week of Dec. 5 with
'Our Town,' third ATS offering, due
Dec. 12.

Estimate for iLast Week
'Herod and Miriamne,' National

(1,698; $3.30). Panning by critics

brought refunds.. Kinder word of
mouth got some of it back and per-
sonal rep of Katharine Cornell held
week to approximately $18,000.

'SYRACUSE' m
FINALE BIC

$aooo

Boston, Nov.

Number of shows beginning to

thin out here after an opening of

the season with a capacity flock of

pieces on local boards. Last week

saw "Blackbirds,' Lew Leslie fcolored

revue, fold suddenly during mid-

week; 'Flying Ginzburgs' withdrew

Saturday (19) after 10 days' tryout,

with fairly bright prospects, 'Boys

from Syracuse' also left Saturday,

finishing up two big weeks.
•American Landscape,' by EInrier

Rice, the third production of the

Five Playwrights this season, made
its debut Monday (21). Two other

offerings open tonight: 'Great Lady,
Dwight .Deere Wiman musical, still

undergoing revision on the road be-

fore a Broadway entry, and 'Faus-

tus,' by Christopher Marlowe, pre-

sented by the Fed :ral Theatre.

On the future slate: 'Dame Nature,'

Nov. 28; 'Merchant of Yonkers,' with
Jane Cowl, Dec. 12; 'Set to Music,'

Noel Coward musical with Beatrice

Lillie, Dec. 26; 'Victoria Regina,' re-

turn date by Helen Hayes, Jan. 9;

and 'Swing to the Left,' Jan. 16.

Estimates for Last Week
'Boys from Syracuse,' Shubert

(1,590; $3.30) (2d wk). George Ab-
bott musical very favorably received

all around when it opened, and
built up during its second stanza.

Last week $20,000, big.

•Flylne Glnsburgs,' Plymouth
(1,480; $2.75) (2d wk).

.
Roused

medium enthusiasm here, taking

around $10,000 for second week.
•Blackbirds,' Majestic (1,667; $2.75)

(2d wk, 4 performances). Never had
a chance. Quit Wednesday night;

after taking about $1,500 for first

half of second week.

'CAN'T TAKE IT,' 'LIFE'

SPLIT $8,000, MPLS.

Minneapolis, Nov. 22.

Lyceum's first full week this sea-

son, with repeat engagement of 'You
Can't Take It With You' and 'What a
Life' splitting the six days, brought
in about $8,200 for eight perform-
ances. Two attractions ran neck and
neck at the box office.

Estimates for Last Week
'You Can't Take. It With You' (Ly-

ceum) (2,300; $1.65). Played here a

week last season to big returns.

Three nights and matinee did good
$4,200.

'What a Life' (Lyceum) (2,300;

$2.65). Helped by neat exploitation,

good notices and word-of-mouth.
Balcony sold out at three night per-

formances and one matinee, but
plenty of unsold seats on lower floor.

Highly satisfactory, $4,000

'Great Lady' Tepid

$9,100, New Haven
New Haven, Nov* 22.

'Great Lady' finished off a five-day
run here Saturday (19) with luke-
warm take. Show drew so-so notice
in town's only daily review, and in-
different word of mouth added little

to box office.

Show is still being doctored and
takes another week and a half prior
to New York opening Dec. 1. Due to
mild reception as a musical, play will
be offered to Broadway as a 'biog-
raphy (of Eliza Jumel) with music'
House has Phil Baker in 'Idiot's

Delight' for current last half of this
week (24 to 26). Futures include
'American Landscape' Nov. 28 to 30,

and Fred Stone in 'Lightnin' Dec 2
and 3.

Estimate for Last Week
'Great Lady,' Shubert (1,600; $3.30).

Coasted along to $9,100 on seven per-
formances; pin money for a show of
this magnitude.

leave It' Cops 6'way Leadership

With $33,000, 'Lincoln $21,000,

'Holiday M 22G; Six Newcomers

Pittsburgh, Nov. 22.

The Lunts were potent in 'Am-
phitryon' .last week at Nixon, but
were little short of their previous
marks here, probably because Pitts-

burgh rarely goes for costume plays.

Subscription backing helped get at-

traction off to fast start.

Balcony and gallery . practically
sold out, with more expensive seats
moving slowly. That was believed
due to stiff top of $3.30, first time
an ATS show ever got that here.
Scheduled extra matinee of 'Sea
Gull' called off, with Lunts figuring
on splitting week between Chekhov
play and 'Idiot's Delight' when they
return here in ApriL
Nixon getting bad break current-

ly, being dark during Thanksgiving
week, proverbially one of best
stanzas of the season here. Reopens
Monday (28) with 'Pins and Needles,'
'Golden Boy' following. Nothing
definite set after that until 'Our
Town' Dec 26 and then return en-
gagement of Helen Hayes in 'Vic-
toria Regina' Jan. 16.

Estimate for Last Week
Amphitryon 38' (Nixon; 2,100;

$3.30). Neat $18,500. First time for
them here in almost three years,
shaw drew raves and finished to
nearly capacity after falling away
in mid-weelc

'RIGHT' NAILS WOO
IN CINCY;m WEEK

Cincinnati, Nov. 22.

'Blossom Time*' revival, with
Everett Marshall, is in for an okay
take this week at the Cox. Pop
scale of $2.26 is to the show's favor
in this conservative burg.
In the case of a new clicke-, how-

ever, natives are not hesitant to show
appreciation, as witness the socko
tuj during the last half of last week
on George M. Cohan's 'I'd Rather Be
Right,' at $3.96 top.

'Right' also played Toledo and
Dayton and grossed $38,000 on the
week.

-Estimate for Last Week
I'd Rather Be Bight,' Taft (2,500;

$3.98). Nifty notices and talk of the
town. Hit close to capacity on four
performances at $20,000,

'Blossom Time* Returns

To St. Louis for Good 9G
St. Louis, Nov. 22.

Although approximately 200,000
saw three one-week engagements of
'Blossom Time' at the alfresco mu-
nicipal theatre in Forest Park since

1930, the piece was still good for
nice coin here last week, nine per-
formances, ending Saturday (19),

just missing the five figure mark.
Several members of tJ.e muny the-
atre cast were in the American The-
atre presentation. Local crix con-
tributed raves.

Clare Boothe's comedy. 'The Wom-
en,' shown here last winter, returned
for a week's engagement Sunday
(20). Advanced good.

Estimate for Last Week
'Blossom Time,' American (1,707;

$2.24). Garnered good $9,000 for
nine performances.

'Whiteoaks,' 15G, Det

Detroit, Nov. 22.

Rousing gross chalked up here last

week by Ethel Barrymore's 'White-
oaks' at the Cass. All tl.3 more re-
markable in view of only eight per-
formances and $2.75 top.
Play got good notices. Current are

the Lunts in 'Amphitryon,' which
will be followed next week by their

'Sea Gull,'
Estimate for Last Week

'Whiteoaks,' Cass (1,500; $2.75).

Aid^d by good notices and Ethel
Barrymore's marquee strength, play
picked up nifty $15,000 on eight per-
formances.

This is Broadway's busiest week of
premieres so far this season, with six
arrivals on six different evenings.
That is unusual because heretofore
there have been conflicts in debuts
when that many newcomers are
carded for the same week. Only one
show Opened last week, two others
having been postponed. Top interest
among the current incomers goes to
the musical 'Boys from Syracuse.'
Alvin.
Business stood up very well, last

week when 'Leave It to Me' went into
the list's leadership with takings over
$33,000 at the Imp>erial. New musical
click may have more than one con-
tender for gross honors, what, with
other arrivals and the switch of
'Hellzapoppin' from the 46th Street
to the Winter Garden. Revue's scale
is lower, but added lower floor, ca-
pacity makes it possible to draw as
much as 'Me.' 'I Married an Angel,'
long the leader, is rated in third
place, with 'Knickerbocker Holiday'
fourth, having improved to nearly
$22,000.
Among the straight shows. 'Abe

Lincoln' is the topper at $21,060, with
'Kiss the Boys Goodbye' and 'Oscar
Wilde' the runners-up. All are- sell-

outs. 'Hamlet' holds to .excellent
money. Automobile show is figured
to have been a factor in the lively
business during the past two weeks.
Next week brings another musical,

'Great Lady,' which arrives at the
Majestic after reports of improve-
ment on the road. 'American Land-
scape' favorably received in Boston,
is due into the Cort,

,
'Lorelei,' which

was set back, is carded at the Long-
acre, and 'Soliloquy,' which tried out
on the Coast, arrives at the Empire,
This is the final week for 'You

Never Know,' Winter Garden; 'Dan-
ton's Death' stopped suddenly at the
Mercury last Saturday.

Estimates for Last Week
'Abe Lincoln In Illinois,' Plymouth

(6th week) (D-1,036; $3.30).—Front
runner among the dramas maintained
capacity pace all performances
with takings again quoted at $21,000.

'Bachelor Born,' Morosco (44th

week) (C-961; $3.30).—Moved agam;
switched in from Mansfield to orig-

inal spot whence it's slated to move
to the 46th Street to make way fOr
'Spring Meeting'; around $5,000; cut
rated.
'Boys from Syracuse,' Alvin ^Ist

week) (M-1,355; $4.40),—Presented
by George Abbott; score by Richard
Rogers and Lorenz Hart; book based
on 'Comedy of Errors'; well regarded
out of town; opens tonight (23).

'Danton's -Death,' Mercury. Taken
off Saturday after playing less than
three weeks.

'Gloriana,' Little (1st week)
(D-532; $3J0).—Presented by Theatre
House, Inc.: written by Ferdinand
Bruckner (Theodor Tagger); opens
Friday (25).
'Glorloos M or n 1 n g* Mansfield

(0-1,097; $3.30).—Presented by Oscar
Hanvmerstein ' in association with
Michael Hillman; written by Norman
Macowan: opens Saturday (26).

'Good Hunting;,' Hudson (1st week)
(C-1,094; $3.30), — Presented by
Jerome Mayer and Leonard Field;

written by Nathaniel West and
Joseph Schrank; also called 'Blow
Bugle Blow'; opened tepidly Monday.

'Hellzapoppiq,' 46th Street (10th

week) (R-1,375; $3.30).—Top ticket

demand among musicals; another
great gross around $26,000 last week;
moves to Winter Garden next Mon-
day.

'I Married An AngeV Shubert (9th

week) (M-1,367; $4.40).—Has held
pace very well against incoming mu-
sicals; takings around $26,000 keeps
it up among leaders.

'Kiss -the Boys Goodbye,' Miller
(9th week) (C-944; $3.30). Comedy
leader getting all house will hold at

the scale; takings nearly $16,000; will

reach higher level with three mat-
inees this week.
'Leave It to Me,' Imperial (3d

week) (M-1,468; $4.40). New gross

leader; first full week quoted oyer
$33,000 mark; would have garnered
slightly more but for theatre party
concession.

'Lorelei,' Longacre. Opening set

back, debut slated for next week.
'Knickerbocker Holiday,' Barry-

more («th week) (M-1,096; $4.40).

Faring better than anticipated and
rated in hit class with gross improv-
ing to $22,000 last week.
'Oscar WUde,' Fulton (7th week)

(D-913; $3.30). Commands capacity
trade; standees for most perform-
ances, With the gross around' $17,0OO.

"nEtingslde Seat,' Guild (1st week)
(D-914; $3.30). Postponed opening:
premiere Tuesday (22).

'Rocket to the Moon,' Belasco (1st

week) (D-1,000; $3.30). Pre.sented by
Group Theatre; written by Clifford

Odets; opens Thursday (24).

'Sin; Out the News,' Music Box
(9th week) (R-iai6; $3.85). Doing
fairly well, with takings further im-
proved to* '$16,500^ last . week; slated

td mov6 after holidays,
'The Fabulous Invalid,' Broadhurst

(7th week) (CD-1,107; $3.85). Mak-
ing some money, but room for im-
provement; now billed as 'cavalcade
of show business'; around $14,000.

'Tobacco Road,' Forrest (259th
week) (D-1,107; $1.65). Verging close
to $5,000. weekly, and making some
coin right along; may stay out the
winter,
'You Never Know,' Winter Garden

(10th week) (R-1,671; $3.30). Final
week; $15,000 estimated; 'Hellzapop-
pin' announced to move over from
46th Street Monday.

'Victoria Reeina,' (repeat) Martin
Beck (8th week) (CD^1,214; $3.30).
Last four weeks announced, with
.some touring time following the holi-
days; very good at ^15,500.
What MjiUt,' Biltmore (32d week)

(C-891; $3.30). (Setting by with cast
on sharing terms; business approxi-
mated $5,000 again,
'Where Do We Go From Here?',

Vanderbilt (2d week) (C-800; $3.30),
Drew mixed notices and fair trade
after opening; lively sales in cut
rates; better line this week,
'You Can't Take It W«h Tfou,' Am-

bassador (102dweefc) (C-l,156r$1.65).
Long run laugh show still making
some coin though takings have been
modecate since moving here; around
$5,500 estimated.

Revival
'Hamlet,' St James (7th week) (D-

1,520; $3.30). Full length revival at-
tracting strongly, with business most-
ly at box office direct: rated around
$19,000.

Added
'Pins and Needles,' Labor Stage

(52d week) (R-500; $2.75). Tirade
unionists revue figures $6,600 weekly
satisfactory, and that figure Is ap-
proximated.
'The Girl from Wyoming,' Ameri-

can Music Hall (5th week). Night
club meller getting fair attendance
with performance similar to former
affairs there.

WPA
'On the Rock*.' Daly's.
'The Big mow; Elliot,

Philadelphia, Nov. 22.
There Were four legit shows, not

counting the W, P. A.'s 'One Third of
a Nation,' on display inPhilly's play-
house* last week, with business gen-
erally fair-to-middling, but in no
case outstanding.
Fred Stone's revival of 'Lightnin'

'

at the Chestnut won acclaim, person-
ally for the star, btit some dubious
reports on the play's dated aspect
It will complete its two weeks here
on Saturday night to brofit, but not
as much as had been hoped.
'Shadow and Substance,' which had

a short but' triumphant try-out en-
gagement here at the Chestnut last
year, started a two weeks' run at the
Forrest last Monday and while get-
ting by more or less bore out the old
managerial axiom that Philiy doesn't
take any too cordially to, return en-
gagements.

Clifford Odets' 'Golden Boy' wound
up a fortnight's staff at the Locust
Saturday night and could thank its
profitable intake 6n the ATS sub-
scription foundation. Notices here
weren't as enthusiastic as in New
York.

Erlanger's management was
pleased that they held 'Brother Rat'
for a third week at that large inde-
pendently-operated house. Two-for-
oneing except at end of the week,
this comedy (a return) reported good
profit for get-away week.

This week's newcomers both of
which opened last night are the Mask
and ^Wig's 51st annual production,
'AH Around the Town' at the Er-
langer for one week, and Thornton
Wilder's 'Our Town' starting a two
v/eeks' stay at the Locust -

Estimates for Last Week
'Lightnin" (Chestnut) Clk week)

(1.800; $2.85). Okay but not sensa-
tional in first week. Repprt^ $6,-
500 and should equal that- i>i final
week.
'Shadow and Substance*- <Forrest)

(1st week). (2,000; $2.8?)... Return
engagement didn't meet .vrith re-
turns of last year's try-.out but first

week was satisfactory at $9;000.,

'Golden Boy' (Locust) (2d week)
(1.400; $2.50). Lucky to have ATS
subscription backing which gave it

an excellent $13,000. 'Our Town' this

week.
'Brother Rat'. (Erlanget) .(3d week)

(1,750; $2). Two for oned, except at

end of week. and. run here: was
(lefinitely profitable with $6,000 in

final stanza.
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Scribblers' Peeve Growingr
Increasing peeve of scribblers

against pay-on-publlcatlon mags.
Which has long grown out o£ the
murmur class, may crystallize this

winter into concrete action against

those publishers who won't pay ou
acceptan'ce.

Most of the complaints prefer that

the Authors League take the action,

as the sole iiational writers' organi-

zation. Should the league fail to do
so, some of the leaders plan to work
out a campaign wherein they hope to

enlist every scribbler contribbing to

the pay-on-publication mags.

Idea is to ask for pay on accept-

ance of material—or else! *Or else'

would in all likelihood be a boycott,

shutting off all material, it is hoped,

from the periodicals.

Peeve against the pay-on-publica-

tion mags was brought to a head by
recent bankruptcies of two mag
chains, with numerous scribblers left

holding the bag. As has frequently

happened in cases of the sort, com-
parative small claims of authors left

them out in the cold when assets, if

any, were liquidated.

Pay - on - publication has always
irked writers because of the uncer-

tainties involved. With the mortal-

ity rate high among new periodicals,

many new ones that pay on publica-

tion fold before contribbers can col-

lect.

Acceptance of a stpry or article

does not indicate wben, or even if,

it will be Used, and scribbler, with-

out receiving pay for the piece, must
remove it from the market. Not
infrequently an, 'accepted' piece is

returned a year or more later, by
which time it may be dated or has
diminished in value.

Lesser pulps not the only ones that

pay on publication. Many class mags
Iiursu6 the same policy and with
scribblers of Established reputations.

"While some writers hold that the
pay-on-publication 'mags should at

least pay an advance on material ac-

cepted, majority wianl payment on
acceptance and are determined to

force the universal adoption; of that

policy soon. They point out that the

printers, paper companies and dis-

tributing, agencies get their's^hiut the

scribbler is still the patsy.

^ Postal Cot to Benefit Bool: Biz

All sorts of Ijfeneftts are seen by
thosE in the bbofc bip thfe result of

President Jloosevplt's action in cut-

ting book mailing ipost to that of

mags; Morris. L. £mstt counsel for

the National Committee to Abolish
Postal Discrimination Against Books,
goes/so far as to predict the mail rate

cut will 'revolutionize' the book in-

dustry.

Group which set .about seeking the
mail rate cut for books got startling-

ly quick results. jOrganized only a

few weeks ago, ah4 enrolling liot

onHy: leaders in tl^e publishing biz,

but notables from all walks of life,

committee went to work directly on
the President for t^e desired action

Pjrevlous bitermitten attemp^ts ovev a

long period failed,

Under the ,oId postal rate it cost

three cents to send- a- i^g from New
York to the. Coast, with . that for a
book being 26c. New postal rate for
bool^ is one and a half cents a pound.
Because majority of book publishing
is in the east, old postal rate worked
a hardship. .

Pointed out. by Ernst that around
half the country's population lives

too distant from bookshops or li-

braries to: conveniently buy or bor-
row boolts in person. , Sees lowered
postal rate' an incentive to increased
book-buying and' borrowing.

Publishers are confident of an im-
mediate increase in book sales, and
are making plans accordingly.

Radio World Sold
Radio World, Whose publication has

been halted because of the continued
illness of its publisher, H. B. Hen
nessy, has been Isold to James E.
Bryan and Edward L. Moore. New
owners resume publication .in Janu
ary, with mag to get a hew format
and additional features.

Bryan will be prez and treasurer
of the new publishing company, with
Moore as vice prez and publisher
Latter will also edit.

with timeliness of the book,
prompted Time to undertake an ex'

ploitation campaign in New York
and other nearby points. Reasoned
that, like the Nutmeg, Time now also

has something to offer a non-Con
necticut resident.

Reason for parts of 'Our Battle'

going Into a small dally away frOm
New York is that Van Loon, who has
his home in Greenwich, recently
was made a member of the news-
paper's board of directors. Gives
his paper a build-up, at the same
time fetching good advance publicity

for his book. Editor of Time is

Wythe Williams, former foreign cor-

respondent.

Book Auction to Aid Refugees
Host of literary notables will spon-

sor a Book Aucti(\n Dinner at the

Hotel Plaza, New York, Dec. 8 for

the benefit of the Joint Distribution

Conimittee and the American Com-
mittee for Christian German Refu-
gees, A number of valuable manu-
scripts will be auctioned oft at the
affair, including one each from the
world-famous exiles, Prof. Albert
Einstein and Dr. Thiomas Mann. Ein-

stein's manuscript will be the orig-

inal of the article, 'Anti-Semitism,'

to appear in next week's Collier's.

That by Mann is ah essay on Richard
Wagner's 'Nibelungen Ring.'

Among other manuscripts to be
offered is that of Clifford Odet's new
play, 'Rocket to the Moon,* which the
Group Theatre now has in rehearsal,

and an inscribed copy of Thornton
Wilder's 'Our Town.'
Included on the committee for the

Book Auction Dinner, which is

headed by Dr. A. S. W. Rosenbach,
are Bennett Cerf,.Gabriel Wells, Col.

E. Marton Drake, William Rbsen-
wald, Benjamin W. Huebsch, Robert
L. Ripley, Alfred A. Goldsmith, Clif-

ton Fadiman.

Retracts on Hearst.

New York Post last week printed
a retraction of a. statement it . had
made in an editorial to the effect

that W. R. Hearst 'signed a $400,000-

a-yCar contract some -years ago to

provide the Nazi press, with.his news
services.' Boxed under the. heading,
'a correction,' the retra>ction stated,

'The Post can find no evidence that
the present business of International
News" Service with the German
newspapers is any larger than it

normally was for many years past;
that is, about $35,000 a year.'

Post's original editorial had made
the $40d,000-a-y,ear contract charge
in connection with an assertion that
the Hearst papers were pursuing a
policy in support of Chariiberlain arid
the Munich agreement . and of the
dictatorships. Since then. Hearst, in
press and radio addresses, has scored
the Nazis for the Jewish oppression.

Reading Plus a Shave
Electric shavers as an accelerator

for book sales is the Wea behind a
new book-selling organization, Em-
pire Publications, headed by Paul
Guttentag and William Weinbrot.
Pair have made ah arrangement with
Reynal & Hitchcock whereby they
get sales rights to the reprints issued
by its variotis subsidiaries^, including
Blue Ribbon Books, Triangle, Burt
and Halcyon House.
Operating plan of Empire Publi-

cations is to throw in an electric
shaver with every two-book sale, the
whole to go .

at a special price. To
make the 'deal* even more attractive,
the books and premium will be made
available in three payihents.

,
.

Not the first time that books have
figured in a 'deal,' but never before
with ah electric shaver.

NEW Pi^RIODICALS
Almanac and Guide, published by

the Almanac and Guide Co., an affili-

ate of Bruns Publications. Latter,

which is headed by V. S. Fox, pub-
lishes World Astrology. Almanac
and Guide will be Issued by the

World Astrology editorial staff.

Digest mags, which continue in a

steady stream, will be further .n-

creased around February by two
new ones from the publishing house

of Dagobert D. Runes. Proposed
new digests will cover specialized

fields, those of photography and
popular medicine. Runes has
formed the Eureka and Synopsis
Publishing Corps. ' Hie purpose.

Titles and editorial staffs for the two
digests hot set as yet. Runes now
publishes two digests, The American
Lady and Current Digest, Also has
another monthly, Better English.

College Years first serious mag by
and for the college student. Pub-
lishers a couple of Yale men, Henry
B. Sargent and Richard M. Weiss-
man, with former as business man-
ager and Weissman as editor. Asso-
ciate editors are Oscar Haac, Beverly
Stocking and Mary E. Wickham, also

in college. Publication office in

New York, although much of the
work on the new periodical will be
done in New Haven, Conn. College
Years will appear quarterly.
Twice a Year, combination book

and mag, will make its initial ap-
pearance this week. Published and
edited by Dorothy Norman, publica-
tion, in the format of a book, will

carry pieces on the arts and civil

liberties. Distribution will be via
bookshops and 'probably newsstands.
As indicated by title, wiU be pub-
lished twice a year.
Couple of femmes named Miriam

B. Hydeman and Donna B. Lipp-
mann. and reputedly new to the pub-
lishing biz, making preparations to
get out a new mag. .Girls prefer to
say nothing about it at present, but
understood proposed periodical will
have a sports angle. Business tag
under which .the mag will be spon-
sorfed is L. H. Publishing Co.
Tops is a mag fbr the glorification

of the Negro race, spohspred by the
newly-formed Phame Publishing Co.
Editor is Fanny Ellsworth, who's also

head of PhaYne, a private project.

Regularly, she edits two of the El-
tinge Warner periodicals, and also

serves the Newsstand Fiction Unit
mags in an advisory capacity. Tops
will, • in each issue, recount the
achievements of those members of the
colored race, who have reached, or
who are reaching, tops in their pro-
fessions. Frequency of publication
of Tops not decided upon. Will be
deterniined by reaction to initial

issue. • Walter White consulting edi-

tor.

Small Daily Goes Cosmopolitan
Like the Connecticut Nutmeg, the

Greenwich Time; published in the
same state, is tempting readers be-
yond the locality iji which it's pub-
lished.

laire held out by Time, published in
Greenwich, Is publication of advance
chapters, of Hendrik- Willem van
Loon's new book, 'Our Battle,' char-
acterized as the author's personal
answer to Hitler's 'My Battle.' Pub-
lication o^ 'Our Battle' in Time,
which began last week, precedes its

appearance in book form. Simon &
Schuster has the book skedded for

next week.

.

Prominence of Van Loon, together

DeVoto Edits Twain Works
Job of editing unpublished mate-

rial of Mark Twain, held by his es-
tate, has proved so big a task, Ber-
nard De Voto, who has the assign-
ment, is obliged to take up his resi-
dence in Cambridge, Mass. Great
quantity of original manuscript, cor-
respondence arid documents bearing
o4 the whole period of Twain's life

and literary activities has been taken
from storage and placed in Widener
Library, Harvard University, for De
Voto's detailed examination.
Press of work has obliged De Voto

to ask to be relieved as one of the
judges ' in the Harper Prize Novel
Contest., Carl Van Doren will re
place him, serving with Louis Brom
field and Josephine Johnson.

Booksellers Boycott Nazis
Joining the Nazi boycott, members

of the Booksellers Guild of America
have taken pledges not to deal with
any booksellers or publishers of
Germany, or to purchase any transla-
tions of the works of Nazi writers.

Many books now on lists of Ameri-
can publishers will be affected, most
of all the Nazi bible. Hitler's 'My
Battle,' which has .}>een published
here in an English translation.

Liquidate Sovereign House
Liquidation of Sovereign House,

bankrupt N. Y. book-publishing firm,

was voted upon at meeting of credi-
tors. Stanley K. Oldden, appointed
receiver at. a previous creditors'

meeting, Was named trustee. Oldden
to begin disposal of assets this week,
with likelihood, creditors will re-
ceive aroiuid-lOc on the dollar.^^^

Offer of settlement made by
. rep-

resentative of Arthur 'J. Burks, head
of Sovereign House, has been tur.ned
down by creditors because cash guar-
antee failed to come through. In-
debtedness said to be pomewhat over
$10,000.

Women Group's Award
'.Natiorial Federation of Press
Women will give four cash prizes of
$50 each for best signed feature, ar-
ticle, editorials,, columns and news
stories, respectively, published be-
tween now and nex" April 1.

Competition open to all regularly
employed newspaperwomen in North
or South America, who are members
of any women's press club. Only
one article can be subniitted by an
entrant. Winners will be made
kriown at a dinner to be held by the
National Federation of Press Women
.Time 26 at the Waldorf-Astoria hotel,
N. Y.

Colophon Back to Old Setups
As the result of its subscribers'

plebiscite, The Colophon, the book-
men's quarterly, goes back : to its

original form with the first issue of
the new year. As was the policy
when it began publication around
eight years ago, mag will include ex-
amples of original graphic arts.

At $15 for four issues, it's probably
the highest priced periodical in the
country, limited to 2,500 subscribers.

Keats-Slielley Contest
American poets will be invited to

aid in the enlarging of the poetry
library of the Keats-Shelley Me-
morial House in Rome by participa-
tion in a poetry contest. Partici-
pants will pay a $2 entry fee. Pee is

to go to the library fund, and name

of every one participatinjf will be
Inscribed in a souvenir volume to be
kept at the shrine in Rome. Contest
closes next Aug. 4'.

Directing the poetry contest is Mrs.

Alice Hunt Bartlett, chairman of the
American section of the Poetry So-
ciety of Great Britain. Society made
the Keats-Shelley Memorial House
possible.

Pitt Scribes May Go Politics

Two Pittsburgh sportswriters are

mentioned prominently for Pennsyl-
vania boxing commissioncrship.
They are Harvey Boyle, sports

editor of morning Post-Gazette, and
Regis Welsh, boxing writer on after-

noon Press, with odds favoring the
former. Change imminent since

incoming Republican administration
is hardly likely to reappoint present
Democratic incumbent, Dr. W. T.

McClelland.
Boyle is said to have potent po-

litical backing for post and chances
are additionally fortified by fact
he served as boxing commissioner
for decade up until G.O.P.'s loss of
Pennsylvania for the first time in
1932. Post pays $5,000 a year. Boys
would- be allowed to keep their
present newspaper jobs.

Merge 2 Boating Mags
Publishers of Motor Boat have ac

quired Power Boating, mag pub--
lished In Cleveland, and will com-
bine the two. Next issue of the com-
bined periodicals will be called
Motor Boat With Which Is Com-
bined Power Boating. Title will be
shortened later, though retaining
both names.

'

All properties of Power Boating
being moyed to New York; Cleve-
land office wiU be closed. Editorial
staff of Motor Boat will serve the
combined periodicals, with Gerald T.
White, editor, and E. S., Nelson, chief
aide.

Judge Goes .International

Changes .on
.
Judge, under its pres-

ent directing head, Harry Newman,
continue, with the hunior monthly
now in a new large size approximat-
ing that of Esquire. Also now to .be

dated a month ahead of publication,

and to make that possible current
issue is a November-December com-
bination.

Aiming pt Anglo-American cov-
erage Judge now lists British sales

price jointly with that of the Amier-
fcan. Only other mags to do that
are a few lrit€rnationally-circulated

femme fashion periodicals.

Team for Dickens 'Carol*

Garden City Publishing Co,, the
Doubleday, Doran affiliate, and John
C. Winston Co. have gotten together
on simultaneous publications of a
new .edition of Charles Dickens' *A
Christmas Carol,' with a foreword by
Lionel Barrymore.
Regular edition will be published

by Garden City, with a de luxe boxed
edition to be issued by Winston. Ex-
cept for some embellishments, two
are identical, with both containing
illustrations in color by Everett
Shinn. Joint working arrangement is

first for both book firms.

Split Parents' Mag
Parents' Magazine, one of three na-

tional class mags publishing special
editions for Metropolitan New York,
will give those special sections a sep-
arate identity. N. Y. edition, which
for four years has been bound into
the mag proper, will be known as
the New York Mother.
Unlike principal part of mag, New

York Mother will be news, rather
than features. Will list, among other
things, film and istage attractions for
children.

Revive Detroit Sat. Night
Detroit Saturday Night, which sus-

pended publication some months ago,
has resumed. New publisher is Fred
A. Moore, veteran newspaperman.
Frederick A. Moore, Jr., is business
manager. Resurrected version is

patterned pretty much after the old.
Glenn F. Jenkins, who edited the

old Detroit Saturday Night, re-
ported at work on a new mag. In-
land Empire, which he will both pub-
lish and edit.

LITERATI OBITS THIS WEEK
Robert T. Ball, 64, co-owner, edi-

tor and publisher of the Loveland
(Colo.) Daily Reporter-Herald, died
at his Loveland home after' an illness
of two years. Funeral and burial
were in Loveland. He is survived by
five children.
W. J. Dozier, 69, for 14 years edi-

tor of Douglas County Citizen, Doug-
lasville, Ga., died Thursday (17) of
heart attack. Well known in Georgia
editorial circles, he moved to Doug-
lasville 15 years ago from Kentucky.
Burial was in Stanford, Ky. Wife,
two sons survive.

CHATTER
Paul Walkas to Chicago, where his

mother is ill.

Mortimer H. Cobb has joined Cue
as an associate editor.

Hector Bolitho gets over tomorrow
(24) for a lecture tour.

Louis S. Friedland and Elmer Mar-
tin Norman have formed a new
literary agency.

Pearl Buck and her husband, Rich-
ard Walsh, the publisher, feted bv
the P.E.N. club.

'

Irving Stone in from the Coast for
conferences with his publisher
Houghton, Mifflin.

'

Franklin E. Jordan is the new edi-
tor of Gateway Magazine, the Boston
amusements giveaway,

Francis Harrington and King
Whitney, both with the mag You,
upped to vice-presidents.

After 15 years downtown, Penton
Publishing Co. has moved to the
midtown publishing sector.
The Almanac and Guide Co., Inc.,

has been chartered to publish astrol-
ogical almanacs; ets,, in New York.
Robert Leland Crowell, head of the

publishing house bearing his name,
weds Ruth Brown Shurtleff Dec. 23.
Eugene Sheffer's serious operation

In Boston a success and he's due to
become active again with King Fea-
tures very soon.

Rumor persists In Philly that Moe
Annenberg^ publisher of the Inquirer
(morning), will enter the field in
that city with an evening sheet.
George Seibel, former drama and

book critic of Pittsburgh Sun-Tele-
graph, has submitted a novel to a
couple of New York publishers.
Second volume of William Mur-

rell's 'History of American Graphic
Humor' to appear on Nov. 29,. Cov-
ers the period from 1865 to the pres-
ent,

Lorna Parrel, editor of The Wom-
an, digest mag for femmes, inaugu-
rates a regular Hollywood Fashion
Pre-Vue section : in the December
issue.

British publishing rights to 'With
Malice Toward Some' have actually
been sold. Book is the biggest slap
at the British since the Revolution-
ary War.

Editors Press Service, Inc., New
York, has increased its capital stock
from $3,500 to $63,500, according to
papers filed in Albany by Robert H.
Montgomery.
David Parry, son of Florence

Fisher Parry, Pittsburgh Press
columnist, has joined United Artists
advertising department under Lynn
Farnol in New York.

Concert Trust

(Continued from page 39)

tivities. While such action would
probably have little effect on the
regular winter concerts it would
completely block the summer sea-
son in Hollywood Bowl, including all

opera, ballet and concerts with guest
stars. ... '--

-I

Wiriter season normally operates
at a loss, but the summer series in

the Bowl cleans up . a handsome
profit. It is to avoid closing the

whole setup and putting the musi-
cians .involved out of work that

AOMA ha^ offered the management
a way out.

,

While on the Coast recently, Leo
Fischer; AGMA executive-secretary,

had several long huddles with Joseph
N. Wel>er, American Federation of

Musicians president. What they de-
cided was not revealed, but they are
believed to have reached some
agreement in regard to Menuhln's
refusal to join AGMA and his public

attack on the organization.
Part of the Menuhin statement,

printed in paid-for space in the
Los Angeles symphony orchestra

program, said of AGMA unionism,
'It' is just as if you demanded that

husbands' arid, wives had union cards
and. regulations to govern their priv-

ileges and duties together; or as if

the poets ' and prophets of old, or

Christ arid the Apostles had been
forced to get union cards and be
submitted to^blind union discipline.'

AGMA's negotiations with the

Metropolitan Opera Assn., of N. Y.,

are expected to be resumed within

a few days. Principal matter for

negotiation wIH be the disputed
'Clause 12,' which gives the manage-
ment a 'franchise' on all outside ar-

tistic activities of its singers. Met
and AGMA reached a preliminary
agreement last spring, with the pro-

viso that the matter of 'Clause 12'

would be considered further this fall.

Resumption of negotiations has
awaited the return to New York of

the AGMA negotiating committee,
including Lawrence Tibbett, Ezio
Pinza and Lauritz Melchoir.
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Broadway

pas
lini

Ole Olsen's pinch back tux a laugh

at benefits.

Henry Hobart, vet film producer, in

Hew York.

Lela Moore, dancer, back from Rio
Janeiro this week.

. . Sam Marx, Columbia ptory ed, back

to the Coast on Friday.

Harry Mester, manager of the 46th

Street theatre, seriously ilU

Buth Harding in the Presbyterian

hQSp, reported doing all right

Henry Bellit, vet vaude producer,

ba* ^on* travel service busi-

jiess.

.

Larry Cowen, with Pabiah in Al-
Ijany, m town last week with Mrs.
Gowen.

Joe Phillipson back at the Par
lioxrte office after a business trip to

Oklahoma.

Mike Connolly, of the Screen Ac-

tor^ Guild eastern office, vacationing

In Florida.
• Clay Morgan, advertising-public-

ity chief for NBC, to Washington for

a brief visit.

Arthur Levy will go to Boston
ahead of 'The Merchant of Yonkers'

tor Richard Maney.

La Conga folded Friday night. Cen-
tral Park dasino may reopen with a
Georgie Hale revue.

Charlie Einfeld fell off a horse
Sunday (20) and hurt his wrist, re-
quiring medical attention.

Industry notables on Saturday (19)

attended confirmation of Si Fabian's
wn, Robert, in Paterson, N. J.

Fowler and Tamara, concertizing

ist seasons, have a new dance troupe
led up for cafe and vaude dates.

W. G. Van Schmus, managing di-

rector of Radio City Music Hall,
left for Coast to o.o. new product
The reunited Jack Oakies making

ihe rounds; they sail .Dec. 2 for Lon-
6oAi Adolph Zukor will be on the
yame boat.
Now that her 'One Third of a Na-

tion' (Par) film is through, Sylvia
Sidney will do a Group Theatre play
by Irwin Shaw.
Arthu^ Lyons and his bride. Ha

Ilhodes, Warner player, will come
east for the holidays as part of their
honeymoon trip.

Ben Shanin, of the Simon Agency,
now run by Charlie Yates, has re-
sided from that,organization to open
his own booking offices.

Francis Albertanti, who publicized
a Coast race track, now p.a. for Al-
bert Levey's Oriental Park course
•iid Casino Nacional, Havana.
Charles MacArthur is having a

Teplica made of the Mae West sur-
realism chair on view recently in a
Fifth avenue department store.
Fortune mag for December has a

tiece on the Hays office. Current
len has by-lined story by Walter

Wanger on Wall street and pix.
Judge Frederick E, Goldsmith to

the Coast on legal business having to
do with Hollywood clients, which
will keep him west three weeks or so.

. The girld in Paramount ordered
flowers for Nan Schwartz, who
works for the J. H. Cooper interests,
on learning it was her birthday
Monday (21).
Phil De Angeluses tossed a party

and buffet dinner for friends in the
industry Sunday night (20) in cele-
brating christening of their six-
week-old granddaughter.
Candy butchers in hurley thea-

tres now get the spotlight when they
start their spiel. Practice began last
week with salesmen also on the'
ttai^e,' talking into house mike.
Carmen Lewis and Jack Gould

will be married in a few days. She
was recently with Wiman office, hav-
ing assisted *On Borrowed Time,'
•I Married An Angel* and 'Great
Lady.' He's on the New York Times
dramatic staff.

Paris
By Hugo Speck

Ray Goetz in town.

Ja'cques Charles to London.
Pierre Sandrihi back from London.
Dorothy Dickson in from. London.
Matia Ossira featured in new 'Eve'

tevue.

Georges Rigaud mulling return to
Hollywood.

'Altitude 3,200' revived at Theatre
de I'Etoile.

Joe Sacks in from London. Tal-
•nt hunting.
Felix Rosan setting new 'Chez les

Nudistes' revue.
Grace Moore to London for en-

gagements there.
Marlene Dietrich still putting off

aeparture for America.
O. P. Gilbert writing scenario on

'xench commercial pilots.
Mistinguett m.c.d 'Grande Nuit

«w Vedettes' at Medraho.
That Certain Age,' the Deanna

A»urbin pic, a click at the Avenue.
Suez' getting French dubbing,

with Annabella handling own role.
Louis Verneuil to Lausanne to

Preseiit his Train for Venice' there.
Simone Simon changed mind about

leaving to clean up affairs in Hol-
ijrwood.
The First Legion,' Emmet Lavery's

P'ay, adapted by Jean Silvain, in
rehearsal,
Planet Pictures Corp. bought

North and South American rights
of 'Cheri-Bibi.'

Suzjr Solidor appeared on Nor-
mandie stage for opening of her
flhn, 'Le Revolte.'

Jean de Limur starting 'La Petit*
Peste; adopted by J. L. Bouquet
from Romam Coolus story.

Harry Baur in on direction of
Theatre - des - Ambassadeurs with
Alice Cocea and Jean Cocteau.
French kids saw 'Little Miss

Broadway' free at Rex as guests of
20th Century-Fox and 'Paris-Soir.'

Marcel Pagnol to make 'Mon-
sieur Bretonneau,' which he is adapt-
ing from R. de Flers and A. de Cail-
lavetls story.
Pierre Brasseur engaged his wife,

Odette Joyeux, for 'Folic Bout de
Bois,' which he wrote and will pro-
duce in Pagnol studios in Marseilles,
Georges Rigaud, who took a try

at Hollywood earlier this year, may
return this winter. He's now finish-mg his first French filnti since his
return, Record Final,' and has an-
other scheduled as soon as this one
IS finished.

Pan Swing

(Continued from page 1)

sical education in his life. Seventy-
five percent of the children probably
gain all their knowledge through the
radio or by hearing records, "niey
know more about the classics from
the swing arrangements of them than
they ever would have learned
through instruction in schools.'
Pedos weren't exactly satisfied to

take the rebuke lying down. 'It's all
right to play the classics in swing
for dancing,' remonstrated one, 'but
swing adds nothing to music as we
know it. To say that you bring
something to children is absolutely
wrong. For instance, in 'My Reverie'
(Clinton rewrite of Debussy) you
have A dance number, not Debussy.'
Clinton and Dorsey illustrated

their talks with recordings, much to
the joy of a mob of jitterbug kids
who swarmed in from surrounding
schools for the event. Every time
the needle was remioved from a disc
to answer a question, there was an
audible groan from the gallery.

Comm 7AdReels

(Continued from page 1)

attracting 78,000,000 people weekly,
and the huge following the grid sport
draws each week in the autumn, the
only thing the screen advertiser has
to overcome is resistance on the part
of college authorities and exhibs.
Since thus far both have been agree-
able to such a commercial sports
reel, only the details of nationwide
coverage have to be worked out
Plan would be to photograph 500-

foot picture of local games and
guarantee the advertiser handling
most big contests over an eight-week
period. Estimated that about 30
games would be covered weekly.
Pictures would be supplied the ex-
hibitor gratis.

Because thorough coverage for lo-

calized contests to appease exhibitors
in individual communities is an add-
ed bvurden and a costly added ex-
pense item each year, many news-
reels thus far have voiced no oppo-
sition to the plan.

If proposition works out satisfac-

torily with football, a try may be
made to duplicate on basketball in

the middlewest, where the sport
draws large attendance every winter.

Goetz 'Daughter

(Continued from page 1

)

her husband's parents would inquire

about who were her parents, etc.

When Harry Link, general profes-

sional manager for Irving Berlin,

Inc., heard of it, he got Berlin to

phone E. Ray (roetz, brother of the

late Coleman, who is now a resident

of Paris. Johnny O'Connor, Fred
Waring's manager, who knew the

parents, is also assisting the girl

who may now get a share of her

father's ASCAP income.
'Moosie' Harrison later niarried

Harry Casey, vaudevillian, now de-

ceased, ^md was last known as Mrs.

Billy Orr, and reported residing in

upstate New York. The Goetzes come
from Buffalo, but that's no reason

why she might be found residing

there.

Link is well connected in Atlantic

City and through cooperation of the

mayor dug up the marriage records

of Goetz and Miss Harrison.

London

Jack Egger minus bis appendix.
Elsie Cohen, head of Unity Films,

to Paris for a week.
T, Hayes-Hunter to Paris to pick

up option on Renee Saint Cyr.
Elsie (Carlisle twice bereaved in

five weeks by death of mother and
aunt
'Elephant In Arcady' scheduled to

close Nov. 5, reprieved lor another
week.
J^ck Harris doing series of Sun-

day conceirts for Odeon cinemas and
packing 'em in.

Jean Forbes-Robertson portraying
title role in 'Peter Pan' for ninth
successive season.
Henry Sherek on Continental itin-

erary for fortnight
Leslie Bloom elected president of

the Gallery First-Nigbters Club for
the 15th straight year. .

The new Giosvenor House cabaret
show, which commences Dec. 15, will
be called 'Grandfather's Follies.'

Annual Xmas pantomime will be
held at the Lyceum despite fact that
it has been sold. Business building
will replace.
Bertoh Churchill left for home

after finishing 20th-Fox's 'So This is

London,' despite offer to play lead in
West End show.
Ronald Squires collapsed on stage

during provincial tour of 'Plan for
a Hostess,' but recovered in time to
continue in show.

British National Films looking for
American male star for lead in 'Of-
ficial Secrets,' spy yam, due to shoot
middle of next month.
Hippodrome, Blackpool, which As-

sociated British Film Corp. has on
lease from private concern, to be re-
built at cost of $250,000.
'A Party for Christmas' cldsed at

the Haymarket Nov. 5 without no-
tice. Show had moved from Arts
Theatre Club a fortnight earlier.
Richards and Gillette opened

Savoy hotel and closed after two
nights, with Robinson atid Martin
called in from the Berkeley hotel to
double.
Principals of 'Bobby Get Your

Gun,' the Jack Waller musical at
the Adelphi, are under 33 1/3% cut
which was only chance for show to
carry on.
Gracie Fields' next picture for 20th

will be directed by Monte Banks.
Shooting starts end of March. Ten-
tative title is 'Cavalcade of Scottish
Shipwards.'
Patric Knowjes' contract with

Warners' washed up, he returns to
London, sailing from N. Y. Diec. 10.

Reported he'll connect here with
major picture company.
'Wild Oats' closes Nov. 26. Cast

has been on dut-pay scale- last few
weeks. New show goes in a month
later, with Sydney Howard, Arthur
Riscoe and Vera Pierce to lead.
George Carney relieved J. B.

Priestley in the comedy role of the
latter's play, 'When We Are Mar-
ried,' after author stepped in until
substitute for Frank Pettingell could
be obtained. Letter hurt in auto
crash.
Peter Maurice Music Co, signed

Manning Sherwin on songwriting
assignment Contract calls for three
months with option. He's already
started work on Firth Shepherd's
new musical, which replaces 'Wild
Oats' at Princes.
'Jamaica Inn,' Mayflower Pictures'

third, takes the floor Nov. 28 .with
Alfred Hitchcock directing. Bicture
was intended to be made at Denham
Films, studios, as all seven stages at
Elstree were occupied,, but now two
are available, so Elstree gets it.

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., may do
Tom Geraghty's 'Flodden Field'
while here. Picture was to have
been made couple seasons ago by
him when he was joint managing
director of the now defunct (Cri-

terion Films, but was dropped sud-
denly.

Sydney
By Erie Gorrfck

Mike Lustig visiting New Zealand
on Metro biz.

'

'Sketch Book' is new revue to be
staged by Harry Howard for the
Fullers.

Jack Lester,, former Marcus pro-
ducer, now staging presentations in

Melbourne.

With biz improving in the stix,

local vaude performers are getting
more work.

Hoyts sending a femme band of
20 around its nabe chain. Femmes
recently completed a successful run
at Regent Sydney.

Ken G. Hall, Cinesound producer,
has recovered from his recent ill-

ness and is rolling 'Mr. Chedworth
Hits Out,' with Cecil Kellaway.

V^irious picture managements go>
ing into heavy huddles to formulate
plans covering a film drive similar
to the one opeij^ated in the U. S.

Dan Michalove will probably ex-
tend his Hoyts* looksee- as far as
Pertii, Western Australia, and Tas-
mania prior to hitting for home early
next month.

Dick, Don and Dinah playing for
Hoyts at Regent Melbourne, by ar-
rangement with TivolL Nell Kelly
and Johnny Bryant are the current

vaude attractions same management
in Sydney.
Revivals still making a bid for b,o.

biz throughout the Commonwealth.
Current replays include TTie Guards-
man' (UA), "Man in Possession'
(M-G), 'San Francisco' (M-G), 'Lit-
tle Women' (RKO) and 'Trader
Horn' (M-G).

'

Pittsburgh
By Hal Cohen

Dick Ware held over at Show Boat
indefinitely as m.c.
Charlie Wolfe and Joe Tobin to

Florida for the winter.
Keith Bain, Lawrence Welk's man-

ager, taking flying lessons,
Adam Degaspers celebrated their

fifth wedding anniversary.
Bernie Armstrong laid up with in-

fected foot, result of scratch.
Joe Feldman's frau taking^ her mas-

ters at U. of Pittsburgh this year.
Big biz forced Playhouse to run Tt

Can't Happen Here' an extra week.
Lou Goldberg here for few days,

straightening out new Major Bowes
unit
Eda Toldi and Frank Cassel have

organized the Laboratory Theatre
here.
Ken Miller and Sam McRoberts,

both of Tommy Carlyn's band, altar-
bouhd.
Band leader Len Leslie hom« from

hosp observation. Got a clean bill of
health,
Armand Denis and Leila Roosevelt

here for the opening of their 'Dark
Rapture' film. .

If Pitt or Tech gets Rose Bowl bid,
WB booker' Harry Feinstein will va-
cation on the C^ast.
Herb Yates sent Variety Club $500

check for its annual milk fund drive.
Agnes Frendergast back home after

visiting her mother in California.

Chicago

Quinn Regan laid up with laryn-
gitis.

Max TUmer handling shows for the
Covenant Club:
Dizzy Dean and Bob Elson collab-

ing on a vaude, turn.
Gift tO^Jack Kirsch, Allied chief

here, at testimonial dinner will be an
auto. I

'

Joe Holton wound up the 20th
Century-Fox screen-testing and
scrammed.

.

Colony Club, under Nick Dean and
Sonny Croldstone, has become class
dine and dance of town.
Town loaded with agents and

bookers last week. * Among thoise in
were Harry Foster, Diet Henry,
John O'Connor, Bill Howard, Harry
Mayer, Sid Piermont and Miles In-
galls.

On the Upbeat

(Continued from, page 39)^

cently opened Bandbox on 52nd
street Nov. 30.

DeLange has nothing in view as
yet after he exits in favor of Lunc-
ford.

Clarence Fqhrman's WIP (Philly)

house band has been pencilled in to

supply tunes for the swanky Navy
Club Dance at the Bellevue-Strat-
ford.

Hal B«rne organizing own orches-

tra and readying for a tour.

Ben Pollock signed for the year-
end dance series at Pasadena civic

auditorium.

Vide Masso opened at the Glendale
civic auditorium.

Ran Wilde opens two-month stand
at the Haufbrau in San Diego Dec. 1.

Jack Fulton, Val Olman and South-
ern Gentlemen orchestra&^igned to

Rockwell-O'Keefe . management this

week,.

John Kirby will quit Onyx Club,
N. Y., tp augment Red Norvo-Mildred
Bailey combo, opening Nov. 28.

Tito's Swinetet completed Warner
short and Victor (Bluebird) discs this

week. Also signed to compose for
Exclusive Publications.

Hollywood

Monte Banks in from London.
Robert Moriatty here from N. Y.
Mary Brian back from legit stock.

Rex O'Malley in from Manhattan.

Kenneth Thomson laid up with flu.

George Sanders arrived from Lon-
don.

Laurence Olivier arrived from Eng-
land.

Leonard Matchan in from New
York.

Bob Bums returned from Hawaiian
siesta.

Cxef>rge Gruskin at work after flu
attack.

Neil Rau .hooked up with Jimmy
Fif»ler.

Sam Bischoff to Europe next
month.
Fi'attk Lloyd back from European

vp.cash.

. Walt Disney appointed a Louisiana
co]i'?nel.

George Oppenheimer back from
London.
Abe Meyer joined Music Corp of

America.
Edward Kaufman back from South

America.
Bing Oosby back from Bay

Meadows.
Tommy Kelly on northern per-

sonsX tour.
Harry M. Warner to hdspital for

observation.
Harlan Thompson vacationing in

Krrsas City,
Huntz Hall recuperating from .z^*

pendectomy.
Betty Amann's hew film name is

Sandra Kane.
"Edith Fellowes recovering from

appendectomy.
Mary Alice Scully joined Everett

Crosby agency,
Lou bstrow in hospital recover!

from: auto crash.
Robert Allen, thrown from a horse,

sprained his arin.

Dr. Horace Kallen here from N.Y.,
gandering studios.
Slim Summervill^ celebrating 25th

ye^r as a fllm\actor'
Johnnie CScaf) Davis back from

midwest personal tour.
Edmund Lowe back from brother's

funeral in Santa Clara.
Albert Maimheimer back, from

month's vicash in N.Y.
Marjorie Morrison and Ralph Au^

bert to be married (26):

Charles 'P. Skouras back from
northern inspection tour.

Virgil Miller celebrating 25th an-
niversary, as a cameraman.
WiUiam Anthony McGuire moved,

info Fred Astaire's old house.
John Boles en route .to M« Yi to

broadcast and personal, appearances,
Louis K. Sidney bought Jack

Robbins* home in Benedict (Canyon.
Louis B. Mayer hosting Father

Flana^^an and Bishop Ryain of Omaha,
• Neil Wheeler laid 14) with a.brok-^
en leg, result of a fall from a horse.
Glenda Farrell, back from Manhat-

tan, sufiFering from nervous exhaus-
tion.

Osa Massen, back from Denmark,
to wed Allan Hersholt next month.
He's son of Jean Hersholt

Tay Voyc Quintet shorting for
.Warner, Dec. 9.

Howard Woods in fifth week at
Paramount theatre, Newark, on hold-
overs. Went in on regular one week
with stage show.

Charlie Gasparre, trumpet-tooting
.brother of Dick Gasparre, is organ-
izing a swing crew in Philly.

Bay West moved into the 'It' cafe

in Hollywood.

Minneapolis
By Le» Bees

E.. J. MacErlane, Warner's head
booker, ill,

Max Roth, Republic district man-
ager, a visitor. ;

Sylvia Schroeder, of Republic, re-
covering from appendectomy.

.
Twin City Variety club t^ hold an-

nual election of officers Dec. 12.

Film exchanges sponsoring weekly
programs at Twin City Variety club.

Sonja Henie and her 'Hollywood
Ice Revue' into Arena here Dec, 1
t^3.

Moe Levy, 20th-Fox district man-
ager, visiting his Des Moines ex-
change.

'Nickey' Goldhammer, RKO branch
manager, back from brief vacation
and off into North Dakota on busi-
ness trip.

M. G, Moorman, National Screen
head booker, resigned to become
Trailer-Made exchange office man-
ager. Ray Hurwitz, formerly with
Gilman theatre circuit, succeeded
him.

New Haven
^

By Harold M. Bone

Jack Sidney in town briefly.
Chris Joyce out of hbsp after oper-

ation.
Yale Drama will tour '1066 and All

That'
Boston Symph slated for second

Woolsey Hall concert
Alex- Dean returns to Yale drama

department early in the new year.
Hall Welles commuting between

here and New York while doing Yale
stage directing.
Sam Badamo gave a cocktail party

for Armand Denis and Leila Roose-
velt, producers of the film, 'Dark
Rapture.*
Fan protests caused Lincoln to

yank 'How to Undress Before Your
Husband,' with Elaine Barrie. wife ot
John Barrymor-e.
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LEOPOLD GODOWSKT
Leopold Godowsky, 68, composer,

pianist, and teacher, died in Lenox

Hill hospital, York, Nov. 21. Hlg

death followed an operation for an

intestinal ailment which was per-

formed last week; He had been

more or less inactive since 1930 due

to the effects of a stroke suflerea

in England while making recordings.

The composer was bom in VHna,

Russian Poland, on Feb. 13, 1870, the

son' of a physician. Early in his life

he exhibited a musical inclination

which was. encouraged by his pa-

rent?. He made his first attempt at

composing at the age of seven. When
he wds 9 he made his first public

appearance in Vilna and- was imme-
diately sent on a tour of Russia and
Germany repeating his performance.

At the. age of H his ability came
to the notice of a wealthy banker

of Konigisberg, who subsequently

sponsored a courise of study at the

Berlin Hochschule. Prior to this he
had had only two years of formal

study in Vilna.

. His first' visit to America was in

1884 immediately after leaving the

Hochschule. This tour consxuned
two years diuring which he appeared
''With Clara Louise Kellogg, operatic

soprano; Emma Cecelia. IThursby,

concert soprano, and .Ovide Musin,
the Belgian violinist, He returned
to Europe in 1887 for ttore years of
study during which he toured France
and made a. visit to Eqgland where
he played a command performance
for the King.
He made his home in America

from 1894 to 1900 whilie heading the
pianp department of the Broad Street

Conservatory in Philadelphia, and
the pianoforte department- of the
Chicago Conservatory. He was mar
ried in 1901 to Frieda Saxe while on
his second American tour. She died
in 1933.

He made numerous appe.arances
with the Chicago Symphony Orches-
tra and the New York Philharmonic,
and was a favorite pianist of Theo-
dore Thomas, leader of the former
aggregation, A memorial service

Beirkell Players who played stock

at the English theatre. His most
recent activity was as director of

the Federal Players* WPA unit at

B. F. Keith's theatre.

Surviving are a step-daughter,

five sisters, and three brothers.

EDWAED jr. MoGUSHION
Edward J. McGushion,-36, died at

the Will Rogers Memorial, Saranac
Lake, Nov. 15. He had been an in-

mate of the institution for two years.

For years he managed road shows
and theatres. His last employment
before breaking down was manager
of the Silver Slipper Atlantic City,

N. J.

Gertrude and Dorothy (Mc-
Gushion Twins) survive. Interment
in New York.

WILLIAM THOMAS
William Thomas, 65, veteran Pitts-

burgh theatre musician, dropped
dead of a heart' attack last week
while rehearsing with the Federal
Symphony orchestra for a radio
broadcast.
Thomas had been with WPA

group since it was organized couple
of years ago.

OSCAR WEENDORF
Oscar Werndorf, Austrian-born

art film director, died at Wembley,
Eng., Nov. 6, of -heart failure, aged
52. He had been, in the film indus'

try since 1913 and had worked for
UFA in Berlin, then coming to Eng'
land and had been in the employ of
Associated British, Gainsborough
and Gaumont-British.
He did the sets for Thirty-Nine

Steps,' 'Secret Agent,' 'Sabotage,'

'The Gaunt Stranger,' The Ware
Case' and had completed an untitled

comedy directed by Walter- Forde at

Ealing the day before his demise.

IN MEMORY OP
DANIEL F. HENNESSYI

November 20, 1937
K«ver Fotcotteo br

Hla LovlDK Dai|iKbter>iti>Xiaw

Hn. UALYEBir HEMHESST

was broadcast -Monday evening (21)
over station W.QXR,' N. Y., during
wliich Abram Chasms, pianist and
composer,, and a close friend of Mr.
Qodqwsky, commented on his life.

Survived by two daughters and a
son. One daughter, Dagmar, former
film actress, is currently abroad the
S. S. Manhattan Irom Europe and
will hot be told of her father'f death
Until her arrival.

WATNE BARTLETT
Wayne Bartlett, trouper with Bil-

roy's comedians, was found fatally

wounded in Rome, Ga., hotel room
last week. Small caliber pistol was
found beside him. He died within a
few minutes.
Coroner O. D. Mlnge, after inquiry,

declared inquest unnecessary, fatal

wound obviously having been seU-
inflicted.

Bartlett, formerly a. member of
Boob Brasfield's comedians, was a
native of Clarksville, Texas, where
body was sent for biu-ial.

phia motion picture proprietor, died

last Monday at her home in that city.

Sidney M. Graliame, 70, father of

Margot Grahame, stage and film ac-

tress, died Nov. 14. in Los Angeles.

Father of John Carl Morgan, Jr.,

WTAR announcer, died at his home
at Ocean View, Va., Nov. 14.

James P. Beatty, father of Roberta
Beatty, former actress, died Nov. 12,

Miss Beatty, now Mrs. Julius M.
Cohen, lives in Montreal.

GAYErY.MPI^

FOLDS EARLY

Minneapolis, Nov. 22.

Pre-Christmas sliunp has hit this

town, earliest in local theatrical his.

tory. As a result of b.o. decline,

Gayety (Harry Hirsch's stock bur-

lesque) will close first half of its

current reason this week, almost a

month sooner than scheduled. Sea-

son had gotten oft to exceptionally

fine start in late August. House
records were broken several times

during the first month and there

were eight successive winning weeks
before the grosses began to slip.

Theatre will reopen in the spring,

as usual, for the second hall
Despite the strong product and big-

ger and better stage shows than
usual, grosses at the film houses are

runping far under the corresponding
period a year ago. After having
mopped up with stage shows in the

early fall, including new house rec-.

ords by Horace Heidt and Benny
Goodman, in turn, Orpheum has lost

money on last two strong stage

shows (Jimmy Dorsey and Glen
Gray). If anything, neighborhood
houses are suffering more than the

loop first-runs.

Weekly wrestling shows at the

Auditorium, big money-makers in

other years, have been consistent

losers the past month. University

of Minnesota football alone has held

up, but even it is off from last sea-

son and the Michigan homecoming
game was not a complete sellout for

the first time in years.

It had been thought the red hot

state and local Section had been di-

verting time and attention and keep-
ing: many away from the theatres

and the heavy real estate taxes due
last- Oct. 31 were regarded as an
advense influence.

News Prom the Dailies
Thi» department cmtalM remitten theatrical news item a« pub-

lished during the week in the daily papers of New York, Chicago,
San Francisco, HoUjfwood and London, Varxbtv takes no credit for
these news items; each has been rewritten from a dailv paper.

East

VIOLA TREE
Viola Tree, 54, eldiest daughter of

Sir Herbert Beerbohm Tree, died in
London, Nov. 15, of pleurisy, after
an illness of many months.
She made her debut in 1904 as

Viola in her father's production of
Twelfth Night' and in 1910 sang
Eurydice in 'Orpheus' at the Savoy,
London, but returned to the spealB-

ing stage. '. She made her American
debut in 1930 at the Ethel Barry-
more theatre with Ivor Noyello in

The Truths Game' and the follow
ing season was to have gone to the
Ziegfeld 'Follies,' but no suitable
material could be found ior her. She
had appeared in several British

films.

'

She married Alan Parsons, drama
critic of the London Daily Mail in
1912. He died in 1933, and her .book
Alan Parsons was regarded as her
chief literary production, though she
had done much writing including a
play The Dancers' in collaboration

with Gerald du Maurier.

JENNIE GAVIN
Jennie Gavin, 69, • of the long

standard vaudeville team of Gavin,
Piatt and Peaches, died at Bay
Shore, L. I., Nov. 13. After funeral
services, the libdy was cremated.
Gavin and Piatt, later made into a

three-act with ' the addition of
Peaches, were a well^-known ' musi-
cal sketch team early in the cen-.

tiiry and iparticular favorites at Tony
Pastors, where they had a large fol-
lowing.

FStANK KNISKERN
Frank Kniskerh, 39, electrician of

the Madison Sq. Garden for the past
12 years, died in New York, Nov. 20.
He installed the lighting system

used in the Garden and widely
copied by other arenas, and at the
tiine of his death had virtually com
pleted plans for the installation of a
public address system, the largest in
door installation of its kind.

CHARLES BERKELL
Charles Berkell, 70, former the-

atrical producer and manager, died

in Indianapolis Nov. 19 of a heart

attack.

He was bom in Boston, Mass., and
when he was 12 yeaxB old joined a
theatrical troupe as a boy magician.

He traveled With circuses, played in
stock companies, and when still a

young man opened a theatre in

Davenport, I&, which he operated

for 25 years. He managed theatres

and vaudeville houses there>and ui

Waterloo,' la.; Chicago, and other

cities*

. H6 went to. Indianapolis 23 years

ago, and for A time managed the

MARIA VAN DER VEER GREEN
Mrs. William A. Green, 77, pro-

fessionally known on the operatic
stage as Maria Van derVeer Green,
died in London, Nov. 15. .

Although born in -Brooklyn, she
achieved most of her success in AUs
tralia and latier in England.

FRANK E. GARBUTT
Frank E. Garbutt, 43, technician

at Paramount, died Nov. 14 in Hol-
lywood. He leaves a widow and six
children.

TONY O. BABR
Tony O. Babb, 46, Pacific Coast

manager of Eastman Kodak, died of
pneumonia Nov. 16 in Los Angeles.

Walter Arondale McKim, father oi

five McKim screen moppets, diec

Nov. 17 in North HoUsrwood. Sur
viving are David, Sammy, Lydia,
Harry and Peggy- McKim.

Bfrs. Clara F. Butler, 63, wife of

William E. Butler, pioneer Philadel

Burlesque Reviews
^

GAIETY, N. Y.

Georgia Sothem, Annette Rosa,
June March, Geraldine, Peggy Rey-
nolds, Phil Silvers, .Rags Ragland,
Russell Trent, Chet Atland.

First house to open after the long
summer grind which cut the number
of New York burley stands to two;
the Gaiety has been doing pretty
good biz. Current semester, which
began late in August, is the first

flesh the house has had sikice the city
shuttered all burley stands year ago
last May. It had been grinding films
as part of the Brandt chain.
Double-barreled pull in the names

of Georgia Sothem in the strip con-
tingent, and Phil Silvers and Rags
Ragland heading comedy^ue to the
antics of the latter paifeTthe laugh
section noses out the femmes. Not
because of the material, which is the.
same old hoke. It's the manner in
which the two, aided by straight Rus-
sell Trent, retain only the base - of
the aged skits and ad lib or spout
their own lines.
Not much of it has rhyme or rea-

sion. But at least it's a little more
effective than going through motions
and dialog they know by heart.
For- instance, in the opening skit the
pair combine the restaurant gag
about the intentional argument over
who's to pay the check so both can
duck it, with the 'what lodge' busi-
ness. Combination 1$ weak at best,
but the ad libbing of Silvers and
Ragland, hypoed by amusing drink-
ing toasts, make it. easily acceptable.
Georgia Sothem heads the strip-

pers and undoubtedly means extra
dough at the b o. She's described as
dynamic. Grafted the gal is one of
the best bumpers in the biz and
physically has it over most of her
contemporaries, her turn principally
adds up to a lot of noise.
June March tops the other four,

closely followed by Geraldine. For-
mer is a smooth-lOokirtR brunette
who knows the value of tasteful out-
fits. When caught she was shucking
a black, velvet-looking affair, offset
by a fur-trimmed, filmy white cape.
Geraldine is a slow, dramatic tosser.
Annette Ross works in the opening

dance number, pounding out a tap
routine. Follows it later with a strip

Met Op. extends the terms of gen-
eral manager Edward Johnson and
his assistants, Edward Ziegler and
Earle R. Lewis. All set until '41.

Fay Wray and John Monk
Saunders agree to .give their romance
another trial. Saunders is a patient
in a Charlottesville, Va., hospital.
She and their daughter are non-
medical guests there.

Christmas clubs to distribute $330.-
000,000 to 7,000,000 members this
year. Average payment is $47, a
drop from last year.

Andre Baruch took first prize at
a male cooks' contest at the Governor
Clinton hotel last week with a
lobster concoction. He's a radio
commentator and husband of Bea
Wain, of the' Larry Clinton orchestra,
who can't cook at all.

'

'Opera on Tour' in trouble last
week in Birmingham, Ala. Stage-
hands struck at request of musical
union and show was given sans
scenery or costumes. Suing national
organization of musicians and stage
hands.

Robert Edmond Jones to design
the 13 settings for ^Everywhere I
Roam.'
Yale Puppeteers to give Sunday

night shows at Labor Stage theatre.

Algonquin hotel, N. Y., has ob-
tained a judgmeht for $2,319 against
Bill Tilden, tennis star for unpaid
rent.

•

Grace Coppin takes over tops in
'The Girl from Wyoming' at the
American Music Hall. Re^places
June Walker, who goes to 'Merchaiit
of Yorikers.'

Explosion in the Sixth Avenue
subway at 45th street. Thursday
spoiled about 15 feet of the board-
walk and stopped traffic for three
hours.

. Olsen and Johnson guests of honor
at the dinner of the Northwestern
University club of N. Y. last Thurs-
day. Olsen is an alumnus.

Francis Compton out of cast of
'Bachelor Born.' Injured in a fall
in ,his home .in Darien. Stapleton
Kent pinch hitting.

£|ecause New Years falls on Sun-
day, N. Y. State Liquor Authority
decrees all niteries must close at 3
A.' M. No extensions for anyone.

Village Light Opera club to give
two performances of 'Patience' at the
Hecksher Nov. 30, Dec. 3.

. Revealed that the late Pearl White
left an English estate of about $237,-
350. Death taxes will clip that $35,-
500. Remainder to be equally divided
between a brother, sister, two taieces
and two nephews. ,

"

Mayor orders a complete survey of•

N. Y. pool rooms.
Jack Dempsey threw his second

annual cocktail party for some 50
dogs and their owners in behalf of
the Bide-a-Wee home. Pups got beef
broth and chopped meat. Their mis-
tresses got the cocktails.
All New Jersey auto licenses to

have numbers below 1,000. Use of
two letters does the trick. Plates will
be smaller.
Carmella Ponselle to conduct an

ernployment agency for young slnB-
ers.

*

Katharine Cornell gave the entire
physical production of 'Herod and
Marlamne' to the Civic, theatre
Washington, when she closed there
Saturday.

Brattleboro theatre, Brooklyn, to
present

,
'Shakespeare's Merchant.

1938,' Modernized version of 'Mer-
chant of Venice.' Opens Dec. 26;

Maryland boss tracks planning to
install totalizers at all pony promen-
ades. Absence of the tote reported to
have decreased betting.
Herta Ikale fell down the stairs of

the Sutton picture theatre Thursday.
Taken to the hospital with possible
skull fracture.
Two restaurants in the Times Sq.

sector fined for selling crawfish for'
lobsters.

Actors' (Dlothing Bureau of Union
M. E. Church asking for contribu-
tions for unemployed players.
'War in Heaven,' fictionized ver-

sion of 'Here Come the Clowns,' goes
on sale. Play and book were written
at.the same t(me.
George Jessel, Harry Hershfield

and Dan Healy m.c.s at the benefit
dinner for the National Home for
Children, in Denver. Held at the
Commodore Saturday nite.

When Elsie Janis opens her N. Y.
season after 10 years in retirement,
she'll add to' her program promising
novices. Wants to give the young-
sters a chance.
Race tipsters picked up in a recent

raid to go to trial Nov. 30.
'Gloriana"* to give its midweek mat-

inees on Fridays.
D'Oyly Carte troupe to sail from

England Dec. 24. Opens at the Mar-
tin Beck Jan. 5.

Thelma Atterbur.y, once known on
the N. Y. stage, as Feon Van Marr,
dancer, reputed to be slated as the
bride of Prince Luis Ferdinand d'Or-
leans-Bourbon, first cousin of Alfonso
of Spain, when ond if he can divorce
his present wife.
Josephine Brown back in the cast

of 'Bachelor Born'. Had been out
three weeks because of an auto ac-
cident.

Coast

Will of Robert Woolsey, screen
CQmic, who died Oct. 31, was filed in
L. A., leaving the bulk of his estate
to his widow, Minnie Park Reed
Woolsey. Only other bequest was
$5i000 to a brother, Charles Woolsey,
of San Francisco.

Bert Wheeler, film actor, compro-
mised with the U. S. Board of Tax-
Appeals to settle claims of $22,250 for
$16,306.

Chico Marx, film comedian, settled
suit brought by widow of George L.
Bruneman, slain L. A. gambler, for
$257.

Fire caused $40,000 damage to a
sound stage a't Paramount studios.

Ethel Clark, film actress, and Clyde
Connor, electrician, were injured,by.
a falling lamp on a set at the Par-
mount ranch, near Lake Malibu.

Luise Rafner received her final cit«

izenship papers in L. A.

prefaced by a vocal that's not bad.
Peggy Reynolds works in several
skits and produces a peel in billed
exotic style. It's a varied method of
arriving at the same conclusion.

Show's production is better than
average. Above-par line is composed
of eight girls, augmented by seven
showgirls. Chet Atland handles the
juve assignment, getting off numer-
ous pops as well as working in sev-
eral skits.

GARRICK, ST. LOUIS

, , ^. St. Louis, Nov .18.
Jack Diamond. Billy Wallace,

Harry LeVan, Murray Briscoe, Dud-
ley Douglas, Doree, Cornich & Dean.
Victoria & Frank, Betty Reed, Sunya
Slane, Deone Page, Leonie Thur-
ston.

Murray Briscoe is polishing up his
work in 'Get Going,' current at the
burghs only burlesque house, as
hes soon skedded to depart with
Billy Morris, Pittsburgh, burley
comic, for Australian time. One of
his best skits is The Red Rose,' in
which the picker of a 15-horse par-
ley cops. This is a guffaw producer
and only tops 'Finder and Keeper'
as the best sketch on the bill.
Jack Diamond straights well and

Harry LeVan scores with a song and
soft shoe; dance. Diamond, Dudley
Douglas, Briscoe and Ethel Devoe
also cop heavy applause with their
interpretations of a hillbilly quartet,
using washboards for their accom-
paniment.
Vaude acts Include Betty Read,

xylOphonist, who winds up by
pounding- out a tune wearing boxing
gloves; Victoria and Frank, balanc-

ing act, working on a pedestal; Cor-
nish and Dean, saxophonists- and
tapsters, doing stint while seated on
chairs, and Doree, who does exotic,

classical dancing.
Strippers are Sunya Slane, Deone

Page and Leonie Thurston, all look-
ers, and each takes a turn at

warbling through the house mike
before peeling to the G-string at a
fast tempo. Each makes two ap-

pearances, in keeping with a house
policy. Line (14) gets plenty of

work and does it capably.
Matinee biz still away off. Sahu.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hunter,

twins (son-daughter), in Hollywood,

Nov. 14. Father is in 20th-Fox lab-

oratory.

Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Rosenthal,

daughter, in Chicago, Nov. 12.

Mother is Louise Fitch of radio.

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Haggerty,

son, in New York, Oct. 31. Father

is staff copyist at NBC and con-

ductor of Boston concert orchestra.

Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Marks,

daughter, in Jackson Heights, N.

Y., Nov. 14. Mother is former BilUe

Wallace, of Wallace Sisters, radio

trio; father Is with NBC.

MARRIAGES
Betty Miller to Michael Doyle, in

Los Angeles, Nov. 19. He's a camera-

man at Paramount.
Ann Freshman to Alfred Pach, In

New. York, Nov. 24. Bride Is a leg"

actress. He's the photographic.

I
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Probable Football Wiiinm
And Proper Od^

(November 24)
(THANKSGIVING)

By NAT KAHN

GAHES WINNCBS
'VkiuI«i't»llt-AU1)|iiii» ..^..AUbaina .

^'C<>liiu'*^''^^'*^f ... V ^ «... >,'. ,«.<>»Iuibla

'CorncU'P^**'^ • .,,..C«rncll'

j[zitMirMim»mxl MiflMiirl

ODDS
t/S

• •»•««• tEven
: 13/s

8/5

)fs»9^ Ste^Ncl^rmrica, , ... . . Ncl^rmslm 9/5
Kfittaeky«TeniieiMe , :^..TeaacMee U/s
ViH«novJi"M«iihatt>n .VUImwv* ,^ s/1

jSo. C>ltf«nii»-^OLA So. Calltornls J/S
T«XM AAW-TexM * Texas AAM 9/1

(November 26)

Tens Chrl8ti«n-So. Hetiiodlst. .....TCU .........

Wasb» S(«(e>Wa9MBct«ii .......... Wiidiinci«n .

Arwy•I^avy •••«••*•••••«••••••«»•Amy • • • • « t • <

Aalftttrn-Florldft A«b«m
Bayl«r-Bloe , fUyim
Holy Cros9-BoBton CoUefe fl«ly Cimu ..

Dartmovfh-Stanfard Dartoradth ..

Detroit-Sants Clara (Sunday) Santa Clara .

Plttflbnrcli-Dake Pitt

FOrdliam-NYU Fotrdham ....

Georcla-Georffia Tcoh ...» Georgia Tech
Tolane-La. State Tubne

,
Ml48l88(ppl"Mt89. State Mtssisstppi ..

Okliu-Okla. AAM Okia;

Oregon State-Oregon Oregon State
,

3/1
^/l
?/5

13/5
«/5

13/5
6/5
8/5
7/5
3/1
9/5

Even
3/1
3/1
7/5

(Predictions Based on Fair Weather)

Bills Next Week

(Coiptinued from page 46)

Steveas Hotal
(ContlaoBtal Boeai>
CarloA Molina Oro
Btlly Rayei
Houaton 4k Hardin
Iiuolo Oarola
Marguarlt* IStywm

AlStookadi Main

Charles Ctaanejr
' Babway

'

Say Klnir
Frances Thomas
Opal Adair
KUty SwauBon
Adeline
Debs •

mieen liandolph
Oizle Jackson Oro

Bnsl-^

Z>l6k Buckley
Molly Manner

'

Betty Harris
Patricia Blore
Nlta liaTonr
Edith Principle
Verne yrilson Oro

SwlnlKland

Alma Smith
Leonard Heed
Car'llne Blcharda'n
BunHce' & ' O/.zle
Jamea PhlUIpe
Charlee & Blolse
Del Brlirht Oro
Tho^mpson's 16 Olnti

Bay Beynolds

D Keith Dancers
Fatay Thomas *

Joan Dawn
Charles ft Mary
MilUe Travis :

Julie Waltif
Ha;;el Freeman

Thr«e Oeaces
Art Tatum ,
Baby' Dodds
Treddle Reed"
Lionnte Johnson.

ToTrer Jnn
Helen. DuWayne
Jq*^ Gonen
George Arnold
Frank Davis Oro

Trocadero
Gloria Bomano
Adelle St Clair
Terry Circle
Boy Rankin Oro

Villa Uodeme
Tony Cabot Oro
Winona Gardens

Btan Carter
OlBl Rene
Doiores .Lee
Diane La»e
SuzAune Kessler
Lucille Johnson
Frankle Rnlloa Oro

ZlK Zait
Sunny Bouohe
Laura Marman
Sunny Mack
Larry Lux Oro

PHUADELPHU
Imtliorag*

Bill Hoiley Ore
Arekdla Int'l

Jail Savitt Ore
Bon Bon
Jvry Taps
Carlotta Dale
Walter Donahue
Anyo id 'Drieo
Mayfnlr Glrls< (8)
Joe Pletro t
K'Mar-. >

Bellevae-Atratferd
<Maln malar K'm)
Meyer .Davis Ore
(Burgoady JUwm)
Frank JUele Ore
CliR Hall
Murray DKncers
Bdmund DeLucca
Adolph Lansa

Benny tho Bnn's
"Avla Kent
3' Bonos
Barbara McDonald
Betty Benson
Rosa Irwin
Irving Ore
Deloyd. MoKar
Johnny Graff Ore

Cadlllao TaTcra
Dean Ddwards
Henrique & Adr'n'e
Mlml Stewart
Ada Reynolds
Jeanne Van
Dick Thomas
H Reynolds Ore
Jack J4ewlon
Line (8)

C^ub AMcana
f Riley to Sunda
LcRoy McCoy
Jimmy & Bobby
Jennie Dancer
Jack Surrell
Derby ;wilBon
Blanche Saunders
Kitty Murray
Doe Hyde Ore

,
Olait IS

College .Cut-upa
Mlldi-ed Govern
Mae Masters
Eddie Thomas
Jfey Palmer CoAmy Organ
Johnny Toung's Or

Club Parakeet
Jean Nlles
Jeahette
^"f'ftm Brome

Wilson
Bin Thornton Oro

tebassy
Dorothy James
fdythe Brown
Susain Aubtln
Lynda Marah

.Hernice Horton
^an Ktrwia

Pedre Blanco Ore
George Clifford

BversTMa Caalao

B4th Ohallla
Joe Mlltkopf Ore
Carol dc Lane
Jean Kirk
Helatne & D'nalds'n
Ann Collins

Ifi^S Club
Dickson Sis
Florence Holrnan
Swing King Oro
Itankle Palombo's
Ray Miller
Clark to Curtis
Pattl Cranford
Frank & Alma
Tvonettea
Bobby Morrow Oro

Hlldebnmd's
Agnes Willis
Pete Hayes
Leonard CoOk
Lola Pullman
Coster & Rich
Lydla White
I^eslle Sla
Richard Baoh
Bobby Lee Dro

Hotel Adelphia
(Cafo Margnery)

Allen Fielding Oro
Sammy Walsh
Bddie Shayne
Charlotte Armstr'ng
4 Ve0pers
6 Continentala
Margo Gls (8)
Don Angelina Oro
Hotel Philadelphia

C W«If Gla (6)
Ginger Dulo
Lillian Fox
Bob Magee
GIrard & Joyce
Joe Frasettp

LaHuer Club
(Blue Room)

Tonl Lane
Jimmle Kelly
Blllla Lee
Edna Tomey
Sharon Harvey
Line (6)
Jonle's Bd
Uttie •(hsbeller
Jaok OrlOln Ore
Zorita
Joe Kirk
Jerry Krueger
Fellcca Shore

Jaok Lynoh's
Jehb Oonath Ore
Vlnoent Riaao Ore
Barney Zeeman
Mona Reed
Josephine Huston
Tip, Top, Toe
Digltanon
Virginia Ltnnley
Helene Heath-

Chas Smith
Joe Lewis
Jimmy Blake
Jack'Lyn(<h Gls IS

Open Door
Marty Joyce
Carl, fll to Ripley
Cola Mein ;

Bernlce Bulols
Marie Fltspatrick.
Viola Klalss Oro
Jim Rossi
Bob Spedden

Parriab Cafe
Billy & Flo Gross
Baby Lewis '

Johnny Graham Or
Vernon Guy.

RendesvoiM
Helene King
Mildred King
Herb Schrlner
Adorables (G)
Vlnce to Anita
Jackie Green
Chet Fennls Oro

Stanap'a Cafo
Johnny Walsh
Marrone & Gallo
South & Lane
Patsy Shaw
Pat Perry
Paul. Mall .

Jack Hutohlnson
Irving Braslow Ore

Silver Lake Inn
(Clementon)

Mlcker Famllant Or
P'ce & P'fl Selan'dla
Eariyn Wallace
Tommy Oaborn
Bill Steele
Dolly Reckless
>utkln'B Rath«keU«r
Casmere Gla (3)
Dotty Winters
Marie Duval
Grace Moore
Frank Pontl

Mth Centuy
Tommy CuUen Ore
Harold Beswick

,

4 Grand
Roddy 2
Kay Marie Baird
Oszle Wells
Selma Holnian

TlUng Cafe
Clitt Conrad
Jewell BUo
Rogers & Morris
Steppe to Carlos
Jerry. Delmar Oro

TlUago Bars
Dolores O'Neill
Beth Calvert
Barry & De Alba
Dottle Sacco
Bill Bauersfleld
Kitty Gaston
Mickey Wilson
Marty Bohn
Nancy Lee
Teddy Oliver Ore
Weber** Hot Bra*

(Oaasdea)
Karl to Oretchen
Bavarians
Use Hart .

Rvidy Bruder
Ray Miller
Jules Flacco Oro
Leon Valencia
BUI Elton
Wonder Horse
Golla ft Bocca
Jackie Moss
Mary Monahan
J ft T Shellenh'mer.

.yacht Club
Kitty .Helmllng Oro
Jimmy Bailey
Dorothy Coster
Watson Sis
Patricia Robinson
Doris Shea
Roberta Ramsey
Douglass Show Boat
Emory Evans
Charlie Gains Ore

SSTBOIT
Ambassador Olab

Buddy Lester
Betty Co-eds .

Babe Sherman
Al Howard
Benny Miller
Peggy Wagner
Bob Marble
Betty Boop
Charlie Lazin Oro
Book-CadlUae Hotels

(Book Caaino)
lian! Mclntlre Oro
Moml Hal
Aloha Kaiml
Meymo Holt
Lei Na Ala
Pau Keahola

(Motes Har)
Art Ravel Or.c
Muriel Boyd
Chene-Tcombley

Jimmy Gargano Or
Sally Osman
Meyers & Arthur
Ginger Sutton
Kuma
Cheseen 2
Ray Styles

Club Front.enae

Geo Aifand Ore
Harry Jarkey
Don Erneuto
Doryce ft Freddie
Commodore Club

Sumniy Dlbert Ore
,1ane Stanley
Tommy Jones
Orchids (2)

Hotel Statler
(Terrace B«om)

Xavfer Cugat Oro
Russel Swann .

Phil Brestoff Oro
Carmen Castillo
Judy Lane
Catallono Rolon
Eddie Asherman
Murray Dancer*

Neblolo Cafe
Leonard Seel Oro
Krank Reynolds
Vera Walton

NortliW4ted
Ray Carlln Oro

Woods ft^Bray
Glenn Dale
Patsy Marr

Casio
8 Guardsmen
Ginger Cole
Leola Taylor
Hal Borne Oro

Plantation Clob
H Henderson Ore
Mae Diggs
Bill ft Chas
Leltha Hill
House Line (8>

Powataa
Paul Neighbor Ore
Dorn Broa ft Mary
Bennett Dancers
Don ft R Marshall
Owena & Parco
DeaUville Boys
R-oss 3

Baks
Pansy the Horse
Al Zlmmle
Martin ft Marvel
Vicki Lauren
Club Ten-Forty

Lytle Sis
Sally Joyce
Gerrie Healy
Coyle McKay Ore

To-Jo Fania
Burns Camtell Ore
Willie Green
Tondelayo & Lopez
Ted Louis
Grant Page
Blllle ft BlUle
Tlnl Dlxone
WIIII9 Green
Frog Morgan

Webster UaU
(Cocktail tirlll)

Art Mooney Oro
Merle 'Clark
Sztta ft Anis
Bachelors 3
W«aley WhitehouFe
Jean Shallor

Wonder Bar
Dorothy Berlin
A I Vlerra Ore

APOSTOU COPS TIHE

BY ssmmmmt
By JACK PULASKI

Two western parties fou^t for
the middleweight . cjiainpion^p
which neither owned at Sfodison
Square Garden Friday (18), by
,grace of New York's Ijoxing com-
mission, which blandly ignored So&y
Kneger who. surprl^n^ won the
title recently by . defeating one Al
fiostak out Seattle way, Fred Apos-
toli, of San Francisco, was the win-
ner over Young Corbett, 3rd, who is

10 years older and far less ru^ed.
Match was stopped in the eighth
round with Corbett on his knees.

When Apbstoli was announced as
ihe new cfhamp, the customers gave
out the bird. As a title contest it

wasn't much to look at and the lim-
ited number of fans disapproved the
Krieger rating by the commish.
Other than gate .p.ereentage, Fzeddte
won't have much advantage with the
crown, for he is' suE^sed to ^ake
on Solly whom he has licked twice
before, nothing much in the way of
ft draw is expected, for that match.

In a native son event (both are
of Italian extraction) on the Coast
last svimmer Corbett copped the duke
over Apostoli, which provided the

reason for re-matching the: men at

the Garden. However, if the Kreiger
win further up the Coast was one
of those things, then Corbett's vic-

tory may have been also.* Story is

that with Corbett's eyes nearly
closed, Apostoli eased up in the final

roimds on that- occasion and was
nosed out.

The layers had it right 'in making
Apostoli the favorite at three to one
but in the earljr. sessions Corbett
scored more points in hiis southpaw'
manner. It was evident that he pos-

sessed no sock and few 'of the blows
were cleanly delivered, only'one real

straight wallop ta'gging iFreddie aild

momentarily slowing him up. After'

the fourth round Apostoli forged

ahead, aiming fo^ the body con-
sistently.

That did it and, Corbett sagged to

the canvas from,.a wallop to the

stomach. He wqnt down several

times, twice in .. the seventh rotmd
but one of the descents wa& ft sec-

ond or two after the blow was de-
livered and that, went for the final

knockdown. Referee Eddie Joseph
ruled »that Corbett propped without
being struck and > called off the fight,

result being a -technical kayo for

Apostoli.

Over the radio it was' estimated

that 18,000 attended but the an-
nouncement was grossly -exagger'

ated for there were only 7^000 paid

customers for a gate of $21,800, gross

being distinctly disappointing for a

show with tickets at $11.50 top.

This Friday (25) Henry Arm-
strong meets Ceferina Garcia for the

welterweight honors, now in the

hands of the • little Coast colored

scrapper. It is a postponed event,"

set back because Armstrong claimed

to have hurt his back while train-

ing. Said, too, that his lip, badly

cut during his match with Lou Am-f
bers, had not thoroughly healed. No
fights next week, Garden having the

•Ice Follies,' billed as direct from
Hollywood.

Frisca's Advance Edge

San Francisco, Nov. 22.

A total of 160,438 persons have
paid admissions to the 1939 World's

Fair since Treasure Island was
opened quietly to the public April

3, when less than 1,000 people visited

the expo site. Since that time the

attendance has been steady and
rapid with a total ^ke of $40,375

now in the till.

It is expected that 300,000 admis-

sions will be collected before the

fair opens.

Mays 11 myway CoHstanclioii

Cansiiig Soise CoBcem i« 19 Fair

Wwried Mmt idbejr

Detroit, Nov, 22.

Although (3ov.-«Iect Frank Fitz-
gerald has asserted that hell replace
only incompetent officeholders,

there's considerable anxiety hei>e-

abouts over possible fate of Frank
Isbey, Gov. Frank Murphy ap-
pointee who's guided Michigan State
Fair into black past two years.

Isbey. who took over man9gement
of state fair after itfaad gone heavily
in debt for many years, instittited a
giant all-star show in the &irgrounds.
coliseum as magnet for fairground
gates. Past year's show cost around
$75,000 with five topnotch bands and
strong talent.

hxm Trick Passes

Up Coast for Fknda

As Wmt^ HibenH^

Sarasota, Fla., Nov. 22.

Al G. Barnes and Sells-Floto cir-

cus, imder the Ringling Bros.-Bar-

num & Bailey management, rings

down the curteih on its 1938 season

at Lakeland, Fla., next Saturday.

night (26) and following day comes.
into winter quarters here, first. tim6
in more than a decade that show hast

not wintered at Baldwin Park, Cal. t

Upon winding up, outfit, will havei
travelled 22,151 miles this season; by
far greatest mileage ever hung .up:

by the Barnes combo. Season, opened
March 27 in S9p. Diego, Cal:, and
with thO' exception - of- a single day
in Renoj Ney., remained in Ca^ifox^;:

nia until May 10.

Longest jumps of the- season were
from Revelstoke, B. C. to ^pklmont^n,

Alta., distance of 45T iniles.
" Shlbrt-

est jump was 10 miles fi;om' Portland,

'

Ore., to Vancouver, 'wish.
Season ran slightly'' more thah 3l

Weeks. At end of l6th week, 'at

Jamestown, N. D., .outstandittg' f^'^-

tures of the Ringliiig-B-B sho^' we^e
added. Liast four Weekk 'of sfe^soh'

were speht in Tenness^eVNo'rth aiid

South Dakota, Alabama, Georgia arid

Florida.

BETS NO DICE IW* J.

Lefislaiion WKhholds '^ferendum
On Betting Becaose of. Expense

JON FARBEU. IN CANADA
Montreal, Nov. 22.'

Jon Farrell, author of numerous
plays for the British Broadcasting
Corp.,' back in Canada after two
years in England,.
Leaves 'for Hollywood shortly.

Trenton, Nov, 22.

Complications have developed that

may delay the referendum on the

legalization of horse V^ce gambling
in New Jersey for perhaps a year.

The stumbling block is the cost of

submitting the proposed constitu-

tional amendment to the. voters. The
expense is estimated between $600,-

000 and $750,000.

Several legislators indicated t})e

referendum might be deferred in-

definitely, which' would come as . a
sad blow to horse race interests who
have been speeding operations on at

least three tracks in the state in

the hopes legalized gambling would
be approved by the spring.

A million-dollar track is under
construction, in North Jersey. A
second is being readied on the out-
skirts of Atlantic City, while a third
is planned for the New Jersey State
Fair grounds at Trenton, operated
by George A. Hamid.

Baby Parking Station
San Francisco, Nov. 22.

Golden Gate Amusement Corpora-
tion, headed by H. A. DeVaux,
signed this week for a three-acre

Children's Village at the Golden
Gate International Exposition.

Contemplating one million paid
admissions (children 10 cents; adults

25 cents), the Village will be set up
as a combination Toyland, Fairyland,

and- 'Play Way.' A feature ia a
'baby parking station,' where parents
can check ' the kids in the care of

-

doctors and traineid nurses.

All theatres, cafes, shops, etc., will

take unusual shapes. There will be
B cafe-in-a-pumpkin; a coffee-pot, a
giant. i<?e cream cone, etc.

Break for Stars

Baidcwardness in getting construc-

tion w«rk started on the amusement
sector (Midway zone) at the New
York Worlds Fair is beginning to

cause real oojaoem in the ranks of

those who are convinced that the

popularity of tiae eiiposition will de-

pend largely on ^ow this portion of

the fair shapes up. Frankly they are

at loss to explain the delay but ad-

mit that work on this portion of the

1939 is lagging far behind develop-
ments in every other section on the
flushing Meadows site.

Check a short time ago showed
that all three or four rides now are

going tip on the midway site near
the subway ststion of the independ-
ent subway line. There is no evi-

dence that work is being done on
any project although 85-90% of all

j^Mtce has been sold and virtually set

for construction to begiiu

Ssdiibitors planning to show in the
amusement sector blame it on the de-
lay in getting the ground in .s>a-3e

so that acttial building can swing
into action, A number of these own-
ers of concession projects claim that
the ground on which construction

must be done either isn't levelled

off or is not even, in shape to make
preliminary surveys. They bemoan
the fact that the amusement area is

the only backward portion of the ex-
position although obviously' -one <>f

the most important ser'^i-i"? from the
dollar-and-cents standpoint.

'

Even the fact that the fair, is -plan-

ning a giganticNew Year's Eve cele-

bration in the Times Square area
does not detrdct from the worry of
certain ofilicials at thd snail-pace
shown in getting the fair's - midway
in workable ordei'. Some of this ttiore

pessimistic are beginning to forecast
that the New York show -will ojpen

next April with' one^third of the
amusement zone still tryih^ to get
ready tot business,

*

. Shows '

:

Plans of Billy Rose for thred shows '

a^ the fair were, revealed last w^ek,
being the aiquacade; Barbary Coasts
and Tight -for Life,* a water contest
with men battling sharks or alliga-

tors. Dufour it Rogers' would have
six exhibitions, includlaig three rides,

'Strange As It SeemsV and 'Life.*

Also h\ade known -^ast
. week ^at

after Jan. 1 only absolutely ofiiiciat

visitors (and *ew of those)
.
;will be

permitted inside the New York Fair
gates. Order goes into effect because,
of necessity of rushing all construc-
tion work in the first four months
next year, contractors working
against time and not wanting any
visitors in the way.
At the present

, time, out-of-town
civic leiaders, newspapermen and
many others are being hosj^d by
Fair officials if they express a desire

-

to give the exposition a looksee. Fig-
ure that courteous treatment and
ride through the grounds will be re-
paid subsequently in enthusiastic
buildup.

An important clearance depart-
ment, set up by GroVer A. 'Whdlen,
president of the New York World's
Fair) to handle imports of all £orts
from a herd of Iceland ponies to 79-
foot boat, shortly will be placed in
.operation at the Fair's post offkie
building. Federal Government haS
ruled that all material for forcisn
pavilions and exhibits of foreign, na-
tions will be given entry duty free
with the understanding that they be
registered in bond to guarantee their
removal at the close of the exposi-
tion. If material is sold in this coun-
try, custoihs duties must be collected
and paid. Hence the need for check-
ing all material received from for-
eign land.s for xjse at the fair.

(Continued from page 1)

the profession may find them flat the
following season, is also recognized
by Sheridan Downey, new Democra-
tic senator from California, who is

readying legislation which would
establish a drawing account with the
Government. He proposes placing

returns on an actoris' peak earnings

in a capitel fund, from which he
could draw an ahnuity in the leaner

years, paying taxes on the money
taken out.

tion of the tax laws as they relate ^to

the profession. Hoped that some ac-

tion may be forthcoming ' early ^In
1939 when Congress convenes.

N. 0. Booldes Chse

New Orleans, Nov. 22.

With the opening of the Fair
Grounds race track set fOr Thanks-
giving Day, several hundred hand-
books operating in this city unmo-*
lested have only until Wednesday
(23) to remain open this year. Wilh
the start of the local horse racing
season, the local bookies, which ac-
cept bets on races at tracks in vari-

Sudden interest on the part of Fed- ous,,;pf^ of the country, are or-
'al tex officials and members of de/ed ib close.eral

CQngress comes after several years L/^Handbooks in the neighboring par-
of unsuccessful agitation for Tel&xa^f\ ishes may remain open. They closed

last season with the opening , of th«
local season, but opeited in January
while the local season was still in.

progress.
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Uywood Xmas Cheer Assured

By Boomtime Production Rush

Hollywood. Novi 29.

Plenty ot Christmas coin jingles In

the offing, Picture industry Is play-

ing Santa Claus this year by turning

Pecember into a whirl of production

activity.. Although far ahead of re-

leasing schedules, most of the studios

Hre stepping on the gas and sending
new features' into work, in addition

to th^ regular slates. This unwonted
activity, with -a corresponding flood

0(f coin at the pay window, is due to

<:ontinue until the Yule season.

The .20th-Fox lot cut loose with a
bur^ of Christmas spirit by ordering

December starts on several featiures

originally slated to hit the cameras
in January. Among them are some
of the most Important 1938-39 pic-

tures, It means a burst of speed at

20th where production slowed down
in

. November. 'Jones Family in

Hollywood' swung into action yes-
today (Mon.) and 'Winner Take All'

got the gun today (Tue?.). . Two high
budgeters, 'Hound of Baskervilles'

eind 'Rose of Washington Square,' get
the signal Dec. 16, to be followed by
several others.

; Warners tossed three into produc-
tion yesterday (Mon.), making a to-

tal dt nine in work, with 10 more
^ated to start before the end of the
yejar.

Metro reaches a six-month high

With •75% of its stars and contract

players busy, and four more features

due to start before the end of the

month.

Paramount has seven companies at

work and seven more preparing to

Start before the holidays. Universal
will be shooting at full capacity next
week; with four of its.most expensive
productions at work, .and the same
hum of activity may be heard in all

the studios, major and independent.

U. S. Practically In

Concession Business

For N. Y. World Fair

Federal Government has done
iK)n\ething for. New York World's
I'aIr that it never before did for a
wonld e)cposition. It is going ahead
Vflth the construction of a building
"Which will have space and facilities

available to South American and
certain European governments that
can't afford an entire building or
pavilion.

While renting will be strictly on a
cost basis, to provide for the outlay
made by the U. S. Government on
the .project,, it aqtuaUy puts the Fed-

,eral setup in the concession business
on a non-profit basis.

Florida is the only state planning
elaborate pavilions or buildings at
the New York expo, keeping apart
from the other state structures. Alli-
eator state Is planning its building
off to one side not far from the fabr's
nudway section and near the lagoon
Ironting on this amusement section.

(Continued on page 54)

Radio Starts Sumpin^

Los Angeles, Nov. 29.

Clinics for parents tlurough-

out California, to be introduced
at next session of legislature,

was inspired by John Boylan's
script for 'Parents on Trial' on
KFl. Parent-Teachers Ass'n Is

sponsoring .the measure . and
will lobby for its passage.

Radio program' is based on
the 'stories of juveniles put
away for delinquencies, pur--
porting to place the blame on
parents for not providing- the

proper environment for their

youngsters.

PARIS SHOW BIZ

JOINS GENl

STRIKE

Paris, Nov. 29.

Paris' after-dark spots will prac-

tically be non-existent all of Wed-
nesday- (30) as result of musicians

joining the general strike of the.

French Confederation of Labor. Mu-
sicians ordered the strike for 24

hours in tiieatres, music halls, cir-

cuses, brasseries, restaurants and
radio broadcasts. Starting this

(Tuesday) midnight, Paris' many
cafes, clubs, cabarets, dance halls

and all Other night spots go dark.

Starting 8 a. m. Wednesday (30) the

others go into eclipse.

The Artists Union voted against

joining the strike, but only in the-

atres where orchestras are not abso-

lutely necessary will the shows be

presented. Cinema mechanics and
technicians voting today (Tuesday)

are expected to join the walkout, but

a checkup shows if they do many
houses will kttempt to remain open

with emergency crews.

Film production, however, will be

at a standstill for duration of the

strike.

Cinema technicians today (Tues-

day) were ordered to go out on
strike with the musicians.

$5,000,000 Mastbaum,

Phiily, Into Parking Lot

Philadelphia, Nov. 29.

Not yet 10 years old, the Mastbaum
theatre here, one of the largest and

finest in the country, will be torn

down shortly to make way for a

parking lot. Far out of the center

of the city and always a white ele-

phant, the house has actually been
lighted a total of less, than four out

of its 10 years.

Erected in the mad-money days of

(Continued on page 40)
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BOTH IIIE MURKY

Forced to Take Action in

Self - Defense, National

Association <>f Broadcast-

ers Moves to Formulate
Written Rules Hopes
FCC Will Give. Tacit En-

dorsement' — Coiighlihy

Rutherford, Welles,

O'Neill Touch It Off

SARNOFF LEADS

Washington, Nov. 29.

A confused broadcasting industry

is taking first steps to illuminate the

danger zones that confront stations

and networks due to the absolute re-

fusal of Government officials to be
specific, definite or clear. While
there have been several recent minor
'clarifications' to help broadcasters

in their guesswork, the lack of writ-

ten standards has become a cause for

alarm.
Broadcasters are frankly be-

wildered by what attitude to take

toward such radio phenomena as

Father Coughlin and Judge Ruther-
ford and have been notably un-
nerved by the unpredictable and
fantastic reaction to the recent Orson

(Continued on page 53)

PAN-AMERICAN

TOURIST BOOM

Pan-American accord is already

having its reflex in the anticipated

boom market this winter in tourist

travel from the U. S. to the Latin

and South American countries. This

is expected, in short order, to be

extended to the degree where it may
cut considerably into the European
tourist market.
Meantime cruise boat bookers are

laying extensive plans for this win-

ter's tropical itineraries to Rio de

Janeiro and kindred ports. The
talent will be an unusually strong

feature this season.

Still another manifestation of the

President's policy on 'good neigh-

borliness' with all the other western
hemisphere nationals, cemented by
Secretary of State Cordell Hull's

current visit to Lima, Peru, is the

soon-due Cuban boom. .

.

All sorts of elaborate plans, stem-
ming from the recent visits of the

Havana officials to the States, are

being laid to truly make Havana
'the Paris of the western world.'

Already well established as a gay
capital, particularly during the win-
ter seasons, 1938-39 will see an un-
.precedent rise in wide-open attrac-

tions to woo the itinerant U. S, dol-

lar.

FOm Business May Donate One Day s

Receipts to German Refugee Fund

Sherwood's Complex

Robert E. Sherwood was In-

spired to write his 'Abe Lincoln
in Illinois,' at the Plymouth,
New York, because he has a
'Lincoln complex.'

That I? what he told a lecture

audience last week, explaining
that- while short >men are-

thought likely to have a 'Na-
poleon ' complex,' his .

excep-
tional height" (six feet, seven

' Inches) has brought him a life-

time of ribbing and gave him
a feeling of kinship and sym-
pathy for Lincoln.

TELEVISION IS

10 YEARS OFF,

SAYS LEVY

Philadelphia. Nov. 29.

Television, as the public expects

it, let alone not being here Isn't

even around the corner, Dr. Leon

Levy, prez of WCAU, told Vareett

yesterday. Fact Is, he declared, it's

at least 10 years away. That's why,

the leading manufacturers and lab-

oratories, he is surprised at recent

statements of industry leaders. These
statements have resulted in cutting

down sale of ordinary receiving sets,

reacting harmfully to all radio.

Of course visio is possible here
now, just as it is In England, Levy
said, but the American public is

not going to be satisfied with it and
it is not going to benefit the bud-
ding Industry to come out with sets

at the present time. Public, he de-
clared, expects visio to be just like

the motion pictures—and it isn't

that way yet. What's even more
vital than television, in Levy's esti-

mation, is a shift from present sound
bands to ultra-high frequency, for
whatever happens in visio he feels

that there wUl be no serious changes
in radio programs as they are today.

Double-Featuring Debs

Cuts Into Maestros' Take

Bandleaders catering to the so-

ciety party field have had available

dates cut considerably with the
widening this year of the practice of

dual presentations of debs. Supply-
ing dansapation for the coming-out
shindigs has been a lucrative source
of revenue for batoneers.

Doubling up on 'official' introduc-

tions is not new. It's simply more
popular this season.

The motion picture Industry Is

mobilizing to aid the German refu"
gees on a national scale. At first the
few Instances of fund-raising were
confined to sporadic and individual
efforts or benefits, but last Friday
(26) all the important top ex-
ecutives, members of the Hays or-
ganization, held their first meeting
to do something on a larger standard.

Th(t idea discussed Woiild. for

evpjCT U. S. theatre controlled by
Hays members to . donate jone day's
proceeds to th^ cause,- A committee
has been appointed to work out the
prdiminarles.
This development may ieventually

lead to an even more widespread
plan which would give employees In
production and distribution depart-*

ments, east and west, an opportunity
to make some sort of contribution,
now. that the initiative has beea
taken by heads of iall picture com-
panies.

Another movement which will
raise a considerable amount ' t>f

money for refugees' is the Motion
Picture Art Fund for the Relief of
German Refugees, organized last

week by heads of motion picture art
and publicity departments. This
movement is to be coordinated also
with the major theatre drive.

A half dozen committees have
been appointed by the Art Fund or-
ganization, finance committee, three
publicity committees, a ticket com-
mittee and an executive committee
which will be composed of heads of
all committees. The drive to sell

(Continued on page 54)

Cantor's Quip, Publidzed

By President, Was Turned

Down by Radio Sponsor

Now widely publicized front-page
Thanksgiving greeting by Eddie
Cantor to President Roosevelt—
'rather carve a turkey today, than
carve up a map'—Was first proposed
by the radio comedian to his Camel
cigaret sponsors, but the William
Esty agency observed that 'some
people mightn't like that.' Accord-
ingly it was kept off his air show
last Monday (21). In course of that
week. Cantor says he sent the Presi-
dent his Thanksgiving greetings, just
like any other citizen.

Chief Executive, in quoting the
aphorism, referred to Cantor as 'my
very good friend, the comedian.'
Long an ardent admirer of the

President, Cantor had been plugging
F.D.R.'s pet charity, the Warm
Springs (Ga.) foundation and will
again this winter take a leading
hand in a general theatrical salute to
the President's Birthday Ball with
a combined gala broadcast on both
NBC and CBS networks Sunday
night, 10-11 p. m., on Jan. 22. This
precedes the President's birthday
Jan. 30, which will be celebrated,

however, with the series of charity
dances on Jan. 28, because of the
more advantageous Saturday night
that faUs on.
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Warnerites to Continiie Prod. Phns

For '39-40 on Coast After Jan. 1

Discussing production plans ^or

the 1939-40 season only generally at

meetings in New York Sunday *Sndl

Monday (27-28), Warner Bros, ex-

ecutives will defer final decision on

number of jiicturfes to be made, type,

etc. until after the first of the year
when conferences in that connection

will be held on the Coast.

At that time Grad Sears will' go
West, arriving in HoUywod around
Jan. 15, armed with opinions gath-

esed by the WB distiubution head

on a tour of the. company's ex-

changes, for ...general discussion.

Sears leift 'yesterday (Tues.) on the

tour but will probably interrupt it

for Christmas, going out again im-
mediately After New Year's to cover

ceilain spots on the way We$t.

Understood one of the .reasoniS for

deferring production, sales, mer-
chaifdising^ and other '39-40 plans un-
til later is that Warners wants to see

what is going to happen on self-

regulation plaris now before the

industry.

•Two-day meetings in New York
were attended' by Jack L. rWarner,

badk' from England; Hal Wtdlis,

called east for the huddle; Sears,

Major Albert Warner and S. Charles

Ei^eld.

Declared that the rental return to.

WB this week oh 'Angels', d«iy-dating

in 216 spots, will be around |325,000;:

Warner bought a story property
while -in- England, 'Called Back', by
Paul Conway, British novelist, which
may go on the 1939-40 program.

Studio 'chleif» Warner, Einfeld and
WaUis ar^ scbeduled to leave heris

for Cbast on friday (2).

On hi!s arrival from Europe last

wejpk, Warner istat^d ih^rQ will be
no pictutcs'-pi'oduced' in France be-'

cause 4be . eon^>any tiannot get
enough, revenue out of that tsrpe of
pictorei* 'The Warner British cwn-
pahy will show sizable pt'bflt ithis

year, acobnilnjg to.htm". Out^of^
British lineup of 16 now bein^ .pro-

duced, oiie will be brought over for
distribution ih the U. S. It is lliey
Drive «t;£li^,' itarrine^ Miax !MiUer,

English ' comedian, produced ' by
En^yn. WiUiams.

Jason Joy Inherits

^
BiH Dom 'S Chores

Hollywood, Nov. 29.

. Jason Joy took, over the supey-
vlsidh of assignments for' writers and
directors at 20th-Fox, a job former-
ly handled by \yililam Dover, who
resigned. '

New chore is an addition to Joy's

regular task as chief .executive, of
the studio's public relations.

iCorda May Divide

Hjs Time Between

Londo9 ani H^wood

Alexander Kordd next 'week takes
the first step, in what may tUrn out
to be' eventual resumptidn of pic-
ture making in Hollywood, when the
producer sails Dec. 3 lor Ifew York
and Coast. Korda recently advised
UA partners of his intention to make
at least one picture In Anftrlca,
iitarring Merle Oberon, and his trip is

for the purpose of lining up script
and cast preliminaries. -jKordi will
produce and dir«(ct it himself.
|fow that -he has been TcUeved of

the responsibility of keeping the
Denham.j)lant„in England.. <NH»ista)KBy

occupied^by independent producers,
the Denham "land Pinewood. Studios
having recently been , merged by
their financial, backers, Korda may
be Inclined to make at least. haU of
his annual London Tilxta fin^up eactr
year on the CoasC and the other half
atDenham.
Korda's last productioil in this

country ' was The Private ' Life jof

Helen of Troy* in 1927 for B*lrst Nia-'

tional,' with' his .wife Marie .' Corda
itarred. JEn alt he.pWdueed 10"pic-
tures in Hollywood for "Fox -arid

First National.

Edocad Reelects,

But Meantime NoAmg

New on CiN's Setup

Officers of Educational Pictures,

Inc., were-reelected at a meeting of

the board . of directors Nov. 21 in

New York/' JTo other business iwas

transacted by the -boatrd: -Earie^Wt*
HammOtts is presidehtv^^runi Weyers
v.p^, .T. R. Williams, secretary and
treasurer, and Harold SachS. assistant

treasurer.

^[ammons' officially, confirmed ap-
pointment of Jeftrey Bernerd: as onie

of the 'ofiticerfi of the hew Grand Na-
tional ccuipany being formed to dis-

tribute 'GN product in^the United
Kingdom, GN is an%EdUcational af
filiate British salds will be under
supervisfon of Bernerd and Edward
P. Russell, inanaging- director of the

' present . English subsidiaryi Educ.a-

tionial . Films Co., Ltd.

Hammons and Franklyn Warner,
tt Fine Arts,. have announced noth-
ing new since Warner's outfit With-
drew and Warner, on his part, is

meiking no comment until le^l. pa
pers, providing for the takeover by
the nevr people, whoever they .may
be, .are finally signed.

tlp to the time Warner left for the
Coast Friday night <25) documents
had not come from Fine , Arts* at
torney;^ in JWew York, Cravathr De-

Gersdorff; ETwaine & Wood. WaTner
Was due to. return to New York last

night ,(20.) by plane and signatures

may flnaliy go on today. This may
account for reluctance of, Hammons
to comment oh- the new company.
Jack H. Shirball, ON vice-president

In chaige of production, has appoint

ed Adele Gutman Nathan eafitem'

<^iry editor.

C J. SCHAH'ER'S FIRST

TRIP TO RKO Sim
Going west on his first official trip,

but probably just" to ^et"lay of "the

land, meet the pcoduction forces and
fbt general looksee, preparatory to
trip later with other eastern execu-
tives, George J, ^cha'efer, president
thjree main RKO subsidiaries, ~ left

Friday night (25) b/ train; Fred
Mieyers, head of the RKO film book-
ing dept., Ieft;at the'sam^ time for a
Coast visit of a couple^ weeks.
^ed E. Depinet,~head* of distribu-

tion, and A. H. McCausland, receiver
of RKO under. .77b, had '^planned
going out with Schaefer, but are de^
ferring' their trip until later, prob-
ably shortly after Jan. 1, at. which
time Schaefer will no doubt , n^ake
another .trip w.est.

President RKO Distributing;"KAO
and B. P. K^th Corp., who is ex-
pected .to be named president of the
parent company, RKO, • Corp,, on
emergence ' from. 77b, possibly be-
fore Christmas, doesn't know how
long he'll remain ir Ifollywood on
this trip, but probably hot for more
tjan two weeks, maybe less, being
back here for the holidays.

De S^lva l^aits IHoAi^^

Hollywood, Nov. 29.

iBuddy 'De Sylva started work at

RKO yesterday (Mon.) on ^UtUe
Mother/ a story he bought three

years^ fh France.
Glngier Rogers has the fentme lead

Thornton With Small
Hollywood, Nov. 29.

C. W. Thornton has signed as ex
ecutlve business manager of Edw^ird
Small Productions^, resigning his cur-
rent job as secretary-treasurer of
Grand National studios.

' 'Small has a heavy production
schedule, with 'King of . the Turf in

wwk ^nd three more slated on the
1938-39 program for United Artists
release.

Stormt Dent 6%
Snowstorms and unseasonable

cold weather, blanketing most
of the country and iextendtoit

deeply into the south, are
Vitally aflecting picture grosses.

While the east Is hurt more
than other parts of the country,

the average from Thanksgiving
"Day through the weekend shows
business to be about 6% under
the same period last year, in-

cluding the holiday. On Thanks-
giving day itself When the first

of the snow and cold' arriyed|^

grosses were about 7% under
that shown for the same ' day

'

last year.

Friday (25) was also bad gen-
erally but notably in .the gen-
eral east and New England,
while Saturday showed some
improvement and Sunday, w^en't
so far behind' normal. On the
foVr days <Th'anksgiving through

"

Sunday), the result, was an '

average dip of around the 6%.
Second heavy fall of snow in

widely-sprpad areas catne too
late Saturday i^ight (26)' to do
jnuch harm.

Washington, Nov. 29.

Erratic trend of theatre business

this year sent boxoffice receipts«ri4

Government ~ revenues skidding
again in October: Latest U. S.

Treasury report on tax . cpUectlons,

i)s6ued laist week, showg September
^trona^e dropped to the ; fourth
Lowest level in- nine months And put
tUhe G<>vernment's share of the take
stUl farther behind 1937.

\ October ^payments to the Federal
depositary were.^1,596,36^^ This was
$72,il61 less than-, the Government
fook in September, and ^mallier than
the .total for any months except
January, .'April; Majr and AUgusit.-

Industry'a .gloom Was deepened
when comparison ~of official figures

showed patronage has been behind
1937. standards in eight of 10 months,
in. the present calendar year, and
the drop in Octdber was the largest

since July, 193$. The total for Oc-
tober, 1938, ,is $370,251 behind the

sahie'. stanza of 1937 and this slump
tops the previously biggest '1938

drop—in June—by nearly $120,000.

Only bright spot in the picttu:* Is

that the Septcmber-to^ctober dive
is the second smallest of six declines

so: far' this year nn a month-to-month
basis. The. $72,461 retreat was con-
siderably smaller- than the decrease
in January, April, :May and August.
On the accounting basis used by

the' Government statisticians, year's

revenues from the 10% bite to date

are $15,6&5,827, which is $785,6Q0 be-
hind the tenmonth total for- 1937,

and $998^609 better than -the cor-
responding portion of 1936.

N- Y. to L. A.
Bob Berry.
Jane Bryan;
Arthur W. ^Iddy.

Mr, and Mis. S. Charles- Einfeld.
Mrs and Mrs. Y. Frank Freeman.
Mrs. Anatole Friedland.
Cary Grant.
Robert M. Gillham.
Carl Haverlin.
Cecil Humphreys.
Ted Husing.
Dudley Nichols.
Irna Phillips.

M. J. Rockford.
George Sherman.
H&l B. Wallis.
Mr. and Mrs, Jack L, W«rner.
Gloria Whitney.

Other News «f hfterest to I^ins

Mexico spurns Italian film. Page 11

'Snow White* nixed in Holland.. Page 11

Yank film companies preparing to wash up in .Italy Page 11

Lux bans audiences Pa^e 32

WB 'Adeline* Case -isettled. * <.Page 39

New act reviews: Eric Blorc, Roy Rogers Page 45

Broadway's s<frlpt shortage. «. .Page 47

.

Ms 20-25%

Look the Bes

toM

ar to J. fl. Whitney

Jed Hanis on Deal To

film 'Our ToW at RKO

" ^ Hollywoodt.Nov.v29. .

. Jed Harritf. Is dickering'' .with

]Pandro Bermansfor the flljning of his

Broadway legit show, 'Our Town,*
at RKO.

If the deal goes
.
through, Harris

will produce the: picture.

jForest Fires Darken,

Spray Location Crews,

Three films Stalled

' Hollywood. Nov. 29.

Forest flre9 in surrounding hills

and canyons cast, a pall of .smoke and
ashes over Hollywood and caused the
suispension of work on three pictures

Homes of-many film celebrities werie

tiireatened but none seriously ttam-

aged.
Near CalabassajB, where smoke

was thick, Warneris called oft foot-
ing on 'Oklahoma Kid' and 'Dark
Victory,* both on location at the
company ranch. Cameras were shut-
tered on 'Newsboys kome* on Unl-
versal's back lot, due to drifting

ashes.

Heaviest-damage incurred to mem
"bers of the inm-: colony was iat Ar
rowbead Springs; where the -$750,000^

hotel recently- purchased by Joe
SchencI^' Darryl Zanuck and their

assooiatesi was completely destroyed,

It wafe a favorite camping ground for

picture people. The loss was cov-
ered by iiifiiiriince: Besides, the
coh^any had decided to build a hew
hotel before the flres^ started.

Hoibe ot the late Will Rogers;
threatened .for a while, was saved
from the names, although trees and
shrubbery ; were destroyed. Damage
in the. area surrounding Hollywood
was estimated at $5,000,000.

Two New Metro Stars

Hollywood, Nov. 20.

Latest additions to stardom at

Metro- are Hedy Lam&rr and Judy
Garland, hitherto -rarried on the fea-

tured player list.

'

JMiss Lamarr shares starring hon-
ors, with Spencer Tracy in 'I Take
This Woman, 'and Miss Garland gets

top billing in ^Wizard of Oz.'

ARRIVALS
Mr. and Mrs. William A. Seiter

(Marion Nlxoh), Marlene Dietrich,

Cary -iGrrant, Phyllis Brooks, Stepha
'I.eble, Roma JUne, Hugh Williams,
Eric Hakinri, Marian Anderson; Kosti
Vehanen, Greta Keller, Glayds Hen-
son; Mpy& Nugent, Kenneth Carten,
Penelope Dudley-Ward, Maidle An-
drews, Rpsemiary Lomax, Angus
Menzies, Clifford C. Fischer.

SAILINGS
Dec. 3 (London to New York) John

W.; Hicks, Jr., Alexander Korda (Nbr-
mandie).

Dec. 2 (London to New York)
KImberly and Page (American Mer-
chant).

Nov. 26 (New York to London)
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas, Fairbanks,
Greer Garson, Miles Bouveng, Phil-
ippe Cotnareanu, Edward Kennedy,
Therese M. Bonney, Lillian Mowrer,
Jacques Deval (Normandle).

Nov.. 26 (London to New York)
Clifford C. Fischer (Queen Mary).

L. A. to N. Y.
Kenny Baker.
Ed Beloin.
Jack Benny.
Myrt Blum.
Frankie Burke,
Sally EUers.
Don .Gllinan.

David Hand.
William J. Heineman.
Mary Livingstone.
Bill Morrow.
Jane Murfln.
Kay Marjorie Noble.
Gabriel Pascal.
Charles Powers.
Hunt Stromberg.
Kenneth Thorotton.
Bill Walters.
Franklyn Warner.
george'WIiHe.
on Wilson.

Mr. and Mrs. Adolph Zukor.

John Hay Whitney, back from
Eurolper does not expect the status of
Selznlek^IhtiernatiOnal Pi^tires to be
settled immediately, although United
Artists has offered a two-year
straight,distribution deal on a 20-25%
bdsis. S-1 has been iJaylng 30%.
I^oposition looks okay and Whit-

ney is well' disposed toward ac-
ceptj9|nce. Only reason it isn't closed
now -is Whitney's belief United Ar-
tists is not prepared to actually con- -

sumate its offer at .this moment and.
In addition, Whitney and Selznick
want more time' to think it over.
Whftney will hit the Coast on Jan.

1 for ultimate decision out there. He
denied that Pftve Selznick had been
offered, a . one-sixth partnership in
UA, nOr ii he interested: in stich' an
Jeirrangement. Selznick return to
the Coast bn Itfinday (Sfr). the'
Straight .percentage arrangement to
handle

,
the Selznick proddct is the

best one that has been offered to date
and In all probability that is Where
the pictures will go, says V/hitney.

pr«<Bi Wellw
Selznick states he . is deilnltely out

otlhfr negotiations, for JAbe Lincoln
iti Illinois.' He has been approached
by Orson Welles for latter to do a
condensed verslMt of 'Rebecca,* the
Daphne Du ^auirier book he bought
for plctuties, on the Mercury Theatre
of the Air program. He is .not averse
to letting him do' it,^ponsidering it in

-file light of good -exploitation. De-
tails are heing' worked "out by the
New York offlce. and 1/7elles.

Begardrng the distributipn deal^

Selznick. stated he will protiably ac-
cept -the UA .renewal, but is opposed
to any long term deal. Says Whit-
ney '«nd Silverstone will meet next
week in New York to iron out de-
tails and then Whitney, SeUnlck and
Henry Ginsberg, S-I^.m., will close

on . the Coast in .-January.

iFirst Par Pic Under

Wages-Hour Law Comes

In OonUe-Qtttck "nme

Hollywood, Nov. 19.

Not a minute of overtime wap
recorded in Paramount's 'Bulldog
Drummond's Secret Police,' the flrst

picture to be ^ihade wholly under
the wage-hour act
Director James Hogan started

shootlnie the day the law became ef-

fective and finished one day ahead
of schedules.

Considine Stays at MG;

Nat Leyine Joins Studio

Hollywood, Nov. 29,

John Considine, Jr., finally settled

his salary argument With Metro -and
re-signed to continue as producer.

His last picture was 'Boys Town.*
Currently he is without assignment
Nat Levine moved into the Metro

studio where he is under contract to

produce several pictures. He had
been housed terhporarily on the Selz-

riick-International, lot preparing
stories. Leyine Is currently .putting

the finishing touches to 'Secrets Of a

Nurse,' his first Metro production.

'Mutineer,' 'Beaimdi'

On WB Pr«d. Docket

Hollywood, Nov. 29.

'Mutineer.' a piitete yarn by Allan

Vaughan Elston, was bought by
Warners as a starrer for George
Brent . and docketed lor production
early in January. Hal Wallis also

dusted off 'Trial of Dr. Beamish,*
Walton Greene's story, for an early

start with Jeffrey Lynn featiwCd.

With 15 features completed and
seven currently in production, War-
ners will launch seven more before
Jan. 1.

BUDLET mCBOZfi BACK
Originally sent east to work with

Rouben Mamoulian on 'Golden Boy\
Harry Cohn, prez of Columbia, has
SOS'd Dudley Nichols to come back
to the Coast and work on the script

atvthe Columbia .studio.. Mamoulian,
who will direct continues his so-

journ in New York.
John .Garfield will probably do

the Luther Adler role and Jean
Arthur the part created by Frances
Parmer on Broadway.
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PUT IN HLMS'
WB Overturing Herb EDiott To

Setde His Philly Anti-Trust Suit

Philadelphia, Nov. 29.

Herb Elliott, operator ot the Fern.

Bock theatre, who two weeks ago

filed a monopoly suit against eight

major producers and their affiliated

dlAtributing and' circuit-operating

corporations, demanding a better

run on product for his house, has

obtained quick action, Warner Bros.,

whose circuit €ontrols the -flow of

product to Elliott, is prepared to

make overtures fot an out-of-court

settlement, it. was learned yesterday.

Elliott's suit Is 80 all-inclusive—

it's practically i( duplicate of the one

recently filled by the Government in

New York—and has. so mapy angles

that the Wturner Circuit and every

major exchange, would have to re-

veal all of its books, records and
contracts. Preferring ahythihg to

allowing exhibitors and the general

piiblic in on the deals between the*

exchanges and the Warner circuit,

sill of the defendants are willing to

placate Elliott. Whtkt makes' them
hestitate at ail is the fear that every
other squawking exhib will. hop in

ith a legal battery ahd make de-

mands.
-Another angle involved is that

Elliott in his suit asks divorcement
of the WB circuit. Elliott's attorney

is Harry Shapiro, who just last week
was elected Democratic floor leader'

of the Democratic-controlled legis-

lature. Shapiro has threatened to

introduce a divorcement bill at the

next session. Long a fighter, War-
ners know that it is not at all im-
possible that' Shapiro will do .as he
.threatens. So it is far from WB's
desire to give him reason for think-

ing that they are anything but meek
lambs willing to tie shown.

Encores
Other ihdies are uhderstood to be

already preparing suits similar to

Elliott's against Warners. William
Goldman, operator of the Bandbox,
and Leo Posel, of the Crest and Re-
gal, are reported confabbing with
attorneys.

Second hearing in Elliott's case
was held 'before Judge George
Welsh, in U. S. District Court, last

Wednesday (23). It was on the plea
of the Fern Rock operator that WB
had morally breached an order by
the court .in its original hearing,
guaranteeing . Elliott - clearance on
three pix agreed on by counsel. He
maintained that Warners had substi-

tuted in their Lane Theatre another
picture due -him for one of those
mentioned in Judge Welsh's order.
Cpunsel .again agreed that a tempor-
ary settlement could be reached
without going into full detail in
court and the Judge acquiesced. He
.set another hearing for Thursday (1

)

in the event that counsel cannot get
together on an arrangement of the
original temporary injunction grant-
ed Elliott. In the light of later de-
velopmfents this hearing will prob-
ably not be held. The trial, if there
is_ one, will be in January, Judge
Welsh indicated, when he will be
free for the two weeks that Shapiro
estimates presentation of the case
will take.

Hays Doesn't

Hollywood, Nov. 29.

Official boiling, point for film

titles is the 'crux. of the argu-
ment , betwefsif Paramount and
the . Will Hays office over the
forthcoming jitterbug picture,

!Some Like It Hot.'

Hays purifiers thumbed the
title' as . too hot romantically,

while Paraniount execs claim
the heat is purely musical, per-

taining to swing rhythm. Stu-

dio is using the tag until, .final

decision is made.

COSTLIEST TEMPLE

NOW AT $1,300,000

Hollywood, Nov. 29,

'Little Princess' will be the most
expensive Shirley Temple picture
ever made. Darryl Zanuck; after
viewing a rough cut . of the film, or-
dered $300,000 more spent on mu-
fllcal numbers and outdoor footage.
Film originally budgeted at $1,-

000,000.

See Small Chance

Formm
Suit Settlement

Chicago, Nov. 29.

With little possibility of a deal on

the horizon, the Allied suit against

Balaban & Katz and the major dis-

tributors Is' due to get under way
Dec. 15. There had be.en some talk

of a settlement out of court by ad-

justing the clearance time' on the

pre-release houses, but Allied is

more ainxious to obtain an agree-

ment doing away with double fea-

tures, which it considers a prime
factor in the current industry squab-

ble.

Dec. 15 is recognized as the limit

date for the defendants to • miake

answer to the charges. Federal

Court Judge James Wilkerson has

gone on record as insisting that the

trial actually get' going Dec. 15 and

that he will not permit any further

postponements on the part of the de-

fendants.
U.S. vs. B&K Under Way

Preliminary wrangling and dis-

cussion on the Government's suit

against Balaban & Katz and seven

major film distributors got under
way here yesterday (Monday) with

the legal lights on both sides toss-

ing verbal darts at each other. De-
fendants caitne through with requests

for more time and for a bill of par-

ticulars, from the plaintiffs. Plain-

tiffs brought in a motion to impound
the books of the defendants to be
used as evidence.

Judge ruled that the various mo-
tions will be heard and decided to-

morrow (Wednesday) and indicated

that the case will get going in earn-

est on Thursday. Issued orders to

both sides to be prepared to bring

their witnesses into court on that

day.

General trade leaders around here

are indicating slight interest in the

proceedings of this case, which ap-

pears to be a field day for attor-

neys, with lawyers poppin^ out of

the walls. There is an opinion

around film row here that the local

case is merely a leader on the na-

tional film suit and that the Chicago
case will be used merely as a trial

horse to that end. It is looked upon as

being considerably less important to

the future of local show business

than the suit brought by Allied

against B.&K.

Gangway for the A's

Hollywood, Nov. 29.

Ahead on its lower-budget sched-
ule. Universal is side-tracking all B
productions in the next four weeks to
keep the stages clear for four A pic-
tures.

High-bracket films are *You Can't
Cheat An Honest Man,' 'Son of
Frankenstein,' 'Three Smart Girls
Grow Up' and 'East Side of Hpaven.'

SEE U. S. [

'ToycH' iniToof

Changed Stance., by Justice

Dept.'ii Arnold —^ How-
ever, ..Opening of. Nego-
tiations Must Come from
the Film Industry

BACKINC DOWN?

Washington, Nov. 29.

Prospects for negotiation of con-

sent decree in the film anti-trust pro-

ceeding in New York werie seen '^s

improved this week foUowirig^ phange
of attitude on .the- part of the Jus-

tice Department's trust . buster^ As-
sistant Attorney General Thurman
Gl Arnold,

Despite assertions the.New Doalr
ers aire not backing down, observers

felt the chances of reaching an early

settlement and ducking prolonged

trial have been boosted by Arnold's

newest explanation of Governmental
policy. Latest general objective of

drive against monopolies is to fix a

line of precedents that will« guide

business-men and ..give them a

clearer idea of what
.
they can do

without infringing the Sherman and
Clayton acts. Series of consent, de-

crees in major cases will be at-

tempted, although the Justice De-
partment still maintains it cannot

make overtures and puts the re-

sponsibility for initial moves toward
truces on respondents^n court cases.

Nothing specific was said about the

film matter whfen Arnold held one of

his infreqijent press .conferences in

response to clamor for an oppor-

tunity to clear up confusion about

the principles being followed in' the

assault on big corporations and al-

leged conspiracies. General tenor of

the remarks, however, was concilia-

tory, even though the head of the
anti-trust division reiterated de-
termination to seek money from Con-
gress for expansion of his trust-bust-

ing forces.

In conformity with past pro-
nouncements, Arnold continued to

rule out the idea that office huddles
can straighten out the application of

anti-trust laws and insisted that
formal procedure nr.ust be followed
in fixing the limits beyond which in-

dustries cannot go. Consent decrees,
he explained, are binding upon the
parties and serve as dependable
guide-posts since they are public. Old
custom of privately advising indus-
trialists whether their actions or con-
templated moves would .violate the
statutes, on the other hand, is unde-

((jontinued on page 23)

KEN THOMSON RIES

EAST ON '1 BIG UNION'

Film Producers File Elaborate

Briefs Demanding Particulars

From U, S. in Its Anti-Trust Suit

Tar iPresentt' Now

Missing from screen title

sheets after. Jan. .1 will .be

'Adolph ZUker presents', which
led off Paramount Pictures for

a quarter century. StUdio will

take the introductory credit.

Studio grapevine has Stanton
Griflis displacing .Zukor as

board chairman before the
spring.

ANOTHER $27,500 FOR

RKO SPECIAL MASTER

George W. Alger, who had the job

of special master in le RKO re-

organization hearings, was allowed

an ad interim fee of $27,500 for his

work by N.Y. Federal Judge William
Bondy Friday (26). In his applica-

tion for the allowance, Alger item-

ized 131 days of work, six hours

daily, over the period from Nov. 30,

1936, to date.

Final hearing on the confirmation

of the new plan has been set for

Dec. 2 by Judge Bondy-

Hollywood, Nov. 29.

Ken Thomson, executive secretary
of the Screen Actors Guild, planed
east today (Tuesday) for discussions
looking to the formation of 'one big
union' of crafts affiliated with the
Associated Actors and Artists of

America.
He will also direct SAG. negotia-

tions with eastern producers.

Zukor, Hicks, Jr.,

To Huddle itt N Y.

On Foreign Status

Huddles on the British and Conti-

nental Pairamount situation into

which Adolph Ziikor projects him-,

self are to be held in New York with

Zukor and John W. Hicks, Jr., as

principals rather than in London, as

originally planned, with Hicks hav-

ing decided to return here at the

earliest possible momenta He saiils

from England Dec. 3.

Meantime, Adolph Zukor, who was
due in east on. Monday <28), has de-

f'rred departure from the Coast a

week or therciabouts to coincide

with Hicks' arrival in New « York.

He missed the Par board meeting

scheduled tomorrow ,1), but is not

expected to leave Hollywood until

Y. Frank Freeman, new studio head,

geiis in.

Freeman pulled but Monday night

(28) and takes immediate charge at

the studio on arriving there. He
goes out. alone, taking no one from
New York excepting his family.

Frank : Freeman, Jr., however, does

not leave for a couple weeks, stay-

ing' on here on personal matters.

Hv is interested in. learning produc-

tion.

A farewell dinner was tendered

Freeman Sunday night (27) at th?

Waldorf by executives of the com-
pany. Theatre partner-associates, in-

cluding Frank C. Walker, of Comer-
ford, and Sam Pinanski, New Eng-
land operator, were present. Latter

acted as m.c. About 40 attended.

Austin C. Keough miade pre3entation

to Freeman of a large silver cigar

humidor. Speeches were itew and
brief.

N. L. Nathanson, president of

Famous Players-Canadian, who came
down to see Freeman- prior tq his

departure for the Coast, left for To-
ronto Monday night (28). Other
partners had previously been in.

-"..Ithough on the Coast a few
weeks ago. Bob Gillham pulls

freight for the west again today

(Wed.) to clean up campaign dis-

cussions and other matters that he
was unable to complete on his last

trip. He'll be back in time for

Christmas.

Briefs were filed Monday (28) in
;

Federal court, N. Y., in support of
a motion by defendant picture com-
panies :,in the U. S. anti-trust case,

seeking mpre definite . statement of
the allegations of the Government
petition and for a detailed bill of
particulars. .

'

In a. memorandum in sUpport -of

defendant's motion for particulars,

which cites numerous cases at. law,
the major film companies hold that
a bill of particulars should be or-
dered: (1) to enable the defendants
to answer and prepare their defense
without needless expense; (2) to aid-

the court in an orderly iand 'exDedi-
tious disposition of the case; (3) to
clear up ambiguities, uncertainties
^nd indefinitehei? in the petition,

and. (4) to pi'eve'nt surprise. .

Defendants claim that their right
tp a bill of. particulars^ and the* au*-
thority of the court to order' it,' are
not diminished by the fact that a
conspiracy is chari^ed. It is also
claimed that the bill of particulars
should be ordered even though de->

fendants may have general -knowl-
edge of the facts and that particulars
should not be denied because some
disclosure of the Government's evi-
dence may 'result.

Lengthy argument in support of

.

the- specific requests 'mad6 is con-*',

talned-in the memotandum, appendix
to which cites numer<fu$ Govern-
ment' cases in considerable detail.

A 'total of 35 different requests in

connection with a bill of particulars'

is -listed. These requests are In con-
siderable detail and irang^ from defi-

nition of terms used in .thd Govern-
ment petition to names of ^theatres

throughout the country .. whicl) are
described as first-run metropolitan
theatres. Cases at law to substanti-
ate requests made are included in
the brief.

Defendants lead Off with item NO.
1 which asks whether , p'istitioner

charges a single monopoliz'alion or
separat^i mohopoliz>tions,v attempts
to monbjpolize, et<*., this request being
held necessary because of the failure

(Continued on page 15)

Regrular Meeting Dec. IZ
Regular Four A's board meeting is

scheduled for Dec. 12, but a special

session will probably be held before
that.

While in New York, Thomson will

also confer with Mrs. Florence Mar-
ston, the Guild's eastern rep, about
the contract situation in the local

territory. Number of studio con-
tracts are due for renewal and sev-

eral other matters require considera-
tion. Thought likely that there will

be little activity in the east regard-
ing the Guild's talent agency stand.

Since casting in the east is mostly an
extra problem, there is little agency
business. Figured the Guild at this

end will merely carry out whatever
regulations arc set by the senior

Guild on the Coast.

Hollywood, Nov. 29.

Adolph Zukor deferred his' de-

parture one week, leaving here Dec,

2 to take up his new job as head of

Paramount interests in Europe.

Y. Frank Freeman is expected here

Dec. 1 to establish his permanent
home office contact post.

Hicks Sails Dec. 3

London, Nov, 29.

John W.. Hicks, Jr., sails for New
York Dec. 3, He will spend the holi-

days with his family there, returning

to England shortly after the first of

the year.

Adolph. Zukor is planning to ac-

company Hicks wh,en he returns to

London.
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HechanicaBy OK, but Eyestrain

Too Great BBC s Television

Of a Stage Play a Milestone

London, Nov. 20.

BBC's attempt to televize aft en-

tire stage play exactly as given in

a theatre before ^in audience was

carried through okay from the

mechanical side, but >vas too tough

a strain as spread over ' two hours

and 25 minutes. Play was J. B.

Priestley's 'When We Are Married,'

at St. Martin's theatre.

Spot , at which experiment wob-
bled was the great difficulty viewers
had in concentrating attention for

so long a period on the email screens

of their home televisors. It is on
this point, seeming'^r, the whole
issue of; whether there is a future

for direct-from-theatre visio plays
will hinge. It vr&B a successful

novelty, with BP7 engineers rating

praise for sqpert handling. Reflect-

e "., too, courage of Basil Dean and
Priestley in. giving chance to. a-po-
tential <«omp^titor.

One ,to derive intense pleasure

from the stunt was i»riestley him-
sdf, whose pleasant.SQUib of a play
was the ideal subject to try out this

way. It was played in a single, un-
pretentious set, with never more
than four or five diuiracters ii> tiie

action at one moment, and though
the full sw^ep of the stage, whipn
the audience sees, was missing, ihie

^fteet was exactly that of a film, ex-
cept where the curtain fell for the

intervals.

Further factor that materially

aided the atmosphere was the audi-
ence response which came throu^
the home sets, so that viewers f^t
they were klso participating in the
actual show. The exact' contact, of

huraan^ personalities, as between
actor and audience, might have been
lacking, but this was the next best

thing, Prie^y, who spoke from
the studio following the broadcast,

nmde this same point. He was in-

terested, said he, to see the way in

which the .delay's qualities of fun,

zest ahd:<entfati^asm of Ihe audience
came through ou'thescreen^

As Men by Varust, show ciaime

tbTOUiOi at various stages on three

separue Baird receivers, varying in

size of picture from 7% in. by 6%
ia,..to .l3% in. by tl hi. Medium
console model £ave best reception

ot the lot, making an effective com-
promise between the brilliance and
clarity tit the smallest model and
the l6ss clear definition of the big
80 on the one hand and the lange,

'eai^iiy watched big screen on the

iaiegest model and -the comparatively
tin. -and tiring image of the smallest.

Parish's Divorce Siiit

St. Louis, Nov. 29.

George Imboden Parrlsh, former
St. Louisan now a Hollywood film

actor, was sued for divorce Friday
(25) in the $t Louis Circuit Court
by Mrs. Elizabeth N. Parrish. She
charges , general indignities and al-

leges she was deserted last Septem-
ber. The couple were married here
April 29, 1933. Parrish, 28, was a
former medical student before join-

ing the film colony.

He did parts in the 'Pacemaker'
series and more recently apjpeared

in a Barbara Stanwyck- pic, 'Always
Goodbye.'

VISIO ALREADY

SEES UNION

Alice Brady's Agrcy Case;

Claude Allister Also Sued
Los Angeles, Nov. 29.

Alice Brady asked superior court

to order an accoimting by tlie Small
Co. of her earnings and 'expenditures

over a five-year period.
'

Actress also asked the ,court to de-

cide the status of her managerial
contract with the agency. She can-

celled it' last Aug. 20, five months
after it -had been renewed for seven
years, but Small Co. refused to ac-

cept discharge.

Thelma Weisser, agent, filed suit

for $13,025 against Claude Allister,

claiming the actor broke a ^ve-year
agency contract. Agent demands 10%
of Alister's estimated earnings dur-
ing the balance of time covered by
the pact.

Idly Cavered in WB
Contract, & L Totd

General .Electric last week sought
to go over the head .of Warner
Bros, to get permission to telecast

a short subject made by Ray ICin-

-ney,- leader of a Hawaiiaa orchestra.

Rep for.the manufacturer explained
that it would like to use- a Kinney
•reel in one . of its television expert
ments. Approach was made through
the leader's agent, Rockwell-O'Keefe,
Inc.

Booking office advised the, inquirer

that the contract Kinney made with
.Waraer Bros, for his shorts specific-

ally stipulated that tTie producer
controlled the television rights.

m:S IST QUAfiTER

NET LOSS At $233^12

Net loss of $233,612 for the first

(luarter of the company's fiscal year

wias reported by Columbia Pictures

this week. The quarter ended Sept.

24. TJais loss compares with earnings

of $147,311 for similar quarter in

1937, Gross income for the first quar-

ter this year was $4,469,700.

-Columbia's earned surplus dipped

from $4,099,680, as of June 25 this

year to $3,737,824 on Sept 24. but ta-

tio of current assets to current lia-

bilities wa5 eight to one. .
Working

capital amounted to ^10,740,000 of

wbfcb about $2,30d,<K)0 was iti cash.

Although practical television is

still in the future, it already looms
as a jurisdictional battleground of

various talent organizations. Much
will depend on .what form commer-
cial television takes when it does ar-
rive, biit several of the performer
unions are maneuvering to step into

the field regardless. .Matter has al'>>

ready come into the oi>en in the As-
sociated Actors and Artistes- of

America, parent union of all pet'

formers in' show business, and is

elated for further consideration
within the next few months.
Those watching the television hori-

zon most carefully are the American
-Federation of Radio Artists, the
Screen Actors Guild and Actors
iBquity (all Four A's members), the
American Guild of Radio Announcers
and Producers, as well as tiie Au-
thors League of Amercia and the
various technical unions.. Latter in-

clude the International Brotherhood
of Electrical Workers <AFL), the
American Communications Assn.
^CIO) .and the American Broadcast
Technicians (unaffiliated).

Equity's Claim

Matter of television jurisdiction

came into- the open last summer
when Equity .published an editorial

in its monthly magazine, claiming it

had alw^s possessed such jurisdic-

diction and serving notice- that it in-

tended to retain it and exercise it

'when the time comes.' .At the tim&^
the move was regarded as a direct
slap at AFRA, which was then in
the midst of negotiations with the
networks for . a sustaining contract.
In any case, it was pointed out, no
union had ever had jurisdiction over
performers in television and any
such representation would be as-
signed by the Four A's. Doubted
that any jurisdictional fight will oc-
cur while television is still in such
a nebulous state, but it will un-
doubtedly be a factor in the con-
stitutional revision which Four A's
heads are seeking to put through' in

the next few weeks.
Authors League of America, which

as parent organization of the Au-
thors Guild, Dramatists Guild,
Screen Writers Guild and Radio
Writers Guild would presumably
represent the writers in television, is

at present merely watching the situa-

tion.

It has been observed by various
writers that, if the picture companies
actually do intend to move into tele-

vision when the time comes, they are
taking shrewd steps in preparation.

Since the new medium would pre-
sumably require a tremendous sup-
ply of literary material, .the Holly-
wood studios are quietly building up
a hugh library of such works.

BBCs HOOO^ttOO fa

Visio So Far, Wit^t

Any facome to Date

London, Nov. 18.

Total outlay up to this time by
BBC on its visio service is in the
region of $4,000,000, and nothing to
show on the eredit side of the ledger.
Capital expenditure is $630,000 and
revenue 'expenditure, covering . pro-
grams, staffs, engineering and depire-

ciatioh, is ^,300,000. Corp is that
much In the red because it gets no
additional income for the service,

visio reception being covered by nor-
mal, annual radio license of 10 shill-

ings ($2.50).

Television Advisory, Committee
from time to time reconsiders
whether special license should be in-

troduced. Postmaster-General Tryon
in the House of Commons doesn't

think liiat course would be desirable

at visio's present . stage of develop-
ment. Meaning probably the manu-
facturers would squawk because it

Vvould be a check on set sales, which
airen't so rapid as had been hoped,
anyway.

CLEVrS ANTI-NAZI

FILM DEMONSTRATION

Cleveland, Nov. 29.

Mob -of- pickets stormed tiie So
cialer Turnverin tiieatre when the
German consulate sponsored a pro-

gram of Deutsch pietures lowing
the entry ot German troops into

Sudetenland. It was the first local

anti-Nazi demonstration affecting a
theatre, but staged in. an orderly
fashion., t

.

Pickets who jeered visitors rep-
reseated the American League for

Peace and Democracy as well as the
Committee for tiie Support of

Czechoslovakia, Leaders of both or-
ganizations announced they were
starting an active campaign against
several 'un-American neighborhood
theatres which are smuggling in Nazi
pictures for select audiences of Ger-
man sympathizers.*

STEFFES' SWITCH

Sees New Minn. Political Setup As.
Favorable Factor

Lady Known as X
Hollywood, Nov. 29.

'Mysterious Miss X' got under
way at Republic with Chick Chand-
ler, borrowed from 20th-Fox,
teamed with Michael Whalen. They
worked together in the Camera
Daredevil series at 20th-Fox.
Mary Hart Is the femme lead and

Herman Schlom directs.

Minneapolis, Nov. 29.

Expanding his assertion that the
Republican victory over the Farmer-
Labor party in the recent state elec-
tion improves Northwest Allied's
prospects of obtaining enactment of
a theatre divorcement law compell-
ing the Paramount circuit to divest
itself of its 85 Minnesota theatres,
W. A. Steffes, Northwest Allied
president, denies that the Farmer-
Laborites were lined up for and the
Republicans against at the last legis-
lative session when a divorcement
bill died in committee.
On the other hand, Steffes asserts,

the Republicans and Democrats were
lined up solidly for the measure,
while the Parmer-Laborites were
split. He attributes failure of the
law to be enacted by the last legis-
lature to Farmer-Labor opposition.

'In reply to a questionnaire which
our organization sent to all candi-
dates prior to the recent state elec-
tion,' says Steffes, 'we received
pledges from 49 out of 67 state sen-
ate candidates to vote for the di-
vorcement bill. Several other sen-
ate members, who voted tot the bill
in committee and for the special
order to have it reported out at the
last session, have telephoned stating
their position has not been changed.
'With a poll overwhelmingly in

favor of the bill, we feel confident of
victory at the next session of the
legislature early in 1938.'

Academy Giving Tekvision Its

Serious Consideration; Conunittee

To Present Findings to Fib Biz

Sing's Bangtails Bumped

Hollywood. Noy. 29.

Clash in dates between Bing Cros-
by's race track, at Del Mar and the.

California State Fait is to be arbi-
trated by the State Racing Commis-
sion.

Fair directors set Sept. 1-10 as
dates for 1939.and asked the commis-
sion to prevent racing at Del Mar
during .that time.
Crosby ' and. a • group .of picture,

people are having plans drawn for
li sports center at Third and Fairfax
in the Wilshire district. Year-
around athletic events , will be
staged. Associated in ' the venture
with Crosby are . Walt Disney, Wil-
liam LeBaron, Wesley Ruggles and
G. A* Richards, radio magnate.

CANTOR-SAGAU

TELEVISION

Considerable progress has been
made in plans of Eddie Cantor and
Solomon Sagall of Scophony Tele-

vision (British) to form* an Amer-
ican company for sale of Scophony
receiving sets and licensing pro-

grams under the system. Cantor
states it looks as if the new com-
pany would be an actuality by Janu-
ary, and he and his financial back-
ers are, now setting the manage-
ment and board of directors as well

as details, of participation in the

World's Fair in April.

Sagall has postponed his depar-
ture for England and will remain in

N. Y. until the American deal is

closed, which should be in January.

Grids' Sponsored

Television Sports

Plus fr^mi IIILS.G.

Television on a modest scale in the
New York territory looms as a pos-
sibility as soon as a sponsor is as-
sured that a certain number of sets
will be in use in households of this

area. Present , talk associates Para-
mount with the first attempt at a
sponsored television program,- with
newsreel telecasts of sports.-events
and shows in Madison Square Gar-
den a possible source for television
broadcasts. Stanton Griffis' official

connection both with the Garden and
Par lends credence to idea.

It is no secret in the trade that the
Paramount newsreel already has
been apprised of television possibili-
ties and the part, as a newsgathering,
highly trained agency, it might play
in the development of Par's own
television system. Executives from
the reel have gone through the lab-
oratory in New Jersey, watched the
sets in operation and have been sup-
plied other details.

Griffis in his initial statement from
the' Coast touched on how- the pres-
ent newsreel facilities would be co-
ordinated and made applicable to
any place or event found: suited for
telecasting. Possibilities .of offering
a group of sporting events to a spon-
sor over a period of six to eight
weeks were being discussed in the
trade this week, for a ' tie-in with
the newsreel setup.

Metro's Story Buys
Adding to . its largie collection of

story properities, Metro has closed
in the east for a number of yarns,
two of them by Max Brand who
authors the 'Kildare' stories. New
buys are 'Whiskey Sour', "recently
published in Cosmopolitan and 'My
People', soon to be run in that mag.
Other purchases include 'Scow

Gun Marriage' by John W. Thom-
ason, Jr., recently published in Sat-
evepost and an original, 'A Lac^
Comes to Burkburnett', by James
Edward Grant

Hollywood, Nov. 28,
Serious cognizance of television is

being taken by.the picture industry;
With the Academy naming a perma-
nent committee of 20 to weigh its

possible effects on the film biz, and
to adopt measures to protect the film
studios' investments. A , substantial
fund is sought from

.
producers to

conduct .investigations, experiments
and have machinery set. in motion
when visio breiaks wide open.

Acad committee heads, made the
first overture to Ihe studios with fol-
lowing recommendations: 'When
television comes into own, it ,may
well open vast market for films
especially designed for television dis-
tribution. Situation is one which
calls for continual observation and
analysis by industry and to an in-
creasing degree, as events take their
course.

'Accordingly, a Committee of
Opinion by the Academy's research
council, should immediately .proceed
to more thoroughly give considera-
tion

,
than has been undertaken in

Pjist of prospective relationships be-
tween television and picture produc-
tion' and exhibition.

'In the opinion of this oommittee,
this investigation should' cover artis-

tic, technical, legal attd economic
phases of the -subject Therefore, in

order that future activities may. en-
compass all pleases jof the subject
committee recommends it be en«
larged to include -representation
from those branches of the industry
in position to contribute wider back-
ground to its considerations.'

Academy heads predict 16 mm.
films will -ttain tremendous import,
ance, once television is ready for the
public.

Diyorcemrat Seen As

A FayoraUe Factor To

Hypo ^wmanslnp

Al^pugh theatre divorcement
l>resently is entirely up to the U. S.

Supreme Court, which will pass on
the appeal from the North Dakota
law, present trade interest is cen-
tered largely 'on what effect any
wholesale divorcing of tiieatre affli-

ates from parent corporations will

have on the industry as a whole.
Any biU that Congress may pass

forcing theatres to break away from
the film companies is expected to re-

act and possibly harm certain ex-
hibitors. But the establishment of

present affiliated circuits as inde-

pendent operations promises to in-

sure a revival of theatre showman-
ship on a scale not known in many
years.

Before various theatre groups were
taken over and made into extensive

affiliated circuits, the individual ex-

ploits of certain exhibitor operators,

such as Roxy, Balaban and Katz,

Mike Shea and others were the talk

of the picture business. Regimented
chain operations tended to crimp
outstanding showmanship.
Present indications are that Loew's

will Wage the most bitter fight

against theatre divorcement because
of setup which sees the film com-
pany subservient to the theatre cor-

poration. Thus, Metro is virtually

a subsidiary company to Loew's,

Inc., under the present corporate

alignment.

Rushiiig Out 'Thanks*
Following sneak preview Monday

night <«) at Long Beach, Cal., Darryl
Zanuck has ordered the screening in

al 20th-Pox exchanges of 'Thanks

For Everything' in time for Christ-

mas week when it has been dated

for national release.

Meantime a few pre-release en-

gagements have been set, including

Roxy, N. Y., and Indiana, Indian-

apolis, Dec. 9; Hipp, Cleveland, Dec.

10, and Rialto, Louisville, and Fox,

St. Louis, Dec. 16.

Arlen's Six for U
Hollywood. Nov. 29.

Richard Arlen has signed a pact to

make six outdoor action pictures for

Universal nfext year.
First will start in April, but details

have not been worked out
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RKO Theatre Realignment Under

New Divisional Operating Setup

A realignment of divisions, and
different grouping of theatres under
divisional operating beads has been
worked out for RKO's metropolitan

llew York and Westchester bouses by
John O'Connor, general manager of

EKO Theatres, with; a. view to bet-

ter cehtrallzatibn of activity and
bperatinft jurisdiction.

One of the principal purposes of

shifting,hous^ In the divisional set-

iip to cover RKO's large N.: Y.-West-
Chester drcuit Is to provide for im-
proved specialization of territories.

Whiere before some of the division

operators were forced to jump all

over the map in order to cover their

houses, now their territories will be
more confined.

While much switching of theatres

occurs under the new setup effective

tom.oitow (Thurs.), no additional

divisions are created in the circuit,

although Larry Grieb, who handled
the' 58th and 86th St. theatres, moves
to Brooklyn to manage the Albee.

Solly Schwartz, who had been
tnanaging the Albee and handling

the Fordham in the Bronx as well,

will take charge of an uptown divi-

aion including the 58th St., 86th St.,

Franklin, Fordham,. Chester, Empire,
Royal and 125th St.

Charles MacDonald relinquishes

White Plaijns, far removed for him,
while R. H. Einde,,whO has. had all

of the rest of Westchiester county,

now takes on White Plains, also.

Emde for some time also handled
Newark. He will also direct Union
City. N. J., in the future since that is

in the Jersey setup.

In the general move Emde is re-

lieved of the 23fd St. MacDonald is

to take this one on in exchange for

giving up White Plains. He con-
tinues as divisional manager of the

Albee .(Brooklyn), Palace, 81st St.,

Colonial, Midtown, Yorktown and
other west-side houses, in addition to

Flushing, L. I., and Richmond Hill,

L. I.

Three extra houses MacDonald has

handled in Brooklyn, Kenmore,
Madison and Prospect, will be taken
over by Louis Goldberg, who has

up to now had the Franklin, Empire
and Royal in the Bronx. The 125th

St. which now goes to Schwartz has

been in Emde's division, the only

house he has had in New York it-

self.

Girl Bites H^wood

Boris Morros Due To

Leave Studio Jan. 26;

No Other Par Changes

Hollywood, Nov. 29.

Boris Morros terminates a three-

year contract Jan. 26 at Paramount,

having befen brought to the studio by
John E. Otterson oh Adolph Zulcor's

recommendation, who was attracted

by Morros' work at tlie home office.

A month ago Morros asked the
studio for a new three-year contract,

with a pay hike above the $1,000

weekly "he was drawing, but the

front office nixed it.

No successor yet, but it's believed

Y. Frank Freeman will " name the

business head to direct the studio's

music. Morros came out here orig-

inally at $750 weekly.
Paramount roster underwent fewer

changes in the past two weelcs than
any time past six months. Only
player dropped was James Ellison,

with Charles Bickford added. Writ-
ing staff remains at same, strength
'With three dropped and as many
taken on.

LASTFOGEL IN EAST

Until Jan 5 Or So—Weisbord May
Transfer To L. A.

Abe Lastfogel, general manager of

the William Morris agency, remains
east until Jan. 5 or so, on a periodic
Visit to the New York headquarters.
Sam Weisbord of the N. Y. office

may shift to the Coast branch
around that time.

Trio of radio ingenues appearing

on "Two on a Shoestring* program
over WOR-Mutual have been offered
screen tests by 20th Centiury-Fox—
and none is anxious.

Girls are Peggy Zinke, Irene Win-
ston and Eleanor Phelps. Scout has
been to the station a couple of times
to get girls uptown to the 20th-Fox
plant but they've always made ex-
cuses. One, Miss Zinke, refused,
stating that very little ever comes of

all the tests taken, so she wouldn't
bother cutting into her working time.

16 ANGLO-HADE

PK DEAL FOR

London, Nov. '29.

Negotiations are in the advanced

stage for Gaumont-British to make
16 pictures annually for 20th Cen-

tury-Fox here. Some will be quota
films and others supers, suitable for

both continents.

Smaller product will 'be made by
Gainsborough, Gaumont subsidiary.

Shepherd's Bush, closed for the
past two years, will be opened for.

the major product, which includes

Gracie Fields' next production.
Robert T. Kane and Maurice Os-

trer will jointly supervise produc-
tion.

SONGWRITERS GUILD

MAY JOIN THE PARADE

Hollywood, Nov. 29.

Songwriters' Protective Association

Monday (28) night considered pro-
posals to change its name to the
Songwriters' Guild and align with the
studio Guilds. Steering committee,
headed by Jack Yellen, will consult

with Guild leaders and report back
to membership on advantages in ally-

ing with talent groups.
Four members of the SPA, who re-

signed during a synchronization

rights dispute, returned to the fold

at Monday night's meeting. They
are Jerome Kern, Sigmund Romberg,
Gus Kahn and Johnny Mercer.

II CODE OF Fl

T

AfFHiated Theatre Chains of
the Major Film Com-
panies Agriee on Arbitra-

tion—'National in Scope
•—Patient Parleys Bear-
ing Fruit

CANCELLATION WORRY

$50,000 Lab Blaze

Hollywood, Nov. 29.

Pictiures, films and equipment
valued at $50,000 were destroyed in

a fire Monday (27) which followed

ah explosion at the Williams lab in

the county strip.

925,000 Theatre Fire

New Orleans, Nov. 29.

Fire of undetermined origin Wed-
nesday (24) destroyed the $25,000

,

Gulf theatre at Waveland, near here.

Ed Orrte of Clermont Harbor, Miss.,

built the house in 1937. Two adjoin-

ing residences were also destroyed.

Orrte plans to rebuild the house.

Only one in the town.

Indiana's Blaze
Indianapolis, Nov. 29.

Indiana, 3,100-seat downtown de-
luxer, was emptied Sunday (27)

about 4:30 p.m., when a fire in the
ventilator shaft forced volumes of

smoke into the puditorium. Refunds
were made to about 1,200 present at

the time. The fire started from
sparks on the fan belt, catching wood
and felt padding in shaft which
smoked heavily without creating a
serious fire hazard.

House will be dark until Friday

(2) when it will reopen with Gypsy
Rose Lee unit on stage.

A tentative draft, of a trade prac-
tice program for regulation of
exhibitor-distributor relations may
go forward today (Wednesday) to

representative
.
exhib organizations

for their consideration and scanning,
following calling, of a meeting yes-
terday afternoon (Tues.) of film

company attorneys on the matter.
Late indications yesterday (Tues.)

were that this meeting with counsel
of all major * producer-distributors,
called by W. F. Rodgers of the dis-

tribution committee on self-regula-
tion, might . continue into the night
in an effort to arrive at a satisfac-

tory draft.

While" a program has been ten-
tatively set up, following numerous
meetings with .exhibitor organiza-
tions, the attorneys, were called in
yesterday (Tues.) in the. hope of re-
ducing points discussed to a more
definite platform from which future
negotiations may proceed. The draft
of proposals agreed upon and as-
sumed to be legally satisfactory will
be forwarded to the Motion Pictiure

Theatre Owners of America, Allied
States Association and various les-

ser organizations flgiuring in nego-
tiations so that they may discuss it

among themselves, submit the plan
to 'their membership and report back
to the distribs.

Affiliated theatre circuits of the
major film companies this week
agreed to an arbitration system, of
national scope, through which trade
disputes and .differences between af-

filiated and independent theatres
will be thrashed out.

Producer - distributors, therefore,
will resume at an early date the se-
ries of intra-industry conferences,
aimed to perfect a code of fair prac-
tices, which have been in temporary
solstice awaiting decision from the
theatre organizations operated by
Loew's, Paramount, 20th Century-
Fox, RKO and Warner Bros.
There remains, however, a con-

siderable amount of discussion be-
fore any final agreement will be
reached on the entire trade confer-
ence program. Persons close to the
major companies are sanguine that
one of the main obstacles has been
cleared in the cooperation of the
affiliated theatre chains. Exact na-
ture of the arbitration agreement is

withheld, and beyond the informa-
tion that arbitration has been ac-
cepted in principle, details will not
be furnished to exhibitor negotiators
until completion of a written memo-
randum, now in preparation.

Allied Huddle
Since the joint meeting of the dis-

tributors committee consisting of

William' F. Rogers, Loew's; Gradwell
Sears, Warners, and, Abe Montague,
Collambia, with the representatives
of Allied States Association, headed
by Col. H. A. Cole, of Texas, ad-
journed two weeks ago in CJhicago,

the scene of conference, activity has
centered in and around the home
offices of the major film companies.
Circuit theatre operators have met
frequently with the Rogers commit-
tee, members of which have reported
at length the proposals by Allied of

industry reforms and contract revi-

sions. Further meetings between
the distributors and exhibitors were
suspended temporarily until the af-

filiated chain managements could be
sounded on the question of arbitra-

ton, around which depends success

of the whole program.
Date of resumption of meetings

between the two groups will be set

soon after a written) memorandum
is delivered by Rogers to the Allied

group. Such a communication may
(Continued on page 13)

As an Exec Thereof, and as An

Exhib, Spyros Skouras Enthuses

On the Positive Values of Drive

New York, Nov. 26.

Editor, Varxety:

With the campaign for Motion Pic-
tures' Greatest Year in its final

stages, the time is. ripe for an evalu-
ation of what it has accomplished

—

for a summary of its .achievements.
We must take stock, too, of the criti-

cism that has been leveled against
it from some quarters. Even the
mistakes that have been made—and
some errors may be freely acknowl-
edged—have definite value, if only
to mark the danger zones in any fu-

ture campaign that may be under-
taken by the industry.

As must be generally known by
now,, I am personally pleased with
the results of the drive to date. I am
speaking, now, not only as an execu-
tive in the drive, but also as an Ex-
hibitor who expected—and received
—returns on his investment; I have
just returned from a tour of our the-

atres, and have spoken to hundreds
of. theatre managers. What I say,

therefore, reflects not only my own
opinion, but the opinion of my field

staff.

This opinion is' that the industry

campaign' has proved itself a success;

and has amply, justified the time and
the labor and the money expended.
This.stlccess has been plucked from
impending disaster. Critics of Mo-
tion Pictures' Greatest Year have a
tendency to forget the condition of

the industry when the campaign was
inaugurated. Industry was in the
doldrums; we were passing through
what was politely called a 'retrogres-

sion.' In the motion picture indus-

try, this 'retrogression', was made
manifest by a disastrous drop in box-
office. Members of the industry

were losing faith in the ability of

motion pictures to maintain its

steady rate of progress. There was
chaos and confusion within the
ranks, and much sniping behind the
lines.

Never, since it became the fourth

major industry in the country, has
the motion picture industry faced a
bleaker outlook than it did this sum-
mer. The attacks came from within
and without. Columnists and com-
mentators were having a field day at

the expense- of the industry; public
opinion seemed to support them.
Within the industry, stars were being
condemned in paid advertisements.
The ethics and product of the indus-
try were being questioned publicly
by men who earn their living by the
industry. Indeed, the industry,

seemed fair game for anyone who
chose to take a pot shot at it.

This is not the condition today.

General optimism prevails, and the
high prestige that the industry
earned is on a fair way to being re-
stored. This change came about since

the industry campaign, when the
production, exhibition- and distribu-

tion branches of the industry joined
in a common effort to avert the im-
pending disaster, and laimched the
most unprecedented business cam-
paign in its history.

Start of the Upbeat

By this very act, the Industry, won
national acclaim, and is credited with
being the forerunner of the general
upswing. Within a few months, the
industry was restored to its rightful

place in community life; it has
gained in stature and dignity. . Six
hundred and nine editorials in news-
papers throughout the coimtry com-
prise the impressive tribute' of the
press, which cooperated further with
207 special editions, numerous co-
operative ads and . unprecedented
news coverage. With the fortunate
lineup of outstanding attractions re-

leased by Hollywood during that
time, plus this national acclaim, the
American public has once more be-
come picture conscious, and con-
vinced that truly 'Motion Pictures
Are Your Best Entertainment'
Besides converting unfavorable

public reaction 'to the present sym-
pathetic appreciation of the indus-
try's great public function, the Mo-
tion Pictures' Greatest Year cam-

paign has achieved a still greater re-
sult. It has revived in the majority
of exhibitors the spark of showman-
ship that has long been dormant in
the individual shO'Mrman. During the
past three months some of the most
ambitious exploitation schemes ever
devised have been successfully exe-
cuted with the high type of show-
manship and enthusiasm that was the
industry's prime asset in its early
years, and which accounted largely
for its high ranking in the commer-
cial world today.

To the assets of the campaign must
be added, too, the fine.production of
the all-industry short subject, 'The
World Is Ours,* which is, in itself,

an eloquent spokesman for the whole
industry. Aside from its. high en-
tertainment value, this picture wm
make friends for the industry wher-
ever it is shown.
The campaign is not yet over and

some of its fruits can only be cal-

culated after .Jan. 1. No onC' can.

accurately express an opinioi;i today
on the Movie Quiz, -for public re-
action to this national contest -can
be correctly estimated only when the
returns are in. By the same token,
we cannot now say- what effect this.'

contest has had Upon general box-
office improvement, although, the
campaign in general must surely be
credited with beneficial results in
this direction. Given good product,
it was most important to advertise

to the public how good this' produce
was. This the.campaign has done.

Admits Errors

As for the errors in the campaign
we may as well acknowledge them
and file them away for future reif-

erences. The campaign was mapped,
out in great haste—and necessarily:

so. Most of the errors may -be at-

tributed to this fact, beyond anyone'is

controL Other errors were the mis-
takes of pioneering—and as such
have positive value, for such mis-
takes are inseparable from experi--

ment. The general results were
good; the experiment proved, a -suc-

cess; we are on the high road again,

from which we had blundered,' and
can move ahead along familiar lines.

We can thank Motion Pictures'

Greatest Year for setting us again
on the correct path.
For the reasons enumerated above

I think every dollar expended in.

the campaign is justified. My per-
sonal contacts with exhibitors aU-
over the country, my talks and Cor-,

respondence with them^ has c6n-
vinced me that this is the opinion of
the majority.

I have said, that the campaign is

not yet over. There will be fresh
activi^ in the closing weeks, with
interest in the Movie Quiz naturally
revived as the closing date draws
near. Showmen all over the country
wUl renew their activities on behalf
of Motion Pictures' Greatest Yearj
newspapers will comment ' anew;
'The World Is Ours' will show' On
thousands of screens; the holiday
season will afford the perfect tieup
for the closing activities.

When all is over a new inventory,

can be made, which I am sure will
confirm our present estimate. Mo-
tion Pictures' Greatest Year has
brought good, and nothing but good,
to the whole industry. Some of the
results are intangible, but none the
less real. This, at least, can be said

with positiveness. Those who got

behind the drive with all their in-

genuity, enthusiasm and belief,

profited thereby. Boxoffice . was best

where the campaign was strongest.

Exhibitors got out of the campaign
what they put into it—and mOre^
much more.

Spyroa Skouras.

THE HEAT'S ON
Hollywood, Nov. 29.

Bob Hope and Shirley Ross co-
star in Paramount's 'Some Like It

Hot,' introducing Gene Krupa and
his swing band to the screen.

' Kurt Neumann directs from screen
play by Lewis Foster.
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Spread of Anti-Trust Suits, Unrest

Abroad Etc., Hurting Amus. Stocks

By MIKE WEAE
Stock prices further retreated last

week. The market, closiiig on Thurs-

day (Thanksgiving), resulted in

many traders fennaining away both

Friday and Saturday. Diminished

volume and lack of incentive to in-

crease trading lines all contributed

to weakness of the market's struc-

ture.-

Spread of anti-trust suits, increas-

ing turmoil in Europe involving, the

seizure of private property by the

German government, and unsteadi-

ness of some trade indices, have

made stocks weak and dull now for

nearly two weeks. Amusement
shares dropped, back additionally

from previous highs although show-

ing a few gains as Tuesday's market
Brmed up higher.

Picture issues had two di$appoint-

!ng earnings statements with which
to contend. Warner Bros, covering

the fiscal year ending last August
was not up to expectations, being

about $3,900,000 below the preced-

itig fiscal 12-month period. Colvun-

bia Picts turned in a substantial loss

for the first quarter in the fiscal year
«nded on last Sept. 24 as compared
with a profit in the, similar period

last year.

Possibility that a stockholders'

suit against Pathe Film Corp. might
delay or prevent the recapitaliza-

tion and liquidation plan from go-

ing into effect also was a blow to

any enthusiasm for film shares. De-
lay in approving the RKO reor-

ganization plan by the court too

prevented traders from getting any
true line on what the old common
stock would sell for when the com-
pany emerges from 77B, or the range

on the new.
The dividend declared by Loew's

on the common, a total of $1 payable

Dec. 31 to stock on record Dec 13,

will not prevent directors from de-

claring another cash extra before

the end of the year if earnings jus-

ttfy it. Divvy declared nearly two
weeks ago was 50c regular and 50c
extra, making a total of $3 paid
this year. . Earnings' for- the fiscal

year, expected in a few days,- may
show $5.50 to $6 on the common and
might result in_another extra melon
cutting.

Early Tax Sellinr

All classes of stock have felt

earlier tax selling this year than in

several past years. This also ^has

had a depressing effect on stock

prices. Traders already are becom
ing acquainted with the beneficial

changes in the 1938 Revenue. Act,

both as to capital gains and losses.

New law divides long-term capital

losses and gains into two classes.

One applies to those held more than
18 months, but not over 24 months,
on which for tax purposes, 66 2-3%
of the net is recognized. The other

Ig on assets' held more thait 24
months, on these 50% of the net
gain being recognized.

The reason for registering maxi-
mum short-term losses before the
close of 1938 is twofold. The new
klaw is favorable to taxpayers with
1 short-term gains and losses only in

that they are allowed to carry an
excess of short-term Josses into the
succeeding year to be employed as

SQ offset in that year to short-term
profits.

However, the pattern of the mar-
ket extending back to May or June,

1937, applicable to the short-term
classification,' means that many
traders will have substantial short-

term profits An° issues obtained back
In June this year to offset any losses

cn securities bought since IVIay, 1037.

Since no losses are deductible on
short-term classification .deals up to

$2,000, there is no object in show'
Ing a.loss of short-term deals. Hence
the urge of some' to cash in on any
paper profits between now and- the

end of December.
Then, too, there will be plenty of

Aveniiig up on accounts both for

Abort ^d long-term stocks because

of the previously stated threat to

raise percentages as compared with

the 66 2-3% and 50% brackets now
prevailing. ' However, the advantage

ct allowing short-term gains to run
over into 'the 'long term' classiflca<

tioa before being realized in hopes

to securing future deductions doubt-

lessly will' see certain shareholders

boldlng onto their issues this year.

This action, of course, would be
based on the theory that the law will

not be made any worse next year.

AU ot this evening up process,

which has started earlier than in

past years, has tended to put a

lamper on buying enthusiasm.

PhiUy Variety Club

Expects 1,100 on Dec. 11
Philadelphia, Nov. 29.

William E. Dodd, former ambas-
sador to Germany, will be the prin-

cipal speaker at the annual Variety

Club banquet on Dec. 11. He'll talk

The Dilemma of Present-Dayon
Civilization.' About 1,100 are ex-^

pected at the banquet at which the

ballroom of the Bellevue-Startford

will be transformed into a circus

tent.

George Jessel- will be m.c. and
short talks will be given by Neville

Miller, prez of the National Asso-
ciation of Broadcasters: Governors
Earle of Pennsy, Nice of Maryland,
and McMullen of Delaware; ex-gov-

ernor Harold Hoffman; Ed Kuyken-
daU, MPTOA'prez; Joe Bernhardt,

Warner theatre chief; Lou Krouse,
lATSE secretary; Will Hays and
James J. Walker.

StreamGne Bally

Hollywood. Nov. 19.

Nationwide ballyhoo campaign fdr

•Union Pacific' is already under way
at Paramount, although the picture

will not be released yntll spring. .

W. M. Jeflers, prexy of the rail-

road, has agreed to cooperate with

the studio. Simultaneous premieres

will be held in six cities with- a na-

tional broadcast from each point. Pic-

ture will be plugged further by a

special oreview train furnished by
the UP,"

FREIKS RIB U. S.

FILM IDEAS

W PARIS \

Lefty Ponders on HoDywoof

s

Xmas heview; Reminisces on Vaude

By Joe Laurie, Jr.

Unfair Competition'

Aspect in Test YM
Suit Still in Suspense

Although he dismissed the claim of

plagiarism made by Delores Lacy

Collins, widow of - Jimmy Collins,

avjator and test pilot, who was killed

in 1935, against Metro Pictures Corp.,

Loew's, Inc., and the Culver Export

Corp., Federal Judge Alfred C. Coxe,

N. Y., oh Friday (26) permitted her

claim of luifair competition to re-

main. The court also denied Mrs.

Collins a preliminary injunction

pending trial. The suit is for $1,-

000,000 damages, $500,000 on each of

the tw<> causes of action, and is

based on the Metro picture. Test
Pilot'

Mrs. Collins, suing as administra-

trix of the estate of her husband,
claimed that the picture was lifted

from a book she had copyrighted in

1935 containing a series of stories of

Collins' experiences as an aviator

and which had. beien published in

newspapers an^- magazines, r The
book was -titled "t^i 'l^V ^

'

. Besides her claunjof infringement,
Mrs. Collins contended; that the title

of the picture had re'diiced the value,

of the .book.^' .Judge Coxe only
passed on ^he! first ;'cause. of action

(infringement) and'pii the injunc-

tion, but left the second cause, un-
fair competition! iq the. air.

In his Qpi.nidn'Judge Coxe ruled:

"I am satisfied from comparison of

the book, and the , script of the pic-

ture that there' js ixothing in the
>icture which ^as taken from the

30ok. Any superficial-, sjmilarities

are merely coincidence- and entirely

natural to aeroplane siorics of the
!lcind in question. It is also, apparent
from the very

,
natiire of t£e Collins

articles that tliey are largely a reci-

tation of actual facts, and facts in

themselves are ^npt protected by
copyright. I think,, therefore, that
the defendants' motion to dismiss the
first cause of kction should be grantr
ed. It is conceded that the title,

'Test Pilot' appearing, on ttie book
is not protected,under the copyright
laws.. It is contended, -however^ ;that

the words themselves have become
so identified in the public mind with
CoUins'' writings as to mean only
the plaintiff's book, and that their

use by the defendants amounts to

unfair competition. The words Test
Pilot' are merely descriptive. That
can no more be appropriated than

can other purely descriptive terms.

Motion to dismiss the first cause of

action is granted. A preliminary in-

junction is denied.'

The decision means that the de-

fendants must go through the mo-
tions of making an additional motion
to dismiss th^ unfair competition

claim which in all likelihood will

also be granted.- The picture was
based on Lieut-Commander Frank
Wead's book, 'Wings of Tomorrow.'

ON THE HEiaHXS
Hollyhood, Nov. 29.

Wutherin^ Heights,' delayed by
casting troubles, rolled yesterday

(Mon.) for Samuel Goldwyn, with

Merle Oberon and Laurence Olivier

in the top spots.

Three weeks of shooting will be
done on the Olson ranch near Tri-

unfo.

Paris, Nov. 15.

The French have found still an-

other reason for attacking the Amer-
icans. And this time it is a great

big noise about how Frenchmen and
their beloved Paris are shown in

American films.

Broadside came in a popular pic-

ture weekly, followed by an open
letter to Monsieur William Hays In

Paris-Soir written, by Gaston
Thierry who takes the American
producers to task in sharper words
than those found in the captions for

the pictures published in the mag
taken for scenes in different Ameri-
can films.

Mag publishes three full pages of

photos taken from 11 American films

with some caustic captions which
aren't without justification in some
respects. Stating he was taking the

liberty of sending a copy of Match
(the mag) to Hays, Thierry had this

to say about the stills taken from
the American films: 'They illustrate

in a cruel way the ignorance of

your producers in matters concern-

ing our city and its inhabitants.

Certainly we appear . a little

ridiculous in these productions but
those who conceived them are a
little more so. For the honor Of the

American cinema—usually so per-
fect—it would be 'appropriate to or-

ganize a little trip to Paris for. them
right away. 1 guarantee them a

.warm reception.'

.A corker- reproduced by Match is

a Paris' copper portrayed in 'Seventh

He&ven.' Caption points out that he
is wearing the .boots,of a hussar, the
iswor'^.bf a dragoqn, the tunic of an
'infantryman, the insignia of a gen-
eral staff bfficer, ' the whistle of a
tailway statipn keeper and a dec-

oration of an officer of Public In-

struction.

. Montmartre Madness
..For a ihot from 'Tpvarich' the

mag has this to say; 'A normal
scene • in IWontmartre.' . The concierge

dines on the sidewallc according to.

custom' .and .gives, information to

high-personages, the governor of the

B.ank of France and a^ diplomat.

They .iwear, as do all high French
personages, 'even in the Rue Lepic,

frock, coats, silk hats and all their

decorations, not. forgetting the um-
brella.

.
The little Montmartoise,

Claudette Colbert wears an expen-
sive dress from a fashionable
couturier, and is on her way to

market.
From 'Marie-Antoinette' here is

the kickback about Norma Shearer
and John Barrymore: 'Kings and
Queens of France particularly in-
spire the- imagination of American
cinemaists. Nothing is too good for
our ancient monarchs. It is thus
that Norma • Shearer wears a music
hall gown and wears a diadem in
the form of a pagoda and John
Barrymore as Louis XV wears a
costume generally agreed to belong
to the Brandenburg court and lace
Which would have surprised Ver-
sailles.'

Although some of the photos are
from old pictures, there are plenty
from recent ones and most of them
do show an outstanding lack of
knowledge of the French and their
habits. Whole thing is topped with
*As they see the French.'
However, Will Hays' rep here

came back with a rejoinder in de-
fense of the ' Amelrican industry.
'The fact that they had to go back
so many years to pick up old films
proves our merit. And look what
tlie French do with American
chatacters in their films. They
make every American woman look
like you-know-what.'
And if the Americans were to

hunt through French pics it is rather
.certain that .they could throw the
same dose right back at the French.

Hollywood, Nov. 29.

Dear Joe:

We arrived in Hollywood okay. My fin and leg where the dogs bit me*
are getting alohg fine. Aggie sez she only,hqpes. the dogs will recuperate
as fast We got here to find Hollywood Boulevard all .set out with papier
mache Christmas trees, and It wasn't even Thanksgivhig yet. It's a sort

of Xmas preview idea, giving the natives a chance to see Xmas before
they get it any place else. I'm surprised they don't put firecrackers on
top of the trees and celebrate the Fourth of July at the same time; sort

of make It a double feature. Aggie sez they should get some of the pic-
ture people out here that talk in big numbers to sneeze on the trees and
it would give the trees a 'snow' covering; The boys and girls aren't talk-
ing the big figures they used to,, but they're still too high.

Junior, Aggie and me took in a show that they're all raving about out
here. It's called 'Two-a-Day,' a sort of a cavalcade of vaudeville^ And be-
lieve me Joe, it's a honey. It shows you vaudeville climbing step by step
from Pastor's to. the Palace. Of course after you hil: the Palace there was
a slide where old man vaudeville slid down into double features. Bingo,

.

Banko, Disho and a load of agents' no's. Barrie O'Daniels talks from a
loudspeaker and connects all the scenes and he does a fine job of it too.

But the high spots to me and Aggie were when a gal like Willa Holt
Wakefield sings, 'Honey Stay in Your Own Back Yard,' and Anna Chandler
does her Fan song, a hunk of real trouping, and Ethel Davis steps out
with her 'Sneezing' song which, is a vaudeville gem . . . and that gorgeous
gal, Truly Shattuck, steps out and looks as queenly as ever. And to hear
Rice and Cady roll their r's, and see Will Armstrong do an Eddie Foy that
is .the tops In Impersonations. It all kinda turns on the faucets of the
eyes—not sympaUietic tears—just memory tears. It proves that Quality
is always in style, and that the hearts of real troupers never wrinkle.
They will never grow old; theirs is a talent mellowed with age. It was a
great kick for me and Aggie, and even Junior sat there and looked at the
story book of vaudeville. He -is too young to know what it's all about, but
I'll bet you when he grows up he will faintly remember that as a kid he
saw a grand bunch of artists doing swell specialties. Then there's.a lot of
young people in it too that are the headliners of tomorrow, one guy in
particular called Richard Edwards, who does a hunk of patomime that

compares ,with Joe Jackson and Charlie Chaplin-rand you know they are-

tops. Billy Rose oughta get him for his Casa Manana, he'd knock 'em for

a goal there. Then there's a gal called Marie Sill who sings an offkey
operatic bit with a sense of humor that's grand—and Pearl Austin in an
amateXir toe dance that a wo'w. I can ^rlte you pages about all the
performers in the show because they're all grand. .Tickets are selling four
weeks in advance,., and that's something for Hollywood where they live

from promise to promise.
The Glae-Pot Circuit

Had our Thanksgiving dinner with the Paul Gerard Smiths and it was
swell. He had a holiday bill laid out on the table that would fill any
stomach. Every act on it was a wow. During intermission when we
made room for some more, we gabbed about show business; you know,
the old days and the oldtimers. The days when we dressed in basemehts
and played glue-pots, and we could always find a laugh in it Aggie
kinda got to cryin' a little thinking of those days. The old gal would
pack her Taylor trunk in a minute and play all those Ink-spots again,

and to tell you the truth I don't know of anything better than carrying

those ,two grips—one with the dog in it, and the other with the.orches-
trations. We used to carry a 12-piece orchestration for two years and
never used anything but the piano and

.
drum parts.

It was a great Thanksgiving dinner with that gang around the table

and those laughs, say, even if we only had a cheese sandwich instead of a
swell turkey it woulda paid us off. ^

As I wrote you before I am here getting new equipment for my radio
station, so may have to stick around for a few more weeks. Give our
best to the gang back there and tell 'em to stop worrying. . Look at the
turkey—he worried all year and ended up lying on a platter In the middle
of the table. Sez

Your pal,

LeitV-

P. S. Mitchell Lewis sez, 'Some folks only practice so they may preach
about it'

N. Y. APPELLATE COURT

TO RE-REVIEW 'BABIT

Albany, Nov. 29.

Holding that a factual issue was
raised on appeal in the case of the
picture, 'The Birth of a Baby,* Judge
Pierce Russell of Troy, N. Y., today
(Tuesday) opined that the case
should be transferred for disposition

by the Appellate Division. Peti-
tioners, American Maternal Welfare
Committee, Inc., and Sam Citron,
sought trial before a supreme court
jury.

Film was denied a license by
Irwin Esmond at Educational De-
partment Motion Picture Division,
and the decision of the ban against
issuing a license for public exhibi-
tion of the film was later upheld.

'Baby' Injunction

Charlotte, N. C, Nov. 29.

Judge Hubert E, Olive signed an
injunction here Monday (28) pre-
venting the showing of the pictu)e.
'Childbirth From Life' and citing the
producers and distributors of the"
film to appear before him Dec. 5 in
Mecklenburg superior court to show
cause why they should not be per-
manently restrained from showing
the picture in North Carolina. The
action was begun by the American
Committee on Maternal Welfare,
Inc., and Special Pictures Corp., pro-
ducers of 'Birth of a Baby,' and the
defendants are Watt L. Parker, trad-
ing as Atlantic Films and Life's
Dramas, Inc.

The plaintiffs contend In the com-
plaint that they conceived and pro-
duced the film, 'Birth of a Baby,'
and that the defendants are attempt-
ing to palm off on the public an im-
itation of the original.

Irving Cahan, Once With

RKO, Indicted in Pluliy;

Alk^ed Thefts from WPA

Philadelphia, Nov. 20.

Irving Cahan, former supervisor

of Federal Music Projects in Pennsy,

who was dismissed without explana-

tion in July, was indicted last"

Wednesday (23) by a Federal grand

jury, charged with embezzlements of

$1,314.50 of the project's funds. For-

mer boy musical
.
prodigy and one-

time music schnchroiilzer for RKO in

Hollywood, began his asserted pec-
ulations in January, 1937, and con-
tinued them* until June, 1938, when
a Federal investigation began, G-men
said. They declared he took from
$10 to $20 at a time from proceeds
of 80 concerts which he arranged for

WPA musicians throughout the State.

At the time his salary was $200 a
month.
Cahan was once the idol of Philly

.organ music lovers via radio. He
began the study of music at the age
of six and appeared as a concert

pianist, often ^s a soloist with well-

known orchs. He went to Hollywood
with the advent of talkers.

MISS FIELDS' SHIP PIC
Next picture Grade Fields will

make for 20th-Fox is 'Sally of the

Shipyards,' built around the com-
pletion of England's mightiest liner,

the S. S. Queen Elizabeth.
Actress Is now on (Coast huddling

with Zanuck and Monty Banks cn
details. After this one,. Miss Fields

is to do one more picture under her
present contract.
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UCENSING FOR AU AGENTS?
SCRIBE, DIRECTOR

%EIIS WORIIIED

F«&f of Broad Sweep by
Guild l^lows Down Ne-

gotiatioh* ' Interested

Only in Actors' Agents,

Says SAG, but Silent on

Future Moves

STALL ISSUE

Hollywood, Nov. 29.

- Fear that Screen Actors Guild's

licensing plan for agents may be

broadened :to Include also agents for

directors and writers, as well as

players, is slowing negotiations be-

tween the SAG and Artists Man-

agers Guild on adoption of a fran-

chise code for actor representatives.

The two groups are talking 'amicable

agreement' again, but nd definite ac-

tion is expected until after the first

of the year.

The AMG committee headed by
M. C. Levee wants to know if plans

of the Inter-Talent Council of the

three big guilds call for licensing

agents handling scriveners and
screen directors. The SAG insists it

Is interested only in franchising
agents for the actors. Tops in the
SWC? and SDG claim no licensing

program is now under consideration,

but are silent about any future plans.
Majority of agents do not believe

the writers and directors are in a
position to force a licensing program
without support of the actors.

Neither group has been reoo.cfnized

by the producers, and the Screen
Playwrights, Inc., still has a contract
with the major companies. Success
of any triple agreement on a licens-
ing program is considered doubtful,
in view of the policy of Kenneth
Thomson, SAG executive sjecretary.

In steering, his group clear of any
entangling alliances.

The situation, however, is puzzling
the agents. Practically each meeting
between the Iwo groups is opened
with the agents renewing the ques-

tion as to whether writers and di-

rectors are to be included in a gen-
eral licensing program. Once this

Question is settled to the satisfaction

of the agents, the committees are not
expected to experience any serious

difficulties in drafting a code of
ethics for agents under SAG super-
vision.

Negotiations for the actors are be-
Ing handled by Ralnh Morgan. SAG
prexy, Kenneth Thomson. George
Murphy and Laurence W. Beilenson,

SAG counsel. M. C. Levee. Bert Al-
lenberg, Abe Lastfogel. Leland Hay-
ward and William Wdolfenden are
representing the AMG, with Jud^e
Byron C. Hanna, attorney for the
agents, directing their moves.

In the meantime, SAG is seeking
to set its own house in order. Ne-
gotiations have been completed with
most' of the independent producers,
kinks have been ironed out of the
new modification agreement with the
producers, and plans laid to repulse
iattack by minority group of extras
which has petitioned the National
Labor Relations Board to be certified

as bargaining representative for the
extras. Group is headed by organi-
zation known as the Cinema Players,
Inc.

Official Sanction Doubtful

Dr. Towne Nylander, regional di-

rector of the NLRB, has announced
that no action will be taken on the

Cinema Players' petition until after

International Alliance of Theatrical
Stage Employees hearing set for

Thursday (1). In view of recent pol-
icy of t^ director in attempting to
settle dilputes without a formal
hearing, there is some doubt that pe-
tition will receive official sanction.
The SAG has not yet even been
notified by the director that such a
petition is on file.

Policy of the producer-SAG arbi-
tration board In granting default

judgments to the SAG where the in-
dependent producers failed to attend
the sessions ha$ resulted in many
Indies rushing in to sign the new
SAG modification agreement. Latest
Indie signatories include Victory Pic-
tures, Inc., Al Lane Pictures, Gilliam
Productions, .Colonial Pictures Corp.,
Principal Productions, Inc.^ Supreme
Pictures Corp., Coronado Films, Inc.,

David L. Loew Productions, Dario
Productions, Jued Buell Productions,
Inc., and Cinemart Films, Inc.

The SAG has cancelled Guild shop
contracts with Grand National, Ar-
thur Dreifuss and Symphonic Films,
Inc. Grand. National agreement was
called ofl at the request of studio
executives to expedite reorganization
of the company. A new contract
will be inked when the reorganiza-
tion program is completed.
The SAG has filed a protest with

the State Industrial Welfare Com-
mission on recent ruling that extras
are not entitled to two checks if

dismissed and called back the same
day to work on the same picture.

The SAG had been enforcing a. 'two
pix, two checks' rule,. but Commis-
sion .holds thitS does hot apply unless'

the Player is called back the same
day ' to work on a different picture
from his original call.

The Commission ruling states:

'After extras are dismissed, and
on the same day are required by the
same studio to return to work in
contiection with the same picture,

they would be entitled to have re-

garded as work time the interim be-
tween- dismissal on the first call and
the time when *they report to the
studio on the second call, but in the
event that they are required to work
in connection with any other picture
than that on which originally en-
gaged, this shall be considered an-
other day's work and shall be paid
for in accordance with Order No.
16-A of the Industrial Welfare Com-
mission, the same as if it was the
first call of the day.'

List of extras eligible to accept
studio work calls hjis been reduced

to 6,539. A total of 1,487 failed to
•pay quarterly dues this month, and
automatically became ineligible to
work. These are liable to suspen-
sion when delinquence reaches 30
days and to expulsion if payment
is not made before 60 days.

RKO's Extra Bill

Extras" and stunt men received a
total of $85,353.97 from RKO-Radio
for location work in 'Gunga Din' at

Lone Pine. The SAG pointed out
that employment of experienced
actors instead of native talent en-
abled the cornpany to shoot massive
battle scenes without serious injury
to any player.

The State Unemployment Depart-
ment has notified SAG that the four
weeks' waiting period for payment
of unemployment insurance to actors
does not iiave to be consecutive. If

a player registers, completes two
weeks of waiting period, and then
secures work, he has to wait only
two weeks when he re-registers.

Length of employment does not fig-

ure, procided both waiting periods
fall within the same 56-week pe-
riod. Insurance payments are being
made to top-bracket players as well
as extras.

Walt Disney has signed temporary
agreement with the SAG. Contract
runs until Jan. 15, 1939. Permanent
contract will be inked as soon as

studio executives and SAG leaders
complete a study of problems pecu-
liar to this branch of tho industry.

Pact covers Guild members em-
ployed on dialog or incidental sound
effects."

Temporary agreement provides
that all contracts between Disney
and SAG members must be ap-
proved by the Guild. All disputes
will be settled by arbitration. Wage
and hour scales of SAG will be
adopted, and Guild members will be
used wherever reasonably possible.

Organize Commercials

The SAG has launched a campaign
to organize independent studios pro-
ducing commercials. More than 100

members have been signed in Chi-
cago, and pacts have been closed
with all leading producers in Chi-
cago, Detroit and Cleveland. Leo
Hurley, recording secretary of Act-
ors Equity Association, is represent-
ing SAG in Chicago.

The SAG has warned its member-
ship that the new modification agree-
ment provides for waiver of over-
time for' all players except extras
if any member of cast is late in re-
porting for work. Actors are asked
to punch time-clocks promptly, to
avoid fellow-members being penal-
ized by their tardiness.

Contract provides as follows with
Reference to payment of overtime:

'If any Guild member is inexcus-
ably late in reporting for photo-
graphing on a set, then the stand-
ing committee, in its discretion, may
relieve the producer concerned from
its obligation to pay overtime with
respect to all players engage.d in the
production with respect to which
such lateness in reporting occurs,
but only to the extent that such
overtime on that day is directly
caused by such lateness.*

Central Casting Corp. is consider-
ing request from the, SAG that cer-
tain homrs daily be. flx;ed for the cast-
ing of extras. Proposal to change
system of keeping switchboard open
from 5 a.m. to 9 p.m. was discussed
recently at conference between
Campbell McCuUoch, general man-
ager of Central, and Aubrey Blair,
of SAG. It was agreed that first

obstacle to be overcome would be
the problems of handling rush calls

from major studios. At the present
time about 90% of all casting at

Central is made from the switch-
board. Individual calls are handled
only for certain dress extras and
other special players who may be re-
quested by the studios. Extras are
required to dial at intervals over a
period of 16 hours unless they secure
work in the interim.

Present telephone budget for Cen-
tral is approximately $20,000 a year.
Producers estimate that for Casting

%.-,

Bssm
but Mn Jones is very busy and is leaving

on a business trip—however I know he reads

Variety—Pmsureyou can reachhim thatway, **

Use Variety's Advertising columns

every week to deliver your message

.... and especially the Third of a

Century Anniversary Issue to be

published in December

Reservations now^

Corp. to make direct calls for extras,
this budget would have to be doubled
and that the present casting stall

would have to be enlarged several
times. Problems will be referred to
the permanent committee to be
named to arbitrate disputes arising
from interpretation of the new modi-
fication agreement.

Study Television Rights

The executive committee of Screen
Playwrights, Inc., has instructed the
SP standing committee to arrange m
meeting with thi producers to dis-
cuss television rights to stories iand
omission of valid screen credits..

John Lee Mahin, SP prexy, said-
meeting probably would be called
this week, .despite warning of SWG
that any ,further negotiations be-,

tween the producers and thie SP
would be iilegal" and a violation of
the , National Labor Relations Act.
Charge is based on certification o£
the SWG by National Labor Rela-
tions Board as bargaining representa-
tive for all screen writers. The
NLRB, however, has ignored the re-
quest of the SWG that major com-
panies be cited for unfair labor prac-
tice for refusing to recognize the
SWG as sole bargaining agent for
scriveners.-

The Society of Motion Picturfe

Film Editors has filed a request With.

Pat Casey, producer-labor contact,

for reclassification of film librarians,

apprentices and certain assistant cut-

ters. Proposed reclassification would
result in a wage tilt for many of

the workers who would be lifted to

higher brackets.

Negotiations on the request are ex-
pected to get under way this wesk.
Following negotiating. committee has
been named by the Society: Edward
Dymtryk, Paramount; Edward D.
Hannan, Metro; Robert W. Carlisle,

Scientific Films; James E. Newcom,
Selznick-International; Louis H. .Sac<-

kin. Universal.
With Federal agents ready to sit in

on hearing of petitions involving the
International Alliance of Theatrical

Stage Employees, it was disclosed

that deal is now in making for wash-?

up of all lATSE jurisdicational dis-

putes and lA minority attacks on
supervision of international officers.

This would leave only petitions of

the IATSB for certification as bar^-

gainftig representative for its 12,000

members for the National Labor Re.
lations Board when informal, hearing
starts Thursday (1) before the

NLRB regional director. With no
opposition to the petitions, certifica-

tion of the lA would be routine.

Deals if okayed will call for with-

drawal of petition filed by Motion
Picture Technicians Committee aSkf

ing investigation of lA operations,

and a similar one by the Studio
Utility Employees Local 724, which
also asked certification as bargaining
representative for all studio laborers.

Intervention of Joseph M. Schenck,
president of the Association of Mo-
tion Picture Producers, is said to

have started negotiations which are

expected to result in settlement of

all labor jurisdictional disputes.

George E, Browne, international

president of the lATSE, was also ac-

tive in negotiations.
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Darrieux Jammed By

Prior Frencb Film Pact;

But U May Be OK

Paris, Nov, 29.

Paris arbitration courts today
(Tuesday) ruled that the four-year
contract Danielle Darrieux signed in

1936 with Gregoire Rabinovitsch, of

the French company. Cine Alliance,

is valid. According to the deal the

actress gave Rabinovitsch her exclu-

sive services for four years and had
to have his approval to make films

in either French or English.

Rabinovitsch contracted to pro-
duce for Metro", but left Hollywood
following a story argument. Rabin-
ovitsch states there is no intention
of preventing Miss Darrieux from
fulfilling her Universal contract, in

Hollywood, but he is starting his

film next April. Universal officials

state that as far as known now the
decision will not change their con-
tract with the actress. She Intends
returning to Hollywood shortly after

Jan. 1. However, there is a possibil-

ity that her Hollywood career may
be affected if producing dates con-
flict.
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Smash and Sock in L A., 'Angels'

3?/2G, Two Spots; Durbin $29,000 Ditto,

Tatror $21,500, Gravy for H.O.s Too

Los Aneeles, Nov. 29,

Plenty of gravy in sight for the

first runs currently, with several

holdovers in prospect Thanksgiving
holidays helped materially, and
week-end business was also fairly

strong.
•Angels With Dirty Paces' hung up

smash grosses at both the Downtown
and Hollywood, while the latest De-
anna Durbin is giving the RKO and
Pantages smash biz, insuring two or
three week run.
'Submarine Patrol* is strong at the

State atid Chinese, while the Or-
pheum. is better than average. 'Cita-

del* at the Four Star is very strong
On second week. 'If I . Were King*
at the Paramount is espiecially

big.

Estimates for This Week
Chinese (Grauman-F-WC) (2,024;

30-40-55-75) — 'Submarine Patrol*
(20th) and 'Five of Kind' (20th),

dual. Holiday biz and strong week-
end trade helping for profitable

$9,000. Last week *Dr. Kildare* (MG)
and 'Listen Darling* (MG), poor
$7,000.
Downtown (WB) (1,800; 30-40-55-

65)—'Angels Dirty Faces' (WB).
On initial week excellent $17,000 in

sight, calling -for probably three
weeks' run. Last week 'Cowb6y and
Lady* (WB) (second week), excel-

lent $12,000.
Foqr Star (F-WC-UA) (900; 40-55)

—'Citadel' (M-G) 2nd week). Hit-
ting strong pace on second week
after getting new house recond on
first week, devoid of holidays or pre-
mieres. Will grab neat $6,500, after

$6;500 on opening stanza.
Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 30-40-55-

65)—'Angels Dirty Faces' (WB).
Looks like very good $15,500 on first

week. Will probably stick for three,
stanzas. Last week 'Cowboy and
Lady' (UA) and 'Torchy Gets* (WB)
(.second, week), excellent $10,000.
Orphlbum (Bdwy) (2,280; 25-30-35-

40)—'Touchdown Army* (Par) and
'Vacation From Love* (MG), dual,
?lus vaudeville. Will hit profitable
10,000. Last week 'Smashing Rack-

ets* (HKO) solo and Sally Rand
heading stage show, accounted for
$10,500, as predicted.

Pantasres (Pan) (2,81j2; 30-40-55)—
'Certain Age' (U) and 'Annabel
"Cour' (RKO), dual. Durbin's latest
should have no -trouble hitting nifty
$14,000, insuring two or three weeks'
stay; Last week 'Service De Luxe'
(U) and 'Storm' (U), had $5,600.
Paramount (Par) (3,595; 30-40-55)—^Tf King' (Par) and stage show (2d

week). Showing strength on hold-
- over week and will have no trouble
hitting $26,000. Colman's first week
ended with very profitable $18,500.
RKO (2,872; 30-40-55)—'Certain

Age' (U) and 'Annabel Tour' (RKO),
dual. Drawing adolescents heavily,
and first week will probably bring
neat $15,000. Stays two -and possibly
three weeks. Last week 'Service de
Luxe' (U) and 'Storm^ (U), just
fair $6,000.

State (Loew-Fox) (2,414; 30'40>5g.
1'5)—'Submarine Patrol* (20th) and
•Five of Kind* (20th), duaL Good
going and should wind up with nifty
$12,500. Last week 'Kildare' (MG)
and 'Listen Darling* (MG), jonly fair
$9,400.

, nnifed Artists (F-WC) (2,100; 20-
40-i55)—'Great Waltz' (MG) (2nd
week) and 'Kildare' (MG), dual.
With holdover of 'Waltz* and move-
over of 'Kildare' looks like fair $4,-
300. Last week 'Waltz' (MG) first

week, and 'Down on Farm' (20th),
$4,300
Wilshire (F-WC) (2,296; 30-40-55-

65—'Waltz' (M-G) (2nd week) and
•Kildare' (M-G), dual. Holding over
'Waltz* and strengthening with 'Kil-
dare' (M-G) has house heading for
$7,300. Last week, first of 'Waltz'
and 'Down on Farm' (20th), very
good $7,700.

'Cowboy' Cops Nifty

$5,400 in OWa. City
Oklahoma City, Nov. 29.

State back on doubles this week
with 'Girls School' and 'Romance of
Limberlost' good for $3,000. Hefti-
est Thanksgiving day in history at
Criterion started 'Cowboy and Lady'
off for $5,400 week. Midwest to hit
$5,000 with 'Just Around the Corner'
and Disney's 'Ferdinand, the Bull.'

Estimates for This Week
Criterion (Stan) (1,500: 25-35-40)-

'Cowboy and Lady' (UA). Fast com
pany at $5,400. Last week 'Young
Heart' (UA) slowed down to $5,200.
Liberty (Stan) (1)200; 20-25)—

'Miss Mantoh' (RKO) and 'Man Re
member' (RKO), split with 'Swing
Cheer' (U) and 'Sharp Shooter'
(20th). Ringing up average $2,300.

Last week six days of 'King Alcatraz*
(Par) and 'Touchdown Army' (Par)
okay at $2,200.
Midwest (Stan) (1,500; 25-35-40)—

'Around Corner' (20th) -and Disney's
'Ferdinand.' Clocked at nice^ $4,700

pace. Last week 'Brother Rat' (WB)
fine for $5,000. ^ ,

State (Noble) (1,100; 20-25)—'Girls

Broadway Gros$e$

Estimated Total Gross
This Week $309,600

(Based on 12 theatres)

Total Gross Same Week
Last Tear $369,100

(Bcused on 12 theatres)

School' (Col) and 'Romance of Lim-
berlost' (Mono). Okay $3,000. Last
week "Algiers' (UA) stopped at nice
$3,500.
Tower (Stan) (1,000; 25-35)—

'Young Heart* (UA). Had one week
at Criterion previously. Okay $3,100.
Last week 'Arkansas Traveler' (from
Midwest) (Par) slow at $2,300.

'Out West' Dual

Big 17G, Vings

Ditto 8G, Prov.

Providence, Nov. 29.

'Out West with the Hardys'
dualled at Loew's, and 'Men with
Wings' at Strand are the only stand-
outs on main stem. Only average
takes looked for at other houses.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 25-35-50)—

'Little Tough Guys' (U) and 'Tar-
nished Angel' (RKO). Paced at so-
so $5,000. Last week, 'Annabel Takes
Tour* (RKO) and Ted Lewis ork and
revue on stage drew nice $10,000.

Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1.400; 25-35-
50)—"Shining Hour' (M-G) and 'Lis-

ten Darling' (M-G). Stepping aloiig

to fair. $5,500. Last week, 'Can't
Take It' (Col) (3d downtown week)
held for strong $6,500.
Fay's (2,000; 25-35-40)—'Down on

Farm' (20th) and vaude. Aiming
for . peppy $6,800. Last week, 'Suez'
(20th) (2d run) and vaiide closed
with neat $7,200.

State (Loew) (3,200; 25-35-50)—
•Out West* (M-O) and 'Cipher Bu
reau* (GN). Bill proving go-getter
at strong $17,000 gait Last week,
'Shining Hour' (M-G) and 'Listen
Darling' (M-G) held for neat $15,000.

Majestic (Foy) (2.300; 25-35-50)—
'Angels with Dirtv Faces' (WB) and
'Tdrchy Man' (WB). Balanced bill

attracting to tune of nice $9,000. Last
week. 'Just Around Corner' (20th)
and 'Sharpshooters' (20tb), fairish
$8,000.
Strand (Indie) (2,200; 25-35-40)—

•Men Wings' (Par). Pulling strdng
$8,000. Last week, 'If King* (Par)
and 'Sons of Legion' (Par) held
nicely for swell $8,000.

'Corer'-'School' 5iG

Pacing Peppy Port.

Portland, Ore., Nov. 29.

'Cowboy and the Lady' went into a

good second stanza at Parker's

Broadway, following a big first

week. Other houses are holding up

to better than par. 'You Can't Take

It With You* still a money-maker
at the Mayfair.

The anti-marajuana crusading pic,

Assassin of Youth,' proved a big biz-

getter for the Indie Rivoli; boosting

returns for that house considerably
above average biz.

Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (2,000; 30-35-

40)—'Cowboy and Lady' (UA) (2d
wk). Strong biz around $5,000. First
week registered socko $8,500.
Mayfair (Parker-Evergreen) (1,-

500; 30-35-40)—'Can't Take It' (Col)
(7th wk). Still rated better than
average for this house with $2,-

800. Last week good $3,000.
Orpheum (Hamrick - Evergreen)

(1,800; 30-35-40)—'Around Corner'
(20th) and 'Girls' School' (Col).

Above par for good $5,500. Last
week 'Miss Manton* (RKO) and
'Breaking Ice' (RKO) fell oil last

half to fair $4,000.
Paramount (Hamrick-Evergreen)

(3,000; 30-35-40)—'Submarine Patrol'
(20th) and 'Five of Kind' (20th).

Average enough $5,£00. Last week
'Suez' (20th) and 'Meet the Girls'

(20th> closed a fair second week for
$4 200

kivill (Indie) (1,100; 20-25)—'As-
sassin of Youth' (Indie) and 'Nuin-
bered Women' (Indie). Strong biz
on the marajuana 'Assassin' pic to
close for $2,500. Last week 'Texans'
(Par) and 'Professor. Beware' (Par),
five days only, fair $1,500.
United Artists (Parker) (1,000; 30-

35-40)—'Angels With Dirty Faces'
(WB) and 'Broadway Musketeers'
(WB). Registered well for $5,000.
Last week 'Shining Hour' (M«G) and
'The , Storm' (U) closed for $4,400,
okay.'

'CitaM 23G, Durbin

H.O. $lg,000, B'klyn

Brooklyn, Nov. 29.

Top flight films are drawing

crowds to the downtown sector de-

spite avalanche of snow which hit

this area over weekend. Best biz

at Loew's Metropolitan, where 'Cita-

del' is. playing to almost capacity at

all performances. 'That Certain
Age' at RKO Albee is doing profit-

ably. Fabian Paramount holding
'Men with Wings' second week will
also come through nicely.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (3,274; 25-35-50)— 'Certain

Age' (U) and 'Man Remember'
(RKO) (2d wk). Splendid combo
heading for nifty $18;000. Last week
same figure.
Fox (4,089: 25-50)—'Hard to Get'

(WB) and 'Five of Kind' (20th). Sat-
isfactory $14,000. Last week 'Girls'

School' (Col) and 'Torchy Man'
(WB), mild $13,000.
Met (3,618; 25-50)—'Citadel' (M-G)

and 'Vacation from Love' (M-G). Off
to grand start, and will cop glorious

^Angels' 20G, Xowboy $13,5i,

Earle IV/fi; Philly Frozen Out

Key City Grosses

Estimated Total Oroai
This Week $1,623,700

(Based on 24 cities, 165 thea-
tres, chte/ly Urst runs, including
N. y,)

Total Grosi Sam* Week
Last Tear .$1,817,100

(Based on 24 cities, 170 theatres)

$23,000, Last week 'Storm' (U) and
'Drums' (UA) fine- $17,000.
P«ramount (4,126; 25.^35-50)—'Men

Wings' (Par) and 'Night Hawk'
(Rep) (2d wk). Okay $17,500. Last
week $21,000, good.
Strand (2,870; 25^50)—'Gangster's

Boy' (Mono) and vaude featuring
Mdlly Picon and Hal Leroy, plus jit-

terbug contest on stage. Paced for'

okay $11,000. Last week 'Swing
Cheer' (U) and v^tude, good $13,000.

'Citadef-'Bloiidie

Sweet $35^00 In

Two Hub Houses

Mpk Storms No Hindrance to 'Can t

Take It/ Big $12,000; 'Sonata $3,000

Minneapolis, Nov. 29.
Orpheum is running away with

box office honors for the second
successive week. This time 'Can't
Take It With You* will turn the trick,

landing the Singer house in first

place. A stage show, Hal Kemp, sky-
rocketed last week's gross.

Initial wintry blasts, with the tem-
peratures near zero, is depressing the
turnstiles, but 'CanT Take It* appar-
ently has the strength to overcome
all handicaps and it rolls along to
impressive heights, .'Sisters* is not
building at the State after a slow
start. A worthy performer is 'Moon-,
light Sonata,* which will spell a
hefty profit for the sure-seater World.
'Mad Miss Manton' and 'Listen

Darling' are trailing, but Elaine
Barrymore's 'How to Undress,' in its

second week at the Time, continues
to pull well.

Estimates for This Week
Aster (Par-Singer) (900; 15-25)—

'Arrest Drummond' (Par) and 'Tar-
nished Angel' (RKO),. dual first runs.
Satisfactory $1,300 clip for six days.
Last week, 'Always Trouble' (20th)
and 'Illegal Traffic* (Par), dual first

runs, split with 'Broadway Mus-
keteers* (FN) and 'Girls on Proba-
tion' (FN), £dso dual first runs, $1,-

400. okeh.
Century (Par-Singer) (1,600; 25-

35-40)—'Miss Manton' (RKQ). Good
enough picture, but suffering from
strong opposition dnd bad weather;
will be lucky to reach mild $3,500.

Last week, 'Kildare' (M-G), $4,000,

disappointing for fine pieture.
Gopher (Par-Singer) (998; 25)—

'Listen, Darlmg' (M-G). Garland-
Bartholomew combo in the right spot
and trade shooting above normal;
looks like good $2,700. Last week,
'Secretis Actress' (FN), $1,800, light.
Orpheum (Par-Singer) (2,890; 25-

35-40)-'Can't Take It' (Col). Fine
exploitation and advertising cam-
paign, and building ever since, helped
by^ enthusiastic word-of-mouth and
critics' plugs, headed for tremendous
$12,000, will run two weeks here.
Last week, 'I Am Law* (Col) and
Hal Kemp and other acts on stage,
$19,000, tremendous.
State (Par-Singer) (2,300; 25-35-40)—'Sisters* (WB). Nothing but praise

for this one but poor at b.o., $5,000.
Last week, 'If Were King' (Par),
$9,000, good.
Time (Berger) (290; 25)—'Strange

Adventures' (Indie) (2d week).
Triple thrill show, with Elaine
Barrymore 'Undressing* short played
up sensationally, delivering in big
way at box office. Fine $900 in pros-
pect after strong- $1,800 first week
Uptown (Par) (1,200; 25-35)—'Too

Hot Handle' (M-G). First neighbor
hood showing for this strong screen
attraction, good $3,000 indicated. Last
week, 'Boys Town' (M-G), $3,300,
very big. .

World (Steffes) (350; 25-35-40-55)
—'Moonlight Sonata' (Indie). Just
what the doctor ordered for this
house that caters to the carriage
trade; should have long run; big
$3,000 in the cards. Last week, 'Cer-
tain Age' (U) (4th week), $1,200 for
six days all right considering heavy
takings first three weeks.

Boston, Nov. 29.

Everybody's happy this week,
although the weekend snowstorm
slowed down the wickets tempo-
rarily. 'Citadel* and 'Blondie,'

dualled at the Loew stands, might
have pressed for new records, but
the storm prevented it.

•Drums' on double bill at the
Memorial is strong enough to indi-

cate a holdover; and 'Angels with
Dirty Faces' on dual program at the
Metropolitan is another highlight
here.
Some reliable indications that big-

time vaude may return after the
holidays to the Keith-Boston.

Estimates for This Week
Fen m&P) (1,332; 25-35-40-55)—

'Suez* (20th) and 'Torchy Man' (WB)
(2d run). Medium $5,000 gait. Last
week 'Hard to Get' (WB) and 'Illegal

Traffic' (Par), $6,200.
^

Keith Memorial (RKO) (2,907; 25-

35-40-55)—'Drums' (UA) and 'Swing
Cheer' (U), dual, plus 'Ferdinand
the Bull.' After a hefty advance
boost by the press department, at-

tracting very good $19,000, and
slated for holdover. Last week 'In

Society' (U) and 'Annabel* (RKO)
skidded to $12,300.
Metropolitan (M&P) (4,367; 25-35-

40-55)—'Angels with Dirty Faces'

(WB) and 'Down on Farm* (20th).

Good combo, taking around $19,500.

Last week 'Sisters* (WB) and 'Gang-
ster's Boy' (Mono), medium $16,500.

Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 25-35-40-
55)—'Citadel' (M-G) and 'Blondie'

(Col). Socko duo reaping big $21,-

000. Probable holdover. Last week
'Stablemates' (M-G) and 'Listen

Darling' (M-G) (2d wk), okay $14,-

000.
Paramount (M&P) (1,797; 25-35-

40-55)—'Suez' (20th) and 'Torchy
Man' (WB) (2d run). Fair $7,500 in

store; Last week 'Hard to Get*

(WB) and 'Illegal Traffic* (Par), sat-

isfactory $8,500.
ScoUay (M&P) (2.538; 25-35-40-50)

—'Hard to Get* (WB) and 'Illegal

Traffic* (Par) (2d run). Aiming for
fair $5,800. Last week 'Brother Rat'

(WB) and 'Five of Kind' (20th) (2d
run), good $6,700.

State (Loew) (3,600; 25-35-40-55)

—'Citadel' (M-G) and 'Blondie'

(Col). Very good $15,500 possible.

Last week 'Stablemates* (M-G) and
'Listen Darling* (M-G), holdover,
okay $9,500.

'KING' $9M 'HOUR'

DUAL 7iG, SEAHLE

Seattle, Nov. 29.

Most first runs hit the jackpot dur-
ing the Thanksgiving stanza. 'Shin-
ing Hour* at Fifth, 'If I Were King'
at Paramount and 'Around the Cor-
ner' at the Orpheum are the major
new bills, with 'Drums' in a healtfiy
holdover at the Liberty.

Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (Hamrick-Evergreen)

(850; 32-37-42)—'Stablemates* (M-G)
and 'Touchdown, Army' (Par).
Brought over after two weeks at the
Fifth Avenue, and heading for big
$3,600. Last week, 'Suez' (20th) nice
enough at $2,200.

• Coliseum (H a irt r i c k-Evergreen)
(1,900: 21-32)—'Boys Town' (M-G)
and 'Booloo' (Par). Holding nhie
days toward fine $3,500. Last week,
'Hold That Co-Ed' (2Qth) and 'Sing,
You Sinners' (Par) $3,100, good.

Colonial (Sterling) (800; 10-21)—
'Mars Attacks World' (U) and 'Miss-
ing Guest' (U). Timely punch help-
ing toward great $2,900. Last week.

Philadelphia, Nov. 29,
Week-end to which all the de

luxers look as the one time they'll
do certain business, cruelly smashed
all b. o. hopes with two blizzards,
one right after the other, producing
more snow than Philly ever has seen
in November.
Despite the weather, biz at a cou-

ple houses, aided by powerful prod-
uct, was well above normal. Sock-
eroo gross being hung up by 'Angels
with Dirty Faces* at the Fox, gar-
nering $20,000. Got near record-
cracking $7,000 on Thanksgivinig
Day alone. Probably good for at
least two more weeks. Not quite so
strong, but nevertheless well above
par is 'Cowboy and^e Lady' at the
Aldine. Excellent $13,500 and no
doubt another lap in store.
Vaudfilm Earle likewise mushed

through the snow in a creditable
manner with $21,500 for TTianks for
the Memory' plus Jan Savitt . orch,
Eric Blore and Ethel Shutta on the
stage. Floperoo of the week is 'Sub-
marine Patrol' at the Stanley, get-
ting less than $11,000. No doubt will
be better In the nabes with heavier
male and kid trade.

Estimates for This Week
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 42-57-68-75)—

'Cowboy and the Lady* (M-G). Bliz-
zard knocked the top off this, but
nevertheless nicely profitable at $13,-
500. Fairly certain of another round.
Last week 'Young Heart' (UA) (2d
wk) turned in a measly $7,000.
Boyd (WB) (2,350; 37-57-68-75)—

•If King' (Par) (2d wk). Clicked
nicely in its. opening sesh with $16;-
600, but failed, to ride the storm in
its second lap around, and off badly
to $8,000.

Earle (WB) (2,758; 25-37-42-57-68)
—•'Thanks for Memory' (Par) with
Jan Savitt Orch, Eric Blore and
Ethel Shutta oh stage. Doing sur-
prisingly well -pn a medium-sized
nut and punk weather at $21,5.00.
Last week 'Service de Luxe' (U),
with Roger Pryor band and Dick
Foran, p. a.'ing, off somewhat at
$19,000.
Fox (WB) (2,423; 37^57-68-^5)—

'Angels with Dirty Faces' (WB).
Strong advertising, ballyhoo and re-
views rebounding neatly to better
than $20,000. Good for one, prob-
ably two, more sessions. Last week
'Around Corner* (20th). failed to
heave into sight with sad $10,600.
Karlton (WB) (1,066; 37-42-57-68)

-'Around the Corner' (20th) (2d
run). Weak $3,800. Last week 'Men
Wings' (Par) (3d run) just on the
borderline at $3,900 after a week and
five days at the Stanley.

Keith's (WB) (1,870; 37-42-57-68)
—'Young Heart' (UA) (2d run). Just
satisfactory at under $4,500 follow-
ing two weeks at the Aldine. Last
week 'Brother Rat' (WB) (2d run),
swell $5,700 after two weeks at the
Fox.
Stanley (WB) (2,916: 37-57-68'75)

—'Submarine Patrol' (20th). Despito
good notices couldn't get anything.
Bogged badly at below $11,000. Last
week 'Shining Hour' (M-G), n.s.h.

$14,800.
Stanton (WB) (1,457; 26-42-57)—

'Illegal Traffic' (Par). At $4,500 off

Just about what the weather would
account for. Last week 'Dr, Kildare*
\M-G) apparently an unusual choice
for this bang-bang spot, weak $4,700.

'Great White Trail' (GN) and 'Mys-
tery Horse' (Col), dual split with
'Santa Fe Stampede* (Rep) and 'Who
Killed Gail Preston' (Col), dual,

moderate $1,900.
Fifth Avenue (Hamrick-Ever-

green) (2,349; 32-37-42) — 'Shining

Hour' (M-G) and 'Road Demon'
(20th).. Oke campaign and paced at

$7,500. big. Last week, 'Stablemates'
(M-G) and 'Tou<;hdown, Army' (Par)

(2d wk) held too long, for this house,

although good enough for moveover,
$4,500.
Liberty CJ-vH) (1,800; 21-32-42)--

'Drums' (U) (2d wk). Again bi^ at

$5,000, and holding for third session.

Last week, same film, dandy $8,000.

Music Box (Hamrick-Evergreen)
(850; 32-37-42) — 'Submarine Patrol*

(20th) and 'Swing Cheer' (U). Ex-
vtending run here from Paramount.
Paced at $3,200, food. Last week,
'Great V/altz' (M-G) (3d wk) good
at $2,600.
Orpheum (Hamrick-Evergreen)

(2,600; 32-37-42) — 'Around Corner*
(20th) and 'Mr. Doodle' (RKO).
Mostly matinee draw, but medium
$4,600 in sight. Last week, 'Citadel

(M-G) and 'Listen, Darling' (M-G)
(2d wk) $3,900, okay.
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 16-27-

37-42 )^'Fllght Into Nowhere* (Col)

and 'I Stand Accused' (Rep) retitled

'Kid Mouthpiece' for local consump-
tion, plus vaude. Strong $5;500 gait
Last week, 'Prairie Moon' (Rep) and
'Mr. Wong* (Mono), plus vaude, okay
$4,400.
Paramount (Hamrick-Evergreen)

(3,039; 32-37-42)—'If King' (Par).

Looks like immense .$9,200. Last
week, 'Submarine Patrol' (20th) and
'Swing Cheer' (U), $7,000, big. ^
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 21-32)—

'Breaking Ice' (RKO) and IGive Me
SaUor' (Par). 'Fine $2,500. Last

week, 'Carefree' (RKO) and 'Gangs
of New York' (Rep) $2,200, okay.
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'Angels -Lucas Building to

In Merry Chi; 'Reno'-Vaude 18G,

Others OK, Dizzy Dean P. A. NG

Chicago, Nov. 29,

Loop is In excellent shape again

this week, with the single exception

of the Palac« where Dizzy Dean and
Bob Elson, basehall tosser and
spieler, are not managing to talk

anybody Into dropping some coin at

the front gate. Strictly freak book-

, ing is causing box-office anemia and
the picture Is not aiding the situa^

tion. ...
Otherwise busmess. is pumping,

particularly at the big Chicago where
*A.ngel5 with Dirty faces' ia crowd-
ing 'em. Tough , guy film is almost
up to the mark of the early Cagney
alug flickers. Will shoot the take far

above previous week and head into

high' territory.
Other screen fare which is getting

considerable nqtice from exhibitors

in this territory is the Paderewski
giece, 'Moonlight Sonata' in the
layhouse. Picture, has caught on

sharply and is now in its^ seventh
week in< this tiny .house.. Has- been
Tunning around $5,000 for each stanza,
which is beaiicoup coin on the right
side of the ledger. Indications are.

that it will break previous 26-week
run record of 'Ecstasy' in this spot.

Oriental' is. establishing itself

rapidly under -the new Jones, Xinick
tt. Schaefet* banner and .is currently
riding on the^ crest again to a healthy
gross> strictly on,' the', combination
policy at a low tariff. Shirley
Temple is '.doing a fair enough ses-
sion, in the smallish Apollo with
'Around the Corner.'

EstlmAte*. for This Week
ApQll» (B^K) (1,200; 36^55-65-75)

•—'Around Corner' (20tH). With
$5,000 in the offing, it's ah all right
showing. Last week,. 'Suez' (20th)
grossed $5,300 for its third .week in
loop.

Chioaeo (B&K) (4,000; 35-55-75)—'
Angels with Dirty Faces' (WB) and
Clyde Lucas orchestra on stage.
Booming at the front gate to the
happy melody of $39,000. Last week,
'Men Wings* (Par) faded towards
the finish, but tallied up to satisfac-
tory $31,600.

Garrlck (B&K) (900| 35-55-65) —
•Men Wings' (Par). Moved here
from Chicago and looks for possible
$4,500; mild. Last week, doubling of
'Listen Darling' (M-G) and 'Mysteri-
ous Moto' (20th) 'Was satisfactory at
$5,500.

Oriental (Jones) (3,200; 25-35-40)
—'Road to Reno' (U) and vaude.
Combo policy is clicking here, and
currently heading toward fine $18,-
000; Last week, opener, was zippy,
finishing strongly to excellent $20,100
with 'Vacation from Love' (M-G).
Palace (RKO) (2,500; 35-55-65-75)

-^•Hard to Get' (WB) and v6ude.
Dizzy Dean and Bob Elson headlin-
ing. Call out -the towel reserves, boy,
the weeps have got 'em. Nose-dive
oa the baseball item and into the
cellar at heartbreaking $12,000. Last
week, Milton Berle on stage zoomed
house to powerful $25,400 with
'Tough Guys^ (U).
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 35-55-65-

75)—'Submarine Patrol' (20th) (2d
wk). Will get around $7,500, fair
enough, after okay initial session at
$14,100. 'Stablemates' (M-G) due to
replace shortly.
United Artists (B&K-UA) (1,700;

85-55-65-75) — '(Sreat Waltz' (M-G)
(2d wk). Disney's 'Ferdinand'
(RKO) getting plenty of billing and
unquestionably adding to the gross,
which

. is fine. here. Better than
$13,000 this week, plenty merry,
after, excellent $16,100 last week.
Woods (Es^aness) (1,300; 25-35-40)

•—'Cipher' (GN) and 'Forbidden Ter-
ritory' (Hoffberg). Just a fair combo
that win. be under usual talce here
at $3,200 for the session. Last week,
•Mars' (U) plus 'Bengal' (Rep) big
$6,600.

'COWBOY' 106, BUFf

.

ISN'T COMPLAINING

Buffalo, Nov, 29.
Current grosses are leveling out,

although the general average is sub-
st'antially above normal,

Eestlmates for This Week
Buffalo (Shea) (3,500; 30-35-55)—

Shining Hour' (M-G). Not showing
any particular strength at around
$12,000. Last week 'Stablemates'
(M-G) and.Wences in person got up
to satisfactory $13,500.
Century ,Shea) (3,000; 25-35)—

Submarine Patrol' (20th). Fine
$8,000. Last week 'Young Doctor
Kildare' (M-G) and 'Annabel' (RKO)
okay at nice $7,000.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,00; 30-50)—

Cowboy and Lady' (UA). Drawing
despite indifferent reviews and paced
for- neat $10,000. Last week, 'Great
Waltz' (M-G) came up for good fin-
ish and closed well at over $9,000.

.o?JPP (Shea) (2,100; 24-40)—
Stablemates' (M-G) (2d run). Okay
$7,000 in sight. Last week 'Suez'
(20th) (2d run), failed to show much

strength for five days going to only
$4,300.
Lafayette (Ind.) (3,300; 25-35)—

•Little Tough Guys'. (U) and 'Last
Express' (U). Aiming for very good.
$10,000. La:st week 'Service de Luxe'
(U) and 'Freshman Year' (U) low
for the month, but stiU okiy at
$7,000.

'ANGELS' AN6EUC I3G,

CINCY; 'HOUR' NSG lOG

Cincinnati; Nov. 29.
Pic biz by and large on the up this

week, despite burg's first cold snap
of the season. Current b. o. topper'
is 'Angels with Dirty Faces' at the
Palace, which is several G's ahead
of the Albee's 'Shining Hour.' Lyric'
is enjoying a black feast on "Blendie.'
Keith's is fetching fair returns on
'Mad Miss Manton.'

In second week of vaudfilm, <the
Shubert is. doing okay with 'Listen
Darling' and Count Berni Vici's vmit.
Latter is big 'lettering Schlepperman,
lately on Jack Benny's radio show.

" Estimates for This -^k
Albee (RKO) (3,3C ^5-42)—

•Shining Hour' (M-G). S..,/ $10,000.
Same -last week on 'If King' (Par).
Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 35-42)—

'Brother RaV. (WB) (2d run). Very
good $6,500. Last week, 'My HeartV
(UA) (2d run), fair $5,000.
Family (RKO) ' (1,000; 15-25)—

'Man from Music Mountain' (Rep),
'Illegal Traffic' (Par), 'Sons of Le-
gion*^ (Par), singly. . Fair $2,000. Last
week, 'Girls on Probation' (WB)j and
'Sharpshooters' (20th), split, average
$2 200
Gm'nd (RKO) (1,200; 25-40)—'Dr.

KiMare' (M-G) (2d run). Mild
$2,00ff. Last week, 'Great Waltz'
(M-G) (3d run), okay $2,500.
Keith's (Libson) (1,500; 35-42)—

'Miss Manton' (RKO). Normal $4,500.
Ditto last week with 'Dr. Kildare'
(M-G).
Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 35-42)—'Blon-

die' (Col). Excellent $6,000. Last
week, 'Men Wings' (Par) (2d run),
poor $3,200.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 35-42)—'An-

gels with Dirty Faces' (WB). Very
good $13,000. Same last week on
'Brother Rat' (WB).
Shubert (RKO) (2 150; 35-40-60)—

'Listen Darling' (M-G) and Count
Berni Vici's unit with Schlepperman,
comic dialectician, featured. Okay
$12,500. Last week, 'Affairs of Anna-
bel' (RKO) and Clyde McCoy and
Don Bestor orchestras heading stage
show in first week pf vaudfilm, good
$14,000.

'ANGELS^VAUDE

20G, 'HEART'

18G,D.C.

Washington, Nov. 29.

Record Indian summer collapsed
Thanksgiving Day with heavy snow
and siege of bitter cold. Resultantly,
both last and this week's takes are
10% off due to weather.

'Angels with IJirty Faces,' at Earle,
is leading the town with big gross
despite snow. 'There Goes My Heart,'
at Capitol, is next, and 'Great Waltz,'
at the Palace, is third.

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (LOew) (3,434; 25-35-40-66)—'Goes My Heart' (UA) and vaude.

Pic only draw and getting passable
$18,000. Last week, 'Shining Hour'
(M-G) missed expected holiday biz
and dropped to average $20,000.
Columbia (Loew) (1,234; 25-40)—

'Around Corner' (20th) (2d run).
Back downtown after nice stay at

Capitol and should get solid $4,500.

Last week, 'Suez' (20th) (2d run),
acceptable $4,200.

Earle (WB) (2,216; 25-35-40-66)—
'Angels with Dirty Faces' (WB) and
vaude. Big bally, nice reviews and
good word-of-mouth on pic and revue
leading town with big $20,000. Last
week, 'Sisters' (WB) took licking on
holiday to drop to average $16,0()0,

Keith's (RKO) (1,830; 35-55)—
•Peck's Bad Boy' (RKO). Disney's
'Ferdinand,' and 'March of Time'
given equal billing in ads and big-
gest play in the reviews. Shorts will
carry week to satisfactory $6,500.

Last week. 'Service de Luxe' (RKO)
passable S4.500, six days.
Met (WB) (1.600; 25-40)—'Girls

School' (Col). First run in spot that
has been specializing in repeats
headed into fair $3,500. Last week,
•Brother Rat' (WB) (2d run) in sec^

ond week of repeat $3,700, okay.
Palace (Loew) (2,242; 35-55)—

'Great Waltz' (M-G). Average $15.-

500. Last week. •If King* (Par) (2d

week) dropped to $7,000 for six days.

First Rons on Broadway
(Subject to Change)

Week of Dec. 1

Astor— •M a r i e . Antoinette'
(MG) (16th week)..
Capitol — 'The Great Waltz'

(MG) (2d wk).
Criterion — 'Spring Madness'

(MG).
(Reviewed in Vawety, Nov, 16)

Globe—'Sharpshooter' (20th).

Music Hall—'Cowboy and the
Lady' (UA) (2d wk).
Paramount—'Say It in French'

(Par) (30).

(Reviewed in Current Issue)

Rlaltfr—'Shadows Over Shang-
hai' ^GN) (30).

Elvoll-^'Up the River' (20th).
(Reviewed in VABiEiy, Nov. 9)

Roxy—'Just Around the Cor-
ner' (20th).
(Reviewed in VAimiY, Nov. 2)

Strand — 'Angels- with Dirty
Faces' (WB) (2d wk).

Week of Dec. 8
Capitol — 'Out West with the

Hardy's' (MG).
(Reviewed in Variry, Nov. 23)

Criterion—'Storm Over Ben-
gal' (Rep).
Paramount—^'Artists and Mo-

dels Abroad' (Par) (7).

Blalto — 'Last Warning.' (U)
(7).

Rivoll—'Up the River (20th)

(2d wk).
Boxy—^^ahks for Every-

. thing' (2pth) (9th),

Strand — 'Angels with Dirty
Faces' (WB) (3d wk).

Balto B.O.S Boned

Under Snow; Hardys'

Thaws Out OK 16G

Baltimore, Nov. 29.
Anticipated big holiday doings took

it on the chin , here with the worst
November. ^riOw in 68 years reaching
its height Thanksgiving day.

'Out West with the Hardys' getting
bulk of the play at Loew's Century.
Some interest in 'Angels- with Dirty
Faces' at the Stanley, but .having dif-
ficulty getting into the right groove;

Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 15-25-

35-40-55)—'Out West with Hardys'
(M-G). Leading town with a healthy
$16,000. Farewell appearances of
D'Artegaj heading stage flash, given
some added bally. Last week 'Shin-
ing Hour' (M-G) got some mild in-
terest to $8,900.

Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,205;
15-25-35-40-55-66)—'Peck's Bad Boy*
(RKO) plus Disney's 'Ferdmand the
Bull' and Major Bowes stage 'unit.

Slow coming out .of doldrums with
possible $11,000 the count. Last week,
'Man Remember' (RKO) and Happy
Felton built nicely to $12,700.

Keith's (Schanberger) (2,460; 15-
25-35-40-55)-^'If King' (Par) (2d
wk). Holding in fairish style to $7,-
500, after good opener to $10,600.

New (Mechanic) (1,558; 15-25-35-
55)—'Around Corner* (20th). Rather
mild $4,500. Last week, second of
'Submarine Patrol' added a so-so $3,-
200 to opening $4,000.

Stanley (WB) (3,250; 15-25-35-40-
55)—'Angels with Dirty Faces' (WB).
Not really getting under way because
of weather. Will garner a fairish $10,-
000. Last week, 'Men Whigs' (Par)
fell down on its second week to bare
$3,300 after chalking up a nice $12,-
2O0 for its opener.

Despite the Storms, Bway Biz Cheery;

'Cowhoy Punchy lOSG, 'Angels -Lewis

Wing toUm,W Glides OK 33G

Thanksgiving's snowstorm and un-
seasonable cold was something the
managerial doctor didn't order, but
in spite of it, the grosses are highly
respectable where attractions are on
display. No matter, what the
weather may be or what other alibis
are propounded, if the pictures have
any value at all, they draw busi-
ness-just the isame; However,' this
week's total at the Broadway box
offices would be higher had not Tur-
key Day brought a blizzard.
The matinees Thursday (24) were

terrific but at night, it was estimated,
the snow cost most theatres from
30-50% in business. Result was that
matinee take in most cases doubled
the receipts from 6 p. m. on. Fri-
day. (25) was under normal also but
the weekend Was .generally good;
with result that grosses maintain a
healthy position.
Top busmess is being done by

'Cowboy and Lady,' at . the Music
Hall; 'Angels with Di^ Faces,' with
Ted Lewis, at the. Strand, and 'Great
Waltz,' at the Capitol, followed by
better than average gates for two
lesser' first-runs.
'Cowboy' has a chance to elbow up

to $105,000, great, and holds over,
while the -Cagney. picture at the
Strand, stanchioned by a strong
stage show, may hit $50,000.or close.
This will be the highest for the
Strand since it started pit shows this
season. Also holds. Although it did
not get good notices, Waltz' will
end comfortably in the profit column
with about $33,000 and also sticks a
second session. >

Two secondary" first-run entries
that are running to good form are
'Listen, Darling,' which will top $8,-
000 at the Criterion, and 'Crime
Takes a Holiday,' a Globe business-
getter at $9,000. 'Crime' may be
held over- on this pace, best in long
time here.
Second-run State, with 'If I Were

King' and Jack Denny, 'orchestra,
could be better but okay at $20,000
or bit over. Holdovers of 'Sub Pa-
trol' at Roxy and 'Arkansas Trav-
eler,' plus Larry Clinton, at the Par
(latter washing up last night Tues-
day), don't go into ' the record as
raves, either, but both are entered
for satisfactory profit. Roxy will get
about $30,000, while Par finished at
$31,000,
Creepers are 'Law West of Tomb-

stone' at $5,700 on 6% days ending
last night (Tues.) at the Rialto, ana
'Little Touih Guys in Society' on its

second (final) week at the Rivoli,
where only about $4,000 is indicated
for it.

Rialto opens 'Shadows Over iShang-
hai' today (Wed.), while Riv ot>tained
a picture from 20th-Fox, 'Up the
River,' lor Friday (2) opening. Par's
new show today (Wed.), ia lor only
one Week, is 'Say It in French' ana
Count Basie. Sid Luckman and
other football players on the Colum-
bia team are taking a bow here to-
morrow night (Thurs.).

Estimates for This Week
Astor (1,012; 55-$1.10-$1.65-$2.20)—

'Antoinette' (M-G) (16th week).
Closing date, set for Sunday (27),
chang'ed again and n6w indefinite
but may be this coming Sunday (4),

with 'Pygmalion' (M-G) at pop
prices slated to follow. Last week
(15th) 'Antoinette' got $4;40e, which,
it is claimed, pays its expenses this
far down on the run.

Capitol (4,520; 25-35-55-85-$1.25)—

Tbank^^viBg's a Turkey in Qeve.;

But 'Out West' 17G, 'Angels' 14G

Cleveland, Sept. 29.

It was a turkey week in more than

one sense for three houses that tried

to build up family trade by getting

strictly matinee products. Not-so-
strong bills are taking a lacing
nights, when out-of-school youngsters
go to bed, and two days of slushy
storms kept a lot of drivers home.

'Out West with Hardys' is the best,

all-around investment, doing a Ho-
race Greeley for the State that will

count up to $17,000. Palace's combo
of Ben Blue's unit and 'Just Around
the Corner,' isn't pulling house over
the red line. WiU be pushed into

third place by Hipp's energetic 'An-
gels.'

After two sad days with 'Peck's

Bad Boy,' Allen rushed in 'Annabel'
but it isn't doing much better.

Estimates for This Week
Allen (RKO) (3,500; 30-35-42-55)—

'Annabel' (RKO). Listless comedy
with same results if it lasts a week;
not more than $3,100. 'Peck's Bad
Boy' (RKO) yanked after two days
and miserable $500. hast week,
'Brother Rat' (WB) on a shift from
Hipp copped $4,000, average.

Hipp (Wsarners) (3,700; 30-35-42-
55) — 'Angels With Dirty Faces'
(WB). Three magnetic names on the
marquee and oke story hitting it

along nicely for $14,000, satisfactory.
Last week 'Submarine Patrol' (20th)
skidded on the ice for a fall that
hurt, $9,500.
Palace (RKO) (3,200; 30-35-42-55-

65)—'Around Corner' (20th) and Ben
Blue topping vaude. Shirley Temple
getting them during matinees, but
the evening sessiont, just bring loud
groans, despite okay stage bill. WiU
be an agreeable surprise if $13,000
is maintained. Last week, 'G^irls'

School' (RKO) plus Gypsy Rose Lee
unit was shaken down to $12,000,
fair.

State (Loew's (3,450; 30-35-42-55)—
'Out West with Hardys' (M-G). A
holiday natural, climbing steadily at
all performances to $17,000, fine.

'Shining Hour' (M-G) last week was
only fair $10,000.
SUllman (Loew's) (1,972; 30-35-42-

55)—'Shining Hour' (M-G). Carted
over from the State and limning
along to $4,000. Last week, 'Great
Waltz' (M-Q) also on an h.d. had
more appeal with $1,500, nice.

'Great Waltz' (M-G). Hurt by
weather and reviews but strong
enough on draught to get about $33,-
000 the- first week; good profit, and
holds. Last week, third for 'Cita-

'

del' (M-G), $19,000, o. k«
Criterion (1,662; 25-40-55)—-'Listen,

Darling' (M-G). This is second
Metro first-run in here and doing
much better than average, looking
over $6,000. Last week, 'Illegal

Traffic' (Par) floundered, $6,500.
Globe (1,274; 25-40-^5)—'Crime

Takes Holiday' (Col). Racing smarts
ly lor a likely $9,000, very good, and
may be retained second week. In
ahead, 'Mr. Wong' (Mono) slowed to
$7,500 but quite all right.

-

Palace (1,700; 25-35-55)—'Certain
Age' (20th) and 'Man to Remember'
(RKO), both 2d run, twinned. In,

for eight days and good at probable
$9,500. Six-day run ahead of 'Sisters*

(WB) (2d run) and 'Torchy Gets
Man' (WB) Ust run), only $6,000^

• Paramount (3,664; 2S-35-55-85-9»)—
'Say It in French' (Par) and Count
Basie, Buck and Bubbles, others, -

opens here this morning (Wed.), loir
lowing two week? ol 'Ark Traveler*
(Par) and Larry Clinton, HtSt X>t.

which was $37,000, second $31,000,
This isn't big but it . adds to; laip
profit.
Radio City Music Kali (5,980; 40-

80-84-99-$1.65)—'Cowboy and Lady'
(UA) and stage show. Money ,is

comhig. in oh thi? one in hunks,
chtince being good lor $105,000, ex-
cellent. Holds over. Last 'week, '60

Glorious Years' (RKO>, $50,000, poor.
Rialto (750; 25-40-55>r-'Shadows

Over Shanghai' (GN). Opens here
today (Wed.), after 6% days of 'Law
West of Tombstone' (RKO) at $5JOO.
just so-so. Ahead -of that 'Exposed*
(U) on five days slightly over $5,000.
Blvoll (2,092; 25-55-75-86)-^^Tough

Guys in Society' (U) (2d-final week).
A n. o. horror here, looking $4;000
tops this week '(2d) after first of.

$6,000. House has 'Up the River*
(20th) for opening Friday (2).

Principal difficulty has been find-

ing product worthy of theatre and'
policy.
Roxy (5,836; 25-40-55-75)—'Sub

Patrol' (20th) and stage show (2d-
final week). Holding up fairly , for
$3O;D00 or thereabouts, after first

week of $44,500, good.
Strand (2,767; 25-55-75)—'Angels

with Dirty Faces* (WB) and, on
stage, Ted Lewis. Strongest Show
house has had since putting in fleslv

mjajr finish high in nroflt column at
$50,000 or close. Holds over; Last
week, third for 'Rat* (WB) and Al
Donahue, Jane Bryan and others,

$20,000, good.
State (3,450; 35-55-75)—'If I Were

King' iPaV (2d run) and Jack Dennjr.
orchestra. Business not sniart..but
satisfactory at $2O.0O0, same as Sctwed
last week with 'Stablemates' (M-G)
and Joe Bines orch, Ella Logan, oth-
ers. "King* strongly milked on first-

run engagement of four weeks at
the Par across the street.

'Suez' Padng Montreal

At 8G; lots of H.O.S

Montreal, Nov, 29.

Capitol out in front with 'Suez,*
pacing for a good $8,000, Three
other first-runs are repeating on b.Q.
sessions. 'Dracula' and 'Franken-
stein' warmed-up horror at the
Princess doing much better than ex-
pected.

Estimates for This Week
Palace (CT) (2'i700; 25-45-55)'—If

King' (Par) (2d wk). After very
good $8,500 last week should con-
tinue with fair enough $5,000 cur-
rently.

Capitol (CT) (2,700; 25-45-55)—
'Suez' (20th )i Should show very
nice $8,000. easily topping town. H.o.
of 'Boys Town* (M-G) grossed nice
$5,000.

Loew's (CT) (2.800; 25-34-40)—
'Man Remember' (RKO) and Holly-
wood Laff Parade unit. Cannot see
better than $5,000, n.s.g. Last week
'Listen, Darling' (M-G) and Milt
Britton band, $6,000.

Princess (CT) (2,300; 25-34-50)—
•Dracula' and 'Frankenstein' (U) (2d
wk). Still crowding 'em in with
outlook for $5)000 after surprising
smash gross Of $6,500 last week.
Orpheum (Ind) (1,100; 25-40-50)—

'Young Heart' (UA) and 'Touchddwn
Army^ (Par) (3d wk). Still a natural
with $3,000 in sight. Excellent $3,500
last week.
Cinema de Paris (France-Film)

(600; 25-50)—'La Tragedie Imperiale*
(2d wk). Good chance for nice
$1,800. Okay $2,200 last session.

St. Denis (France-J'ilm) (2,300} 20-
34)—'Prisons Sans Barreaux' and
'Etes-Vous Jalouse.' Around aver<*
age, $4,000. Last week 'Trois Artil-
leurs en "Vadrouille' and 'Port Ar-
thur,' middling $3,800.
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Pitt Snowed Out; 'Angels 191/26,

'Hearf-Hesh 17G, Senator Preems

Pittsburgh. Nov. 29.

Worst holiday week around here

•within the oldest settler's memory.

Heavy snowstorm and freezing tem-

peratures knocked the bottom out ol

practically everything.

Only Penn with 'Angels with Dirty

Faces' is bucking conditions success-

fully, but it'll still wind up several

grand,under expectations. New Har-

ris house, Senator, with John Boles

in person and 'Service de Luxe,' got

a tough break at getaway and will

wind up plenty in the red.

Maxlne Sullivan, Dick Poran and
Hoger Pryor helping 'There Goes
My Heart' keep Stanley's head
slightly above water, but 'Little

Tough Guys in Society' is dying at

fthe Fulton and not even raves for

•Man to Remember,' on dual with
*Nahcy Drew, Detective,' can help
the Warner currently.

Estimates for This Week
Alvin (Harris) (1,850; 25-35-50)—

•Atound Corner' (20th)- Poorest
grosser in the entire Shirley Temple
series. Cricks called it an also-ran
for the moppet, but they've done that
before and tiny star has still come
through at b.'o. Not this time, how-
ever, and with weather adding an
extra, kick in the pants, will be
lucky to grab $6,200, awful. Last
•week 'Girls School' (Col) and 'Mr,

Moto' (20th), just fair at $5,800.
Falton (Shea-Hyde) (1,750; 25-40)

—Little Tough Guys' (U). Taking
it on the chm along with the rest
of them. Looks for $3,000, deep in
the doghouse. Last week 'Dark
Rapture' (U) excellent at $5,500 in
eight days, snowstorm dropping it to
nothing after great start.

Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 25-35-
50)^'Angels with Dirty Faces' (WB).
Smash written aU over this ojie.

Holds for an extra day in order to
get house back to regular Friday
opening (2) and with the extra help-
ing will grab around $19,500, sensa-
tional, considering bad weather.
Last week 'Shining Hour' (M-G) big
disappointment, imder $12,000.

Senator (Harris) (1,800; 25-35-50)
^'Service de Luxe* (U) and John
Boles in person. Newest house in
Senator chain getting it in the neck
at getaway. House situated poorr
ly and. operators have a job on their
hahds re-establishing what was once
old Aldine. Figures to stick in fu-

ture to double-bills and, upon dcca
sion, singles that other Harris first'

runner downtown, Alvin, can't use.
Bed aplenty this week at $7,000.

Siuiley (WB) (3,600; 25-40-60)—
*Goes My Heart' (UA) and Roger
Pryor, .Maxine Sullivan, Dick Foran,
Ann Miller on stage. Headed for
$17,000, not profitable, but under the
circumstances ' satisfactory. Last
week 'Miss Manton' (RKO) and Hor
ace Heldt finished at $27,000.
Warner (WB) (2,000; 25-40)—"Man

llemembfer* (RKO) and 'Nancy Drew'
(WB). Rave reviews for 'Remember*

' and plenty of follow-up enthxisiasm
in the columns, but all of no avail.
liOolES like $3,900, if that, terrible.
Last week 'Citadel' (H-G) fine at
$7,000 on heels of smash stanza at
Penn.

Shining Hour* (M-G) and 'Mysteri-
ous Moto' (20th). Aiming at $8,500.

nice. Last week, 'If King' (Par) and
'Safety, in Numbers' (20th), $9,000,

Orpheum (Blank) (3,000: 10-25-40)

—'Out West with Hardys' (M-G) and
'Exposed' (U). Heading for $12,500,

socko. Last week, 'Valley of Giants'
(WB) and 'Five of Kind' (20th),

ended with $8,500, good.
Paramount (Blank) (3,000; 10-25-

40) — 'Drums' (UA) and 'Swing
Cheer' (U). Mediocre $5,000 as
lOUSe shutters. Last week 'Men
Wings' (Par) and 'Campus Confes-
sions' (Par), dual, moveover from
Omaha for second week, split with
'Four's Crowd' (WB) and 'Strange
Faces' (U), dual, $4,500, n.g.

Town (Goldberg) (1,250; 10-20-25)
—'Law of Texans' (Col), 'Crime
Ring' (RKO) and 'Kentucky Home'
(Mon), first-run tripler, split with
'Crime Takes Holiday' (Col), first

run, 'Missing Guest' (U) and 'Sing
Sinners' (Par), tripler. Headed for
$1,500, good. Last week, 'Come on
::iangers' (Rep), 'Reformatory' (Col)
and 'Bordertown' ' (RKO-reissue),
first-run tripler, split with 'Pride of
West' (Par), 'County Fair* (Mon),
first-runs, and 'Daughters' (WB),
xipler, $2,200, excellent, helped by
Roy Rogers' p.a.

'Hardy'$im
'Ai^' Sock lOG,

AU o( K. C Big

ROONEY 12V2G , OMAHA
•Anrels' Nice $8,500—Ditto for 'Hour

Daal; B.O:..Qke

, Omaha, Nov. 29.
Grosses here sky-rocketed this

week altet so-so business the previ-
ous seven days. First-runs reported
Thanksgiving business about 25 per
cent ahead of last year and .su-
burbans said wickets were spinning
• little more briskly, for a change.
Mickey Kooney, Omaha's No. _

•hero since 'Boys Town' was filmed
here last summer, was packing them
at the Orpheum in 'Out West With
the Hardys' for a socko $12,500. The
theatre playing a Rooney picture in
this man's town couldn't do much
better if the moppet were here in
person.

Brandeis, smaller first-run house,
more than doubled house average
with 'Angels,' getting $8,500. The
Omaha was headed for the same
gross with 'Shining Hour' drawing
the too-too trade. The Paramount, a
3,000-seater, open a month on an ex-
perimental basis, is to shutter Wed-
nesday (30) after n.g. grosses^

Estimates for This Week
Avenue - Dundee - Military (Gold-

berg) (950-810-650: 10-25)—'Can't
Take It' (Col), split with 'Crime
Takes Holiday* (Col), 'Give Me
Sailor' (Par) and 'Lady Objects'
(Col), tripler. Looks like $2,200,
good. Last week, 'Boys Town'
(M-G), split with 'Sing Sinners'
(Par) and 'Give Million' (20th), dual,
•well for $2,300.
Brandeis (Singer-RKO) (1,250; 10-

25-35-40)—'Angels' (WB). Should
get $8,500^ terrific, and will hold for
second stanza. Last week, 'Brother
Rat' (WB) and 'Tarnished Angel'
(RKO), dual, snlit with 'Breaking
Ice' (RKO) and 'Smashing Rackets'

(RKO), dual, gla'l to get $4,600,

mediocre. . ,

Omaha (Blank) (2,000; 10-25-40)—

Kansas City. Nov. 29.

Holiday and good weather gave all

houses a head start, and biz held a
strong pace all week. Midland and
Orpheimi having a \ large session,

both seeing figures among their very

best, Hardy family being the reason

at Loew's and 'Angels with Dirty

Faces' responsible for the Orph's

success.

Newman has a holdover in prog-

ress, 'Men with Wings' carrying right

along to a strong second "week after

nudging the house's limits in its first

stanza.

Annual auto show opened in the

municipal auditorium with an at-

tendance cof over 15,000 Saturday.

Admission is 40c per person. Show
offers an amateur contest as enter-

tainment and adds a strong competi-
tive attraction to theatres for the
week.
Fox Mid-West's Tower is currently

using a Paramount release of
'Campus Confessions/ giving an idea
of the product scramble among first

runners here. Bernie Cummins band
on the stage is showing about aver-
age draw.
Vogue theatre, which reopened a

week ago with a policy of foreign
films only, continues its showing of
'Mayerling' into its second week, and
easily appears set for a third week
to come.

' Estimates for This Week
Esquire and Uptown (Fox Mid-

west) (820; 1,200; 10-25-40)—'Sub-
marine Patrol* (20th). Brought in
day and date on Wednesday, day
early. Looks to hold eight days, as
biz is substantial, though not excep
tional, with $7,300 in sight. Last
week 'Dark Rapture' (20th) in both
houses was cut to, six days as re-
turns faded to $4,800 combined, poor,
and figured not the type for these
houses.
Midland (Loew's) (3,573; 10-25-40)

—'Out West with Hardys' (M-G)
and 'Adventure in Sahara' (Col).
Biz bullish from start and may hit
$18,500, virtual tops for this house,
Last week 'Shinirig Hour' (M-G)
and 'Blondie' (Col) doubled for a
strong take of $18,000, best in six
months.
Newman (Paramount) (1,900; 10-

25-40)—'Men Wings' (Par) (2d wk)
Currently looks good for $6,000,
which, added to first week's $11,000,
makes a peak total.

Orpheum (RKO) (1,400; 10-25-40)—^"Angels with Dirty Faces' (WB).
Clicked from the start and will come
in at $10,000 for the week, with a
holdover certain. Best figure since
house was reopened in September.
Last week 'Magnificent Obsession*
(U) and 'All Quiet* (U) garnered
$4,800, fair.

Tower (Fox Midwest) (2,050; 10-
25-35-55) — 'Campus ' Confessions'
(Par) with Bernie Cummins' band
on stage. Drawing power about
evenly si>lit here, and gross of $11,-
000 for eight days satisfactory. Last
week 'Five of Kind' (20th) with
'Boystown' imit of 70 youngsters on
the stage showed only fair drawing
power at $9,000.

'Cowboy' $4,500, Temple

Dual $2,900, Lincoh

Lincoln, Nov. 29.

Whiz weekend, what with a

whopper Turkey day opening and a

big pre-Xmas parade. 'Cowboy and
the Lady' bowed at the Stuart to

good strade. Lincoln's dual, Temple
and 'Swing That Cheer,' oke, too.

Closing of houses starts shortly.

J. H. Cooper loses the Liberty (1),

while T. B. Noble's string Virill be
lessened by one (Kiva) about the

same time. Orph remodelling seems
like a myth, having week-to-weeked
from the original closing date (Nov.
1) until the promise now is for Dec.
11, but that's not definite.

Estimates for This Week
Colonial (NTI-Noble-Monroe) (750;

10-15)—'Gold Mine' (Rep) and 'Night
Hawk' (Rep) split with 'Overland
Stage Raiders' (Rep) and 'Crime
Over London' (GB). Fair, $800". Last
week 'RoUin' Plains' (GN) and
'Amateur Crook' (Cap) split -with
'Billy the Kid Returns' (Rep). Lat-
ter opening with a p.a. by Roy.
Rogers, $1,400, fine.

Kiva (NTI-Noble) (440; 10-15-25)—'Drums' (UA). Brought over from
the Varsity, but held here for no
apparent reason. Slim $500. Last
week 'Brother Rat' (WB), h.o. from
Varsity, all right, $1,000.
Liberty (LTC-Cooper) (1,200; 10-

15)—'Arrest Bulldog' (Par) and
'Prairie Justice' (U) split with 'Sharp
Shooters' (20th) and 'Sons of Legion'
(Par). Light $800 in prospect. Last
week 'Dracula' (U) and 'Franken-
stein' (U) split with 'Rose Rio Grand'
(Mono) and 'lUegal Traffic' (Par),
very good, $1,200.
Lincoln (LTC-Cooper) (1,600; 10-

15-25-35)—'Around Corner' (20th)
and 'Swing Cheer' (U): Pretty good,
$2,900. Last week 'Straight, Place'
(20th) and 'Always Trouble' (20th)

$2,700.
Orpheum (LTC-Cooper) (1,350; 10-

20-25)—'If King' (Par), (2d wk),
splitting with 'Five of Kind' (20th).

Generally slow, $900. Last week
'King Alcatraz' (Par) and 'Listen
Darfiig' (M-G), fair $900. ^

Stdart (LTC-Cooper) (1,900; 10-25-

40)-:-'Cowboy and Lady' (UA). Do-
ing very flme biz, toward $4,500. Last
week 'It King' (Par) got a bare
$3 200
Varsity (NTI-Noble) (1,100; 10-25-

35)—'Down in Arkansas' (Rep) and
•Lady Objects' (Col). Pace generally
slow luclnr to get $1*700. Last week
•Drums' (UA). tepid $1,800.

'Ai^elsVllarlii^' Hrffy $2S,I

h Frisco; 'flour'-'Droiiinoiid' 14G

COLMANDUAL

(WB) and 'Met My Love Again'
(UA) dual. Perking along for healthy
returns, $1,600 indicated. Last week,
'Bluebeard's Eighth Wife' (Par) and
'Second Honeymoon' (20th) split with
'Jungle Love' (Par) and 'Slight Case
of Murder' (WB), came through for
satisfactory $1,600.

RialtQ (Fourth Ave.) (3,000; 15-30-
40)—If King' (Par) and 'Bulldpg
Drummond' (Par). This pair got a
healthy share of the biz in town.
Take has $7,500 indications, and may-
be more. Last week, 'Around Corner'
(20th) and 'Swing Cheer' (U), plus
'River,' which garnered som6 daSs
trade, all summed Up to okay $6,500.
Strand (Fourth Ave.) (1,400; 15-30-

40)—'Thanks for Memory' (Par) and
'Illegal Traffic' (Par). Combo shar-
ing in general b.o. upbeat and holi^
day takings, but indications are that
biz will sag as week progresses.
Stretching toward moderate $2,400.
Last week, 'Annabel' (RKO) and
'Tarnished Angel' (RKO), mUd
$2,700,

Uy Dual Hits

$11^ in Indpk;

Snow Socks B.O.

Louisville, Nov. 29.

First-rate attractions and cold

weather are piling 'em in at the film

louses, all of which had Thanksgiv-
ing Day openings, and as a conse-

quence will have eight days to amass
sizeable grosses. Pic houses vied with
;he traditional high school game be-
tween Male'and Manual boys sphools,

and hefty biz at night shows.
'Out West with the Hardys* on a

dual at Loew's State heads the week's
openers, and word-of-mouth is build-

ing it to where it will be comparable
with 'Love Finds Andy Hardy.' 'If

I Were King' also dualed at the Rial-
to, is pushing along strongly for sec-

ond honors, and is making a de-
cidedly prqfitable showing. 'Angels
with Dirty Faces' at the Mary An-
derson ofEjto a fiying start, and indi-

cations are for a neat profit on the
week, and h.o. in prospect.

Estimates for This Week
Brown (Loew's - Fourth Ave.)

(1,000: 15-30-40) — 'Shining Hour'
(M-G) and 'Blondie' (Col). Winning
combo shifted here from Loew's
State, and hitting along at a nice
pace, around $2,600, okay. Last week,
'Citadel' (M-G) and 'Girl's School'
(Col), rounded out fair $1,800.
Kentucky (Switow) (900; 15-25)—

'Lucky Star* (20th) and 'Hold Co-
Ed' (20th). Biz on the upbeat with
coming of colder weather, and cur-
rently pointing to healthy $1,800.
Last week, 'Carefree' (RKO) and
'Four's a Crowd' (WB), satisfactory
$1,700.
Loew's State (Loew's) (3,100; 15

30-40)—'Out West with Hardys'
(M-G) and 'Adventure in Sahara'
(Col). Another Mickey Rooney tri'

uinph, and garnering plenty of fav'
orable word-of-mouth among young
and old. Heavy play, at the wicket
will push the take to splendid $11,000
and probable h.o. Last week, 'Shining
Hour' (M-G) and 'Blondie' (Col)
copned attention to tally firm $7,500.
Mary Anderson (Libson) (1,000

15-30-40)—'Angels with Dirty Faces'
(WB). Showing plenty of b.o.
strength as a single, and at the cur-
rent rate should stand a h.o. chance,
With help of four-day holiday spell,
this pic is set for smash $7,000. Last
week, the third, for 'Brother Rat,'
wound up with satisfactory $2,500.
Ohio (Settos) (900; 15)—'College

Swing* (Par) and 'Mr. Moto' (20th)
dual, split with 'Blondes at Work

Indianapoliif, No^^. 20.

Ice and snow-covered streets and
highways accompanying the first

cold wave of the season here slack-

ened the pace somewhat at most of

the box offices in the downtown sec-

tor over the weekend. However,
taking advantage of. opening a day
earlier than usual on Thanksgiving
Day (24) and getting holiday prices
to start with, 'Out West with the
Hardys' zoomed the grOsS at Loew's
to strong proportions with the aid of
'Ferdinand the Bull' and 'Adventure
in Sahara.'
Runnerrup honors were copped by

.

the vaudfilm Lyric with Herbie Kay.
and his orchestra and 'Nancy Drew,
Detective,' a combination which- is

turning in a fairly good gross. Other
first run houses are trailing along
with slow takes.

Estimates for This Week
Apollo (Katz-Dolle) (1,100: 25-30-

40) — 'Walking Dead* (WB) and
'White Zombie^ (Sup). Revival of
thesa two horror films is not meeting
with the success that the same thea-
tre had recently on 'Dracula' and
'Frankenstein' dual. Current take
will be mild at $3,200 in spite of
moving up to holiday opening on
Thursday instead of Friday. Last
week 'If King' (Par) and 'Youth
Takes Fling* (U) stayed only six
days in its move-over stanza from
;he Indiana and finished at $1,900,
}ad.
Circle (Katz-Dolle) (2,800; 25-30-

40)—'Little Tough Guys* (U)' and
Storm* (U). Former pic given edge
in billing, but results are poor at
! 13,700. Last week 'Submarine Patrol'
(20th) and 'Always Trouble' (20th)
"ukewarm at $5,000, showing no
strength until final days.
Indiana (Katz-Dolle) (3,100; 25-30-

40)—'Angels with Dirty Facec' (WB)
and 'Swing That Cheer' (U) (2d wk).
Take light at $1,700 on three days,
house closing for rest pf week Sun-
day afternoon (27) after fire in ven-
tilator shaft. Same bill last week did
a strong $8,500.
Loew's (Loew's) (2,400; 25-30-40)

—'Out West with Hardys' (M-G) and
'Adventui'e in Sahara' (Col). Disney
cartoon, 'Ferdinand,' also given
strong mention in ads and Is help-
in" the Hardy pic to $11,500 in eight
days. May hold over for another
week. Last week 'Shining Hour'
(M-G) and 'Blondie* (Col) was okay
at $7,300.
Lyric (Olson) (1,900; 25-30-40)—

'Nancy Drew* (WB) and Herbie Kay
orchestra on stage. Latter given
strong billing in campaign. Results
are okay at $9,000. Last week
'Torchy Man* (WB) and Glen Gray's
Casa Loma band on stage did $10,000,
satisfactory.

San Francisco, Nov. 29.

Jimmy Cagney, who hasn't fared
yery well at the b.o. here for sev-
eral years, is staging a big come-
back in 'Angels With Dirty Faces,'

which is going great guns at the Fox
theatre this week. Crix went over-
board in their praise of film. Fox
theatre also has a strong second fea-
ture in 'Listen, Darling.'

Next best biz on the street is go-
ing to the Warfleld, which is show-
ing 'Shining Hour,' Exhiba are
breathing sigh of relief at departure
of Rudy Vallee, who drew over 100,-

000 people to auto show last week.

Estimates for This Week
Fox (F-WC) (5,000; 35-55-75)—

•Angels with Dirty Faces' (WB) and
'Listen, Darling* (M-G). By far the
strongest of the new shows on the
main stem. Jimmy Cagney stages a
real comeback in this Warner Bros,
totjghie, which gives the Fox some
food b.6. names this week. Great
25,000 in sight. Last week 'Brother

Rat' (WB) and 'King Alcatraz' (Par)
faded to poor $14,000.

Golden Gate (RKO) (2.850; 35-55)
—'Peck's Bad Boy' (RKO) with
Tommy Kelly heading the vaude-
ville bill. Best draw at the Gate
this week is Walt Disney short,
'Ferdinand.' Had hopes for bigger
play from kids with,this holiday, bill,

but biz looks fair $13,500. Last week
'Man to Remfember' (RKO) and 'Ice
Carnival' on the stage tallied disap-
pointing $12,000.
Orpheum (F&M) (2,440; 35-55)—

•Can't Take It' (Col) (2d wk). Word-
of-mouth comment, crix and public
reaction favorable. Second week un-
usually strong at $15,000. Last week
got teriflc $17,000.
Paramount (F-WC) (2,740; 35-55-

75)—'Submarine Patrol' (20th) and
'Down on Farm' (20), Opened on a
Tuesday instead of Thursday, and
picked up some extra coin. Notices
on 'Submarine' were mixed, but
can't complain as total count will
show $16,000 in the till. Jones Fam-
ily series very well liked here. Last
week (3d) did $5,000 with 'Suez.'
Final stint was short two days on
the week,

St. trancls (F-WC) (1,470; 35-55-
75)—'Brother Rat' (WB) and 'King
Alcatraz' (Par). 'Rat' didn't fare
so well as legit here, and same can
be said of film. Lo<iale of 'King
Alcatraz' a help at the b. o. Lucky
to get $5,000. Last week (2d) 'Stable-
mates' (M-G) and 'Road to Rome'
(U), $6,000, but as big as expected.
United Artists (Cohen) (1,200; 35-

55-65)—'Cowboy and Lady' (UA)
(2d wk). H. 0. stanza doing okay
at $8,000. Last week fast traveling
at $12,000.
Warfleld (F-WC) (2,680; 35-55-75)

—'Shining Hour (M-G) and 'Arrest
Bulldog Drummond' (Par). 'Hour*
has some great marquee names in
Crawford, SuUavan, Young, Doug-
las and Bainter. Hit $14,000, which
means that biz is way above aver-
age. Last week ^Great Waltz' (M-G)
and 'Speed Demon (20th) didn't fare
as well as anticipated, closing to tune
of $11,000.

TEMPLE-VAUDE 19G;

RECORD DENVER WEEK

Denver, Nov. 29.
Weekly averages here were dou-

bled by the Thanksgiving holiday.
At the Denver 'Just Around the Cor-
ner plus a stage show broke the
Thanksgiving record, while a five-
year record at the Paramount was
set by 'Brother Rat' and 'Gangster's
Boy.*

Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 25-40)—

'Young Heart' (UA). after a week at
the Denver. Strong $4,000, doing bet-

ter in proportion here than at the
Denver. Last week 'Sisters* (WB),
nice $3,750, following a week at the
Denver.
Broadway (Fox) (1,100; 25-40)—

'Young Dr. Kildare' (M-G) and 'Miss
Manton* (RKO), both after a week at
the Orpheum. Paced at lively $2,500,
good. Last week 'Citadel* (M-G)
and 'Listen, Darling* (M-G), fair $2,-
000 after a week at the Orpheum.
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 25-35-

40)—'If King' (Par). Beautiful $6,-
500 to overflow audiences, and will
hold over. Last week 'Men Wings'
(Par), in its second week, did a fair
$5,000.
Denver (Fox) (2,525: 25-35-50)—

'Around Corner' (20th). and stage
show. Broke Thanksgiving record.
Youngsters flock- here afternoons to
see Shirley Temple, while stage
show pulls adults at night. Mighty
$19,000 indicated. Last week 'Young
Heart' (UA), nice $8,500, and was
moved to the Aladdin.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 25-35-40)

—'Out West with Hardys' (M-G) and
'Tarnished Angel' (RKO). Another
place where they're standing in the
aisles daily. Sock $12,500 indicated,
but no holdover due to previous
film commitments. Last week 'The
Mad Miss Manton* (RKO) and
'Young Dr. Kildare' (M-G) were
okay at $9,000, and were moved to
the Broadway.
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 25-40)—

'Brother Rat' (WB) and 'Gangster's
Boy' (Mono). With $7,500 in the
strong box, a five-year record is

broken. Last week 'Road to Reno*
(U) and 'Youth Takes Fling* (U)
strong at $4,000.

Rialto (Fox) (878; 25-40)—'Sis-
ters* (WB), after a week at each
the Denver and Aladdin; and 'Swing
Cheer* (U). Nice $2,000 in sight.
Last week 'Suez* (20th), after a week
at each the Denver and Aladdin, and
'Last Express' (U) $2,000, good.
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G.U.T. Expects Gov t Aid to Check

Hoyt s Prod. Control in N. S. Wales

Sydney, Nov. 11.

Long tiwaited shOAv'down between
Hoyts circuit and Greater Union
Theatres chain in Australia is ex-

pected soon. I^atter is counting on
the government stepping in and tak-

ing a hand on Hoyt's alleged monop-
oly on ace product. This is expected

to take the form of legislation in

New South Wales Which would make-
It impossible for exhibition interests

to overstock on product to the detri>

ment of otlier exhibitors. How this

will be made effective is revealed in

the hint that such legislation would
void all contracts made "before pass-

age of the law;

GUT has appealed to Stevens to

keep the Olm mart open to it. Al-
though many predicted GUT would
inot last more than three, months
when Hoyts got propond^rance of

product, GUT is holding its own;
getting products from Universal, Rcr
public. Monogram, Cinesound,- some
Britishers plus a few Metro and Par
features.

Most drastic suggestion made re-

cently by GUT is that all pictures be
sold on a percentage' basis not ex-
ceeding 25% of the gross. It's said

exhibs have had to pay as high ais

80%. Other proposals submitted to

the government are: (1 ) aid for home
producers, (2) an Empire quota on a

reciprocal basis, (3) a better deal

for British product in this territory

and (3). some means to prevent full

domination of the local screen by
foreign (U.S.) interests.

Before the current governmental
itession ends, amended legislation

will be tried for various layouts in

the industry. Chief Secretary Gol-

lan is reported to have made many
suggestions, including registration of

American Alms in New South Wales,
registration fee for each U. S. picture

(money to aid in local production),

a Alms commission to handle indus-

try problems, control of theatre con-
struction and halting of unregistered

distributors ^rom becoming exhibi-

tors.

2D SELINKO NOVEL

FILMED IN HOLLAND

Amsterdam, Nov. 20.

Film rights of Annemarie Selinko's

second novel, 'Morgan 1st AUes Bes-

er' (All Will Be Better Tomorrow')

was purchased by Filmex for pro-

duction of a new Lilt Bouwmeester

vehicle in Dutch.

Picture will be made by the same
unit which recently produced
'Vaderdje Langbeen' ('Daddy Long
Legs'), but new company is to be
formed because of possible conse-

quences resulting from 20th-Fox's

suit against the latter film. Anne-
marie Selinko is already working on
the screenplay with Friedrich Zel-

nik, who will direct.

The same writer's first successful

novel, *I Was An Ugly Girl' Clch
war' ein hassliches Madchen'), was
also sold to Holland last year, but
will be filmed in France.

WB Chary of Sonets

Proposal of the Soviet Government
agency to buy 'Zola' and another
picture, 'They. Won't Forget,' from
Warner Bros., stands little chance of
going through. Price offered for two
subjects is understood not to . have
entered into dealings, picture com-
pany refusing to take a chance after
a previous buy experience.

In the other transaction seven or
eight years ago, 'Cabin in the Cot-
ton' was sought. After readying the
production with titles and delivering
print, man claiming to represent the
Soviets dropped entire matter and
has" not been heard from since.

FKENCHFnJHS

UPBEAT.GREECE

Washington, Nov. 29.

Mixed* r.epprts on popularity of

American films in Greece were re-»

ceived last week by the Department

of Commerce from the office of the

Amerciah commercial attache at

Athens.

While 60% of films received for

exhibition in Greece, between Oct.

1,*1937, and May 31, 1938, were of

U. S. origin, figures for 1938 show
'marked decline' in American partic-

ipation in the Greek film trade as

compared' with the previous year,

report stated. Skid 'was partly at-

tributed to the improvement In

French production and also to the
failure of a large number of Ameri-
can pix to 'arouse public interest.'

However, 'interest in original ver-

sions of American feature films was
further increased in 1938 and some
of the leading theatres exhibited
English-dialog films for full weeks
with satisfactory box office returns,'

report added.

'Snow White' Nixed For

Kids Under 14 in Holland

Amsterdam, Nov. 29.
'Snow White' (RKO), which had

its opening^ here at the Noggerath,
and in The Hague, Metropol and
Apollo, Is forbidden for children un'>
der 14, according to censor's decision.
RKO's. only chance was to cut

some of the 'frightening' scenes, but
Walt Disney refused.

Mexico Spurns

Italian Film;

Cuba's Iba Nix

Mexico City» Nov. 29.

'Scipio Africanus,' Italian - pro-
duced, seems to be definitely out
here, with the lid clamped down by
the Confederation of Mexican Work-
ers, because the picture is 'imperial-

istic and fascist propaganda.'

Havana, Nov. 29.

Local boycott is on . against the
iSpanish film, 'Carmen,' which was
made in Germany by Cifesa Co., for-

mer Spanish outfit. Exhibs ?sd pub-
lic object to the Nazi origin of the
film and see in this version of -'Car-

men' considerable Germanic ideol-

ogy, not publicly sympathized with
in Cuba.
The film* star- Irnperio Argentina

while in Havana some time ago
was threatened, along with her son,

because of her reputed pro-German
leanings. Despite public advertise-

ments by George Naylor, prez ' of

Cuban Films Distributors, and Nestor
Lao, of National Exhibitions Union,
that the film was produced with
Cuban money and contains no po-
litical propaganda, ' bookings have
been cancelled.

French Propaganda Set

for N. Y. Worid Fair
Paris, Nov. 22.

Besides a' collection of newsreel
hots of France, which will be
shown at the New ork World's fair
next year, 10 French producers are
planning shorts showing different
aspects of life in the Third Republic.
Directors and subjects so far decided
upon are:

Rene Clair, 'The Life of a French
Village'; Julien Duvivier, 'Peasants
of France'; Jacques Feyder, 'The
Day of a Policem.^n;' Marcel I'Her-
bier, 'Elegances'; Abel Gance, 'Pro-
file of France'; Marcel Carne, 'Solu-
tions Francaises'; Marc Allegret,
•Jeunes Filles de France'; Jean
Benoit-Levy, 'Enfance'; Jean Renoir,
'Artistes et Artisans'; Leon Poirier,
'Heures Francises.'

Mex. Prod. Curtailed

Mexico City, Nov. 29.

Output of Mexican picture pro-
ducers this year, up to Nov. 13, was
32 features.

UJfative production is figured at
•round 40 features for the year be-
cause labor row halted studios' ac-
tivities for several weeks last sum-
mer.

Rio, S. C. Exhibs Split

Par ExpliHt Awards

Paramount's international exploi-

tation contest to pick the. prize ex-

hibitor in the world market has

ended in a two-way tie. Committee

of Hollywood judges was unable to

decide between the domestic and
foreign exploitation winner, and con-
sequently the committee made up of

Madeleine Carroll, Cecil B. DeMille
and- William LeBaron is awarding
two silver cups.

The champs are Castro de Ramos,
of the Plaza, Rio de Janeiro, and
Harold Armistad, Lyric, Easley, S. C.

ScUesinger Scores

Capetown, Nov. 29.-

Criticizing the business dealings of
four concerns controlled by I. W.
Schlesinger, the 'Natal Mercury,'
Durban (Natal), and the publishers,

Central News Agency, were sued for

defamation.

Appeal oh exceptions taken by de-
fendants was thrown out by supreme
court, whereupon defendants pub-
lished an apology to Schlesinger,

withdrawing all imputations and
paying law costs to date.

S. Africa's Pageant
Johannesburg, Nov. 10.

'The Great Trek', a pageant of 40
episodes depicting the early history
of the Dutch in South Africa, is set

for Dec. 5 and 6 at Ellis Park,
Johannesburg.

Three thousand performers will

take part.

Max Milder Due in U. S.

Max Milder, managing director of

Warner Bros, in England, is due, in

from Europe next week. He sails

Dec. 3.

Milder will remain in New York
City for about three weeks on
business.

METRO PKIVRES SET

PACE IN SOUTH AFRICA

Cape Town, Nov. 10.

Three Metro films are getting the
play here. Pictures are as follows:

Colosseum, 'Alf's Button Afloat,'

followed by 'Owd Bob'; Alhambra,
'Cocoanut Grove' (Par); Plaza,
Three Loves Has Nancy' (M-G), fol-

lowed by 'Marie Antoinette' (M-G);
Royal, 'Firefly' (M-G); Alelphi,
'Night Club Scandal' . (Par).

Johannesburg, Nov. 10.

Pictures playing here:
Plaza, 'Alcatraz Island' (WB);

Standard, 'Kid Comes Back' (WB),
followed by 'Double or Nothing'
(Par); Colosseimi, 'Snow White'
(RKO); Metro, 'Boys Town' (M-G);
Bijou, 'Only Young Once* (M-G).

Durban, Nov. 10.

The following are films playing
Durban:

Prince's, 'Romance in Dark' (Par),

followed by 'Alfs Button Afloat';

Criterion, 'Land Without Music';

Metro, 'Arsene Lupin Returns' (M-
G); Playhouse, 'The Hurricane'
(UA); King's. 'The Test Pilot'.

(M-G); Alhambra, 'Criminal Lawyer'
(RKO); 20th-Fox, 'Dimples' (20th),

followed by 'Seventh Heaven' (20th).

'Robin Hood' Hits Big

B.a. in Fore^ Field
'Robin Hood' is the big boxoffice

attraction for Warner Bros, in the
foreign field at the present time, ac-
cording to recent reports. Feature is

said to be the biggest foreign b.o.

film to play Cairo in recent history.

'Robin Hood' is enjoying splendid
business at the Rex theatre, Paris,

where it had special exploitation in
newspapers and on radio. It's the
initial picture to go into France on
the new deal with the Gaumont-
British circuit in that country.

Yank Cos. Take Steps to Fmd Jobs

Elsewhere for Employees in ltdy.

Contingentm Dec. 31 Withdrawal

Jap Title Man Scrams

Hollywood, Nov. 29.

S. Shimizu,. Japanese translator
for Paramoimt, is on his way back
to Tokyo after completing Oriental
titles for "Men With Wings,' for. dis-

tribution in Japan.
Under the new pact covering. the

importation of American-made - pic^
tures, all the release prints must be
made in. Japan. Bars were let down'
on 'Meni With Wings' because Japan'
has no facilities for making Techni-
color prints.'

SHAW PLAY IN

LONDON DEBUT

London, Nov. 29.

George Bernard Shaw'S 'Geneva,'

his 50th satire, opened at the Savllle

Tuesday (22), and though well re-

ceived,, showed' itself to be deficient

in dramatic construction. Play was
first tried at Malvern F«^stival in

August. H. K. AylifE plays lead and
assisted Shaw in direction.

. 'Idiot's Delight* wiU close at His
Majesty's theiatre. Saturday (3) after

10 months in the West End. Will be
followed by Metro's 'Great Waltz'

film. Latter goes in for five and a
half weeks with option.

'Under Your' Hat,'" musical comedy,
opened at the. Palace, Thursday (24).

It stars Jack Hiilbert and Cicely

Courtneidge. Uproariously received
and- generally praisbd by the piresii,'

but show is intrisicaUy conventional.

With big advance library deal, show
looks sure for lengthy run.

Dutch Colony Propacanda

. Amsterdam, Nov. 20.

First Dutch East Indian produc-
tion program of recently founded
Niflim (Nederlandsch-Indische Film
Co.) is announced.

Firstly, 13 color shorts will be shot,

ordered by the Dutch minister of

economics is a publicity stunt to

draw world-wide attention to the
Dutch colonies.

Hay Signs with GTO For

3 Piets at $50^000 Per

London, Nov. 29.

Will Hay, who has been starred by
Gaumont-British for several years,

has signed a contract with General
Film Distributors.

He w:ill make three pictures, .re-

portedly at $50,000 per.

Current London Plays
(With Dates When Opened)

'French Without Teari,' Criterion—
Nov. 6, '36.

•Robert's Wife,' Globe—Nov. 23. '37.

•Me and My Girl,' Victoria iPalace

—Dec. 16, '37.

'Nine Sharp,' Little—Jan. 26. *38,

'Wild Oats,' Princess—April 13, '38,

'Banana Ridge,' Strand—April 27,

'38.

'Glorious Morning,' Whitehall-
May 26, '38.

'Spring Meeting,' Ambassador

—

May 31, '38.

'Lot's Wife,' Savoy—June 10,

The Fleet's Lit Up,* Hippodrome

—

Aug. 17.

'George and Margaret,' Piccadilly

—Aug. 30. V

'Running Riot,' Gaiety—Aug. 31.

'Flashing Stream,' Lyric—Sept, 1.

'Room for Two,' Comedy—Sept, 6.

'Dear Octopus,' Queens—Sept. 14.

'The Corn Is Green,' D.uchess—
Sept. 20.

'Goodbye, Mr. Chips,' Shaftesbury
—Sept. 23.

Bobby Get Your Gun^' Adelphia—
Oct. 7.

'When We Are Married, St. Mar-
tin's—Oct. 11.

'Quiet Wedding,' Wynham's—Oct
14.

'Idiot's Delight,' His Majesty's-
Oct 24.

'They Fly by Twilight,' Aldwych—
Oct 27.

'Elisabeth of Austria,' Garrick

—

Nov. 3.

'Shoemaker's Holiday,' Playhouse^-
Nov. 4.

'Robust Invalid,' Apollo—Nov. 14,

'Gentlemen Unknown.' St James

—

Nov. 16.

Traitor's Gate,' Duke of York—
Nov. IT.

Geneva,' Saville—Nov. 22.

•Under Your Hat,' Palace—Nov. 24.

Anaecican picture companies al*
ready are trying to find new berths
for old employees currently em-
ployed by them in operating the ex-
change setup in Italy, indicating^

they're sinbere about their with-
drawal from the country by Dec. 31
rather than operate there under th»
nationalization decree, which be-
comes effective Jan. 1.

Younger workers in the exchanges
in many instances will have to re-
main in Italy because of their obliga-
tion to military service. But vet-
eransi not coming under this rule,

will be spotted elsewhere; Where
workers, long with the U. S. firms
or thoroughly experienced, want t0
secure employment in the U. S., ef-

forts toward that end ^ill be made
in certain instances.

Fasclsta Dubious

It became known this week that
the Italian government is attempting
to sound out sentiment in film com-
pany home offices regarding the lia-.

tionalizatioh of foreign distribution.

This, was the only cheerful develop-
ment in the situation with the eight

major companies continuing to hold
fast to the theory that they would
be imabie to' operate in Italy with a
special government film body in
charge of foreign distribution.

Feeling is growing in the industry

that It's not a question of American
companies deciding to remain on
Italian soil; they actually feel they're

being forced out Idea that the
imited front by the eight companies
is a boycott also was heartily de-

nied by industry chieftains.

Original Italian decree gave for-

eign companies 10 days in which to

deposit aU contracts V/ith the
.
Italian

government. Later, this was extend-
ed to Dec. .31. Answer to both by
the American companies was that

they were still running their own
distribution busine^ on terms they
might make with exhibitors in Italy

and not on a flat sum deal with ».

government body.
Suggestion that a legal loophol*

might be found which would force

four American companies to carry
out their deals with Italian distribu-

tion firnis also was scoffed. Legalists

insist that American contracts give

these companies the right to cancel
pacts when a third party enters th*
situation.

Third party, in this case, would b*
the Italian government's film body.
With this governmental organiza-.

tion supervising, all distribution,

American companies would hiave no
assurance jthat they would receive
the full amount called for in the aid'
contracts, or be able to remove the
full amount of rental coin due them.
This also is regarded definitely
cancelling the contracts.

U. S. ACTIONERS CUEK

IN BRITISH VmU
Washington, Nov. 29.

Surprising popularity of American
pix in British Malaya reflected In
latest report from American Trade
Commissioner at Singapore.
Checking with U. S. Department ot

Commerce^ trade official revealed'
that between. 65-70% of films shown
ill British Malaya are American, wltti
ah- annual earned /evenue of ap*
proximately $96^,000. Secret of suc-
cess with Asiatic audiences is action*
portrayed in U. S. pix, oiXiCial dis-
closed, though British productions:
normally would be expected to out-
class American offerings.

Outlet for British films is mostly
confined to the cities where a ma-
jority of ttie customers are British.
Some indirect competition from In-
dians and Chinese, which 'play to>

«

field of their own and do not directly
clash with American films,' report
stated.

, Metro's London Shift
Brought over here from England

nearly a year ago by Metro, but not'
assigned to anything,. Greer Garsoa
Is now being, srat back to London by
Metro to do a picture there lot th«
company.
She sailed Saturday (26) and will

go into 'Goodbye, Mr. C^ips,' oppo-^
site Robert Donat It's Metro's third
English-made.
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SAY IT IN FRENCH
Paramount release ot„Andrew L. Stone

Droduotlon. Features Itay Mlllond, Olyinpe

BnuJne, Irene Hervey, Janey Beecher, Mary
Carlltle. Directed by Andrew L. Stone,

Screenplay by Frederick Jackson; based on
£lay by JacQues Deval; camera, Victor

inner; nim editor. LeUoy Stone. Kevlewed
in projection Room. N. Y., Nov. 28, '38.

Running time. 07 mlns. ,,,„„„j
.Jllcharrt Carrington, Jr ..Ray MUland
Julie Olynipe Bradnu
Aurlol Morsdcn .Irene Hervey
Mrs. Carrington Janet Beecher
Phyllis Carrington . . .Mary Carlisle

Richard Carrington. Sr. .. .Holmes Herbert
fioDklns Walter KIngstord

. ffland. William Collier. Sr.

jrving E^'lt Rhodes
Lady Westover Mona Bairle

Lord •\Veslovcr George P. Huntley

Daisy Gertrude Sutton

Dr. Van Gulden Forbes Murray
Messenger Boy Billy Daniels

Boy with LoUypop Billy Lee

Paramount's campaign to build

Olympe Bradna won't be materially

advanced by 'Say It in French.' This

latest in the apparently unending
string of screwball romantic ,com-

ed.ies shows her at her cutest, but
neither the picture nor her part is

strong enough to add to her rating as

-an actress. What's more, th6 little

-French girl reveals little aptitude

for goofy clowning, but merely does

'the usual pert ingenue. stuff.

Film itself is nothing startling, but
is acceptable for top billing in the'

duals, and possibly occasional solo,

spotting. Main" trouble is that repe-

tition has dulled the edge of all but

the rarest and-btet screwball com-,

edies. As a result, the- harder *Say

. It.in French* strives ioi hair-bjraiped
> badinage, the more labored it be-,

•comes.' For the most part, it is very
•l^eavy Ihdeed.

Yarn dealfe with a gay young, golf

.champiofi who marries a French girl

during a' tournament in Paris, only

•to- find on his return home that hes
expected to wed a rich yoiing

•acquaintance to re-establish his fa-

ther's financial rating. While the
pretty little bride goes to work , as

•lady's maid for his mother and sis-

ter, the igolfer becomes 'engaged* to

-the rich girl, who is let in on the.

secret and eagerly joins in the plan.
' All this is related with such deter-

mined hilarity and energetic whimsy
that it somehow succeeds only rarely

In being even a little bit funny. It

pictures like 'It Happened One
Night,' 'My Man Godfrey' and 'Aw-
ful Truth* hadn't already set such a
lofty standard, 'Say . It ia FTench*
might, be considered a, regular side-

splitter. But it doesn't even approach
any-of-theih... •., ...
With "an undistinguished script at

his disposal, director-producer An-
drew L. Stone has been unable to

,give it aip. It's , a stereotype treat-

ment of stereotype material. As the
romantic golfer, Ray Milland is

bumptious without imbuing the part

/with cither wit or Wits. Irene Her-
vey is good-looking enough for the

tony heiress, but isotherwise stymied
by the absurdity of the role.

Mary Carlisle is painfully inade-

quate as the heroes sister, while
Janet Beecher and Holmes Herbert
are passable as the financially-har-

ried parents.. Erik Rhodes is again

mired 'in a nonsensical part that

blanketis his talents, but Mona Barrie

handles one brief «cene convincingly

and William Collier, Sr., stands out

in one of the yarn's few plausible

.parte, that of a baron of business

with a mania for golf.
• Much of the story's background
footage was filmed last summer in

New York, Including scenes in Cen-
-tral Park, the Rainbow Room, a
'.couple of "hotels and a -number of.

midtown streets. In- a number of in-

stances the implanting of the prin-

cipals against the backgrovmds • is

realistically done, but in other cases

the views have the appearance of

patchwork. Kobe.
»

•

EVERYBODY'S BABY
'HollyNyood, Nov. 23.

20th-Fox release of John Stone production.
Featuring the Jones Family. Directed by
Malcolm St. Clftlr. • Screenplay by Karen
De Wolf, Robert Chapln,' Frances Hyland
and Albert Ray from original stofy by
Hilda Stone find Betty Relnhardt; hased
on characters created by Katharine Kava-

. naugh; ..camer«i -Edward Snyder;... editor,

Norman Colbert. Previewed at XTptown,
Xi. A., Nov. .22, '38. Running time, 01
minutes.
John Jones Jed Prouty
Bonnie Thomp.son .Shirley Deane
Mrs. John Jones Spring Bytngton
Herbert Thompson Russell Oleason
Jack Jones Ken Howell
Roger Jones George Xlrnest
Lucy Jon^s June Carlson
Oranny Jones lorence Roberta
Bobby Jones Billy Mahan
Dr. PlllcofC Reginald Denny
Dick Ldne Robert Allen
Nurse Cordell Claire Du Brey
Tommy McGulre ...Marvin Stephens
Hattle Hattle McDanlel
Chief Kelly Arthur Loft
Dr. Jenkins Howard Hickman

the aid of housekeeper Hattie Mc-
Daniel to provide peace in the family
again.
Comedy is secured through at-

tempts of father, Russel Gleason, and
Jones menage to break through edict
of nurse Claire Du Brey that none
can disturb or handle the baby ac-
cording to principles of upbringing
as outlined by Denny. Amusing se-
quence is developed when desperate
Gleason sneaks through window to

carry baby in his arms, ' with re-

sultant kidnapping alarm that brings
the police. I

Humor generates through reguln-
1

tion family episodes, with number
j

of standard slapstick gags inserted I

for toppers. Nothing particularly
\

brilliant about the story, which rolls
|

along in interesting fashion. Direc-
tion IS up to standard for the moder-
ately-budgeted Johes series, while
production and photography are up
to level of previous releases' of the
group.
Regular members of the- Jones

family maintain their roles of pre-
-vious releases, Including Jed Prouty,
Shirley Deane, Spring Byington, Rus-
sell Gleason, Florence Roberts and
the younger menj^bers of the group.
Hattie .McDaniel gets moderate foot-

age 'for effective portrayal 'of the
servant ift Gleason's home.- Reginald
Denny kives rather broad characteri-

zatibri of the child expert, while
Claire Du Brey does okay ' as the
strict and troublesome nurse.

THE BEACHCOMBER
('Vessel of Wrath*)
(BEITISH MADE)

• Paramount release of MayfloWer (PommerK
Laufhton) production. Stars Charles Laugh-
ton; features Elsa T.Anchester, Robert Kew-
ton Tyrone ' Qutlifle. "Directed by Erich
Pommer. Adapted by Bartlett Cormacfc;'
frprrf i»oV61 .

by ' W. " Somerset -Maugham:
Bcenajrio. B. Van That; musical score. Rich-.

atd Addlnsell; inuslcal direction, Mulr
Mathtesnn; camera,. Julea Kruger. Ous
Drisse; editor, Robert Hamer. Reviewed
in Projefctlon room, . N. Y., Nov. 2a. '38.

Runnlni; time,. 80 mlns.

-

Glnper Ted ........Charles Laughton
Martha Jones '.: Elsa Lanchester
Dr. Jones. .....Tyrone Guthrie
Controleur Robert . Newton
Lia .Dolly Molllnger
Kati Roslta 'Garcia
Sergeant Henrlk J.. Solomon
Dutch Sea Captain Fred Groves
Native Head Clerk Hot Makeham
Ho ,....Mah Fo6
Ah . King Ley On
Albert .'.D. J. Ward
Mechanic 3. Alley

Miniature Reviews

'Say It in French* (Par),

Screwball romantic comedy,
fairly amusing for dual top-bill-

ing.
'Everybody'* Baby' (20th).

Latest Jones Family offering up
to standard of series.

'The Beaohoomber' (Par).
Charles Laughton's British-

made, suitable for solo billing in

U.S. Originally "Vessel of

Wrath.'
'

'Little Orphan Annie' (Par).

Weak effort may pass at Jtid

matinees.

This picture was released In Eng-
land last spring as 'Vessel of Wrath'
and under that title was reviewed in
Variety March 16. Due to U. S. cen-
sorial objections, it is understood .to

have undergone some scissoring in
the meantime and is theriefore re-
viewed for the record. First of the
Laughton-Pomme'r productions, .'The
Beachcomber' brings the British star
back to tJ. S. screens for the first

time since Korda's 'Rembrandt.' Just
what in 'Beachcomber' displeased
the''censors isn't evident in, the pic-
ture at present. There are one or two
sequences that approach censorable
(by Hays standards) material and the
philosophic outlook of the early por-
tions is frankly of the live-and-let-
Uve school of thought, but there is

nothing outright to warrant' protest

Principal consideration about the
picture at present is that it rates as
distinctly entertaining. There's plenty
of story for those who crave direct
action, plus a wealth of shrewd ob-
servation and salty characterization
for the sophisticates.' For those rea-
sons, because it has Laughton's name
strength and because it is admirably
played by a nicely balanced group of;
lieads, the picture appears destine^L to
reap a nice profit at the b.o.

'Beachcomber' has a strong story,
liberal humor and another enthrall-
ing-performance by Laughton. Some
of the middle and latter parts seem
attenuated, but the early portions are
captivating and the wihdup is'pleas-
mg.

Story concerns .the beachcomber
and the efforts of the controleur of
the tiny Dutch islands in the Pacific
to keepi him out of trouble, while a
strenuously-righteous missionary and
hjs militant 'Sister try to have him
deported for 'corrupting' .the natives.
In the end, he marries the sister and
gp« back to England . to operate a
pub. In addition to Laughton, con-
vincing performances are delivered
by Elsa Lanchester as the femme
missionary, Tyrone Guthrie as her
brother, and

.
Robert Newton as the

controleur. Pommer's direction is ex-
pressive throughout. Hobc.

through long passages. Attempts at

comeuy' are well nigh sad.
Despite the popularity of the 'Lit-

tle Orphan Annie' cartoon strip, pic-

ture cannot hold up except as filler

on • secondary dualers, -or from kid
matinees. Even then, the sugar-
coated polyanna characterization, as
presented, may be too sweet even
lor youngsters to accept.

.Untangling the sccipt. Annie is In-

trbduted to families in a tenement
distl-lct, >Vhere loah shairk gang find

easy pickings. She re-discoyers pre-
lim "fighter JRobert. Kent, .and per-
suades . the rieir^hborhood to underr
write his training exiJensis to share
-in the purses and thereby eliminate
-their monetary problems.

Kent-get^ a. main event shot,. and
syntljetic susipepse is. generated when
he is locked in gym by the over-
played heavies. It takes army of
women to blast him out. at last miin-

ute for ring" victory.'
. With some semblance, of logical

story and proper direction, Ann Gil-

lis would be satisfactory as the 'Lit-

tle Orphan Annie' screen charac-
ter; but in this one she fails to reg-
ister. Supporting cast is unable to

rise above the material and direc-
tion provided. Picture is. Par's first

from Colonial. Even exploitation tie-

in with strip will not save picture.

PRAIRIE JUSTICE
(WITH SONGS)

Unlveraol release of Trem Carr produc-
tion. Stars .Bob Baker: features. Dorothy
Fay. Hal Taliaferro. Directed by George
Waggner.- Original story and screenplay,
Joseph TVesti camera, Gue Peterson; edi-

tor.' Carl' Piertfon. ' At Liberty,' Lincoln,
dual. Running time, 68 mlns.
Bob J*

Bob Baker
Anita .........Dorothy Fay
Alfalfa Hal .Taliaferro
Benson J<u;k Bo«kweII
Sheriff Forest Taylor
Dry Gulch Carlet'on Toung
Haynes ..Olefin fltmnge
Boots .....Jack Kirk

Standard family fare which will

get over nicely where Jones Family
Series has developed a following,

and acceptable as lower spot for

dualers generally. Maintains typical
Jones series setup of fast-paced out-
line of domestic adventures, with
broad strokes of comedy Inter-

spersed.
. .

^

'Everybody's Baby* Is woven
firound arrival of first grandchild in

the Jones family .group, with result-

^t complications when the young
mother, Shirley Deane, decides to

brihg up the baby under regulations
propounded by racketeering child
phyichologist, Reginald Demiy. After
swinging through, series of aniutsing

episodes/solution is provided by wise
grandmother, Florence Roberts, with

Little Orphan Annie
Hollywood, Nov. 24.

/T^S^'^P""^ release of Colonial pictures
J^nfi"

Speaks) production. Starring Ann
J^,'"cted by Ben Holmes. Screen"

?}rJfi*^^ ^.y"^^" Schulberg and Samuel
Ornltz; ^tory by Ornltz and Endre Bohem:
Dasea on comic strip choracter crcoted byHarold Gray. Asslstont director, Kenneth
Holmes; camera, Frank Redman; editor,
Robert BIsphoff, Previewed at Alexander,
Glendale, Nov. 23. '38. Running time. 67
minutes.
Annie..... Ann Glllts
Jjlinny Adams Robert Kent
Mary Ellen June Travis
Pop CorrIgan........J. Farrell MacDonald
Tom Jennings j. M. Kerrigan
Mrs. Morlarity Sarah Padden
Mike Morlarlty James Burke
Soo Long , Ian MacLaren
Mrs. Jennings Margaret Armstrong
Mrs. MUIIgan.. w..Dorothy Vaughn
Spot McGee .Ben Wcldon

. It's a safe bet up to now, that Bob
Baker will wind up. being a U. S.

marshal before the last celluloid flut-

ters "through the projection machine
in^any of his pictures, For variety,

he has occasionally been just a plain

sheriff. In all of them he ^ings in

not bad co^yboy voice.

,

'Prairie Justice' has Baker's pappy
get 30-!S0ed from the back side, just

as he was about to present a picture
of outlawry to the nearest U". S. mar-
shal. Bob comes on the scene, masks
as a carefree, singing . cowboy, who
sits on the fence teaching do-re-mis
to- the cowpokes and makes pretty
speeches at Dorothy Fay, a city gal

come home to a de-stpcked ranch.
Gets the lay of the land, which in-

cludes the goods on the girl's uncle.

Jack Rockwell.

Not content with having substi-
tuted guitar str'ummers' for gun-
fighters, Hollywood is now "sending

the" boys literally to the dogs. - A
horse is not enough arty more to keep
the boys company, so they now have
dogs. This is true of the Jack Luden
(Col) pics, and in 'Prairie Justice,'

the cycle 'of .twordumb-ahinials-are-
betterTthan-one-cowboy in getting
smartly out of iams,-'is carried, to the
Baker series., 'That's jgetting the cow
pxmchers' mixed up with sheepherd
ers'. tools, which is a serious breach
Of etiquette in the wide open spaces
Joe West, who wrote the screenplay,
if straying farther east than Cold
Svatfer' Canyon, is liable to - get- -his

typewriter shot from imder him.
Pic, "geheirally, is ^ood enough to

keep the Baker .series moving. Script
and the characters take -it easy,
though. Baker acts as. if it's a cinch
for him to grab the outlaws; Dorothy
Fay, as if it!s a cinch he's going .to

erab her; and the outlaws, Carleton
Young-Jack -Rockwell, as if they're
going to get what they deserve. No
one is particularly outstanding!
Baker, Miss Fay and Rockwell bit-
ing out the biggest chunks. Barn.

^racketed singles. Juves Alvill go for

the character portrayed by Harry
Carey. Though the «tory is weak
there are few lulls in the film's' 64
mins,, most of the success in that di-

rection attributable to the smooth
treatment given .It by the cast.

Carey is out of his usual line in

the role assigned him here. Instead
of the strong, silent sage of the west
he's pictured as a boasting old side-
winder who can shoot the eye out of
a squirrel at 20 paces. His expert-
ness at gun slingin' is topped only
by his ability to tell tall stories of the
past, with himself as the izentral fig-

ure. He also has a weakness for ly-

ing himiself in and out of current
situations. It's Carey's spur-of-the-
moment oratory that gets laughs and
helps keep things going when the
film .starts to bog down.
Yarn occasionally gets mixed up in

its own unraveling but as the spool
unwinds the stumbles fade ihto the
background. Carey has an old fave.
Evelyn Brent, to back him up but
she's' confined to comparatively few
shots. , Tim- Holt, son of Jack Holt,
is altei:nately convincing and ridicu-,
Ibus as a cherubic road agent. Jean'
Rouverol as the love interest is ade-
quate-
Direction helps to smooth out spots

that might otherwise drop the-^film
into ' a burlesque of westerns.
Photography good.

I DEMAND PAYMENT
Imperial telease of CllRord Banforth pro-

duction. Features Jack La Rue, Bety Bur-
gess, Matty Kemp, Gulnn Williams, Lloyd
Hughes, Bryant Washburn, Dire<ited by
Sanforth. Adapted . from novel hy ' Rob
Ed^n; screenplay, Sherman L. Lowe; asso-
ciate 'producer, Henry Spitz; editor, Douglaa
Biggs {.camera. .Robert -Doran. . At C^tral,.
N. y., JNav. 26, '38,' dual. Running time,
65 mins.
Smiles Badolic)..../ Tack La Rue
Judith Avery Betty Bunreso
Toby Locke.........-\ Matty Kemp
Happy- GroftonU.Guihn (Big Boy) Wllliama
Doctor Craig Ml.tchell Lloyd Hughes
Rita Avery '..blieUa Terry
Jo« Travis ....Bryant Wasbhurn. Sr.
Mr. Twitchett.......,....'....Donald Klrl(«
Justice of- Peace .- Halrry Holman
Dltftriot Attorney. > Edward Ke'ane
Miss FaroBworth

. , Norman Taylor

The loan-shark racket framed in'

an undistinguished production is Im-<

perial's contribution to the gangster
cjriile. It .provides an hour's enter-
tainment'for fans with time to kill

who do not.care how they kill it. As
with so inany .indie pictures, re-
sources and . facilities were seem-
ingly lacking to help embellish this
variation on the crime-doesn't-pay'
$aga. A dualerdtem. . . ^ . ,

Bright spots in the production are
Jack La Rue and Matty Kemp, stand-
outs 'in unsynipathetic - parts, and
Betty Burgess as the femme lead. La
Rue's strong personality and inten-
sity as a strong-arm guy practically
dominates the entire proceedings.
Kemp is also very effective as a ner-
vous, trigger-edged weakling. Miss
Burgess is capable enough but bad
makeup and slow direction hiurt her
performance.

Story progresses in routine fashion
until the melodramatic climax where
Kemp is cornered in his hideout after
fleeing gang vengeance. This is the
most effective isequence in the pic-
ture. Kemp faces LaRue and 'Big
Boy' Williams who have comF to
rub him<out,' goes beserk, turns the
tables, kills his persecutors and is in
turn destroyed. Action fans who
like plenty Of 'gun play will get it

here.

A stupid and thoroughly boresome
story, combined with mediocre di-
rection, makes this a leading can-
didate for the poorest picture of thie

season:' Even in 57' niihuteis unfold-
ing, -it wanders uninterestingly

Law of West Tombstone
RKO-Radlo release of Cliff Rcid produc-

tion. Features Harry Carey. Directed by
Glenn Tryon. Screenplay by John Twist
and Clarence Young; camera, J. Roy Hunt.
At Rlalto, N, T., week of Nov. 23, '38.
Runnlnfc time, 72 Ins.
Bin Barker Harry Carey
The Tonto Kid Tim Holt
Clara Martinez Evelyn Brent
NItta Moseby ..Jpan Rouverol
Sam Kent Clarence Kolb
Danny , Allan Lane
Madame Mustache Esther Mulr
Doc Howard. Bradley Page
Bud McQulnn ....Paul Gullfoyle
Chuy Robert Moya
MuIUgan .Ward Bond
Mort Dixon George Irving
Clayt HcQulnn Monte Montague

Average western that should fit

into duals where sagcbrushers are
liked and carry its own in lower

ULTIMATUM
(FRENCH-MADE)

Paris, Nov. 19.
Porrester-Parant release of Robert "Wlene

nroductlon. Features Eric von Strohelm,
DIta Parlo, Bernard Lancret, Abel Jaquln.
Directed by Robert Wiene. Screenplay, l*o
Lanla; music, Adolphe Borehart; caihera,
Ted'Pahle>and Mercanton. At Madeleine,
Paris. Running time, 88 mlns. -

Gen. SImovIe.... Erio von Strohelm
Atina Salic :Dita Parlo
Capt. Karl Burgntaller Abel Jaoouin
Commander Stanko Salic. . .Bernard Lanoret
Lieut. Ristle Georges Lancret
Legrain - Marcel Andre
Uslr Almos

Ultimatum' is a rehash of ah oiit-

rhoded theme. A quickie, evidently

for thft purpose, of taking adv^ntag?
of the recent war fear in< France, *Ul-

tima'tuin' misses on 'that count, and,
except for a few takes lifted from
real war films, it does not succeed in

giving much of an impression of ac-
tual war for the tragedies behind the
scenes.

Set in Belgrade and the village of
Soumstov, just across the Danube, in
Hungarian territory, most of the
scenes are in cafes, apartments, bar-
racks and a hospital, thereby limiting
action to the verbal conflicts among
the leading characters.
Film attempts to shoiy the jingoism

of the war, separating a Serbian offi-
cer (Bernard Lancret) and his Vien-
nese wife, Anna, played by Dita
Parlo. Unconvincing love triangle Is
introduced by* a "Viennese officer
(Abel Jacquin).
Eric von Stroheim continues to

Play the perpetual role in which
French directors have cast him. This
time he's chief of the Serbian army's
secret service.' His broken accent is
fast losing its dramatic value for
French consumption. Dita Parlo is
natural, as ever, but the part gives
her ho dramatic possibilities. Jac-
qum and Lancret, the two officers, do

Hugo.

GLORY OF FAITH
(FBENCH-MAPE)

Frenoh "Film Exotaanga release of Fll
de Koster production. Features Gabiisi
Farguette and 'Jacqueline Francell. Dl*
rected by . Georges PoUu. Based on the
Btory, 'St. Theresa, the Little Flower •

Muslo by Jane Bos.. At Sautre, N. Y*
week Nov. 2;t, '38, Running time, 70 mlnM
Jean Renaut .Gabriel. Farguette
Marle-Therese Jacqueline Francell
Malame Renaut..'. Alice Tlssot
LOUIS Kateur, , . . : Raymond GnUe
Monsieur Renaut j^an Dax
Rofl' ' Germalne Sablon

(In french; with English Titles)'

'The Glory of Faith' is the strong-
est dramatic feature with a basic re-
ligious theme to come fiom" the for-
eign shores in srome time. While the
immortal story of Saint Theresa is
clearly projected in flashback se-
quences, the production gains
strength because of modern-day plot
^ind happenings In which faith and
healing are logically and impres-
sively introduced,

-Filtn naturally has a ready-made
audience in Catholics but seems sure
of added draw from . spirUually in-
clined of all religions and creeds.
Average exhibitor .probably can
heighten his boxofflee with ' this pic-
ture, which seems certain of grow-
mg with word*o'-m6uth, by stress-
ing timely present-day story. As
with this theatre, newsreel story on
beatification' of Mother Cabrini
shown -preceding feature is nice pre.
lude. .

The healing -done by Marie-Ther-
ese, a' comely seamstress of Paris
working class, through her. belief in
St. Theresa is motivation for the
film's story. French producers wisely
have built interest in events in this
•girl'is life, and the friends and en-
emies she develops, before intro-
ducing the story-recital of the his-
tory of the 'Little Flower.' Even
when, this switch has been made,
the plot ^galn reverts back to the
present-time yatn with the facts on
St. Theresa's life btOught oh with
a subsequent flashback. ^

The love of an Impressionable
child, son of wealthy parents in the
house where seamstress goes to
work, for the poor working girl is
nicely treated. There is an at-
tempted kidnaping of the youngster
and near-fatal illness with the heal-
ing and prayer of the modern
Marle-Therese restoring him to
health.

Script has pace, variety and an
adequate mixture of lighter mo-
ments and pathos. Director . George
Pallu has handled the- plot and a
well-picked cast with discrimination.
His work On .this picture indicates
he will be heard from again with
French-made feature's. Jane Bos'
backgroimd music, for. sequences
where St. Theresa's life in a convent
is unfolded is fittingly Impressive.

The 'film serves to introduce a
youthful cinematic bet in- the child
star, Gabriel Farguette, who plays
Jean Renaut, son of rich parents.
Lad shows uncanny pace, the more
dramatic scenes being worthy of a
youngster twice his' age. Jacqueline
Franceir gives a first-rate interpre-
tation of Marie-Therese, the seam-
stress, and also as the saint In the
latter role, she is gripping. How-
ever, it is the child actor, Farguette^
who steals the production.

Raymond Galle, "as the faithful
sweetheart ' of Marie,' is outstanding
in the support which includes Ger-
maine Sablon, excellent as the vin-
dictive other girl; Jean Dax and
Alice Tissot.
English titling is so deft that the

French dialog spoken on the screen
is hardly noticed. Wear.

LE REVOLTE
('The Rebel')

(FRENCH-MADE)
Paris,. Nov.. 19.

.

Lux release of C.I.C.C. production. • Stnrs
Pierre Renoir, .Rene Dary, Katia I.rf)va:

features Alme Clarlbond, . Directed by
Leon Mrithot. Screen play, Clouzot, VII-

laire;), from . a Maurice LarAuy. original:
camera, ' Rene Caveau, ' Juin, Charles
Gaveau. Barry. At Kormaitdle.' Running
time,- XOa mlns. •

'

Cast: Pierre Renoir, Aene Dary, Katla
l/ova, Alme Clarlbond, Luden Dalsace.
Shari>ln. Marcelle ..Genlat, .^lerre Labry,
Temefson, ' Engelmann, ' .liupovlcl, Jean
Buquet, George Paulale.

wen.

'Le Revolte* is about a smart guy
who ..abides by the slogan, 'Neither
God Nor Master,' and how he lost it

by joining the . French navy. Rene
Dary plaj^s the title part well. Pierre
Renoir • giyes • good performance as
.destroyer captain, who knows how
to whip a crew into shape. With the
aid of Katia Lova, Renoir and the
navy make the wise guy into a God-
fearing, patriotic sailor, and the girl

gets her man.
Unreal, lacking in action despite

use of a couple of destroyer
flotillas, film fails in its obvious
propaganda objective. Attempt to
convince mothers navy won't spoil
their darlings is , not convincing.
Secondary moral tries to give lesson
to officers not to be too rough with
the boys, use plenty of judgment and
a real sailor can be made of an anar-
chist.

The setting throughout is the
French naval port of Toulon, by
courtesy of the French navy. Some
of the moralizing by sailors aboard
ship would make , a Yank gob run
for the nearest exit. The film won't
pull much boxoffice here,, with
chances abroad being slim. Benoir
turns in a good performance, biit is

without much support Hugo.
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GIUSEl^PE VERDI
(•Life of Verdi')

(ITAIJAN-MADE)
(WITH SONGS). .

Borne, Nov. 17.

E N I.e. release of Grand! Film Storlcl

nroAuctlens. Bt«rs Fosco Olachety. (Inby

Morlny. Directed by Carmine Oallone.

Screenplay, aallone, d'Arobra; camera. Ter-

aano. At awperclneitaa, Boine. Runolnc
time, IM «nl«ute». • ^. ^ .

Glusepp* Verdi ..Fobcq Qlaohettt

Uarsherita' Baresal. ...... ..Qermana. PaoUerl
OluMMilA* BtMip^t. 0«1hi'' MMbiv
TeraalHK^ Stoli Maria Cebotarl
Papa Bareul Camillo PIMto
BlnRcr. .(•••• • .Benlamino QlgU

' DuniR>. • Vi .».•••«••• • .Plerra BrMtaewr
Baltittc > < >Qabrtel Qabrlo

This is the. Jife story of Italy's

greatest coiriposer of opera and of

the three women VfhQ wete hlar in-

spiraUon, Stoi? is punictuated vwitti

shots* of Verdi premieres at thie SScala,

and f>t. other famous opera theatres^.

Story , start* with, the Iflkyeac-old

Verdl'B departure from his home*

town; he eoes to Milan to study

musiOk The; cwMtervat6ry there re-

jects blm> the.boaird of dvectors find-

ins hi|i^ without !talent, He goes

thrduth many trials; his twa
' chlldnn' and his young; wife die..

Margherita's last wish, being- that

there will never be a second Mrs;
Verdi.

. One of Verdi's early.,operas flops at

the Scala and the young musician
feels disheartened and rfriendless»

He's practicibUy penniless when his
friends find him; put a libretto in hUi

coat pocket, which he at first over-
looks, but &en feels so Inspired by
that, he stays up all night to write
its muaic Then Giuaeppina (Gaby
Morlay), a singer who was ,sl,udying

at the conservatory when the young
composer was refused admission,^

helps, Verdi gain his footing. After
years of fidelity to his promise that

he would never njarry again, Marg-?
herita's father, Papa Baresszl (Camillo
Pilotto), releases him from that
promise and Verdi marries Giusep-
pina; By this time he's a great suc-
cess. ..

There's an episode in a gondola on
the Grand Canal during which Verdi
and a tenor OBeniammo

.
Gigtt) go

over the famous 'La donna e Mobile!
aria from 'Rigoletto.' They give the
gondolier coins to plug his ears so he
won't hear the new aria and scoop
the opera's premiere. But the gon-
dolier manages to slip one coin out
and catch the tune, and by evening
everyone is playing the new Verdi
tune.
Last period of Verdi's life is

marked by his devotion to Teresina
Stolz (Maria Cebotari), a young
singer who once more brought the
aging composer youthful inspiration.

In this period Verdi composed 'Aida,'

Picture ends with *Aida' premiere. •

Film's appeal is liberal sprinkling
of Verdi melodies throughout. Only
because of this would film appeal in
America. Fosco Giachetti does dig-

nified interpretation of the com-
poser. Women characters do not
stand out. Some of smaller men's
?arts, Pilotto as Papa Barezzi and
ierre Brasseur, as Dumas are well

handled.
Picture needs considerable cutting,

Bepeated views of opera houses and
opera crowds become monotonous.
Pnotography weak. Helru

CARREFOUR
('Crossroads')

(FRENCH-MADE)
Paris, Nov. 11.

Eclair-Journal release of B. U. P. Tus
clierer production. Stars Charles Vanel,
features Jules Berry, Suzy Prim. Directed
by Kurt Beitihardt. From a Hana Kofka
Btory; music, Michael Hmer; camera. L. H.
Buret, Tlquet, Resrnler. At Aubert Palace,
Paris. Running time, 75 mlns.
Cast: Charles Vanel, Jules Berry, Suzy

Prim, TanlR Fedor, Morcelle Geniat, Jean
Caludio, J. Tlssler. Argentln, Otto Walburg,
Paul Amlot, Clary, Patau, P. de Bamey,
Auguste Boverlo.

about the answer fate has given him.
Vanel gives a magnificent interpre-

tation. Good support comes from
Miss Prim dnd Berry with support-
ing performances also good. There
is no letdown in the steady flow of
the story, and the developing tragedy
manages, to staor. realistic throughout.
Dialog is concise and crisp. Hugo.

LE RUISSEAU
(The Stream*^

(VBKNGH-iOADE)
Paris, Nov. 18. •

Dlatrtbuteum Francatt release ot Kaurlce.
Xebmanff.- production. Siard Qaby Srlrla,
Paul .Cambo; feature! Pran<ol;se Roaay,
Mtebael Blmoiii. Ohrected.' by X<»hBianB.
SoreenplBjr' jr. Aureoche, Duran from atory
by ,Plerrs WotfT. cauera, UieM Kelber;
itauala< Tlarlca RichepTn. A*, .Max>Llnder,
Pari*. Runntng thnet }10 aftioa..

Ctuit: Gnby Sylvia, FrancoUe^ Raaay, Paul
Cambo, Mlcbttt Slptort. Gtnette Leclerc,
Oeorges Lianiieg,- 'SetKtt Nadaud, Pierre
Nay.

'Le ' Ruisseau' tries . to show the

nuiddy stream of Paris night life, bui
only succeeds, slightly. Gabiy ' Sylvia,

latest find of the Freodi screen,

shows pltixty of talent Init Francoise

Rosay, as the. crow-footed, 1>ut stiU

proud, night chib belle, takes all the

bouquets;.

Scenario is simple. Deniise, an or-

phan, eiscaiies- from the asgrlum and
hides aboard a ship, is discovered by
the. second officer Paul Cambo. who
manages to 4eep wi^ her immedi-
ately. Touched by- her nAlvette, sends
\ht girl to his mother in Montmartre
as- the ship sails. The mother- is a
despotic, old stagehorse,' who runs
her own show with young newcom-
ers.
She starts, to help the yoUnig

orphan but after intercepting . a few
fervent letters from her son, has the
girl denouiiced and sent back to- the
asylum, out of- jealousy for her soii.

The girl escapes again, and: after a
lohg<..wait for her lover, takes to
night club life as a taxi dancev and
drinking companion^ Here the son
'finds her drtmk, on the t»-ink.df pros-
titution. After soniA'SUspicion,' ptenty
of scrapping among son, tnother and
girl; tile'two.finally come together.

'

The film is exacting in- its. inside
shots of Paris ni^t life and. portray-
als of shady characters. Big -chinned-
Michel Simon is good as a titled.

French' nudist photographer and is

good for a few laughs.
Primarily a character study, the

film could stand ' Clipping. ' Ciamera
shots, mostly indoors, are • fair. A
film for the French but not destined
as a hit abroad. Will Hays would
never let it hit the States. Gaby
Sylvia is on the up but needs a film
with a more mature role before real
judgement can be- passed. liugo.

CHALEUR DU SIEN
('Mother l^ove')

Paris, Nov. 19.
U. -C. release of • Heraut production.

Directed by Jean Boyer. Adapted from
Blrabeau play of the same name by Jean
Boyer; mualc. Van Parys;- camera, Annen-
ise, Joulln, Schneider. At Caesar^ Paris.
Running time, 80 mlns.
Cast: Michel Simon, Arletty, Gabrlelle

Dorztat, Jeanne L>ton. Pierre Larquey, Jean
Paqul, Marguerite Moreno.

'Carrefoiir* is one of the best

French films of the late season, and

worthy of American attention.

Yarn is assentially French, and
camera has skillfully combined local

color with the action. It sees a rich

French manufacturer with a double

personality created during the war,

wlien he was wounded and shell

shocked. At the close of the conflict

Charles Vanel suddenly finds him
self the center of a series of black
mail plots by persons who claim he
really has a long, pre-war criminal
record. Vanel takes his defamers to
court to "Win his case on the basis of
the testimony of a stranger who
turns out to be a more clever black-
mailer than the first group.
The stranger then comes in for his

out, inslsthig to Vanel .that he really
is the pre-war criminal. Vanel Is

about to turn the witness, Jules
Berry, over to the police when an ok i

tune he's whistling strikes a chord in

hia memory. He determines to give
up his business and pay for his
crimes. But everyone ne knows is

against it^is mother, his old mis
tress, his old crony and presen;
blackmailer. Ttie Impossibility of
turning the clock back comes when
his own son tries suicide because he's
taunted by his playmates about a fa-
ther with a double personality. He's
finally delivered from his former
past-when his -former mistress (Suzy
Prim, now the mistress of Berry j

shoots the latter and commits suicide,
The end shows Vanel still doubtfu

Niskavuoren Naiset
('Women of NIskavuorl')

(FINNISH-MADE)
European . News-Film release of Suoml

production. Directed by Valtntln Vaalu.
Screenplay. Juhanl Tervapaa; music. Hor-
ry Bergratrom; camera, Atmas HIrvonen.
At ThallH, N. T., Xov. 18, MS. Running
time. 78 mins.
Housekeeper, at NIal{avuorl. . . .Olsa Talnio
Arne .Stekavuorl Tuno Palo
Martha, hla , wi fe TrJa Lautla
Anna-Lilaa, bis sister. ...... .Lea Joutseno
nraa -Ahlmit Slrickn SArl
Caretaker at Simo Oasi Ktlstela
Reverend Hugo "Hytonen
Reverend's Wife Idd .Salmi
Doctor ; . . . ^ .Walter Taoml
Drugglat Sasu Kaapanen
Teacher Valnlo ...>Topo Tielstela
Operator S.indra .Aino t«hiko3kl
Sentflna Kill TUmaa
Saily ,.Annl Hnmtlalnen
Inspector '. ..KosU Aaltonen-

Self-Regulation

(Continued from page 5)

(In linimh: vMh -^ngl\ah Titles)

A' tale of Old World pr^udices and
nqropias is given excellent cinematic
tireatment in 'Women of Kiikavuori,'
one- ul tile finer films to come to
America from ^ Scandinavia. It's a
stirring story by Juhani Tervapaa»
which ha)s had considerable success
in Finland in play form. There are
I^tdgraphic sria^ in;, this film, but
acting and direction, are excellent
This is d tale- of heritage and the

pric? one-must pay tvt its adherence.
Arne, • for instance, followed the
axioqm' of the Niskavuori, whidi for
generaticMis decreed that the ridest
son should mari^ a s^ri of ridies..
His was a-marimt life of toleration
with Martha > nta be notet the pretty,
youoift sdkoolteacher. Their love and
condemnation by » peeping society
is the story.
Tauno Palo is a determined Arhe,

almost fierce in his deaire to shidce
the shackles of marriage for his love.
Sirkka Sari, as Dona, the sdiool-
teacher, also plays excellently.
Others who give good performances
are Olga Taimio, as the mother, and
Irja Lautla, the w^e.

LA GOUALEUSE
. ('Street Stncer')
(FASNCR-MADE)
(WITH SONGS)

Paris, Nov. 18.

0. XJ. C. release of Fernand- Rivers pro-
duction. • Stars tya Qauty. Constant Remy:
features Jean

. Martlnelll. • Directed, by
R1«AS9« •• Screenplay, • by. ' Jean' Gultton,
trom story by Gaeton Marol. Allevy; cam-
era. Bachelet. Rlbault. At Moulin Rouge,
Parts, Running time, OQ lAlns. '

Cast: Lys Gauty. Constant Remy, Dor-
vlUa. Jean MartinelU, Arthur D«vere. Mar-
guerite . Plerry, Armand LurvUle. Rivers
Cadet. Roger Monteaux. Carlotta Contl,
Maurice Dorleac, Edmond Roxe.

'Chaleur du Sein* retains the es-

sential good points it possessed as

a play and yet loses considerable

force as a picture. Good acting wont
save this one.

It shows how the lives of three
divorced wives of an archaeological,

J>rofessor father, with a weakness
or the opposite sex, have pampered
a son by a first v^e who died in
childbirth.
How these three women, of en-

tirely different natures, have ex-
erted themselves on the formation
of the boy's charcter is excellently
demonstrated. Their attempts to help
him after he has tried suicide glarr
ingly brings out their shortcomings
in trying to reach the man in em->
bryo. The act also makes the father
realize that instead of giving the boy
a mother as has been His wish by his
different marria.£;es, he has done his
son a grave injustice by his own
shortsightedness in failing to be the
parent he should have been.
Father is on his way to Egypt to

continue his researches when boy
makes suicide attempt, but news of
it brings three former mothers rush-
ing to hospital. When he's released,
they take up residence in the home
they occupied before, meeting for
the first time. To each the boy con-
fesses a different story as the reason
of his act but only to the third and
youngest does he tell the truth that
he has stolen money to buy jewelry
for a night club singer. The trio

jointly get the ring back from the
girl and visit the boy's employer to

make an arrangement
In the midst of it all the father re-

turns, realizes his mistake and the
three mothers leave to allow father
and son to enjoy life in their new
understanding.
Roles are well cast Michel Simon

misses nothing as the father, with
Arletty. Gftbrielle Dorziat and
Jeanne Lion handling the mothers
well. Jean Paqul does commendably
as the morose spoiled, bewildered
young man attempting to establish

values in a. complicated life. Pierre
Larquey. as the employer, and Mar-
guerite Moreno, as an English lady
interested in archeology, infuse some
good comic touches. Hugo.

Lys Gauty made a mistake in
leaving the stage to make 'La
Goualeuse.' Mediocre, flat, with a
light scenario and unconvincing
dialog, Gauty's name wont save this
one from a short stay in the boule-
vard showcases. '

Story sees Constant Remy as
rich banker who began as secretary
to an old count. He had seduced
the count's daughter, stolen 20,000
francs and scrammed, building a
fortune for himself as a bank presi-
dent. Meanwhile, he married, too,
and had a daughter. Deserted count's
daughter, meantime had baby with
reaL father knowing nothing about
it. Count had ordered infant to be
deserted. Baby was found and had
become a handsome derelict unem-
ployed, broke and sore at life. He
bears the name pinned to liim when
he was deserted.
Film opens 20 years later when

banker is recalled to village by old
crony, now barkeeper, who can
prove banker's paternity <jf de-
serted kid. Barkeeper tries black-,
mail, but while two are discussing
terms the son sneaks into the bar to
rob the cash box. Thief is caught
but barman is accidentally killed in
struggle.
Remainder sees some pretty poor

tragedy with father recognizing son
and trying to protect him. After
interminable court scenes, father
confesses in public whereaiter son
commits suicide in his cell.

Lys Gauty, as the lover of the for-
gotten son, sings dolefully about her
lost lover and finally returns to her
canal boat to bemoan- his suicide.
Remy 1j?ies hard. " Miss Gauty pro-

duces one good song hut its effect
is spoiled by an unnnatural cabaret
scene where every city bum in the
place lines up behind the star to
weep. Scenes in which she and her
lover, Jean Martinelli, anpear are
gooey and over dramatized.
Fernand Rivers has blundered by

bringing the Climax—meeting be-
tween father and son—-half .hour be-
fore ' end. As result court scenes
which follow are given away with
every move being expected by on-
lookers. Camera gets some excel-
lent shots of local color, but close-
ups aren't up to good standard.

Hugo.

PUIUN HEADS 7ABIETT CLUB
Columbus, Nov. 20.

William C. PuUin has been elected
president of the Columbus Variety
club. He had been filling the Unex-
pired term of M. R. (Duke) Clark,

who moved to Cleveland.
Other officers re-elected as fol-

lows: J. Real Neth, William Ortman,
v.p., J. F. Luft treasurer, and P. J.

Wood, secretary. Directors named:
Max Stern, C. Harry Schreiber,

Virgil Jackson, Lou Holleb, Leo
Haenlein and William F. McKinnon.

be completed within the next 48

hours; certainly within the next few
days.
Although the steps of the joint-

meetings appear on the surface to

have progressed smoothly with an
amicable agreement in prospect the

accurate accounts of what has trans-

pired at the secret conferences un-
fold a story of exnert handling nf

conferees by both Rogers ^nd, Cole*

Time and again the two chtormen
have brought back t^e discussions to

main principles, when dlHerenoes

over some' of the minw issnes

threatraed to precipitate an impasse.

On the very record of patience

and -tact, which have, be^ exexeised

to date' by the respective leaders,

depdmds. aitmost entirely the blU-
mate success of the trade confer-

ence and the prospect that,< whett

an details and points at issue are

dis^^osed (tf, some saltisfactory final

agreem^t will be reached.

Wurt hiDotfi* wMk Allied

From this potat forward every at-

tempt wm be made by the distribu-

tors' representatives to consummate

a satisitectozy understanding whb
Allied. "Two factors' figure in the
urge foi" quick action. First, the

pending Government , anti-trust suit

against the ma^or companies, and
second, the convening of Congress

after New Year's and' the probable

resubnidssion . of the Nediy bill, or

some similar naeasure, which threat-

ens bloc^booking of films.

Stoiry gained wide circulation in

New York this week that Allied di-

rectors at .their recent meeiing in

Chicago had instructed their ne-

gotiating conunittee to break off dis-

cussidns with the distributors, but

such a yam has been completely dis-

pelled by the subsequent events ahd

the- fact that the negotiations will be

resumed. It is a fact, however, that

some Allied leaders have expressed

themselves as doubtful whether thelrf

committee's final report will be ac-
' ceptable: Notwithstanding, the conj-

mittee is being encourai^ed .to carry

on their negotiations.

Distributors have made substantial

percentage concessions on blockbook

ing contracts, having raised from the

prevailing 40^ to a schedule which
commences with :20% for features up
to $100 rentals; 15% between $100

and $250,' and 10% for all over $250.

Sales managiers of the different

major companies have viewed this

revision with something akin to

alarm, as to the potentialities of lost

film rentals under the hypothetical

condition that every customer would
-exercise his full rights of cancella

tipn. In money terms it is stated that

65% of total film revenues are de-

rived from contracts in the upper
bracket of $250 and over.

How It Breaks Down
-Estimates of cancellation costs to a

distributor whose annual gross sales

is $30,000,000, show that in the higher
bracket of $250 rentals and upwards,
cancellations- might amount to $1,-

950,000, and -to $2,070,000 for rentals

under $250, or a total of $4,020,000.

In ' practical operation no one be-

lieves the losd' will run that high
Nevertheless, the cancellations on
the entire industry gross sales, under
the revised schedules, will reach into

high figures. Predicated on the gen
erally accepted ?gure of $200,000,000

gross domestic film rentals annually,

cancellations might exceed $26,

000,00.0.

No Forcing Shorts

In addition to the revised cancel
lation concessions, distributors, in

the memorandum now in prepara'
tion, will set forth a clause agreeing
to refrain from forcing the buy oJl

short subjects as a condition of con
tracting for features. This will not
include any limitation for the sale

of the newsreels.
Double-billing of features has ere

ated a nationwide surplus of shor:
subjects, except in certain southern
territories where single billing stil

maintains. Thousands of theatres in

the dual sections make weekly pay
ments for short subjects which sel

dom are shown on account of the

limited exhibition time when two
features run- on the average three
and-a-half hours.
Not even exhibitors who are close

to the negotiations have any accurate
information of what matters of trade
practice eventually will come under
voluntary arbitration of industry
disputes. Distributors also are vague
on what is finally to be agreed upon
on this important point. Adjust
ments Of undue clearance of prior

runs, overbuying of films by com
peting theatres, unsuitable desig'

nated percentage dates, and print

availabilities for subsequent runs are
few issues eligible for arbitration.

Probable sequence of negotiations

from this point will be one or two
days of joint meetings between the
distri];>utor and- Allied. group during
December. Thereafter a report will

je rubmitted to the Allied directors
in January to be followed by ap-
proval or. rejection at the annual
meetin:; during the same month.

Pending the meeting yesterday,, the
distribution committee cannot say
what decisions on points will be
reached in* reducing various pro-
posals to a more final form than
las been pbssible up to now. Rodgers
stated that the draft arrived at, be-
ng wholly tentative until, the ex-,

hibitor. side has reported back, is

unliltely to 'be made public pending
further developments on it.-

Making no comment oil reports
hat Allied had not reached an agree-
ment in principle with tl\e distribu-
tion committee, and that two of its

^>ints have not yet been taken lip,

lodgers indicated that Allied AO
doubt is waiting ia get the draitt

which may go forward today (Wed.).
Meantime there are no meetings witjh

ikUied's committee on selt-regulti<'

lion nor with the MPrOA« although
S. R. Kent and Ned B, I>epinet set

;jee. 8-9 as dal»s (H5.the;next^ineet-

ng .wlth this organisation when £d
]£uiykepdaU jns in town,. Kiiyiien-

daR stated in New York that sev-
eral points remained to be recon-
ciled and asked Kenit;for a meeting
date.

Rodgers expresses hope that very
substantial progress toward a final

trade practices setup may be
achieved by Jan. 1, with possible

acceptance by thai time of a satis-

: actory program. Distribs will push
i 'or early acceptance as ihuch as pos-^

slble.'

Bernie To|rii^ky

Indicted oii UMeii

Vinson Charges

An" indictment in Federal Coiirt,

N. Y., .yesterday (Tuesday) charged

Bernard Toplitsky^ Hollywood pro-

moter, with using the mails to de-

fraud Helen Vinson, screen star, of

$64,000. Toplitsky is now in Los
Angeles, where he is to be sentenced
oday CWednesday) in superior cpurt
on two charges of grand larceny "to

which he has pleaded guilty. If con-
victed in L.A., the charge in jjj. Y.
may be held until his sentence ex-
pires^

Toplitsky is said to have defraud-
ed Miss Vinson' of the money throu£^
a fake annuity iiisurance schefne,' in-
volving, according to the indictment,
forgery," false representation and
other dodges. Miss Vinson and her.
husband, Fred Perry-, the tenni^ter,
testified before the Grand Jury last

'

September, and though hot opened
until yesterday, the in'dicfmeht was
voted on by the G. A, Oct. 28.

Joan Lowell Suit Off

The $100,000 suit brought by Joan,
Lowiell, the writer, against Amedee
J. Van Beuren, deceased head of.

Van Beuren Pictures Corp., for
breach of contract, was dismissed
yesterday (Tuesday) by N. Y. Su-
preme Court Justice William T. Col-
lins for lack of prdsecution.
Miss Lowell complained that Van

Beuren had failed to carry out an
agreement entered into in 1933. un-
der which she was to receive J.5%
of the gross on a picture she alleged
was based on script furnished by
her.

Oppose 1% Sales Tax Top
Indianapolis, Nov. 29.

.^According to Carl Niesse, operator
of the Vogue, deluxe nabe, members
of the Associated Theatre Owners
of Indiana are making "a concen-
trated effort to avoid payment of the'

1% sales tax added to all pic in-

voices by distributing companies.
Bxhibiton last week deducted^ tho
tax from payment of invoices, daim-
ing they pay a double tax, on their

weekly gross, and again on the film

rental fee.

While such an exigency is covered
In contracts between distributor*
and exhibitors, latter feel they will
^et a favorable decision if disputtt

lis carried into court. Taic applies oa
all film rentals throughout state.
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Films' Elaborate Briefs

(Continued from page .3)

ot the petition , to describe the rela-

tionship. It la held that answer

should be required to remove the

present contradiction in' the charge.

Reauests in the ord^r in which

they are listed, Including sub-items,

embrace the following:

Request that period of time cov-

ered py the, phrase 'for many years

last past' he- stated.-

Defendants asic whether petitioner

tlalmS that . defendants have em-
ployed any rheans or instrumentali-

ties In accomplishing the all6ged vic-

Jatlons other .than certain violations

listed and,' if so, to describe such un-

alleged tneahs!

Bestiralitt anid. Monopoly

In connection with, the accusation

that defendants have Ncoritracted,

combined and conspired to restrain

interstate trade,' it is claimed the

petitlbn libWhfere amplifies this

charge. Defendantsraisfc for time and

place of, each such contract, etc.,

names of parties involved, names of

agents, etc.

. Under charge of having attempted

to monopolize, having monopolized,

having combined and having con-

spired to monoijolize the markej; for

exhibition of pictures In flrst-nm

metropolitan theatres, defendants ask

for essential particulars on matters

not stated In the petition as well as

to matters which are alleged in such

general manner as to be non-infor-

jnative.and useless to defendants in

answering and preparing for trial;

Defehdants ask nature and terms of

express agreements, if any, and the

4cts and practices upon which pe

titioner relies as to the ultimate facts

from which the inference can be

drawn that defendants have com-
bined and conspired to monopolize

the first-run metropolitan de luxe

market, plus other phases of at-

tempts to monopolize. Also, de-

fendants ask statement of the time

when vDlations occurred and name
of each participant in the violations

charged.
.Petition, it is alleged, does not

describe the facilities involved nor

state the time or manner in which

claimed such - facilities were inte-

grated in connection with the charge

that five producer-exhibitor defend-

ants have 'integrated the prlncipa

production . and exhibition facilities

of the motion picture industry'* Dct
fendants also ask whether illegality

in line with this charge is claimed

to be the result of agreement among
them; also, in that event, for parti-

culars as to parties to any such con-

tract, terms, names of agent or

agents, plus time and place of agree-

ments or understandings. It is also

requested that each violation be

identified and the manner indicated

in which such integration is related

thereto. Defendants, moreover, ask

for the names of the theatres and

their location by cities or states

which petitioner claims are 'first run

metropolitan theatres'.

Asks whether Government bases

its charge of monopolization of the

metropolitan de luxe market solely

upon the first-run de luxe theatres

and, if not, to identify each other

theatre claimed to contribute to such

monopolization.

'Exclude' Other Producers

Statement is requested as to the

manner in which it is claimed de-

fendants have excluded all other

producers of pictures from first-run

exhibition ' in first-run theatres, as

charged, ahd the period of such ex-

clusion. Claimed also that the peti-

tion fails to describe the manner in

which the defendants have 'coupled'

production and first-run facilities in

order to accomplish this exclusion.

Defendants ask whether petition

claims they have entered into any
agreement to exclude independently
produced pictures from their first-

run metropolitan theatres and, if so,

"that particulars be furnished. Names
of the indie producers so excluded
are asked, together with circum-
stances surrounding the exclusion
and names of defendants charged
therewith. Also, motion asks wheth-
er the Government is referring to

the same thing in use of the terms,

'first-run market', 'first-run market
in metropolitan cities', 'market for
the exhibition of motion pictures',

etc

Defendants ask whether petitioner
claims they have entered into any
contract or agreement between them
to execute 'innumerable agreements,
contracts and understandings' for
the purpose of achieving the alleged
exclusion. Term, 'preferred-run' is

asked to be defined and 'petitioner
should state what it is defendants are
charged with monopolizing'.
Request is made whether the al-

run exhibition pertains to the exhi-
bition of all motion pictures, regard-
ess of quality or whether the mon-
opolization exists only as to 'quality

films', as charged.

The same particulars is asked with
respect to (1), attempt to monopo-
Ize, (2) monopoly, (3) combination
and (4) conspiracy to monopolize
the- first or preferred-runs. Also,

nature and terms of combination or
conspiracy, time when each alleged
violation commenced and period it tures.'

contract to more than one producer
at the. same time, including period
and instances; data as to identifica-

tion of instances where personnel has
not been permitted to be placed
imder contract by an indie producer;
identification of the period of time
covered by the allegation that 'in re-

cent years' defendants have carried

on a practice, of loaning contract tal-

I'ent among themselves;' and instances
where defendants have refused' a
loan to an indie company.
Information is desired on range of

admission prices called . for by the
phrase, 'small admission prices' and
the range of production of pictures

petitioner claims are' 'cheaper plc-

tias been in effect.

Moreover, details as to means em-
ployed in connection with a combi-
nation or conspiracy, plus names of

each person claimed to have par-
ticpated, are sought.

Tfae»tl-es

In connection wth the charge that

the producer-exhibtor defendants, in
acquiring theatres, have not gone
into the same competitive areas to

any extent, defendants ask whether
petitioner claims that such -action

was the result of agreement and, if

so, to furnish particulars. It is also

asked that petitioner specify in-

stances where 'producer-exhibitor
defendants have compelled indepen-
dent exhibitors to sell or dispose of

their theatres to them,' plus methods, petition

Details in connection with the
charge of imposition of unfair trade
practices is asked, including whether
this has been as- a result - of any
agreement among the defendants and
whether it is claimed practices have
been imposed upon indie .exhibs only
in the situations where they compete
with an affiliated chain theatre.

Definition of 'affili&ted theatre' is

also sought, together with nature and
extent of the control of a theatre by
a major producer or of its financial

interest there which determines that

such a theatre is 'affiliated.'

Defendants ask what relationshifx

petitioner claims exists- between the
acquisition by Warners of Stanley
Co. and First National, and the viola-

tions of law charged throughout the

Alvin, Hpk, in the Middle of Odd

Selling Situation; Other Fdm Deals

Being Closed Up All Over the Map

Still Campaigning

Pittsburgh, Nov. 29.

At' opening of new Harris-

Senator theatre here last Wek,
Frank J. Harris, president of

company- and Allegheny county
GOP. chairman, told how. his

circuit had opened 20 houses

here in last five years. He
then introduced Mayor Scully,

of Pittsbxfrgh,' ii" Diinocrat, but
not before handing him a po-

litical,rib or two.
,

Scully got baclf at him, how-
ever, when he fcracked: 'Open-

ing 20 theatres in a Democratic
administration speaks better for

my party than it does for

Frank's.'

employed, time- and place of the in-

cident and nanie^ 'of individuals in-

volved.

Defendants request identification

of each 'respective area or areas' re-

ferred to in connection with monop-
oly of picture supply by producer
chains, name of each of latter having
such monopoly and nature of the

monopoly. Memorandum also seeks
Information as to what is the 'mar-

ket' or what are the areas in the

various states which the producer-
exhibitor defendants monopolize,

-

What is meant by the phrase 'bet-

ter motion picture films'; the number
of such films that petitioner claims
has been produced by the defendant
companies and by all producers dur-
ing each of the years covered, is jah"

other request made.

Key Cities, Etc.

Names and locations -of cities

which the petitioner' claims are 'key

cities'; what the petitioner claims

constitutes a 'circuit'; a definition of

the phrase 'dominated and con-

trolled' in connection with the charge

VET HLM STARS

STILL IN THE

RUNNING

including territories in which two or producer-chains have for many years

more producer-distribs have thea
tres.

Under the charge relating to a
common purpose under which the
producer-chains receive priority and

controlled almost all of the metro
politan de luxe theatres; names of

such de luxe theatres, etc., are also

sought in the bill of particulars

Other requests concern whether

preference oh film over all other Pe««<>ne.r claims that curtallm^^

exhibitors, defendants ask time,

place, names of participants, etc.,

plus a description of the phrase- 'pri'

ority and preference.'

Petitioner, is asked to identify

franchises, contracts, agreements
and understandings in connection

with the charge reating to priority

or preference 'accomplished through
a system and series of franchises,

contracts, agreements and under-
standings,' plus period of time de-

fendants have been extended prior-

ity.

the number- of films made by them
has been accomplished pursuant to

any agreement and in what- respects

franchises and agreements are selec-

tive in character In line with charge
producer-distribs favor licensing of

product to producer-chain defend-
ants.

The motion is filed in behalf of all

defendants in the U. S. suit except
ing Par News, Harry O. King,

Charl6s A. McCulloch, Harold A,

Fortington, Frederick Strauss, Co
liunbia Pictures and co-defendants,

United Artist, and allUA defendants,
Defendants ask for identification Adolph Ramish, Al Lichtman, George

of instances of aUeged reservation of m. Armsby and WiUiam A. Phillips,

film in favor of producer-chain de- Columbia and UA defendants have
fendants, together with whether it is

|
qiq^ separate motions,

claimed this alleged reservation re-

sults from any contract, agreement
or understanding . among them andf
if so, to furnish particulars.

Instances whether two or more
producer-chains arrange a conven^

lent division of pictures between
them in large metropolitan areas is

also asked.
Indies

Order Exainination In ^

Upstate N. Y. Action

Minneapolis. Nov. 29.

Although W. A. Steflies announced
last summer than his Alvin, de luxe
loop 1,600-seat house, would reopen
this fall with a film policy, the house
continues dark and- the reason' is in-

ability to obtain i^roduct, according

to those In the kiiow. Steflfes himself

refuses to discuss the situation. It

was common knowledge in trade

circles, however, that he had .sent

out queries to the various exchange
relative to availability Of product

and that the answers were not at all

encouraging.
At the time that Stefles made his

announcement relative to the Alvin's

reopening, following the filing of the

government's anti-trust suit against

major distributors, he had expressed
confidence that local exchanges
would not have the temerity to deny
him product in light of trade devel-

opments; In effect, he declared he'd

get pictures 'or know the reasoQ.

why.'
'

United Artists here hasn't made a
product deal yet with the Paramount
circuit, and there Is talk In trade

circles that this product may go into

the Alvin. But Steftes says he 'never

heard of the report* and Ralph
Cramblett, United Artists' branch
manager here, refuses to discuss the

matter.

UA Insistence on percentage deals

its releases has kept it

Hollywood, Nov. 29.

Yesterday's Hollywood stars are 1 '^11 of

still on ,the job, although their names fro^ selling Twin City independent
no longer illuminate the marquees, exhibitors as well as the Paramount
They can be spotted in any of the chain. Percentages demanded run
studios, playing character roles, bit from 25-35%. The only company that

parts or anything they can snatch gotten away with percentages^

out of the cinema grab bag. as ' far as the
.
Minneapolis and St,

One can find a flock of them in one p^ui independents are concerned, is

picture on the Warner lot. 'Juarez' Metro. Although the independents

lias more than 50 speaking parts, and ^^nt on record at the outset of the

in them are such bygone luminaries gelling season that they wouldn't

as Frank Mayo, Stuart Holmes, Paxil make an exception in M-G case, this

Panzer, Hohnes Herbert, Fred Mala- time they have done so, going for

testa, Montagu Love and Francis the company's deal with four per-

McDonald. centage pictures almost 100%.
On the same lot Monte Blue, once paramount still is having trouble

a star in his own right, has a speak- making deals with the Twin City in-

ing part in 'Dodge City,' Vera Lewis dependents, not on account of per

is doing her bit in 'Always Leave centage, but on account of the stiff

Them Laughing,' and Jiack Richard-
[ rentals asked,

son 'stiU. promotes an occasional

laugh.
I

GN and Mono Selling

It 'looks like an oldtimers conven- Deals already made on Grand Na-
tion at Paramount. Ethel Clayton tional. product following takeover of

and Mary McLaren are in 'Midnight.' company by E, W. Hamnjons in-

Betty Compson has a featured spot eludes the Fabian circuit for Brook-

in 'Hotel ImperlM.' Bryant Wash- lyn; Shea chain in Ohio, Pennsyl-

burn and Don Alvarado do their stuff vania and New England situations*

in 'Cafe Society.' Agnes Ayres, and the Warner New Jersey circuit

Valentino's girl friend in "The for two- early releases as starter.

Sheik,' is in 'Union Pacific,' along 'Shadows Over Shanghai' and 'Cipher

with Julia Faye. Antonio Moreno,
|
Bureau.'

PoUy Moran and Raymond Hatton

are in 'Ambush.'
At RKO, Evelyn Brent Is doing a

comeback and .
dickering for a con

Late buys for Monogram's '38-39

product include thj Schine circuit

in New York and Ohio; Kincey-Wil-
by in Georgia and North Carolina;

Numerous executives of motion pic-

ture concerns were ordered yester-

^ ^ . , .day (Tuesday) by N. Y. Federal
One charge of the Government is judge Edward Conger to appear for

that all indie exhibs are systemati- examination before trial of the $225,-
cally excluded from procuring, un- qqq anti-trust suit brought by the

^^A^.-*!*!"?!.*!^'^®J^"^,?:^^^^^ I

Orange County (N.Y.) Theatres, Inc.,

against Eugene Levy and Georgeor preferred-run of high grade,

quality films. A definition of the

phrase 'high grade, quality films'

and identification of instances where
this exclusioin has occurred are

sought. It is also asked that peti-

tioner state the characteristics which
distinguish 'feature photoplays of

the better grade and quality' from
other photoplays and from 'high

grade quality films.' Clarity is sought

on whether defendants ^re charged

with having monopolized the pro-

duction of 'feature photoplays' or

only of 'feature photoplays of the

better grade and quality.'

Memorandum states that defen-

dants do not knw whether petitioner

claims the alleged monopoly of pro-

duction has been obtained by any of

them acting independently of the

others or as a result of the joint ef-

forts of all the producer defendants.

Details in this connection are asked,

as well as to cover the charge re-

lating to placing under contract of

most of the valuable stars, featured

players, directors, technicians, etc.,

including term of service, salary,

number of pictures contracted to be

made or any other standard peti-

tioner has in mind which will enable

identification of the stars and others

'unlawfuly placed under contract.'

Personnel

Particulars are also demanded as

leged monopoly of first or preferred to personnel which has been under

Walsh, operators of picture houses

at Newhurgh, N. Y. Other defend-
ants in the action are- Paramount
Pictures, Inc., 20th Century-Fox, Big
U Film Exchange, RKO-Radio Pic-

tures, and UnltedVArtists. Those di-

rected to appear and to bring records

of picture leases covering the period

from 1935-1937 are Joseph Lee, also

a defendant, to appear on Dec, 5;

S. R. Kent, president of 20th-Fox,

Dec. 6; Neil Agnew and M. S. Kus
sell, both of Paramount, Dec. 7;

Walsh, Dec. 13, and William Sussman
of 20th-Fox, Dec. 21.

tract. Jack MuUiaU is making good Martin in south; Sparks circuit In

in character parts and so is Herbert Florida; Great States in Indiana and

Rawlinson. Illinois; Cheseborough, Cincinnati;

Betty Blythe, once the gorgeous Jefferson Amusement, Dallas; Gen-

Queen of Sheba, breaks into the cast tral States and Pioneer Theatres,

frequently at Metro. Working oc- Iowa; Dickinson Theatres in Kan-

casionally at the same studio are sas; WB upstage, in Jersey, Wash-

King Baggott, Maurice CosteUo, ington, X, A. and Penrisylvania ier-f

Barbara Bedford. Harry Myers and ritories; Rickards and Nace, Arizona;

Rosemary Theby Strand Enterprises, Memphis; Rosen-

20th-Fox affords occasional jobs blatt & Welt in N. J.; Comerford in

for Clara Kimball Young, Ruth Clif- I
Philadelphia; E. K. Taylor circuit.

HAYBTJENER PAYS OFF
Hollywood. Nov. 29.

Marie Wilson's first starrer,

'Sweepstakes Winner,' got the gun
yesterday (Monday) at WJkrners.

Another starter was 'Smashing the

Money Ring,* one of the Secre

Service series starring Ronald
Reagan.

SMITH'S NEW EEPI POST
Clifford W. Smith, formerly gen

eral sales manager for Electrical Re
search' Products, Inc., left yesterday

(Tuesday) for the Coast to take his

new post as general West Coast man
ager of Erpi.

.

In .
new duties. Smith will be in

California most of time.

ford and Pauline Garon, and Uni-
versal does the same for Gertrude
Astor and Jean Acker.
A colossal aggregation of stars

—

if they could roll back the years.

From Art to Artist,

Gene AieUo's Pic Shift

Gene Aiellb may step from the art

department to pictures as an actor.

He has been contacted by Columbia
for a part in 'Golden Boy,' based on
th; play, and is scheduled to dis-

cuss the matter with Rouben Ma-
moulian, director, now in New York.
Formerly with United Artists' art

department, Aiello joined Para-
mount as an artist several weeks
ago.

WB's Xmas Midniters

Plvladelphla, Nov, 29.

Orders were sent out by Warner
circuit this week for midnight shows
in keys and selected group of other

houses on Sunday, Dec. 25 (Christ-

mas Day)

.

All houses have a regular standing

order for the 12 o'clockers. on New
Year's Eve, which this year falls on

a Saturday.

Salt Lake and the Saenger circuit in

the south.

Republic has closed one of Its

most important deals to date with
the Skouras Metropolitan N. Y. cir-

cuit for 65 houses for 1938-39 pro-
duct. Morris Epstein, Rep's N. Y.
branch manager negotiated the buy
with John Benas, representing
Skouras.
United Artists has closed on its '38-

39 product with the Interstate Cir-

cuit of 100 houses in the southwest
and the Schine chain of 75 opera-

tions in New York, Ohio, Kentucky
and Maryland.

,

WB's Frenchie
Philadelphia, Nov. 29.

Warner circuit here has bought
'Grand Illusion,' French pic, for a
large number of its houses here.

Foreigns are generaly taboo except

in a few heavily-lingual nabes, but
'Illusion' had such a long run at the

tiny Studio here that WB snapped
it up for general release.

Spurs for the McCoy
Hollywood, Nov. 29.

•Outlaws Paradise,' third of the
eight Tim McCoy westerns for Vic-
tory Pictures, rolled yesterday
(Monday) at Progressive studios.

Cast includes Benny Corbett, John
Barday and Ted Adams
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You won't n^d elp to sell this one!

000
comic strip readers and radio fans ore

already sold on PAtAMOUNrS . .

.

LITTLE ORPHAN ANNIE
wMi GILUS ioMd on Hm Comic Strip Cborodor by Horold Oroy
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STOCKHOLDERS

SUEONPATHE

PLAN

Advance Production Chart
Hollywood, Nov. 29.

studios slacking their production pace in the past two weeks, having
only 38 pictures before the cameras, as of Nov, 23, ds compared to 48 two

weeks prior. Either released or previewed are 140, with 86 in the cutting
rooms and still to start shooting to complete season's promise of 580.

Columbia

Proposed, plan of liquidation on

which stockholders of Pathe Film

Cotp. we're to vote next month ran

Into difficultieia Monday (28) when

17 stockholders of the. corporation

filed suit, in N. Y, supreme court In

an attempt to restrain directors from

holding the stockholders' meeting

and pasB on ttie- proposal. Justite

Louis A. Valente has set Dec. 5 as

date for hearing of motion jfor tempo

rary injunction pending trial of the

suit.

Complaint. - by tiiis ' stockholder

groupi r^resenting 2.445' shares of

stock, alleged ihat Robert !. Young

and other defendants, officers and

directors of Pathe Film, plan to or-

ganize a new company -to .take over
certain, assets of Pathe in return for

$54Q,006 in debenture bonds in the

new company. The plaintiffs claim

that this is an inadequate amount to

trade for the assets involved,, charg
ing that 'such a move by the dc
fendaiits would be for their sole

benefit and against the best interest

of the general stockholders.

The action is brought by Anna
Bashlow and other stockholders. If

the c6urt issues a' restraining order,

the entire plan of liquidation, made
purportedly to pass the benefits of

Pathe's 35% stockholdings in Du
Pont Film Co. on to common sliare-

holders, might be sidetracked for

several month's. Understanding this

week, however, was that close

to 70% of the total of 585,002 shares

of common outstanding had signified

by proxy that holders would at-

tend ttie special meeting and vote on
the plan. Because only 80% is

needed to secure approval of the

plan, it is coriceivable that plans for

the meeting might, go forward, of

course, with court approval.

Details

Liquidation plan eliminates the
preferred issue of 7,833 shares by
paying $100 to each present stock-

holder plus accrued dividends due
on the 7% .preference stock. Bank
loan of about $1,071,000 will carry
out this plan for eliminating the pre-

ferred and take care of $275,000 note
due to the Central Hanover Bank &
Trust Co.
Common stockholders, under the

plan, would receive one share of

Monogram Pictures stock for- each
11,323 shares held and would get a
pro rata amount of the promissory

notes of Radio-Keith-Orpheum Cotp.

owned by Pathe and of face amount
of $248,000.

They also would i;pceive a pro-

portionate amount of the 3,500 shares

of Du Pont Film stock, whether or

not they purchased any part of

$540,000 worth of debenture bonds in

the new company. Plan provides a
chance to pxirchase a proportionate

share of thesie bonds according to

number of Pathe . common shares

held, thereby avoiding fees and taxes

involved in the actual sale of any
part of the 3,500 shares.

Pathe's Net, $21,613

Pathe Film Qorp. showed a net

profit of $21,613 for the nine-month
period ending Sept SO. Company
actually showed a loss on film, de-
velopment and printing operations
of $35,160, but $105,000 in dividends
received from DuPont Film Corp.,

plus other income items -as .well as

additional expenditures produced
the profit.

The actual income from operations
was' $725,185 as compared with
$783,202 for the full year of 1936

and about $400,000' lower than the
full year of 1937. Pathe paid divi-

dends only oh its $7 preferred stock,

of which only 7,833 now are out-

standing.

Fei^tnres ,«

Wcsterm «.

Serials ;..

Number Number Now
.•t PIx . Com- Shoot-
Promised pleted inc

4» 7 3
16 4 •
4 1 #

Now BalsBcoto.
in BePlaeod Storloa In

Cutting Before rrepairi»-
Ko»n» C*m*6rai tioa

5 35 ZS
3 9 9
.11 3 3

37Total 69 IZ 3 .8 37
Pictures now in the cutting rooms or awaiting previews are:
'CJALIFOENIA FBONTies/ produced by Monroe' Shall; directed by

Elmer Clifton; original screen play by Monroe Shall and Arthvu: Hoen;
photographed hy JSddie' Linden. Cast: Buck Jones, Carmen Bailey. Jose.
Perez, ForrestJ^ylor. Milburn Stone, Stanley Blystone, Ernie Adams, Bob

yiUarias, Soledad Jiinlnez, Tom London, Billy Bletcher, Paul
Ellis, Ray TeaL Carl Matthews." / • . ..

-.'INTERNATIONAL formerly titled 'SPY RING/ produced by
Irving Briskin unit; directed by Christy Cabanne; no writing

credits^ released; photographed- by Allen Seigler.. Cast; Fay Wray, Ralph
Bellamy, Warren .HuU,. Regis Tdbm^y, Walter Kingsfordy Lorna Gray,
Anh Doran, Paul Whitney, Mae Wallace, John TyrreU. Dick Curtis.

'

'NORTH OF SHANGHAI/ formerly, titled 'LIFE IS CHEAP/ produced
by Wallace McDonald for Irving Briskin unit; directed^ by D. Ross Leder-
man; no writing credits released; photographed by Franz Planer. Cast:
Betty Furness, James Craig, Keye Luke, Dick Curtis, Joseph Downing,
Honorable Wu, Cy Kendall, Lotus Liu, John Tyrrell.

. /HOMICIDE BUREAU' (for 1938-39 release); associate producer. Jack
Fier; directed by C. C. Coleman, Jr.; original screen play by Earle Snell;
photographed by Benjamin Kline. . Cast: • Bruce Cabot, Rita Hayworth,
Robert Paige. Marc Lawrence, Ed Fetherston. Richard Fiske. Jane Morgan.
'lyBECKAGE/ produced by Larry Darmour; dii'ected.by Lewis Di Col-

lins; screen play by Gordon Rigby and Tom Kilpatrick; photographed by
James S. Brown, Jr. Cast; Jack Holt, Dolores CosteUo, Pert Kelton, Addi-
son Richards, Joseph Crehan, Donald Briggs, Solmes Herbert, Carol
Wayne, Dorothy Granger, Maxine Leslie, Al Bridge, Emerson Treacy,
Jaek Rice, Harry Harvey, Ray Bourbon.
•THE THUNDERING WEST/ formerly titled 'TRAIL OF THE TUM-

BLEWEED/ produced by Harry Decker for the Irving Briskin imit; di-
rected by Sam Nelson; original screen play by J. Bennett Cohen; photo-
graphed by Lucien Ballard. Cast: Charles Starrett, Iris Meredith, Dick
Curtis, Bob Nolan, Ed LeSalnt, Frank Bell, Eddie* Cobb, Art Mix, Slim
Whittaker, Hal Taliaferro, Ed PeiX Dick Botiller, Robert Fiske.
'TEXAS STAMPEDE,' formerb^ tiUed 'RIO GRANDE ROUNDUP/ pro-

duced by Harry Dedcer for^he trvihg Briskin unit;' directed by Sam Nel-
son; original screen play by John Francis Royal; photographed by Lucien
Ballard. Cast: Charles Starrett, Iris Meredith, Sons of the Pioneers, Bob
Nolan, Fred Kohler, Jr., Hank Bell, Raphael Bennett, Blackjack Ward,
Lee Prather, Eddie Cobb, Ed Hearn^ Frank Austin.. ^

Columbia Plz.Now In Produc'tton
'LONE WOLF'S DAUGHTER/ produced by Joseph Sistroim; directed by

Peter Godfrey; screen play by Jonathan Latmier; -photographed by Joseph
Walker. Cast: Warren William, Ida Lupino, Virginia Weidler, Rita Hay-
worth, Marc Lawrence, Ralph Morgan, Don Beddoe, Ben Welden, Leonard
Carey, Tommy Dugan, Forbes Murray, John Tyrell, Marek Windheim,
Bud Jamison, Lorna Gray, Stanley' Brown, Beatrice Curtis, Lola Jensen,
James €raig. Jack Norton, Anthoi^ Hughes,. Eaal& ' Laughton, Vernon
Dent, James Blaine, Frank Baker, Eddie Fetherston.

,

'RACKETEERS,' produced" by Wallace MacDonald; directed by C. C.
Coleman, Jr.; no writing credits released; photographed, by Alan Siegler;

Cast: Alan Baxter, Jacqueline Wells, Joseph King, Gordon Oliver, Willard
Robertson, John Tyrell, Ed Fetherston, Dick Curtisj Hirry Strang, Joseph
Caits, Eddie Laughton, George Taylor, Stanley Brown, Frank Mills, Joe
Harmon, James Millican, Frank O'Connor, Ed Cobb, Kernan Crips, Robert
Walker, E. L. Dale, Art Dupuis, Al Ferguson, Ky Robinson, Sam Ash,

Al Herman, Forbes Murray, Edward Hearn. ^ ^
'LET US LIVE,' produced by William Perlberg; directed by- John Brahm;

screen play by Anthony Veiller and Allen Rivki Cast: Henry Fonda,

Maureen O'SuUivan, Ralph Bellamy, Henry Kohler/Alan Baxter, Stanley

Ridges.

Grand National

KIBSCH'S CHABITT FEED
Chicago, Nov. 29.

Original plan for the testimonial

dinner to be given Jack Kirsch, Al-
lied president, on Friday (2) have
been altered at Kirsch's insistance.

It had been originally figured to

present him with a Cadillac, but
Kirsch vetoed this gift and has
asked the testimonial committee
that all monies realized be turned
over to charity.
Expected that around $6,500 will

be raised from the $10-a-plate din-
ner.

Now Balance to

Number Number Now In Be Placed Stories in

of PIx Com- Shoot- Cutting Beforo Prepara-
Promised pletcd Inf Rooms Cameras tion

Total 68 5 0 6 57 67

Pictures now in cutting rooms or awaiting previews are:

'THE LONG SHOT/ Fine Arts production for Grand National release;

produced by Franklyn Warner; associate producer-director. Charles La-
mont; screen play by Ewart Adamson; original story by H^rxy Beresford

and George Callaghan; photographed by Arthur Martinelli. Cast: Gordon
Jones, Marshal Hunt, C. Henry Gordon, George Meeker, Harry Daven-
port, James Bobbins, George E. Stone ,Dorothy Fay, Frank Darrlen, Tom
Kennedy, Earle Hodgin, Emerson Treacy, Guy Seabrook, Lee Phelps, Ben
Burt.
FURY'S IN THE SADDLE,' produced by Arthur Driefuss; directed by

Sam Diege; original screen play by Arthur Hoerl; photographed by Mack
Stengler. Cast: Dorothy Page, Milton Frome, Vince Bamett, Linn May-
berry, Joseph Girard, Frank Ellis, Harrington Reynolds, Merrill McCor-
mick, Pat Henning, Fred Cordova, Eddie Gordon, Lester Doerr, Walter

Patterson, Snowy (equine). , , , ^ .j, „
'THE LAST BARRIER/ Coronado production; produced by Donald K.

Lieberman; directed by Samuel Diege; original screen play by Arthur

Hoerl; photographed by Mack Stengler. Cast: Dorothy Page, David

O'Brien, Vince Barnett, Ethan Allen, Leonard Trainer, Edward Gordon,

Stanley Price, Warner Richmond, Merrill McCormick, Lloyd Ingraham,

Ed Piel. , , , . . , , XT
'LADY BUCKAROO/ Coronado production; produced by Donald K.

Lieberman; directed by Samuel Diege; original screen play by Arthur

Hoerl; photographed by Mack Stengler. Cast: Dorothy Page, David

O'Brien, Vince Barnett, Ed Piel, Dix Davis, Stanley Price, Warner Rich-

mond, Dorothy Short, Paul Barrett, Lloyd Ingraham, Ethan Allen, Edward
Gordon, Merrill McCormick. ^ t. k^t n.^
'EXILE EXPRESS/ produced by Eugene Frenke; directed by Otis Gar-

rett; original by Edwin Justus Mayer;, musical score by Dimitri Tiomkm;
photographed by John Mescall. Cast: Anna Sten, Alan Marshall, Jerome

Cowan, Walter Catlett, Jfed Prouty, Leonid Kinsky, Irving Pichel, Feodor

Chaliapin, Addison Richards, Henry Roquemore, Byron Foulger, Stanley

Fields, Harry Davenport, Spencer Charters, Etienne Girardot.

'THE TRIGGER PALS,' Conemart Productions; produced by Philip

N. Krashe; directed by Sam Neufield; original story by George

Plympton and Ted Richmond; screen play by George Plympton. Cast:

Arthur Jarrett, Lee Powell, Al St. John, Dorothy Fay, Ernie Adams,

Stanley Blystone. Ted Adams, Durkie Thane. Earl Doueilas, Nina Guilbert,

Ethan Allen, Bob Walker, Frank La Rue, Wally West, Carl Mathews.

zell; no writing credits released; photographed by Ray June. Cast:
Eleanor Powell. Robert Young, George Burns and Gracie Allen, Eddie
Anderson, Judith Allen, Jo Ann Sa^yres, Rita Johnson, Willie Fung, Clar-
ence Kolb, Bert Roach.
'STAND UP AND FIGHT/ produced by Mervyn LeRoy; directed by

W. S. Van Dyke; no writing credits released yet; photographed by Oliver
Marsh. Cast: Robert. Taylor, Wallace Bedry, Florence Rice. Helen Broder-
ick, Charley Girapewin. Clinton Rosemohd, John Qualen, Barton MacLane,
Robert Gleckler, Claudia Morgan, Charlies Biclcford, Jonathan Hale.

ICE FOLLIES bF 1939/ produced by Harry Rapf; directed by Reinhold
Schunzel; nQ writing credits released; photographed by Oliver. Marsh. Cast:
Joan'Crawford, James Stewart, Lew Ayres. Ice Follies troupe, Jo Ann
Sayres, Lionel Stander.-
'CHBISTMAS CAROL/ produced by Joseph Mankiewicz; directed by

Edwin L. Marin; ho Writing credits released; photographed, by Sid Wag-
ner. Cast: Reginald Owen, Gene and 'Kathleen Lockhart, Terry Kilburn.

.

Gene Reynolds, Lynn Carver, Leo . G. Carroll, Ann RuUierford, Lionel
Braham, Matthew Boulton, Ejivira 4Steverts, Forrester Harvey.
'DRAMATIC SCHOOL,' produced by Mervyn LeRoy; directed bj* Robert

Sinclair; screen play by Ernest' Vajda; photographed by Joe. Ruttehberg.
Cast: Luise Rainer, Paulette Goddard; Alan Marshall, Hehiy Stephenson;
Gale Sondergaard, Virginia Grey. Ann Rutherford, Lana Turner, Carol
Parker, Rand Brooks, Dorothy Grainger, Melville Cooperf.iMarie Blake.
Erik Rhodes, Genevieve Tobin, Antljiony Allen, Hans ConiTed, Margaret
Lamont, Frank Puglia, Esther Dale.
•SWEETHEARTS' (In Technicolor for 1938-39 season), produced by Hunt

Stromberg; directed by W. S. Van Dyke; screen play by Alan Campbell
and Dorothy Parker; photographed by Olivci Marsh. Cast: Jeanette Mac-
Donald,, Nelson Eddy, Mischa Auer, Frank Morgan, Ray Bolger. ' Herman
Ring, Minna Gombel. Gene and Kathleen Lockhart. Raymond Walburn,
Lucille Watson; Florence Rice, Reginald Gardiner. AUyn Joslyn, Fay
Holden. Olin Howland, Terry Kilburn. Betty Jayhes. Douglas McPhail.

Metro PIx Now in Production
1 TAKE THIS WOMAN/ formerly titled 'NEW YORK CINDERELLA/

produced by Lawrence Weingarten; directed by Frank Borzage; original
story by Charles MacArthur; photographied by Charles Lawton. Cast:
Spencer Tracy, Hedy .LaMarr, Fanny Brice, Walter Pidgeon, Thurston
Hall, Carlos Valdez, Leonard Penn, Ina Claire, Marjorie Main, Louis Cal-
hern, Lana Turner, Mona Barrie,. Willie Best, Dwight Frye, Jack Carson.
Frank Puglia.
'IDIOT'S DELIGHT/ produced by Hunt Stromberg; directed by Clarence

Brown; from play by Robert E, Sherwood; photographed by William
Daniels. Cast: Clark Gable, Norma Shearer, Laura Hope Crews, Charles
Coburn, Pat Paterson, Joseph Schildkraut, Paula Stone, Edward Arnold,
Burgess Meredith, Skeets Gallagher, Joan Marsh, Bernadene Hayes, Vir-
ginia Grey, Mitchell Lewis, Virginia Dale, Fritz Feld, Edward' Roquello.
Lorraine Krueger.
'THE WIZARD OF OZ' (Technicolor), produced by Mervyn. LeROy;

directed. by. Victor Fleihing;- based on story by Frank L. Baum; photo-
graphed by ° Harold Rosson; for Technicolor, Allan Dazey. Cast: Frank
Morgan Judy Garland, Ray Bolger, Bert Lahr,. .Jack Haley, Charley
GrapeWin, BiUie Burlce, Margaret Hamilton, Pat Walsh.
THE AWAKENING OF KATRINA,' formerly titled 'KATHEBINE, THE

LAST/ produced by Harry Rapf; directed by Norman Taurog; screen pl^y
by Gerald Savey and Jack Mintz; photographed by Clive De Vinna. Cast:
Franciska Gaal, Rita Johnson, Barnett Parker, Franchot Tone, Walter Con-
nolly, Reginald Gardner, Franklin Pangborn, Charles Judells, Priscilla

Lawson, Reginald Owen, Billy Gilbert, Barbara Pepper.
'BURN 'EM UP O'CONNOR,' formerly titled 'SKIDS/ produced by Harry

Rapf; directed by Edward Sedgwick; no Writing credits released; photo-
graphed by Lester White. Cast: Dennis O'Keefe. Cecelia Parker, Nat
Pendleton, Harry Carey, Charley Grapewin, Alan Curtis, Tom Neal, Tru-
man Bradley, John Butler, Betty Ann Browne.

- 'HUCKLEBERRY FINN/ produced by Joseph Mankiewicz; directed by
Richard Thorpe; no writing credits released; photographed by John Seitz.

Cast: Mickey Rooney, Walter Connolly, William Frawley, Elizabeth Risdon,

Minor Watson, Harlan Briggs; Rex Ingram.

Monogram

Now Balance to
Number Number Now In Be.Placed Stories im

•t PIx Com- Shoot- Cutting Before Prepara-
Promised pletei Ing Robms Cameras tlnp

Features 26 5 • 3 18 18
Westerns 16 4, 0 2 10 10

Total 42 9 • 5 28 28

Pictures^in the cutting room:

<GANG BULLETS/ produced by E. B. Derr; associate producer. Frank
Melford; directed by Lambert Hillyer; original screen play by John T.
Neville; photographed by Arthur Martinelli. Cast: Ann Nagel, Robert
Kent, Charles Trowbridge, Morgan Wallace, J. Farrell MacDonald, John
T. Murray, Arthur Loft, John Merton, Roger Williams, Duke York, Donald
Kerr, Carleton Yoimg, Stanley Mack, Harry Strang, Ernie Adams, Isabell

Lamalle, Martin Spellman, Tom McGuire, Bill Worthington, Bill Lally,

Eddie Hearn,- Frank Nelson, Jack C. Smith, Kernan Kripps, Frank LaRue.
Frank Hall Crane.

'SONG OF THE BUCKAROO/ formerly titled 'LITTLE TENDERFOOT,
produced by Edward Finney; directed by Al Herman; original screen dlay

by John Rathmell; photographed by Frances Corbey. Cast: Tex Rltter,

Jinx Palkehljerg, Mary Ruth, Charles King, Tom London, Snub Pollard;

Maurice Murphy, Frank LaRue, Bob Terry, Ernie Adams, Dave O'Brien,

Dorothy Fay, Bud Osborne..

•I AM A CRIMINAL/ produced by E. B. Derr; associate producer, Frank
Melford; directed by William Nigh;, original screen. play by John Kraflt;

photographed by Paul Ivano. Cast: John Carroll, Martin Spellman, Kay
Linaker. Lester Matthews, Craig Reynolds, Maiy Kornman, May Beatty.

Robert Fiske, Wilbur Mack, Jack Kennedy, Dennis Moore, Bryan Folger.

'WILD HORSE TRAIL/ produced by Robert Tittsey; directed by Bob
Hill: original screen play by Robert Emmett; photographed by Bert Longe-
necker. Cast: Jack Randall, Dorothy Short, Frank Vaconelli, Walter Long.

Denniis Moore, Charles King, Warner Richmond.

'TOUGH KID/ produced bv Lindsley Parsons; directed by Howard
Bretherton; screen play by, Karl Brown and W«Uyn Totman; phoi»-

gra'phed bV Harry Neumann. Cast: Frankie Darrq, .Judith Allen, Dick

Purcell, Lillian Elliott, Don Rowan, William Ruhl, Lew Kelly, Ralph

Peters, Max Davidson, Wilbur Mack, Joe Girard.

Paramount

Metro

Features . . .

.

Selsnlck-Int'l

Number Number Now
of PIx Com- Shoot-

Promised pleted Ing

50 12 619 9

Now Balance to

in Be Placed Stories In

Cutting Before Prepara-
Rooms Cameras tlon

6 26 26
• 1 1

27Total 51 12 6 6 27

Pictures now in the cutting rooms or awaiting previews are:

'HONOLULU/ produced by Jack Cummings; directed by Edward Buz-

Studio
Harry Sherman.

Number Number Now
of PIx Com- Shoot-

Promised pleted Ing

51 17 7

7 5 .•

Now Balance to
In Be Placed Stories la

Cutting Before Prepara-^
Rooms Cameras tion

11 16 16111
17Total 58 22 7 12 11

Pictures now in cutting rooms or awaiting previews are:

'PARIS HONEYMOON' (for 1938-39 season), produced by Harlan. Thomp-
son: directed by Frank Tuttle; screen play by Frank Butler and Don Hart-

man; based on a story by Angela Sherwood: phdtogTaphed by Karl Struss.

Cast; Bing Crosby. Franciska Gaal. Akim Tamiroff. Ben Blue, Edward
Everett Horton. Shirley Ross. Rafaela Ottiano. Keith Kenneth. George

Gay. Norah Gale. Laurie Lane, Louise Seidel. Paula de Cardp. Evelyn

Keyes. Harriette Haddoa Maria Doray. Louise Seidel. Judy King, Janet

Waldo. Cheryl Walker. Marion Weldon. Dorothy White. ,

•RIDE A CROOKED MILE/ formerly titled 'ESCAPE FROM LEAVEN-
(Continued on page 19)
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FOUR DAUGHTERS
THE SISTERS
BROTHER RAT

ANGELS WITH DIRTY FACES
HEART OF THE NORTH in Technicolor

Warners made
them ALL!
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Advance , Production Chart
(Continued from page 17)

WORTH/ formerly titled 'THE LAST BIDE/ formerly titled TSCAPE
FROM YESTERDAT' (for 1938-39 season), produced by Jeff Lazarus: di-
rected by Alfred E. Green; original story and screen play by Ferdinand
Beyher and John C. Moffit; photographed by William Mellor. Cast: Akim
Tamiroflf, Frances Farmer, Leif Erikson, Lynne Overman, Vladimir Soko-
loH, Wade Crosby, Dewey Robinson, William NewelL John Bliefer, Alex
Woloshin, James Flavin,

'ST. LOUIS BLUES' (for 1938-39 release), produced by Jeff Lazarus:
directed by Raoul Walsh;' screen play by John C. Moffltt and Malcolm
Stuart Boylatt; based on adaptation by Frederick Hazlitt Brennan of story
by JJleanore Grlflfln and William Rankin; additional dialog by Virginia
Van Upp; photographed by Theodor Sparkuhl. Cast: Lloyd Nolan, Dorothy
Lamour, Tito Cimzar, Jessie Ralph; Maxine Sullivan, William Frawley.
Punkins Parker, Jerome Cowan, j^atty Malneck and His Boys.

'TOlMt SAWYER, DETECdPlVE/ produced by Harold Hurley; associate
producer, Edward T. Lowe; directed by Louis King; screen play by Lewis
Foster, Robert Yost and Stuart Anthony; based on the novel by Mark
Twain; photographed by Ted Tetzlafl. Cast: Donald O'Connor, Billy Cook,
porter Hall, Philip Warren, Janet Waldo, Clara Blandick, Elisabeth Risdon.
Edward PaWley, Etta McDaniels, Osc&r Smith, William Haade, Stanley
Price, Harry Worth, Si Jenks, Cleni Bevans, Raymond Hattori, Howard
Mitchell, Monte Blue, Foy Van Dolson, Vic Demofuelle, Jr., Murdock
MacQuarrie, Billy Engle,. Eugene Jackson, Robert Homans, Jane Keckley,
Elsie Bishop, Lew Short, Lon Pofl, Albert Hart, T^ler Bropke, Ethel Clay-
ton.
'KING OF CHINATOWN/ executive producer, Harold Hurley; associate

producer, Stuart Walker; directed by Nick Grinde; screen play by Lillic
Hayward and Irving Reis; based on a story by Herbert Biberman; photo-
graphed by Leo Tover. Cast: Anna May Wong, Akim Tamiroff, J. Carrol
Naish, Anthony Quinn, Roscoe Karns, Bernadene Hayes, Philip Ahn, Sid-
ney Toler» Ray Mayer, Alex Pollard, Sam Ash, Charles Trowbridge, Archie
Twitchell, George Anderson, Marie Burton, Sheila Darcy, Wong Chong,
Richard Denning, Judy King, Dolores Casey, Dorothy Dayton, Paula De
Cardo, Harriette Haddon, Helaine Moler, North Gale, Gwen Kenyon,
Charles B. Wood. George Magrill, Lily King, Ethel Clayton, Guy Usher.
'DISBABBED/ produced by Harold Hurley; directed by Robert Florey;

screen play by Lillie HayWard and Robert R, Presnell from story by Harry
Sauber; photographed by Harry Fishbeck. Cast: Gail Patrick, Otto Kruger;
Robert Preston, Sidney Toler, Helen MacKellar, Clay Clement, Edward
Marr. Olin Howland.
'AMBUSH,' G.M.O. production; associate producer, William Wright; di-

rected by Kurt Neumann; screen play by Laura and S, J. Perelman based
on a story by Robert Ray; photographed by William Mellor. Cast: Gladys
Swai-thout, Lloyd Nolan, William Frawley, Ernest Truex, Williani Henry,
Hartley Tufts. Rufe Davis, Brod Crawford, Antonio Moreno, Harry Fleisch-
mann, John Hart, Raymond Hatton, Robert Greig, Richard Denning, Clem
Bevans, Max Hoffman, Jr., Jim Pierce, Eddie Acufl, Al Hill, Frank Mere-
dith, Ted Oliver, George Melford, Polly Moran, Mary Zehner, Ethel Clay-
ton, Wade Boteler, Archie TwitcheU, Dolores Casey, Dorothy White.
'ZAZA' (for 1938-39 season), produced by Albert Lewin; directed by

George Cukor; screen play by Zoe Akins; from play by Pierre Berton and
Charles Simon; photographed by Charles Lang. Cast: Claudette Colbert,
Herbert Marshall, Bert Lahr, Helen Westley, Constance Collier, Genivieve
Tobin, Rex OTVIalley. Rex Evans, Walter Catlett, Robert C. Fischer, Ernest
Cossart John Sutton. Michael Brooke, Phillip Warren, Alexander Leftwich,
Janet Waldo, Fredrika Brown, Dorothy Dayton, Harriett Haddon, Helaine
Moler. Dorothy White. Duncan Renaldo, Hala Linda. Tom Ricketts.
'BULLDOG DBUMMOND'S SECBET POLICE/ G. M. O. production;

associate producer, Edward T. Lowe; directed by James Hogan; no writing
credits released; photographed by Merritt Gerstad. Cast: John Howard,
Heather Angel, H. B. Warner, Elizabeth Patterson, Reginald Denny, E. B.
Clive, Leo Carroll, Forrested Harvey, David Clyde, Clyde Cook, Crerald
Rogers. Neil Fitzgerald. Elspeth Dudgeon, Dutch Hendrian, Dick RuSh.
'ARIZONA BBACELETS/ produced by Harry Sherman; directed by

Leslie Selander; based on original story by John Rathmell; additional
dialog and sequences by Harrison Jacobs; photogarphed by Russel Harlan.
Cast: William Boyd, Russell Hayden, George Hayes, Charlotte Wynters,
Russell Hopton. Sonny Bupp. Jack Rockwell, Roy Barcroftj John Merton,
Bob Kortman, and the King's Men, quartet.
'FEBSONS IN HIDING/ G.M.O. production; associate producer, Edward

T. Lowe; directed by Louis King: screen play by William R. Lipman and
Horace McCoy; original by J. Edgar Hoover; photographed by Harry
Pischbeck. Cast: Patricia Morison, Lynne Overman. William Henry, Elisa-

beth Risdon, Richard Carle. Charlotte Wynters. William Frawley, Judith
Barrettv Hartley Tufts, Phillip Warren, Richard Denning, Dorothy Howe
Richard Stanley, John Hart.
^•TWO WEEKS WITH PAY, formerly titled 'PARENTS ON PROBA-
TION,' G. M. O. production; associate producer, William Wright; directed
by George Archainbaud; screen play by Laura and S. J. Perelman; based
on a story by Lloyd Corrigan and Monte Brice; photographed by Henry
Sharp, Cast: Charlie Ruggles, Mary Boland, Joyce Mathews, Donald
O'Connor, Billy Lee.

Paramount Fix Now In Production

•CAFE SOCIETY/ produced by Jeff Lazarus; directed by Ed H. Griffith;

original and screen play by Virginia Van Upp; photographed by Ted
Tetzlafl. Cast: Madeleine Carroll, Fred MacMurray, Shirley Ross, Claude
Gillingwater, AUyn Joslyn, Don Alvarado, Mira McKinney, Hilda Plow-
right/ Dorothy Tree, Harlan Briggs, Frances Raymond, Ruth Rogers, Dor-
othy White.
'NEVER SAY DIE,' produced by Paul Jones; directed by Elliott Nugent;

screen play by Don Hartman, Frank Butler and Preston Sturges; based
on a play by William H. Post; photographed by Leo Tover. Cast: Martha
Raye, Bob Hope, Ernest Cossart, Paul Harvey, Alan Mowbray, Siegfried

Rumann, Andy Devine. « ^
'UNION PACIFIC/ produced and directed by Cecil B. DeMille; asso-

ciate producer, William H. Pine; location director, Arthur Rosson; no
writing credits released; photographed by Victor Milner. Cast: Barbara
Stanwyck^ Joel McCrea, RoTjert Preston, Akim Tamiroff, J. Carrol Naish,

Lynne Overman, William Haade.
'MIDNIGHT;! produced by Arthur Hornblow; directed by Mitchell

Leisen; no writing credits released; photographed by Charles Lang. Cast:

Claudette Colbert, Don Ameche, Francis Lederer, John Barrymore, Mary
Astor, Elaine Barry, Hedda Hopper. . . . ..x
'HOTEL IMPEBIAL/ directed by Robert Florey; no writing credits re-

leased; photographed by William Mellor. Cast: Isa Miranda, Ray Mil-

land, Reginald Owen, Gene Lockhart, Rudolph Forster, Curt Bois, Michel

Werboff, Henry VictorT^nencer Charters, Bodil Rosing, Betty Compson,
Wolfgang, Zilzer, Egon Brecher, Bert Roach, Augustino Borgato, Paul

Everton, George Magrill, Lee Shumway, Davison Clark, Harry Tenbrook,

Paul Kruger. Don Cossack Chorus. . ™ •.

'I'M FROM MISSOURI/ produced by Paul Jones; directed by 'Theodore

Reed: no writing credits released; photographed by Merritt Gerstad. Cast:

Bob Bums, Gladys George. Judith Barrett, Barry Mackay. William Henry.

•THE LADY'S FROM KENTUCKY/ produced by Jeff Lazarus; directed

by Al Hall; no. writinft credits released; photographed by Theodor

Sparkukl. Cast: George Raft, Ellen Drew, Hugh Herbert, ZaSu Pitts.

'ARIZONA LEGION/ produced by Bert Gilroy; directed by Dave How-
ard; original by Bernard McConville; screen play by Oliver Drake; photo-
graphed by Harry Wild. Cast: George O'Brien, Laralne Johnson, Carlyle
Moore, Tom Chatterton, Glenn Strange,
'PACIFIC LINER,' produced by Robert Sisk; directed by Lew Landers;

original by Anthony Coldeway and Henry Roberts Symonds; screen
adaptation by John Twist; photographed by Nick Musuraca. Cast: Victor
McLaglen, Chester Moirris, Wendy Barrie, Alan Hale, Barry" Fitzgerald,.
Paul Guilfoyle, Allan Lane," John Wray, Douglas Walton, Walter Miller.
'THE GREAT MAN VOTES,' produced by C?iff Reid; directed by Garson

Kanin; original by Gordon Malherbe Hillman; screen play by John Twist;
photographed by Russell Metty. Cast: ^John Barrymore, Peter Holden,
Virginia Weidler, Donald MacBride, Bennie Bartlett, Katharine Alexander,
Elisabeth Risdon, Granville Bates, Luis Alberni, Clarence Kolb, J. M.
Kerrigan,
'THE PURE IN MIND/ formerly titled 'SAINTS' WITHOUT WINGS,'

produced and directed by P. J. Wolfson; original screen play by Albert
Bpin; photographed by Roy Hunt. Cast: Anne Shirley, Roger Daniel,
James McCallon, Walter Ward, Charles Powers, John Fitzgerald, Frank
Malo, iPaul White, Alan Baxter, Walter Tetley, Arthur Hohl," Norman
Willis. -

'NEXT TIME 1 MARRY/ formerly titled, 'TRAILER ROMANCE/ pro-
duced by Cliff Reid; directed by Garson Kanin; screen play by, Dudley
Nichols and John Twist; photographed by Russell Metty. Cast: Lucille

: 3all, James Ellison, Lee Bowman, Granville . Bates, Mantan Moreland,
Dick Elliott, Florence Lake, Frank Shannon.

RKO-Radlo Piistures Now In Production

'LOVE AFFAIR,' produced and directed by Leo McCarey; no writing

credits released; photographed by Rudolph Mate. Cast: Irene Dunne,
Charles Boyer, Lee Bowman, Maria Ouspenskaya, Maurice Moscovitch,

Fred Malatesta,- Scotty Beckett, Astrid Allwyn, Phyllis Kennedy.
THE CASTLES/ produced by George Haight; directed by Henry Potter;

no writing credits released; photographed by Robert De Gras'se. Cast:

Fred Astaire, Ginger Rogers, Walter Brennan, Lew Fields, Edna May
Oliver, Jack Carson, Esther Muir, Janet Beecher, Donald MacBride, Sonny
ijamont. j
'FISHERMAN'S WHARF/ produced by Sol Lesser; directed by Bernard

Vorhaus; original scfeen play by Bernard Schubert, Herbert Clyde Lewis

and Ian Hunter; photographed by Charles Schoenbaum. Cast: Bobby
Breen, Leo Carrillo, Henry Armetta, Lee Patrick, Tommy Bupp, Rosma
Galli, George Humbert, Leon Belasco, Leonard Kimbrick, Ronny Page,

Jackie Sailing, Milo Marchetti, Jr., Stanton Mu. , „ „ j. * j
•THE FLYING IBISHMAN/ produced by Pandro S. Berman; directed,

by Leigh Jason; screen play by Ernest Pagano and Dalton T^mbo; Photo-

graphed by J. Roy Hunt. Cast: Douglas Corrigan, Paul Kelly, Robert

Armstrong, Donald. McBride, Dorothy Appleby, Eddie Quillan, Joyce

Compton.

Republic

Now Balance to
In Be Placed Stories In

Cutting Before Prepara
Booms Cameras tion

5 39 39

Warners Profit

Down $3,945,461;

Debenture Plan

Number Number Now
of PIx Com- Shoot-

Proinisei pleted Ing

Total 59 14 1

Pict\ire$ in the cutting rooms or awaiting previews:

'ORPHANS OF THE STBEET/ formerly titled 'STBONGHEABT/ pro-

duced by Herman Schlom; directed by Irving Pichel; original screen play

by Earl Felton; photographed by Erriegt Wilier. Cast: Tommy Ryan,

Robert fiivingston, June Storey, Ace (canirte), Harry Davenport, James
Burke, Ralph Morgan,. Sidney Blacknicr, Victor Killian.

'BED RIVER RANGE/ produced by William Berke; directed by George

Sherman; original story by Luci Ward; screen play by Stanley Roberts,

Betty Burbridge and Luci Ward. Cast: John Wayne, Ray Corrigan, Max
Terhune, Polly Moran, Loma Gray, Kirby Grant, Sammy McKim, William

Royle,.Pe£ry lyins, Stanley Blystone, Lenore Bushman, Burr Caruth, Roger

Williaii»€^tl Askam, Olin Francis.

'SHINE ON HARVEST MOON/ produced by Charles E. Ford; directed

by Joe Kane; original screen play by Jack Natteford; photographed by

William Nobles. Cast: Roy Rogers, Mary Hart, William Farnum, Lulu

Belle and Scotty,' Chester Gunnels, Stanley Andrews, Jack Rockwell, Pat

Henning, Frank Jaquet, Joe Whitehead.

•FEDERAL MAN HUNT/ produced by Armand Schaefer; directed by

Nick Grinde; original by Sam Fuller and William Lively; screen play by

Maxwell Shane; photographed by Ernest Miller. Cast: Robert Living-

ston, June Travis, Ben Welden, Horace MacMahon, Gene Morgan, Marga-

ret Mann, Charles Halton, Sybil Harris, John Gallaudet, Jerry Tucker,

Matt McHugh, Frank Conklin.
.

•FIGHTING THOROUGHBREDS, formerly titled 'KENTUCKY SWEEP-
STAKES/ produced by Armand Schaefer; directed by Sidney Salkow;

screen play by Wellyn Totman; additional dialog by ^ran^lyn Cpen;

orieinal story by Clarence E. Marks and Robert Wyler; photographed by

j"ck Mart^^cSt: R^^^^ Mary Carlisle^ Robert AUeii, Geo^^^^^^ Hayes.

Marvin Stephens, Charles Wilson, Kenne Duncan, Victor Kilian, Eddie

Brian, Robert Warwick,
Republic Pix Now in Production

'MYSTERIOUS MISS X/ produced by Herman Schlom;. directed by Gus

Meins- no writing credits released; photographed by Ernest Miller. Cast.

;&el w£C^ ChickChandler, Wade Boteler, Regis Toomey,

Don Douglas.

RKO^Radio

Studio
,

Sol Lessee
Herbert Wlloox..

Number Number
of Plx Com-

promised pleted
60 12
3 2
1 •

Now
Shoot-

3
1
0

Now Balance to
in . Be Placed Stories In

Cutting Before Prepara-
Booms Cameras tlon

7
0
f

Total 54 14

28
0
1

29

28
9
1

29

Pictures now in the cutting rooms or awaiting previews are:

'GUNGA DIN' (for 1938-39), produced and directed by George Stevens;

screen play by Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur; photographed by Joe

August. Cast: Cary Grant. Victor McLaglen, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr, Joan
Fontaine, Eduardo Ciannelli, Sam Jaffe, Montagu Love, Lumsden Hare
Robert Goote, Abner Biberman. ^ , .

•BEAUTY FOB THE ASKING/ produced by B. P. Fmeman; directed by
Glenn Tryon; original sto^y by Edmund L. Hartmann; screen play by
Doris Anderson and Paul Jarrico; photographed by Frank Redman. Cast:

Lucille Ball, Patric Knowles, Donald Woods, Frieda Inescort, Leona
Maricle, Inez Courtney, Frances Mercer, Whitney Bourne, Ann Evers.

20tli Century-Fox

Now Balance to
in Be Placed Stories In

Cuttliis Before Prepara-
Booms Cameras tlon

7 24 24

Number Number Now
of Pix Com- Shoot-

Promised pleted ing

Total *5 21 3

'

Pictures in the cutting rooms or awaiting previews are:
. „ . „

'GIBL FBOM BBOOKLYN/ formerly titled 'BY THE DAWN'S EABLY
LIGHT' (for 1938-39 season), produced by Edward Kaijmanr directe^^^

Greeory Ratoff; original by Gene Markey; photographed by Karl Freund.

cS Warner Baxter, Alice Faye, Charles Winninger, K6ye Luke, Arthur

Treacher, Willie Fung, Doris Lloyd, Leonid Snegoff.

'THE LITTLE PRINCESS' (in Technicolor) prodnced b^^

directed by Walter Lang; screen play by Ethel HiU and Wal^^^^ Ferri^

based on novel by Frances Hodgson .Burnett _photographe

Ker- Technicolor^ photograph^ b^ WilT^^^^^ Cast:;Shirley Temple,

Srd SSene? Ani^t?^^^^^ Ian ^nter, Cesar Romero, Arthur T^^^^

Mary Nash, Sybil Jason, Miles Mander, Marcia Mae Jones, Deidrfe Gale,

^'^'TAIl' SPIN/ produced by Harry Joe Brown; directed by Boy Del Ruth;

original screeii play by Frink Wead; photographed by John pscalL Cast:

Sile Faye^CoSice^ Bennett. Nancy Kelly, 5oan Davis, Charles Farrell,

Jane wSan Kane Richmond, Wally Vernon, Joan Valerie, Robert Low-

S^EdwSd Norr"s, J. Anthony Hughes, Jack Warren Hymer.^

•THE THREE MUSKETEERS/ produced by Raymond Griffith; directed

bv ifllan Dwan- music and lyrics "by Sid Kuller, Ray Golden Walter Bui-

iZiTi«,?4amiiPi P^ra^^ screen play by M. M. Musselman, Wm. A. Drake

Miles Mander, Russell Hicks
. , ^

• . j i.„ KT.t^^oiiv
'JESSE JAMES' (for 1938-39, In Technicolor), produced by Nunnaliy

Ke'v^ SMS Fowley, JaAe Darwell, Donald Meek Ernest Whitman.

'KENTUCKY' (in Technicolor ),_
produced by Ge^^^^

Operating profit of Warner Bros^

and subsidiaries dropped $3,945,461

in the fiscal year ending last Aug.
27, as compared with the preceding
fiscal 12 months, according to the
company's statement issued last

week. Operating profit totaled $1,-

929,72f as.' against $5,876,182 in the
previous year, after provisions for
Federal income tax including surtax
on undistributed profits and after

deducting all other charges, in botb
instances. This was equal to 41c
on the common as compared with
$1.48 for the fiscal year ending in
1937, after' providing for the pre-
ferred dividends.
Gtoss income, after eliminating

Inter-company traiisactions^ *totaled

$102;205,9U as conij^ared with $100,-

516,498 in 1937.

The company noted the fact that
Warnott,. Inc., 75% of whose capital

stock is owned by Warner Bros.
P'lctures, Inc., and Continental
Lithograph, Corp., 77.16% of whose
common stobk and 58.10% of whose
preferred stock is owned by Warner
Bros. Pictures, Inc., are included in
the consolidated financial statement
for the first time. As a consequence,
the accounts of all subsidiary com-
panies in which the company owns
directly or indirectly, 75% or more
of the equity or common stock are
included in the statement.

In addition to the operating profit,

a net credit has been made to the
deficit statement in the amount of
$1,931,024 and capital surplus has
been increased by $90,000.

Deficit Cut
As a result of this $1,931,024 net

credit, Warner Bros., statement
shows that the deficit on Aug. 27,
1938, carried to balance sheet,
amounted to only $327,298 as against
$4,188,044 on Aug. 28 last year. Com-
pany's capital surplus was figured
at $57,134,330.

Warner Bros, noted the fact that
pictures planned and produced on a
elaborate scale during the fiscal year
covered by the report, when re-
covery seemed to have definitely set
in late in 1936 and early in .1937,
were more ejfpensive than esthnated
because of new labor contracts, labor
laws and tax^ss. •

WB Debenture. Excban^e Detailed.
A total of $18,864,000 principal

amount of Warner Bros, debentures
have been deposited, and certifliiates

of deposit, listed on the. New York -

stock exchange, issued for then! un-
der the plan of exchange provided
by Warner directorjs.

This note points out that the com-
pany's optional 6% convertible de-
bentures, due In' 1939, mature by
thehr terms on Sept. 1 next year and
that the directors have giVen care-
ful consideration . to thl$ -.maturity.
After a canvass at the situation, it

is stated, it became obvioiis,;. from
the condition of the capital, securi-
ties market, that a satisfactory offer-
ing of . a refunding Issues of deben-
tures could hot bp successfully un-
derwritten, and sold. Only' other al-
ternative was to offer to debenture
holders new debs in exchange for
the old maturing in 1930. Company
then submitted a plan of exchange
dated July 22 this year to debenture
holders, providing for th6 offering
Of transferable, certificates of de-
posit for the $29,400,000 debentures
then outstanding, new series being
due In 1948.

Under the 75% stipulation, to make
the plan effective, Warner Bros,
needs less than $4,000,000 of old liens
to be shifted into certificates for the
new debentures to make the plan
operative. However, the company
must make declaration to that effect.

Directors Monday (29) voted to ex-
tend the date -on which exchange
may be made to March 15, 1939. Old
dea,^line was Dec. 1 next.

SfSu.rffitos?n°"£!;.^rDSJ.b^^ west, Charles Waldron.Kar™

Morley, Ward Robinson, Moroni Olsen.
, .„ , .-^^

«THA.NKS FOR EVERYTHING/ produced by Harry Joe Brown; directed

u , wAilm A Seiter music and lyrics by Mack Gordon and Harry Revel;

\lrZa %f iy ^^^^^ C^^tis Kenyon and Art

(Continued on page 21)

Quash $1,399,397 Oaii

Two claims totaling $1,399,397

filed by G. B. Theatres Corp. against
Paramount-PUblix Corp. were tossed

out yesterday (Tuesday) by N. Y.
Federal Judge Alfred C. Coxe on the
recommendation of Special Master
John C. Joyce.
The claims were based on In-

'Jjentures held by G. S. Corp. from
'I928 to 1930. These indentures wero
later transfiJrred to Olympic Thea-
tres Corp., which also went into

bankruptcy.
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''MISTER JACK AND MISSUS Jill"

"SHE'S THE DAUGHTER OF

SWEET CAROLINE"

"LAUGH YOUR TROUBLES

"DOWN ON THE SUNSET

AWAY"
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"HEY, LOOK 0UT"1
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Advance Production Chart

(Continued from page 19)

•Arthur; based on story by Gilbert Wright: photographed by Lucien
Andriot. Cast: Jack Oakie, Adolphe Menjou, Jack Haley, Arleen Whelari,
Biwiie Barnes, Tony Martin, Herman Bing, Gregory Gaye.

20th-Fox PlX'Noiv In ProdaolloA

<WIFE, -HUSBAND AND FRIEND/ produced by Nunnally Johnson; di-
rected by Gregory Ratofl; no writing Credits released; photographed by
Ernest Palmer, Cast: Loretta Young, Warner Baxter, Binnie Barnes,
George Barbier, Eugene Pallette, Franklin Pangborn, J. Edward Brom-
berg, Helen Westley, Ruth Terry, Harry Rosenthal, Edward Cooper, Iva
Stewart, Alice Armand, Dorothy Deaying, Kay Griffith, Helen Ericson.

•DANGEROUS CARGO,' produced by. Sol M. Wurtzel; directed by
Bicardo Cottez; no writing credits released; photographed by Virgil
Miller. Cast: Preston Poster, Lynn Barl, Wally Vernon, Henry Wilcoxon,
Joan Woodbury,. Harold Huber, Jody Gilbert,

•CHARLIE CHAN IN HONOLULU,' produced by John Stone; directed
by H. Bruce Huhibei-stone; no\writing credits released; photographed by
Charles Clarke. Cast: Sidney Toler, Phyllis Brooks, Eddie Collins, Claire
Dodd, George ZuCco, Robert Barrat, Marc Lawrence, Richard Lane, John
King, Sen Yung.

United Artists

Now Balance to
Number Nuluber Now in Be Placed Stories In
of Pix Com" Shoot< Cuttlne Before Prepara-

Promised pleted ' in^ Rooms Cameras tion
Samuel Goldwyn.. 4 1 r 0 .2 2
Selzniok 2 1 0 1 o 0
Walter Wancer... 8 0 116 6
Chaplin 1 0 • t 1 1
Roach 8 , 1 1 1 5 5
London Films 5 2 0 0 3 3
Edward Small 5 0 113 3

Total 33 5 4 4 20 20

Pictures in the cutting room or awaiting previews ftre:

TRADE WINDS,' produced by Walter Wanger; directed by Tay Gar-
hett; screen play by Dorothy Parker, Alan Campbell and Frank R. Adams
from original story by Tay Garnett; photographed by Rudolph Mate. Cast:
Fredric March, Joan Bennett, Ralph Bellamy, Ann Sothern. Alan Baxter.
Robert Emmett O'Connor. Patricia Farr, Wilina Francis, Kay Linaker,
Dorothy Tree, Phyllis Barry. Walter Bryon, Wilson Benge, Harry Paine.
Hooper Atchley, Franklin Parker. Lee Phelps, John Webb Dilllon, Dick
Rush. Mrs. Sojin, Gloria Youngblood, Ethelreda Leopold, Marie DeForest,
Ear] Wallace. Princess Luana, Paulita Arblvu, Iko Magara, Suzanne
Kaaren, Lotus Liu. Robert Elliott, Sidney Blackmer.

•TOPPER TAKES A TRIP.' produced by Milton H. Bren for Hal Roach;
directed by Norman Z. McLeod; screen ^lay by Jack Jevne and Eddie
Moran from the Thorne Smith novel; photographed by Norbert Brodine.
Cast: Constance Bennett. Roland Young, Blllle Burke, Alan Mowbray.
Verree. Teasdale, Alexander D'Arcy, Franklin Pangborn. Leon Belasco.
Irving Pichel.

'MADE FOR EACH OTHER,' produced by David O. Selznick: directed
by John Cromwell; screen play by Jo Swerling; photographed by Leon
Shamroy. Cast: Carole Lombard, James Stewart, Lucile Watson. Donald
Briggs, Charles Coburrt. Arthur Hoyt, Ruth Weston. Nella Walker. Harland
Brlggs, Mickey Rentschler, Esther Dale, Edwin Maxwell, Tully Marshall.

•DUKE OF WEST POINT,' produced by Edward Small; directed by
Alfred E. Green; original screen play by George Bruce; photographed by
Robert Planck. Cast: Louis Hayward, Joan Fontaine, Tom Brown. Richard
Carlson, Alan Curtis, Jonathan Hale, Gaylord Pendleton, Donald Barry,
George McKay, Lane Chandler, William Bakewell.

United Artists Pix Now In Production

'STAGECOACH,' produced by Walter Wanger; directed by John Ford;
screen play by Dudley Nichols from story by Ernest Haycox; photo-
graphed by Bert Glennon. Cast: Claire Trevor, John Wayne, Andy
Devine, George -Bancroft, John Carradine, Donald Mack, Louise Piatt, Tim
Holt, Thomas Mitchell, Berton Churchill, Florence Lake. Chris Martin,
Francis Ford, Yakima Canutt, Nora Cecil, Paxil McVey, Elvira Rios, Cor-
nelius Keefe, Jack Pennick, Lou Mason, Berenda Fowler, Chief Big Tree,

Harry Tenbrook, Kent Odell, Marga Ann Daighton, Lloyd Ford.'

IT'S SPRING AGAIN,' produced for Hal Roach by A. Edward Suther-

land; based on story, 'Zenobia's Infidelity,' by H. C. Bunner; photographed
by Karl Struss. Cast: Oliver Hardy, Harry Langdon, Alice Brady, Bilhe

Burke, Jeaa Parker, Jime Lang, James Ellison, Stepin Fetchit, Hattie

McDaniel.
•WUTHERING HEIGHTS,' produced by Samuel Goldwyn; directed by

William Wyler; from novel by Emily Bronte; photographed by Greg
Toland. Cast: Merle Oberon, Laurence Olivier, Hugh Williams, Flora

Robson, Geraldine Fitzgerald, Leo'G. Carroll.

•KING OF THE TURF,' produced by Edward Small; directed by Alfred

E. Green; screen play by George 'Bruce; photographed by Robert Planck,

Cast: Adolphe Menjou, Roger Daniel, Alan Dinehart, Tom Hanlon, Oscar

O'Shea, Snowflakes, Clifl: Nazarro, Smoky Saunders, Charles BoreL

Waggner; orlgmal screen play by Joseph West; photographed by Harry
Neumann. Cast: Bob Baker, Marjorie Bell, Carleton Young, Jack Kirk,
Glenn.Strange, Forrest Taylor, Frank Ellis.

•PIRATES OF THE SKIES,' formerly titled 'PLANE 66,' produced by
Barney Sarecky; directed by Joe McDonough; screen play by Lester Cole
and Ben Grauman Kohn from toriginal story by Lester Cole; photographed
by Jerry Ash. Cast: Kent Taylor, Rochelle Hudson, Marion Martin, Lucien
Littlefield, Stanley Andrews, Horace MacMahon, Ray Walker, Frank Puglia,
Guy Usher, Eddie Chandler, Hehry Branden, John Harmon.
•STRANGE FACES,' produced by Burt Kelly; directed by Brrol Taggart;

screen play by Charles Grayson from original story by Cornelius Reece
and Arndt Giusti; potographed by Elwood Bredell. Cast: Dorothea Kent,
Frank Jenks, Andy Devine, Leon Ames, Mary Treen.

'PHANTOM STAGE,' produced by Trem Carr; directed by George
Waggner; original screen play, Joseph West; photographed by Harry Neu-
mann. Cast: Bob Baker, Marjorie Reynolds, George Cleveland, Forrest
Taylor, Reed Howes, Murdock McQuarrie, Glenn Strange, Frank Ellis,

Ernie Adams,. Jack Kirk.

Universal Pix Now in Production
'SON OP- FRANKENSTEIN,' directed by Rowland V, Lee; original

screen play by Willis Cooper; photographed by George Robinson. Cast:
Basil Rathbone, Boris KarlofI, Bela Lugosi, Lionel Atwill, Josephine
Hutchinson.

•NEWSBOYS' HOME,' produced by Ken Goldsmith; directed by Harold
Young; original by, Gordon Kahn; screen play by Gordon Kahn and
Charles Grayson; photographed by Milton Krasner and John Wi Boyle.
Cast: Jackie Cooper, Edmund Lowe, Wendy Barrie, Elisha Cook, Jr., Joe
Crehan,- William Gould, Edward Norris and the Little Tough Guys—Harris
Berger, Hally Chester, Charles Duncan, David Gorcey and William Bene-
dict.

' •YOU CANT CHEAT AN HONEST MAN,' associate producer, Lester
Cowan; directed by George Marshall; original story by Charles Bogle-

photographed by Milton Krasner. Cast: W. C. Fields, Edgar Bergen and
'Charlie McCarthy,' Princess Baba.

Warners

Total

Number Number Now
of Pix Com- Shoot-

Promised pleted ine
52 8 7

Now Balance to
in Be Placed Stories in

Cuttins Before Prepar»-
Rooms Cameras tlon

16 21 21

PA. CENSORS WITHDRAW

milG DEPUTY' BAN

Universal

Total

Number Number Now
of Pix Com- Shoot-

Promised pleted ingr

48 18 3

Now Balance to
in Be Placed Stories in

Cutting Before [
Prepara-

Rooms Cameras tion

10 17 17

Pictures in the cutting rooms or awaiting previews:

•HIS EXCITING NIGHT,' formerly titled 'ADAM'S EVENING,' pro-

duced by Ken Goldsmith; directed by Gus Meins; original by Katherine

Kavanaugh; photographed by Henry Sharp. Cast: Charles Ruggles, Maxie

Rosenbloom, Marian Martin, Ona Munson, Georgia Kaine. Raymond Par-

ker, Frances Robinson, Richard Lane, Benny Baker, Stepin Fetchit, Stan-

ley Hughes, Regis Toomey.
'BUCK ROGERS' (serial), produced by Barney Sarecky; co-directed by

Ford Beebe and Saul Goodkind; screen play by Norman Hall and Kay

Trampe from cartoon strip by Dick Calkins and Phil Nolan; photographed

by Jerry Ash, Cast: Larry Crabbe, Constance Moore, Reed Howes,

Wheeler Oakman, Jackie Moran, Carleton Young, Henry Brandon, Philson

Ahn.
'SWING, SISTER, SWING,' produced by Burt Kelly; directed by Joseph

Santly; original screen play by Charles Grayson based on story by Burt

Kelly; photographed by Elwood Bredell, Cast: Ken Murray, Kathryn

Kane, Johnny Downs, Eddie Quillan, Ernest Truex, Ted Weems and or-

chestra, Edna Sedgwick, Nana Bryant, Esther Howard, Herbert Heywood,

Emmett Vogan.
'GAMBLING SHIP,' formerly titled 'LADY LUCK,' produced by Irving

Starr; directed by Aubrey Scotto; swreen play by Alex Gottlieb; photo-

graphed by George Meehan. Cast: Robert Wilcox, Helen Mack, Ed Brophy,

Joseph Saiwyer, Selmer Jackson, Sam McDaniels.

'SCOUTS TO THE RESCUE,' formerly titled THE EAGLE SCOUT'
<serial), produced by Henry MacRae; co-directed by Ray Taylor and Alan
Jahies; original story by J. Irving Crump; screen play by Wyndham Git-

tens, George Plymton, Basil and Joseph Poland; photographed by William

Sickner. Cast: Jackie Cooper, Lucy Oilman, William Ruhl, David Durand,

Ralph Dunn, Frank Coghlan, Jr., Sidney Miller, JaSon Robards, Victor

Adams, Richard Botilier, Bill Cody, Jr.

THE LAST WARNING,' formerly titled 'THE DEAD DON'T CARE,'
Crime Club production; produced by Irving Starr; directed by Al Rogell;

screen play by Edmund L. Hartmann from novel by Jonathan Latimer;

photographed by George Meehan. Cast: Preston Foster, Frank Jenlcs,

Frances Robinson, Kay Linaker, Joyce Compton, E, E. Clive, Orville Cald-
well, Alfred Dekker.
'HONOR OF THE WEST,' formerly titled 'SINGING SHERIFF,' pro-

duced by Trem Carr; associate producer, Paul Malvern; directed by George

Pictures in the cutting rooms or awaiting previews are:

•BLACKWELLS ISLAND,' produced by Bryan Foy; directed by William

McGann: original screen play by Crane Wilbur and Dave Marcus: photo-

graphed by Sid Hickox. Cast: John Garfield. Rosemary Lane, Morgan
Conway. Peggy Shannon, Dick Purcell, Lottie Williams. Stanley Fields.

Charley Foy, Norman Willis. Granville Bates. Raymond Barley. Jimmy
O'Gatty. Wade Boteler, William Davidson, Walter Young.

'THEY MADE ME A CRIMINAL,' produced by Benjamin Glazer; direct-

ed by Busby Berkeley* screen play by Sig Herzig from story by Bertram
Millhauser and Beulah Dix; photographed by James Howe, Cast: John
Garfield, Gloria Dickson, Beulah Bondi, Claude Rains, Billy Halop, Himtz
Hall, Leo Gorcey, Gabriel Dell. Bobby Jordon, Bernard Punsley,

'LOVE BITES MAN,' formerly titled 'UNFIT TO PRINT,' produced by
Sam Bischofli; directed by James Flood; screen play by Earl Baldwin,

Niven Busch, Lawrence Kimble and Robert Buckner from original story

by Saul Elkins and Sally Sandlin; photographed by Charles Rosher. Cast:

Pat O'Brien, Joan Blondell, Bobby Jordan, Alan Baxter, Joe Cunningham,
Douglas Dumbrille, Armand Kaliz, Ed Dearing.

•DEVIL'S ISLAND,' formerly titled •RETURN OF DR. X,' produced by

Bryan Foy; directed by William Clemens; no writing credits released as

yet; photographed by George Barnes. Cast: Boris Karlolf. Leonard Mudie,

Prank Reicher, James Stephens. Pedro De Cordoba. Nat Carr. Tom Wilson.

Sidney Bracy, Stuart Holmes. Dino Corrado, John Harman.

•NANCY DREW—DETECTIVE,' formerly titled 'PASSPORT TO LARK-
SPUR LANE.' produced by Bryan Foy; directed by William Clemrnens;

no writing credits released yet; photographed by Lew O'Connell. Cast:

Bonita Granville, Frankie Thomas, John Litel, John Ridgely, Richard

Bond, Frank Mayo, Jack Mower, Helena Phillips Evans. Frank Orth,

•WOMEN IN THE WIND,' produced by Bryan Foy; directed by John

Farrow; screen play by Lee Katz and Albert DeMond from novel by
Francis Walton. . Cast: Kay Francis, William Gargan, Victor Jory, Maxie
Rosenbloom, Sheila Bromley, Harvey Stephens, Frankie Burke, Franlt

Faylen,

•GOING PLACES,' produced by Barney Glazer; directed by Ray En-

right; screen play by Maurice Leo, Jerry Wald, Sig Herzig; photographed

by Arthur Todd. Cast: Dick Powell, Anita Louise, Allen Jenkins, Walter

Catlett, Minna Gombell, Thurston Hall, Hal Huber.

'DAWN PATROL,' produced by Robert Lord; directed by Edmund
Goulding; original screen play by Setoh I. Miller and Don Totheroh. Cast:

Errol Flynn, Melville Cooper. Basil Rathbone, Rodin Rathbone, David
Niven, Barry Fitzgerald, James Stephenson, Michael Brooke, Stuart Hall,

Norton Lowater.

•KING OF THE UNDERWORLD,' formerly titled 'UNLAWFUL,' pro-

duced by Bryan Foy; directed by Lew Seller; screen play by George
Bricker; photographed by Sid Hickox. Cast: Kay Francis, James Stephen-

son, Humphrey Bogart, John Eldredge, Jessie Busleigh, Harles Foy, Joe

Develin, Penny Singleton.

•HEART OF THE NORTH' (in Technicolor), produced by Bryan Foy;

directed by Lewis Seller; screen play by Robert Rossen, Vincent Sherman
and Lee Katz from novel by William Byron Mowery; photographed by
L. William O'Connell. Cast: Dick Foran, Margaret Lindsley. Gloria Dick-

son, Janet Chapman, Patrie Knowles, Allen Jenkins, James Stephenson,

Alec Harford, Russell Simpson, Gordon Hart. Pedro de Cordoba, Jack

Mower, John Harron, Anthony Averill. J. Crawthers,

•WINGS OF THE NAVY,' produced by Lou Edelman; directed by Lloyd

Bacon; original screen play by Michael Fessier; photographed by Arthur
Edeson, Cast: George Brent. Olivia de HaviUand, John Payne. Frank
McHugh, John Ridgeley, Henry O'Neill, John Litel, Regis Toomey. Donald

Briggs, Max Hoffman, Jr., John Gallaudet

•TORCHY IN CHINATOWN,' produced by Bryan Foy; directed by Wil-

liam Beaudine; screen play by George Bricker: photographed by Warren
Lynch. Cast: Glenda Fariell. Barton MacLane. Heni-y O'Neill. Tom Ken.
nedy. Janet Shaw. Dick Bond, Patric Knowles, James Stephenson. Andy
LaWlor, Frank Shannon. George Guhl. Joe Cunningham. Jack MOwer,
Charles Hickman. Bruce Mitchell. John Harron.

'ADVENTURES OF JANE ARDEN,' produced by Mark Hellinger; di-

rected by Terry Morse; no writing credits released; photographed by L,

William O'Connor. Cast: Rosella Towne, William Gargan, Dennie Moore,

Peggy Shannon, Edgar Edwards, Maris Wrixin, Frankie Burke, Pierre

Watkin.

'NANCY DREW, REPORTER,' produced by Bryan Foy; directed by

William Clemens: no writing credits released as yet; photographed by
Arthur Edeson. Cast: Bonita Granville, Frankie Thomas, John Lite]. Mary
Lee, Didcie JOnes, Betty Amann, Astrid Allwyn, Larry

.
Williams, Thomas

Jackson, Leonard Mudie, Irving Bacon, Sheila Bromley, Beula Bondi,

Charles Halton.

'CRIME IS A RACKET,' produced by Sam Bischoff; directed by Lew
Seiler; no writing credits yet; photographed by Sol Polito. Cast: Humphrey

Bogart, Gale Page, Billy Halop, Henry O'Neil, John Litel, Harold Huber,

Henry Travers, Harvey Stephens.

•SECRET SERVICE IN THE AIR,' produced by Bryan Foy; directed by

Noel Smith; no writing credits released yet; photographed by Ted Mc
Cord Cast: Ronald Reagan, Irene Rhodes, Rosella Towne, James Stephen

son John Litel, Morgan Conway, Joe Cunningham, Anthony Averill,

Larry Williams, Richard Bond, John Ridgeley. Eddie Foy, Jr,

Warner Pix Now in Production

•DARK VICTORY,' produced by David Lewis; directed by Edmund
Goulding; screen play by Casey Robinson from play by George Brewer.

Jr.. and Bertram Bloch; photographed by Ernest Haller. Cast: Bette

Davis. George Brent, Geraldine Fitzgerald, Humphrey Bogart, Ronald

Reagan Henry Travers. Dorothy Peterson, Charles Richman, Lottie Wil-

liams, Virginia Brissac, Frank Reicher, Pierre Watkins.

•OKLAHOMA KID,' produced by Sam Bischoft: directed by Lloyd

Bacon; screen play by Robert Buckner, Jerome Odium and TVarren Duff-

from original by Edward Paramore; photographed by James Wong Howe
(Continued on page 23)

Philadelphia, Nov. 29.

Pennsy State Board of Censors
dropped its court fight yesterday to

ban Amkino's 'Baltic Deputy.' It or-

dered withdrawn its appeal to the
state supreme court from a decision
of Judge Curtis Bok which set aside
Its original nix last March as 'in-

competent and prejudicial.'

'Our action was taken on the ad-
vice of Attorney-General Bard,' de-
clared Patrick Duffy, a member of
the board. 'If he had not so advised
us, we would have gone On with the
fight'

Attorney-General said his advice
to withdraw the plea was given be-
cause the censors 'made out no legal
case in the first place, because, they
failed to give reasons for banning the
picture.' Bard said they just 'banned
it and let it go at that.' He said
three. deputy attorneys general had
studied the record and all agreed
there was no case.

Court record shows Mrs. A. Mit-
chell Palmer, chairman of the board,
testified she 'just -didn't want Penn-
sylvania to see such a > picture. I
don't like Connmunism so the, picture
is not the kind I want to see shown.'

.

At the time, Judge Bok declared,
'the censors failed to state their rea-
sons for disapproval, as required by
the act To supply this inexcusable
neglect, the three members of the
board were put on the stand and
their testimony showed a lack of any
intelligence, basis of judgment or
any conception of the true nature of
censorship.'

Suit was brought for Amkino by
Louis McCabe. He said the pic will
be released in Philly shortly. Mean-
time, the Censor Board yesterday
passed -the anti-Nazi film,

' 'Professor
Mamlock.' Film. Was banned in Chi-
cago, later released.

Theatres—Exchanges

San Antonio.
Maurice Gleaves, Empire manager,

shiitea to Houston to take bvev man-
agership of iiiastwbod, nabe, V. P.
Wellcer succeeds.

J. J. Jimenez, Latin-American Film
Exchange slcipper, back from tour
of Texas cities as manager lor Tona
La Negra, Mexican film star efid
singer.

Pittsburgh.
Sam Soroker, from Boston office,

named exchange manager for Gau-
mont-British here. Post has been
vacant since Mark. Goldman resigned
several months ago to head local
Monogram branch at death of David
J. Selznick.
William Martin has quit as man-

ager of WB Etna and Harold Fried-
man moved from Ritz to succeed
him. Max Silverman upped from
assistant at Manor to managership
of Ritz w'ch Jack Kahn, office boy
in Warner publicity department, go-
ing to the Manor. Charles Bricker
goes to the Ritz as assistant; W. H.
Warrington, assistant at Warner,
switches, to Eiiright in similar ca-
pacity; Edward Hungerman moves
from Model to Warner and Harry
Campbell, doorman at Sheridan
Square, promoted to assistant's spot
at Model.

Los Angeles.
Arroya theatre, dark for 10 weeks,

was reopened by Fox West Coast
Lease on Granada theatre. Ingle-

wood, Cal., was renewed for 10
years by Fox West Coast.

Lincoln.
Leo M. Fergen, Clay Center, Neb.,

has taken over two mid-state houses,
the Clay, Clay Center, and the
Strand, Blue Hill, Neb. Were for-
merly owned by -Paul Tramp, who is
looking for a new location.
Lawrence Berkey, former opera-

tor of the Parrot Alma, Neb., has
taken over the Aztec, Deshler. Neb.
Charles Laune was the former
owner.
Liberty here goes from the Lin-

coln Theatres Corp. (1) to Nebraska
Theatres, Inc. NTI Will open it, re-
modelled and r-a-equippad on the in-
terior, about Jan. 1, It will be a
subsequent run off the NTI Varsity.
It's a 1,200-seater,

Rochester, N. Y.
Richard DeTotto, Geneva, has

taken over tho Palace, Clifton
Springs, from Martina Circuit Carl
Polvino, manager, in charge of
Phelps theatre for the Martinas.

STORY BUYS
Hollywood, Nov. 29.

David Weissman sold two talcs,
'The Singing Revolt' and 'Without
Benefit of Arms,' to Tri-Art Film
Productions.
William Ulman, Jr.. sold bis yarn,

'Prison Surgeon,' to Columbia.
Metro bought 'A Lady Comes to

Bnrkburnett' by James E. Grant,
Metro purchased '10 P6nny Gross,*

by Rowland Brown,
James Kane sold his novel, 'Mod-

ern Cinderella,' to Universal.
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EXPLOITATION By Epes W. Sargent

, Dug Inta History

Reading; Pa.

Paiil E. Glase, general manager for

the Wilmer & Vincent interests here,

and owner of one of the finest the-

atrical libraries in the country, ex-
hibited in large frames in advance
of tiie 'Arkansas Traveler' date at

the Embassy a series of old theatre
programs of 50 years ago, when 'The
Arkansas Traveler,' not so modern
and minus tlie radio theme, was a
stage success with Frank Chanfraud.
The frames were well placed at the

front of the Embassy and gave the

Eicture much favorable advance pub-
icity;

Another stunt Glase used was a
driving horse, of the old style livery
stable type but in good condition,

with a 50-year old buggy, in taking
posters^ of Bob Burns and the 'Trav-
eler' all over the city. Three-quar-
ters of Beading's population had
never before seen a buggy dating
back almost to the Civil WjiTar.

Berthing 'Baby'

Norfolk, Va.
'The Birth, of a Baby' . was deliv-

ered into the hands of a Norfolk
audience, November (18) after ^
carefully planned build up by the
Norva Theatre start. Shunning ahy-
thingvapproaching ballyhoo the staff
sent letters to- outstanding clergy-
men and lay leaders of the city In-
yiting them to a prevue.

Afteir the preview there was a sec-
ond invitation and that was to com-
ment. Those who wrote them out
were' told that said quibs would 'be
f>art .of an opening day ad in the
ocal papers, so that affirmative re-
iactions were forthcoming.
The theatre took advantage of the

advance notices from other spots
and the gate receipts are ' being fat-
tened here by the knocks given the
film in other places.

or

Prolific Mother!

Canton, O.

20 ^mothers of 'two-of-a-kind'
three-Kif-a-kind' were admitted free
to.thc. screehing of 'Five of a Kind'
at the Bexley theatre; Dover, O. . The
stunt was given wide newspaper
mention and the • mothers were at-
tractecl from as far as thirty miles
of Dover.
The offer held good for the three

days showing of the film. Names of
tnothers of twins and triplets who
attended the theatre as guests of the
management were listed in the local
newspapers, according to Harold
Snyder, manager of the theatre.

Broke the Barrier'

Bill Bro-wn, now headaching for
the Durfee theatre. Fall River, Mass.,
used the boy official stimt on 'Boys
Town' with a formal election at the
local boys' dub and plenty of cam-
paign talk. The boys took over the
opening day of the picture and were
guests of the theatre that evening.
Considerable use was made of the
fact that one of the kid? was a for-
mer resident of Fall River. That en-
abled Brown to break into the Her
{ild-News, the- sole local paper, which
IS a tough nut to crack:
Having gone that far, the paper

let down the bars and rode whole'
heartedly with the boy official cam'
paign, Four of the . department
stores ' came in with windows and
co-op ads and numerous smaller
stores contributed windows. Plenty
of attention wAs paid the Catholic
organizations, which got solidly be
hind the picture.

gaining special attention <^f the
youngsters,^
Gag netted newspaper space and

radio plugging via KITE, as well as
;he word-onC-mouth pertinent to the
contest.
Along with a well rounded cam-

paign gag proved benefit for both
theatre and store..

Two from Okla.

Oklahoma City.

Day before Shirley Temple's 'Just

Around the Cornet' opened at the
Midwest, six city youngsters — two
boys and four girls—were let in on
a private screening of the show and
their reaction -written up in a local
newspaper. Point to be decided was
whether Shirley Temple was pulling
into the gawky .age and losing fan
followers.
Decision was that if Shirley's going

to flop it's not in sight yet. Re-
porter practically forgot to interview
the: youngsters on their reactions and
went overboard with all hands on his
own version of why Miss Temple
wasn't slipping and why all good
mothers should not only send little

Dimples but should, see the show
herself. All of which was okay with
Pat Pachen at the Midwest.
When 'Wells Fargo' moved into

Standard Theatres neighborhood
house Circle, manager D. Fuller
moved a team of oxen pulling a cov-
ered -wagon to the parking space in
front of the theatre. Sign on wagon
read, 'Ride in This Wagon ta See—
•Wells Fargo'^all 3-157ft-rCircle'
Theatre—Sunday.
Neighborhood newspaper coop-

erated with picture of oxen and
wagon with Circle theatre plugs' in
cut line;

Plying with the .New»
Front page publicity is breaking

all over the country in 'the wake of
the 11,000-mile airline tour of Ar-
mand Denis and Leila Roosevelt in
connection with 'Dark Rapture.'
Articles, interviews, special stories
and editorials,, creating an effective
build-up for the picture.
On Oct, 30 Denis and his wife set

out with their four children on a-

flying tour which has.covered New
Orleans, Dallas, Oklahoma City,
Memphis, St.. . Louis, Kansas • City,
Omaha, Des Moines, Minneapolis,
Milwaukee, Chicago, Indianapolis and
Cincinnati among. other stops. The
stories and editorials . written about
them climaxed- a most effective cam-
paign.

'Great Waltz' Finals

National finals in the old-fashioned
waltz contest, being carried on" by
Metro in behalf of 'The Great Waltz,'
will be held in the Waldorf-Astoria
main ballroom Dec. 12. as a Red Cross
benefit. Contestants who won in some
12 zones after state-wide preliminary
contests will participate in the big
Red Cross affair in New York. House
will be scaled so that approximately
$15,000 will be realized, with pro
ceeds to Red Cross.

Besides actual contestants, a 60-

piece orchestra and the R'oxy and
Radio City ballet girls will partici-

pate in 'Great Waltz' ballet ntunbers.
Winners in 'Great Waltz' finals here
will be given Metro contracts:

htl Lab Buy Okayed

Los Angeles> Nov, 29.

Offer of Cinema Laboratories,
Inc., to purchase the assets of Inter-
national.. Cinema, .Jnc, for $70,000
was okayed by referee Samuel W.
McNabb.
Purchasing company is a new cor-

poration formed by stockholders in
International, an independent lab
Which went into 77B.

Theatres-Exchanges

Spartanbt^g, S. C.

New Tryon theatre completed ^nd
opened.

Carolina, top local Wilby-Kincey
house, has resumied screen advertise-
ments after blank of several,months
due' to city council imposed screen
advt. tax fees considered too steep
by management.

Criterion on full-time schedule
after two-days-a-week summer oper-
ations.
Renovating of former Palmetto

theatre building at Bennettsville,
S. C. begun with plans to make lay-

out one of best in Dixie. Morris Le-
gendre of Charleston and New York
City, has articled lOryear lease and
plans to open house before end of

year.

Denver.

With the taking over of the Alma,
Craig, Colo., Gibralter Enterprises
now have 33 theatres, all in this ter-

ritory. Gibralter has moved Bob
Sweeten froin Socorro, N. M., to

manage house at Rocky Ford, Colo.

William Simons added and will man-
age Socorro.

'

Mrs. Pearl Gayton is operating the
Colonial, Pueblo, Colo., two days a
week on Spanish films, and is like-

wise using the foreign product a day
a week' at each' Firestone and Erie,

Colo.

Consent^ Probable

New Haven.

Lou Brown, succeeds Erie Wright,
out as publiin;^ director of Loew
New England cirfcuit.' Brown comes
from similar" post in New York,
Wright goes to Gloversville.

Pittsburgh.

Robert Brown, asst. at WB Har-
ris-Etna, upped" 'to managership of

Ritz, New Kensington. He's a brother
of Dick Brown,- pilot of WB Rowland
In Wllkinsburg, and son of Harry
Brown; veteran legit manager at

Nixon.
Marie Schmidt, booker on Film

Row for 23 years, has resigned post
at RKO exchange. Paul Reith stays

on in booking department, William
Twigg moving tin from accessories to

serve with Reith.
Eddie Moreels, who resigned

sales with Vitagraph several months
ago, joined Monarch under Lew Lef-
ton in similar capacity. Succeeds
Joe Fleshin, who joined Billy Bien's

Theatre Poster Supply Co. in Cin
cinnati.
Harry Gantz, former manager of

•WB Ritz, Clarksburg, W. Va., taken
over agency- of 'Lucky' in territory
embracing Ohio and West Virginia.

William Graner promoted to
branch, managership of Ross Federal
Service, working under Harold Lund,
district chief, who continues to make
his headquarters in Pittsburgh.

(Continued from page 3)

sirable from many -points of view.
The film companies, in common

with other groups attacked by thie

Government through either Ctitci*

inal or equity actions, must come to
the department with concrete prop-
ositions and, as was made plain when
the automobile finance cases- against
Ford and Chrysler were dropped re-
cently, must promise more 'relief*

than the Government could hope to
achieve through carrying litigation

to a successful conclusion.

Government's Doubts

in the case of the petition for a
permanent injunction against the
film industry, there .were, uncon-
firmed rumors the D.J. has softened
somewhat. Attorneys were Said to
have realized there is ho chance the
industry will make concessions that
go beyond the scope of the requested
ban on disliked practices. Doubt
even said to^be growing that the
Government can present a suffci-
ently strong case to be reasonably
sure of winning On all points.

Stiffening of the Clayton act in a
way which would prevent repeating
some of the practices about which
the D. J. complained in the film per-

ition meanwhile was urged on Con-
gress again this week. In its annual
report the Federal Trade Commis-
sion asked an amendment under
which it would have - power to re-,

strict mergers and combinations..
Recommendation probably will be
weighed by the Temporary National
:Economic Committee, which opens
its board hearings on monopolies and
competition Thursday (1) by look-
ing at patents.

The legislation advocated by F.T.C
would make it unliawful for any cor-
poration — directly or indirectly,

through a holding company, sub-
sidiary, or affiliate, or by any other
means—^to acquire the stock or assets
of a competito;c whenever either;^one
is .engaged in interstate -«<ttnmerce,

Only concession v^oUld lift .the. ban
from corporations which control In
the aggregate less than 10% of the
total output of their industry. Such
a, change in the present act, the
commish. commented, VOUld" have
the advantage of creating -a positive
legislative standard, defining the
limit at which corporate .accretions
in size and "power through such ac-
quisitions shall be halted in order
to prevent monopoly.'

Would Curb, Theatre Chains
Enactment of such a bill would

put ' an obstacle in the way of ex-
pansion of theatre chains by film
producers and distributors and

Out in Seattle

attle.

For 'Shining Hour,' at Fifth Ave.
currently, Jim Clemmer has 'Time
to See S. H.' placarded . at all the
leading sidewalk clocks in the burg.
Ten daily tin^ie signals are used to
put over this tijne' idea via radio
stations, these timed to be 15 minutes
prior to pix start at theatre.
Hamrick-Evergreen publicity gang

has been using several angles to ex-
ploit pixes this week: 'Around Cor-
ner' had a Thanksgiving early mat
for 700 kiddies; 5,000 book markers
got into libraries for 'Citadel'; 'Suez'
got flood-light flash front at B. M.
on moveover.

'Drums' with Sammy Seifiel here
as special UA exploiteer, has truck
with giant drum parading the streets,
this being 26 feet in diameter, A
colored guy, a la India, is beating
torn toms in front of the theatre for
plenty of attention. A short, 'Sky
Thrills' on same bill, is winning
sports stories in this ski burg.

Bogged Publicity

Kansas City.

Timely tie-up was arranged by
John McManus, manager of the Mid-
land, and Bill Bernfield, U. A. p. a.,

lor showing of 'Young in Heart.^
A contest was set up with the

Jones Store, local department store,
jvith a Sealyham terrier, presented
by Janet Gaynor, as the prize to the
kid who selects best name for the
njutt. Contest handled through toy
department, for which stoi-e is noted.

TITLE CHANGES
Hollywood, Nov. 29.

Final title for 'Trailer Romance'
at RKO is 'Next Time I Marry.'

'East Side of Heaven' Is release tag
on Bing Crosby's 'Three's Company'
at Universal.

'The Art of Skating' is latest tag
on Metro's 'How to Skate.'
'Smashing the Spy Ring' is Colum-

bia's release title for 'International

Spy.'

Boston.

Walter Murphy succeeds Vaughn
O'Neil as assistant manager of Loew's
State- here; O'Neil transferred to

Loew's in Providence as assistant,

s.ucceeding Maurice Druker.

Springfield, O.
Phil Chakeres purchased Grand,

Circleville, O., from Pickaway Amug
Corp., owned and operated by

I George Malleros and Louis Martin.

would, check the growth of studio
companies. Unless the amendment
were retroactive, which is. highly
improbable, it would have no imme-
diate effect, however, on tl>e picture
business.

The widely-publicized monopoly
hearings of the Departmental-Cpn-
gressipnal committee get under way
witii two days of general description
of the 'national economic scene' and
then will be devoted, to testimony
about control of patents in the auto-
mobile and glass Industries. No hint
where the probers will turn after
these subjects are covered, which is

expected to take all of the time
before the Christmas—^New Year
recess.

If .the film industry is called—
which still is. imcertain, since no
agenda ' has been reyealed—its

spokesmen will find themsdves
hemmed in by restrictions that may
prove highly embarrassing. Under
the procediure, adopted by the T.. N.
R C, witnesses cannot present pre-
pared statements without' consent of
either the committee or the gov-
ernment agency in charge of the
particular brarich of the inquiry
which affects. . them. All witnesses
will be subpoenaed and required to
testify under oath. Rulss of evi-
dence will be followed, but not
strictly. No argumentative or
opinion testimony will be' received^
but, on the other hand, it is. not ex-,

pected the sessions will be turned
into an. open forum for '.individuals
with particular .beefs.

STUDIO CONTRACTS
Hpllywodd, Nov. 29.

• Ina Clalf€ sighea vfrith Metro.
Metro handed Ruth Hussey new

player deal,
Monofpram renewed Howard Breth-

ertonls director ticket,';*
George' Barnes' c'aifneraman con-

tract renewed by 20th-P6jc.
.Flossie Campbell -signed to stock

contract at Columbia. .

: Monte Woolley signed for wo pic-
lures at Ptiiramount. and iRKO.

Reinhold Schuhzel's .director op-
tion lifted at Metro,
Metro renewed. Robert Sinclair's

director ticket, • .

>^

20th-Fojt, hoisted. Sam Pokrass*
composer pact. -

Options oh Gabriel Dell and Huntz
Hall, Dead. End Kids, hoisted by
Warners.

'"'

Dorothy Quackenbush signed play-
er eontract with Odessa Pictures, re-
leasing through Paramount.

.

,

Twentieth-Fox lifted Sidney Tol-
er's option.
Lew Breslow inked new writer

pact at 20th-Fox.
Twentieth-Fox renewed Harry

Tugend's scripting ticket.
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Advance Production Chart

(Coninuted from page 21)

Cast: James Cagney, Rosemary Lane, Humphrey Bogart, Donald Crisp.

Granville Bates, Charles Middleton, Hugh Sothern, Edward Pawley, Ward
Bond.
'ALWAYS LEAVE THEM LAUGHING/ produced by Sam Bischoff; di-

rected by Ray Enright; screen play by Jerry Wald and Richard Macaulay;

photographed by Arthur Todd. Cast: Dick Powell, Gale Page, Ann Sheri-

dan, ZaSu Pitts, Maxie Rosenbloom, Allen Jenkins, Jerry Colonna, Halli-

well Hobbes, Granville Bates, Ronald Reagan, Helen Broderick.

'DODGE CITY,' produced by Robert Lord; directed by Michael Curtiz;

no writing credits released; photographed by Sol Polito. Cast: ErroU

Flynn, Olivia de Havilland, Frank McHugh, Alan Hale, Ann Sheridan,

•Henry. O'Neill, Henry Travers, Victor Jory, Bruce Cabot, Russell Simpson,

John Litel, Guirin Williams.

'YES, MY DARLING DAUGHTER,' produced by Benjamin Glazer; di-

rected by William Keighley; screen play by Casey Robinson, based on

stage play by Mark Reed; photographed by Charles Rosher. Cast^ Priscilla

Lane, Jeffrey Lynn, Fay Bainter, Ian Hunter, Roland Young, Genevieve

Tobin,' May Robson.

'BROADWAY CHEVALIER,' produced by Sam Bischoff; directed by
Lew Seller; screen play by Michael Fessier from original by Dalton
Trurribo. Cast: Pat O'Brien, Joan Blondell, Wayne Morris, Jane Wyman,
Maxie Rosenbloom,

'JUAREZ,' produced by Henry Blanke; directed by William Dieterle;

screen play by Aeneas McKenzie, John Huston and Aben Finkel; photo-

graphed by Tony Gaudio. Cast: Paul Muni, Bette Davis, Brian Aherne,

Claude Rains, John Garfield, Donald Crisp, Gilbert Roland, Joseph Calleia,

Montagu Love, Harry Davenport, Henry O'Neill, Gale Sondcrgaard, Wil-

liam Wilkinson, Pedro De Cordoba, John Miljan, Hugh Sothern, Robert

Warwick, Georgia Caine.

Srv" MUSIC HALL
KELD OVER

"THE COWBOY
AND THE LADY"

Spectacular Stage Productions

; M-G-M** Excllinf

iMIIMMiWHiM

The GREAT WALTZ'
Lah* V*tm»mt MIIU*

RAINER-GRAVETKORJUS

7fU Av. & 50tlt St.

ROXY
AIX Oejc TO
SEATS

'Just Around

the Corner*

—On the Stage

—

New Stase SUow

PARAMOUNTTJUES
SQUA9E

"Say It in

French"
Bar Mllland

Olympe Itratlna

IN FERSON
Count Basie
AND HIS BAND
Extra Attraction

Sister Tharpe
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TRUE
TALK ON
HOLIDAY
BOOKINGS!

(By Leo, of The
Friendly Company)

"Don't do it!

"I mean don't take chances when it

comes to booking attractions for

Holiday time.

" For instance—I guaranteed great busi-

ness for Thanksgiving with *OUT
WEST WITH THE HARDYS.'

"IT DID THE BIGGEST BUSINESS
IN 6 YEARS ON THE LOEW
CIRCUIT (m snow-storms I)

"'OUTWESTWITH THE HARDYS'
A CLEAN-UP EVERYWHERE!
WAY AHEAD OF 'BOYS TOWN'!
TWICE THE BUSINESS OF 'LOVE
HNDS ANDY HARDY.' IMAGINE!

"Now I give you another tip:

Ask smart showmen everywhere, in

large towns, in small towns what
they're booking for the fat and lus-

cious New Year's trade—

"ask them what picture they're bank-

ing on for the most valuable playing

time on their calendar:

"it's JEANETTE MacDONALD.
NELSON EDDY in 'SWEET-
HEARTS' (Technicolor) now being

booked solid throughout America for

the holidays.

"I guaranteed 'OUT WEST WITH
THE HARDYS' for Thanksgiving
and it's terrific!

"I now guarantee 'SWEETHEARTS'
for the New Year's ! It's the biggest

and best holiday show in years

!

DON'T DO
THIS WITH
HOLIDAY
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FILM BOOKING CHART
WKEK
OF

KEIiEASI

1/23/88

r/30/38^

10/7/88

10/14/38

iO/21/38

COPYRIGHT; 1931, BT VABIETT, INC. ALL BIGHTS RESERVED

TITLE PRODVCER DISTRIB. TYPE TALENT DIRECTOR

STRANGER I'ROm ARIZONA
WANTED BT POLICE
CAMPUS CONFESSIONS
FUGITIVES FOR NIGHT

PRAIRIE MOON
TIME OUT FOR MURDER

ROAD TO RENO
FOUR DAUGHTERS
^"^^L'S SCHOOL

WREN
TIME REVIEWED
jaiNS. BT VARIETY

Monroe Shaff
Lindsay Parsons

Par
Lou Lusty
Harry Grey
Sol Wurtiel
Ed- Grainger
Ben Glazer

TOV CAN'T TAKE IT WITH TOU
MAN WITH 100 FACES
VACATION FROM LOVE
SONS OF THE LEGION

ROOM SERVIOB
OVERLAND. STAGE RAIDERS

DOWN IN ARKANSAW'
STRAIGHT, PLACE AND SHOW

DRUMS
TOUTH TAKES FLING
GARDEN OF THE MOON
CRIME TAKES HOUDAT
WEST OF THE SANTA FE

STABLEMATES^
MR. WONG, DETECTIVE
TOUCHDOWN, ARMT

MR. DOODLE RICKS OFF
THE NIGHT HAWK
MEET THE GIRLS

THAT CERTAIN AGE
BitOADWAT MUSKETEERS

Samuel Marx
Frank Capra-
A» Hitchcock
MGM

P. S. . Herman
Wm. Berke

Armand Schaefer'
I>. Hempstead
Alex. Korda
Joe Pasternak
Lou Edelman

Col
Mono
P»r
BKO
Rep.
20th
U

_JVB_
Col
Col
GB
MGM
Par
RKO
Rep
Rep
20th
UA
U
WB

Western B. Jones-D.. Pay
Meller Darro-E. Knanp
Football B. Grable*h. Lii;settl
Comedy F. Albertson-E. Lynn
Western G. Autry-S. Burnette
Meller G.. Stuart-M. IV.'irlen
Com-Or R. Scott-H. Hampton
Com-Dr PriaciUa-'Rogemary-L»iie

Col Col
Col Col

Harry Bapf MGM
W. T. Lackey Mono

Par Par
Bob Sisk RKO

Herman Schlom Rep-
Howard J. Green 20th
Joe Pasternak U-
Bryan Foy WB

Rom-Com A. SUrJey-N,^ Grey-Bellamy
Comedy J. Arthur-L. Barrymore'J.Stewart
Drama L. Palmer-T. Walls
Comedy D. 0'Keefe>F. Biee
Rom-Dr D. O'Connor-B. Lee-K. Cook
Com Marx Bros.'L. Ball

Western Three Mesqulteer^
Drama R. Byrd-Weaver Brot.
Com Ritz Bros.-rR. Arlcn
Drama Sabu-B. Massey-.R: Xtves^
C6m-Dr J. McCrea*A. Leeds
Musical P. 0'Brien>J. Payne-M. iLlndsay

Meller J. Holt-M. Ralstoii
Western C. Starrett'I; Meredith.
Com-Dr W; Beery-M: B«oney
Mystery B. KarlefloE; Brent
Football J. Howard-R. CktAmfncii
Com J. Penner-J. Travis.

'

Drama R, LiTln£ston-J« Travis
Comedy J. Lans-L. Barl-R. Allen
Mus-Rom D. Dnrbln-J. Cooper
Comedy

FLIGHT TO FAME
LADT VANISHES

SHADOWS' OVER SHANGHAI
TOUNG DR. KILDABE

WHERE THE BUFFALO ROAM
ARKANSAS TRAVELER
A MAN TO REMEMBER

FIVE OF A KIND
THERE GOES MT HEABT
SWING THAT CHEER

THE SISTERS

M. Lindsay-M. Wilson-J. Lltel

Elmer Clifton
.H, Bretherton
Q. Archainbaud
Leslie Goodwins
Ralph Staub

H3.Humb'jrstone.
S. Sylvan Simon
Michael' Curtiz

John Brahm
Frank Capra
A. Hitchcock

G. Fitzmaurice
Jas. Hofsaii
Wra. Setter

Geo. Sherman
•Nick Grlnde
David Butler
.Zdltan Korda
Archie Mayo

^usby Berkel6y_
Lewis D. GoUlns
Sam Nelson
.Sam Wood

. Wm, Nf^
Kurt Neumann
Leslie r G'Oodwins

'

Sidney Salkow
Eugene Por'de
Edw. Ludxtritl
Jhhn Farrow .

'V55-.

99
«5.

•63
5S
73
68

7i~
120
72
6S
<•
7«
5S
65
66

101
78
94

.89

. 73
"

7*
<>
«8
199
63

Ralph Cohn Col Drama
A. Hitchcock GB ROm-Dr
Fine Arts GN Meller
Lou Ostrow MGM C(Hn-Dr
Ed-Fi^ey Moaou Western

' Geo. Arthur Par Com-Dr
Bob Sisk BKO Drama-

K. MacGowan 20111 Rom-Com
Hal Roach. UA Rom-Com.
Max Golden U College
David Lewis WB Drama

C. Farrell-J. Wells
M. Lockweod-P. Lucas

J. Dum-E. Morean
L. Ayres-L. Barrymore

Tex Bitter
B, Burjns-F. Bainter
E. E1U&-A. Shirley

Dlonne Qulns-Hersholt
F. March-V. Bruce

T. Brown-A. Devlne
E. Plynn-B. Davls>A. Louise

C.C.Coleman. Jr.
Alf Hitchcock
Chas. Lamont
H. Bucquet
Al Herman
AI Santell

Garson Kanin
H. I. Leeds

Norman McLeod
Harold Schuster
Anatole Litvak

91
66
S3
55
83
79
83
SI
63
95

S/21
9/28
9/14
9/28
10/19
9/7
10/5
_mi
9/28"
9/7
11/2
10/5
10/5
9/14
d/28
10/12
9/28
4/20
9/28-
9/21

11/30

10/S
11/23
9/21

10/5
10/5
8/31
10/5
10/19

8/31

10/19
11/2
10/5
10/S
10/12
9/28
11/10
10/*

10/28/38

LISTEN. DABLING^
MTSTERIOUS RIDER
MAD MISS MANTON

MTSTERIOUS MR. MOTO
SERVICE DE LUXE

GIRLS ON PROBATION

Jack Cummings MGM Rom-Dr
Harry Sherman Par Western
P. J. Wolfson RKO Mys-Com
Sol Wurtzel 29th Meller
Ed Grainger U Com
Bryan Foy WB. Drama

Bartholomew-J. Garland
D. DumbrlUe-C. Fields
B. Stanwyck-H. Foiida
P. L»rre-M. Magnlre

C. Bennett-V. Prlce-R«(fles
E. Flynn-B. Davls-A. LOtilse

Edw. Marin
Les Selander
Leigh Jason

Norman Foster .

Rowland V. Lee
Apatole Litvak

72
74
78
ef

45

10/10
11/16
10/12
9/21
10/19
10/26

U/VW

LAW OF THE TEXAN
THE LITTLE ADVENTURESS

THE GREAT WALTZ
THE CITADEL

MEN WITH WINGS
I STAND ACCUSED
TARNISHED ANGEL

SUEZ
TOUNG IN HEABT

THE STORM
THE LAST EXPRESS
BROTHER RAT

Monroe Shaft
Col

Bernard Hyman
Victor Saville

Wm. A. Wellman
John H. Auer
B. P. Fineman
Gene Markey
D. O. Selznick
Ken Goldsmith
Irving Starr
Robert Lord

Cel ,. Western Buck Jones-D. Fay
Col Action-Dr E. Fellowes-l. Wells
MGM Musical L. Balnef-F. Gravet
MQM Drama R. Donat-R. Russell
Par- Drama F. MacMnrray-R. MlHanfl
Par Drama R. Cnmminss-H. Mack-L. Talbot
RKO Drama S. Eilers-L. Bowman
20th Spec T. Power-L. Tonnf
VA Rdm-Dr J. Gaynor-D. Fairbanks, Jr.
U Drama C. Biokford-B. McLane
V Meller K. T»ylor-D. Kent'
WB Comedy W. Morrls-P. Lane-J. Wymaa

IN EARLT ARIZONA
GANGSTER'S BOT
GI7N PACKER
THE LAST RIDE
ILLEGAL TRAFFIC
LAWLESS VALLET

RHTTHM OF THE SADDLE
ALWATS IN TROUBLE

EXPOSED
HARD TO GET

Elmer CUfton 54 10/26
D. R. Lederman 60 11/9

J. Duvivier 107 11/2
King Vidor 112 10/26

Wm. A. Wellman 192 10/26
John H. Auer. , 61 11/2

•Leslie . Goodwins 67 11/lfi

Allan Dwan 100 10/19
Richard Wallace 91 11/2
Harold Young 75 11/2
Otis Garrett 60 10/19
Wm. Kelghley 90 10/19

Col
W. T. Lackey
Robt. Tansey
Jefl Lazarus

Harold Hurley
Bert Gilroy
Harry Grey
John Stone
Bert Kelly
Sam Bischofl

Cel
Hon*
Men*
Par
Par
BKO
Rep
20th
U
WB

Western
Meller
Western
Rom-Dr
Meller
Western
Western
Comedy
-Drama
Comedy

J.

B. ElUott-D. Gulliver
J. Ceoper-L. iSUman

Bandell-L. StaiUer
A. Tamlre0-F. Farmer
J. C. Nalsh-M. CarlUlc
G. 0*Brlen-K. Sutton
G. Autry-S. Burnette

Wlthers-A. Treacher-J. Rogers
O. Kru^er-G. Farrell

D. Powell-O. de Havlland

Jos.. LeverihS
Wm. Nigh

Wallace Fox
Alfred E. Green

Louis King
David Howard
Geo, Sherman
Jos. Santley
Max Golden
Ray Enright

75
61

67

58
69
63
78

11/9
11/9

11/9
11/9

11/23
11/9

11/11/33 ADVENTURE IN SAHARA
THE FROG

SPRING MADNESS
IF I WERE KING

ANNABEL TAKES A TOUR
STORM OVER BENGAL

jrUST ABOUND THE CORNER
HIS EXCITING NIGHT

TOBCHT GETS HER MAN

Lou Appleton Col Drama
Herbert Wilcox GB Meller
Edw. Chodorov . MGM Rom-^om
Frank Lloyd Par Drama
Lou Lusty BKO Rom-Com

Armand Schaefer Bep Rom-Dr
Dave Hempstead 29th Comedy
Ken Goldsmith U Rom-Com
Bryan Foy WB Comedy

P. Kelly-L. Gray
N. Beery-G. Barker

M. O'Snlllvan-L. Ayrcs
C*leman-F. Dee-Rathbon*

J. Oakle-L. Ball
P; Knewles-B. Hudson
S. Temple-C. Farrell

C. BUffffles-O. Munson
G. Farrell-B. MacLane.

D. R. Lederman .

Jack Raymond 75 4/7/37
C. S, Simon 66 11/16
Frank Lloyd lOi 9/21
Lew Landers 66 10/19
Sid Salkow 6S

IrvingCummings 70 11/2
Gus Meins

Michael Curtiz 62 10/12

11/13/38

11/29/38

12/2/38

THEBE'S THAT WOMAN AGAIN
THE SHINING HOUR
GANG BULLETS

THANKS FOR THE MEMORT
LAW WEST OF TOMBSTONE

SANTA FE STAMPEDE
SHARPSHOOTERS

COWBOT AND THE LADT
STRANGE FACES

ANGELS With dirtt faceSi

Col Col Drama
J. Manckiewicz MGM Meller

E. B. Derr Mon* Rom-Com
Par Par Rom-Com

Cliff Reid BKO Western
Wm> Berke Bep Western
Sol Wurtzel 29th Action
Sam Goldwyn UA Rom-Com
Bert Kelly U Com-Dr
Sam Bischofl WB Drama

M. DoutJas-V. Lee
J. Crawford-B. Tounf

A. Nase1-B. Kent
B. Hope-S. Ross-Bntterirerth
H. Carey-T. Helt-E. Brent

J. Wayne-B. Corrlian
B. D*nlevy-L. Bari

G. Cooper-M. Oberon
D. Kent-F. Jenks

J.. Cagney-P» 0*Brlen

Alex Hall
Frank Borzage
Lambert Hillyer
G. Archainbaud
Glenn Tryon
Geo. Sherman
Jas. Tinling
Wm. Wyler
Earl Taggart

Michael Curtiz •

BLONDIE
OUT WEST WITH HABDT8
LITTLE TENDEBFOOT
SAT IT IN FRENCH

ARREST BULLDOG DBUMMOND
COME ON, BANGEBS

. OBPHANS OF THE STBEET
PECK'S BAD BOT WITH tJIBCUS

SUBMABINE PATBOL
LITTLE TOUGH GUTS IN SOCIETY

NANCT DBEW, DETECTIVE

Robert Sparks
Lou Ostrow
Ed Finney

Andrew .Stone
Stuart Walker
Chas. E. Ford
Herman Schlom

Sol Lesser
Gene Markey
Max Golden
Bryan Foy

Col Comedy P. Sln^Ieton-A. Lake
MGM Com-Rom M. Booney-L. Stone-C. Parker
Mono Western T. Bttter-J. Falkenberf
Par Comedy B. Mlll»nd-0. Bradda
Par MystMT J. Heward-H. Anrel
Bep Western B. Boir'ers«BL Hart
Bep Meller T. Byan-B. Llvlnfston
BKO Rom-Com T. Kellf-A. GUlls
20th Drama B. Greene-N. Kelly-Bancroft
U Meller M. Boland-E. E. Horton
WB Meller B. Granvllle-J. Lltel

Frank Strwrer
G. B. Seitz
Al Herman

Andrew Ston*
Jas. Hogan
Joe Kane

John H. Auer
Edw. F. Cline
John Ford
Erie Kenton
Wm. Clemens

75

75
72

91

97
"69

64

76
60
56

66
95
76

FLIRTING WITH FATE
LITTLE OBPHAN ANNIE
WESTERN JAMBOREE
NEXT TIME I MARRT

ROAD DEMON
SECRETS OF A NURSE

DEVIL'S ISLAND

David Loew
John Speaks
Harry Grey
Cliff Reid
Sol Wurtzel
Bert Kelly
Bryan Foy

MGM Comedy I. E. Br*wn-L. CarrlUe-S. Dona
Par Comedy A. Gim«-B. Kent-J. Travis
Bep Western G, Autry-S. Burnette

'

RKO Comedy L. Ball-J. Elllson-L. Bowman
20th Sports H. Arthnr-J. Valerie

U Drama E. L*we-H. Mack
WB Meller B. Karlofl-N. Harrlfan

F. MacDonald
Ben Holmes
Ralph Staub
Garson Kanin
Otto Brower
Arthur Lubin
Wm. Clemens

70
57

68

11/16

11/9
11/30

11/9

10/26

~ll/2
11/23

11/30
11/23

11/23
11/2
11/23.

.

11/30

11/16

12/9/33

12/16/38

12/23/38

BIO GBANDE BOUNDUP
DRAMATIC SCHOOL
I AM A CRIMINAL

RIDE A CROOKED MILE
UP THE RIVER
LAST WARNING

HEART OF THE NORTH

Irving Briskin
Mervyn LeRoy

E. B. Derr
Jeff Lazarus
Sol Wurtzel
Irving Starr
Bryan Foy

Col
M-G
Mono
Par
20th
U
WB

Western
Rom-Dr
Meller
Rom-Dr
Meller
Mystery
Meller

C. Starrett-A. Doran
L. Balner-A. Marshal

J. Carroll-M. Kornman
A. Tamlroff-F. Fairmer
T. Martin-P. Brooks

P. Foster-Fi> Jtwblnson
D. Foran-G. Page

Sam Nelson
R. Sinclair

- Wm. Nigh
Alfred E. Green
Alfred Werker

Al Rogell
Lewis Seller

STRANGE CASE OF DR. MEAD
CALIFORNIA FRONTIER
A CHRISTMAS CAROL
THE FRONTIERSMEN
THE PURE IN MIND
DOWN ON THE FARM
PIRATES OF THE 8KT

COME!r OVER BROADWAT
THERE'S THAT WOMAN AGAIN
AWAKENING OF KATRINA

TOUGH KID
ONE-THntD OF A NATION
TOM SAWTER, DETECTIVE

OUNGA DIN
THANKS FOR EVERTTBING

TRADE WINDS
NEWSBOTS' HOME
THE DAWN PATBOL

Col
Monroe Shaff

Joe Mankiewicz
Harry Sherman
P. J. Wolfson
Sol Wurtzel
B. Sarecky
Bryan Foy

B. B.' Kahane
Harry Rapf

Lindsley Parsons
•Harold Orlob
E. T. Lowe

-George Stevens
H. J. Srown

Walter Wanger
Ken Goldsmith
Robert Lord

Col
Col
M-G
Par
BKO
20th
BKO
WB
Col
M-G
Mon*
Par
Par
BKO
20th
UA
U
WB

Drama J. Holt-B, Bobert«-N.,Beer]r
Western B. Jones-C. BaUey
Rom-Fan R. Owen-T. Ktlbum
Western W. Boyd-G. Haye4-E. Venabk
Drama A. 8hlrlCy«B. Daniel
Comedy J. Prouty-S. Bylneton
Action K. .,Taylor-B. HudiiAtt

Drama K. Franels-J. Lltel

Rom-Dr M. Douglas-V. Bcvce
Drama F. Gaal-Tene-W. C«nn*lly
Meller F. Darro-J. Allen
Drama 8.' Sidney-L. EHeksen
Rom-Dr D. 0'Conn«r..B. Cook
Drama C. Grant-V. MeLaglen-J, Fontaine
Musical A. M«nJou-J. Oakle
Rom-Dr F. March-J. Bennett
Drama J. Coeper-W. Barrle
Drama E. Flynn-B. Bathbene

Lewis D. Collins
Elmer Clifton
E. L. Marin
Les Selander
P. J. Wolfson
Mai Si Clair

Joe McDonough
Busby Berkeley

Al Hall
Norman Taurog.
H Bretherton

Dudley Murphy
Louis King
Geo. Stevens
Wm. A. Seiter
Tay Garnett
Harold Young
Edm'd Goulding

11/9
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GENERAL TROUBLE SHOOTER AT NBC
George Engles Expected to Resign—Gilman May Be

Shifted—Network Rewards A.. H. Morton With

Vice Presidency

Niles Trammel, who comes out ot

his Chicago post Jan. 1 io become
executive vice-president of NBC
will, it has been intimated, function

along the Unes of a supet sales man-
ager in polite suzerainty over Roy
Witmer. Instead of having his sales

periphery confined to. the iftidwest.

Trammel will be in a position to

call on clients all over tKe country
and.also put in the necessary ^hand-

shaking appearances at important
advertiser and agency conventions.

Latter touch has been missing at

NBC since Edgat Kobak quit about

two years ago.

An auxiliary Importance bf Tcani-

mel is in statioQj relations. Station

men like and respect him. /

•Trammel has rated as NBC's No.
1 salesman 9nd' by a wide margin
since M. H. Aylesworth's retirement

from the network in 1936. Ayles-
worth u^ed to spent a goodly part of

his time getting out to major adver-

tisers and doing a personal selling

job that accounted, for Instance, of
the entry into radio of various- firms

controlled by the Mellon interests in

Pittsbw^gh.

Aji executive v. p. was broiight In

to serve, as administrator or major
executive to take care of the details

that .went without service, while
Aylesworth devoted himself to client

contacting.' After an interval of over

four years things are in reverse at

.NBC. While David Sarnofl actually

determines policies, of major knport,

the president , of the company is in

vested with complete administrative

authbri^ and ^he executive v. p. be-

comes the sales dynamo.

Trammel Belnctani

Trammel opened the branch for

NBC in Chicago in 1028. He was re-

luctant for a long time about com
ing into New York. In addition to

upping Trammel, the NBC board last

T^iday (25) rewarded another, Al-
fred:, jr. Morton; manager of NBC
operated stations department,' with, a
V. p. tag.

It is reported that ^some more
shufning of highers-up will take

place when the NBC board meets
lor its final 1938 meeting, Dec. 23

Intimations have been given that

George Engles might by that time de-

cide to retire as v. p. in charge of the

NBC Artists and resume concer ;

management on his own. Engles

hasn't been in good health for the

jEiast several months.

Don Gilman, NBC vice-president

In Los Angeles, Is currently in New
York. He, too, is mentioned as due
for .It new post within the organiza-

tion. Might succeed Trammel in

Chicago with Sidney Strotz, osten-

sible crown prince of Trammel, go-
ing to Los Angeles.
Gilman, who hrs strong family and

persona!^ ties with California, is dis-

tressed, according to report, by the
suggestibn that he'd get to like Chi-
cago. Understood he's trying to talk

NBC out of it.

Showman Succeeds

. .Chicago,' Nov. 29,

Trammel will be replaced here by
Sidney Strotz wha has lieen. head oi
the program deparjtment for the past
five years. Strotz,' before jpining
NBC, had operated the Stadiiim
here, and has many assocls^tions in
show business. In the few years he
has been here, he has made the local

NBC program outfit t>ne of the lop
line program offices in the country,

not only for radio shows but also

units for stage purposes.- He has
brought in many established vaude
names to the mike and has started

off many of the key flve-a-week strip

script shows.

'JUDGES ELBOf

BROJUKASTS

DEBATED

STRAIGHT NEWS HEAD

Some Old-Fashioned stories Are T«
iBe Heard Over WOR

'Ariet
Services to t/u'

Radio Trade

\ ill II llliiuil ( lini 1,

Protected Material Dept.

(For Writers)

Local Program Registry

(For Sponsors, Stations)

Mail Department

New York—154 W. 46th Street

Chicago—64 W. Randolph

'Hollywood^1708 N. Vine

Wahington, Nov. 29

Discussion of a set' of principles

governing court-room broadcasts is

set for Thursday (1) when commit
tees of the American Bar Associa
tion and National Association of

Broadcasters huddle in search for

solution of problems created by air-

ing of legal proceedings.
In company ^with newspaper pub

lishefs, five radio industry spokes>
men will accept the invitation of
Frank J. Hogan, president of the A.
B.' A. to confer with the barristers*

conupittee.'' Hpgan, Incidentally, is

head of legal- firm with substantial

amount of radio practice. Broad-
casters will be represented by Nev-
iUe Miller, f>rez of NAB; PjiiUp
Loucks and Louis G. Caldwell^ at-

torneys; Harry Butcher, and iSrahk
M, ' Russell, vice-presidents of CBS
and NBC, respectively.

That lircliin With Arrow
Wings Several at WLW

' ' Cinfclnnati, Nov.'m.''
Arlene Johnson, who is Babs of

the Smoothies, has announced her
engagement .to Delmar Sandberg, ah
inspector of Crosley's industrial divin
sion.- Wedding is to. be in January.
The Smoothies lare on the Turns pro-
gram, a WLW origination which
feeds to NBC.
Lon Clark, of the WLW-WSAI dra-

niatic staff, was married. Thanksgiv-;.
ing pay to Marjorie Burni^, non-pro.

Cornelia; Otis Skinner guests with
Rudy Vallee oh the Coast Dec. 15.

An international fairy series will

get going on the Mutual web Dec. 3

for 13 weeks emanating from WOR,
N. Y. Of half hour duration, 2.30-3

m., stories V^ill be representative

pixie yarns of a dozen different coun-

tries opening with 'Aladdin and the

Wonderful Lamp' and closing Feb.

25 with the American 'Rip Van

Winkle'.

Dramatized and directed in Eng-

lish by Robert Shayon of WOR, the

various story parts of the series,

which i? labeled 'Once Upon a Time',

will be handled by Federal Theatre

Radip Division players.

Trade Commish Reports

On Continuity SIcrutinr,

Praises Radio Co-op

Washington, Nov. 29.

Possible ban on scores of radio ad-

vertising continuities "suggested to-

day in revelation that 1,544 prospecr

tive cases not previously set aiside

for investigation were held over by
the 'Federal Trade Con»niission,

June 30 for future determination.

In its annual report for the fiscal

year 1938, Commish disclosed that

increasingly stringent check was be

ing kept onxommerciar continuities,

with its special investigating board,

through an examining staff, ogling

490.612 broadcast blurbs during the

year. Bases of the 1^544 prospec-

tive cases was formed by 22,959

scrips considered questionable by
FTC authorities.

Describing itself as having been
*on the alert for misleading repre

sentations' in radio advertising since

1934, Comntish listed drug and
remedy advertisers as responsible for

more than 3C% of ads marked for

investigation, from that year until

June, 1938. Compilation was based

pn .an. analysis, of 105,962 question

able commercial radio continuties

and 55,963 suspected ads published

in ^ newspaper and ' magazines—^in

ferring that radio produced largest

ratio of c6me-6n advertising.

Radio .Co-operation

Pat qn the back was given the

radio and transcription industries,

however, for their co-operation ' in

eliminating falsis and deceptive ad-
vertising. Nation-wide and regional

networks, and platter-makers have
joined <6i7 commercial ^ansmittefs,
259 newspaper :.

publishers and . 408
magazine publishers in an 'inter-

ested de!sire''t'o stamp out phoney
advertising, . repprt observed. Com-
mish also noted that many stations

communicate with officials for ad-
vice and information concerning
certain advertisers and their prod-
tic'ts. '

•

'

CBS' Czech Booklet

Radio Editor Vs. Press Agent

G. W. (Johnny) Johnstone, publicity and special events director of
WOR, Newark, and Jo Hanson, radio editor of the Brooklyn Bagle,
are slated to do a pro and con routine before Dr. Seymour Siegel's

coiuse on 'Radio Broadcasting* at the main building of the College of
the .City of New Vork Dec. 14. Johnstone, as builder-upper of the
theme, will tell how his clan functions in apprising listeners about
forthcoming programs, while Hanson will seek to show that most of
material $ent out by radio p.a,s is futile and vapid.

Ranson will bring along a trunkload of sampler to bear out his

Arguments,

NBCPooh-Ppohs 'Interpretation

Of New Red-Blue Audit Divorce

FORM AUSTIN & SPECTOR

New Advertlsloc Afenoy Started—
Emll Mosul Oil Radio

Raymond Specter, former partner
In Franklin Bruck Aigency and Alvln
Austin, have combined offices and
wiU be known as Austin Jt; Specter^

Co. after Dec. 1. They've opened
offices already.

^thinU'Mx>gul has been set as execu-
tive sercretary of outfit and will

handle radio end. Other 'depart-

ment heads are Alfred P. Berger,
client' service; Horace Schwerin, re-

search and media; Frank Roemer,
art director; Helen Grant copy chief

and Richard Scott, production. Of-
fice is starting off with about 2Q ac-

counts, some taken from Bruck of-

fice.

QUIZ SHOWS'

FRE DUCATS

UNUSED

. In the.mails today (Wednesday) Is

the newest foreign coverage brochure
by CBS.. Czech crisis is the theme of
180 pages and photographs.
CBS . stirred attention, and NBC, in

April with Its brochure 6n Anschluss.

Philadelphia-, Nov. 29.

Two network quiz shows, pre-
sented here during the past few days
with much ballyhoo and provisions

for 20,000 spectators, turned out to

floppolas from an audience-attend-
ance standpoint. First was 'Pro-

fessor Quiz' on Saturday night and
the second, Dr. Harry Hagen's *True
Or False' last night (Monday). They
were held in Philly's gigantie Con-
vention Hall in conjunction with the
first annual Drug Show.

•Quiz,* through WCAU and other
sources, . gave out 25,000 tickets.

Fewer than 1,100 spectators who
were on hand were practically lost

n the hall. True Or False,' with
five newspaper ads, signs in drug
stores and announcements on the
air, distributed 32,000 free ducats.
It drew 4,700 spectators.

Aside from the ordinary Incon-
venience of getting to the hall,

•Quiz' had to contend with a bliz-
zard and Dr. Hagen with tempera-
tures well below freezing,

YALE DRAMA SCHOOL

TO START ON MimiAL

Sherwin-Williams Suit Ended

Judge Okays Dropouts of Warwick & Legler on Old
Injunction Against Freeman

Motion by Warwick &: Legler and
NBC for a discontinuance of their
injunction and damage action against
Charles Henry Freeman, Jr., concert
manager, was granted by Judge
Samuel Mandelbaum in the N. Y.
federal court last Saturday (26).

Plea came three years after the
agency and network had obtained a
temporary injunction staying ' Free-
man from claiming that the idea in-

volved in . the Metropolitan Opera
Auditions of the Air program was
something . that he had previously

tried to sell around the trade.

Court proceedings- followed free-

man's sending of a letter to Sherwin
Williams, sponsor of the show, warn
ing legal action if the paint company
went through with the NBC con
tract. Freeman served a qptice of
appeal from the temporary injunc
tion, but failed to go through with
it Two years later the appeal was
dismissed on the agency's motion.
' W & L asked for the discontinu
ance as the original case became
ready for trial. Agency felt tha;
since the Sherwin-Williams contrac
had been performed and fully paic

off any further litigation against
Freeman would be academic.

Radio script writing division of
the Yale Drama School is readying
a series of radio programs, conjjlst-
ing of students' original plays. 'Will
be picked up by Mutual network
through WICC, New Haven, Conn.
Series starts Dec. 5 and then every
Monday night from 9 to 9:30 p. m.
Drama students and station thespians
will perform.

Class is* headed by Walter P.
Eaton. Plays to be presented on the
'Listener's Theatre' will include
titles 'Eternity Express,' 'Nobody's
Captain,' 'Deep River,' 'Time of De-
parture,' 'Destiny of Dictators.' All
are originals and no adaptations.

NBC's latest miove to point up the

blue (WJZ).link as a separate en-

tity is to return to the old* system of

distinguishing the red (WEAF) net-

work from' the blue in the monthly

sales total. Dual link breakdown
will be retroactive., It starts with
the October gro3s so as to make the
figures complete for the final quarter

of 1938.

-The deducts* , method will not be
as simple as it used to be. Under
the new breakdown system there's

going to be quite a number of ifs,

whens, variables .and modifications,

with the various supplementary
groups 'serving .as arithmetical
pawns.
. NBC statisticians will start from
the premise that a group comes un-
der any one of three cla!;ses. It's

either exclusively blue, exclusively

red. or can be rated as both blue and
red. If an account uses the.Blue Pa-
cific, the B^ue Mountain, the Blue
Soujihern' or the Blue Southwest
group the billings go into the blue
column without reservation, regard-

less of whether. the business origi-

nates over, the blue or red basic net-

work. If the Red Pacific or any
other supplementary -group desig-

nated as strictly red .
is used by a

basic blue account the credit goes to

the red column. How the billings

for supps rated as both red and blue
are to be treated will depend on the

basic network used.

Impression
Impression in the trade Is that the

foregoing move presages the eventual

setting up of separate sales staffs for

the red and blue and a trend toward
putting the two links on a more
conspicuously.competitive basis. This

is pooh-poohed by NBC higher-ups.

as baseless' speculation.

New breakdown for October (1938)

gives the red link $2,872,588 and the

blue $901,376. The percentages fig-

ure 71% for the red and 29% for the

blue. The previous October which
permitted a similar comparison was
in 1935. At thiat time the red's shar»

was 63% and the blue 37%.

Cormier Not Joining

WFIL; Jack Stewart's

Status, Little Foggy

Philadelphia, Nov. 29.

Reports that Al Cormier, who is

skedded to' leave the general man-
agership of WINS, New York, at the

end of this week, would assume'

a

similar post "at WFIL were denied

yesterday by Sam Rosenbaum, WFIL
prez. Cormier was formerly g.m.. of

WIP here. Don Withycomb, WFIL
g.m., resigned several months ago

and his place has been taken by
lioger Clipp, former biz manager.

It is also understood that Jack

Stewart, WFIL salesmanager, la

about to resign. He was very

friendly with Withycomb. Rosen-

baum referred all queries concerning

Stewart to him. Stewart said he

knew nothing about a resignation.

Wheatena Changes Show
Wheatena is replacing Ford Rush's

'Dad and Junior' program on Mutual
with a show headed by Dorothy
Gordon starting Dec. 16.

Rohrabaugh {c Gibson Is the
agency.

SHOW FBOM IVOEYDAIE
Cincinnati, Nov, 29.

Procter & Gamble Co., a top time

buyer of radio, will enjoy a sus-

tainer break Dec. 8 on WLW and the

Mutual net. Gratis stanza is in the

Wheels Go Round series of the Na-
tion's School of the Air program.
Joe Ries, educational director of

the Crosley stations, will originate a

forenoon 15-minute stint In the P. &
G. home plant at Ivorydale, Cincy

suburb.
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Enough to Renew WLWsSOIfKW.

D. H. Patrick Argues in His Appeal

Washington, Nov, 29.

Bulwarked wittt 125 separate ex-

ceptions and allegations of toror, re-

quest lor or^l argument on the ad-
ViQirse xeiNrrt regarding the request

for continued authority to operate

with 500 kw was' handed the FCC
last week by attorneys for WLW,
CincinnatL Groundwork laid for a
fight wtilch may wind up before the

V. S. Supreme Court
While doj^ens. of pioints were

touched fn the S8-page ' legaT docu-
ment, Duke M. Patrick, head of the

Crosley legal battery, centered his

attack on the three-man corhmittee's

failure to consider important tech-

nical evidence, admission of im-
proper testimony from rival opera-

tors, and' rieglect of dtita demonstrat-
ing the super-power operation has
not had an adverse efCecit 'on other

xmits of the industry. Th6 commit-
tecr—Commissioners Norman S. Case,

T. A. M. Craven and George Henry
Payne—^was criticized for concluding

that the alleged adverse effect of

500 kw operation outweighs actual

and prospective benefits to the lis-

tening public.
Three I's Cited

One serious complaint in the docu-
ment was that the trial board drew
iihjustifled inferences and engaged
in spec\flation, besides listening to

irrelevant, incompetent and' other-

wise Inadmissible testimony. Too
(Continued on page 53) >

KNX Hits Back,

Drops Studio

Band in DeC;

Hollywood, Nov. 29.

KNX will be without a house band
during December, in reprisal to the

musicians' union for hiking the wage
scale per man 37%%,. now in force.

Net transmitter will use casuals lor

duration of the peeve period and may
follow a similar course for the three

months of next summer's slump un-

less the present scale and restrictions

are tempered.
Chain execs claim that the musi-

cians' local slipped over a fasty on
them by assertedly going back on an
oral prdmise that no stiff wage in-

creases would be ordered, made last

January when a two-year contract

was signed. Under current scale mu-
sikers on commercials draw $130

weekly against the former wage of

$95. Temporary disbandment of stu-

dio orchestra of 20 men was ordered
when figures revealed that station

had passed its yearly quota in dis-

bursement to tootlers.

Station declares that new scale is

acting as a boomerang, that it will

penalize musicians to tune of around
$4,800 during December, money that

would have accrued to them had the

contractual scale been maintained.
It is also pointed out that innocent
sufferers of the wage hike are mem
ber» of American Federation of

Radio Artists, due to the temporary
suspension of several sustainers re-

quiring music.

Wayne King Deal On

M. J, Rockford, manager for Wayne
King, came east Monday (28) lor
agency, huddles regarding a radio
commercial lor the band. Also hopes
to line up a spot at the New York
World's Fair next spring.
Nothing was set up to late yester-

day (Tuesday). Rockford is due to
go back to the Coast the end of this
week. King is currently at the Mark
Hopkins hotel, San Francisco, and is

due to open at the Drake hotel, Chi-
cago, Dec. 31. He'll play a few one-
nighters on the way east.

Bob Beny to Australia;

Fitzgerald on WHN Show
Ed Fitzgerald,, stock gag-man pro-

gram conductor and singer on sta-
tion WOR, will double to. station

WHN lor Welcome, Lewis Singing
Bee program, on Wednesdays.

Fitzgerald replaces Bob Berry who
exists this week to shove off for
Melboturne; Australia, where he wiU
reioin Hany Howard's Hollywood
Hotel' unit.

PHU BAKER

TO RETURN

Young 8t Rubicam is dickering
with the William Morris office for
the services of Phil Baker for the
Hawaiian Pineapple show.
Baker is currently in' Montreal

heading a road company version of

'Idiot's Delight.*

Y & R's other three latest 'are

Dracket Chemical Co., Dreno-Rit
Products and Illinois Fibre Glass.
Within recent, weeks the same
agency brought in Simmons Bedding.
Florists Telegraph Association and
Cannon Towels. Hawaiian Pineapple
comes from N. W. Ayer's San Fran-
cisco office.

FBOMM
Competes with Coin-Oper-

ated Machines, Prime
Revenue Source of Disc

Companies, and Also with
Radio. Advertising

ASCAP-Baiting Attorney Davis

Promotes Music Publishing Firm

To Live By Sheet Sales Alone

MOTIVES OBSCURE

Consternation spread among the-

phonograph record 'companies last

week when they learned that Joseph

N. Weber, head of the American

Federation of Musicians, had agreed
to let. the National Phonographic
Network, Inc., employ AFM. "This

consent was a complete reversal of

the stand that he took toward the

NPN's project several months ago
when he declared that he was ut-

terly opposed to any enterprise

which tended to expand, or further
intrench. the coin-operated disc ma-
chine. The NPN's proposed product
will contain . advertising matter.

Phonograph record manufacturers
explained that the news thai W^^er
had okayed :an agreement with the

NPN was the tpughest blow that

they .have had 'to take from the
tinion since it began its campaign to

increase membership employment.
Sale of records to the 'operators of

coin-machipes had become an appre-
ciable item with these manufactur-
ers, . In the case ol the NPN they
will have to compete with the prop-

(Continued on page 38)

Crosley's Scouts

Cincinnati, Nov. 29,

Crosley appliance distributors
in 105 cities throughout the na-
tion have been invited to rec-
ommend talent for places on the
WLW-WSAI staff.

Enlarged scouting system for
the two stations was put into

effect last week by James ' D.
Shouse, general manager.

WCKYDUEFOR

50,000 WATTS

Cincinnati, Nov. 29.

L. Q. Wilson has been informed

his WCKY will get its request for

50,000 watts. Pending before FCC
some time.

WCKY inaugurates a series of

com'munity opportunity programs

week. Plan of L, B. Wilson, sta-

tion's head man, is to originate pro-
grams in theatres of 100 cities and
towns in WCKY's primary area.

Initial blast slated for Laurence-
tnirg, Ind., under auspices of the
American Legion.

but Mr. Jones is very busy and is leaving

on a business trip—however I know he reads

Variety—Vmsureyou canreachhim thatway

4

"

Use Variety's Advertising columns

every week to deliver your message

.... and especially tti9 Third of a
Century Anniversary Issue to be

published in December. . . . •

Reservations now—

MEWYOBE # CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD • LONDON

Kenneth C. Davis, Seattle and
Los Angeles attorney who battled
the American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers on behalf
of broadcasters in the state of
Washington, is battling- ASOAP
again with the Davis' & Sfchwegler
Miisic Publishing Co., lnc.| a Coast
outfit. New venture is a tax-rfreel

mu^c proposition to eriUist 10&%
radio ' co-operation, idea heing: that
the new music pubs will rely wholly
on 6he.et music sales for revenue.
Carl Haverlin, former sales ma'ti-

ager for the Farle C. Anthony sta-
tions in Los Angeles, KFI and
KECA, now en ropte back to. the
Coast after a biz tri^ east, is finan-
cially interested, and" biz .manager,
Haverliii came east to Purvey open-
ing branches, in New York and Chi-
cago. ^

,

New company in its first month
is publishing 53 numbers and hopes
to have 200 copyrights by Jan. 1,

All are by non-ASCAP songwriters,
theory being that there are enough
good sohgsmith in America who don't
belong^to the Society. (By contract,
ASCAF writers couldn't place with
Davis & Schwegler, otherwise their
stuff becomes subject to licensing).

Station KFI devotes a half hour
to exclusively plug the new com-
pany's tunek and Haverlta hopes to
achieve similar radio co-operation.

HUNT 6URLESK

FOR AIRcome

POSSIBHITIES

Mutual network and station WOR
are interested in creating new air

comics (although previous hunts not
successful) and are gandering, the
boys in burlesque. Three have- been
singled out for overtures with only
one. responding so far.

Phil Silvers, comedian formerly at
the Gaiety theatre, N. Y,, was to re-

port to statiop with Rags Rag-
land, but he . left for unit show
with Gypsy .Rose Lee late this

week. Silvery made a recording at

the station ^yith juve Russell Trent
straighting for him, St£itlon had
once before sent engineers to theatre

to test Ragland and Silvers on mikes.
Joey Fa6^ej now appearing in legit

musical /Sing Out the News>' but a
regular' burley funny man, haft also

been jhvited to test, but has not yet
responded. Ragland has worked
VaUee program.

ORSON WELLES' PREMIERE

Shortwave Bit From London Part
Of Campbell Program

First program of Orson Welles*
Mercury Theatre of the Air, under
Campbell Soup, Dec. 9 will be radio
version of Daphne du Maurier's book
'Rebecca'. Welles will have Margaret
Sullavan on from the Coast to play
the young wife. Daphne du Maurier
will be a guest player on the pro-
gram, broadcasting opening scenes
in the drama by shortwave from
London,
Welles is adapting the book to

radio. Deal was set by Curtis Brown
agency for the author, who obtained
permission from David O. Sslzhick
to negotiate the radio version.

NEW TICKET FOB COOPEB
Jerry Cooper set for another 13

stanzas on the Turns 'Vocal Va-
rieties' program last week. Show
rides an NBC-Red hookup from
WLW, Cincinnati, Tuesday evenings.
H. W.' Kastor is the agencj.
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Wm CITY MUSIC HALL

.•.dicK$20,000. opening day.

Almost\hit house record, in

spite of rive hour storm. Ca-

pacity auqiences Thursday,

Friday, Saturday and Sunday.

More than 100,000 paid ad*

missions over week-end caused

continuous S. R. O. for four

days in d row.

OKUHOMA^ITY
CRITERION THEATRE

• • .greatest opening\day for

both cosh and attendance

ever chalked up fpr any
United Artists releoseA Picture

hit the absolute all-tim|p high.

BUFFALO
GREAT LAKES THEATRf

i . . two feet of snow and STILL

a SMASH opening. Rejviews

excellent. Crowds h

enjoyment.

ALBANY, N. Y.j

STRAND THEATRE

...the season's high. Audience

went wild over it, according

to Moe Silvers of Warners.

PORTLAND, OREGON
BROADWAY THEATRE

• biggest business since ''The

Hurricane"... aip how they

loved it.

LOS ANGELES
WARNER BROS.

HOLLYWOOD & DOWNTOWN

iecond week BIG BUSINESS
ofter first week of capacity

andVnore. Tops the terrific

mark J^ached by "Dead End".

SAN FRANCISCO
UNITED ARTISTS THEATRE

r. . .two house records. . . biggest

opening day and biggest

week of theVyear. Now rn third

week of indefinite hold-over.

T«oy, N. Y.

TROYITHEATRE

• . . beat blizzard with best

business in Imonths. Only
picture in town standing up
against snowstorm.

PHILAIIELPHIA
ALDINE

• . . waiting li

THEATRE

es over entire

week-end. Unusual patronage

from suburbs even during

heavy snowstorm. Held over

second week as it registers

"Stella DolWs" figures.

SALT/LAKE CITY
CENTRE THEATRE

business almost double

normal . / . and a MUST on

every eprly Christmas shop-

ping

Y KELLY • WALTER BRENNAN • FUZZY KNIGHT • MABa TODD • HENRY KOLKER

directed by H.Z POTTER • RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS
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Radio Meiu Curious to Know About

Rutherford Sect, Find It s a WeD

Organized Self-Contained Group

By BEN BODEC
Some interesting information has

developed from efforts of station

operators, who because they had got

into hot water as the result of Judge

Rutherford's broadcasts, to find out

just what is the scope and ramifica-

tions of the organization behind this

International religious prpselytizer.

Inquiries have disclosed that the^

operations of the Watch Towejr Bible

& Tracti Society not only come un-

der the head of big business but ^rfr

reminiscent of the social-economic

entity wHich the Fouriefite? sought

to ertablish^ at Brook Facm and the

Oneida Community during the previ-

ous century.

Watch Tower Society owns its

own modern steel and concrete

printing plant in Brooklyn. Build-

ing is of four Stories and spread over

a quarter of block. To manufac-

turers the Society is known for th6'

huge quantities of mateirial that it

buys. Head of the plant boasts of

the fact that everything that goes

into the publications Of the Si9ci6ty's

tracts is made within the plant, ex-

cept the paper, which it purchases in

carload lots. Society also -does its

own recording of transcriptions and
phonograph records, both of which

are restricted to Judge Rutherford's

sermons. The recording studio^ like^

wise Society-owned, is on Stateu Is--

land. A supplementary recording

setup is operated by the Society in

California.

In addition to commimity owner-
ship of the plant there's'the curious

personnel feature.- Everybody in^the

plant from the elevator boy to the

boss compositor receives the same
compensation, $i5 a moi\th plus

room and board. These workers
have their own dormitory, -coroLmis-

sary and common medical and dental

service. Everybody connected with
the publishing enterprise, including

the scores of translaitors, give the

impression of- livinfe in a ,world of

their own.
Society has its ' own magazine and

claims that only the Bible exceeds

in sales the books containing Judge
Rutherford's sermons. Part of the

organization's tremendous income
from the sale of tracts is expended
on motorized loudspeakers which
travel through the countrysides

blaring .out the Judge's messages.

Out of Long Island, for instance, the

crev/s with these trucks' run into

frequent clashes with ih^ police,

actuated primarily by complaint
from persons objecting to Judge
Rutherford's Attacks on tKeir own
religious sects.

How far the Watch Tower Society
will go in making its operations "s^-
suft'icient is attested by an incident
that occurred after it moved into its

- own plant. The Society demanded
a special rate from the local light

coiftpany and when it was turned
down the organization installed its

own power-generdting plant and cut
ott all relationship with the public
utility.

WANT CONGRESS ON RADIO

Resolution Would Have All

Hearings Broadcast
the

Seattle, Nov. 29.

A demand that all proceedings of

the Congress of the United States be
broadcast so the vpters can hear
what their senators and dongress-

men are doing, is voiced in a reso-.

Jutlon adopted,by the Building Serv-

ice .UnionK Local 6. The resolution,

has been referred for action to. tire

National Grange Convention, the

YTashington State Federation of

Labor, the national convention of

thifr Committee for- Industrial Oman*
izations aind the Washington delega-

tion in- Congress.
Seattle city council has ber.i

asked to support the movement.

BERMAGELL SOAP IS

Om-DOBie, SEZ FTC

Washington, Nov. 29.

Claims of two Washington soap
manufacturers .that their product,

X^moagell, is 'the discovery of the
century,! . rudely thrown down last

weeJc.-'by the Federal Trade Commis-
Bioh,- -whidi slapped a complaint on
the '.'companies and asked them to

reply .to allegations th^t their radio

and: other advertising has beeh-in-
violation to Federal laws,

i Knob-twiddlers can save their

money,. Commish indicated,- by re-

fusing to react to baUyhoo ^or the

lOtrgaikic S09P compound which is sup-

pdseil:.' to - prevent and. cure many
skin disorderft .pep up the complex-
ion, and beneflt ithe user by a 'lasting*

crop of beautiful hair. Charges re-

ceived by Commish declare that the
advertising put out by Research As-
sooistesj Incv '-and Dermagell, Inc.,

'^t6 'grossly «xaggerated,. misleading
and. untrue' and that the soap is not
dfflereitt trom ^any other product de-
signed -for- similar, usage;

Akerberg Goes Ca]img

Herbert Akerberg, CBS
,
v.p. In

charge of station relations, left Mon-
day (28) for a tour that will keep
him away from his office until

around I)ec. 20.. His first stop will

be New Orleans for the transmitter
dedications at WLW. After that it

win be Chicago, Salt Lake City, San
Francisco and Los Angeles.
Akerberg stated that the calls, in-

cluding, the one in San Francisco,

-will be strictly routine' stuff.

Jeii^9 PollsW
:..'Hfi^ HdUywood, Nov: 29.

P^tkSCMlent' I§ Withdrawing 'Candid
Lady*' firom Coast NBC network
after' 39' we^s,
No replacement conte'mplated.

Xord & nioi^a's produced.' ^ i

Inik Phillips to L. A.
Chicago, Nov. 29.

Irna Philiiiw, writer ofThe Guid-
ing. Light,' 'Road of Life' and other

seriati leavte ' toiooorrow (Wednes-
day) for a mbh^'s stay in Holly-
wood. "

'\
Main pur'p<iise "of the visit Is to dis-

cuss the placement of a film script

that she has authored.

WLW Dodges Trouble

Cincinnati, Nov. 2d.

WLW rfefused to carry the
Mennen Co.'s 'People's Rally'

program Sunday (27). The
station's action, according to

explanation by James D, Shouse,
general manager, was on the

ground that the topic of discus-

sion, 'Should there be an em-
bargo on German-made goods
because of that government's
treatment of minorUies,' by the
program's conductor, John ' B.

Kennedy, was a controversial

' subject
Station's position, added

Shouse, was to avert accept-

ance of money for time de-

Voted to such a matter, in ac-

cordance with an agre^ent be-"

tween WLW and the sponsor

when the- latter's contract was
accepted.

Shouse states: 'WLW will be

glad to broadcast a transcrip-

tion prepared by John B. Ken-
nedy and dealing with a poll of

the listeners on this subject,

provided it is impartially pre-,

sentedf Broadcast of said tran-

scription would be on a tion-

commercial basis .i|i a sustaining'

period.'

A two-minute commercial an-

noxmcement, explaining a spe-

cial Mennen. offer; was used by
WLW at the start of the sched-

uled 'People's Rally' h&lf-hour

period. It' was followed by a

brief explanation that the pro-

gram would not be aired

that day. In its stead the sta-

tion broadcast the NBC-fed
Richard Himber show.

Vknperatiye Response

To Anti-Haa Comment

Aimed at AmMHmcws

Montreal, Nov. 29.

Marcel Beaulieu and Frank Mori-

set, news commentators on the 10: IB

staiiiza Friday night over station

CiCAC, are getting the Morning
Freiheit, New York Yiddish-lan-

guage' daily, front an anonymous
donor.

Freiheit is being sent by Nazi

sympathizers here as a protest

against the condemnation of Nazi

persecution voiced by Beaulieu and
Moriset during the recent Grerman
atrocities. .

Chris Ellis, leading local news
commentator over' station CFCF,
has received threats of bodily harm,
via phone, from local Nazis peeved
by his stand against religious per-

secution of any ^kind in Germany.
Ellis, accused of being a non-'Aryan,'

is 100% Nordic, standing about six

foot two.
.ProrNazi threats in all instances

shrugged off without any report

made ' to police by the commenta-
tors.

Stefan Schnable Re-Created
Stefan Schnable, son of pianist

Arthur 'Schnabel, returns to the

Goldbergs' program Dec. 12.

He was written out of the script

several months ago to enable him to

take a- European vacation.

AFRA Ihptiatioiis Include Writers

That May Precipitate Jurisdictional Dispute With

Authors League Affiliate

BAT I^HAimON FEBMANENT
Cincinnati, Nov. 29.

Ray Shannon, on the WLW-WSAI
dramatic staff since May» 1936» last

-week signed a contract dotted with
option clauses to 1941. for continu-
ance on those stations.

Before going radio, Shannon was
tn vaude and musical comedy for

many years.

Jolm Brelel, who handles house-

publicity for N. W. Ayer in Philly

headquarters, operated on Monday
<28). for appendicitis.

Hollywopd, Nov. 29.^

Los Angeles chapter of the Ameri-
can Federation of Radio Artists is

negotiating with KNX, local CBS
outlet, for a contract covering actors

singers, announcers, sound effect

men and writers. Understood a num-
ber of the latter classification are
also announcers and actors, etc.

Although the Radio Writers Guild,

affiliated with the Authors League
of America, has some membership
local ether scripters, it is making tio

moves in regard to AFRA's attempt
to represent authors. However, it is

watching the situation closely.

Authors Leafue Angles

Neither the Radio Writers Guild
headquarters nor the national AFRA
office in New York would discuss the
matter, of AFRA's attempted repre-
sentfition of radio authors on the-

Coast, so it is not known whether or
not the actors' union has an okay

from the Authors' League to repre-

sent ether scriveners. Mrs. EmUy
Holt, ' AFRA executive-secretary,

merely stated that she does not know
what the League's attitude is on the
question, but that her union has been
taking in writers from the first. That
AFRA regards the situation seriously

is indicated by the fact it is sending
a rep to the Coast soon.

Despite the reluctance of Authors
League officials to discuss the mat-
ters, it is thought unlikely that the
League wpijild favor any other or-
ganization's representing writers in
any field (except the press, where
the Newspaper Guild was given a
go-ahead). Fqir that reason, AFRA's
move in attempting to bargain for
writers on the Coast may cause a
major conflict between the two
groupd. How far such a scrap would
extend is a question, but in any case
it would be the first outright break
between an author and a talent
group. Situation is regarded as hav-
ing possibly vast consequences in the
talent end of show business.

CoughlinRepeatsRacial BlastVerbatim

Donald Flamm and Ralph 'Atlass Refuse to jBroad-
cast Priest's Talks Without Advance Copies

Father Charles Coughlin, the Royal
Oak, Mich., broadcasting priest, was
not heard Sunday (27) over WIND,
Gary^ Indiana, and WJJD, Chicago,
owned by Ralph Atlags, nor . over
WMCA, New York, owned by Donald
Flamm. Meanwhile, other stations

on .his .special paid hookup were re-

ported plenty, perturbed by the em-
barrassing spot they were In as
Coughlin repeated his first broadcast
blast against Jews as prime instiga-

tors of Communism.. , ,

Coughlin's talk .entered* the metro-
politan New York areia Sundity
through WHBI, Newark, and was
also heard over .WICC, Bridgeport,

which records and reiieats his taUcs

at '8 p^m., due to commercial eon-

tracts that prevent station joining the
network at the usual 4 pjm. hour.
Standing by everything he said the

first time and saying it .again. ^
transcription, the cleric expressed
horror for Nazi excesses but saw the
whole thing as tied up with Com*
muntsm. He brought in tHe perse-
cution of Catholics In Spairt, Mexico
and Russia as events that Jews and
the world had hot sufficiently de-
plored.

By declining to make any gesture
of appeasement or repudiation of his

broad charg.es (although specifically

denying he was anti-Semitic) the
priest aroused further rt^cial animps-
ityt in thcf. opinion of many. Cough-
lin denies any such purpose. But
meanwhile, apart from the contro-
versial ^ects of the theme proper,
its Injection into the whole complex
subject' of radio censorship has cre-

ated a gigantic,dilemma for the in-

dustry and perhaps Government '

Coughlin in striking back Sunday
in his 'An Answer to My Critics'

emphasized and re-empha^zed al-

leged Jewish control of journalism
and communications (radio V. as ixh-

plyine that he doesn't get ; a fair

^ake on publicity. Coughlin -is

barred from NBC; .^d C3S whit^
will not sell him or any churchman
time. David Sarnoff of RCA and
William S. Paley of CBS are thus
dragged Into the picture as key men
of broadcasting and members Of the
Jewish race.

Commenting on the situation of

Coughlin^s refusal to submit advance
scripts (he states he did not have
time) and the cancellation of his time
m consequence, the New York Times
on Tuesday (29) editorially com-
mitted as follows:

FREEDOM ON TBE AIR
Responsible persons every-

where will approve the action of
those radio stations that refused
to broadcast a speech plainly cal-

culated to stir up religious prej-
udice and strife. These stations

acted, as they were entitled to
act, on their own responsibility.

But it is clear that we are only
at the beginning of certain
thorny problems dealing with
the whole question Of freedom of
the air.

The amazing development of
the radio has presented us today -

with problems which the classic
defenders of liberty were unable
even to imagine. When- John
Milton argued with unforget-
table eloquence against censor-
ship, he was writing chiefly about
books. To allow a book to be
published the government does
not have to perform any positive
act; it merely refrains from in-
terference. When John Stuart
Mill wrote his carefully reasoned
essay on liberty, the most dan-
gerous imnnediate situation he
could ihink of was that of an in-
dividual addressing a crowd
small enough to come within
range of his voice. Mill could,
not envisage one man's voice be-
ing heard at once by a whole na-
tion. He could not foresee thou-
sands of groups, in homes, in
public places, on farms, in cities,
only dimly aware of each other's
presence, but all listening to, all
simultaneously affected by, the
voice of the siune man. He could
hot foresee the immense itossi-
billties of quick harm, of omni-
present 'i)anic, through an instru-
ment of which he had never
heard.
There Is still another aspect of

the radio that distinguishes It
from the book, the magazine, the
newspaper, or the ordinary un-
amplified speech to a sin^ as-
sembly. >rhe existence of one
publication does not make

physically impiosjsible the exist-
ence of another. Practically we
can print as many books as we
like. But clear air channels are
limited in ntpnber. The gov-
ernment, so ' to. ..j9peak, by the
physical necessities of the case,
grants each station a monopoly
of some particular alir, channel.
It necessarily selects from among

'

applipant^ It unavoidably la-

WMCA Gafholic Vs Hr.

WMCA wUl donate the 4-4:30
p.m. Sunday hour to » Catholic
program In substitute for
Cou^din;

This gesture :.is to ^emphasize
station*]! friendliness to Cough-
lin's church, while o);>posing
Coughlin*!* personal ideas.

vors one api^ant as against an-
other. It can iwoperly niake this
selection only on grounds of pub-
lic policy.- But because it makes
such a selection' and grants such
a monopoly at all it must assume
certain responsibilities regarding
radio stations—and what they
broadcast— that .it does not as<

sume toward ordinary publica-
tions or the unbroadcast utter-

ances of individuals.'.

The right of free speech has
never been unlimited. There
have always been laws against
obscenity and libel. As the late

Justice Holmes .once remarked,
freedom of speech cannot mean
the right to cry . 'fire* in a
crowded theatre. The particular
problem we confront today is

that of preserving the precious
principle of freedom of speech
while at the same time prevent-
ing the irresponsible . abuse of a
new instrument of tremendous
infiuence and power. That prob-
lem calls for much more serious

and careful thought than it has
;yet received.

Atlass* Attitude
Chicago, Nov. 29.

Failure to provide script in ad-
vance in conformation with the usual
radio station requirements brought
about the cancellation of Father C.

E. Coughlin's scheduled talk <Hi

WIND and WJJD for Sunday (27).

Station declares that the program
was also, for the most part, a word-
for-word rebroadcast (by ether
disc) of the speech of the week pre-
vious and therefore would tend to

stir up again the nationwide contro-

versy which had resulted previous
Sunday.

Many Praise Coughlin
Philadelphia, Nov. 29.

WDAS, professing anxiety to be
rid of the Father Coughlin show,
continues to debate this week
whether cancelling it would do more
harm or good. Outlet, like others
carrying the show, is on the spot.

It apparently faces trouble no mat-
ter what decision it makes.

Letters, postcards and telegrams,

which started after the first, broad-
cast last week, have continued, grow-
ing in volume. There are more fa-

voring the broadcasts than against it,

but latter are suspected to be from
organized sources, while the protests

are strictly from individuals. Hun-
dreds of postcards demanding con-

tinuance of .the show are all in the

same writing and from the same
zone, although they bear different

names.

CHEVROLET'S EXIT

CRIMPED MPPA FEES

Dropout of the Chevrolet disc

series has had a marked effect on

the Income this season of the me-
chanical rights division of the Music

Publishers Protective Association.

Collections for the first half of the

current year indicated a substantial

increase over the take for 1937, but

the loss of the Chevrolet royalties so

reshaped the situation that the In-

fiow from transcriptions will be just

about it was for last year. MPPA's
revenue from radio sources for 1937

was around $265,000.
Also credited with putting a dent

in the association's gross from
transcriptions is the wage scale

boost imposed by the musicians

union.
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WatertownNJ.,

Reversal of

Grant Upheld

Washington, Nov. 29,

Attempt to block another three-

cornered hearing on rival applica-

•tions for right to build a local trans-

mitter at Watertown, N. Y., failed

last week when <the U. S. Circuit

Court of Appeals here declined to

Interfere with schedule procedure

of the FCC. Case' has been a head-

ache for several y^ars, with intricate

litigation following attempts, of com-
peting groups to gain tactical advan-

tage.
Result of the circuit court stand

—

unless the present phage of the light

•is laid before the U. S. Supreme
Qourt-^is to permit the Cpmmish to

gb ahead'With plans for further ven-
tilation of the ambitions' of Black
•River Valley 'Broadcasts, Inc., Water-
town Times^ and Watertown Broad-

' casting Co.- Important- legal- point
established by the judged is that the

FCC ha£ power :to vacate a grant of

construction 'permit.
Had' Investment

Opinion, written by New Deal ap-
pointee, Associate Justice Fred M.
'Vinson, of Kentucky, wias a rebuff

for the Black River crowd. Stymied
applicant had spent several thousand
dollars on towers, studios, and other
equipment when the Commish,- in

•December, 1936, reversed' itself and
decided to look at the matter anew.
Authority to. erect a local transmit-

ter operating on 1420 kc originally

granted in October, 1936:

' ' - Order vacating- the grant had been
challenged in the lower Federal
court by Eliot C. Lovett, counsel for

. Black River, on the ground the Com-
mish never acted upon a prior mo-
tion of Watertown Broadcasting Co.
.for rehearing. Unsuccessfully con-
•tended the FCC lacked the right to

call: for another hearing on its own
niotion imder the circumstances.

In upholding the regulatory body.
Judge Vinsoii in effect said the Black
River crew will have to wait until

some positive action, injxuring Its in-

terests directly, has been taken. In
event the Commish finally turn's

down Its plea for a C. P., a court
appeal then will be In order. Spokes-
man for the tribunal pointed out
that Congress made the Court of Ap-
peals the sole appellate bpdy for

handling action affecting the FCC
"and declared the attempt to 'block-

ade* the regulatoi-y agency was im-
proper.

FREE BEER LURE

FOR MILWAUKEE

Milwaukee, Nov. 29,

An Intensive advertising and pub-
licity campaign, in which station

WTMJ will cooperate, is being
planned by Milwaukee business peo-

ple to secure visitors and conven-
tions for the city during 1939 in

competition with the fairs in New
York and San Francisco.

A committee under the direction

of George M. Harris, Hotel Schroed-
er's p.a., from where broadcasts over

WTMJ and the NBC network are

aired coast to coast, has been formed.
In addition to WTMJ, other inter-

ested factors include the association

of commerce, the Milwaukee Adver-
.tising club and the First Wisconsin
National Bank.

It has been suggested, that the
breweries announce that they will

give away 1,000,000 glasses of beer
during the coming year. One brew-
ery already has agreed to incorpor-
ate in its national advertising in-

vitations to people to visit Milwaukee
next year.

1

1

Bugler Tobacco to NBC
Chicago, Nov. 29.

Bugler tobacco show, 'Plantation

Party,' now on a Mutual hook-up,
switclies to NBC on Dec. 9 on a coast-

to-coast ride over the blue web, using
30 minutes from 9 p. m. EST.
Brown & Williamson product ac-

count handled through Russell M.
Seeds agency here, which also is

placing Avalon cigarette time.

Harmon Nelson with Y-R
Hollywood, Nov. 29.

Harmon. O. Nelson goes east next
week to Join Young & Rubicam
agency as talent buyer.
He is former band leader and re-

cently filed suit for divorce from
Bette Davis, film star.

Paid OfF in Silver

In her 'curtain speech' on the
International Silver program
on Sunday, niight (20), Helen
Hays said she was so delighted
with the sponsor's product that
she .intends giving silver to all

her friends this Christmas.
What she ^didn't explain Was

that she was given several
thousand dollars worth of
silverware as part payment.
She has since remarked pri-
vately that she might have to
build an addition on her Nyack,,
N. v., home to make room for
it all.

For performers to be paid,
off in goods is nothing uncom-
mon in radio. Studebaker made
a regular practice of paying
off in cars 'several seasons ago.
The recipients' were the guest
artists. Packard did the same
thing- in at least one instance
with its 'Starlight Roof show,
•last year. Jack Benny w6s of-
fered a ca;: for an appearance'

. on that pirogram- and hie read-
ily accepted.

r From Ihe income tax angle
the .acceptance of goods in lieu
of -money mibkes no diflEerenie

in the • final count The : law
provides that all such payoffs
fot Services rendered be, in-

cluded in the report' with the
amount noted to be that equal
to- the .fair market value of the
goods.

'AFTER TOSCANINI,

WE'RE NEXT-SPONSOR

Cleveland, Nov. 29.

Dropped by Lubeck beer, Carl
Mark's Saturday 'Nite Owl Club'
over WHK'has been bought by Noss
Pretzel Co. with one stipulatidn.

New sponsors are extending swing
program to two-and-half hours but
specify that it must follow on the
heels of Toscanini's concert, no' mat-
ter how long the latter lasts.

Mark also having his three-a->week
jitterbug' sessions renewed by West
End Laundry for 13 weeks for an-
other experiment. To test coverage;
(iompany is passing out free laundry
tickets to" eVery

_
fifth person who

calls up y^HK during broadcasts.

TEXACO OPTIONS

Several Chanres—Jane Froman East

—Salary Cats Reported

Hollywood, Nov. 29.

Options on Texaco projgram were
taken up Tuesday by the Buchanan
agency yia William Morris. Her-
culean efforts to get show's produc-
tion smoothed out are in progress.

Started around 10 in C.A.B.
Changes contempl&ted include a

femme warbler and emcee-comifc.

Jane Froman has had sinus trouble
since coming to the Coast and wants
to return east. John Barrymore
holds forth as emcee until a new
ringmaster is brought on thie show.
Texaco feels confident that John

Barrymore will be available after

the first of the year to continue as

emcee of its Wednesday night show
over CBS. It has been doing some
scouting around for a possible suc-

cessor, approaching Cary Grant,

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and others,

but .the impression now prevails that

Barrymore will again put off his pro-

posed appearance in a Broadway
production.
With the renewal of Texaco all

members of the cast are reported

taking salary cuts. Script trouble

of Una Merkel involving Metro su-

pervision of what she does is an-
other pending problem.

Benny Troupe East

Hollywood, Nov. 29.

Jack Benny and his air troupe de-
parted for. the east yesterday (Mon.)
to do at least two broadcasts from
New York.
Air-fllm comic wants to look over

the new shows and get a fresh per-
spective for his radio scripts.

Kidoqdiers' Dixie

Sponsor—Soft Drink

The Kidoodlers were signed last
week to make a series of 26 trans-
cribed 15 min, programs. Platters
will be used on the Dixie net in
behalf of Dr. Pepper's soft drink.
It's the first commercial for the band
composed of some 106 miniature in-
struments which has been an NBC
sustainer for almost a year and a
half.

Outfit totes its instruments to
Schenectady Dec. 1 for a three-day
p. a. with Blue Barron with whom
it opens at the New York Paramount
Dec. 7. Set also for a guester on the
Benny Goodman Camel show Dec. 6.

Reber States

KeDogg Just

Talk So Far

John U. Reber, J. Walter Thomp-
son's radio director, declared yester-

day (T^iesday)- that no ,fllm names
have been set for the Kellogg, which
starts on NBC Jan 15. He said that

there has been ^ a lot :of., talk., with
agents and program lists made up,

but it's all. far from the signatiuring

point.

Reber scouted as baseless the re-

port that Rudy Vallee ' might move
over to the KeUogg stand, with his

Thursday night underwriter, Stand-
ai;ds Brands, dropping- out until next
falL. Reber said that the fact that

Standard Brands had just picked up
its option for Vallee for the entire
year .of 1939 should. settle that one.

WALTER O'KEEFE TO

ETHYUZE ON.SHIP

Walter CKeefe left last week on a
15-day Caribbean cruise. He wants
to rest up from a . long layoff and
also get himself in condition for his

new program. Ethyl gasoline, which
starts on -CBS Jan. 1. Contract guar-
antees a minimum of 26 weeks.
Show, which will be pitted against

the first half of the' Kraft Music Hall,

wiU also have Andre Kostelanetz
and a Kay Thompson choir.

Fuller With Local Agency

Rochester, N. Y., Nov. 29.

LeVere Fuller, formerly on staffs

of WHAM and WSAY, has joined

McLaughlin Advertising Agency in

charge of radio business.

He has also reVived his dramatic

book reviews, aired over WGY for

five years, as a 15-minute commer-
cial for Book News Co, over WSAY.
He writes the shows which are pre-

sented With the aid of his own group

of players.

Canova Off C & S

Hollywood, Nov. 29.

Third change in the comedy spot
.on Chase & Sanborn will be made
around' first of the year when Judy
Canova, Zeke and Annie finish out
their 13 weeks.
Java show started with W. C.

Fields, shortly after taking on the
Stroud Twins before spotting the
hillbilly trio. J. Walter Thompson
talent sleuths still looking around
for a funmaker.

Larry White has left Hayward-
McCormick agency where he headed
radio department.

'SelfMse' Charge by McNmch

Most Notable Development

Of FCC Hearings So Far

Washington, Nov. 29.

Detailed technical chronology,
giving step-by-step picture of the
engineering evolution of both net-
works and individual-station broad-
casting, occupied the FCC chain-
monopoly investigators 'several
hours during ' hearings last week.
Only three sessions, on account of
the holiday.

Bulk of the time was. consumed
by O, B. Hanson,' chief engineer of
NBC, who read a voluminous his-
tory tracing the problems which
arose and elaborated . on the solu-
tions so that broadcasting on a na-*

tlonal ' scale and around-the-clock

Raps NBC Booklet

Washington, Nov. 29.

Stern rebukes for the present
tation. of 'irrelevant' evidence
was handed NBC by Chairman
McNinch as hearings resumed
Tuesday.
Several web exhibits were

rejected ' when-' McNinch. - and •

Porter wrangled with jPhilip J;

Hennessey, ' NBC attorney,

about value of booklets and
Speeches by company officials.

Web attempts to put in pam-
phlet describing Radio -City

drew sharpest reprimand, with
McNinch declaring > while he
presides time of committee 'Will

not be consumed in receiving

material that is 'purely adver-
tising.' Chairman termed book
'manifestly laudatory' and in-

quired what relation number of

tons of steel in buildings has to

regulatory policies.-- Eventually
McNinch decided the ^exhibit

was relatively harmless but
none too helpful.

has become a major business. Be-
fore his appearance, Jbhn Fi Royal,

web vice-president in charge Of pro-

grams, endured cross-examination

about program policies. Ijittle of

importance brought out to supple-

ment his prepared direct testimony

of the previous we^k^
Highlights of tHef - Hanson recital

were the explanation of why cross-

licensing- of equipment patents bs-

came necessary and the reasons why
the American Telephone & Tele-

graph Co. has become an integral

part of the broadcast .structure.

Otherwise, his testimony was chiefly

descriptive and of. the text-book va-
riety.

ProKresft and .Power

Dig at. the present FCC appre-
hension about 500 kw operation was
taken by Hansonl As has beeii em-
phasized before at other Commish
proceedings, every jump in power
maximum has been regarded by lay-

men as dangerous trend and a
frankensteln. Remlarked that al-

though phenomenal growth of

broadcasting statted in 1923, it took

two years for WEAF to get author-
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Royal's Field Goal

Hearty chuckles given listeners and commish attaches during
.
cross-

examination of John F. Royal, NBC vice-president, about handling of

spealcers who run beyond the allotted time. Because of careful planning,

programs seldom exceed the limit, he said, except when government of-

ficials are spieling. Industry people derived amusement since Chairman
McNinch, talking from White Sulphur Springs a few days before, had gone

seven minutes beyond the 30-minute limit on his speech.

91 Faffcs the Final Straw
Dissatisfaction of the FCC committee with printed briefs and statements

resulted last week in an ultimatum that no more elaborate booklets can

be read by witnesses produced by respondents. Factual data desired for

promulgating new regulatory policies can best be obtained in other y/ays,

IVTcNlnch announced Wednesday (23) as O. B. Hanson, chief engineer of

NBC, resumed droning, through a 91-page mimeographed chronology. Be-

cause understanding had been reached between attorneys, permit was
given for the technician to finish the recitation, but henceforth question-

and-answer technic will be followed, probably with commish interpolating

frequent inquiries instead of adhering to the custdmary practice of direct

and then cross examination.

ity to use 5 kw needed to cover
dead spots In New York City, so
grave was . the concern about
'super-power.'
Development of technique by

which television networlcs can be
created was said to be the next
great frontier which engineers must,
cross. Because program cost of
visual transmission is so much
greater than in aural broadcasting,
it . will be feasible to provide pic-
ture service to the nation only if

plants can be hooked to a com-
mon source of supply.

Disagreeing with enthusiasts who
think brqaidscale. television is just
around the corner, Hanson eni-
.ph^sized . that from. ' a technical
standpoint visual operation 'is 160
times more complicated' than sound
broadcasting and cautioned .''for this

reason; yealrs of . development have
been required to bring .it to its

present practical state and still riiany

unsolved technical problems lie be-
fore us.' /

Economic obstacles in the way of
television are so high as to be al-

most- terrifying; according- "to the
NBC expert. To satisfy the .public
after, novelty- wears off, actual 'spot

programs of field events must be
provided. This requires

;
moving

huge masses of delicate equipment.
At present NBC is using two 10-ton
trucks but to carry the theory to
logical conclusion and duplicate
what can be-done with oral descrip-
tions four units will -be -required.
'At this rate, spontaneous television
field pick-ups Call for costly invest-
ment and high operating costs. Lit-
tle can be accomplished beyond thia

experimental work now in jprogress
until an economic solution has been
found' to 'support it* *• -

Quiz Royal
Wind-up appearance by Royal was

devoted chiefly to attempti; of Wil-
liam J. Dempsey, FCC generaf coim-
sei, to draw .confessions that NBC
has unusual power over distribution
of programs. In this, the Cpmmish
-inquisitor had scant success. Web
affiliates are free to reject sustain-
ing programs. Royal insisted,^ al-
though company-owned plants often
are required to carry company-
originated programs that are not
commercially sponsored. The two
NBC webs are distinctly competi-
tive, although they often reach the
same audiences, via identical fa-
cilities. No effort to favor or push
one over the other.
Dempsey strove to get Royal to

admit that NBC limits- competition
between the two separate Web^. Sus-
pected a poor-grade sustainer was
spotted opposite commercial pro-
Krams so the audience for a reve-
nue-producer would lie as big as
possible. This was denied by the
program boss.

International relations of NBC
were examined briefly. Denying hid
coippany has a material 'advantage
because, of RCA's presence in the
international communications field.
Royal conceded NBC has first call
on programs from Germany' and
Austria but added the only concrete
understanding for exchange of pro-
grams with other countries is an
Informal contract with British
Broadcasting

.
Cp...^^ J^^pst . .arrange-

Tnenti are distinctly informal, he
maintained, and NBC does ndt have
an agreement by which' it has first
call on RCA's facilities abroad.

Sessions resumed today (Tues-
day) and will run through Friday
(2) with more NBC experts in the
witness chair.

'Firsts' Read Into Record
Numerous 'firsts' in history of broadcasting were chronicled last week.

First regular link between stations was long-distance telephone circuit

between WEAF, New York, and WNAC, Boston, a one-shot connection.

First series of piped programs was sent WMAF, South Dartmouth, Mass.,

-in summer' of 1923. First station to become regularly affiliated with NBC
was WJAR, Providence, still a network affiliate and consejquently veteran

member of the present' far-flung web.

CHILDBIRTH FATAL TO

MRS. RALPH ATLASS

Chicago, Nov. ?d.
Mrs. Ralph L. Atlass, wife of the

president of WJJD and WIND sta-
tions here, died on Nov. 24 of com-
plications following child-birth.

Child, four-pound girl, born pre-
maturely, lived.

Tom McCarthy Joins WCPO
Cincinnati, Nov. 29.

Tom McCarthy joined WCPO as
news editor Monday (28), succeeding
William Gold,
Formerly of the Washington Post,

McCarthy assisted ^n that paper'ig
newscasts on WRC and"WMAL.
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'CENTRAL CITT'
With Tom P#wert^ Viui Hefli% Elm-
nor Phelpi, , Elspetti Ei:l«, Selena
Boyle, Fr»nk WlIeo3^» Everett
Sloftne, Myron MoCprmIck, John
McBryde, Harry Bellsver

15 Mtns.
PROCTER A GAMBLE
Mon.-Frl., 10:45 a. m.
WJZ»NBC» New York

(Blackett'Sample-Hummert)
Dramatic serial has replaced Ma

Perkins Ave mornings a week over
11 NBC blue stations to plug Oxydol,
Procter & Gamble's 'high-powered'
laundry soap. Ma has been moved
to the 3:15 slot dally over the red
ribbon.i

Although it's hardly gripping stuff

for the sophisticates, 'Central City* is

fairly adult material by normal day-
time radio serial standards. Em-
ploying a sort of Grand Hotel tech-

nique, the show deals with the every-
day lives and incidents of a repre-
sentative group of people in a 'typ-

ical American industrial city of

about 50,000 population.' In expres-
sive yet agreeably restrained terms
it tells folksy yarn about the house-
hold of a print shop owner, with the
romantic complications of the daugh-
ter having an integral part. Char-
acters are clearly defined and there
is an avoidance of too much hoke.
So far, the yarn holds interest.

Direction is deft and moving,
while the playing is persuasive. On
the stanza caught (29) Tom Powers
played a sort of commentator-scene
setter-philosopher, Eleanor Phelps
was the daughter of the household,
Van Heflin hex fiance, Myron McCor-
mlck the rejected sweetheart, Selena
Royle the mother, and Frank Wilcox
the father. Others listed in the cred-
its above appear from time to time
as other characters.
There are two commercials^ one

ultra-windy one at the start and -a.

shorter one at the finale. Announcer
ignores the personality stuff and
bears down on the high-pressure
salesmanship. Uses a vocal mallet to

found in a flock of claims that Oxy-
dol will clean up just about any-
thing but a smoking car story.

Hobe.

'COUNTY SEAT'
With Bay Collins, Cliff*rd Caryenter
Serial
18 Mins.
Sustaining
Daiiyi 7 p. m.
WABC-CB8, New York
Aired at the same time and in

competition to Amos 'n' Andy, and
also Goodman and Jane Ace, '.County
Seat' is scripted around a corner
drug store character of any small
town. Ray Collins, formerly of legit

and later with CBS in its Columbia
Workshop and Mercury Theatre of
the Air programs among others,
handles the lead.

He was introduced to the listening
audience for the initial broadcast by
Orson Welles, who generously de-
scribed him as one of the finest act-
ors in radio. Getaway served to im-
plant the aim of the series in the
minds of listeners arid should pick
up as its' goes along. It concerned a
bit' of labor trouble between *Doc'
Hackett (Collins) and his hireling,
played by Clifford Carpenter;
Method of settling the dispute

solidl/ impressed the homey, under-
standing theme of the leading part.
Its Will Rogersesque- characteriza-
tion and Collins would impress bet-
ter if he .slowed his lines. "They were
too staccato and sometimes harsh.

'HIGH SCAOOL REPORTER'
with Emanuel Denby
Talks
15 Mins.; Local
ROYAL TYPEWRITER
Daily, 5:15 pjn.
WMCA, New Y«r|t,
For high school aifdi^nce. Listen-

ing interest .must come solely from
high school teuds '(if kids w^t to
hear' what theii^ enemies have to
cay) or curiosity to hear what
schoolmates- sound Uke. on the ra-
dio—for laughs. Commercial is .dir

reeled ri^t at juve minds. No
other - group could stand . the wind
and words.

Eraianuel Denby (he's matriculated
to college), conducts and is contact
with preps for participants. Brings
in boys for conflicting football pre-
'dictions among hi-schools and for
little events in the . lives of little
boys. Some of it seemied mentally
lower than the commercial, espe-
cially reporting of a 'guinea pig
that escaped from a lab which
scared all the girls.'

Has 'contest* with giveaway. Cur-
rently tied up with film, 'Dark Rap-
ture/ at Globe theatre. Kids sub-
mit compositions on last frontier,
Congo, film's locale. All very ele-
mentary, including "Prof.' Joe
O'Brien's handling. Hurl.

JACK CURRAN
With Jaok Hoean*s Orchestra, Judy
Heltman, At Dary

Taxlety
U Min»r—Local
BOY FURNITURE CO.
Simiiayt 1:39 p. m.
WFBL, Syracuse
Half-hour variety show is in eighth

jear on air. Cunran, of WFBL staff,

'Wtitea, produces, .directs and emcees
•how.: Tenors a solo per show.

Fast pei^py jnusic is specially ar-

ranged by Hogan for 17-piece out
itt; and clicko. Heltman, youthful
torcher, Is now petmanent member
of cast along' with- Al Dary, former
Paul Whiteman Rhythm boy. Sextet
fixesH tiiiu hat with- .tUt^e, girl^,. three
oys and handle 'bops and classical

numbers. Versatile group is high
spot on show.
Stage display of cast as they broad*

cast from stage of RKO Keith's the-
atre of Schine chain is ornate, and
•mart adv. Whole show makes grade.

<<MVSIC AND MUSINGS
String Trio, Talk
15 Mlns/—Local
Sustaining
Friday, 10:45 a. m.
WHEC, Rochester

Offering a mixture of music and
homespun philosophy, this is one of

the better WH£C-pr<)duced air pro-

frams. Theme 'Liebestraum' played
y- organ, harp and 'cello opens, then

lades into cheerful poeni, 'Smiling
'Through,' read by Ken French,
- Plaintive quality ahd sweetness of

stringed in»ruments stressed for
strong appeal. Flayers are Arabella
Sparnon, harp; J. (Gordon Baldwin,
organ, and Vance Beach, 'cello.

wtersperAed are timely talks and
Quotations by Ken French, empha-
sizing in the program caught thank-
fulness for freedom in troubled
times, plea for patriotism and op-
portunity for happiness.
Entire show runs smoothly and ef-

fectively. Cord.

CHRISTMAS PARTY
With Bobby Hutsell
Children's Program
15 Mins.—^Local
BILL'S CONSOLIDATED
Daily, 5:30 p. m.
WHAS, Louisville.
Back on the air, an old standby

30y's and girl's program, sponsored
>y a chain of auto accessory stores
m Kentudcy and Indiana, provides
entertainment for the kiddies, and
should interest the grown-ups as
well.v Moppets who play parts on the
show all handle their lines with as-
surance, and pace the show without
many lapses. They're all mike wise,
and exhibit a freshness and spon-
aneity which makes for okay listen-
ing.
Toy orchestra directed by Bobby

Hutsell, intersperses typical -Christ-
mas and kiddie tunes throughout,
and kids acquit themselves capably
in the vocal department. Show is

written and produced by Dudlev
Musson, station's production head,
and he has molded a smoothly mov-
ing, bright 15 minutes.
Capable local production. Hold.

MARIE W. CLARK
'Slnr.Me a Song'

'

Children's Program
16 Mins.—^Looal
VERNON'S, HAIRDRESSER
Monday, 5 p. m.
WHAM, Rochester
Mrs. Marie Whitbeck Clark, local

socialite, has written a book of chil-
dren's songs and -plugs it rather too
persistently while presenting a- series
of numbers from 'Uie opus, including
nursery rhymes, such , as 'Miss Muf-
fet* and ^Mistress Mary,'
Mrs. Clark does the talking and

plays the piano, but uses a stooge
for the warblingiis Novelty of second
show which, drew big local audience
war air debiit pf Siddnie Goosens, 6,

daughter of Eugene Goosens, former
conductor of Rochester Philharmonic
Orchestra. Cord.

Follow-Up Comment

Buddy Clark's Sunday Supplement
on CBS in late afternoon l>aid trib-
ute to Cole Porter's closed show,
'You Never Know,' and the current
hit; 'Leave It to Me.' Produced by
Ira Ashley, Leith Stevens orchestra
and Eijlith Dick, as Clark's vocal vis-
a-vis, .proved excellent support. And
those Porter lyrics!—they seehi to be
getting better than ever.

Ben Bernie's Sunday Half-and-
Half show was in tribute to his 15
years on the air. .Ole maestro proved
his veteranship by ease and general
mike poise. This factor Is produc-
tion asset to bolster material, as and
when that becomes thin.

.Mary Small' sold 'Cigaret Was
Burning' in her usually adept vocal
manner, and here again Bernie took
advantage of the play on the word
'Cigaret' in the song title to plug
the Half-and-H'alf pipe tobacco.
Lew Lehr's post-Turkey Day-mor--
terns were fairish in their laff re-
turns, Bobby Gibson, Bernie's top
tenor; this year, made much of 'Two
Sleepy People.'

Wrist exeroise: Donald Flamm's
statement on why. his station barred
Father Coughlin from the WMCA
microphone was a well put explana-
tion. Anticipated the probability
station-censorial attitude might tend
to "martyr' speaker. Stressed that
almost every other script gets a sta-
tion preview before going out on the
kilocycles. Statement also empha*
sized FCC Chairman McNinch's prin-
ciples anent radio a^. a public trust,
not to be 'haphazardly abused'. . .

Benay Venuta has' a. coiisistenUy
nifty half* hour' of variety on WOR
Sunday afts, not the least of which
is her charming manner of m.c.'ing
and personal song salesmanship...
Jimmy Walker's Visiting Hour for
WMCA occurred twice this week,
once on Thanksgiving Day,- and on
Sunday, per usual. Henny Young-
man was a. comedy outstander on the
latter, even though he sounds like
a road company of Milton Berle,
more on delivery, rather than mate-
rial. As for the latter, both undoubt-
edly are- debtors, to divers sources
...Billy House's Wrigley half hour
is another strong comedy interlude
early Sunday

i evenings. The chicle
company is now considering, and
wisely* <ti|ie idea, of using both House
and the new Jesse Lasky program
this winter.

HISTORY %Ai>lE WHERE YOU
LIVE'

Wlth^ Radelllfe;.Hall
15 Mins.; Local
TROY SAVINGS BANK
Thursday, 6:45' p.m.
WGY, Scheneetiady

(HetJcnor).
'

Three things^ ;l»nd out on this
community'fbistor4cal program: Good
scriptinff, production and restrained
advertising; "Pfe time slpent in prep-
eration—there is too litrle of such in
area radio—pays off in a finished air
pre{ientatIon. ' Details like music cues
are. given the- attention they deserve.
. Opening episode dealt with settling
of Hudson River valley by the Dutch
under patroon system. An interest-
ing story, despite the fact that it has
been told many times in the Capital
District. Joco:

'SOUTHWESTERN STARS'
30 Mins.—Local
Snstalnlng
Fridays, 8 p.m.
WKY. Oklahoma City
WKY shoots the works on this

show with a talent line-up compris-
ing practically .every studio hired
hand and a few rung in from the
outside now and then. Includes
Ken Wright at the organ, Allen
Clark and staff orch, Pancho (Lee
Norton) and Ridgerunners, Edward
McCurdy (warbler), John $hafer
(sportscaster) and a varied assort-
ment of other names. .

Last Friday (16) show opened
with McCurdy doing Through the
Years' in tip-top fashion. . Pancho
(Lee Norton), introduced as EI
Caballo <the horse) and his Ridge-
runners, Vocaled ^La Golandrina'
singly and a couple of other Mexi-
can ballads accompanied by Chl-
quita. Allen Clark orch moved in
with a swell arrangem of 'Vini
Vini.' Telegram from Shafer, in
Aimes, Iowa, for the Sooner-Cyclone
game, was read, followed by Norton
and Clark orch in 'Home on Range.'
Wound up with 'When My Dream
Boat Comes Home' with Clark orch
and Ken Wright at organ.
Best variety show heard on local

station. LetoU.

'SAY IT WITH MUSIC
With J(An Weigal
Reoorda
15 Mins.
Disc-r-Loeal
RUDOLPH WURLITZER
M-W-F; 5:30 p.m.
WGN, Chloage

(Schu^immer & Scott)

Straight selling program for musi-
cal instrument house. Instead of
asking the listeners' to come in and
buy an Instrument, they are told to
signature for 10 lessons at $1.25 per,
with an instrument delivered free-
of-charge for use during this period.
If, at the end of the 10-week lesson
period; they wish to continue with
the lessons they can then buy the
instrument.

Musical discs are chosen to point,
up the individual instruments, and
are thus sprinkled with piano, violin,
xylophone,- etc., solos.

Another angle is the spotting of the
show immediately j>recedlng- 'Little
Orphan Annie'- on this station, though
the commersh spdel on this instru-
mental period is strictly in adult,
phrasing.- - Gold.

GERRY MORFIT
With . Alien Anthony, Betty Barrett,
Gene Babbitt, Coyita- Bunch and
Al Barti's .Orch.

Variety
6$ Mlns^Local
Sustaining
Daily, 3 p.m.
KWK. Si. Levis
A pot pourri of gags, orchestra

music, warbling, skits, double talk,
etc., is an attention getter here.
More work for Betty Barrett, a 13-
year-old song bird, and Gene Bab-
bitt, another warbler, would help
program.

Batibltt, In addition to his swell
Warbling of 'I Won't Tell a Soul' and
a duet, *A11 Ashore,' with' Coylta
Bunch, nossesses a 'Kenny Baker'
style that scored in several skits the
burden of which is carried in o.k.
style by Morflt and Anthony. The
first of these, the expedition, of
Christopher Columbus in his quest
for a short route to India gave Mor-
flt and Anthony an opportunity to
switch to the Negro dialect which
they do satisfactorily.

Morflt, a recent addition to the sta-
iton' t talent staff, ad Ubs in this and
another built around the eouctln' of
a Tenn^ee mountaineer for his
sweetheart of the hills that furnish
laughs a3 the cast reverts to the talk
of- the backwoods folk.

ALBERTA HUNTER
Songs, Band
15 Mins.
Sustaining
Ptl*fty, 9:19 m. m.
WJ2, New York

It's the second try for Alberta
Hunter on NBC. Network had her
on for a fairly considerable stretch
a couple seasons ago, introducing her
as 'the colored singing, sensation
of England and the Continent.' She
failed to cut much of a swath and
to Europe she went to flll a row of
nitery and theatre dates. Currently
she's doubling from the sustaining
series into Tony's, one of 52d Street's
manifold hot spots.
Miss Hunter makes pleasant listen-

ing. She has a keen sense of rhythm
mic values, proving an equally effec-
tive saleswoman with either the slow
torch or the fast rhythm ditty. Sly
shifts in mood, as far as the reper-
toire is concerned indicate some
smart production steering. When
caught her program included 'Mary
LOu in its original French. Her in-
terpretation gave the impression that
the soft, slow-moving sentimental
tune was her best bet. Odec.

SCHENECTADY TOWN MEETING
With Michael D. Hanna
30 Min8.>-Lo«aI
Sunday, 3:?e p, m.
WCrY, Schenectady
A local and milder version of

NBC's Town HaU of the Air. Pro-
gram is presented by Capital District
Forum, a project of the U, S. Office
of Education, with flrst half of an
hour-long discussion in Union Col-
lege chapel broadcast. This part-
radio setup does not make for the
most telling reception; lack of a
definite air format further hurts. On
some 'broadcasts time element has not
been given sufficient consideration.
Quiz section is seldom as brisk as
radio demandsb 'Unfortunately^ teefa-
nical facilities are inadequatertor;the
smoothest broadcasting. No. para-
bolic mike.
Hanna turns in a generally com-

petent job as chairman. He might
exercise firmer control at times.

Jacp.

'THIS DAY IS OURS'
WHh Jay Jostyn and Templeion Fox
Dramatic Serial
15 Mins.
CRISCO
Daily, 1:45 p. m.
WABC-CBS, New YOrk

(Compton) -

With war-torn China as a back-
ground, this dramatic pish-tosh is

10 minutes of dialog and Ave minutes
of commercials aimed strictly at the
housewives. Chiefly in its favor Is

the - crispness of the script, with the
male- lead (Jay Jos^n) given the
tough type of gab identified with
Clark Gable in films.

Templeton Fox plays the sweet
young thing, daughter of a -mission-
ary, who has disappieared along with
the wrecklhg. of his mission. A third
clerical character, identified as Paul,
is the third corner of the triangle
and trier to Wean the girl away from
the adventurous Jostyn and his mys-
terious Chinese- pal, who are helping
her look for the old man. At this
catching. (11), the romance was just
about catching on.
Commercial is murder by daylight.

Runs nearly- five minutes at the fin-

ish with a- box-top contest come-on.
It's a bath in words. Scho.

Ralph Wiel's Position

Ralph Wiel has been named man-
ager of the Chicago office* of Inter-
national Radio Sales. He quit his
post as commercial manager of
WISN, Milwaukee, to take this as-
signment.

Wiel's successor has not been
picked.

I

Washington Lobby
I

Carl Stanton and production aide,

Mickey Lusk, back in Hollywood
from Denver where they put on
Colorado's Hour for the state's chain
stores.

E. £. Hill Heads WTAG
Edward E. Hill succeeds the late

John J. Storey as director of WTAG,
Worcester, Mass. Hill takes over
Dec. 1.

He came with WTAG in 1930. Hill
has been in the business for 1.1 years
as announcer, salesman, studio he&d
and station manager.

LES FAKEUF ON B. OF E.
Buffalo, Nov. 29.

Leston P. Faneuf, WKBW news
commentator, has been appointed to
the Buffalo Board of Education to
fill a vacancy caused by death.
Faneuf, former teacher and news-
paperman, was appointed secretary
to Mayor Holling on Jan. 1. A couple
months ago he left that post to Join
the public relations department of
the Marine Trust Co.

He'll continue with the Marine and
on the air, the school board job be-
ing a part-timer.

Stcmmler's Sidelines
Syracuse, Nov. 29.

First announcer, then program di-
rector and more recently in charge
of special sports broadcasts, Nick
Stemmler has been named merchan-
dising manager of WSYR.
H« succeeds Gardner Smith who

Joins thtt' sales- staff.

Washington, Nov. 29.
Bewildered industry representa-

tives are frying to determine exact
attitude of FCC chairman Frank R.
McNinch toward broadcasters. Con-
flicting tenor of remarks at the re-
cent Fourth District NAB conclave
White Sulphur Springs, increases ap-
prehension. Delegates from District
of Columbia reported on their return
last week that the FCC steerer in an
'off the record' talk at a convention
luncheon $eemed friendly and sym-
pathetic and considered his evening
speech, aired via CBS, indicated a
tough attitude for appeasement of
the public and of critical groups.
But which set of remarks repre-
sented his real feeling is a conun-
drum.

With Father Coughlin feuding with
WMCA, New York, over his Sunday
talks, politicians were aghast at the
Detroit priets's written denunciation
of President Roosevelt'^ secretary,
Stephen T: Early and charge that
Administration .'hatchet-men' were
throttling news commentators criti-

cal of the New Deal. Comment oc-
casioned by the Nov. 21 issue of
'Social Justice', the padre's weekly
mag. which caused accusation that
stations which allowed their facili-

ties' to be used by unfriendly spielers
'would be taken care of. Finger was
^ut directly on Early, with a grim
cartoon showing him carrying a
wicked machete.

yiThat the FCC intends to do about
the widely-publicized Mars broad-
cast is becoming one of the town's
outstanding mysteries. Since . the
secret auditioning of the CBS record-
ing two weeks ago, not a peep has
been heard which would indicate
whether alf is forgiven or the regu-
lators are still toying -with the idea
of spanking the web and affiliates

which aired the H. G. Wells thriller.

Most of the members who listened

appeared inclined to drop the matter,
but the network has not been in-

formed if that is the feeling of the
majority.

Capital rumor-factory again at

-work on probable successor for FCC
Chairman McNinch when, and If,

McNinch leaves his present po9t

Cranked by local news' writers,

guessing-machine mentioned three

New Dealers who were left behind
in the late-lamented elections. Rep.
W. D. McFarlane, Texas Democrat,
who missed the boat in the primaries,

and Otha D. Wearin, Iowa Congress-
man who slipped when he attemt>ted

to climb from the Housfe to the Sen-
ate, named as coming close ta Ad-
ministration desires to put in at
chairman an Individual coming from
west of the Mississippi River. Rep.
David J. liewis—another House
member who lost his seat by com-
peting, with an Administration-op-
posed Senator—^also reported under
consideration, although he hails from
Maryland.
While McFarlane was mentioned as

a possibility, it was indicated' that

his chances were not as good as those
of Wearin or 'Little Davey' Lewis.

Lux Bans Audience

For 'Snow White* Airer
Hollywood, Nov. 29.

For the first time. Lux broadcast
Dec. 2ftwill.be aired without benefit

of studio audience. Show will be
'Snow White and the Seven DWarfs.*
No-audience edict was deemed es-

sential to preserve the Illusions.

Banks' Human Toucb

Milwaukee,. Nov. 29.

New half-hour 13-wfeek series

labeled 'Musical Moments' will

preem over WTMJ Saturday (3).

Bob Heiss will m.c. and program
features Larry Straches orch. Mil-

waukee Bankers association to spon-

sor. .-

Idea Is to present interviews with

bank employes and discuss banking
problems from a humanized stand-

point.

Vaughn de Leath on WICC
Bridgeport, Nov. 29".

Vaughn de Leath, pioneer NBC
singer who has i home in Easton,

Conn., fitting a local WICC three-a-

weeker into her schedule. Chore i»

a breakfast item, with songs and
commercial announcements,

Songstresi is also femme half of

team of Joe and totta Cobb, credited

with current 'Teach Me to Forget.'
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MIDWEST

Allen C. Anthony, chief of gabbing

tafl at KWK, St. Louis, on the shell

with an abscessed tooth. Martin

Bowen, another gabber, doing the

pinch hitting stint.

Gerry Morflt, m. c. of -Midafter-

noon Madness' show at KWK, St.

liOuls, back at work after shoft layoff

dute to ailing pipes.

•Little Orphan Annie,' Cocomalt's

15 min. transcription serial, has been

added to program sked to KXOK,

^^Roy"schaffer, Lone Star Cowboy,
lormerly with WWL, New Orleans,

has joined his former boss, Al S.

Foster, at WEW, St. Louis, ahd will

do a program for the Caron Furni-

ture Co. Schaffer is the station's

flole hillbilly artist. •

New faces 'at WTMV, fiast St.

Louis: Winston L. Clark, former
manager, of WLAP, Lexington, Ky.,

to sales staff: Wilfred MacDill, gab-

ber from WTAD, Quincy, 111., and
Ernestine Friedli, formerly with Illi-

nois Reciprocal Trade Assn., now re-

ceptionist.

Lee McLendon, formerly with
KWKH, Shreveport, La., has joined

the continuity staff of KOIL, Omaha.
Owen Babbe, new announcer at

KOIL, Omaha, was formerly with
WHO, Des Moines.
Douglas Edwards, formerly with

WHET, iTroy, Ala., and WSB, At-
lanta, joins spieling staff at WXYZ,
Detroit.
Mabel Boddicker now assistant to

Mary Little, radio editor of the Des
Moines Register and Tribune. She
replaces Mrs. Wayne Varnum, re-

signed.
Hal Norman, formerly on staff of

KFH, Wichita, jeturns as news staff

announcer for local station Dec. 1,

replacing Vic Rugh. «^
Bob Lyle, gabber, KMOX, St.

Louis, back at stint after three weeks'
layoff for an appendectomy.
BiU Cook, gabber, KXOK, St.

Louis, now wi+i WBNS, Columbus,

^^?'l. Thomas, gen. mgr. of KFRU,
Columbia, Mo., is in New, York for

several weeks on station biz.

zzbxbxebxbbZ
field day for ribbers at network
headquarters here. Back from an
observation tour which stopped short
of Moscow, boss of WMAL and WRC
found his suite lavishly 'decorated'
with placards, funeral pieces, and
burlesque souvenirs. Sharpest dig
was a sign rebuking him for not
patronizing the RCA family while
abroad. His cables came Western
Union.

Oscar H. Junggren, formerly of
WGY's news department, is now on
the Albany staff of Associated Press.

Jerry Mayhall now doing special
arrangements for Maurice Spitalny
at KDKA, Pittsburgh. In addition,
he' still in on Wilkens Amateur Hour
over WJAS there.

Kay Balfe has resigned announcing
job at WWSW, Pittsburgh, to join
WMMO in Clarksburg, W. Va., as
spieler, continuity writer and pro-
gram arranger.

Charles Monahan has been added
to the WTHT, Hartford, announcing
staff.

Bob Gregory, former gabber,
KXOK, St. Louis, now on announc-
ing staff at WBT, Charlotte, N. C.

SOUTH

New head of the accounting de-

partment at KTSA, San Antonio, is

Victor Susman, succeeding Hal Hig-
gins, gone to Fort Worth, Teic.

Lew Kent, artnouncer of WMAZ,
Macott, Ga., is out of the running for

about a month. He is recuperating
serious intestinal operation.
' Jack Hoffman and Ken Linn,
KTUL, TUlsa, staff, on musical
breaks sponsored by Brooks Packing
Co. Deal landed by Melvin Drake,
salesman.
KTUL hired hands very active in

Tulsa Little Theatre organization.

Sylvia Stecher lead in Ibsen's 'Doll

House.' Hillis Bell chairman num-
ber of Little Theatre projects. Rhett
MiUigan, sec to W. C. GUlespie, did
Irene in 'Idiot's, Delight.' Ken Linn,

announcer, played part of 'Dr. Wal-
dersee* in same.
Ted Compton back at WBBZ,

^onca City, after six-month stint at

WMCI, Ashland, Ky.
Jack Shacklett, sales promotion

staff of KLRA, Little Rock, resigned
lor position with WJHL, Johnson
City, Tenn.
Tommy Plaster, formerly, with

KGHI, Little Rock, new announcer
at KTAT, Forth Worth. Milton
Twedell, KGHI sales department, re-
signed in favor of KFDM, Beau-
mont.

EAST

Here and There

Bill Waiters returned east after
working here on 'Broadway Post
Mortems' for WMCA (New York).

Gene Autry will head the Republic
film studio show when it comes out
as a CBS sustainer.

Father Flanairan and Boys Town
performers being offered around for
air bankrolling.

Fields Bros, bought out Roger Las-
well Corp. in L, A. and will operate
both live and wax production.

Touner & Rubicam office workers
put on 35-hour week by Tom Har-
rington, Coast radio head.

"

Leo Tyson, KMPC, Beverly Hills,

reelected for another term ias prexy
of Southern California Broadcasters
.Ass'n.

Roberf Rouse, former commentator
on Hollywood Journeys program on
KMTR, Hollywood, has joined the
staff of KTRH, Houston.

Maurice Reynolds new annoimcer
at CKCK, Regina, Sask. Came from
Moose Jaw.

STATION SHOWMANSHIP
(AttetUiofi'GetterSf Tie'lJps, Ideas)

'Show Tour Colors'
New York City.

Bob Emery's 'Rainbow House' on
WOR is plugging Americanization
aspects strongly through the juvenile
audience attracted. Has gotten
American Legion endorsement and
publicity.
Latest quirk is to abolish tickets

and have admission to the studio on
a 'show yourliolors' basis. Kids can
wear flag emblems or otherwise qual-
ify through the display of red, white
and blue.

Cracker Barrel Court
Buffalo.

A new angle on the quiz biz, if

such a thing is possible, is WGR's
Cracker Barrel Court. Questions
refer strictly to Buffalo and nearby
communities—answers cover local
history, street names, office-holders,
etc. Judge Cliff Jones presides.
Clubs and social groups are in-

vited to attend airings in a body to
heighten the fun. Buffalo Times is

sponsor.

Christmas In Other Lands
London.

Christmas Day highlight on BBC
will be 'Christmas Over the Fron-

tiers,, 1938,' which will contrast cele-
brations in European lands. Moray
McLaren and Laurence Gilliam, staff
men, are tripping on the Continent
to fix. things in- each country, which
will include France, Italy, Germany,
Greece and Sweden. Maybe -more.

Idea is to let U. K. listeners hear
just how Christmas is spent in
foreign parts, speakers of each
nationality talking of their domestic
celebrations, and sections being
linked by music, commentary and
recordings to give the broadcast sem-
blance of a European tour.

Second Besting
Seattle.

KVI was credited with some fast

work when it gave the dialers the

first result of the Al Hostak-Solly
Krieger championship fisticuffs bat-
tle. With no round by round broad-
cast permitted, KVI engineers stayed
on duty outside of Seattle's audi-
torium with Jerry Geeh^n, KVI
sportcaster ringside, who dashed to
his mike outside as soon as decision
made. This was followed up with
interviews of the fans as they left
the slugfest.

Bernie Armstrong's half-hour va-
riety show, 'Time Out for Fun,' on
KDKA, Pittsburgh, has been resumed
on regular Monday night slot after
month's layoff.

Bill Winne, who served as an-
nouncer in Atlanta, Ga., and else-
where after leaving WOKO, has re-
turned to Albany as a WABY mike-
man.
Return of Kenneth R. Berkeley,

manager of NBC's Washington out-
lets, from lengthy trip abroad was

BALTlMORl^

NATIONAL RCraESENMIIVES
EDWARD rttmr & ca

ON THE NBC RED NETWORK

Musically Speaking .

.

MUSIC at WLW is more than a group of musicians

gathered before a microphone, playing stock ar-

rangements. It is a matter given careful considera-

tion and thought to determine whether the music will

appeal to listeners or impress other musicians.WLW's
musical department is concerned not with smartness

or sophistication but ^»rimarily with listener's enter-r

tainmcnt. That's why WLW music consists of appeal-

ing melody rather than tricks . . . entertainment

rather than pedantry. That, too, is why WLW
music is so easy to listen to and listened

to so much.

Clients seeking sophisticated musical

shows can do better elsewhere. However— clients

seeking musical shows wliich will appeal to the great-

est possible audience can't do better than at WLW.

WLW's 2lu6ic<a Director,

VIrglnIo MaruccI (above) concert vio-.

linist and WLW conductor, leads his

ensemble In such outstanding WLW
productions as "Smoke Dreams",

"Cafes of Yesterday'*, "Los.Amigos"

and others. The DeVore Sisters (be-

low) blend their voices nightly to add

charm and appeal to "Moon River",

long one of WLWs most popular

programs.

Phil Davis (above) trombonist, leads

the band on "Avalon Time", and his

"Rhythm in Brass" holds the spot-

light on "Four Stars Tonight". Tho
Smoothies (below) one of radio's outi

standing trios, make "Vocal Varie-

ties" one of radio's outstanding pro-

grams.. WLW staff members, the

l^moolhles have contributed much to

the success of many of the Nation's

Station's productions.

Rural Audiences like such old time musical shows as

"The Boone County Jamboree" (above), "Top o' the

Mornln'", "The Musical Chuck Wagon" and others.

(Below) WLW's MUSICAL STEEPLECHASE
draws crowds to the studios, listeners to their radios.

. these things, too,

we think arepari

of t^e story of

WLW

WLW's Musical Department, headed by Josef Chemiavsky, Includes 8

conductors, 6 arrangers, 48 staff and spot musicians, 16 voCaUsts, 13

musical acts. This array of musical talent means that WLW can create

any type musical program. WLW's versatility is exemplified by such

productions as "Musical Camera", "The Minstrelman", "Sing Time',

"Musical Steeplechase", "Melody Grove" and "The WLW Spotlight".

William Stoess (above) assistant WLW Musical Director, is responsible

for such hit shows as "Vocal Varieties", "The Flyhig Dutchmen", and

others. WLW's 8 conductors Include Josef Chernlavsky, William Stocss„

Joe Luggar, Uberto Neely, Phil Dovis, Jimmy James, Vlrginlo MaruccI,

and Eugene Perazzo. Grace Clauve Ralne, WLW's Vocal Director, Is

responsible for the high quality of all WLW vocal productions.
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SECRET DOCUMENTS, DUMMY CORPS.,

LAWYERS' GRAVY, AHACKED BY F(

McNinch Puts Through Several Basic Reforms—Bar

Ass'n Gets Part, Not All, of What It Sought—No

Publicity Shield on Offside Plays

Washington, Nov. 29.

Reforms in administrative proced-

ure and legal practice were decreed

by the Federal Communications

Commission Monday (28) in new set

of rules designed to break up al-

leged monopoly ot radio attorneys

and standardize handling of applica-

tions, tighter control over opera-

tions is sought in the revised code,

which adopts only a few of the more

significant recommendations of the

Federal Communications Bar Asso-

ciation.

Bemoval of the yeW of secrecy

frocb documents is one of the out-

standing accomplishments of the re-

visioii^ although attorneys could not
agree after scanning the code
whether the new. rules go as far as

many had hoped. In the future,, any
papers mad^ part ol att application

and filed with it will be open for

examination, a substantial departure

from the custom in effect for several

years under which certain subordi-

nates refused to allow inspection of

contracts for sale of stations and
supplemental correspondence elab-

orating- on the answers to questions

in the official blanks.

Two moves were made to break
the toe-hold of a limited number of

barristers on the business of repre-

senting applicants before the FCC.
Liberalization of the old 'two-year-

rule,' which prevented government
lawyers from entering private prac-

tice, and attempt to follow the new
rules of civil procedure effective in

Federal courts were said by the
commish to' be .designed to enlarge
the number of practicing attorneys.

Under the rewritten two-year-rale,
no commislx. member, officer or em-
ployee may appear in connection
with a matter with which tie ' wa^
concerned ^hile ' attached to the

regulatory agency. No discourage-

ment to his practicing in Other cases

in which he has no inside knowledge,
however,

McNinch Statement

Admitting the old rule was In-

tended to protect the FCC and the

public, Chairman Frank R. McNinch
declared it has not worked satis-

factorily. Instead it operated to the

detriment of the interests of all con-

cerned, and 'its principal effect 1;ias

been to restrict the number of at-

torneys actively practicing before us,

particularly in broadcast miatters, so

that a small group familiar with the

special rules of Uie commission has
obtained something of a monopoly
of the practice, due to the terms of

the rule' itself. This Is plainly un-
just to clients, other attorneys and
the- commission ° itself

.

'More than 606 cases are set for
hearing by the Commission annually
and there ' are hundreds of other
cases in which attorneys ' represent
clients. An unduly large proportion
of these cases are handled by a rel-

atively small number of- lawyers. By
making it easier for. attorney to turn
from Federal coiurt practice- to Com-
mfssiojn practice, . and by providing
for new blood io be drawn from the

RADIO AnRACTIONS
i WCO'R PO R A T tb

PRESENTS AS ITS FIRST RELEASE FOR 1939

Sax Rohmer^s

A FIELDS BROTHERS PRODUCTION

BRINGINCi TO RADIO :

1. This superb dramatization bf the

thrilling exploits of fiction's fai-

mous character, the amazing I^U

MANCHU.

2. An awaiting audience of over 25,-

000,000 persons who, ^ince 1914,
have paid to follow the adventures

of FU MANCHU.

RMGAZHIES

Adventures of FU

MANCHU have
been featured in

Colliers since

1914.

BOOKS
Millions have foir

lowed FU MAN-
CHU through
"best sellers"

published by
Doubleday Doran."

SCREEN
Movie fans every-

where have thrilled

to "hit" films pro-

duced by MOM
and Paramount

Pictures.

STAGE
The success of FU

MANCHU plays

h'as increased his

legion of follow-

ers.

Ca/a Tra^t Preview

Waldorf-Astoria

December Seventh

Recorded

for

Spot Release

To he released in

January

i(i seventeen Eastern states

RADIO ATTRACTIONS
RKO BUILDIN6 —

INCORPORATED

RADIO CITY NEW YORK

past and present itaff of 4hQ Com-«
mission, as many of the attorneys
now appearing before the Commis-
sion were drawn, the new rule'

should result in a wider choice of
attorneys and freer competition.'

Self-Rer Spumed
Chief setback for the Bar Associa-

tion was refusal to accept suggestion
that the lawyers police themselves.
Commish shelved request that com-
plaints of misconduct be referred to
its grievance committee for investi-
gation, but did amend the present
regulations to provide an intermedi-
ate type of punishment, censure and
reprimand.
Another instance where the FCC

declined to follow the barristers' ad-
vice was in continuing, with minor,
changes, the rule which allows per-
sons,presiding over hearings to hold
the record open for submission of
documentary evidence after formal
testimony-taking is finished.

Lawyers won a material victory
when the Commish went along on
most of their suggestions dealing
with ^ creation of a piotions docket.
This step, long agitated by the prac-
titioners, is expected to speed oper-
ations, by enabling either an indi-
vidual Commissioner or a designated
subordinate' to pa'ss on requests for
continuances, etc.

Other features of the new code
are:

1. Applications may be amended or
dismissed, until designated for hear-
ing. After that date by Commish
consent, either with or without
prejudice according to amount of in-
convenience

'

' caused. Formerly
changes '.or withdrawals were per-
mitted Up to SO days before the
hearing.

2. Unsigned pleadings,, or. those in-

tended to obstruct, may result, in
disciplinary action against attorneys.
Punishment also will be' meted out
if documents contain 'scandalous or
Indecent matter.'

3. Corporations must be repre-
sented by hired attorneys.

4. Rehearing provisions have been
broadened, while individuals object-

ing to the granting of application

without hearing will be forced to ask
the Commish to reconsider its ac-
tion instead of being able to file pro.
test leading to automatic hearings.

5. Tighter provisions against repe-
titious and multiple applications.

Henceforth no request denied or dis-

missed with prejudice can be re-
newed, within one year. Only' one
application for facilities of the same
general character or in the. same
area can be presented at one time.

8. Applications must be specific as
to facilities, showing location as well
as frequency and power. No alterna-
tive pleas permitted.

7. Ttue party at interest must be
disclosed, a clause intended to stamp
out the practice of creating dummy
corporations and then revealing the
real promoter at the hearing or ask-
ing permission to transfer facilities

after, favorable . action has been
taken.

MAN-AND-WIFE DEPT.

Hal Jamea-Flefenoe s'perl Do » Ham-
me'ri at Compton

New York agency field will soon
have another man-and-wife team
running.a radio department, Hal E.
James, program manager -at Comp-
ton, and his wife, nee Florence K.
Sped, are due back from their
honeymoon Dec. 12. She continues
as casting director. They married last
Wednesday (23) and left for a two
week stay in Porto Rico.
Other alliance of somewhat similar

implications is that prevailing at
Blackett - Sample - Hummert, Inc
Frank Hummert and Mrs. Hummert
(Anne Ashenhurst), share the mas
termihding of that agency's radio
output. Only in this case they're also
their oWn bosses.

XVI Tops Mer^e
Seattle, Nov, 29.

Mrs, Vernice Boulianne, president,
and Earl T. Irwin, commercial man-
ager, of station KVl, Were married
Thursday (24) at Vancouver, Wash.
Irwin only recently came to KVI
from the Free & Peters office in
Chicago.

Loft Musical Dramas
Written by Chas. Burton
Loft, Inc., will debut a weekly

dramatic-musical program, running a
half , hour, on WOR, Newark, next
Wednesday (7). It's been tentatively
labeled 'Jennie Loft of Sweetbriar
Manor.'

Charles Burton will do the script-
ing and production for B. Charles-
Dean Co., and the cast will include
Ethel Everett, Al T^ler, Blanche Vin-
cent, Helen York, DeLesline Tyner,
Jack Freeman, Morton Dennis, Tenor
Clark and Bill Aubin.

Wiflson Off NBC

Hollywood, Nov. 29.
Meredith Willson, Coast musical

director, for NBC since 1932, has re-
signed to devote his full time to two
commercials over which he presides
with the baton. Shows are Metro's
'Good News' and 'Signal Carnival,'
latter a coaster.

Frank Hodek, conducting the
chain's Hollywood music, may move
into the vacated berth.

Mull GuSd's Starters

Screen Actors Guild and Young &
Rubicam are culling the list of the
SAG's membership for the cast of the
initial show which goes into the Gulf
Refining spot, on CBS Jan. 8.

Choices have been checked, but
nothing in the way of film names has
been set.

JIM COX TO WXT
Lincoln, Nov. 29.

Jim Cox, continuity chief at
KFAB-KFOR for the laSt year, goes
to WKY, Oklahoma City, Dec. 8.

Follows John Shafer," formerly
KFOR program director, who
switched earlier in the year to head
WKY sports and special events.

No one named here yet to replace
him, Marge Thomas is senior in the
department.

KYW Has 2 Baaids Fro Tem
Philadelphia, Nov. 29.

KYW, NiBC-operated outlet here, is

now in the unique position of having
two different house bands on the net.

Its regular studio crew, known as
the 'Top Hatters,' is playing at th«
Arcadia-International nitery, doub-
ling Into the Earle theatre for a
week. It will then return to -the
Arcadia for two weeks prior to re-

suming at the station. It is airing

nightly, however, on the web from
the Arcadia.
Meantime, a temporary replace-

ment band is subbing at the outlet

and is feeding to the web three times
weekly under direction of Nathan
Snader.

. * • • -
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• St«t« and
SAtional corn-

huskinff cham-

pionships were Men by

milllont- of mlddlewestern-

.ers through the tyts of

WOW'S Foster May. Eleven

members of WOW's staff

covered the national Con-

test near Sioux Falls re-

cently.

WOW covers the rich

lowa-Nebruha corn belt—

ih« radio capital of

"Nebrlowa."

OMAHA, NEBRASKA
590 KC 5,000 Watts

.JOHN J. OIIXIN, Jr., Mgr.

JOHN BLAIR CO., Bepresentntiv«i

Owned and Operated by th<

Woodmen of the World Life

Inaurance Society

ON THB NBC BBD NBXWOBK
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Agencies-Sponsors

Electrical appHancea^ for Christmas

gifts will be stressed in a threC'-week

spot finnouncement campaign to be

conducted over a score of Northern

California stations starting Dec. 1 by

the Electrical Appliance Society of

IJorthern California, through the

Jean Scott Frickelton agency, San

franciscQ. Total of 350 announce-

ments will be used.

^

General Shaver Corp. of Bridge-

port, Conn. (electric shavers),

through B.B.D.&O., spotting night

chain break announcements over

four-week period on KSFO, San
Francisco.

C.oca Cola- B,ottlin§ Co., St. Louis,

thi;ough D'Arcy Advertising Co., has
reniswed for 52 weeks its tran-

scribed 'Singing. Sam' quarter-hour

aired week days on KSFO, San
Francisco. Other KSFO renewals

are Duart's 'Who's Listening,' and
Eopa Home Alemedies* 'Morning
Melodies,' both transcribed semi-

weekly quarter-hour features. Erwin
Wasey, San Frr.ncisco, handles both
accounts.

Cisco, for five-minute weekly pro-
gram over one-year period.

Zerbst Pharmacal Co., St. Joseph
Mo. (proprietary) through Barrons,
Kansas City, spotting six announce-
ments weekly on KYA, Sah Franciso.

Feltqaan Sc Curme Shoe Stores,
Inc., has inked a one-year contract
with KGO, San Francisco, to sponsor
a quarter-hour portion of the Musi-
cal Clock program conducted by Will
Aubrey six mornings weekly.

W. I. Addis Co., Syracuse women's
clothiers sponsoring WFBL's three
time weekly Memory Lane with
tenor Jack Curren and Thelma Jean
McNeil, Hammond organist.

WNBC, NEW BRITAIN

GOES ON BLUE DEC. 4

New Britain, Conn., Nov. 29,

It's WNBC of NBC as blue net
adds New Britain's 1380-kilocycler
next Sunday (4). Station last week
started full-time operations with
1000 watts days and 250 nights, is

second blue link in Connecticut,
other being John Shepard's WICC of
Bridgeport and New Haven.

Expansion of three-year-old ex-
haler to two-city coverage comes
soon after mid-December with open*
ing of branch in Hartford. This will
give juicy Hartford zone four sta-

tions and access to all major chains
and regionals—WTIC, NBC-red and
Yankee; WDRC, CBS; WTHT, Mu-
tual and Colonial; and WNBC, NBC-
blue.

'Bi.t>.gta;R!iiMi<s»uu&ta!Jijaiwr-y^p,:qr!fitBi4BaMiiiiBi&iri^-,iiBiiuitiiMi?iit^

« Radio Daffodils
Houston—Ted Nabors, the Dr. I, Q. of Radio Station KTRH, won exemp-

tion from jury service last week because the judge was a radio fan.

Syracuse—Enoch Squires, WFBL newscaster, interviewed owners ot

a turkey farni near here and. put some of the turkeys on the air to illus-

trate different versions of the turkey gobble. '

Buffalo—Clayton Merlihan, who conducts weekly broadcast for Erie

County Medical Society, is going to have a transcribed heartbeat as part

of his show Friday on WKBW. Sports Announcer Sig Smith is supplying

the heart. Part of the stunt will b6 to give Sig (who doesn't smoke) a

cigaret to show the difference, if any, between the heartbeat before

smoking and after. Theme song, of course, will be 'What Goes On Here
in My Heart?'

Bathasweet Corp. (bath salts),

after a two-tyeek test campaign over

KPO, San Francisco, which pulled

an average of more than 1,000 re-

quests for each of six broadcast? in

which samples of Bathasweet were
offered, has signed a one-year con-

tract to sponsor newscasts by Bob.

Andersen three mornings a week.
Agency is H. M. Kiesewetter.

Hcvenor Agency of Albany has
taken time on WGY, Schenectady;
WSYR, Syracuse, and WJTN,
Janvestown, for series of five-min-

ute dramatizations waxed by Harry
S. Goodman, New Yo.rk, and aired
under title, 'Life's Emergencies,' for

Upstate Personal Loan CJorporation.

Originally, agency used live talent

lor skits on WGY and later included
WOKO, Albany.

I

MILWAUKEE NEW BIZ
RemlngtonrRand Co., New York,

advertising Remington Shaver, 13.

statiion breaks, Batten, Barton, Dur-
stine & Osborn, Inc., New York,
WTMJ.
Cook Chocolate Co., Chicago, ad-

vertising chocolate and cocoa, 26

Spots; Rotter Baking Co., Milwaukee,
advertising bread, 26 spots, Allen
Rieselbach Agency, Milwaukee,
WTMJ.
Roundy, Peckham Se Dexter, ad-

vertising canned foods, 167 spots,

Neisser-Meyerhoff, Milwaukee,
WTMJ and WISN.
German Kino Theatre, 13 spots;

Raab Motor Co., 52 spots; Wiscon-
sin Dye Works, 13 spots, WTMJ. ,

Glmbel Dept. Store, 15-minute

programs, 'Adventures of Gimbie
and Ellie,' to run until Xmas; Ivory

Snow, night spots for six weeks,

Compton Agency & Lincoln Simonds
of International Radio Sales, Inc.,

WISN.
P ti G Crlsco, one-minute tran-

scriptions five times weekly, Lincoln

Simonds of IRS, WISN,
Kovak Silks, announcements;

Fliescher Knitting Mills, announce-
ments, A, L, Zimmer, WISN.

Mil. Dairy Council, 90 announce-
ments for Dec.;. Liebenow's Food
Products, announcements, Frank
Efflnger Agency, WISN.
Reel's announcements; A. B, C.

Washers and Ironers, 28 station

breaks; Lever Bros, Co., cut-in an-

nouncements, Dick Shireman, WISN.

. American Popcorn Co., Sioux
City. Iowa (Jolly Time Popcorn),

through Coolidge Agency, Des
Moines, signed with KYA, San Fran-

COUNT
MOST

CFCF
MONTREAL

NBC

MEED E comPMy

laJk thm (ft ofUf <>zc^ ^cmj>&a4£
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Only NBC Blue Offers All These!

*To provide a wider opportunity for adver-

tisers who want national coverage, the NBC

Blue has set up an economy discount schedule.

Yoii can now buy the splendid Basic Blue Net-

work plus valuable supplementaries, at rates

that permit coast-to-coast coverage for very

little more than the cost of the Basic alone.

Our nearest NBC office will be glad to give

you the whole story. Better Buy Blue!

NETWORK
! NATIONAL BROADCASTING

COMPANY
« R id I r C O ' nor 'if I on of AfTn r t r S-'vu--

I
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BRENEMAN TO LONG;

FLEMING TO KSFO

San Francisco, Nov. 29,

Tom Breneman has resigned from
the local staff of CBS to join the

Long Advertising Service here.

Breneman, who was the local pro-

gram director for CBS has been re-

placed by Van Fleming, formerly of

NBC and more recently with Emil
Brisacher &. Staff.

Breneman will continue to emcee
the Marco dog food show which the

Long agency handles on KSFO, CBS
outlet, and Fleming will continue to

produce the S & W 'I Want a Di-

vorce' dramas for Brisacher on CBS.

»< »»»»»»f»»»»»4»»»»»»»» M t M »»»»»MMM

F. C C's WASHINGTON DOCKET

KQV Gets Power Boost

Pittsburgh, Nov. 29.

FCC last week authorized KQV
here to increase both its power and
operation time. Station, which has
been going out on .500 watts, was
given permission to use 1. kilowatt

and it may also run on an un-
limited time basis, instead of shar-

ing hours, with WSMK. ,

For last few years, KQV has been
signing off at 8 p.m. Running now
until 1 a.m. Station is owned by
management of WJAS, local CBS
outlet, both being quartered in same
studio.

Snader Pro Terns at KYW
Philadelphia, Nov. 29.

Nathan Snader, who has been sub-
bing as musical director at KYW in

absence of Jan Savitt, was nameil
this week to Savitt's post. Savitt
and -his 'Top Hatters' are appearing
at the Earle theatre this week and on
Friday (2) return to the Arcadia-In-
ternational nitery, ivhere they have
been working for the past three
weeks. Following the Arcadia en-
gagement they go on a tour of New
England, returning to KYW, in Janu-
ary, when Savitt will once more re-

sume as musical director.

Snader was first fiddler in the
KYW band. He had previously, been
assistant concert master of the Wash-
ington s^ph.

DANDRIDGE

SISTERS

COnON CLUB,

NEW YORK

Uanagement

JOE GLASER, Inc.

nSO BldK., Radio City, New York

lineal SuSimU
ut

MAJOR DECISIONS
lyn, proBont license further cxtondeCl on temporary baala,
pondlnr receipt ot and determination on application for
ronowat, In no event later than Jan. 1.'

WMBC, Auburn, granted renewal of license on temporary
basis only, subject to whatever action may be taken upon
applications of this station for renewal of license and trana>
for of control.

Ohio! WBLT, Lima, license extended on temporary bosls
only, pending: receipt of and determination on application for
renewal, In no event later than Jan. 1.
Qklahomai WBBZ, Adelaide Lillian Carroll, representative

of estate of Charles Lewis Carroll, deceased, Ponca City,
granted renewal of license on temporary basis only, subject
to whatever action may be taken by Commlah on pendlne:
application of WBBZ, Ponca City, for renewal and consent
to assignment of license.
South Carolina : WOLS, O. Lee Stone, Florence, Brante"(l

renewal of license on temporary basis, subject to whatever
action may bo taken on pending application for renewal ,of
license and on application of Pee Dee Broadcastlne Com»
pany for facilities of WOLS.
South Dakota:- KL'sn, University of South Dakota. Vprmil-

lion, present license further extended on temporary basis,
pending receipt of and determination on application for re-
newal, in no event later than Jan, 1.

Xexas: Beaumont Broadcasting Association, Beaumont,
granted new experimental relay broadcast station to be op-
erated on 38900, 39100, 39300 and 39G00 kc on an experi-
mental basis only condltlonolly, with 2. watts.

Washington, Nov, 29.

Mn8sachu!H>ttB: Renewal of license for high-frequency
broadcast station WIXEQ, New Bedford, okayed by the
Commlsh when E. Anthony & Sons, Inc., licensee, proved
that its program of research and experimentation had been
genernlly satisfactory and that It had definite plans for

further experimentation costing between >6,000 and JIO.OOO.

Although reports filed by the applicant were termed 'too

general to comply wllh Rule 1066,' Commlsh found that
station's service had been meritorious. Transmitter has
specialized In experiments to determine the coverage of a
.station using the frenuenclca 31600, 36G0O, 38600 and 41000
kc, experimentally assigned to WIXEQ. Applicant alsoiowns
WNBH, New Bedford.
Arthur W. Scharfeld, Philip G. Loucks and Joseph F. Zlas

represented WIXEQ.
,

Texas: Order to overrule and deny petitions of El Paso
Broadcoritlng Co., El Paso; KGKL, Inc., San Angelo. and
the Tribune Co. (Tampa, Fla.), for rehearing on their re-

riue.<;ts for constructlpn permits Issued by T. J. Slowlo. Oom^
mlah secretary. While Commlsh backed down on Tribune
Company's charge that the second ground for the FCC de-
cision was 'not supported by sulTiclent findings of fact' and
ordered the challenged paragraph stricken, three pleas were
tossed out.
Upon further consideration of the record, Commlsh found

that the Tribune's contention 'Is meritorious, In that the
second ground for Us decision. Is not supported by aufllclent

basic findings of fact appearing In the 'Statements of Facts.
Grounds for Decision, and. Order,' and -that there is not out-
flclcnt evidence in the' record to support said Ground for
Decl.<;lon.

'The Commission further finds that the second ground for
Its decision must, therefore, be stricken, but that its order
denying this application shall be affirmed.'
Applicants In question had been' Involved In squabble over

the 940 kc frequency, each requesting a station on that
ribbon.

'

MINOR DECISIONS
Alabama; WBHP, Wilton Harvey Pollard, Hunts^llle,

present license temporarily extended pending action ' on re-
newal application, in no event later than Jan 1.; WJRD,
James R. Doss, Jr., Tuscaloosa, granted renewal of license
on temporary basis only, subject to Commlsh action on
pending renewal application.
Alaska: KGBU, Ketchikan, present license extended on

temporary basis pending determination on application foi
renewal, in no event later than Jan. 1.

Arizona: Copper Electric Co., Inc., Lowell, granted new
experimental relay broadcast station to be operated oii 31100,
34600, 37600 and 40600 kc conditionally, on experimental
baftis only with 2 watts.

California: ICHUB, Watsonvllle, license extended on tempo-
I'ary basis only, pending determination on renewal applica-
tion, in no event later than Jan. 1.

Connectlcnt: WBRY,. Waterbury, license extended tempo-
rarily pending, receipt of and determination on application
for renewal. In no event later than Jan, °1.

Florida; WJNO, West Palm Beach, and WLAK, Lakeland,
licenses extended on temporary, basis only, pending receipt
of and determination upon applications for renewal, in no
event later than Jan. 1.

IHInols; WCRW, Chicago, license, extended on temporary
basis only, pending determination on application for renewal,.
Iowa: KGCA, Charles Walter Oreenley, Decorah, granted

extension of special- temporary authority to remain .silent

from Nov. 23 to Dec. 22, pending arrangements and filing

of an application, to move station.
I^onlslana; WJBW, Charles C, Carlson, New Orleans,

granted renewal of license on temporary basis only, subject
to whatever action may be taken by Commlsh on pending
renewal application.

MaiBSaohnBctts; WBRK, PIttsfleld, license extended on
temporary basis, pending receipt of and determination on
application for renewal, In no event later thari Jan. 1,

MlnneBota; KGDK Charles L. Jaren, Fergus Falls,' granted
renew;il of license on temporary basis only on express con-
dition' that It la' Object to whatever action taken by Com-
mlsh on the pending application for renewal.

lUUsstsalppl; yjf^CiS., Mississippi City, license extended on a
temporary basis only, pending receipt of and determination
on applications for renewal, In no event later than Jan, 1.

WQBC, Vloksburgt present license further extended' tempo-
rarily, pending'' receipt of and determination on application
for rene'wal. In no event later than Jan. 1^

Monfana: JCPFA, Helena, license extended on a temporary
basis only, pending receipt of and determination of renewal
application, .In no event later than Jan. 1.

New York: WVFW, Paramount Broadcasting Corp., Brook-

SET FOR HEARING
Alabama: WMSD, Estelle P. Chapman and ilvbrett L. Chap-

man, Sheffield, transfer of control of the Muscle Shoala
Broadcasting Corp., licensee of WMSD, to W. M. Llddon.

Illinois; A Corensen, doing business as £lgln Broadcasting
Association, Elgin, new station to be operated on IGOO kc
with 100 watts days only; W9XAA, Chicago Federation of
Ijabor, Chicago, voluntary assignment of license to Radio
Service Corp. of Utah.
Indiana: Vtnciannos Newspapers, Inc., Vlnconnes, new sta-

tion to be operated on 1420 kc with 100 watts.
Minnesota: WDQT. Dr. George W. Toung, Innoapolls,

change time of operation from limited to unll Ited (to be
heard before Commlsh),
New Jersey: WSNj, Brldgeton, make changes in transmit-

ting equipment and increase power from 100 watts days only
to 100 watts nights, 260 watts days.
North Carolina: Publlx Bamford Theatres, Ino., AshevUle,

new station to be operated on 1480 ko with 1 kw, using di-
rectional antenna system nights.
Utah: WOXAA, Radio Service Corp. of Utah, Salt Lake

City, construction permit for International Broadcast stationWOXAA which requests change of transmitter Bite from Chi-
cago to Saltalr, Utah, make changes In' equipment and In
crease power from BOO watts to 10 kw, A-S emission.

Virginia: WGH, James W. Baldwin, Newport News, trans-
fer of control of the Hampton Roads Broadcasting Corp,, li-
censee of WGH, to the Dally Press, Inc.

NEW APPUCAHONS
Horlda: St. Petersburg Chamber of Commerce, St. Peters-

burg, new relay broadcast station (experimental), to be
operated on 31100, 34600, 37600 and 40600 kc, with 2 watts,

IlUnolB: WDAN, Northwestern Publishing Co., Danville,
change hours of operation from days to unlimited, power
from 100 watts to 100 watts nights, 250 watts days.
Kansas: WREN, Lawrence, Install directional antenna for

night use, move transmitter locally.
Michigan: WBCM, Bay City, authority to transfer control

of corporation from James E. Davidson to Harley D. Peet,
3332 shares common stock.
North Carolina; WRAL, Raleigh, authority to transfer con-

trol of corporation from H. E. Satterfield and E. O. Marsh-
burn, to A. F Fletcher, 56 shares common stock, and per-
mission to Install new transmitter.
Ohio: The Crosley Radio Corp., blanket request to change

corporate nam? to The Crosley Corp. In a dozen applications
from Cincinnati and Mason stations.
Fennaylvanla: W8XPH, KQV Broadcasting Co.. Pittsburgh,

equipment changes reduced power to 2 watts; WFBG, Galbe
Broadcasting Co., les.?ee, Altoona, change hours of operating
from sharing with WJAC, Johnstown, to unlimited (con-
tln.^ent on WJAC'b application for unlimited time),
Texas: KAND, Corslcana, change hours of operation from

days to unlimited, with 100 watts, nights. 250 watts days,and make equipment changes; WACO. KTSA broadcasting
Co,, Waco, voluntary assignment of license to Frontier Broad-
casting Co., Inc.

'Vermont: WCAX, Burlington Dally News, Inc., Burlington,
voluntary assignment of license from Burlington Dally News
Inc., to Vermont Broadcasting Corp.

WOV CURBS BLURBS

Not Over 20% of'Time Can Be 'Used

for Commercial

Foreign language station WO'Vt
N. Y., will, after January 1, limit

all announcements on commercial
programs. New ruling stipulates that

only 20% ol broadcast time may be
devoted to annpuncements. Hereto-
fore spieling tended to run riot, as

with majority of foreign stations.

Effective in same date, spot an-
nouncements will be limited to 20

seconds. Card rate of $7.50 per spot

will prevail with no discounts al-

lowed for quantity.

Manhattan Soap renewed Norman
Nesbitt's newscast on KHJ (Los An-
geles) -for another 13 weeks. Sweet-
heart soap is plugged.

THE O'NEILLS'
By JANE WEST

NOW RADIOS MOST POPULAR

FAMILY BRINGS YOU MORE

AUGHTER JeARS ^nd [-j EART-THROBS

Presented by Ivory Soap 99" : pure

IICTEM TWICE DAILY
.I^ ICVV NBC Red Network, 12:15 to 12:30 P.M. EST

IM ' WABC— 2:15 to 2:30 P.M. EST
IN • « COAST TO COAST

Dir. COMITON AUVERTJRINO AtJENCX

MGT<, ED WOLF—RKO BLDG.. NEW YORK CITY

Vertical Unionization

Pends at Philadelphia

Station Through ACA

Philadelphia, Nov. 29.

American Communications Asso-
ciation, CIO, negotiating contracts
for engineers in the three outlets

here and for the entire, staff in an-
other. Termers for the panelmen
are under discussion for renewal- at
WFIL, WIBG and WIP. WFIL's old
contract has already expired and
the new one is expected to be inlced
later this week.

Industrial-type pact to cover all

employees — except knob-twisters,
who have a contract of their own

—

is being negotiated at WPEN, All
the station employees, including
everything from janitors to phone
operator, are CIO members. With
the expiration of the announcers'
contract, ACA is negotiating the new
one to take in the other employees,

STARK, LOYSEN OFF WHAM
Rochester, N. Y., Nov. 29.

Lew Stark and Ken Loysen, an-
nouncers, have resigned from
WHAM staff. Stark, who was chief
announcer and director of educa-
tional, programs, becomes a partner
in Ad Art Products, newly-organized
^rm. He had been with WHAM 11
years. Loysen, tenor singer and staff
traffic manager, joined station eight
years ago.

Homer Bliss,
. realty salesman and

announcer on the Realty House pro-'
gram, joins WHAM as full-time an-
nouncer. Tom Murray takes over
traffic manager duties and Studio
Manager Jack Lee handling Stark's
duties temporarily.

Lester Linsk heads radio depart-
ment,df A & S Lyons, in Hollywood,
on mbveover from Rockwell-O'Keefe.

ARTICULATE JOURNALISTS

Buffalo Newspapermen Break Oat
Verbally On Radio

RIPLEY TO TOP

WTRYJROY, STAFF

™>,r „ Troy. N. Y., Nov. 29.
WTRY, Troy's first commercial,

will establish two studios and busi-
ness offices in the Proctor theatre
building. As one of the station group
controlled by Harry C. Wilder
WTRY vfiW operate between 7 am!
and 6 p,m,, with Pred Ripley, now
v.p. and commercial manager of
WS'YR, as general manager.

Construction of the transmitter are
being .held up pending decision by
the Federal Communications Com-
mission on the application of WOKO
and WABY, Albany, and WCSH,
Portland, Me., for 'a rehearing iQf the
WTRY assignment. Wilder has^i^r.
James L. Meader president of Rus-
sell Sage Women's College in on his
Troy venture as a stockholder and
the station's educational setup.

Yellow Cab's BaByhoo

San. Francisco, Nov. 29..
Sponsorship of Mutual's 'Famous

Jury Trails' by Yellow Cab of Cali-
fornia on stations KFRC here and
KHJ in Los Angeles is being plugged
in display ads, cab stickers and leaf-
lets. The ads are being placed In six
bay. region dailies and five papers in
Los Angeles and Hollywood on the
day of the broadcast,. Wednesday.
The stickers are spotted on the
division glass behind the. driver in
cabs In the vicinity of the two sta-
tions. Some 85,000 copies of a leaf-

let calling attention to the weekly
program are being distributed to
homes.
Yellow Cab has signed for 26

weeks, through "the Rufus Rhoades
agency here. 'Famous Jury Trails'
originates in Mutual's New York
studios and is available for coopera-
tive sponsorship.

Another Negro Show
Philadelphia, Nov. 29.

More aiming at colored patronage
taking place here with start of an-
other Negro show on WPEN. Spon-
sored by Parisian Tailoring Co., it is

a revue with all Negro. talent and a
swing band made .up of Negro kids.

Aired on Sundays. WDAS also
making a bid for the colored audi-
ence with a whole string of shows
pointed that way.

WWL Now at 50 Kw.
New Orleans^ Nov. 29.

WWL, owned and operated by
Loyola University" increased its

power Sunday (28) from 10,000 to

50,000 watts.

CBS will dedicate special program
over coast-to-coast web on Nov. 30.

Buffalo, Nov. 29.

- Parade of newspapermen to the
microphones continues here. Carl
(Argus) Wall, who conducts a chat-

ter column on The Times, is now
doing two 15-minute spiels ^ week
on WGR, Cecil Gask, writer of an
international roundup pillar in the
News called 'The World Today' does
a bi-weekly air version over WEBR.

Charlie Bailey, Times sports
writer, does between rounds com-
ment on all the amateur fights on
WGR and subs for Sportcaster Roger
Baker whenever latter is away as,
for instance, during the forthcoming
New Orleans baseball parley.
Joe Cummiskey, news and sports

editor of the Times is doing sports
chatter on WKBW; Joe Wesp, assist-
ant city editor of the News is

WBEN's Ironic Reporter; Lance
Zavitz, News editorial writer, does
a broadcast 'Week in Review' for
WEBR; WBEN commentators Bill
Pitts and Cy King are veteran news-
men, and Roy Albertson, WBNY
chief, is a former political reporter.

CHEZ PAREE, CHICAGO
Met.: CLAYTON

TUMS VOCAL VARIETIES
WLW and NBC Red

Tues-Thurs., 7:15 P.M. EST

AVALON CIGAREHES
WLW and NBC Red

Saturday, 7 to 7:30 P.M. EST
EVERY OTHER WEEK

HARRY SOSNIK .

.

. . . MUSICAL DIRECTOR . . .

CHARLES BOYER-WOODBURY PLAYHOUSE
(ORIGINAL SCORE)

Sundays—9 P.M. EST—Jl|3C

JOE E. BROWN-POST TOASTIES
Saturdays—7:30 P.M. EST—CBS

5I.ANAGEMENT MCA
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COLLEaORS'
I OF

TflPiGiLmm
JtV »n Expensive Hobby

and Some Discs Ai-e Very

Hard to Buy Because

They Violate Copyright

TOSCANINI TOPS

With radio rapidly becoming a

vital factor in everyday life as well

as a medium of entertainment, a new
and growing hobby )s the collection

of recordings of noteworthy broad-

casts. Main drawbacks to the spread

of the fad is the expense involved

and the difficulty of obtaining the

recordings. Such collecting is at

.present limited principally to in-

siders.

Among the notable broadcasts that

provide collectors' items are the re-

cept Mars invasion dramatization by
Orson Welles, King Edward VIII's

abdication, the Hindenberg Zeppelin

explosion, Anthony Eden's address at

the English Speaking Union meeting,

last year's Ohio River flood and the

JNew England'hurricane. Others in-

clude descriptions of various sport-

ing events, such as prizefights, foot-

Iball games, tennis matches, world
series contests, etc. Also there are

many specialized musical programs,
including NBC's Toscanini series,

the CBS airing^ of the Sunday after-

noon Philharmonic orchestra con-
certs, Paderewski's recent piano re-

cital from Lausanne. and the Satur-
day afternoon Metropolitan Opera
performances, as well as various hot
swing selections and noteworthy ar-

rangements of popular tunes by
name bands.

In the Trade
Extent of such collecting is still

limited to a small circle, but has
been growing lately. As a rule most
of those doing the collecting are
broadcast officials and performers.
That does not take into consideration
the performers who obtain record-
ings of their own program's to cor-
rect possible 'errors or to use as
demonstrations of their work, but
refers merely to those who collect

transcriptions to play in their homes
for guests or other purely social

reasons.

In general, recordings of broad-
casts' are expensive, running any-
where from $10 for a ,15-minute
broadcast upwards. In cases of

bootlegged or pirated recordings of

big-name concert organizations, such
as the NBC symphony, the Philhar-
monic and the Metropolitan Opera,
the platters are exceptionally high
priced and difficult for the uniniti-

ated to obtain. Reason is that the
selling of such recordings is con-
trary to copyright law and might be
liable tq heavy, penalty. In general,,

therefore, only small fly-by-night
outflta are engaged in the business
and ihty operate very much on the
sneak. Only a limited number of
per^ns well known to such opera
tors can obtain the transcriptions,
even at the steep prices.
In the case' of .swing and similar

Don't Do It Again

Buffalo, Nov. 29.

A local announcer (who shall

be nameless here) was given
his two-weeks notice for miss-
ing a standby during a football

game. After a week had gone
by, execs decided to reconsider
the case and went into a huddle
to weigh the spieler's faults and
virtues. Payoff was that the
announcer was so worried over
the outcome of the conference
that he paced up and down the
hall—and missed another stand-
by.

He was reinstated anyhow.

dance transcriptions, it Is a question

where the law might apply. Prob-
ably almost every bandleader has
recordings of many of his own most
distinctive and most popular ar-

rangements anid certainly few of the

leaders would object to their rivals

obtaining their recordings as collec-

tors' items.

One of the most complete libra-

ries of sports broadcasts is believ«d

to be that owned by Ted Husing. It

includes every one of his sports
broadcasts of recent seasons, includ-
ing grid games, horse races, tracS:

meets, tennis matches, ball* games.
Spieler first studies «ach recording
to note and correct his mistakes, then
puts it in his home library for pos-
sible later social use.

Add: Radio Renewals
Kate Smith program has renewed

Abbott and Costella and Ezra Stone's
'Henry Aldrich' comedy series for

another 13 weeks. Another 13-week
renewal is- Agnes Ridgeway's 'Those
We Love' series for Pond's, with Nan
Grey.
Morris office agented all three.

Robinson Returns to WLW
Cincinnati, Nov. 29.

Bill Robinson rejoined the Crosley
fold last week as a salesman for
WSAI, replacing Major Harrison.
Since leaving here six years ago,

as a member of the WLW program
departnlent, Robinson was on the biz

staffs of stations in Wichita, Denver
and Fort Worth.

City-Owned Station Repeats Own

Version of a Rocket Invasion

Jam that CBS< got itself into over

its use of the news bulletin tech-

nique in the broadcast of H. G.

Wells' 'War of the Worlds' ap-

parently meant nothing to the pro-

ducers of a sketch on WNYC, New
York's municipally-owned station,

last Saturday afternoon (26). The

latter adopted the same device of

studding the dramatic narrative with
news flashes, with one of them going
so far as., to state that the 'president

and his cabinet are in special ses-

sion; we urge you to stay calm,' The
announcer also told about suicides

taking place all over the country.
Theme of WNYC's program was

similar. It dealt with the havoc
caused by an attack by rocketmen
from the planet Mars. Production
of the stanza, tagged 'The Story of

the Rocket/ was credited to the sta-

tion's Experimental Playhouse.'

Cuban Encore oa Mars

Havana, Nov. 29,

H. G. Wells' 'The War of the
Worlds' may start another war in

Cuba's broadcasting world unless
CMBC and CMK can get together
on which one should broadcast its

version of the script. Each outlet
has been advertising for over a week
that it will air the big boo ptogram
as soon as the proper sound effects

have arrived frpm the United States.

Cuban stations iieretofore have not
gone in heavily on sound effects.

Myron McC«rnilok, legit player, is

now a regular on Procter Sc

Gamble's new daily serial,' 'Central
City,* over NBC blue.

RequeBis for"It'a

About Time"
will be ailed *a

soon as possible.

In themeantime
write for "The
St. Louis Zone of

RadioInfluence."

Many of you Kayo received KWK's

booklet, "It's About Time". Extra

requests for it have required a

second pfrinting. Now, KWK is mail-

ing—"The St. Louis Zone of Radio

Influence". As "It's About Time"

presented an original analysis of

Metropolitan Audiences so "The

St. Louis Zone of Radio Influence"

is original and constructive with

Coverage Evaluation.

Some may think it presumptuous

that a single stdtibn originate stand-

ards. Truth in a business world is

never discovered as 'a hole in one.

Many must shoot at it and lliey must

stand on different tees.

Radio is between two ports. It will

remain there until an acceptable

system of reckoning emerges. It

would be good to be told thatKWK
has brightened the middle passage.

KUIK
THOMAS PATRICK INCORPORATED
HOTEL CHASE v SAINT LOUIS

ftepres«nfati've PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
M«w York Chicago Son Francisco
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Qiicago Hotel Strike Against

$100 Weekly Radio Service Fee

Looks Broken by Edgewater

Chicago, Nov. 29.

First break In the solid line of ho-

tels here against planking down $100

week as service charge tor radio re-

mote control pick-ups is the Edge-

water Beach hotel, which has broken,

away from the Hotel Association's

stand against radio broadcast and has

returned to the ether on WBBM.
Edgewater Beach is paying $100

weekly which the major stations set

as the prbper fee to reimburse 'em

for the expense of wires, engineer

and announcer each week.
Originally the hotels had signa-

tured to remain off the air until Jan.

15, which would have made it one

year from the date of the split be-

tween hotels and stations, but in a

quick huddle with Association execs

last week the Edgewater Beach hotel

made it clear that it would not wait

until that date.

Others to Follow?

Rest of the hotels are expected to

follow. Expected to clamber on the

band-wagon rapidly are the College

Inn of the Sherman, Gold Coast room
of Drake, Continental'room of Stev-

ens and "Walnut room of Bismarck.

Ilmplte room of the Palmer House
may continue a hold-out due to. the

general feeling among that hotel's

executives that they are giving radio

more than they are receiving from
radio by providing the transmitter

with a name band; and also 'hotel

.nitery was aiding to build up repu-

tations for bands which, would later

come back to the hotel and demand
•higher wages because of this

build-up.

It marks a great break for the mu-
sic publishers who had been consid-

ering closing down their Chicago of-

fices du6 to the lack, pf plug spots

in town. But with the hotels re-

opening to the ether with their top-

line orchestras it's Dixie again..

Orchestras also are once more
readying to accept hotel dates here.

Ifame bands had been turning down
local dates because of the lack of r^-

dio wires which they deemed more
important than the actual salary at-

tached to the Chicago engagements.

Band Bobkmgs

SEEK $100,000 FUND

Phllly Needs It to Offset Radio Rev-
enue Loss

Philadelphia, Nov. 29.

Philly Orch, seeking to raise $100,-

000 by contributions as a mainte-

nance fund, has $83,000 in the poke
so far with the end of the campaign
about 10 days away. It is expected
by Alfred Reginald Allen, manager,
to go well over the top.

Coin wiU be used to write off the

deficit. Campaign for funds w4s ne-
cessitated by the loss of the commer-
cial radio, contract this year, throw-
ing it 'way off balance. Allen is still

seeking a sponsor; hasn't given Up
hope yet

Non-HoofaUe

Band Sued By

BaDroom%.
Seattle, Nov. 29.

Freddie Fischer, individually and
his organization, the 'Schnicklefritz'

band are named defendants in a
$2,000 damage suit filed in local su-

perior court by John E. Savage of

the Trianon ballroom, the town's de
luxer where the novelty band played
engagement. May 9-21.

Action is novel indeed, Savage
claiming that the band was oke for

n&velty .with its bicycle "musical'

honks, etc., but couldn't play dauc^
tunes, so that, lie alleges, many
patrons had to be given back their

dough, and the ballroom had to do
heavy advertising after this engage-
ment- to lure back the regular cus-

tomers. The band was paid $1,666

for the period and the $2,000 is

demanded ' for loss of 'good will.'

Savage, says . there was' * misrepre-
sentation that the group was a
'dance, band.'

Band Reviews

'PA' TRESTER'S 'SCREWBALLS'

'Lasf^vinter^'the Schnickelfritzers,

then tmknown, took Minneapolis by
storm in a second-rate mtery here.

Now it's 'Pa' Trester's 'Screwballs'

who're the talk of the Twin Cities.

Holding forth in one of the lesser

neighborhood spots, they are packing

'em in nightly. Like the Schnickel-

fritzers, they breezed here, too, from
a small town, La Crosse. Wis.

It's a six-piece novelty band, which
garnishes its musical efforts with
good, clean hillbilly clowning and
old-time slapstick.

Band runs along more conventional
lines than Schnickelfritzers, with
whom they're being compared here-
abouts. Music is ordinary, but the
noisy comedy and the original num-
bers and arrangements are distinc-

tive. While the crew is limited in

numbers, it's still hot enough to suit

the most confirmed jitterbugs. Dan-
cers, however, usually stop to watch
the musicians when they cut up.

Specialty acts are spaced between
d&tlC6S«

Cleverest and funniest of the
'Screwballs' is tall, sharp-faced Roy
King, whose imitation of John Bar-
rymore singing 'Love in Bloom,' in

the Bing Crosby manner, and vocal
interpretation of 'Lo, the Gentle
Night-in-Gown' top the.applause-get-
ters, King, with the aid of the other
'Screwballs,' also scores with a
knockabout number, 'Three Shiftless

Drunks.' He does a takeoff on Tos-
canini directing the band, good for
much merriment. Band's best nov-
elty number is 'Rhapsody in Corn'
during which it indulges in wild
slapstick that cops laughs.
Park Rek isn't >a shirt-sleeve sort

of spot, like Midway Gardens, where
the Schnickelfritzers first gained at-
tention. Located in the midway dis-
trict of Minneapolis and. St. Paul, it's

a roomy, attractive spot with modern
decorations.

,
Seats several hundred.

RARLEM PLATGIRLS (11)
With Baby Briscoe
Apollo, New York
This is the answer to why there

aren't many all-girl bands. Doesn't
even have appearance. Music is

worse.
Girls are at their none-too-good

best when ballading. When they
tiy to swing it's plain sad. Numbers
"tgo imidentified but maybe it's for
the best, there's so'little fidelity..

Miss Briscoe, leader, uses heel
twirls' and Callowayesque hops in
effort to impress. Also changes to
white suit to dance and sing. Here,
as with her pianist who also tries to

sing, is failure. Hurl.

Leon (brother of. Louis) Prima
orch now at 20th Century Tavern,

Philly. Been doing one-niters and
working at El Rancho, Chester, Pa.

COLLEGE RHYTHM
The fourth, of a teries of articles on coUeflfiatc Uhes and dislikes m

regards modem dance vmuxc and dance bands. ^

The writers^ staff members of publications at their respective schools
have been asked by Vasietv to give the opinioii of the student body as a
whole rather then pass personal judgment. Neither has Variety given
further instructions as to what was to be said or how. These articles ap-
pear as the undergraduates have written them« with the expressed opinions
being their own.
Vairety publishes the series to give music men and band leaders a cross-

section of current undergraduate opinion on dance viusic and bands, *oith
the hope that it will be both informative and instructive. For what the
college group has to say about dance music is deemed important in the
trade.

Michael Zarin,Roney Plaza, Miami
Beaph, Dec. ,24; Lon Chassey, Holly-

wood Beach hotel,' Hollywood, Fla.,

Dec. 27, for fourth season; also Palm
Beach, Bi^tmore hotel for coming
winter season; all via Meyer Davis.

Carvel Craig out of Chez Paree,
Omaha, Neb,, Nov. 30. .

Carl 'Deacon' Moore, Crystal ball-

room, Louisville, Ky., Nov. 30.

Commanders, strollers, Monteleone
hotel. New Orleans, La., Nov. 30.

Lee Shelley, Hollywood Restau-
rant, N. Y., Dec. 2.

Art Mooney stays at Webster Hall
hotel, Detroit, 'till Jan. 3.

Ramona, Muehlebach hotel, Kan-
sas City, Dec. 31, two weeks.

Bill Bardp, Rivoli theatric, Muncie,
Ind., Dec. 15.

Seven Gentl^en, Merry Garden
ballroom, Chicago, Dec. 3.

Frank Trombauer, Nicollet hotel,

Minneapolis, Dec,' 3l.

Joe .Venuti, Belmont Plaza hotel,

N. Y., Dec. 13, eight weeks.
Raphael Font, Netherlands-Plaza

hotel, Cincinnati, Dec. 1. Diosa Cos-

telle, dancer, accomps.
Larry Clinton makes Vitaphone

short in New York, Dec. 21-22; com-
ing in from one-niter tour for War-
ner date.

Joe Candullo, Village Bam, N. Y.,

Nov. 28.

Jimmy Dorsey's opening at New
Yorker hotel, N. Y,, changed from
Jan. 24 to 10.

Maurie Sherman, Oriental Gar-

dens, ChicagOj, Dec. 2, three weeks,
Vsi Olman signed to Rockwell-

O'Keefe office.

Dick Himber readying tour of

Kemp's isouthern theatre time.

King's Jesters, Commodore Club,

Detroit, Dec. 31.

Biltmore Boys, Lamat hotel, Hous-

ton, Tex., Dec. 11..

Jimmie Joseph orchestra, Firenze

restam-ant, N. Y.

Inside Stuff-Music

Famous Music Corp. and Paramount Pictures yesterday (Tuesday) filed

its answer to the infringement suit which Harms, Inc., has brought against

them in the N. Y. Federal court in connection with the tune, 'Says My
Heart.' The co-defendants stated that the latter, song, which was in the

iUm, 'Cocoanut Grove,* was an original composition, but that the number.

Tell Me More,' which, Harms charged, had been infringed upon,' was a

lift from other, copyrighted works and music in the public domain. The
late George Gershwin wrote and published 'Tell Me More' in 1925, while

Burton Lane did the melody of 'Says My Heart.' One source cited by
Paramount in defense is Franz Lehar's 'Merry Widow' waltz, which is in

the public domain in this country, but a. bona fide copyright in most
countries of Europe.

With the consent of Harms, Inc., Judge Samuel Mandelbaum in the N. Y.'

federal court last week granted the request of the Famous Music Corp.

that it be shown just wherein the melody of 'Says My Heart' infringes on
'T611 Me More.'

Harms is'^suing for an accounting .of the profits on both the song and
the filmusical.

Negotiations for a new songwriters' standard contract may be resumed
in another week. Publishing industry gives indication of yielding to the
viewpoint of John Schulman, counsel for the Songwriters Protective Asso-
ciation, that the other side prove that it is* serious about seeking a solution

of the problem by introducing some publishers at the conference table.

Present proposal calls focrthe appointment of three publishers and three
SPA pfficipls to conthme the negotiations which so far have been con-
ducted mainly by lawyers and paid executives of the Music Publishers
Protective Association.

Music Sales Holding Corp., distributing channel for the Warner Bros,
publishing firms, intends to cut out the discounts allowed for 100-copy lots,

beginning with the first Of 1939.

Combine has come to the realization that the buying edge allowed doesn't
further net sales; since the dealers continue to take adantage of their re-
turn privileges when they fail to dispose of the entire 100' copies.

VASSAR

Earl Mellen opened two-Week en-

gagement Friday (25) at Bill Green's
Casino, Pittsburgh. He'll be fol-

lowed Dec. 9 by Ray Herbeck, who
recently closed three-month run at

Willows, Pitts, roadhouse.

Suit brought by Mrs. Mel B. Kaufman, as the executor of the estate of
her husband, against the Sam Fox Publishing Co., is slated to come up in
the N. Y. federal court in two weeks. Action is based on a claim for back
royalties. Among the tunes involved are 'Meow,' 'Magnolia,' 'Stop It' and
'Pack Me Up in Your Heart.'

Max Mayer has acquired the publication and other rights to 15 of Mme.
Manna-Zucca's compositions and assigned them to his Paull-Pioneer Pub-
lishing Co. He also got the renewal rights. ;

Numbers include 'The Butcher, the Baker; the Candlestick Maker,* 'Two
Little Shoes,' 'Cry of the Woman' and 'Those Days Gone By.'

By Barbara Allen, '39

(Vassar 'Miscellany News')

A smart girl today still likes swing, but can take it or leave it alone.
The universal vote for the Prom orchestra is no. longer a despairing 'Good-
man—if we could only get him!' . There are now also loud calls for Chick
Webb's drums, for the straight dansapation of' Hal Kemp, and the semi-
sweet Crosby.
Most college girls learn their orchestras via radio and vie; try them out

In the flesh on the better weekends. The one rule is: it's the band that
counts, and nothing else. Ritzy night clubs can rig up all the atmosphere
of Arabian nights, or the year 2000, or anything their little promotionist
hearts desire, but they won't draw the college crowd unless they oiler a
top-name leader and his cats.

Here are a lew of the yeses and no's in today's bands: Larry Clinton
(when he was at the oh so gay International Casino), any emphatic 'yes'

unless he's playing his own stuff; Louis Armstrong, "yes' for the trumpet,
'no' for the rest of his arrangements, B. Goodman, 'yes' for true swing
lovers, but there's too much brass in- a lot of the arrangements, making
them sound pretty crude for the real 'King of Swing,' and. he does en^
tirely too many - straight numbers with little attempt at arrangement of
any sort. A first chorus, begin again, second chorus, anyone can do, and
Goodman's not much better at it than any local dance band.

College girls have their own pet loves in special features and vocalists-
like Fats Waller at the piano, Mildred Bailey's vocals with Red Norvo,
Artie Shaw's clarinet. That boy Shaw is coming on fast; he's packing
them in these Aights, and his records, cpming slowly but getthig better,

.are new best sellers.

Most of the real swing gals around here don't care for the slightly sick

•sweet swing* of Kyser, Barron and 'Swing and Sway' Kaye. Too little

originality and too much lukewarm sugar music makes all three pretty
schmaltz.

Vocalists

Aside from the swing angle—^which still holds the center of the stage—
there are plenty of 'sweet" vocalists that draw crowds of languishing
wenches around the victrola. Biggest current.' favorite is Jean Sablon,

singer of whimsical French ditties and love songs. He's been imported,
now appears regularly on the air and also records for Victor.. Maxine
Sullivan and Connie Boswell keep high in popularity too.

If a girl with a dig date, yes,' a moneyed date, and her own choice of

entertainment, can't lea^ him to the New Yorker for Tommy Dorsey or,

say, to the erratic Raymond Scott at Le Mirage (since closed at this spot)

she's just as apt to end up at the Roosevelt with Lombardo. Almost all

the swing connoisseurs blush to admit they enjoy a straight and simple

'dance orchestra,' but as a background for a date that's going off well,

conversation and real dancing, Lombardo still can't be beat.

Don't play around with Richard Himber, who keeps getting listed in

swing journals somehow. He maybe a Studebaker champion, but he drips

as music. The same goes for Duchin, who is slipping badly as a college

favorite. His piano is as good as ever, but he can't get away from an old

guard, and pretty bad, orchestra.

Growing:' Favea
Orchestras with growing popularity via good jive recordings are Count

Basie, Krupa and De Lange. The last, split off from the team of Hudson
and De .Lange, has been putting out good stuff. And Count Basie draws
the nickels in drugstores near the big college campuses.
Xavier Cugat has always had his following, a steady bunch who come

back for the Insidious rhythm year after year. The really topnotch waxes
he's been making for Victor of sultry Cuban music have increased the
clique noticeably.
Sidney Bechet, noted by Hugues Panassie of 'Le Jazz Hot' Panassies,

as one of the three greatest hot men of all times, sells revivals like I've
Found a New Baby' and 'Maple Leaf Rag' for Victor. He'd be sure to
draw weekending jitterbugs if they could get at him conveniently, but
the kids don't kno.w where he plays.
Fewer coUege girls picking a night spot for a best date these days just

follow the crowd. There are still plenty huddling around Goodman, but
losing Krupa's one-man sh9w decreased the worshippers a bit. Al Dona-
hue can't get them to the Rainbow Room the way Noble's *let's-hold-hands*
music used to. And these days they like Bunny Berigan CI Can't Get
Sta-arted with You') about as well as aristocratic. T. Dorsey.
Everyone has his own favorite, but the favorites show more variety

than they used to a few years ago, when most bands were judged only as
relatively good or bad imitations of Goodman, Dorsey, or, for the other
side of the pictiu-e, Lombardo.
All of us like to take our swing as art, so most college girls of our ken

are rather annoyed than pleased by the flood of. 'hot clubs' and 'collegiate
swingsters' that are just too rah-rah for words. No sloppy arrangements
get credit just because they're 'hot,' and we don't go much for the jitter-

bug' stuff of going wild whenever a trumpet sounds and someone hits a
drum in 6/8 time.
But we love the stuff Just the same and watch the college crowds in the

New York night spots. It may be art, but it certainly is a fast-moving art
(Next week: Penn State)

Phono Network

(Continued from page 27)

osition of free recordings for these
same users.

Details of the agreement with the
NPN were shrouded in secrecy by
the AFM's home office. Weber won't
be back from his vacation In Cali-
fornia for another month. It was
pointed out at the AFM headquar-
ters that the NPN is barred from
making its own recordings and that
such work must be done by firms
holding licenses from the federation.

Similar repercussions on the
AFM's action toward the National
Phonographic Network is expected
from broadcaster sources, since it is

understood that the NPN proposes to
go after various national accovuits in
addition to liquor business.
John Griffith, head of the NPN,

ran into a snag, with the Music Pub-
lishers Protective Association several

weeks ago when he sought to get a
licensing agreement from it. Griffith

insisted upon being quoted a price

and he was eventually informed that

his recordings would have to be
treated as transcriptions and that he
would have to pay the established

transcription fee, which Is 25c. per

spotting. His answer was that the

quotation was not satisfactory.

Griffith's next move was to solicit.

Tin Pan Alley writers for unpub-

lished and uncopyrighted manu-

scripts, ottering to pay royalties as

and when used. He got one such

number fronji Charles Tobias, a high

rating member of the American So-

ciety of Composers, Authors and

Publishers. Tobias later learned

that under his contract with the So-

ciety he was barred from assigning

elsewhere any rights to his works in-

volving public performance for

profit
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IS Best Slieet Mnsk Sellers

(Week endino Nov. 26, 1938)

Uy Beverie Robbins

Two Sleepy People Famous

AU Ashore . Shapiro

•Heart and Soul Famous
Lartbeth Walk Mills

•jjy Own > Robbing

I've Got a Pocketful of Dreams Santly

While a Cigaret Was Buminf ABC
Summer Souveiirs Bregman

You Must Have Been a Beautiful Baby Remick

Sixty Seconds Got Together Santly

Who Blew Out the Flam*? .Feist

•J
When I Go A-Drcamin' Lincoln

. Mexican Rose Cole

Change Partners , .Berlin

> Indicates fllmusical song. t indicates stag9 production song.

the others are pops.

Federal Trade Conumsli Passes

By the Music Biz in 1938 Report

Washington, Nov. 29.

Mystery over the music publish-

ing industry's trade conference -with'

the Federal Trade Commission deep»

ened today with release of FTC's
annual r^ort, which bore no refer-

ence to the plight of Tin Pan Alley-

ites who met over a year ago with

federal authorities. Huddle over re-

establlshment of a voluntary code,

patterned -after the old NRA agree-

ment, was held in October, a year

ago—but so 'far no indication as to

what the Feds are doing to aid

gong -publishers in reshviffling of

trade, practices and abolition, of song
plugging.

While commish reported satisfac-

tory conclusion of practice pacts

with the rayon industry, house dress

ind wash frock manufacturers and
nine other businesses far removed
Item music trade, and furtlier listed

pniding proceedings involving don-

Uibn which arc 'national in scope and
Importance,' no mention made of
song publishers. Outcome .of pre-

liminary conferences which were at-

tended by top-shots in the trade
nearly .14 months ago has been
shrouded in secrecy since that time.

Vagn*
. Repeated inquiries have -brought
forth the barest facts; such .as oc-
cunenee «f-« temporary halt follow-
ing the proceedings to permit an un-
named music industry representa-

to be heard by the negotiator in

cttfge after the conferences ceased.
l<o due as to whether the uniden-
tified publisher ever showed up, but
later .^inswers to queries always -met
with reply that matter was 'under,

consideration' or 'before the com-
mission.'

Co-operation in the formulation
Of a proposed voluntary code for
ttime-smiths was u n a n 1 mously
pledged at the 1937 meetings, with
majority of representatives of lead-
ing music publishing companies
agreeing that the practice of song-
plugging, or kicking in with bonuses
to band leaders and other maestros
who were in a position to have cer-
tain numbers repeated continuously,
should be stopped.

BONUS TIME

X. C. Slein East for MCA's Annual
Divvy

When J. C. Stein, prez of Music
Corp. of America, makes a visit to
New York around this time, it means
tne usual thing—lining up Xmas
bonuses for the organization. Now
that the N.Y. office has displaced
Chicago as the No. 1 spot, what
with the advertising agency income
to radio and bands, tlie eastern
branch of all eight offices, is the top
gtosser. Stein himself headquarters
at the Beverly Hills office which he
^ personally trying to develop.
Billy stein, MCA v.p., has gone

^ck to Chi.

Two key men in the organization,
'«rl Kramer and Sonny Werblein
Me seriously 111. Latter will be out
01 the running until Jan. 1, having
™t yet fully recovered from a re-
cjnt operation. Kramer, of the Chi
^HJ«. has been a victim of rhcu-
™atic fever end will go with Stein
Pfck to the Ck)a«t to seek his health
»n the warmer climate.

f*^£l** Newman writing the scoretw Walter Wanger'g 'Trade Winds.'

Buzzell Appointed

Samuel Jesse Buzzell was named
counsel for the Professional Music
Men, Inc., at a meeting of the or-

ganization last week.
He succeeds Reuben . Caidin, who

helped found the association. Caidin
has been ill for some time.

INIOM
London, Nov. 17.

Music publishers are on the war
path again, -and it is the old trouble,

'Special Arrangements.' This Is a

charge imposed by band maestros

who broadcast, charghig as high «s

$^5 for special arrangements per one

or two numbers. Gag has been go-

ing the rounds for years, with the

British Broadcasting Corp. shutting

its ears to all squawks.

But situation has now become
much .more serious. Publishers have
found certain others who went even
worse by paying for 'arrangements*
to certain orchestra leaders with the
amingemehfs.actually being done by
the publishers themselves. BBC
has been furnished with these facts.

Position at present is that either
the BBC put a stop to the entire
ramp or the Society of Popular
Music Publishers will cease to func-
tion.

ACCORD NEAR ON

COPYISTS UNION

Committees representing the Music
Publishers Protective Association and
the New York musicians union have
got together on the terms of a new
agreement for arrangers, copyread-
ers and copyrights. All remaining
now is .the ratifying action of the
MPPA's board of directors and the
local's executive board. •

Only q^uestion still open is the run
of the contract Pubs are asking for
three years, while the negotiating
group for the union suggest that it

be for two years.

Music Notes

Lew Pollack and Walter Bullock
wrote four songs for 'Blue Skies'

at 20th-Pox.

Gos Kahn ^nd Harry Warren
turned in This Night Will Be My
Souvenir,' to be sung in 'Honolulu.'

PoweU, Schuster, Witcup
Fonii Publishing Firm

Teddy Powell, Ira Schuster and
Leonard Whitoup have formed their
own publishing firm. Powell's "Sing-
ing in the Saddle' will be their first

release. Powell was Abe Lyman's
librarian and Schuster was former-
ly part of Schuster-Miller, Inc.

Threesome will make Harry Ten-
ney's office their headquarters for
the time being.

PuUsbers Must Sue to Stop

Phonograph Companies Saks

To Coin-Operated Machines

American News'

Music Iry WiAs

UndJanuai^

American News Co.'s esperiment

on retailing sheet music through its

newspaper, stationary and tobacco

store outlets has been put off imtil

the second week in January. Disr

tributor explained to. Walter Doiig-

las, chairman of the Music Publish-

ers Protective Association, Issi week
that it would be unwise to undertake

any such innovation at this time as

the dealers require all available

space for the display of Christmas

cards, toys and whatnot

.Spots picked for' the experiment
are those served out of the ANC's
Hartford, Conn., branch. It may in-

volve as many as 300 stores.

Placements will start off with 25
song numbers. So as to avoid any
charge of favoritism the MPPA It-,

self will select -the tunes. These will

be based o^ the lists of best sellers

pluA scrutiny of the week's conypila-

tion of the most played songs;.

'ADELINE' CASE VS.

WB IS CALLEDm

Charles Ross and Dorcas Cochran
sold their song, 'All for You,' to
Monogram for the picture, 'Tough
Kid.'

Irvinr Berlhi is publishing 'Blos-

soms in the Moonlight,' written by
Edward Kay and Ned Washington
lor Monogram's 'Gangster's Boy.'

Joe McKlemsn's ditty, 'Hi There,
Duke,' defied for *Duke of West
Point,' will be published by L. Wolfe

' Gilbert

Harry Armstrong called off his

$600,000 infringement suit against
Warner Bros., and the lattcr's pub-
lishing subsid, M. Witmark & Son, in
N. Y. supreme court last week af*

ter obtaining a settlement of his

claim. Discontinuance occurred just

as the case was going to triaL

Armstrong had charged that War-
ner Bros, had made use of his com-
position, 'Sweet Adeline,* in a -fihtt-of

the same title without any satis-

factory-arrangements for him and biis

co-writer, Richard E. Girard. ' In
writer circles the action was re->

garded as a test of the right of a pro>
ducer-controUed publishing house to

grants its parent coroporatlon
chronization rights without taking
primer care of the authors!' ri^bits.

Jack Millt' Operation
Jack Mills, head of Mills Music,

Inc., is recovering from an (^ration
performed at Mt Sinai hospital,

N.Y., last Wednesday (23).

It was his appendix.

Panassie May Lecture

Philadelphia, Nov. 29.

Lecture by Hugues Panassie,

French swing expert, has been ten-
tatively set for next Monday night
<5) in the foyer of the Acadraiy of
Music here if sufficient guarantee
can be put up. It is being set by
Larry Mallory, who is in charge of

the "hot record dei>artment' at ttie

H. Royer Smith- Co., phonograph
dealers here,

Mall^ry is a personal friend of
Panassie and doing the thing strictly

on his own hook. It is part of a plan
to aid the French jive specialist to
remain in this country as long as
possible. Author of TiO Jazz Hotf
would like to stay until Jan. 15 if it

is financially possible.

IMONSTIFF

ON DISCS

St Louis, Nov. 29.

Jurisdictional conflict between the

IBEW, Local No. 1 and the Team-
sters' Union over what disposition to

make of drivers who deliver and

connect automatic phonographs will

be submitted to the meeting of the
Executive Council of AFL when it

meets next February in Miami, ac-

cording to Hugh McTigue. prez of the
Independent Phonograph .sOperatorz'

Assn. Pending AFL action McTigue
said he has requested representative
of the Furniture and Piano Movers'
local to reconsider their decision to

picket niteries and taverns where
phonographs delivered by other than
union drivers are operated.

McTigue's assn. has favored* its

drivers joining ibe teamsters* tmion
while a rival assn. of operators, the
international Assn. of Automatic
Phonograph Owners whose head-
quarters are said to be in Chicago,
has a closed shop agreement with
the KBEW. <Arthur Schadiag, i»usi-

ness agent of the local IBEW, was
gunned to death several weeks ago.)

Waring'« Agency
Waring Mixer Co'P'r controlled by

Fred Waring, band leader, bas
placed its advertising aocoimt with
the Campbell-Ewald Co., New York.
It's an electric contraption, whose
specialty is mixing drinks.

Waring's makes the first instance
of a radio performer engaging an
ad agency to work for him. Agency
for his present sponsor. Groves Lab-
oratories, is Stack-Goble.

Phonograph record manufacturers
and the music publishing industry
have brought the issue over coin-

machine rights closer than ever to
the court Former last week gave the

pubs no alternative for forward ac-
tion other than bringing a test suit

when they rejected a new license

form which limits the sale of the wax
product to home use. Rather than
sulHnit to this restrictikm the record
manufacturers have dected to take
advantage of the compulsory pro-
visions of the copyright law. They
will give the copyright owners ^-
rect notice of intent to use and pay
the full 2c royalty ias required under
the law.
By accepting the revised form as

submitted by Harry Fox, as dgent
and trustee for the pubs, . the ^isc
makers would be automatically en-
joined from selling records made
under this license to the operators of
coin machines and radio stations.

Royalty for home uses would remain,
at l^^tc per number. In exercising
the compulsory provisions of the
law. whidt obviates the need for
getting a license once a copyrigbted
number is made available for .rc-

cordmg to anyone, tiie manufacturers
must pay their royalties every 30 or
45 days. *They also lose out on the
10% breakage privily allowed them
under the direct licensing arrange-
ment. Pubs in effect will be getting
twice as much as they used to.'

Counsel for the Music Publishers
Protective Assocfatipn were in proc-
ess yesterday (Tuesday) of drafting
a letter of warning to band leaders
and vocalists Avho do phonograph
record work. This letter wiU ad-
vise such artist» that they juust re-
frain from using special arrange-
ments of works controlled' by the
attached list of publidicrs for re-
cording purposes unless permission
for such usage has been obtained
from the c^^right owner. Tkm ao-
tice will quote from tho copyright
law -the provision Which gives the
copyright owner the eacdusive right
to^ arrange his work.

It is Understood that the publish-
ers' next move will be to nol^ tine

phonograph record companies that
they must not rearrange any of the
new copyrighted. Gompositloii, even
if they elect to exercise the compul-
isoiy Uecnsing ^provisions of -the

copyright law. It is also understood
that Harry fox, of tlie MPPA, will
be authorized to do all the collect^'

dng of royalties -from companies that
have adopted the compdlsOry statute

method Of licensing.

Nebraska Telk Balrooms to Consult

Own Lawyers on ASCAP Payments

Lincoln, Nov. 29.

Deluge of letters from dance
operators in Nebraska is hitting the
desk of the attoriiey general here
asking the status of the ASCAP test

case and what to do about paying as-

sessments for the year being made
against them by ASCAP. Nebraska's
legislature made ASCAP a violation

of laws pertaining to restraint of

trade and a combination whose
operation is subject to fine of $5,000

in each instance, but ASCAP filed for

an injunction to bring the case to a
test, and the injunction was granted.

Attorney general's office has been
advising all penmen to get in touch
with their own attorneys on matter
of payment of ASCAP assessments,
saying It is not within the scope of

the office to advise anyone since the
injunction stops them from enforce-
ment of the state law and any move
otherwise might be considered con-
tempt of court and prejudicial to the
state's case.

Assistant attorney general Barlow
Nye said he believed the trial will

start sometime in December.

Charges IHoon' Eclipsed

In 606 SuH Vs. Warners

Los Angeles, Nov. 29.

Lou Herscher and Robert Wolf

Gilbert have filed suit for $60,000

damages, charging illegal suppression

of their song, 'Garden of the Moon,'
in favor of a tune with the same title

written by Al Dubin, Johnny Mer
cer and Harry Warren.

Defendants are Warners, Harms,
InCn Music Publishers Holding Corp.,

Dubin. Mercer, Warren and Jean
Herbert. Plaintiffs claim Harms,
Inc., a Warner subsidiary, refused to

carry out an agreement to publish
their song since the studio purchased
the story and assigned three of its

own Writers to do the title tune.

Walter Denaldsen wrote 'Time
Changes Everything But Love' for
Jeanette MacDonald in Metro's
'Broadway Serenade.'

imiS ACQUIRES

NON-ASCAP SONGS

Mills Music, Inc.t has acquired the
publishing and other rights of the
various catalogs developed by the
late Harry J. Lincoln, Philadelphia
publisher-writer. Companies in-

volved in the transfer, which in-

cludes the renewal rights, are the
Vandersloot Music Publishing Co.'
and the U. S. Music Publishing Co.
Purchase is in line with Jack Mills*

decision of a year ago to extend his
operations into the standard field.

Lincoln* who arranged and printed
his own publications, was' never a
member of the American Society of
Composers, Authors and Publishers.
Catalog includes the Repasp March,
which has sold several million cop^s^
^e 'Garden of Dreams' and 'Silent

Confession.'

Kapp to West Coast
Jack Kapp, head of the Decca

Record Co., is spending three weeks
on the west coast- He left last Fri-
day (25).

RCA Victor's recording manager,
Eli Qberstein, who made a flying trip

to Hollywood a day later (26), is due
back in New York next Monday (5).

D£ LAITGE'S H. 7. HOm SPOT
Eddie De Lange's orchestra, which

opened the new Jack White Band-
box, New York, recently, is ne.§ot'at-

ing to go into a N. Y. hotel spot Wil-
liam Morris agency is handling the
dickering.

The Bandttox brings in Jimmle
Lunceford^S band Nov. 30. Latter
was recently at the Kit Kat Club,
New Yorlc
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Rain or Threat Marred 19 of 36 Nights

Cincy Zoo Opera Neverthelesi Had Okay Season

—

Small Capacity Hurts

Cincinnati, Nov, 29.

This burg's summer opera season

tor 1938 was the most successful so

far, yet it resulted in a deficit of

$12,914, which is 79% of the guaranty

fund. So reported Oscar F. Hild,

president, and Edgar Friedlander,

treasurer, of the Cincinnati Summer
Opera Association in statement Sat-

urday.

Figures showed operating expenses

of $83,97&and an income from ticket

sales; a - touring . , engagement and
libretto sales of $68,814, plUs $4;249

for broadcasting rights, An increase

of $8,000 in operating costs over 1937

was due to 'generally higher. labor

costs ^nd iise of many artists of out*

standing reputation,' aftd loss of

revenue from program advertising,

amounting to $3,300, because of be-

lated decislpn to hold the 1038 sea-

son, were cited in the report.

Rain, or threat of rain, cut down
attendance oil 19 of the 36 nights,

causing -an estimated loss of $6i000,

according to the teport

Hild, who is head of the local mu-
sicians' unipn, critized the small

HTHE HOUSE OF
10 0 0 HITS

Presenit

WHAT DO YOU KNOW
ABOUT LOVE

FORGET rYOU CAN

Watch Out For
Amm pLQSE SAlilNO

•nd

^K^O AND HIS YIOIIN

as w*ll as new announcsments
In this fpact .

avsry wtski

capacity of the Zoo theatre, which
seats 1,200. His statement also

stressed the need- of earlier assur-

ance of 'a modest guaranty fund' .for

success of the enterprise in the

future.

REY QUITS HEDT ORCH;

KING SIS' EXIT, CAUSE

Pittsbturgh, Nov. 29.

Alyino Rey, steel-guitar player .and.

!a fixture with' rioriure Heist's baiid

for last five years, quit Heidt here
la^t week' at close of latter's engage-
ment at the Stbnley. Friction is

said to have' resulted when~ thtee
King sisters, one of whom is Mrs.
Rey, Jeft Heidt recently. Latter
were replaced by Steel Sisters,

Wheeling,. W. Va., radio act

Rey has made no plans for the fu-

ture and Heidt doesn't exf>ect to re-

place 'hint immediately. Band has
twoi more weeks of stajge work be-

fore Teturing to Biltmore hotel, New
York, Dec. 15 for the winter. Heidt's

radio commercial for Alemite, which
he has been doing since 1934, fades

from the networks lat&'next month.
Outfit is dickering for a new spon-
sor.

Mystery Telephone Rings

During Thomas Recital

St. Louis, Nov. 29.

During the recital of John Charles
Thomas, baritone, in the opera*:house
of the Municipal Auditorium last

week the intermittent tinkling of a
telephone was ' heard' by the cus-

tomers. Crix of local rags ' made
reference to 'the mysterious noise
and after Manager James E. Darist

of the auditorium was unable to find

it he detailed a -crew of six juicers

to solve the mystery.

After a 'tliree-hour hunt they
found that a telephone-had bera in-

stalled'by a^ raditf £itatidn for use in
connection with a program broad-
cast from the; ;$tage the night be*
fore ahd-ii^i^$i' liii^l^^ when
the progi'i^M^v^^<^ilci^^

A Smash HitI

MY REVERIE
By Larry Clinton

Gordon and Revel's Latest Song Sensation 1

THANKS FOR EV'RYTHINO
20th Centyry-Fox Picture, "Thanks for Eyerythi

From the New Universal Picture, "That CeYtbin Age"

MY OWN
By Jimmy McHugh and Harold Adamson

The Newest Ballad Song Smash I.

AFTER LOOKING AT YQU
By Al HofFman, Al Goodhart and Maiiny Kurtz

20th Century-Fox Picture, "Just Around The Corner"

THIS IS A HAPPY LITTLE DITTY
By Walter Bullock and Hdrold Spina

The Year's Greatest Novelty Hitl

WHERE HAS MY LITTLE DOG GONE?
By Al Feldman

ROBBIMS MUSIC COIiPORATIOK

Network Plugs. 8 A.M. to 1 AJII.
Following is a totalization of the combined plugs of current tunes oh NBC iWEAF and WJZ), and CBS

iWABC) computed for the week from Monday through Sunday (iVoi). 21-27). Total represents accumulated
performances on. the two major networks from 8 c. m. to 1 a. m. In 'Source* column, * denotes film song, t legit
tunes, and 'pop' speaks f6r itself.

TITLE.
Have You Forgotten So Soon
My Reverie...,
Deep in a Dream
Two Sleepy People
Sixty Seconds Got Together.
All Ashore
Ya Got Me
Heart and Soul
You Must Have Been a Beautiful Baby..
My Own ,

While a Cigarette Was * ....
They Say
Simple and Sweet "

Who Blew Out tlie Flame?
Please Gome Out of Your Dreams.

.

At Long Last Love
Jeepers Creepers
What ilave.You Got That Gets Me?
Night Befdre Christmas
ThiS'G&n't Be Love. . .

I Won't TeU a Soul.
Summer Souvenirs.,
I've Got a Poclcetful of Dreams
Day After Day. .i,

You Look- Good to Me
Girl Friend of the Whirli
When I Go a'Dreamin'
Hurry Home l^.,..

Is That the Way to. Treat a Sweetheart..
Lambeth Walk .

So Help Me
Love, I'd Give My Life for You.
Angels, with Dirty Faces ;

'.

Change Partners
April in My Heart ,

Love Doesn't" Grow on Trees
Wait Until My Heart Finds Out.'. ...

Irm Madly in Love with You, . ;

P.D.R. Jones
Alexander's Ragtime Band
What Do You Know About LoVe?
Song of Old Hawaii
Papaya ••.

What Goes on Here? ; ;

Stop Beating Around the Mulberry Bush.

I
• • * »

799 SEVENTH AVENUE • NEW YORK

PUBLISHER.
Berlin
Robbins
Harms <.

Famous
Santly«Joy .........
Shapiro
Lincoln
Famous
Remick
Robbins
ABC
Witmark
Miller
Fclst ' •«•«« '•••««^«-««

Words-Music
Chappell
Witmark
Famous'
Chappell ,

Chappell
Crawford
Bregman-Vocco-Conn
SantlyoJoy: ...

Green:Bros.-Knlght.

.

Bregman^.VDCcO'CQnn
Harms
Lincoln
Spier
Olman ....
Mills
Remick . . i

Stasnj^ ...
Fisher ....
Berlin ....
Paramount
Paramount
Harms
Mills.
Chaopell ..-

ABC
Marks
Feist.
Superior
Paramount .........
Bregotan-'VoccO'Conn

SOURCE.
.Pop ,

.Pop

.Pot>p _
, Thanks for the Memory 33
• Pop J 37
• Pop 33
, tu. of Penn. MasH and Wig 30
. *A Song Is Born 28
. 'Hard to Get. , 28
, •That Certain Age.. 28
.Pop
.Pop
.Pop^
.Pop
.Pop.

GRAND
TOTAL.

, . . . . 56
44
39

••V > 25
25
25
25

. .•<....•<•....'. *25

,tYbu Never Know.. :...!!*. 24
.Going Places.'...... 24
.Pop' 23
.Pop, 22
.tBoys from Syracuse 22-
.P<Jli 21
.Pop 21>p
.Sing You Sinners , 20

I Po{^ •••••t^** ••••« 20
, ^Garden of the Moon, 20
.+U, of Penn. Mask, and Wi^ 19
.Pop 19
.Pop ,. 17
.Pop 16
.Pod 15
. •Hblljfwood .Revels 14
.Angels with Dirty Faces 14
.•Carefree ; 13
.Say It in French 13
.•A Song Is Born 13'

.Pop........ , 13
tCottoii Club, -N. Y., Revue . . ; . : 13

.tSinsf Out the News 12

. •Alexander's Ragtime Band 11

.Pop 11

Pop 11

.Poo 11

. •Give Me a Sailor 10

.Pop 10

» t • * • • <

SOLOISTS OKAY

GIID ACTION

Solo artist members of the Amer-
ican Guild of Musical Artists last

Suilday night (27) endorsed the ac-

tion of the organization's leaders in

iiterveninjg in the FCC hearings of

.monopoly, charges, against NBC and

CBS. Also approved the conduct sp

far of the negotiating committee

which has been meeting with , rep-

resentativ^eS ' of the Columbia Con-
certs Corp.- 6nd NBC Artists Serv-

icfe. About 180 3olo artists attended

the session, which was held at the

Plaza hotel, N. -Y. Another meeting

to .. acquant the membership with

furtlier progriess wiU, be held at the

sanie^ place D6c. 11.

Board of directors of the Soythern
California Symphony Assn. was
held yesterday (Tuesday) in Los
Angeles; to decide on a reply to

AGMA's proposal to settle the con-

troversy over Yehudi Meriuhin's

guest appearance recently with the

Los Angeles Symphony Orchestra.

No yrprd of what took place was
ayaiiabile in New York late; yester-

day afternoon. AGMA had notified

the management ttiat it yas willing

to drop 'the matter' provided the

Southern California group assumed
full blame for 'the incident, prom-
ised it would not again violate its

Guild-shop contract and reimburse
the Gtiild for all expenses in con-
nection with ttie Incident.

Flagstad Sniffled Out;

Payees* Rain Checks
-Cleveland, Nov. 29.

Severe cold tliat hit Kirsten Flag-
stad, after her Chicago .date forced
her to cancel her all-Wagner concert
in Cleveland civic auditorium Sun-
day (27) at the last moment. Singer
was skedded to appear with sym-
phony orchestra here. Although
about 9,500 tickets had been sold,
few asked for refunds, majority tak-
ing a rain-check.

C. J. Vosburgh, manager of symph,
expecting Flagstad to be well enough
to fill postponed engagement within
a fortnight.

Voice Damages Awarded
Rochester, N. Y., Nov. 29.

Mrs. Emily Davis, singer, won $6,-

000 award in Supreme Court here for
injury claimed suffered when hit in
face by lacrosse ball.

Mrs. Davis, who has sung profes-
sionally in operettas, declared effect
of the blow was to change her voice
from mezzo-soprano to contralto, and
this had become an impediment in
speaking, She was hit at a practice
session preceding a regular game at
the Armory.

On the Upbeat

Fran Elchler at Nixon Cafe, Pitts-

burgh, picked up for indefinite pe-

riod and Al Kavelin extended at

New Penn, Pitts, until Feb. 1.

Skinnay. Emit*.and band returned

to the "Victor Hugo in Beverly Hills.

Clyde McCoy's orchestra follows

;Gene Krupa into the PalOmar in

L. A. Dec. 14.

Griff WUllama Hotel Schroeder,

Milwaukee, starting Friday (2).

Williams will broadcast nightly over
WTMJ..

Al 01iv», singer, formerly with
Paul Whiteman and other bands, has
joined. Dick Barrie at the Statler

hotel, Cleveland. Anita Boyer (Mrs.

Dick Barrie) and femme vocalist

with band, taken to hospital last

week for emergency op.

BLUE BAKBON'S RETURN
Blue Barron will return to the

Edison hotel, N. Y., from current

tour early in March. Band makes its

New York debut after coming from
Ohio territory at that inn and stayed
for. nine months, exiting last Oct. 5.

Gray Gordon, another Consoli-
dated newcomer, will take a stand at

the Lincoln hotel, operated by same
people, on Feb. 1.

Canned 'Faust' Tiff Leads

To Atlanta Union Accord

Atlanta, Nov. 29.

City's •6,000-seat auditorium last

week became 'closed shop' when
City Council passed resolution ot-

derlng Burt Wellborn, manager ap-

pointed to succeed Oscar Williamson,

killed in an accident recently, not

to rent aude to anyone who failed to

agrc^ to' use. union labor.

-ResOlutioh stemmed from quarrel

between International Alliance of

theatrical stage employees and music
union with city over staging of

Opera-on-Tour's • production of

'Faust' at aude with canned music.

Unions had threatened to put aude
on a road basis, but agreed to call

off their dogs when council said it

would put through aforementioned'
resolution. Road basis would have
placed the aude under greater re-

strictions.

$3,000,000 Auto Lot

(Continued from page 1)

the late '20s, when a false idea

abounded in Philly that the center

of the city was moving west, more
than $5,000,000 was spent on the gi-

gantic cinema palace and $65,000

more for an organ. It seats approxi-

mately 5,000 people and has every
possible modern audience conveni-

ence.

Al Jolson In 'Sonny Boy* opened
the house On Feb. 28, 1929. Operated
by .Warner Bros., after it had taken
over the Stanley Co. of America,
whose president, Jules E. Mastbaum
.built the house, it lost money until

shuttered on Dec. 1, 1933. Lights
were out until Christmas Week of

1934 when S. L. Rothafel took it

over, renamed it the Roxy-Mastbaum
and' installed the stage shows for
which he was famous. But despite
what they did in New York, they
failed to click in Philly and Roxy
hurriedly bowed out two months la*

ter, March 2, 1935. Shades have been
drawn ever, since.

Now, with no prospect of ever be*
ing anything but a dead loss, its own-
ers are reported to have ordered it

scrapped to save taxes. As a park-
ing lot, It is far from the center of
town.

ATTENTION A.S.C.A.P.

MELODY WRITERS
How About Writing a Molody

for Thi«7

MOTHER NATURE DECIDED
(32 Measures)

•

CHORUS
Like a robin feels at home up in a

tree.
That's the way I feel at home when

you're with me.
It's not up to the tree,
And it isn't up to me.
It's just what MOTHER NATURE

DECIDED.
Like the ripple of the stream must

kiss the shore,
That's the way I kiss the one that 1

adore,
It's not up to the shore.
Or the one thcH I adore.
It's just what MOTHER NATURE

DECIDED.
She made a time I6r snow to fall

A time for.lovely flowers to appear.
But she made our love a flower.
That has the mapic power.
To bloom In every season of the

year.
Like the darkness fades into the

break of day.
When you're near me all my trou-

bles fade away.
Like the roses need the dew.
Darling, that's how I npcd you,
It's just what MOTHER NATURE

DECIDED.

Write IAN HACKERMAN
131B Peabody St., No. 103 N.W.

WASHINGTON, D. C.

OLD SONG SUGGESTIONS
FOR YOUR PROGRAMS
JIMMY McHUCH'S

"Hey, Young Fella"

ROBBINS MUSIC CORP.
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4A s Back Abbott-CostellaNix On

AFA Initiation Fee as BAA Mienibers

Itefusal of Abbott and Gostello,

burlesque and radio comedy team, to

^ an initiation fee to tlie American

Iteration of Actors was upheld

Itonday (28) by the international

of the Associated Actors and

Ajftistes of America. Trouble started

ttijt week when the team, npw at the

Casa Manana, New Yorlc, was told it

had to pay an initiation fee to the

ATA' if it wanted to work in a field

under the ^^tter's jurisdiction. They

oflfered to pay dues to the AFA but

x«fused to comply with the union's

order to cough up the initiation fee,

on the grounds they were members

6f the Burlesque Artists Assn.

Decision handed down by the i;fa.

v/as that the interchangeability rule

ciearly stated what action was to be

taken in a case of this kind.. Bule
defines the status and. requirements

of art act workin|f' another field by
^inig that said act does not have to

pay the fee unless that feie is higher

than the amount collected in its own
organization. AFA fee is $10;

BAAt $25.

AFA was rebuffed a second time
when 'it questioned the good standing

oin the BAA of Abbott and Costello.

Four A's t9id that if AFA had proof
Mxki Imembersj of the BAA were not
paid up, it should present that proof
in formal charges.
Brought out by Abbott and Cos

tello that thiey had played several
weeks at the ROxy ^eatre, New
York, this year and had spent the
last two siunmers at the Steel Pier,
Atlantic City, and were not ap-
proached by AFA, even for collection
of dues, until starting their p.a. at
the Cfesa Manana.

75,000 See Sonja Henie,

5-Night St. L. Ice Show
St. Louis, Nov. 29.

Sonja Henie and her 'Hollywood

Ice Revue' drew 75,000 to the Arena
in a five-night stahd ending Saturday

(26) and C. D, P. Hamilton, execu-

tive manager of the Arena corp..

who underwrote the attraction, fin-

ished well in the black. Friday (25)

17,512 attended Miss Henie^s per-
formance, establishing an attendance
record for the Arena for a single
show, except for boxing and wres-
tling.

The troupe departed for St. Paul
Sunday (27),

LA CONGA. N.Y,

GOESBANKRUPT

KOE nu iHiEBr w
IDE ItHMliMHlED

St John, N. B„ Nov. 29.
The welcome on the eastern Cana-

dian theatre doors for Flo Niqk-
etwin, BcU-Btylcd 'Queen of the Tabs,'
has. been, removed. Miss Nickerson
has been producing and heading mu-
sical tab troupes, playing picture
houses on several tours of the.northi^
east each year. ,On her current tour,
she, who always gives her name the
t<9> position in the bUling, found her
name and all reference to her de-
leted, Jn playing the Capitol, St.
iWhn. In fact, Miss Nickerson didn't
even appear on the stage for the two^
d»y booking. This, reportedly, at the
order of the management of the
Paramount. Each, trip her troupe
is named differently. This time it's

"the 'Swingtime Varieties.'

A propensity for blue material is

charged as the reason for the disap-
{Htarance of this veteran of the tabs
and burlesque, from the lineup of
her own outfit, composed of about 20,
including a chorus.
At 50c top. Miss Nickerson &nd her

troupe had been lacking at the b.o.,
Bd there was no boost from the reg-
ular peak of the Capitol on the latest
stay, viz 39c. The Paramount inter-
ests, with two houses in Moncton,
N. B,, Empress and Capitol, called
It Off a day in advance. W. H. Gold-
>ng, veteran manager of the St.
John Capitol. 1,700 seater, saw red

Nickerson went blue,
with his background of being a
church deacon and Sunday School
teacher, he. cancelled her.

One of last season's signal. night

club success.es, so' much so that it

touched -off an entire new cycle of

Latin cafes, the La Conga has -gone

into bankruptcy after an indifferent

start this yetir. As the Cabaret de la

Conga, Inc., in a voluntary petition

filed Monday (28), this West 57th

street (N. Y.) spot lists liabilities of

$23,134 and assets of $1,513; of the

latter, $1,500 is in stock,

New management this year ,com
prises Bobby Martyn and Oscar de la

Roche, who bought out Miguel
Boldan, their .former partner, last

season. Connie- Immerman, .long

identified with Harlem hiteriesi and
father-in-law of Martyn, became as-

sociated this season too.

Among talent not paid in full was
Ramon Ramos' orchestra. NBC
Artists service is owed $200.

SETTLES IN AMERICA

Gottfried Ber.cBisim Moves to New
York to Ent«r Agency BIe

Gottfried Bergmann, theatrical

agent from Amsterdam, Holland, has
Americanized his name to Godfrey
Bergman and will oi>en an office in
New York. He came here last spring
to pilot the multiple-voiced Ann de
Ohla, imported by John Royal of

NBC. Miss de Ohla has since re-

turned to Europe.
Bergman went to Cuba and. re-

entered America recently on a Neth-
erlands quota number. He will also

keep open his Amsterdam office. He
has a deal with Station AVRO of

the Dutch Broadcasting Corp.

Cafe Service Help Win

Demands After WaikM

Philadelphia, Nov. 29.

With the Cafe Marguery at the

Hotel .Adelphia jammed with dinner
guests, here for the Penn.-Cornell and
Army-Navy games last week, cooks,

waiters and bartenderiS went out on
strike. Diners were right 'in the
midst of their meals when about 100

employees walked out Pickets im-
mediately appeared oiit, front Ex-
ecutives of the hotti ' picked up
where employees left off in serving
dinner.

Agreement was niade the following
day with the Hotel and Restaurant
Workers' Union, American Federa-
tion of Labor, and the help went
back to work, with a $4 a month
raise and other demands met. Man-
agement had been taken over just a
few days previously by Howard F.
Hohl, who claimed that he hadn^
had time to study payrolls and con-
ditions.

Clement Butson, Britisli Showman,

Recounts Vaude s Comeback in Eng.

Gangr-Busters to Make
Pitt P.A.; Thea. Precedent

Pittsburgh, Nov. 29.

Radio's Gang-Busters have been
booked into the Stanley here for
week of Dec. 9. First time house has
ever pencilled a dramatic turn from
the air and experiment will deter-
mine future of other like programs
for flesh showings- here'.

Deal made in New York over
weekend by Harry ICalmine, who
also .closed for Duke Ellington to
open Friday (2), second visit of El-
lington, here in less than a year.
'Boys Town' unit, coming in Dec 10,

is only doing 35 minutes and so
management is surrounding it with
several additional turns.

Bill Rol^inson Booked
For PhiHyV Glran4

Philadelphia, Nov. 29.'
'

Nixon's Grand theatre, which
opened with Ethel Waters in prime
spot last Thursday, 'will feature BiU'
Robinson starting Friday (2).

After that the lineup is Andy
Kirk, Duke Ellington, Chick, W^b.,
Count Basic, Mills Bios., Earl Hines,

Claude Hopkins, Slim and Slam and
Jimmie Lunceford.

SNAG CAFEAa
CLASSinCATION

Philadelphia, Nov. 29.

Plan of the American Federation

of Actors and the Entertainment
Managers Assn. to classify Philadel-

{diia niteries is stymied by differences

between the two groups as to mcjtKi^,^

Idea was to establish ' classificatioiu!'

so thi^t upiforih r^teff for acts wojijfl^

be charged all spots in'oiie grouping^

Original suggestion of the EMA
was to adopt the zoning systemval-

ready in-juse by the musicians' locaL

Tom Kelly, AFA biz. agent, claimed
that wasn't entirely equitable, and
demanded instead that niteries be
classified according to location, size

and grosses. EMA, on the:other hand*,

insisted that the Ameri^ .F«deraTi

tion of Musicians, had* already conr
sidered the problem over, a number
of years and considerable- headache;

could be avoided by using the musji-

cians' classifications.

straight vaudeville has made a re-

markable comeback in Great Brit-
ain in the last two years, according
to Clement Butson, booking man-
ager for the Blackpool Tower Co.^

Blackpool Winter Gardens at>d Pa-
vilion Co., Ltd., who is vacationing
in New York Citjr, after a visit to

Nassau and Havana. Vaudeville
business is much better than a yeiai*

ago, he said, with every principal

city having at least two good vaude-
ville houses and one or more thea-
tres in communities of 50,000 or
more.
Although British theatre operators >

experience the S3m& difficulty as in
America in getting ^enough real box-
qfflce names, new people showing
any possibility are assisted in every'

way to develop into favorites. Broacl-
casting has supplied some new faces
for the vaude stage, although not

.

many.
Butson, whose Blackpool company

is the biggest amusement enterprise
in England, stated that the revival
of British vaudeville has developed
unit production on a heavy scale.

Unit alignment assured members of
troupe a tour, of at least 20 weelius,

was more economical for theatres to
book and, by setting up a road tour,

the houses were assured of ° securing .

a better show.
Absence in, America of duxpb acts

or spedalkits^ jh^chj.as. acTob>i|tS'-9;i^ .

tiunblerSr is amazing ButsiMa. ,He
states there are few shows' In Sing-

land which do not have at least one
such act.

Blackpool, London's Coney
,

Island, .boasts several, legit shows, ^

vaudeville, film houses, ballrooms, a
mraagerie • and; at least Qn^ circus.

Season runs from M<ty to . October,
with a promenade extending for sev*^

en miles. As a result' of elaborate _

street lighting system installed rer
.cently, increased throngs have at-

tended late in September and in Oc-
tober. Part of' the .attractions are
operated the .year round,

.

Butson sails for England Friday
(2). He usually «ees Bingling-Bar-
hum k Bailey c{t>c09 hei¥ before re-

turninig home, , but delayed. pL^ine

connections^ /between' . HavjHi». 'and

Miami caused him to miss the show
down south ^is year< . He gt^Ouerjapy

travels, about 20,000. nule« i»e)d^^.,
new acts and 'talent fo'r the' Black-
pool enterprises «aGh year.

One of the flnil thingi^ Butson will

do before sailing is to visit the New
York Wx>rld's,^ Fair in Flushing
Meadows.

NX Cafe Piles Appeal

On Act's Judgment
An appeal was filed in New York

Monday (28) in case of Jack MiUer-
and Janet vs. the Monte Carlo, N.

^hlch Miller had won a default
judgment for $150 Nov. 21, because
ine nltery had cancelled the skating
•act.

.f^S^I*^'
It Is alleged, was cancelled

'"^^stence of an American Fed-
eration of Actors organizer who told
^™ "Jtery operator that he could not
switeh bookers without a two-week
notice. Barney Gillman, agent, had
Placed Miller's act in the Monte
^Wlo, while another agent had the
•^unt Gilhnan forced the suit on

grounds that the AFA had inter-
fered.

CURTIS nODGE AGENTIKG
New Orleans, Nov. 29.

^urtis Dodge, former Hollywood
jy™g agent and ex-stock player
atJlKO, opened booking office here.
«e is peddling band*

Isurra
but Mr. Jones is vety busy and is leaving

on a business trip—however I know he reacts

Variety—Pmsureyoucan reachhim thatway. "

Use VarietY's Advertising colunins

every week to deliver your message

.... and especially the Third of a

Century Anniversary Issue to be

published in December. ....

Reservations now—

MEW YORK # CHICAGO • HOUYWOOD • LONDON

ROSE SIGNS UBUSE FOR

SOUD YEAR At NITERY

Frank Libuse hds been signed for a
six-month streteh at the new Billy
Rose Diamond Horseshoe in the Par-
amount Hotel, New York, and for
'30 Fait. Spot is scheduled to open
shortly.

Libuse recently completed a date
at the Casa Manana, another Rose
spot, ^nd closed last night (20) at the
Paramount, N. Y.

Father Finds Missing

Daughter in 'Frozen' Act

Syracuse, Nov. 29.

Hunted by . her father for six

weeks, Susan Williams, 19, of Fort
Edwards, N. Y., known profession-
ally as Clarol Star, was taken home
last week after she was found here a
few minutes before she was to be
'frozen' in a cake of ice as the fea-

ture act at the Rex Grill here.

When Myran H. Williams learned
that William Hanyan's act, which
consisted of hypnotizing the girl and
putting her to sleep in a cake of ice,

was playing in Syracuse, he con-
tacted Chief of Police Rapp here. A
detective took her to headquarters
from whence she was sent home
while Mrs. Hanyan, who had pre-
ceded Miss Williams in the act,

wearily made plans to return t.- her
icy couch.

6 Debonairs Set for PA.s
After *Know' BVay Fold
Six Debonairs, who closed with

the musical, 'You Never Know,' at

the Winter Garden, New York, past
Saturday (26), are slated for a vaude
tour.

Dancers open at the Palace, Chi-
cago, Dec. 9, with subsequent dates

still pending.
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Piiil^ AFA Drive for aosed Cafe

Shops Wins Operator Group s OK

Philadelphia, Nov. 29.

Picketing of two Philadelphia

niteries last Wednesday (23) night

opened a campaigti by the Ameri-

can Federation of Actors to get

closed shop agrefements with all

spots. Sandwich men appeared in

front of the Little Rathskeller and

the Cadillac Tavern, but were

quickly called off when Tom Kelly,

biz agent of the AFA local, made an

agreement to meet with the Night

Club Owners' Assn. of Philly to-

morrow (Wiednesday), when it was

said he would procure agreements

from practically all the members.

None of the operators has any real

objection tb inking a close-shop pact,

it's said, but none had warned to be

first.

Four spots aimed at first by Kelly

as keys to the entire city situation

are the RathskeUer, CadiUac, Stamp's

and Palumbo's. He feels that once

these are signed the rest will be easy.

Inasmuch as the major clubs, like

Jack Lynch's and the Arcadia-Inter-

national, use practically all AFA
talent anyhow, drive for agreements

from them will be handled by Kelly

later.

Bnrke's Bistro Bow-In

Johnny Burke, for years a stand-

ard vaudeville comic, makes his

nitery debut at the . Walton Roof,

hiladelphia, Dec. 2.

Idea was born from impromptu bit

on the floor at the Walton two weeks

ago when Burke was persuaded to

do his army routine by Joe Lewis,

nt. c.

4A'S MOVES to

CLOSE -SHOP

WORLD'S FAIR

Hassett, Lotnax Form
Team for Vaudeville

Buddy Hassett,. singing baseball

player on the Brooklyn Dodgers, and
Stan Lomax, WOR sports commen-
tator and sportswrlter, have been
teamed as an act. Pair had a one
day bireak-in at Proctor's 58th street

Sunday night (27) and go into the
Strand, Brooklyn, for a week, start'

ing Friday (2).

Other dates, to iollow are being
lined up by Bob Rosen,-former Loew
theatre manager, who's handling the

act '

WnXIE and EUGENE

"Hollywood Hoter' Revue

Fuller Circuity Australia

P«r. Address

WM. MORRIS: AGENCY
NEW YORK

Saranac Lake
By Happy Beaway

Jeanne LaFaun at Bellevue hos-

pital. New Yofk< For years she was
at the old NVA sanatorium.
Martha GiU, Rose Clark, Emma

O'Neil, Teddy Stewart, Buddy Em-
met, Bob Burk, Eddie Dowd, Isabella I Phil • Spiialny - Or'ch with . hlaodne.
Rook, Johnny DiGiovanni, Dick Wll- Evelvrh AocheIZe & Lo\a, 3 Little

is are among the many who give
I
Worda, Ginger Harmon.

their time and help make it worth
while at the Will Rogers.

Ann Sagan, formerly of Loew's
Delancy theatre, N. Y.-, is a ; new-
comer at the Rogers.

The limited three-week booking
here by Phil Spitalny and his all-
femme orchestra just about rounds
dut every type of engagement fbr-the
General Electric maestro. Band has

James Seeley Gladys Pebbler and played stage, screen and radio, but
Emma O'Neil had birthdays. this is Its first dance engagement
Myra Blake is sitting up and tak- ^n. a key spot. Opening. Thanksgiv-

inir in thp san's talkers. ing night, a basically tough calendar
. iiroK wnSnor mutinff th*»

<*a^« a premiere, SpltaTny's femme
•Harold 5of"ir„J«^« evidenced that they^re as
Rogerites for Thanksgiving handed yersatfle for the hoof as for the
out candy.. He was accompanied,by

|
sound-sight appeal on a rostrum.

Fr9nk Gillmore, •l>resident of the

Associated Actors and Artistes- of

America, Monday (28) submitted a

rough plan to board members of Four

A's for an increase—in per capita

;ax levied on .member-unions. At the

same time Gillmore instructed at-

:endees from various other talent

groups that a special effort will be

ipgidje shortly to make the forthcom-

ing "if^w"York World's Fair a com-

lilete closed shop for union per

formers in eyery branch of .theatri

t*trtii:' A's has been talking the

matter of bottling up the Fair for a

While, but nothing mUch had been
accomplished so far. Thie American
federation of Actors went after its

own contract and secured sarnie for

Vaudeville and night plub performers

Who might be.engaged by and at the

F'air. All. the other groups- including

Screen Actors iGuild. American Guild

of^Musical A^lists,'American Federa-

tion of Radio Actors and Burlesque

Artists Association would be covered

in *all-coverihg )Four A's agreement,

which it is stated, wiU be the

speciaVobject-for the present since

me\E*air is so Tiear,

On .the t^ situation,. Gillmore

stated ^atVTOere was no immediate
chi^ge in 'ilres^fit setup, or could

there % wilhQUt altering the exist

iiig cbtiitittiiioinu' However, his ob
gect was to submit the idea for con

siderj^tion. an4; .delibertition among
exccutiv^.pf I^Ke member-unions for

actioq, *ife;4 later (fete. Notice was an
official ''one, but carried no special

significance for immediate future, it's

stated.

Night Club Review^

BOWMAN ROOM
(HOTEL BILTMORE, N. Y,)

William Cohen, super of National

lome for Jewish Children, ^Denver.
Turkey with all trimmings fea-

tured at Thanksgiving at the Rogers.
Jimmy Marshall, who ozoned here,

reports he's okay and will labor soon.

The fastest thing in the world,'

says Ben Schafler, 'would be Hitler

running through Delancey street.'

Mrs. William Cacase here ogling

her husband.
Steve Gregory, who toots a mean

Horn with the local band, never
misses a chance to give his time to

the Colwiy.
(Please write to those who are Hi.)

• 15 YEARS AGO •
(From Variety and Clipper)

Benny Rubin,
graduate from a

described as .'a

girl act,' making
his third try as an act. Seemed to

have the answer this time, working
with a clever kid. Had to make a
speech at the Alhambra, which was
a new experience for him.

furthermore, Spitali^ brings into
the "classy Bowman Room of the
Biltmore a versatile aggregation of
entertainers rivalled only by Horace
Heidt's Alemite' Brigadiers, who, tod,
are a veritable roadshow, .besides be-
ing a crack- dance combo. Heidt, in-
ddentally, is the previopsly con-
tracted maestro at the Biltmore. He
returns here just before Xmas,

I Spitalny shows himself to bea good
ijlance maestro as well as a showman
by trimming his ^usually . extensive
stage novelties to 20 miinutes or so,

I

as well as giving out for the dansapa-*
tion. He also Introduces a hotel or
cafe room novelty by projecting a
technicolor excerpt of his 'Hour of
Charm' femme band as prelude to
his floor show. ; • ^ -

. ^

Maxine, a loo.ker,- with her socko,
vocalising; Evelyn's- violin virtuoso-
ing (inciaentallyj. she's said to be the
orchestration brains of the p^and),
Rochelle and Lola with their pitmo-
logistics; 3 Little Words, vocal corhbo,
and Ginger Harmon for the- killer-
diller finale are the featured high-
lights. All click. No Monday work
for Spitalnys because of the radio
commercial. Abel.

the sauciest song Interoreters ground;
in the Marion Chase idiom.
BilUe Hayward and Cliff Allen,

colored pair, have been' around ex-
tensively. , Miss Hayward is also
known on the platters and both have
done their pianologistic vocalisthen-
ics in channels that range from fNew
Faces* (stage revue), to Greenwiih
Village bistros, with 52d street and
Harlem in between.

' Spivy, doling a,courtesy bow on the
night caught, is well known for her
pianologistic talents during her long
stay at Tony's 52d street. She pinch,
hitted for Elsie Houston, Brazilian
songstress, a holdover from last' sea-
son and also from the Paris engage-
ment.
Morgane Js a French import with

broad lyrica of the same ' naughty
school of . interpretation that is usu-
ally associated " witll thisi 's^le of
songology. A couple of boys other-
wise plug the waits With their dual
grand pipno work. Abel.

Plantation Club, N.

Cissie Loftus billed for a second
week at the Palace, but forced out
by indisposition. Nora Bayes held
over and brightened the bill and
Paul Remos showed B'way his

midgets. -

Fritz! Scheff no draw at the

CASINO-ON-THE-PARK
(ESSEX HOUSE, N. Y.)

Nat Brandwynne Orch (8), Clare
Martin, Swing Quartet,

Back from engagements out of
town, including the Book-Cadillac,
Detroit, and ' tne St. Francis, ' San
Francisco, Nat Brandwynne's or-

chestra (8) foUows Richard Himber
Riverside^ N. Y., but making good at the Cagino, which he opened two
with those who did
rather light waisted.

attend.' Bill

After two sellout ' weeks, Keith's
Boston took a deep dive. House of

David band- failed to show and a^j

Russ balUaka orch no draw at all

years ago. It's one of the more dig-
nified supper spots in town.
His outfit includes himself at the

piano, three saxes (doubling on
clarinets), a violin, drum, bass fiddle
and banjo. While he specializes in
sweet music, Brandwynne has
four-piece swing outfit that does two
stints nightly. Kay Cody, harpist, is
also here. -

Soloist Clare Martin, a looker, does

Valda, Harrington Guy, Avon
Long, Conway tc' Parks, ' Moke &
Poke, Roas CToIlins, • Joyce Beasley,
Lilian Fitzgerald, 'Skeets' Tolbert
orch.

Irene Franklin did 34 minutes at , » ^ »

Bergman took almost as long.

Weaver Brothers and. Joe £. Brown
runners up

ting across. Char.

TheJHEATRE of the STARS

Indiana, Chi, had only one full

stage act in eight turns, but a cou-
ple worked in two just to give
variety.

LE RUBAN BLEU, N. Y.

As the sole remaining night spot
in Harlem making a pretense at- a
floor show, the Plantation Club (the
old Cotton Club . site) continues ,as

'

the hardy survivor despite .the Har-
lem* exodus. It's the hottest show
in this area, but definitely not a place
to Which Aunt Het^ coQld be taken.
Instead,- it's tor- visiting, firemen and
others seeking late, lively Harlem-
esqiie entertainment.
Barrlngton Guy, who was no.ted at

the old Ubangl Club (ex-Connie's
Inn) for his daring numbers, domi-
nates preserit 'production with ' a
risque Harem episode and a ballad.
Vald9, danqer of voluptuous propor-
tions, is his new femme partner in
the exotic terp bout' that climaxes
the scene.
Previous to her entrance, it's the

old story of the sultan seeking a new
spouse, with four girls demonstrat-
ing- their hip-swinging talents before
him. It's accompanied by purple-
hued repartee that survives probably
because df tongu6-ln-cheek handling
by the principals. -Dance that Guy
and Valda do is a torrid affair. • Guy
Is on earlier with his 'High' Yellow*'
song, Indicating excellent voice and
clicking in legit manner.
Remainder of' entertainment Is

fairly much in the Harlem groove,
with Avon Long, fave in these parts,

standout. There are three produc-
tion numbers, with chorus of 14 go-
ing through strenuous routines. Long,
just back from the Coast and 'Porgy
and Bess/ ballads two tunes with his
popular 'Brown Boy' again register-
ing though he's done it for several
years.
Moke and Poke, two youthful col-

ored lads, have possibilities with
(Continued on page 45)

Orpheum, Los Angeles, so weak
on comedy they had to put on an
afterpiece to garner a few laughs.

Walter Windsor was working
through the west with a handful of
traveling principals and a local
chorus. Sent a stager a week ahead
to break in the locals. Good for
newspaper mention.

MINOR and ROOT
NEW YOBK "JOCBNAli AND AMERICAN"—
"Minor and .Root , . ^ Introducers of the new dance aensatlon, the Samba"

EL RIO CLUB, NEW YORK

So many films waiting a
showing managers slapped
one-week limit on pre-release.

B'way
on a

Palace, Dallas, was showing a
film while station WFFA was broad-
casting. Rex theatre, Kemp, Texas,
picked up the radio for its pic ac-
companiment. Probably first time.
Towns more than 100 miles apart.

Amateur night was replacing- the
more restrained opportunity night,in
pic theatres. Audiences wanted more
horseplay.

Harold Jadoby, NorU Sheridan
with Alan Jones, Billie Hayward &
Cliff Allen, Spivy, Elsie Hdtiston,
Morgane.

Around the corner from, the Hotel
Georges V, Paris, is the new Le
Boeuf sur le Toit (Bull on the Roof)
and above it is the stuffy Le Ruban
Bleu (Blue Ribbon). Last year, Har-
old Jacoby, who runs the Paris spot,
brought over a counterpart of the
Blue Ribbon and it was a quick click
with its chi-chi black-and-tan diver-
tissement in the approved Parisian
manner. Back for a second year, in
the same drawing room nitery at-
mosphere above Theodore's restau-
rant on East 56th, Jacoby is clicking
again with a fine talent and an in-
time, gay show, which explains why,
at 85c a drink, sans convert, they
pack !em in .here. Capacity is' around
75 and turnover consistent, the only
way the place could get by.

(jreta Keller, just arrivted. Is a
Viennese chanteuse who premiered
Monday (28), but the initial show,
comprising the above talent, contin-
ues substantially as is.

Outstander is Nora Sheridan (New
Acts), a former chorister who's
tackling this ''intime salon chanteuse'
business and is more than holding
her own. So much so that Miss
Sheridan bids fair to become, one of

Leoijard Hall barred from the Na-
tional (legit), Washington, and
President (pics). Was critic on the
News. Came over to N. Y.

FRANK PARIS
AND HIS MARIONETTES

PARADISE CAFE
NEW YORK

Exduslva Mnnarement

SHERWOOD & MATHEWS
]>ireotlon: INtiAIXS ft 0AVIES

JACK and JUNE

R L A I

R

On Xour Fuller Circuit, AuHtmlla
with

"Hollywood Hotel" Revue

"HOME OF SWING MUSIC"

in Chicago

DEUCES
N. STATE

Jim and Marian Harkins opened
an office in the State theatre build-
ing,' N, Y. To practice chiropractic.

B'way theatres hit an all time high
with 58 attractions scheduled. But
seven attractions we e quitting, and
only two new ones coming in.

David Belascjo announced that four
weeks were plenty In Chi. Pick up
the coin and get out adopted as his
policy.

FAMOUS FOR SHOW
MIKE FRITZEL and JOE JACOBSON'S

CHEZ PAREE
010 FAIRBANKS COURT Delaware 3434 CHICAGO

AMERICA'S SMARTEST THEATRE RESTAURANT

ROGER PRYOR
AND HIS ORCHESTRA

NOW—WEEK NOV. 25, STANLEY, PITTSBURGH
NEXT WEEK, DECEMBER 2, LYRIC, INDIANAPOLIS

MANAGEMENT M. Cf^ A.
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Moss Hokk Agent for Violation

0( Licensing Law; AED Pushes Drive

.Assured of the 'luU cooperatiop'

ct the recently formed Associated

llntertalnment Directors of New

ilfork, offshoot of the Entertainment

Managers Assn., Y, License Com-

'Viflsloner Paul Moss this week

'•'ikSled Paul Lester, agent, into court.

Wst being held in $100 -bail lor spe-
'

dill- sessions ' after a hearing last

week; It's Moss' first pinch in long-

winded agent licensing and cleanup
v igjijpalgn. AED members have been

acting as special, deputies for Moss

and lepoifting all agents booking

ehows without licenses.

,» ' AED merhbera will become

licensed by Moss today (Wednesday).

They aim to give Moss the co-opera-

tion he has sought for past five years,

fitates AED, which looks upon such

a move as benefiting club date busi-

riefes. Moss will be asked to sit in

Vt its monthly meetings and will

tio be tendered honorary member-
ship in the organization. Together

With industrialists and business lead-

ers, he'U also be requested to help

vwork out l)roblems' pf the entertain-

Ihent field. Well known business

'leadei^s have fdready been selected

ind their acceptances will be an

. nbunced Shortly, according to AED.
• Moss has had several test cases as

eommissioner but all fell through.
' He says he-s making no mistakes

now, claiming full' proof of Lester's

violations.. Latter was bagged for

booking an unidentified nitery show
minus a license^ Moss has aid of the

police department, which is fur-

nished .with -^names of every -act

working a cabaret. He gets, agents'

names and evidence through the acts.

AED, now numbering 25 members,
lield its -first, mass audition of acts on
Sunday (27). Similar plan has been
in operation among EMA members
tot past several years. Forty-six

acts attended the gathering which is

also designed to eliminate 'auditions'

^blch turn ,out to be paid shows, but
for which acts get nothing. Harold
Koenigsb'erg, of the AFA, attempted
to prevent acts from appearing at

•event, says AED. Koenigsberg
counters with reply that information
was deliberately withheld from him
when he asked information relevant
.to the audition.

,
He only told acts

to protect themselves against any
viihiseling, he says. AED has simi

Arly Ignored AFA's nix of its at-

empts to sign acts to contracts. AFA
leld it was inequitable.

AED members started signing acts

ast week,, but are limiting them-
selves to those to which they can,

for the present, give guarantees of

work. Cancellation wimin 30 days
if no work la permitted.
AFA figures that contract would

not stand up in court and is await-
ing a .test. . There's stiU no stipu-

lated amount of work or money
guaranteed by AED nor is there a
bond posted to insure payment un-
der its contract. AFA claims, how-
ever, nothing official can be done on
matter until Ralph Whitehead,
AFA's executive secretary, returns

from.out of town and holds a coun-
cil meeting, it's understood.

Tliis week AFA bagged afeent Paul
Benson on complaint of Alice

Murphy that he. had not paid her
for working a date. Benson had to

pay $50 due Miss Murphy since

Nov. 16.

MOUNT ROYAL

LONDON
That's AU

Outdoor Showmen Hear
Whitdiead Explain Stond

Chicago, Nov; 29,

Ralph Whitehead, executive secre-

tary of the American Federation of

Actors, explained to the convention

of International Fairs and Exposi-

tions at the Sherman . hotel today'

(Tuesday) the position of AFA in its

current drive to organize carnivals.

Whitehead :iaid his organization
coiild no longer permit its members
to work for carnies which are inimi-
cal to the best interests and welfare
of AFA members.

AFA, he said, would see to it, too,

that its members would work only
for those carnivals which fully op-
erated within the salary and time
provisions of the Federal wage-and-
hours bill.

CEOROE FMCE STACDIG

FINANCE SamiES' SHOW

GEORGE WHTTE'S

SHOW MAY GO

INTODm

Beat Coffee in England

QUAUTY INN
Leicester. Square

LONDON, WEST-END

MAURICE COLLEANO
Dressed by

SIDNEY FISHER
75/77, Shaftesbury Avenue

PICCADILLY, LONDON, ENG.

A George White revue may go Into

the International Casino, New York,

succeeding the present Clifford C.

Fischer shows. This may precede

Earl Carroll's idea of shifting his

Hollywood show to the Broadway
spot next spring. Paul Small, of the

William Morris agency,, has been

talking the White deal and prior

thereto Harry Kaufman (Shuberts)

was talking a tabloidized 'Ziegfeld

FoUies* for the mammoth nitery.

Fischer, Paris and London pro-

ducer, is en route back to New York
from abroad, and is scheduled to

arrive tomorrow (Thursday). Mean-
time, the International's financial

directors (banks) have been makhig
stringent economy retrenchments, in-

cluding a provisional two weeks' no-

tice to the bands and show. George

D. Lottman, p.a., when offered a large

cut, quit. He's gone over to the

Hotel Astor. N. Y., this too being un-

der Bob Christenberry's general

supervision. Latter, v.p. of the Astor,.

was installed by the banks as man-
aging director of the International.

Carl Erbe succeeds Lottman as In-

ternational's p.a.

Biz at the International has been
poor of late, although starting out big.

A recent police squawk over nudity

forced a one-day (Sunday) closing,

but that's not figured to be any con-

tributory element at the b.o.; if any-

thing, that sort of publicity usually

helps.

Nothing will occur before Fischer

gets in tomorrow, however.

Fresh money came into the spot

within recent weeks to keep things

going. Lou Brecker, Joe Moss and
George Olsen comprise BMO Corp.,

the owners, although there are prior

liens, bankers' claims, etc., before any
profits can be shared. Moss' other

spot, the Hollywood, following 77b

last spring, has been refurbished, but

its reopening postponed several times.

Georgie Price, former vaude single,

now a stockbroker, is staging the an-

nual show of the Financial News
Writers Assn. at the Hotel Astor,
New York, December 16. This is a
sort of Gridiron Club affair of the
Wall street commentators.

Price was Impressed into service
when R. H. Bumside, originally con-
tracted to put it on, had his contract
settled. Among the current year's
authors are Burton Crane, of the
Wall Street Journal, formerly of the
Japan Advertiser and Variety mugg
in Tokyo. Crane is quite a iisong-

writer avocationally, and also has
been extensively recorded by Colum-
bia in the Far East, where he. was
perhaps the only American exponent
of the geisha-type chansons.

WariKTS, PhiDy Tooter Unim Reach

Pact Endiiig llteat toChse Earle

TRO¥, imEE,

YOUNGSTOWN

CAFES OPEN

Troy, Nov. 29.

' Ray Buckell has opened the Club
Mirador in the Trojan hotel here,

with the Sherman brothers and
Tess's Swingsters as the . show.
Tom Walsh is manager.

EDGAR CARVER
AMD HIS

TROUBADORABLES
NOW APPEARING AUTO SHOW
NEW YORK WORLD'S FAIR

(November — December 4th inclusive)

GEORGE SUEFFERT, Personal Representative

Per Address: 1666 Linden St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Phone BEereinan 8-1464

Hartmans Open Vaude,

Cafe Tour Dec. 6 in Det

With the Shubert musical, *You

Never Know,' folding at the Winter
Garden, New York, almost simul-

taneously with their closing at the

Persian Room, the Hartmans are go-
ing out on a liotel and picture house
toiu-. Open Dec. 6 in Detroit and
thence Cleveland at the Statler
hotels; followed by theatres. MCA
booking.
Comedy dancers are due back at

the Hotel Plaza, N. Y. (Persian
Room) Jan. 17.

Milwaakee's New Spot

Milwaukee, Nov. 29.

New nitery, Lakota's opened' this

week under the proprietorship pf

Harry Lakota, with Johnny Strain

as manager.

Entertainment to be arranged
through Dick Pritchard, local ca-

baret booker.

Yonnsstown Nitei^ Beopens
Yoimgstown, Nov. 20.

Shuttered after three weeks of
bavarian entertainment policy, which
failed to. click, Heidelberg Village,

night club at Idora Park hercf, hak
been reopened with Al t). P'rSis*'

band and a floor show policy.

Spot will operate nightly^

Sundays* Floor show talent -wilL^be
changed weekly.

*

Ben B^mie Opens New
Band Setup in Plv^y.

Philadelphia, Nov., 29. V

Ben Bernie orchestra practically
set for the opening of the Benjamtin

band
,1

Franklin • hotel's new named
policy Dec. 28.

Music Corp. of America hahdlln'i^

the deal. '

\,

Philadelphia, Npv. 29.

Warner Bros, threat to shutter the
Earle at the expiration of the mu-
sicians' termer Thursday night (4)

—wl|ich even went to thd extent
of not booldng a show to open this

Friday (2)—melted, last week at the
final showdown with the tooters'

local.
- Set-to was actually over the pit

band at the Fox, which remains left

over from the days when the house
had vaude. WB was anxious to get
rid of the band entirely, as it's

claimed to be imnecessary now, or
at least cut it considerably. Union
retaliated with a threat to take the
band out of the Earle) where it's a
positive necessity. Warneris, how-
ever, announced it would shutter
the Earle first. Result was an agree-
ment in which the 35-piece crew at
the Pox will be cancelled lor 15
weeks each summer.

Prior contract called for cutting
down to 15 men- for the hot sea-
son. WB's original compromise
offer was to slash the present pay-
roll from $1,690 a week to $1,000, or
$52,000 a year. Under the present
arrangement it'll hand out $59,150.
Union gained one extra day of

vaude a week at the Oxford for 10
pit men. House was formerly with
vaude two days a week. Allegheny,
Kent, Frankford and Alhanibra con-
tinue with vaude on Fridays and
Saturdays. The Earle contract re-
mains just as it is.

Weekend Datfes Booked
For McGee in Midwest

Chicago, Nov. 29..

Fibber McGee.radio imit, with Jim
(McGee) Jordan, Donald Novis, Billy
Mills, Bill Thompson and Hal Peary,
is booked through midwest for Sat-
urday-Sunday dates on a 50-50 basis.

Goes into Iowa theatre, Cedar
Rapids, tills weekend (3-4) and into
Granada, South Bend, Dec. 10-11.

Radio dates prevent other types of
hookings.

Robitschek Delays Vaude;

Talks Deal with Shuberts

Kurt. Robitschek has definitely
postponed opening his proposed
three-a-day New York vaude. Orig-
inally skedded to open at the Pal-
ladium, nee B. S. Moss' Broadway,
Nov. 27, date was cancelled because
of money troubles and fear of holi-

day season lull.

Robitschek is also dissatisfied with
the theatre and is talking a deal
with the Shuberts for one of their

theatres. In the event latter goes
through, the Shuberts may buy piece
of show. They now have another
vaudeville unit, Olsen and Johnson's
"Hellzapoppin,' at the Winter Garden.

ROLLYandVERNA PICKERY
RECALLED AFTER ONE WEEK'S ABSENCE

s«B hkturn bnoaoemekt
At the DRAKE HOTfi '^""»*'^.0

Nix Burley for Theatre

Philadelphia, Nov. 29.

Bondholders of the Shubert thea-
tre here have decided they will not
accept burlesque offers for use of

the house. Spot had been operating
burley for the past four years, but
it's feared that continued use of the I

house for that field would lessen the
'

value of the building.

Various offers have been made for

the theatre's use. Izzy Hirst, burley
promoter, was the only one prepared
to lay cash on the line, however.

Will Weber Bankrupt
William S. (Will) Weber, nitery

and general theatrical agent of 1560

Broadway, filed a voluntary petition

in bankruptcy in the N.Y. Federal
court last week listing his debts at

$6,678 and no assets.

Among the creditors named are

$160 for State income tax, 1937 and
1£38; $277 judgment to Ed Luntz,

1560 Broadway; $150 commissions to

Ted Nelson, 1650 Broadway; $250

loan to Mildred (Tony Lane) Link,

209 West 48th st., and $50 loan to

Bob Krollog the same address.

SINGINQ SLUGGER OF THE

BRCli^ifYN DODGERS
AND

LOMAX
"THE WOR SPORTSCASTER"
Raidio'a Leading Sports Commentator

ON THE AIR EVERY NIGHT AT 7
* (Coartesy WOB Artist* Boreaa)

IN THEIR OWN NOVETY PRESENTATION

OPENING FRIDAY, DEC. 2

BROOKLYN STRAND
NEW YORK

Thanks to HARRY MAYER

OPEN FOR FUTURE BOOKINGS
FOR THEATRES AND CLUBS

AXSO BOOBINO
BUDDY HASSETT AS A SINGLE

PEBSONAI. MASAQEBilENT OF

BOB ROSEN
1564 Broadway, Palace Theatre Building

BRyant 4)—0210-5211
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MUSIC HALL, N. Y.

Rolf Holbettt, Art Frank, Beatrice

Joyce. Robert Weede, Henrietta
Schumann, Ballet, Glee Club, Rock-
ettet, MVMie Hall Symphony, Erw>
Rawte, conductor: 'The

,
Cowbw.

and the Lady' (UA), reviewed in

Variety, Nov.

Imagination, taste and skill have

gone Into the current stage- bill, 'The

Four Seasons/ at tlie Radio City Mq-
3ic Hall. There's nothing novel in

the theme, nor in its division into

four parts. Distinction of the ^ow
lies in the way It is presetted. Ser-

gei Soudelkine'a settings and intro-

ductory tableaux (employing the

titillating lyrlc$ of Albert Stillmari),

plus the Wlll^ Van and Marco Mon-
tedbro costumes and the routiiy'-'" <-t

the whole. Ifs a continuously en-

tertaining' presentation. / . „ .

Opentog -with Henrietta Schu-
mann's ^owJttanly solo with the

symphony orchestra in a Tschailww-

sky piano concerto, the bill offers

the ballet corps in a dance represent-

ing spring, then a Uvely outdoor

scene climaxed by Holt Holbem's in-

genious magic sign, on which he
paints all sorts of figures that im-

mediately come t9 life. Act -was pre-

viously seen at the French Casino,

--Y,, now- Billy Rose's Casa Man-
ana. It's nice^ spotted- here and the

mystery of how the trick is done is

enhanced in the present showing by
the ia<A that the- sijfnboard Js not

backed up againfet a dark curtain, but
is' placed in the center - of a well-

lis^tt^ stage/ . ^ « _i
ToUowing. a solo bit by iiobert

. lUTeede, Art Franl^ in. the old gfeezfir

" xvS>Q getiq> he's been using, in vaude
• for a couple of . decades, offers his

familiar and, amusing 1>lt of hoofing,
• vrith a timely windup ' commentary,
on presentirday hotcha* singers; Glee

. Club backgroiinds the sesfion.Jwhicii:

is supposed: ta- represent f^lt Finals
as the vriotec steae brings the Rock*-

ettes. in an arresting^ number^ conj-

dyded by their familiar but. stiU

electrifying precision step, and then
• g«ij^ |Dta.it:>lonnatioh- to- -represent;

a Christinas tr^ with varl-colore*;

lights pn their costumes. Soudeifci

Jcfce'ft tableaux, which take the form
of pldt <diromos.-wlth SMUinan-sclevec
lines' spoken by t>layets wbpse fapefi

are the only animate part of the pick

lures, give ,<piquant -introduction < to

. the', four seasonal portions of the'

• irtagesbQw. . , <• '

r
- Also on the -Music Hall bill is the
latest Walt Disney color cartoon;

. Terdiiiand, the BuH' .from Munro
- I^eafs- popular comic fable,. Pit
whicfi was originally feature length,

' now runs only, nine 'minutes. Among:-
tbe parift whicb, wound up on the
cutting' room floor is the 'F«rdinand'

title song; Unusual angle is that it

i& accompanied by ia narrative on the
•sound track. Although it i» admir-.
ably read, 'there is^ittle more to it

than Leafs original. And -whilej

•Ferdinand* makes -a fairly amusmg
cartoon sUbject, there's little more
to it than there K In the Leaf vol-

ume, .mich is to say it's good, but
not up to^ the usuja Bisriey standard
_^ 4 ^-..t^™. Kobe.

thing to Sle^nor Powell. For jin

encore she t«p» out a Jam sesKton
with drum aeconipanlment tliiit's

smash. Hodgson steps down again
for his old hick trumpet bit to

break up the -hoofing section of the
show, with Wieire Bros. (3) following
him to moi> up with tl^elr clever
dancing pantomime. Boys first came
over with 'FoUe« Bergere* unit four
years ago and hav€ since added sev-
eral bits which iiave improved what
even originally was surefire.

Ptyor moves in once more for
some glee club work en 'Smoke Gets
in Your Eyes' and his first-rate imi-
tation of Bert Williams. Foran, of
films, aings 'My Little Buckaroo,'
'Night and Day' and 'Melancholy
Baby.' Mob wouldn't let him off

when caught until he returned for
'steenth time and shyly admitted he
didn't khow.any more times. Orches-
tra, takes over again for some amus-
ing band imitations, preceding Miss
Sullivan. It's really a homecoming
for her. Just 18 months ago she
.sang for coffee and c»ke money in a
booze- club here. She.tore tue rafters
apart with her swinging of this semi-
classics. Does six numbers and
could stick around for as many
more. Pryor closes with his themer,
'Whistler . and His Bog.' Pave
Broudy's band, in the pit. overtures
Debussy's 'Reverie,' not the modern
version.
Biz capacity. Cohen.

STRAND, N, Y.

ll'ed .Lewis, £ddie Leonard. SheU
ton Bro6k$, Danny White, Gale Sex^
tet, Charles 'Snowball' WMtHer,
Vera Ellen, Lorette Lane, Ted Lewis
Quintet; 'Angels with Dirty Facet'
(WB), reviewed in VASirry. Oct. 26.

of brilliant fanta^.

STANLEY, PiTT.

Pittsbttryh, Nov. 26.

Roger Pryor Orch (13),, MasAne
Sullivan, Dick" Foran, Ann Millerj

Red Hodflson, Lane Truciiiale, 3
Weire Bros, 7 Fredyions; 'Tl^cre

Goes My Hearf (UA).

What should have been a socJe

show here went a little sour open

ing because. Roger "Pryor, m. c.'irtg

.the layout, didn't have situation -well

enough in hand.. Trying to pad the

proceedings beciuifie seven Fredy-

sons, driving in from the east^ were
. caught in a -snowstorm and didn't

turn up iintil latier in the. day, he
overpadded. He let a minor ap-

.. plwse • claque qf kids, . .the .
usual

thing here every Friday afternoon,

slow presentation down to a trot,

with turns coming back repeatedly
for larcenous bows, with result that
flsch section ran close to 8^ minutes,
or .''bout 20 overboard.

Entertainment value Is present,
however, and on<Se Pryor takes com-
mand, B« he 'Can and could have
easily with a bit of pressure yester-
day (Friday), layout should develop
into''one of theatre's slickest in some
time. Maxine SuUlVan. Dick. Foran
and Ann Miller are on hand, too, all

of whom deliver solidly. Supporting
acts are also helpful.

It's Pryor's second visit here in

last 18 months and he returns with a
considerably improved band, albeit

on^ that still hasn't hit its right
stride. Reformed 4ctor has devel-
oped into a sqave maestro who seems
to know what it's all about music-
ally. Should check up a bit on his

gags, though. One he opened with
here is the same he used last time
here. Following some amusing cross-

fire with Red Hodgson, orchestra
swings into 'I Got Rhythm* and then
Lane Truesdale, femmejpianist. steps
to the mike to chirp 'What Goes^On
.Here in My Heart? N.s.h. vocally,

but gal has enough s.a. to help.

That brings on Miss Miller, smart-
ly outfitted In black sequlu pajamas,
for two routines that are tops in
iaps, Femme's .about the nearest

Ted Lewis, plus his. numerous spe-

cialists, Eddie Leonard and Shelton
Brooks, were at the Casa Manana,
New York, earlier in the fall, but

ih'ej';fsame j^how isn't being dohe by
the- gfoiip here. This one has been.

;DerroutIned for the Strand, with the

irudntng time held down to 41' min-
,ul:fes.

-Harry Gourfain,' house's." piroducer,

hps giyea the show -excellent stag-,

ing, '-with the pres6nt4ti6h^ heing

ojfie;9Jf'.th^ best' t/er put on in any

pi(¥iiirie - Ijpuse, Everytiting!s skill-

fully,:knit- for imusual smoothness.

V'li&wis Js^at his best and so is bis
bUiSn^'-V^hich inciuaes the vocal qu}n-.i
t^tj' spotted'^ in the band; the little

.^colored' teilOw, Charles 'Snowball'
/VMUixierf i&e Uale Sextet of dancers;
'jjanny' .White, pantbmune-dancer,
ana. the single dancers. Vera Ellen
and -Lorette Lane. Band indudi^ 13
jtnen-uanct^.;works expertly: under

Lewis- has. -a unique opening, a
^birthday-. , number built around his
iclaoneW'With £t lit birthday cake
^Plaptedi dcftigwtage. The vocal group
ttiU)e4..as xthfr' Ted jLewis Quintet, is

rwidrkeAt.iixtO! this and most of the
other numbers for background and
effect, as are several of the specitd-
ists. In the 'Ix>ck My Heart' se-
quence'foUowIng the opening, Lewis
and the quintet sing and Miss Ellen
makes her first'appearance m a brief
dance specialty.

'Messagefrom Mars' number brings
out the-iQale>Sextet (three couples)
in ^ jbst; bayllroom routine. Sextet
also wpears .filter, in one of Lewis*
.inore^elaboxatet^productions, doing an
Oriental ..dance that lacks the „Far
Eastem..tov|ch»
As settitig for Leonard and Brooks,

'Celebrity Nifi;fat at Rector's' back in
the gbp4 01a; days is staged. With
fables ai^b^ckground. After a show-
qianly.in^o^ucti^ji for Leonard, the
vieteran minstrel, who doesn't look
his years and still can put 'em
across,, goes into floly^ Bply Eyes'

;State; n. y.
Jac^ Denny Qrch, JHechiani

troupe (7), Vox A Waltert, Mildred
Law, liorrafne Sisters (3), Cro«8 ^
Durin; *Jf I Were Kj,ng,. (Par)..

Jack Denny's orchestra continues

to rely on soft music and trim in-

strumentation for its appeal. Denny
has Mildred Law, cute brunet tap-,

stei*, and the Lorraine- Sistersr har-

mony swingsters, with him for

added lure. Show, when caught,

was running over the allotted 60

minutes but never seemed to drag.
Opener is the veteran Picchlani

troupe of teeterboard experts. Val-
entine Vox and- Emily Walters, two
veterans who at one time were in
separate vehtriloquial acts, are to-
gether in the deuce. Vox a number
of years ago played solo with his
dunimy^ 'Happy.' He retains best,

features of old. turn, including
cigaret smoking and drinking tricks
with Miss WtUters' i&miliar diminu-
tive girly dummy and sobbing baby
routines neatly dovetailed. Imitation
of a ieryihjj; infant, while appearing
to be the di^.essed mother, is plenty^
tax^ on vocal chords. Both are aided
by trim patter.
Cross and Dunn's straight ballad-

ing, comic songs and .piarodies are
solid. Start wlUi 'Meet the Beat of
My Heart.' Follow with their ver-
sion of 'Staying in Own Backyard'
for, laugh returns. Then do sad
parody that's set to tune of Ti-Pi-
Tin.' 'Music, Maestro' offers excuse
for neat cohtrastihg of old clasklcals
and preient-day

.
swing. Encore

brings on. novelty in which they
imitate fat dieticians, with pointers
in hand to describe grotesque fat-
woman sketch on chart. Inclined to
be off-color, but funny as they han-
dle it
Denny's orchestra is still excel-

lent. Crew opens to 'Under the
Stars,' its radio . theme.- 'Serenade
to a Holdup' seems lightweight com-
pared with what follows, 'Sophis-
ticated- Swing' is' the band's dee
number^.scoring..with smooth muting
by two eometists 'and: trombonist.
Finale .is typical series of Denny
imitations -of popular ~orchestras,
namely Henry Busse; Hal Kemp,
diiy Lombardo and combo of t6p
swing bands. Micfiy gaite<l. Employ
Tiger Rag' for swell closer.
Miss' Law, fetchingly .garbed in

dancing ' costume, gets under way
slowly but then cleans up as shC
encores .with routine 'that Bill Rob-
inson taught me.' Alipe Graves, harp
^loist, brings a chatige of pace.

Three- Lorraine Sisters, whom
Denny 'discovered' while pliying the
Drake hotel, Chicago, dnd Who are
set for pictures. hug_the mike in
putting over 'Flat Toot Floogeev'
'I Used tp be Color Blind' and "Way
Down in New Orleans,' Idst being
particularly ' standout. One girl
coraies- forward to do an imitation
of Clyde- McCoy's 'Sugar Blues'
theme song. Satisfaictory but not
essential since the blonde lookers
score anyway. They wear white
gowns, but makeup and costumes
fail to cash in oa their potentialities
as lookers.
Biz excellent for last stage show

Friday (25). Wear.

prances over to front, mike to give
^m 'Kaodfull. of Bbythm,' 'So Help
Me' and 'Old Mah. wfose/ latt«v |(et-

ting swell bond at start and stopping
show cold at finish. Gal, broui^t
hack following"hit at'samv '^<l>use

four weeks ago with Jao Gtrfoer's
band, makes no attempt .to top IMose'
with same type tune, switchhig in-
stead tOk. sentimental.' mood, ana en-
coring to solid hand with ^My Rev-
erie,'

Program finishes off. with burst of
noise and commotion from the line,
and march music in the pit.

Biz good. Craig.

HIPP, BALTO

and 'Ida? his two most famous hum
hers. Leonard tops With his sand
dance, and although some of the
younger faps .may not know the old-
thriter, he's going across powerfully.
Brooks, Who wrote 'Darktown

Strutter's Ball' and 'Sorpe of These
Days,' also packs plenty of punch.
A Williams and Walker routine, as

done by that team years ago, is of-

fered by Brooks and Whittier, this

preceding Brooks' stint at the piano
an which he does songs, he authored.
It seems there isn't enoUgh of Leon-
ard «nd Brooks, particularly so does
it seem that -way to vet yaude-fol
lowers.
White gives 'Darktown Strutter's

Ball' punch by doing k Joe Frisco
dance that also has nostalgic charm.
This portion draws - the presentation
up to its close, Lewis signing off in a
clever appreciation special as the
dimmers go into play. White Up
ahead does a couple of other spe-
cialties, including a Jimmy Savo type
of dance, while Whittier also figurei

in some soft-shoe hoofing. !

'Me and My Shadow' number em4
ploys VHiittier ahd an unbilled col-

ored girl effectively, while another
bit of good staging is built around
•My Baby Smiles at Me,' with Whit-
tier and Lewis.
One of Lewis' best nUmbers is the

'Musical Magical Man' production in
which he does a ctite bit as Tos-
canini, White and Miss Lane fig-

-ure here in a. diverting doll dance,
Show« plus 'Angels with Dirty

Faces' -(WB), which looks like a
strong money-miJier, gives the house
its biggest p. o. to date under re*
eently uiaugurated combination pol-
icy. CJwr.

EARLE, WASH.

.Baltiniiire, jNTov. 28.

Major Bowes 'Third ,Annit>ersar{/
Revttc,' with Ted Mack, Byron Brosi
(2), 3 Harmonica Dees,. Concert Ser-
fnaders (4), Duane Sisters, Neva
Amet, Bert & Betty, &tmw\>tTr^
Russell, Jean Clark, Roy Richards,
Sol Strausser: 'Peck's Bad Boy With
Circus' (RK6>.

Major Bowes' Third Anniversary
Revue' hjls all the familiar attributes
of a typical Bowes unit with some-
what more finish and leu snap than
recent -Bowes combos .previously
caught here. Ted Made mx.'s well.
Fast opening by Byron Bros., two

hoofers, sets nice pace for Three
Harmonica Dees, next with okay, ar-
rangement of pop medley. Concert
Serenaders, mixed quartet,- give out
with operatic selection. Duane Sis-
ters follow with acrobatics that get
over;
Neva Ames xylophones 'Gypsy

Airs' to cliclc solidly. Tough for
Bert and Betty who follow, but kids
have decided novelty^ hanging
drumsticks while hoofing. Interlude
of finger-snapping by, hoy, is good.
Should eliminate finish, which has
girl wearing a cymhal on heaid. for
rhythmic vrtiacks. by partner during
dance sessiim, off* the cob;
Taking .hold for sonie faUp gagging

with a couple of audience stooges.
Mack then follows with 'St. Louis
Blues' on the clarinet. -Followed by
Strawberry RusselL •

. sIow>talking
Negro, who. manipulates oQe*strihged
cigar, box for good, results, getung
some real laughs and an encore,
which he ^uses for- hoofing. • Jean
Clark, next, okay with whistling and
bird sounds.
Ray Richards gives out with good

impressions of Armetta, Sparks and
a particidarly strong version pf Paul
Muni in 'Zola.' Cohduding bit, in
which he handles a spot of ventrilo-
quism in simulating Edgar Bergen
and Charlie McCarthy, socks.

Richards is hard to follow but Sol
Strausser, rotund tenor, .whacks out
a bit of 'Pagliacci' to good returns
and leads Into the. finale which re
calls all the principals for nice cur-
tain.
Biz just fair. Burnt.

EARLE, PHILLY

PALACE, CHICAGO
Chtcaoro, Nov. 26.

Dixzy Dean dc Bob EUton, Bilt-
mprettes,, Grdcie Barfie; Ross &
Stone^ Tomack 6 Rett Bros.: 'Hard
to. Gef (WB).

This week is just a hole in the cal-
endar so far as the box/ot&ce is con-
cerned. Dean an^ Bison (New' Acts)
bring tp the- stage a baseball and
ether rep, but that rep is adding no.
lustre to the front gate. Dean and
Elson are pretty well khown around
Chi. And from appearances^ maybe
too well known. Perhaps elsewhere
they may do better.
Their cros«-talk is mostly, a rehash

of what everybody already .knows.
It's strictly a tirhe-fiUer.
With buatoess way off^ the other

acts are having a tough time of It,

which is a. bad break, since all the
others are standard turns knowing
what they're on the stage for.
They did the best they could to

entertain the handful- of customers
in the house, but the silences of
those rows of empty seats put the
damper on everything. Biltmorettes
are an excellent tumblihg^ and- acro-
batic turn, with the girls presenting
a fresh and . clean-cut appearance
and executing their work with style
and manner.
Grade Barrie is a surefire' singer

no matter where caught, night club
or theatre, and In this haunted spot
she seemed even to make the- empty
seats sit up and take noticci Fine
pair of pipes, and a real flair for
showmanship.
Maxine Stone's whlat-the-hell man-

ner was practically the McCoy here,
but'^the ' show must go on, so she
kibitzed « while with^Benliy Ross.
Then^ they both walked slowly off

the stage. Toughest assignment went
to Sid. TomacK and the Reis Bros.,
who- .had to work throughout the
show. And according, to their rou-
tine they have a Beq.uence in which
they start a comic rcvolutioa against
audiences who won't laugh. Some-
where towards the, bade oi;]ttie house
somebody laughed. That Was a, cop
who had ]been called. in because the
usherS' iWere^ getting & little fright-
ened by the awful empthiess.
Business, by the way, wasn't so

hot at the last show Friday. Cold.

STRAND. BROOKLYN

Washtnpton, Nov. 27.
Keene TuKns with Vic and La-

morr.. Four Dudleys; Wllliej West if
McGinty, Patricia Nonjum, Sixteen
Roxyettes; 'Angels with Dirty Facesf
(WB).

Another smart example of house
policy of fitting vaude to mood of
picture Is clicking this week with
regular line of girls backing up four
acts against a detailed full-stage
sidewaiks-of-New-York set.

Curtains open as couple of line
gals dolled up as ragamuffins heave
tomato at strolling cop, who blows
his whistle; and bulk Of line, in po-.
lice coats and night sticks, busts
onto" stage for a fast tap routine;
Most of line melts off as Keene
Twins and Vic and Lamarr enter to
take over with speedy tap and acro-
batics. Quartet works together at
start and finish. Two b^./s and two
ghls get full stage alone for sepa-
rate double specialties. Collect nice
hand for gamut, of standard dance
timibling highlights. ,

Four Dudleys next warble 'Coming
Round the Mountain,' 'Old MacDon-
ald Had a Farm' and ''My Blue
Heaven' in great style, Negro quar-
tet has the facial expressions and the
pantomime to go with instrumental
effects and smooth rhythm; ahd went
over nicely at show caught.

Line's collection Of tappin- truck-
,ing and vocal outbursts- to tune of
'Christopher Columbus' installs
Willie, West -and McGlnty in the
scaffolding at rear of the set. Steady
stream of mishaps such as sawing
through wooden horse, stepping in
buckets, mixing up lunch boxes and
other perfectly timed carpentry
slapstick pantomime is a riot as al-
ways here. Fact that paraphernalia
blends into set makes it all the more
uhexpected and lifts act to biggest
band ever.
Tooting of auto horn offstage di-

rects attention away from boys'
necessary cleaning up of stage, and
Patricia Norman's appearance driv^"

itig a real auto onto stage takes «v«r
the ovarytw^ekerfl by lurprir
Stopped by cop. she bounces

Philadelphia, Nov. 25.

Jan Savltt Orch, Erit Blore, Ethel
Shutta, Carlotta Dale, Jerry Taps,
B&n Bon, Topper Trio, Dick it Leota
Nash, Stella Stein 4k Sonny Borish;
'Thanks for Memory' (Par).

Witih late cahcellation by PhiUips

Lord Qf .his 'Gangbusters,' skedded
for their first vaude appearance at

the Earle, hoxise got £rlc Blore^ Ethel

Shutta and Dick and Leota Nash to

replace.

Blore (New Acts) hasn't the

proper material. He's given top bill-

ing, but is spotted far forward in the
show, while Miss Shutta. billed sec-
ond, is reserved for the closer.
Of five numbers Miss Shutta war-

bles, 'Do It With a Twinkle in Your
Eye/ Two-Family House' and 'Little

Lady Make Believe' are ns.h. Final,

'She Was One of the Front Row
(7als,' catches niftily and she has to
encore which she does with a bur-
lesque of 'Music, Maestro.'
Providing -chuckles are Dick and

Leota Nash (New Acts). Kids
knockabout, dance, play with ropes
and ge.t off fair gags. Biggest dicks
are Stella Stein and Sonny Borish,
winners of jitterbug contest con-
duced in Warner theatres in con-
junction with the Philadelphia News.
Remainder of the show is Jan

Savitt's unit, including his neat 12-

piece awing orchestra.. Crew, part
of the KYW, Philly, house band, has
been appearing at the Arcaidia-In-
ternational nitery, taking, a week off
from there to work at the Earle.
Combo is a good draw for the jive-

nutty Earle. This Is its second en-
gagement at the house in four
months. With Savltt is Bon Bon,
scat-singer, and Jerry Taps, hoofer,
both Negroes, Bon Bon, with pleas-
ing personality and nifty pipes,
catches big. Taps, tall and lean,
clicks nicely but fails to get the
maximum out of his turn because of
sameness in his routines.

Carlotta Dale warbles with the
band, doing 'Reverie' and 'Can't Give
You Anything but Love.' Much im--
proved over her former trip here,
she's still primarily a radio chlrper.
Three Toppers, two boys and a gal,
swing-sin« 'Sweet Varsity Sue* well.

" ' " " -*d' You
"*le.

Teddy King house orch, Midgie
Fellows, Billie Boy Friends (5),

Carlton Emmy, Hal Le Roy, Molly
Picon, Gil Lamb; 'Gangstefis Boy*
(Mono)

.

From the marqiiee thts bill would
indicate entertalnmept In capital let-

ters, but in its playing there are only

two acts that keep the show from
dodcterlng.

Molly Picon is the headliner, and
rightfully, for the little comedienne^
recently back from a six-month tour
of English and Paris vaude houses
performs smartly with her character
sketches;. Then, too, there's Carltoa
Emmy and his standard dog act
which is sock with this audience, as
always. Hal Le I^oy and Gil Lamb
are also on for possible name value.

Actually, though, it's Miss Picon
whom the large Friday (25) night
audience came to see since here it

knows her as the Yiddish legit's most
talented, comedienne, who was afalQ

to steer her capabilities into a more
fruitful field when that • entertain-
ment took a nosedive some years

-

ago. She's garbed in an old-fash-
ioned evening gown that might be. a
little too conservative for her type
of presentation. Her first number,
'Hands,' is good, detailing the sug-
gestions that hands- convey in their

daily use. (the number is not kin to

that of the same title employed by
ZaSu Pitts . in the letter's recent
vaude tour). Miss Picon's best-sketch
characterizes the daily life of a
working girl. Particularly clicking
are the gestures.
Le Roy does a couple of taps and

is later Joined by an unbilled dark-
haired looker for whom he foils in

some comedy patter that's n.sJi. He's
still tapping to 'Lady Be Good' and
makes an attempt, too, at singhig,

but it's mild. However, the audi-
ence vrent for his dancing opening
night (25).
Lamb has his moments in which,

he tickleis the payees but after a
while his comedy dancing gets pretty

pale. He's also playing the har-

monica a bit. Still does his old stunt

of feigning swallowing the instru-

ment and having it play while in his

stomach by pressing different parts

of his anatomy. An unbilled partner

harmonicas on several instruments
of assorted size, but it's merely a
stage wait while Lamb cools off from
earlier, strenuous dance efforts.

Billie and her Boy Friends (5) are

four males and a gal doing aero

terps. The males are in tails, some-

what uncomfortably attired for their

strenuous type of entertainment,

while she's more appropriately cos-

tumed In shorts. , etc. Only fa>r.

Though they work* hard enough, tne

audience gave little Indication of ap-

preciation. ,^
Teddy King's house orchestra 19

still around for its one spot, a mea-
ley,.of college songs. King m.c. s ana

is improving though he has rdort-ior

more of the same. Midgie Fellows is

* • 'viallBt and swings one number.
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APOLLO, N. Y.

Baby Briscoe's Orch, Desotee

Auraiider, Joe Johnson, Slim & Ed
iS^Louis !c Van, Willie Bryant,

nroion Twins, Jackie Mahley, John

£e 'Higgins Family' (Rep).

Mouse spends 100 minutes with its

.Vftw this weelc but doesn't get that

ffS quality out of the bill. Com-
of John La Rue and Jackie Mab-

•S? plus suaye M.C. Willie Bryant,

rioesmuch to entertain but the others

In lineup constitute , little more than

tflfie waits. Name or semi-name

hnnd policy here has been whacked
Sroresence of Baby Briscoe's all-

%i orchestra, which obviously

Sdesn't tax the house ijayroU greatly.

Girls come in . about midway and

ttere the lag starts. They,don't even

Slay
well enough to background acts

esldes being poor in their own of-

ferings. A local fave, Bryant, ca-

Mble Negro m.c, holds an audience

^11 He's been here for a month

and looks to stay,,

Desoree Alexander, diminutive, so

wano," opens the bill. Joe Johnson,

ffi^i show's producer,/ doubles this

week, following Miss Alexander with

a song. Pair th^n go into a dance
routine with the line. ^Tohnspn's ex-

cellent timing with the girls, is ex-

Slftiacd by fact that, he created thie

difficult number. .

•

Slim and Eddie,- tall and short

jSancers and tumblers, , take deuce
mot. Try too hard to be smart, but

are only mediocre. The taller lad

.does most of comic, stuff. He's

dressed in dirty, .misshapen white

tails and has a deadpan.. Smaller

one is flashily dressed and confines

Himself to somersaults' and flips.

Brown Twins, girt tap duo, for

meirly at the Cotton Club, N; Y., work
fjiemselves out of a nautical produc-
tiort' number into a dance. They're
lookers and offer some excellent

chUiertge work. Veer" some from
thfe stereotyped style. ^Lewis and
Van, white male team, tap on pyra-
mided stairs to top the show. They're
Mnurt in tails and because of uni
j(o)nnity in size.

• Comedy blackouts are still blue in

th6 hands of the glib Bryant and La
Rue. Miss Mabley works in one
blue bit without too much effect

She later wows with doubletdlk rou-

tine in an all-girl navy bit, in which
the line girls are used^ with Bryant
«s' captain. '

- Three production numbers, besides
Unale, this week help to make up
fo.r.the paucity of satisfactory talent
usually 'found here. Show runs too
long^ band accounting for much of
the time. Hurl.

TOWER, K. C.

Kansas City, Nov. 25.

fiernie. Cummins Orch, Tommy
Mdrtin, Steve Evans, Three Sophis-
ticates, Connie Barleau,Walter Cum-
mins house line; 'Campus Confes-
•ioiw* (Per).

Stage show continues the policy
of name bands, with.Bernie Cum-
mins,' who held forth in K. C.'s
Muehleb&ch ' Grill several years ago.
On, less than ah hour, the band's
Hcceptable.
Cummins batons, m.c.s and war-

bles. ' Band is featured at the open-
ing and later in a medley. From

"Hie orchestra Cummins offers Con-
nie Barleau, torch singer, who's
Bjoaooth with her current pops and
ti$t favorites. Walter Cummins,
rother of the leader, steps out of

•the band to reveal a ^oice and style
- timed' solely at the femmes.

Tommy Martin exhibits his
«i6ight-of-hand well. Acrobatics are
handled lay the Three Sophisticates,
•lemmes, who opien with a class
wont but quickly divert to slap-
stick teroing and, gyn\nastics.

• Steve Evans's strong impersona-
tions include film favorites, Popeye
ana a drunk. House line is on for
fl: brace of numbers.
^Biz fair. Quin.

Embassy Newsreel, N. Y.
^a^^ Chinese holocaust with scenes
Of the burning cities of Canton and
flankow depict the hopeless struggle
5?5 ^country laid desolate are un-
S>^§ettably etched by the cameras
S7«

week's reels. Undertones in

^•n: V""^^* follow UD these sceneswun solemn warnijigs from speakers
o5 nS? 8rt"-Nazi mass meeting which
^,000 attended last week at Madi-
^^'^i.

Square Garden, and a plea by
^"*Dishop of Canterbury for world
RSi, f• ",'he annual memorial serv-
ices for the 'forgotten soldier* at the
Cenotaph fn Whithall, London.
"--.Activity on the Spanish fighting

wi?: " lightly touched upon,nemg confined to scenes of Insurgent
^mbing from the air on the Ebro

'lv^2^^?5® °^ newsreels are even-
«^ divided between oddities in the

sports, fashions and two
li'^^oy subjects by Movietone's Lew
tn^l: sport fans ail-American

Ynii'^ll selections and the Harvard-
aitt\ SS^umbia-Syracuse and N. Y.

S?ljn to?®"
Bay Packers games

hi^rf'^u" interest topics take one be-
"Jflo the scenes at the annual win-
On«.*'^'^'"S the Metropolitan

GTa»* C9mpany in New York, where
.C'?.v»nni Martinelli, Lawrence Tib-

mat;?^^ ^^^'^Bi Caniglia are shown
Gn<^J^'"P ^o'' their roles in 'Otello.'^ood angle shots from the overhead

wings, -opening scene and curtain
congratulations complete a light
hearted, interlude,
.
Society gets a break with a ibeagle

hunt on Long Island, blue-bloods
climbing fences and following the
hounds on foot in chase of the elu-
sivfe hare, and feminine interest will
be held by fashion hints at the Mel-
bourne Cup Races in Australia and
Movietone hints for summer beach
and sport fashions.

"

Of general interest is a Chicago
dog show, a colorful parade in Mex-
ico City commemorating the 28th an-
niversary of the Madero revolution;
tryout of new 'baby' motor car in
France, which costs $185 and scuttles
about under big trucks and other
traffic protuberances; Christmas tree
cutting and shipping in Oregon and
Washington; distribution of clothing
to the needy by a Kansas City mer
chant, which is an annual good-Sa'
maritan affair; and holing through /of
a 13-mile mountain tunnel in Colo-
rado to supply water for the Pacific
coast.

Pirofi Lehr's humorous expositions
this week are confined to the tryout
of a rocket-bicycle and an ice-skat
ing bear, the pnly one of its kind.

PALACE, CLEVE.

Cleveland, Nov. 26.
Yacopi Troupe; Marjortc Gains

worth, Red Dust & Robert Williams;
Jack Holland &' Jime' Hart; Ben
Blue; 'Just Around the Corner'
(20th).

House has been trying to avoid
the vaude label by ballyhooing its

third - flesh show ' of the season . as

a 'personal appearance presentation.'

But it's- still good, old-fashioned
vaude.

.

.
Beii. Blue, not seen, here since

spring, has a couple of new bits that
refreshen his routine. One is a
take-off on an old-time- minuet in
French costumes and aided by two
dancers, after the fashion of his 'Col-
lege Holidiay' scene. It's lively hoke
carrying some Hearty laughs, but
the finale needs strengthening. Pan
.tomimic steps, travesty- on Russian
dancer, and skit with a dime-a-dance
gal are better timed and funnier.
Topper for Thanksgiving crowds

was Robert Williams' trained canine.
Red Dust, who runs through a series
of remarkable tricks that hkve more
humorous showmanshp thah when
last seen. In the' deuce spot, this act
is the bill's real warmer-upper,
though the Yacopi troupe gives, a
snappy opening with its flashy triple-

somersault work from springboards^
Smartest items are Marjorie Gains-

worth and the -team of Jack Holland
and June Hart. Latter, who have
used the same setting for three sea-

sons, galvanize it with some of the
slickest, swirling ballroom terping
the Palace has had this semester,
Mid-air spins are so airy and expert
that they would have been punchier
than Ben Blue in the close.

Marjorie Gainsworth's pipes are
golden-toned, but wasted in swing
numbers that this house is tired of.

Her Manhattan medley sustains in-

terest, ' however, and 'Traviata' aria
is more like what they want.
Show is okay biit Nat Holt missed

a good bet in not moving the pit

orchestra on stage to provide a more
vivid background. Pullen.

SENATOR, PITT.

Pittsburgh, Nov. 25.

John Boles, Brian MacDonald,
Jerry JWayhall house orch (8);

'Service de Luxe' W).

Gay Nineties coat for 'Waiting at the
Gate for Katie.' Winds up with 'Fol
lowing the Sun. Around.'
Boles has a splendid voice and glib

stage personality and could have
easily done more, but the limit's 10
minutes and that's all he does. Sen-
ator no doubt figured ohiefly on his
name value as a lure for the get-
away of a new. venture and, as such.
Boles fills the bill. House next week
goes double-feature, sans stage show.

Cohen.

Nite Club Reviews;

Plantation Club, N. Y.
(Continued from page 42)

their knockabout-acro stepping. Con
way and Parks, another male team,
do well with one song and then .prove
they are better . dancers than bal-
ladeers. Lillian Fitz(;erald cornbines
neat vocalizing with some hotcha
terp efforts. Joyce Be.asley's looks
surmount her tapping number. Ross
Collins, thei Misses Beasley and Fitz
Rerald and Joe Adels lead the sing-
ing and dancing of ..the. ensembles,
Okay' with the oipes. Finale intrbs
a new dance. 'Slap Happy.'

'Skeets' Tolbert's band, playing for
dancing and show,., is ideally suit-
ed this room, not blasting as' do
many similar.. swing crews. - Lee
Simmons, former pianist and singer
at the 'Ubangi, is manipulating the
ivories between shows and the danc-
ing' to strong returns. Wear.

COLONY CLUB
(CHICAGO)

.Chicogo, JVow. 26.

Nan Blakstone, Hugo De Paul
Orch, Jose Manzanares Orch.

This place, built last year by
Dollie Weisberg as a standard nitery,
folded quickly. It has now. been re-
opened by Sonny Goldstone -and
Nick Dean, - formerly associated in
the Yacht Club here. These two
have given Chicago a class soot that
has plenty of atmosphere. Tariff is
designed to keep out the college boys
and the budget entertainment cus-
tomers. The $2 weekday minimum
doesn't come close to paying for the
avera.ee check,'
Other than the two orchestras,

one a straight American aggregatioh
and the other . a rhuniba and tango
grouD, the only entertainment cur-
rently is Nan Blakstone, who hab
dignity,' charm, showmanship and
good material,

, While Miss Blakstone . retains
plenty of material that has sex snap,
she has nevertheless, polished her
routines smartly. The former corny
blue stuff has been eliminated anii
reniaced by new shining lyrics that,
while sexy, are not offensive.
She rates as surefire for the smart

spots in the key cities. Assisting her
is a young pianist with whom Miss
Blakstone occasionally tosses off
some crossfire.
Among Miss Blakstone's top num-

bers are a pianolog impression of
'Rain.' the' musical protesn .sketch,
'Ferdinand, the Bull' and 'A Modern
Lullaby.'
Hueo dePaul's orchestra plays for

straight hoofing . and as the floor
show accompaniment. Josp Manzan-
ares is the rhumba gtoun. The Cuban
aferegation has plenty for the tango-
ists.

Newest house on the Harris circuit

is Loew's Old Aldine. With arrival

of de luxe Penn and Stanley, spot
fell on lean days, drifting into slough
pictures for Loew's and finally clos-

ing' in 1934 for keeps. It's been dark
since only because Loew long-term,
lease didri't expire until last August,
Now remodeled at a cost of around

$130,000 and marking the 20th link

in the reorganized Harris chain, it

looks better than the old Aldine
ever did, but can't hope to recap-
ture , that spot's biz because times
have changed. Theatrical center has
shifted to the other end of town, and
furthermore the Harrises have no
thought of keeping it on a perma-
nent flesh policy. Main idea is to

first-run product which the Harris
outfit has contracted for, but can't

use at its No. 1 downtown, house,
the Alvin. also to play latter's pic-

tures, which warrant holdover.
House seats 1,850.
Inaugural stage bill isn't really a

firesentation, but more of a concert,
t coiisists only of John Boles, but

class he lends to the opening is

worth the single spotting. However,
just possible that flock of customers
expecting to see flesh as they know
it around here will be disappointed.
He might have been surrounded with
at least a couple of additional turns,
just for the push-off anyway.

Boles i.s introduced by Brian Mc-
Donald, former musical comedy
leading man and now a local radio
m, c. He's an accompanied by Jerry
Mayhall's eight-piece house crew in

pit. Boles comes on nattily garbed
in tails, and goes immediately into

his song cycle without any prelimi-
nary gabbing. Starts with 'One
Alone,' then into the title tune from
'Rio Rita,' followed by a quick
change on stage into bowler hat and

VILLAGE BARN, N. Y.

Johnny Howard, Don Loper &
Maxine Barrat, Vera Fern, Vira
Niva, Schnickelfritz Band, Jack
Sherr Orch.

Schnickelfritz band, which heads
new show here, is made to order for
this type of nitery. Its corny music,
novel twists and all-round stuff goes
over big.

'

The Schnickelfritzers flt better in
this environment than at the uptown
Paradise, where they played some
time ago.
Surrounding show is handled by

Johnny Howard, personable m.c. He
has a nice voice and uses crisp quips
to break monotony of introducing
different turns. Standing out in sur-
rounding talent is the dance combo
of Don Loper and Maxine Barrat,
programmed as the De la Penhas,
but who are introduced under their
names. Two pertly-garbed dancers
work easily. After opening ballroom
number, a waltz with variations and
a peppy Parisian conceit are em-
ployed as encores to vigorous re-
turns.
Vira Niva, billed as a Continental

singing star, features Russian tunes
but does equally well with a couple
of American songs, including 'Make
Believe.' She's attractively gowned
and a looker. Vera Fern, petite
brunet, does nicely with semi-acro-
batic twists and high kicks.
Jack Sherr, leader of V.B.'s or-

chestra, is spotlighted for his one-
man band repertoire, climaxing with
clarinet and sax at same time. Or-
chestra is properly geared for the
room. Pappy is still present calling
the square dances and running the
games for those who seem to go for
that sort of thing. Barn has become
a 'must' stop for out-of-towners tour-
ing the Village. Wear.

NEW ACTS
NORA SHERIDAN
With Alien Jones
Songrs
7 Mins.
Le Reuban Bleu, New York

Allen Jones to Nora Sheridan is
more than a piano player. He's her
author, and that means he's more
than 50% of Miss Sheridan's act, al-
though she's a competent 'enough in-
terpreter of the saucy lyrics he's
fashioned for her. But it's the ma-
terial primarily.
Miss Sheridan is an alumna of the

chorus, from accounts, who decided
that' there was gold in them thar
double-entendres, and she's proving
it. First off, she is a fetching per-
sonality with a wide-eyed expression
that almost whoUy disarms tne lyri-
cal ^pice. Furthermore, the word-
age isn't just dirty—it's clever.
Her opener, wherein she explains

why she 'can't sing a- dirty song,' is
a gem. Thereafter, accompanist
Jones has taken 'Remember Me' and
'Week-end of Private Secretary*
and parodyized them into rhapso-
dies. Formei' is 'a pert paraphrase,
and' the Thumba-rhyithmed -discourse
is done a la 10th avenoo, a credit to
the writing and the interpretation:
Nora Sheridan is new, but she'll

he heard from pronto, especially in
the -smarter boite? which,' being iso"
called 'smart,' accept-the' spice where,
in other environment; it might- be
deemed raw. That's just one of . the
vagaries of cafe society. Abel.

DIZZT DEAN and 'BOB ELSON
Gab
12 Mins.; One
Palace, Chicago
Dean is a great diamond attraction,

and.Elson has plenty of following as
a baseball and sports spieler over
WGN and Mutual. But this baseball
and ether strength is not translated
4o the stage.

This is a typical 'personal appearr
ance' in the . dreariest sense of the
phrase, since neither Elson nor Dean
offer entertainment but merely a
chance to get a -load of Dean in per-
son. He is interviewed in the same
setup, that Elson uses for his be-
fore-the-game gabfests at the ball-
park, but nothing happens. Dean
teUs a couple of anecdotes which
have no particular punch for the
general public, , but he does say he's
glad to be with the. Chicago Cubs.
Theii he names an all-star ball club.
While he's catching his-breath Elson
tips the audience off to the way in
which off-the-tape broadcasts ' are
made.

-

At the show caught Dean kept
shading his eyes to peer out into the
auditorium. £te begins covmting. ' He
gets up to 10, then he quits and
laughs. He shrugs his shoulders,
le's got a split figure to shoot at in
lis contract. He'll make taore money
in the pinochle' game back.<;tage. than
he will from that sharing tiause.

,

' ' Gold.

DICK and LEOTA NASH
Variety
13 Mins.
Earle, Phllly
Nice-looking brother and sister

act provide good 'medium-priced
comedy fill-in turn: With a variety
of talentsr all pretty much good for
chuckles, they sustain jAt^rest and
are satisfactory divertissenfient with-
out exhibbing anything sensational.
Get under way with a ;n.s.h. gag of

attempting to sing through a dead
mike and then turn to -patter be-
tween them, good. ' Resort to a bit of
cnockabout, ' kicking 'each' other in
the seat of humof, which is funny
enough as they do it. Followed by a
3urlesque of Ginger Rogers and

: i'red Astaire dancing, very good.
Then, while gal skips off, he turns
:o rope-spinning and gagging, a la
Will Rogers, getting tn some telling

.aughs, in a slow, dry way of deliv-
ering. Femme returns recostumed to
reveal oke gams, there's more chaf-
er, knockabout and a flash finale of
)oth skipping through a rope, which
is good. Herb.

HAZEtj FRANKLIN
Ice-skatinc
10 Mins.
Duquesne Garden, Pitt
Little 13-year-old whiz from Eng-

land is a miniature edition of Sonja
Henie. Nothing quite like the young
lady on ice aside from the incom-
Ijarable Swede and tiny Miss Frank-
in's bound to be right up there with
her in a couple of seasons. Kid has
everything, looks galore—resembles
Shirley Temple—and talent that re-
veals plenty of hard work and train-
ing.
Nothing youngster can't do , on

the silver blades, and she makes it

[ook graceful and simple. Takes the
toughest spins in her stride, upright
and in a sitting position; cuts every
possible fancy figure; executes
everything at amazing speed, and
does it all with class and showman-
ship that belie her years.
Kiddie is smartly gowned, too.

Which helps considerably, but in any
kind of outfit, she'd be a sensation.
H6r youth makes it doubly easy for
Miss Franklin, but she doesn't de-
pend on that. Gets by strictly On
merits and makes the best of them
look none too good. A natural for
pix—and anything else Cohen,

ERIC BLORE
Comedy
7 Mins.
Earle, Philly

Famed 'gentleman's gentleman' of
the screen making his first p.a. in
this country this week following re-
turn from work on the WB lot in
England. Booking was made at the
last minute, and Blore evidences he
had no opportunity to get anything
in the way Of material. With some-
thing to do and something to say,
English comic would be a natural.
As it is, although he works hard, he
has nothing to work with, and he's
pretty much an interlude. Whatever
value he has is strictly from k mar-
quee' standpoint, certainly not from
entertainment.

With his pleasing personality and
his humorous English diction, Blore
has a good; start right off the bat.
Trucking onto the stage to swing
music it's ludicrous enough to be
funny. . But there -it ^tops, Frankly
admitting to the audience that the
jokes *nd stories "hfe knows are blah,"
he sets, out to prove it and ^oes.
•After a few duds,; goes- Into a de-

'

scription of an international chess
game as one of the network sports
gabbers would, do it. FoUows with
.bittlesque of English announcer do-
ing the Grand National at Aintree.
Its all very slow. Likewise his at-
tempts at piattering ditties. -

Better no doubt would be to drag
In the names of some pix in which
he has played ;and perhaps resort to
4:he pld stuff, of doing a iscene from
one or more of .them. Working as a
gentleman's gentleman, with
straight-man as the gent, would also
seeni to have better possibilities. for-
keeping him in his element and gag-

_____
BURT LATTON'S 4 FLIRTS
Danclnr
10 Mins.
Plasa Cafe, Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh dance Instructor. Burt

Layton, has picked out foiur attrac-
tive young femmes and worked out
a flash dance act that,looks like the
goods. It's something 'on the order
of the old two-a-day hoofing turns
brought up to date and made to con-
form with modern nitery require*
'ments. Would also flt into theatre
work but with present setup it's bet-
ter suited to cafe floors. ..

Layton works along with the quar-
tet, all of them able tap-terpers and
with enough production novelty to
eliminate the curse of conventional-
ity. They start

, with a dance built
around 'In My Merry Qldsmobile.*
Dressed in old-time auto' dusters and
get the Gay Nineties stuff across
nimbly in footwork. Later come out
with gals in scantieS and Layton tails
and each of them carrying a minia-
ture xylophone, on which they tap
out minor little tunes between steps.
It's cute and over big.

Flirts, all good-lookers, can also
contribute a specialty, ranging all
the way from toe balletto acrobatics.
Versatile quintet is okay for any-
body's floor. Cohen.

ROT ROGERS and Co. (3)
Cowboy Songs
17 Mins.
Colonial, Lincoln, Neb.
Yokelry will bite on a certain

bashful charm possessed by Repub-
lic's singing star, Roy Rogers, who
bowed in here .for, the beginning of
six weeks of personal ajppearnces
which will take him east to Boston.
Rogers is no greenie on p.a.'s, hav-
ing :been the organizer of the hill-
billy outfit. Sons of the Pioneers,
whijch, sans himself, rides with a
screen contract at Columbia. With
a trio at his back, accordion, fiddle
and mandolinl he sings five tunes
from his four films so far, and throws
in a little homely talk and homelier
gags. All get Over strong with the
adolescent trade and satisfactory to
the western clientele.
Rep is paying the freight on this'

tour to establish Rogers further,
after his sudden jump into the
breach last spring when Gene Autry
was pouting for more money. Barn.

Nitery Placements

Onyx Club, N. Y,, switched shows
Friday (25) bringing in Merry Macs,
quartet from radio, who make their
night club debut; Carl Kress, guitar-
ist; Dr. Sausage and Pork Chops,
swing sextet; Jack Connor;;, vibra-
phone, and Jack Jenney's orchestra.
Greta Keller, Le Ruban Bleu.
Paul and Grace Hartman return to

Persian Room, Hotel Plaza, N. Y.,
Jan, 17.

Ruth Landi, Jane Manner, Vera
Fern. Le Mirage. N, Y,, Nov. 26.
Dolly Dayis, Bill Woodrow chirp-

ing at Hotel Lexington, N. Y.
Jerry Kruger, swing songstress, re-

cently at Famous Door, N. Y„ torch-
ing at Leon & Eddie's, N. Y„ Dec. 6.

Andrews Sisters. Belmont Plaza
hotel, N. Y., Dec, 13,

Carol Bruce, recently at Midnight
Sun, N. Y„ switches to- Hi-Hat Club,
Chicago, Dec. 2.
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Variety Bills
NEXT WEEK (Dec. 5)

THIS WEEK (Nov. 28)
Numerals Fn oonneetion with bills bolow indicate optnino day of

show, whether fuU or split week

3(BW TOBK cm
Stat« <1)

George Jessel
Dixie Dunbar
Readlnger 2
SkAtlng Marvels
Josephine - Huston

BALTIMORK
Century <1>

Johnny Woods
Sinclair 2

3 Harvards .

BVANSVITXi:
MaJesHc (1-S)

Bverybody Swing
WASHINGTON
CapUoI <»)

Rhythm Rockets
Jay C. nippen
Vox & Walters
Deane Jania
Paul Gordon

Paramount

VTM' YORK cm
Panmoiint • (S9)

Count Basle Ore
Sister Tharpe'
Buck & Bubbles
Berry Bros
Llndy Hoppers

WWFATM
Buffalo (S)

MaJ6r Bbwes Co
CHICAOO
Chlcaco> <»)

jTohn Boles

Reddlngtons
BULVTH

Oarrick <S-4)

Major Bowes Co
KANSAS CITY
Newman <2)'

Chick Webb Ore-
BIl«i Fitzgerald

ST. CLOVB
Pammouat (6 only)
Major Bowes Co

BoHaven & Page
Gordon Ray Gls
Johnny Nit
Bart Allison
Baby & B Beams
Jock McAuley

PREMIER
Tounkihan's Bd
HAMHBRSMITH

Palace
DeVlto Ore-

ISUNGTON
Blue Hail

Paddy Drew
Denvers
I.ETTONSTONB

RIaite
Harvard Boys
SHBPH'RDS BUSH

PaTlIion
De Vlto Ore

SHREWSBURY
Granada

Savoy Jr Bd
J Maskeleyne Co
4 Hermans
Johnson Clark
Leon & Jjucette
Beams BabesBBC Singer

SOVTHArij
Palace

Bernardl Bd
Fred Berxln

STRATFORD
Broadway

Tounkman's Bd
TOOTING
Granada

Troise Mandollers
Vine, Moore St N

WOOI.WI0H
Granada,

Hughle Green Gang'

ProYincml

Week of VoTember 28

STATE, NEW YORK
READINGER TWINS

ROXY/NEW YOllK

TOMMY TRENT
JACK and JANE BOYLE

Via: MARK J. LEDDY

NEW YORK cm
Haste Hail.<l>

RaXt Holbein
Robert Weede
Beatrice Joyce
Art Frank
Henrlfttta Schumann
Rockettes.
Corps de Ballet
Erno Rapee Symph

cmCAGO
Pftlace (2)

Boystown Rev
<26)

Blltmorettes
Gracffr Bari:!*
Rosei & f^tone
Diz Dean & B<lBoh
Tomrtck & R Bros

CINCINNATI
SfralMrt (S)

HorAce Heldt Oro
.

-. (24>
•

Bernlvlcl C*

CIETBLAND
Pa1a«e (2)

Ozzle Nelson Oro
Harriet HiUtard
Ross Wyse Jr
Marc Ballero
Betty liou

(24-1) .

Holland & Hart
Bob Williams
MarJorle Qalnsw'rth
Ben Bl<le •

Great Tacopis
coumBvs

. Proctor's <2«)
Gypsy Bose lioe
SCHENECTADY
Proctor's (l-S)

Blue Barron Oro
Kldoodlers
Lew Parker Co
Joan Norrls
S Barrohe & Knapp
B & I Lazzari

Warner

NEW YORK. CITY
Strand (2)-

Ted Lewis Ore
BROOKLYN
Strand (2)

Slim & Slam
Patricia - Norman
Hassett & Lomak
Eleanore Whitney »

(25)
Carl Emmy
Hal LeRoy
611 Lamb Co
Motly Pfcon
Billie Co
Midgie Fellows
XANCASTER
CaitHel <S-6)Wm Osborne Ore

PHILADELPHIA
Earlo (2)

Qikng Busters
(2S)

Jan Savltt Oro

PITTSHimCiH
Stanley .tMk)

Roger PryOr Oro
Ann Miller
MaxSn> Sullivan
WIei'e Bros
7 Fredysons
Dick Foran
POBT8M0CTH
Tm. Roy (2-8)

Bernlvlei Co
WASHINGTON

Earlo (2)
Arren & Broderick
Gae Foster Gls
DJc1e> Foran
Shanghai Wing Tr

(25)
4 Dudleys
Pfttrlcia Norman
Keene 2
Gae Foster Gls
West & McGlnty

YORK.
Strand (8e>l)

Will Osborne Oro

ABERDEEN
Tlvoll

2 Schenks
Rooklyn
P*t Klrkwood
Renara

DCNDEE
Palace

Afrlque
Loir Park
Hal Tates
BDINBVROH

Royal
Harry Gordon
Jack Holden
Kuda Bux

Jack Le Dalr
McAdam & Bob
12 Loretta Gls
Alex Iiennox
N & P St John
M'rwoode & Rich'ds

OIaASGOW
Pavilion

Jack Radcllfte
Harold Dayne
Vera McLean
Norman & Curnot
Neller & Clair
Pratova & Jules
4 Smith Bros
12 S Fisher Gls

Cabaret Bffls

NBW TOBE GUY
Armando's

Buddy Clarke Oro
Sigrld Ijassen

Bandbox
Jim Lunceford Oro
Dan. Grissom
Gladys Palmer

Bamer Gallant's

AngelE^ Velez
Carter & Bowie
Nellie Paley

Bill Bertelottl's

Angelo's Rh'mbR/ Bd
mis Dion
Eleanor Etherldge
Velyne Ha«ue '

Helen Dell

'

Roberta ICent

Bill's ow.^ttw; ;'.-

Charles Vt^itmV^M'
John Patit«r;>;" -fVi^
John EUflit.;r'?J:;:?;:i:^
Don Cottei' .»ViX>';:i>

Jim PhinrssN .. v^r ^
Mary nob^rf^' '

'

"Vodery Choir

El Ohko
Don Alberto Ore
Paquita Domlnguez
Maclovia Rule
Los Calaveras
Dorlta & Valero
Senorita Paloma

Bl Moroeeo
Ernie Hoist Oro

Bl RIe
Bobby Parks Oro
Gus Martel Oro
Terry' Lawlor
Minor & Root

Harold TOU^Ii^ryk & Owen

Independent

MEW YORK- cm'
Boxy (2)

A Bobbins
S Antaleks
Geo Byron
J & J Boyle
Connie- Trent

CHICAOO
Oriental (2)

Lola- Lane
Mignone
Max Terhune
Stuart St JSbtUb
Stadler & Rose
Randolph Avery Co

INDIANAPOLIS
I.yrJ« (2)

Roger Fryor Orc-
Red Skelton
Barr & Kates
Varleity Gambols

MKSIPH^
Orphenoi (2)

Jimmy Poney Ore
MILWAITKEE
Rirernlde (26)

StroUd 2
Vernon A Draner

,J>Dra Bros & M
I
4 Coeds
Novelle Bros

London

Week of November 29
Astoria D. tL

1 Tuk Ching
Dominion

t Manldy Bros
Xienlie Strange

Treeadera Best
Arthur PMnco
Gsli-Oall
2 Twos
Ann Cannins
Bonnie Kill
Dorothy Careless
FrAnk Bailey
Claade Chandler

Lena Cross
Adam Orch
CAMDEN TOWN

GaiiiMmt
Leslie Jeffries t

> CI.APHA9I
Granada'

Troise Mandollers
Vine, ]kf«orfr Se N
Levanda

EAST HAM
Grenada

Eddie Gray
Jn^k Francois

ArthurBw'aii.v . .

Harry Dpt>iteil7: r

Spike Hd*p)ai$h."
Bernle Qi^Uer
Joe Howard '

Stephen linit

Boalevard- T^«)Hrw
(Elinhurst;,.. H;^ff)^v.

C'ntlnentalrM»xlil'*if.'
Mac ArthutitV'V,;??
Cameron Cro«l>jr^.'*^
Audrey Noohto' ' '

Donna & Darriall
'

Barle Hart
Mickey Feeley
Vivien FrandlS
Lots Kaye -

. •. -

Bobby BernAr<i->
Jan Fredrica/Ojr.^.

Brielc'ClBV^'^'

Hot Lips Page Ore*
Casa sira.haas'

Vincent Lopez pre
Jay Freeman' Ore'
Lou Hoitz
VeiOz & Yolanda
Benny Fields
Abbott '& Costello
Helen Morgan
B MiiievltcU Co
Gabto'n PAlmer
Delia Llad
Kay Parsons
Helen Reynolds. Gls
Betty Hutt'on

Ciie:t< Vlrehoaso
Al Evans Ore
John Haysradt
Tony Kraber
Clifton & Ml ley

Cliib IS

Jack White
Jerry Ulanchard
Doc Lee
Shad Mitchell
Pat Harrington
IfVankte Hyers
WlHie Grogan
Xeila Gaynes
Besle St Boys
G Andrews Oc*

Clnl^ Gaoclio
Dimitri Se Virgil

1 RHumberas
La Carmelite
Nedra Mndera
Sandoval*

Ctab Ynmnn
Don Mario Ore
Bliseo Grenet Ore
N^na Hontes
Rlcardo Saadranel
.Audrey Ely

Cotton Club
Cab Calloway Ore
Nicholas Bros
Berry BrosW C Handy
Dandrldge Sis
Sister Tharpe
Mae Johnson
Timmie Se Freddy
Jnne Richmond
Jigsaw jsckson

Pamons Door
Red Norvo Ore
Mildred Bailey

. Greenwich YUlnge
Ca^Bo.

Ray O'Hara Ore
Larry MftOMahon
Diarta- Reed
Denise

.Eleanor Wood & D
Jimcray & Best

Havana-Madrid
Kano Rodrlgo Ore
Juanlto Sanabrla Qt
Carlos & CaHto
Pancho ~te Dolores
Felipe de Fldres.
:Barlta Herrera
;RoBlta Ortega

: HIckoiy. House
Joe' Marsala Oro
Hotel Ambassador
;Dlck Gasparre Ore
Vincehi Bragale Ore
Darlo & Diane
Eleanor French
Renee de Ja'nette

iBI'tel Belmsnt-Plasa
Val Olman Oro
Dlbsa ' CbsteMo-
Gwen Williams
,01orla^ Grafton
ttay Itetftliertori
Belmont Balladeers

Hotel ttlltmore

Phil Spltalny Oro
Maxine
Evelyn Kaye
S Little Words
Rbchelle & Lola
Ganger Harmon
. Hotel Cemmedore
Sammy Kaye Oro

Hotel Edteoii

Les Brown , Ore
Miriam Shaw
Johnny Johnsoft
Hotel Etsex House
Nat Brandwynne Or
Claire Martin
Hotet Gov, Clinton
Eddy Mayehoir Ore
Betty Gale

Hotel IJnpuIn
Artie Shaw Ore
Helen Forrest

Hotel McAipin
3 MflRSMT <Sl«
Gonzales /fe Henen
Jeanne D'Arey
Hotel New Yorker
Tommy Dorsey Ore
Peter Kent .Ore
Edythe Wright
Jack Leonard
3 Esquires
Helen Myers
Ross MacLean
Skeets Herfurt
Dorothy Wilkens
Joan Merrill
Paul Rosinl
Lydla & Joresco
Hotel Park Central
Lee Myles Oro
Peter Higgine
BltOns
Hsiel Penhsylvania
Kay Kyser Ore
Crane 2

Hotel Pterro
Harold Nagel Ore

Hotel Plesa ^

Bddy Dnchtn Oro
Don- dtt Vodt Oro
Morton Dewney
Maurice & Cordoba
Hotel Roosevelt

Guy Lombardo Ore
HotSI Savoy-Plssa
Emile Petti Oro
I<ew Parkei'son
Tom- Low
Dwight Flake

Hotel Sherry-
Netherland

Tcharkovsky Ore
Gee Soherben-
Hotel St. MorUs

Basil Fomeen Qro
Yvonne Bouvler
Theod're & Denesha
Hotel St. Regis
(Iridium Room)

Charles Baum Oro
Sam Jeirvls
Guy Owen
Simpson Sla
Dorothy Lewis
(Maisonette Russe)
Mathey Oro
Eva Ortega
Boris Belaetozky
Serge AbagofI
Gedda Petry
Michael Greben

Hotel Tatt

Enoch Light Oro
Peggy Mann
George Hlnes
Light Brigade

Hotel Waldorf-
Astoria

(Empire Room)
Benny Goodman Or

(Sert Room)
Bmll Coleman Oro
Alice Marble
Paul Draper

Hotel Warwick
Gerry Morton Oro
Dell O'Dell

Lm Cof Bongo
Geo Storney Oro
Anne Franclns
Tlsdale t .

X« Mfraro
Geo Edmunds Oro
Harry- Hovton Ora
Burton Devant
Vera Fern
Ruth Landl

Jjt Rubati Blea
Greta Keller
Nora Sheridan
Elsie Houston
Morgane '

Hayward tt Allen

Leon tt Eddie's

Eddie Davis
Lou Martin Oro
Elinor Troy
Ford Crane
Maxine Loomls
Edna Mae
Jack Lane
Roslta & Anita
Lura Bennett
Iris Adrian
Wally Wahger (

Little ClBb
Pee Wee Russell Or
KdltK Roark
Dolores Farrls'

Midnight Bun
^ack Melvin Ore
Emily von LoeseiT
ES'elyn Rainey
Jean Landes
Bert Foth

Mon Paris
Charlie Murray Qro
Virginia Uppereu
R'yal Luke-wela B'ys

Onyx Clpb
Jack Jenney Ore
Merry Macs
Carl Kress
Saus'ge & Pk Chops
Jack Connors

17 Shaftesbury Ave.

London, England^

Booked Paul Draper thru
IngaUs & Davies at Cafe de
Paris, LONDON. Poulsen
& Stocco, joint managinii^

directors acclaimed liim one
of the best attractions played
there the last ten years. Re-
booked filve weeks March,
1939.

Booketd
.
Bob Bromley

^ru Ingalk & Davies for
it^g^f. Weeks;, now. booked
soKd ipr eight months..

•Larry Adler, one of the
most outstanding, imporfa-
ticMUB from' Ameriea has
played golldly for thre.e

yefu« under my direction
and is now one of our big<
gest box office attractions.

MORE NEXT WEEK

Hohjgarla

.

Gene "Kard<)s Oro
Bela Villatiyl Ore'
Dorothy Blalre
Byrnes A'Swanson

Intenmtlonal Casino
Vincent Travers Ore
Val Ernie Ore
Eileen O'Connor
Tito & Valdez
Eddie RIe & Bros
Bood fit Bood
Shyrettos S
Grace * Nikko
Marion MaimlDg
Maria Set-ban

(Streets, of Paris)
Eddie 'Brandt Ore
Sylrlo- St. Claire
Blnatdi
Marshall S
Myoto

Ivan Prank
Ruth Etroth
Sonny Tocker
Ivan Frank

jrimmy Ketty'ta.

Joe Capelio Qro
Gladys Faye
Mary Lane
Montmartre Boys
John Rockwood
Vatighn Comfort
Danny Higglns
Ira Tarnell
Sid Hawkins
Tanya
Adra Cooper
Carter & Bcbaub
Lee Leslie
Gloria Marsh
Peggy de la Planie
Lynn & Deering
Margaret Grejr

La Maninlse
Frances Connelly
Har(rid Leonard
Earl, Dong & Cat

Lame
Eddie Davis Ore
Joeepta Smith Ore
Grazielta Parraga

Pelham Heath Inn
Brjc Cbrrea Oro
June Lorraine
Marcia Harris
Alice Dudley
Kenneth Bpstock

Pl4ce ElegiMtto
Bill Ftirrell
Benn Kaut
Tommy Mills
Joe White
Wally Shulan
Leo Lazaro Oro

Plantation Clob
Skeets

. Tolbert Ore
Barrlngton Guy
Valda
Moke & Poke
Collins * Beasley
Avon Long
Lillian Fitsgeraid
Conway ft Parks

Paradise
Dick Angle Ore
X>ella Carroll
Harr^y Jacifson
»oll A. Noland
Prank Paris
Gloria Day
Gloria Whitney
Mezloali S

Pepper Pot
Joe lyAndrea Oro
Harold Aloma Ore
BUI Scully
O'Hanlon ft Del R
Jimmy Calva
Peggy B^o^v1te
Barbara Lane

^tvoen Mary
Joe Ellis Ore
l»e»gy Ware
JCatherlne Tate
Corliee ft Pahner
Florence Herbert
Ann White

Rainbow- drill

McFapIands Ore
Tttdy Abbott
Marlynn ft Mictuiel
Aurelia Colomo

BainboW Books
Al Donahuo Oro
Eddie LeBaron Of
Paula Kelly
Rtitb Nigey
Aleo Templeton
Bstelle & LeRoy

Basslaa Kretchroii

Volodla, Katov Oro
Nastia Poliakova
Simeon Saksonsky
Simeon Karavaoff
Marusla Sava
Daria Blrse
Michel . Michon
Mischa Osdonolf
Klavdia Kapelova
Sergei' Ignateitko

Stork Clob
Sonny Kendls Oro
Jose Lopes Ore

Swing RendesyoBS
Bob Warren Oro
Jack Laurie
Princ'ss White Wing
P(tttl Marsh
J^uls Sterling
Vivian Vaughn
Charlotte Carlton
Ronnie King

Versailles

M Bergere Oro
Panchlto Ore
Ella Logan

D'Avalos bancars
.

Villafo Ban
Freddie Fisher Ore
Jack Sherr Oro
Vlra NIva
Johnny Howard

.VFtalrliBg Top
Oso Morris Oro
Russell Dracken
Irene Stanley
Ramon Ringo
Stephen Harris
Jerry White
Ann Gale

Wlvel
Charley Bowmsji Or
Bob Lee
Peggy LoBitron
Al Small
Ted Lester
Eleanor £:thrldge
Shirley Gay
Alice St John
Bernice Stevens
Ebbe Gyldenkrone

Yacht Cinb
Hal Hope Oro
Fats Waller

'

Val Irving
Yvonne MonoK
Sinclair 2
Blue Drake
Charles Kemper
Ken Nichols
Myra Johnson
CQistons

LOS ANGELES
Ball

Charlie Ijcwrence
B'ruz Fletcher

Beverly Wilshiro
Bray Sis
Harry Owens Oro

Bfltmoro
Shirley Rust
Jerry Stewart
Ronald ft Roberta
6 Danwllls
Bud ft His Buddies
Frits ft J Hubert
Hal Derwin>
Shep Fields Oro

Cafe Callente
Elenita
Diana
Leo
Lua Dasques
Juan Navarro
Eddie Agullar Oro

Cafe Do Pareo
Parisian Rev

Cafe Maso
Vi Bradley
Park Avenue Boys

Clever Club
Betty Bryant
Perez Rumt>a' Bd
Stan Myers Oro
CocoftBut Orovo

Rene DeMarco
Wayne King Oro

It Cafo
Joe Moshay
Bob Searles
Bill Roberts Oro
Jerry's Mandalay
Tommy Howard
George Junior
Frankle Gallagher
Oliver Albert'i
Jimmy Kerr Oro

La CoBga
Renee ft Estrella

Little Chib
Jane -Jones
Tiny Meridith
Chas Thorpe

Omar's Dome
Charles Earl
Eddy & Tours
Bealu Lee-
Geo Redmond Oro

Palomar
Ruby I^Crlst
BankofT & Cannon
Johnson Bros
Collegiate 4
Gene Krupa Oro

Paris., tun
Beverly & Revel
Marguerite & M
Dominie Columbo
Thora Matthison
Ken Henryson
Henry Monet
Tony DeMarco
Marsha Noleen
Chuck Henry Oro
P. SelsBlck's Clob
Norma Young
Marco ft Ramola
Kay Marlowe
Max Fldler Ore
Billy Lankln

Seven Seas
Eddie Bush-S
Al Mclntyre
Danny Kawanna
Kay Kanaai
Somerset Hooso

Nonle Mttcholl
Lynn Martin
Hal Chancellor
Harry Rlngland

Topsy's
Elmer °

Bernice Farrington
Talla
MarCella Blanton
Lois Saunders
Chuck Foster Ore

Troeadero
Bob Grant Oro
Chuz Perez
Raye Se Naldl

Hugo RestanniBt
Griff Williams Oro
Charlie Bourne •

"

CHICAOO
Ball BaU

Bert Gilbert
Kay Arm In
Park ft Lane
Jordan 3
Dorothy Dawn
Ball Gls
Stan Norrls Oro
Al Milton Ore
Bismarck Hotel
(Walnut Room)

Art . Kassel Ore
Marion Holmes
Betty Grey
Darlene O'Day
Billy Leach
Frank Payne
Mayflelds ft Virg

Blaokbawk
Jan Garber Ore
Jack Gaulke Oro
Audrey Dempaey
Frederic & Yvonn
Mildred Fenton
Rudy Rudlstll
Lee Bennett
Fritz Hellt>von

Blaoketono' Hotel
(Balin'ese Rm)

Playboys Ore
Betty Borden

Blondles
Dolores Green
Rlrardo ft HI tana
Prltzie Bey
Edna Leonard
La Mamha
Con-nle Rogors
Harry Hoyer Oro
Bee Rogers
Eleanor Johnson
Mickey O'Nell
Wanda Devon

Blue Goose
Frances Rotnas
AlIcO' Han8r>n
Sid Seh&ps
Evelyn White
Buck Hunt
4 Hits ft a .Miss
Harry Slnper Ore

Brev4iurt Hotel
(Crystal Room)

Clocenca Schubert
Charles Baldwin
Grace Katrol
Norma Ballard

llroadmnnt
Herb Rudolph Oro
Loretta Owons
Sally Hyde
Billy Fargo
Bee Jones
Jane Cllne
Pat ft Jerry
Adorables
Henry Simons

Caravan
Eddie Gorman
Rocke Romano
Toddy O'Grady
Don Morgan
Dot ft Jerry
ISdna Leonard
Carl Rcholtz Ore

Chei raree
Eddie Garr
Frazee Sis
Varsity "

»

Ruth Petty
Juvelys
Lois Harper

Bob Hanon
Lou Br.eese Ore
Don Orlando Oro
Evans Adorablss

CInb Al
Larry Ross
Steen Bright
Pan Winters
Vivlon Gregory
Doris Gregory
Leo Franz Ore

CInb Alabam
Jacqueline Allen
Tom Murray
Red Barger

,
Country Hunt
Jack Irving
Mildred Jordan
Allen Cole
Eflle Burton
Bernle Adler
Dave-XJnells Oro
Chalk. Robinson Ore
Eddie Roth Ore

Club SpaBlsb
Gale Parker
Fowler ft Walsh
Eddie Maii{
Pinky Tracy
Bob Davis Ore
'Loretta DeBoer

Colony Clob
Maxjne Sullivan
Jose Manzanares Or
Hugo. dePauJa Oro

OoloslmDs
B ft' F Gilbert
Jackson, Reeves ft S
Inga Borg
DeMay, Moore ft M
Roberta Roberts
Lois Maree
Bobby Danders
Bob Hyatt
Pronapb Gls
Hollywood 6
]psnrl Gendron Ore

Clab Delisa^

Jean Gay-
John Oscar
Rhythm Willie
Mary Russell
Lillian Russell
Sam Theard
Charles loom
Partello Gls
Red Saunders Oro

Drake Hotel
(Gold Coast Room)
Ozzle Nelson Ore
Harriot Hllliard
Fred Joyce
Roily ft V Plckert
Marc Ballero

Dotcb's
Ralph cook Rev
Rittman Dancers
Roberta
Peggy Moore
Heleo- Dove
Mort Lund Oro
Bdgewater Bench

Hotel
(Marine Boom)

Jay Mills Ore
Frank Payne
Burton 2
Harriet Smith Gls'

Bl Dampo
Bernle Green
Rally O'Day
Jacklo Baker

Jane Raye
Dot Keith Gls
GlDgev Veins
Bddy Makins
Phyliss Brooks
V .Canova Oro

in»mo«B Door
Esther Whittlngtoa
Juanlta Se Hlght
Bryan Wolt
U-ma Brahn
Corlne Gilbert
Castellanos Oro

4th Clob
Homer Roberts
Ruth Barton
Estelle Ellis
Jeanne
Shirley Lucky
Shorty Ball Oro
Fnmke's CbnIbo

BUI Ferber
Nadja
Ann Davis
Bates ft Chapin
Tonya
Alvena
Dick Hardin
Thelma Marland
Buddy KIrble
Rooke Bllsworth
Bob Tlnsley Oro

Gay 90s
Joaii Rogers
Joan Joyce
Marlon Peters
Vee Ames Gls
Geo Anderson Oro

.

Lew King
Colleen
B Danders Jr Ore

tiny Parse
Wellington
live Yvonne
Mickey Dunne
Vlrg O'Brien
Miss Bills
Bernice Bodel
Bob Riley Oro

Grand Terrace
Sonny ft Sonny
Dusty Fletcher
Howell ft Coles
SttUle Gooding
Dottle Saunders
Streamline Sue
Connie Harris '

Leonard Reed Qls
Earl Hlnes Oro
Graemere Hotel
(Glass Hoase Rm)
Don Pedro Ore
Joe Vera
Bob Edwards
Ruth Arden
Dale Evans
Kitty Lee
Harry's N Y Cab'ret
Mildred Rock
Natasha
Cllir Wlnehlll
Dorothy Wahl
Jean Mode
Art Buckler
Al Wagner
Blllie Myers
Lee Berllng
Dorothy .Tohnson
Rankin Gls
Charles Engel Oro

Hickory Ibb
Dictators Oro
Fred Casey
Terry O'Toolo

HI Hat
Al Bernle
Nat Clierney
3 Orchids
Eunice Hill
Kretlow Gls
June Glory
Sid Lang Oro

Hippodrome
Jerry Marks Ore
Jerry Qerlard
Enid Phillips
Louise Verholt
Virginia Maye
Laser Gale Sis
Billy Banks
Hashl & Osal
Joe Kalmus Oro

Ivanhos
Helen Sumners
Helen Irwin
4 Hawallans
Earl Hoffman Oro

L'Alglon
Mary W Kllpatrtok
Gypsy 4
Don Quixote Oro
Ennio Bolognlnl Or

fiotel L» Sallo
(Blue Oont Room)
Kings Jesters
Mary Milan

Liberty Ins
Stanley Mack
Mickey Sheridan
Pam Adair
Jimmy O'Nell
Millie Erdman
EarP Wiley Oro

LImehouse
Barney Biohards Or

MoGraws
George DeCosta
Jack Tllson
Chick Williams
Jane Imes
Dooley
Uella Thomas
Marlon Miller
Phil Chlnard
Chuck Andrews

MclAUghllHS
Charlene
Pftty Ruth
7'onita
Marlta Ryan
Mickey Dunn
Sammy Beii
Jules Novit Oro

Melody Mill
Tiny Hill Ore

Miami Clob
Belva White
Eurl Rickard
Spencer ft Foleton
Alice Tannen
Bob-O-Lyn Gls
Johnny Parkers Or

Millstone
Ann Millstone
Ann Howard
Trene Fortez
Roy Swift Oro

Minuet Club
Brna Lind
Cookie Sidel
Johnny Elliot
Dor'thy DeHoughl'n
Gaylo Lawrence
Art Fisher Ore
Rita DeVore

Morrison Hotel
(Hostoa Oyster

House)
Manfred Gottbelf

Nameless Cafe
3 Loose Screws
One Mayo
Ed- Leon

(Continued on page 55)

Evelyn Waters
RaMundl's Oro
Helen Samnts

OlA Heidelberg
Old Heidelberg CsAvis Kent ^'
Octet
Geo Gunther Oro

Paddock Club
Flo Whitman RetNyra Lou
Muriel Joseph
Slssle Robbins
Genevieve Val
Sliarone
PBitsy DuBrae
Frances Kay
Rox Grimths
Jerry Frost
Clint Wright Ore

ralmer House
(Empire Room)

Orrln Tucker Oto
Bonnie Baker
Bailey Sis
Sextette
Gower & Jeanne
Jack Stair
Beverly Allen
Jean l<Morlan
Abbott Dancers
Phil Dooley Oro

Parody Club
Freddie Abbott
Marita Ryan
Honey Lee
Freddie Janis Oro

Pow Wow

.

Jimmy Ames
Dolly Most)
Marice ft Maurinl
Verpnlca McKay
4 Vagabonds
Steve Stutland Ors

Rmc Bowl
Willie Shore
Arnilda
Ann Paige
Meta Carlyle
Pol-Mar GlB
Burke Sis
Al White
Allen Kane Oro

Boyale Frolics

Frances Wills
Bee- Kalmus
Eddie White
LeBarron 3
Selma Marlowe
Jack Hllliard
Frolics Ens
Mark Fisher Oro
Sherman Hotel
(College Inn)

Buddy Rogers Ore
Dick Kissinger
Elizabeth Kilton
Joe Murphy
Dezzo Better
Polly Day
Mile Mignone
Tony Marks
Carl Marx
Prince Omar
8 Marines
Don ft A LeMaIre
Boots McKenna OIs

Dome
Tony Marks
Spinsters
Marie Sari

Silver Cloud
Eleanor Leonard
Ken Leslie
Rlxfords
Marge- LaTour
Harvey ft Haxton
Dot Peterson
Kilty Dawn
Dorothy Stone
Hazel Zftlus
Nord Richardson
3 Tops
Johnny McFall Oro

Silver iRroHcB

Vivian Hall
Joe Kaschur
Ealalne Rabey
Roma Noble
Fay Wallace
Art Freeman

60e Club
Billy Carr
Benee VlUon
Marg Faber Gls
Jessie Rosella
Vilma JoBzy
Ruby Bennett
Sherry
Yvette-
B ft L Cook
CoUette
Carmen
Lois Cornwall
Joel & Annette
Mary Jane Brows
Dolly Sterling.
Sol Lake Oro
Tripoli 3

Sky Boeket
MarJorle Whitney
Dictators
Mathews ft Shaw
4 Kings
B Tanks Socialites

Stevens Hotel
( Continental Boom)
Carlos Molina Ors
Billy Rayes
Houston ft Hardin
Ludo Garcia
Marguerite Meyers

Stockade InW
Charles Chaney

Subway
Ray King-
Val du Val
Opal Adair
Kitty SwansoS
Adeline
Debs
Oz^ie Jackson Ore

Sub1-«
Dick Buckley
Molly Manner
Betty Harris
Patricia Blore
NIta LaTour
Edith Principle
Verne Wilson Ors

Swingland
Alma Smith
Leonard Reed
Car'lino BIchkrdsS
Eunice ft 0/.zl»

James Phillips.
Charles ft Blolse

Del Bright Ore

Thompson's 1« Club

Ray Reynolds
Patsy Thomas
Joan Dawn
Charles & Mary
Millie Travis
Julie Walt/.
Hazel Freeman

Three Deacef
Cieo Brown
Bdby Dodds
Freddie Kced
Lonnle Johnson

Tower Ibb

Helen DuWayno
Inez Gonen
George Arnold
Frank Davis Orr
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B'WAY SCRIPTS
FTP Meved Excluded from Cuts

InMovetoSKceNrsWPARogs;

But Equity Ass n Thinks Otherwise

That the order to reduce the

\\rork3 Progress. Administration per-

sonnel in New York would affect the

federal Theatre Project was not cer-

tain early this week. Understand-

ing around the project's headquar-

ters is that the cut applies only to

those working on state and city pro-

jectSi FTP is on. a national setup.

Equity, however, believes other-

wise and telegrams of protest were

gent Priesident Roosevelt and Harry

L. Hopkins. A letter along more de^

tailed lines went to Paul Edwards,
Administrator In New York, stating

that 25% of the membership needed
relief jobs. WPA funds lor the

theatre project will be exhausted by
March 1 and it's expected the next
congress will make further provision

lor the FTP; No 'pink slip' trouble

has cropped ' up since, last Reason.

Early in the summer the theatre

complement was ordered increased

by 300 under a plan , to tour the re-

lief shows. This fail several have
been sent to the- road but only one
new play has been presented on
Broadway, 'The Big Blow' at the

Elliott.

Reorganize Administration

With the idea of facilitating fresh
presentations, a reorganization of

the theatre project's administration

In N. Y. has been made. Paul Ed-
wards, the administrator, claimed
the change is designied for efficiency

and economy and that the cost per
capita . of operating the outfit, is the
lowest since the project started.

Claimed, a saving of between $5,000

«nd $10,000 monthly will be effected.

Direction of production remains
5Vith George. Kondolf but theatre

(Continued on page 54)

Wee, McCoy Take Over

Stone's 'Lightnin*' Tour
Maplewood, N. J., Nov. 29.

Fred Stone's revival of 'Lightnin','

currently playing a week of one-

nighters in the east, is being taken

over by O. E. "Wee and Frank McCoy,

and will be presented next week at

their Maplewood theatre here. Un-
derstood show was slated to fold

Saturday night (3) in New Haven,
but if it clicks under the Wee-
McCoy sponsorship, it may resume
on its present basis, with Stone re-

portedly owning the major share.

Frank Bacon-Winchell Smith
comedy had an Engagement this fall

at the Golden, N. Y., under the spon-
sorship of John Golden.

Suspend Cleveland Aud

Aide for Irregularities

Cleveland, Nov. 29.

Probe of irregularities at Civic
Auditorium, w^ich houses three of

Cleveland's largest theatres, wound
up with Superintendent Otto Hol-
zinger being suspended for 30 days.-

Holzinger, who ha., held the job
for 10 years, was blamed by audi-
torium's manager, Herbert Buck-
man, for 'loose practices.*

Paucity of Worthwhile Ma-
terial Said to Be as Much
a Problem as Legit's Lack
of Picture Backing

—

Plasrwright Cd.'s Indie

Operation Also Affects

Producers

'GUILD CLIQUE*-

While certain influences are at-

tempting to bring harmony to the
Hollywood-Broadway situation, so

that picture financing would be
forthcoming to stimulate production,
showmen think that acquisition of

worthwide scripts is just as nuich
a . problem as legit's lack of film

backing. Equity is sponsoring a plan
calling for the League of New York
Theatres to seek action by a joint

committee of authors and managers.
But it has not yet brought favorable
results. The League had negotiated

the basic contract, cause of the

breach, with the Dramatists Guild.

Either side has the right to caU such

a session but there has not yet been
one.

It's claimed that the playwrights
have virtually taken over the com-
mitteeship, probably because the
managers have been neglectful of

their duties with the group. Chargr
ed that a clique in the Guild has
been dictating who will attend un-

(Continued on page SO)

8 B way Musicals Sing Out the News

Of Largest % of Tune Shows in Yrs.;

'Syracuse,' leave It,' Bellz' Tops

Really Counting Up

Since the cast of 'What a
Life,' at the Biltmore, New
York, began working on a co-
operative arrangement, the
players are taking exceptional
interest in the show's takings.
Not only does Ezra Stone, the
juve lead, sit in the boxoffice
before most performances to
see how the ticket sale is going,

but several of the cast have be-
come adept at counting the
house.
During a 'scene in the second

act of a performance last week
one of the players whispered
that the total receipts for the
night were just under $600.

Whereupon the other actor
muttered, 'You didn't count the
eight people who came in on
passes, did you?'

B'way Goes H'wood

To Cast Musical Show

Hollywood, Nov. 29.

Leighton Brill, here to recruit

talent for a new Jerome Kern-Oscar
Hammerstein 2d musical on Broad-
way next spring, expects to enlist

50% of the cast from film players;
New York, BriU stated, hasn't

enough available talent.

'American Way

Delay Due To

Backing Angle

Money delay rather than the

icript is said to have postponed 'The

American Way,' projected for the

Center, Radio City, New York. 'Way'

is planned to be the season's most
costly production and calls for the

year's largest cast. Stated this week
that rehearsals would start by mid-
December.

,
'Way,' which calls for 24 scenes, a

.cast of 70, plus 200 extras, was writ-

.ten by Moss Hart and George S.

Kaufman. Sam H. Harris is the pro-

ducer. The authors were also slated

to be on the managerial end, as they
have been in a number of other

shows, but it's understood they are
inclined to participate in writing
principally, if not to limit their ac-

tivities entirely, to that end. Both
participated heavily in the produc-
tion of 'Sing Out the News,' produced
by Max Gordon, and are also in on
•The Fabulous Invalid,' which they
wrote. .After 'News' opened at the
Music Box, following delays in Phila-
delphia, the duo stated their man-
agerial yen was over.
Last season, however, Kaufman

and Hart, who wrote the book for
'I'd Rather Be Right,' invested in that

• production and are still sharing in its

profits • in addition to the royalties
from that show's high grossing tour.
Cost of producing 'Way' was first es-
timated at $250,000 but 'the estimate
for costumes alone was $92,000, indi-
cating the show might double the
original budget. Costume setup, how-
ever, was later reduced to $50,000.
Among those said to be interested

»n the show Is Gordon. A number
of others who were expected to par-
ticipate are not known to have as yet
invested.

4^

but Mr.' Jones is very busy and is leaving

on a business trip—however I know he reads

Variety—Pmsureyoucanreachhim thatway.

Use Variety's Advertising columns

every week to deliver your message

.... and especially the Third of a

Century Anniversary Issue to be

published in December

Reservations now—

MEWYOni # CHICAGO • HOIIYWOOD • LONDON

With nine musicals current out of

24 shows, Broadway has the largest

percentage of tune shows 'presented

during the fall in years. Last De-
cember there were but three among
approximately the same number of
shows. The current musicals com-
pare, favorably in numbers to the
boom season of 1927-28 when dur-
ing the winter there were 20 mu-
sicals. However, the list then num-
bered more than 60 shows.

Three of the new musicals are gross-

ing $30,000 weekly and better: This
figure has not been reached in some
time. A fourth, too, is not far from
that total. When legit was on "high,

and costly musicals had tops of $5.50
and $6.60, grosses often bettered
$40,000, and gome ireachied $50,000.
But it's been some seasons since
tickets were priced more than $4.40.

The current crop has four 'shows at
that top 'for the first time in sea-
sons.

Newest click is 'Boys From Syra-
cuse,' which opened last Wednes-
day (23) at the Alvin, where the in-
dicated pace is better than $30,000.
Show has already climbed to
standee business. 'Leave It To Me,*
at the Imperial, and 'Hellzapoppin,*
now at the Winter Garden, are the
other front-runners, with the hold-

(Continued on page 55)

5
'Goddams In

Rice s Play Ires

Boston s Censor

Boston, Nov. 2.9.

John J. Spencer, city censor, who
has been consistently conservative
and obscure since he .took office

January of this year, stuck his neck
out for the first time wiien he locked
horns with Elmer Rice, after the
opening here of 'American Land-
scape' Nov. 21,

Donald Cook; cast as a Hollywood
scenarist, uttcired 'goddam' five times
in speaking to his stage wife (Rachel
Hartzell) during the preem. That
birought the city censors down on
the play. Rice burned, claiming he
read the news befoi/e being officially

notified of the cut, stating that the
'public should be the judge' of what's

blue and criticising the technique of

the local censors in tipping off the

press before the producer. It was
reported that Rice stated he would
never again bring a play to Boston,

but this was vigorously denied by
his associates here.

Spencer's version of the Incident

contrasts sharply with the claims of

Rice and Alfred G. Munro, city

manager for the Shuberts, who also

registered a squawk. The censor

told Variety that although the ban
story was- carried in .,the Tuesday
afternoon papers, he had delivered

by messenger notice of the deletions

to Munro about one o'clock Tuesday
afternoon. This is the customary
procedure in notifying the manage-
ment of censored scripts.

Spencer said the deletion was a
routine matter since use of the

Diety's name in that manner on a

stage violates a city ordinance and
carries a penalty of a small fine. It

is his policy, he said, to censor the

use of the Lord's name in vain in

any stage show and had made simi-

lar cuts in other productions sincv

he had stepped into office. This is

the first time the publicity spotlight

has been focused ui>on him, however.

Spencer is a newspaperman, him-
self, being on leave of absence from
the Boston Post during tenure of

censorship office.
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Plays on Broadway

Boys From Syracuse
Georsd Abbott production ot two-net musi-

cal comedy by Richard Kodgera and Lorenz
Hart: book iand atOBlns by Abbott; floenery

and JlRbtlDs, Jo Mlelzlner; dances, George
Ealanchlne; coatumca, Irene Sharaft; Harry
Levant conductor;' Hans b'pldlelc, orchestra-
tions. Opened to $C,00 top at Alvln, N. Y.,

Nov. 23, '38; regular scale, ^•I.'IO top.

Singing Policeman^ Bob Lawrence
Anether Policeman., James Wilkinson
Antlpholua of Epheaus Ronald Qraham
Bromlo of Ephesua.., ...Teddy Hart
Panclng Policeman George Church
Tailor 9'. ClttTord Dunstan
Tailor's Apprentice Burl Ives
Antlpholus of Syracuse Eddie Albert
Dronilo of Syracuse Jimmy Savo
Merchant of Syracuse ...Byron Shores
Duke ot Ephesus .Carroll Ashbu'rn
Aegean John O'Shaughnessy
Luce AVynn Murray
Adrlana Muriel Angelus
Luclana- Marcy AVcscott
Sorcerer Owen Martin
Courtezan Betty Bruce
Seci-etnry to Courtesan Heidi Vosseler
Assistant Courtezan Dolores Anderson
Angelo... ...John Clarke
First Maid lorlne Callahan
Second Maid .Claire Wolf
Third Maid Alice Craig
Merchant of £2phesus..... Clifford Dunstan
Seeress Florence Fair
Singers: Grace Albert, Laura ICellogS.

Dolores Anderson, Armonco AVllklns, Mar-
guerite Bentoi), Marga'ret Walsh, James
Wilkinson. Joseph.«Stcandor, Joe Granville,
Herbert Wood.
Dancers: Llbby Bennett, Buth Brady,

Renee Cettel, Stella Clausen. Alice Craig,
Bee Jfamum, Ruth Gormly, Claire. Harvey,
LIta Lede. Connie Leslie, Vlvlea. Moore,.
Florlne Callahan, Mildred Solly, Anna Mae
Tesalo, Davenle Watson, Betty De Elmo,
Claire Wolf. Micky Alvarez, Sidney Gor-
don, Dan Karry. Tommy Lynch, Jack
Malls. . Edwin Mills, Harry Peterson, Joe-
Harris, Let Tanncn, Beau Tllden, Robert
Howard.

GLORIOUS MORNING
Drama In three acts, presented at the

Mansfield Nov. 20. 'IW,^ by Oscar Ham-
mersteln, 2d. In asaoclntlon with Michael

Hlllman; written by Norman Macowan;
staged by the producer. $.".ao top.

Anna Veerklnd V«ra AUen
Katrlna Hoerter Margaret Randall

Woden Veerklnd , Jojm Balmer
Anton Veerklnd ...Lee Baker
Leda Veerklnd Jeanne Dant6
Professor Hans Sluiedla. .Winston O'Keefo
General Gurganl Frederic Tozere

Hansen ; • • •J?,*'1'^®t»
^

Rutzstein St, Clair BayOeld
Bulott v.- -'d''^'^^i'*\'?
Pui.(>n ..Donald Cambell
Nekell Harry Mestayer
Jacob Kellner Maurice Wells
Ituth Kellner Frances Nabors
First soldier • Herschel Cropper
$;econd Soldier Eugene Francis
An Officer ,Arllng Alcino

George Abbott, Richard R&dgers

and I^renz > Hart have a musical

smash in The Boys from Syracuse.'

While the libretto idea' is old—not
surprising, considering it's Shake-

speare's 'Comedy of Errors,' the orig-

inal mistaken-identity plot—the 1938

frtreamlining by the collaborators has

produced 'Boys' into highly palatable

musical fare.

The Rodgers and Hart score vies

with an unusually canny casting

job' fpr the single outstanding high-
light of the production. It's a toss-

up wliether the devdt" words-and-
music or the expert trOupihg rates
the preference. Certainly Jimmy
Savo and Teddy Hart, along with
Bob Lawrence, Ronald Graham,
James Wilkinson, Eddie Albert, Wynn
Murray, Muriel Angelus, Marcy
Wescott, Betty Bruce and Heidi Vos-
seler, are no small contributions with
their highly expert talents.
Miss Angelus will be something

of the town*s talk .in matters the-
atrical since ' she's a new face, has
charm, poise and voice. She's a Lon-
don girl, a- looker who rates a Holly-
wood O.O.. It's her Broadway debut.
Miss Wescott i$ an equally fetching
p»-sonaUty. . Albert and Gra-
ham are Uie twins from Ephesus and
Syracuse, with Hart and Savo their
respective twin slaves;
That familiar plot—the comedy of

errors resulting from the scrambled
identities—^is as nothing compared
to the uncanny, combination of tal-
ents, histrionically and behind' the
script. Miss Murray, the roly-poly
adolescent who came to attention in
'Babes f in Arms,' again milks 'em

• with her juicy lyric assignments,
notably 'He and She,'^ 'Sing for Your
Supper.' and 'What Can You Do with
a Man.' Roland Graham, juve lead
in last season's 'Virginia,' makes
much of 'Shortest Day of the Year,'
opposite. Dolores Anderson, with
Betty Bruce, Heidi Vosseler and
George Church on the hoofing end.
Miss Bruce, nitery tapster, bells *em
throughout on her dance specialties.
She's cast with the fetching Miss
Vosseler as Courtezans. Marcy Wes-
cott and Eddie Albert (he of 'Brother
Rsiv stage- and screen versions) get
plenty out of 'This Carft Be Love.^
On the comedy end, Hart dnd Savo

have a pantomimic and audible field
day with their, mugging and low
comedy antics- T'-t" -"i.-ike ud as
startlingly similar twin Dromios, and
account plenty or laugh returns,
Teddy Hart is lyricist Lorenz's
brother.
George Balanchine has done a

dandy dance-staging job and Irene
Sharafl's costuming, of the period, is

as imaginative as .Jo Mielziner's sets
and lighting. The production scenery
is rather simple, per se. but it looks
flashy and blends well. Mielziner
again makes use>-of the telescooing,
visible scene-shifting idea as. in 'Mar
tied an Angel,' so that all the changes
move with speed and dispatch. The
book by producer Abbott is punchy,
pithy and replete with humor. He
doesn't rely alone on the obvious
idea of contrasting idiomatic 1938
slanguage against the ancient Grecian
batikground; he has skillfully adapt
ed from the Bard.
.Orchestrator Hans Spialek, veteran

musical comedy arranger, rates more
than passing mention for the imag'
Inative job he's turned out for the
pit musicians; the musical manner in

which Harry Levant's -bsiton oointed
up some of the orchestral effects fo
cused attention on this very impor-
tant ndjunct' to the clever Rodgers
Bvri Hart score.
With th'*! one. Rodters anrt Hart

now havft Geor.^e M. Cnhah's 'Rather
Bft Ri*»ht* on tour, and the current
'Married an Antrel' on Bfopdway,
bringing In the cakes. Abel.

A serious work in the nature of a

preachment. Questionable whether

this drama about the totalitarian

state, or dictatorship, will prove pop-

ular stage fare. Much too quiet in its

dramatics and. too talky to indicate

otherwise.

Play has a Joan d'Arc theme, set

in a country where 'the revolution'
seven years previously had made the
people subservient to the mailed fist.

Ownership of all the land and the
houses passed to the state—for 'the

state is all'—and everyone must greet
his fellows with that affirmation or
be suspected> of treason. ' The state

decrees there is no God. Here is

community housing, no families be-
ing permitted to live in their own
domiciles.
But in Burglitz, a province of

Zagnira, mostly populatjgid by farm-
ers who supply the country's food'
stuffs, the toilers have always resent-
ed the dictator. Leda, student daugh-
ter of the Veerkind family, suddenly
comes home' and reveals that she has
seen a vision in which she was di-
rected to tell the people that God
is above all. Her mother is fearful
she will be. punished by the author-
ities but grandfather Anton, still a
sturdy farmer, backs up the girl
fully.

The dictator's chief of staff, Gen-
eral Gurganl, arrives to inspect the
province, quickly finding that the
mandates of the .^tate are not strictly
followed. For this the head of the
council , is blamed. Leda admits tell-
ing the natives the truth, whereupon
she and others are arrested and
brought to secret trial.

It might be expected that such
proceedings would provide a stirring
third act. However, the star cham-
ber hearings fail to deliver a kick
and it seems current newspapers con-
vey much more graphically the
atrocities that are daily imposed
upon, minorities '.jii Germany and
Italy. Nor did'1;he' final scene, the
jail near the coiirthouse square,
where a hundred or more ot Leda's
foUowerii.go before the firing squad,
impress.
There is rib specific mention of one

or more religions; but the author's
intent clearly is to show domination
by force of those who have aban-
doned belief in the Almighty. 'Morn-
ing' has been attracting attention in
Britain for some months, where de-
mocracy anxiously watches what'
goes on in the dictator countries. But
it • has been often proved that what
London, likes is ffequently negative
on Broadway.
There is a fairly good cast, with

Lee Baker playing' the courageous
but doomed Anton, Jeanne Dante
as Leda has her first lead assignment,
but here is a subdued Joan rather
than the fiery heroine of France.
Frederic Tozere is the domineering
officer, unrelenting, yet without ex-
hibiting the hatred of the Hitler
propagandists.
The theme is opposed to the Isms,

put the message is not clear unless
it be that the martyrdom of spiritual
believers will ultimately wipe out
the terrorists who threaten civili-
zation, jbcc.

Rocket to the Moon
Comedy drama In three acts presented atthe Eelnsco Nov. 24. '38. by the Group

Xheatre; wrl tfen by Cllftord Odets; stagedby Harold Olurman; $3.30 top.

Belle Stark Ruth Nelson

MrN^Mn'2»'^ i--^""' Smith

Willy Wnx Sanford MelsnerA Splesmun :• William Challee

Having withdrawn several of its
leads from the touring 'Golden Boy

'

the Group started its season amid
sleet and snow on Thanksgiving
night with Clifford Odets' newest
play, one less diverting than most
predecessors by the same playwright.
Rocket to the Moqn,' however, has
enough, on the ball to indicate it
should fare moderately well.

Author's facility for writing
clipped, effective lines seems to make
his characters unusual; but the play
creates the impression that it's doubt-
ful whether the present set of people
are as interesting or worth while than
those he generally creates. Certain-
ly there are not comparable results,
for while part of the audience
laughed at the right times, the other
half took the performance placidly
enough. Perhaps the play is too
long, and 30 minutes less might have

made the last half as acceptable as
the first.

While the final curtain was well
past 11 o'clock on the opening night,

the performance did not lag despite
the fact that the central character
was on stage almost throughout the
play. He is Ben Stark, a rather
slovenly dentist, wed for JIO years
and vacillating between accepting or
rejecting the love of his young, vi-

brant secretory of 20. This D.D.S.,
nearly 40, doesn't know what to do
until the finale, when he Jamely de-
cides not to complete the triangle.

Play is one set, that of the dental
office. Stark's associates is addicted
to Scotch, whichi has not helped
hold his clientele. That fellow be-
comes a blood donor to earn enough
to pay his part of the rent. Busi-
ness during the summer is very duU,
anyhow, so Stark has' a chance to
devote attentidn to romance. The
Starks are childless and wife is in-

clined to nag. She senses, her mate
is falling for thev wiles of new
girl Cleo, and when he admits it,

wife exits after a tantrum, with the
demand that he make up his mind.

Into the situation enters Mr.
Prince, her 55-year-old ' widowed,
wealthy father, to whom she doe;
not speak. He is a genius at imaking
money, but being a philosopher,
opines he'll be. the richest man in
the cemetery. The aging dilletante
knows good music, the finer diver-
sions available to those- with leisure,

and offers the. girl hot only marriage,
but all the things that money will
buy. Cleo is no trollop, although
giddy at times, so rejects Prince,
knowing that she cannot have Stark,
whom, she believes she loves. Why,
is one of those things the auditor
must decide. Other characters help
to make the playing interesting,
although there are exceptions. The
young chiropodist is one. ' Willy
^fTait, a dance director on the make
for Cleo, comes a cropper, but some-
how fits in. A salesman of tires is

suddenly injected in the Odets' way
effectively.
Luther \Adler portrays the gray-

haired Prince, the most positive per-
son in the play—he who insists on
having the right to recapture marital
joy through the girl. At leait he has
young ideas, but must bow to tradir
tion, impression being that the
author Intended a defeatist emphasis,
both for him and Stark. Morris
Carnovsky is essentially a character-
actor, so that his performance in a
straight part such as the harried
dehtist seems less than expected.
Would be interesting to see Adler
and Carnovsky change sides.
'^Siis is the first appearance with

th.! Group of Eleanor Lynn, seen in
Hollywood by Harold Clurman, who
staged. 'Rocket,' and others of the
organization who were or are out
there. She is of piquant type, and!
as the play progresses her acting is

better. There is a Lit too much
gesturing while simulating a dance
routine while- engaged in romantic
conversation. Sanford Meisner plays
Wax; Art Smith t: 6 other dentist;
Ruth Nelson the petulant wife, and
William Challee the salesman, scor-
ing with a bit. Ibee.

because she is also intelligent, is

moving stuff and probably helps ac-

count for this play's performance
with some apparent success through-
out Europe. Scene has a 'European?
rather than an American psychology.

Another scene with its roots in

European soil ahd history is a cameo
of the mad faiitftic, Phillip of Spain,
This pain - wracked, soul >• twisted
tyrant tortured people for their own
good (salvation through inquisition)

and his dearest ambition was to
purge England of Protestantism,
There must be a question .if the
average American theatregoer re-
members or knows enough about
this hysteritial inonarch to make all

of the connotations of the scene
clear. Written in one language and
performed in another (author Is a
refugee from Germany)-- the script
may, of course, have lost sortie of its

vigor and some of its detail in trans-
lation. '

.

Harold Vermilyea' made the black
soul of the notorious bigot plausible,
and the .spllt-stkge church scene
where he prays in his cathedral and
Qiieen Elizabeth prAys in hers,. eai:h
to the- same God and for .victory in
the seme battle,, is punchy with
ironic values.

Phillip and Elizabeth, of course,
meet only to take bows together at
the final curtain. Throughout the
Anal scetie it is the Quecti, recon-*,
ciling herself to Old age,, that the
audience sees. Essex is dead, the
Spanish Armada Is swept" off the
seas, the dawn of niodern England
is at hand. Miss Yurka is consistent-
ly in command, playing the role with
what it takes. Hcr male support Is

good. Almost nothing is required of
ttie other female participants.
Although that old-woman-in-her-

petticoats scene and the religious
angles might be - frowned upon l^
Joe Breen,^ the play has .melodra-
matic action a-plen^, and as such,
with the bigotry eliminated, should
be okay for sound. Land:

GLORfANA
Play by Ferdinand Bruckner pre!<ented

by Theatre House. Inc.. «t. the T.lttle.

N. T.. Nov. 26. '3S: stars Blanche Yurka;
staged by Tom Powers^ settings by Harry
Horner; songs by TJiomas Jefferson Scott;
Garrett Q. Leverton,' production manager;
$3.30 top.
Bllzabeth of England Blanche Turka
Kssex .Boyd Crawford
Cecil Sayre Crawley
Bacon Tom Powers
Jlountjoy. Leslie Dentson
Southampton Anthony Kemble Cooper
Lady Ann .Alice John
Lady Mary Celeste Holm
Northumberland Robert Breen
A Tavern Wench , . . . Nanry Cushman
A Tavern Singer Francis Swann
Barmaid Marjorle Tns
PlanUgenet Philip Paveraham
Philip of Spain Harold Vermilyea
Tajo...... George Cotton
Isabella Betty Young
The Cardinal ^ Alnoworth Arnold
tdlaquez John McKee
Pater Mariana Benedict. MocQnnrrle
The Archbishop..., KdwJn Cushman
Ladles In AVallIng: Helen Edvvards,

Beatrice Graham.
EngllEti Soldiers: Stephen Peere. Hugh

-Franklin, Eric Pranson, Phillip Merrick.
John Norton, Itoyal Rompol. Frederick
Ross, Randolph Wade.
Spanish Grandoca: Charles Conrad, Ar-

thur I>avlBon, .Toscph R. McMann, Jeff
Roltlco.
Spanish Soldiers;

ward Stansbury.
Kenneth Perrll. Ed-

Well done, but- also pretty old
stuff is this play about the over-
dramatized.Quesn of England, Eliza-
beth. By now this historic person-
age has been so frequently and so
diversely delineated on the stage
that the very theme tends to evoke
tedium. And 'Gloriana' does not
bring enough that's new, dramatic-
ally important, or otherwise particu-
larly entertaining, to lift the opus
into boxoffice dimensions.
As a starting piece for the new

Theatre House, Inc. 'Gloriana' is
workmanlike and at intervals strong
theatre. It suffices, too; to provide
Blanche Yurka, Boyd Crawford,
Sayre Crawley and Harold Vermil-
yea with tooth-deep acting oppor-
tunities of which they make authori-
tative use. Production has been
nicely mounted and the script plays
smoothly as paced by Tom Powers
(who plays a role also). Perhaps
the most poignant scene is where
the impetuous Earl of Essex, in his
twenties, brashly enters the Queen's
boudoir to discover her, not as he
hai known her in finery, wig and
make-up, but as an aging, bleak,
gaunt female. This clash of a foolish
fop's poetic di.sillusionment with the
Queens' vanity, rendered sharper

ANGNA ENTERS
Jn her first appearance of the

present season, Angna Enters, dance-

mime, at the Alvin theatre, New
York, on Sunday (27.) presented four

new numbers plus 10 others. The
old favorites overshadowed her

fresh efforts. Running about two
hours and 30 minutes, her N. Y. en-

gagement is und^r Norman Pincus

management by arrangement with

the Metropolitan Musical Bureau* a

division of Columbia Concerts Corp.
(Columbia Broadcasting System).
Full repertoire is performed on a

bare stage, excepting for a few mote
elaborate presentations which call
for props. Accompaniment is en-
tirely by Madaleine Marshall,
pianist, hidden offstage. Which
means that it takes elaborate artistry
to appeal. Stage waits of two or
three minutes between numbers are
irksome and. should be reduced or
plugged somehow.
Of the new material, 'Balletomane<-

Connoisseur' possibly is the most
original and most smartly executed.
Shows blase outdoor girl offering a
series of dance pictures associated
with the character. 'Mr. Mozart Has
Breakfast,' also presented for the
first time, illu.strates the necessity of
food as an inspiration for nroper
musical composition. Miss Enters
plays the piano and is program-
credited with interpreting the music
for the .first time. It's highly panto-
mimic.
Another first Is 'Habanera,' costly

costumed satire on Spanish dance.
Lack of action dots this effort. 'La
Cuisine Francaise' presents the
dancer as a French housewife re-
turning, from marketing tour and
preparing candy concoction which
she serves audience members. Re-
quires plenty of props and time, and
skilful miming,
American Ballet, 1914-1916, one of

more lively offerings, starts the -per-
formance. The gaudily bedecked
Miss Enters goes through such typi-
cal dances as the tango, foxtrot,
waltz and bunny hug, associated
with era. 'Little . Sally Walters,' a
favorite with her, is an adroit pic-
ture of a girl from childhood io
adolescent. Closes the first section
of her show with 'Modern Abstract,'
satirical version of modernistic
dance, perhaps Miss Enters' most
delightful interpretation.
'London Bridge' or 'Britannia's

Troubles in Ruling the Waves' is an
expressive bit of pantomime as she
flts^the mood Indicated by the differ-
ent nations' music. 'Auto Da Fe'
('Act of Faith') brings in dramatic
posturing as she portrays the ritual
of torture given victims of the In-
quisition. 'Queen of Heaven' has
been retained as one of the few out-
right serious items. It is in direct-
contrast to the hoydenish schoolgirl
romping of 'Field Day,' which fol-
lows.
'Modern Totalitarian Hero,'" a

timely number, is a skilful terp
thrust at the Nazis. Military-garbed
figure wearing a grotesque gas mask
starts out at soldierly gait, but halts
to use a powder compact bearing
Nazi emblem. Posturing effeminate-
ly, military one picks up a rose, but
crushes it and awards self a medal
when a thorn pricks his finger.
'Mme, Pompadour,' the most elab-

orately staged number, takes Miss
Enters from the bath to elaborate
garb of 1900 and a game of solitaire.
Card game is highlight of this
lengthy presentation. Wear.

SOLILOQUY
Melodrama In thre# kcIb t»resented at th«

Hmplre, Nov. 28, '38, by Henry Welssman-
written by Victor Victor; staged by BuMn
Schulz-Brelden: John Beal, Helen Cralp
and Clorencfr .Derwent featured; SS.SO ton
Jimmy's Thoughts)
Jimmy MImma J . , , . : .John Beal
Blla Mlmms EHen E Lowa
Mrs. McCorkle Daisy BelmoreAnn Jehkln Helen Crale
Eddie Pago.. Alexander Lockwood
S,'.*'"5*'«7"J'i**<*'^ • • 'Qwyllyn Ford
iPlrst Nlghbor. .John Pareon
Mr. Danvera. ...Clarence Derwent
Lieutenant SInnmons John Rutherford
Medical • Hxamlner , . . .Robert Dolan
Mr, Bralthwalfe,. Edward Broadley
Stenographer ;Paul Marlon
Girl at Summer Resort Ruth Meredith
Mies La Ruft. joan Blair
•Jloney* Blake,. George L. b-pauldlng

«1''^''iS''«^?.**'"*"'- • -A- Oeorgo Reynolds
Mlsa McGin . .Grace Virginia Howard
Flrat Chorus Girl. Katherlne York
Second Chorus Girl .Helfen Le Berthon
Turnkey , paul Marlon
Al Qraumann ...Jack Duval
Mr, Sloman. i Imer Jerome
Jury Foreman ; Louis Labey
Woman wllh a Mission. .,. Clare Hammond

The Coast saw 'Soliloquy' last

month, when early in October it

bowed in at Santa Barbara. There
was a diffenence, of opinion about its

chances with the result that Homer
Curran and

.
associates relinquished

the play and Henry Welssman, a
yoimg Swiss, took over. As revealed
here the murder melodrama will
probably create the more reaction,
.with chances that negative views will
distinctly prevail.
Play depends on novelty of per-

formance, particularly • the use ot
sound track film necording of voices,
asides or unspoken thoughts. Story
is episodic, multi-scened yrith mini-
ature settings or props, .'pins the use
of overhead ^ots to facilitate scene
Impressions. Considering the speed
with which the show .as put on soon
aftei* the compiiny and production
arrived from the west, first night
was fairly smooth, although the ac-
tors,were prone to move out of posi-
tion before scenes blacked out.

,
'Soliloquy' is better stuff than

Broadway has dished out in the
.line of drama during the past several
weeks, though the sordid aspects of
the .£tory seem a tough barrier.
Jimmy' Mimms, a' bill clerk prone

to bet two bucks on the horses, is

the central character, and 'Jimmy's
thoughts' are also billed since- his
voice comes from the loud speaker,
revealing what he thinks of his slat-

ternly wife, his boss and others
with whom he comes, into contact.

He has been wed 10 years and de-
tests Ella, his wife. Fact that she
is to have their first baby does not
soften the feelings of the drab clerk.

Mimms wins $100 on a race- and
takes Ann Jenkins^ new file clerk, to

an amusement "^ark, later spending
an hour in her flat. Next evening,
after being taunted by Ella, he mur-
ders her with the bread knife. The
neighbors rush to the scene and on
the strength of their evid«^nce, sui-

cide is implied, Mimms is grilled by
the district attorney and although the
prosecutor 1$ suspicious, Jimmy is

permitted to go free temporarily,
with a detective '6n his track. There
is something about a trust fund that

becomes his, but the wherefore of

the money is not clearly explained.
Mimms goes to a summer resort

and before long goes: broke playing
roulette. Always his conscience haf-
asses the man, but \iis thoii»»hts re-

vert to Ann and sitwularly she falls

in love with him, going to his de-

fense when he is rearrested.
The play is perky ahd the writing

goes haywire, especially In the third

act. The d. a,, had wormed a con-

fession from Mimms, but nearly all

evidence at the trial, which con-

sumes most of 'the flivpil part, favors

the accused. Jury,, however, finds

him guilty. Final scene has Mimms
in his Cell soon to , dir .

Here he

speaks some of his thoughts, vhile

the voices of Ann and others come
from the film almost conversationally

and therefore gonfusing; ,

John Be&l as Mimms, Helen Craig

as Ann, and Clarence- Derwent are

featured. Each stood out but it is

doubtful whether the characters are

believable. One or two scenes could

be dropped without being missed

and there is too much of the record-

ed soliloquies. H*^*-

RINGSIDE SEAT
Comedv melodrama In three acts (four

.icones) by Leonard Idt: directed and pre-

sented by Rufud Phllllniw: stars t'""""'

.Mitchell. Setting. Lawrence L. GoW-
waaser. At the Guild. N. Y.. Nov. i^.

'38; «3,80 top. ^ „ .„
Laundryman Casper Kuhn
Deputy T'BHa Le Noir

.Second Deputy .William Balf"'
Sam Hodge Leo Herbert

Ulngham
.Tenny Marlon Sillier

Young Man Richard Abert

Hatlla Lorene bcon
'J'utlle ....llnrry Young
l>hllllp30n Frederic (lark

Slever G. Pat Collins

Dodd ;
Dave Mallen

Mrs. Burton Louise Ln'"*^'*?

Haskell Frank Koine
Fitzgerald Harry Antrim
Mrs. SturgiB Luola Sepfr

Mary Slurgls Mary V.o\ra

OrWn Sturgls Ornnt Mitchell

Feeny ., Oarnay Wilson
Harold Haldor De l>fp^^'
Ills Mother Jnan Ciolx

Herg .SnnCord Klokart
Mother .Tone.i Jacnuelyn .TonW
OeorfTC Winston Roy nobeits
Hazelton HusspU Morrison
Socialite Roc Galvann

This whodunit has all the neces-
sary ingredients except craftsman-
ship. It was well regarded last sum-
mer when given a strawhat tryout,

(Continued on page 50)
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Managers League Calls Brokers

To Explain Code 'Irregularities

A number of Broadway theatre

tlcket'brokerB were summoned \q the

offices of the League of New York
Theatres last week and asked to ex-

plain certain code irregularities.

Price excesses was not direttly

charged although in -some instances

it's been reported some accredited

figencies who signed the code had
taken a chance by getting $6.60 for

$4.40 tickets sold over the counter.

It's been claimed, too, that other

agencies have secured more than the

permitted 75c
.
premium, but under

cover, such sales being made to cus-

tomers with charge accounts, who
demand and arc ready to pay for

service.

The League's secretary, James F.

Rellly, questioned the broker and
he- appeared skeptical over the vera-
city of the replies. Because of the
Federal regulations requiring the
stamping, of tickets resold by brok-
ers,, a checkup was made

. and it dis-

closed that cei;tain tickets allotted to

smaller agencies were repeatedly
found to have been disposed of by
unaccredited, or bootleg, offices.

Several brokers stated they had
cold the tickets to persons whose
identity they did not know, and in-

sisted they received no more than
ihe maximum permitted under the
rules, and that they were not aware
of violations.

Whether drastic action will be
taken may depend on a meeting be-
tween the League's code enforcement
committee and Equity representa-
tives, which has been called for to-
morrow (1). Session is scheduled as
the result of Equity's recent request
for a huddle to consider further
ways to facilitate theatre-going, con-
trol ticket prices, motor car parking,
transportation and other angles.

City resolution which would make
it a misdemeanor to charge excess
prices for tickets will be calendared
by N. Y.'s counciL Move is said to
have the backing of Newbold Morris,
head of the Council,

lATSE Keeps Slate

Philadelphia, Nov. 29.

Entire slate of local officers of the

International Alliance of Theatrical
State Employees was renominated
without opposition at a meeting of
the membership last week. All will
automatically be elected by casting
of ballots by the secretary next
month.
Thomas P. Mitchell, prez, and Wil-

liam J. Harrer, biz agent, will start

their fifth terms, while Michael J.

Sweeney, secretary-treasurer, enters
his ninth. Other officers are Eugene
W. Holmes, v. p., and Frank Mc-
Curdy, recording secretary.

Pay Dispute Won

By Theatre Mgr.

From Shuberts

SCHNEBBE HEADS B.O.

GROUP FOR 3D TERM

Allen J. Schnebbe was elected for
the third successive term as presi-
dent of the Treasurers Club at the
Astor, • New York, Saturday (26).
Box office people's beneficial organ-
ization also re-elected the other of-
ficers: Saul Abraham, viceprez;
Harry B, Nelmes, treasurer; Harry
A. Benson and Charles R, Bowman,
financial and recording secretaries
respectively.

Six members were named to the
board for two years; Hugh J. McGau-
ley, Frank Frayer, George Brassil,
Jerry Flynn, Lep Solomon and Ar-
thur Wright.

Bernard Klawans and Sam Granet,
"who have been in the organization
25 years, were voted life member-
ships in the a. k. division. Sidney
R. Fleisher, attorney for the club,
was made an honorary member.

Dispute over the salary of a bouse
manager engaged by the Shuberts
to handle the Mosque, Newark, N.
J., was arbitrated Monday (28) with
the Theatrical Managers, Agents .and

Treasurers union, acting for a mem-
ber, Robert Preist, who was awarded
the claim. Shuberts proposed to

present musical revivals in the
house but after securing a conces-
sion froni Equity to play Sundays,
the plan Was cancelled. Preist,

however, was on the job for one
week before the revivals were
called off.

Shuberts contended he was en-
gaged at $75 per week, with TMAT
declaring the minimum salary was
to be $150 as the theatre is outside
New York, where the scale is $100.

Arbitration was refused at first by
the management but when the union
advised it that provision for set-

tlement of disputes was provided for
in the basic agreement, the Shuberts
assented.

EQUITY DISPENSATIONS

'Glortana' Hiatas—'Blossom Time*
OK'd 2 Weeks Layoff

John Byland Dies in

N. Y.; Broadway Figure

John Ryland, Negro, who has been
with the Empire theatre. New York,
since its opening in 1902, died in his
sleep Nov. 25. He was believed to
be about 70, but never would re-
veal his age.

Hired as an elevator runner, he
became a Broadway figure and was
known to hundreds of major and
minor players. He made himself
something of an institution around
the theatre, but in recent years
filled no clearly defined position,
though he confined his work largely
to the lobby and at show time acted
as greeter to the thousands to whom
he had become a familiar figure. He
Was far better known than most
Broadway managers and newspapers
had frequently written extensive
stories about him.

In his early years he was an ex-
cellent trick bicycle rider and spent
most of his luncheon hour practic-
ing in 40th street, which in those
oays was comparatively free from
vehicular traffic. A crowd used to
gather each noon to watch his per-
lormance.
His second wife survives.

Permission to close ' 'Gloriana,* at

the Little, N. Y, after last night's
(Tuesday) performance and reopen
next Monday (5) was yesterday
(Tuesday) given producer Arthur
Hanna by the Equity council.
Blanche Yurka, stac of the show,
appeared before the council to ex-
plain that since last Saturday's (26)

opening she had discovered 'certain

themes in the original German text
of the play that are not in the Eng-
lish translation.' Show still had
three unused days of rehearsal re-

maining when it opened.
Council also granted permission to

John Shubert to lay off the touring
'Blossom Time' company for two
weeks before Christmas instead of
the customary single week. Pro-
ducer stated that several weeks of
midwest bookings for the show have
been cancelled, but that he has two
weeks of dates after Christmas. Okay
was granted on condition Shubert
pays transportation expenses for the
cast to and from New York for the

layoff, as well as guarantee the ex-
tra two weeks after Christmas.
Upon' application of Will Geer,

Trade Guild Plays was given per-
mission to present three short plays
on a cooperative basis at matinees
at the Guild theatre, N. Y., during
the holidays, provided the Theatre
Guild guarantees the front of the
house expense as well as a week's
Equity minimum ($40).

LEGITiMATE

Carrent Road Shows
(Week of Nov. 28)

'Abie's Irish Rose,' Broadway,
Maplewood, N. J.

'American Landscape,' Wilbur, Bos-
ton.

'Amphttryion'—<Sca Gull' (Lunt-
Fontanne), Cass, Detroit.
'Blossom Time,' Hartman, Colum-

bus (28-30); English, Indianapolis
(1-3).

'Golden Boy' National, Washing-
ton.

'I'd Rather Be Right* (George M.
Cohan), Auditorium, Chicago.

'Idiot'* Delight' (Phil Baker), His
Majesty's, Montreal.
'Lightnln" (Fred Stone), McCar-

ter, Princeton; N. J. (28); Playhouse,
Wihnington (29); Community, Her-
shey, Pa. (30); Bushniell Auditorium,
Hartford (1); Shubert, New Haven
(2-3).

'Of Mice and Men,' Davidson, Mil-
waukee.
'On Borrowed Time,' Grand Opera

House, Chicago.
'Our Town,' Locust St., Philadel-

phia.

'Pins and Needles,' Nixon, Pitts-
burgh.
'Shadow and Substance' (Sir

Cedric Hardwicke), Masonic Audi-
torium, Rochester, N. Y. (28-29);
Strand, Ithaca (30); Erlanger, Buf-
falo (1-3). •

'Spring Meeting,' Royal Alexandra,
Toronto.
Susan and God' (Gertrude Law-

rence), Harris, Chicago.
'Three Men On a Horse,' Shubert,

Brooklyn.
Tobacco Road,' City Hall Audi-

torium, Montgomery, Ala. (28); Bi-
jou, Knoxville (29); Bijou, Chat-
tanooga (30); Ryman Auditorium,
Nashville (1); Coliseum, Evansville

(2); Hipp, Terre Haute (3).

'Torchbearers>' Biltmore, Los An-
geles.

'What a Life,' American, St. Louis.
'Whiteoaks' (Ethel Barrymore)j

Selwyn, Chicago.
'Women,' Cox, Cincinnati (27).

*You Can't Take It With Ton,'
Convention Hall, Tulsa (27); Para-
mount, Amarillo (29); Majestic,

Wichita Falls (30); Orpheum, Waco
(1); Music Hall, Houston (2-3).

HELL'; 'BACCY

VARIETY

Pair Eye 3 Cities For

Production of Stock
stock company is to be established

in Memphis, South Chicago or St.

Louis In about a month by two young
showmen. It wiU be one of the few
regular stock companies in the U. S.

In on the venture are Will-

iam (Ilastle and Warren Young. They
are looking over the three cities.

Idea is to use Equity members and,

if large enough audiences can be
found, to run each production two
weeks.

James Barton, star of 'Tobacco

Road,' is adept ,and explicit in plac-

ing emphasis on slang or 'cuss' words
called for in his part af 'Jeeter Les-
ter,' and insists that his fellow play-

ers, including the ladies of the cast,

mt^t do likewise 'or he'll quit. This
attitude resulted Monday (28) in Bar-
ton being named defendant in .a suit

for $25,000 brought in N. Y. by Ann
Dere, who claims she was practically

fired from her role.at the instance of

Barton because she did not stress the

word 'heU' in one of her lines.

Miss Dere, who has pfayed the part

of 'Ada' for over two years, avers

that, following the performance of

Oct. 30, Barton reprimanded her for

failing to carry out his Instructions

as to how her line, 'You're a sinful

man, Jeeter Lester, and you're going
to hell,' should be spoken. She is re-

puted to have done no better at fol-

lowing performances, and Barton, she
claims, informed the conH)any man-
ager that unless she was dropped he
would quit the show. Miss Dere says

she reluctantly tendered her resigna-

tion to take effect Nov. 19.

Barton is the only defendant named
in the action. Miss Dere figures the
play, which has run nearly five years,

has an additional five years to go,

and at the rate of her $100 weekly
salary, she figures her severance with
the show would cost her about
$25,000.

Strict Equity Supervision Resented

By Legit Agents Stilll Seeking

% Increase Due to Limited Jobs

Shows in Rehearsal

'Set to Music'—John C, Wil-
son.

One-Act Repertory—Grisman
and Koslenko.

•Bright Rebel'—William KH-
cuUen,
'Everywhere I Roam'—Marc

Connelly, Bela Blau.
'Merchant of Yonkers'—Her-

man Shumlin.
'Here Come the. Clowns'->-

Eddie Dowling.
•Trilby'—Walter Hampden,
•Yes, My Darling Daughter'

(road)—Royal Stout.

CEA Reps Seen

Added to Equity

Councl Next Yr.

Equity council recommendation
last week, to grant council repre-

sentation for Chorus Equity Assn.,

is expected to add five CEA mem-
bers to the council. This would give
the groups a total of 55 council-

lors. Choristers, however^ cannot
be so placed until the constitution

of both Equity .and the chorus
branch are changed to permit the
inclusion. Amendments necessary
will be voted, on at the annual meet-
ings next summer.
Although Equity contemplated ab-

sorbing the chorus branch, that,

move has been definitely shelved.
Understood' that matters pertaining
to the chorus group -frequentiy

arise and its representative quintet
win vote on such matters. Other-
wise, they may attend sessions but
only as observers.

'Prologue' Chi Fold
Chicago, Nov, 29.

'Prologue to Glory,' Federal Thea-
tre Project import from New York,
will close at the Blackstone Dec. 10.

Local project plans Chicago com-
pany of 'Prologue' for tour of terri-

tory as far west as Denver.
FTP'S 'Copperhead,' with Ian

Keith, follows 'Prologue' into Black-
stone.

Marilyn Miller's Estate

Transfer tax appraisal on the
estate of Marilyn Miller, filed yes-
terday (Tuesday), listed the late
dancer's gross estate at $97,407 and
a net of $47,573. Her mother, Mrs.
Ada Thompson Miller, is named as
beneficiary of the residuary, estate.

She is now in Hollywood.
Miss Miller's husband, Chester L.

O'Brien, is not named in the will,

but was listed as beneficiary Of one-
half the net -estate imder the dece-
dent's estate law.

3 Shows FoU

'Where Do We Go From Here'
folded at the Vanderbilt, New York,
Saturday (26) after playing two
weeks.

WHERE DO WE GO FROM HEBE
Opened Nov. 15, '38. Critics

called the tarn on this, none
liking it. Coleman (Mirror)
said it was 'a good attempt that

Jnst missed.' Mantle (News): It
doesn't work out so well as en-
tertajnment.' Variety (Itobe):

•Dou'btful prospect for sncccss.'

'Ringside Seat' was withdrawn
from the Guild on the same date.

Salt Lake's Musical- Stock
Los Angelas, Nov. 29.

Fred Hanson agency has booked
21 people for musical comedy stock
at the Roxy. Salt Lake City.

Agency also took over bookings
for the Orpheum, Ogden.

RINGSIDE SEAT
Opened Nov. 2Z, '38. Critics

gave this little chance. Watts
(Herald Trib): 'Pretty disap-

pointing stuff/ Locltridge (Sun):
'Somehow doesn't jell.'

'Good Hunting' was yanked from
the Hudson Nov. 2 aftOr the second
performance.

GOOD HUNTING
Opened Nov. 21, '38. Ander-

son (Journal-American) gave It

until Saturday (2«) night to

fold. Comments «f all others
were In Ukc vein. Variety
(Ib«c): 'A dnd.'

Legit casting agents in New York
are inclined to resent Equity's new
requirement whereby they must sub-
mit a monthly report detailing the
engagements secured for actors on
their lists and the aniounts of their
commissions. When, the agency peo-
ple talked it over, however, it was
pointed out that when Equity dis-
cerns that their resentment is based
on the limted number of jobs, the
actors' association may change its
attitude of being opposed to
increased commissions.
Casters insist they face eviction

from the business because their earn-
ings do not even top the cost of
office maintenance. While the reports
to Equity will not include earnings
from other amusements, the legit
specialists say there is little work
beside legit casting. Leading cast-
ers, explain that they did have a
fairly lucrative field from radio but
with many major broadcasts moving
to the Coast, that source of revenue
has been considerably curtailed. Few
of the legit agents say they do busi-
ness with the night clubs. As for
picture casting, theire's little work
in the east.

The agents placed their situation
before. Equity and, while it is known
that part of the committee, assigned
to handle the matter favored grant-
ing an increase from 5 to 10% in
commissions, when showdown came
before Equity's council that body
handily voted down the proposal.
Equity then went further to tighten
up the agency regulations- and, in
addition to the monthly checkup on
the casters' earnings, warned the
association's members faced a fine
of $500 or six months suspension if
detected paying more than 5%,

Excessive ConHnlssloss?
Feeling of Equity ofiicers against

the casters was not explained but
it's believed that the practice of one
or two in exacting commissions for
non-legrt engagements was regarded
as excessive to the services ren-
dered. Reports that the.agents in-
tended going to . court to secure an
opinion as to whether Equity could
limit commissions to less than the
percentage allowed under the law,
have been discounted.
Ther^ are 29 legit agents with

Equity permits, 20 being regarded
as active, with the balance doing
minor business. Recently Equity
cancelled nine permits for inactivity.

Equity Casting Dept.
Reported that Equity may consider

forming its Own casting department,
often proposed but as often set aside
because of the possibility of dissat-
isfaction among applicant members.
Nearly 20 years ago Equity had a
taste of such possibilities. When it
took over the picture. group the unit
has a casting department. At times
here were so many more m^embers
than available jobs that charges of
discrimination were often made. Said
that there were as many as 2,000
applicants for 20 jobs.
One Equity leader suggested that

if the casters are to be i)ald an ad-
ditional 5% it should come from the
producers. In former times some of
the leading showmen did their own
casting and . actors paid no agents
commissions. In recetjft seasons the
casters ask for the scripts and line
up the cast for the managers, for
which service they should seek com*
pensation, It's said. Reason the agents
have not carried out that idea is

£aid to be the chance that kick-
backs would be demanded.'

Flora Campbell, 'Angela Is Twen-
ty-two.'
Franchot Tone, Sylvia Sidney,.

Elia Kazan, Sam Jaffe, Roman Boh-
nen, 'Gentle People.'
John Dickensy Kallta Humphries,

Richard Stark, Helene Freeman,
Larry Siegle, Lee ChlldSr 'Every-
where I Roam.'
Rose Hobart, Phyllis Povah, Mar-

-^aret Dale, Alice Belmore-CUffe,
Naomi Campbell, Peter Campbell,
'Dear Octopuis.'
Madge S^ans, Doris Dudley, Rus-

sell Collins, Leo Chalzel, Hortense
Alden, Frank Gaby, Bertram Thorn,
Ralph Bunker, A. H, Van Buren,
.Terry Austin. James Hagen, Thomas
Palmer« Eve March, 'Here C^ome the
Clowns.'
Gladys Henson, Moya Nui^ent*

Kenneth Carten, Penelope Dudley*
Ward, Hugh French, Maidie An-
drews, Rosemary Lomax, Angus
Menzies, 'Set to Music*
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Plays Out of Town

IDIOT'S DELIGHT
(PHIL BAKER)

Montreal, Nov. 29.

Phil Baker, revifalizlng thie role of

the hoofer in 'Idio's Delight,' scores

a distinct personal triumph at the

local His Majestry's ii> the part orig-

inally created by Alfred Lunt. For
Baker the role is a natural, and he

brings to his first legit try a restraint

and suavity that is commendable and
astonishing considering his back-

ground of radio, musical comedy
and vaudeville. He did the part

this summer in several strawhats.

Baker's small time hoofer charac-

terization is a standout and remark-^

ably lifelike. It's an entertaining pic-

ture of a guy who used to park on
the 'Palace beach' in the days of big

time vaudeville. The shrewdness of

the typical No. 2 act is delivered

with nonchalance and enormous self-

assurance, which may be- attributed

almost as much to Baker's personal

experience. Swell trouping is to

Baker's credit. „ ^ .x*.

Cast is uniformly excellent with
Olga Baclanova and Charles La
Torre contributing noteworthy char-

acterizations.
.

Baker is barnstorming to the

Coast, expecting to open in Los An-
geles New Year's. Naturally, the

play is a particularly striking ac-

count of the international situation,

but likely to do better on the Amer-
ican side than in Canada. Mori.

for the dame's sculpting itch. Jealous
Filipino housegirl, paramour of the
Apollo, and several other incidental
players are compounded in a futile

effort to create dramatic force.

Superstitions of the natives are in-

effectively dramatized.
Play was advertised as a world

premiere. It's a small world, lor

it'll never get out of Pasadena.
Helm.

FRONT PORCH
Cleveland, Nov. 26.

Coraedjr-drama In tbree acta, six scenes,

by Langaton . HUKhea. Presented by Gilpin
Players; directed by nussell Jeinite. At
Karamu theatre, Cleveland, Nov. 20, '88.

Cast: Brownie "Woodlord, Eugenia Strode,
Roberta Williams, Henry Jackson, Curtis
Tann, Elmet Brown, Olya levin.

Plays on B'way

(Continued from page 48)

YIDDISH PUY

MAZEL TOY RABBI
Operetta In two acts (7 scones) by An-

«ch\il Schorc: presented by Menachom
RulJln; BtaRCd by Irving lIonli;man|. music.
Joseph RuniEhlnslcy: lyrics, Isidore LilUlan;
dances, Lillian .Shapiro; Hettlnps, Michael
Snltzmnn. Opened at the Public, N. Y^,
Nov. 24, '83: 52.20 top.

Motele Mennchem Rubin
Drurtia. . . . ; Pauline Hoffman
Ponrl ..Gertie Bulman
'JL'zircle ,..01a Shllfko
Genendle TllUe Rablnowitz
,Sam Jacob Wexler
Walter Jack Rechtzelt
Anna , Anna - Toback
Flshel Flshelewlta William Sccunda
Chaskel Leon Gold
Tefka .Menasha Skulnlk

Sixth new play by Langston
Hughes. Cleveland Negro poet and
dramatist, who turned out 'Mulatto'
and 'Little Ham,' is the first one in

which he takes, up problems of the
upper-class Negro. This contrast is

significant. But from Caucasian
standards, 'Porch' doesn't have
enough dramatic meat or freshness
to click, although author's rep drew
a White carriage trade her^ on open-
ing night.

Chief character Is an ambitious
widowed .Negro school teacher who
is sending her three children to. a
university. She dominates them like
a despot, owns her o'^n home in a
white section and won't let 'poor
trash' get past her front porch.
Although fanatically, proud, always

trying to raise the ideals of her race
and youngsters, the mother can't stop
what is a misalliance from her view-
point. She wants her oldest daugh-
ter to marry a rising but stuffy med-
ical student, whose grammar is pe-
dantically correct. Girl u^isets all

plans by falling for a . handsome
young bucko from the slums, a jstrike

picket who is tossed into the jug
after a street brawl. Pair ignores all

abuse from the. mother, who finally
gives in.

Situation Is ptetty^&ive and action
rather elemematjri,- Dialog is repeti-
tious, too, but- it gets over some wise-
cracks about, the N.L.R,B. (Nothing
Like

.
Boast Beef), workers' . rights

and unfair attitude of whites toward
educated Negros. Takes the slant
that the latter must blame themselves
.if they don't forcibly imnrove their
living and working conditions.
Hughes intends producing 'Porch'

In his new Harlem Shoestring th'eatre
in New York next monthi It may
have a better chance there if he
chops out the cliches and doctors up
the lines with more inflammatory
speeches. Gilniners do a thoroucfhly
satisfactory job in all parts, but they
aren't robust enough for them.

Pullerit

Paradise Plantation
Pasadena, Nov. 25.

Drnma In Hve scenes by Shlrland Quin;
presenicJ by l>i-pa>na Community Plny-
ho'ise; dlricted b;' Thomas Browne Henry.
Carf .Tune Eva-is, Martha ,«!haw, Martha

lilndon. Fi-ank V/il'-o::, Alan Robb. Iteenan
Klliott, Constance Cnmpalgne,- Pa"l Ma:;ov,
Victor Mature. Margaret Woodncld. Julia
Case. 13or:s renn, Do-nlnTO Rnmlrcz de
Arellano. Robert. Ken AH, Abel Pinto. At
Fasadeua Playhouse. Pasadena. Cal.

Pasadena Playhouse became of age
with this" one; it's 21 years since the
first play was produced there. That's
more than can be said of Shlrland
Quio's piece about life, love and
superstitions among the canebrakes
of Hawaii- It limps badly due to a

Soor script and equally deficient act-
ig.

Authoress tried to make something
of a native boy going on the make
for the plantation boss' frau when
he's pressed into service to" model

but is much too thin for Broadway.
However, it's possible B-picture ma-
terial.

Ringside Seat' is curiously like a
B-picture in its present form. It has
all the deisi)erately-eager appear-
ances of a quickie. There is enough
plot here for a lurid pulp mag
thriller, with an innocent murder
suspect, his beeootiful, loyal wife, a
Rover Boy reporter and his typi-
cally-ingehue heart-throb, a .couple
of villains, several comedy charac-
ters, a flock of atmosphere, and,
above all, .a pathetic air of complete
implausibility about the whole thing.

It's obviously a result of one of
those instances when someone' said
(probably over the second highball)
that- there's good comedy-melo-
drama material in the antics of the
morbid thrill-seekers who swamp a
small-toWn hotel during a local mur-
der trial. Well, there is undoubtedly
good material in it, just as there's
good material in almost anything
for the skillful craftsman. But Leon-
ard Ide (with unbilled collaboration
by Phil Dunning) has muffed it in
•Ringside.' There are several • plays
on the same theme going the rounds.
One, 'They Took the Town,' was
held for a time by Sam H. Grisman,
but nothing has been heard of it

lately.

'Ringside' is a single-setter, with
an extensive cast, though only one
name. Grant Mitchell. Actor, who
returned from the Coast to play the
gart, is a pompous, know-it-all busy-
ody who spends his life scurrying

around the country with his wife
and daughter to attend all the more
sensational murder trials. Hp's a
demon for ferreti^ig and remember-
ing all the angles and at the drop-
of a hello wiU offer free advice to
the best criminal lawyer in the busi-
ness. That's good stuff lor a farce,
and so is the ludicrous' sight of the
12 good men and true- who traipsie
back and forth across the hotel lobby
on their way to and from the jury
box.

But that's about all Ide has been
able tq bring to life. Even those
exceptional bits are fumbled by the
staging ^ of producer Rufus Phillips
(reportedly with an assist by Leon-
ard Silbnan), and the rest is pure
claptrap of Second-rate crime hovel
vintage. There are more incidents
and clues than J. Edgar Hoover
could keep track of, but no motive
tion, no logic arid no explanation.
As a payoff, when there's a shoot'

ing the hotel lobby, the reporters
swarm into their telephone room to
call their offices. Since they're all
phoning the same story, it sounds
like ei slight exaggeration when one
remarks that 'this is the biggest
scoop in years,' but that's immedi-
ately topped by one of his rivals
who, in true Hollywood tradition,
screams into the telephone the order
to 'rip open the front page.'
Although he had trouble with his

Imes opening night, Mitchell is
fairly believable and surprisingly
winning. He overplays rather pain-
fully at times, but since nearly
everyone else in the cast does like-
wise the fault must lie in the staging.
Being

_ an vmimignative director,
Phillips obviously doesn't give his
audience credit for any imagination,
so wallops every point with a sledge
hammer,

G. Pat Collins is outstanding as the
arch villain merely because he un-
derplays while everyone else is be-
laboring every line and every piece
of business. 0£ the . others, Louise
Larabee is an acceptably noble hero-
ine. Lucia Seger is plausible as Mrs
Murder Trial Fan, while Roy Rob-
erts is sufficiently poisonous as the
reporter who malces chumps out of
the police. Lawrence L. Goldwas
ser's setting is realistic. Hobc.

(Closed last Saturday (26); printed
for the record.)

For Menasha Skulnlk's latest

starrer, Anschul Schore has fash-

ioned a somewhat nondescript,
labored piece of writing that con-
tains most of the elements usually
found in the .Yiddish theatre. For
here, too, are all the hokey attempts
at swaying audience emotionalisms.

'Mazel Tov Rabbi' doesn't give
Skulnik much leeway. The come-
dian still mugs d«lightfully and
sparks his audience with . what, at
times, is tantamount to a romp. But
those times are few, since the script

holds only scattered chances for
Skulnik to cut loose.

The cast that presented Mena-
chem Rubin's first Production of the
season, 'The Wise Fool,' is intact for
'Rabbi,' and it plays well, though
the staging of Irving

.
Honigman is

somewhat faulty in the group scenes.

The dances are very poor, wTiile
music by Joseph Rumshmsky is not
up to his usual standard.

'Rabbi' is a tale of Old World
strife, of lovers and Yiddish petse-
cutlon. All that can be said for the
plot is its timeliness, but for that
matter, in this day when the theme
of race persecution has many more
prolific writers, Schore must bow
out.
There is pne scene, in the second

act, that has some jneasure of com-
pensation. It is a synagogue in the
Reich, where worshippers are seen
uttering their last prayers before
fleeing their persecutors. Staging
here is excellent.
Gertie Bulman is an excellent

Pearl,, properly filial in her compli-
ance to marry a man of her father's
choice. Leon Gold, as her avowed
love, has the only voice of note
among the men. Miss Bulman sings
pleasantly, too. Rubin is the father,
and he does well enough, although
at times he's given to indiscriminate
giesticulations.

, Others who play well are Ola
Shlifko, who, incidentally, is much
improved over her Mirile of 'Fool';

Tillie Rablnowitz, Jacob Wexler,
Jack Rechtzeit and Anna Toback.

Inside Stuff^Legit

Proposal to establish a new theatrical club to be known as the Tl^eatre

Arts Center has been placed before several professional organizaticfns that

have been asked to aid the movement. Fact that membership would be
open to both sexes is a feature that differentiates it from the other show
biz clubs, such as the Lambs, Players and Friars. Sponsors say the estab-

lishment will include swimming pool, gymnasium and quarters for meet-
ings.

Question has been raised, as to whether such a club could operate suc-
cessfully with dues of $10. per year, the rate planned for the center. It's

hoped, however, to secure 100 or more life memberships and to raise
funds elsewhere rather than look for initiation fees to provide' working
capital. Pointed out that, several theatrical clubs were financially embar-
rassed because they had heavy carrying charges and bond liabilities.

Claimed that the ne\v club has optioned a building ort West. 43d street,
New York, wTiich could be. remodeled .ftt Comparatively moderate cost
Intended to open the membership to professionals of all amusement flelda

and to establish the spot as a place to gather for business and recreational
purposes, rather than the social end... It's hoped that the club will eventu-
ate despite the unemployment of many artists. Recdtds ehqw that less
than half the memberships of some theatrical organizations are working
regularly.

Recent postponementi of 'Lorelei,' which opened at the Longacre, New
York, last night (Tuesday), is said to have entailed a $15,000 expenditure
over the sum spent up to the originally ischeduled premiere. Cast was on
full salary two weeks prior to the debut, free rehearsal period of four
weeks having been .exhausted.

Final scene "was reinserted arid considerable script .''revisions ate reported
with the. idea of bringing the play up to contemporary dates. Sir Cedric
Hardwicke commuted from Philadelphia, where he showed in 'Shadow
and Substance,' to assist in the direption of 'Lorelei,' in which he's inter-

ested financially, along with ^Richard Myers, Richard Aldrich and Dennis
King. Drama by Jacques Deval is anti-Nazi.

Script Dearth

(Continued from page 47)

Two plays which were withdrawn after trying out are due to reach, the
boards again—'Window Shopping,' which brought George Sidney from the
Coast, and 'The Flying Ginzburgs.' Script of the first has been consider-
ably revised. Title of latter will probably be changed. Hugh O'Connell*
who returned from Hollywood for 'Run Sheep, Run' (closed), is men-
tioned, as the new lead.

'Ginzburgs,' a comedy about vaiideviUe, fared mildly ,in Boston.
'Here Come the Clowns,* due next week" at the Booth, New York, has a
similar background. Several vaudevillians are in the cast, including Eddie
Dowling, its presenter.

'Finger in the Pie,' new musical £ddie Dowling has acquired for spring
production, has libretto by John Monks, Jr., and Fred Finklehoffe, co-.

authors of 'Brother Rat,' and music and lyrics by Charles Gaynor. It's a
first show for la;tter, who for the last five years has been writing revues

for community theatres in Indianapolis and Pittsburgh. In latter city,

his 'Hold Your Hats' last spring, for which he did both sketches and tunes,

drew raves. In newspapers when it was done there for several weeks at

the Playhouse. 'Finger* was turned out this summer by the trio in Ber-

muda and both Max Gordon and Marc Connelly were said to be giving it

the 'once-over when Dowling closed the deal.

AuHlrallati and Kevr Zealand Thea-
tres. T.>td.. .Managing Directors' Frank
a Tnit. S. a CrIeU, G. B. Dean.
Present:

—

VIOLET CARLSON
n<» tho Star of .

«ROSE.MARIE"
ROY.Mj thratrr

HYnVEil, AUSTBAOA

'Night' 2iG, B'Wyn

Brooklyn, Nov. 29.

•Night Must Fall' at Shubert gar-
nerin^ profitable coin. WPA produc
tions of Gilbert and Sullivan operet-
tas at Academy of Music also doing
well.

Brattleboro opens tomorrow (30)
with new play, 'If You Get It, Do
You Want It?'

Estimate for Last Week
'Night Must FnU,' Shubert (1.750;

25-85). Pleasing business at $2,500.
WPA

Gilbert and Sullivan Operettas,
Academy of Music (40-75). Good re-

i sponse.

official sessions said to have been
called occasionally although the

committee as a whole has not met
for about 18 months. Stated that

certain showmen were asked to at-

tend the offstage meetings but they
were not actually diesignated io rep-

reserit the League.
The dearth of plays is recognized

and at least five scripts which would
lave reached the hands of managers
laVe been, retained by the authors

' hemselves, latter being the five lead-

:ng writers successfully operating at
;he Playwhights • Co» Contended by
the latter that only one or two pro-
ducers have been affected by its ac-
tivities. The Playwright group has
two productions currently on Brqad-
way and. a third is due this week.
Authors' own productions are 'Abe
Lincoln in Illinois', 'Knickerbocker
Holiday' and 'American Landscape'.
At least two more are to come from
them. Several of the playwrights
group are Dramatists Guild leaders.
During the first three months of

the current ssason there were 33
new productions and a return en-
gagement on Broadway, which is

slightly ahead of last fall when 28
shows came in up to Dec. 1. So
far, 19 among the autumn's arrivals
have been closed, the folds bslng
quicker than usual, possibly indicat-
ing that bankrolls are shorter.
Shows came in earlier and faster

this fall than last but production
pace has slowed dowri. During the
coming month not more than eight
arrivals are expecter, while Janu-
ary holds a premiere total of around
a dozen.

WUiiam Faversham, former stage star, who's,a guest at the Percy Wil-

liams Home, Islip, L. I., is making appearances' before civic and women's
organizations in Long Island communities. liis addresses have attracted

the atterition of Federal Theatre. Project^people.

Reported the WPAers have not accepted with relish Faversham's criti-

cism of the relief outfit and question his knowledge of the Project. He'a

quoted favoring the Goyetriment Supporting the theatre, but has said that

the Project's director; Hallie Flanagan, was of amateur background and
that the post should be handled by one of professional standing.

'MEETING' $8,500,. MONTEEAL
. . Montreal, Nov. 29.

,
Spring Meeting' at $2 top, play^

xng North American premiere last
week, slipped from previous levels
for legit shov/s here recently to $6,-
500, mild for six nights and two mats.
Attendance faded end of week de-
spite raves by local crix. 'Idiot's
Delight' following with $2.50 top.

Estimate for Last Week
'Spririff Meetlngr,' His Majesty's (1,-

600; $2 plus tax). Attracted some
biz, but not enou.qh to reach five fig-
ures. Fair at $8,500. Currently in
Toronto.

Gag pulled by Connie Nickerson, ingenue -lead In the road company of

'What a Life,* during the show's Boston run early In the fall, brought her

an unexpected response. In a radio interview the actress was asked if

there was a romance in her life. She answered there was none, but that

with Harvard University so close, she had hopes. Next night nine Harvard
studes showed Up at the stage door after the show. Having put herself

on the spot, Miss Nickerson was as good as her gag. She . accompanied all

nine for a midnight snack.

Legit (managers have been asked to recognize a so-called service union
consisting of cleaners and porters employed in theatres. Union will pre-

sent its contentions to the League of New York Theatres tomorrow (Thurs-

day). Sometime ago,, when seeking recognition, the union claimed 60%
of such employees were members but a check is said to have indicated

only 5% membership. Same union, however, is said to hav" '""Mred a

10-year contract with a group of midtown film theatres.

On behalf of the American Theatre Council, Ned Armstrong is writing

a weel?ly theatrical bulletin, reporting the activities in Broadway theatres.,

New shows due to open and those touring, or about to take to the road,

are also included. Indicated that about 20 out-of-town papers used parts

of the first two bulletins. Armstrong, who's press agent for 'Kiss the Boys
Goodbye,' at the Miller, N. Y., has also written an article 'anent the play

and author, it appears in the theatre program.

Theatre parties aggregating $39,000 were contracted for by" the Group
Theatre before 'Rocket to the Moon' opened last Thursday (24) at the

Belasco, New York. Not all will apply to that house, however, since it's

planned to niove 'Rocket* to the Windsor next month to make way for the

Group's 'Gentle People.* Latter, by Irwin Shaw, is due around the holi-.

days.

Sneak thieves scaled the fire escape of the St. James theatre, New York,

where 'Hamlet' is now current, on two occasions last week, entering

dressing rooms to take $19 from the wallet of one victim arid a small sum
a few nights later from another. ThefLs arc said to have occurred ever

since the theatre's construction as its fire escapes afford easy access to the

dressing rooms.

Oscar Hammerstein, who has dropped the 2d from his name, presented

•Glorious Morning' at the Mansfield, New York, Saturday (26) in associa-

tion with -Michael Hillman, who heretofore had not been identified wltn

show business. Reported that the show has the backing of a wealthy.-

South African.

Unusual distinction of originating three roles in three current hit play*

falls upon Arthur Gould-Porter, at present in 'Oscar Wilde.' Actor wa»
the queen's secretary for two seasons in 'Victoria Regina,' leaving to take

part of 'Flossie Nightingale* in 'Bachelor Born' for one season, and finally

switching to 'Wilde.'

Edward Curtis Jordan asks that a correction be made In the obituary
notice of his wife, the late Carrie Braunek Jordan. Her home was In

Ridgefleld Park, N. J., and not Ridgewood, as stated.
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Cohan s $43,200 in Chi Aultoiiuni

Smashes Records; 'Susan' Again 19G

Chicago, Nov. 29.

• Ckorfie M. Cohan smashed all legit

flrofs marks for Chicago when he
fanuned $43,200 into the Auditorium
Krthe flrst weeK at Td Rather Be
Right.' And there Is every indica-

tion that the two remaining weeks
of- the show will also stick above the

40 grand marker. It was. unques-

iionably "the swankiest opening in

years here, and that takes in even
the opera. Continuous lines at the

boxofflce, and there isn't a really

ffood seat left for the remainder of

the stay* Brokers are knifing each
other to snatch oflE a pair of decent
duCfits*

Force of Cohan in the 4,500-seat

arena dropped the Gertrude Law-
rence show to a poor second in gross

marks, but 'Susan and God' was
nevertheless a wow in its own right

with a $19,000 again, helped by the

extra turkey day mat. Show will

stick until end of year, though it

could manage several mere months
easily at the present pace.
Foldie of the session is' 'On Bor-

xowed Time,' which closes up shop
in the Grand on Saturday (3) with
the cast returning to New York.
It'll be a generally mild four-week
limp, though the final session is

perking on closing notice.

'Of Mice and Men,' which startled

the American Theatre Society sub-
scribers and cohvinced them that
maybe the legit stage is not as
'proper' as it might be, quit Satur-
day (26). Show went on to Milwau-
kee and points northwest Will lay
off the week before Christmas and
then open in -Detroit.

-

Replacing 'Of Mice and Men' in
the Selwyn was 'Whiteoaks,' which
opened last night (2&) for a three-
week stint, and will be followed by
'Shadow, and Substance.'
Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne

will do four weeks of *Ann>hitryon
'38' starting Dec. 5 in the Erlanger,
the first two weeks for the American
Theatre Society subscribers. And
then will toss off a fortnight of 'Sea
Gull.'

'

Estimates for Last Week
'I'd Bather Be Kieht,' Auditorium

(2d week) (4;50Q; $3.30). This may
be a stadium, but there weren't
enough seats, due* to the sensational
demand for a chance to squint at
Geo. M. Sold this house to the raft-
ers for a remarkable $43,200. Show
will do weir over $125,000 in its three
weeks here.
'Of -Miee and Men,' Selwyn (1,000;

$2.75). Pulled out of the burg on
Saturday (26) after five meek
stanza. Closing week's gross was
$8,000. Off for additional midwest,
time.
'On Borrowed Time,' Grand (4th

and final week) (1,400; $2.75). Was
a disappointment and will fold on
Saturday (3). Better than $8,000 on
the session, mostly from the upstairs
customers.
'Sasan and God,' Harris (7th week)

(1.000; $2.75). Extra mat meant an-
other $1,500, driving the gross up to.

near the $19,000 figure again. Sen-
sational take and will stay to end of
the year.
'Whiteoaks,' Selwyn (1st week)

(1,000; $2.75). In for three weeks,
and should do okay on Ethel Barry-
more rep. Opened Monday night
(28).

WPA
'Prolotue to Glory,' Blackstone.
'The Mikado/ Great Northern.

ItOAD' HITS BIG 15G IN

ATLANTA; NEAR BAN

Atlanta, Nov. 29.

Tobacco Road' closed its road en-
gagement at the Erlanger here Satur-
<iay (26) after eight big days which
saw a $15,000 gross once it was clear
of censors and courts thanks to
heavy publicity.
A week before show opened here

City Council empowered board of
reviews, usually confined to films, to
P&ss on showing here. Group de-
manded a preview and turned down
the show. Manager secured a tem-
porary injunction but court later
jciade injunction permanent, holding
that ordinance governing show was
void.

*Woiiien' Hits Okay 12G,

St Loo, Despite Opposish
St. Louis, Nov. 29.

Despite stiff opposish furnished by
a nve-night stand on Sonja Henie's
lee revue and the annual Thanks-
WvJng Day football game between
Washington and St. Louis Univer-
sities for the city championship, 'The
women,' in 10 performances at the
American theatre, the town's only
legiter, did nicely last week. It was
a repeat date. •

. Mary Ellis, morals crusader,

SkiV ^ *^^*» disapproved 'Women,'
rLj"®,*he show got raves from crix
ana theatregoers.

Estimate for Last Week
tiFi'v* W««>»e»»' (American) (1,707;
fl.68). Collected $12,000 for 10 per-
wrmances, nice considering stiff op-
posish and two snowy days.

'Women' Registering In

Gncr, 'Blossom' $7,000

Cincinnati, Nov. 29.

Second biggest take of the local
legit season is being registered this
week by 'The Women,' which opened
Sunday at the Cox for nine perform-
ances at $2.75 top. Dandy advance
sale points to a $12,000 gross.

Estimate for Last Week
'Blossom Time,' Cox (1,335; $2.26).

Petered out to a disappointing
$7,000.

lADir 12a IflIB,

lANDSCAPE'

Boston, Nov. 29.

'American Landscape' remains
here until .today (30) and then the
Hub will have a legit famine until
Dec. 12 ,when< 'Merchant of Yonkers'
comes in with Jane Cowl. No other,
attractions set after that until Noel
Coward opens his 'Set to Music,'
starring Beatrice Lillie, Dec. 26.

'Landscape,' third of -the Play-
wrights' plays this season, opened to
a mixed press &nd tepid b. o. recep-
tion. 'Great Lady,' a musical that
has been undergoing pre-Broadway
revision in road towns to the tune
of tame grosses, was given a hearty
press welcome and a very encourag-
ing patronage by the showgoers.
While 'C3reat Lady' now looks ready
for a Broadway plunge, ''American
Landscape' was' not ~in satisfactory
shape by week-end, and the extra
three days were announced.

'Charles Waldron, playing a lead
matked by several long speeches, is

reaping great credit for learning his
part on five" days' notice, when Ar-
thur Byron had to quit 'Landscape'
rehearsals because of illness.

EsUmates lor Last Week
'Great Lady/ ShUbert (1,590;

$3.30). Accorded flattering reception
by crix and tallied encouraging gross
in its week of seven performances,
without serious opposition. Football
mob boosted Saturday take. Total
around $12,000.
'American Landscape,' Wilbur (1,-

227; $2.75) (1st wk). Consensus here
is that everything depends on wise
revision and clarification. Some
crix thought it preached too much.
Improved steadily through week,
and more changes will be ilnade dur-
ing extra three days. Closes Wednes-
day (30). Benefit Tuesday (22) for
German refugees sliced $2,000 off the
gross, making actual tally around
$5,000; away under expectations.

Tordibearers' $5,000 In

Frisco Too Slim; Out
San Francisco, Nov. 29.

Torchbearers' folded at the Curran
Saturday (26) after two weeks of
disappointing business. Company,
headed by Constance Collier, went to

Los Angeles for two weeks at the
Biltmore. WPA 'Murder at thje

Cathedral' closed at the Alcazar the-
atre on the same night as George
Kelly comedy and moved to Oakland
for two weeks' run in the East bay.

Estimate for Last Week
'Torchbearers,' Curran (1,771; $2.75)

(2d week). Revival of this comedy
failed to set town afire and show
folded after two disappointing weeks.
Second week lucky to get $5,000.

WPA
'Murder in the Cathedral.' Alcazar

(1,269; $1.10) (2d week). Best thing

the local Federal Theatre Project
has done in a long time. Turnout
from colleges and churches was fine

and business was good.

New Haven Has Seen

Idiot'; Baker $2,500
New Haven, Nov. 29.

First road stand of Phil Baker's
'Idiot's Delight' tour, at pop prices,

drew small figure here last week-
end. Mild b.o. attributed to the
fact that the Lunt-Fontanne combo
played the show here previously,
also that Baker did his stuff at near-
by strawhat during summer. Critical
comment on production was favor-
able both from press and public.
'American Landscape,' set for cur-

rent half week, Nov. 28 to 30, was
cancelled in order to shoot show di-

rectly to Broadway. House has
'Lightnin" for Dec. 2 and 3 and
no future bookings.

Estimate for Last Week
Idiot's Delight' (Shubert) (1,600;

$2.20). Around $2,500 on four per-
formances meant plenty of vacant
spaces.

WFERENT FOLDS TO

$8,m WASHINGTON

Washington, Nov. 29.

Nobody is seriously blaming either

the local critics or the local theatre-

goers, but Capital Is bidding to ruin,

its finally-recognized status as a
swell try-cut town the first reason
it is really capitalizing on it Out
of nine weeks so far, six have been

Kre-Broadway polishings, with three
its and three flops.

Although score apparently is even,
what has boys worried is not only
that last three tries have flopped, but
that they folded here. Makes crticks
about the graveyard of the theatre a
little too easy. Sting is somewhat
removed, however, by fact that all
three flops were skedded to qUit
even before they arrived.

'I Am Different' got usual swank
first-night turnout, but word-of-
niouth and disappointing reviews
licked Tullulah Bankhead just as Ina
Claire in 'Yankee Fable.' Katharine
Cornell stands as only one of trio of
femme stars whose personal rep
could offset bad play, her 'Herod
and Mariamne' collecting twice what
Bankhead and Claire mustered.
'Golden Boy' comes in this week

with 'Pins and Needles' to follow
Dec 5 and 'Our Town' Dec. 12.

Estimate for La«i Week
1 Am Different,' National (1,698;

$2.50)—Tullulah Bankhead unable to
offset disappointing notices and
ditto word-of-mouth. Play folded
here with approximately $8^000.

wm mm,
TOW
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Philadelphia Nov. 29.

Two heavy snow storms knocked
legit gross figures considerably un-
der expectations. But all the houses
reported okay patronage thanks to,
the out-of-towners and the curiosity
of those who were willing to take .ia

chance on the -municipal snowbanks.
Mask and' Wig Club's 51st annual

production, 'All Around the Town'
had a crackerjack week at the Er-
langer, getting $27,500. Walter
Hampden is in at house now for two
weeks, starting with 'Trilby.'
Biz was divided tietween 'Lightnin'

at the Chestnut,' 'Our Town' at the
Locust, and 'Shadow and Substance'
at the Forrest. Box office activity
wasn't unprecedented, but spread
around there was money enough for

.

all three.

Estimates of Last Week
'Shadow and Substance/ Forrest

(2d wk.) (2,000; $2.85). Return en-
gagement didn't touch try-out fig-

ures, but went to okay $12,000.
'Liffhtnjn/ Chestnut (2d wk) (1.800;

$2.85). Not what was expected, but
plenty of help from holiday despite
storms, $8,500.
'Our Town/- Locust (1st wk.)

(1,700; $2.50). On subscription, and
topnotch notices, $14,500. One more
week.
'AH Around the Town,* Erlanger

(1,800; $2.85). Wiggers got swell
publicity and reviews. Ideal week
for their show and despite bad
weather, show hit $27,500.

'CAN'T TAKE IT'|6M
K. C; 'JMENT' SET

Kansas City, Nov. 29.
'You Can't Take It With You' in a

two-day stand in the Music Hall of
the city auditorium ran up a $6,500
gross with two performances
Thanksgiving and an evening per-
formance Wednesday. Total returns
very satisfactory in the face of ex-
treme holiday competition. Also, it's

the second appearance here for the
company, show having played a
week last season. Heading west for
dates in Tulsa, Wichita and Okla-
homa City.
•Resident Theatre's second produc-

tion of the season, Elmer Rice's
'Judgment Day,' opened Monday
night to a sell out house (500 seats)
and had sell outs in advance for two
following nights. ^ Play was original-
ly set for 10-day run, but in view of
the opening, an extended run is

planned.
Organization has a subscription list

of 1,800 and individual admission is

set at $1 per head.

'EDNA' OK' PORTLAND
Portland, Ore., Nov. 29.

Cornelia Otis Skinner rated a ter-
rific advance sale for her two-day
stand the Rivoli under the local
management of William B. McCurdy.
At $2.65 top, indications are for a
heavy gross. Miss Skinner presents
two plays, 'Edna, His Wife' and
'Wives of Henry VIII.'

6 way Mu^'cal-Minded with 'Leave

It' Vellzapoppin' $31,1

'Syracuse $30;000; 'Hamlet' 19G

Out of six premieres on Broadway
last week the majority was disap-
pointing, but a new musical standout
proved the exception. One other ar-
rival rates a moderate chance. Of
the remaining quartet, two were
quickly withdrawn and the other
pair extremely doubtful of sticking.
The new sock attraction is the mu-

sical, 'The Boys from Syracuse,*
which drew a strong press at debut
at the Alvin, with some notices of
the rave nature. After a clean-up'
opening night, attendance jumped to
standee proportions by the third eve-
ning, and indications are the gross
will top $30,000 this week (show
opened Wednesday, 23). 'Syracuse,'
therefore, assumes position among
the list's .leaders.
'Leave It to Me' held the number

one spot in point of gross, with tak-
ings over $35,500, which Included
standees for all performances during
the second full week. 'Hellzapoppin'
went close to $31,000 by playing two
extra matinees, and indications are
the big three will ride through the
season.
Last week started mildly, but what

with Thanksgiving there were excel-
lent grosses registered, even though
heavy snow on the holiday night af-
fected the final two days' business.
'Kiss the Boys Goodbye' topped $17,-
000, with 'Oscar Wilde' getting nearly
as much, both playing nine perform-
ances. 'Hdmlet' got its best take so
for with more than $19,000. 'Abe
Lincoln,' however, easily held the
lead among straight plays with an-
other $21,000 total.

'Rocket to the Moon,' Belasco; was
best of the straight shows which en-
tered last week. Drew a fair press
at the Thursday debut, though ad-
vance reports were hardly borne out,
'Gloriana,' at the Little, attd 'Glori-
ous Morning,'. Mansfield, opened Fri-
day and Saturdxiyv respectively, both
getting thumbs down notices. 'Crodd
Hunting,* Hudson, and 'Ringside Seat,'
Guild, opened early in the week, both
being Withdrawn. In' addition, 'Where'
D^o We Go from Here' bOwed out of
the Vanderbilt.
Due next week: 'Here Come the

Clowns,' Booth, and 'Spring Meeting;'^
Morosco, with a WPA'er, 'Androcles
and the Lion' (colored) a possibility
at the Lafayette, Harlem.

Estimate for Last Week
'Abe Lincoln In IHiboIs,' Plymouth

(7th week) (D-1,036; $3.30). ' Has
gained such rnomentum that it's

doubtful of being topped among
straight plays this season; .$21,0(K). .

'American Landscape/ Cort'(CD-
1,059; $3.30). Presented by The.
Playwrights; written by Elmer Rice;
tried out in Boston; opens. Saturday
(3). '

.

'Bachelor Born/ Morosco (45th
week) (C-961; $3.30). Better here
than at Mansfield; what with cut
rates business topped $5,000; again
due to move, this time Into 46th
Street, next week.
'Beys from Syracuse/ Alvin (2d~

week) (M-1,355; $4.40). Drew strong
press with some rave notices and
built to capacity by third night;
opened last mid-week; ekpected- to
top $31,000.

Gloriana,' Little (D-532; $3.30).
Opened Friday and drew distinctly
weak press; lays off balance of week
for script changes.

'Glorioas Morning,' Mansfield (1st
week) (D-1,097; $3.30). Opened Sat-
urday (26); drew criticisms on
th€' doubtful side.
'Go6d Hunting," Hudson. With-

drawn after second performance last
week, Tuesday (22).
'Great Lady/ Majestic (1st week)

(M-1,717; $3.85). Presented by
Dwight Deere Wiman; book by Earle
Crooker and Lowell Brentano; score
by Frederic Loewe; opens Thurs-
day (1).

'Hellzapoppin,' Winter Garden
(11th week) (R-l,671i ^3.30). Moved
here Monday from 46th Street, where
it played to standing room only; last
week in 10 performances gross hit
new high of nearly $31,000.

'I Married an Angel/ Shubert
(10th week) (M-1,367; $4.40). Still

commands excellent attendance with
virtual capacity, despite new musical
arrivals and agency call tapering;
$26,000 claimed.

'Kiss the Boys Goodbye/ Miller
(10th week) (0-944; $3.30). Went
Over the $17,000 mark last week;
played nine performances and will
establish that policy rough the
winter, starting with the holidays.
'Leave It to Me/ Imperial (4th

week) (M-M68; $4.40). Leads the
field with standees at all perform-
ances; second week went over $35,-
500 mark.

'Lorelei/ Longacre (1st week) (D-
1,019; ^3:30). Presented

, by Richard
Aldrich and Dennis King in associa-
tion with Cedric Hardwicke and
Richard Myers; written by Jacques
Deval: opened Tuesday (29).
'Knickerbocker Holiday/ Barry-

more (7th week) (M'1,096; $4.40).

Among the season's better musicals;
draw is substantial, although not, ex-
ceptional; around $20,000.
'Oscar Wilde/ Fulton (Rth week)

(D-913; $3.30). Extra matinee Fri-
day sent gross around $17;500; af-
fected by weather several perform-
ances, but among straight play lead-'
ers.

'itlngrside Seat/ Guild. Taken off
Saturday after playing one week;
adverse press.
'Rocket to the Moon/ Belasco (2d

week) (D-liOOO; $3.30). Opened late
last week, draxving fair press; waj
highly touted, but moderate engage-
ment indicated.'

'Sing Ont tiie News/ Music Box
(10th week) (R-1,116; $4.40). Con-
tinues to profitable business; mati-
nee weakness stops pace from mate-
rial betterment; $16,000.
'Soliloquy/ Empire (1st week)

(D-1,096; $3.30). Presented by Henry
Weissman; written by Victor Victor;
was . tried out on the Coast recently;'
Opened Monday (28); panned.
'The Fabulous Invalid/ Bfoadhurst

(8th week) (CD-1,107; $3.85). Has
not climbed as hoped; around $13,-
000 last week, about an even break.

'Tobacco Road/ Forrest (260th
week) (D-1,107; $1.65). Looks like'
long run drama will pass the five-
year mark; around $5^000, which is
enough for small profit with low-cost
operation.

'Victoria Begina' (repeat), Martin
Beck) (9th week) (CD-1,214; $3.30).
Another three weeks* for repeater;,
still making coin with last week's
gross again around ifie.OOO.

'What a Life,' Biltmore (33d week>
(C-801; $3.30). Engagement slated
until New Year's eve; will be fol--
lowed by 'The Primrose Path'; 'Life'
drew comparatively good gross last
week with $8,000 In 10 performances.
'Where Do We Go From Here?*^

Vanderbilt. Withdrawn last Satur-
day; played one week and seven per-
formances.
'You Can't Take It With Tou/ Am-

bassador (103d week) (0-1,156;,
$1.65). Laugh show is getting by to
slight profit and may stick for the
holiday trade; last \veek.-rated aroimd
^5,000.
- ^Revival

^Hamlet/ St. James iUth week) (D-
1,520; $3.30). Bett^red'$l{|f,<H)0; Which
was the best gross since starthig;
cannot get much,more in. seven per-
formances of full lengrth version; an^
nounced to continue into 'January.

Added
'Pins and Needles/ Labor Stage

(43d week) <R.5O0; $2.75). Passes
the 3^ear mark this week; trade
unionists' revue started as a week-
end attraction then went on regu-
larly; averages $6,000 weekly and
okay.
The Girl from Wyoming,' Ameri-

can Music Hall (6th week). More
of a stunt than a show; business fair'

with sale of liquor probably keep-
ing it going.

WPA
'On the Bocks/ Daly's; final week.
'The Big Blow/ EUiot

mOEN BOY' $12,400

DESPITE BALTO SNOW
Baltimore, Nov. 29.

Town currently dark after ringin;.

up nice $12,400 for 'Golden Boy' a
Ford's.
'Our Town' due in neitt week has

walloping advance sale chalked up
already and looks headed for re-
sounding take. 'Pins and Needles' set
to follow.

Estimate for Last Week
'Golden Boy/ Ford's (1,900; $2.75).

Practically sellout trade for upper
floors and good interest throughout
week built to okay $12,400. Would
have gotten even more but for severe
Thanksgiving day snow.

*Whiteoaks' Grosses

Fair $9^00 in Ciiicy

Cleveland, Nov. 29.

Despite Community Fund driven
Ethel Barrymore managed to k^ep,.
the. Hanna s take from 'Whiteoaks''
up to a fairly good $9,000 for eight
performances. Reviews fine..

Theatre dark this week. Next date
is 'Shadow and Substance' for Dec.
5. 'Shayian cycle at Playhouse was.
such a disappointment that leading
rep theatre is yanking 'Heartbreak
House' and 'On the Rocks' after one/
week, shoving in 'Yes, My Darling
Daughter' to run opposite 'Tonight
at 8:30' in its two auditoriums,

^timate for Last Week
'Whiteoaks/ Hanna (1,435; $2.7S

top). Ethel Barrymore's flrst -visit

in three years hurt by too many
other distractions, yet $0,900 lets her
break better than -even.

'Service' $2,560, Maplewood
Maplewood, N. J., Nov. 29.

'Room Service' at the Maplewood
theatre did poorly on account of the
heavy storms during the week, the
b. o. hardly getting $2,500.
Current attraction <8 'Ths ?«:!tiJo'

with Howard MsTrsh.
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Twain Still Lively Seller

Crathering ol the Mark Twain
A.9sn, at the Tfotel Astor, N. Y., to

commemorate 103d year ot the birth

of the noted scribbler, who was born
Samuel Langhorne Clemens, saw an
impressive turnout.

Announced at the meeting that

winner of the association's 12th an-

nual quotation contest was Mrs. A
G. Karl, of San Diego, Cal. Chair-

mai\ of the judges for the competi-

tion was Dr. William Lyon Phelps.

New officers of the association elect-

ed at the meeting were Coley B.

Taylor, vice-prez and Edith Burtis,

Secretary.
Although dead nearly 30 years,

Twain is still one of the livest au-

thors on the lists of his publisher.

Harper's. Indicating the huge earn-

ings from Twain's books is the fact

that since 1910, year in which Twain
died, Harper's has paid into the

Twain estate nearly $1,500,000 in

royalties. Annual royaltieis since the

author's death have never been less

than $50,000. In the year 1924-25,

figure was $91,000.

Figures do hot include very large

royalties, from stage and screen

lights to the Twain works. Total

sales of Twain books have exceeded
10,000,000.

Indict Annenberg, Dimitman
Moe Annenberg, publisher, and

Eli Zachary Dimitman, city editor of

the Philly Inquirer, have been in-

dicted by the November grand jury

on a charge of libel growing out of

the recent pollticial campaign. Suit

ifa^ brought by Albert M. Green-
field, banker, real estate man,, and
Democratic biggie, as a result of a
radio talk by Daniel J. Murphy, an
attorney, 'who Was also indicted. In-

quirer reprinted his speech in full.

Murphy charged that , Greenfield

withdrew $300,000 from the Bankers
Trust Company, , which he headed,
only jfive days before it closed in

IdSO. Inquirer additionally printed
purported facsimilies ot checks and
records to prove the charges. Testi-

mony given at a hearing on war-
rants sworn out by Greenfield show-
ed that the alleged jwithdrawar was
merely a bookkeeping item, and that
as a matter .of fact Greenfield was
(actually poliring money into ' the
bank.
Murphy was also indicted on a.

second count of 'stating and trans-
mitting libelous statements to a pub-
lisher and an editor for publication
in newspapers.' No date has been
set for trial.

by Allen. De luxe edition runs to
aroimd .50,000 copies, with popular
priced edition to follow.
Publication rights to a couple of

light novels have also been acquired
by Alleii, and he intends to publish
the books early next year. Will be
profusely illustrated by Zito.

First volume of cartoons, 'Dogs by
Zito,' published by another house,
claimed a sale of around 300,000, at

$2.50 per copy. Allen hopeful the
follow-up will touch that figure.

,

.New publishing activity will not
keep Allen from the stage. Says he
is going into a new show in. three
weeks.

Poetry Group's Oflicer9

Padraic Colum is the new presi-
dent of the Poetry Society of
America. Other officers &re; Theda
Kenyon, Gordon, Lawrence and
A. M. Sullivan, vice-presidents;

Miles Dawson, treasurer, and Harold
Vinal, secretary. Executive commit-
tee comprises Marie Bullock, Kim-
3all Flaccus, Henry Goddard Leach,
May Lewis, Elias Lieberman, Floyd
McKnight, Emma Mills, Mary At-
water and Jean Stari: Untermyer.
Edwin Markham named honorary
prez.

Both prizes in the organization's
annual poetry awards go to New
Yorkers. Helen Morrow gets $100
for her Two Deers in a. Glade,' and
Oscar Williams $50 for 'Wolf of
Music'

Earopa's English Books
Expansion plans being formulated

jy !Europa Books, whereby the pub-
lishing house will add English-
language books to its output. Has up
to the present gone in for foreign-
.anguage books only, publishing
them here or importing them for
American distribution.

English-language books to be is-

sued under the Europa imprint wiU
se both fiction and non-fiction, ac-
cording to Illes_ Scheer, the firm's

lead. Not necessarily translations,

}ut original works in English.
Scheer, who is also the Europa
Books editor, will begin- reading
manuscripts as soon as arrangements
for his company's expanded activ-

ities can be completed.

. Albany Situation
Editorial employees of Frank A.

Ganhett's Knickerbocker Press, ' Al-
bany, will, vote Dec. 5 "to determine
whether the Tri-City Newspaper
Guild.will represent' them in collec-

tive bargaining. The Guild has
withdrawn its petition for a Na-
tional Labor Belations Board hear-
ing, which was to have been held
in Albany last week.
Former employees, whose applica-

tions for reinstatement to Press jobs
held at the time. of the merger of
morning daily and the Albany Eve-
ning News, in July, 1937, are before
the NXjRB, will not be counted un-
til their status is finally decided.
Tlie Guild had filed charges of dis-
crimination ih. the merger elimina-
tions.

Examiner George Bokat, after
hearings last winter, had recom-
mended that a group of active
Guilders be reinstated and The Press
Co. be ordered to 'cease and desist
from certain practices.

Employees* Stock Worthless .
,

Employees of the Westliche Post,
St. Louis German language., rag.
Which suspended in September, will
lose about $140,000 through the
paper's failure, chiefiy as a result of
having accepted stock, in lieu of
cash, for -wages every other week
during the past five years. Accord-
ing to .testimony given at a bank-
ruptcy hearing by Walter A. Hof-
hein«, secretary-treasurer, some em-
ployees will lose as much as $9,000
each... -

Employees, are principal owners of
$140,770 :w6,rth of outstanding stock
which is considered worthless. The
paper was foun?ied in 1857 and was
the oldest daily in St. Louis.

Sohwsrts'* New Encyo

Pretentious new publishing ven-

ture being imdertaken by Julius

Schwartz, who gets out a number of

directories, is the Biographical En
cyclopaedia of America. Will be a
who's who of contemporary leaders
in every form of endeavor not only
in the U. S. but in North America.

With work only just begun,
Schwartz organization has no idea
as to encyc's size. Among direc
tories in specialized fields now pub-
lished -by the Schwartz firm are
Who's Who in . the Clergy, Who's
Who in Law, and Who's Who in
Physicians and Surgeons.

Exiles' U. S. Publisher
German-language scribblers under

the Nazi ban, who perforce had to
turn to Swiss and Dutch publishers,
"Will nc|W be able to get their books
published in America in their native
language. Recently formed AUi
ance Book Corp. has made arrange
ments with those European publish'

ers issuing the works of the German
exiles for American/reprint rights.

Will publish them here as the Forum
of German Literature.

'

Foxur'of the leading literary exiles

from NazUand, Thomas Mann,. Rene
Schickele, Franz W^rfel and Stefan
Zweig. will act as an advisory com-
mittee to help select the books,

In the list will be not only contem-
porary authors, but also those clas-

sicists whose books fed the Nazi bon-
fires.

Books in German will be paper-
bound, after the fashion of much of

the literature published abroad, and
will sell for much'below the standard
book price here.

George R. Lamade New Grit Pilot
Late Dietrick Lamade, who piloted

Grit, the weekly magj for over half
a century, has befen succeeded as prez
of the Grit Publishing Co. by George
R. Lamade, one of his five sons.
New vice-prez is another son,
Charles D.
Elder Lamade, (who died on Oct.

9 to 79), did a build-up on Grit com-
parable to that of the late Cyrus
H, K, Curtis with the Satevepost.
When Lamade acqxiired the weekly
around 1880, with a capital of ap-
proximately $150, mag's circulation
was less than 4,000. From then on
build-up was fast, and the weqkly's
present circulation is in excess of
500,000.

Comic Doubles In publishiqg

Lester Allen, pint-size comic, has
turned book publisher forming the
Allen-Kennel Publishing Co. For a
starter h6 is getting out a large-sized

book called 'More Dogs by Zito.' It's

a collection of cartoons about dogs by
the caricaturist Zito, with gag-lines

NEW PERIODICALS
Pastime, mag for the 'little New

Yorker,' or antithesis- of those Who
read the New Yorker, will debut

Dec. 5. Will concern itself with the
'little New Yorker' at home, at work
and at play, giving at all times a
strictly unsophisticated view of
Gotham's human element. Along
that angle niag seeks short stories of

not over 1,800 words, paragraph In-

cidents, poetry of not more than 14
lines, drawings, photos and cartoons.

U. S. Camera Magazine, picture
quarterly, will be brought out by
publishers of U. S. Camera Annual.
First issue barely precedes 1939 edi-

tion of the annual. Which comes out
this week. New mag's editors in-

clude Edward Steichen, Phillips An-
drews, T. F. Mahoney, Paul Outer-
bridge, Anton Bruehl, Wil^ard Mor-
gan and Elmer Lasher. '

American Citizen, weekly mag hav-
ing as its purpose Americanization, of

:he foreign-born, is in preparation.

Will be the official organ of the Na-
tional. League of American Citizens

of Foreign Descent, Mag will be
directed by Stanford M. Shottland,

Jr., John A^ Weis and Augustus G.
Miller, with last-named as editor.

Pair of mags being readied by Ziff-

Davis Publishing Co., N. Y. There's

a call out for material. Titles and
aunching dates not determined as

yet, but one of the periodicals will

)e an adventure mag in the fantasy

field and the other a pulp for weird
stories. Short novels, novelettes and
short stories wanted for both publi-

cations. B. G. Davis to edit the pair,

with Raymond A. Palmer as manag-
ing ed.

Band-wagon, monthly pictorial mag
for jitterbugs, deals with popular
music and music-makers. Special

feature will be a 'song-of-the-month'.
award. Published by Trojan Pub-
lications. Bob Maxwell editing.

Vocational Trends, monthly mag,
to make .its first appearance this

week, will give occupational infor-
mation and statistics for the youth.
Publishers are Robert K. Burns and
Lyle M. Spencer, latter the son of
Dr. M. Lyle Spencer, dean of the
School of Journalism at Syracuse
University.

Strange Stories, bi-monthly fiction

mag, makes its bow with a February
issue^ Publisher is Better Publica-
tions, affUiate of Standard Magazines,
chain mag house. Edited by Leo
Margulies, ed for all the other Stand-
ard periodicals.

Zone,, new 'little' mag being read-
ied by Richard Johns for a debut
early in the new year. Publication
will be monthly, and will contain
fiction, poetry and photographs, all

pertinent to the American scene.
Johns for a time edited Pagany: A
Native Quarterly. Will both edit and
publish Zone.

Knott Knotes Now Metropolis
Knott Knotes, giveaway mag dis

tributed to patrons of the Knott
hotels, has been acquired by Mor-
rill Cody, formerly of the Literary
Digest. Cody has formed Morrill
Cody Publications to sponsor the
mag, whose title will be Metropolis.
Policy changes' planned. Marion
Holbrook will edit.

Periodical will continue to be dis-
tributed monthly to the Knott hotel
guests. Emphasis editorially will be
on practical information about New
York, and will include humor and
photographs. Donald Fairchild will
handle show news.

Lansing Pushes Censorship
While Jackson, Mich., turned

thumbs down on a proposed ordi'
nance to bar sale of obscene liter
ature, Lansing, Mich., last week pre
pared a new law prohibiting im
moral books through licensing of
dealers, a board of censors, and
means for enforcement.

Jackson's city attorney had de-
clared that city's proposal was
'flagrantly unconstitutional' and as-
serted that existing laws were ade
quate to cover situation.

Pub Bureau Names Aides
Six directors were elected by Book

Publishers Bureau, formerly the Na-
tional Assn. of Book Publishers, at
first annual meeting, in New York.
Six, who are Curtis McGraw, How-
ard C. Lewis, Alfred Knopf, Eugene
Reynal, Frederick Rinehart and Paul
Willert, will meet next month to
choose officers for the year.

Book Publishers Bureau, like its
predecessor, is book trade body ser-
vicing publishers.

45 Hungarian Weeklies Out
Forty-five weeklies, mainly trade

papers, economic journals and gos-
sip pages, have been refused pub-
lication permits in Hungary under
the new Press Law voted by parlia-
ment.

It is expected that havoc will be
made also among dailies. These
have already started to carry out
rulings of the Jewish Law and are
dismissing Semites and taking on
'Aryans.'

$15,000 Fire of Det. Daily
Plant of Detroit Abend Post,

Michigan's oldest German language
daily, which recently went Into
bankruptcy, was almost destroyed
by fire last week. Damage placed

at $l?,O0O. plant also hit by fire In

February, 1930.

Without missing Issue, paper Is

being printed elsewhere pending re

pairs.

MonkH, Jr,f Suea for $10,000

John Monks, Jr., who with Fred
Flnkelhoffe wrote the stage play,

'Brother Rat;' filed- suit in"^New York
Friday (26) to recover .$10f000.from
l^e N. Y. & Baltimore Transpor
tatlon line for alleged breach of con
tract.

Morik$ claims he was entitled to

the mohey as commission for negoti-

ating the sale of the defendant's boat,

•Baltimorean,' to the U. S. Govern
ment for $100,000.

Acquires Harbor Tag
Although Harbor Press is being

dissolved, name , will not pass out.

Rights to the name have been ac-
quired by Elizabeth W. Wood, one
of the stockholders, for utilization

in the near future.

Publishing plans of Mrs. Wood fr«»

the new Harbor Press not formulated
as yet, but likely to include a num-
ber of limited editions of fine books.

Hearst Drops Xman Ads
Space rate huliday greetings from

showfolk, biz concems and city of
ficials are being dropped by the Los
Angeles Examiner this year. A
letter sent, out by the Hearst sheet
states 'do-wntown papers agreed to

discontinue the practice two years
ago.

Not known whether the Los An-
geles Times will follow suit.

Tezttord's' Miniature Books
Textford Press is an addition, to

the ever-incteasing ranks of mihia'
ture book publishers. New Pub'
lishing hoiise, headed by George
Cavalero, projects a number of 35'

centers. Will issue books for chil-

dren as well as for adults.

While most of the cheapies are
paper-backs, Textford books will be
clothbound.

Charter Book Markets
Book Markets Inc. has been chart-

ered to conduct a prihting-publish-
mg business in Manhattan,, with a
capital stock of $10,000. Directors
are Maude H. Feldman and May S.

Hart, 490 West End Ave., and Joseph
C. Whitman, 343 W. 71st St., New
York, Samuel Kornfeld filing at-

torney.

Frederick Prez of Tide
After two years of editor of Tide,

David Frederick becomes president
and publisher of the mag. Succeeds
Frank McCullough, former adver-
tising agency exec, who's returning
to the advertising biz.

Editorial reins have been taken
over by Ellen L. Hess. She was
formerly aide to Frederick.

Issues Reprints
Latest publisher to turn to paper-

bound books is Columbia Press, Mil-
waukee publishing house beaded by
H. H. Coleman. Will put out reprints
of fiction only, In full length, to sell
at 25c each.

Coleman will give advances on ma-
terial.

J. Wilson Roy Dies
J. Wilson R<Jy, 70, once dramatic

critic of The Billboard, friend of Sir
Harry Lauder,and father of Andrew
M. Roy, manager of Warner Bros.
Albany Strand, died in Albany, N, Y.,
Nov. 24, after a year's ilhiess. Born
in Glasgow, Scotland, he went to
London as a salesman for the Lipton
Tea Company and became a close
associate of Sir Thomas. Later he
operated a printing business in Lon-
don, but disposed of this in 1903 to
come to America to sell printing
presses to newspapers. At the out-
break of the War, he entered the
newspaper field in Ohio. After his
retirement as dramatic critic, Roy
wrote many short stories and au-
thored two. books. Wife, two sons
and a daughter survive.

CHATTER
Mary Perkins, engaged to marry.
Frances Parkinson Keyes ih from

Washmgton.

Peter Berns to New Orleans to dig
some.color or a noveL
Roxane Page Ruhl, of the Life edi-

torial staff, to marry soon.

William Gobert miotoring to the
Coast, and may winter at CarmeL
Helen W.mtz dramatizing her novel

of a few seasons ago. 'Wherever
XOU Go.

Elizabeth Wye, fiction ed of AP's
feature service, the bride of Henry
A. McCashln.

Ignazio Silone, still an exile in,

Switzerland, may come over her*
next summer. •

Morris B. Werner completing m
biography of the late Julius Ros^n
wald, phUantliropist.

Tax Publications, Inc., chartered
to conduct a publishing-printing
business in New York.
Hector Bolitho, who took an im

mediate blast at the Nazis upon com!
ing over, arrived on a German boat.
Bob Meusel, now writing tin panalley items for the N. Y. WorW

Telegiram, used to be a lyric writer

««tJf"°^^^?i"^'**®'^^ ""^^^ *he pub-'
licatlon .of his new book of poems
Yovan. Radenkovitch went to Se
hosp.

Marie McSwigan working on a fic-
tion tome following publication ofher 'Sky Hooks,' 'as told to' auto-
biography of John Kane, former
Pittsburgh house painter who lK!
came a topfiight artist.

Maury Gurin, formerly on edi-
torial staff of PhUadelphia Record
back in his hometown, Pittsburgh ^ to
open a publicity office.

Frank Case par,tied Wniself at his
Algonquin to celebrate publication
of his book, 'Tales of a Wayward
Inn,' which is about the hostelry.

First Times Square sign to adver-
tise, a book is that covering four and
a half stories of the, Strand hotel for
Charles Cooke's novel, 'Big Show.'
Subject to Antonlna. Vallentin's

new. biolg, 'Leonardo Da Vinci,' was
suggested by Adolph Kroch the Chi
bookman, when the two met in Paris.

Hy Gardner's Broadway column
now runs thrice weekly in Brooklyn
Eagle instead of dnce-a-week, when
first started some three years ago.

Harry Kodinsky, reporter on Pitts-
burgh Post-Gazette, has sold a
couple of true-story detective yarns
to' Gang Busters for radio drama-
tization.

'

Margaret Mitchell, author of
•Gone, etc.* will get the New York
Southern Society's annual medal of •

distinction at a dinner-dance at the
Waldorf on Dec. 7.

Harry Bauni and Salvador Nelson
will do the souvenir books for the
Jewish Palestine Pavilion at the
World's Fair, and the professional
tour of Don Budge.'

Essandees publishes this week, 'We
Saw It Happen,' in which a dozen
special writers of the N.Y. Times tell

the news behind the news of their
outstanding assignments.
Dr. Harvey Gaul, one-time music

editor and play reviewer for Pitts-
burgh Post-Gazette, now doing con-
cert reviews for monthly Musical
Forecast in that city.

Meigs O. Frost, reporter for New
Orleans States-Times-Picayune, has
been decorated with Palmes Aca-
demiques arid given rank of Officer
d'Academie by France,
National Magazines, Inc., has teen

chartered to conduct a printing-pub-
lishing business in New York. Mau-
rice Chassaghon, Eloise Pineau and
Marie J. Bulla .are directors.
Seven one-acf plays by Florence

Ryerson and Colin Clements, ether-
ized by Don Ameche and guesters, to
be published by Samuel French un-
der the title of 'Anigels Don't Mariy.*

Re-elected as officers of the PhiUy
News Photographers' Association are
Norman Mevius, Ledger, prez;. New-
ton Hartman, Bulletin, treasurer, and
;Denny Welsh, Fox-Movietone, secre-
tary.

Detroit Saturday Night, which
suspended publication several months
ago following financial difficiilties,

resumed regular weekly editions

ast week, with Fred A.. Moore as

publishert
Vee Lawnhurst, composer-planlst,

las written a book, 'Pianoflair,' to be
published Dec. 15. Book is a guide

style in popular piano, and gives a

ireakdown on the technique of top

flight pianists.

John Henimer, former president of'

the New York City Press Photogs

Assn., and now a resident of North
Carolina, has been named chairmaa
of the executive board of the new
Carolinas Press Photographers Assn.

Rochester Democrat & Chronicle
^

promoted Sadie Hawkins Dance link-

ng with Lil' Abner comic strip as

benefit show- in Convention HaU.

Gals Issued summonses for their

swains and stood the $1 nick at the

gate.

John English, Schenectady busi-

ness man and publisher of th«

Schenectady Suhday Sun since hi*

election to the City Council three

years ago, has resigned from the

Council and the city's Municipal

Housing Authority due to ill health.

John Sullivan, former PhlUy B«c-

ord sciribe, who under the Earle ad*

ministration headed the State Bu-

reau of Civil Rights, will enter

Temple University Law School in-

stead of going back to the newspaper

biz- when the Republicans take over

on Jan. 17.
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Broadway

iSlmer Wilson, Coast impresario,

in town*
Cole Porter planning a Caribbean

rruise in mid-December;
Dorothy Vernon 301 mg Marie

Banna's agency.
.

Buth Benedict 13 p. a.mg 'Here

Come the Clowns.'

Fay Marbe, back from Londoh,
nlanning to do a Broadway musical.
"^ Max Karper, 'Yiddish legtt p.a.,

back- on the job after a long illness.

Glenn Jreton now ballybooing

Funland Amusement Park in Miami.
Gloria Whitney, formerly vocalist

with BUSS Morgan, oft to Australian

vaude dates. .

'

, „ „
• Dinty Doyle and Harold Ross

among Thanksgiving crowd at Joe

Cook's place in Jersey..

Jerry Martin, assistant m NBC'b
cuest relations division, oft to Florida

for a month's vacation.

No reasons given, but Paramount
employees have 'been asked not to

feeoMhe. pigeons that hang, around
the Par buUding.
Legit whooper-upper Mildred

Byram Fishbum, of Philadelphia, in

town' for ammunition to do some--

thing about Philly.

Mary Martm, in Leave It to Me,'

Broadway musical, waxed two of her

songs from the show with Eddy Du-
chin's orchestra for Brunswick,
Molly Picon won't do a play this

seasori. Husband - manager Jacob

Kalich is dickering for Australian

vaudeville for the comedienne.
Joe Schoenfeld (Varwty) out of

the hospital and will be convalescing

several weeks. His fifth operation,

but he's voted very much on the

mend now. . , *
Albert Gibson, of the Chocolateers;

injured at' Strand theatre date re-

cently, in Brooklyn, laying up with,

bad knee. Had to cancel at the

Apollo this week. - ^
Sid Spier m receipt of .personal

letter of thanks from Gov. Lehman
for work in recent campaign. Hes
stressing that 'it ain't one of those

mimeographed things.' •

Tom Mead, Universal newsreel
editor^ goes back to the hospital this

week to have cast removed from his

left foot. Ankle and leg was broken
when he was struck by an auto re-

Snow-ladeh streets aftfcr 'Gloriana'

ofienink night show necessitated

dramatic critics Walter Winchell and
John Anderson, sharing a cab, to

get out and push. Actors stood by
and jeered. _
Service' staff of the Pacamount,

N. Y., held its annual party Satur-
day night (26) at the -theatre, with
Larry Clinton and other members
of the current show furnishing en-
tertainment,
Lester Grottlieb, p. a. for Mutual

network, almost pinched in Central
Park Sunday (27) while taking preK
photographs of radio actress Ftggy
Zinke. Didn't know he had to have
« pjermit. Got. off, though.
George McCall. radio . commenta-

tor, and Ella Logan discovered they
were both born in the sariie town in

Scotland. Latter sails for a home-
town visit soon; McCall's east trying
to set 4 new radio sjMmsor.

starred with Constance ceAnett in
'Service de Luxe,' in *own visiting
parents. . Price and wife, Edith Bar-
rett, legit actress^ will appear in New
York play.
Wade Tw Childress and A. C. Stan-

nard have been, elected directors of
the Municipal Theatre Assn. Chil-
dress succeeds F. A. Sudholt, de-
ceased, and Stannard follows A. B.
Elias, resigned.
Milton D. Lewis, maiiager of the

Majestic, East St. Louis, 111., has
complained to police th&t burglars
carted OflE $1,500 worth of jewelry,
clothing, etc., from his home while
the .family was absent,

Sufeiy Zone

(Continued from page 1
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London

Qa^ow
Ernest Boole's crew at the Locarno

Cafe.
BBC's new Broadcasting House

here officially openied.

'Gold Is Where You Find If (WB)
On screen at Paramount.

'Virginia' presented by the Miner-
va Operatic Club at the Lyric.

Jack Hylton's orchestra completed
one-week engagement at the Empire.
Vic Oliver and Judy Campbell

etarring at the Empire in 'Idiot's De-
' light,'

Eddie Peabody and Kimberly and
Page played one week at the Pa-
vilion.

BBC announced appointment of

A. P. Lee as press officer for Scot-
tish region,
Anderson College of Medicine to

hold first rehearsal of school revue,
•College Daze.'
Ethel Forfnby, sister of George

Formby; is in Hughie Green's 'Stars
of Tomorrow' company.
Scottish National Players presented

a new comedy by Donald Maclaren
at the Lyric. 'S—For Sugar Candy.'
Choral and Orchestral Union of

-Glasgow presented its openin con-
cert of the 1938-39 season at St. An-
drew's Hall. George Szell conducted
the Scottish orchestra.

SL Lows
By Sam X. Hurst

Ted Shawn nd Co. presented 'Th«
Jance of the Ages' in the Roosevelt
^>t{h School auditorium last week.

'Blind Alley' will be presented for
ip nights by Little Theatre group
starting tonight (Wednesday).
i„A.vis Kent, warbler, working at
filtmore Country Club, to Nev/^York
for screen test by 20th Century-Fox.

*Jlissa Landi discussed 'The Dif-
wence Between Stage and Screen
•Acting* -before members of Junior
i-eague last week.
Suit to collect $5,829 taxes from

*jarry Murdock, owner of Mounds
t-iub, eastside casino, was dismissed
last week in Federal court. East St.

' °y agreement of attorneys.
yincent Price, native, recently co-

Welles broadcast. While the FO:
crawled back to salety after its faux
pas on Eugene O'Neil's 'Beyond th«

Horizon/ the fact that one bluenose

in an obscure section of the United
States could ^write a letter and put
the biggest network on a spot has

not been reassuring.

In any event continual trouble

from, programs, that seem innocent

enough in script has made the in-

dustry self-;Consck>us.

Formulation of a series of program
standards, a move intended to. end
this uncertainty about the way FCC
will probably interpret 'public ih-

terest, convenience, or necessity,'

will be attempted next we^ by a
committee created Friday (25) by
Neville Miller, president of National

Association at Broadcasters. Recom-
mendations for method of self-regu-

lation will be laid before the NAB
directorate at its meeting Dec. 12

and 13.

Following talks with . FCC Chair-

man McNinch and industry leader?.

Miller took the long-advocated step

by asking representatives of both

networks and independent stations

to isee what can be done about find-

ing a way out of the muddle created

by the Commission's growing habit

of spanking licensees ex. post facto

for programs which individual regu-

lators feel are not in good taste.

(Move is in -accordance with the

idea advanced editorially by Variety

and also sounded recently by David
Sarnofl, chairman of the NBC board,

and other, industry flfures).

FCC WMt Define

While many suggestions have been
heard, the committee will start from
scratch. Exactly what approach
Miller has in mind has not been -dis-

posed, although in his private con-

versations witii NAB leaders he has

indicated he. feels definite yardsticks

should be adopted. Since the FCC
is unwilling to tell in advance how
it will apply the vague provisions of

the Communications act to any par-

ticular circumstances. Miller feels

the licensees must make some -move
in self-protection. Before any final

action, attempt probabljr will be
made to gain the endorsement of the

FCC, although it id improbable the
airwave cops will approve the in-

dustry code in a way which binds it

in the future.

Committee, which assembles in

New York Monday (5), comprises
Miller,* Edward Klauber, executive
vice-president of CBS; Lenox R.
Lohr, president of NBC; Theodore
Streibert, vice-president of MBS;
Paul Morency, WTIC, Hartford; Ed-
gar Bill, WMBD, Peoria; and Ed
Craney, KGIR, Butte.

Shortly before Miller made what
was described as 'one of the most
forward-looking moves' since he
took the NAB helm, the Commish
handed out another fiock of tempor-
ary renewals. Some 22 stations,

most of. which have been aperating

with short-term tickets, were affect-

ed. Transmitters put on the anxious
seat for the first time, receiving ex-
tensions of present papers only un<-

til Jan. 1 were KHUB, Watsonville,

Calit.; KPFA, Helena, Mont.; WBLY,
Lima, O.; WBRK, Pittsfield, Mass.;

WBRY, Waterbury, Conn.; WCRW,
Chicago; W(IrCM, Mississippi City,

Miss.; WJNO. West Palm Beach; and
WLAK, Lakeland, Fla. In accord-
ance with the hush-hush principle,

no hint given whether program com-
plaints or other reason motivated
the action.

At the same session, however, the
Commish changed its mind about
grilling WJJD, Chicago, about ad-
vertising copy which has been the
object of intensive investigation:
Foreshadowed dropping of inquiries
into numerous transmitters which
have aired propaganda for products
known as Kolor-bak and Cystex.
Renewal was issued when the Com-
mish granted petition of Paul D. P.
Spearman, counsel for WJJD, for re-
consideration of the hearing order.

Attorney argued the Commish is in-

vading the precincts of the Federal

Trade Commission.

Cy Landry in Zurich, Switzerland.
' Harry Roy forming own vaude-
ville unit.

Dick Henderson signed for 10
weeks in America.
Freddy Zay. has had six months'

work canceled in America.

'You Can't Take It With You'
(Col.) doing big biz at. the Gaumont.
Dorchester hotel's new show post-

poned from last week in December
to Jan. 18.

CTaUgary -Bros, at the London
Coliseum Dec. 12, doubling from
Dorchester hotel.

Frances Day, Margaret Rawlings
and Leslie Stoll obtained final di-
vorce decrees Nov. 14.

Marjorie Dash, daughter of Irwin
Dash, married Arnold Someray,
wholesale meat purveyor.

H. M. Tennent celebrated first an-
niversary of 'Robert's Wife' at the
Globe, with party at the Savoy'hotel,

Nov. 23.

Charlie O'Donnell and Eddie
Fields, two of the original Three
Rascals, getting together again for
vaudeville.

A second will found here dis-
closed Pearl White left English es-
tate valued at $250,000, to be divided
among her father, brother and sis-

ter.-
i

Jacques Charles staging bi£ Christ-
mas speietacle at Earls Court with
200 gals, including 17 champion
skiiers. Show opens Dec. 6. It's in
for eight weeks with option.

(George Black unearthed old Clark
and McCuUough musical, 'Where's
the Flag,' while in America re-
cently, which he intends to use for
the next Palladium 'Crazy' show.

Oiarles L. Tucker wanted AI
Trahan to double from his vaude-
ville unit at Holbom Empire week
of Dec. 12 to the Troc, which Tucker
books exclusively, but deal fell
through on account of salary differ-
ences.

Duchess,' which Maurice Lehmann
will present at Mogador.
Henry Garat suing Bagnoles de

YQvne Casino for 2.000.DOO francs
(about $53,000) for loss of one eye
as result of fracas there two years
ago.

Budapest

Sandor Ince prepping for Holly-
wood trip".

'Souhrette' playing to capacity at
Vigszinhaz, with Klari Tolnay a big
hit as the lead.

'Star of Variete' in German and
Hungarian versions now being shot
at Hunnia. Variely stage shots being
made at the Muvesz, now dark.

'Accidents Don't Happen* shots
'finished at Hunnia. Current produc-
tion is patriotic .musical, 'Hussars
of Fehervar,' featuring Maria Egry,
Piro^ Vaszary, Pager and Kafoos.

Actress. Cornelia Gardos dis-
missed from National theatre for
publicly professing eixtreme ri^t
political views,' which might affect
peaceful cooperation among mem-
bers of the company."

.
'Puszta Princess,' feature now

being made at Filmiroda Studio, is
based on story by Catherine Boce-
kay, village schoolmarm, who six
months ago married' Archduke Al-
brecht of Hapshurg.

Pittsburgh
By SaJ Cohen

The Sol Zionts celebrated their
fifth wedding anniversary.

Jack Durvis has left Baron El-
liott's band to organize- his own crew.
Lew Mercur plotting a duplicate

of his local Nut House in Miami this
winter.

Max Arnow here looking over tal-
ent at Playhouse and tiny Kilbuck
theatre.

Jackie Heller's band now definite
for William Fenn hotel opening'New
Year's Eve.
Herman Middleman playing piano

in Jerry Mayhall's house orchestra
at new Senator.
R ,E. . Baltz handling Buxton

Holmes' lecture series at Carnegie
Hall this season.
Bob Geffel, managing Earl Mel-

len's band at Bill Green's Casino,
also playing in it
Lela Moore home for a tew days

following South American tour with
her 'Dance of Lovers.'
Margaret Daum in from east to

sing at annual banquet of -Al
Abrams' Dapper Dan club.
Mrs. Lyle Harding, wife <of Sheri-

dan Square manager, out of hospital
after having tonsils clipped.
Dorothy Scott playing lead in Toin

Wilmot's new play, 'And Niobe
Wept,' which opened last night
(Tuesday' at the Playhouse.

WLW's Defense

iContlnued from page 27)
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Hollywood

Paris
By Huero Speck

Jack Warner back home.
Jack Cohn in from London.
Roland Toutain in from Africa.
Walter Dare Wahl, at the ABC,
Nadia Dauty topping Bobino bill,

Denise Bosc went linder operation.
Josette Day plans theatrical debut.
Gilbert Miller in on the Norman-

die.

Serge Glykson's band into Ambas-
sadeurs.

Cecil Sorel in from South Ameri-
can tour.
Bobby May doubling at Ambassa-

deurs and ABC.
Maud and .Corbay featured at

Chez les Nudistes,
Andre Daven and Albert Prejean

in from Hollywood.
Marian Anderson played to full

house at Opera recital.

•'Mother Carey's Chickens' (20th-
Cent) opened at Balzac.
'Adam,' new Marcel Archard play,

opening at the Gymnase.
'Retour a I'Aube,' Danielle Dar-

rieux's latest opening at Marigan.
Matinee entrance fees hoisted by

common consent of cinema directors.
Gaston Baty has written 'Ducinee,'

next presentation at the Montpar-
nasse.
Francis Carco adapting 'Bubu de

Montparnasse.' by Charles Louis
Philippe, for film.

Gary Cooper and wife got big
greeting at Casino when Chevalier
presented them to house.
'Robbery in the Rue de la Paix,'

new - play by Jean de Letraz and
Fodor, in rehearsal at Theatre des
Capucines.
Raimu to appear on stage for first

time in 10 years in "The Grand

much weight given the statements of
individuals with acknowledged self-

ish interests, Patrick implied.
WLW counsel noted, the substantial

contributions to technical progress
which have been made possible only
through actual field tests of 500 kw.
Program of future research also
should justify a grant, in as iaath as
physical considerations' i>reveht car-
rying, out scheduled experiments
with SO kw and no laboratory ' in
the nation is able to embark on the
Pribram. Among the ways WLW
has benefited the industry and thus
lielped the public Patrick listed de-
velopment of novel type of line am-
plifier, automatic modulation cor-
rector, unique photo-electric cell,

and glass pipe insulation, as .well ^
multitudinous discoveries regarding
the standards of signal .intensity

needed to insure satisfactory recep-
tion.

Numerous citations to the record
were made in attacking- the commit-
tee finding that WLW lias had an
undesirable economic effect upon tiie

remainder of the industry because of
the coverage advantage which ^500

kw gives. In taking several excep-
tions to the conclusions about Hie
economic problem, Patrick' declared
the committee erred in o.verlooking
statements of its own witnesses -and
other factual information.abottt busi-
ness conditions in the area served by
the Cincinnati behemoth.

Otiiera Raised Bates
In discussing the economic phase,

which was of outstandings importance
in the long hearing last summer,
Patrick called attention to the steady
increase in rates of local and re-
gional stations within the daytime
area covered by WLW while the
super-power outlet's time charges
have 'remained static*. Expansion Of
NBC in the WLW zone, through ad-
dition of outlets in recient years, was
mentioned as anotherjniportant ref-

utation of the cOminittee's findings.

The volume of NBC programs car-
ried by the Cincy.outlet has declined
since 500 kw operation began and
WLW's share of earnings has not
mounted disproportionately, .showing
advertisers have not been dis-

couraged from purchasing time on
other stations.

On the matter of service rendered
with 500 kw, the Crosley counsel re-
marked upon unique types of pro-
grams, the increased outlays for
entertitinment and information, the
continous drop in percentage rela-

tionship between net income and
gross sales, the lengtlis to which
WLW has gone in providing pro-
grams particularly designed for
rural audiences, and the dependence
of listeners in thinly-settled sections

on clear-channel transmitters. Fail-

ure of th6 committee to give suffi-

cient weight to the postcard survey
demonstrating W L W's popularity
with listeners was singled out as a
basic error.

Conjectural nature of the testi-

mony about interference between
WLW and WOR was foundation for
another series of exceptions, with the

Crosley attorney noting that WOR
did not appear in opposition to the

request for further 500 kw operation.

Whatever serious interference did

exist at the outset has been cut to

near the vanishing point since WOR
went to 50 kw and WLW installed

dire<itive aiitenna, he said, calling

attention to the FCC's.own standards

on interference.

Howard Benedict to Mexico.
Barnett Parker to. Honolulu.
-Ralph Byrd called off p.a. tour.
Herbert Yates in for two weeks.
Alexander Hall laid up'with flu.

Mary Maguire going to England.
Saul Bornstein in from Broadway.
Pauline Holman laid up with flu.

Mike Levee back from Broadway.
Cecil Humphreys in from Lon-

don.
Boris Karloff celebrated 51st birth-

day.
.Tudge Walter C. Kelly injured in

fall.

Joe Brandt to hospital for opera-
tion.

Ctiester Morris east .on personal
tour-
Helen Ferguson laid up with bron-

chitis.

Frank Morgan bruised in auto
crash.
Howard Strickling vacationing on

desert,
Ruth .Weston plaiied in from Man-,

hattan.
Lloyd Wright back from N. Y.

conf^>s .

Harold Robb and Rowley back
to DaUas.
Bea Silvey laid up with ptomai

poisoning.
Gracie Fields in from England for

conferences.
Edith Fellows recovering from ap-

pendicitis op.
Jack Bachman back to work after

11. days of flu.

Dalton Trumbo recovering from
hanjd infection,

Bette . Davis back to work after
four-day illness.

Harold Lloyd's father to hospital
for observation.
Sam Bischeff leaves next week for

European vacash,
Paquerette Pathe. received her

first citizenship papers.
Count Kiyosbi Kunoda ganderinff'

studios on way back to .Japan.
Sam Wren in from N. Y. for

Thanksgiving with Virginia Sale.
Harry Warner out of hospital, re*

cu»erating at his Calabassas ranch.
Mddie Welch lectured 150 teachers

at "University of Southern California.
Donald Crisp ovexhaiiling^ hi&

schooner for .a cruise in the South
Seas.
Harvey StephOns recovering', from

buiTts sustained during filming of
Warners' 'Dod e City.*
Eddie Prinz took a leave of ab-

sence from Paramountto direct hoof
routines .ihpEari Carroll's .new nitery.

Ay -Eric '^Gorrlek

Cinesound's 'Dad and Daye' tloing
big in the stix.

Tolefson was held over by Greater
Union in Brisbane.

'Alexander' (20th) is takiqg real
coin for Hoyts in Sydney.

Horace Sheldon appointed musical
director Australidn - New Zealand
Theatres.

Larry Adler jot away to a fine

start in Melbourne lor Tivoli, Syd-
ney season follows.

Dave Martin waiting for the com-
pletion of his Minerva theatre be-
fore setting production plaDs.

Frankie Browne and Jean KerruJsh
hav6 been appointed to assist Mike
Lustig with Metro e3q)loltatiM.

Joyce BOwden has .quit Austra-
lian-New Zealand Theatres* publicity
office. He's now With Snider'-Dean.

Cinesound's find, Jean Hatton,
booked to play major role in 'Mr.
Chedworth Steps Out* with Cecil
Kellaway.

Dan Eckley, newly appointed dance
director Australian - New Zealand
Theatres, picking ballet talent for 'I

Married An Angel,'
Magda^Neeld, local femme, has re-

placed Joan Abbott as lead in Harxiy
Howard's 'Hollywood Hotel.' Latter
returned to U. S. following a re-
ported nervous breakdown.

Chicago

Ed Voynow laid up with sluggish
tonsils.

Hank Richards off to Arizona for
a month.
Sam Roberts back from New York

talent hunt.
Ros Metzger back to tongwriting

as a hobby sideline.
Duke Hickey, ex-Universal p.a.,

out of hospital after long siege.
Frank Rand, Columbia web press

chief iiere, back from New York.
Gertrude Lawrence topped the

show at the Bachelors and Benedicts
ball.
- Cecil Widdifield, Seeds agency ra-
dio chief, recuperating from laryn-
gitis.

Walter Donovan song-plugging
with the aid of cane following ankle
injury,
Joe Kaufman, Bdlaban & Katz film

booker, in hospital for emergency
appendectomy.
Alfred Landoa the center of the

lobby Interest at opening of Td'
Rather Be Right* in the Auditorium.
Jerry Bergen, vaude and nitery

comic, obtained divorce from Mary
£, Bergen on grounds of jdesertion.

Mrs. Bergen awarded settlement of
t3,500.
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OBITUARIES
FRED liEDGETT

Fred Ledgett, 60, equastrian direc-

tor, died Nov. 13, at his home in

Rocklord 111., after 9 lingering illness.

His circus career dates back, to 1892

•when he joined the W. B. Reynolds

circus out of his home town, He was
bareback rider several seasons with

the old Wallace circus, and later

joined Sells Bros. He and his former

wife, Dallie Julian, were a featured

riding act for several seasons with

the Barnum & Bailey and Hagen-
back-Wallice shows. After they

were divorced he married Irene

Montgomery, a well known rider and

aerialist and elephant performer.

He sustained injuries in the Hagen-
beck-Wallace train wreck, near Gary,

Ind. which ended his career as a

performer. He took up directorial

work and his first position in that

capacity was with the John Robin-

son circus. He'latef was with the

Sells-Floto, Al G. Barnes and Russell

Bros, and, last season with the Seils-

Sterllng circus.

His widow, two daughters and a
brother survive.

CHARLES F. GALLAGHER
Charles Frederick Gallagher,, of

the stage 'staff of^Loew's ' Downtown
theatre, Torontp, died in that city,

Nov. 21:

He was an exi^cutive officer of

ToroQta Ibd^e, 58, I.A.T.S.E., and
prominent in "Toronto, Lodge, 11,

Theatrical Mutual Assn. He had
traveled with 'Way pown East' and
other touring cbmpanies and later

became carpenter, at Shubert's Alex-
andra theatre. In the summers he
served with ihe Percy Haswell stock

Co. ;

Two daughters aiid three sons sur-

vive, fid^dtment locally, ;

*

WILLIAM FARCHEK
William Parcher, 27. died Nov. 17,

in Lima, O., frpm injuries received' in

a tumble from a theatre marquee
while changing signs.

He had been identified with Lima
theatres for several years.

JOHN ROLAND
John Ryland, a Negro, well-known

as a Broadway theatrical figure, died

in his sleep Nov. 23.

Details in legit section.

Mrs. Ralph L. Atlass, 33, wife of

chief of WIND and WJJD stations,

died in Chicago, oh Nov. 24 of com-
plications following birth of child.

Child, four-pound girl, survived.

Mrs. Janei Silvers, 41, wife of

Louis Silvers, musical director at

20th-Fox, died Nov. 24 in Hollywood.

Refugee Fund

(Continued from page 1)

tickets for art work of internation-

ally known illustrators, painters and
sculptors, and will not be limited to

American artists solely, nor Will sale

of tickets be limited to the 100,000

originally contemplated.
Estimates of highly valuable art

contributions which will be avail-

able, judging from the pledges and
contributions already received, are
that as many as 100 pieces of work
will go to holders of lucky numbers.
Time and place of holding the raffle

are now l>eing worked out.

Spanish Aid Too
Another relief campaign involving

motion pictures is afoot to ship food«

Mother, 70, of Walt Disney, died

Nov. is in Los Angeles from gas as-

phyxiation. Father, 79, recovered

after gas filled their Toluca Lake
home from a leaky furnace.

Mother, 66, of Norman Taurog,

film director, died Nov; 27 in Holly-
wood after a brief illness.

JAMES €ONLET
James Cbniey, ^0,^ died ift Boston,

last, week, t^ter ah illness of only
onie day. For

.
many years lie was

lead feiot for the Wilbur opera co..

IN LOVING MEMORY OF
OUR I>EAR DEPARTED

lillpTHER

SASimMOBETTE
Wfio Didd Nov. 20, 1929

Her Two Daughtora..

Anna and Lillian Morette

singing opposite Susie Kirwin,
Maude Daniels and others. He was
regarded as a fixture with the troupe,
but ?he. retir^.d at the commencement
of the World War after 45 years, on
the stagje.

Interment . was ait • Iddeford,
Maine, hia birthplace. .

'

LOUIS SmDMETH
Louise Sydmeth, 70, died in

New Yj6rk hospital Nov. 26. She had
been under the care of the Actors'

Fund.
'A native of- London, she came to

America in 1890, and had played in

many important productions. Her
)ast iinpojrtant part was in 'Lombardi,
Ltd.,.' but she more fedently playe^
lov the Guild in

. 'The Adding Ma
chine.'

No FTP Cuts

Exiles' Revue

Hollywood; Nov. 29.

A 'Talent in Exile' revue' is

being prepared here.

Frank Scully, Frank Tuttle,

Will Morrissey and Charles K.
Gordon are laying plans for
local production.

(Continuec^ from page 47)

operation, scenic shops, wardrobe nd
ran^piortation Will be directed by
3dWards. All employees, front and
}a<!k of theatres, will report to Ed-
wards. Explained there has been a

duplication that the new, setup will

eliminate. Instead of handling ad-

ministrative details, KondpU will re-

quisition frorii Edwards people Bhd
materials .needed for presentations.

Siihilai'. changes among admlnistra-

t6rs of the other arts projects are
also-:planned.

- ' No Dismissals Planned

iSt^ted that while 10 to 12% of the
project^ personnel will be shifted

from one depai^tment to another, no
disihissals,^ except for incqnipetence,
lire coqtemplateil. It's been decided,
tDp,'''that those in the business and
service division^ who leave .WPA to

take private employment, will not be
replaced 'atid"probably will

,
not be

eligible for., rediistatement. Instead,

Edwards ha^ said, unemployed pro-
fessionals would' replace them.
With the closing of 'On the Rocks',

at Daly's 63d' Street this week, only
the 'Big Blow' ^ill ^remain as a FTP
legiter in' the' iheatre zone. With
the closing, two houses in the dis-

trict under WPA rental will be
available. Adelphi is currently
being used for rehearsals of 'Sing
For Your SupperV opening date , of
which is- now ;hazily set for some
time after New Year's.

Charles K. Freeman, of WPA's
Chicago production staff, has been
switched to New York as assistant
to Kbndplf, replacing James R. TJll-

man, who .Was sent to the Coast
to direct production there. Kenyon
Nicholson is reported having been
offered the directorship of the Chi-
cago project. Present incumbent,
John McGee, is reported to have
aroused resentment there because of
his policies.

CHARLES . F. STRUM
Charles P. Strum, 65, former circus

owner and o>]ne-time concesslori ra,^n-

ager for^ Barnuni .& Bailey Circus,

died i^ov. 25 at h|s home in Atlanta.
Native .of- Lincoln,-. Neb./, Strum

Joined a ci;rcus as a youth, . working
In o^ice at first iand .

later buying his

own. show. He was at one time own-
er of old circus knowa as Snider's

Greatest Shows, United.

Brother and' sister-in-law survive.

RERNARD M. L. ERNST
Bernard M. L. &rnst, 59, ex-head of

the Society Of American Magicians,
died in New York Nov* 28. He suc-

ceeded Harry Houdini as president
of' the SoOiety when the latter died

and served 10 years in the position.

Besides being interested in magic,
he was. an attorney.

.

EDWARD CARLlE
Edward Carlle, 60, film actor and!

former vaud6 hbbfer, difed Nox^: 25

in Hollywood* of it heart attack.

He dropped dead' while danclrig' in

a i^eene for I'm From Missouri' on
the Pai-atnouilt lot Surviving is his

widow.

U»S,, Cqncessionaire

stuffs to Barcelona for. the Spaniards
in dire need there. Move was in-

itiated by the London office of

United Artists Corp. which has been
making weekly shipments of food-
stuffs. When Arthur W- Kelly, head
of UA foreign department, arrived
there recently and heard of the
movement, he organized an Ameri-
can unit of relief among employees
in the home office in New York,
Weekly contributions pledged here
will be sent to George Archibald in

London.
Par's Charity

With Barney Balaban, president,
approving and lending support, to a
plan- to increase the scope of the
idea, Paramount's h.o. is holding a
raffle and bridge party D^c. 16 for

the benefit of German : refugees.
Ida Wolfe, secretary to Harry Roy-
ster, Par theatre executive, and Rose-
Morell, sec to Leon Netter, also a Par
exec; started the ball rolling in a
small, way, but now the entire or-
ganization is' getting behind the
benefit idea,

.
Money raised will be

turned over for the relief of German
refugees of all sects, with raffle pick-
ets sold within the company and pos-
sibly outside for the raising of pro-
ceeds.

.
The Dec. 16 party which may

spread itself into a dance and 'en-
tertainment, asi well as a bridge and
raffle, will be held at the Edison
hotel. N. Y.i with an admission
charged, probably $1 a head.
The International Casino, N. .Y.,

will sponsor a ' mammoth Refugee
Benefit Sunday, Dec. 18. With unions
cooperating and the International Ca-
sino lending its full support, the
earnings that night will go to the
charity.

Antl-Nazl Play Campalcn
In a frank effort to arouse Ameri-

can public opinion against the Nazis'

religious and racial persecution, the
New Theatre League, of New 'York,

has issued a list of six new anti-

Nazi plays, which it is encouraging
all dramatic groups to present. Out-
fit, in cooperation with the- Ameri-
can Jewish Congress, the American
League for Peace and Democracy
and several other groups, has mailed
several thousand announcements of
the plays.

Among the plays, one of which is

published by the U. S. Department
of the Interior, are 'The Bishop of
Munster,' 'The Informer,' 'The Jew-
ish Wife' and 'Independence Hall.'

(Continued from page 1)

Florida officials figure they will at
tract -more notice by arranging the
site here.

Only portion of the exposition now
lagging is that selling of midway
concessions. One explanation for
backwardness iii getting construction
started is that midw&y people do not
.want their money tied up more than
tvyro or three months before getting
Some return. Hence, many will de
lay until February or March before
rushing construction.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs; Boris Karloff,

daughter, in Hollywood, Nov. 23
Father is film player.

Mr. and Mrs. Jay B. Wren, daugh-
,ter, Nov. 24,. in New York, Father
is manager Reade's Community,
Morristown, N. J.; mother former
^showgirl.

Mi^. and Mrs. Bill Sutherland, son;

in Pittsburgh, Nov. .19. Pather Is an
nouncer ai KDKA, Pittsburgh.

News From the Dailies
This department contains rewritten theatrical news items as pub-

lished during the week in the daily papers of New Yorkt Chicago,
San Francisco, Hollywood and l4ondon. Variety takes no credit for
these news items; each has been rewritten from a daily paper.

East

Interstate's Dec. 7-8 Shows
Dallas, Nov. 29.

Interstate Theatre circuit, headed
by R. J, O'Donnell and Karl Hoblit-
zelle, will donate entire receipts from
137 theatres on either Dec. 7 or 8 to
the refugee fund for Jews from
Austria and Germany. Understood
film companies will come in on deal
with either whole or partial free
rentals for the day.
On Dec. 8 receipts of Interstate's

houses in Albuquerque, N. M., will
be set aside for like purpose.

Hollywood, Nov. 29.
The Hollywood Anti-Nazi League

for Defense of American Democracy
took a page ad in Daily Variety
Tuesday (29) urging the film cap-
ital to close its doors to Leni Rie-
fenstahl, who Is called head of the
Nazi film industry, and a Nazi agent.
Ad recalls the visit of Vittorio Mus-
solini and remarks, 'Hollywood dem-
onstrated its unwillingness to enter-
tain emissaries of Fascism.' This is

followed by 'There is no room in
Hollywood for Leni Riefenstahl.'
Film people are also asked to sign

a petition for- an economic embargo
against Germany.

Joseph Binder awarded the prize
for the official poster for the N. Y.
World's Fair.

Annual buffalo shoot at Wain-
wright, Can., started last week.
Rifllemen will kill 1,200 at Wain-
wright and 800 at Elk Island park.
Necessary to keep the herd down.
Hides and carcasses go to a western
meat jpacker.

Maria .Caniglla, Giovanni Martin-
elli and Nicola Moscona, of the Met,
t6 assist in 'A Night of Music' at the
Brooklyn Academy tonight. To head
a long list of secondary .stars. To
encourage musical appreciation.

TAC cuts to $1.10 top for its re-
vues at the American Music, Hall
Sunday afternoons.
Fannie Hurst tossed ' a cocktail

party Sunday afternoon. Proceeds to
help establish Refugee theatre. Held
at Nat Eastman studios.

'

Sid Luckman, of C9lumbia, head
man at Loew's Kings, Brooklyn, Mon-
day night, when , he- pi^esented Eras-
mus High School eleven with the
theatre's trophy. School won it for
la third year and now has permanent
possession.
Department

. stores putting . in.
Christmas attractions. Fraiik Buck
is back at Hearns with his animals.
Gimbels has a set of tableau of the
Lone Ranger; Open to those who
buy a 'surprise package' fpr two bits.
Another quarter- and .they can be
photoed with the Ranger and Silver
group.

Justice Wasservogel has upheld the
State Labor Relations Board in its

decision against the Stork club. Club
will appeal again..
Macy thanksgiving day parade had

a world's fair float with a guard of
10 Grover Whalehs. Photogs more
interested in the 24 girls on the 30-
foot float.

'What a Life' to give a matinee
every, afternoon Christmas week.
Cast is on co-op basis;

.' American Automobile Assn. to war
on spots where the arresting officers-
get theirs on a split of the fines. .

Robbins Island Clam Co. enjoins
private diggers from' lifting claiiis

it claims were blown from their
leased grounds by- recent hurricahe.
States about 10% of the 30,000
bushels they planted - were washed
to the -westward by- the big blow. '

Seats for 'Leave It to Me' now' on
sale up to Jan. 14^
New Theatre league staged 'Press

Time' at the Labor Stage Sunday.
Labor melodrama by Jerome Brook-
man and Stedihah Coles. - Joseph
Pevney staged and played the lead.
Carmella Ponselle denies she is go-

ing to conduct an agency for opera
singers. Just a school to train sing-
ers for radio work.
Arthur J. Pollard, stock broker,

to Reno to obtain a split from his
wife, Marion Chase, nite club enter-
tainer. Says it's a friendly action to
save his wife the trouble of coming
over frdm London.
. Billy Rose to make change in sil-

ver dollars at the Diamond Horse-
shoe. Customers less apt to tote
them home.

. Helen Claire to be giveii an after-
theatre supper at the Plaza Dec. 10.

Hosts are the Randolph-Macon . Wo-
men's College N. Y. Alumni.

. Antoinette Perry, to resume audi-
tions for American Theatre .Council.'

Orson Welles guest speaker at the
Finch Jr. college yesterday after-
noon.

Alice Marble, tennis topper, to go
into Sert room at the Waldorf-
Astoria as. a singer.

Elsie Janls to .> do her Sunday
nights at the Music Box instead of
the Lyceum, as originally planned.

Billy Rose to display reproductions
of Diamond Jim Brady's > jewels at
his Diamond Horseshoe.

Lotte Lehman took out her first

citizenship papers Friday in N. Y.
Somebody missed something when

Ferdinand the Bull was- paraded
down B'way by Macy's the day the
Disney film opened at the Music Hall—and no tie-in.

National Park Service reports that
tourists spent more than $5,000,-
000,000 last year. New York state
topped with $846,800,000. California
Rot a little less than half that, with
Pennsylvania third with $227,850,000.
Railroads J»ri'ange reduced rates

for visitors to the N. Y. World's Fair.
Will assure maximum attendance.

Ada.gio act headed by Helen
Swierk was rehearsing at home last
Sunday at Newark. Tossers heaved
her so high she dislodged the chan-
delier, which fell on her husband,
servmg as catcher. He sustained
lacerations of his arm, shoulder and
scalp. She fell to the floor unin-
»]ured.

Two white girls who sought the
autograph of Fats Waller precip-
itated a fight m front of the Turf club
early Sunday morning. Waller was
about to enter a cab when ap-
proached for his signature. The girls'
companions reproached them, and
started to strike them, Edward Wal-
ler, brother of the musician, sought
to stop the trouble, was shot by

Thomas Keogh, who was beaten in-
sensible by the crowd attracted The
others decamped. Edward Waller
given hospital attention, but not seri-
ously hurt.

'I Married an An.Efel' to give a
Sta.?e Relief benefit Dec, 11.

^ "

Dennis King did a radio broadcast

«u,T°''°5?i°
Sunday night in place of

Philip Merrivale, who was needed
here for a dress rehearsal of Tiorelei'.
Kinj is co-producer of the show.

Zacchlnis, who get shot out of a
cannon, in bad with their neighbors
at Tampa, where they winter. Suit
filed, charges them with maintaining
an aviary of rare, but noisy birds a
cannon range, wher6 they keep 'in
trim for the act, an^ assortment of
trapezes, a collection of goats and
chickens and a machine shop that
interferes with radio reception In the
vicinity. Some of the family /work
oywjoors on the traps, with very little
Clothing, and shout to each other.
Suit, seeks compliance with buildine
laws. *

Coast

John Barrymore's Tower Road
estate,..costing $448,0D0, goes on the
auction block Dec. 10. Layout, over-
looking Beverly iHills, consists of
two residences, a guest house, two
.garden houses, two garages, dog
kennels and bowling green.
Charles K, Feldman, agent, was

sued for divorce in L. A. by ^^rnes-
,tine Hill Feldman, who demands
$2,361 monthly alimony and $25,000
attorney fees..,

.

Income tax liens were filed in
L,; A. agjiinst Wesley Ruggles for
$35,667 for 1937; Jean H. Feldman,
$4,168, 1037: Mrs. Adeline J. SchuK
berg, $5,938. 1935, and Alfred E.
Green, $3,923. 1937.
Bette Davis was sued: for divorce

in L. A. by Harmon Oscar Nelson,
talent agent. They have been mar-
ried six years.
Carmel Meyers and her husband,

Ralph H. Bldm, were sued for
$13,193 in L. A. by Mrs. Maud Dean,
who w&s injured in a collision with
Miss Meyers' car in 1937.
Divorce action against Jan Garber.

orchestra leader, was dropped in
L. A. Dorothy Garber told the court
they were reconciled.

'

Genevieve Tobin was exonerated
of hit-run driving charges in Beverly
Hills.

I

Lawrence Hazard, film writer, dt'^

vorced in L." A.
Darryl Zanuck gave $1,500, Carl

Laemmle, Jr. $2,000, and Robert
Taylor $200 to the Democratic cam-
paigners in the recent state election,
according to report of secretary 6(
state. .

. Jeff Davis, so-oalled King of Ho?
bbes, accepted $250 as settlement of
his $50,000 claim against Paramount
He had demanded the 50 grand for
.his services as technical advisor on
'Arkansas Traveler.'

. .

Norman McLeod, film' director, re^
ported iftlO.OOO burglary of his home
in North Hollywood.
Henry Wilcoxon. British film

player, and Joan Woodbury, screen
actress, announced their intention to

wed in L. A., Dec. 17.

Whitney Bourne reported $15,000
jewel robbery in her Hollywood
home while she was in San Fran-
cisco *

Wynn Craig, film player, filed suit

for divorce in Los Angeles against

William R. Patrick, aviation execu-
tive.

MARRIAGES
Jean Fines' to Orry Hudson, In

Hollywood, Nov. 23. He's sound
technician at Warners.
Audrey V. Wyckoff, dancer, to

Chester Chess, non-professional, «t

Bowling Green, &, Nov. 19.

Mrs. Pauline Mark Thurston to

Charles K. Collins in Harrisburg,

Pa., Nov. 22. She's widow of

Thurston,
. the magician, and ap-

peared in his act. ,

Virginia Curtis to Ronnie Ash-

burn in Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 21.

He's sports announcer for WREN,
Lawrence, Kan.
Florence K. Sperl to Hal E. James,

in New York, Nov. 23. Bride is

casting director of the Compton
agency; he's Compton program 'man-

ager.

Ida Rae Curnett to Arthur S.,

Lyons, in Yuma, Nov. 24. Bride IS

a film player; he's the agent.

Marsha Hunt to Jerry Hopper, ln»

Santa Barbara, Nov. 23. Bride is-

film player; he's assistant chief cut-

ter at Paramount.
Kay Cornell to Fred Stein, In

Pittsburgh, Nov. 27. Bride is a rar

dio and night club entertainer. He's

a brother of Benny and Norman
Stein, N. Y; legit execs.

Loretta^ Va'rga to Bob Kliment, m
Buffalo, Nov. 23. He's announcer for

WEBR, Buffalo.
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WHAT THEY THINK
Noisy Candy Wrappers

Brooklyn.

Editor, Variety:

yniy doesn't the picture business

HO something about those hoisy

cellophane candy, unwrappers In the

theatres? W^s .
.tJad enough .witti

those trick hats the women are

wearing these days, but of the two

evils the kiddies who munch iheir

light luncheons while enjoying, (?)

the cinema are the worst.

Here's AVHat. to' do about it, il yoU'

want to kri6v'-^take^th<)se c.andy >nti-

chines and stands out b'f the theatres.

mQke,such a. nuisance so great

a convenience? .

li you are bothered—and who
Isq't?—by. the cellophaneous ptsts,

they're usually of the type to whoni'

a kind word means nothing. It usu-

ally means getting just as tough with

them, or else. And it's not worth th^

bother. Byt, bQy, what. nuisance

they are! .. Gimme the jitterbugs Any
time, but .-defend us from the noisy

candy-chewers- and nervous paper-^

crlnWers.
'

'

•>

I don't know how much the candy
concession is worth to the big pic-

ture houses on Broadway, but I

icoow it's keeping plenty of cash cus-

tomers out of the theatres. Me in^-

cliided.
Jim Dawson.

Money Due W, A. Joyner
New York.

Editor, Variety:
We are seeking Willie Alberna

Joyner in order to pay him an equity
due on a life insur-ance policy.
' Y^e have learned that Joyner had a
small part in a colored production
called "Harlem After Midnight,'
,which was produced some years 9g0.

John B.. Northrop,
Metropolitan Life Ins. Co.

Money Due the Aarons, To»
Philadelphi

Editor, Variety;
We are interested in locating Jack

^nd fithel Aaronsj husband and wife,

who we understand are professiortlal

stage performers. There is a sum of

money due them.
Their last address which we knew

of 'some five or .six years ago
4330-46 Sunnyside, Long Island.

Edward - N. -Paliaher.

was

Not NBC's Grifli

Editor, Variety:
_

,New York.
NBC vocalist George Griffin wants

you to know that he .is not scheduled
to appear in the WINS Federal The-
atre operetta, as reported on page
22 of your last issue.

'

John Holt Baxter.

NBC Artists Service.

Bills Next Week

(Continufsd

Trocadero

Oloria Bomano
A«*ll« St Clair
Terry Clrola
Bojr Bamkla Qro.

VlUa Modem*
Tony Cabot Oro

Wiaopa Oardend
ftaa Carter

from page 46)-

Glgl Rene
Doiores lica
Diane Lak>e
Suzanne ' Keaaler
Lucille Johnson
Frankle RuUoa Or6

Zi|r ZaK
Sunny Bouohe
Laura Marman
Sunny Mack
Larry Lux Uro

PHILADEZimA
Aaeharac*

Bill Honey Ore
$«W«I1 lUlo
Kahn & DePInto

Areadlf.Iiit'l . .

Clem Wllltama Oro
Selda Castle
Jobany Hoft
Jean Sargent
S Bonos
Walter Donahue
Aayo & Drigo
Mayfalr Gls (10)
Joe. Pletro S
K-Uar
R«lleTHe-atra«f«r4
(Mdn IHalBc m'lM)
Mayar Davis Or*
(Bargaad^ Meom)
Frank Juele Ore
CUtt Hall
Murrey Dancers
dmund DeLucca
Adolph Lanza
B«wy the Baai'a
Terry Walker
Asfiburns
2 U^BtlCB
Barbara McDonald
Betty Benson
Ross Irwin
Irving' oro
Detoyd McKay
Jabnny Graft Oro
CMIIlao TBTcm

t)ean Edwards
Henrique & Adr'n'e
Ulml Stewart
Ada Reynolds
Jeanne Van
Sonny Roy

Reynolds Oro
Jack Newlon
Llna (8)

Club Afrlcana
T Riley & Sunda
LcRoy McCoy
Jennie Dancer
Jack Surrell
Bobby Evann
Flash & Dash
Williams & Wlll'ms
Blanche Saundisrs
Kitty Murray
Boo Hyde Oro

Club IS

Joy & Juantta
Tobia Lee
Blllle Franca
Maa Masters
Amy Organ:
Johnny Young's. Or

Ctab fanikMt
Rae I)ell
Bstelle Dupres
Louise Holt
Bmma stoach
J«e Caruso
Betty Fernon
Anne Hnrklns
Al Wilson f

BUI Thorntan Oro
. £1 ChiM

Tommy Monroe
Doc Dougherty Ore

tCmbaasy
Judith Lawton
Mata Monteria
Bdytha Brown

t Lynda Marsb
Ann Kirwln
Pedra Btanca Ore
George CUttord
BT«rcree» CMhM

Beth Chainfa
Joe MlllkopJ. Ora
Lewis Sis
Jeaiiette Gaffett*
Harry Schilling
Jeannette ft Xalem

102S Clob
nickson Sis
Florence Kelmah
Swing King Ore
Bubbles Shelby
rraaUe FaliMbo's
Ray MlHer
PattI CraUford
wllford Mayo 3

mmI^ .* Helen Nip
Hill A l^aRora
Bobby Morrow Ore

Harris Tayeni
Bobby Lyona
Greta- LaMarr

uildebnuid's
Pete.. Hayea-
Leonard ubok
Ijola Pullman
Warren & Durktn
Donnle Lyons
GharHe Neld
Dottle Winters
Leslie Sis
Richard Bach
Bobby Lee Ore

ITotel Adelphfo
(Cafe Marguery)

Allen Fleldliig Oro
Sammy Walsh
Eddie Shayne
'Charlotte Armstr'ng
4 Vespers
'6 Continentals
Margo Gls (8)
Don Angelina Ore
Hotel riiliadelphia

C Wolf Gls (6)
Ginger Dulo
Lillian Fox
Bob Magee
Glrard & Joyce
Joe Frasetto

I.atlmer Club
(Blue Room)

Sonl Shaw
Jlmmle Kelly
Blllle Lee
Sharon Harvey
Line (6>
Jonle'a Bd
Uttle Kathskellar

Jack Grlffln Ore
Zorlta
Joe Kirk
Jerry Krueger
Dolly Reckless
De LImas
Johnny & George

Jack Lyncli's

Jeno Oonath Oro
Vincent Rlzzo Ore
Barney Zeeman
Mona Reed
Tip, Toi^, Toe
Jane Pickens
Virginia Llnaley
Helena Heath
Chas Smith •

Joe Lewis
.rimmy BIal<«
J Lynch Gls (16)

Opea poar
Marty Joyce
Berdell 3
Hose Hetberly
Maria Fitapatrlck
Viola Klaiss Ore
Jim BossI
Bob Speddeh

Parrtsb Cafe
Billy &. Flo -dross
Baby Lewis
Shorter/s Ora
Vernon &uy

Adorables (()
Allen Walker
Amet Sc Rogers
Barbara Iioni^
Itonia Bradley
Chet Fennis ilre

Jjohnny Walsh
Marrone ft Gallo

;

/flouth ft I>ane
Patsy Shaw
Pat Perry
Danny Montgomery
Jaanette May<
.rack UutoninsoB
Irving Brsslow On

flilver Laka fna
(Clcmention)

MIekey FanlMant Or
P'ce ft P's Selandla
Chktulta
Tommy Oaborn
E)ll SUele .

,

.)utkla'a Rathakvlhri

Peggy Shields
Jimmy LaKore
Eunice DuBoiir
Jill Adrian*

Jay Jerome Oro
Frank PontI

aotb Ceatury
Tommy CuUen Oro
Harold Beewick
4 Grand
Billy Keaton
Valerie Dumont
BsteUe C.arr

Vlklng Cafe
Rogers, Conrad ft M
Franees Carroll
Barry ft Glenn
Grace O'Hara
Jerry Deimar Oro

Village Bar*
Dolores O'Neill
Beth Calvert
Barry & De Alba
Dom« Saoco
Bill Bauersfleld
Marty Bohn
Nan<;y Lee
Teddy Oliver Oro

Weber's Hof Braa
(Camden)

Karl ft Gretchen
Bavarians
Use Hart
Rudy Bruder
Ray Miller
Jules Flacco Oro
Carl Wales
Leona Brady
Blrdland'
Margie Green
Herbert Loe
Jackie Moss
J & T Shellenh'mer

Yacht Club
Kitty Helmling Oro
Jimmy 'Bailey
Dorothy Coster
Wataon Sle
Patricia Robinson
Doris Shea
Roberta Ramsey
l>oogrlaw^h«»w.Boat
Emory Evans
Charlie Gains Ore
'Line (8)

•

DETROIT
Ambassador Club
Buddy Lester
Betty .Co-eds
Babe Sherman
Al Howard
Benny "Miller
Peggy Wagner
Bob Marble
Betty Beop
Charlie Lazin Oro
Beok^'Cadniae Hetal

(Boak Gaslnii)

Lanl Mclntlre Oro'
Moml Hal
Aloha Kalml
Meynto Holt
Lei Na Ala
Pau Keahola

(Motor Bar)
Art Ravel Ore
Muriel Boyd
Chene'-Troinbley

.TImmy Gargano Or
Sally Osmnn
Meyers & Arthur
Ginger Sutton
Kuma
Chessen 2
Ray Styles

Club Froutenae
Geo Alfand Oro
Harry Jarkey
Don Ernesto
.Doryce ft Freddie
Commodore Chib
Sammy Dlbert Ore
Jane Stanley
Tommy Jones
Orchids (2)

Hotel Statl«Ar
(Terraea .Rtwm)

Xavler Cugat Ore
RUBsel Swann
Phil BrestoR Oro
Carmen Castillo
Judy Lane
Catallone Rolon
Eddie Ashei'man
Murray Dancers

^«btola Car*
Leonard ffeel Ore
F^ank Reynolds
Vara Walton

Hforthwaatf tmm
Ray Carlti* Ore

Woods & Bray
'Glenn Dale
Fatsy Marr

Oasis
8 Guardsmen
Ginger Cole
Leola Taylor
Hal Borne Ore

Plantation Club
H Henderson Ore
Mae Diggs
Bill & Chas
Leltha Hill
House Line {ty

PewataM
Paul Neighbor Or<S
Dorn Bros ft Mary
Bennett Dancers
Don ft R Marshall
Owens & Parco
Deauvllle' Boys
Ross 3

Saks
Pansy the Horse
Al Zimmte
Martin & Marvel'
Vlckl Lauren
Club Ten-Forty

J..ytle Sis
Sally Joyce
Gerrle Healy
Coyle McKay Ore

To-<la Farms
Burns Cambell Ore
Willie Green
Tondelayo ft I.opea
Ted Louis
Grant Page
Blllle & BIlUe
Tinl DUone
WUlle Green
Frog Morgan

Webster Hall
(C«!ktall «Ttll).

Art Mooney Ore
Merle Clark
Szlta ft Xnis
Bftclielors 3
Wester Whitehonse
Jean Shailor

Vfmtfer liar

Darathy Berila
A I Vlarra Ore

MILWAUKEE
Bcri Phillip's

Pep Babler Ore
Ethel fleldel

Billy KMck's
Miriam Stuart Ore
Donna LuPaa
Tx>uls Streeter
Marty Hoft
Jean Renard
ntmtg Palna Oarden
Eddia South Ore
t<OMls Mason

Blaa Haaa
D Davidson Ore
Virginia Boaen
Jay Jayson
Gala Parker

Cavdloal CMt
Bud VIonI Ore

Cbatcaa Clab
ina Scott
Jcanle Walker
Kllen Kay
Cleone -Hays
Johnny Poat
Irene Burke
Little Laverna
Barclay 2

CMoT«r eiafc
Weber Ore
RuHi Phillips
Eva "Thornton
Mar-fta Toung
Eleanor Gall

Cln.b Madrid
Stan Jacobsen Or«
iSlta ft Annls
June Lang
B.ernia ft Yovanna
Roberta Roberta
Betty Adier
Maria Marsh
Rosa Hteffen
Ann Suter
Edith n«e
flhutta ft Kent
Jimmy Rotas Oro

€lab T«rrla
Jack Teeter Ore
Ethel Warrea
Phil KestiB

€«(« Clab
Bob Freeman
Mary Reed
Jell Thomas
Leonard Oa/ Oro

Caralcs Milit
Red Billings Oro
Ray Block Ore
Ben Boe Ol'c
Gene Emerald
Ralph Lewis
DovlMs Sa«lcs

Bob Gatrlty Oro
Billy .Baer Ore
Red Roberts Ore
Wally Miller Ore
Gloria Gale
Jimmy De Pafma

Howard Gelger
Hotel Schroedev
(Empire Boom)

Jack Crawford Ore
Joe Wallace
Wilfrid Du Bols
Dorothy Dale
Southern Sis
Tung Ping Soo

Karl Ratsoh's
Sepple Boch Oro
Helene Stum

Larson's

Ray Meadows Oro
Undy's

Rfck ft Snyder
Log Cabin

Carl Bergman Oro
Miami Clab

Blanc ft Charme
Janet Reed
Doris Dane
NIkkl NIckall
Ray Wencll
Jane Ruhey
Pegg'y Geary
Johnny Davis Ore

MIIwaukeHii
Helen Kaye
Variety 4

Oasis
JIarty Gray Ore
Snooks Hartman

Old Heidelberg
Herman Rehfedt Or

Open Door
Tl^^ney Llveng'd „0r
1/afry Ptfwcll

Packard Bailraom

"

Al Cavalier . Ore- .

FaradtWe Gtrrdena
Anthony DOrla Ore

Paris
Gordon Bogle Ore
Norman Bbfon -

-

.

Itc4tdAftVA^fB
Katherlne Kaye

Ruth Gars*
Eleanor Sutherland
Helen James
Vera Robsel

Beno
Rudy Sager Ore
Harry RAybOrn

Scaler's

Tony Bauer Ore
Marie Kecky
Jessie & Viola
Dorothy Hnrhllton
Blng Burdick
Roma Costello

.0cbwatCx
Bob Eherle Ore
Lee LeI'ghton Ore
Johnny GePg Ore
Claude Parmlnter

. State Ctanleas

Mildred Seeley
Lady Delllkh
Ann Helene
Dale. ft Dale
Evon Allen

'Tic top ' Tap
Joey Feldsteln Ore
Bert Nolan
Bobbie Cook
Carlos ft Dolores
'tV>wn and Country

Club
Virginia Davis
Tiny Gorman
Betty Harger
Wlrth'a i^utnristic

Steve 'Swedish Ore
BUl^SchweUaer Ore
Jack Fexer
Value Jay Ore
Ford ft- Baroea
Maureen >IteRay
Rogan ft Mann

li'laconsln Hoot
Nlc Harper Ore
Bemie Ctnumln's' Or
Cennfa Barieau- '

(.oralna De Wood

BOSTON
Blue Trala

Bert Lowo Ore
Braiva B«i%y

Mickey Alport* Ore
Caea BlaBana

Pete Herman Ore
Claire Nevuljis
Homer'
Hy Sands
Chllds' Old France
Marshall' Morrill Or
Theresa

dob Mayfalr
Ranny Weeha Ore
Utu. 'A J Mdrvh
Moore ft. Revel
Myra Nash
Geo Llbby Gls (8)

CotiMBiit Grove
Jacques Renard Or
Gomez ft.Winona

Caago
B Calloway r>Or.o

Crawford IfOasa

Ray Phillips Ore
Alice O'Lettry
Adrian O'Brien

-

-Flamingo JAoem
Bob Hardy Ore

naviflbnrjra

Don Humbert Ore
Glnker Gordon

Bofliia«
(Lttwreiice)^

6 Leyands
Hotel Ceiptor Vlmttt
(ShesatoB Moom)

Nya Mayhew Ore
(M«ry-<2««BaaBd>
Jimmy Rvaolne Ore
Hotel Bmdfard

(PenfhatfBC)

Lelghton Gray Orcr

Hotel Essex
Jack Mannmg Ore
Mary Burton
Patsy Duncan
Diane Dubrilla
Barbara tione
Duane Maraliall Or
Billy Kelly

Hotel JmiMrial
Cllft Jarvls .Ore

Hotel atatlcr
(Terraco- lUanr)

Lelghton Noble Ore

Or

Kdlth Caldwell
Chlok"^oyd
Johnny SUacAfee
Noble 3

(Cafe RoDge)
Saivy Cavlcchio

.(£omre^Bar)
Alfredo^ Seville
Musical Rogues
'HoM 'tVest'mlfister

(Blike Room)'
Karl Rohde Oro
Tom Hardy
SVlvia. ft Andrego
Katherlne Rand
Vivian Von
Jlaattr Pine Boom
(Hotel Wopdcoeh)
Preddy Green Oro

Kieyhole
Harry DeAngelis Or
Gertrude Woodsum
Vie Jerome
Old faaktoned Cafe
3 Cyclones

-Xew Amer. Hotel
(Lawell)

Leu Clarke Oro
Ort's

Don Humbert Ore „

ParAdlao Restaurant
(btf«wenc«>

Freddio'Coomha Or
•jral Palms

Marglo -Siorello
Bessie Prodtt
Jimmy Kenny
Johnny Dtoon

Seville
'Don Ulco Oro

io^tblond
Chlek Carter Oro

StttCe Boor
Don Humbert Oro

8fcaben-'s
(VIcaaa Boom)

Jack Fisher Ore
Towae Club

Geopffs Harris Ore
MA'urlce
Charlie Ross
Mhnl Chevalier

Verne's (4)
Lucille Rich
Becgere Sis (2)
Honey Fam (6)

lYocndero
Frank Paul Ore

GI^VEMKB
AlphM Vlllaco

Otto Thwm Ore
Ma'rice ft B Whel'n
Lee Early ft Fala
Margaret -Aemmer
Herman Pirchner

Avakm
Ky Barron Ore
Eileen Joyce
Florena
Bob' Marcband

Cedai^' Gardens
Monette Moore
Rose O'Neal
Jean Arthur
'i Cadet's
FUnk Moore
Duke M«lvin Ore

Chateau
Sunny Brooks Ore
Bee Gardner Gls
Gloria Oaylovd

Efgbi O'clock Club
Bill Miller Ore
Mildred Chaplin
Sammy Llpman
Anita James
r^be Peltz

I

DOnna Wamby
it^onnie Roberta
Frank Kubertino
Kay Baron

Freddie's Cafe
Tony Emma Ore
4 Deauvllle Boys
Ross 2
( Darlings

tioansiet Club
Lonis CIna Ore
MitKle Wayne

Hotton's Club
Phil Helkell
Sherry Martin
Rose'Harle

Hasna Grill

Gypsy Lee
Lee Ensign
Hotel Cleveland

Manny Landers Ore
Waft Bergen
Heiel Fenway Hall
Willie Potts Ore
Hotel Hollenden

Sammy Watklns Or
Sunny O'Dea
Jim ft M Mulcay
Sura Ann McCabe
Romany 3

Hotel Statler

Dick Barrle Ore
Harris ft Shore
Pollard ft Martin

MoBsee's Cafe
Ted ft Mary Tast
CleonliTo Mont Vara
JacQiies Pollack Or

3Iewads Obib
Orvelle Rand Or;c ,

Jules De Vorzon
Jack Webb
Nella Qoodello
Somthttn Tavern

Paul Burton .Ore
Von Kaye
Nick Bonfempa

llbaagl Cl«b
Troy Singer Ore
Poison Gardner
Bessie Brown
Sonny Carr

Philiy Symph Tourt
Philadelphia, Nov. 29.

Philly Orch, under Eugene Or-
mandy, leaves on a five-day tour of

the South next Tuesday. First con-
cert will be given Dec. 7 at Columbia
S. C, followed by Durham, N. C,
bee. 8; Greensboro, Dec, 9; WJnston-
Salem, Dec. 10, und Ash^ville, Dec.

11.

Regular Philly concerts will be
skipped Dec. 9 and 10 because of the

tout.

Grid Seer Bats .712

With the major gridiron bat-
tles over this past Saturday
(26), Nat Kahn, Vamety's foot-
ball prognosticator, emerged
with a mark pf ..712 hung up
in 267 selections. Of the 271
games picked, 14 ended in ties,

which counted as losses, spells

the .712 batting average. Throw-
ing; out the ties hypoes the mark'
to .758, . .

Among shortend bsts picked
correctly were Northwestern
over Minnesota at 1/2; St.

Mary's over Santa Clara at. 1/3;

Columbia over Army at 1/2;-

Cornell-. over.<-Dartmputh at 5/8;.

and use over dalifomia at 5/8.;

Kahn also didn't go. wrong,
•when picking a fe.W"bf th^f'sure-.,

fire odds-on winners^ so It's a
standoff.

ARMTKONG RETAINS

WSLimWEIGHT TITLE

By rACK TVTLXSm
The postponed fisticuffs between

Henry Armstrong,, the three-title

Coast fighter, and Cefnrino Garcia,

hard hitting Phillipino from .Lps

Angeles, was Staged in -Madisioii.'

Square Garden Wrid^y ,(25) wh<ii'Wf
well-filled arena heard thfv v<l^<j|^.'.

'The winner -and stiU. chatmsiion,

.

Armstrong.' Hahk comiede^;.; fA^itf;

than 14 pounds to toe othisr brpwti|;^'|

skinned scrapper, bii't was favored m.
the betting odds at eight io ifit^

which was abotii rli^t, as Jj^^'fited

the numberHJf poin|te pjl)^ uit^)?y
'i

the little coast mauler.

Although .the., ^dcet .scgte .. was
$16^50 top, th« fans weni^for .ihe

match to the ejctent of g^dss^dbse'
to $80,000. Verr few ^Kkeiii- pur-
ohased for tbe'1!|i^t oHg^natty Inkili

been turned tiack and it waV'tf'gtt*«tf

that hurt the gate dt the 'rtiiaafe^'

weight affair beiwecii ApostoH 'aridf

Young Gorbett the pre^n:6us' WOefc' ^

Without doiibt the ^0ip^:/:yfex^'
disappointed, for only cpjuple.iOjt

times during the 15 rotipc^, ^i-i^^f
contest did, "they have, a. <shan^.e ,,io,

get excited—early in thcl 09^i
then in the 12th found. ji'ibtjhe.l^W
point a loping right i&yil^i .JxoSio^

sent the little guy off balance..^pd>l[ie

may have fallen but ioi; the 'r<^pes.

If Henry was hurt by the'iock Gar-
cia will never -know for.

.
)hS' failed io

follow up the advantage..

The decision was not acc«p.tatrle to

quite a percentage- of .thosie present
who squawked plenty. /: 'Either' -they,

were short enders or were aote be-
cause the battle was not- thrilling.

No question about the result how-
ever, both judges and. referee ruling,

for Armstrong while the- best -.Garcia
received from fighter writers scorltig

was seven rounds to eight- ior the
champ. It did not look that close

for Henry outhit the other fellow
from three to five to one during most
of the sessions.

It may be that New Yorkers are
a bit tired of Watching Armstrong's
windmill style, in close, wh6re much
of the fighting was done. Garcia
could not step back often enough
and hit at long range where he is

best. Most of the small man's bat«
ties here had him changing the pace
just long 'enough to deliver knock-
out wallops. That did not happen
against Lou Ambers from whom he
copped the title, nor could he con-
nect as effectively with the rugged
opponent of last week. Garcia had
the charice to -gain the crown, com*
ing a record of two knock-downs
when he met Barney Ross on the
coast,- though that encounter was
not for the championship.

Although Armstrong could not
topple the taller lad, he cut both
eyes to such an extent that the ref-

eree peered at his injuries several
times late in the going and even
called the doctor to examine the
fighter, nearly stopping it. The little

champ was not unidamaged, one of
bis peepers being tightly closed, ifle

still rates as the best little "fighting

machme in the world
. and after, thi^

contest agreed to meet.Ambers for a
second time. If he . can be licked by
a. welter, some believe Lou can turn
the trick bilcaMse of his ^iccuracy in.

planting
.
uppercuts, , which badly

dam.aged Armstrong when they first

raet.

Chicago, Nov. 29
Two items loom large in the cur-

rent discussions at the convention o(„
the National Assn. of Amusement
Parks at the Sherman hotel here:
admission prices and the, use oi .

name talent. Pro and con argtunent9 r

are heating up the nrie'etings regard->
ing freak admission rates, particul-r .

ly due to . the recent trend towards «

2c and 3c days -as . a mid-week crowd*
builder. There are those who de«
Clare that these 'lownpriced ^ate9

.

may entice th6 mobs weekdays, bu^
that these,people are then lost to the
parks on the days when the price
goes to normal,
:On the other hand, the sliced-tar-?

iff upholders claim that the..freal<

charges tend to bring in new. sue-,,
tomers for the

.
park aind introduce

the outdpor playgrqunds to people
who would not. otherwise patron.i%^
the joint.

Even more earnest is the discus-
sion regarding the importing ot

.

name talent for the parks to put thct

outdoors layouts in direct competl-' .

tion with theatres and danc^halls^
especially- the letter. ,.NAAJ^ ie«deri>

^

feel the dancehalls, with their liame
'

bands, corral a great portion of the
trade ytfach the pafks might reason-
ably expect. And thkt this trade L*

,

to the 'daneehaias 1»c!<;stiEse the'
''

hoofing joirits are giving the 'teen-
agers a name dansapation outfit 4$r
an attraction. Now NAAP wimts to
Jcnow Why the parks can't ?o into;
ctjtie ballroom business, and In a loig

.

.w«y, by spotting outstanding orche;;-'

tras.

«.C. BUCK SHOWS LOSES

IN $65,000 BLAZE

; 0. C Buck Shows, wintering Jjij.

Portsmouth, Va., lost -thie bulk of
its stored -«qui^ent Nov.'4i6- wltcit-

the two-story building was .destroy-
by lire.

F. McLenden; sect^taJty-'tre&s-'

^j^r of the 'Shows, said that damage
:yirou}d. amount -to tretween "$65,000

and $76;000, partly covered by in-
surhnce. Butik, head of the carney,
,i§ expected to returqi to Portsmouth,
in 9 few days, having been in Ter-
ihont on a hunting trip at the time
of the blaze.

Circus Animals Burn
St. Louis, Nov. 29.

Five animals owned by the Al G.
Kelly and M^lpr Brothers ,^hows^ ii;! .

winter quarters at Springfield, Mo./
were burned to death Nov. 24, when-
flames destroyed a barn in which'
they werfe sheltered.
The fite, of undetermined origin,

'

gained such rapid headway that, ef-
forts of firemen and volunteers to

'

check it were unavailing, A baboon,
a. bear, a wolf, one large monkey and

'

a wildcat were lost.

B^tmy Musicals

(Continued from page 47)

over *I Married An Angel' still well
up in the money at the Shubevt.
Some of the other musicals did not

hold to expected form and are re-
garded doubtful profit-makers re-

gardless of moderately good busi-

ness. But the swing to mtisicals

is undoubted and half of those op-
erating' now are expected to be par- -

ticularly popular draWs during the
N. Y. World's Fair next year.

'Syracuse' propped ^Itlght'

'Syractise' had -a' bijger Opening
night than "I'd Rather Be Rfjht,'

in the --same-' -houee, the t(vktng»-4«^'

ing $5,100, but the new entrant hsd
a top of $6,60 as against the $5,50

premiere of 'Right.' It's the Urst
musical show produced by George
Abbott, who has heretofore special-

ized in -comedies. Showman, liow-
ever, figured in staging the books
of several standout musicals in 'flte

past, among them, 'On Your Tbes,*

written by Richard Rodgers and
Lorenz Hart.

'Syracuse' evoked smiles from in-
^

siders along Broadway because of

'

the title. "A numbei* of showmen
hail from the upstate city, including,

the Shuberts and Maxiw Hciman.
However, the Syracuse of thie sh6\N:

is -a Greek city of that name, .call-

ing for Grecian characterizations.

Bode is based on Shakespeore'i
'Comedy of Errors,' but retahu
virtually none of its lines.



VARiETY

My Sincerest Thanks

To These Friends and Their

Who So Graciously Attended
Opening, In the Inclement

r

Thanksgiving Night

Guests

r

Julian Abeles Hiirry Kalcheim

Fried Ahlert Nick Kenny
Willard Alexander PhU Komheiser

Jack Alicoate Syd Kornheiser

Max Arons Bernard Landis

Mii]*rav Baker Fdisfar Leslie'

Louis Bernstein Aaron Levine

Phil Bloom Harry liink

Ted Lloyd

Dmris Bvme Carmen Lombardo
Bob Oanavan Guy Lombardo

Tohil T. O'Connoi*

Bernie Pollack

Del dasino Bernard Prasrer

Larry Clinton JBsther Ralston

Chest^"Conn Meyer RannaDort

Jesse Crawford Dr. Charles Rein

Lew Diamond Ray Remey
Tommy Dorsey Doris Rhodes

James Doyle Tom Rickett

WUUam Feinberg Jack Rosenberg

Norman Foley Charles Ross

Harry Friedman Al Roth

Elmer Gazly Lester Santly

Mack Goldman Carl Snyder

BenGrauer Wm. Stein

Sidney Green Joanie Taps

Aaron Greengolj^ Rocco Vocco

K. K.Hansen Lew Wasserman

Lennie Hayton Bob Weitman

BiUyHiU Judge John White

Ralph Hitz Miss Tommy Whittaker

Georgie Joy Edward Wolpin

IN DANCE TEMPO

PHIL SPITALNY
And his All Girl Orchestra

Currently
Limited Engagement

(Cpncluding December 14th)

at the

Biltmore Hotel, new york city
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